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SHANNONDALH.

CHAPTER I.

THE VALE OF SHANNONDALE.

Oh, sparkling clear thy waters flow,

And murmur as they glide,

To the iair trees that bend below

To kiss the loving tide;

And far above the mountains stand,

L ke waich lowers placed to guard a land

Where all conspires to yield delight,

Where pleasure reigns by day and night.

Skannondale.'L. M. SMITH.

The valley of the Shenandoah presents a suc-

cession of the most various, sublime and beauti-

ful landscapes in the world. The Shenandoah,
which yet retains its ancient, beautiful, and

poetic Indian name, springs among the magnifi-

cent rocks of the Cyclopean towers. These

towers, seven in number, rise to the height of

several hundred feet, like the ruins of some stu-

pendous ancient feudal castle, erected to guard
the passes of this magnificent valley. Flowing
on through a beautiful and fertile vale, hemmed
in by mountains, and supposed to have been

once the bed of an ancient lake with its high

and rocky banks, the Shenandoah passes Weir's

Cave, one of the greatest natural wonders in the

new world, and quite worthy to be ranked, (says

an English tourist) with the Natural -Bridge or

Niagara, and equal in dimensions, and in the

variety, beauty and sublimity of its objects, to

the celebrated Grotto of Antiparos. Still flowing

on, the .majestic river washes the Western pre-

cipices of the Blue Ridge, forming in its serpen-

tine course, islands and promontories, some high,

barren and blasted, others covered with beauti-

ful verdure or crowned with lofty trees. Yet

flowing on, the mighty river, gathering force

from every tributary, rushes with frightfully in-

creasing power and rapidity to meet the Poto-

mac, and with a god-like strength to rend a pas-

sage through the mountains to the ocean.

The stupendous sublimity of this awful scene

was said by Thomas Jefferson to be worth a

voyage across the Atlantic when a voyage
across the ocean was an affair of sir months.

But it is the Vale of Shannondale, the scene of

my present romance of real life, that I wish to

describe. A few miles below Harper's Ferry,
the Blue Ridge makes a curve, hemming in a

beautiful and fertile vale in the shape of a horse

shoe, whose opening is on the South. Within

the curve of the ridge, washing its base, and en-

circling the vale, rushes the Shenandoah. From
the river the ground rises gradually toward the

South Ttiis lovely spot combines enchanting

beauty with majestic sublimity. Hemmed in by
lofty mountains, and encircled by a rushing

river, shaded by groves of lofty trees, freshened

by springs and fountains of sparkling water, fra-

grant with millions of wild flowers, and musical

with the voices of thousands of birds, it realizes

the vision of the Rasselas' Happy Val'ey.

Many years since., it does not matter how

many, stood on this favored spot an ancient man-

sion, one of the first erected in the valley of tne

Shenandoah.

The legend of its erection runs thus : In

the latter part of the reign of Elizabeth, during

the last persecution of the Catholics by that

Princess, the head of a noble Catholic family in

Wiltshire, England, emigrated to Virginia, The

settlements were then all near the sea coast, or

upon the banks of James River and the Rappa-

hannock. All the country West, of the Blue

Ridge was unknown. The valley oi Virginia

was traversed by hordes of war-like savages,

who sometimes crossed the mountains and made

fearful and destructive descents upon the un-

protected settlements, and whose very yells

were a horror. Soon after his arrival, Lord

Summerfield formed an exploring and hunting

party, who purposed crossing the mountains to

explore the country and to hunt the deer.

This bearding the lions in their dens was an

enterprise requiring great courage, prudence and

fortitude. Lord Summerfield possessed all three

in an eminent degree. He set out with his party

fully equipped for several months exploring,

fighting or hunting, and after many days of alter-

nate travelling, sporting, skirmishing and rest,

during which they had successfully evaded or

repulsed the savages who would have interrupted

their expedition, early in October they reached

the sublime and beautiful Vale of Shannondale,
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encircled by its sparkling river, and s'.ut in by

its majestic mountains. Here astonished at the

tupendous grandeur, fascinated by the charming

gile looking human flower that ever bloomed its

day in the parterres of a palace conservatory !

Expose her to a wilderness life! No! it was

beauty of the landscape, delighted with the luxu- not to be thought of. So said Lady Northamp-

riant fertility of the soil, and the exhilarating
'

purity of the climate, Lord Summerfield stand-

ing upon the lofty mountain on the North, and

looking down upon this scene of wonderful

beauty and grandeur, exclaimed,

"This is a spot to dare and do for! Here I

plant my family again ! here I pitch my tent !

Here will I live,' here die, and here be buried !"

The party continued their hunting and explo-

ring a few weeks longer, until the frosts and

keen winds of winter warned them to return to

the settlements, which they just reached by the

Christmas festivities.

Lord Summerfield was as good as his word.

Immediately upon reaching home he commenced

preparations for emigrating thither in the spring.

His fellow colonists endeavored to dissuade him

from so hazardous a purpose, but in vain, he

icemed possessed with the Vale of Shannondale

and neither the arguments or entreaties of his

friends, present difficulty, toil, privation, or pro-

spective danger and death could turn him from

his purpose. He contrived to rescue enough

from the wreck of his English estates to pur-

chase the land from the savages, whose favor he

conciliated by two, with them, all powerful

means, namely by placing perfect confidence

in them, in coming to live so far from the settle-

ments, alone, among them, and by making them

many useful and showy presents. He sent over

an agent to England, where under pain of death

he dared not return in person, to collect together

the scattered remnants of his property, to pur-

chase and ship to him bu'lding materials, house

furniture, hunting and farming implements, and

in short every thing that was needed to create a

civilized home in the grand and beautiful wilder-

ness upon which he had set his heart. Another

mission he entrusted to his agent, a letter of ten-

der farewell to his young and beautiful cousin

and betrothed bride living in Wiltshire, at Long-
ford Castle, under the care of her aunt, the

Marchioness of Northampton. His letter was
full of strength, tenderness and hopeful love. He
bade her wait in patience and in confidence until

he had made this wild and lovely vale " bloom

and blo-som as the rose," until his house, his

gardens, and hi* parks in the new world should

equal in comfort and elegance her sumptuous re-

sidence in the old one. Finally until the rapidly

growing country should be sufficiently settled to

make it a safe retreat for her. Then he said he

would transplant his violet to the Vale of Shan-

nondale. Could he indeed expect the beautiful,

refined and cherished daughter of aristocratic

wealth and luxury to join him in his wild hunting
cabin. It never once entered his mind.

Viola, of Summerfield ! the most fair and fra-

ton when she had started Lord Summerfield to

America ;
and yet she was only thinking at that

time of the settlement ! How much more dreadful,

then, the idea, had it ever presented itself to her,

of exposing Viola to the almost certainly fatal

toils, privations and perils of the fearful moun-

tain passes infested with savage beasts and more

savage men.

Viola, of Summerfield, was in her luxurious

bower at Longford Castle, when the letter from

her lover was placed in her hand. She caught
it with a bound of joy it was the first time she

had heard from him since his departure. She

tore it open, and read it with a palpitating heart.

Then her eyes filled and overflowed with tears.

She folded it quietly up, and formed a resolu-

tion.

In the meantime, Lord Summerfield, upon the

Rappahannock, was impatiently waiting the re-

turn of the ship that was to bring out his cargo.

The spring opened, and he had not heard from

the vessel. At last, wishing to get a small gar-

den under cultivation, that very season he set

out on horseback, attended by two hired men,
also mounted, for his valley estate, having left

orders that his agent should land the cargo, and

transport it in wagons to the spot selected for

building. It was as early as the first of March
when he set out, it was near the last of the

same month that he found himself again in the

Vale of Shannondale. Already the snows had

melted off the mountains, and the young grass
was springing in the valley, and the trees putting
forth young buds in the forest. He went to

work with his two men, and felled trees and

built a cabin of logs as a temporary shelter.

Then he began to hedge in a small garden, which

the two men prepared for the seed. Every day
as the spring advanced, revealed new beauties

in the charming landscape, and increased the

impatience of Lord Summerfield to add all the

improvements of civilization and art to the

loveliness and grandeur of nature. The air

was populous with wild fowl, the forests filled

with game, and the beautiful river alive with

the finest fish. Coal, iron ore and red sand-

stone, a beautiful material for building, abound-

ed in the mountains, and springs of mineral wa-

ter, the admirable medicinal qualities of which
he was chemist enough to appreciate, were free-

ly dispersed about th.p vale. Indeed, it seemed

that nature, in a fit of extravagant liberality,

had here lavished all her rarest and most costly

treasures. " It was a land to die for!" And
Lord Summerfield worked like a day -laborer on

hire, to get it under cultivation, while he anx-

iously expected his teams.

At length, one evening in May, when all the
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vale was bathed in a flood of golden sunlight, smiles, *od some with grave and earnest faces

when the two men, Hiram and Peter, had pre-

pared the evening repast under one of tue vast

oak trees that dotted the vale, and Lord Suin-

merfield was walking up and down the green

slopes of the hill, now losing himself in contem-

plating the beautiful river, with its fringe of

trees, or gazing with awe upon the majestic

mountains across its flood, or, turning back,

rested his eyes upon the dim old forest, dark

and green near, but floating off as it ascended

behind, until the faint blue hues of the distant

foliage blended with the azure of the far and

cloud-capped mountains; and listening to the

rustling of wings among leaves, as the birds

fluttered to rest, or to the singing and chirp ng

of all those tiny insects, the minstrels of the

night, gay nocturnal serenaders, who always

begin when the birds cease, and not till then
;

or to the rushing sound of the waters, as they

swept around the vale. How deep the solitude

seem d ! how profound ! and how loud roared

the current in the absence of other noises! But

hark ! Taere comes a sound that is neither the

rushing of waters, nor the flutter of birds, nor

the chirping of insects, nor the waving of trees.

Nearer, nearer it approaches. Lord Summer-

field has stopped, and every sense is on the

qui vive, as he looks and listens down the vale.

For he thinks of a hostile tribe of Indians. It

comes nearer and nearer it is it is the clatter

of many horses' feet !

" The savages ! the savages ! fly, my lord !

fly!" exclaimed the two men, setting the exam-

ple by taking to their heels.

But Lord Summerfield kept his eagle eye fixed

in the direction of the swiftly-coming horse-

men. Tney emerge from the trees skirting the

river they canter rapidly up the hill they are

in sight oh, joy ! they are men of England !

they approach oh, rapture ! they are old

friends and neighbors I Lord Summerfield has-

tened dovn the hill to meet them and could

this indeed be ? was this possible ? a fragile

and fay-like figure rode among them her steed

rushed upon him in an instant, with a cry of

joy, she threw herself upon his bosom and

Summerfield folded his own Viola palpitating

with joy and exhaustion to his heart. Forgetful

of the friends and neighbors whose sudden ap-

pearance had filled his whole soul with joy an

instant before, forgetful of everything on earth

or in heaven but her, he pressed her again and

again to his bosom, half-smothering her with

passionate kisses, while she clung to him and

sobbed for joy. She gave no explanation yet,

and yet he asked no question. At last she

raised herself from his breast, and blushing

with sudden self-recollection, she whispered,
" Welcome your friends!"

Then the travellers dismounted and gathered

around them, some with pleased and benevolent

for it seemed piteous to see that fair, fragile

girl alone among a band of hardy men, and to

know that all their care could not save her from
the inevitable hardships she had voluntarily ex-

posed herself to. Lord Summerfield shook

hands with all embraced many, and raised the

hand of one among them in lowly reverence to.

his lips. This one was Father White, a Catho-

lic priest, the confessor of Viola.

" No stories till after supper, friends," said

Lord Summerfield, as, with Viola on his arm, he

led the way up the hill.

The travellers followed, each leading his horse.

At the top of the hill, Lord Summerfield found

the fugitive men returned, and engaged in pluck-

ing more fowls to dress for this accession of

company.
" Where shall we put the lady to sleep, sirV

asked Peter, seeing that there is but one room
in the cabin, and that is your lordship's own."

Lord Summerfield started at this question, and

fell into deep thought. Supper was served, and

the travellers made a hearty repast of birds, fish

and wild fruits. After supper, Father White,

taking Viola in his hand, joined Lord Summer-

field, and said,
" Now, my lord, if you are disposed, I am

ready to give you a history of this unexpected

emj[gration."
Lord Summerfield bowed, and Father White

was about to give his story, but the eyes of

Viola were so eloquent, her lips half-apart, and

so eager, that he smiled and said,
" Well, go on, then, my daughter. Tell your

story your own way," and withdrew.

The fragile girl, sinking down upon the bank,

drew Lord Summerfield to a seat by her side,

and said,
" Did you think, Harold, that /could be happy

in the luxury and self-indulgence of my English

home, while I knew you were alone in the wilds

of the New World ? Oh, don't you know, Ha-

rold, that I would have accompanied you when

you came out, if it had not been for my aunt,

and even yourself. You, even you, objected to

taking me !"

" My own darling, could I take advantage of

your affection and your generosity, and expose

you, delicate as you are, to all the evils of a sa-

vage life ?"

Ah, but Harold, you should have known

you did know, by your own heart, that some

mental pains, toils and privations are far harder

to bear than physical ones and among them are

partings, separation, prolonged absence from

those we love, doubt, fear, suspense, anxiety for

them. Harold! I could not bear this mental tor-

ture ! Well, just before the receipt of your last

letter, my Aunt Northampton sickened. She

went to London in order to get speech of the

Queen before she should breathe her last. She
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reached the Villa on the Thames she succeeded

in getting a private interview with the Queen,

who cam*, at her request, to visit her. Some

thing friihrml passed at that interview, 1 be

lieve; at least my poor aunt died in great an

guish soon after, and it is said that the Queen

has never held up her head since. Well, Ha

rold, I found myself mistress of my own fortune

and person. As soon as I got over the shock

and grief of my d^ar aunt's death, [ began to

think of communicating the news to you. I ha(

written a letter, and was waiting for a ship to

carry it, when your letter arrived. I read it

Harold, and I determined to put all my property

in cash, and to join you in the wilderness ;
dear

Harold, were we not betrothed, and had 1 not a

right to do so if 1 pleased ? I told some of my
aunt's friends. They broke out against me as

unwomanly, indelicate ; and, though I felt that

it was not as they said, yet I feared., that you
would think with them but, you do not, do

you, Harold ? Do you think lightly of me for

following you out here ?"
" My blessed saint ! it were a blasphemy to

think an evil thought of you!" exclaimed Lord

Summerfield, fervently.

"Oh, please do not say such extravagant

things of me, dear Harold ! It mortifies me even

more than reproof would because, alas ! I am
so far from deserving commendation, still less

praise."
" You are beyond and above praise, my darling

Viola go on with your narrative, dearest one."

Well, Father White then had been ordered to

quit England, under pain of death, within ten

days ;
I concealed him at Longford Castle ; he

was there when your letter came ;
1 told him of

my project to join you in America I asked his

counsel and oh, Harold, I hung breathless upon
the words of his reply, for I have unbounded

confidence in his wisdom and goodness ;
and if

he had given his voice against my voyage per-

haps, perhaps, Harold, I should not have come

perhaps nothing but your own summons would

then have brought me. But our reverend, and

most beloved friend, approved my decision nay,

he applauded it, and blessed me from the fullness

of his joy, and told me that he would himself ac-

company me to America. Well, Harold, Father

White and myself had many consultations. He
knew several of your friends, who, persecuted in

England, wished to settle somewhere else. He
held many secret conference* with them, the re-

sult of which was, that we formed a party from

our own neighborhood to come over, and here we
all are. We would have announced our inten-

tion, had any ship been leaving England for

America
;
but our own, in which we came, was

really the first that, left of the season. So here

we are, dear Harol-l your tenants, your friends,

and your wife but oh, Harold I you do not

blame me in your heart tor this ?"
" My darling, darling girl, do you want me to

be an idolater
;
do you want me to fall at your

feet and adore you ?" said Summertield, embra-

cing her fondly.

The purple shades of evening were approacning
the stars were coming out one by one the

dew was falling the travellers descended the

hill to the spot where their wagons had been

left, and some took out the tents, carried them

up the hill, and pitched them, and . some turned

the wagons down for sleeping places. During
all this time Lord Summerfield and Viola sat

under the old oak tree discoursing. The priest

again stood before them
" My children ! there must be a marriage here

to-night ! do you not know it ? Have you not

thought of it? I have been waiting to receive

some communication upon the subject, and now
I have to break the matter myself ; for well as

you love each other, I do not believe you have

thought of marriage this evening."
That was true. They had thought of nothing.

They were lost in the delight of merely meeting
and talking with each other again. That was

true, until now but now the priest's words sent

an electric shock of ecstacy through every nerve
of Summerfield, and threw the delicate Viola in-

to a tremor of vague apprehension. Without a

word, however, Summerfield arose, and raising

Viola, and drawing her arm through his own, he

requested Father White to summon his friends,
and follow him into the cabin.

Then and there they were married.

They lived in the log cabin about the centre

of the vale. The other settlers selected farms
on the other side of the river, over the moun-

tains, or back into the depth of the forest, which

hey began to cut down. The beautiful Vale of

Shannondale was left to the Summernelds. The
iettlers did everything in their power to soften

he hard lot the fragile Viola had taken upon
lerself when she became the wife of a pioneer.
As years passed, the bracing air and the fine

water of the mountains, so invigorated Viola,
hat from being an extremely delicate girl she

was growing to be a fine robust woman. In the

ourse of two years, a handsome and substantial

iouse of red sand- stone was erected in the vale.

?his house was furnished with far more taste

nd elegance than usually appertained to the

wellings of the early settlers. But one child, a

andsome, hearty boy, named after his father,

Harold, blessed this happy marriage, and from
him were descended all the Summerfields, pro-

prietors of the vale, until 17
, when it came

into the hands of the last of that house. And
this is the tradition of the early settlement of

the Vale of Shannondale.
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CHAPTER II.

THE OLD RED STONE HOUSE.

That dear old home !

Something of old ancestral pride it keeps.

Though fallen from its early power and vastness,

The sun light seems to their eyes brighter there

Than wheresoever else. Mrs. Kemble.

I love to make you familiar with the localities

of our stories
;
the grounds about which our peo-

ple walked ; the house in which they dwelt ;
the

rooms in which they lived and loved, or sinned

and suffered. 1 will strive to place Red-Stone

Hall, the seat of the Summerfields at Shannon-

dale, vividly before you. Pray assist me with

your own attention and imagination.
The house was situated about half-way up the

gradually rising hill. Behind the house was the

dark and grim old forest. Before the house, the

ground, 'green with verdure, and dotted with

groves of old forest trees, descended to the river,

that, rushing around with a sweeping curve,

forms the shape of a horse-shoe
;
across the river

tower the lofty mountains that shut in the

vale.

The house itself was built after the manner of

most old Virginian mansions, with more massive

strength than elegance ;
more breadth than

height, and with more respect to convenience

than to appearances, and hence the result was,

greater durability, comfort, and picturesque ef-

fect, than order and regularity. It had been

constructed of the rich and brilliant red sand-

stone, found in the mountains. Its form was

square and narrow, with a high-peaked roof

its color, dark red. Its foundations had been

laid broad, deep, and strong, and upon them were

raised two stories, crowned by an attic, with dor-

mor windows.

It was surrounded by a low wall built also of

red sand-stone
;
in the centre of which, immedi-

ately in front of the house, was an iron gate that

opened upon a brick- paved road, shaded on each

side by elm trees, and which led straight up to

the front main entrance of the house, a substan-

tial portico.

This portico admitted into the wide passage
that ran through the middle of the house, divi-

ding it into equal parts. In the centre of the

back of this passage was the staircase, with its

broad and polished oak steps, and its balustrade*

of mahogany, turning off in a scroll to the right

and left of the bottom step.

On the right of this passage was situated first

the front drawing-room, whose windows looked

out upon the river and the mountains, including
the vale

;
and behind that, the large saloon, only

used for balls, &c., and whose back windows
looked out upon the grim old pine forest behind

the house. These rooms had been recently fit-

ted up in handsome modern style.

On the left of the passage was first the

front parlor, whose windows commanded the

same view with those of the front drawing-
room

; next, the dining-room, and behind that,
the comfortable family sitting-room ;

it is to

this apartment that I shall soon introduce you.
The furniture of these rooms were old as the

house itself. Behind the house, and connected

with it by shaded piazzas, were wings ;
that on

the right containing the still-room, used for dis-

tilling herbs, essences, &c., and for preparing

cordials, bounces, domestic wines, &c. It was
filled with closets, in which these domestic trea-

sures were stowed away; the carding and

spinning-room the weaving-room, &c. That
on the left contained the pantry, the kitchen,
the scullery, and the laundry.

Scattered about in the forest, behind the house,
were the cabins of the negroes, who worked the

farm.

At the time our story opens, the only repre-
sentatives of the Summerfield family were Mrs.

Margary Summerfield, the widow of Harold Har-

dinge, the last of the Summerfields, and Imogene,
her only child the heiress of that large estate.

At this time Imogene Summerfield was finishing

her education at the convent school of George-
town. The August holidays were at hand when
she was expected to leave school permanently,
and great preparations were being made at Red-

Stone Hall for her reception. It was in honor

of this event that the drawing-room and saloon

had been splendidly re-furnished. A ball and

supper was to celebrate the coming out of the

young and beautiful heiress of the once noble

house of Summerfield.

Mrs. Summerfield had invited a party of young
people to Red-Stone Hall to welcome her daugh-
ter upon her return home among them were her

niece, Winifred Darling, the only daughter of

her only brother, Squire Darling, of Oak Grove,
with her companion or humble friend, Sinai

Hinton, and Harriette Joy, the niece of the old

priest, Father Burleigh, who for fifty years had

ministered at the altar of the Catholic Chapel of

the Sacred-Heart.

This party of young people deserve farther

notice than I have given them. First, Miss

Darling, or Winny Darling as she was fondly

called by her young friends, was the loveliest

and most loving little creature that ever blessed

a doting father's heart.

She was his only child a love child, the

child of his adored wife, who had given this

angel life at the price of her own.

Far back of the old hall at Oak Grove there

was a marble monument it was the tomb of

Angela Darling.

Squire Darling had wished to name his little

daughter after his lost angel, but his mother,

Winifred Darling, with a good Catholic's care

and caution, had the baby christened soon after
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her birth and before the bereaved husband had

recovered frotn the stupor into which his sudden

and terrible loss had stunned him, and without

stopping to consult him, she had, as a matter of

course, named the Oaby after herself, for it is a

custom in Maryland and Virginia to name chil

dr-n after grand-parents thus we have John,

the son of Josepa, who was the son of John who

was the son of Joseph, and so on.

Vlrs. Winifred Darling was an aged widow,

had but two children Squire Darling, of Oak

Grove, her eldest, and Mrs Summerfield, of

>tone Hall, her youngest; and but two

grand-children, Wmny Darling and Imogene
lertield. She divided her time between

the two families living during the summer

season at Red-Stone Hall, and during the winter

at Oak Grove. They were a thoroughly united

family.

Wmny Darling had never been sent to school,

her grandmother and her father never would

consent to part with her. In those days in Vir-

ginia and Maryland tutors were employed for

the private instruction of young ladies who were

educated at home. The custom of engaging go-

vernesses had not then reached this section of

the country. A tutor had been employed to con-

duct the education of Miss Darling.
The Virginians have exceedingly rigid notions

of propriety ;
it is not deemed proper for a

young lady to take a solitary walk or ride even

through her father's woods or over his hills

and so when engaging the tutor, Madam Wini-

fred insisted that it should be stipulated in

the bond that he should attend Miss Darling in

all her walks and rides.

This was a precaution indeed not unnecessary,
for the forest thickets and the mountain caverns

were infested with a banditti then peculiar to

this region fugitive slaves desperate men,
who would watch and wait, descend upon the

unguarded house, or the solitary traveller and
commit any act of horrible atrocity to which

necessity or inclination might drive them. In

guarding against one species of danger, however,
Madam Winifred exposed her grand-child to an-

other. Think of it! a youth of humble parentage,
who became a tutor in order to make money to

complete his collegiate education, eighteen years
old, handsome, intellectual, ardent, earnest, with
his heart as yet unawakened from its child-sleep
made the constant companion, the most con-

stant companion of a girl of fifteen, an angel
the very embodiment of love, in the morning
ride, in thp forenoon studies, in the afternoon re-

creation, in the evening walk.

'Tis an old tale and often told," they Iwed
it was inevitable f but they loved so purely, so

highly, so spiritually, as yet, that not one word
of love had passed the lips of either, and it might
yet have been long, very long before their deli-

cate affection would have betrayed itself, or

alarmed the prudence of her haughty family,

had not the serpent entered their paradise in the

shape of

Sinai Hinton.

It is amazing how much evil is wrought by

people of the best intentions." Madam Wini-

fred had conceived it proper that instead of

being sent to school Miss Darling should have a

tutor at home. Next that instead of being suf-

fered to roam at large like other young things,

Miss Darling should have the tutor always at

her side, with his graceful form, his glorious

eyes, his deep-toned voice, and his eloquent

words and last and worst as Winny approach-

ed her sixteenth year, Madam Darling fulmina-

ted a bull that Miss Darling must have a fe-

male companion, and Sinai Hinton, a distant re-

lative of the family, was engaged to come and

stay at Oak Grove. If there be any truth in the

old heathen idea of the transmigration of souls

Sinai or Sina Hinton's soul had ascended the

scale of creation, first through the subtile nar-

cotic poisons, then through the snake, the jay

bird, the cat, and had at last reached its most

powerful development in Sina Hinton. This

fascinating, guileful and intriguing girl was not

strictly speaking handsome she was below the

middle size, her figure rather bony, her com-

plexion dark, and her features strongly marked.

Her hair and brows were black, and her eyes

large, dark and powerful in their force of attrac-

tion. Her movements were exceedingly grace-

ful. Is there any thing more graceful than the

motion of a cat so smooth, swift and stealthy ?

or that of a serpent with its rapid beautiful and

dazzling undulation ? Her movements were ex-

ceedingly graceful, but a close student of nature

might have observed in them the subtlety of the

snake and the trickery of a cat.

On leaving her city home her mother had said

to her,

You go out alone into the world, Sina ! you
have nothing but your cleverness to carve your
fortune with, but you can do it!"

If I were beautiful I could," said Sina.

" You have fine eyes, and a woman with a

fine pair of eyes can produce the effect of beauty,
or she can manufacture any other beauty."

" But what can a girl do with such a catas-

trophe of a nose as 1 have ?" laughed Sina.

" When you converse with people make them

look at your eyes and they will forget your nose

it is your eyest your eyes and your soft, slow tones,

and your grace that must make your fortune !"

Sina laughed she laughed to think how much
more deeply skilled she was in such art through
her mere natural instincts than the mother who
advised her. Such was the companion selected

for the beautiful, affectionate and confiding Win-

ny. And accord ngly some short time previous
to the commencement of our story she had ar-

rived at Oak Grove.
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Oak Grove was a fine old baronial -looking

residence. The hall stood in the midst of a

grove of gigantic forest oaks, which gave their

name to the homestead. There was no under-

growth, and the gass was green and smooth as

velvet so that even in the Autumn the deep
shade of the magnificent trees was healthful as

pleasant. Fine orchards, fine gardens, and well

cultivated fields, surrounded Oak Grove. The
estate was the best stocked with cattle in the

whole country while a stable of thorough-bred

and well-trained horses and a kennel of the

finest hounds formed the delight of the squire.

The cabins of the negroes who worked the

plantation were apart by themselves, in a green

glen. The little houses were built ten on each

side of the road, thus forming a street. They
were all uniform, painted white, and with one

door between two windows in front, painted red.

Each had its little garden behind, and its apple,

pear, or peach tree shading in front. At the

head of this street, crossing it at right angles

and facing down it, was the overseer's house.

This was also white with red doors and win-

dow-shutters but it was larger and more com-

modious than the others, and it had a piazza and

a flower-yard in front, and a larger garden be-

hind. The overseer was an old colored man, an

attached servant of the family, whose father and

grandfather had belonged to the Darlings. Like

most other Virginia negroes he had assumed his

master's family name, and called himself Squire

Darling. His baptismal name was Achilles, but

the family called him Uncle Kill. From sun-

rise to sunset, except two hours for breakfast

and two hours for dinner, Uncle Kill's duties of

overseer kept him in the field, where he was a

perfect bug-a-boo to a lazy hand. The rest of

the time Uncle Kill preached the Gospel, played
the fiddle, told fortunes, tracked the coon, or

made himself otherwise useful or agreeable.

Uncle Kill had a wife near his own age, called

Minerva, but whose celestial name, the bad

taste of the household had be-devilled as it had

that of her lord, Achilles. They called her

" Nerve." And this was no misnomer, she

was a woman of great nervous energy. (It is a

pity, by the way, that this word " nervous," in

the same relations, expresses such opposite

meanings for the laborer's < nervous limbs,"

means his great strong powerful legs and arms
;

while Miss Fanny Faintaway's "nervous limbs"

means her weak, trembling, ailing, fainting

members.) Nerve was a woman of strong body,

strong affections, strong opinions, and strong

methods of expressing them strong will, and a

strong way of expressing it. Nerve's office on

the plantation, was a general supervision of the

spinning, weaving, knitting and other women's

work ;
and she was as efficient in her way, as

Uncle Kill was in his.

When Sina Hinton arrived at Oak Grove, the

fine old hall, the grand old forest-trees, the

wealth of the estate with its negroes, its fields,

gardens, orchards, and stock of every descrip-

tion, excited her admiration and provoked her

envy admiration of the estate, envy of its

heiress. Such a set of feelings could not arise in

a strong, subtile, and unprincipled nature like

hers, without sooner or later becoming the mas-
ter motives of her actions. She watched the

favorable points of her position, and resolved to

take the greatest advantage of every one. For

Why should this silly, simpering, cooing little

fool have all this great plantation, and 7, her

cousin, have none ?" she said. The respect with
which she was treated by Madam Winifred and
the squire the affectionate confidence reposed
in her by Winny, the esteem she had won from
the tutor, all were available for her purpose, and
most of all was the deep unspoken love that her

keen subtilty perceived to exist between Edgar
Ardenne, the tutor, and Winny Darling. If

this foolish attachment should provoke her fa-

ther to disinherit her at least the chance is not

bad. The very fervor of her father's love for

Winny, if that love were abandoned for a passion
for another, and outraged by disobedience in

marrying that other against his consent yes !

the very love of her father turned to wrath,
would drive him to disown the ingrate daughter.

But the fools of lovers are so slow, they would

content themselves with their present life ten

years yet, and never take another step unless

something happened to rouse up opposition!
That I know would soon kindle their deep,
calm love deep and calm as the depths of the

sea before a storm into a passion! into a tem-

pest ! I must put my shoulder to this wheel !"

When a good heart and a strong mind deter-

mine upon a good act the angels assist that soul

with an opportunity. When a bad man or wo-
man with the necessary strength of will resolve

upon any evil end, the devil is faithful to supply
the means.

Sina Hinton had arrived in July. It was the

latter part of the month that Miss Darling and

herself were invited to make a visit to Red-

Stone Hall, to be there to welcome Miss Sum-

merfield, the cousin of the latter, to her home.

The distance from Oak Grove to Red-Stone

Hall was fifteen miles
;

but with their fleet

horses the Oak Grove family frequently rode it

early fh the morning, dined, supped, and re-

turned in the evening ;
sometimes by moonlight

or starlight ;
and nothing could be more delight-

ful than those fine night rides through the fresh,

green, dark forest, after the heat of an oppres-

sive Summer day.

Winny and Edgar Ardenne always fell into

silence into delicious reverie, while riding side

by side through the dim uncertain forest path

they needed not the medium of words to com-

mune there. It was a delightful ride the fresh-
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ness of the evening breeze the brightness of the

wonderful stars the vague, romantic dimness o

the forest aisles all conspired to refresh the

nerves and inspire the minds.

Sina Hinton, the astute girl, had noticed the

effect of these forest night rides and she always
took care to drop behind or ride on before, ma

king the excuse that the path was not wide

enough for three equestrians -and thus she

would give the lovers every opportunity of im-

proving the romance, and yielding to the tempta-
tion of the hour. It was in vain though as yet
their affection was too childlike, too simple, con-

fiding and happy, to inspire the wish for a

change. And it was this that made Sina Hinton

exclaim in her vexation against the apathy of

the lovers.

It was this that made her resolve to bring
about a denoament.

It turned out to be a very sultry day, that upon
which Miss Darling had intended to set out for

Red-Stone Hall. Miss Hinton proposed that they
should defer it until evening, and take the ride

through the forest by starlight. This was

agreed upon and accordingly, after tea Winny
kissed her grandmother, who promised soon to

join her at Shannondale, and kissed her father,
who pledged his word to follow the next day,
and went down to the quarters and took an af-

fectionate leave of her " old women," as she

called all the superannuated negresses whose
comfort was her peculiar care and accompa-
nied by Sina Hinton and attended by Edgar
Ardenne, set out for her ride. Sina Hinton drop-

ped behind as usual
;

and again as usual the

child-like lovers dropped into a reverie, broken

only by low toned observations by one of them
and a soft assent by the other ! They reached

the Vale of Shannondale and Red-Stone Hall by
ten o'clock and there they found assembled

Father Burleigh,the aged priest, her niece, Har-

riette or Harry Joy, and lastly, Colonel Henry
Lee Dungerfield, a relation of the Summerfield

family, and the owner of the largest estate in

the neighborhood. He was an officer of the

army, who had distinguished himself in the re-

cent war of the Revolution and had now return-

> private life covered with military glory.
Miss Summerfield had been betrothed to him
ever since she was an infant and he a lad. She
had grown in beauty by his side, and he had
loved her in a gentle^ domestic way, and was ac-
customed to think of her as his future wife. She
had left home at fifteen years of age, and he had
not teen her for three years. He had as a mat-
ter of course been invited to Red-Stone Hall to

welcome her. Mrs. Snmmerfield, leaving a re-

quest that Miss Hinton would do the honors of
the house during h^r absence, had departed for

the Georgetown Convent, to bring home her

daughter the day before. She was expected home
that evening. Hence the presence of the com-

pany. Mrs. Summerfield had gone in her own

carriage, attended by her own servants. There-

fore the precise hour of her return was uncer-

tainbut ten o'clock struck, and she had not

come
;
eleven struck, and still no sound of car-

riage wheels disturbed the silence; at twelve

o'clock the company gave her up for the night,

and retired to bed. The next night was the

time appointed for the grand ball that was to

celebrate Miss Summerfield's coming out.

CHAPTER III.

IMOGENS SUMMERFIELD.

She was a Catholic, too, sincere, austere,

As far as her own gentle heart allowed,
And deemed that fallen worship far more dear

Because 'twas fallen ;
her sires were proud

Of deeds and days when they had filled the ear

Of nations, and had never bent or bowed
To novel power ;

and as she was the last,

She held their old faith and old feelings fast.

Byron.

Early the next morning the guests assembled

at Shannondale, met in the piazza that right

hand front piazza that commanded the slope of

the grove-shaded hill as it rolled to the river, of

the rushing circular sweep of the river, and of the

surrounding towering mountains. Right across

the river, opposite to them, was the Lover's

Leap a bold perpendicular rock, with a wild

Indian legend connected with it.

" Who knows the story ?" inquired. Sina Hin-

ton.

Every one knows it, but no one tells it but

Father Burleigh, and he never tells it in any other

place but the summit of the rock," replied Col.

Lee Dangerfield.

Sina Hinton sauntered, swayed and undulated

up to the side of Father Burleigh, and said in

her mellifluous, coaxing tones

Oh ! Father Burleigh, will you not form a

party over to Lover's Leap to-day and tell the

story ? I do so love those wild legends and I

should so delight to get a view of this vale from

that prominence."
Father Burleigh was about to decline, upon

:he score of his infirmities and the fatigue of as-

cending the hill, but Sina's large, dark, pleading

eyes were fixed on his own, and there was no

resisting them. He said that he would do so

with pleasure," if it were agreeable to the rest

of the company.
" Of course it will be agreeable to the rest of

he party," exclaimed Harriette Joy. "Let us

go, uncle ;
Mrs. and Miss Summerfield will not

be here till night now, and I want a good oppor-

unity for a sentimental flirtation with I know
who!"
" Will you never be steady, Harry never de-

port yourself like a lady," whispered the priest.
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of Harriette to Harry ! It makes me feel like

a boy !" laughed Harriette, as she placed a

straw hat jauntily upon her head
;
and in fact with

her roguish bfack eyes, laughing lips, and clus-

tering curls, her mirthful countenance, half in

dark shadow from the rim of the hat, half in

light from the kissing of the sunshine, Harry Joy

looked like a saucy a very saucy boy, and no-

thing else.

I could fall desperately in love with that

little imp !" mused Colonel Lee Dangerfield, as

he leaned against a pillar of the. piazza and con-

templated Harry " she has just eccentricity

enough to bewilder all one's senses
;
but this will

not do. I must take my eyes off."

But taking his eyes off and keeping his eyes

off the handsome swaggering hoyden was not so

easy he disapproved of Harry from his soul-

he was sorely dissatisfied with himself at the

anomaly of the very peculiarities he so thorough-

ly contemned, attracting him most forcibly.

Harry was the priest's niece that was her pass-

port into good society otherwise she was poor,

uneducated, rather rude, but withal possessing

a hearty, joyous, genial nature, that made her

the soul of any frolic that was afoot.

" You must excuse her, gentlemen ! You must

excuse her," said the priest, "she has never had

the benefit of female culture, and a single man,

even.a priest, is unfit to bring up a girl."
u Well, then, uncle, that proves the evil of

your clerical celibacy ! You ought to have got

married like an honest member of society, and

then I should have been your daughter and not

your niece !" speaking to the priest, but letting

fly a couple of arrows from her dark eyes at

Colonel Lee Dangerfield.

The priest started, grew pale, looked search-

ingly, steadily, severely into the face of his niece,

but Harry's eyes ~/ere dancing with those of

Colonel Lee Dangerfield, and she seemed to have

forgotten her light words. A bitter, bitter

groan, suppressed at the lips, murmured deep

down the bosom of the old priest, and he fell

into a deep gloom. He checked Harry's rude-

ness no more that morning.

Miss Summerfield, of Red-Stone Hall, will

have to watch her betrothed," said Sina Hinton,

to herself Sina Hinton always spoke truth when

she spoke to herself, and seldom at any other

time
;
" and Harriette Joy is as much the niece

of the priest as I am the nephew of my mother !

I have your secret, Father Burleigh, and that is

another favorable point in my destiny so much
for keeping my eyes open."

Overflowing with exuberant life, Harry Joy
had whirligigged out of the piazza, and Col.

Lee Dangerfield was about to follow, when the

sound of carriage wheels were heard below, and

soon the travelling chariot of Mrs. Summerfield

rolled slowly up the hill, approached and paused

before the portico. The gentlemen present

sprung down the steps to meet and assist the

ladies from the carriage! Mrs Summerfield

came first a tall, dark complexion ed, and dig-

nified woman, in the prime of life, and in the

rich maturity of matronly beauty. She alighted

and stepped forward xvitb. a Queen-like air of

blended majesty and graciousness.
" What a magnificent woman is Mrs. Sum-

merfield ! a step like a reindeer's, a neck like

a swan's, an eye like an eagle's, a mien

like a monarch's! Heavens! if I had a form

and face like that, I could do what I pleased

with it ! but Imogene Miss Summerfield the

.heiress ! let's see what she is like !" comment-

ed Sina Hinton, as she watched the carriage door.

Miss Summerfield alighted, and passed quickly

through the hall, and entered the house her

figure muffled in a large black silk shawl
;
her

face hidden by a black lace veil.

She is either ugly or very beautiful. She is

either ashamed of her face, or she saves it for a

dazzling effect in full dress, now, which is it?

They say she was beautiful when she left, home
for school but girls change so much as they

grow up, the ugly frequently growing handsome

the beautiful as often becoming plain. Woe
for her if she has not beauty enough to counter-

charm the spell woven around the heart of her

betrothed ! This is a nice set of cross purposes
as ever I saw ! Col. Lee Dangerfield betrothed

to Miss Summerfield,' and in love with Harry
whom he would never marry ! Harry passion-

ately in love with him Winny Darling loving

unconsciously, pensive Edgar Ardenne Ardenne

enamored of her ! Satan has some use for me

here, I trow ! and it is a pity if I do not make

something of this medley."
All the guests were waiting impatiently for

the breakfast-bell to ring, when they should

meet at table the heiress of Red-Stone Hall, in

whose honor they were assembled. The music

their ears so thirsted for, at last sounded on the

air, and each gentleman selecting a lady, the

company marched into the breakfast-room. At
the head of the table appeared Mrs. Summer-

field, who had changed her dress, but nowhere

visible was the heiress. Mrs. Summerfield

gracefully invited her guests to be seated, and

apologized for the non-appearance of Miss Sum-

merfield that morning, by saying that her daugh-
ter was greatly fatigued. She also explained

the cause of their not Arriving the evening be-

fore, by remarking that Miss Summerfield had

been too much exhausted by the first two stages

of their journey, to be able to pursue it. further

than Harper's Ferry, where they had rested the

preceding evening ;
and bowing gracefully, she

sat down.
" We hope, madam, that Miss Summerfield

will be sufficiently restored to join us at. dinner,"

remarked Col. Lee Dangerfield.
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Summerfield cannot have the pleasure

01 m -ti, | bn irif.-.-s until the evening," replied

the la''v And then the morning meal com-

ment

Ir wai a breakfast set out with magnificence

gold an : silvt- r plate, and Sevres China flashing

in the light ;
and alt th*> superabundant luxuries

of the spot and season abounding The finest

milk, cream, butter, and eggs, for the dairy and

poultry-yards of Shannondale were unrivalled

fresh fish from the Sbenandoah, game from the

forest, and wild fowl Irom the air, c., &c-, &c.

After breakfast the party formed for Lover's

Leap. The horses were brought to the door.

The party mounted, and cantered off down the

hill to the river a ferry boat took them across

and they began to ascend the opposite moun-

tain by a circuitous back path.

Sina Hinton,-contrary to her usual custom,

kept near Miss Darling.
" What a venerable

looking man is Father Burleigh, my love," she

said to Winny, " with his silver hair, and reve-

rend countenance, he reminds me what St. Paul

might have been in his old age."
"Yes! dear Father Burleigh! but J am so

orry tbar he is so infirm! What a pity it is

that people we love should grow old and become

infirm."

"
A*-, but he approaches a better and a hap-

pier world," replied Miss Hinton, in the usual

stereotyped words.
" Yes,

r<ut we don't want any better or hap-

pier world than this. If the Lord would please

to let us, 1 should like to live a hundred million

of centuries, on this very earth, with all my
dear friends around me, and would never, never,

twtw want to see Heaven !"

< Oh, tnat is very wicked, my dear but to re-

turn to Father Burleigh he has been here a

long time !"

" Futv years last January, they say he was
here as sacristan first of all then here he was
ordained, and he has lived here ever since."

Hum-m-m," cooed Sina in a reverie "well
ah how long has his lovely niece been with

him?"

"Harry?"
" Of course he has no other, has he?"
" Oh ! no ! but then you called her lovely,'

which was so funny ; well, she has been with

him ever since she was two years old before I

can remember."

"Yea! who is she?* Where did she come
fron

<<
Well, she is the daughter of his deceased

siiur or somebody, and he brought her from

away down in Maryland somewhere."
" Has Father Barleigh always remained here,

and nevrr been abroad ?"

once ; he was away two years, down
on thp Cheapeake near the old station of Mount
Carmel, in Maryland. It was a year after his

return to this neighborhood, that he received a

notice of his sister's death, and he went and

fetched home her child, Harriette, and he put |

her in charge of his housekeeper ;
she has been

with him many years, and now keeps house for

him."
" Um-m-hum-m," again murmured Sina; then

she suddenly inquired
" How old is Father

Burleigh ? quite aged, isn't he ?"

" Oh, yes ! very, very, old almost seventy."
Is it possible !" exclaimed Miss Hinton, with

surprise.
" Yes ! is not. that old ?"

Sina smiled.

" Why, my dear, 1 supposed him to be eighty
he looks that. I could not make some

things out either at that rate but, my little

love, how old is his niece?"
"
Harry Joy is twenty-five but few take her

to be so old
; many people think her about

twenty."
" U-m-m-m," replied 'Sina.

I wish I could give the reader an idea of the low,

slow, cooing murmur with which that (J-m

m-me," was floated out. It was one of Sina's

fascinations it expressed besides an affirmative,

love, sympathy, comfort, consolation only Sina

was so fond of it, that she used it in place, and

as now, out of place always instead of yes
like her undulating motion, it was a characteris-

tic of her.

" You may ride on, now, love, and join Ar-

denne, who is waiting for us at the summit. I

must stop here to arrange my habit a little"

and Winny, without hesitation, ambled forward

to join her tutor.

The party dismounted at the summit of the

mountain, and walked forward through a tangled
thicket of stunted pines and cedars, and over

jagged rocks, to the front of the precipice, where

the lover's rock ascended in a bold perpendicu-
lar from the river. They seated themselves upon
the flat rocks upon its top, the priest occupying
the central seat. The view from this summit

was sublime, bordering upon the terrific- Be-

kind them was the thicket of stunted pines and

cedars that finding scant root among the rocks,

crowned the mountain. Before them was the

grand amphitheatre of Shannondale, encompassed
on three sides with a crescent-shaped ridge of

mountains the centre of the crescent being

Lover's Leap. Below them, at the distance of

several hundred feet, rushed the rapid Shenan-

doah, filling up the pauses in the conversation

with its roar
5
the vale rising from its banks

rolled off in green undulations shaded with

groves of trees, towards the forest in the back

ground. Half way up the ascent stood old Red-

Stone Hall, surrounded with its aged ancestral

trees.

" Do not stand too near the edge of the preci-

pice, Miss Harriette. It shelves over consider-
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ably. Do not look down, Miss Darling, you may

grow giddy and fall," wem the warnings given,

as the ladies arose to take the views.

It was necessary to owe, Winny Darling

grew pale and reeled away from the^ edge ;
the

tutor caught her arm. But Harry Joy, with a

glad, exultant spring, stood upon the extreme

edge of the shelving and frightful precipice, and

throwing up her arms as if for a leap. Winny
screamed. Harriette laughed, and spruig back-

wards, again seating herself, and then Miss Hin

ton, turning to the priest, said,

" Now, Father, for the Legend of the Lo-

ver's Leap.'
"

The old priest bowed himself to the company,

and began his tale.

CHAPTER IV.

THE LEGEND OF THE LOVER'S LEAP.

Thus lived thus died she ; never more on her

Shall sorrow light, or shame. She was not made

Through years, or moons, the inner weight to bear,

Which colder hearts endure till they are laid

By age in earth ;
her days and pleasures were

Brief, but delightful ;
such as had not stayed

Long with her de?tmy ;
but she sleeps well

Beneath the stream near which she loved to dwell.

Byron.

Many,very many years ago, when this property

was in the hands of Bushrod Summerfield, the

grandson of Lord Summertield, the first settler,

there came to this part of the country a young

Englishman of high rank, and of great wealth.

He was a Colonel in the Hussars, from inclina-

tion to a martial life, rather than from the

necessity of entering the profession. He is said

to have been a very handsome man, of tall and

commanding stature, with high Roman features,

fired by the light of a falcon eye, and softened

by an abundance of raven ringlets. His manner

his gestures the tones of his voice possessed

that marvellous fascination, that compelled the

love the adoration of all who knew him. Colo-

nel Clinton had come out only to see the coun-

try, at the invitation of Bushrod Summerfield,

who, having been sent to England for educa

tion, had formed an acquaintance with Clinton
|

at Oxford.

Of course. Colonel Clinton became the guest

of Squire Summerfield. At this period, a rem-

nant of the tribe of Shenandoah Indians dwelt

on the other side of the mountains, with their

wandering mode of life. They had a reserved

privilege of fishing at a certain place in their

own ancestral river. The head of this tribe

was a woman Lulu, the daughter of the great

chief, Worneo-at-akuk.
" But I did not know that a woman ever

reigned over an Indian tribe I thought their

2

women were generally degraded," said Sma
Hinton.
" They are, generally, but not universally,

and not so much formerly as now. We see by
the chronicles of the early settlement of the

country, that the custom prevailed to some ex-

tent Lulu was a grand, wild forest girl, of that

dark, rich, luxurious style of beauty never seen

in the most beautiful of the Caucasian race :

her form was tall and majestic, but beautifully

proportioned a small, but regal head, an arched

and undulating neck, a fine, high breast,

rounded limbs, tapering towards the delicate

wrists and ankles, and small and elegantly sha-

ped feet and hands ; such her form. Her fea-

tures were of the Jewess style her complexion
was dark, but singularly clear, and deepened
into a rich crimson in the rounded cheeks and

full and arched lips Her eyes were large and

dark, full of liquid fire fierce am* soft, as anger
or tenderness possessed her ; her eyebrows were

very black and heavy, her eyelashes long, thick

and black, and her hair rolled in shining waves

of purplish black nearly to her feet. She usually

wore a superb dress of fine scarlet cloth, richly

and beautifully embroidered with various colored

beads, silks, and gold and silver threads, and

fringed with variegated leathers. Her dre-s

was short, and confined to her waist by a belt,

in which were stuck one or two elegantly-

wrought poignards, (purchased from the white

settlers.) Her neck, arms and legs were bare
;

three or four rows of bright beads decked her

throat, and heavy gold and silver bracelets en-

circled her wrists and ankles. Her purplish

locks, twined with many a gem, hung far below

her waist. The fame of the wondrous beauty
of the Queen ol the Shenandoahs had gone all

over the whole settlement ; and by the braves of

her own tribe, the beautiful Lulu was loved,

adored, worshipped as a goddess, with all the

wild enthusiasm of savage idolatry. Her hand

had been sought in marriage by the chiefs of

other tribes, but Lulu had never felt a throb of

love. She seemed something set apart and sa-

cred, the vestal Queen rejected all these offers,

with proud and high disdain.

One day there was a great hunt upon the moun-

tains; Squire Summerfield and Colonel Clinton

joined in it. The fox, after running a circuit of thir-

ty miles, closely pursued by the hounds and hun-

ters, ofwhom the gallant Colonel Clinton ivas the

foremost, fled towards the river, took this direc-

tion through the thicket, straight to this precipice,

madly followed by Colonel Clinton, on his spi-

rited horse. The fox sprang to the edge of the

precipice, paused, took breath, gave one fearful

look around, when Colonel Clinton, on his fiery

horse, came thundering on, and took the leap

the fierce horse of the hunter, in the delirium of

the chase, sped madly on, and sprang over after

the quarry ! The hounds had started, and stop-
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ped short at the brink of the precipice, and now

they set up a tearful wail Other hunters rode

up, but seeing n sijjns of a catastrophe, suspect-

ed none, siij.posii'g tbut Colonel Clinton had, upon

losing the quarry, taken another road.

Colonel Clinton's brain had reeled and he had

lost his sense* at the moment the fearful leap

was taken when he recovered them he found

himself lying on a pallet of delic%te furs, in a tent

hung on the inside with fine yellow cloth richly

embroidered with silver thread. The setting

san was pouring a flood of golden light through

the opening into the tent, which bathed the dark,

bright, glorious form of the Indian queen who

stood in its full blaze. Colonel Clinton strove to

collect" his thoughts. It was some time before

he could recollect what had happened. At last

he did
;
and then beckoning to the dark beauty,

who immediately approached him, he baid

" I know what has occurred. I guess where I

am but by what miracle was 1 saved V
The Queen of the Shenandoahs replied in bro-

ken English
" broken music' 1 that her braves

were out upon the river in their canoes fishing :

that they had seen the fatal leap that the horse

was dashed to pieces at the foot of the precipice,

but that he had been caught between the strong

forks of a projecting tree a few feet from the

summit that her braves had climbed the rock,

rescued him, and brought him to their encamp-
ment. Clinton found that both his arms had been

broken by the fall, but that they were set, splin-

tered, and bound up with great skill, also, that his

body was severely bruised. But Clinton thought

not of his wounds and bruises his whole soul was

flooded with an excess of glory and of beauty
that he could scarcely bear and live languid,

prostrate and helpless as he was, the approach
of the dark, bright, luxurious Indian beauty,

threw all his senses into a delirium of excite-

ment that threatened the stability of his reason.

He recovered rapidly, but he had no wish to quit

his quarters. Heedless of the anxieties of his

friends, he avoided informing them of his where-

abouts, lest they should disturb him in his delici-

ous life of blended ecbtacy and anguish. You

will anticipate the result. He, with his glorious

beauty, grace and eloquence wooed and won the

fierce and beautiful forest queen.

Ah, the tigress grew as gentle as the doe the

queten became the slave ! Her warriors saw with

a fierce and bitter jealousy the growing weak-

ness of their queen the discrowning of their

goddeps. They assembled round their council

fires and talked they went to her and expostu-

lated in vain! in vain! She did not heed or

even hear them ! her soul was absorbed in one

idea one life ! her senses all bound up in one

ecstatic trance ! They met again in council, and

after a deliberate, long talk they decided that the

white intruder bhould leave their encampment
within twenty-four hours at the peril of his life.

Tnis decision was conveyed to Clinton the same

evening. He assented very calmly. And she!

she left her Indian crown she left her glorious

heritage of independence, of love, of worship,

and of power, and followed like a slave the

foot-steps of her chosen master when he bade

her follow! A hut in the depths of the forest

received the English officer and his Indian mis-

tress. He supplied his wants and here by hunt-

ing and fishing. She cooked his meals and serv-

ed him fondly. This you know could not last

long the highly educated, highly accomplished,

elegant and fastidious Reginald Clinton, the

flower of the young English aristocracy, could

not long content himself with a savage, however

attractive she might be. After the first ecstatic

shock sent to his heart by her dark electric beauty
had subsided, his passion waned. And after he

had ceased to love her, her very tenderness, hu-

mility and submission only disgusted and revolt-

ed him ;
he determined to leave her. Reginald

Clinton had all a fine gentleman's abhorrence of

<; a scene. JJ He resolved to evade one, so one

day he took leave of Lulu as if for a day of hunt-

ing, and he never saw her but once more. He
turned his steps towards Shannondale, where he

arrived late in the afternoon. Squire Summer-
field received him with surprise and joy as one

from the dead. He told them the story of his

rescue by the Indians and of his sojourn among
them but he said nothiog of Lulu. Squire Sum-

merfidd introduced him to his young sister, Rose

Summerfield, for her exceeding beauty called the
" Rose of Shannoudale." She had just returned

from France where she had been educated, and

had arrived at Red Stone Hail during the absence

of Colonel Clinton. Very lovely was the Rose

of Shannondale with her hebe-like style of

beauty, her exquisite form, her fair complexion,
with its sudden blushes her deep blue eyes,

with their meek droop, and the clustering auburn

tendrils that contrasted so brightly with her

snowy forehead and roseate cheeks. Clinton

was thrown constantly in her society, and he

bund her mind and heart richly cultivated and

seautiful as her person. He loved her not

with that passionate delirium of attraction that

lad bound him to Lulu; but with a profound and

tender affection founded upon deep esteem ; and

an affection that might have possessed redeem-

ing power for him but for his sins against Lul

A few weeks passed and ReginaH Clinton was

the accepted lover of Rose Sammerfield, and

their marriage day was fixed. Splendid prepa-

rations were made. The fame of the magnifi-

cence of the approaching bridal spread all over

the country. A vast number of relatives am

riends were invited. The marriage day came

Evening drew on. The guests assembled.

Night was turned to day with the splendor of the

illuminations. The marriage ceremony was over

and the company were all in the saloon. Muny
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cotillions were up upon the floor, and the music

pealed forth, drowning the roar of waters arou< i

the vale. Suddenly in the pauses of the music

arose a wild, unearthly wail ! It was so fierce

in its despairing woe that it might well be taken

for the death cry of a soul condemned to eterna

perdition. The guests paused and looked at each

other. " It is a blast of wind among the pines,'

said one. " It is the howl of a pack of wolves,'

said another and the music pealed forth again

and the dance went on. But again it rose, that

fearful wail piercing the air and echoed back by
the rocks and caverns. It came from the opposite

side of the river. The music ceased the dan-

cers the whole company poured out into the

piazza. There in the full light of the harvest

moon there upon the highest summit of the

opposite tower-like rock sat Lulu, Queen of the

Shenandoahs, singing her death song. As the

bridegroom reached the spot she ceased cleared

the air with a sudden bound and plunged into the

waters beneath ! Such was the end of the beau

tifjil Queen of the Shenandoahs. Such the legend
of the Lover's Leap.

CHAPTER Vc

THE THREE BELLES OF SHANNONDALE.

Harry Her waggish face lhat speaks a soul jocose,

Seems t' have been cast i' the mould of

fun and glee ;

And on the bridge of her well arched nose,

Sits laughter-plumed and white-winged

jollity. Tennent.

Winny Who does not understand and love her,

With feeling thus o'erfraught ?

Though silent as the sky above her,

Like that she kindles thought.

Oilman.

Full many a lady
I have eyed with best regard for several

virtues

i have liked several women but she !

oh, she !

So perfect and so peerless is created

Of every creature's best ! Shakspeare.

The legend was finished the priest arose

and taking his staff, stood up in the midst of the

party, who, having also arisen, surveyed the

theatre of the catastrophe.

Yes," said Harry Joy, "here sat the Indian

Queen discrowned and desolate before her,

from the mansion across the flood, blazed the

lights and pealed the music that celebrated her

false lover's gorgeous bridal ! Here even from

hence, the despairing death-song wailed above

the roar of waters and the thunder of the music

and here her wild arms were tossed aloft as she

took the fatal leap. I should very much like to he evening

see the fellow for whom I would break my neck,
or my heart either !" she exclaimed, flashing a

glance of defiance around upon the gentlemen of
the party, as if she felt disposed to avenge upon
the whole sex, the crime of Lulu's betrayer.

Wmny stood a little apart her eyes stream-

ing with tears her form half supported by the

encircling arm of her tutor.

"This story moves you !" he said.

" Oh, yes ! because it is true. What a pic-
ture of love, of wrong, of despair ! Struck down
from her glorious pride of place! discrowned

betrayed forsaken alone /"
" But the priest has not told us was no effort

made to rescue her ?"
" Oh, yes ! a hundred young men, the instant

that she leaped, threw off their coats, ran down
the hill, and plunged into the flood! in vain!

they risked their lives in vain ! she never arose

to the surface she was never seen again!"
" And her betrayer ?"
" A shadow fell upon his brow that never left

it during the short period of his sojourn in Vir-

ginia. Before winter he took his bride to Eng-
land, and he never again visited the New
World!"

"The sun is growing oppressive, let us de-

scend the mountain and return to the house,"
said the priest.

The party turned their steps, and after a short

and difficult walk through the rocky thicket,

they reached the small open glade, where they
had left their horses. Stopping to gather some

sprigs of green cedar, flecked with tiny snow-

white ball-blossoms, they mounted their steeds,

and descended the circuitous path leading to the

level of the river. They found a fleet of boats

moored upon that side.

" Let us leave our horses to be led home by
the grooms, and cross the river in the boats,"
said Colonel Dangerfield.
" No, I thank you, sir," replied Harry Joy,

" the river is too high and rough."
" I should not have given you credit for timi-

dity, Miss Joy," observed Sina Hinton.
" No, I am not timid ! I can ride the wildest,

and break the most vicious horse in the moun-

tains, but I can do nothing with the river, in its

roused wrath !"

" Um-m-m," cooed Sina, in assent.

" It may be my bad taste, you see, ladies and

gentlemen, but I have an especial objection to

helpless suffocation;" and cheering on her

steed, Harry bounded forward, leading the way
up the river to the ferry-station.

Her party, upon second thought, followed her.

They reached Red-Stone Hall in time to dress

"or dinner. Mrs. Summer field received them in

the dining-room, with her usual stately courtesy.

At an early hour in the evening the visitors

retired to their rooms, to make their toilet for
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There were about two hundred guests expect

^d, and as the shades of night fell, they began to

The whole front of the hall was one sheet of

illumination the whole extent of the lawm a

grove of carriages. NAm* rous grooms, coach-

men, and otner servants and attendants of the

visitors, tilled up the piazzas and the passages.

The great taloon was thrown open a magnifi-

cent fpecracle ! The dark and polished oak of

the pannelled wall, relieved by large and costly

paintings of old artists, all of a character at

once scriptural and festal as "The Feast of

the Tabernacle," "The Marriage of Cam,"
"David Dancing Before the Ark of God,"

"The Prodigal Son's Festival," &c. These

pictures were large as life three on each side

of the room and garlanded with festoons of

flowers. The spaces between them were filled

op alternately with statues, holding immense

wax candles, and immense vases, filled wi.th

flowers. The curtains at the windows, the

sofa, ottoman, and chair-covers, were all of rich

purple damask, fringed with gold. A gallery at

the upper end of the saloon held the band.

A central chandelier, with a thousand pendant

crystals, hanging from the ceiling, poured down
a shower of various- colored light, filling the

vast saloon with radiance. At the appointed

hour of reception, the doors were thrown open,
and the band struck up a fine, inspiring strain of

music. The saloon soon began to fill. It was

whispered about that the " Three Belles of Shan-

nondale" were to be present. Two of them
were seated side by side on one of the short

sofas. A perfect contrast were these two beau-

ties Harry and Winny. Harry, with her wick-

ed black eyes, and her clustering curls, kinking
like grape-tendrils, in short, spiral, glistening

black ringlets around her broad, white, boyish
brow Harry, with her richly mantling, bright
carnation bloom, and her saucy arched lips, and

arrayed in her
showy^

dress of blue and gold

changeable satin, and frisking her saucy fan,

and Winny, with her soft, dark-blue> tender

eyes, and her long, smooth, pale gold ringlets,

drooping down her fair forehead and delicate

peach-blossom cheeks Winny, with her simple
white nilk dress, and little posey of pinks.

Winny had no fan she said that Harry Joy
raised wind enough for them both. Near them
stood the queen of the festival the beauty and
the heiress Imogene Summerfield receiving
her company. She was supported on one Bide

by the presence of her mothfr; on the other, by
that of her betrothed husband.

Imogene Surnmerfield! how shall I describe

her wondrous, her divine beauty? 1 feel that

my steps are on holy ground as I approach her.

Her fprm was above the middle height, ele-

gantly proportioned, and arrayed in a richly
embroidered black lace robe, worn over white
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satin. The effect of this dress was singularly

beautiful. She wore no ornament, except hei

own long, black, splendid hair, that fell in three

divisions of massive ringlets, far below her

waist: one down her shoulders behind, and two

brought forward, and flowing down in waves of

jet each side of her bosom. Her forehead was

high and fair ;
her eye-brows black, slender, and

arched ;
her eye-lashes black, long, and thick*

but her eyes her large, dark, glorious eyes !

so profound in their inteiminable depths of

meaning! inlets to an unfathomable spirit-

world within. She received her guests with a

native grace and dignity ; yet withal, a half ab-

stracted air as she raised her long eye-lashes,

the light slowly returned to her shadowy eyes,

as though the spirit was recalled from a distance.

" And her smile it seemed half holy,

As if drawn from thoughts more rare

Than our common jestings are "

There was something of reverence in the

admiration she inspired. There was some-

thing of veneration even in the tone and manner

of her dignified and gracious mother, as she ad-

dressed her. She did not dance. You could not

imagine her taking part in the lively cotillons

she did not dance but when the solemn, half

martial, half dirge-like march of the minuet was

played, then, at the earnest request of Colonel

Dangerfield, seconded by her mother, she gave

him her hand to walk the stately minuet. A

suppressed murmur of admiration, mingled with

awe, floated around the room as the queenly

form of Miss Summerfield sailed on in the ma-

jestic measure. Colonel Dangerfield, also, hand-

some and gallant-looking in his superb uniform,

received his share of admiration from the ladies.

At the termination of the august dance, Colonel

Dangerfield, with a suave and stately courtesy,

conducted his partner back to her seat, bowed

profoundly, and remained standing by her side.

Miss Summerfield did not dance again, nor did

Colonel Dangerfield leave her side again that

evening, though from time to time his attention

was distracted by the musical laughter or the

merry looks of Harry Joy.

Quadrilles again followed the minuet, and

Harry Joy bore off the palm in that lively mea-

sure.

" Her feet beat witchcraft as sne led the dance."

Waltzing succeeded, and Winny Darling excel-

led in that charming, half caressing whirl.

Many people were surprised that Miss Darling

waltzed a young lady carefully reared as she

had been by her grandmother but Winny was

entirely too pure-minded to dream that any one

saw harm in waltzing. She waltzed with her

tutor only.

It was late when the ball broke up. Aa the

night waa fine, most of the company returned

home, but many remained all night; and for
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them a sumptuous breakfast was prepared in toe

morning. Madam Winifred and Squire -Darling

arrived by dinner-time the next day, and having

remained until late in the evening, invited the

whole party assembled at Red-Stone Hall to a

dinner and ball the next, day at Oak Grove. This

invitation was of course generally accepted, and

Squire Darling and Madam Winifred returned

home, leaving Miss Darling, her tutor and her

companion still at Red-Stone Hall.

After an unusually early breakfast the next

morning, and before the dew was off the grass,

the Red-Stone Hall party set out for Oak Grove

in the following order Mrs. and Miss Summer-

field, Father Burleigh and Colonel Lee Danger-

field occupied the elegant family carriage of

Red-Stone Hall. Sina Hinton and Harry Joy
followed on horseback, and Winny and her

teacher slowly brought up the rear. Winny was

a graceful, but not a spirited equestrian. Her

horse was a perfect beauty. It was a thorough

bred Arabian which her father had purchased

for her. Sea-foam was very small, snow-white,

of an exquisitely beautiful shape, with an ele-

gant head, delicate ears, proudly arched neck,

from which descended a flowing, soft and silvery

mane that nearly reached the ground, with

a fine flowing tail like silver floss, slender

ankles that gleamed white, and tiny, jet black

hoofs. He was a perfectly beautiful creature a

poem of a horse. Winny loved him as a bro-

ther. His temper was at once gentle and spirit-

ed, his action at once swift, smooth and wave-

like.

I observe you never ride with a whip,MissDar-

ling," observed the tutor, as he rode by her side.

A whip ! Oh ! I am so sorry you said that !

& whip ! for the proud, beautiful creature I when

a mere word will stop her, or a cheer send her

flying forward. Oh ! it would break my heart

nearly if she were once degraded by a blow,"

replied Winny, caressing her favorite soothingly,

as if to compensate her for the gross injury.

They rode on, Sina Hinton furtively watching

them.

The time is ripe," she said, and she resolved

to inform against them that very day.

The party arrived at Oak Grove about eleven

o'clock. They entered the deep shaded umbra-

geous paths that led by a circuitous route to the

great green gate admitting them to the grounds

about the hall. Again all stopped to admire the

green and deeply shadowed lawn, and the mighty

forest trees, each standing alone with its great,

round, knotted trunk, and its broad, spreading,

powerful arms, and its heavy, dark green mass

of foliage ; all paused to admire the dark, gray,

castellated looking mansion standing amid the

patriarchal oaks. They cantered up to the door,

they dismounted . The occupants of the carriage

had arrived some minutes before, and were in

their rooms changing their dress.

2*
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Squire Darling was on the steps waiting to re-

ceive them.* He was a stout, fair haired, blue-

eyed man, with a countenance expressive of

good humor and bonhommie; yet it was the

bonhommie of the lion in repose.
Reader! have you ever in visiting a mena-

gerie, observed that the ferocious among the

wild beasts are the most benevolent looking
when quiet. See the leopard in repose with his

beautifully striped coat, his fur muffled paws,
and his soft lips, and gentle, sleepy eyes he is

the very ideal of meekness, love and docility
but rouse him ! and there is nothing in the uni-

verse more terribly sublime than his exploding

fury. It is so with the tiger, it is so with
the lion, it is so with all the superior animals, it

is so through all nature. The most fertile and

beautiful countries are the most subject to destruc-

tive storms. The most awful volcanoes rise from

the midst of the most genial landscapes, and the

regions most luxuriant with the lavish bounties

of nature are the most frequently visited by the

most fatal earthquakes. The most intense fires

burn without often blazing, but when they do

flame out, it is with terrible destruction. The

deepest seas are silent and beautiful, almost

loving, and smiling in their repose, but when

they are heard, navies shudder at their breath 1

God-like or demon-like power in man, beast,

earth, air, or water, is not always making a

noise does not carry thunder in its band, or

wear lightning in its eyes. Great power is cen-

tripetal but to return,

Squire Darling, with his fair Saxon face, stood

genially smiling on the steps of his piazza.

Harry Joy's horse gallopped up the hill, and she

threw herself from the saddle and j-an up the

stairs, and stood there looking handsome and

impudent with her straw hat cocked on one side

of her head, and her short curls kinking in bright,

black rings on each eide of her broad, white fore-

head, her face all glowing with the exercise of

the race, and the triumph of the victory. Winny,

Sina, and the tutor were at her heels, however,

and were dismounting at the very instant that

Squire Darling seizing both the hands of Harry,

said,
" Ha ! my little Nimrod, is this you hearty

and saucy as ever, I see !" and then he descend-

ed the steps, and all his manner changed to the

deepest tenderness as he folded Winny to his

heart, and whispered,

My dear, dear Winny ; my darling, welcome

home
; your poor father feels so lonely and deso-

late when you stay away a night, Winny my
own darling, welcome home."

Indeed I will never go away and leave you

again then, papa that I will not for home, after

all, dear home is the best place. I get tired of

company and great goings-on so soon!"

Sina Hinton came up the steps leaning on the

arm of the tutor.
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Miss Hinton and Mr. Ardenne you are both Imogene, who never forgets me, brought it down

welcome back ! I am glad to fee you!"
j

from Georgetown, for me."

Tae whole party retired to change their dress
\

' Yes, ma'am. Mother! I have found out a

for dinner.
nice little romance in real life ! Love is always

Squire Darlfng followed, with a crotchet in his a romance, ha! mother? and when its happy
__^i _i A i i *. _i _ .

head. There was a little vein of romance in the

broad strata of benevolence in his composition.

This eomctiraes l*d him to JUT p to conclusions,

not always correct. Miss Hinton and Mr. Ar-

denne happened to be conversing in a very confi-

dential strain when they rode up together ;
when

they dismounted, Winny, as has been seen, had

run forward to meet her father, and Mr. Ardenne

had given hit* arm up the steps to Sina, and they

continued their confidential talk until Squire

Darling turned to them. Now Squire Darling

had noticed this, and imagined there was a

love affair existing between the tutor and the

companion I He liked this! this suited him! it

assimilated with the warm geftteHty and bon

hommie of his temper it seemed to him very

proper and fitting. Sina is a frank, sincere,

brave girl, and Ardenne is a most estimable

youth ; poor things ! 1 dare say now they are

looking forward to many, many years of waiting

before they think they can marry they are so

destitute ! but it shall not be so ;
I will be their

providence ;
I will set him up in business, and

they shall be married as soon as they please ;

for, by St. Peter, life is too short to be passed in

waiting ! but 1 must see mother first about it."

And as the visitors were all in their private

apartments preparing for dinner, the squire

having an hour of relaxation from hospitable

duties, went to see his mother in her room up
gtairs. He found the old lady deep in the perusal

of the "
Mysteries of Udolpho." Madam Wini-

fred was a* tall, thin, wasted old lady, with a

long, pale, thin face, with a mild expression.

Sne wore a black silk dress, with a white mus-

lin inside handkerchief folded over her bosom,

and a white muslin cap, beneath which her sil-

rer hair was parted neatly over her brow. She

looked so clean, pure, gentle and dignified. It

was the dignity of age and goodness rather than

of pride, or even of wisdom. The old lady was

a devoted Christian, though a bigoted Catholic
;

and now at sixty-five she was as full of romance

as her grand-daughter of sixteen ; yet it was the

high toned and elevating chivalry of romance

akin to religion, and it is to be presumed that it

was from kr the squire derived the romantic

alloy in the pure gold of his own sound nature. I

have before mentioned the perfect family har-

mony an-1 unity that existed between the houses

of Oak Grove and Red-Stone; I will now in

form you that the love and confidence between

this mother and son were perfect.

ruing, dear mother, what have you
gotth^r ..?'

" A very interesting new novel from the pen
of Mrs. Rddchff, my son. My grand-daughter,

consummation is almost hopeless, it is a deep ro-

mance is it not, mother ?"
" I hop* you do not refer to either of my

grand-daughters, Miss Summerfield or Miss Dar-

ling, my son ?" said the old lady, her mild, blue

eyes looking very solemnly over her spectacles.
"
Winny! pooh! Winny's a baby, in love with

milk and bread! As for Miss Summerfield for

by my life I never feel familiar enough with my
niece to call her Imogene as for Miss Sum-

merfield, she is enamoured of an arch-angel

in the seventh heaven, perhaps! No, I speak
of Sina and the tutor they love each other,

poor children, and they can never marry unless

we help them."
" How help them?" inquired Madam Winifred,

whom this news did not by any means startle,

she having foreseen it. "How can we further

the wishes of the poor young lovers?
*' Money makes the mule go' there is

scarcely an enterprize in this world that money
will not forward

; scarcely an evil in this world

that money will not avert scarcely a good on

this earth, that money will not obtain."
" More the pity that we should be so the

slaves of lucre," said the old lady.
" Yet, God forgive my levity !

" said the squire,

with one of his sudden changes from lightness to

solemnity "May God forgive my levity,

there was one evil, that money could not avert

cannot cure ! the loss of my adored wife ;
and

there is one good one God-given good the

possession of my darling, my blessed, my ido-

lized child! my love-angel Winny!" said the

father, with deep emotion.

Ah ! Squire Darling, money did not purchase

your treasure, nor can the want of money de-

prive you of her. But the pride of birth the

pride of rank the pride of wealth the inso-

lence of power the selfishness of love the

vengeance of jealousy these will banish your
love-an gel from you I

Yes, you wrong your better nature, when

you speak so lightly, my dear son. But what do

you intend to do in the premises."
" I intend to have an interview with Sina this

very day. I should rather break the subject to

her than to Ardenne
; confound the fellow, there

is a dark, dangerous majesty of manner about

him that keeps off near approach. Now Sina is

safe she is a free, frank, sincere girl ; too sin-

cere, I sometimes think. And if, after all, 1

should possibly be mistaken in my notions why
it is safer to betray the mistake to Cousin Sina,
than to tbat solemn muzzle -mouthed fellow that

always reminds me of a canon. There is scarce-

ly, however, a possibility of doubt. And wnat I
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mean to do, mother, is to set the young fellow

Up iii any business he may select that is, it 1

have your approval and co-operation, my dear

mother."
"
Certainly my son ! certainly ! You have

more ! you have my highest approbation and

admiration
; and you shall have my assistance

also. Put my name down for a thousand dol

iar* "

e< Thank you, my good mother. Now I mus
see Suia before dinner and I have just time

good -Jay, till we meet at table, my dear

madam!"
And Squire Darling hurried out of the room.

The devil was certainly, to use Old Nerve's

graphic, and expressive term, "
wasting"'

about Oak Grove that day. Sina Hinton hap-

pened to be seeking Squire Darling at the very
time he went in search of her. They ran

against each other in the passage.

Ha, ha, ha ! ha, ha, ha !

'
111 met by moonlight, fair Titania.'

I mean well met by sun-light, lovely Sina.

was looking for you," said the squire, jovially,
as he caught her with a shock.
" And I for you, sir," replied Sina, in a soft,

solemn tone, as she receded from his arms.
<k Ah ! is it so ? Come into my study/' and

opening an opposite door, Squ.re Darling led

Miss Hinton into a small office-like room and

seating her on an arm chair, took a common one

himself, and leaned his elbow on the little study
table that stood between them. "

Well, little

one, what is it ? Come ! speak out ! be frank,
like your own sincere self!" said the squire,

leaning on his elbows, with his bright blue eyes

dancing with glee.

Sina dropped her head, let droop her long eye-

lashes, and replied, softly,

Sir, it is a delicate a very delicate subject
one most painful for rie, especially, to enter

upon." She paused in a feigned embarrass-

ment.

The squire jumped up, and rubbed his hands for

joy and fun. " A delicate subject is it ! and for

you ou ou!" sang the squire. "Then,
by the soul of my father, I know all about
it."

"You<tfo, sir!" exc aimed Sina, raising her

long lashes, and fixing her fine eyes on him in

handsome surprise.

Sina, with her keen perception, saw that he

was on a false track, and resolved to make his

very misapprehension serve her purpose if pos-
sible.

"Yourfo, sir! You know this!"

"I ' do sir? every whit every sigh and tear

every hope and fear every doubt and dread

every blush and palpitation ! Oh, my dear, 1

* Waysting laying wait inciting people 10 evil.

have sailed in those torrid and tempestuous lati-

tudes myself ; and though now anchored in the

harbor of age 1 have not forgotten it!"
" You surprise me, dir I" said Sina, not knovr-

ing what else to say.
" 1 do ! *)h, aye ! to be sure ! certainly ! ex-

actly I precisely so! You impertinent young
people think your elders know nothing of such
matters. I dare say now, you think me a stern
old fellow one who would persecute a pair of

poor human turtle-doves < a very beadle to an
a'morous sigh/ don't .ou? you saucy, injurious
minx ! You would like to consider yourself a

persecuted love-heroine, and me a horrible old

guardian, or uncle, or father, or something such
as we all read of in novels, and such as we hate

intensely. 1 don't choose to play such a part I

You shan't have that satisfaction."

Sina turned extremely pale, as well she might.
She thought it unquestionable that the simple

squire had divined the whole policy of her dia-

bolical machinations, and designed to frustrate

them by an unexpected course. She remained

perfectly silent, and covered with confusion. A
moment's reflection, however, restored her confi-

dence
;
she put a different interpretation upon

the affair. He knew, she thought, of the love of

Ardenne and Winny, but not of HER private de-

signs her self-possession was restored.
" You see I know all about it nay, look down

girl I know it all. He's got black hair, black

eyes, black eye-browslooks like the BUck
Prince, only much grander ! he writes tragedies,

plays dirges, paints pictures of the Crucifixion,
and makes himself in various other ways, use-

less and disagreeable ! and all because he loves

a nice girl, whom he never hopes to marry !"

said the squire, looking waggishly at Sina, and

pinching her cheek.

Now, quick as lightning, Sina understood that

he supposed her to be the object of the tutor's

passion, and she determined to use this to reveal

as by accident, rather than to betray by design,
the love of Ardenne and Winny. She affected

to misapprehend him. She replied,
" Then, sir, you knew of this."

I suspected it long, but I did not know it un-

til this morning."
" Um-m-me," cooed Sina,

< then 1 am reliev-

ed ! oh ! so greatly relieved ! Oh, sir ! you can-

not imagine what a terrible struggle 1 have had

between my duty to you, and my love for Winny
and her lover I"

" Winny and her LOVER ! ! Who ? What ?

In the name of all the fiends below, girl ! what
do you mean?" exclaimed the squire, turning
chalk white, starting upon his feet and trem-

)ling with rage
" who dares to dispute thi

leartof my daughter, with me? Winny ! I wouf

not give her to a crowned King I Reply to me

girl! tell me instantly, on your life! Who
this lover of my daughter that 1 may

"
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Oh, sir ! oh, sir f" exclaimed the cowardly

traitorss, paling with alarm.

SPEAK, I SAY !" thundered the Squire, his

far- crimson, his veins nearly bursting with

fury.
" SPEAK, who is this lover, that I may KILL

him /"

M Oh, *ir .'1 beg I pray f
"

ANSWER I" roared the Squire, grasping her

shoulder, and shaking her violently.

It it it is Mr. Ardenne!" gasped Sina,in

the last extremity of terror at the storm she

had raised.

" Ardenne!" repeated the Squire, turning pale,

and sinking into his seat, with a wandering
air

;

< Ardenne ! I am losing my reason that

is the nly fact of which I am conscious!"

Sina Hintoo took this opportunity of slipping

out of th room ; she ran wildly up and down

the galleries in search of Ardenne. Gliding

swiftly, and darting her head hither and thither

like a terrified adder. In truth she had not ex-

pected this typhoon of rage in the father ;
at

most, she had calculated on his moderate dis-

pleasure, on his dismissal of Ardenne from the

house, and upon that circumstance, with her

own machinations, ending in the elopement of

Winny whose place she wished to fill in her

father's home and heart. She had resolved, also,

before revealing anything, to bind the simple-

minded squire over to secrecy, as to her agency
in the revelation, so that she should not forfeit

the friendship of Ardenne and Winny, or lose

her influence over them, for that was very im-

portant, was positively necessary to the success

of her schemes. But now no promise of secrecy
as to the informer had been obtained from the

squire, his blind rage precluded the possibility

of the thing and now all was lost, unless she

could see Ardenne before the squire should meet

CHAPTER V .

SINA HINTON.

" In face an angel, but In soul a cat."

Wvlcott.

Sina, as we have said, fled about the house

like a scared cat, as she was, and finally found

Ardenne reading
" The Lady of the Lake" to

Miss Darling, in the piazza. She sprang to his

ide she seized his elbow.
" Come f come with me into one of the

distant arbors I must I MUST have an in-

terview with you immediately. Nay, Winny,
May where you are," and she drew Ardenne
away, who followed her with an amazed air.

When thev reached the arbor All is lost !"

he said, "all! all is lost Oh, Ardenne, for-

give me !"

I do not understand you, Miss Hinton."

Forgive me I forgive me ! that deep tha,
1

asr.ute that cunning squire ! that accomplished
old schemer ! God forgive me ! that old ser-

pent, Squire Darling !"

"
Squire Darling ! that soul of frankness and

simplicity! I do not in the least comprehend

you !"

"
Squire Darling that adept in falsehood and

duplicity, of which I have been made the silly,

wretched victim!" exclaimed Sina, bitterly,

wringing her hands with an air of very hoaest

indignation.
" Be so good as to explain yourself, Miss Hin-

ton "

* I will ; and do you prepare to hear some-

thing atrocious! An hour ago the squire

called me into his study, and with an air the

most benevolent and frank in the world gave
me To understand that he knew of your love, and

approved your suit
; nay, asserted in the most

positive manner that he knew all about it ; nay,
as he said, he knew <

every hope and fear every
sigh, blush and palpitation,' said that he was no

persecutor of young lovers no tyrannical father

nay, he smiled, chuckled, and rubbed his

hands said that you should not have the satis-

faction of making him out such, and finally drew
me on to admit that there was a love affair be-

tween you and Winny. It seems that all he

wanted was this admission from me, for he no

sooner got it than he flew into the most fright-

ful fury I ever beheld in my life; he turned

white
;
he shuddered

;
his eyes started from his

head, and he foamed at the mouth! Then,
when I implored mercy for you for her, and for

myself, he grew black in the face his veins

swelled he pounced upon me, and shook the

breath nearly out of my body !"

"Shook you, Sina!" exclaimed the youth,
with flashing eyes, springing to his feet.

" For Heaven's sake stop ! He is your wife's

father or at least the father of one who will

soon be your wife."

This was a deep stroke of art on the part of

Sina. At the electric words Your wife," the

yo'ing man grew pale and reeled with excess

of pleasure.
" Wife." What a magic word.

Sina left him to his trance, to his ecstacy
she would not have said a word to break it, as

she valued the reversion of Oak Grove to her-

selfonly when he was slowly recovering she

said, affectionately,
" Yes, Edgar ! for you must marry her [ Lis-

ten, Edgar ! her father as soon as he can find

you, will be brute enough to not to mince the

matter to kick you out of doors. Now if any
false sense of honor prevents you from taking

Winny with you, she will perish here in her

desolation! I know it. 1 am in her confidence.

I am her bosom friend. She sleeps every night
ir my arms, Edgar her head upon my bosom,

(here was another piece of diabolism,) this bo-

som is often wet with her tears as she mur-
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murs in her slumber of you ! If from an> false

sense of probity you fail to take her with you-
nay, if you listen to her own pleading in behal

of her filial fluty, for she is capable of self im-

molation, you leave her to a certain death be-

lieve it! Do not listen a moment to her plead-

ings of her father and her duty her duty is to

you you are her master, you know it! fate

and nature have made you such. You must use

your authority to save her you must not leave

the premises without taking her with you !

will assist you ! I am willing to be crucified for

my friends ! as I have already suffered violence

for them this morning."
She spoke with her eloquent eyes fixed on him
her glorious eyes glowing into his. He mused,

not quietly. Oh! no quick flushes swept his face

and left it pale with passion he did not reply
the temptress continued with her soft and plead-

ing, or her high, authoritative and inspiring tones,
" She loves you tenderly, profoundly loves you
she loves her father, her grandmother, her

friends, but the affection she feels for her father,

grandmother, and all her friends put together
and multiplied a million fold, would not equal the

love she bears to you ! Is this love natural ? Is

it right ? Is it Heaven inspired ? You know it

%s ! Does it give you a claim to her ? Does it

constitute a divine marriage of itself? You
know it does ! ( Whom God hath joined together
let no man put asunder!' Do you think these

divine words refer to the church ritual by which

hands are united so often without hearts? By
all the most beautiful things on earth by all the

holiest things in heaven, I tell you no ! It is to

the co-attraction of your souls ! The law that

keeps suns in their centres, and planets in their

spheres, should govern the souls of earth at-

traction. You are her sun and she your planet.

What right has the world with its impertinent

conventionalities, or a father with his tyrannical

will to sever two souls that love ? You are her

sun she your planet desert her repulse her,

and even as a comet or a lost star wanders in

the dark and drear immensity of space forever

so she will be lost in the endless night of death

or madness !"

" Oa, Heaven ! speak to me no more, Sina ! I

must, seek an interview with this man ! 1 must

see Squire Darling, acknowledge my love for his

daughter and ask her hand ! That is the course

of honor ! That I must do ! The rest perhaps
afterwards!"

The youth was about to leave the arbor, but

she artfully laid her hand upon his arm and de-

tained him a moment
"1 know," she said, softly and sadly, "I

know what will be my fate if Squire Darling

knows of my further interference in this matter,

and particularly of my interview with you, he will

turn me out of doors, and I shall be thrown upon

the world for support ! but never mind, Edgar I
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never look grave, I do not mind it ! I would ask
you not to say anything of this interview nor to
mention my name in it in any way, I should ask

you to do that, but that my very soul loathes all

concealments! Nay, then, tell him. Edgar! tell

him everything ! if it falls in your way am! '

with a look of martyrdom < he must do his

worst !"

"1 certainly shall not betray your confidence,

my dearest Sina, there is no necessity of men-

tioning your name, and I shall not."
"
Yes, do t I wronged my own soul and yours

when I hinted at a concealment
;
for my own

part, I shall make no secret of the part 1 take

in your affairs, except in what is positively ne-

cessary for your safety. I should scorn ' here

her fine eyes flashed and her lip curled "I
should scorn concealment upon my own ac-

count !"

" You are a noble girl, Sina, proud, courage-

OUH, frank, sincere but not discreet not pru-
dent."
" Prudence is a questionable virtue it is in-

compatible, oftentimes, with truth, courage,

faith, love everything that is highest and holi-

est everything that is loveliest and most beau-

tiful ! I observe that bad people have vastly
more of that worldly commodity than good peo-

ple ! I wonder how it ever came to be enrolled

among the virtues it is some careless haste in

the packing up and labelling !" laughed Sina.

The peal of the dinner-bell startled them both.

" Go on/* said Sina, " 1 have got to gather a

bouquet for Miss Summerfield. 1 promised to

hand her one after dinner."

"Let me do it!"
" Thank you, do so, if you please, and I will

o on,
3 ' said Sina, who did not wish to be seen

entering the dining-room in his company.
Sina came sauntering easily towards the house.

She was met in the passage by Squire Darling,

who, drawing her arm within his own, said,

must apologize for my rudeness to yom
this morning, Miss Hinton I do hope that you
will forgive the violence of an over-wrought

emper a madness that made the victim miss

the just object of his indignation, to let it fall

upon the innocent but never mind ! there is

time enough !" and his eyes glowed, flashed and

sparkled.
" I will not terrify my company but

et them be gone curses ! eursns on this un-

ucky dinner and ball that delays my anger !"

Sina pressed his hand Sina looked gently in

his eyes Sina spoke lovingly to him.

" I was so sorry so sorry dear me, how I

have reasoned with Ardenne about it 1 told

lim that his wooing your daughter was a breach

of faith that it was "

if D 1 fly away with him ! Don't say ano-

her word about him, or I shall make a disturb,

ance here!" growled the squire, in horrible

low thunder.
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He led her into the dining-room, and placed

her at table, where the rest of the company

were already assembled. Winny was there,

looking pale and anxious, yet uncertain and

mystified, as if she felt the storm in the air, but

could not tee from what point the cloud arose.

Ardenne was the last to enter ; placing the

bouquet in a flower-stand until it might be want-

ed, he took his accustomed seat at the board.

The squir" greeted him with an excess of cour-

tesy, amounting to insult Ardenne, as the

tutor, gave precedence to all the gentlemen on

that aide, and sat on the last seat of the row, and

earest that of the squire, who prehided at the

feast.

1 have been seeking you, sir," he said.

I am at your command, sir," replied Ar-

denne.

" 1 am advised of the honor you intend me !"

aid the squire.

Ardenne bowed with grave and stately cour-

tesy in reply, and the squire, somewhat modified

by his manner, or recollecting himself as a Vir-

ginian, a gentleman and a host, returned the

bow, and gave his attention to other things.

Ardenne sat there but he could not eat a

mouthful would have choked him he sat there,

and feigned with his knife and fork, to avoid

exciting inquiry. Wmny was opposite to him.

As the daugnter of their host, she had given

precedence to all the ladies of the party, and

taken the lowest seat on her side across the

table from Ardenne Winny saw the by play

between her father and her lover, she saw that

he a'e nothing and with all her efforts to re-

strain them, the tears would rise to her eyes.

She wiped them away, fast as they flowed, but

they would fill again. Her father looked at her

sternly several times
;

this had the contrary ef-

fect from that intended Winny sobbed out-

right!
" Leave the table, Miss Darling !" said her

father, with a severe frown, but in a low tone

greatly fearing that her agitation would draw

attention, and dreading a scene. Winny, trem-

bling arose and left the table. Ardenne arose

with a fierce but stead" gaze into the eyes of the

quire, and followed her
" What is the matter ?" inquired Madam Wini-

fred.

"Nothing! nothing! but th;u Miss Darling
bus turned a little giddy," said the squire, and

then tohimelf he said, ''Very veil, young man!

you are piling up wrath ag^n a day of" wrath!'

go on ! you will scarcely "lop* wi'h my daugh-
ter while we are at dinner, anri if you could you
cannot be legally married in Virginia thanks to

the conservative precaution of our laws!" In

the meantime Arde^n" had fo.md Winny in the

piazza He drev her arm vithin his own, and
led her <iown toe steps, a, id out troug'' the

hade of the grand old oaks, and through a Hide

gate that led into the deepest shades of the

forest; they passed the gate, entered the narrow

path, and pursued it until it brought thm to a

clear spring bubbling from a cleft in a rock he

seated her there on the fallen trunk of a tree, and

passing one arm around her waist, pressed her

fondly to his bosom, kissed her lips, and looking

down lovingly in her face, he said,

What is the matter, dearest Winny ?"

"I don't know, indeed 1 don't! 1 know my
heart is broken but I don't know how it was

broken, nor who did it ! I feel that some woe

has come but 1 do not know what it is, nor

whence it came !" And with a suffocating sob

she dropped her fair head upon his breast cling-

ing there as if for relief and protection, while

she wept. He drew her closer to his bosom. He

caressed, and sought to soothe her he stroked

her fair ringlets from her brow, and pressed his

lips there. At last she wept herself quiet, and

gently disengaging herself from his embrace, she

sat up. Both were silent both gazing with a

vague, sad gaze upon the ground.
It was strange that with all this the word

" love" had never passed the lips of either. Soon

taking her hand he said,
" Dearest Winny my own dearest angel, I

am going away."
She looked at him intently, scrutinizingly, as

though she had not comprehended his words.
" I am going hence, Winny."
She looked in a maze slowly turned very

pale, and seemed fainting he caught he* sup-

ported her
;

then she inquired faintly but

anxiously
" What what did you say about about

goi^g away ?"
" Mine own love, I am going."
" Youyou going \ No, no I no, no ! that

cannot be I You ! Why should you wish to go ?

Oa, no ! do not go !" she said, with a sickly at-

tempt to smile.

"My own, own sweet angel! my precious dar-

ling, I must go."
"Must why must? Oh, you will not go,

Edgar! You will not go, when you know if

you knew " She burst into tears, and sobbed

convulsively ;
and then through her broken sobs

she said "
Listen, Edgar : When we separate

at night, I leave you vvith sadness, to think that

for six or eight hours I shall no* see you again
and I pray for a sound sleep that the time may
be annihilated to me that separates us. I never

felt so about my father, or my grandmother,

Edgar, though I love them. When I wake in

the morning, the first thing I think of is, that 1

shall see you in a few minutes, and that we have

a long, long day before us to spend together.

Towards evening my heart begins to sink, for I

feel the hour of separation drawing near
;

1 feel

it befor^ it com^s, just as we feel the dampness
of a raip cloud before the shower comes on. This
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s all a mystery to me perhaps I am wrong to

tell you but I feel as if I could tell you any-
thing in my heart oh, yes ! 1 could tell you
much better tnan I could my father confessor

and if I tell you anything that is wrong, tell me
so; I will not be angry. I could not- be angry
with you if 1 am wrong reprove me 1 shall

not resent it
;

I would not resent it for 1 know
that you care for me." There was so much sim-

plicity, meekness, and sadness in her manner, so

much appealing earnestness in her upturned

eyes. He fell at her feet seized ner hands cover-

ed them with kisses, and bathed them with
tears

" Care for you, Winny ! Care for you ! I love

you! love you! more than my life, my soul,

Heaven, God! Love you! oh, my own sweet,
sweet serapn, to save you one pang I would be

crucified!"

She stooped forward, and threw her arms

around his neck, and dropped her head, with all

its flowing ringlets on his bosom, as she soltly

replied,

And /to save you a day's misery 1 would

be annihilated /"

"Crucifixion! annihilation! why do we talk

of these sublime honors, love ? I will do more

for thae ! 1 will do for thee what millions of

our brothers do for our sisters every hour. I

will enter a life of hopeless and endless toil for

thee, Winny. I will labor for thee night and

day, and thou shult not ieel fatigue or know pri-

vation,"
" Not so ! not so ! it shall be 1 who will work

for you. I will be your servant, your slave

and if fatigue comes if privation comes oh, it

will be passing sweet ! when borne for you*

Ah ! if pain comes, it will bring ecstacy not

agony ! Ah ! I knew it ! it is wonderful it is

beautiful it is divine it is true ! every pain

endured for a beloved and loving one is no longer J

a pain, but an exquisite pleasure! the deepest,

strongest joy known in life ! a silent, hidden,

profound, ecstatic trance of the soul that brings

heaven down ! Oh ! my archangel ! may God

give me the heaven of toiling and suffering for

you!" And sbe fell again upon his bosom. He

pressed her in silence there a moment, and then

a heavy hand fell upon his shoulder, and shook

him violently. Winny screamed and faint-

ed. Ardenne shook off the hand raised Winny
in his arms sprang up, and confronted Squire

Darling !

It was wonderful the self-government with

which the squire deported himself. Only the

excessive paleness of his face, and the slight

tremor of his frame betrayed the hidden rage,

the suppressed thunder that shook him.

" Put down my daughter, sir I" he command-

ed, in a deep, stern voice. But Ardenne stoop-

ed, and dipping water with his hand from the

bubbling spring, bathed her face.
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"
Death, sir ! do you hear me ! put down my

daughter!" he exclaimed; his fingers working
involuntarily, as ihoug i with difficulry he kept
his hands off the young man. Ardenne conti-

nued to bathe the face of Winny who now show-
ed tigns of recovery.
" B 11 and furies, sir ! will you do as 1 tell

you!" exclaimed the old man, losing all self-

command, and running upon Ardenne who, seiz-

ing his wrist with one hand, held hin. struggling
at bay while he said

"I am about to bear her to the house, place
her in the care of the ladies, and then, Squire

Darling, I shall wait upon yo& in your study,
if you will give me the honor of an interview."
" In the fiend's name go on then, sir ! I too

am anxious as a lover ! ha ! ha ! for that

same interview," replied the squire.

Ardenne carried his fair ai;d beloved burden

on, closely followed by the squire Sae recover-

ed in his arms, and as she lay there she would

open her gentle eyes and look at him so lovingly,
then close them again in fear.

They reached the house they entered through
a side door. Sina Hmton was in tne way. It

was her arms that received Winny from those of

Ardenne.
" Be tender with her, Miss Hinton dear Sina,

be tender with her," whispered Ardenne, and

turning, he bowed, and signified to Squire Dar-

ling his readiness to accompany him to his btudy.

"Come on, sir!" exclaimed that gentleman,

in a tone as though he had said " Be hanged,
sir!"

Ardenne followed him into his study they
were seated.

" Squir* Darling, I love you; daughter!"
The d 1 you do, sir !"

"I wish to marry her!"

Zounds ! to hear the fellow's impudence !

to say this to my very face. I never dreamed

that he would dare this. 1 thought he wished

to run away with her. Well! let's hear that

over again," thought the squire, but he said

" You wish to what ?"

"I wish to marry Winny Darling, sir! and I

ask your permission to pay my addresses to her."

Good ! I like that ! that's cool, and above-

1 oard I Hemm ! well ! what fortune are you

1 repared to settle upon Miss Darling, sir ?"

" A sound body and sound mind a heart

that loves her ! hands that will labor for her I"

" Very good ! and Miss Darling, my daugh-
\ *r, the heiress of Oak Grove, is to leave her

native halls, her troops of slaves, her luxu-

i K>US home, her father's protection for what,

sir ? if it please you to tell."

For the humble home of a poor and strug-

gling man, sir, for a life of industry, of frugali-

ty, for a husband's devoted love," said the

young man, with much dignity, "and she will

be happier so, sir, for she loves me !"
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< Death and d n, sir I she loves you not!

It is a lie ! and you are a" Here, losing all

elf-control all sense of decency and propriety,

the tquire broke forth into the most violent and

shameful torrent of invective and abuse and

concluded by thundering,

Get out of my house, sir ! or by all that's

holy, I will kick you out!"

Livid with the rage suppressed for Winny's

sake, the young man turned and left the study,

and soon after left the house. The squire sank

down into his chair, and wiped and wiped again

the perspiration from his brow, his heart throb-

bing as if it would choke him. This loss, this

utter loss of all self command, had been what the

squire had tried to guard against all day- -this

was the reason why he had not followed Ardenne

immediately when the latter arose and went

after Winny from the dinner table. In his first

interview with Sina Hinton, the surprise, the

violence of the shock his feelings had received,

had thrown him off his guard, and he had given

way to the phrenzy of anger. When that was

past, though still in a deep rage, he resolved to

guard against its breaking out into fury and

alarming his guests ; for, as I said, the squire

had all the instincts of the gentleman and the

host, but the open, upright frankness, which he call-

ed the " cool impudence," of Ardenne, had dri-

ven him mad. Now he sat with his light hair stick-

ing stra gglingly out in every direction, with his

blue eyes contracted, nis fair, red face streaming
with perspiration, his fat knees apart, and hold-

ing a large straw hat with both hands, as he

fanned himself. After a little, he got up and

rung the bell. A servant answered it.

Send Miss Hinton to me, sink it ! go and

say to Miss Hinton that I beg the favor of her

presence for a few minutes in this study.'*
The servant left the room. In an instant after,

Sina glided in.

" Sit down, Miss Hinton ! sit down, my dear!

I have sent the young rascal about his business,

my dear !"

Alas, sir, friendly as I feel towards him,"
said Sina, putting her handkerchief to her face,
" I must admit that his expulsion was well de-

served !"

" I reckon it was 1 The insolent fellow had
the impudence to ask my permission to marry
my daughter I Now, that was a great deal
more assuming and presuming than if he had
tried to elope with her," said the squire, wiping
his face and furiously fanning himself. Ah,
talking of elopements, where i* that poor little

angel -I mean that wicked little daughter of
mine 7"

I carried her to my room, bocause it was
nearest, sir she is lying on my bed."
"Ah! go lock the door! go at once, Miss

Hinton lock the door, and always keep the

key yourself ; she shall be in your charge; when

she wishes to come out, do not leave her side a

moment !"

Now, at first thought, Sina did not like this

being constituted Winny's jailor, but a mo-
ment's reflection taught her that this was the

very way in which she would be best able to

assist the intercourse of the lovers, and forward

her own plans. She curtsied and withdrew from

the study to obey the command. She went to

her room, and found Winny still lying on the

bed, with her hands pressed over her face, ana

the tears stealing through her fingers. Sina

stooped over her, kissed her tenderly, and whis-

pered softly,

"Winny, my dear love, your father your

stern, harsh father has commanded me to lock

you in
;
have faith in me, Winny, have faith in

me, dear child, and by seeming your jailor, I

shall be your friend and assistant. You shall

see your lover to-night," and the girl and

double traitress doubly, trebly steeped in

falsehood, locked the door and returned to the

study.

"Ah! very well very well, indeed!" said

the squire, when he saw the key. Now, Miss

Hinton, is the young villain the Black Prince

gone 7"
" I heard a servant say that he had taken his

departure, sir, and that he had left directions

to have his baggage forwarded to Harper's

Ferry."

Very well, it shall be done Miss Hinton !"

Sir 7"
" You are a very pretty girl ; give me a kiss."
" I am a very plain, poor girl, sir, with no

dower but my discretion."

And a very good dower and by Heaven you
shall have a better one," said the squire.
" I offer you my duty, sir

;
have you any far-

ther commands for me 7"
" No yes ! no that is to say, I have a ques-

tion to ask. Has this disagreeable affair got
wind among the visitors yet 7"

"Not at all, sir. Mrs. and Miss Summerfield

are in their chambers, in a remote part of the

house and Colonel Dangerfield is out shooting
with Harry Joy, and Father Burleigh has gone
to marry a couple."
"D n 'marrying a couple* it's all non-

sense !"

" Anything more, sir 7"
" No ! be off with you ! you little prude ; you

only stay here to worry me."
And Sina Hinton curtsied and glided from the

room with a singular smile on her lips.

Sina met the priest as he came in from his

mission. Good evening, Father Burleigh,"
she said, and hastened to take his staff and hat,
and put them upon the rack and to offer him a
chuir in the coolest part of the piazza. "I can-

not think where Harry can be," said she, leaning
over the balustrade and pretending to be looking
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eagerly out then returning, she seaued ne^ell

near the priest and said, in her insinuating tones,

What a charming girl your niece is. Father

Burleigh such a remarkable style of beauty,

too such a fine expanded white brow
;
does she

resemble her mother?" and Sina fixed her eyes on

his eyes, and slowly sent their glances deep into

his very soul. Say, Father Burleigh, does she

resemble her mother ?"

Tne priest grew very pale, and trembled.

"On!" said Sina, with a look of deep repen-

tance,
"
perhaps you loved her mother very

much and grieved very much over her death

and I, indiscreet girl, have opened again the long

closed wound. I am deeply grieved."

The priest arose, tottered, grasped the chair

and bank back into it. Sina ran and got a glass

of water gave it to him with the softest words

of sympathy and condolence, while her eye fixed

triumphantly, maliciously upon his, said,

" I have the deepest secret of your soul you
are henceforth my slave. You have unbounded

or almost unbounded power over your parish-

ioners, over the families especially of Oak Grove

and of Red-Stone ! You shall use it as I direct."

And having driven this stake, she went to her

room and in a disguised hand wrote the follow-

ing short note to Edgar Ardenne :

Your loved one is in the last, the very

last extremity she lies like a flower beaten

down by the storm
; nothing but your presence

will revive her nothing but your presence this

evening, will give her strength to bear the few

days separation that must intervene between

this and your marriage. Be, at ten this evening,

at the place where we talked together this morn-

ing, and 1 will conduct you to her.

In haste and in peril,

" You know who."

It will be observed, that in this cautious note,

there was neither name, date, locality, or any

sufficiently distinct allusion to betray her, even if

as a remote possibility it should fall into other

hands than those intended to receive it. Be-

sides, the hand was an imitation of that of ano-

ther member of the family. While Sina sealed

this letter she looked at Winny. Winny was

lying on the bed very quiet, with her face half

buried in the pillow apparently, perhaps really

unconscious of the presence of any one else in the

apartment.
Sina glided from the room, down stairs and

slipped the letter in the post-bag just as it was

about to be carried off. So far, so good ! he
j

must think it necessary to carry Winny off to

save her life ! Now for Winny, she must be

made to believe it essential to the continuance of

his existence, to be carried off by h<m." And

Sina returned to her room, where Winny still

lay. She went up to the side of the bed stoop-

ed over Winny, laid her hand gently on the

turobbing young head, drew aside th* golden

ringlets that clung damp to her temples, kissed

her tenderly, and murmured, in her soft melliflu-

ous tone

"Look up, my love; my love-sister look up
and tell me how you are."

Winny's white arms arose from the bed and
drew the head of Sina down to hers in silence.

Sina sat upon the side of the bed, nestled to her,

raised her up, and laid her fair head upon her

bosom, stroking her golden ringlets, kissing her,

and cooing comfort all the while.

" Sina ! what passed between between fa-

ther and and him ?"
" My dear Winny ! my little love, it is best

you should not know !" said the artful girl, with

a look of solemn meaning.
This of course terrified the poor child, and

stimulated her to fresh and urgent inquiry as

it was intended to do.

"Oh, tell me ! tell me, dearest Sina !"

" My love ! my little darling it would only
make you more miserable do not ask me !"

Winny turned deadly sick with fear, and

would have fainted but for the mental stimulus

of her keen anxiety.

Tbis dread is worse tnan certainty tell

me !" faltered the white and trembling child.

" Well, then, dear child, if you must have it,

I will tell you. I happened to be in the pas-

sage leading to the study he your father,

I mean, talked loud, and I could not help

hearing him. Edgar, like an honorable, high

souled man as he is, did not seek to conceal any-

thing ;
he avowed his love for you ; admitted

that he had nothing but a cabin and a life of in-

dustry and frugality to t-hare with you, and "

" And oh ! if father were willing ! it would be

such a heaven to share that poverty ! Oh, it

would be a divine joy to work and to bear pain

for Edgar," said Winny, clasping her little white

hands in a sort of ecstacy.
" Tne inconceivable little idiot !

'

thought Sina

to herself.

Well, well ! what said father, Sina ?"

He ! he broke out into fury ! he heaped every
sort of obscene and blasphemous abuse upon Ar-

denne."

Oh, Mary Mother ! Oh, All -merciful Lord !"

prayed Winny, with clasped hands and pallid

brow" and Ardenne ! and Ardenne !"

" He was your father, Winny, and that cir-

cumstance struck your lover powerless before

him. Any other man but your father must have

perished then and there by the roused wrath or

your lover the old bear would have been but as

a child in the grasp of the young lion. But could

he lay hands on your father? Ardenne was pale

with the passion he controlled. He bore the

taunts, the insults, the obscene epithets neaped

upon his head, with the meekness! <;h! < ru the

meekness of the lamb, for your sake, Winny !"
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Sin* -poke with so much eloquence ot words,

ton*-*, and gestures, 'hat bad as she was, she

must have in a degree felt what she uttered.

Wmny had been white with terror at the com-

mencement of the description the tears that

had been frozen at their fountain now melted and

ran down her cheeks but the lightning flashed

through the shower as she said,

Tuat contumely should be heaped upon his

head ! My noble, my high-souled, my god-like

one ! M y archangel ! and by my father ! But

/even / will compensate him ! I, whom they

call the heiress of Oak Grove
;
to whom every

one bows with such profound deference ; 1, be-

fore whose small footsteps every one turns aside

to make way; I, the only daughter of the

haughty Darlings, will show him so much defer-

ence, so much meekness, so much submission,
an '

so, if contempt approach, 1 must absorb it

it shall not touch my archangel ! He shall feel

that nowever others, in their blindness, may
mistake and contemn him, he is my archangel
still!"

f<
But when do you expect to see him again,

since he has left Oik Grove?" said Sina, break-

ing in upon the maiden's enthusiasm. * What

opportunity do you expect to find for all this

compensation, my dearest Winny?"
True f true ! Oh, Virgin Mother ! oh, pity-

ing Sdviour! what will console him in his sor-

row?"
" You will! You spoke just now from the

depths of your prophetic heart. It will be as you
have dreamed and as you have said, but you
must have faith and courage. Listen ! he loves

you more than life ! to lose you would paralize
all his energies, would strike him with imbe-

cility, he would probably break his heart, com-
mit suicide."

Wmny again grew very pale. Might lose

his reason and be sent to the lunatic asylum,
and lastly and worst and most probable of all

"

Well t WH1 ?" gasped Wmny, clasping her
hands. "Well? Well?"
"
Might and would, it is likely, take to drink,

and in disappointment and despair become a sot

like Mike L.mgton think of the degradation
upon your arcnangel!"
"Honor! horror! anything but that! Mad-

ness ! death ! anything that would leave his me-
mory honorable! anything but that!"
" Aid it is so often the case now poor mise-

rable Mike Langton was once a young lawyer of

great talent and eloquence, the pride of the Vir-

ginia bar, it was said that he would certainly

cml.iren he whose talents opened for him the

road to the highest distinction !"

"Oh, All-merciful Father! not that fate for

Ardenne! come degradation! come contempt to

me rather!"

Listen again! he will be here this evening.
I will admit him when the company are at the

height of their dancing in the saloon. He will

ask you to fly with him do not refuse him."
" But, oh merciful heaven ! my poor father I"
" He trampled the honor of your lover under

his feet!" said the astute Sina.

The eyes of Winny flashed through their tears.

Then Sina said calmly,
" Nonsense ! Fathers make a great row be-

forehand, but afterwards they all become agreea-
ble enough. Your father would never consent

to your marriage, but when you are once mar-

ried, he will readily forgive you bow can he help
it ? What good will it do him to retain his wick-
ed anger, for do you not see, that though his

anger might prevent your getting married, and
is so far useful,.yet once married, his persistence
in anger cannot unmarry you, and is therefore

useless. He will be too wise to persevere in

what is useless as well as wrong Besides, as 1

said, he cannot help it. 5Tou are his only child.

He loves you he cannot live without you."
" Ah ! what an ungrateful child 1 should be to

leave him then, my poor, old, fond father, my
good father!"

" He called Ardenne a , and an
, and a "

"On! for goodness sake hush! you make me
deadly sick."

" I was about to say before you stopped me
first, that your father, as he cannot do without

you, will when you are once married and the

deed is done, receive you back. He loves and will

continue to love you. He will forgive Ardenne,
and love and honor him for your sake and do

jrou not perceive that that will even neutralize the

disgrace of the abuse he has received for that

which would tarnish the honor of a man coming
from another man, would lose its power coming
from his father-in-law. It is no dishonor to

bear indignity from one's father, you know!"
"So it is not!" replied Wmny.
" Come, darling, cheer up ! your fate looks

smiling enough ! 1 will venture to predict that

in one week from this time, Mrs. Ardenne will

be receiving the congratulations of her iriends

in her father's halls !"

May Heaven grant it !" thought the blushing
maiden.

Squire Darling will push the fortunes of his
have risen to the very highest rank in his pro- son-in-law, and Edgar Ardenne with
fession he might have been Attorney General
he might have been President of the United
States at this moment, but he loved a lady who
slighted his love, he took to drink, and now, at

thirty-five years old, he is a tot, the scorn of the
lowest and vilest, the butt and mockery of n* gro

good
field opened to his splendid talents, will rii,e to

the highest distinctions in the gift of our coun-

try!"
" May the Lord in heaven grant it I" now

fervently spoke Winny.
" Wmny, durling ! if your father knew jvhat
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an interest I take in your innocent love, and

what assistance I render you, he would never

" Why wuat a diHgusting old soul ! I do nope
he has not taken it into his head to fancy me for

forgive me, however he might you, since / have
j

a wife! that would horribly defeat my purpose
no claim upon him, since he has no pardoning

J

to be his daughter !" said Sina, looking back af-

ter him, with a mixture of perplexity and con-

tempt. Then she ran down stairs, and encoun-

tered Colonel Dangerheld and Harry Joy, ju*t as

they returned from their sporting exp^tition.

Harry's broad white brow shining between its

clusters of short-clipped black curls her straw

never know it from me.

e me do not imagine that I have any con- hat banging an one arm, while a short fowling

love for me. Winny, he would turn me out of

doors, and I should be cast helpless on the

world."
" He shall never,

dearest, best Sina !"

O'i! my dear love, do not so cruelly mis-

tak

cealments! I despise concealments, except in

immiaent cases, like that of yours and of Arden-

ne's No, no, Winny ! tell him, if you like ! I

do not care if he does cast me forth ! 1 despise

secretiveness, and I am willing to be killed for

my friends !"

<> Oh, brave and frank Sina ! do not be rashly

candid ! 1 am younger than you, and yet I find

it necessary to warn you not to be so defiantly

frank ! It is worse than useless to beard my
father with such an uncalled-for frankness ! As
for me, I would not for the world hint your

generous, self devoted participation in this.

Your disinterested participation, that brings you
no goort 5 while it exposes you to such risk!"

Sina smiled to herself her end was achieved

secrecy as to her interference was pledged

from Winny, as it had been from Ardenne, with-

out her seeming to care that it should be so.

' Now, love," she said, kissing her,
" you are

not able to go down into the ball-room to-night

you must remain here 1 will send you some

tea and toast;" and Sina arose, and left the

room On the first landing she met Squire Darling.

How is my little unfortunate ?"
" Oh ! more cheerful, sir ! far more cheerful,

but not able, I think, to bear the excitement of

the ball-room !"

" We must make excuses for her, and try to

let her absence be as little observed as possible.

Fortunately my good mother has retired to bed,

without having inquired for her imagining her,

I suppose, to be in the chamber of her Aunt

Summerfield."
" Um-m me," cooed Sina,

" that is so well !

It would be such a pity that the dear old lady

fhould be disturbed."

"Sina!"

"SirJ"

"On my soul, Sina, you have got the

sweetest, softest voice in the world ! It it's

perfect music! it's it's cotton-wool! -one

could sink down into it! it -it makes me feel

lazy it it it is oil! it runs all over me!

Sinu ! Tm doomed ! if I know what to do !" He

caught both her hands in his. She raised her

large dark eyes to his. "And your eyes!

two large, saft, floating worlds, that make

me sea nick ! there ! go ! or I shall make a

jackass
of myself!" and whirling her away

from him, the squire waddled off.

piece rested within the other.
" You are late, miss much of the expected

company have arrived, and are in their rooms,

changing their dresses."

(
'

Yes, 1 know it! and there are more coming !

I have had to run the gauntlet in a manner, be-

tween rows of carriages and saucy, inquisitive

negroes! but never mind, Colonel Dang^rfield

was at my side!" and Harry let, fly a bright

glance at the gentleman named.

CHAPTER VII.

THE SALOON AND THE BOWER.

A thousand Hearts beat happily, and when
Music arose with its voluptuous swell,

So't eves looked 1 >ve to eye* that spike again,

And all went merry as a marriage bell.*****
Pat tings *uoh as pres<

'

lie uTe ion) ut youn=r he iris; and chor >ns ^ighs

That ne'e might e re eated. Byron

We will take a glance into the saloon first. Only
a glance, for Winny is absent Winny, who, as

the daughter of the host, should be " the britjht

particular star,"
" the star of that goodly com-

pany." Miss Hinton, arrayed in a mazarine blue

satin that became her dark style well, and ha-

ving her hair in long black ringlets, received the

company with much grace. Squire Darling

stood on her right, his stout figure and fresh toi-

let, his fair Saxon face and fair curling hair

looking the very picture of a debonair country

gentleman. No one, as he smiled and bowed

and wiped his brow, and welcomed his guests

and chattered to his attractive assistant Sina

no, not a soul would have believed that, he had,

in a manner, just kicked the tutor out of doors

and locked his daughter up. And as for S.na

who, to see her smiling and cooing, patronizing

or consoling, could have believed that she was

at the bottom of all the trouble Sina coos to

him, smiles on him, and leans heavily upon his

stout arm. He holds her arm rather tigher than

strictly necessary, clipping it close to his side;

he holds her vinaigrette and wields her fan, and

presents every stranger who conies up to "My
cousin, Miss Hinton, of Georgetown

"

Imogene Summerfield, Queen of Beauty, held

her stately court at another end of the room.
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Mrs. Summerfield sat on her left hand. Col. Dan-

gerfield stood behind her chair, partly reclining

upon it as he conversed with her! General

W n, General G s. Col. Y 8, the

Hon. I R e, and others of the most

distinguished men of that distinguished epoch

stood around her. Harry Joy held her little co-

terie of mad-caps in the middle of the floor under

the great central lamp, and just now Harry's

silver laugh was the most pleasant sound heard

in the room. And as the music struck up, a

dozen hands pressed eagerly forward to engage

Harry for the set, but the laughing girl whirled

out of their ring and pirouetting away, said that

she had promised Sina Hinton to dance with the

squire. She was at his side, panting and laugh-

ing,
" So you see, Squire Darling, I memorized,'

as old Aunt Nerve says, my engagement; I

thought perhaps that you would not 'memo-
rize' yours, so I came to fetch you!"
" Weil, mad-cap ! 1 am your very humble ser-

vant, if Miss Hinton will excuse me."
" Of course Miss Hinton would." She smiled,

cooed, curtsied, and they left her to take their

places at the head of the dance. Sina waited

till they had fairly begun the quadrille, and then

she mingled with the crowd and unobservedly
left the room. She paused in the hall and looked

at her watch in trepidation, it was a quarter

past ten she hurried on, fearing that Ardenne

might have left the arbor despairing of seeing
her. She reached the arbor, entered he was

there, he started up, saying,
" My dear Miss Hinton ! thank you ! I have

been waiting here two hours!"
" I was afraid you had left."

" I should have waited here till midnight."

U-m-m-me," cooed Sina. " I feel so sorry
that you had to wait, but in truth this is the first

moment at which I could escape from the ball-

room the first moment, indeed, when it would
be at all safe for you to enter the house."
" I came with no such purpose, but only to

hear of Winny how is she ?"
" Winny is half dead most anxiously expect-

ing you ! and yet you say you came with no such

purpose is entering tke hou.se .'"

" alas! Mis Hinton, shall I re-enter as a thief

the house from whence 1 have been driven ?"
"Ar<l*>nne! you break my heart! Why do

you talk so ? Heaven knows that I would be
the very last to advise you to a dishonorable
course! But how now? The young mistress

of the house invites you to enter it implores

you to come ! Ardenne, if you had seen her as

/ have s^. n her to day broken, prostrate, tear-

ful, like a rain beaten lily ; pale with dread for

you, pale with anxiety a^ain to see you; yet
uttering high words of hop*> and courage, be-

cause she exprctfd to see you! hut I ought not

to tell you this I betray the confidence of the

sweet girl ! who even now lies renting her huf

head upon her dimpled elbow, listening foi every

sound, hoping it to be us! and sinking back to

disappointment, as it ceases!"

"Lead on, Miss Hinton! I follow you," said

Ardenne, unable to resist the vivid and tempt-

ing picture presented to his imagination

They left the arbor. They made a circuit

and reached the house by the back way.
" We can enter unobserved, for even the ser-

vants are all collected in the passage," said Sina.

They passed in without attracting attention,

and reached the chamber mutually occupied by
Miss Darling and Sina Hinton. Sina was about

to withdraw, but Ardenne drew her in, saying,
" No, you must not leave ;

for her sake you
must be present during this interview," and

Sina, who desired nothing better, accompanied
him in.

Winny had risen and seated herself at the win-

dow. Ardenne entered a strange awe creep-

ing over him to find himselt in Winny's sacred

chamber. She arose and fell weeping into his

extended arms
;
he pressed her to his bosom, ca-

ressed and soothed her
;
then reseated her and

stood deferentially before her.

" You will, you will forgive my father's vio-

lence, Ardenne ?'

The color rushed to the young man's brow at

the sudden recollection he was silent.

Father will be sorry for it he will bitterly

regret it. Ah, Ardenne ! it has shaken to its

foundation the affection of his only child for him.

You will forgive him now, Ardenne !"

Edgar choked with his effort to govern a

strongly rising emotion.
" You know, Ardenne, that he is so much

older than you age, like womanhood, nas a cer-

tain privilege a man of honor may take a good
deal from the one or the other without being
called upon to resent it ! Say, you will not har-

bor resentment against my father? Nay, at

least speak to me."

Winny dearest I love you more than life '

will that content you?"
"No no now it will not!" said Winny,

trembling violently ;
"
forgive my father no

thing else will content me !"

" Winny ! does he ask forgiveness ? Winny,
there are words never to be forgotten or for-

given, until the injurer seeks that forgiveness !"

"Oh! I shall suffer so much between you

both, if you are not friends bethink you ! my
father is proud and violent tempered
" And Edgar is high-toned and sensitive you

ask impossibilities of him, as yet," said Sina

Hinton ;
" the memory of his wrongs is yet too

fresh ; have patience, all will be well."

"Ah!" said Wmny, through her tears, "1
should perhap< rather a<k forgiveness for myself
for recalling it to your mind, Ardanne. 1 '-vill say
no more about it sit cio\vn by me, Ardenne."
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"Darling Winny ! this I will promise you I
\ dear, good, tender father, is passionate, but for-

wUl never be provoked by anything your father ! giving. I know he will pardon ; Sina, who
may say or do to me, to any retort upon him

!
knows him well, Sina, who is not biassed byHTinW T wi ii ~ * fi^ us- , --

|

her feelings, Sina, who has so much judgment,
a?* so. Come here, Sina."
And Sina glided from the other end of the

room, to the side of Winny, caressed, cajoled,
soothed, reassured her.

It is useless to repeat the persuasive sophis-
tries of this unprincipled and dangerous girl. It

is sufficient to say that then and there the plan,
the time and the p ace of the elopement were
arranged. Ardenne took his leave. Winny
sunk weeping upon the false, soft bosom of her
treacherous friend. Sina laid her down, and
returned quickly, and with some trepidation, to
the ball-room. All was safe for her there, how-
ever.

Where have you been, you wretched little

flirt 1" questioned the squire.

With Winny."
" Ah, you spoil that naughty child poor little

thing how is she ?"
" Very well ! asleep, I believe, now."
" Ah ! hum ! I knew she would get over her

crying fits and fainting fits ! that's right!"

and, Winny, I will try to forgive him ! and, my
own blessed angel, you will teach me how!"
A burst of music from the saloon pealed into

the room.
< Come ! dear Edgar, and dearest Winny, you

must make this interview short- They havi

just corrmenced the last quadrille of the set. A
its close the squire will be looking for me am

Edgar! a word with you." She drew him apart
" Do not be weak, do not leave her here to die

of a broken heart marry her all will be righ
in a few days."
These words were hastily whispered, and Sina

retired to a distant part of the room, under the

pretence of arranging her black ringlets, and the

folds of her deep blue satin, before the dressing

glass.
'' And must you go so soon ?" said Winny.
" My dear love ! yes."

So soon ! and when will you come again ?"

He looked at her sweet, wan face; it had

grown pale and peaked by a few hours of grief ;

but even that could not mar its extreme beauty
How earnest, how anxious how imploring she

looked, with her delicate, pale, rose lips breath

lessly apart, her deep blue eyes, their lashes

spangled with tears, raised to his. He resumed

his seat at her side, took her hand, and said,

Winny ! it depends upon yourself whether or

not I ever come again !"

"Then indeed you will come again."

Winny, if I come again, it will be to take

you hence as my wife.

She clasped both her hands together and shud-

dered with a strange, wild blending of fear and

joy. He was looking at her earnestly, sadly,

almost solemnly*

Winny, I wiU not deceive thee
; if thy fa-

ther will not forgive thee, Winny
"

Oh, but my father will he will !"

Yet, if he should not, Winny, our life thy

life will be one of great toil of great priva-

tion. With his countenance, with his interest

and influence, without the slightest pecuniary
assistance from him, which, indeed, dear Win-

ny, I should be loath to accept I should pro-

sper ;
but if he were to set his face against me,

it is due you to tell you this, my love if he

were to set his face against me there is not a

father in the State but would take sides with

him, and success here would be impossible, and

my poor Winny would have to suffer extreme

poverty here, or exile to some far Western

State."

Ah ! if my father should be relentless, that

in itself would be the very worst calamity that

could fall upon us! Nothing, after that no

Labor, privation, poverty, could affect me much
but that will not be the case; father my

CHAPTER VIII.

THE HAUNTER OF THE SACRED HEART,

It was about to speak * * * #
And then it started like a guilty thing * #
But soft behold, lo ! where it comes again !

I'll cross it tho' it blast me ! stay, illusion!

Ifthou hast any sound, or use a voice,

Speak to me ! Ska&speare.

Down in one of those picturesque gaps of the

Blue Ridge, watered by a branch of the Shenan-

doah, stood the old Catholic Chapel of the Sa-

cred Heart, erected by the first American Sum-

merfield. It was a small gothic building, con-

structed of red sand-stone, in the form of a cross,

with a tower and steeple at the end. It was

surrounded by a graveyard, in which reposed

he mortal remains of all the Summerfield fa-

mily. Adjoining this chapel was a small cot-

age, built also of red sand-stone, and surrounded

with a small garden-yard; farther off, an or-

chard of various kinds of fruit trees. This mo-

dest dwelling was the home of the old priest,

Tather Burleigh, his niece Harry, and his house-

keeper, Miss Matilda or Mattie Smilie, an an-

ient maiden and a lay sister of the order of

Mount Carmel. It was a very poor-looking

ouse for a clergyman. It wanted all those

ittle comforts and luxuries with which zealous

Catholics love to surround their Father in the

jord. Not but that the few parishioners of the

Id priest were kind and liberal, and wished to

nrich him, but because they were few, and
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numbered among fbem hut three wealtby neads

of families namelv. Squire Darling, Mrs Sum-

mertu-d and Colonel Dangerfield ;
and the muni-

ficent gifts of these three were scattered among
the surrounding poor of every denomination.

Father Burleigh kept his vow of poverty in spi-

rit as in letter. Nevertheless, sometimes Fa-

ther Burleigh gave little feasts to his < chil-

dren," and filled his small house and grounds

with the old and young of botb sexes of his

flock. The whole glen, containing the chapel,

with its graveyard, and the cottage, with its

grounds, was cut off from all other neighbor-

hoods by high, pine-covered mountains, and wa-

tered by the Sacred Stream, a branch of the

Shenandoah. It was a very lonesome place.

Night came sooner and lingered longer there

than anywhere else Day came later and de-

parted sooner. The sun was some time in reach-

ing the top of the East Mountain, and then in a

few hours it would cross and sink behind the

West Mountain. One narrow path led down be-

tween these mountains to the glen ;
this was

used only by horse or foot passengers Carriages

approached from the opposite shore of the river,

crossing by a ferry-boat the ferry-house being

on the said opposite side.

One night, about a week from the events of

our last chapter, in the nicely-sanded kitchen of

the priest's cottage, glowed a dull fire, by the

murky light of which sat two persons talking

very earnestly. The first was Miss Smilie, the

lay-nun and housekeeper. Miss Mattie Smilie

was not the stereotyped old maid of popular

literature, there was nothing stiff in her man-

ner, or sour or bitter in her heart neither was

she tall, prim and angular, as the model old

maid of novels ought to be. She was exactly

opposite ;
she was short, fat, fair, with gray

hair, nay, white hair, not ashamed to show its

silvery softness under her clean white cap with

smiling blue eyes, and smiling lips, in fact,

with a smile all over her face half-beatifica-

tion, half bonhommie. Indeed, folks who loved

the dear old lady used to laugh to think how well

her soft, merry name, suggestive as it was of

all pleasant and kindly things, described her in

itself. How full of goodness and humor her

quiet smile was ! Bu> now, as she sat picking
cotton in the old elbow chair, and talking ear-

with her companion, her smile was some-
./HV*. T^iit companion was no other

than Angela, the old negro housekeeper of Red-

Stone Hall, sent by Mrs. Summerfield, with pre
entn of preserves, pickles, cordials, &c., from

the new "Btillu-g" at her hou*e Their onver-

satior .id commenced lightly enough. Angela.
or -

Gelly," as the invariable habit of abbrevia-

tion dubbed her; Gelly had entered with the bas-

ket on her arm. had saluted the housekeeper re-

fcp'-cMnlly, and had *unk <'own heavily for

Gelly was a weighty bod> into the chair set

for her by Miss Mattie, and had begun her talk

before she noticed the unwonted gloom upon the

usually pleasant countenance of Miss Mattie

" I have fotch over some pickles and 'serves

and cordials, as the madam sont for ole marker "

" Mrs. Summerfield sent for Father Rnrleigh?"
'

Yes, chile, we-dem jes done a-doir* ot um
this evenin'. We-dem been very busy up there

at the hall ! 1 'clare to my hebenly Marser it I

ain't all but runned off my legs There's two
cotton carders and two woollen carders and two
cotton spinners, and two woollen spinners, and a

cotton cloth, a woollen cloth and a linen cloth

weaver, and a carper weaver, and a counterpane
weaver, all for me to look arter in the factory-

rooms, and then there's the 'serves"
" Haven't you almost done preserving ?"

Lor', chile no ! We done put up the cherries

and strawberries and raspberries, and made the

blackberry jam and cherry bounce, and ail that

as comes more yearly in the season like, but

lor! you know, chile, the worst, part of the

serving and stilling i? to come yet, when the

quinces and the pears and peaches, and the cit-

rons and melons come on, and then we've got to

make peach brandy and currant wine, besides

currant jelly and apple brandy, and the elder

wine I 'clare to my hebenly Jesus ef I ain't all

but ready to drap right down !"

" Well ! never rnind, when the stilling and

pickling and preserving is all over you can rest,"

smiled the good natured Miss Mattie.

" Rest ! catch me resting ! You want this nig-

ger sold to Gr-orgy don't you ? No indeed, arter

'stilling and 'serving is over, then there comes

more picklin', and then arter that, cuttin' out

the niggers' winter clothes and makin' of um

up, and then hog-killing and beef-killing time,

and meat curing time the Lord have massy

upon us, it ain't a nothing but one thing arter

another from one year's ind to the t'other !"

" But you don't have to do it yourself."

"No, but I haves to see arter it all. I haves

to walk arter them there lazy niggers from

mornin' till night, if I didn't, not one of them

there huzzies would do a single stroke of work !

not one of them yearns their salt any how Lord

a-massy ! I wish / was their mist'ess, I'd make

some on 'em jump!"
" Mrs. Summerfield is merciful."

'Taint no massy to spile a raft o' lazy nig-

gers ! 'twa'n't so in ole madam's time ! 1 gits

out o' all manner of patience a trotting arter

them there gals!"
" You must bear your cross cheerfully."

1 do ! I totes my crosses as strong as any-

body does, only 1 get tired and mad sometimes."
" You should take patience."

"Ida! \ takes so much patience that I'm

afeard there is riot any left for anybody else, and

it makes me feel like a thief."
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"The Lord's treasury is infinite the more

fou take out of it, the more is left behind ; and

pou do not rob, but enrich others by drawing

freely from it for example spreads a little

eaven leaveneth the whole.' "

" A what ?"
" I mean the virtue of one person in a com-

munity, is like a spoonfull of brewer's yeast in a

batch of dough it goes through it all. Example

catching."
I hope it ain't about here I Oh, yes-! I see !

if I have patience, people will catch it from me
like the small-pox !"

"Yes."

"Weil, then, I must try but Sam wastes

round me a good deal I"

'Every one has their trials, Gelly!" said

Vliss Mattie, with a meek smile J have

ine !"
" You have yours ! what are they ? Won't

Miss Harry mend her stockings ?'

"Worse than that!"

What then ?"
" I'm haunted a speerit walks about here !"

" Oa h-h Lor-r-r-d !" cried the old woman,
casting a fearful glance around her.

"Truth, I'm tellin' you! it walks in the

church-yard about this time o' night !"

"Holy Mary!" exclaimed the old woman,
rossing herself.

"Yes!"
"How long?"

Why, you see, I'll tell you" said the old

ady, in a mysterious whisper.
"
Yesterday

no, the day before yesterday Harry went to

pend the day out. Well! in the evening, a

messenger comes after Father Burleigh to go

and confess a penitent that was about to die.

Veil ! there was a thunder-gust coming up, but

'ather Burleigh never stopped for that. The

torm arose just about the time he was a setting

if, but on he went. I was left alone here in all

the storm but still I was better off than be

who was exposed to its fury. Well ! it stormed

very hard, but it was very soon over. And

when night came on, I began to think of going

out into the pines to get brush and pine-knots to

make a quick fire to get Father Burleigh's sup-

per. Well, child, bless your soul I put on Fa-

ther Burleigh's long coat his old one to keep

the damp out, and I goes out. It was pitch dark,

and nothing to be seen but the lonesome stars,

and nothing to be heard but the roaring of the

river, flooded by the rain. Well, child, I went

over the stile into the church-yard to get to the

forest ;
the nighest way and the driest way; and

1 was about half way across the ground, there

by the grave of old Mrs. Summerfield, when I

happens to look up, and lo ! and behold ! there

stood a figure, three feet in front of me shining

white in the black darkness ! I like to fainted ;

I don't know what kept me up ! There it stood !

with its black hair streaming, and its black
brows frowning, and its pale cheeks white as
the clothes it wore."
" It was an optional allusion."

A what ?"
" An optional allusion that is, seein' a thing

that ain't there!"
" Yes, but it was there, child ! and I like to

have dropped down; how's ever, 1 turned right
round and went back and turned into the spring-
road. Well, child I I went on a few yards and I

come nigh the spring, and I looked up and there

stood the speerit ! right before me again. My
heart sunk right down, and my head spun round
and well, I turned back a second time, and

thought I would go home
;
for it seemed like a

tempting of Providence to go on. Well, child!

true as I am telling of you I went up the nai-

row path a trembling so 1 could hardly stand, for

there warn't a yearthly soul on the premises but

myself and the speerit Well, child! just as 1

got almost home, I heard a sigh and looking up
to see where it come from, there stood the speerit !

I bursted out into a perspiration, and 1 said In

the name o^"the Father, and o^fthe Son, and off

the Holy Ghost, what do you want ?' Well ! us

soon as the speerit heer'd that, it vanished."

De Lord ! !"

" Yes well I don't know how I ever got to

the house. Father Burleigh came home late

that night, and I told him all about it, but he

wouldn't pay any heed to it he said it was

imagination.' Miss Harry didn't come home
that night, and she hasn't come home yet- Yes-

terday morning Father Burleigh went over in

Farquier to see a sick 'oman and staid all day.
When night came I expected him home and

went out to pick up chips to get his tea. Well,
child ! I took another track. I didn't like to go

nigh the graveyard, and so 1 turns up the path

leading away from the glen up the mountain be-

hind- Well, child ! it was yearly in the evenin'

and I can't say as I felt much afeard ! but God

bless your soul, as I looked up, 'way up the hill

and a-coming down was the speerit, with its

black hair and ghastly face, and its white robe,

all shining in the star light."

"Hush, honey!"
" I turned and ran ! Father Burleigh came

home yearly this mornin', and I told him that I

had seen the speerit again, and when and where

I had seen it. Well, child, this time he listen*

to me, and to-night this very night, he says

he'll keep watch tor it himself!"
" Hush, honey !" again exclaimed the half-

terrifipd, half-incredulous negress.
" I have my thoughts ! I think it is some per-

turbed speerit from purgatory, who wants masses

said for the repose of its soul !"

<* De Lord Jesus ! 1 shall be ate>red to go

home to-- ight I shall stay here 'long o' you
'tii morning, aoney!"
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;i So Ho. My goodness! hpre comes

Burleigh now, and tae tea-kettle ain't on

tea!' aid the bustling little old housekeeper,

fidgetting about the kitchen to prepare supper

The priest entered the kitchen, leaning hea-

vily upon his staff. He laid it down, put off his

square-topped cap, and sank wearily in his

chair, without speaking. Old Gelly arose, curt-

sied, and respectfully remained standing, while

th ol'! man's tea was getting ready.

Has Harriette returned I" he asked, with

some anxiety, of the housekeeoer.

No. sir."

Where is she ?"

Your reverence knows, sir, that Miss Harry
left here to go to Oak Grove. I suppose she is

there with Miss Winny. Though Miss Harry
and IMisi Hinton are the best friends."

Mus Hinton ! I utterly object to that asso-

ciation, Mattie. If Harriette returns while I am
out to-morrow, tell her so !"

The placid housekeeper promised compliance,

and set the tea on the table.

The old priest changed his boots for slippers,

and drew his chair to the table.

When supper was over, and the table-cloth

removed, and the reading-lamp lighted and set

upon it, and Father Burleigh had taken down a

volume of the " Lives of the Saints," and laying

it on the table, had opened and commenced read-

ing, Miss Mattie went up to him. and with a

meek, half-chastened tone, said

fit Have you forgotten, Father Burleigh ?"

Forgotten what ?"

The poor souls in purgatory."
<" By no means, my good Mattie what mean

you by the question?"
" 1 mean you know the speerit I saw !"

< Oh, nonsense, my good soul ! Some mis-

chievous person is practising on your credulity,
to am ise him or herself with your fright."
" But your reverence promised

"

1 promised to investigate it. I will do so,"
and the old man, resuming his cap and his staff',

went forth.

It was very dark 5 the lofty mountains loomed

gloomily into the clouded sky ; the hollow moan
of a rising wind through the forest, and the

hoarse murmur of the swollen river, as it swept
past, were the only sounds that disturbed the

otherwise dead silence. The priest looked

around upon the murky darkness of the sullen

scene, and seemed to find a morose pleasure in

its aisimilitude to his own soul ; then, with an

imperceptible smile at bis own credulity, he
turned his steps to where the white tombstones
of tie church-yard gleamed faintly out in the
darkness. He passed the little gate, and was
within the enclosure. Nothing was to be seen

hu - near, the white and spectral-looking tomb
stones, and far, the dark and looming moun
tains; and nothing was to be heard but th<

hollow groans of the wind among the mountain

pines, answered by the hoarse moan of th<

river at their base. A vague, but awful terror

or presentiment or some equally fearful influ

ence, weighed down the spirit of the priest, an<

he was about to retrace his steps, when
"At last!" exclaimed a thrilling voice, nea:

him.

An icy chill ran through the veins of thi

priest his blood curdled. He was neither cow

ardly nor superstitious, but the time, the place
the circumstances, his shattered nervous system

certain dark memories of the past, all conspir
ed to betray his courage. He looked around, bu
saw nothing nothing but the old chapel, ttu

spectral tomb-stones, and the giant mountains.
" Who speaks ?" he asked, in a quivering

voice.

" Who listens ?" was the response.
" It is 1 Father Burleigh pastor of the Sa-

cred Heart Parish and who art thou? }

" One who knows the deepest secrets of thy soui

Barnabas Burleigh^ pastor of the Sacred Heart! 3 '

Again the blood of the old priest was turnec

back in its course.
" And what what wouldst thou with meV4

gasped the unhappy man, as his knees smote to-

gether.

"Follow me !" replied the voice ; and at the

same moment a figure clothed in white emerged
from the deep darkness, and glided up the path
before him leading to the chapel.
The priest followed, with tottering steps, de-

spite the support of the staff he leaned upon.
The figure paused at the church door.
" Open it /" said the mystery, receding, and

leaving the way unobstructed for the priest to

pass.

Father Burleigh stooped, and drawing the key
from its hiding-place under the door-step, un-

locked the door and entered. The white figure

glided after him. The priest gained the steps
of the altar, struck a light, and turning with a

newly summoned courage for there was a feel-

ing of sanctity, of safety, in the walls of the

church in the precincts of the altar he flashed

its light upon the advancing figure, and said, in

a stern voice, and with a frowning, though pal-

lid brow

"Come! approach, intruding spy! reveal

thyself!"
The figure walked straight up the aisle,

paused before the blazing torch, threw back a

large, muffling, white muslin veil, and revealed

the face of Sina Hinton, sparkling with the light

of its insolent defiance and malignant joy (
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CHAPTER IX.

THE EVIL SPIRIT.

By thy cold breast and serpent smile,

By thy unfathomed gulfs of guile,

By that mo>t seeming virtuous eye,

By thy shut soul'> hypocrisy,

By the perfection of thine art,

That passed for human thine own heart,

By thy delight in others' pain,
And by thy sisterhood of Cain,

I call upon thee, and compel

Thyself to be thy proper hell Byron

"Dark, dreadful girl! what wouldst thou

with me?"
It was some moments before she replied ;

and in

that time her eyes were fixed upon his as though
she would strike that sharp, bright glance deep
into the profoundest depths of his soul, and read

there how much of principle might remain to de-

fend how much of fear to betray him into her

power.
Alas ! the eyes of the anointed priest quailed

and fell before those of the sinful girl.

Then she laughed aloud and said, "Oh! 1

have no secrets from you! Come hither, Father !"

and drawing him into a side pew, she sat down
before him. The priest trembled in every limb,

and covered his face with his hands. I looked

into your soul just.now to satisfy myself of what

1 almost knew before that is, that I should find

a coadjutor not a betrayer in you !"

Lost girl ! That your purposes are all bad,

I read in the fiend-like exultation of your coun-

tenance ! Dare you count upon my co-operation ?"
" Yes ! I am mistress ofyour secret !"

"And though that secret, wretched girl,

should consign me to a "

"Scaffold!
39

The old man shuddered from head to foot as

he faltered

" And even then, detestable girl, do you think

that I will lend myself to any wicked purpose of

yours?"
Poh! exclaimed Sina, with infinite disgust.

" You judge my purpose by your past. I have no-

thing- In hand, at which your moral cowardice

shall shrink, for I have nothing in hand that

shall break any one of the ten commandments,
or any law of the land as it happens!"

As it happens? And if it were otherwise ?"

inquired the priest, fixing his piercing black eyes

upon those of Sina, and seeming for the moment

even to lose his fears in serious contemplation

of this singular being
She did not quail under that glance, as she re-

plied, boldly If it were otherwise, it would

make no whit of difference with ine whatever

it might with you!"
Audacious girl you glory in your wicked-

ness!"

" 1 TRIUMPH IN MY POWER \"

"Woman! you are transfigured before me!
Your eyes flare! they flame! You are n ri< !"

"You have a fine imagination, Father, t ough
rather a diabolical one fine, as that of th moon-
struck poet, Ardenne, who calls me an augel,
and whose fancies, in contradistinction of your
own, may be called celestial. Now, neither of

you have hit it ! This is the truth. There was
in me, as in you, and in us all, originally, an

angel and a devil, striving for pre-eminence.

They kept up in my soul such an eternal war
that I had no peace between them, so I just

strangled and cast out the angel, and the fiend

has quiet possession. 1 advise you to do the

same!"
The priest was leaning over the front of the

pew, contemplating her as she sat there. " Sa-

tanic wisdom!"
" Discord in the soul is weakness war in the

soul is impotency ;
so long as the good and evil

strive in us, we have no will, no individuality,
no life it is only at the end of the struggle that

we are born into life, the life of an angel or of a

devil even in this world and that life brings

power! grand power! Napoleon never would
have been Emperor, if he had not possessed a

vigorous will, and early put an end to the inner

struggle early strangled and cast out the angel !

_The life that you see around you, is not life, but

a chaos of good and evil impulses in which indi-

viduality
< myself is lost. Three destinies

await the soul at the death of the body ac gel-

life, demon-life, or annihilation; angel-life to

those who have expelled the fiend demon-life

to those who have cast out the angel annihila*

tion to those weak souls lost in the struggle. As
weak infants perish in the crisis of birth, or even

before so weak souls perish in the crisis of

death, or even before. IMMORTALITY is FOR

THOSE ONLY, WHO ARE STRONG ENOUGH TO GRASP

IT!"

Incarnate fiend ! have you chosen this holy

ground to deliver your diabolical heresies only ?

or have you any other purpose ? If so, speak it I

for my soul is scorched by your presence as my
body would be by the proximity of a conflagra-

tion!"
< Go on, sir ! my father who was expert at

gambling used to say that it was the privilege

of the beaten to swear!"
" Will you tell me why you seek me in this

secret way ?"
" Truth, Father, I love to prolong this conver-

sation ! It is so seldom 1 find one with whom I

can be really frank as I can with you it is quite

refreshing !'

The fingers of the priest worked convulsively,

his sunken eyes flashed for an instant and then

fell a power as of myriads of angels had sought

to draw him away a power as of hosts of de-

mons held him to his seat. The hour and the
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place, d^p, dark night, ttie interior of the lone

old cnurcb, tnVpfesence
of this evil spirit scarce

ly-l^s* t*rribl to him than if d ^embodied, all

acte<i ;ij.
:>rrkus shattered nerves and held him in

a 8ta less imbecility, fit-ully varied by

gpz^ stance, each of which left him

weal -oie; at last, he said, in a smo-

thered voice,

"(in! ! TMOU knowest my secret by what ne-

erojna-i.:y,itis bootless to ask but,thouknowest

my secret ! what is the price of thy silence '/"

"Ah! now thou comest to the. point. In a

Word, then. Edgar Ardenne called upon you last

week with a request that you would unite him-

self and Miss Darling in marriage, and you re-

fused to do BO !"

"I d>d! I will not officiate in a clandestine

marriage I wonder that any minister of the

gospel ever should."

" Exemplary old man ! would you have the

young people elope without being married ? for

that would be the end of your morality."
" I would have all ministers of the gospel and

all others do their simple duty, and leave the

consequences
"

I mig it prove that those very <
consequences*

affect the very point of <
duty,' but I will not. I

will only remark that I wish you to reconsider

that decision! I wish you to pronounce the

nuptial benediction that shall unite forever the

destinies of Edgar Ardenne and Winny Darling!

and at no later period than to-morrow eve

Ding!"
"Ha! now do you not know, Miss Hinton,

that :?uch a ceremony would be null and void,

that both Ardenne and Miss Darling are under

age, and that in Virginia the marriage of minors

without the consent of their parents and guar-

dians is illegal, invalid ?"

Full well I know that, but I know also that

as England has its Gretna Green, so Virginia has

its Harper's Ferry, and that this law of Virginia

does not diminish the annual number of youthful

marriages. 1 know that its only effect is to take

from the treasury of the State of Virginia, and

to throw into the treasury of the State of Mary-
land several thousand dollars annually, in the

money paid for marriage licenses by citizens of

Virginia to the clerks of the county courts of

Maryland: so much for their imported English

law! Now what I want you to do, Father Bur-

leigh, is this Edgar Ardenne and Winny Dar-

ling will be at Harper's Ferry to-morrow eve-

ning me$ them there, cross th< Potomac
with them, unite them in the State of Maryland."

And the license then ?"

" No difficulty will be met theie ! The host

of the hotel at Harper's Ferry keep constantly
on band a supply' of blank licenses from the

Court of Hagerttown, which he will sell at a

small advance,'
"

laughed Sina.

The face of the priest could not be een the

ight he held was flickering out he did not

in reply to wnat she last said.

%< And Father, notice listen ! for no*r comet

the very point of my argument My own parti-

cipation in this affair must not be, known No !

not to oi:e single soul for, Father, the day that

I lose favor in this neighborhood ; t>>at very day

your secret is given to the winds /"

Tue light flashed up in a expiring flare, illu-

minating the thin, fierce feature*, and piercing

eyes of the fiendish girl, and then went out in

darkness.

CHAPTER X.

THE FLIGHT OF THE LOVE-ANSEL.

I leave thee, father ! Eve's bright moon
Must now ligh' other feet,

With the gathered grapes and the harp in tune,

Thy homeward steps to greet.

Thou in who-e voice to ble^s thy child

Lay tones of love &o deep
Whose eye o'er all ray youth hath smiled

I leave thee ! Let me weep !

Mother, I leave thee !
- on thy breast,

Pouring out joy and woe,
I have found that holy place of rest

Still changeless yet I go !

Lips that have lulled me with your strain,
Eves that have watched my ^leep !

Will earth give love like jfours again,

Dear mother! Let me weep !

Mrs. Hemans

Oak Grove lay husked and basking in the noon

of an August day the silence only dreamily
disturbed by the drowsy murmur of the breeze

among the foliage. Dinner was over, and the

squire, clad in a cool white linen jacket and

trowsers, was lying at length upon tne long
bench of the front piazza, taking his siesta.

The county paper with which he had read him-

self to sleep, had dropped from hw hand. A
drowsy little black boy in his shirt sleeves, was

keeping the flies off his master, with a bunch of

long peacock feathers. It is a warm, heavy,

sleepy season, and the little negro nods, and

bobs, and sways the peacock feathers. Presently

he will inevitably slap it into the face of his

master, who will wake up swearing.

In another part of the house, Madam Wini-

fred, in her own chamber, knelt at her mid-day
devotions.

In still another chamber, sat Winny and Sina.

They sat by a window that was closely shaded

with green foliage, the favorite resort of singing

birds, which the gentleness of Winny had never

alarmed. And through these green branches

were caught short views of the levtl lawn, dot-

ted with huge oak trees, and a glimpse of the

distant quarters. Winny leaned upon her right

elbow, and gazed tearfully from this embowered
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Window Her o<her hand AAS neia oy -v.,u,

who pressed and kissed it frequently, or stroked

her golden ringlets, and spoke to her tenderly
and soothingly.
" But Sina dear Sina this is the last, the

very fast day that I shall stay at homt* ! and it

is half over. And to think that I am deceiving

my trusnng father and my dear, dear grandmo
ther ! that I. whom they love so fondly, so much
more than I deserve I, whom they call their

4

darling,' their <
blessing,' their love-angel,'

should deceive and desert them ! Oh, it is very,

very vi<ked!"
'< W^lt, my love, if you think so, abandon the

project and if Ardenne, in his disappointment
and despair, should blow his brains out "

Winny turned pale, and shuddered from head

to foot.

" Should blow his brains out, as young Fisher

did ^vhen Mary Key Dorsey jilted him last

month, I do not know \ am not sure, that the

sin will be lau! at your door. You would be

quite th# innocent cause of his suicide."

Wirnty wa-> scarcely sixteen a mere child

a country child a home-educated child with-

out the slightest protective knowledge of the

world without the slightest suspicion of its

falsehood- Blame her filial impiety as it de-

serves as she blames it herself, but do not call

her weak, or foolish in her credulity of Sina's

representations. She was not naturally weak or

foolish, as her brave and patient after-life pro-
ve<i no, she was only immature, sensitive, con-

fiding.
" You do not dread this, 1 know

; catastrophes I

are always unexpected but "
" Oh ! say no more ! I shall not recede now !

1 have no power to turn back now ! I am whirl-

ed rapid)y onward by a current I cannot arrest !
\

Cannot, because I will not ! Inclination hurries

me forward only duty, conscience, the memory
of all the wrong I do those whom I love and

leave, would stop me but cannot only troubles

me ! But I will not be traitor to my own con-

science
;

1 will not say that it exonerates, when
it bitterly accuses me! I will not say that I

think I am doing right, when 1 know and feel

that I am doing wrong! vrong! wrong! oh,

so very wrong ! I may have sinned before, but

certainly I never suffered from remorse before."
" My dear love! mv sweet Winny! my angel!

do not talk so! Remorse for what? You
talk as though you were about to commit some

atrocious wickedness. You are going to be

married, and marriage is a holy state !"

" Yes ! marriage is a holy state ! I feel that

oh, so deeply, so strongly, so profoundly now!
But I feel, too, that in entering this holy state

against my dear grandmother, my more than

mother's Dishes without my father's blessing,

and H. ''efiancH of his curse, that 1 desecra^ a

sanctuary that I commit a sacrilege, even as

aju .:, as though 1 seize.! with impious hands,
auu quaffed ;viih unaoiy lips. th sacred cup of

the euchaiist!"

"Winny! Wiuny ! my iittle iovt* ! do not

talk so ! You are already wan ied ! By tne

mutual attractions God has placed in your hearts

He has already married you. You do but lega-
lize on earth wnat God has doae in Heaven !'*

"That is true ! and yet and yet there is a

disturbance a discord in my soul a bright joy

struggling with a dark trouble as if 1 had stolen

as a thief into Heaven, with the sins of earth all

clinging around me !"

For the first time, Sina Hinton lost her self-

command ; in truth, for a week she had had " a

job" in the several parts she had played with

Winny, with Ardenne, with the squire and the

priest, and her patience was about exhausted -

she jumped up and walked the floor in hasty

strides, exclaiming
" In the name of Judas ! then send word to

Edgar to go about his business, and so drop the

whole matter!"

Winny held out her hand.
" Be patient with me, Sina ! dear Sina ! you

who have nothing to reproach yourself with

j

you do not understand my feelings even as 1

i
who never experienced physical pain, am puzzled

I
to know why the sick should groan and writiae

so! Be patient, Sina ! Come back tome! I

told you I would go I will go But come,
Sina ! there are some things I wish to leave

with you to do "

Miss Hinton came and sat again by her side,

embraced her, and said

"Forgive me, Winny but my dear child,

your morbid sensibility does try my patience,

sadly and what is the use of it ? You compared

your course just now to the whirl of a current

of destiny."
No-^not of destiny I did not so excuse my-

self to a current of inclination."

" It is the same thing. Let me remind you
now of our boating on the Shenandoah. You

and Ardenne were in a skiff together we had

many, many miles of smooth water from Har

per's Ferry up to Shannondale, there we got in-

to the rapids, and for a few minutes, during

which we crossed them, our situation seemed -

it was only seeming very perilous ! You held

your very breath for awe ! yet in less than an

hour, we were in smooth water again, and con-

tinued our course gleefully. You are now in the

rapids of your life, and your grief and remorse

are now as gratuitous and as temporary as your

awe and terror were then Oh ! nonsense ! my
love! You will smile at this to-morrow to-

morrow, when in the saloon of Oak Grove, Mrs.

Ardenne resting upon her husband's arm, with

her father by her side, will be receiving the

congratulatory visits of her friends Nay, you
^

will wonder at these fears, when in a few we/' *?'
iady, in
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or months, Mrs. Ardenne shall see her husband,

assisted by her father's great influence, rise ra-

pidly to that high political distinction for whic i

hib splendid talents so eminently fit him. Why,

Winny! why, Winny I" exclaimed Sina, sud-

denly changing her tone to one of tight joyous-

ness think of the great, the immense good

your hand will confer upon Ardrnne, and cast

off your fears ! As a general tnmg / disapprove

of clandestine marriages, especially as they are

often contracted hastily bet-veen thoughtless

girls and reckless young men whose very levi-

ty have made them unacceptable to t>ie parents

and urge them into a secret union but your

case and that of Ardenne is so widely different,

so diametrically opposite ! It is a proud thing

for you to open to one so eminently endowed as

Ardenne, the way for a splendid political ca-

reer! Do you not know, girl, that your lover's

intellect is magnificent? that he will blaze

forth upon the world, with the blinding light of

a newly created sun?" said the artful and elo-

quent girl, appealing to the loving enthusiasm of

Winny.
"Oh, I know! I know it!" said the child,

clasping her hands fervently together, while her

cheek burned and her eye glowed; "I know

that he is a radiant archangel on earth!"

Sina turned aside to hide the mocking smile

that taunted secretly the ecstatic admiration of

the poor love-stricken child- She was content,

that she had drawn her for a moment from her

ad reveries. It was but for a moment! Winny's

thoughts turned with an inevitable tendency to

the sorrowful, to the TRUE aspect of her posi-

tion. She rose up and dried her eyes, and went

about her little preparations, pale and sorrowful

as though they were for a funeral not a wed-

ding and all these preparations were for the

comfort of those she was about to leave behind

just as the dying set their house in order be-

fore tbeir departure.

Here, Sina ! here is a set of rubies my fa-

ther's gift upon my last birth day they will

look well in your dark hair, Sina
; take and wear

them for my sake."

"But, my love these are very very costly
a a fortune in themselves," said the cunning

girl, divided between avarice and fear.

Are they, I did not know it
; so much the

better for you, if they are valuable.'*

But, my love, this munificent regal pre-
sent your father might not approve."
"My father my father oh! whatever my

father dots care for, he does not care for cost, or

money especially he will not now when he is

about to lose oh, pitying Saviour ! here, take

them, Sina, and say no more about them, for my
heart is very heavy."

< But, my love
; you may want them your-

self."

they are heavy and sharp and flashing and I

almost dislike them they offend my every
sense they flash my eyes out. I like softness

and repose too well to like jewels so be at ease,

dear Sina, and enjoy the rubies, for you, I know,
like jewels!"

Oh, I do ! I do so !"

" And here, Sina
;
here is a piece of crimson

satin grandmother bought me for a dress it

will become your dark style well take it."

"
But, my love

;
this at least you will want."

" No," said Winny, in a tone whose sad so-

lemnity would have touched any heart but Sina's;
" no if my father forgives me, I shall be too

happy to need anything if he does not, I shall

be too lost to think of anything like that!"
" My love, your fears are entirely groundless,

and if they were not if the squire should be ob-

durate for a while why it will be his own fault,

and I should give myself no concern about it."

" Ah ! but there is one poor one who will

be utterly blameless and helpless in the matter,

and who will suffer more than all ; for she will

have no support in resentment, as my father will

no solace in love, as I shall. My poor, un-

selfish, fond grandmother ! Oh ! it is cruel it

is wicked, to grieve the love of old age ! Youth,

is elastic and hopeful, with a long future before

it and can get over every trouble, except, per-

haps, remorse; and middle life is mature in

strength, and occupied with many things but

age, old age ! it has so little to hope for in this

world ! so short a time to live in this sunshiny

world, that it loves as much as a child does !

and to fill that little time with bitterness to

flood those few remaining hours with sorrow ! to

break an old heart that has survived all the

stormy troubles of life, to be broken at last by
its best loved ! and yet 1 am going to risk that!

perhaps to do that ! Oh, Sina ! they call me a

good child,' and a dear child' when, if they
knew it, I am only a selfish deceiver! Oh, Sina!

there is not in all the prison cells of all the

world, a heart designing so much wickedness

as mine ! for there is not one planning to break

a gray -haired mother's gentle, loving heart 5

Oh, Sina ! how can you love me ! how can you
bear to look upon me ! knowing all my illness, as

you do!" And so, bitterly reproaching herself,

she burst into a tempest of tears fell upon the

bosom of Sina, and sobbed with a passionate ve-

hemence that shook her fragile form as a storm

shakes the rose-tree. That passion passed also,

and then, indeed, she grew calm and progressed

with her little preparations. All, as 1 said, for

those she left behind none for herself, or her

journey.
" This little pile of clothes is for Aunt

Nerve and her children ;
and this roll of old linen

is for old Aunt Maul you know she is the

sick-nurse of the quarters; and, Sina, while I

think of it let me beg you, do not neglect the

"No, I do not like jewels about my person poo old peop!? , whose in6rmities confine them
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Wt.-uy did not reply, it took all her strength
to suppress her tears

k< Ou!" said tfi squire, vho was not celebra-

ted for penetration,
< ou ! the thoughts of to mor-

row's pleasure his taken the child's appetite
! away ! You know that she has been invited to

i a breakfast and shooting party to be Ue4d at the

seat of Colonel Daugeitield, and she is to set out

to-morrow morning at day-break."
" At day-break ! It is too early tor her, poor

|
thing; to ride without her breaktast, too; and

j

how is she going, and who is going with her ?"
" She will ride Sea Foam and old Kill will at-

tend her."

" And no female companion ?"
" Miss Sina has not been invited."

"No," said Sina, "Colonel Ddngerfield ia

j

more of an aristocrat than a gentleman ne has

overlooked a salaried companion. But no mat-

! ter," added she, mentally, though rnis omis-

sion suits me very well now, I shall neverthe-

less remember it against you and repay it with

interest^ Colonel Lee Daugerfieid I do not suffer

the world to remain long in my debt !"

The party arose from the table It was the

custom of the regular household to retire early,
and soon after they were about to separate for

the night.
"
Good-night, Winny, love !" said the squire,

folding his child to his bosom "Good-night,

darling. 1 shan't be up early enough to see you
off, but take care of yourself, my clear baby, and

come home early in the evening, do you hear?"

Winny was fearfully pale. Happily in the dim

taper's light he did not see it.

Will you not bless me, my father ?" she

asked, in a tremulous voice.

" To be sure I will, my love ! my angel-
child I" said the father, with a deep-toned ten-

derness and swimming eyes for something in

her manner or, was it a vague presentiment of

his own, touched and melted his parent-heart !

"To be sure I will, my love! my angel-child!

God bless thee, Winny ! God in the might of His

power and the richness of His love, bless thee I

bless thee! my love child, even as thou shalt

bless thyfather .'"

A wild, half-smothered scream sprang from

Winny's surcharged heart her overwrought
nerves failed, and she fell half fainting upon her

father's arm ^)1 was dismay. All hurried to

the drooping girl.

<Give her to me ! give her to rne!" suddenly,

spasmodically exclaimed Sma riinton, catching

the form of Winny with an air of authority, and

bearing her off to her room.

What is the meaning of all that ?" exclaim-

ed the terrified and bewildered squire.
" Sina knows, Sina knows ;

it is hysterical

only ; gentlemen do not. know anything. Sina

knows there is no occasion for the least alarm;

I am going to her now," said the old lady, in
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oHer to reassure her son, and then she slowly

tottered out of the room and up the stairs. In a

very few minutes she came down again, smiling

with pleasure and benevolence, and saying,
" There, dear, I knew that it was all nothing ;

Miss Hinton, to save me fatigue, met me at the

head of the stairs, and 'old me that it was now
the merest trifle yon can conceive of a needle

the poor, dear, careless hahy had stu^k in the

bosom of her dr*8g, and when you pressed her,

the point ran into her shoulder, and the sudden

pang and fright made the poor, nervous child

scr-am, and almost faint. Miss Hinton says
that she is now smiling at the affair, and that

she will be in my room as usual to-night."

"Humph! I wish Wi,->ny wouldn't stick

needles in her bosorn and daggers in mine at the

same time ! Tell her so !" grumbled and laugh-
ed the pqtiire, as he rolled his portly figure off

to his room.

Madam Winifred went to her own chamber,
where her old servant already waited to assist

her at her night toiler. Soon Winny came in,

as was her invariable custom. The room was

scarcely lighted by a very dim night taper, and
the old lady could not see how dreadfully pale
and haggard her child was.
" Dear grandmother, send Nerve away, and

let me wait on you to-night will you not?"

"You, my dear baby ! No, you are not strong
enough after your fright."

ft Dear grandmother, I am. Do gratify me in

this, will you not ?"

Though she could not see her face, there was
something so deep, so mournful in the low
tones of her voice, that Madam Winifred at once
dismissed her attendant, and suffered the child

to have her way.
The old lady sat in a low-backed, easy chair,

while Winny removed her cap, and laying it

carefully away, stood behind her, and began to

comb out her long, soft, waving, half-curling
silver hair, with its few stray tresses of still

beautiful auburn. Even Winny remembered
when that fine fall of hair was of a richer golden
hue than her own bright locks Yet Winny still

admired the rolling torrent of silver hair, and
said that it was still beautiful still radiant arid

brightening for Heawn ! But now, to-night, it

seemed to her only white, pale, andfading for the

grave! She rolled it up with reverent hands,
and concealed it all under the clean white linen

cap, around which she bound a black silk fillet.

Then she tenderly unpinned and removed each
article of the old lady's dress, carefully laying it

away. At last, when her grandmother was in

bed, Winny knelt down by the bedside, and took
her hand to kins A superstitious awe a feel-

ing of dire fatality overpowered her, and she
did not dare to a k her bussing The old lady
put out her other thin arH wasted hand, and,
stroking her baby's" fair, soft hair, she said
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Winny, my precious child, you are not

cheerful. What ails you, my own darling?
What should trouble your young life what
does? Tell me, Winny I Darling of my old

age, tell me ?"

Ala* ! alas ! grandmother," exclaimed Win-

ny, dropping her head upon the coverlet and

weeping bitterly.
" Oh, it is something ! it is not, as I had al-

most hoped, a mere notion of mine ! It is some-

thing Winny! my dear, dear child, nothing
troubles you that will not trouble me more!

Lay your little griefs upon my bosom, my bright-
haired darling, or if they are indeed serious

sorrows, repose them here, Winny or even-
were that possible if you have committed a

fault relieve yourself lay it here, Winny,
without distrust without fear for you will

find nothing but mercy and love here, my
heart's own dear child !"

But Winny sobbed as if her heart would
break.

Will you not tell me, my own chil d?"

"Not to-night! oh, not to-night! to-mor-

row, perhaps, if if 1 if I re " but Winny's
voice was lost in choking sobs.

Well, then, not to-night, my baby I will

not distress you now." And the old lady stop-

ped talking, and with a delicate and tender sym-

pathy, only stroked her golden hair, or silently

pressed her little hands, and looked lovingly up-
on her while she sobbed herself into a sort of

quiet, kneeling by the bedside with her head

upon the coverlet.

The old lady partly guessed the cause of her

sorrow but not the whole cause. Sne suspected

her love for Edgar Ardenne, but dreamed of no*

thing beyond.

At last Winny, not wishing to keep her grand-

mother longer from her rest, and resolving to

come in and take a farewell look at her while

sleeping, arose, and kissing the old lady's wrin-

kled brow, murmured

Good- night, grandmother I am better now

good-night, sweet grandmother !'' and was

stealing away from the bedside when the feeble

tones of the old lady recalled her.

"Come back, my child! my angel-child! I

<-annot somehow part with you so, to-night!

Come back !"

Winny returned, and kneeled again at the bed-

side, looking like some beautiful, fragile peni-

tent , with her fair locks flowing down over her

white dress her wan face and blue eyes turned

wistfully, pleadingly up to the face of her aged
narent.

The aged woman stretched forth her withered

irms, and laid her venerable hands in benedic-

tion upon that young, fair head Why did the

fragile form shudder through every limb at the

touch, as though it feared a malediction ? No
word could come from those aged and saintly
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lips that could be tortured into anathema. No!
As the old woman laid her reverend palms upon
tne young a<,d sin- bowed head, she looked upon
it with !>uch a world such a Heaven of forgive-

ness, of mnn-y, of love, and of blessing ! and

she murmured, silemnl}
" M y rat- Father of All Mercy Our Heaven-

ly Fatne. bless thee, my child ! May He for-

give all tay sins ! strengthen all thy weaknesses

sanctify ail tny sorrows, and turn all thy evils

into good ! May the Father of Love, in the

riehnes<8 and 'ullness ot His love, bless thee for-

ever and evu! oh, our child! And even as a

Divine B-ing can bless infinitely more than a

human being can so may the All mighty and

All merciful bless thee infinitely more than thou

hast blessed and shalt bless us oh, our angel-
child!"

How beautiful ! how radiant ! how divine !

looked that aged face, with the soul of love and

mercy glowing through it.

" Oh, lovely ! oh, benign ! oh, heavenly

lips, my mother! oh, undefiled! celestial lips!

that spoke that priceless blessing! that

blessing without alloy, that my soul thirsted for,

even unto death ! Oh ! seraph-spirit ! love-spi-

rit! before you take flight for your native Heaven,

you will know how inestimable ! how priceless

that bluing is to me !" exclaimed Winny, be-

side herself with over-wrought excitement, as

she passionately embraced her aged parent, co-

vering her hands with hot tears and kisses.

'Calm thee, my child calm thee, Winny
there there you are hysterical go seek your

pillow, my love go, Winny God love thee!

there go."
And folding the child down tenderly to her

bosom kissing her closely on the lips, she dis-

missed her to her chamber.

Winny reached her room where Sina, moody
and out of patience, awaited her coming. Sina

was so fatigued with acting, and her projects

were so nearly accomplished, as far as Winny
was concerned, that she felt disposed to relax

her efforts, and refresh herself with a little of

her natural ill-temper so she said to Winny as

she entered
"
Really, I do think that Edgar Ardenne

shou'd feel particularly flattered by the cheer-

fulness with which you prepare to give him your
hand."

Winny did not reply to, or even hear this

sharp speech. She undressed and went to bed
j

at once. She could not sleep ! In an hour she

left her bed aiid crept softly to the door of her

father's chamber but it was locked on the in-

side
;
and with a murmured prayer and a deep

sigh, she left it. Then she softly, very softly,

re-entered her grandmother's room. The dim, {

night-taper was still burning on the hearth and
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she approached the sleeper, she etart* d with a

qu ck heart-spasm at wnat at first set-me .' to her
to be a sudden and tearful change in -h>- coun-
tenance of her aged parent. Never had that

face appeared so old so very aged so pallid,

suuken, and pinched so corpse-hue. Winny
suppreRsed a deep groan as sbe k&elr. by that

bedside. Clasping her hands together und-r her

bowed head, down waich, on -either side, stream-
ed the long, pale hair and straining her an-

guished eyes upon the sleeper's face, aa though
she would pierce the mask of slumber and read

the heart behind there, in bitterness ot spirit,

in silent tears and smothered groan*, and fruit-

less attempts at prayer, she passed the night.

Two or three times the old lady had si^ :ou pro-

foundly, and moved
j but Winny would quickly

drop to the ground, to avoid being seen until

the stillness assured her that her grandmother
slumbered again*
At day-break Sina Hinton softly entered the

room, and coining to the side of Winny. said,
e - How long have you been up ?"
" All night did not you know it?"
" No indeed, I saw you in bed put out the

candle and as soon as I touched my pillow I

was last asleep, 1 have but just awakeaed, and

misaing you, supposed that you had arisen and

come in here, according to custom."
" You slept ! Ah, you have nothing on your

conscience to keep sleep away !"

No, thank Heaven," said Sina.

Winny then arose, and fixing one long, last

agonized look upon her aged parent, she put her

arms in that of Sina, and hurried away. It wag
now but four o'clock. Sina hastened her toilet.

Miss Hmton had a reason for hurrying Wumy off

an hour earlier than the one fixed. She had

heard, as Winny had not, the squire give orders

the evening previous, for coffee to be ready for

Miss Darling at five o'clock, that morning and

she had heard Madam Winifred give directions

to her maid to wake her up at half-past four, so

that she might see her child comfortably off.

Now Sina knew that Winny chanced to be ig-

aorant of all this, and being thoroughly sick and

tired of Winny and her weakness, she determin-

ed to get her off before any of the family should be

tup. She did not risk giving offence, or exciting

suspicion by this course, because she herself had

received no direction to the contrary. As for

old fJncle Kill, he was ignorant of every thing

relating to the subject, beyond the orders he

had received from Miss Hinton to have the

horses ready at the door by four o'clock in the

morning.
So punctual was Miss Hinton, that as the clock

struck the appointed hour, she led out Winny,

arrayed in her graceful blue riding habit, with a

little straw hat with blue ribbons shading her

it might have been the unnatural reflection of
j snowy forehead and long golden ringlets. They

the light coming from below but certainly as formed a beautiful picture the fay-like maiden,
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with her nzure-hued and flowing robe, and pale

fold floating hair upon the bhining wtute pony
with his long, soft silvery mane and tail.

She had just turned her horse's head to go,

when a blight noise at an upper window drew

her attention, and looking up she saw her grand-

mother's head at the window saw her indis-

tinctlyin the white night-cap with the black

bandage against the dark back ground of the open
window leaning on the sill with one withered

hand hold up above her eyes trying to catch a

last glimpse of her departing darling or perhaps

to recall her. As Wmny looked up, a strong,

powerful, most potent, almost irresistible attrac-

tion drew her would have forced her back to

her home back to her grandmother's bosom, for

she instinctively threw up both her arms to the

window to meet the arms instinctly held down
to her ! but Sina Hinton perceiving he* vacilla-

tion quietly put her hand to the bridle bit. It

was a little thing, a scarcely perceptible motion,
hut it turned the poney's head it turned the

Tibrating scale of destiny Winny dropped her

arms and went on.

Very lovely she looked with her long, few

hair, and azure robe her pearl white pony's

silvery mane and tail all flowing, floating,

waving: in the early morning breeze a soft,

bright, cloud-like, foam-like, evanescent image
of exceeding beauty, as she vanished through tie

great front, gate.

Whether it was because a young heart cannot

long dwell unon sorrowful images left behind,
or from the natural reaction of so much depres-

sion, or the revivifying influence of early morn-

ing and awakening Nature, or the speedy cer-

tainty of meeting her lover, or the effect of all

these causes together as was most likely

Winny's spirits rose from the moment of her

leaving the gate. She turned into a narrow

bridle-path leading Through an angle of the

dense forest to the banks of the river. She
reached the borders of th* beautiful Shenandoah,
the river of " Rays and Shadows," just as the

Eastern ky was flushing up rosy red above the

intense blue of the Ridge. The old ferryman
was waiting to take them over. Their road

upon the o'her side lay for many miles upon the
banks of the Shenandoah. And a wild nnd most
beautiful path it was

; with the Blue Ridge tow-

ering on the right and the Sdenandoah flowing
on the left, with a distance of only a few yards
between them. Down the sides of the moun-

tain, even to the river's flood, grew the dark,
dense format, shading the narrow road, and the

branches of whose trees, when lofty, met over-

head ;
when lower, interlaced so thickly as to be

almost impa-pahle. Though the lofty plumes
of trees that nodded over the brow of the

river on the i e ft, rniaht be seen across the flood

the rolling gre <>n hills, the shaded del's, the

woods, and he !, and streams, ana homesteads
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of tfte beautiful valley" the garden spot of the

world 7 ' where but to stand and receive it, it

seems as though the heart must break with the

pouring in, from all points, of the beauty and

blessing the glory and the gladness of nature !

the exultant life arid joy of the young morn !

And now the sun is rising, and at the first

God-like glance striking long lines ot fluid silver

athwart the mountain all the green hills of the

valley smiled out broad and bright to greet him,
in reflected light responsive love ! while the

trees, waving in the wind, tossed their mighty

branches, throwing off their tribute of liquid

diamonds, sparkling dew-drops! And now the

god has risen ! and as the glorious canopy of

golden clouds rolls up above his head, he deluges
the whole earth and sky with a flood of insuffer-

able light!

The sounds of morning of morning in the

country of morning in the wilderness of Na-

ture awakening ! First, those undescribed and

undescribable notes of awakening life,
" unwrit-

ten music," coming we know not whence what

are they ? the motion of trees, as they rouse

themselves from sleep ? the merrv wakening of

plants ? the laugh of the rills gushing into new
life ? the songs of streams in unison? Whence
comes it, this concert of morning music, deep-

toned, yet clear, and echoing and resounding far

and wide, and filling all the air with melody ?

this morning hymn of (falsely so-called) inani-

mate nature? I think that Chanticleer is in

the secret, by the joyous, jubilant, clear ic-

sound of his clarion notes through the moun-

tains, woods and valleys, and the exultant re-

sponse of his comrades through all the forests,

fields and glens ;
and I think the birds are in

the confidence of the musicians, by the outburst

of obstreperous and delirious joy with which

they hail the morn! and I think the flowers are

of the same party, by the way they open their

eyes and smile, offering, with the grand diapa-

son of harmonious Nature, the silent music of

their perfume !

But we, the Lords and Ladies of Creation, we
have so much more knowledge than wisdom, we
are too learned to know anything about it too

high (heaven help the altitude) in the scale of

creation to care anything about it until we are

bruised and beaten down, or grow dizzy and fall

down, and then we are willing to learn of nature,

and to know what Father Sun and Mother Earth

inssMd to heal and soothe and raise to teach

nd bless us with ! And those that learn the

lessan "ponder these things" in tneir hearts

lest revealing them but ten to one my young
readers have bkipped, as usual, all this descrip-

tion, and are running their eyes down the column

until they find tbe natrc of

Winny ! Well, here she is, idly holding her

[VHiy's reins who is pacing through the plea-

sant umbrageous oath receiving the revivify-
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ing influence of nature into her being yet un

thoughtful of, ungrateful for its ministration. Her

heart and brain filled to a painful tension with

the fast approaching the near future the tre-

mendous crisis in destiny that comes but once in

a lifetime. Does any does the lightest, the most

frivolous, most unoccupied butterfly of fashion,

giving her trifling hand in a marriage of mere

convenience, go meet that era in her life with

levity? Winny did not certainly. I said her

spirits rose, and so they did, but not in levity

rather in exaltation tempered by compunction.

And so she rode on through the pleasant forest

path under the shadow of the Blue Ridge. Her

destination, Mount Eyrie, the seat of Colonel

Dang^rfield, was about ten miles distant Jrom

Oak Grove on the road to Harper's Ferry. It

was situated on a very elevated site, a cleft in

the Blue Ridge, five hundred feet above the river,

and with the divided precipices on each side

rising still higher several hundred feet. This

handsome house had been erected as a hunting

lodge upon account of the fine deer and other

ame there. Now it was used by Colonel Dan-

gerfield only as a summer and early autumn resi-

dence. Here during all the summer months he

Was accustomed to entertain company, ladies as

well as gentlemen. Here rather early, that is,

near the first of September, the deer hunting

commenced. And this was the first sporting

party of the season. A breakfast was given, to

which all the neighboring gentry were invited,

and to this Winny had been bidden. Miss Dar-

ling was expected to meet her Aunt Summer field

and family there, and to remain under her cha-

peronage during the visit. But Wiony looked

for another there, as the reader knows. Their

road lay still for miles on the forest and moun-

tain-shaded river bank, until they came to The

Cleft. Here a steep, winding, perilous path

tnrned off from the river, and led up the side of

the mountain to the house. As Winny, closely

followed by old Kill, rode up to this turning, and

while the old man was gazing, in the last ex-

tremity of horror, up to the dizzy height, he

thought himself shortly doomed to attempt a

horseman emerged from the bushes met the

rushing poney of Winny with a shock, and

caught the maiden in his arms. It was Edgar

Ardenne.

"My own love ! my blessed Winny ! my
seraph, are you well?"

Very, very well, dear Edgar."

"Heaven-bless you for coming. Come, dear,

we must on ! Twenty miles by the course of

the river down which we must ride, still lies

between us and Harper's Ferry. Come, love !"

and Ardenne riding on and keeping hold of her

bridle, re-entered the shaded river path, and

pursued its course.

Old Kill turned slowly very slowly around,

and gazed after them, with his white eyes gra-

4*

dually enlarging, dilating, and starting out of

tiis head, like one in the act of being bereft of

his senses. At last the truth broke on him with

terrible effect.

Hi ! what de debil dat mean Oh ! sure

'nough de Lord! its ifs irs oh! m\ Lor
Gor A'mighty its a lopement! Hullo! Miss

Winny! Marse EHgar! that's pretty behave, i;ent!

Stop! wo hie! wo-o-o -oh ! Mis* Winny!
Marse Edgar ! Oh ! for de Lor' Gor A'm'ghty'i
sake, stop! Hullo! murder!- '

: !

thieves ! get along, Chally ! (Charles his ol<f

white hone.) Hoo-weep whip! get along,

Chally! Murder! I say fire ! thieves! Git

along, Chally I Oh, my Gor A'mighty they
done gone clean out o' sight, a flyiu'! an' this

cussed infunnelly ole Chally won't git along !"

exclaimed the poor old body-guard, urging with

whip and spur, and frantic jerks at the bit, his

horse to i's utmost speed and finally dropping

into a despairing attitude as he muttered

Well! fore de Lor'! ef ever 1 s*e de like! dis

nigger better go sell hisself to Georgy at oncet,

for ever he go bick to Oik Grove wid dis news.

And dat am a sure sign he has to do it ! Come,

Chally ! you an' me got to turn right roun' an*

go back, an' face ole master now! and sure as

ever he storms out, an* cusses me, I'll storm out,

an' cuss you, for ef it hadn't a bin for you, you
forsook ole sinner you ! I should a cotch up to

um!" and turning, old Kill alowly road back to

Oak Grove, and meeting the squire in the hall,

fired the mine, whose explosion was fraught

with such disastrous consequences to all con-

cerned.

CHAPTER XI

THE HOUSEHOLD WRECK.

Senseless and deformed,

Convulsive anger storms at large, or pair

And silent settles into fell revenge

Thompson.

Oh, Miss Harry, chile, don't ask me, oon't !

Sam* done tuk the whole 'trol o' this house in

his own han'. I never seen such a 'stressed

fam'ly iff all my life ! Poor Miss Winny ! poor

dear baby ! done made a darned etarnal fool o1

herself, and runned away with a poor white

man who ain't no sort o' 'count in this worl*

don't so much as own a single patch o' land on

the yethf! and ain't got a blessed nigger to h^nd

the chile a drink o' water ! poor chile ! poor,

dear, foolish baby ! see what she's fotch herself

to ! To go an' heave herself away on a poor

white man ! Oh, my blessed Hebeuly Mari-er !

that eber I should lib to see the day as Winny

* Satan.

t Jb-arth.
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D .riin' 'ould go and fetch a 'sgrace on top o ; we.

inn,* by takui' up long o' a poor white hernn'

as ai'i'r got so rau-n as a single nigger to >valk

arter her an' pick up her pocket hank'cherl

Poor, dear Umb ! poor, dear baby ! the darned,

etarnal little fool I she ought to be turned up and

witched 'fore ever she thinked o' gittin' a hus-

bau', more less 'gracin' we-dem by a-heavin' o'

herself away on a poor white fish whose great-

great-great-grand daddy was overseer to hern!

Ob, my blessed 'Deemer I that ever I should lib

to see such a 'grace fotch on we-dem, de werry
fust fam'ly in Virginny ! an' by that chile, too,

as 1 have nursed at my own breas' an' fotch up
in de fear of de debii, teached her duty every

night duly as the night come afore I put her to

bed
; yes, an* loved her much as if 1 had fotchet

her in the worl' myself! Yes, an' I love he

still, poor little tender, lovin' lamb ! the cussec

inftrnully little huzzy ! an' ef it warn't fo

a-leavin' of ole Madam, an' a-'gracin' ourselves

till more by runnin' away, me an' ole Kil

'ouM follow arter her and stay 'long o' her, to

take care o' her, 'cause, you see, Miss Harry
nater's nater, an' arter all, she's our chile, an

our nusslm', ef she has hev herself away on a

feller whose great-great-great-grand-daddy was

overseer to hern !"

Such, between tears, sobs, pious ejaculations
difficult to distinguish from oaths, praises, re

preaches aad conscience-crippled cu ses, was

the oration delivered by old Nerve in r<-ply to

Mias Harriette Joy's inquiries upon the morning
of Wmny's elopement. Harry having heard

that the whole neighborhood had (metaphori-

cally) flown to arms at the report of some catas-

trophe at Oak Grove, had jumped on her horse

and ridden over io Oak Grove to know the truth.

She was now sitting still in her saddle at the

great front gate where Nerve had chanced to

meet her.

Nervo having finished her speech, or bein&

overcome by her feelings, dropped down upon the

grassy bank and sobbed aloud.

"Oh come, don't cry so! be comforted,

auntv ! take neart ! the alliance of Edgar Ar
denne is an honor to any family! He is one
of Na'ure's princes!"

H*'s what ?
>

" H- is MnguUrly handsome in person, noblt-

in manner, h-g^ly accomplished, eminently eu
dowed with talent "

O', df> debil!"

Bncked by the influence of his father-in law,
he may m.e to the proudest distinction !"

' HP rtMv. t ,.r H.ight you know to the contrary,
one diy h President of the United States!"

'

H-irry.

"O- presMen' of de new knighted debe'.s!

* CT.v //.

Sposea ef ;e was pres'den' of de new-Righted
States' that aia'c a goin' to take the 'grace off

a top o' we-dem ! that ain't a-goin' to 'vent Aw

great-great-great grand-daddy from bein' over-

seer to hern " I don't see no sort o' help for it

on this yeth ! Lord-a-massy, upon top of us !"

This was said in a tone of deep despair, with

something between a convulsive sob and a pro-

found sigh.

But the squire ! tell me about the squire

what did he say?"
" Don't ask me, Miss Harry ! please don't I

wants to settle my min', and to keep it away
from dwellin' on Sam's doin's ef I poss'l'y

can ! cause you see, Miss Harry, it ain't no sort

o' 'cessity for me to lose noy 'mortal soul, 'long

o' ole marser an' his deblish doin's ! for Sam's in

him big as a house !"

" But, oh ! Nerve, do tell me
; for I am really

concerned to know. Is there any likelihood ol

the squire forgiving them ?"

He 'give them ! Lord-a-massy upon top o'

you, Miss Harry ! not to know old mars :er bet

ter 'an that ! Long ago he done taken Sam to

live long o' him night an* day ! he eats an*

sleeps long o' him. He 'give them yes! he'll

give em an ague ef he catches of em !"

Was he so highly incensed then?"

"Lord, child ! no he wan't in sensed at all!

he goed ravin', 'stracted mid I H^ raved arid tored

and bellowed worse 'an a run-mad hull ! as ef he

was a-goin' to tear the floor up, an' split the ruff

off the top o' the house! He cussed ar.' swored

an' blasphemed 'till oh! my Hebeoly Jesus! I

spected ebery minute for a yethquake to open an*

swallow up the whole plantation; an' I 'clareto

my Hebenly 'Deemer, my blood didn't turn cold

as ice, an' my hair straightened right up; I feel

a cole chill like a cole night cap slip all over

my head !

'

True as I tell you. Then he be-

gan to cuss Miss Winny, and put bad wishes on

her; an' oh ! Mother of Jesus ! you neber he?T

such wishes as that deblish ole sinner heaped oa

top o' his own dear chile ! I couldeu' stand that

no how you could fix it! cause, you see, nater's

nater an' Saui ain't got so far 'head o' me yet
as to make me forget the baby, as 1 nussed at

my own breas', when her dear mother went

aome 1 thank my Hebenly Marster! an' so I

an' ravin',

sake '

says

runned in, to where he was marin

an' 'oh, master,' I says, 'for Jesus 1

don't, don't she's your own heart's cbile

don'tbut 'fore I could get out anos.tier word, the

old forsok sinner seized up the heavy bra-s hand-

ron and hev it at my head ! an' f' I hadn't a-

dodged and fell down, this preciou minute I done

>e stretch out stiff on the coolm' bodrd for dead!"
' Mercy on us!"
' True as I tell you !"
' But hr grandmother! the old lady! I feel

more concerned fcr. her, in her delicate health

v did these horrors affect her ?"
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Oh ! Miss Harry, it would o' melted a otone

to seen ole rrusi'ess; she never opened her mouth

an' aid one vord agin the chile! 'fore my bles-

sed lovin' Lord, she didn't! When ole marster

corned into the room a rearin' an 5 roarin' an'

teann' an' splitin', an' told her about it- -she

ropp d right cown in her chair, all white an'

tremolm' an' speechless and then when he

we: i on. a cussin' of Miss Winny poor baby
she rarch hoid o' the arms o' the chair an' helped

herself up, tremblin' an' tremblin', an' she

str*'trhed out her arms an' tried to speak to

mafce aim stop of it
;
but she choked an' couldn't

get out a word
;
an' he wouldn't stop; and she

turned and looked at me even at me, her

poor ole slave so 'ploring like ! and fell back

agin into ner seat, tremblin* an' tremblin' like

leaves. Then she looked at me agin, without

speakin', so helpless as much as to say, Help
me up stairs ;' and so 1 went an' guv her my
arm, an' hulf led her, an' half toted her up stairs

sue a a time I had ! two or three times she fell

on me with all her weight, though she ain't

hea<ry, nuther>"
-'
But, in the name of Heaven, where was the

squire ? Why did not her son assist her ?"

*< Nebber see her ! nebber see her no more

un' nothin' at all ! He blind-furious, I tell you !

as ever you see a mad dog! -arter he done tell

her, he went roarin', an' tearm', an' burstin', an'

bre*kin', an' splittin' all through the house,

worse 'an cannon balls an' bumshells ! Well, I

laid ole mist'ess on the bfd, an' she has nebber

moved sence, an' nebber spoke sence!"
4 M-^cy of Heaven! this is paralysis!" ex-

claimed Harriette, in alarm Why didn't you
tell me of her illness the first thing ? Who is

with her ? Has a doctor been sent for? Wbere

is Squire Darling?" And she jumped from her

horse and hurried towards the house, followed

by old Nerve, who was terrified half to death by

a fact that Harry's words had only just made

known to her

" You you don't think it is that there ? do

you, Miss Harry ?"

It is paralysis, I am sure of it ! Where is

Squire Darling ?"
< GoH bless you, honey, he don't know nothir<'

'tall about it I ain't I bin te llin
? von ** be has-

ted right out o' the house, blind furious as a

mad dog, with two swords (what was the poor,

for*ok "le soul goin' to do 'long o' two weepons?)
an' sweared how he'd have the heart's blood

o' the cowardly traitor, or be slewn himself!"
" Is it possible that he has left the house, and

his mother dyjjag, perhaps !'

They nad now reached the house, which was

all in confusion.

"Who is with her?" again asked Harriette,

hurr :p r he stairs

" M .* Sir,a Hinton -itc' 'fore my Hebenly
'Deemer 1 don't 'prove o' that young gall!"

Why, what has she done?"

Don't know ain't anle to fix a singly thing
on top o' tier, but blessed be my Heb*-niy Jesue,
the first time as ever 1 sot my eye on her, I ielt

as somethin' evil had come to the house !"

This conversation brought them to the doorot
ttie aged woman's chamb-T. Harriett entered

softly- the room was silent as death, and so

mrk that it was some seconds before -iarriette

could discern the prostrate form ot the old lady,
extended nearly lifeless on the bed Siua Hin-

ion sat near the head of the bed. but did not

*eem to be doing any other duty than watching.
Harriette drew near and after gazing wit'- pro-
found sorrow, reverence and awe upon this for-

saken sick bed, she turned, and whispering softly

to Sina, inquired if a physician had beer sum-

moned, and if Squire Darling had been sent tor ?

Wrjat was her surprise and indignation to l*arn,

that neither had been done. Miss Hinton had

apprehended no danger, she said, and so had ta-

Ken no precaution. And now Harriette discern-

ed at once tUe cause of poor old Nerve'* previous
freedom from alarm upon the subject And tor

tne first time in her life, she sent a suspicious,

.searching, angry glance, deep into the eyes of

Sina
;
but those orbs opposed their large, sha-

dowy tenderness, and the fire of Harriette's

glance was quenched in the liquid softness of

Sina's eyes. Harriette reproached herself for

unjust, and even most unreasonable suspicion

for,
" what motive," she asked herself,

" could

S)na have, for purposely omitting to use any
means for the recovery of the old lady ?" Then
she hurried out, and sent messengers, post-haste,

for a physician, for Squire Darling, and for her

uncle, the priest, and then at more leisure, dis-

patched a servant to Shannondale, to inform Mrs.

Summerfield of the dangerous illness of her mo-
ther.

Evening drew on. The messenger sent for

the squire had returned and declared himself

unable to find his master in any of his u*ual

Hunts. iVTrs. SuTimerfieH. ar-r-m *v by
Miss Summerfield, and escorted by Colonel Dan-

gerfield had arrived, and they were waiting in

another room the permission of the young priest

who had been called from St. Joseph's m the ab-

sence of Father Burleigh to enter the chamber.

The family physician, who had quickly obeyed

the hasty summons, had been with her exerting

all the powers of his art for her restoration and

all in vain or with but partial success. Late in

the evening she recovered her speech in an im-

perfect degree. My son I must see my
son!" were the first broken, nearly unintelligi-

ble words she spoke The doctor stepped out to

Colonel Daugerfield and told him of this urging

>it the same time the great necessity of Squire

Darling's speedy arrival if he would see his

mother living.
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" The messenger could not finrt him ae must

have pursued his fugitive "augfcter and her lover

to Harp-r's Ferry. I will go myself in search

of him," said Colonel Dangerfield, and ringing,

he ordered the fleetest and strongest horse in the

stables to be saddled and brought around. And

in ten minutes Colonel Dangerfield was urging

hi* fiery steed to its utmost speed over the hills

and precipices that lay between Oak Grove and

Ha per's Ferry.

Hours passed on, during which the old lady's

life seemed ebbing fast away. Again she strove

to speak, and when the physician bent down close

to hear her words she articulated with gr*>at diffi-

culty
_ Margaret I mogene my children T J

and Mrs. and Miss Summerfield were permitted

to approach her bedside. She looked on them

with so much love struggling through the death-

ly agony of her face ! She tried again to speak ;

Mi- Sutnmcrfield, her eyes streaming with

tears, bent over to catch the words. It was an

abortive effort. The aged countenance was con-

vulsed a moment and then settled they thought

in death but it was not so again, and oh! with

what a power I with what a conquering omni-

potence of mighty love ! the soul struggled for a

moment to overcome, to pierce througtx the phy-

sical torpor, the mortal torpor to commune
with its mortal loved ! It conquers ! it con-

queis! light again melts through the glazed

eye.>! the pinched and sunken lips again

move! Mrs. Summerfield bends to catch

the words Winny Winny forgive love

bless"
She was sinking again.

At a sign from the priest all knelt to offer up
the solemn prayers of the church.****
Ooe circumstance must be noted even at this

acred bedside. As they arose from their knees,

the eyes of the young priest chanced to fall on

those of Imogene, his band to touch hers, and

every vestige of color vanished from her high

rojal brow, leaving it pallid as marble, while a

visible shudder shook her imperial form, till it

rocked as a storm loosened pillar. The physi-

cian drew her arm witnin his own and led her

from the room.

CHAPTER XII.

THE GRETNA GREEN OF THE OLD DOMINION.

They stood, that gentle pair,

With the blue heaven of evening above,
And forest odors dying on the air,

And light leaves trembling round, and early love

Deep in each breast. What recked their souls of

strife?

#### They stood that hour,

Speaking of hope while mountain, fount, and flower
}

And star just gleaming through the cedar boughs
Seemed holy things as records of their vows;
But change came o'er the scene. A hurrying tread

Broke on the whispering shades, and then she

knew
The footstep of her father's wrath that fled

Up whence the cedars make yon avenue
Dim with green twilight; glitt'ring there she caught,
Was it the flash of swords ? a swift, dark thought

Struck down her lips rich crimson as it passed,
And from her eye the sunny sparkle took

One moment with its fearlulness, and shook

Her slight frame fiercely, as a stormy blast

Might shake the rose. Once more and yet once

more,
She stilled her heart to listen all was o'er !

Except the Falls of Niagara, the Falls of the

Shenandoah, at Harper's Ferry, presents perhaps
tne most awfully sublime prospect in America.

The best view is that from the top of the " Pin-

nacle," a rugged rock on the Maryland side of

the Potomac, towering twelve hundred feet above

the rushing river. From the little tongue of

land between the two rivers at their juncture,

and the two precipices of the mountain at its

gap, the emotions arising from the beautiful and

sublime in nature are pleasurable to a rapturous

to an ecstatic degree but such emotions

change their nature as the grand becomes the

terrific the terrific stupendous! Few of our

people have contempt enough for fatigue, or

veneration enough for nature, to dare the labori-

ous ascent of the Pinnacle to its highest point;

fewer still have nerve enough to venture to the

maddening edge of the tremendous precipice and

look down. Something of the wild savage in

her nature, that teaching never could tame, nor

sorrow quite subdue, tempted one to the summit

of that mountain, and to the very edge of that

delirious precipice. At the first fearful look be-

low, the whole stupendous scene moved- swam
whirled around, as though from tne mountain-

top she beheld the whole earth rolling away
from beneath her feet

; and overwhelmed by the

painful, the intolerable sense of the -awful fall,

had nearly fallen. As soon as this first delirium

of the nerves is over, this chaos of the mind

settled, and mountain, glen and torrent fixed

each in its place, the grandly expanded and

deepened landscape, the nearly boundless depth

and extent, seems as if the whole immense earth
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tvere hollowed out, cup-like, to its very centre

and became a measureless green valley with il

grand circumference of mountains, upon the ver

edge of the highest of which we stand ! Below

us fall rock after rock, precipice below preci

pice, and abyes below abyss of foliage to an in

interminable depth, Heemingly pausing throug
the dark centre of the earth itself, and lost in

the immensity of space !

It is not inspiring not exalting ! Oh ! fa

from it ! It is depressing ! horribly depressing

Before the majesty of soulless matter, the soul

the deathless the daring the immortal ! shrink)

with a shuddering sense of helplessness, of lost

ness ! and believes in the possibility of annihila

tion!

The lower points of this rock are- frequent re

sorts of the worshippers of the sublime
;
but ]

never heard ofbuUwo who ascended to the summit

and came to the edge of the precipice, and one of

these two registered a vow in heaven, that i

ever she got back safr and sane upon the broad

bosom of mother earth, never to risk her sanity

and her faith in the supremacy of soul, and the

immortality of mind, by confronting mere mat-

ter in its most awful most terrific majesty !

But Harper's Ferry possesses other points of

interest, besides the terrific scenery. It is rich

in Revolutionary lore and Indian traditionand

it is, besides, the Gretna Green of Virginia
The reader will recollect that the laws govern

ing the social and domestic relations of Virginia
are founded, wherever the difference of position

permits, upon those of England. In Virginia, as

in Eagland, the marriage of minors, without the

consent of their parents and guardians, is ille-

gal, null and void. Now, though Harper's

Ferry is in Virginia, yet it is upon the very

boundary river separating that State from Mary-
land, and a short distance from the County Court

House of Washington County, in the latter State.

Hence it is the most convenient place for the

purpose, and is the resort of all the indiscreet

and disobedient boys and girls of Virginia who
choose to cast their fate upon the hazardous die

of a rebellious and premature marriage. Yon
would scarcely believe how many of these mar-

riages come off every week at that place. So

frequent are they*that an agent there keeps con-

stantly on hand a file of blank licences, pur-

chased from the County Clerk at Hagerstown,
to be filled up when wanted. These marriages

take place upon the bridge across the Potomac,

beyond the high-water mark. And the State of

Maryland annually gains many thousand dollars

from the State of Virginia from that one source.

At the time I write of there was EO bridge, and

the present hotel did not exist, but on its site

was a smaller one, kept by a Mr. Smilie, who
owned the ferry-boat that plied between it and

the opposite shore,

it was there on the afternoon of a sultry Sep-

tember day, that a very youthful pair rode in
** hot haste,

'
travel-stained, fatigued, and pale,

up in front of the rural tavern. A hostler came
out to take charge of the horses, and Ardenne,
dismounting, lifted Winny from her saddle.^
The host, a dapper little man, with a round
and smiling face, came out to meet and con-
duct them in.

"Is the Reverend Mr. Burleigh at the Ferry?"
inquired Ardenne, in a low voice, as he drew
the arm of Winny within his own, and led her

into the house.
" Yes ! yes ! he's here !" answered the host,

with a sly smile, and a confidential air.

Now there were really no confidences be-

tween Ardenne and the hotel-keeper, to whom
both himself and Winny were perfect strangers;
but the former understood at a glance the state

of affairs between the youthful couple, and lent

himself to them accordingly.
For one minute Winny was left in the par-

lor alone, while Ardenne went to procure a

small printed slip of paper at the bar. Then

returning, he drew her arm within his own, and

led her down to the beach, where waited the

ferry-boat to convey them across to the Mary-
land side.

Winny was deadly pale, and looked exhaust-

ed, but recognizing Father Burleigh in the boat,

tier spirits revived for an instant, as she raised

and kissed his hand- As they were going over

the river, she raised her eyes to his venerable

face, so beseechingly ! and murmured
< Oh ! Father Burleigh ! do you think that

we are doing so very wrong ?"

"It is over late to ask that question nowt

Miss Darling!"
" True," replied Winny, sadly and like

many other prospective wrong-doers, she wished

he wrong once completed, and the struggle

over.

They gained the other side they landed im-

mediately under the dizzy heights of the Pin-

nacle. They stood before the priest, with the

avern-keeper and the ferryman for the witnesses.

The book was opened the imposing ceremony
commenced completed.

The boy folded his child-bride to his bosom,
and they were turning to leave the place, when
he upraised hand and warning voice of the priest

arrested them.

I might not refuse to wed you ! biot such

i marriage seldom, very seldom prospers ! Boy
nd girl you have in your proper selves sinned

gain the sin of our first parents ! You have in

our proper persons incurred again the CURSK !

son of Adam ! in taking this child from her pa-
ent's bosom, thou hast plucked again the for-

idden fruit! Ardenne i in pain of body, m
nxiety of mind, in failure of strength and dis-

ppointment of heart, shalt thou expiate thy
ftin ! and Winny ! Boy ! she has incurred the
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aorru .8 that wait on filial imp'ety, disobedience

and rehelh'ii! but I charge thee to bear her u]

and on through them all
"

Ardenne clasped Wmny more closely to hie

heart

< : As thou wouldst merit and win a final for

givene<-s from Heaven 1"

" At least we shall, together, meet wharevei

comes/' was the uppermost thought in the hearts

of both, as they re-entered the ferry-boat
" Poor child, poor child where do you intend

to take her now, Ardenne?" asked the priest
" We shall remain here to-night and to-mor-

row W>ni>y ?
' said the youth, suddenly appeal-

ing to The girl.

* To-morrow,' oh! to-morrow very, very

early to-morrow, we must return to Oak Grove J

must go at once to father and to dearest, dearest

grandmother I"

They landed on the other side and were walk-

ing towards the house, when suddenly thunder-

ing down the hill came a horseman at headlong

peed, and Squire Darling throwing himself fran-

tically from the saddle, rushed furiously towards

the party, his face purple, his frame violently

shaking with the very frenzy of auger ! bran-

dishing two swords, and exclaiming,

"Tni-f! kidnapper! villain! scoundrel ! trai-

tor ! knave ! accursed knave ! draw and defend

yonr reptile life, that I may not have the sin of

murder on my soul!" he hurled one sword at

Ardenne with so mucn violence that it must have

struck him, but that his Winny, with the in-

stinct of devotion and the speed of light, threw

herself upon his bosom, receiving upon her own

person the blow which felled her bleeding to the

earth !

" Murderer ! you have killed your daughter!"
exclaimed the priest, in the extremity of horror.

"Devil send I dad killed both!" roared the

madman; white with terror, nevertheless. Ar-

denne hud sunk down and raised her partly on

his lap, laid her falling head upon his bosom, and

oh! in a remorse in a bitter, bitter sorrow., im-

possible to describe ! impossible to conceive !

wa-i wiping with his handkerchief the blood that

oozed from some inward wound from her lips !

while tbe priest kneeling, laved the young death.

lik*> brow and temples with cold water. The

frenzy, the dizzy, the blind delirium of his fury

having been momentarily shocked away,- Squire

Darling stood struck statue still with horror and

remorse an instant and then advanced srowly,

deprecatingly forward to look in fear upon his

worfr! muttering to himself, "God Almighty
knows I di'l not mean to strike her!"

The news of *he act spread rapidly

him! Strike him down if he resists!" sounded
from all sides as the vill^g^rx came runtmig to

the scene of the catastrophe ! Disturbed ?>y the

noise, Wmny opened her gentle e^es, and fixing
them tenderly on her father's countenance, mur-
mured faintly,

No not hurt, I am not hurt dear father

not much." and then sank exhausted-
" Arrest Squire Darling ! arrest the unnatural

monster! knock him on the head if he resists!"

tmmdered the crowd, pouring in, aid a scort- of

hands fell upon the squire. Breaking from them
with the strength and fury of an unchained

demon, he roared in a frenzy of remorse, despair
and rage :

" H I and furies ! let me get at him ! he has

made me kill my child ! let me finish the work

by killing him!'' and would have fallen with a

frantic ferocity upon Ardenne, but that a dozen

hands intercepted the raining blows or his arms,
while cries of "Arrest him!" "Knock him
down!" "Unnatural monster!" resounded from

ll quarters.

At this moment, " Hands off Squire Darling,

istantly ! and disperse, every one of you, to

your home*!" exclaimed a stern, deep toned

the murderer! arrest Squire Darling! Arrest '

got into his saddle.

voice, and Colonel Dangerfield, in the calm

majesty of his self-possession and authority,
stood in their midst. And, to Squire Darling,
who was still struggling violently to get at

Ardenne, he said,
" Madman ! double murderer!

desist, and follow me ! your mother, i/our mother

H dying !"

Aroused by the sound, the violet eyes of the

^rostrated girl, once more flew open ! She sprang
o her feet, stretched out her arms appealingly to

olonel Dangerfield, and gasping in heart break-

ig accents, No, no ! no, no ! Oh, God, no !

>ot so! not dying! oh, not dying!" but the

iood again gushed from her mouth, and she

ank back into the extended arms of the wretched

Ardenne
" Bear her to the house at once, Mr. Ardenne.

Mr Smiley, send instantly for a surgeon.

Squire Darling, I believe, I hope your daughter
s not mortally wounded

;
but your mother is

lying; you had best ride, at once, to Oak
Jrove. Good people all disperse to your homes

you do no good, but every sort of harm, here !"

lomrnanded Colonel Dangerfield, M/ho of all the

>arty was the only one left in possession of his

en*es. His directions were generally followed.

Ardenne, who, struck speechless with despair,

ad from first to last, never once spoken, now
moved off with his beloved burden. The squire,

renzied, convulsed, white, foaming and frothy,

et exhausted and nearly idiotic with the effect

Arrest f the fury of contending passions, mechanically
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CHAPTER XIII.

OAK GROVE.

Sec'sf them yon gray gleaming hall,

Where the deep oak shadows full?

Voice> th.it have left the spot

Long ago,
Still are murmuring round its hearth,

Soft and low :

Ever there, yet one alone

Hath the gift to hear their tone.

Gue t> come thither and depart,
Fiee of step and light of heart;

Children, with ^weet visions blest,

In the haunted chambers rest;

One alone unslumbering lies,

When the night hath sealed all eyes;
One quick heart and watchful ear,

Listening for those whispers clear.

Hemans.

A year, with its moral and its atmospherical
vicissitudes with its toils and struggles its

hopes and fears its disappointments and vic-

tories its sins and sorrows its loves and joys
a year, with its fruitful autumn, its hoary

winter, its bu'iding, blooming spring, and its

exuberant luxuriance of summer has passed
since the warm eve in September when Winny
Darling gave herself to Edgar Ardenne.

Let us tirst take a glance at Oak Grove. Mrs.

Darling, the old lady, whom we left prostrate on

what we supposed to be her death- bed, did not,

neverthelesi, die then or there, nor did she yet

fully recover. That strong, unyielding, invinci-

ble tenacity of vitality which distinguishes some

organizations, successfully resisted death, and
she lived ;

but what a wreck of her former self!

more welcome, less appalling must have been

death ! She lived, and sat confined to her arm

chair, in her own lonely and solitary chamber,
j

paralyzed in mind and body nothing but the

loving heart left living in its pristine, in its im
mortal strength!

Where is Winny ? Send Winny to me ! ]

want Winny !" she would pleadingly say toSina

Hinton, who, with her diabolical cunning, had

contrived to get the chief charge and control of

;he unfortunate lady.

Yes, yes, we will send for her; you shall see

ler!" Sina would reply.

But when, when," with a child-like perti-

nacity she would entreat.

" Oh, to-morrow ; you shall see Winny to-

morrow !" would be the reply of the guileful

girl, thinking, perhaps, that the old lady would

forget ; but, no, her heart never forgot ! In the

morning she would be sure to wake early, and

insist on being dressed soon, and sit in her arm-

chair, for, Winny is coming to-day I" she

would say to her old waiting-maid, and the poor

old servant, not knowing that her lady had been

deceived by a promise, and thinking that in that

also her mma wandered, would go out. to weep
over the ruined intellect ot her old. old compa-
nion and mistress of nearly three-quarters of a
century. And as the hours pass^n and trip day
advanced, the invalid would look, and watch,
and inquire, and weep and sometimes, with a

prophetic glimpse of the truth, she would say
her very errors of speech making her lamenta-
tions more pathetic
" Oh, I shall see Winny never no more ! never

no more !"

She knew Sina Hinton perfectly ; for, as her
intellect weakened, her instincts became more
subtle.

" Send that girl away I" she would say to her

son, in the very presence of Sina, " she makes
misery!"
But Sina Hinton sweet, considerate, forgiving

soul! would go to her, and coo and caress,
while the old lady would shrink in loathing from
her contact.

What an angel of goodness you are, Miss
Hinton! And, oh, my poor mother, what a
wreck ! what a wreck ! and to think that she
should injure you so, Sina f sweet, soft Sioa !

but never mind, my darling girl ! sole comfort
of my afflictions! my consoler! my beautiful

consoler ! Never mind! bear this a little longer!
do not leave me ! Oh, Sina, how shall J ever

repay you, my best, best girl, for all your self-

devotiori in staying here? but never mind Sina,

you shall be rewarded richly rewarded,- by
George! shall you!" the squire would exclaim,
with enthusiastic gratitude.

Thus the instincts, the inspirations of the old

lady were neglected as the senseless gibberish
of dotage, while the falsities of the doutily-dyed
traitress were received as so much nohness and
truth. Her intuition soon divined the influence

this fatal girl possessed with her son the ascen-

dency she was gradually gaining over him ; and

daily would she bow her pure heart before this

polluted power, and plead for her she loved.
" Send for Winny ! Let Winny come home

and take the rest! that is all C want in this

world ! Winny home !" and daily the deceitful

girl would promise that " Winny shall come to-

norrow" and daily that promise would be

broken, and the sad plaint would recur, Oh! I

shall never see Winny again! never no more!'*

But the words do not suggest the tone of deep

despair in which they were uttered. Thus day
after day, in sickening

" hope deferred/' lingered
this loving and suffering heart Who car* guess
the torture the anguish of this soul feeling
most poignantly all the sorrows of a bereave-

ment she could yet neither understand nor cure.

She seemed once to feel that Winny was suffer-

ng from poverty not from hearing any oce say

so, for the name of the lost daughter

" Was banished from each lip and ear,

Like words of wantonness .ir t'ear,
J>
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One dav while uer . au^h^rbut from a sort of instinct

ait'nti-maid was dressing her, she said sud-

denly,
* G > and ask my eon to send me some

mon^y." And when the servant went, and when

the squire, greatly wondering at what he called

his "old mother's new whim," sent back the

purse, she took it, examined the contents, and

then returning it to the hand of the old maid,

aid, " Send this to Winny ! now do you hear,

Maul; send this to Winny and do not say a

word about, it to any one. Why doesn't she

come? Why doesn't she come? TV11 her I

am not angry with her, poor child ! tell her I

pray for her I love her i bless her ! tell her

to come and not be afraid !" This was the 1st

of September. And from that time for weeks

when her meals were brought to her, she laid by

the choicest morsels on a separate plate, and

would say confidently to her maid, " Carry that

to Winny." And the old servant would humor

what she called her "whim," by taking the

plate out, pretending to obey her. Sometimes

her mind wandered sadly. One night Squire

Darling came into her room to ask her how she

felt herself. He expressed surprise at finding her

still up.
" Oh, child ! I am waiting for Winny

to come and comb my hair." She answered as

quietly as if Winny had never left home. Some-

times her imbecility bordered upon actual in-

sanity. Once this was in the middle of Sep-

temberold Nerve coming to the house to pay
her " duty to old mistress," went up to her

room, and found her tottering about the cham-

ber, holding on to chairs and by bed-posts, and

taking down chintz and gingham wrappers that

hun^ in the wardrobe or upon wooden pins

against the wall. As her faithful servant en.

tered, she sank, trembling, into a chair, and

pointing to the little pile, she said,
" Take carry

it to poor Winny it will do to make the baby
some slip*

"

"The baby!" exclaimed old Nerve, in per- i

plexity.

Yes Winny has been here to-day. She came

in at the door, looking so thin and pale, and
\

dressed so poorly and she carried a little bit of
;

a baby in her arms
; poor thing, she's nothing

but a baby herself and she brought it and laid

it on my lap and asked me what she should

call her little girl and 1 told her to call it

Angela, after her mother. And then Sina, Hin-

ton came to the door, and Winny ran away
frightened. Now carry this bundle to Winny
tell her she may take it, for it is mine, my
clothes. I have given everything else away to

my son and daughter and have nothing left but

these my clothes. Tell Winny I am coming to

live with her, and nurse her until she gets well,

for the is sick " Thus reason and madness

itrove in her mind ; and she who remembered

her <*; destitution of property, forgot her utter

inability to take care of herself much less

ain>f.Vr Nerve gathered up trie things, and

took them out of her room to " humor ole Mis-

t'ees."

,\i d will it be asked had this beautiful love

still more beautiful amid the ruins of her body
and her mind- had this beautiful love ro power
to soften the heart of the son and father to wards

his daughter? Little, or no pover! Squire

Darling was not one to appreciate the spiritual,

the divine loveliness of this principle outliving

as it did, the death of all else ! His mother was
"old and childish it would not do to mind

her," he would say with a sigh. And some-

times, in some less stern mood, he would say,
" If Winny would discard the fellow ! would

promise never to see, or speak to him again !

never to write, send a message, or receive one

from the rascal ! then, disobedient and rebellious

as she had been, she might come back he

would forgive her! but never, never, NBVEB!

while she was the wife of that infernal scoun-

drel who stole her, his only child, from his

bosom should she enter his doors, for any pur-

pose whatever, so help him God!" And he

hoped that she would be frozen, starved and

worked into some sense of her guilt yet !" And
then again, he would furiously inquire,

" Why
does not the ungrateful huzzy write to me ? No !

she has never written me one letter! she does not

care for me ! she is entirely taken up with her

pretty fellow devil burn him ! I'm nobody but

an old fool, that might be useful in pushing on

my gentleman set fire to him ! I'd push him

up a ladder to the gallows, with infinite good
will !"

Those who are in the habit of observing human
nature have noticed and sex must have some-

thing to do withtit that mothers are rather apt

to be jealous of their sons' wives, while they
have no such feeling towards their daughters'
husbands and on the contrary, fathers, who are

extremely given to love and pet their daughters-

in-law, not seldom grow very jealous of their

aons-in-law. This feeling is increased in strength
a hundred fold, in the case of an only child.

Squire Darling was an extreme case oi the latter

instance. From his oum nature, and from the

nature of his love for Winny, as his only child,

his sole, exclusive affection, he must have been

jealous of any man who could rival, much more
exceed him in her heart, and would have had to

struggle with a tendency to dislike her lover, or

husband, however high in birth and rank, and

rich in wealth and distinction he tfiight have

been
;
and towards Ardenne, one without family,

without fortune, without distinction or influence

of any sort, and, one who had besides stolen his

daughter away, he bore the most jealous, burn-

ing, and consuming hatred ! He who liked " a

good hater," would have rejoiced in Squire Dar-

ling !

Mrs. Summerfield would often visit her mo-
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tner, and wished with true filial duty and affec-

tion to take her over to Red-Stone Hall, to as-

sume the whole charge and care of the invalid

herself, but the old lady refused to stir from Oak

Grove.

No, no, Margaret ! I love you dearly, my
daughter ;

but you are rich and happy, and have

health and friends, and do not need me. No,

no, Margaret; I must wait here for poor Winny!

If she ever comes back, I want to bo here to re-

ceive her, and to protect her from her father's

rage, you know. No, no, Margaret; I must

stay here and wait for poor Winny, or, if I go

any where, 1 must go live with Winny, to taJce

care of her , poor baby !" she would persist, for-

getful of her inability.

Mrs. Summerfield had once spoken to her bro-

ther in behalf of his erring child
;
but the un-

governable fury into which the very sound of her

name threw him, the frightful oaths with which

he swore that so long as she even went by the

name of that thrice accursed scoundrel," she

should never blast his sight by crossing his

threshold for any purpose whatever, shocked and

stunned the lady into that strict silence upon the

subject of the lost daughter, that had been

sternly enforced upon every other member of the

family.

Sina Hinton ! more than any other evil cha-

racter it has been my fate to portray, I detest

Sina Hinton ! We admire the fierce beauty and

strength of the lion and the tiger, even when

shunning their destroying fury 5 but we loathe

the slime of the serpent even more than we
fear the venom of its fangs. Sina Hinton played

her part as she kuew how to play it artfully

intercepting all let I ers and messages, and skill-

fully preventing all interviews that promised the

most distant hope of a reconciliation ;
and withal

making herself so necessary to all the family,

as to draw from thi reserved and dignified Mrs.

Summerfield the frequent commendation of

Miss Hinton, my brother and myself can never

do enough to testify our appreciation and our

gratitude for all your goodness \
n

CHAPTER XIV.

WHAT LOVB IN A COTTAGE IS SOMETIMES LIKE.

Patience and sorrow strive

Which shall express her goodliest.

Shakspeare.

Winny Darling had been brought up with even

., I more tenderness than Southern girls usually

.

5
are a grandmother's pet from earliest infancy

1.
I
an only child of his idolized and lost wife, a fa-

ther's half-worshipped darling the heiress be-

sides of an immense fortune Winny had been

surrounded from babyhood with a love and an

ibservance that had guarded her from even the
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idea of inconvenience of any sort, much less from

hardship. So much love a&d 1 had almost said

reverence, paid to a child naturally leas amiable

than Winny would have spoiled her disposition,

AS it spoiled her ability. In her father's house

Miss Darling had been wakened by her maid

every morning at seven o'clock to take her bath.

Then while sitting at her ease, her hair had been

combed out and curled, and her shoes and block-

ings put on, and atterward her morning toilet

completed without a thought or an act of her

own in the matter. Old Nerve had washed and

dressed her " little missey" when she was six

days old, and she continued to do it when she was

sixteen years without a thought of ceasing. Her

grandmother, too, had expressed an opinion that

it was much better for a young maiden like.Miss

Darling to have an old, faithful a,nd attached

dressing-maid, than a young and thoughtless one

as ignorant as herself. So Nerve had remained

in her service, petting and spoiling her to her

heart's content, and guardir-g her as carefully

from learning to think or act for herself, as she

would have shielded her from war, pestilence, or

famine. Winny's rooms, wardrobe, books, mu-

sic, pictures, etc., were kept in order ;
and her

walks, rides, baths, etc., arranged without a

single volition of her own will in the matter. It

was one of the thirty-nine articles" of their re-

ligious creed to love and serve Miss Darling. Or

if Winny did any little voluntary bit of work, it

was some unnecessary trifle to which her affec-

tionate heart alone would prompt her such as

displacing her grandmother's maid, for the sake

of bathing, rubbing and caressing the old lady'^

feet, or doing the duty of her father's body ser-

vant by mixing his mint-julep, and setting him

to swearing by spoiling it! CJpon such occa-

sions he wanted to know what the mischief was the

use of his having half a thousand of lazy negroes,

if his daughter had to wait upon him like a foot-

boy he wanted to know, for instance, what was

the utility of anybody having dogs a.nd barking

themselves ? And if Winny put in any sweet, af-

fectionate word about the duty and the pleasure of

waiting on her father, he would call it romantic

rubbish, and say that things were adapted to

uses, and uses to things, and that to put Winny

Darling to mixing toddy was about as wise as to

take one of her own silk scarfs to wipe tumblers

with. I am sorry to acknowledge it hut as there

is a necessity upon me to speak and write the truth

without idealizing it must be confessed that

these instances betray more innate vulgarity

than chivalric feeling in the pride of our fat and

fair-haired squire.

Madam Winifred, with all her refinement, fully

appreciated the religious sentiment in Winny's

love and proffered services, though she would

sometimes say to her

There are other and more useful ways of re-
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realing affection, my own darling, than by these

menial services that any other might do as well."

Ah, but, grandmother, don't you know that

the more humble a service is, the deeper the plea-

sure it gives me ? When I am sitting on the

floor bathing your dear, white feet, grandmother,

or w ien 1 am combing out your long, soft hair

1 have a feeling of -profound content as when I

hush my heart and bow my head to receive the

priest's benedieite."

And sometimes in a lighter mood she would

ay
"
Indeed, grandmother, you would let me be

your little waiting-maid, if you only believed

what an hourly satisfaction, what a real sub-

stantial earthly bread and meat satisfaction it

would be to mel It is such a starvation of the

heart to keep my hands away from any one I

love ; and it is such a down right heartfelt content

such a feast to be fingering about them."

But I have been led too far from the point of

time. Now all was changed with Winny. She

had fallen, smote down to the earth by the sud-

den news that her beloved grandmother was

dying ; fainting from the loss of blood, she had

been carried into the small tavern and laid upon
an humble bed in a hot, close little room, which

was nevertheless the best one in the house..

When restoratives were applied, and she re-

covered from one fainting fit with renewed rea-

son and memory, it was only to fall into another

and more dangerous one. Indeed the physician
said that it was only the free bleeding at the

lungs, dangerous though it was, and the extreme

physical prostration caused thereby, together

with the counter irritation, that preserved her

brain and saved her reason from a total and

final overthrow ! Thus for weeks she lay alter-

nating between death- like swoons, and short con-

vulsive spasms of life, of keenest anguish and

remorse !

And ell this time Ardenne, in the bitterness

of a sorrow and repentance scarcely less than

her own, watched by her bedside
;
nor night

nor day, for an hour, resigned his post while

flesh and health and strength passed from him

unnoticed, until he grew as thin, as pale, and

almost as feeble as the wan, wan form languish-

ing, withering before him. Was it a really sin-

cere repentance then ? Did they indeed wish

that their error could be blotted out the ill-

tarred marriage under the rock could be an-

nulled, and each restored she to her family, he

to his freedom ? No ! no ! no ! by all the mu-

tual angujsh, by Vll the remorse that only served

to knit their hearts more closely together no!

Each felt in the first calmly conscious meeting
of their eyes, 'each felt more than ever now, in

this season of bitter trial that were the whole

pvt to be lived over, the error would be com-

mitted, the anguish risked again ! No! no! no-

thing but the hopeless, the impossible defection

of one, or of the other, could have brougbt either

to wish their act annulled. Yet Squire 1) rling,

quoting the familiar proverb. " When poverty
comes in at the door, love flies out at the win-

dow," hoped and believed that their attachment

would in a few weeks, or months, be starved, 01

frozen, or fatigued out. And it may be so with

a hasty, fanciful and factitious sentiment, a tin-

sel counterfeit of the pure gold of affection but.

theirs, with all the sin and sorrow it had caused,
was nevertheless, deep, earnest and true may
their patience and fidelity atone for and redeem

them ! Their honey-moon was not that of ro-

mantic young lovers though be it remembered
both were v< ry young, he nineteen, she sixteen.

No! it had been passed in agony of body and

anguish of mind, prostrate upon a bed of extreme

illness by Winny, and in constant, fatiguing sor-

rowful and remorseful watching by Ardenne!
But they were unselfish, disinterested, devoted

and this sorrow endeared them to each other

more, oh, how much more than weeks passed in

health and revelry. Every care he lavished

upon the languishing one every fatigue he in-

dured for her sake, but deepened his affection for

her but rivetted his attachment to her. "I
am proving what the inspired angel said," he

thought,
" I am proving that bodily pain and

fatigue, without moral suffering, endured for a

loved on*, is a deep, religious joy with and for
moral suffering, it is an alleviation, or cure!"

Her suffering, his devotion, their youth and

beauty and warm affection, drew around them

the sympathies of all the small town ; yes ! the

sympathies even of the cold-hearted gathered

around their lovesj as the shivering draw around

a warm hearth for its pleasant heat. Of course

the whole story was known. And 1 am afraid

Squire Darling's conduct and character suffered

more severe animadversion than was strictly

just. The two best physicians of the county,

Doctors Tidball and Lackland, attended her, yet

both declared that all their science would have

been powerless to have saved her lile, had it not

been for the constant, the vigilant the untiring

care of Ardenne, and the inspired tact, amount-

ing almost to a sixth sense, with which he in-

stantly detected the mutations and crisis of her

illness. With all this care her life was eaved,

but it was four weeks before it was deemed safe

to tell her any news that might startle or sur-

prise. At last, about the first of October, she

was told that her grandmother still liv*>d that

though paralized, there was no immediate fear of

her death. But, oh! could Winny rejoice in

that spared life, with that shattered frame, and

ruined mind ? Her slow, extremely slow con-

valescence, was passed in penitential tears and

prayers, alas ! so inconsistently ! for a fault she

felt she should commit again, were the tempta-

tion again before her. But perhaps Winny
j

prayed, as I am afraid too many of us do quite
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unconsciously pray ; namely to be forgiven, to

be remitted the just punishment of the sin, not

to be cleansed from the dear sin itself! And for

Ardenne, it did seem too severe it would have
wearied out any one less patient than himself,
to find that after all his devotion to her, after all

his nights and days of extreme fatigue and anx-

iety, that alter his almost miraculous restora-

tion of her lite her convalescence should be

passed in weeping and wailing ; bui he never

thought of that ! nver, never grew tired of try-

ing to soothe, to console her. Thus passed the

second month of their marriage.
It was the first of Nove nber before she was

able to leave her room. She wrote to her father

imploring his forgiveness imploring permission

only to come and see her poor, dear grandmother.
To this letter she received this curt and sharp

reply.

" When you have bidden a final farewell to the

accursed hireling knave who stole his master's

daughter from his house when you have sworn
never to see, speak to, or write to him, or re-

ceive any letter or message from him when in

short, you part with him as with the deau then

and not till then, shall you enter my house ! 01

need send no more letters, for I s all reply to

none not prefaced with the surrender of th- d

footman you have married. You kno ^ the terms,
and you know me. JARED DARLING.'

Ardenne and Winny were sitting rogether
when this crueJ letter came. She read it, and

the sudden, deep despair that struck all color

from her very lips, revaled to Ardenne the death

of her hopes, Winny looked at him, and held

the letter towards the fire.

"Yes! burn it, darling!" said Ardenne, di-

vining her embarrassment
;

and she let it go
into the blaze, and dropped herself into the kind

arms opened to receive her. Not a word more
was said about the letter.

Winny, love ! we must leave this place, do

you not know it?"

Oh, yes!"
There are two plans, Winny, that I have to

propose to you. The first is, that -ve shall go to

the Western country to begin life with a new

territory, a young couple h a young Si ate, and

grow with it There, Winny i should not dread

a failure in a competition vita the strongest!

A fevv years of healthfu! roil, and then a bril-

liant future f
" and for the first time since their

ill omened marriage. L'iseyessparkledashespoke.
' And the other plan, Edgar?"
"Is this, my darling To stay here yet a

few years, and meet what threatens ; for I think,

Winnv, that you would grieve to desert the

ae bor^ood, whil<* your good an : suffering

grand noth*r still lives
; you would grieve to

leave her ill an- suffer! g with the certainty of

never seeing -jr again !
'
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But, Ed^ar! I could not. upon that acco <n-,

blight all your future life ! Now . ould sm- ad-
vise grandmother, herself, would not counsel
me to do it."

"Love! love! I am not twenty, yet staying
here a few years, would not <

blight' all my fa-

ture life while leaving her now, might sadden
all yours. It is that I would avert, Winny.

:

" Ardenne ! will you do as you please b* ing
sure that I shall know it to bo altogether

right?"

" But I would have your counsel, Winny."
" Ah ! I wish I could assist you with my

thoughts but I have no knowledge of the world,
you know."

* Your thoughts are purer your counsel really
wiser for that, my love knowledge of the world
is oftentimes a gambler's knowledge of tricks

ac cards and we do not wish to enter life as a

game, dear; so give me your honest thoughts"
" Oh, but Edgar ! mv judgment is not good,"
" You have been told so, dear, until you be-

lieve it! Whoever could have taught you so,
dear ? you must not set out by being persuaded
that you have a poor judgment, anri then let it

grow really imbecile for want of exercise In

this march of life, I do not wish to goon in advance

alone, selfishly laying out the future and turning
to consort with you, only in hours of idleness

and relaxation No ! I love you too entirely
too wholly ;

we must be one in mind, as in

heart
; I would have you go step by step with

me if you fail to come up, I must fall back.

Now to return to this subject, Winny, we must
decide it soon. What is your opinion ?"
" Dear Edgar ; can I take the responsibility

of advising you when inclination so strongly
biasses the little judgment 1 have "

" And this inclination, Winny ;
I divine it.

In a word, it was settled between them that

they should remain in the neighborhood for the

present. And then he drew a small table to the

fire, between them, and said,
" Now, dear, let us see what we have to com-

mence with," and taking out his purse, one that

Winny had knit for him, he turned its -orients

upon the board Nineteen dollars." He wrote

lown that sum, and then taking his watch,
chain and pencil, placed them with the money
<They cost two hundred dollars they will

bring half price ;" he wrote down one hundred.

A seal ring drawn from his little finger was

added to the pile, and " ten dollars" added to

the list. Then a very small diamond broach,

which he valued at fifteen dollars, completed the

um. And Winny drew from her finger a small

ring, a ruby heart, set around with pearls, and

laid it with the others, sa ^ ing,

That is all I have ; I never carried a purse

of money, or a watch and chain, never having
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had use for either ; but that little ring is valu-

able. I think, as a ring."

And Ardenne. silently took it up, and would

have replaced it on the small finger, but with a

mile she stopped him, pointing to the third

finger of her left hand, she said,

< See ! 1 have still another ring ! a dearer ring,

that shall never leave my finger !"

" We have about a hundred and fifty dollars

then, dear."

On ! I have more jewelry at home, a great

deal more a complete set of pearls and a com-

plete set of sapphires I wonder if I were to

end tor my wardrobe, if father would send them

to me ?"
" Do not send for them, Winny."
And then there is my little Sea Foam a

mall fortune to you and me."
" He must be returned to your father's

stables, dear. It should have been done long

ago, but 1 waited to speak to you on the sub-

ject."

"But why? why? he was purchased for

" For your use, dear
; you were a minor

; you
owned nothing not your palfrey not your

jewelry"
"

Still, if we send Sea Foam home, my father

wilt send him back, since no one wants him
there ; and if my father happens to think of my
wardrobe, books, piano, and all my little per-

sonal effects, he will be sure to send them, for

he may be furious and destroying, but not mean
in his revenge."
"I shall be glad for your sake then, dear

Winny."
That same evening Ardenne hired a man to

take back Sea Foam to Oak Grove. He himself

got in the stage and rode to Winchester, to dis-

pose of their jewelry, which, contrary to his ex

pectations, brought them nearly two hundred

dollars. With that he returned to Winny, and

to settle their debts that had remained unpaid up
to this time-

Then it was that Ardenne tasted for the first

time one of the " sweets" of adversity, in find-

ing how much goodness, how much simple gene-

rosity, and guileless, unconscious magnanimity,

may exist among the roughest and most unpre-

tending of our fellow creatures. First he called

for the host and his bilJ, and the little, fat

landlord, with his round, baby face and simple

manner, entered the parlor.

I have to apologize for not asking for, sod

settling my bill before, Mr. Smiley but well !

Mrs. Ardenne and myself leave you to-day, and
so I wish to settle with you now."
Now this little, round landlord had a bad name

in the county a thriftless, good-for-nothing fel-

low, always in debt, always behind hand, never

quite sober though never altogether drunk. At

this moment he had not fiv dollars in his till,

!

for, b* it remembered that Harper's Ferry^ was
i not then the great railway thoroughfare that it

j

is now, nor did it boast the comfortable and well

i kept hotel that now marks the site where then

I stood the little tavern, kept by the little land-
'

lord, Sammy Smiley, the brother of the priest's

I

housekeeper.
" Have you the bill about you, sir ?"

The little host sat down in a chair, drew up
his feet, rubbed and stroked his little, fit knees,
and smiled. Ardenne was standing before him,

pocket-book in hand, enacting patronising wealth.

The bill, if you please, sir we are hurried."
" The bill ! oh aye yes, to be sure ! the bill

I I've mislaid it some where it it's lost

some other time !"

" Can't you recollect the amount, sir ?"

"The amount! oh! yes, certainly, the

amount was was it's gone dean out of my
head ! 'pon my word, I don't know what the

amount was any other time will do as well !"

" Be so good as to make it out again, if you

please, sir."

"I I ,1 haint time indeed, indeed I haint!"

said the landlord, with awkward embarrassment,

yet looking so lovingly at the poor young parr

as if his little lymphatic body were about to deli-

quesce in tears.

"It will take you but a moment, Mr. Smi-

ley!"
But I haint that moment to spare I indeed,

indeed I haint ! I'm very busy I'm I'm awfully

pushed with work! I I 'clare to heaven,
I am!" persisted the landlord, looking, in every
soft curve of his gentle face and frame, the very
image of an easy mind and infinite leisure !

Ardenne could not fail to understand his simple

hypocrisies now. He seized his little, chubby
hand, and pressing it fervently, said,

Smiley, my dear friend, I see your motive,
and from the bottom of my heart thank you for

your kindness ; but you know, my good fellow,
I cannot, with any sort of self- respect

'

Here the little host broke in, blushing like a

school-boy detected in lying, and exclaimed,

Oh, my dear sir ! Mr. Ardenne ! 1 hadnt
such a thought ! / insult a gentleman in that

way, because he is a little unfortunate, or so?

never !

" My good friend, 1 am not insulted what I

be insulted at your generous goodness, however
mistaken it might be ? In my turn, I say wavsr /

Speak, Winny! speak, darling! for 1 see your
face glowing, and your eyes fulLof sweet tears."

I wanted to say," said Winny, taking the

host's other chubby hand between her own deli-

cate ones,
" I wanted, so much, to say, that we

should have more than the wickedness of Luci-

fer's own pride to get offended at your goodness,
when we ought to be, and we are, very grateful.

We shall never, never forget all your kindness

to us," said she, very softly, with tears in her
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eyes, and caressing the good band "

but, you
knovv you must not thmlc that we are ungrateful,
or proud, because we refu^ to remain in your
debt you must let us ke^p our self-respect it

is all that we have left."

Hp hounded the little landlord like a little foot-

ball, rolling and bouncing about the room in a

perfect delirium of distress, exclaiming
" Poor boy! poor girl! nothing but children!

thing but babies! no forethought no airs

eitner ! so simple f so good even in their nat'rel

pride ! May the devil flv away with me alive

the day 1 take the first red penny from them !

Has he got any business? tell me that?" de-

manded the landlord, suddenly confronting them.
< No, Smiley, my good friend, but "

"But hut the winter's coming on ! and winter's

no joke in the mountains f See here. Mr. Ardenne
liste-i to m a while, and if I make you mad,

without meaning to, 1 shall get this little dear

child to make it up betwixt us ! Jest 1.4 that there

Stand till trie old man comes round ! He'll do it !

he can't help it! it's agin nater to hold out agin
one's own dear child, I know it! I'm a father

myself, you ee f and no matter what my gall

was to do though God forbid she should hear

me say it ! I 'clare to God A'mighty, 1 couldn't

turn agin her ! I couldn't, indeed ! And he

won't! though he oughter, you know, children !

and so, sir, just let the what-you-call-um stand

awhile."

The little man seemed even to avoid saying
" bill" or account" to them.

But Ardenne was as obdurate in wishing to

discharge his little obligations as ever creditor

could have been in exacting a debt Finally,
the landlord promised him upon his word and

honor, his sacred honor, that he would make
out the account and send it to him in the course

of that week without fail a promise which the

little hopt had not the slightest idea of fulfilling

I am sorry for it, sorry that a man ot so much
Kindness of heart should have so little regard
for his word, but it was "all along" of his ha-

ving a big bump of benevolence, ditto firm-

ness, and a very small hint of conscientiousness.

Leaving their parlor, he met the docfor, who
had stopped to water his horses, and wine hiitoself.

"S*-e here, doctor! Ah! lam glad I met you
dow'fgoin there he'll be worrying you about

paving bis bill> and I heard you say, 1 think

didn't 7, doctor ''

What? You heard me say nothing !"

Well, anyhow, I heard you think that you
wouldn't be in a hurry about the thing-a-me 1"

Half- laughing, the doctor passed the bustling

little landlord, and, notwithstanding his behest,

went into the parlor. As he had anticipated,

there stood Ardenne, readv for him. He inqui-

red about Wii^ny's health, gave her some ad-

vice, and noticing a little hacking cough for the

first time, asked her how she had got it. She
5
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did not know it had come on very gradually
it was nothing, she said, only a little "uckling"
in the region of the old hemorrhage. But the
doctor looked very serious as he held her slightly
feverish little hand, and observed the small iso-
lated crimson spot not larger than a rose-leaf
on her wan left cheek

; and promised to come
and see them often in a friendly way Then
Ardenne expressed a wish to settle with him

; to
which the doctor replied in a cool, business-like

manner, that he only sent out his account* half-

yearly, that the first of the coming January
was the next epoch of settlement in order and

drawing on his gloves and taking his hat, he
wished them good morning.

When the man commissioned to take Sea Foam
to Oak Hall, arrived at its gates, he was told
that the squire was taking his after-dinner nap,
but that Miss Hinton, who acted for him in his

absence, was at hand So the man led beautiful

Sea Foam up to the front of the piazza, where
Sina stood to receive him. Sending for a groom,
she quietly dispatched the palfrey to the stables,
and dismissed the messenger without a word.

Nothing was said about the return of the pony,
for Miss Hinton reminded the servants that they
were forbidden by toeir master to make any
the slightest allusion to his lost daughter.

Squire Darling had never missed Sea Foam from
the stables in short, -iad never wasted a single

thought upon him., and of course kne v nothing
about his return. Thus Wmny failed to receive

again her favorite

CHAPTER XV.

THEIR HOME

A lone dwelling, built by whom or how,
None of the ru-tic mountain people know.
The cliff and hou-e are high
Nature with all her children haunts the hill;

The spotted deer bar.ks ia the fre^-h moonlight
Before the door

; this is their home in life

Shelley

A deep shadow rested upon the brow of Ar-

denne, as, with Wi^ny on his arm, he wended
his way along a narrow path leading up the moun-

tain side The weight oi a grave fault and a

heavy responsibility :vas res>tu<g upon his young

spirit. He had not felt this while Winny was

ill; he had only striven to save her life orUy

prayed for her restoration but now that she

was spared to him, how was he to secure the

happiness, or even the comfort of this fragile

life, how, with his utmost efforts, should he

preserve her from the inevitable hardships in

store for her ? Ev^ry ircumstance pressed

this question home upon him. They had not

walked a hundred yards up the hill, before her



cheek flushed deeply, and so great was the pai

pitation of ner heart, taat tie felt the vein* and

nerves of the small arm resting on his own. throb

and tremble violently, and he reproached him

self severely for suffering her to walk. Yet

carnages and horses were very expensive, anc

economy must commence some time.

" Winny, sit down here, dear, and rest a

while,' he said, and arranged her seat under a

tree upon the side of the hill, .vith some broken

pie-a of rock, seated her carefully, and sitting

by her side, put his arm around her waist, and

drawing her head down on his bosom, looked

into her sweet wan face With such intense, ab

soibing interest, as to seem, for a while, quite

lost in the breathless contemplation. How
faded, how broken she looked already ! Oh. she

was dying like a plucked flower on his bosom,
and he could never survive her, he thought.

Winny's sweet eyes, upturned to nis, read the

poor boy's thought, and she replied, softly

smiling-
"Do not be uneasy about me, dear Edgar!

You know people recovering from illness are

always -veak I am asaamed of my long-con-

tinued weakness, and shall try to grow strong.

1 am gaining strength every day
"

Here she was interrupted by that slight, but

constantly recurring cough.
" This will not do, either, dear

;
the dews are

beginning to fall, and you will take cold," said

ne, and after looking at her a moment with a

faint smile, he stooped suddenly, and before she

could object, raised ner light form in his arms,
and bore her up the hill. Arrived at the top, he

put her down, and drawing her arm again within

his own, they resumed their walk.
" At least, now, there are some things, and

they are the best things, too, that poverty cannot

deprive us of, Edgar! Oh, Edgar! if it were

not for
" and here she stopped, as if unwilling

to sadden him uselessly, by an allusion to their

mutual and irreparable error, and here, too,

she made a silent resolution never to trouble

him again with her remorse.

What were you saying, love ?"
" 1 say, Edgar, that the wealth, ease, and

luxury which we have lost, are nothing in com-

parison to the blessings that yet remain to us.

Come ! can we count them up ? Youth, health,

hope, intelligence and good looks, (let us be

frank with each other,) and our mutual love
;

that to begin with ! Toon our little house, small

and rude as it is, is alone, ia on the ridge, where
the air is so light and pure ! and the water so

crystal clear and cold ! I do not know whether

it is because my lungs are xtreme!y delicate

and sensitive, or not, but 1 fin ' a ireat differ-

ence between valley air and mountain air
; I

find mountain air so -at he ! no light,

thin, dry and inflating f In valley uir, I oetect a

humidity and heaviness, even in dry weather. I

always .el* so light, and elastic, and cheerful on

The mountains ! in comparison to what I felt in

the valley. I always said that I had rather live

in a plain house on the mountain, than a fine

one in the valley. And then, too, I love the

grand old gray rocks, and the great mountain

pines t I have a feeling towards them like cat

I have towards good, wise and strong old folks !

a sense of protection, shelter and satety near

them ! it is fancy, but it is a pleasant n .y, a

comfortable feeling. So you see, Euaar, you
couldn't have suited me better than by settling

on tne ridge 1 always had an instinctive Convic-

tion that I required mountain air and wate^. to

make me a strong girl and if it had not been

for this wound," here she stopped suddenly, again

reproaching herself that she had been hurried

into an allusion to her father's violence.

This was the very first time that she had

ever hinted the subject, and now she was agi-

tated at having inadvertently done so But

Ardenne grew pale, stopped, and while one
arm passed around her little waist supported

her, the otoer hand was laid upon the left side

of her bosom and looking earnestly into her

face, he inquired, very seriously

" Winny, dear, tell me, and tell me truth

this wound of yours ! there is no outward sign
of its existence remaining but do you feel it

still?"

Winny remained silent, her cheek flushed, she

looked down.

Tell me, Winny."
" Edgar !"

"Nay, dear, you must tell me! It is posi-

tively necessary that you do, love ! say does

that wound still continue to hurt you ?"

"Yes"
Ardenne became very much agitated ; it was

with the utmost effort at self-control, that he
could speak steadily.

" How ? tell me all about it, my love."
"
Well, then, it is always burning, burning, as

if a small coal of fire was there it is that

which flushes up my left cheek so."

Ardenne suppressed a heavy groan.

And when you draw a long breath, Winny,
does it hurt you more ?"
" Yes ! when I cough, or raise my vojce, or

draw a long breath, a sharp, burning pain darts

rom that spot, and scatters all over my chest,

and flushes up my cheek."

The suppressed groan now burst forth in

agony.
* Don't grieve, Edgar! dear Edgar, don't,

please don't it is a worse anguish to see you

grieve ; besides, 1 know how to prevent this

pain !"

"How, dear?"

Bv not taHng a long breath ! except when
forget myself, or when I cannot help it."
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"Oh, my Gad! oh, Winny ! Your father!

may the lightning of God's wrath scathe "

" Ha^ji ! hu?h! Edgar," said Winny, closing

his lips with her little emaciated hand, "my
poor fa hr.r di 1 not mean it! Let us talk of

something pleasant our cabin."

"
Rtiih-'r, let us not cover up a misery or a

danger, Winny, but face it, expose and examine

it. Let us not attempt any amiable deceptions.

Love ! let u,s b* open with each other to begin,

I kno v your thought !"

"You .o Edgar? you know, then, I strug-

gle against it, too?"
" Yrt, dear Winny ! you think thut you bear

your death. -wound in your bosom !"

" T try not to think of it and I pray God,

night and day, to let me live ! and I shall try

to live for, above all things, I love life f with

all its trials, how I do love life ! It may not be

an exalted feeling, but it is my feeling. I shock-

ed Sina, once, by telling her that I liked earth

better than heaven ! and so I do ! Young as 1

am, this old earth seems to me like a dear old

familiar p!a e, where my life commenced many
thousand years ago and that I should not like

to leave it for any new, strange place, even hea-

ven ! t have al vays felt old yet, no not old

but as if 1 had lived an infinite past life of

childhood and youth, 1 remember once I made

a whole company laugh. They came to cele-

brate my birth day < Winny is five years old,

to-day,' said my father. Oh, father! "five

yea- s old," I am a million of years old, at the

very least!' said I, and they all laughed."

Atdenne was watching her with anxiety.
" Wmny, dear, you are feverish and excited

you wander away from the subject. Winny,
for your threatened disease there is no preven-

tion or cure in the whole pharmacopaeia!"
"I know it!"

But, Wmny, there is a remedy in the sim-

plest elements of nature. I do not mean in ve-

getables or in minerals that may be naturally

repugnant to the stomach, for they have a place

in the pharmacopaeia but in simple elements in

your constant use, that you cannot do without a

day. You instinctively thought of them, love."

" Air and water !"

" Yes, dear, pure air, pure water, rationally

used, are the great agents in the prevention and

cure of disease. I know and have faith in the

principle, and with the blessing of the Lord,

Winny, you shall live!"

The last words brought them to a small, old

clearing among the stunted pine trees, upon the

very summit of the mountain, called Pine Cliffs.

In the centre of this clearing, and enclosed by a

low stone wall, stood an old but substantial

building, of gray rock, surmounted by a steep

roof. Pine Cliffs, as the place and the house

was called, had been built, it was supposed, by
the first Virginian Summerfield, as an occasional

hunting lodge. But as of late years that portion

of their immense landed property had been sold

by the Surmnerfields, and as the present proprie-

tor, Colonel Danger field, had a much nan .sorrier

hunting seat, furnished with all the most splen-

did appointments of the chase, this rude, strong

lodge was suffered to go into disuse, and for

many, many years, it had been left uuten nie-1,

except, perhaps, when a bear, a wolf, or a wild-

cat made it a temporary winter shelter. The
reason of its being left so to solitude and to the

work of the elements, was obvious its extreme

height and barren soil. Ardenne took it, because

he had only the choice between that, a handsome

seat in the valley, the rent of which h could

never expect to pay, or a squalid hoase in Har-

per's Ferry ; and Winny had said

" Anywhere ! let us go anywhere where it

is clean, and fresh, and cheap."
As they reached the spot, Ardenne led Winny

to the stile, and helping her over, said

"This is our home, Winny turn, Winny!
and observe the prospect from this spot."
And Winny, still leaning on his arm, turned

to let her wondering and admiring eye rove over

the whole great valley of the Shenandoah, rolled

out like an immense map before them. At many
hundred feet below and before them glided the

undulating river, glittering and flashing like an

enormous diamond serpent across the river, to

the right, where it swept around in the shape of

a horse shoe, stood the old murky building of

Red-Stona Hall to the left, many miles down,

lay, between two hills, sloping to the river, Oak
Grove and Hall, with its distant quarters gleam-

ing through the trees. As her eyes fell for the

first time for two months upon her home, a

spasm seized her heart, but she said nothing.
Still many miles below that towered Mount

Eyrie, the magnificent hunting-seat of Colonel

Dangerfield, with its chimneys in the clouds.

"It is a magnificent view I" said Winny, and

then they went into the house.

They entered at once through the front door

into the common room, or parlor, perhaps we

may call it. It was furnished very plainly even

for a country house, although Ardenne had laid

at least half his little fortune in getting it clean-

ed and fitted up. A rag carpet, a half-dozen

flag-bottom chairs, country made, an oak table,

a corner cupboard with glass doors, tilled with a

set of common white delf-ware, upon one side

of the wide chimney, a small clock .on a trian-

gular shelf in the opposite corner with a com-
mon rug, and small brass andirons; afe-vbook
shelves over the chimney-piece, and green paper
blinds at the windows, completed the simple fur-

j

niture of their sitting-room. But a pleasant, ye

j

and a prinful surprise awaited Wmny then a

bright fire was glo wing in the ch mney the tea-
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kettle was boiling over the blaze ;
and a litt'e

white tea-pot and a covered plate of buttered

to **t i n -r on the hearth In the middle of the

floor stood tb^ table, covered with a coarse but

clean, white cloth, and set out uith the service

of wh te tea-cups, and sauce-a, and plates. Ar-

denn* looked as much surprised as Winny did at

this unexpectedly warm an i home like welcome

bur "fore they had time to make a comment,

old Nerve entered from t h e back door, and com-

ing uo towards Wiuny burst out crying and held

out her arms.

Come, come, aunty ! come, my good soul,

control yourself, don't agitate your young mis-

trees, she. is very weak from recent illness,"

said Ardenne, drawing Winny away, and forcing

her to sit down in one of the chairs.

" On, T knows it sir! 1 knows, Maree Edgar!

and j-^s this minute I sweared I wouldn't cry, nor

do a thin* to Rturve her! but soon as I seed her,

I couldn't help of it 'cause you see I nussed her

at my own breas', Marse Ed*ar ! and loves her

as if sV wur my own chile, 'deed 1 don't know

the defturtce ! an' when I 'sees what she done

fotch herself to it it it a'mos' breaks my
heart !" sobbed the old woman.

" You must not talk that way, Aunt Nerve.

I shou'd be entirely contented if grandmother

were well, aud father reconciled how is my
dear grandmother, Nerve ?"

"Yei! you'd a better o thought o' 'dear

grandmother* when you runned away and left

her! and broked her poor ole heart an' fotch a

'sgrace on top o' we-dem! Oh! my blessed

hebenly Marster, has I fotch you up in the fear

ob the debil all your life to see you fetch your-

self to this here, Winny Darlin' !"

"Come! come! no more of this, Nerve! I

eanno' " said Ardenne, sternly
" Let her alone ! she is honest she only means

to reproach me with disobedience."

"No I didn't, Miss Winny ! please my heben-

ly 'Deemer I didn't mean to say a word to eturve

your min', chile, but when 1 sees what you have

fotch yourself to a heavin' of yourself away
on"
" Nerve ! be silent this moment ! Aunt Nerve !

Edgar ! do forgive her, she is a poor foolish old

body!"
"Oh! my 'Vine Marster! jis hear how she

talks o' her spongers in baptism! 'ole foolish

body !' arter all the pains I've takin' with her a

teachin' of h*r her duty every night, reg'lar as

the ni*M come !"

"N r vef reoroach me as much as you please.

tor your care of me has given you a sort of right

to scold, but confine your reproaches to me. And
uow tHl me how is grandmother ?"
" Don't a*k me, Miss Winny! ole madam is

as bad as ever the can be !"

"Oa no! not worse again!"

I N-no ! purty much the same ! always creepin*

;

about the room, holdin' on to things like an on-

I easy speerit and always a-moanin' arter you!"
Ardenne seeing Winny's face bathed in tears,

said, in a low voice to Nerve,
" You pretend to love that child, and yet see

how you torture her," and Nerve at last was
smitten with compunction, and said,
" Hush, Miss Winny ! taint no use to take on !

You cant ondoe what you've done to save your

precious life, indeed you can't ! please my heben-

ly Jesus you can't, chile ! Let me take off your

bonnet, honey ! tea's ready. I come up here all

the way from Oak Grove to get tea ready for

you, so as my baby shouldn't come, first eve-

nin', to a cold home and empty house !"

" But how did you know about our plans,

aunty ?" inquired Ardenne.
" Why you see, sir, 1 'quires of every one

sees from Harper's Ferry 'bout my gall, cause

you see, Marse Edgar, I missed her, an' the

Bible say a 'otnan never forgets her nussin chile

so / couldn't, which proves the Bible to be

true ! so when Billy Smilie, the tavern keeper's

son, at Harper's Ferry, fetches home the pony,
I 'quired arter Miss Winny, an' he telled me how

you had rented an' fixed up Pine Cliffs, an' was
a goin there this evenin', so first 1 thought ' good
Lord he gwine carry her to de debil's icy

peak?' an' then I thought I'd come here dis

evenin' an' make all warm for her cause you

see, Marse Edgar, I nussed her "

And while she talked the old woman went on

arranging the table, filled up the tea-pot, set it

on the waiter, put on the plate of toast and set

two chairs to the table, and as Edgar led Winny
to the head of the table, old Nerve took her place

at the back, as she had been accustomed to stand

at the back of her master's chair at the head of

the table at Oak Grove. After supper Nerve

took the tea things out and washed them up and

replaced them in the cupboard. Then, as it was

growing dark, she closed the shutters, let down

the paper blinds, mended the fire, lighted a can-

dle and placed it on the table between Winny
and Edgar, and then said,

" Now, Miss Winny, honey ! it's time fur me
to be a-walkin', but 'fore I go jes you tell me
wh* you' an' Marse Edgar s'lled clothe* is, so I

may get 'em an' take 'em home to wash and

iron 'em I bring 'em back to morrow, cause

you see, honey, I gwine come up here every day
an' do for you 'deed I am ! don't care what ole

marster say! he needn't know everything!"

" No, Nerve ! that must not he ! Father would

not consent to any such thing as your coming
here or doing anything for us if he knew it, and

you must do nothing without his knowledge!"
" Now. Misa Winny, see h*re ! you think I

xuch a darned etarnal fool as to tear my frock off

my back 'bout ole marster's 'frnal nonsense ?
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don

no indeed! I gwine come see arter my
chile !"

"No, Nerve, you must not! we are much

obliged to you. Winny feels your kindness, but

you must not offend Squire Darling by coming

here without his knowledge and permission"
"Kikkik-kik! (laughing) You-dem think I

gwine send my mortal soul to de debil by 'dui-

ging that forsok ole sinner in his cussed infan-

nelly whims ? No, Marster ! when I sot out to

sarve my Jesus, I done broke wid Sam, an* all

his child'ea. An* I gwine see arter my chile,

else how I spect my hebenly Marster see arter

me?"
"Please don't speak of my father so, though,

Aunt Nerve, but tell me how he is and who

mixes his toddy every day ?"

"Miss Sina Hinton does."

"God bless Sinai tell her I say so, Nerve."

"Dunno as I shall! 'fore my hebenly Jesus 1

*t know what to make o' that there young

gall ! I don't indeed ! there ain't one soul on the

yeth can do a singly thing with ole marster

'cept 'tis she an' she ! she can twis' him right

roun' and roun' her finger same as you win' a

string! what a darned etarnal fool a young
'oman can make out'n an ole sinner, L pray me
blessed Lord! Wnen Miss Sina's long o' him,

he haves like a bornned simpleton! 1 'dare I

never see sich a sappy ole noodle in all my days!

It makes me right down sorry to see a gemman
like him heave his senses away so! and then ef

my lady happins to go to chapel, or to Red-

Stone Hall, case you see she's very thick 'long o

Miss Summerfield, too, ef he ain't like anybody

crazy ! does nothin' 'tall from mornin* tell night

but run up an' down the house a swearin' at the

niggers and a kickin' of the cats an' dogs poor

innocent dumb creeturs! 'deed, I gwine get a

mass said for the 'pose of his soul ! stands more

in need of it 'an any soul in purgatory as I knows

of! I gwine sprinkle him with holy water first

time I ever catches him asleep !"

Soon after this the old woman took her leave,

and Winny rousing herself from deep thought,

said,
" Edgar ! if it were possible for Sina to like

my father well enough, I could wish him to marry

hei ! She would console him for the loss of me !

She would bring his declining years great com-

fort!"

CHAPTER XVL

LABOR, HOPE AND PATIENCE.

"Toiling, rejoicing, sorrowing

Each day shall see some task begun,

Each evening see it close,

Something attempted something done,

Shall win a night's repose."

Whether it was from the fatigue of her walk,

or that tine coldness of the mountain air %&>>, as

yet, too grea' a stimulant tor her ; 1 know not;

but that night, their first at home, Winny cough-
ed all night ; and it was near or quite day, when

she fell into a deep sleep of complete exhaus-

tion. Even then there was no sleep for Ar

denne Notwithstanding all he spoke, and hoped,

and tried to believe, an insufferable auxiety

seized and preyed upon his heart. He raised

upon his elbow, and watched her by the faint

morning light. Both her little arms so thin

and white now ! were thrown up over her head

upon the pillow, with that helpless abandon so

piteous to see in the very weak. Even the de-

ceptive flush had faded from her cheek, and the

pale yellow locks escaped in her restlessness

from the little lace cap, clung damp and clammy
to the cheek and bosom, bathed with the ex-

hausting
" night sweat." Her breathing wa

distressing, short, quick, interrupted ; or, if a

long breath was drawn, it was emitted like a

shuddering sigh, while a spasm of pain would
.

contract the wan face, and a slight convulsion

agitate the fragile form. As he watched her

sleep of deep prostration, and her painful and

spasmodic breathing, Ardenne bitterly reproach-

ed himself; but with that singular propensity of

mind that draws us to analogies even in hours

of extreme distress, he thought of the Urd he

had caught and crushed in his hand, through hii

eagerness to possess it; of the flower be had

plucked which had withered on hi* bo-om, and

he looked upon this poor, fragile, fading human

flower, rudely torn from the parent st-m and

dying on its bed ;
and he groaned he groaned

so that had her sleep been other than the pro-

found lethargy of prostrated weakness it roust

have awakened her.

He arose, and opening a window at some dis

tance from the bed, to let in the cool, clear

morning air. he dressed himself and w<-jit down

stairs, leaving her still asleep. He opened the

shutters of their parlor or kitchen, as >ou will,

for it served for both and began to make a

fire. Leaving it blazing and crarklin;;, he took

a pail and went to the spring, an<V returnirg,

filled the tea-kettle, and set it over the fire.

Ardenne knew more of domestic economy than

Winny. The only child of a youthful and wi-

dowed mother, he had received the education

both of a girl and a boy, And, by the way, I

have noticed that by far the most amiable, the

most considerate, the most gentle and sympa-

thetic men, where women are concerned, are

those brought up from infancy to manhood by

widowed motheTs. I suppose the reason is

plain enough -the early chastening of sorrow,

perhaps ea^ly acquaintance with privation,

toil and disappointment, and, above all, early

and intimate acquaintance with women's pecu-

liar trials. The Angel of Sorrow does not pre-
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side over a more beautiful sight than that of a

youthtul widow and her little son. The mother

almost as much of a cbild as the infant the in-

fant almost as thoughtful as the mother. The i

widow's pensive brow has sobered the orphan,

and he ha^ left his sports, and stands by her with

a grave face her comfort, confidant and coun-

sellor, deeply interested in all her dopes and

fears, thoughtful of all their domestic interests

her playmate and her prime minister her

boy and girl at once for he "
helps mother" in

all things. He thinks himself quite enough of

a man to bring water and wood, and not too

much of a man to do any thing a girl might do,

if " mother" s'ands in need of such assistance.

And in many other and more complex matters

he is more efficient at ten years old than a young

man of twenty, who has hung upon his father

all his hfe.

* Ardenne had made the coffee when the door

noi-elofesly opened, and Winny appeared, looking

wan and weak, but very lovely and loving, in

her plain white wrapper and her golden curls.

" I overslept myself, Edgar ;
indeed I am very

sorry and very much ashamed forgive me,

Edgar ;
and I will try not to be so worthless to-

morrow," she said, with a gentle embarrass-

ment, as she approached the table.

Ardenne set down the coffee pot, and meeting

her, folded her to his bosom
" My pale, morning star ! how are you,

j

Winuy ?"
" I am well very well only tired."

"Tired, love?"

"Yes, tired, Edgar it is so strange! sleeping

tires me so that I wake up not refreshed but
;

prostrated. It seems as if I slept hard, or fast,
<

or laboriously as if while I slept so heavily, an
|

exhausting process of absorption and evaporation \

had been going on, that leaves ms lighter, thin- !

ner, and much weaker than when I went to
j

sleep. It is not pain, or illnesp of any sort
;
so

you must not look so serious, Edgar! it is only

n etrarfge fatigue."

Winny, my love, you should not have risen

so soon ; you should have lain longer."

Oh, Edgar ;
not for the world. Do you think

now that I am such a lazy, good for-nothing girl,

as to takf advantage of your goodness, and shift

all my duties upon you!"

"Bu% my love, you err you are not able

now to do anything, and this is no labor to me,"
he said, very gently.

She threw herself into his arms, and clasping

him tightlv, said,

"On, E<1gar; you have such a good heart

such a good, good heart ! I wonder where you

got it ! -ureiy there never was but one other such

agoo'1 heart, and that I broke! Oh Edgar; do not

fill my h p nri 'nil .if love and jo as to drown

every thought of penitence for that sin! Oh,

Edgar!" she exclaimed, passionately clinging to

him, " do you know how muc.'i I love you ? do

you know how hdppv beyon-i '-xpression you
make me? I shall not die! 1 cannot die! I

wonder how any on<j who IOVKS can die ! Love

such love as I b.-ar you m^'hinks is immor-

tality; or, if I could die, in the midst, of all my
sin and trouble, it -vould be with ex-'es^ of hap-

pine^e because vou love me, Edgar!"

Ardenne did not reply to this. He wished to

soothe and quiet her, and he only held tier still

and smoothed her hair. Presently she sat down.

Alter breakfast was over, Winny gathered the

cups and saucers together, and said,
" Now I wish to wash them up ;

but I wonder
wnat Nerve did with the towel?"

Ardenne smiled at her artless awkwardness,
and going to the corner cupboard, drew out a

draw at the bottom, and handed her one.

' And now I shall know wh-re to find them,

Edgar; and you need net take that trouble again."

After breakfast was cleared, they drew to the

fire the table still between th-m.
" 1 am about to put an advertisement in the

paper, Winrfy, for a situation as teacher in this

county, since you are unwilling to leave it, dear,"

at d accordingly, while Winny leaned upon her

elbow looking at him, he penned the following

notice :

" A gentleman, graduate of the University of

Virginia, will be pleased to be engag d as Prin-

cipal of a small, select, Classical an-.' Mathema-

tical School Assistant Master in a larger Aca-

demy or visiting tutor in a pdvate family. A
situation in this county would be preferred.

Satisfactory testimonials can be produced, and

prompt attention will be paid to ay communi-

cation addressed to E. A,, Harper's Ferry, Va."

Having finished this " Now, Winny," he

said, "I am going down to Charl-scown to

put this in io there any thing I can do for you

there, Winny?"
Winny removed from her n*ck a cro&s of gold,

and holding it towards him, said,

' Yes, Edgar ;
1 want you to dispose of this

for me. Father has not sent my trunks, you

know, and you will remember tnat I have no-

thing now but what 1 wore when I l*-ft home

that is, a blue riding habit, anrt this thin, Swiss

muslin that I wore under it net> -r of them

proper to wear when engaged in house- work.

The changes, Hettie Smilie loaned me when I

was sick at tier father'n house, are of cource left

there, and BO I am in a straight. Take the

money for the sale of the cr< ss, Kd- r .trui give

it to Hettie, ani ask her to ouy me i is put

down on ttus list," said Winny, humling htm a

little pap
!{

But, Wmny, keep your cross lov- ! it is a

sarred relic, and we are not at that straight

yet."
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are more sacred than unproductive"Uses

relics

"
Well, Winny, you are right, but the uses'

are not urgent now, keep your cross until they
are."

And saying this, and promising to return by
noo- Ardenne left the house.

Wrmy occupied the time of his absence with

looking through her new home, and finding out

where everything was placed.

While waiting the result of his adverisement,
Ardenne was not idle. He would rise in the

morning, and while Winny was preparing their

simple breakfast, he would go out upon the

mountain with his gun, and return with a brace

of wild fowl. All the forenoon he would read

law, seated at a table before the window

of their sitting-room, ^hile Winny sewed by
his side In the afternoon he took an axe and

went to the pine forest and cut woo : to pile

up for winter use. Later he would take his

angling-rod and go down to the banks of the She-

nandoah to fish, and return with a fine lot. His

hopes the rirst week were very high
" After all,, dear Winny, if you were not the

spoiled child of wealth and luxury, this half

savage life would not be amiss !"

" Oh ! 1 should like it oi all things, if my dear-

est grandmother were well, my father recon-

ciled and I could only get rid of this burning

pang in my left chest!"

Every mail day Ardenne would go down to

Harper's Ferry, but in vain No " communi-

cation addressed to E. A , Harper's Ferry, Vir-

ginia," was there to claim the promised "prompt
attention." And at the end of the second week

he began to grow very anxious. He kept at

work, however, sayi-ng, cheerfully, to Winny
" There is always something to be done, my

dear Winny, and I have observed through life

that people waste more time in waiting the

result of future contingencies than in any other

manner."

Ardenne had laid aside from his small store,

a sum of money to pay the bills of the physician

and the tavern-keeper. The third week passed

and Ardenne received no answer to his advertise-

ment Then he withdrew it, substituting an-

other without restriction as to place This was

abo unsuccessful. Next he advertised for a

situation "as clerk in a lawyer's office -
private

secretary to a gentleman, or brok-ke*per in a

store in vain! Those who have no necessity

for labor, or who find employment suffi ient to

supply their wants, have no id*- a oi the Bearing

tnxiety ot o/ie seeking work from week to week

and finding none while experses are ^oii.g on,

or a family is suffering Ardenne wa* sick at

heart everything seemed at a stand -till the

WOTM to he ?ttionary A araveyai"
1 so>t of

q e n*ss seemed to -e en ove a!' th- en<- t

leasi. to tarn wno appeared to oe use ess a- \
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needless to society; still they continued to do
" whatever" their hands found " to < o "
" For at least, Winny, here is an opportunity

of putting his place in complete order," eaid

Aidenne, and between the times of his reading
law, he would work at making a woo')-hou-> ad-

joining the cottage and filling it with wood rrnoy
cut. Winny, on her part, with the assistance a .d

instruction of Hettie Smilie, the innkeeper's

daughter, had made up her own plain dresses and

put Ardenne's wardrobe, which was n threat

disarray, into complete order. Then Hettie said

to her,
" If I were you, Mrs. Ardenne "

"Call me Winny, Hettie."

"1 always forget to if I were you 1 would

put up some preserves for winter use."
" But they are expensive luxuries and we do

not need them."
" Yes ! they are expensive luxuries if you put

them up with double refined loaf sugar pound
for pound, like your grandmother used to bu

suppose you get f e coarse biown su^ar, and

clarify it yourself, and put up some plums and

grapes that will be cheap, and you will find

that often in the winter, when you are not able

to get a regular dinner, a cup of rea and bread

and butter, with a saucer of preserves, will *o

very well. So, Mrs. Ardenne, we will go if you

please into the forest to-morrow with two bas-

kets and Bather some wild grapes, and wild

p urns aiso, if any are yet to be found and next

day i will show you how to put; them up, so as

it will cost almost nothing but the work."

A' d so accordingly they did.

Hettie remained a week with Winny, and

then W.llie Smiue, her cousin, came for her.

Wi lie had something in a bag on one side of his

saddle, which he brought in and set; upon the

floor and while Hettie was getting her bonnet,

Willie, with many blushes, opened the bag and

drew forth a, stone jar for putting Vip preserves,

and holding it up, he stammered
* I was along by Mr. What-his-name's store

fo-day, and saw this here, and I thought it was

aurty, and so I bought it, like a great many things

I don't want, and so and so "

' Oh, hush, Willie, your hypocrisies are as

Coarse and as easily seen through as a wicker

chicken-coop ! Mrs. Ardenne, he wants to make

you a present of a blue stone jar, and he does not

kr ow how to do it dear Mrs. Ardenne, do take

it from him, poor fellow, for with all his rude-

ness, he is so sensitive, that he will never get

over it if you hurt his feelings by refusing/' ad-

deri Hettie, in a low voice unheard by her cousin,

who blushing purple, had set the jar down in a

trepidation.
" Is this for me ?" asked Winny, taking it up

a;-d locking at Willie
"

Ves. Mi** ma'am!" exploded Willie.

It ia a nice jar indeed ! and will be very use-
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ful to me. I want'd just such a one and i am
lure I am very much obliged to you, Mr. Smiiie,"

aid W;nny, r.olding up the j-tr.

^oou atter, Willie Smilia, taking Hettie up on

the h *H ht-hin-1 him, set out for home. That

good- hea -ted, simple-minded Smilie family ap-

pt-a;ed to be the only friends Ardenne and Win-

ny hud lett 'n th world. Not one of tier former

friend" ha 1 the teen since her marriage. Indeed

their n j t>lect was BO complete, and seemed so

cruel, that but lor the timple goodness of the

Smiles, ihe hearts of these >oun* pe >ple must

have grown sour, bitter and misanthropical to-

wards all the world.

CHAPTER XVII.

WINNY'S REALITIES.

Ah whither now are fled

Those dream* of greatness? Those u^olid hopes
Of happi. e?s 7 Tho.-e longings a'ter fame?

Tho-e restless cares? Tho=e busy, bustling days?

Tho>e nay spent, festive nights
7 Those veering

thoughts

Lost between good and ill that made thy life

All now are vanished virtue sole survives

Immoral, never-failing friend to man,

Thy guide to happiness on high. Thompson.

1 said the Smilies seemed to bie their only

friends that the rest of the world seemed to

have forgotten them. It was not so exactly.

One afternoon, about the first of November,
when the weather was already cool upon those

bleak heights, Winny having mended her fire,

and hung on the kettle for tea, sat knitting be-

fore it, and waiting for the return of Edgar, who
was out on the rocks with his gun. Suddenly
she heard a horse gallop up, and pause before

the door
;
and in another instant the door fiVw

open, and she was in the arms of Harriette Joy!
" Dfar, dar Winny, how are you ?"

Dearest Harriette !"

" On, Winny, I am so glad to see you !"

" Dear Harriette, a hundred thousand thanks

for coming 1" were the exclamations of the two

young ladies, as they embraced each other,

fondly.

Jit dotvn Harriette, and let me take your

cap a whip."
"How is Edgar) Winny?"
tt Well but care-worn."
" And who is wi N you any one besides Ed-

gat ?" ahk-d Harry, taking off and handing her

cap, gloves, etc., to hex friend

No no one but Edgar," replied Winny,
laying them on a bed in the adjoining cham-
ber.

" What ! you do not eay that you have no

servant who waits upon you ?"
" Edgar ! and 7 wait upon him, also," smiled

Winny. But in a motnent the smile vanished

and drawing a chair close by the side of Har-

riette, she said "Now, Harry, tell me about

my dear grandmother I never hear from her

how is she ?"
" Dear Winny, her life and health seem to

be stationary there has been no change tor

the better or the worse for two montns
" But her state? her state ? what is it?*

Harriette then briefly described to Winny the

condition of the old lady as the reader knows it

to have been.

Winny covered her face with her hands, and

wept aloud, and
'

/ did it ! / did it ! In return for all her

tenderness and care all her self-sacrificing,

disinterested love for me. / have reduced her

to a state worse than death !"

" No, Winey, it was not your work
;
don't

weep so bitterly ; you have enough to trouble

you besides that, poor girl!"
" Do not pity me ! 1 do not merit it ! I do

not suffer at all ! I never have complained ! I

never will complain ! If 1 were to suffer very

much, it would be right ! Oh, I am worse than

a matricide 1" exclaimed Winny, between the

agonizing sobs that convulsed her whole

frame.

Her extreme remorse her anguish, melted,

while it alarmed Harriette. She caressed her

she tried to soothe her, but Winny repulsed her,

passionately refusing to be comforted, passion-

ately demanding to suffer and to expiate ! Har-

riette sat looking at her, patiently waiting until

the storm should abate ; meantime, unno-:ed by

Winny, the tea-kettle boiled over, and Hamette

got up and made the tea
;
then coolly resuming

her seat by the side of Winny >
she said,

" Now, you have worn yo rself out by weep-

ing,- now will you listen to reason 1 for there

is no reason in your remorse, it is as inordinate

&s any other unsanctified passion. Now listen to

me, Winny! your dear grandmother herself

never blames you ;
never names you, but with

love, with prayer for your welfare, with bless-

ing."
< ; Ah, yes! yes! but does that make me Us*

guihy ? does not it make me more so ? The

Saviour on the cross prayed for and blessed Hii

murderers did thatm&be th<>m less guilty?"

"Yes! yes! it did that love that pray i

that blessing, had redeeming potoer, or it was

worthless! But, Winny, dear, don't inteirupt

me again, I wish to tell you taat it was not your

elopement, but the shock and terror of your fa-

ther's frantic violence and furious threats, and

the dread of its effects upon you. ard upon him-

self, acting upon her feeble frame, that so sud-

d>rily overthrew her Wtnny, they call me a

mad-cap, but 1 have got good sense! and I say

to \ou, do not Ivt y ur remorse make you faith

less to your present duties that would be wors

than useless."
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Winny sobbed herself quiet, and then said

"My father 'how is he V
'Dear child! grief don't kill whom anger

keeps alivp. The squire is well, only suffering
from a Sina mania."

Nerve told me something of that."
" Yes it is just so when love or fever seizes

a far old sinner, it is extremely apt to go ex-

tremely hard with him. I b^g your pardon for

speaking so, Winny, but the fact is, you know
I rather likefi your father myself, so that 1 am
a little mad, and a good deal jealous, at being
overlooked for the sake of an unprincipled and

meretricious girl like Miss Hilton!"

For Heaven's sake, Harriette ! don't talk so

of Sina!"

Taere it is again ! I tell you that those are

my settled convictions of Mi$s Sina Hint on, and

you will arrive at the same conclusions in the

end, 1 tell these things to Mr*. Sumtnerfield.

but she turns a deaf ear to me the truth is,

because I have overflowing spirits, and exu-

berant life, and a jesting way of delivering my
oracles, people despise them. I will try to

grxnv serious, if it be only to be listened to."

" And Aunt Summerfield and Imcg-^ne why,
then., do they not send me a kind word, or

line ? it would come to me grateful as rain to

the parched desert," said W;nny Is it that

my gentle Aun^ Summerfkid and my Cousin

Imugene,, my sweet cousin, with her celestial

serenity, cherish unkind feelings towards me?'
{; No, Winny they do not but Mrs. Sum-

merfield feels, perhaps too keenly, the situa-

tion of her mother associates you too painfully

with the subject. Then you know, with all her

gentleness, Mrs Summerfield has very rigid

ideas of filial duty. I believe that she feels for

you a great deal, but that she considers you as

undergoing a penalty for error a penalty with

which she has no right to interfere, and which

she has no right to alleviate! As for Imogene
I do not know what to make of that lady !

She is so grave. I was over there yesterday,

and as she swept through the room, she paused,

and looking at me with her slowly lighting

eyes you know that ppculiar expression as if

her soul were returning from a long journey,

she said

<Do you ever see or hear of my cousin,

Mrs Ardenne ?'

<No, replied I.

< Tou have never visited her since her mar-

riage ?'

* Never.'
< V - von were friends.'

Thick as pickpockets only Winny neve\

took me into her confidence in the affair of her

marriage.'
< Why have you not been to see her, then ?'

<
First, because she never invited me, of

coarse second, because Pine Cliffs is fifteen

miles from Sacred Heart, over the worst road
on earth, and I have no way of getting there-
for Uncle Burleigh has sold my pallrey, and put
the money in the poor-purse he ought to have

put it in our own, for I don't know a poorer

purse than ours.'

" Then I presume if you could reach her, you
would like to see Mrs. Ardenne ?'

" 'Shouldn't I like to se Winny ?'

"<ln that case, I will give orders that a pal-

frey be taken over to Sacred Heart, to remain
there for your ue, as long as shall be agreeable

good-morning,' and with a quiet, imperial,
half-abstracted air, she passed from the room ;

so that you see, Winny, I owe the pleasure of

this visit to Miss Summerfield, at last."
" How I should love my cousin, if she would

only let me I"

There is something so strange about Miss

Summerfield a beautiful solemnity of brow, as

of one who walking in the light of a high reve-

rence inspires the same feeling in others. But

Winny, dear, I bring you a message from Miss

Mattie Smilie
;
she says she thinks that the air

of the valley will now be a beneficial change for

you, and she wants you to come and stay a week
with her."
" That is so kind in her; they are the sweetest

family, those dear Smilies
;
tell her that whether

I come or not, 1 shall feel very grateful for her

goodness. Here comes Edgar."
As Ardenne came in, and not seeing their visi-

tor, kissed Winny, Harriette jumped up and ex-

claimed, "Me, too, Edgar! you are on my kis-

sing list now !"

"And pray how 'long is the said list, Miss

Harry, that one may know the extent of the

compliment ?"
" Don't speer questions, Mr. Edgar ! Does the

extent of the compliment depend upon the length

of the list ?"

Don't speer questions, Miss Harry ! No I but

on the shortness of it."

Then 1 beg you to feel highly flattered, for

my kissing list boasts but one name Winny
Ardenne that is all."

Then it shall be a variation of that pretty

name, Miss Harry," smiled Ardenne, as his lips

lighted swiftly upon her half-laughing, half pout-

ing ones. "There, Harriette ; now, when ever

you place another name upon your list, erase

mine, for then I will never kiss you again," said

Edgar, very solemnly.
" Good gracious ! what a severe punishment !

I'm glad you told me, because kissing is my be-

setting amiability, I know ! But just see, now,
the jealous pride of man

; now, who, pray, is

likely to be put upon my list ?"

Not Colonel Dacgerfield ?"

The whole tide of blood in Harriette's san

guine body must have swept past her brow to

ave died it such a deep, purplish crimson, as she
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answered, in a low, determined voice, with an

indignant earnestness, emphatic as uncalled tor,

' >Vevr ! and now let me alone, tor though I

talk nonsense sometimes, I have the faculty ot

comiiii! to my senses again very quick.lv. Winny,

let me help you out with the table ?"

Edtjar and Winny seemed very well pleased

w.tn Harri'-t.te's flash of anger they exchanged
*

^glances Edgar smiled. The two young ladies

then set the table, laid the cloth, and put up the

simple supper item, a saucer of Winny's pre-

se.ved plums. The small party were unusually

cheertul.

- You are going to stay all night wit'h us, Har-

riette ?" asked Ardenne, as they gathered around

the fire after supper.
" Ot course I am, unless that is intended as a

hint for me to go home."
" On the contrary, it is only a necessary ques-

tion, to be answered before 1 proceed to stable

your horse in the wood-shed; also, the precursor

to another question, namely, can you remain

with us a fortnight ?"
" No, sir."

"I hope to persuade you, notwithstanding.

Winny, my dear, to-day 1 received a proposition

from Mr. Hardinge, to go to Washington City

and transact some business connected with a

claim he has against the Gv eminent. He of

fers to pay my expenses, and remunerate me

handsomely tor a fortnight's services. So,

dear Winny, shall I leave you for a fortnight

and can we persuade Miss Harriette to stay

here and keep you company during my ab-

sence?"

"Oh!" exclaimed Harry, jumping up and

clapping her hands, with all her short, jetty curls

shaking; "oh! lam so glad! that just suits-

like a knile and fork, or the two sides of a pair

of shears ! 1 am so glad."

Then you'll stay, Harriette ?"

Not I ! do you suppose we want to be torn

up by the wild-cats, or carried off by runaway

negroes? No, indeed! But Winny shall go

home with me. I'll stay here to morrow, to

help her to get ready ! The mild valley air will

be good for her at this season, and we will keep

her, two, three weeks or a month, or an indefi-

nite length of time, with pleasure and when

you come back, Master Edgar, you shall find

your 'white rose* blooming fres ly
" Harriette

then with more sobriety, explained the invita-

tion with which she had been charged, and

after some debate, it was arranged that Harry
should stay with them until the third day from

that, when Winny should return with her to

Sacred Heart, there to remain during the ab-

sence of Ardenne.

Now, Edgar," said Winny, "won't you
make a fire m Harriette's room it is chilly."

This done ArHerne rend t- e evening chapter
in the Bible, and soon after Winny conducted

Barr-ette into the little adjoining bed-roo'T>, with

its cot-bed covered with a plain white counterpane

with its little pine dressing-table covered

with a '-hue cloth, and adorned with a email

glass its little pine washstand, and white basin

and pitcher its two flag- chairs its one large

window, shaded by a white curtain
;
and lastly,

its fireplace, with little andirons, and a cheer-

ful blaze.

How very nice this little room is so tnug

and home-like already What a nice counter-

pane and curtains."

"This is your room whenever you come to

see us, Harriette it is plain, but I hope you
like it

" Oh ! it is sweet."
" It is very cheaply furnished the whole fur-

niture did no* cost fifteen dollars."

"Is tbat possible?
'

" Yes necessaries are cheap. The cor, Ed-

gar made himself. Hettie made the case* of the

mattrass, bolster and pillows, and Edgar stuffed

them the straw cost nothing. The counter-

pane you like so well, is nothing but cheap,

white cotton, and the fringe around it I netted.

Edgar made the little pine-table and the wash-

stand
;
and Hettie and I made the curtain and

table- cover; and the two flag-bottom chairs we

bought from an old free negro, who makes

them for a living. And Hettie and 1 made this

little rag-carpet on the floor.

" It seems to me that this ought to be Hettie's

room."
" Oh ! you do not know how much that sweet

girl has done for us, and been to us a poor sim-

ple maiden, with nothing but her goodness of

heart and yet she has been of all the world our

best friend and greatest benefactor. She has

labored with us and for us. and taught me all 1

really know I do love Hettie so dearly. Edgar
loves her also and we both say that if ever we

gro^ prosperous, Hettie shall share our pro-

sperity.

CHAPTER XVI II.

THE SACKED HEART COTTAOE.

Please step in

And visit roun' an' roun';

ThereV naujrht superfluous to gie pain

Or costly to be foun',

Ye* a' is clean Allan Rwnsn.y

Ardenne borrowed two horses to convey him-

self and his little wife to Sacred Heart, and on the

morning of the third day they set out it was

the first ride Winny had had since her mama^e,
and she enjoved ir vastly. Her spirits rose, and

for aw- ile all her troubles except the latent , ever

goawiog remorse were forgotten. It was a bright,

clear, -1 morning the sky was gloriously bril-
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iiant, and the sun blazing with insufferable light.

The woods rich and gorgeous oeyond compari-
son in their splendidly variegated autumn colors

the burning crimson of the oak, the bright

green of the pipes and cedars, the purple of the

dog-wood and the golden yellow of th* hickory.

Winny was a silent worshipper of nature and

ever when her heart was the most influenced

her lips were the mutest. They had a long,

delightful journey before them. Ardenne had

yielded to Hettie Smilie's solicitation and pro

mised for Winny that they should stop at the

ferry and remain until the afternoon. They
reached that place about eleven o'clock, and

were received with obstreperous demonstrations

of joy by Mr. Smilie, who was, poor fellow, as

usual, slightly elevated with wine. Hettie took

Winny off immediately to a remote and quiet

room, and there they dined together. In the

afternoon the little party resumed their journey,

and about four o'clock crossed the ridge, and

began to aescend the little bridle-path leading

down the side of the mountain to the small and

sheltered gUn in which the cottage and church

of Sacred Heart were situated. It was a very

inviting, a very tempting little place, seen from

the mountain path, so protected, so shut in by

high mountains all around, so shady, still, and

silent ! Summer certainly lingered there unwil-

ling to depart the grass was still fresh, soft and

green. Some of the trees still heavy with late

fruit. Golden pippins, large, light green non-

pariel, and scarlet apples enlivened the orchard

grove, while bright yellow October peaches, and

large, black English peaches, bore down the

branches of the trees almost to the ground.

Coming do-vn the mountain path they dismount-

ed, and leaving the horses, they entered the

premises by a little gate at the back of the gar-

den and wal&ed on a grassy path between rows

of marigold*, red and white crysantheums,

and other gaudy, late fall flowers This led them

through a long arbor covered with a grape vine,

and emerging from it they saw Miss Mattie in

the covered back porch, very busily engaged in

tying up branches of fragrant herbs horse-mint,

sage, balm, tansey, marjoram, &c, She was too

busy to notice them at first, but when th- y step-

ped upon ihe porch, she turned around with her

pleas-ant face ai;d her own smile, as I said before,

half beatitude half bonhomie, and welcomed Win-

ny, then Hdrriette, and lastly, and with a scarce-

ly perceptible shade of reserve, curtsied to Ar-

denne, us if a nearer approach to familiarity
j

with one of the other sex were unholy as well
j

as forbidden Then she conducted them into the

priest's parlor a sacred place, shut up general-

ly, but opened upon this and other rare occa-

sions. Soon after this, Ardenne, who was obli-

ged to meet the stage that would pass the ferry

at six oVIock, took leave. Winny wept- -it was

weak, but she could not help it. A first separa-

tion even for a fortnight seems interminabl-- and
intolerable to a youn/ ".ouple wh c*rir,o',a*yef,
endure to be apart a day. So vVinny sobt,ed

heartily as she watched the progress of Aiden-
ne's horse back up the mountain path an<i con-

vulsively after it haa disappeared from her Mght.
Miss Mattie and Harriette tried to console her,
but in vain.

"Indeed I know it is foolish,
' she said, "1

am ashamed of it, but I cannot help it-^ust let

it pass let me have it all out, and then I *-hall

be cheerful," and so it followed. And indeed

I do not know who could have been miserable in

that clean, cool, quiet, fragrant little home
with Mattie and her benign smile, her mek,
serene manners, and her quiet, affectionate mi-

nistrations,

Now, honey, I am going to get tea ready
which do you like best, tea or coffee, hon^

Both, Miss Mattie."
" But which woulri you rather have, honey?"
" Just which you please, Miss Mattie."

Tea, Miss Mattie," said Harriette, to shorten

the colloquy.
" Well, honey, tell me," she asked, as if de-

precating
rhe trouble she was giving to have ner

questions answered " which now suits >our ap-

petite best, biscuits or egg-corn-bread, my
dear?"

Either, dear Miss Mattie please do not put

yourself to any trouble you are so good and

kind any way, but please don't trouble yourself.

I have a good appetite and can eat anything, es-

pecially anything of your nice cooking.'
" Dear child ! my dear child ! it's no trouble

indeed it ain't it's just as easy to get one thing

as another, honey, indeed it is, and you may just

as well have what you would like as not it ain't

no worry to me at all, I always have to get sup-

per, you know!'

'-Dear, Miss Mattie, you are so good to me!

What makes >ou so good to me I don't deserve

it!" said Winny, embracing the old lady at

which Miss Mattie's serenity almost gave way,
and she almost melted.

Who could help being good to you, my dear

child ; but, honey, you did not tell me about the

egg-corn-bread ?"

Oh ! yes, I like it very much, Miss Mattie !"

Well/then, you shall have a nice egg-pone

Now come in to your little room, my dear child,

and lie down till supper is ready."

And the affectionate old lady led Winny into a

little adjoining bed-room, with white-washed

walls and bare floor, and two little windows with

bme paper blinds, and a little bed with a blue

check counterpane Between t-ie t-vo windows

it had also a tall, prim little toilet-table without

a cover, and a small glass, surroumied with tiny

and cheap colored prints of the Virgr Mart the

saints, apostles, martyrs, etc And lastK. a

small fire-place filled with cedar, am' surmounted
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b i mun'lepiece, upon which ^tood r.

as image of the Virgin and Child Buucdes

of trajjrant herbs hung drying against the wall,

filling the air with their aroma.
" Here now, honey, you can be quiet and rest

till tea is ready. Let me help you off with your

things Here is a wrapper to slip on. There

SH.iNNONDALE.

Winny and Harriette smiled and exchanged
glances, fully believing the good old lady to be
a victim of her own imagination, be th in the

matter of the ghost, and in the suspicion of the

holy father's alarm.

They soon after retired to bed, Harry and

Winny occupying the same room. And now,
now lie down. Here is a book to read if you |

for the first time, Harry had an opportunity of

cannot sleep. It is Paradise and the Perye.'
j knowing how very ill Winny really was. No

Would fou like a fire made here ?" sooner had her head touched the piltow, than her
" No, I thank you, Miss Mattie, not until cough became troublesome. As hours passed, it

night. It is warm enough." ! grew worse, and Harriette was kept awake all

" 1 think so, too, honey. Well ! Harry will night by the distressing spasmodic coughing ofwill

call you when supper is ready, honey," and so

saying, toe dear old lady left the room.

Miss Mattie's suppers had a temptation. Her

humble table was so extremely neat Her table

cloth so f* curd white," her old-fashioned blue

china cups and saucers so glistening. Then her tea

was so good ;
her cream so rich

;
her bread so

light ;
her butter so sweet and fresh ; and her

preserves so excellent, and above all her welcome

was so hearty ;
her smile so kindly. It was re-

her friend. Towards morning, Winny fell into the
same deep, lethargic sleep, and her head, neck
and bosom were bathed in the same profuse

night-sweat.
" Winny is dying her family must know this!

something must be done, or she will be dead in

a few months ! I will speak to Mrs. Summer-
field ! I will go ta see Squire Darling, and he
shall hear reason !" said Harry, as she arose in

the morning, and carefully letting down the

marked that every one had an appetite at Mat-
j

window-blinds and closing the doors to keep out

tie's table.

When Harry called Winny out to supper, she

found Father Burleigh returned from his after-

noon's ride and already in the parlor. He came for-

ward and welcomed her with much kindness,,nd
she set down to the sociable little tea-table pre-

sided over by Miss Mattie, with her meek though

pleasant smile. Winny noticed that Father Bur-

leigh had broken very much, had grown appa-

rently ten years older since she last saw him* His

manner was grave, abstracted, yet when obser-

vant of anything going on around him, very kind.
" Why have you not been to church, Winny?"

he inquired, affectionately.
" Because, Father Burleigh, I have no convey-

ance, and the road is too long to walk."
" How what ! has not your father hum "

The old man stopped abruptly and fell into

thought. Immediately after tea the old priest

retired to his study, and Miss Mattie, Winny
and Harry gathered around the fire. Here, for

the hundredth time, Miss Mattie recounted the

story of the ghost she had seen, to a new hearer.

To her it was an unexplained mystery still ; and

Miss Mattie, who had never been credulous till

that haunted night, was thenceforth, to the end

f her life, a devout believer in the reappear-
ance of disembodied spirits. She concluded her

account by saying,
< And if you please to believe me, my dear

child, when Father Burleigh came in out of the

graveyard, when that night he went to watch
for the ghost, he was pale as ashes, and trem-

bling like he had an ague. I asked him if he

seen anything, and he grew angry, and forbid

me ever to so^ak to him about it. and so I nevpr

mentioned of it a -jam ; but 1 shall always think

how Father Btirleigh seen something."

I

all noise that might disturb her, she softly left

the room and Winny to her morning's sleep.

The house was kept perfectly quiet, and the

breakfast delayed, so that it was very late be-

fore Winny awoke, and then she washed and
dressed herself in haste, and came out, making
her simple apologies for oversleeping herself.

Father Burleigh called her to him, and taking
her wasted hand, looked tenderly, even remorse-

fully in her wan face, attempted to speak, but

dropped the hand and turned away again reco-

vering himself, he led her to the table.

Winny remained a fortnight at Sacred Heart.

During this time, she went over to church. She
had looked forward to this Sunday as to the day
that would give her a sight of her father, or of

some member of her Aunt Summerfieid's family.

Sunday came, and Winny was there, and watch-

ed each arrival with sickening anxiety, and with-

out success. Not one member of the Oak Grove

or the Red-Stoae Hail family appeared. At the

end of the service, Winny returned to the -cot-

tage, cast down, and almost broken-spirited.

They know that I am here, and avoid me,"
she said.

( Never mind, my dear child. Repent of your
sins. Hope and trust in the Lord, and all will

be well I" said the tender-hearted Miss Mattie.

On the Friday following, Ardenne arrived, and

on the next day, Saturday, Winny scarcely at

all improved in health, took an affectionate leave

of the family at Sacred Heart, and departed with

Ardenne for their mountain home Miss Mattie

had filled the saddle bags with the fine black

English peaches and golden pippins, and pro-

mised, besides, to send a " cart load" of fruits

and vegetables from their orchard and garden to

Pine Cliffs,
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CHAPTER XIX.

DONNA QUIXOTE.

Thou medley of contraries !

We tru*t thee, yet we doubt thee,
Our darkness and our light;

Night would be day without thee.
And day without thee, night.

Judge Carlton.

Harriette Joy kept her promise. As soon as

Winny and Ardenne had departed the next day
she jumped on her horse and rode over to Red-

Stone Hall. She found Mrs. and Miss Summer-
field in the oak-panneled parlor, seated near

cheerful fire, Mrs. Summerfield engaged in tam-

bour-work, and Imogene reading aloud to her

from Fenelon, in the original French. Imogene
closed her book, and, without rising, bowed

gravely to their visitor; while Mrs. Summerneld
left her seat, and advanced to welcome her.

Harry laid off her hat, and gaily sat down be-

tween them, and while drawing off her gloves,
and replying to Mrs. Summerfield's polite in-

quiries respecting her own and Father Burleigh's

health, the merry maiden was more than ever

struck by the deep melancholy, hardening, at

times, into a severe gravity, that marked Miss

Summerfield's countenance and demeanor. Her

very dress seemed only the expression or deve-

lopement of her inner nature
; it was so grave

and sad a close-fitting black silk, with a slight

edge of fine thread lace at the neck and wrists,
its severe simplicity only relieved by the large,

glossy, purplish-black ringlets that swept in

three heavy divisions down her shoulders and

each side of her bosom to her waist. Imogene
had closed her book, and still holding her fingers

between its leaves, she fixed her large still eyes

earnestly on those of Harry, and inquired,

slowly,

" Have you seen Mrs. Ardenne since you were

here, Harriette ?"

Yes, Miss Summerneld. 1 went and brought
her home with me, and she remained at Sacred

Heart two weeks. She left us this morning."
She is well ?

No, Miss Summerfield, very far from it; she

is in a decline, if I am any judge of the matter,"

said Harriette, and then recounted all she knew
of Winny's illness, ending by saying that she

believed Winny must die, if her heart was not

relieved by a reconciliation with her family, her

mind from the incessant pressure of anxiety, and

her delicate frame from the labor and privations

of her present lot. Imogene listened with a

grave, set countenance, and made no comment.

" Have you no influence with Squire Darling,

Mrs. Summerneld ? Can you not persuade him

to forgive and receive hie daughter and son-in-

law?"

Impossible, Harriette ! I shoul d expose my-
self to insult in making the attempt. If Mrs.
Ardenne will leave her husband and promise
never to see him again, she may be received
into her father's house, where she must necessa-

rily lead a life of strict seclusion j those are the*

only terms of reconciliation."

Harriette's face flushed with indignation, and
she remained silent for awhile ; then
"Have you, Miss Summerfield, no power

with Squire Darling ?"

Imogene lifted her heavy lashes, but before
her slow reply was formed, Mrs. Summerfield

answered,
"Miss Summerfield must not expose her self

to her uncle's violence of temper, Harriette."

Very well, then," thought Harry j thank
God I have no false refinement to be' shocked,
and no false pride to be humbled, though it may
be false courage that prompts me now to

" ' Beard the lion in his den,
The Douglass in his hall;'

and J will wait on Squire Darling myself."
This was Harriette's secret resolution, but she

did not express it. Something of a natural,

though quiet hauteur in the manners both of the

elder and the younger lady, ever chilled Har-
riette into reserve. Soon she took her depar-

ture, declining Mrs. Summerfield's invitation to

stay to dinner, and turned her horse's head to-

wards Oak Grove.

Is this the Hall ? The nettle buildeth bowers
Where loathsome toad and beetle black are seen !

Are these the chambers ? Fed by darkest showera,
The slimy worm hath o'er them crawling been!

Is this the home ? The owlet's dreary cry
Unto that asking makes a sad reply. Nicoll.

Nothing could be more dreary than the aspect
of Oak Grove, as Harriette approached it. Every
thing about the plantation bore testimony to the

despairing neglect of its master. It was very
evident that Squire Darling no longer rode at

morn and eve all over his estate to see with his

own eyes that every thing was done properly.
It was proved that he no longer heeded his favo-

rite proverb, that, "The master's eye doth

more work than the servants' hands." Fences

were broken ; gates down j fields littered ; cattle

straying ; negroes dozing in the blazing autumn
sun

; every thing bore marks of indifference and

neglect. Harriette's spirits fell, oppressed by
the scene.

At least, though, this shows that he love*

ler still ;
mourns her absence still ; has no spirit'

of enterprise without her ! Come, courage I I

;an do something here !

'

And Harry opened the gate that admitted her

into the large, grove-like yard in the centre of

which stood the old gray HalL But what a dreary
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change was here!
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This .fine, heavily-shaded

lawn, which it used to be the easy task of

core of little negro children to keep perfectly

clean and smooth, free alike from litter, weeds

or fallen leaves, this lawn was now grown

thickly up with thistles, drying in the autumn

un, tall Jamestown weeds, rank with ripe poi-

4on, and filling all the air with their baleful efflu-

via, and drifts of dried leaves tbat rattled and

rustled noisily under her horse's hoofs. As yet

he had seen not a single soul beyond the lazy

group of negroes she had left in the field, dozing

in the hot sun. As she wended her way up the

grass-grown walk, a large snake started up be-

fore her horse's hoofs, and glided swiftly away
A superstitious awe had been slowly gathering
over Harriette's spirit, and now a shock of fear

thrilled through her nerves. She looked up at

the house. The front doors and windows were

all closed. Cobwebs were stretched across those

of Winny's deserted rooms
;

dried leaves had

fallen and lodged in them, and the little insect

called the mason, had built its house of clay in

the corners of the sills. Deserted, desolate,

and forlorn ! Harriette had not spirits to go up
the miHewed stone steps, and ring the rusty
bell. She turned her horse's head and trotted

off towards the Quarters to find Nerve giving
a fearful glance behind her, as though she dread-

ed having been seen from the house. The dreary
and forsaken aspect of the place made Harry's
nerves tremble as though she were doing some

wrong, fearing some discovery, and incurring
some punishment. Harry trotted down the hill

to the hollow where were situated the Quarters,
ten little white cabins each side of the street,

with a larger cabin facing down the line at the

upper end. This place looked scarcely less lone-

some than the house. Here in the doors sat

negro women, dawdling over their patching, or

old men smokin.g, or old grannies with the woolly
heads of young negroes between their knees,

engaged with finger and thumb in a nameless

work of destruction. Each nodded, or spoke

respectfully to Miss Harry as she passed them,
and rode up to Uncle Kill's house. Here she

jumped off her horse, and, passing the little gate,
went in. The front door was open, and gave a

view of Nerve within, seated among baskets of

apples, and pans and dishes, engaged in cutting

up fruit for drying.
" Come in, Miss Harry, chile, come in ! 'xcuse

me for not gettin' up, 'ca'se my lap's full o'

parins. Sit down, Miss Harry, honey, sit down !

flow's the ole gen'l'man, Father Bully; God
bless him! Take off your hat, Miss Harry,
chile, an' lay it down on table. Has you seen

anything o' my poor baby ? We-dem heerd how
he was staying long o' you J Is she dere yet ?"
" She has been staying with us a fortnight,

tot has now returned home she is in very bad

health, Nerve."

Poor baby ! poor, dear chile ! 1 knowea it!

an' I aint been to see her since that first time,
cause you see, Miss Harry, when ole marster

found out how I had been there, he like to a

split the shingles off o' top o' the house, and

sweared how he'd sell the fuss niggpr as tuk the

least notice o' her, far as ever horse an' wind
could carry them! 'Fore my hebenly Marster,
he did, honey ! An' he said how he meant to

starve or freeze the ondutiful gall to her senses, or

to death, one or the tocher J"
" I am going to speak to him about Winny,

Nerve !"

" I 'vise you not to ! You run your head right

into a hornet's nest, if you so much as mention

her name, let alone plead for her ! You better

let him alone ! he tuk leave o' ll sense an' de-

cency! he'll 'suit you quick as wink! 'fore

my hebenly 'Deemer, will he ! You can't do

nothin' 'tall wid him I He don't do nothin' but

sit in that there house from mornin' till
nightj

and drink an' swilt, an' every singly thing about

the place is going to rack and ruin ! Poor ole

man Kill do the best he can he's oberse#r, you
know but lor'! he can't do nothin' 'tall with

the niggers, cause you see, when they 'gleets

their duty, he t'reatens how he'll 'port them to

ole marster, but you know, Miss Harry, if ole

marster don't pay no 'tention to his 'port* ho

they goin' to min' his t'reats ?"
" I am sorry to hear he drinks so !"

"He don't do nothin' 'tall else from mor
till night, chile !"

Well ! anyhow, Nerve
;

I came here for

purpose of seeing him, and I intend to see and

speak to him in Winny's behalf, too!"

"'Fore my hebenly Marster, he'll 'suit you;
he will indeed, honey !"

Which way shall I get in, Nerve ? the front

part of the house is all shut up."

Stop, honey I I'll go 'long o' you," said the

old woman, pushing the apple parings out of her

lap into an old basket, and preparing to accom-

pany Harry.

They left the house, Harry leaving her 'horse

there, and walked towards the Hall. Nerve
conducted her in through the back piazza, and

stopped to ask her whether she would visit " ole

madam" first, or go into the parlor. Harry de-

cided to see the invalid, and the old woman led

the way up stairs, and to the door of Mrs. Dar-

ing's room. Then the sound of voices made
Nerve pause, and hold up her finger to Harry. It

was Sina's voice, in a high key and insolent tone,

apparently speaking to the old lady.
" And Nerve shall not come up these stairs

with her impudent interference, and her awk-

ward blunders, and her mischiefimaking. If you
want anything done for you, I'll do it!"

A low and plaintive reply was made to this

rude speech, the only word distinguishable being

Winny."
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You know it is against the orders of Squire

DarJuig to send any message, or hold any com-

munication with that young woman, and I am
here to see his orders enforced "
u Come, Nerve ! Come ! my blood is boiling f

my heart will burst f let me in ! it is improper,

anvhow,to listen and to such insolence as that!

let me in, Nerve, and stop that indignity, or 1

shall lose my reason, burst the door open, seize

that, impudent girl and shake the breath out of

her body ! Let me in, Nerve ; for 1 do not want

to forget myself."

Nerve, with an "
1-told-you-so" look, opened

the door and followed her into the room. The
oV lady was sitting in her arm chair, the very

pu ture of imbecile suffering. Hariettte went ro

her and spoke very respectfully (purposely omit-

ting to see Sina.)

"Oh! bow do you do, my dear? Did you
know that Winny was gone ?" she inquired, with

an appealing look of grief.

" Yes, I know it 1 saw Winny this morning !"

< Did you ! did you ! Oh, how is Winny f"
" She was over at our house she sent her love

to you," replied Harry, evading the question of

her health.

" Over to your house ! and did not come to see

me! does she know, does Winny know that I am

helpless that I have lost the use of my limbs ?"
" Yes, Wmny knows it, and grieves about it."

" Tell her not to grieve ! tell her'wo* to grieve
tell Winny I do very well! she mustn't grieve

he mustn't grieve ! you mustn't tell her any-

thing to make her grieve. I'm sorry now she

knows I am helpless ; but why don't Winny come

to see me, then ?"

She wants to come, but they won't let her.''

"Who won't? who won't? It's my house

9ty jointure house ! and no one has a right to

prevent her ! she sha,ll come ! tell her so ! tell

her to come ! Pll see /" said the old lady, the

spirit of her youth flashing fitfully up.

Really, Miss Harriette Joy ! I shall be forced

to request you ro leave the room, if you excite

Mrs. Darling in this manner!" said Miss Hin-

ton, coming forward.

Harry sprang sharply around, confronting the

girl, and flashed upon her a look of such blight-

ing scorn and indignation, that the audacity of

the wily girl nearly wilted under it, and she

continued more quietly
" Mrs, Darling cannot bear the least excite-

ment, and the name of Winny"
" Mrs Ardenne, I presume you mean," said

Harry, haughtily.
" Mrs. Ardenne, then," continued Sina, with

an imperceptible smile, "is a forbidden name
in this house !"

Harry fixed her dark eyes, blazing with insuf-

ferable light, upon those of Sina Hinton., -met x-

tending her arm, pointed
To the i'tor, saying,

" Sina Hinton, leave the room ! I overheard

your conversation before I entered ! leave the

room! lest I expose your insolen o M Sum-

merfield, who will i ompel you to leav ue

house!"

Sina Hinton recovered -r momentary quail-

ing, arid smiling, touched the bell Harry re-

garded her with as muchsuvp; i>- as
iurftgnationj

and something even 01 admiration. She a.t

changed very much within the last i-w m me/it*.

There was a sort of attraction, glamour, witch-

craft, or what not, about that thin, nerc lace,

that being neither beauty nor goodues, was
more fascinating than eitner it was unity,

power, strength, a diabolical individuality The
bell was answered by a servant, to whom she

said,
" Tell your master that I crave his presence

for a few moments in this room."

She spoke with an air of assured authority,
and the man, bowing with great respect, with-

drew to obey her.

" Leave the room, Minerva," was her next

order.

And old Nerve, saying to Harriette as she

passed
" Let us go, Miss Harry, for Sam is

going to be riz here directly !" went out.

The step ot Squire Darling was heard upon
the stairs, and Sina turned rier dark, bright

face, with its stiletto light gleaming out b"-

tween the wilderness of black, shining ringlets,

with a fierce smile upon Harriette..

The squire entered the room, saving, with a

maudlin fondness

What does my lightning-bug what does

my little fire-fly what does my sprite want

with me, now ?"

His face was flushed, his eyes blood-shot, his

step unsteady, and he sunk heavily in o a chair.

Harriette saw, and groaned in the spirit.

"Well, what does my little mustard seed

want with me, now ?"

"Send that girl from the house !"

" That girl ! which girl ?" asked the poor

man, his inflamed eyes flying around the room,
and settling on Harriette. Oh ! that's Miss

Harry ! that's little Nimrod ! musn't send he*

away I"

"Then, Squire Darling, I must go," said

Miss Hinton, a flush rising to !.- brow.

" You ! you go f oh, never stop ! I'll send

her off! I'll do anything you tell me to do,

Sina! tell me to march up before the whole

congregation up the altar- steps and pull Father

Burleigh's nose, in the midst 01 the mass ! and

I'll do it, my queen of lov and beauty ! my so-

vereign! my goddess ! What am I to do, now?

put Harry out! oh, yes! Come, Miss Harry,

you must march! it's ^n ungentlemaniy h g

to turn you out, I know! but Si commands,
and Sina must be obeyed ! Com Miss Harry!

right face! forward! march!" ?-< aimed the

monomaniac, .i.-'ru > toward Ha itf
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H ashing deeply with shame and indignation

ver :oo proud to resist, Harriette suffered him

to tak" her arm and lead her to the door, which,

he closed behind her.

Poor Harriette ! never was a Donna Quixote

more completely unhorsed and discomfited !

She had fallen, nearly buried under the ruins of

her castle, and such a castle as it had been !

All the way, as Harry had ridden to the Hall,

she was recollecting Squire Darling as he had

been before his daughter's elopement brave,
j

frank, g* nerouw, merry, pure, exceedingly lond

of young skirls, who could wheedle him out of

anything with a few soft words and smiles; and

Harrv had pictured herself coaxing, wheedling,

and caressing him into urbanity and forgiveness,
j

and purchasing Winny's pardon with an infinite
j

number of kisses and coaxes poor Harry ! and
j

now, instead of her safe, affectionate, fatherly

old gentleman, whom it would be a very merit

to be tond of, she fiads a fallen and sensual old

beast, whose very contact was contamination !

She could have wept with shame and indigna-

tion! but then she thought of her Quixotism,

and as the comic largely preponderated over the

tragic in her happy composition, ehe laughed

outright as she exclaimed " Never was Donna

Quixote so completely discomfited!" Then she

sought out her horse, which, you remember, she

had left tied at Nerve's gate.

The old woman was sitting at her apple-paring

again when Harrriette came up.

Well! Miss Harry, honey ! didn't I 'vise you
not to go ! didn't 1 tell you, you'd get 'suited

now what you goin' do ?"
" What am I going to do? I am going straight

back to Red-Stone Hall, and inform Mrs. Sum-

merfield of all I have seen and heard that's

what I am going to do !"

"Kik! kik! kik! ain't you got enough yet,

Miss Harry? I tell you Miss Summerfield can't

do nothin' 'tall 'long o' ole marster. Ole mars-

ter's his own marster, and Miss Sina's his

miss'tess
;
and Madam Summerfield won't thank

you for your news."

I don't care if she don't ! I'll do my duty,

and bear my testimony ! come what will I I de-

clare, if I were Edgar Ardenne, I should get out

a writ of lunacy against this old gentleman, and

have him confined ! I could swear to his mad-

ness with a safe conscience ?"

MISS Harry! I 'vised you for your good this

morning, an' you would'nt hear to it ! you went

an' runned your head right into the fire ( Now,
I 'vises vou again, not to say anything to Miss

Summerfield ! She can't do nothin' 'tall, honey ;

an' she won't thank you for your news, cause you
see no body likes to hear o' the missbehave-

ment of their own 'lations! now mind I tell

you! please, my blessed heavenly Marster,
don't they!"

But I shall tell Miss Summerfield, that sue

ought to take her mother home with her, where

she could be treated with respect and atten-

tion."

"'Taint no use, honey! Ole marster ain't

goin' to 'sent to it ! He keeps ole miss'tess here,

for a cloak for Miss Sina ! Cause you see, honey,

ef ole miss'tess warn't here, Miss SIDa couldn't

stay ! Cause you see. honey, people would talk,

and Miss Sina's too deep to let people talk about

her ! So, you know, chile, Miss Sina ain't a gwine
to let her go an' whatever she says is law an'

gospel here, as you see yourself!"
" I must try, though ! 1 must try ! It were

shameful to be silent, and let that angelic old

lady be tormented by a fiend like Sina Hin-

ton !"

Now, unfortunately for all concerned, Har-

riette instead of going immediately to Red-Stone

Hall, and revealing to Mrs. Sumaierfield what

she had witnessed, determined first to inform

her uncle, Father Burieigh, and act upon his ad-

vice. It was very late in the afternoon, when
Harriette reached Sacred Heart. The old priest

was in his study and Harriette, after laying off

her riding-skirt and hat, and eating a piece of

bread and meat for she was nearly starved

went into his study, and sitting down, recounted

all that she had seen and heard at Oak Grove.

The priest listened with deep gravity, and groan

after groan struggled up from his chest, and sigh

after sigh broke from his lips as the story pro-

gressed and,

Where is the end of one sin?" he said,

Where is the end of one sin ?"

The end of it would be here and now, dear

uncle, if you would only go and expose this sin-

ful girl ; and use your influence with Mrs. Sum-

merfield in behalf of the suffering old lady ;
and

with Squire Darling, (for I know if he won't

listen to anybody else on earth, he will listen to

you,) in behalf of his distressed daughter!"
"I may not! must not interfere, my dear

child !" said the priest, with a deep sigh.
" As

for Mrs. Darling, she is a saint prepared for

Heaven ( May her sorrows be sanctified to her

less holy relatives ! May she herself have a

speedy release! For Winny! 'she has sowed

the wind, and must reap the whirlwind.' I can

not interfere !"

Well, uncle !" said Harriette, with a look of

deep disappointment,
" I counted certainly upon

your assistance in exposing villainy and reliev-

ing oppression but as I have it not, I must try

what I can do alone ! I shall go to-morrow to

Red-Stone Hall ! and reveal to Mrs. Summerfield

the situation of her mother at Oak Grove!"

The priest arose suddenly, and walked up to

her, dropped his hand upon her shoulder, and

said, sternly,
" You shall do no such thing, Harriette ! Yon

Shall not interfere by one word."

"I am sorry, uncle! but in this matter, for



time in my life, Ithe fi st

yu!"
The countenance of the pneat changed fright-

fully before her his face grew thin and fierce

in its agony, and his eyes struck into hers with

a piercing anguish, intolerable to meet her eyes

dropped, and she paled with vague terror, as he

said, slowly,
" Girl ! you know not what you do ! Would

you fell the old lady by one blow to the grave?
W '.Id you rover Mrs, Summerfield with dis-

honor would you break the proud heart of Imo-

gene would you bring me to a. shameful death ?

Yes ! you h-ave heard aright, Harriette ! You

reay well gaze with those startled eyes ! If you
would flood a whole family with infamy and hor-

ror! fferd that fell girl! She is a demon, Har-

riette ! but a demon of transcendent power and

malice, nevertheless !"

CHAPTER XX.

Thou dwell'si on sorrow's high and barren piace,

But round about the mount an angel guard
v

Chariot^ of fire- horses of fire encamp,
To keep thee safe for heaven ! Mrs. Ellet.

When H rriette had taken leave of Red-Stone

Hall for her Quixotic visit to Oak Grove, she

left Mrs. arH Miss Summerfield still sitting in

the wainscoted parlor. Miss Summerfield did

not resume her reading, but after looking

steadily at her mother for awhile., she said, in

low, slow tones,
" Mother, what is your purpose in this

affair ?"

"To remain inactive, Imogene; I cannot,

with any sort of self-respect, again interfere

with Squire Darling's method of governing his

household. Indeed, Oak Grove is no longer a

fit or pleasant place of visiting, and were it not

for the duty I owe my mother, and the wish to

make Sina Hinton's stay there a little less un-

pleasen^, I should never enter its doors."

* My mother, do you not see that my uncle "

Squire Doling, if you please, my dear."

" Mother, why ?"

You may scarcely be proud to claim the re-

lationship of that gentleman, Miss Summerfield.

You were about to say something, my dear '/"

" Mother, do you not perceive that Squire Dar-

ling's own evil passions cause all this misery,
both at Oak Grove and at the Pines ?"

"1 see, my dear, that Winny's disobedience

has caused it all."

" My mother, Winny's disobedience is irre-

trievable it belongs to the -past the squire's

resentment is the present evil to be overcome.

It is leading to general ruin! Mother, his re-
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sentment is not without >

purpose ; be hater,

Ardenrie, and hopes to conrif el Winnx; to Ip&ve

him
; his own heart is not pur>^ enough to teach

him that she can never do that. Winny may
perish with want, but she will never leave

Edgar."
"And to what does all this talk tend, my

daughter ?"
" To thi*, my mother : tht t we must succor

and save Winny and Edgar they are bofh too

young to struggle successfully witii uch diffi-

culties as now surround ^hem. We must assist

them, mother
;
we must frustrate Squire Dar-

ling's plan of freezing and starving Winny to

death for that will be the chosen alternative."

"Well, I listen to you, my child !"

" Let us invite Ardenn** and Winny here to

spend the winter, and before spring, Squir Dar-

ling may be reconciled, or, if not, we mav hear

of some business for Edgar
"

Imogene, my dear, I disapprove of this f 1

do not like to give aid and succor to a disoSedi-

ent and rebellious child I Let Winny suffer the

penalty of her sin ! Until her father pleases to

forgive her, she -nast endure "

" Unto death, mother! You heard whar ttnr-

riette said. Her report agrees with wriat 1

heard before from Mattie Smilie, who gained

her information from her relatives, that was

my reason for wishing Harriette to see her !

Mother, I have heard you say that threatened

consumption is not to be trifled with that a

single week of delay may decide the destiny of

the victim, and place a cure beyond the power
of medicine ! Mother, I cannot so give up my
cousin !"

Imogene, I never thought you loved any one

much since your return from school
; you have

been so cold ! least of all did I know of your

affection for your cousin."

" Nor did /, mother, until she fell into mis-

fortune!"

" Imogene, my child, have you set your heart

upon this matter ?"

"Indeed I have, my mother! I desire to

have Winny and her husband here."

" Imogene ; this is the first boon you ever ask-

ed of me, my child ! did you know it ?"

No, mother."

Itw and, 1mo \ darling, it gives me an

opportunity of fixing a condition "

Imogene suddenly raised her large eyes, shoot-

ing a quickly piercing glance into her mother's,

and then dropped the lids.

"I will invite Winny here, if you confide

to me"
" Mother mother !" exclaimed Imogene, in a

tone of suHden, acute pain, her face growing

thin and pale in i^s anguish.

Mrs. Summerfield also grew pale, but main-

tained her composure.
" But you must must confide to me that
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which rests upon your mind, blighting your

health blighting your beauty, darkening your

youth, overshadowing my age I"

Imog ne, deadly pale, and shuddering in everv

nerve, arose, reeled, clung to ^er chair for sup-

port, recovered partially, and tot'ered from the

room. M'rs. S immerfield left, her seat to accom-

pany her daughter, but with a death-like brow,

and frantic, adjuring gesture, Imogene repul-

sed her

Merciful Heaven ! what is this ? What but

GUILT should hid-: itself thus from even a mo-

ther eyes? What Borrow but REMORSE should

shrink even from a mother's sympathy? But

guilr, remorse, for Imogene ? Impossible ! Oh,

would I had never trusted her from home ! she

was so Hanoy! *o full of life and light before

he left home ! none so gay as she ? Now what

a change I Merciful Heaven ! what does it

mean? Shall I ever know? The slightest no-

tir>- o; h^r melancholy disturbs her ! Any ques- j
tered the room,

tion as to its cause agitates her nearly to death
;

I must not allude to it again! May the Virgin

protect her !"

Such was the mental soliloquy of Mrs. Sum-

merneld, as she resumed her seat and mechani-

cally went on with her tambouri-ng
Wnen the dinner hour dre T on, Imogene re-

appeared, but with a majestic gravity settled

upon her brow, that repelled every, even her

mother's inquiries and comments. When they
had left the table, and were seated again by the

fire, Miss S'unmerfield inquired,
" Will yon, my dear mother, send for Ardenne

and Winny ?"
" Will it make you happy if I do, my darling

child ?"
" Mother, I desire it above all things."
" I will send for them, then, to-morrow !"

Imogene took her mother's hand and pressed
it closely, saying
" My dearest mother ! dismiss anxiety on my

account believe that there is nothing worse

than heart-sickness, as unreasonable as it is un-

founded ! It must he disease for life seems to me
to be utterly valueless ! at times I lose all faith

in Heaven ! all love for earth ! and only pray for

unconsciousness ! not death for I do not live

now !

* Imogene I you are the envy of the whole

valley, young, beautiful, accomplished, an

heiress, and betrothed to the most distinguished

young man in the State, and yet"
"I am heart-sick and brain-sick, mother!"

then, with a sudden relapie into her old reserve,
she said '< 1 did nnt menu to trouble you, mo-

ther, with my nervousness I only meant to re

lieve your anxiety !"

And you have not done so, Imogene ! You
are not nervous ! some dark vecret shadows nil

your mind! some heavy griel weighs down

your head Imogene
"

The lady had quickly forgotten her resolution

of silence upon the subject of her daughter's

melancholy, but was recalled to it by the in-

creasing agitation of Miss Summerfield She

suddenly dropped the subject, and recurring to

another, said

" I have given orders for the yellow chamber,
with the adjoining dressing-room, to be prepared
for Winny."
"Thank you, dearest mother! You confer

a benefit on me, also, in giving me some one to

care for, and be kind to I mean some one who
like the poor invalid, my Cousin Winny, really

needs, really suffers for attention."

The conversation dropped.
Mrs. Summerfield took up her knitting, and

Imogene fell into her usual state of cold and dark

abstraction. From this she was aroused by the

opening of the door, and the announcement of

Colonel Dangerfield, who immediately after en-

CHAPTER XXI.

COLONEL D AN&ERFIELD*

He Jakes the hand I give not nor withhold

Its pulse nor check'd nor quicken'd calmly cold,
And still he goes unmourned returns unsought
4nd oft when present absent from my tnought,
Oh ! hard it is the heart's recoil to bear,

And hide from one perhaps another there!

Byron.

Colonel Dangerfield entered the parlor, bowing
with his usual grave and stately courtesy. Mrs.

Summerfield arose, curtsied, and indicated a seat.

Imogene nodded gravely without rising. Colonel

Dangerfield took the chair on the other side of

the fire-place to that where Imogene was seated,
and immediately entered into conversation with

Mrs. Summerfield, who was seated between
them. Colonel Dangerfield was not a gentleman
who considered his duty violated, if he failed OH

coming in to take a seat by his lady-love ; nor

was Mrs. Summerfield a lady who thought po-

liteness infringed, by remaining in the room du-

ring the visit of her daughter's accepted lover.

Indeed, all this party seemed to shrink from

anything very prononcte. Nor was it until Mrs.

Summerfield was summoned from the room by
her housekeeper, that Colonel Dangerfield, taking

Imogene's hand, led her to a distant sofa, seated

her, and stood before her with folded arms and

severe brow. There was nothing lover-like to

his aspect. Imogene's hands lay folded one

over the other upon her lap, and her eyes cast

down, seemed fixed upon them. He stood there

contemplating her full a minute, and then said,

" Imogene Summerfield f what is the relation

supposed to be subsisting between us at this mo-

ment?"
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She was silent ;
a sigh or sob fluttered, strug

gled in her bosom, but did not escape*
"Did you hear my question, Miss Summer-

field ?"
* I h*>ard it."

Will it please you to reply ?"
" I am your betrothed wife you do not per-

mit me to forget it !" replied she, without raising
her eyes.
" In what light do you consider this engage-

ment, Imogene ? Will you be so good as to look

at me, Miss Summerfield, when replying to my
question ?"

Imogene's brow flushed as she raised her eyes,
with their slow, returning light, slowly to his

face, and fixed them there so steadily, that his

falcon glance fell before their calm, perusing

gaze.
1 inquired, Miss Summerfield, in what light

you were pleased to look on our betrothal ?"

I hold it to be sacred, inviolable 1 at least it

shall be so on my side!" answered Imogene, in

a tone so grave and firm, with a sigh, involun-

tary, but so profound, that Colonel Dangerfield

frowning darkly, said,

"You say that, Miss Summerfield, with the

air of a martyr. 1 pray you, were your inclina-

tions influenced in the least in this matter ?"
" They were influenced, Dangerfield ! We were

betrothed, you know, when I was an infant of

five years of age, and you a youth of fifteen ! I

was early taught, along with the Cathechism of

the Council of Nice, the Lord's Prayer, the

Apostle's Creed, and the Ten Commandments, a

love and veneration for you, as one older, wiser,

more enlightened and more accomplished than

myself, and above all, as one who was destined

to be my husband. I had no brother or sister,

and except Winny, who lived at a distance from

me, no cousin ! and I thought only of you."
"Yet I was absent at the university!"
" Bat present with my thoughts always."
"Weil! an1 then!"
" And then came the seven years of the revo-

lution f and I, child as I was, had my whole

soul fired with love of country and of liberty

yes! and admiration of the boy -hero who, at

sixteen years of age, threw down his books and

seized his musket, and who, at twenty-four, re-

turned, illustrious with military glory, and with

the rank he bears now !" replied Imogene, with

something of enthusiasm kindling her pale cheek.
" And then," said Colonel Dangerfield, bit-

terly,
" when that boy who in his first battle,

and in every subsequent field in all the trials,

privations, and dangers of his campaigns -in

hunger and ia cold in vigil and in illness in

battle and in tent thought only of one being-
one small girl a calm, proud, majestic Jittle

princess of nature whose high heait he thought
wou'd demand illustrious love! when that boy
returned to lay h s laurels few or many at

the feet of the maiden how did she receive him 1

You are silent, Imogene! shall /answer? She
met him wi'h a kindling blush of pride and love

on cheek and brow; and when, in his own proper
name and person, he offered to renew his be-

trothal how did she receive his vows?"
"With pride and joy! Withpiide and joy,

Dangerfield! to be a hero's chosen wife; but

with the love of a sister, Dangerfield! Alas I

alas ! I knew no difference !"
" What wild words are these, Miss Summer-

field ? You knew no difference ! Do you knoi

a difference ?" inquired Colonel Dangerfield in

a severe tone.

Imogene had dropped her face within her opea

palms, and remained silent.

" Those few bright, glorious days ! too bright,

too glorious to last ! On ! we might have known
them for a phantasmagoria! an illusion! a bright

vision vanished ! We parted, Imogene you to

pass three years at school, for you were but fif-

teen
;

I to my estate, left desolate during the

war, to occupy the time of your absence with

converting that estate into a paradise for your

reception. The three years are passed. The
full time for the consummation of our marriage
is at hand. You return from school 1 claim yoar

promise; and now you entreat a delay; laccede.

But if I touch your hand it turns cold in mine!

Once I pressed a kiss upon your brow that struck

a sudden paleness down your cheeks ! You
reeled ! thought you would have fallen! How
is this, Miss Summerfield ?"

Imogene arose, trembling, and would have

left her seat, but he intercepted her. " Aias,

Dangerfield ! my hand is yours whenever you
claim it. But, oh ! listen ! before you take it,

you must hear a dark secret ! a sin that I have

not dared to breathe in the confessional ! a sor-

row that I have not dared to confide to my mo-
ther ! and when you have heard this secret you
will cast away this hand with scorn ! But not

yet ! I cannot enter upon it yet ! Let me pass,

sir! I am ill! fainting! let me pass to my room !

Dangerfield ! I will leave our destiny in your
hands ! you shall be the arbiter of mine ! I can

do no less, nor more! Good-bye !
;J and gliding

past him she left the room, leaving him stupified

with astonishment and horror. Recovering
himself at last, he took his hat, and leaving an

apology with a servant for Mrs. Summerfield,

eft the house.
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CHAPTER XXII.

TEE DAY OP REST*

How still the morning of the hallowed day!
The poor man's day !

The pale mechanic now has leave to breathe

The morning air pure from the city's smoke,

As wandering slowly up the river's banks,

He meditates on Him whose power he marks

In each green tree that proudly spread* the bough,

And in the tiny dew-bent flowers that bloom

Around the roots ;
and while he thus surveys

With elevated joy each rural charm,

He hopes yet fears presumption In the hope,

That Heaven may be one Sabbath without end !

Grahame.

Yes, it is only those who toil six days in the

week, that feel all the love and mercy shown in

the institution of the Sabbath in the command

that makes cessation of toil a duty rest a re-

ligious service. Winny's household-work was

light enough, yet to her delicate frame and sink-

ing health and unaccustomed muscles, it was

toil. She had learned from Hettie all that was

necessary to know in the conducting of her small

menage and now assumed the whole charge of

the cooking, washing, house-cleaning and needle-

work, upon hersel-f; and with her fragility and

inexperience, it took her all day to get through ;

and often in the day her frail limbs would fail,

her head would swim, and her sight cloud from

weakness ;
but never for weariness never for

pain wou^d Winny pause while anything remain-

ed to be done ;
and when night came, she would

lie down thoroughly exhausted, yet oftentimes

too rnu^h fatigued and excited to compose her-

self to sleep, while the very idea of the inevi-

table duty of rising again early in the morning

to renew the incessant and now painful daily la-

bor would appal her weak nerves, and keep her

awake. Then that constantly recurring, cruel

eough ! the first dropping of her weary head upon
the pillow seemed to be the signal for its com-

mencement. It would continue all night. At

dawn, as usual, she would fall into that heavy

sleep and profuse bath of perspiration, while it

seeme t ih*.t a rapid and exhausting process of

absorption was going on, and from which she

would awake so prostrated that it seemed impos-

sible to get up, and the painful eflo t required all

her little strength and courage. Opiates mi > t

have procured her rest, but. Ardenne with his

ideas about drugs, objected to their me, assert-

ing thit their beneficial tendency was transient

while their injurious effect was abiding. Then

Aldenre believed that a favorable crisis was ap-

proaching, which, if well watched and improved,

would eventuate in the perfect re-etabhshment

of her health. This was th hope he \\r\A out to

Winny all the time. And Winny knew also,

that the time would COTIC when another claim-

ant would need all her remaining time and care

and service. It was now therefore with a wish

to improve her time of comparative leisure, that

Winny toiled hard to set her house in order. She

never complained. Ardenne's lot was hard

enough, she said, and he inevitably saw enough
without her complaints.

. -But when the blessed Sabbath day dawned,
the day that made repose not only a privilege

that might not be improved, but a duty that

must be observed, Winny hailed it with grati-

tude. There was no cooking done that day except
that the kettle was boiled. It is true that she

might not be able always to leave the house, but

in that case she passed the day reclining her

wearied frame upon a little lounge drawn up to

the window, if the*autumn day was warm and

bright, to the fire if it were otherwise. And
Ardenne wofcld sit by her side and read, and

they would converse. They had, upon some mat-

ters, imbibed opposite opinions, or prejudices,

and when their opposing prejudices struck, a

spark of truth, as from the meeting of flint and

steel, would be elicited that would sometimes

throw a ray of light into both souls never more

to be extinguished. Both said that in this mu-

tual and frank confiding of all even the most

hidden and outre thoughts, feelings, and expe-

riences they learned more than from all the

books they had read. Thus it ever is between

earnest and loving souls v?ho do not fear to con-

fide to each other their most secret thoughts,

opinions, and speculations.

Their home lay in the midst of a glorious

scene, more glorious now in this resplendent

autumn weather. Notwithstanding all their

privations beauty and glory expanded thought

high aspirations must be their portion here

It was on the day, the Sabbath day, after their

return to their mountain home, that Winny ex-

hausted, not indeed by work this time, but by the

fatigue of her long ride of the evening previous,

lay on her lounge the little lounge made by

Edgar, stuffed by Hettie, and covered with light

blue calico by Winny. It was now drawn up to

the open window, and Winny lay there half re-

clining upon a pile of pillows, her long fair

curls flowing over them a coarse plaid shawl

thrown over her, half concealing the plain white

wrapper she wore. Ardenne was reading by
her side, but bis eyes continually wandered from

his book to her sweet wan face, with its pure

white forehead and hollow temples, its serenely

arched eyebrows and drooping eyelids

" O'er which the violet vein

Wandering leaves a tender stain."

The sweet, wan spiritual face, with iti trans-

parent fairness and azure shadows ! and its look

of unconscious but angelic patience ! If her eyes

were ever lifted they ever snrrled in his.

It was a glorious autumn Sabbath, and a still
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and solemn brightness flooded with a golden

light the gorgeous woods and sky, and both re-

ceiving the influence of the time and place
bathed with a spirit of celestial love and beauty,

notwithstanding all the wrong, remorse, and

woe, both were happy, for both felt deep as

inspiration could dart its rays a still, calm con-

fidence in omnipotent love and final good ! So

reading and communn^ loving and worshipping,

they passed the Heavenly day until the hour of

noon, when they took their simple meal of tea,

bread and bu'ter, and preserves and then as

Winny was refreshed they strolled out into the

glowing forest with its rich and gorgeous foliage

of crimson and gold, purple and green, burning in

the rays of the afternoon sun. They returned

from their walk merely pausing before re en-

tering the cottage door to worship the Divinity

in the setting sun, sinking like a world in a blaze,

and lighting up the whole earth and sky with the

insufferable glory of a general conflagration !

While standing there they observed two eques-

trians winding up the mountain path, now hid-

den by a turn around some projecting rock, now

lost in a clump of stunted cedars, now emerging

"It will be agreeable to me, dear child 1

only tear the inconvenience to yourself, Winny!
do you think I kept aloof from you with a purpose
all this time ?"
" Yes, Imogene, I thought so! but I did not

presume to judge your actions, far less to blame

you ! I felt that you were right in testilying

your disapproval of my step."

My dear Winny, it was not that* the heart

knoweth its own bitterness!' perhaps I was

pre-occupied with myself."
It was now Winny 's turn to read in that high,

regal brow, characters of profound suffering nnd

stern endurance. It was like a mournful wail oi

solemn music without the words. Apparent,
but not comprehensible ; speaking to the emo-

tions, but not to the understanding. There was

something, too, that awed investigation, and

Winny's eyes fell. Then
" How is my dear grandmother ?" she asked,

in a low, tremulous voice,

Imogene replied by telling her as much and

as far as she knew, or was led to believe ;

among other things, that Mips Sina Hinton was

very good to her, very kind and attentive, night

and appearing in the full light Miss Summer-
|

and day, though the unfortunate lady, like many
field attended by a groom! Miss Summerfield

|

in her sad state, took a prejudice against her

looked well on horseback she was not a dash-
| best friend, and disliked Miss Hinton. That

ing rider like Harriette Joy, nor a swift aerial

flyer like Winny had been, but her attitude was

erect and easy her motion slow and majestic.

She wore a very dark greea habit and a beaver

from which a fall of black ostrich feather min-

gled with her raven ringlets. Surprised and

deeply pleased to see her cousin, Winny passed

her arm into that of Ardenne and went forth to

meet her. Imogene leaned down from her sad-

dle and embraced her cousin, who said, with a

faltering voice and deep feeling,

Oh, Imogene ! it is so good in you to come !

1 am so glad to see you !"

In proof of which gladness Winny "burst

out a crying." Ardenne bowed, but Imogene

releasing W?.nny, held out her hand with a friend-

ly look, and th*n Ardenne shook it cordially,

welcoming her to "Pine Cliffs." He led her

horse to the block and helped her off, and taking

her arm in his conducted her into the house.

" 1 had no idea of the length of this ride, my
dear Winny," said Miss Summerfield, as she fol-

lowed her cousin into the adjoining chamber.

No it is deceiving the distance from Red-

Stone to Pine Cliffs is said to be ten miles, but

by the winding of the bridle path in the ascent

it makes it double that distance. You cannot

return to night. I hope you will not mind the

inconvenience of staying with us one night. We
will make you comfortable as circumstances will

admit," said Winny, while assisting her cousin

off with her habit. Imogene looked at her wan,

blue, fair face, and fragile, evanescent form and

in reply pressed her affectionately to her bosom.

they could never sufficiently repay Miss Hinton

for staying there under all these unpleasant and

adverse circumstances,

Winny sunk down in a chair, dropped her head

upon the foot of the bed, and gave herself up
to the agony of remorse and sorrow, that the

name of her grandmother, and the idea of her

sufferings, always excited.

A glance through the window, showed MiM
Summerfield that Ardenno was out in the yard,

just going off to show the groom where to put

the horses, and she turned and addressed her-

self to comforting Winny.
"Dear child, you confirm what Harriette

told me. Your remorse is mortyd it is a dis-

ease, and it is killing you ! Wmny, your very

error drew upon you duties not of regret, re-

morse, but of a kind that regret and remorse

are utterly opposed to, and inconsistent with!

Do you think that your immoderate remorse

for your marriage will promote Edgar's happi-

ness?"

Oh, no ! and I do not regret our marriage !

No! come what will, in this world or the next,

I shall never regret our marriage ! It is my
disobedience 1 repent j

its consequences to otheri

I lament !"

" Well, for that disobedience you have just-

ly, though severely, suff red, and deeply re-

pented. Yet justice has been tempered with

mercy some of its consequences' have been

as profoundly happ7 as others have ben disas-

trous. Your very sufferings have severely test-

ed the love of your husband, and you have
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been profoundly '.appy --highly blessed! that

love at length is right, note is religious, now

evil may surround it, but cannot touch it,

cannot mingle with it! Oh ! I have thought

of the fall of mau ! the loss of Eden ! the

o ? forth into the wilderness! And I have

felt tnat the curse was not so great ! the loss

so heavy! the exile so dreary, after all! It

was just the ( curse' that a Merciful God, a

Loving Father, to keep His word, would have

infl cted to save His children, would have

softened for they were sent forth together, with

Uave to love ! How much more terrible would

have heen the curse to either, had either re-

tain <1 PARADISE alone! had they been for-

bidden to love !"

Winny's eyes were fixed with intense inte-

rest upon the solemnly eloquent countenance

of Miss Summertield, and she almost uncon-

scious!', exclaimed

Im >gene ! you love !"

Hush ! hu*h ! I am betrothed, I ought to

love I" replied she, hastily and huskily, growing
so very white under the gentle, but penetrating

scrutiny of her cousin, that Winny quickly
withdrew her glance. Recovering herself, Miss

Summerfield said < ; I wish you to rouse, Win-

ny ! the past is irreparable ! Fidelity to pre-

tent duties is possible and pressing Get cheer-

ful and well ! look at things broadly and in-

telligentlyHeaven is always repairing the er-

rors, and forgiving the sins, and bringing good
from the evil of earth In the course of this

work some have to suffer by the faults, and for

the good of others it is the beloved of God who
are chosen for this service God gave His only

Son for the redemption of the world. How
trite that text, but how full of meaning how
broad how suggestive. It is the best beloved

children of Heaven who 'suffer here for the

good of the others. If we judge by her divine

spirit of love and goodness, our venerable pa-

rent is one of those beloved ones she suffers

by, and through, and for others ! You, Winny,
needed this very schooling that you are getting

will you only improve it? My Uncle Dar-

ling, with all respect be it spoken I fear,

needs some severe discipline also. He may not

benefit by it. We too often delay all the kind

purposes of Heaven towards us delay not de-

feat, for I fully believe in the final triumph of

Heaven, and of good ! But Winny, my dear

child, I did not come to preach you an after-

noon sermon, but to make you a proposi-
tion."

" Well, come in to the parlor fire, it is bla-

ring cheerfully now, and then we can talk,"

replied Winny, leading the way into the next

room, sett* >g a chair for Imogene by the fire,

and seatui; her side

Where is Edgar ?"

Gone to the spring, to get water to fill the

tea-kettle," replied Winny, a slight blush of

shame (for which she mentally reproached her-

self,) tinging her pale cheek.
" My proposition, Winny ! My mother and

myself are lonely at Red-Stone, even now, in

this fine weather, when there is so much visit-

ing. But soon the winter will be upon us,
and the river will be frozen over, enclosing us

on three sides, and we shall be very lonely

soon, also, this bleak cliff of yours will be unin-

habitable, from its exposed situation, and the

severe cold. So I come, in the name of my mo-

ther, as well as myself, to beg that you and

Edgar will shut up your house for the wiater,
and come and visit us until spring Do, Win-

ny ! we should make a snug, happy family there,
all of us together. We should be quite inde-

pendent of our neighbors for society 1"

Winny took her cousin's hand and pressed it

gratefully ; then she said, with much feeling ex-

pressed in her tone,

I thank you, Imogene I am profoundly sen-

sible of your kind and affectionate puipose. Oh,

yes, I thank you earnestly for your generous pro-

position, and for the delicate manner of ma-

king it."

" And you will accept it, my dear cousin ?"

"No
"No? why not? I cannot think you are

in earnest."

Winny's cheek slightly flushed
;
she replied,

We have nothing left but our self-respect

let us retain that !"

" Your self-respect, Winny ! What do yon
mean ? Your self-respect compromised by pay-

ing us a visit ? That is very complimentary to

us, my dear Winny !"

" Imogene, people do not pay visits of only
ten miles distant, six months long ! I thank you,
dear Imogene ! If any one could make indebted-

ness look like independence and a benefit re-

ceived appear an obligation conferred it is you
with your refined and delicate tact. I am grate-

ful with my whole heart, Imogene, while forced

to decline your generous proposal!"

But, my love, you had best consult Ardenne

before you give me such a decided answer he

may think differently."

Winny smiled, a soft, bright smile, and then

she answered slowly,

You may laugh at the triteness and namoy-

pambyiBm of what I am about to say, but Edgar
and I have but one mind between us. 1 have

only to listen to my own instincts to hear Ms
sentiments. There comes Edgar, now, with

two pails of water in his hands. You might
now go to meet him, and mate the same propo-

sition to him that you have just made to me.

He would feel your goodness and affection Deeply
as X do, and decline your proposition firmly as 1

did ."
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Miss Snmmerfield received this decision with

a look of deep disappointment. She mused in

silence. She was not inclined to yield the point

so easily.

Then how in the world is one to be of use

to you ?" at last she asked.

" By doing everything to ameliorate our grand-

mother's situation."

"We do that, Winny, from another set of

motives "

" By reconciling my father ?"

We have tried in vaiu I"

"By loving us yourself?"
1 do, my dear Winny, with all the heart I

have."

Tne entrance of Ardenne, with the pails, ar-

rested the conversation Winuy arose, filled her

little kettle, hung it over th fire, and began fr> set

the table for tea. While she was thu>i engaged,

Miss Summerfield turned to Ardenue, aud said,

" I shall not return to Red-Stone to-night, Mr.

Ardenne. Will you he so good as to send my
servant home immediately, that motber may not

be uneasy at this unexpected absence, and direct

tains were covered with snow and ice; their

gorges glistening with nkeleton trees carved in

ice ; their hollows filled up with hills of unow
drifts

;
the river far below them, frozen to t he

bottom, swollen and cracked open ; the fields

beyond a vast ocean of saow and ice, rolling off

towards the cold, blue horizon, with spectral

trees and houses standing here and there. Clouds

darkened the sky
It was on the 15th of January. It had snowed

all night. Edgar leaving Winny in her heavy,

morning sleep, descended to the kitchen to open
the window-shutters and light the fire. The
cold was so intense, that in passing from their

bed chamber to the kitchen his hands grew
numb, heavy, and almost useless. He went to

the window to open the shutters the snow had

penetrated through the old shutters, filling up

i

the spac" between tnem and the window, and

i frozen there, excluding every ray of light, and

! making the room pitch dark It was impossible

I
to raise the window without shattering the

glass, and so Edgar went to the door to open it

i aud admit the light. The snow was drifted and

him, Mr. Ardenne, if you please, to return for ! frozen against the door, too, for he had to pull
VWA rtovl-rr +s\~wirhi*mixr wtsii*n i at 7'^ wri + lt all Itia of-v^ar* rvfrh tnrst f\r tViraa timaa an/1me early to-morrow morning ?

Ardenne bowed, and withdrew to do her bidding

In the course of the evening Imogene renewed

and pressed her proposal to Winny in vain. After

tea, while Winny was absent in the adjoining

bed-chamber, changing the bed-linen and prepa-

ring it for Miss Summerfield's occupation, Imo-

gene took the opportunity of speaking to Ar-

denne apart, upon the subject of her cousin's

failing health and great debility, and by every

argument in her power to persuade him to ac

cept their hospitality for the winter. Ardenne

was affected with grief when she alluded to

Winny's declining health, and, for for, severe

toils ; he was moved with gratitude when Imo-

gene used every delicate and ingenuous persua

sion to induce him to go to Red-Stone, but, in the

end, with earnest expressions of gratitude and

esteem, he declined the offer, requesting, as his

decision was quite final, that it might not be re-

peated. Imogene's scheme was relinquished very

reluctantly.

Soon after breakfast, the next morning, her

servant rode up, leading her palfrey, and Miss

Summerfield bade good-bye to the Ardennes and

Pine Cliffs.

i

CHAPTER XXIIL

JANUARY AT PINK CLIFFS-

Tis done ! Dread winter spreads his latest gloom

And reigns tremendou* o'e^ the conquered year!

How dead the vegetable kingdom lies!

How dumb the tuneful ! Horror wide extends

Bs de olate domain ! Thompson

It wab the middle ot January. The moun-

with all his strength two or three times, and

then with the last pull it came violently, though

heavily opens and then it was still dark ! and

Edgar knew that a snow-drift had closed up the

whole front of the house. There was a back

door, but no back window to this kitchen-parlor.

He went and opened the door, and then turning,

saw in front, from sill to ceiling, a shining bar-

ricade of frozen snow. It was still snowing and

freezing as it fell. He closed the doore and

lighted a candle. Then he proceeded to kindle

the fire by its light you might have seen that

our poor boy was frightfully changed his face

was pallid, peaked, haggard ; his eyes and cheeks

were hollow, the expression of his countenance

despairing he might have been taken for the

starved apothecary in Romeo and Juliet. He

looked old, and our Edgar was but twenty. So

much for a romantic name and a runaway match.

1 think if his sponsors in baptism had called him

Job or Barnabas, or any substantial, respectable,

broad-bottomed, upright and downright name,
that he never would have grown up a sonnet

scribbler, and eloped with uis pretty pupil but

to call him "Edgar!" I could have told them

so.

Reader ! if you ever heard of an Edgar, or an

Edwin, who did not let his genius, or his pas-

sions, or his demon fly away with ijim and who

on the contrary, grew up to be a useful, stout,

and well fed member of society, I shall thank

you to let me know it. There is a spell, a

charm, a talisman in a name If you want to

make a girl a flirt, call her " Fanny," and the

chances will be good; if >ou want to make her

an^hing and everything in turn, and nothing

long a medley of inconsistencies a chaos of
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contraries, give '^er a long string of names, and

I warrant >ou she will cook you up a sermon or

a satire, preach orthodoxy with Isaac Taylor, or

scepticism *i'h Sielley; be a nun or a bac-

chante through life, and having no individuality,

no self, o UNITY, at death she will dissolve into

her origin* e'ements of fire and air, earth and

water ! But this is a digression.

Mr. Elpar was neither playing flutes nor

writing sonnets- He was just filling the tea-

kettle and sweeping the harth alas ! just think

of a " radiant archangel" sweeping up the hearth!

In tru'h, this was the burnt bottom crust of

their cake of romance ! Well ! this " burn-

ing and shining light," who was going to blaze

forth upon the dazz'ed world with the splendor

of a newly created sun! was just now the mas-

ter of as dirty a p*ir of hands, as smut, cinders,

smoke, and ashes could make, as he beat the

Yes next door to people who are dying ef

luxurious surfeit!"

"I cannot realize it!"

" Do you realize that we are half buried in

snow, and that this is only the middle of Janu-

ary 1"
" Yes but we have a good fire !"

" Do you realize that we have not a cent and

no means of getting a cent ! that we have no-

thing between us and hunger but a little meal,
and that is nearly gone ?

Well ! it is likely we shall be hungry."
" And how long do you think hunger may last

before it produces death ?"

I don't know how long ?"

A few days perhaps."
"
Well, Edgar, that is the Lord's affair when

a case is in extremity it is exclu-i ely in the

Lord's hands. Faith is worth not ling, Ed?ai,
little broom against the jambs, when the stair

j

that does not pierce the mystery ot De >th if we
door opened ani Wmny appeared, blue and half

frozen, though closely wrapped in her coarse

plaid shawl
;

she smiled an affectionate good-

morni"g, and set herself immediately to work at

the table. P>or Winny had, in spite of all her

promises of reformation, overslept herself so

often, that she was ashamed now of attempting
an apology. She took a little earn meal and be-

gan to mrx a cake. Tae tea-kettle was boiling,

and Edgar a ked her for the coffee.

Tnere is none, Edgar ; the last was used

yesterday morning." .

Tea, then
;
tea would do."

" Tnere is but one making, Edgar ; and per-

haps we had better save that, in case either of

as should be sick."
" It has come at last, then," said he, bitterly,

"the rime when I see you without the common-
est comforts of life, such as every negro enjoys,
and see myself witnout the means of providing
them for you."
"
Well, Edgar! we are not without the neces-

laries of life we have meal yet that is a com-
fort."

Meal ! and how much? Tell me that,

Winny !"

" How much ? Oh ! enough to last us two or

three days."
" And then, Winny ?"
" And then 1 do not know what then that is

God's concern ! not ours, for we have done all

Wf can "

' Look around, Winny! is there anything
else to s^U or barter for meal ? your carpets
and quilts, your sofa everything gone except
one straw bed, a kettle, griddle and two bo*b
and now that we have been married fifteen

months we are reduced to positive penury
within a week p-rhaps of beggary or "

"Starvation? do people ever starve, Edgar?"
r*t/

What? among their fellow creatures?"

are starved out of earth, which I cannot t^iok

likely to happen, the eyes ttat close bere will

open in heaven I only pray to live till our child

is born, and that wilt not be mai y days, and

then let us all die together ! Oh ! together , Ed-

gar I 1 have so mu.'h ait*? 1 should rot wisu you
to live here, Edgar, n 7 di^d I wish you to go
with me to the Better Laod.'"

By this time. the little corn cake was done,
and she put it upon t e table. There was no

cloth it had b?en sold. There were only two

common plates. Th-y sat down to the table,

and Edgar cut the corn bread iato lour qua ters.

They ate but little there wa.a so much despair

painted on both cou itenance-s Yet ea-,^ was

sorrowing for the other. Ardenne had ; e er

spoken so plainly, so roughly almost, a h" spoke

now, and here was the secret! A soon a^ 'he

little meal was over, and Winny hs-d cleared the

table an easy task, and they sat down at the

fire, she said,

" It is because you have notrrng to do, c

E^gar, that makes you eel *o despair* ng- it

were at work, ev*-n though it should bring

no remuneration, you would eel better w<

you not ?"

"Oh, yes, for rh<n ' should feel sure

d >ing some one a service."

"I knew that. But think of this, Edgar!

They also serve who wait L-arn to

and to wait! to labo^ is easy mos' of u pr

fer it; but to wait that indeed i- d ffi ult

to labor is inspiring, encouraging, life giving

to wait is depressing, rftscouragmg, apatuet

death like. Y^u labored hnpetnih Le n '

harder lesson TO WAIT hopefully We will leal

toge.thnr. and see wbo 'an be the rm*t patient and

hopeful ! I am sure you will be Edgar, for

hav^ been so all this time < nlv t 1 v you have

failed n in t,. nt It is hard tor m K. sit here

w.th ne hand folded over tUeoth>-r, 'o it tempts

me 1 1 thi.ik myself worthless and dawdling, and
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impairs mv self-respect more than anything else life, feel that whatever comes, they meet it *-
in my experience; there is the difficulty that

[
ffether! Ah! Eddie, recollect that when Adam

makes it so hard to wait but what help for it

now? Mi- slender our slender wardrobe is all

in perfect repair our house clean and our dishes

washed now unless some of my neighbors would

kindly -e ud me work, what ami to do? <TO

WAIT?"
" Y u have more to do, Winny to en-

dure !

That is not hard !"

" Winny ! I have n >t roughly taken hold of our

privation* this morning without a purpose! My
dear Winny ! my soul's dearest companion, listen

to me Ynur father

Well ? my father ! You are paler than ever,

Edg-r! You shake as with an ague what is

it ? My fa? her what ? oh, what ?

Y->ur father, Winny, will receive you back

surround you with all the comforts and luxu-

ries of his great wealth if if you will leave

me!"
W 1 knew that before, may heaven forgive

father for the thought!"

Wmny ! you are within a few weeks or days

of your confinement. You are as inexperienced

as a cnild, and so am I but this we both know

that it is a time of suffering and peril when

you will require comforts, friends and tender

nur i? ; g And what have you now? an old

weather-beaten mountain lodge a straw bed

and a handfuU of meal!"
" And God above, and one dearer than life by

my side Do not fear for me God is a good

Father, and Nature a good nursing Mother ! I

hall do very well !"

Not so, Winny ! without proper care and at-

tention you and your child both may perish.

Winny ! you must return to your father !"

"Never! never, Edgar! never to my father!

never anywhere without you !"

Edgar drew his chair to her side half em-

bracing her he began a speech too long to report

nere full of reason, argument, eloquence and

persuasion yes and hope Her father, he said,

might relent with their submission or he him-

self might make a fortune somewhere else and

return to claim her. In vain ! he might as well

have talked to the moon as to Winny. She heard

him out and then she said,

Oh ! Edgar, when Father Burleigh was set-

ting our fault and its consequences before us

did we not clasp each other's hand and say,

Whatever comes we go to meet it together ?'

and did we not feel strong and joyous then?"

Ah ! we were children then f we had no ex-

perience then !"

Ah ! but children are truer, if not wiser

than adults; do not let experience make us cow-

aidly or fa'se ! It is the very charm, the very

soul and life, promise and hope of marriage,

when those who love each other dearer than

and Eve sinned, and were exiled, they were ba-

nished together Oh, Eddie, recollect our very
marriage rites warn us, that for no vicissitudes

of sickness or health, riches or poverty in this

uncertain world, are we to separate and never,
never until DEATH part us and remember, Ed-

gar, that this august ritual was passed not by ro-

mantic boys and girls, such as we were two years

ago, when we talked about martyrdom and

crucifixion for each other but by grave,

wise, elderly men, inspired by the spirit of

God."
" Winny, my dear child, you are eloquent, but

one, one hard, immoveable fact stands against all

the eloquence in the world." And Edgar set

before her in stronger light than ever, the

hardships, perils and agonies that awaited her,

greater than ever she had experienced be-

fore.

She replied

"Oh, Eddie, don't try to persuade me so,

love, pleas" don't ! Whatever comes, I can bear

it. If you are with me, I am willing to suffer

in every member of my body, except in my poor

heart! it is such a weak, faint thing, Eddie,

that I fear to strike it. If 1 leave you, I should

strike it a death blow !"

" Winny ! I have used argument, persuasion,

every means to bring you to consent, now,

Winny, I must tell you that it is not a matter

that lies in your own will, or at your own choice

at all. Winny you SHALL NOT sacrifice your-

self! You MUST return to your father!" said

Ardenne, getting up, buttoning up his coat, and

standing on the hearth, with bis back to the

fire, and his hands clenched behind him.

By the way, I wonder why men always get

up, button up their coats, and stand on the

hearth, with their backs to the fire, and their

hands clasped behind them, whenever they in-

tend to be very arbitrary. Is it to button up
their resolution and heat their valor ? I've seen

father do that a thousand times, with variation!

for, occasionally, instead of clenching his

hands behind him, he'd divide the tails of his

coat, and bring them forward over his arms.

Men are funny people ! I wonder what they do

it for?" asked Winny, archly.
" I wonder why women ever jest in the face of

the gravest crisis ?" replied Ardenne, " but you

will not evade my purpose so lightly. Winny ! do

you understand me ? I say that you SHALL NOT

kill yourself, and you SHALL return to your fa-

ther's house!"

Well, now, 1 like that ! that's delivered

with quite Bishop -of-Rome-ish authority as if

it were yea and amen requiring no answer

silent obedience, etc. Now 1 tell you, Pope

Leo Xth will find that the Godless heretic, Mar-

tin Luther, will do as he pleases and replies
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to him 1 WILL kill myself as much as I please 5

I WILL NOT return to my father's house

without you!' It is no use, Eddie! tell me to

do anytamg else, and I will do it not this /"

" Tnat is always a woman's reply."

"Perhaps so! you can try me ! This is our

first quarrel, Eddie and SHALL' and WILL NOT'

are bandying pretty freely between us and

botn our hearts are nearly bursting ! not with

anger, Eddie ! but with sorrowing affection

on your side masked with sternness on my
side veiled with levity let it cease, dear Eddie!

You are dying to fold me to your heart now, as

I am tainting to rest there kiss me, Eddie !

love m? ! and believe me that I can bear every-

thing that comes if you can ! and 1 know you

can. You are courageous in yourself only fear-

ful in me. I will never oppose your wishes in

anything else, Edgar, nor in that when yon

speak it from your heart, but your heart was

not in that, Edgar."
What could he do? What would you have

done, Mr reader?

In truth, Ardenne was almost bereft of his

reason. They had struggled, and persevered, and

econom zed. Had done whatsoever their hands

found to do, and sought work when it could not

be found had drawn their little expenses down
to the smallest minimum had practised

* ; indus-

try, economy and temperance," those catholi-

cons for success unsuccessfully ! in short, had

lived in a way that would have delighted the

heart of " poor Richard" and still their income

and their little stock of personal property month

by month diminished, until their house was

nearly as bare as a shebelon tree thai the locusts

have deserted. Ardenne was in despair.

Youth is said to be hopeful, elastic. It is

ig"orance rather that is elastic, hopeful ! Souls

that have never been prostrated with disap-

pointment, young or old (if such could be),

know nothing about it But let a young head

receive a severe shock of disappointment, and

there is nothing in life no death-like as its de-

spair. It is middle age that is hopef-1 and elas-

tic. Middle age that has seen the sky cloud up
too often not to know that it will clear again
that has seen the sun set too many times not to

expect its rise seen the winter snows too fre-

quently not to anticipate the spring. But youth,
wri its intense sensibilities and passionate de-

siresfrost-bitten in the first "winter of our

discontent," in despair believes too surely that

the bloom of life, and love, and hope, and joy is

tilled forever, ai.d knowing nothing of it cannot

be made to believe in Another flowering season

"Oh! there lie *uch depths of woe
In a young, blighted spirit ! Manhood rears

\ haughty brow, and age nas done with tears

BII' yt'ii'h b'.-v* <)<>w <> misery in m iz>-

At MI- Hark c oud 'erra-"i ing
;u fre-h days."

To see Winny, so suffering and so patient !

that was his daily, hourly anguish! Th^ few

days following the morning I nave describe
were severely cold, tfore snow and sleet. It

was impossible to leave the mountain top, b -

cause the hollows were filled up with hill* of

snow, through which the tops of stunted Trees

stuck out like little twigs. It was not impossi-
ble that they might be buried in the enow, and

perish there of cold or hunger. Their little

stock of meal had been eked out to the last quart
before the weather began to moderate, and the

snow to thaw. Edgar had trapped snow birds

all the time, and that had helped out their slen-

der stock of provisions. And this was only the

twentieth of January, and the two worst snow
months were to come ! What would become of

Wmny ? Edgar thought and thought, until it

seemed his brain must give way ; he besought

Winny to leave him, but Winny, in every thing
else so docile, in this was more stubborn than

a mule she could bear what Edgar could f Then
in the silent hours of the night, while listening
to her hacking cough, he prayed God fo- pardon
for guidance Then he rande a resolution, and

carried it into effect. He said nothing to Winny
of his intention, but privately wrote a letter to

Squire Darling, describing the situation ol his

wife, his own utter inability to make her com-
fortable, and imploring her father's sympathy
and protection for her He wrote this letter,

and bowed his head and wept! for his prdc
his spirit, his heart was utterly bowed A

broken!

' Talk not of grief till thou hast seen the tears

haughty men!"

CHAPTER XXIV.

THE END OF LOVE IN A COTTAGE.

But here upon this earth beneath,

There's not a spot where thou and I

Together for an hour could breathe !

Farewell !
"

Oh, in that word that fatal word howe'er

We promise, hope, believe there breathes despair,

Byron.

It was a week from the sending off of the 1*

ter. It was the cold gray of an early winter

morning. Winny had been coughing and fever-

ish all night, and had at last fallen into r sat

death-like lethargy, for it was scarcely sleej

which had become habitual to her. A

left his pillow, and going to the window, openec

the shutters and read a letter It was Squii

Darling's answer. He had received it the even-

ing before, had read it alo, and now, by that

strange fascination that leads an unfortunate

author to con over and over again a review in

which he or she ia mercilessly hanged, drawn,
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quartered and dissected Ardenne read over again on God! on death f "There is many a crisis

this diabolical letter : in life," says the eloquent De^ey, when wa

OAK GROVE, January 25th, 18. need a faith like the martyr's to support us

Monday, 12 o'clock, M. i

There are hours in life like martyrdom as full

MR RASCAL! So, it has turned out exactly of bitter anguish -as full of utter earthly deso-
as I hoped believed and expected. You thong-

,

ution
; in which more than our H

by this time to be leading the debates in our Na-
tional Congress, pushed on by '

Squire D^ar-

linsV influence, no doubt !
" The Honorable

Edgar Ardenne, H. R ," at the very least, if no
w

IT S. S." My service to you, the Right Hm
Edg.-r Ardenne, U. S. S.! I have a small claim
before your honorable body ! Will it please yo .

throw upon it the weight of your influence ?

Stuff"! ! How dare you., Mr. Knave, after keep
ing possession of my daughter more than a year
offer to return her upan my hands ? Is that your
pride ? However, 1 am glad, for the silly foops

sake, that you have dared ! Enclosed you will

find a hundred dollars take it, and be off with

yourself! I shall come to fetch my daughter to

morrow afternonn see that you do not cross my
track, or ever approach my house, for in that

case 1 will shoot you as quickly and with less

remorse than I would kill a mad-dog. You are

thenceforth to hold no communication with Win-

ny by letter, word or message ! You know the

terms, and you know ME. DARLING.

Edgar read that letter over and over again,

though each word stung him to the quick. Then

he hastily put together a few clothes, and tied

them in a bundle. Then he went below, lighted

the fire, and, sitting down, wrote a long and elo-

quent farewell letter to Winny. Then he enclo-

sed it in the following note to Squire Darling :

PINE CLIFFS, Jan. 26th, 18 .

SQUIRE DARLING: Your terms are accepted.
Enclosed you will find returned your own enclo-

sure of a b.undre-1 dollars, also my fare well letter

to Winny. Come for her at twelve. Hand it

to her then ; for I do not wish her to know of

her husband's flight till she is in ber father's

arms. EDGAR ARDENNE

Oh, he would rather have died, could his

death have availed her, than have written this

letter ! Death was more welcome than disho-

nor, and he felt dishonored* The Demon of

Suicide tempted, and might have triumphed over

him, but he thought of Winny's anguish he

thought of his mother's early prayers and les-

sons he thought of the Scourged and Crucified,

and the widow's son, the Christian mother's son

was saved in the hour of his bitter trial yea, of

his * agony and bloody sweat." It is compara-

tively easy, for it is heroic in all men's eyes, to

die for the loved ! Who will suffer dishonor for

her? who will receive the burning smite of

shame for her ? no one, scarcely, for there is

no compensation, no consolation ; it is the mar-

tyrdom without the crown the sacrifice of ut-

ter, utter loss ! No wonder that great groans,

which seemed to have split his heart in their pas-

sage, burst from his mouth no wonder that

great drops, which seemed to have started from

his brain, rolled down his brow ! What an hour

in which
we feel that our very heart-strings are stretch-

ed and lacerated on the rack of affliction
;

in

which life itself loses its value, and vre ask to

die; in whose dread struggle and agony, life

might drop from us and not be minded ! Oh f

then must our cry, like that of Jetus, go up to

the pitying heavens for help, and nothing bat
the infinite and immortal can help us !" Such
an hour had descended upon Ardenne the final

parting with Winny her sorrows his oitm de-

gradation each of these enough to sear his

brain but all combined! no marvel that spasms
convulsed his frame, and heaviest sighs rived his

bosom !

The hour of direst misery passed at last it

passed, and when Winny gently opened the stair-

door he turned almost serenely to meet her

smile. Winny baked the corn-cake. Both knew
it was of the very last meal, but neither spoke of

it. After breakfast Edgar said,

I am going to Harper's Ferry to-day, my
dear, to see if I cannot do something."
" Oh ! I am glad to hear you say so, Eddie

anything is better than the apathy you have suf-

fered so many days ! When will you be back,
dear Edgar ?"
" When you see me, love certainly not to

dinner," replied he evasively.
He has forgotten that we have no dinner ! 1

am glad that he has," thought Winny and she

questioned him no more. He sat by Wmny, his

arm half encircling her he looked at her so

tenderly, spoke to her so gently. Winny quietly
wondered at a manner that would hive been

lover-like, had it not been so deeply sad, so

nearly solemn and then he was so pale and

rigid at times. Had not Winny been the most

guileless of women, she must have suspected

something wrong. The hours passed heavily

yet swiftly along, like the last hours of a con-

demned criminal ! It was near twelve o'clock !

his death-hour had come ! he must go ! he arose

and drew on his over-coat, took his gloves, his

hat approached her, stood at the back of her

chair looking at her.

How short the days are ! it is twelve o'clock

already," said Winny, unconscious that she was

dropping the handkerchief."

Edgar started violently "Good-bye, Win-

ny!"

Good-bye, Edgar," replied Winny, care-

lessly reaching her hand back to him without

looking up.

He shuddered sh* looked so calm so un-

conscious '< Get up, Winnv ! oh <'ome \ \ want

of bitterest tribulation it was ! How he called a kiss before I 50!" Smilingly Wmny stoo<l up,
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and h*> caught and strained her to bis b<> m.

G } >i<-^s you. my Winnv ! Good-bye! Ok!
!" and he was gone beiore the smile

Winny's lips.had

CHAPTER XXV.

THE FATHER AND DAUGHTER.

I could have stemmed misfortune's tide

And borne the rich one's sneer,

Have braved the haughty glance of pride,

Nor shed a single tear.

I could have smiled on every blow

From life's full quiver thrown,

While I might gaze on thee and know
I should not be " alone."

I could I think I could have brooked

EVn for a time that thou

Upon my fading face had looked

With less* of love than now;
For then I should at least have felt

The sweet hope still my own,
To win thee back, and, whilst I dwelt

On earth, be not alone.

Nay, dearest, 'tis too much, this heart

Must break now thou art gone :

It must not be ! we may not part !

I cannot live "alone !" Mrs. Dinnies.

Winny watched him through the window as

ae picked his way down the precipitous and icy
mountain path, until he was lost to her view

then, a cloud slowly gathered over her mind a

weight settled on her heart. She struggled

against this in vain blamed herself in vain.

" Wny, how weak I am what a baby 1 am get-

ting to be, to feel thus about Edgar's absence for

a few hours nonsense! 5' but then she sighed

heavily, from a despair she could neither escape

nor understand. She walked restlessly about the

room a crumpled letter lay upon the floor she

passed and trod on it several times at any other

time she would have stooped and picked it up,

for she was an orderly little housekeeper ;
but

now at last she kicked it out of the way and pur-

sued her walk. Restless, restless still, she wan-
dered from the kitchen into the shed, turned

over all her little stock of cooking utensils, try-

ing to conquer her depression by seeking some
useful employment. They were all right. Then
she went, up stairs and over-hauled her own and

Edgar's slender wardrobe. They were in per-
fect repair. There was nothing for Winny to do

unless she had possessed money to buy new ma-
terials to work upon j but now, in tumbling over

Edgar's clothes, she missed gome of them from
a closet that served them as a wardrobe. Far
from suspecting the truth, she said, "Ah! poor

Edgar, he has secretly taken some of his clothes

to sell or to pledge ; secretly, because he did not

wuh to hurt my feelings ; what a good heart he

has ! oh ! a heart where one could lie down in

security for ever !" then she came down stairs.

Again the crumpled letter lay in her path, again
she kicked it away. Winny thought she had

plenty of opportunity now to practice patience,
and learn her allotted lesson "TO WAIT," and
with something like a newly kindled love of the

work, Winny set herself to tne exercise- Noon

passed, day waned, Winny grew hungry, and
there was nothing to eat; she walked about

again restlessly, once more with her little foot

twitched that soiled and crumpled, haunting let-

ter out of her path. She sat down at last, fatigued
in body, but still restless and active in mind,

Edgar must be here now in a few minutes I

will mend the fire !'" and jumping up again, she

went to the door and looked out. There was no

sign of Edgar yet. But the hill was abrupt just
at the top; though unseen, he might be very near.

She went into the shed and brought a small arm-

ful of dry wood, such as she could bring. The
fire was very low. She laid down her wood

upon the hearth, and looked around for some-

thing to start it with. Even waate paper was

scarce with her. Her eyes lighted upon

crumpled letter she stooped and picked it up,

and opened to examine it previous to burning,
when a sharp rap at the door startled her, and

she dropped the paper ! but before she had made
a step forward to open the door, it was pushed

open, and her stout father, in his brown surtout,

furred cap, fox-skin gloves and heavy riding-

whip, stood in the middle of the room stamping
the snow from his boots and over-alls. With an

inarticulate cry of joy, Winny's first irapul

was to spring forward, but something jerked

back, and she stood fixed upon the spat wher

she had dropped the letter
;
she tried to

but her heart beat too violently; she lost her

strength, and tottered off to the nearest chair

and sank into it, while still the stout squire

stamped and blew, apparently paying more at-

tention to the condition of his over-alls., than to

his little daughter. With a great effort, with a

sudden dart, Winny sprang forward and was at

his feet clasping his knees, burying her face

against him and gulping out

" Father I Oh, may the Lord Almighty blest

you for coming. Father, forgive me ! I do love

you so dearly ! Oh ! I am so glad to see you !

I nearly died of joy to see you oh ! and terror,

too ! Father ! say you forgive me ! I know by

your coming that you have pardoned me, dear

father, but just say so !"

Stop, Winny ! Let me go y you absurd girh

don't you see you are hindering me from stamp-

ing the snow off, and that you are getting it aH

over yourself leave off your nonsense and go

and get ready well ! come ! do you hear me ?"

Sir ?" aeked Winny, relasing her father, who

immediately threw himself heavily into a chair

that creaked under him. < Oh, father ! dear fa-
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ther ! I am so sensible of your goodness I want

to hug y xi, I want to kiss you and tell you
"

"Come, Winny; no fiddle- stickiana, if you

please ! go and get ready I said."

" Get ready, sir ?"
" Yes ! ready, ready, READY ! is that distinct

enough ? and be quick, too, for the sun is nearly

down!"
" Ready for what, my father ?"

For what ? why for to return with me to

Oak Grove, where we will see if we can keep a

closer watch on you than we did two years ago,

and see if we cannot try to prevent you from

running away with any more lackeys/'

Winny's pale cheek flushed at this indignity,

and withal her face assumed a puzzled and a

troubled expression she did not move of course.

Come ! come ! will you hurry ? It is a long
ride from here to Oak Grove, and we have no

moon. 1 have brought Sea Foam, and a stuffed

ar.d quilted saddle-cloth for your accommodation,
Ma<iem Blood and Thunder ! look at you now !

Fou are a pretty object to carry home to Oak

Grove, are you not now ? Zounds ! and the

d 1 ! I have a constitution of iron and ada-

mant to stand the infernal trials you put me
to! By the bones of St. Magdalene, mis-

tress., you shall enter a monastery within a few

weeks from this ! and I will leave every cent of

money I have on earth to found a hospital for re-

formed courtezans ! Come ! why don't you
move ?"

Burning shame and indignation struggled with

the joy and love Winny had first experienced on

seeing her father.

< Well ! well ! the d 1 ! how you try my pa-

tience ! Will you get ready, or will you not ?"

" Father ! if 1 understand you as inviting me
to Oak Grove, I thank you, but cannot go now.

Edgar went to Harper's Ferry this morning, and

has not returned yet I am looking for him

every instant," and as she said that, suddenly

darted into Winny's heart a terrible fear, lest

^Ardenne should enter while her father was in

this insulting mood, and that some scene of vio-

lence would ensue. This fear was only instanta-

neous, however. It was put to a violent death

by a cruel certainty.

At the end of her last reply the squire laughed

out loud and long. In her shame and confusion,

Winny had stooped and picked up the crumpled

letter, and was unconsciously turning it about,

when she recognized her father's hand-writing

in the superscription to Ardenne. She nervously

opened and saw " Mr. Rascal !" rapidly devour-

ing the poisonous contents
; Winny crumpled it

in her hand, grew white as marble, and sank

into her chair, while the squire continued his

uproarious laughter. All this transpired in a

few seconds. At the end of his noise the squire

said;, while the tears of laughter ran down his

fair, rosy cheeks

" So ! you don't know that my knave has run

away and left you ! Just as I always expected
him to do 1 knew as long as you were a pretty

girl, and a healthy girl, that he would stay with

you, but when you came to this he would be off I

Ha! I might have told you eo ! and now if you
want farther proof here! read his own letter!

the skulk asked me to give it to you, and f do it

only because it is a good-bye-and-forever affair !"

Winny took the letter, put it in her bosom,
and rose up.
" Why don't you read your letter ? Where

are you going ?"
' To get ready."
The words were so hard and curt, the lips so

white that spoke them, that Squire Darling

squinted at his daughter with something ap-

proaching to intelligent scrutiny as she passed
out. Very soon she returned in her riding habit

and hat. He got up.
" My God, how white and still you are, Winny I

a moving statue ! Well ! I suppose its its its

d the fellow ! Come along."
He set her in the saddle, seated her comfort-

ably, gave the reins into her cold hands pitied

the li'tle hands, but swore to himself that he

would not even press them and they rode on

down the mountain pain. In an hour they reach-

ed the foot, and arrived at the level road that lay

along the banks of the river.

" Why don't you read your letter now ? as we

go along slowly you have an opportunity."
" I do not care to read it."

Ha ! is it so? Perhaps you do not care for

the knave himself? Is it so, Winny ? Say thatt

my child, and you are indeed restored to your
father's heart

>
as well as home !"

Winny's blue lips parted t>ver her glistening

teeth, but she said nothing. They had now
reached the ferry-boat.

Ride in first, father," said Winny, and Squire

Darling rode into the boat, and jumping from his

saddle, began to pat and soothe his young horse.

" He is restive, Winny ! afraid of rushing water!

afraid of everything ! He would be a fine horse

if he were only spirited; however, he is scarcely

well broken yet. Come in, Winny; you need

not dismount."

But the color had come back to Winny's

cheek, and she turned her horse, stooped, patted

and spoke to him
; slightly raised herself in her

stirrup, threw out and caught the reins back

with a sudden jerk, and sped like lightning down

the road towards Harper's Ferry, leavit g on the

wind a "Good-bye, father! I go to Edgar!"
That settled it! First he thought that the

horse had run away with her, and had looked

after her in fright, but before he could prepare

to follow, here comes the wind with its burden,

and now he is for a moment spell bound with

amazement now growling.

Curses on that deceitful huafzy, I say ! and
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curses on all Eve's deceitful brood for ever and

ever! May the devil fly away with them all!

amen!" And with such speed as age and fat

could make, he tumbled up into his saddle, and

started in pursuit.

On flew Winny on her white horse a white

spirit gleaming through the air ! & silver-white

cloud driven by the wind!

On trundled the stout squire on his stout horse,

lashing, and kicking, and jerking and spurring

hallooing, and cursing, and swearing rider and

horse all mixed up together in the tumbling

struggle forward !

On sped Winny! the gait of her beautiful

horse a succession of flying curves so smooth and

swift she scarcely felt the motion ! She only

saw the rosy nostrils in the air ! the silky mane

blowing ! the slender white ankles and jet black

hoofs dart out in their lightning semi circles !

she only saw the trees and rocks reel past !

Oh ! my lovely spirit horse ! you are indeed

a spirit ! a fairy ! my beauty ! my pet !" said the

silly Winny, in a fever of gratitude, to her flying

steed !

On rumbled and tumbled and struggled the

squire and his roan steed ;
he and his horse a red

and brown, noisy, discordant chaos ! trotting,

rearing, jumping, dancing anything but going

along i

This devil of a horse ! he has a gait

like a churn dasher, strait up and

down and never forward!" jumped syllable

by syllable from our squire's jolted bosom, as

the horse churned him up and down. Then with

a furious jerk at the bit, and plunge of the spurs,

his beast sprang forward, reared up, and in a

moment our squire was bounced spinning in the

air, his stout legs and arms flying, and the next

instant his ejput form was stretched upon the

road several yards ahead ! while our horse turnr

ed calmly around, and churned up and down,

tumbling towards home, apparently very well

satisfied with his performance.

CHAPTER XX VI.

7HE RACE AND GOAL.

She stands, as stands the s-trir-ken deer,

Checked midway in the fearful chase,

When bursts upon its eye and ear

The gaunt fjjay robber baying near

Between it and its hiding-place
While still behind, with yell and blow,

Sweeps like a storm the coming foe.

J. G. Whittier.

Away ! away ! sped horse and rider, on the

winss of lightning t Away ! away ! like a white

meteor glancing through the dark path. She

overtook and swept past a carriage too swiftly

to see the arms of the Summerneld's painted upon

its panels. Awayl away! as rock and tree,
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hill and valley whirled, reeled behind. Away !

away ! towards the Western horizon, where the

lofty, deep blue mountains swept round half a

sphere. Away ! away ! towards an opening,
cleft from summit to base of the mountain,
which let in a flood of glory from the

level hun, long and broad, and of blinding light,
like an angePs pathway to the earth This
was the distant view of Harper's Ferry, with
the setting sun behind. Away! away! she flew

up this broad ray of light, that laded before

her flying steed as a sunbeam, dimmed by a fly-

ing white cloud ! She has gained the goal as

the sun has set! Sbe has reached Harper's

Ferry. She has thrown herself from her horse,

and, unheeding the group of low and drinking
loafers, filling up the rustic porch, and staring
at her, she has darted into the little dark pas-

sage she has ran against Hettie, who receives

her in her arms- and she has totally lost the

power of utterance, while the alarming palpita-
tion of her heart could be felt, and almost hearc

At length,

Edgar ! Edgar !" she gasped-

"My dear Mrs Ardenne, come into my room,'
said Hettie, supporting her fast failing form.

"Edgar! Edgar !"

My dear Mrs. Ardenne ! you you]
will hurt yourself! You alarm me so much !-

Father!"

Edgar
" Oh ! ma'am, dear young lady, don't I Fatl

1 say !"

EDGAR!"
"Oa! Mrs. Ardenne, he has gone! did

you know it? He left in the stage for Pittsburg

an hour ago ! Fat'ner ! Father, I say ! come
here ! quick ! quick ! My God ! she's dead !"

With one long, long, low wail, as of a It

harp-string snapped a last heart-string broken-

with the last life dying on its sound, Wii

sank slowly over Hettie's arms, and sli]

thence to the ground.

"Father! Farmer, 1 say!" still screai

Hettie, trying to raise the body.

The little, round landlord rolled himself

singing out

Waat the deuce is ailing of you, Hettii

squealirg there like a stuck pig ?"

"On, lather! Mrs. Anlenne !"

Heigh ! what ? There I said so !"

" She came atter him, to stop him !"

" I see that ! 1 ain't blind, Hettie ! / sc

so ! I told him so .' blowed if 1 didn't I"

the little fellow, stupid with amazement,

withstanding.

Oh, father ! sht's dead ! she's dead !"

No she ain't f she's in a fainty fit ! or

swound! Let me feel her pulse! No pulse I

Her temples no not a singly beaming vein!

Put your hand in her bosom, Hettie, and feel if

her heart beats."
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"No! no' no ! father!" said Hettie, nervously

running her hand hither and thither, like a

lightened rabbit, in her friend's bosom. "No
rather ! no I it is as still as still as anything

Oh, my goodness, sh&s dead! she's dead! Fa
Iher ! don't stand there, leaning on your knees

and staring your eyes out don't! Help me to

carry her in, and lay her on the bed ! Don't you
see she's dead! why don't you send for the

doctor? Don't you see she's dead!" exclaimec

Hettie, just as upset and as crazed as her father

was Btupified.

"No! she is not dead!" said a deep, sweet

voice, near the group.
Hettie turned, to see a gentleman in the long

frock and square cap of a Catholic clergyman,

standing near her.

Just then the carriage that Winny had passed
in her mad flight rolled into the yard. The lit-

tle host, at the sound of wheels, and by the force

of habit, started up to go and meet it, but

checked the impulse, and would have raised

Winny in his arms, but that the gentleman who
hai last spoken, now said

"Go meet your new guests, Mr. Smilie, I

will attend this young lady," and raising her

lightly, he looked to Hettie for direction.

"This way, sir," said Hettie, leading the

way into a little chamber.
" Indeed he is the very image of Miss Sum-

merfield ! He looks enough like Miss Sammer-
field to be her father," said Hettie, to herself, as

she gazed at the stranger, unconsciously, with

such intensity that he fixed his large shadowy
eyes, with their slowly returning light upon her

an instant, and then gave his attention to the

recovering of the poor oe prostrate before him.

la the meantime Mr. Smilie had gone into the

yard to receive the new arrival just as the car-

riage stopped. The footman jumped off, opened
the door, let down the steps, and assisted Mrs.

Summerfield to alight. Cap in hand, and bowing

low, my little host rolled forward to meet her.

"Is Mr. Ve'lemont here, sir?"

" Not as I know of, madam ! A strange gen-

tleman a priest, is here ^ust this instant ap

peared and that's all I know of him don't

know how he came, nor where he came from,

nor what his name is he may be the gentleman

in question ! walk in, madam I Here, Hettie,

jmy child!" That call was mechanical also

. The little host always made an ostentatious

show of calling out * Here, Hettie, my daugh

ter," whenever the arrival of ladies or a lady

gave him an excuse to do so as if he were al-

ways proud of having a "
Hettie, my daughter,"

to sing after.

"Where is Mr. Vellemont? Let him know
that 1 am here," said Mrs. Summerfield, when

jj

she reached the parlor.

Yes, madam ! yes ! you mean the gentle-

man I told you of?"

"
Certainly ! Mr. Veilemont, ttie priest, who

has been appointed to assist Father Burleigh,
who is too infirm to perform his duties any
longer."

Oh, yes, madam ! I see ! Will you, madam,
have your horses taken from the carriage ?"

"No, Smilie, I return immediately to Red-

Stone, having come only to meet and fetch over
Mr. Vellemont."
" Yes, madam ! there is another person here,who"
Hurry, Smilie, if you please, it is late."

"Yes! yes, ma'am! yes!" smiled the obliging
little host, hastening out to do her bidding.

Winny was at length shocked from her insen-

sibility by a fierce, riving pang, like forked and

scattering lightning ! followed by another and

another, in maddening strength and rapidity, un-

til her senses were again whirled away, and
lost in this ghastly storm of physical agony !

Then followed a sense of sudden relief exhaus-

tion then lethargy death annihilation. From
this trance she awoke at last with a feeling
of benign repose of inexpressible, exquisite,
ineffable ease. The soft, elastic swells of a

down-bed and pillows embraced her fragile form.

A subdued, an even light fell sweetly on her

eyes. A gently reviving fragrance filled the

room. The soothing murmur of distant waters

was heard. And all the shaded light the de-

licate fragrance the murmuring sound all

came subdued to the senses of her who lay there

half lost in a bathos of ineffable delight. She

awoke to a sense of almost voluptuous repose
to a quiet, delicious, animal life she was like a

new born babe, waking from its first sleep in its

soft cradle thought, memory, reason, had not

stirred yet. , She had not moved yet, though her

sweet blue eyes were half open, and floating in

the shade of a vague, luxurious vision. This

was beatitude. In this dreamy heaven of soft

support, of shade, of murmur, and of faint fra-

grance, she was now conscious of something
more tangible than either it was a touch,
a warmth a gentle, but thrilling clasp upon her

left hand, that lay upon the counterpane. She

felt that this touch had brought her back from

death that this warmth had given life this

gentle clasp had galvanized her deadened nerves,

and started her still blood into circulation again
that the little sinews of her small arm were

delicate electric wires, conducting the life of

that touch to heart and brain, and waking them

to consciousness. She was awake now! life

was upon her again ! the world before her once

more ! But she received it with the feebleness

of a young infant. She turned her swimming
glance the dark, shrouded figure, and pale, spi-

ritual face of the silent watcher did not cause

her either surprise or joy she was too weak to
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feel either to feel anything but affection, as

she murmured, in a soft, low tone

" G andmother."

"Wnat, my baby?" replied the watcher,

catching to the side of the bed, and helping her-

self up and bending over a lace full of simple

love, upon the languid one.

Both seemed too feeble, in mind and body, one

from illness, one from age, to feel any strong

emotion at this meeting.

Grandmother."

Well, hon^y ?"

"Is this you?"
Yes, honey, this is me."

" Kiss- me, grandmother."
" Yes, honey," and the old lady bent over and

pressed a kiss on her lips.

"Bless me, grandmother."
God love my haby."
Now I'll go to sleep," and she closed her

eyes again, to open them shortly.

"Grandmother."
" What, honey ?"
" Am I awake, or asleep ?"

I think you are awake, hbney, ain't you ?'

Yes, I reckon so but where am I ?"

"In Margaret's room, honey."
Where ?"

" In Margaret's room, you know, honey."
" At Red-Stone Hall ?"

"Yes, honey."
" Well, good-night, grandmother I am going

to sleep, now," and a second time she closed her

eyes, and dream and reality mingled together in

her vague consciousness. Presently she awoke

again it was dark now, except where a feeble

yellow ray from the hearth showed where the

night taper burned. -She murmured "Grand-
mother."
" Do you want anything, dear Winny ?"

"Who spoke?"
"

1, your Cousin Imogene how do you feel,

Winny?"
So nice."

" I am so glad can you eat something now,
dear?"

"Imogene!"
Well, my cousin ?"

" Was grandmother here, just now, or was it

a pleasant dream ?"

She was here, just now. We sent the car-

riage for her as soon as you arrived. We knew
that we could induce her to come, at last, it she

heard that you were here."

Where is grandmother ?"
She has been sitting by you all day, but

now we have persuaded her to go to bed, and
let me take her place by your bedside."

Where is Edgar, Imogene ?"

No voice answered, nor was the question now
lepeated. Alter a few moments
" Will you take anything, dearest Winny ?"

" I I want Edgar to come to me so much-
tell him to come."

No voice replied for some seconds, and then -

"I do not know where he is, Winny."
" Send some one to look, then."
" Where did you leave him.) Winny ?"

The feeble one evidently struggled for clearer

memory- -she struggled into recollection sbud-

dered groaned. Imogene stooped over her.

" Winny ! will you look at your child your
little daughter ?"

Now the full light of memory and understand-

ing broke broadly upon Winny, and she remem-
bered and knew all !

"Dear Winny, will you look at your little

daughter ?"

Yes yesyes," sighed Winny.
Imogene lifted her gently up- -supporting her

little shoulders by piling pillows behind her.

Then she went to a crib, near by, and lifting a

light burden from it, came and laid it on the bed

before the youthful mother. She unwrapped the

flannel wrappers, displaying the little silky
black hair, folded features, shut up fast in

sleep the little hands, folded together and

pressed under the chin the embodiment of per-

fect innocence with perfect helplessness Winny
gazed on her child a long time, with her thin

hands clasped together, in perfect silence, until

the tears began to gather in her eyes, and to

roll down her face faster and faster they ga-

thered and fell faster and faster until Imo-

gene said

" Do not weep so, dearest Winny !"

She attempted to reply she failed in utt<

ance, shook her head, while the tears poui

from her eyes. They fell upon the baby's it

who lifted its silky lashes-, and the large,

eyes of Edgar Ardenue gazed unconsciously
her from the face of her child.

" Your tears are not all bitter, young moth<

you have a great comfort there," said the dee

melodious voice of Imogene.
The babe began to move, uneasily, and tt

Imogene again spoke
" You have an exquisite joy at hand, Winny-

do. you know it? You must nurse your baby-

she needs it now take her to your bosom, Wii

ny, ah, Winny, surely this is a profound ha{

ness do not weep God is bending from tt

skies, and looking at us, while I place the bat

He has sent you, in your arms be grateful

be hopeful 4ift your eye, and lift your heat

and thank Him for the sweet gift, as you lay

to your bosom."

Winny received the child in silence she ht

not spoken one word since her full memory r

turned. If now she experienced the profound j

oys of maternity, it was so deepened) so blended L
with sorrow, remorse and despair, that not one!

'aint smile, not one ray of pleasure lighted heij
features. She was very quiet. She did noi

|
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hudder, or groan, or even sigh, now. Her tears,
when they fell, rolled silently down her cheeks.

Poor child ! she had missed the joy of the two
sweetest epochs in h<3 r life her bridal and her

maternity both had been darkened and sadden-

ed by the sternest sorrow.

Several days passed in which Winny could

scarcely be said to live she was so still, pale,

apathetic. She never testified the least surprise
at finding herself where she was, the least grati-

tude for Mrs. and Miss Summerfield's kindness,
or the least pleasure at the reunion with her

grandmother ; she ate so little that they gave her

copious doses of elixir vitriol to stimulate the

needful appetite she received the medicine half

unconsciously, and took her meals mechanically.
The only signs of sanity she ever gave were the

still tears of profound tenderness and sorrow she

would drop upon her babe the glance of regret-
ful affection she would cast on her grandmo-
ther, or the wistful inquiring gaze she would
sometimes fix upon Miss Summerfield's pallid

irow and haggard face. It was in vain they
tried to interest her in passing events, or to en-

gage her in conversation evil and good came
ilike only she would shiver at a burst of sun-

Ihine, shudder at a peal of laughter. Sometimes

mogene would attempt to read to her, but it was

>nly the profound and elevating the strong and

ife-giving thoughts of those who had suffered

ind outlived and sanctified to themselves sor-

ows deep as hers..

One morning, while they sat together, in the

:hamber appropriated to Winny's use, Imogene's

neiodions and saddened voice was heard adding
s " music" to the following b autiful words

And now as thou sittest there I will speak to

hee; and I say though sighs will burst from

b,y almost broken heart, yet when they come

ack in echoes from the silent walls, let them

each thee. Let them tell thee that God wills not

hy destruction, thy suffering for its own sake;

*il;s thee not, cannot will thee any evil
; how can

hat thought come from the bosom of Infinite

ove ? No, let thy sorrows tell thee that God
trills thy repentance, thy virtue, thy happiness,

hy preparation for infinite happiness 1 Let that

hought spread holy light through thy darkened

.hamber. That which is against thee is not as

hat which is for thee. Calamity, a dark speck
n thy sky, seemeth to be against thee

;
but God's

joodness, the all-embracing light and power of

he universe, forever lives and shin s around thee

tnd for thee.

" ' Evil and good before Him stand

Their minions to perform.'

?he angel of gladness is there
;
but the angel of

ffliction is there, too
;
and br>th alike for good.

*Iay the angel of gladness visit us as often as is

ood for us ! 1 pray for it. But that angel of

ffliction ! what shall we ay to it? Shall we
8

not say,
< come thou, too, when our Father wil-

leth; come Thou when need is; with saddened
brow and pitying eye come; and take us on Thy
wings ; and bear us up to hope, to happiness, to

heaven; to that presence where is fullness of

joy, to that right hand where there re pleasures
forever more!"

Long, long had Winny's tears been frozen, now
at this sun of sympathy, eloquence, inspiration,
they melted and ran down her face. Still her at-

tention was not fixed only arrested unsettled
and wandering in sad reveries and fancies, for

turning her tear- bathed face to Imogece, she

murmured,
"Are you then that Angel of Sorror 'with

saddened brow and pitying eye ?' Are you that

Angel of Sorrow who presided at my marriage
and presided over my maternity I do not say
'come./ but depart from me, Angel of Sorrow,
for the shadow of yorur wing hides from me the

face of GodV>

One day in a more rational and practical mood
she asked
" Imogene was no effort made to recall him?

I mean because I was so ill, go near death,

Imogene, and you were so good I"

My dear, yes we wrote to Wheeling by the

very next mail, and thinking that perhaps he

might not get the letter soon enough did not

wait the next stage, but despatched a messen-
er on horse-back to Wheeling for him. How-

ever before our messenger arrived he had left

Wheeling no one knew whither."

" And so you abandoned the chase 1"
"
Yes, my dear Winny, but not the purpose.

Vty mother caused notices to be inserted in all

he papers throughout the country to * E r

A e, late of J efferson county, Va.,' recalling
dm on important business. As yet, Winny,
hese notices have been unproductive. How-
ever, only a few weeks have passed as yet. The
notices are to be continued until further orders,
and he cannot fail to meet one or more of them."
" Unless he has lost himself in the boundless

Western wilderness, which is the most likely of

all."

There was a coldness and quietness in her

tone and manner that proved Winny was no*

herself yet.
" He was crazy, Jmogene, mad, maddened by

seeing my privations and fearing for me or he

would not have thrown me into worse affliction

by flying."

To turn her thoughts away, Miss Summerfield

said,

Your father is much better, Winny."
No answer.
" I told you several times that in pursuing yon

he had been thrown from his horse and severely

injured."

No answer.
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" Are you not glad he is recovered, my dear?'

"No."

Wfat, Winny, not glad to hear your fathe

is better?"

"No."
You shock me, Winny !"

You should not have asked me, then. My
father took my heart between his large strong

hands and pressed it until it was numb. A
first I screamed with the pain, but now I feel no

more it is numb! Indeed it is, Imogene it is

strange but it is numb, stunned, silent !"

While even they spoke old Gelly entered with

a letter in her hand.
" Mornin' Miss Winny how you do to-day ?

Here's a letter from ole marster. Uncle Killus

is down stairs long o' de carriage as the old gen-

t'lum sont. He's come to carry you back long

o j him. Oie marster has been very bad, Killus

Bays he's demented, too, of all his syis, he says

-done had Priest Bellmont long o' him night an

day ef any man could pervert a sinner from the

arrows of his course it is Priest Bellmont. Kil-

lus says how he would only give him dissolution

on certain perditions an* Killus says how it

wur something 'cerning Marse Edgar and Miss

Winny, an' somethin' bout marryin' of Miss

Sina Hinton "

" Be careful, Angela, you talk at random ! and

for Achilles, I suppose he has been at his old

tricks of listening at key holes and adding to all

that he hears there !"

Yes, honey. Well, honey >
I hope it's true

that's all. Now, Miss Winny, when you done a

readin' of your letter jes ring de beil an' let

some of them lazy trollopes come an' 'tend to

you I got to go an' give out dinner."

Did you say Uncle Kill was down stairs ?"

Yes, bonsy."
Tell him to coirfe up."

< Yes, honey."
And the old woman left the room. Winny's

eyes fell again upon the letter in her hands. It

ran thus

Oak Grove, March 1st, 18.
Winny, my child !

How are you, my dear child?

Your baby is six weeks old are you well enough
to come to me ? I have sent the large close car-

riage witti the down pillars and eider down com-
forter tnat was your mother's. 1 have had your
mother's r >om fixed up for you very nicely and
1 have engaged your favorite, Hettie Smilie, here
as your companion. Hettie has thought of every-
thing that I nad forgotten. That beautiful satin-
wood en h that was your grandmother's, and then

yonr mother's, is placed by your bed. You shall

have your choice of all the young mulatto girls
on the plantation as a nurse for your chili). I

shall have a garden chair for you to take exer-
cise in until you are able to ride out every day.
I wouM bei d Hettie to ride home witi' you, only
you will need to lie down in the carriage, and
there is no more than enough room for the pil-

lows, yourself and baby. I would come for you
myselt,my child, but 1 am as yet unable to leave

my chair. I have been very ill, my child ! very,
very ill at death's door yes, at death's door,

Winny ! 1 am so strong in constitution, and al-

ways had such robust health, that I did not know
what it was to tace death until it came. Come
to me, my child. I hold out my arms to you. 1

want to hug my little yellow haired girl again.
Your father, grieving for you,

JARED DARLING.
If you had seen the face of Winny as she

this letter the strange, cold, sardonic smile that

quivered on ;her lips, you might have guesst

what a frightful change WRONG had wrought in hei

angel disposition. Sne opened the sheet ar

turning the blank page, asked Imogene to ler

her her pencil and Miss Summerfield, taking

the gold pencil from her belt, handed it to Winny,

watching with uneasiness the frosty smile

the girl's lips as she wrote. Winny finished he

note written with a pencil on the reverse side

her father's letter, and folding, directed it. SI

laid it down on the corner of the dressing-tabl

ready for Kill. Imogene took it up.

May I read it, Winny ?"

She nodded an indifferent assent. Imogene
3

sentiment of reverence made her shudder as si

read

" When you have found and restored to me the

life of my life, my husband when you will

tend to him an equal welcome with myself th<

I will come to you and not till then. You ne

send no more letters, for I will receive
fro-m you except through the hands of Edgs
Ardenne. You know the terms know me '

WlNNY ARDENNE "

" Horrible ! most horrible ! Winny, nothii

nothing that your father could have done to y<

or your husband should have provoked you
write a note like that !

3J

" I am not provoked. I wrote a cold fact."

" This note shall not go," said Miss Summe

field, slowly tearing it up.
" You will have to reply to Squire Darlinj

then, for / can write no other letter for an]

other letter would be false."

Then I will reply to my uncle's note " anc

going to her room Imogene wrote the fol'ow-

ng

Dear Sir-
Mrs. Ardenne, though mnch bett

and still improving, is not in a condition to com<
o you. We hope she will he in a few days-
ler child is well an.d grows finely. We hope
see you at Red Stone Hall as soon as your c(

valescence will reimit it,

V^ry respectfully,

Monday morning I. SUMMERFIELD.

Sealing this letter, Imogene returned to Win-

ny's chamber. She found her in conversation

with old Kill, who was almost crying for d

at again seeing Miss Winny." He received

he note from Miss Summerfield, and turning to

Winny said,
" Now, Miss Winny, honey, what must I tell

old marster you say ?"
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Miss Summerfield ha 3 answered your mas-

ter's note uncle."

" Hey ? yes f sure 'r.ough I knows that but

you, honey what must I tall him you say to ole

marsrer ?"

Nothing
"

Not hiP'he' ! how that ?"
< You must go now, Achilles, Mrs. Ardenne

must lift down."
" Yes, honey ! yes, yes, chile. I only waitin'

for her say somethin' for me to tell to ole mars-

ter."

"The note has everything, Achilles."
" Yes, honey ! yes, je^ ! I knows that, too. I

only waitin' "

<J Will you do as I desire, Achilles?" saia Miss

Summerfield, with that invincible air of haughti-
ness and authority which she sometimes but

very seldom assumed. Old Kill bowed lowly,
tumed around hesi r

atingly,and left the chamber.
" Now, Winny !" said MissSummerfieid, when

she had dismissed the old man, " now, Winny,
recline on this lounge, while I sit here and talk

to you. Do you intend to cultivate that sort of

spirit towards \our father?"
" I do not cultivate it. He drove Edgar, poor

Edgar, who was so young mad, and to an net of

madness never in his senses would he have left

me. I feel, as I said or to speak more truly, I

have ceased to fed as I told you before. 1 can-

not help it."

" Winny !" said she, passing her hand once or

twice across her brow, as though she was con-

scious of speaking as much of herself as of ano-

ther;
" Wiany, it is difficult to govern thought;

nearly impossible to govern feeling ; but ACTION

is, with few exceptions, entirely under our con

trol. You cannot, perhaps, at one*, conquer and

expel that impious feeling of resentment."

" It is not resentment it is no feeling at

all."

"It is the result of resentment, however!

Well f then, you cannot force a filial affection that

you do not feel and it would be wrong to affect

what has no existence
; but, Winny, you can

pay your father filial attention and duty, still
;

yon can, as soon as you are able, return to his

house."

Imogene, if I weary you, I can return to my
mountain cabin."

" We have not deserved that at your lips,

cousin."
" Well, then, do not speak to me of returning

to my father's house ! Imogene, look at me ! I

am not th.e same being that I was two months

ago ! yet you talk to me without regard to the

revolution in which I have lost my individuality!

I once told you I loved this earth better than

Heaven that I always wished to stay just here

on earth, and never wished a better heaven! I

love this earth no longer ! I wonder how I ever

thought it fair ! It is hideous ! it is horrible ! a

place of clouds and storms ! of floods and earth-

quakes ! The very boasted sun-shine is nothing
but a scorching heat, or a blinding light 1 loathe

the sight of nature! 1 shut it out! LIFE! Once
I said 1 loved life above all things ! Now, 1 hate

it above all things ;
it is lull of disease and sin,

of pain and sorrow, of persecution and suffering,
of crime and remorse; oh! it is full! brimful

and running over of agony of body and anguish of

mind ! Oh ! I loathe it ! take it from me ! Give
me the peace of nonentity."
" < The peace of nonentity,'

"
replied Imogene,

as though she, too, were tempted to sigh for it-

"But, dearest Winny, you are not changed, only

your environments. The earth is the same at

midnight that it was at noon only the light is

gone Night has darkened all your spirit, Win-

ny. but you are not changed !"

"Am 1 not? Listen! You know for yon
have heard it from others that I carry in my
bosorn a slow death wound, inflicted by my
father ! Well, for that [ never felt a single spark
of resentment although I nave suffered by that

wound. Well, no matter ! that is a secret be-

tween me and my Heavenly Father B;i r He

drove Edgar mad, and to a deed of madness

ana never, never will I see my father until Edgar

brings us together never, never will 1 re-

ceive a letter from him that is not brought by

Edgar."
" You look your father's child now, Winny !

Nevertheless you must listen to me. Never mind

your vows, Winny ;
there are some things we

cannot do. We cannot sell our souls to the

enemy, for the contract would be null and void,

nor can we bind ourselves by oath or vow to do

any wrong, for the*oath or vow would not be

obligatory the only sin would be in first hav-

ing taken the oath, or made the vow. You sin

in saying what you have- just said you would

sin more in keeping your word Listen, Winny!
Heaven and Hell

;
God and Satan

; Angel and

Demon; Right and Wrong; Good an;! Evil;

the Two Great Contending Powers in the Uni-

verse which we describe by each and all these

names, are at last two little simple monosyl-
lables LOVE -HATE They divide the uni-

verse they are nearly equal in power they war

always. Love struggles to redeem hate hate

struggles to destroy love. Every sacrifice yon,

even you, tiny ephemeral, make to the Spirit of

Love, extends the kingdom of love increases

the power of love. Every sacrifice you make to

hate, extends the kingdom, and augments the

strength of hate. Each spirit speaks to you.
How radiantly beautiful are the Ang Is of Love!

but, oh! those Spirits of Hate! how darkly beau-

tiful thev can appear at times ! One calls him- .

self AVENGER! and with his fiery refulgence

would dazz e the glance and dim the worship oi

an angel ! Another, brighter than the sun in

mid career, is GLORY \ and leads myriads to war
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with each other. But their beauty am; thpir

splendor is all false, all seeming they have

takea rhe semblance of the angels of light to wile

away the world with. If the spirit Taking the

most deceptive form of all the form of JUSTICE,

has entered your bosom, Winny, do not listen to

him, cast hi out invoke the Angel of Love by
deeds of Love."

"In a word, then, you would advise me to re-

turu to my fisher, who has inflicted *uch atro-

cious insults and indignities upon my husband?

My father, T*hen his whole course of conduct

tended to one end to separate us, to regain me

no, no! never will I go! It would be wrong
to go!"

'* Ah ! your spirit of hate takes a very specious

form now! Winny, your filial and conjugal

duties never can conflict, never could. Tour

duty is stern, immutable unmodified by others'

performance or neglect of theirs Nothing that

your father has done, no wrong that he has com-

mitted against yourself or your husband, frees

you from your filial obligations. When your
father abused yourself, even to personal violence,

you did not feel that you were freed from duty
towards him? No! Well but when he haa

abused your husband, who himself stands in a

filial relation to him when he abused your hus-

band in a lesser degree, you, with that exquisite

deceitfulness we all practice, drew in your conju-

gal love to cover and excuse the unfilial resent-

ment or feeling, or want of feeling, that you
cherish! This must not be, Wiimy ! If you

yield to the temptation and to the spirit of hate,

your household will be forevr a discordant and

disunited family ! That will be terrible. 1 know,
dear Winny, that it is very trying Co you but if

you keep your own heart pure, and your lips pure
from the spirit of hate, you will reunite your
family. For, listen, Winny ! Your father and

your husband, whatever their antagonism may be,
both love you excessively yes, their love for

you is inordinate ! In you their hearts and in-

terests will yet unite. They must be reconciled

must love one another; for both love you
By returning to your father by that quiet sub-

mission, you will soften him
; you will prepare

his heart to receive Edgar, also. Never mind
all he has said and sworn to the contrary. As I

said before, such oaths are not binding the sin

being in making, not in breaking them. He will

not care a straw about them. You can reco/i-
cile him to Edgar. And your father, with the

impetuous force of his character, will throw as

much or more strength into his patronage of hi* !

on-in-law, than ever he threw into his persecu-
tion of him. Oa! my love, away with PRIDE
It is a fine-looking spirit, I allow, of majestic
mien, god-like brow, but it is a spirit of HATE !

It is one of the most alluring and dangerous of the

spirits one of the most powerful of the Princes

in the Confederate Empire of Hate one of the

most vigilant and fatal enemies of Love ! Listen

only to the Spirit of Love for it is redeeming,

almighty, victorious GOD !"

CHAPTER XXVIL

"THE PALSIED HEART."

I blame no heart, no love, no fate,

And I have nothing to forgive ;

I wish for naught, repent of naught,
Dislike naught bnut to live.

The desolation of the soul

Is what I feel

A sense of fastness that leaves death

But little to reveal
;

For death is nothing but the thought
Of something being again naught.

Festus.

*

It was well for our Winny that she had a

friend like Miss Summerfield near her always.

Imogene devoted herself to her cousin, and with

all the power of her heart and brain, sought to

arouse her from the lethargy into which she had

fallen.

" What can one do, Winny, under any sorrow

but love, pray and hope ? to hate will not help

you to despair will not help you to rebel will

not help you nothing will help you but to love

and hope to labor and pray !"

" But I have no will, no power to do either !

let me alone, Imogene ! you trouble me."
" I may not let you alone, poor child, not until

I have aroused you a little. If you have no will,

consequently no power to do your duty, ma&e

the attempt ! and will and power will come, and

your merit will be greater and your reward high-

er ; you have control over your actions and

through them over thought and feeling."

Sa aay after day Imogene talked with Winny.
Arid in thus devoting herself to the invalid in

body, soul and spirit, Miss Summerfield was

practicing, or attempting to practice, wnat she

preached. She had wrested herself violently

from the circle of her own mysterious and sor-

rowful environments, and thrown herself into

the sphere of her cousin's life.

Imogene Summprtield possessed one eminently

distinguishing trait of character. So el* ated

above every other trait was this, that a Phre-

nologist must have been struck with it at once

in the high, pale forehead, towering to its hig-.est

point veneration. It was this that at rare in-

tervals and in inspired moments had lighted up
the classic beauty of the marble features into

such all glorious splendor ! Seldom of late, how-

ever, were the chiselled features of the young

girl warmed into anything like life. Cold, still,

impassive, impenetrable, she moved a shwdow

through the house. She, such an enthusiast in

her religion, had for many weeks past avoided
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the church. " 1 prefer to remain with my cou-

sin," was the answer she would give to her

mother wnen any proposition to accompany her

to Chapel was made, and Mrs. Summertield, with

an intense gaze into the eyes that ever fell be

fore thac look would sigh and go on alone.

Imogene labored now for one object; she knew
that Squue Darling was rapidly recovering, she

knew tnat upon the first day that he could ven-

ture to ride so far, he would come over to see

Wmny ;
she wished to prepare Winny to meet

him, if not with affection, at least without be-

traying aversion.

But a fearful change was coming over Winny.
It was now the week before the commence-

ment of Lent. It had been the time honored

custom of the Catholics of this neighborhood
to give a succession of dinner and tea-parties for

a week or two previous to Lent. This was, I

suppose, a sort of offspring of the south of Eu-

rope Carnival Be that as it may, it was their

custom, and so about ten days before Shrove

Tuesday, Mrs. Summerfield sent out invitations

for a large dinner party. Among the invited

guests of course were Squire Darling and his

young proteg*, Miss Hiuton, whose continued,

residence under his roof was sanctioned by the

presence of a respectable matron engaged to

keep house and nurse him during his convales-

cence. In her note to her brother, Mrs. Su .Ti-

mer field requested that he would, if he were

able to bear the motion of the carriage, ride

over some days before the dinner party, and re

main a week or two at Red-Stone Hall, that the

change of air and the mineral water, togethe-r

with the society of his daughter, might accele-

rate his recovery. This kind note was answer

ed by the arrival of Squire Darling in person,

looking somewhat thinner and paler than when

we last saw him in the arrogance of full blood

ed health and strength. Indeed, instead of his

brown surtout coat buttoned up, looking like an

over-stuffed bag of wool, it hung rather genteel-

ly upon him, so that Harry Joy, whom he had

met on the road, and who in her genial bon-

homie, had quite forgiven rudeness and all

his sundry other sins told him he should rext

order a dandy coat from his tailor. Well !

Squire Darling alighted carefully and cautiously

from his carriage, and leaning on his stick and

assisted by his body-servant, went up the stairs

at Red-Stone Hall, where he was kindly received

by Mrs. Summerfield ;
his long and dangerous

illness having quite softened the sister's heart

towards him
< Show me at once where to find my child,

Margaret you have been a mother to her,

Margaret, mav God reward you for it," said the

squire, as he limped after his sister.

M's Summer held led him at once up stairs, and

opening a ba^k chamber door said.

" My d^ar Wmny ! here is your father," ad-

mitfed him, and closing the door again, retired,

leaving the father and daughter alone

It was a small, luxurious, but sombre chamber,
a soft dark carpet on the floor

; th". walls hung
with a dark blue velvet paper A tent bed-

st^ad stood at one end, a large bay window at

the other, a fire-place and grate, with two large

easy chairs occupied the third hide, and a dark

mahogany bureau and dressing-glass the fourth;
the bedstead and window weie hung with dark
blue damask, and the chairs covered with the

same rich but sombre drapery. Over the fire-

place hung a fine large oil painting of the Ma-
donna Doloroso, by Correggio. When the door

closed on Squire Darling, leaving him in this

still, shadowy blue room, at first the sudden

change from noonday without to twilight with-

in, nearly blinded him, and it was some seconds

before he could make out a slight fragile form,
clad in white and faintly gleaming among the

dark blue pillows of a large easy chair, drawn

up near the fire. He approached the chair and
looked again before he could, before he dared to

recognise that blue-white shade as his daugh-

ter, then he burst into tears, and without a word

dropped his stick, sunk down upon the carpet
and dropping his head upon the arm of her chair,

wept bitterly. When pride thaws look for

floods." And yet h saw only the physical ruin,

he did not guess, perhaps be never could have

understood, the moral paralysis. And there she

sat, motionless, cold, impassible, indeed like a

spirit or th^ picture of a spirit ;
that tempest of

tears making no more impression tnan if indeed

she had been a shape of mist. At last :

" Winny ! Winny ! Winny ! Oh, my mother-

less child ! my dying child ! speak to me why
don't you speak to me, Winny ?"

Father."

He took the pocket-handkerchief from hia

pocket and wiped the tears and perspiration that

streamed from his face drew a convulsive,

shuddering sigh, and tottered np on his feet

" Winny! Winny! my dear child; say some-

thing to me, or I shall believe you dead already !

Winny ! speak to me, Winny f"

Father, will you take that other chair?"

And is that all ? My God ! how cold and

quiet you are ! and this is the first time we have

met since we both were so near death!" bit-

terly said the father, as he sank heavily into

his chair. She replied nothing, looked nothing.

He was not in the habit of controlling any emo-

tion ; he did not try to regain his composure
but the perfect quietude of her manner acted

upon his nerves, reducing them to something like

calmness. They both sat some time in perfect

silence he gazing at her in a sort of still ex-

citement; his gaze disturbing her as little as it

would have disturbed the Madonna Doloroso

above the mantle-piece. At last he broke out

again,
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My G -d, Winny ! what is tbis ? this is worse

than death. The dying have more words for

their mends, tnan you have for your father!

Winny ! are you angry, and unforgiving ?"

This question, the nature of which would have

hocked n-r reverence some months ago, did not,

however, affect her now. When it was repeated,

he replied,

"No, father."

W&at is it then, my shadow ? Oh, my poor

shadow, what is it?"

Nothing."

"'Nothing!' heavens! how impenetrable you
are! Winny! where is your little baby? that

will arouse you, if anything will. Winny! I

say ! where i your child ?"
" In the crib, in the corner, father !"

" Ah, it is so dark in this gloomy room, I can-

not see. Which corner ? Oh, yes !"

" Will you hand it to me, father ? J have not

left my chair for many days, except to go to

bed."
" So! and they leave you here alone?"

"They are all kindness.. 1 prefer it. See,

here at my right hand, hangs a bell-rope ;
when

1 want anything, 1 have only to ring it."

He now got up, anri going to the corner, lifted

the child from the crib and brought it to his

daughter. He laid it on her lap. Why, Win-

ny, it is all quietness, like yourself! Why Win

ny what makes you so cold so unlike your-
self. Come! let me see you nurse your baby I"

"I do not nurse her!"

"Not! not nurse her?"

"No. I have no milk for her never had

after rhe first few days I"

" Oil ! I see ! I see," said the father, with his

voice full of pity.
" Yes, I see ! poor little mo-

ther, and poor little babe ! But it is a great
comfort to you, Winny !"

No reply.

"Say, is it not, my dear child? you love it

very much, it is all the world to you, as you are

to me, Winny. Say, isn't it so ? say, Winny ?"
" No."

<No,' again! My God! what! < No' did

you hear what 1 asked ? I asked you, if you did

not love your child ?"

"No."
"<No!' Good Heavens! no." Is the girl

idiotic, then ?

"No, only numb."
" Numb !" and what may that mean ; Heaven

be good to us ?"

Listen, father. I tell you what is true. It

seems to me as if I had been dead and brought
to life, with the loss of half my life half my-
self. Listen, father; some intellects are annihi-

lated by sorrow It seems to me, that my affec-

tions have been paralyzed by grief. It is true

Before this babe was born, I loved it. I feared

so much lest it should die; or /should die and

e ve it alone in the world. I praved God to

preserve us both, or let us both die Father, that
was the last affectionate feeling I had After

-'ays of agony of body, and anguish of mind, in-

sanity and a temporary tieatn, I woke but
before 1 saw my babe, my heart, my very
breasts were palsied. I had neither milk for its

sustenance, nor love for its life. I feel nothijg
not gratitude to my aunt and cousin, not affec-

tion for my grandmother, not adoration for my
Creator, nor love for my Saviour, nor tenderness
for my babe

; no, nor regret that this is the case.

1 feel nothing."
<; Oh! she is crazy! she is crazy! she is

crazy !"

"
Father, 1 am not the least insane my mind

is clear and active so active that I am con-

stantly examining this curious phenomenon this

annihilation of my affections."
<" Oa ! she's crazy! she's crazy! she's crazy!

Why did they not tell me so before this ! Mar-

garet! ImogeneJ mother! Margaret, I say!
Where the d 1 are they all? Oh! my God,
she's crazy !"

" Come back, father. Come and sit down. 1

am not crazy not mentally crazy. This may be

insanity, father, or rather idiocy., but it is idiocy
of the heart, not of the brain. My mind is clear ;

see, father, so clear that 1 can almost explain the

matter. Yes, I think I can explain this thing
better than any philosopher or physician, be-

cause you see, father, I have experienced it.

Yes ! 1 ran define insanity. Sit still, father. In-

sanity is a partial suppression, and a partial ex-

altation of LIFE Insane persons are unconscious,
or dead to some things, and supernaturitily con-

scious of and alive to others. The largest life is

in the heart and brain. Father, sit still, I am
not mad. In Heaven, it is said, the Cherubim
know most, the Seraphim love most therefore,

we kno-v that the Cherubim have the largest

and most active brains, and the Seraphim the

largest and most active hearts. Sit still, father

what was I saying ? Oh ! about insanity.

There is an insanity where the lite is suppressed
in the brain the intellect; ar.-d i-xalteii in the

heart, the affections ;
as in the case of my grand-

mother; and the subject becomes like a seraph
tua, loves most; and you call their love, dotage,

drivelling, idiocy. And there is an insanity

where the life is suppressed in the heart and

affections, and supernaturally developed in the

brain, td,e intellect and the subject becomes an

abstraction of intellect, like a ch<-.rurj -.vbo knows

nost and you call toe inspirations, raving And
if I were to tell you all I know, fattier, you would

call it raving."
" For instance, now ?" inquired the wretched

father, fixing his eyes on his child, and gulp

ing down his emotion by a strong effort

Why, father, when you used to smile upon

me, it would light a smile also in my face. It
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expressed your love for me, and your pleasure
in me, and excited mine. Well, father, 1 know
all nature is intdliaent and loving as well as ani-

mate the sun is a great being who loves our

earth and all his other family of planets. And
the sunshine on our earth is a conscious loving
smile and the reflected light is a conscious

loving response."

"Oh-h-k-h heaven!"
"
Y-s, father, don't groan. You call it LIGHT,

father. I know it is LOVE !"

<
Oh-h-h-h, Winny, my child, my child!"

<s 1 know more,* father. I know I can't love,

because I have got nothing to love through my
heart, you see, is broken down, could 1 see if my
eyes we^e out, father ? well, but this is what I

know that I shall die that my spirit will leave

this half ruined body with the broken heart,
and that it will be clothed with a new incorrup-
tible body with a new heart that can never be

broken, and that with that I shall again worship
God and love you, Edgar, my baby ail people.
I used to believe this because the priest said it

now 1 am raised to know it !"

"On! my child! my child!"

I know more, father and oh, listen, lest I

should loig^t to tell you, for I know so many
new things, for knowledge comes so fast it

flows on and on and the new drives out the old

and I want you to remember this."

Oh-h-h-h!"
" As my heart and my affections were destroy-

ed by sorrow, so the hearts of others are de-

stroyed by wrong, by injustice, by slander, by
neglect, by mal-education and you call the

heart depraved, corrupt, perverted, and so it is,

but not the spirit! Father, it is the spirit that

suffers at dtath, freed from its ruined and mal-

treated body, it will be redeemed, freed, clothed

upsn, and will manifest itself good as happy.
T- is give* me no joy now, father! it is cold

knowledge it gives me no joy because 1 cannot

feel. I can only think but I know that when I

get a new, whole heart, I shall be glad of it in

heaven, and I say this as a blind child would

say, I shall see when I get new eyes in heaven."

Again Squire Darling groaned bitterly, then as

his child did riot speak again, he seized her hand

hoping yes hoping to find fever there to ac-

count tor this fearful wandering of the mind, but

no, her pul^e was even and rather slow. He

picked up his stick, and fast as his remaining
lameness would allow, he hurried from the cham-
ber in search of Mr*. Summerfield. In the mean-
time Mrs Summerfield was engaged in conver-

sation with her Daughter.
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CHAPTER XXVIII.

WIGHT IN DAT.

The mind that brood* o'er guilty woes
Is like the scorpion girt by fire,

In circle narrowing as it glow*.
The (lames around their captive close,
Till inly scorched by thousand throes,

And maddened in her ire,

One sad and sole relief sh knoves.
The sting she nourished for her foes,
Whose venom never yet was vain,

Gives but one pang and cures all pain
And darts into her depperate brain.

So do the darif in soul xpire,
Or live like scorpion girt by fire;

So writhes the soul remorse hath riven-
Unfit for earth undoomed for heaven
Darkness above despair beneath

Around it flame beneath it death.

Byron.

Immediately upon leaving Squire Darling at

the door of his daughter's chamber, Mrs. Sum-
merfield had passed down the long, dividing hall,

with the intention of seeking a private interview

with Imogens. In truth, Mrs. Summerfield had

parental griefs of her own, and not, as in Squire

Darling's instance, of her own cfeation. What
hand had she, in fact, in producing the great sor-

row that was day by day visibly consuming t-.e

health and flesh and beauty the very life of

Imogene ? she who was " innocent of the know-

ledge" of its cause. Her heart was even more

than usually oppressed upon this day. It could

not have been otherwise. Since the prepara-
tions for this large dinner party commenced,
Miss Summerfield had fallen into deeper gloom

health, flesh and life had wasted with greater

and fearful rapidity. She had forsaken even

Winny. She died hourly. Mrs. Summerfield

opened the door of her daughter's chamber and

entered. She paused a few steps from the cen-

tre of the room, arrested by a still picture still

but full of tumult, like a painting of a battle, or

of a tempest.

Imogene's chamber was beautiful and luxuri-

ous it was all that great wealth, an artist's

taste, and a mother's love could make it. It

was the largest front room. Two lofty windows
from ceiling to floor, opening upon a ba cony,
commanded a view of the Sbenandoah and the

mountains beyond. But these windows were

now shaded by curtains of purple satin aamask,
lined with orange colored silk. The space be-

tween the windows was filled up with a large

Raphael, a Virgin and Child surmounting a small

but elegant altar.

Before this altar knelt Imog*>ne, her hands

clasped, her face upraised, her lips stnrk apart,

her brow corrugated, her eyes strained nay, her

rery ringlets bristling as it were with anguish.

Yes ! there was grief, remorse, terror, despair,
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all braided in letters of fire upon that ghastly-

face ! Oae would say a criminal in view of his

execution, a sinner in view of inevitable and

eternal perdition might look so ! Well might the

sight strike down all color from the mother's

cheek, all strength from the mother's limbs

never before had she seen a harassing agony like

this ! Struck motionless with grief arid fear, the

mother stood gazing on the image the image

gtill and stormy and terrible as the picture of a

volcano in tiacues !

Unable at last to bear it longer, she went and

laid her hand upon the upturned, agonized brow,

and said,

Imogene !"

With the fearful spring of a wild beast the

girl bounded to her feet, and with a look half of

terror, half of defiance, she turned sharply

around.

" It is 7, Imogene !" said the half heart-broken

mother.

"My mother!" she exclaimed, violently agi-

tated.

Mrs. Summerfield threw her arms around her

daughter, forced her to a gorgeous lounge near

sat down and drew her to her side drew her

head down upon her bosom, and pressing her

there again and again in speechless strength of

love and sorrow.

" What woutdst thou, my mother ?"

On. Imogene, my child, my child, confide in

me ! No matter what it is ! If it were pinkie !

if it coidd ba possible! if thou art GUILTY, Imo-

gene! cofid in me! lay thy guilt upon my
heart! I would take it all! the guilt, the re-

morse, the punishment! all, Imogene, to give

peace to thy soul! Confide in me, oh, my
child!"
" Mother, you charge upon shadows !"

"Thou hast nor GUILT upon thy soul then,

child 1 1 was mad to think it ! Yet thy sorrows

vuJcf, me mad, Imogene!"
" Mother ! what shall I do to give thee

peace ?"
" Do ! convince me that thou art not dying

of griff, REMORSE ! I know not what ! Alas !

you never enter a church ! you never go to con-

fession ! Imogene, when were you at confession ?

Now, I insist upon your telling me that !"

" Nat since the Easter that I was sixteen

years old."

"Nearly three years,! Imogene! nay, now!

by all my love for you ! by all the duty no ! by
all the love you owe me! tell me! I implore

thee! I adjure thee, tell me thy secret! But,

my Go4, Imogen? ; you are changing frightfully

before m^ you grow fierce as a tiger or a ma-
niac! vour eyes spnrkle! they blaze! In the

name of Heaven, what is it, then ?"

Bitterly and fiercely spoke out the transformed

maiden.
" I would have spared thee t thou wilt not let

me Thou wilt compel me I am frenzied now,
1 believe ! Yes, 1 am ! Hear it tren ! I AM
GUILTY ! Yes, yes, mother ! J, your only child,

stand here steeped to the very lips in guilt ! yes,

yes ! guilt beside which the murderer's crimson

soul would pale !"

"Stop! stop! inraerey,stop!" exclaimed Mrs.

Summerfield, holding her temples tightly. But

Imogene had no power to stop.

"Yes, GUILT! I dare not go to confession ! I

dare not enter a church ! I am bteeped to the

lips in guilt! lost in a sea of guilt! guilt that has

no name on earth to specify its'nature, to express
its enormity ! aye ! guilt that has closed heaven !

that has barred purgatory ! that has opened wide

the gates of hell for me !"

"
Stop ! stop ! in mercy, stop ! I loose my

senses!"
" Would I could lose mine !"

"Lost girl! repent! repent!"
< I cannot ! I am doomed ! day by day 1 sink

deeper into this perdition!"
" Oh, God! I have watched ove her! prayed for

her day and night how can she have fallen into

crime ! Imogene, my heart is broken 1 shall

die but, oh, my child ! you are mad to think

that you are past the mercy of God ! repent !

confess! expiate! goto Father Burle^gh! Nay,
1 will send for him to come here ! I am mad !

I know not what I say ! tell me the nature of

your your crime."

No NEVER will I tell that, my mother !"

exclaimed Imogene, in a tone EO stern, so deter-

mined, that spite of everything, it arrested the

agonizing examination With exhausting reac-

tion, MISS Summerfield had suck into the corner

of her lounge, and buried her face in the pillows.

Mrs. Summerfield dropped her face on her bands.

There they remained, without change of atti-

tude, without speaking another word, hour after

hour, until the sun went down until the shades

of night gathered darkly in the room until the

servants, missing Mrs. Summerfield, came to

seek her then she arose mechanically, stooped

and kissed Imogene, and silently left the room.

Miss Summerfield did not appear at the supper

table. Mrs. Summerfield took tea tete-a-tete

with her brother, who, as soon as they were

seated, said, somewhat petulantly,

I have been hunting you all over the house,

Margaret ! Good Heavens ! it seems to me you

are very indifferent about my poor child ! But

you are so blessed in your daughter, that it

makes you selfish, Margaret. A little trouble

would improve your heart." And then he went

on to tell her of Winny's wanderings. Mrs.

Summerfield, with a painful effort to recall her

own wandering thoughts, endeavored to reassure

him. It was only the effect of sorrow and debi-

lity, and would disappear when three causes

were -removed. If Edgar Ardenne could be found

and brought back, Winny would speedily re-
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cover. There was nothing fatal in Winny's dis-

order Indeed, compared to her own grief, ever

grief seemed light to this poor mother.

At the name of Edgar Ardenne, the face of the

squire grew black as night, whereby you migh
know that however he might pity Winny, h<

still hated Ardenne.

CHAPTER XXIX.

DAT IN NIGHT.

Oh! lightly, lightly tread!

A holy thing is sleep,
On the worn spirit shed,

And eyes that wake to weep.
A holy thing from heaven,
A gracious, dewy cloud,

A covering mantle given
The weary to enshroud.

Oh! lightly, lightly tread !

Revere that fair, still brow,
The meekly drooping head,

The long hair's willowy flow;
Ye know not what ye do.

That call the slumberer back,
From the world unseen by you,

Unto life's dim, faded track.

Hemans.

Mrs. Summerfield could not sleep that night.
"1 wonder if she sleeps? alas, no! she lies

and tosses as I do ! How many nights, my
heaven ! has that poor girl waked and suffered I

night after nigbt, and week after week, yes! and

month succeeding month, until health and flesh

and beauty have wasted away ! and my child is

haggard at nineteen ! I will go and see if she

sleeps!" and so saying, Mrs. Summerfield arose,

slipped on a dressing gown, took the shaded night

taper and crossing the passage, entered Imo-

gene's chamber. It was very quiet. She list-

ened. There was no sound, no motion, no sigh ;

nothing to suggest that the occupant of the

chamber waked. Mrs. Summerfield approached
the bed gradually and cautiously advanced the

light started ! almost exclaimed with surprise

at what she saw ! ehe approached the taper

asjain and looked more intently. Was that Imo-

gene? That the girl "steeped to the lipa in

guil
f" and haggard with remorse ? That! Mrs.

Summerfield turned the cylinder of the taper,

raising a strong light, and flashing it upon the

steeper. Was that Imogene, the girl so lately

consumed with guilt and remorse ? What, that

radiant sleeper flooded with the glory of some

celestial vision ? Yes f that was truly Imogene,

transfigured and glorified in sleep ! how beauti-

ful she looked ! and how happy ! even to ecstacy.
The cover was thrown off her bosom the beau-

tiful bosom only slightly veiled by the long
b! ck ringlets that glided and twined caressingly

about it her arms, the long, loose sleeves falling
below the elbows, were thrown np over her

head, carrying half her ringlets with them. The
face was glorious- with a beaming j >y 5

tbe eye-
brows raised, arched and open; the lips full and

sl'ghtly apart with a dreamy smile; the cheeks

faintly colored
;
the whole complexion of face,

arms and bosom, roseate
;
the muscles all lull,

elastic, slightly inflated, as by rising joy or

a very gentle perspiration and regular breathing
assured the mother that this was really health-

ful sleep and happy dreaming. Inspired with

hope, the mother dropped upon her knees and
thanked God, saying,

This girl may be an erring maniac, but she

is not guilty ! Thank God ! The guilty never

sleep, never dream like that! If it were so,

then indeed would the wandering lancies of poor

Winny have struck upon some truth 1"

She knelt, and watched her long receiving
from the radiant sleeping face a balm for all the

wounds the haggard face had given her. Oh !

long she knelt by the side of the beautiful

sleeper, loath to leave her loath, for fear that

the lost vision would never return to bKss her

sight, and soothe her fears again. At last she

left the chamber and returned to bed, to lie

there and wonder at the strange occurrence.

Sae thought of all that she had read of trances,

ecstacies, on which, when the body seemed to

sleep, the soul was absent but all she remem-

bered of such cases, only convinced her that this

sleep of Imogene's was neither trance nor ec-

stacy the soul was not absent from that glori-

fied body ! no ! it was very present present in

its most exalted life making radiant the coun-

tenance of the beautiful sleeper no this was a

healthful sleep, and a heavenly dream but

what, then, was the remorse, that consuming

Imogene all day long, waa lifted from her soul

at night?

The lady was an early riser she was up
with the sun. She saw nothing of Imogene un-

til they were all assembled at breakfast, when

her daughter entered pale, still, cold, impassi-

ble as usual, and took her seat at the table, as

unlike the radiant and celestial dreamer of the

night before as she was to the tortured, half-

frenzied sufferer of the day before

"Have you seen Winny this morning, Misa

Summerfield?" inquired her uncle.

"
Yes, sir, I have just left her room. She

has not yet risen "

" How is she then, my dear ?"

As usual."

And who is with her ?"

"Our grandmother. She has the adjoining

room to Winny. She stays with her always."
" She was not there when I went in yester-

day, and, by-the-way, I have not seen her mo-

ther how is she?"

She is improving in health she is quiet and
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happy since her re-union with Winny she is I will do it! only do not probe my soul so.

dotmgly fond of the baby, and passes all her
; Mother, is there anything I can do to satisfy

time m Wmny's chamber, except an hour in the

afternoon, when she retires to take her nap.

You will find her there after breakfast. She

breakfasts with Winny
"

.. Yew ! well ! poor Winny ! poor child ! you

rcallv think, Margaret, that she is not entirely

out of her mind ?"

She is unsettled and fanciful. I have seen

eucti cases before. Her mind will grow quiet

as her health improves."

"Qiiet! now God forbid she should grow

any quieter than she is I Quiet ! I do not know

which is the more quiet, t-he or the Madonna

Dolorosa over her mantelpiece by the-way,

tke it down ! hang there a picture of a little

boy and girl riding on a jackass, or anything

that look* pleasant or half silly, aid down, also

with the dark curtains let in a flood of sunlight

and instead of my poor old mother, turn little

Nimrod, turn Harry Joy in on her."

f: And shock her into convulsions for that

would be the end of it," replied Mrs. Summer-

field. "No, my brother, our treatment is

wisest ; hypocondriasis may be so cured, but

real sorrow is not so fooled.'' After a little

conversation "I have sent the carriage for

Fanner Burleigh and Harriette, brother," said

the lady.

Have you ?"

Y*s "

" Well, we shall have company enough here,

presently. 1 have sent my coach for Sina."

" You should have brought her with you."
"
Yes, but you see Sina would not ride so

long a journey alone with me Sina is so fool-

ish, so old-maidish."

< Miss Hinton is a very discreet young lady

over-particular in some things, I admit."

Rising, they left the table and separated.

The nqnire wending towards Winny's chamber.

Mrr Sumnnerfield, drawing her daughter's arm

within her own, turned into their mutral sitting-

room.
" How are you, this morning, my love ?"
"
Steady, sane, mother 1 no more of yester-

day !

" No, no ! but, Imogene, do you know that

Colonel Dangerfield has returned ?"

Has he ?"
" How quietly you say that ! Yes, he has,

Imogene. He is at < The Soldier's Rest.' I

s*n f a card of invitation to him yesterday this

morning he sends back a reply, declining the

visit, and excusing himself. Imogene, what is

the meaning of thi* ?"

" He knows, mother, that his presence dis-

tresses me "

"And why, Miss Summerfield?"

o !
I beteech you, stop!

Tell me oi anything i cab do to please you, and

you ?"
" Yes ! go to church, Imogene ! &o regular-

ly. Lent is betting in the devotions of the sea-

son will calm your mind- Near Easter go to

confession receive the blessed eucharm, and

yon will have peace. Say, Imogene, will you
do so ?"
" I will go to church, mother, that is all I can

promise."
" The rest may follow," said the lady.

Again that night her mother left her bed, and

stole to the chamber of her daughter. Again
she found the beautiful sleeper radiant with the

light of some celestial vision her exaltation

higher than before her flesh slightly inflated

as though a happy spirit breathed through every

pore her skin roseate her brow open, arched,
and serenely joyous ! her lips rosy, dewy, and

half apart in a beaming smile ! her very finger

ends, half lost in the shining ringlets, were rosy
and elastic with the high tide of life ! the gen-

tle perspiration, the regular breathing, attest.icg

the healthful sleep the radiant brow and smi-

ling lipa revealing the happy dream ! Again the

mother knelt by the bedsiie, and offered up
thanks to the Divine Father, that so watched

and blessed her daughter's slumber. Then rising,

and looking a kiss upon that heavenly brow, she

left the chamber.

The few days preceding the dinner party,

passed in this way : In the day, Imogene was

pale, cold, still, reserved, or if her reserve was

noticed, violently agitated, almost convulsed.

In the night, in sleep, so roseate, warm, alive

and radiant.

Sina Hinton arrived upon the evening of the

day she had been sent for. Just as she alighted

from the carriage, the coach containing Father

Burleigh and Harriette, drove up. They met on

the piazza Miss Hinton immediately advanced

to the old priest, and held out her hand he stop-

ped, shrunk from her, and shuddered. Harriette

turned her back when she saw her approach.

Miss Hinton, without the least embarrassment,
went on, and was received at the hall door by
Mrs. Summerfield, who pressed her hand kindly,

before she passed out to welcome the priest and

his eccentric niece. No one saw the smile of

fiendish malice that flickered, flame-like, around

the crimson lips, and gleamed from the bit

eyes of the girl, as she went up stairs, attendee

by a maid, to change her dress.

This toilet wa<s soon made, and she descended

to the drawing-room. I said that Sina had

changed had grown into a sort of fiendish

beauty. She was very small, very slight, very

elegant and graceful her features were sharp

and fierce, hut her command of them so perfect,

that this " daughter of man," might have drawn

down from heaven a son of God," by th fasci-
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nation of her smile. She wore a dark blue satin,

closely fitting, and no ornament, except the

long, black, spiral ringlets.

When s fie appeared at the door, Squire Dar-

ling immediately arose, crossed the room, and

gave her his arm, and conducted her to a neat.

"By the side of Father Burleigh, if you please,

or rfuher between Father Burleigh and Mrs.

Summerfield. I wish to sit near Mrs. Summer-

field, and 1 wish to ask that dear old gentleman
about nis precious health and spirits," said Sina,

with her piquant smile.

" As you please, wilful sprite I till dinner,

but after dinner you sit with me, you know !"

rejoined our squire, forgetting his troubles in

the charm of Sina's voice and smile.

Well, he took her straight up to the sofa upon
which sat Mrs and Miss Summerfield and Fa-

ther Burleigh, saying
" Here ! Miss Hinton, will accept no seat but

one between Mr. Burleigh and yourself, Marga-
ret! he loves you both so well !" and smiling,

withdrew.

To divide her witcheries, Miss Hinton took

Mrs. Summrfield's band, and drawing it on her

own lap, caressed it between her own small,

dark fingers, while she leaned shoulderwise and

affectionately towards Father Burleigh, and

raising her dark, beautiful head, with all its fall-

ing ringlets, and lifting her fine eyes lovingly

towards bis, she cooed in softest tones

"On-h-h! I've longed to see you so much,
dear Father ! How do you do? (Jm-m-m-me !

You do not look well, Father are you in good
health Um-mm-me ?"

My health is failing, Miss Hinton," coldly

and haughtily replied the priest, turning pale

with fear and disgust.
i'Um m-me I feared so." pathetically cooed

Sina, still keeping her eyes lovingly raised to his

I am afraid you do not go into society

enough. You must give us your company for

a day at Oak Grove, and bring Miss Harriette

with you really you must now, I intend to ex-

act that promise before you leave," and then

there darted from the softness of her eyes a

quick, stiletto-like menace, quickly withdrawn,
but understood.

"You will come will you not, dear

ther ?"
" I I shall be too happy !" gasped the priest,

shrinking from her leaning shoulder, as from a

fire.

Then changing her tone to one of arch ban-

tering, ehe turned to Mrs. Summerfield, and

said

"Do you know that Father Burleigh once saw
a ghost in the church-yard?"
The priest was ghastly with illness, dread,

loathing or all three. \
"Look, Mrs. Summerfield! look at Father

Burleigh! I declare he believes in ghosts!

just see how the mention of the subject alarms

him! Did you ever tell Mrs. Summerfield of

the ghost you saw, Father Burleigh 1 Did he,

Mrs. Summerfield V*
" No but I did hear a strange report was it

ever investigated, Father Burleigh ?--ever ex-

plained ?" inquired that lady suddenly turning

to the priest, and noticing now, for the first

time, his extreme pallor and violent agitation -

" Good Heavens ! Father Burieigh ! Miss

Hinton ! A glass of water ! quick ! Father I

what is it ?"
" N-nothing I A a vertigo ! i am subject

to it it will pass away!"
Miss Hinton had flown irom the room, and

now returned with a glass of water, which she

pressed upon the priest's acceptance. He re-

ceived it from her hand with averted eyes, and

strong symptoms of hydrophobia. After a while

she took the empty glass from him beckoned

her humble servant. Squire Darling, from the

opposite side of the room, gave it to him to take

out, and turning, bestowed her affectionate at-

tentions again upon the suffering Father.
" Are you better now, dear Father

um-m-m-me ?" tenderly cooed my dove, nest-

ling against my old raven, lovingly.

Yes, yes, 1 am better, now !"

1 am so relieved ! Indeed, my own nerves

have been dreadfully shattered by a dream I had

last night."

"A dream!" exclaimed Mrs. Summerfield,
whom we know to have been very much inte-

rested in the philosophy of night sleep, and

dreams.

Even the cold, still, abstracted Imogene was
aroused from her apathy.

A dream !" she repeated, fixing her large,

commanding eyes steadily upon Miss Hinton,

who, passing her hand to and fro across her

brow, as if to charm away a shadow there, re-

plied

"Oh, yes, a dream! a dreadful dream!

Listen, Father Burleigh, for I wish you to give

me absolution for such a wicked dream!"

The priest raised his head, and fixed bis eyes

in doubt and fear upon the countenance of the

|

malign girl. Mrs. Summerfield was also gazing

Fa-
|

at her.

|
My soul was in purgatory last night!"

" Ah ! I believe it quite possible for the soul

to be in heaven or in hell during sleep," said the

lady, in a low but earnest voice Imogene start-

ed violently, the blood rushed to her very brow,

dying it almost purple, and very slowly receding,

left it of a death-Lke pallor. Mrs, Summerfield

saw this and suppressed a groan.
" My dream!" said Miss Hinton was this

Listen, father ! to my
DfCMON DREAM.

"Methought the nigb.t. wa-j dark and stormy. J
stood upon the shore of Chesapeake Bay.
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sky was pitch black, except that the bay in a

seething tempest, its waves rolled up from t^e

bottom and luminous with phosphorescent light,

roared and rocked to and fro like the blue flames

of a measureless sea of fire, fhm ng up against the

inky sky and tinging the black clouds with a

lurid blood colored light ! Tbe wind ran groan-

ing, howling and shrieking like a maniac-demon

around the horizon ! The thunder broke over

head with the terrific report of an exploded

world, rolling in fragments down the abyss ot

space ! The lightning glared around with the

consuming light of a firmament in conflagration!

The phosphorescent waves of the stormy bay

burned pale and blue beneath the sudden and

insufferable blaze of light!******
But tosxing to find fro from one pale, Hue flaming
wave to another was seen what do you think ^ Fa-

ther Burleigh! a SKELETON boat?" questioned

the fell girl fixing her eyes suddenly with their

lurid light full upon those of the priest. The

attention of her hearers had been too absorbed

by the magnetic power of the demon girl to

notice the increasing and alarming illness of the

priest, who now fell forward in a swoon ! The

company started up in dismay and confusion

bells were rung violently, servants ran in hur-

riedly the old man was raised and laid upon the

gofa a groom was despatched on horseback for

a physician, and in the terrors and consternation

that ensued co one thought of the termination of

Sina Hinton'o Demon Dream.

She knelt by his side, bathed his temples with

hartshorn, watched his returning life with the

deep interest of malice, and when at last he

opened his eyes, stooped and hissed in his ears

"When you give me another public affront

look for another ' vertigo.'"

All this time Harriette Joy was in Winny's
chamber playing with the baby, chatting with

the old lady, and doing her cheerful best to make

every one there happy.

CHAPTER XXX.

CLAUDE VKLLEMONTE.

" Sublime significance of mouth,
Dilated nostril full of youth,
And forehead royal with the truth,

With sovran eyes of depth profound
And yet,

The power of life was m them set."

Mrs. Browning.

The day of the dinner party came. The hand-

somely furnished drawing-room was decorated

and thrown open, and according to the cere-

monious custom of the day and neighborhood,

Mrs and Miss SumrrtPrfieM, upported Hy Squire

Darling, stood near the door to re?eive their

SHANNONDALE.
guests- They were rather a handsome trio.

Squire Darliog
"
neatly, trimly dressed fresh

as a bridegroom," in his suit of speckles? black,

which well became his fair complexion and fair

blue eyes, cleared by recent illness, and his soft

light hair. Squire Darling betrayed a conscious-

ness of looking exceedingly well, Mrs. Sum-
merfield was a lady of rare matronly beaty, as I

have before hinted her tall and finely rounded

form was arrayed in a full dinner costume of rich

black velvet and a small slight gossamer cap set

off without concealing the heavy bands of glossy
black hair parted above her noble brow. Miss

Summerfield wore a crimson satin witn full and

open sleeves and open corsage, with chemisette

and under sleeves of fine lace in full and deep
falls. Her long black ringlets flowing down as

usual in their divisions were without any orna-

ment beyond a single string of pearls around her

classic head. Imogene seemed paler, thinner

than ever. Nay by the contrast of her glowing
dress and long black curls her face looked hag-

gard, ghastly but, alas! little did Miss Sum-
merfield think or care about her looks. She

leaned wearily upon her uncle's arm and receiv-

ed her guests with a politeness so evidently
forced as to call forth remarks such as these

when the latter had passed out of hearing.

What can be the matter with Miss Summer-

field 1 and of all wonders where is Colonel Dan-

gertield ?" and the simplest and dullest of their

visitors would immediately combine these two

circumstances.

Nearly all the expected visiters had arrived,

and Miss Summerfield nearly sinking with fa-

tigue had just requested permission to leave her

post when the name of " Mr. Vellemonte" was

announced, and Squire Darling felt the form re-

clining upon his arm start and quiver as if

pierced by an arrow ! and whispering hastily,

"You are fatigued, Miss Summerfield, and I

must lead you to a seat" would have done so but

that the gentleman announced immediately af-

terwards entered the room and stood before

them. Squire Darling bowed very lowly and

gravely, and Mrs. Summerfield with more than

usual sauvity greeted her new visiter and took

him off to a seat.

That is the new priest!"
" That is Mr. VeUemonte, the new pastor of

Sacred Heart."
" How remarkably handsome ! how singularly

graceful !"

" How strangely like Miss Summerfield ! Did

you ever see such a likeness ?" were the sup-

pressed whispers of the company as M' . Velle-

monte crossed the room and took a seat near a

lady of his own congregation. The subject of

their comments was indeed singularly hand-

some He was a fine specimen of a harmonious-

ly developed vital temperament- I fear he would

not interest the poetic reader, for with all his
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remarkable beauty, health was the great and

striking peculiarity of his being. He was the

ideal of physical, mental and moral HEALTH.

The impersonation of a vigorous LIFE. LIFE

was in every limb and feature in every expres-

sion, gesture and motion. Strange ! but when

you saw him you became conscious that every

one else in comparison was more or less out of

health. He was tall and rather full formed his

countenance was very fine his forehead was

high and broad his face rather long, but his

cheeks and chin so full and round as to give the

whole face a beautiful oval cast his complexion
was clear and sanguine his hair a warm auburn,

and his eyes clear blue his mouth perfectly

beautiful in form and expression yet with all

this difference of form and complexion he was

startlmgly like dark and haggard Imogene. It

was impossible to analyze this startling resem-

blance, for when closely examined it was so in-

tangible that it would disappear, and you would

say it was a hallucination there was none at all

until he would look at you or speak, and then

the resemblance say almost the identity would

half terrify you. There sat the subject of this

description cheerfully conversing with the lady on

his right hand. From the time of his entrance

a new spirit seemed infused into the hitherto for-

mal and silent company. Conversation received

an impulse, and pleasant talk and merry jest

and happy smile went around and around like

a pleasant agitation affecting all but Miss Sum-

merfield, who, in a remote corner, sat alone and

moody. Soon Vellemonte arose and mingled
with the crowd, diffusing life and gaiety as he

passed.
" Dear me ! I think he is very lively for a mi-

nister of the gospel !" said a sour visaged lady

in a hissing whisper, unconscious of being heard

by the subject of her remark. Vellemonte turned

quickly around and dropped his eyes, raining

light and blessing and joy upon her, and then

passed on. The lady's brow cleared as by magic,

warmed and exalted she, too, passed on her

rejoicing in light.

hrough the crowd he was seeking Harriette.

He found her and the merry maiden sprang

ously to meet him.

I want you to take me to Mrs. Ardenne's

ber," said he.

Harriet, with a " Certainly ! please come

way !" led him out. She took him straight

up to Winny's apartment.
" Now do you wish

me to go in ?"

Yes," said he, with his hand on Harriette's

short curls. "Yes, I wish you to come in."

And they entered.

Winny was in the same arm-cbair in the

same still attitude. The old lady sat in the one

opposite, smiling to the babe that lay in the crib

beside her. A brighter smile broke like a burst

of sunshine over the old lady's face as the young
9

priest entered. Even Winny's cold face lighted

up. He took the hands of each and then sat

down between them. * * * * *

Wnen he left them a half hour after, the face of

the old lady was lighted with intelligenceand
that of Winny, with emotion at last. When
he reached the drawing-room the people were all

going in to dinner. He took the arm of Miss

Summerfield, and drawing it within his own con-

ducted her to the table
; and during the passage,

while her arm reposed on his, her excited nerves

grew calm, her heart quiet, her mind clear, as by
a miracle. He sat by her side during dinner

watched her attentively, and waited on her

zealously. When dinner was over, he again drew
her arm within his own and took her back to the

saloon to a distant fauteuil, and sat down beside

her his clear eyes turned with interest upon
her haggard face, seeking to read there the secret

of her misery. The other guests who had fol-

lowed them into the saloon, dispersed themselves

in gay parties over the room. None approached
their fauteuil- He was still perusing her coun-

tenance. Her eyes were dropped yet here was

no disturbance, no paleness, no trembling, no

shrinking from that clear and searching gaze.

All was calmness. At last he spoke, and his

round full liquid notes were melody.
" Imogene, we meet at last meet for the se-

cond time for three years ;
and 1 find you, oh!

so frightfully altered I Imogene, I knew nothing

of this. I knew you had never entered the chapel

since my arrival, but I conjectured that devotion

to your cousin prevented you. I did not guess that

you had been ill ! Rave you been ill, Imogene?"
"In body? no," replied Miss Summerfield,

without lifting her eyelashes.

Then you have mentally suffered, Imogene f

It is even as I feared. Tell me the cause of your

trouble, Imogene. Ha ! do you shudder so ! and

grow pallid, and drop your face upon your hands I

Nay, nay look up, Imogene, raise your eyes to

mine ! I would soothe, not agitate you ; look at

me, Imogene ?"

Was there mesmerism or magic in those soft

fu.ll tones full of compassion as command ? Miss

Summerfield, with the involuntary docility of a

child, slowly raised her eyes, and slowly let them
meet his own his clear deep eyes, whence light

and life, blessing and joy, streamed into hers;

filling her heart with peace raising her soul to

a new sense of life. It was as though that glance
had rent apart the curdling blood that now flowed

healthfully through all her veins flushing her

cheeks, lighting her eyes, and elevating her

spirits.

He was a shade paler, a degree sadder, as he

said,

"I will not ask you for your secret again,

Imogene. Some day you will tell it me. But I

will ask you to come to church. Promise me
that."
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" Yes I promise it the more readily that 1

have passed my word to my mother to do eo.

"That is well. Imogene, look in my eyes and

read my soul deeply as your glance can pierce

and for anything that lies deeper than that, ask

me ard 1 will tell you."
Wc-v do you say this to me 1"

Because I read in your countenance, among
other things, a wonder, an interest, and a cu-

rios itv."
" Nothing more ?"
" Y<-s ! something more ! Shall I tell you what

Iread- Imogene?"
"No!" exclaimed Imogene, shuddering vio-

lently, struck with a sudden convulsion.

The hand of the priest fell slowly and lightly

on hers, and her agitation subsided. " Now,

Imogeue, you might, if you so pleased, tell me
the darkest secret of your heart, and it would

grow bright in the communication; or, you

may ask me for mine you may sift me tho-

roughly."
Tell me, then," said Miss Summerfield,

" the secret of your power."

My power 1 Imogene, the evening is plea-

sant, though cool
;
will you come on the lawn 1"

And without waiting her reply, he cheerfully

arose, took her band and drew her through the

glass doors, and down the marble steps to the

lawn. " Now, my power which power, Imo-

gene. I have several."

Listen, then ! Three years ago, before I had

ever seen you, I was attacked with typhus fever.

1 was in extremity, and a priest was summoned

to annoint my hands and feet for burial. You

came. I was speechless, sinking you gave me
extreme unction your touch struck all the

electric cords of life ; you prayed by me and

your voice called back the departing spirit I

lived ! I knew my life giver ! Explain that."

" Imogene ! 1 earnestly desired your recovery.

I prayed for it believed in it
;
and sought with

my strong electric life to galvanize yours into a

new vigor; that is all."

" Again ! we met around the death-bed of an

old, a very old lad"y. We believed her dying of

age, sorrow, and palsy. You were summoned.

You anointed the sick with oil prayed by

her, touched her and she lived! How was
that?"

"I said if this aged woman dies now and thus

a young heart will be smitten with an incu-

rable remorse through life ! I believed in the

pn8ib ;

lity of restoring even her. I prayed for

it ! I strove for it ! God heard my prayer, and

bleated my effort, and she lived I"

A third time? My cousin Winny became a

mother, and fell in'o a su Iden lethargy that was

all hut death- HT senses were suspended. Her

pulse was gone She was pronounced dead

only you averred it was not so. You sat by her for

hour*, with her hand clasped in yours. Life

passed again into that rigid form -she recovered

bhe awoke."
" And when I felt the cold hand ^arm and

thrill in mine, I laid it upon the, lap of her grand-

mother, who sat upon the bed, and went out

went to return the most hearty thanks for a

granted prayer, that ever inspired my sou!."
" There is something more in this than you

have explained. At least there is more than I

apprehend. Listen yet! This day, before you
came, our company was formal, silent, stiff You

entered, and the gloom was dispersed ; the for-

mal became easy and euave
;
the silent were set

to chatting pleasantly ; the stiff unbended, the

sad became merry ;
the sullen gay ! Come, tell

of this!" .

"
Imogene, I can better explain this! Imogene,

you put a lump of sugar in a tasteless glass of

water, and the whole fluid is sweet
; you put a

few drops of perfume in a vial of sweet oil and
all becomes fragrant. Imogene, everything in

the material world has its correspondences in

the spiritual. I am always happy, Icnogene ;
and

whither I go, I carry happiness. I am filled with

faith
;

1 inspire others with faith. I am very

strong ;
I strengthen those I meet. I have per-

fect health. My influence upon all with whc

I converse, is wholesome. Are you satisfied

"Not yet! By what power do you draw

out? By what power do you calm my nerv<

quiet my mind yet set me talking to talkii

as I should never talk if 1 were not under

species of influence, of which I am consc

but which I do not comprehend,"

"By WILL, Imogene!"
Yes ! yes ! but how does that will act uj

mine ! Tell me."
" You are scarcely prepared for that kn<

ledge yet, Imogene; however " he fixed

eyes with their dazzling rays of light, full uj

hers and said " shall I Ml thee, Imogene V
No," exclaimed Miss Summerfield, wit

sudden energy.

And again that hand sank slowly, lightl]

softly upon hers and again the delirium of

nerves subsided, and she grew serene and b(

came cheerful. Rising, he left her side now ai

went through the room, like a sun-ray spreadir

light and cheerfulness. Many of the visitor

present, saw, for the first time, their young
tor out of the pulpit. All admired him; he drei

all hearts as well by his perfect beauty, as

the subdued joyousness of his expression

manners. Only one dark form withdrew before

him, keeping far out of his way, lurking in coi

ners, gliding by walla, hiding in the midst of

group or within the shades of a curtained

window. Oae person that he had never y
chanced to meet face to face Sina Hint

Mrs. Summerfield rejoiced to see the new and,

healthful cheerfulness that her daughter revealed-

Ascribing it at once to the influence of her pas-i
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tor, she hoped that this might continue More

than ever of late, she had been possessed of the

idea tha*. her daughter's melancholy arose rather

from a distempered mind, than from any exter-

nal and tangible cause. She had been growing

to believe Imogine the f-ubject and victim of a

monomania. This she now hoped would yield to

the spiritual influences of religion. And as the

evening wore away, and she saw Imogene emerg-

ing more and more from her moody abstraction,

beaming into bright and brighter life; once more

he dared look forward to the dearest object of

her temporal aspirations her daughter's mar-

riage with Colonel Dangerfield. Indeed she had

most painfully felt that the delay of this expected

marriage, without apparent cause or any expla-

nation, had subjected them to conjecture and

comment, ill to be braved by a spirit high as

hers. Now her long depressed hopes arose.

Night came. Her guests dispersed. Imogene

made her good-night with a smile a smile ! she

had not seen one on her waking face before for

three years ! And there was a fervent joy in the

good-night and God bless you, my child !" that

he breathed in parting from her daughter at the

door of Imogene's chamber She went to her

own room, and having prayed retired to bed, and

immediately fell asleep.
" We war not with flesh and blood (only,) but

With powers and principalities of darkness."

Mrs. Summerfield ^as suddenly startled from

her deep sleep, by something a dream a shock

a sudrlen and unaccountable terror
;
and spring-

ing up in bed, shook as with an ague fit. A mo-

ment passed so, and then the strong mental con-

trol of the lady tubdued the agitation of her

nerves, and she arose and struck a light. Her

first thought was her daughter. With an un-

accountable presentiment and a vague terror, she

passed into Miss Summerfield's room She went

up to her bed started ! suppressed a shriek at

the appalling sight that met her eyes. Deathly

pale, frightfully distorted, violently convulsed,

yet sleeping still wa that form Oh, the

agony ! oh, the anguish written on that writhen

brow of the sleeper! Down and out went the

candle, with her delirium of alarm.

" Imogene ! Imogene ! awake ! awake !" she

exclaimed, raising the girl in her arms. Miss

Summei'neld slowly opened her eyes slowly,

mere slowly than ever before, came back the

ligat of her oul to them. Imogene ! my child,

my child what is all this?"

Miss Summerfield was now calmly looking on

her mother's face. She arose, and giving her

hand to that mother, said " And are your
nights, as well as your days, disturbed by care

for me, my dear mother ? Come, I will tell thee

my 'ark secret thou shalt guide me Come,
mother ! let ua go into your chamber here it

is purgatory yottr room is a peaceful and holy
heaven."

CHAPTER XXXI

THE DARK SECRKT.

Question. Can nothing less than sinning sate the

*oul,

Can nothing but perdition serve to nest

Our hearts? Festus

Answer Man seek* happiness in low or unworthy

objects ;
that is his sin : he does not find

it there; that is hi> glorv Dewey.

"No, mother, do not light the candle, or 1

could never tell you come, mother, sit with

me on that low lounge under the window- yes
draw the curtain back unclose the shutters

let the still, holy starlight in there so that 1

can dimly see your form while my fac is in

shadow. Put your arm around me mother; let

me lay my brow upon your so't shoulder- -so

do not speak yet mother ; let m^ tell you as I

should talk in a dream Nay, I am in a dream;
let me tell you before I waken, or before my
mood changes, when the rack would not wriug

my secret from me. Are you listening, mother ?

Press me elos~r if you can, but do not speak do

not make me too wide awake let me speak, act,

as in a dream "

A gentler, closer embrace of the soft arm a

gentle ki*s of the soft lips was the only answer.

The day was near dawniug. The mother and

daughter were seated on the downv bettee with

their backs to the window One of the mother's

arms was around th waist of her child, vvhose

forehead rested on her shoulder; her other hand

clasped that of Imogene. Miss Summerfield

commenced in a low, monotonous tone, like one

indeea talking in sleep and tearful of waking.
< It is three years nearly four, mother ;

since

I went from home to school, is it not ? Well,

mother^ I was joyous then, was I not? Life

seemed yes, life was y very brilliant, very daz-

zling to me ! I was filled with enthusiasm and

joy! Perhaps the highest joy I felt then, mo-

ther, was in the ardent admiration of my oj

my of Colonel Dangerfield. Wherever I might

be, I seemed alike to walk in the light of a glori-

ous vision ;
and the most glorious feature, the

god of that vision wa Colonel Dangerfield.

Yes, mother, whether when I was packed intc

a close stage-coach on ny journey to school, oj

in the crowded first-clas* room, or in the recrea-

tion grounds, or the chapel, or the dormitory
wherever my body, or even my intellect might

be, my spirit was roaming through, palace, balls,

grounds, with Dangerfie)d. The ring He placei

upon my finger at parting, the miniature that

ae hung upon my bosom seemed to me holv as

the holiest saint's relic*. They were my talis-

mans; I would clasp them in prayer; I walked

apart as in a golden dram. Everything min.i-

:rer*-d to this one idea -

Dangprfield In all my
occupations, amusements and studies, this was
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the Alpha and Omega- -the beginning and the

end. Yea, this was the or-mre around which my
whole life revolved. D/d I read history? I taw

nothing there so promirent as tne noble Roman

matrons, the noble wivn of history, and said in

my profoundest heart, even such a wife will /

be to my noble American ! Did I weury in any
task? I looked upon my ring, upon his miniature,

and said, for thy sake, for thy heroic sake, 1 will

conquer repugnance, I will master this ta >k ;
and

then my heart would fire wi;.h enthusiasm, an !

the toil itself would cast a reflex pleasure, ex-

quisite as profound 1 did rot mingle with my
school fellows. AH deep joy shuns levity as

sorrow does yes, more r|ian sorrow does. Sor-

row mn.y seek to disguise or distract itself in

levity, but earnest joy is always serious. So 1

walked apart in a golden .'ream My compa-
nions called me haughty ; my teachers charged

me with absence of mind ; and they were right

No nun among my teachers lived fcuch. an inner

life' as I did. My life was 'hidden' indee<!

with not with a <
heavenly,' but an earthly

(
bridegroom.' Yes! I was indeed Glory's

Bride' in imagination
"
Dangerfield was my enthusiasm, myworship>

my secret treasure, and I would be glad when

my head was on the pillow, and the real world

was dark and silent, was gone from me, and vista

after vista of the ideal *or!f, each more glorious

than the other, would open before me < in the

bright pageant 01 a midnight dream
' The great

cities of the earth, the kingdoms of the world,

and the powers thereof, passed in rapid and daz-

zling succession a magnificent panorama before

my mind's eye and first and laist, and most

glorious there, lighting up my dream as the sun

lights up day, radiated DAJJGERFIELD Oh! can

1 make you see how splendid beyond one's bright-

est conceptions of heaven these all-glorious

visions were ?"

" You loved him, Imogene ! Oh, Imogene ; you
loved him so much ! You might have been happy
as prosperous ! Alas, what followed ? I wait

to hear."

A profound sigh, followed by a deep silence,

answered her. At last,

" Do you recollect, mother, that I was scarce-

ly fifteen years old then, and by no means pre-

cocious?"

"
Yes, yes; 1 remember but go on or rather

I mean take your time, my dear child."

Mother, 1 loved him not. I never loved him,
never could, never eon love him!"
"(MOGENK! are you then indeed mad? You

give me the history of the most rapt and passion-
ate devotion, and end by saying that you did

not, could not, can not love the man!"
Mother, was it thus you loved my father ?"

"No, not with such enthusiasm; he was a

most worthy man, and I loved him truly, sober-

ly, and faithfully j for I was a widow at eighteen,
and never re-married "

A long pause followed this, and then Imogene
resumed the conversation

'< No, mother, not so ; yoi- loved my fattier
;

for you loved, and 1 did not my passion,, for it

was a passion, if one ever fir*--' a human soul

was of the imagination only it was i?ie fever,

the enthusiasm, the very ecstacy of HERO WOR-
SHIP ! nor more, nor less "

"On, Imogene! there is something behind

yet
"There is, and yet Well! you know, mo-

ther; or perhaps you do not know, that the Loly

and secluded sisterhood are most voracious

after news of the outside and unholy world ! Of

all the dwellers upon earth, they are the most in-

veterate gossips! They gossip <vitb the elder

girls, for from them after their return from visits

out, they get the newest newp, and to them

they impart any morsel of interest that^bey, in

the seclusion of their retreat, may have picked

up from a casual visitor. Thence it fell out that

from the sisters, at last, the elder girls found out

the secret of my betrothal
;
and then one by one,

and little by little, they sought to edge into my
confidence. One young lady would inform me
that her father had been chairman at the great

dinner given to Colonel Dangerfield at Rich-

mond ; and saying that she believed he was of

my neighborhood, would ask me if I were per-

sonally acquainted with him. Another would

tell me that her eldest sister had been on

the committee of ladies appointed to present Co-

lonel Dangerfield with a sword from the It

dies of Winchester. I always acknowledged

acquaintance, but did not encourage farth<

questioning; however much the glow th

would kindle on my cheek might betray m<

Sometimes I would come suddenly into the r<

creation room and find a group of girls discusBrnj

him and me! heiress of an immense fortune,'

yee! already engaged;' 'yes, indeed! I gu<

he is ! my father says he will be Secretary

War next term ;' I heard my fJncle Peter say,

that he would run for Governor at the next elec-

tion,' &c., &c, Alas! mother, I suppose you

think I tell you all these petty details to stave

as long as possible the truth "

61 Nay, courage, my Imogene; I have

very calm ;
tell me now calmly what next ?"

"I will tell you. 1 too am quiet now.

dreaded the telling of this story, or the coi

mencement of it, as one dreads the first incisu

of the lancet; but now the pierce is past,

vein Is opened, and the blood flows freely !"

My child, talk plainly, quietly ; do not

dulge in such ghastly metaphors."
"I will not. 1 will go on soberly; for noi

methinks it is more like a dream than ever.

Mother, I lived in that world of ideas, glory ai

joy, until typhus fever broke out in the school,
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and I was among its first victims Our old

Chaplain and Father Confessor died ;
a successor

was appointed temporarily to fill his place. This

happened before I was taken ill, yet the succes-

sor had not arrived yet. Mother, more than

ever in the delirium of fever, was my mind ab-

sent from my body not in a world of joy and

glory as before, but in one every way the re-

verse. Visions of fire and smoke vast sheets

of flame scorched and suffocated me ; visions of

blood sickened me with disgust and horror ;
at

one moment I was wrapt in the flames of a burn-

ing city, and at another sinking in a sea of gore.

All the horrors of all the wars I ha ever read

of in history were re produced and re-enacted

around me. All the fields of carnage all the

sacked cities and murdered children all all the

horror without the glory f And through all was
that intolerable feeling of burning fire ! and that

insufferable, loathsome, suffocating smell of fresh

blood ! Oh ! it was horrible ! horrible ! horrible !

and more horrible than all, by a grotesque phan-

tasy, as the presiding Demon of this hellish storm,

moved hither and thither through smoke and

flame and blood, the hideous, the blackened and

deformed caricature of Dangerfield ! Me-

thougjbt he gave the word of command hat sped
the cannon ball on its errand of destruction into

the peaceful town; with the ubiquity of a

dreamer 1 stood within a dwelling with the split

and blackened walls still shivering around me
;

dead bodies in fragments lying about
j gray haired

women; little boys and young girls; innocent

victims! and worse than all, oh ! pitying angels,
a babe, the sole survivor of the family a young
babe lay under a table with both its legs crushed

off."*

" Hush ! hush ! Imogene ! those ghastly visions

of your delirium ! It was owing to the high fever

the blood in your head!"
" Sometimes my visions would escape from the

poignant anguish of individual and detailed suf-

fering, and lose themselves in a dilating horror,
less painful because bewildering. It seemed that

my de noon-warrior and bridegroom had built me
a throne of the bleeding bodies."

" Hush, hush, Imogene, you excite yourself,

and terrify me go on quietly, my dear what
next ?

" Mother, this gradually, very gradually, the

fire burned low
;
the fever cooled ; the vision of

flam and blood departed, leaving me only the

haunting memory; then my soul fluttered

floated wavered towards the light of conscious-

ness and reason ; still it was not a recovery, or

an awakening, it was more like a healthful tran-

sition in a dream I became quiet, cool, moist,

half-conscious of a cool and vapory perspiration,
and a pleasant 'lumber. A cool, delicious touch,
like a snow flake on my brow, at last awoke

* Fatt Letter from Mexico.

me. I opened my eyes and looked up living,

sane, restored, happy looked up to meet a pair
of eyes brooding over mine eyes so clea and

pare in their beautiful depttis, tnat it seemed I

could look deep down a boundless heaven within.

Those eyes ! I saw I felt only those eyes

they were another vision to me a vision of

new life of love of joy streams of light pour-
ed from their orbs into mine, illuminating,

strengthening all myfbeing. They talked to me
so much in that instant of time. They said

Awake! arise! put on thy strength, for thy
Redeemer cometh.' They said l Even as now
has passed away that horrid dream of flame and

blood, so will at last pass away all the crime

and anguish of earth ! A.nd as now thou hast

awakened cool and happy so, at death, shalt

thou awake from the fever dream of time to the

life of heaven, and to the eternity or good.' Then
the eyes set, as the stars go down, or else my
eyes closed on them to open on another and a

celestial dream 1 heard a silvery rustle of

pleasant voices and taw a white-winged troop
of angels and lighting up the radiant brow of

one were the beautiful, cleur eyes of my guar-

dian spirit. Methought they hovered around

a death-bed, waiting toe birth of the angel aod

as they talked, it seemed to me that thi*- death

was the second birth spoken of in the Scrip'ures

that as the body is born into the mate-

rial world, in the first birth, so the soul is

born into the spiritual world at death the se-

cond birth that the body must be delivered'of

the soul before the soul can inherit the kingdom
of heaven ! I realized then how death was the

entrance into a vastly higher life.. Mother ! it is

one thing to hear this said over and over again,

until the words have no meaning, and another

thing to realize it as a truth as the new reve-

lation of a truth !"

Imogene paused, and then resumed " So I

floated about in the atmosphere of that silvery

drfam bright, radiant, dazzling as a mist of

liquid diamonds and t-till the sun of that celes-

tial union was the cl^ar eyed angel showering

rays of light as r-e moved. Such were the bliss

ful visions of my reviving Hf>."

Imogene s^opp>-d again. Day was dawning
now. The early sounds of awakening life began

to be heard turkeys rustling out of their roosts

n the trees close by the w'v-t'nw, cocks c?o'ing,

geese cackling. a> d the muffl d s u> d of cattle

rising from their lair in the grass ; and still Imo-

gene paused, trembling, as it were, upon the

verge of her revelat on. And her mother silently

p-res ed her hand.
< Mother, >f.en by my bedside sat a form

wh^se v-ri' preserve** diffused an atmosphere of

lealth aroun<i me ; o'ten mv dry. hot hand was

clasped by a large, soft, cool palm, that seemed

;o have the power of allaying my fever; this was

before 1 could converse, mother j and then at
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last a voice fell on my ear a voice so tull or

melody oh ! of more ! of faith, hope, love, of

sobd.ied joyousness r.hat my heart which hud

lai torpid or frozen through all the enthusiasm

of ra hero-worship my heart now stirred with-

in my bosom, like a r ew being, awakened by,

vibrating to that sound. And, mother, when

:zaze ? and voice, and touch were absent from

my side, my life would sink, struggle, rise, and

sink again the dark water of death surging

around to engulf me And my spirit would

flutte nver trie surface of Hades like a dark

bird over a darker sea. But when that hand and

touch came aain, it summoned me back to life

to Heaven. Sn, vibrating between death and

life, doubt and faith, fear and hope, gloom and

joy, ray convalescence advanced ;
and ever I

cou d hear of an angel of restoration, who went

about with healing on his wings among tue sick

the sinful or the desponding."
' Speak without metaphor, if you can, Imo-

gene Who, then, was this missionary ?"
*' He, too, I heard had left his books, and en-

tered the army as a lad or rather I should say,
followed the army, for his post way always in

the tents of the ill and dving, or upon the field,

among the wounded ; exposed to all the dangers
of battle, yet never mingling in it. When the

war was over, he returned to his books, to leave

them soon, when a pestilence broke out in the

city, and again his post was by the bedside of

the ick and suffering, and such success attended

tifb efforts, that many superstitious people be-

lieved hi power to be miraculous ; indeed his

medical skill was great, and the greater part of

those he attended in the two-fold capacity of

physician of mind and body, recovered. It was
faith in his almost miraculous skill that had sum-

moned him to our convent. "

" But WHO, then, was this missionary?"
" Ah, mother, have you not divined? This

gifted son of God, w&sClaitde Vellemonte!"
" Our young pastor ?"

"Yew!"
"
Imogene, you are fantastical. Why here in

our quiet neighborhood, Mr. Vellemonte has

wrought the same miracles, it miiacles yoi<

would call the wholesome effect produced by
his fine roanrood, that healthful, beautiful,

trong and potent harmony of body, soul, and

spirit, that invests the possessor with almo-t

miraculous power over the nerves, and hence

over the minds and bodies of less perfect be

ings
"

"He Heemed to be charmed against 'the ar-

row that flieth by night, and the pestilence that

walketh by noon-day '"

Well, my child ! well! what has this to do

with your your secret your sin ?"

Miss Summ^rfield shuddered within her mo-
ther's embrace.

'Everything! e^ryrhing, mother! this man

bee \me-i8 now the day-star of my life! I

loved t love him still! Yes, with my whole

body, soul, and spirit! witb my whole being
he became- is now, the central life of my

heart the soul of my soul the sensormm of

my spirit that part of me which shall be im-

mortal or 1 am crazy !"

The silence of the mother here was complete
absolute. A long pause ensued, and then she

groaned out, rather than spoke
" A piiest at the altar! Oh, God ! the sacri-

lege! the horror! the woe! Lost! lost child,

why did you not struggle with it? Why did

you not cling to your fidelity to Dangerfield ?

to your enthusiastic hero-worship, rather ?

why did you not wrestle with this terrible sin?"
4i Wrestley mother preserve my hero-worshij

mother ? As well might night wrestle agaii
the dawning of morning. As well might revel-

lers, by keeping their torches alight, hope to put
off the sun from rising, as I try to keep out this

love by clinging to my hero-dream !"
'

Oh, lost! lost girl!"
" I said it was bootless to struggle with this

growing power, mother but yet 1 did struggle
and suffered ! I suffered ! Mother, I had a

fine vital temperament when I left home had I

not ? My fore arm measured twice the size

of my wrist. I had a fine complexion, too see

me now ! ffesh all dried from me consumed

the fervid heat of my -remorse. Oh, in chapel,

after my recovery in chapel, I have set through
a service, without once lifting my eyes to the

altar- -knowing, feeling, that but to look upon
him was guilt feeling, even in the love of hia

voice a keen joy a poignant, piercing, thrilling

delirium of joy ! quickly avenged by a horrible

remorse. 1 absented myself from churc'i
; but

can one escape from sin? No, no, the fever and

the ague the burning and the freezing of alter-

nate joy and remorse of anguish and ecstaey,
convulsed my soul, even in solitude. Mother!

mother! 1 am not exaggerating this destroying
excess of emotion was stronger than the strong

words I have used to express it yet I was not

inane this was a delirium of the nerves *

frenzy of excited passion but not insanity for

though in this fever, flesh and blood were fused

and dried away; yet never was my mind more

active, more clear. I kept away from cnurch,

under the excuse of indisposition, wnich, indeed,
was the truth, as my looks must have testified !

Do you understand, mother, that it was remorse

which 1 suffered from most ? remorse for feelings

that 1 did not, or could not subdue ! A sense of

awful gu'lt ;
of awful sacrilege! Oh, mother, I

was very nearly frantic the more so,that 1 dared

not unbosom myself to any one I who for tri-

fling error suffered such conjunction that I had

no rest un il it wae off my mind by confession

and absolu'ion I now bore this burning

of deepest guilt, and dared not cleanse my soul of
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it! Mother, with their clear-eyed charity and

sympathy, the good sisters suspected that my
maiady was rattier mental than corporeal, and

so they tried to ease and cheer me
;
and lastly,

mother, as the very climax of my trial, they
sent Claude Vellemonte hmiselt to talk to me. J

made an excuse, and declined to receive mm
Tnen mo? her, I wrote to you, expressing a wish

to rerum home you came and brought me here

1 tried to banish ever? thought, every memory
of Claude. I prayed, fasted, tried to lose my-
self in f-tudy )

tried to uproot one image in my
heart, and pi ait another there ! In vain, mo-

tner ! I tried to look oa Colonel Dangerfierd as

I had looked br fore to love and venerate him

to believ- 1 owed to him my very being Oa, worse

than va<n. See, mother, what remorse has con-

sumed my heart, for treachery to my betrothed

husband! lor my impsous, my sacrilegious love

for an anointed priest of God ! And when, after

months had passed months of criminal love and

consuming remorse, and ( had nearly withered

to the ruin I am now, we met again, suddenly,

unexpectedly, at the bedside of my grandmother.

When I met his eye when he toucned my hand

it was like a lightning stroke! The blood

stagnated in my heart I reeled and for a mo-

ment, lost myself." She paused, and then re-

sumed, very gently, in a lower, quieter key, and

in a thin and silvery clear tone " My mother,
do you think I have been mad ? Yes ! since I

left the convent since my return home, I have

been mad at times sometimes frenzied with

such a poignant sense of guilt, that I have

thought in this sacrilegious love, I had commit-

ted the unpardonable sin the sin against the

Holy Ghost and then, indeed, I was often near

Betraying myself by breaking out into actual

raving madness ! Oh, often when you and others

thought me so cold, so quiet, my superficial

composure covered an internal storm, that threat-

ened each instant to break out in open madness;

therefore, mother, when you touched the subject

of my secret anguish therefore I had to escape,

for my more than life, ray sanity ! for I was in

momentary dread and danger of losing the slight

but perfect self-control I exhibited. There was

but a piper wall between me and raving madness !

And i knew if this was once burst through, all

was over with me ! I knew if I should lose my
self-command I should also forfeit my self-re-

tpact, arid the respect of others ! And with all

my guilt and remorse, I was haughty still!

Mother, 1 dreaded to meet him more than death

and perdition ! 1 absented myself from church,

and when he came to the house, I kept out of

sight. I did not expect him here at the dinner

party ;
he came, and therefore I wa taken by

surprise ! But, mother, now the mystery again,

for after the firt shock o.f my nerves had passed,

his glance, voice and touch had a magnetic pow-
er of tranqu'lizing and strengthening me he
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affected me now as he had in the first hours of

my recovery from death-sickness. Mother, I

know not the spiritual mystery of what I next

experienced, but it was this I read Gud's mer-

cy in his eyes heard God's blessing in his

voice felt God's love in his touch. You saw
how cheerful I was, mother. I retired to rest,

an-d then came a re-action, a demon dream, from

which you awoke me. Verily, we war not

with flesh and blood, but with powers and prin-

cipalities of darkness.' But, mother, that whole-

some influence of yesterday evening has given
me strength at last to confide in yon, and 1 feel

better for it speak to me, dear mother."

Mrs. Summerfield sat silent for a long time

with her hands clasped together upon her

knees with her eyes strained upon her hands,
and a look of unutterable anguish on her brow.

She was appalled by what she, like Imogene,
looked upon as a sin of the deepest die, f>r which

-earth scarcely contained a parallel or heaven a

pardon.

Speak to me, dearest mother ! Tell me now
what I am to do and I will do it."

. " Oh ! lost, lost girl I You say that you were

not mad until afrer your return home ! Alas I

you have bean mad from first to last I possessed

of a devil one might almost think !"

" Patience, dearest mother ! look on my poor
worn face and you will have patience."
" Oh ! Imogene, Imogene, this is the bitterness

of woe!"
" Look at me, dearest mother."

"Oh, Imogene, my child, would that thou

hadst died in thy cradle, in thy innocence !"

" Oh, that I alone could suffer now, my mo-
ther!"

Oh, Imogene, would that I could suffer for

thee ! 1 alone ! would that I could die, if that

would cleanse thy soul from ita black guilt!"
" ONE has done that for me, mother ! calm

yourself, mother tell me, what shall 1 do?"

"Oh, Imogene, the.tender arms of thu haly
mother church are ever stretched out in mercy,
in supplication to her erring, her sinning, and

suffering children! Your hnllibnt worldly pro-

spects have vanished in darkness,, Imogene! and

with them all my earthly hopes of happiness !

No matter for your lost splendid p;o^pects,
or my lost happiness, they weigh lighter than

a feather against the heavy weight of this

enormous guilt ! Repentconfessexpiate ! un-

less thou wouldst be wretched in the next world

as in this! Seek the confessional on Sunday
after vespers and pour this tale of s>in into the

ear of Father Budeigh! God and all His saints

and argels be praised for the comfort of the con-

fessional ! There, poor sin crushed child, thou

must go ! Imogene !"

"My dearest mother!"
" I am half crazy with trouble. 1 have no

confidence in my judgment ju-t at this moment!
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but yours is an awful am and must have an

awful expiation ! Imogene ! I need scarcely de-

mand it yet promise me that what ever the

expiation may be that he assigns you you will

not shrink from it you will go through it !"

Oh ! I will ! 1 will ! however severe ! how-

ever repugnant ! however galling ! nay, the

more severe, repugnant, galling, the more readily

will I accept the penance as 1 hope for pardon
as the Lord hears me !"

" Amen embrace me, Imogene nay, child,

weep for yourself not for me I am not well

no^, Imo^ene, but but, I shall get over this!"

The sun was now up and shining broadly and

brightly into the chamber. The mother and

daughrer > sorrowful but calm, and understanding

each other, separated to perform their morning
toilets. As Miss SummerfieM opened the door

of her mother's chamber leading out into the

hall, a dark form suddenly sprung away and

fled down tue passage too swiftly to be recog-

nized in the dusky hall where the window blinds

yet remained closed. It was with a feeling of

vague foreboding that Miss Summerfieid now

sought her room.

That morning after breakfast the remaining
visitors departed, leaving the family at Red-

Stone Hall to the quietness of their domestic

circle.

CHAPTER XXXII.

THE CURSED WITH SUCCESS.

Vaulting ambition doth o'erleap its-elf

And falls on the other side. Shakspeare.

Now in despite of pride
JT were worse than bondage to become his bride,

Oh that this dotage of his breast would cease,

Or seek another and give mine release

Byron.

Sina Hinton had outwitted herself if ever an

intriguante did
;
the had done too much and too

well ;
she was cursed with too much success.

Wishing to banish the daughter completely from

her fathers heart and home, she had exiled Ar-

denne, broken the heart of Winny, and so opened
the bofiom of Squire Darling for the reception of

his suttenng child: that was failure the first.

Then naving wihed to supplant that banished

child ia the home, heart, and fortune of her fa-

ther, she had played her part so well, that insteaJ

of adopting her as his daughter, the fat and rosy
old squ ri must needs fall desperately in love

with her a<?d woo her as his wife I lastly having
essayed througa the morbid conscience and guilty
fears of tfce priest to obtain a perfect command of

him, and through him of his most powerful pa-

rishion'TP, she had overdone the thing so com.

pletely as to terrify the poor old man into dotage
and imbecility thereby rendering him unfit for

her use.

Now could Sina have kept herself the pure
abstraction of diabolical intellect that she had

been before, she had yet possesse 1 the satanic

I

power of working out of all these difficulties and

profiting by her past mistakes. But under the

j

influence of a human love, however little it

'

might deserve the name, the demon-girl lost

j

much of her power. And this was the rise and
'

wogress of Sina Hinton's weakness. From the

first moment that she had set her eyes on Colo-

nel Dangerfield, his martial figure, handsome

face and gallant bearing, had strongly attracted

her. For some time she resisted this fascina-

tion and resisted it successfully ; not because he

j

was the betrothed of another, and it was moral-

ly wrong, but because he was the betrothed of

I another, and it was useless and dangerous to her

own peace and prospects. Therefore she wreit-

ed her thoughts from this perilously charming
officer and fixed them upon her plans of personal

aggrandizement. So time passed ;
but as it passed

he found out an estrangement between the be-

trothed pair, and with the newly revealed possi-

bility her hopes arose, and with her hopes her

passion ; and with her passion her scheming be-

gan, Sina Hinton was always a regular atten-

dant at church. It was not likely that a young

laly so point device in matters of propriety should

neglect public worship. Colonel Dajige; field

from not any very fervid religious feeling but

from a habit of childhood and youtn, not to be

broken now, was always punctual in his atten-

dance on divine service. His pew was quite
the opposite side of the building to that of the

Summerfieid family, but it was side by side with

Squire Darling's pew, of which, since the mar-

riage of Vfanny, the infirmity of the old lady,

and the illness of the squire himself, Miss Hin-

ton was the sole occupant. Now as Colonel

Dangerfield would sit in that pew so cold and

stern, he would some times catch a pair of large,

dark, tender eyes fixed in mournful sympathy
upon him, which would drop their long lashei

upon a crimsoning cheek quick as detected.

Such beautiful eyes ! they were veiled from his

sight orly to haunt his memory. Hush! he

would not whisper to his own heart he would

not listen if his heart whispered it to him that

there was anything but accident in what made
that corner of the pew where he could lean at

ease and see, without looking at, those shadowy

eyes so comfortable. Nonsense f there was no-

thing in it! that corner fitted his back, and the

other the opposite corner was some bow left

handed I know not to what, unless it was to

S-na Hin on's soft dark eyes! But sometime!

when the Summerfield pew on the other side

of the church happened to be empty, Miss

Hmton would prefer to sit there
;
and some how

or other he would find his old position uncom-

fortable, and a change to the " left handed" cor-

ner of his pew an inevitable necessity to rest
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himself. There was nothing in that either. Ii

was v^ry natural he should get tired of one po

sition a f ter a while, and as to his turning around

like a needle to the magnet of Sina's dark eyes,

that was prep sterous ! he had known Miss Hin-

ton a year, and it was too aburd to think of

falling ia iove with her now. True, however,
he had never seen those haunting eyes till lately.

The third Sunday, Sma Hinton purposely absent-

ed herself from church to give him a chance of

knowing how it would feel to miss her. And in

truth, that Sunday it must have been because

his ne.v suit of broad cloth was not a good fit

*< those cursed tailors are so awkward,
' but no

seat in the pew was comfortable ! he tried both,

corners, each of which was infinitely worse than

the oth -r ! then he tried the middle of The pew,
which, wa> no better! and with all he was af-

flicted with a creak in the neck and an obliquity
of vision that continually turned head and eyes
in the direction of the front door ! This grew a

little better, however, as the service commenced
and pvogf *-s<ed. I think that sermon did Colonel

Dang'-rMd much good; the seed this time fell

upon go >d ground and brought good fruit, as you
shall presently see. The text For I was sick

and in pnson anH ye visited me not," and the ser-

mon by the inspired and eloquent Cla"de Velle-

monte was upon Christian Charity and Brotherly
Love. I nmt-d lately after the sermon, my colonel

gets into K is carriage and is driven towards home.
But after being driven eight miles on the road and
within one mile of his own magnificent home-
when he came to a cross road leading into Oak
Grove, he calls the coachman and tells him to

turn to the left, with the benevolent intent on of

visiting and cheering Squire Darling, then laid up
with his bruises.

He drove up to the front door, alighted and en-

tered the hall. Sitting reading in the hall was
Miss Hinton A quick flash of malign mirth,

triumph, and joy, irradiated her face as she saw

him, and then it quickly passed away. Rising,
she met him with her own peculiar grace, and

invited him into the parlor. He spent an hour with

her there he thought it was only five minutes.

Then she sent to see if Squire Darling had awak-
ened from his mid-day sleep. And soon the

squire came hobbling in. Colonel Dangerfield
was pressed to stay to dinner; and Colonel Dan-

gerfield the sermon fresh in his mind kindly
staid

; nay, he did more he spent the whole af-

ternoon and evening, and rode home by star

light, having first promised to come frequently
a promise that he performed faithfully. Now,
be it remembered that our squire had not Miss

Sina H nton's lynx eyes, and swift and sure ap-

prehensions h# knew no more than the man in

the moon of any estrangement between his niece

and her betrothed. If they did not hurry them-

selves in getting married, he thought it was be-

cause they were not quite ready, or rather, per-
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haps, . never gave Vie Kubject a thought at all.

At all events, his impression of Colonel Dauger-
fieid was that of his being a married, or a naif

married man, and therefore safe
; for, believe

me, no other young man could have visited hia

house so frequently, without exciting the jealous

suspicions of the mature lover.

It was not until his visit to Oak Grove
and upon the day of the dinner-party, when

missing Colonel Dangerfield from the company,
he had been led to put some questions to Mrs.

Summerfield relative to the reason wny the gal-

lant colonel was not present ; why the marriage
did not come off; when it vas expected to take

place, etc. By her replies caut ous as they
were he learned, to his consternation and great

alarm, the estrangement between Dangerfield
and Imogene, 4nd his suspicions once aroused,

they fairly outstripped the truth, and now he be-

lieved that Miss Hinton. in the spirit of co-

quetry, had wilfully and wantonly come between

the betrothed couple, and wiled away the affec-

tions of the lover from his mistress. On ! what
a generous rage he was in! He swallowed it

He kept silent! not for the world would he have

breathed one word of his suspicions to Mrs. Sum-
merfield. No! he meant to avenge his own

wrongs, and those of Imogene, in silence, him-

self. He meant to punish the coquette but

as he meant to marry her also, not one syllable

would he breathe against her good name not

one word that would lower the high apinion he

knew his sister held of her Oi, no ! Squire

Darling, with all his coarseness, was tar too

proud for that His prospective wife must be

actually sans reproche., even it she did not merit

to be. She had wronged him, and he would deal

with her for it; bu his wrong ai,d his vengeance
should be a secret between himself, his love, and

God. He took a cheerful leave of hi* sister and

niece, making them promise to vmt him soon at

his house, he bade an affectionate adieu to his mo-

ther and little daughter, telling them that as soon

as ever Winny should be able to leave her room he

would come to fetch them home; he bade good-

bye 'o Sina Hinton, saying 'hat the carnage-would

return in the afternoon, to convey h-^r to Oak

Grove; and so he left Red-Stone Hall Miss

Hinton had promised Mrs. Suujme) field to re-

main there that day until sunset ;
and at sun-

set the carriage having retur ;ed. she also

took leave of the Summerfields, and left Oak

Grove.

It was bright starlight when the carriage

rolled through the gates and up toe straight

gravel road to the front of the old grey Hall.

Miss Hinton skipped out and tripped up the old

mildewed stone stairs, quite innocent of any

suspicion of the scene awaiting her.

Old Uncle Kill met her in the hall, and how-

ing low, said,
" Miss Hinton, marster in- ' me

to 'form you eoo 8 <r, ,-
; M s*,
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ho a^'d 'quest de favor of your comp'ny iu ^s

owt: pa 'mem !"

< W c',, Achillen?" asked Sina, cheerfully

t '-. libra -y, his study, the parlor?"
Dr- horary, Mis Hinton, if you please; I'll

light v ou up."
* Go on before, then, Achilles/' said Miss

Hi ton, steppiijg lightly after the old man up the

stairs.

It -vas a long, snug room, carpeted, and witn

a great oak fire on the hearth
j Squire Darling

was standing with his back to the chimney

standing in the very same attitude the recollec

tion of which used to amuse poor Winny so

muchwhen Miss Hinton entered the room.

He stepped forward to meet her immediately
and taking her hand drew her up before the

fire
; standing with his back to the fire he set

her before him, placed his hands upon her slight

shouitiers, and looked down full in her face.

Sina *ras not annihilated, nor did she lose her

presence of mind she dropped her sweeping
black lashes over her dark elfin eyes, and com-

pressing her lips and holding her breath, forced

up as eh-arming a blush of bashfulness as ever

beguiled a simple country squire out of his

senses! Ah! bewildering was Sina then, with
j

her slight but elegant figure perfectly shown hy
the closely fitting blue-black satin dress -with

her long black lashes sweeping the now crimson

cheeks the crimson lips compressed, and the

long black ringlets drooping from her brow and
,

falling upon her small but beautifully rounded

bust.

" Come, look up at me, Sina ; I want to see

your face.'*

Sma raised her large dark eyes with an ex-

pression of brooding tenderness to his face, to

his eyes. He slightly trembled, like an agitated

great jelly, at the witchery of that challenged ;

gaze.
"
Well, sir! I am looking at you!"

"Oh-o-o-o-oh! um-m-m-m!" groaned, blowed

the squire, with the perspiration starting on his

brow.

Well, sir ! I'm looking at you !"
" I know you are, you little witch ! I feel it,

you little galvanic-battery! Drop your eyes
this moment, and let go my hands ; do you want
to kill me outright?"

You have my hands, sir."

** So I have ! I swear I did not know the dif-

ferpnce Sina! witch! sorceress! imp! elf!

wan ri nr> you to Satan ?"

"You are ray cousin, are you not, sir?'

Ye ! vi i Klibbertigibbit."

Then I guess he was my uncle !"

Hum. 1 shouldn't wonder if there was some

impudence behind that! if one could get the

time to make it out ! Sinn !"

"Sir!"
" Why ttie zounds is it, that when in a nt of

vpry riuh>ous indignation, I send for you
to take you to task to lecture you ; you look

but in my ey^s, and 1 am disarmed
; you speak

to me, and 1 am your slave ! Oh, Sina ! 1 can-

not scold you now I forgive you, Sina Love
me ! do love me, child rny beauty ! My sweet,
wild bird, do not flutter away from my bosom !

love me! take my whole fortune take every-

thing. I have everything you want
; only love

me! Oa, Sina! are you ambitious? are you
fond of distinction ? of admiration ? as it is in-

deed but natural that a young vivacious girl like

you should be ? Oh, Sina, if you are, 1 will satis-

fy your ambition, your girlisn love of distinction

and admiration to the very utmost ! You shall

have the handsomest establishment and equipage
in the whole State. I will pull down this old

house, Sina, and rebuild it on a scale of magnifi-

cence, that shall eclipse The Soldier's Rest'

the famous seat of Colonel Dangerfield (set fire

to him!) Oh, Sina! he does not love you as I

do ! You will find that out, yet ! he wno can
trifle wito Harriett hold on to Imogene, and

coquet with you. He does not love you as I do
;

for what woman do I seek, but you ? Every face

looks flat to me but yours every woman seems

common-place to me but you! Oh, Sina! do

not treat my heart like it was a piece of tough
beefsteak! you do, you bloody-minded little

tyrant ! You cut it this way, and slash it that

way and pound it tender, and then lay it on the

the coals to broil giving it a turn sometimes
Fizz-z-z ! Oh, Sina! have mercy ! mercy !

: ' said

the possessed squire, sinking exhausted into a

great arm chair his fair brow and fat rosy cheeks

streaming with perspiration and fears, as he

held out both arms to his little evil sprite
" Come ! oh, come ! give me a kiss

; my heart is

hungry come to my bosom once
; my heart is

starving I'm a fool, a jackass ! I know it well

while I'm talking."

Miss Hinton wasn't Titania; she hadn't taken

the love potion, and was not enamoured of the

jackass. She didn't " come." On the contrary,
she walked composedly to the other side of the

room, pulled the bell-cord, waning a peal of

rings, and returning to the fiie-piace, drew a

chair to the corner, set her feet ui>on the fender,

propped her elbow on her knees, and leaning for-

ward dropped her head upon her hand, in an at-

titude more weary thun graceful.

"Now then, what the mischief is that for?"

asked the squire, dropping his arms, sighing, or

rather blowing violently, and guzing at her with

watery red eyes.

Before she could reply, a servant entered the

room in answer to the belh

" Is tea nearly ready?" asked Miss Hinton.

"Yea, Mss."
Tell Minerva to have it up in this apartment,

and to make naste, for 1 am weary and nearly ex-

rtHUsted "
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Y eS) Miss;" and the man disappeared

Are you, Siua, my dear are you so tired ?

Come here, Sina, my little girl iei me lay your

little black head on mv bosom, and 1 will rock

you until you are rested. Come, Sina f my heart

is bursting give it sotne relief!"

And Miss Hintoa edging cautiously around the

room, reached the back of the big chair, and

dropping her hands upon his shoulders while he

could not see her witching countenance, cooed

as follows :

"My dearest, dearest friend my benefactor

my more than father believe me, 1 esteem and

venerate you beyond all ethers on earth 1 will

be your daughter, your maid-servant. I will live

with you always, and serve you faithfully but

but but " here Sina dropped her forehead

upon the back of the chair
;

" but do not talk to

me of love. It is not right. 1 am a great deal

too young for you and too silly. How would

your sister like it?"

D my sister!" growled the squire.

*<Do not say so how indeed would your

daughter and son-in-law approve it ?"
" Satan fly away wiih my sou-in-law ! What

has he to do with it 1 Come ! I see how it is !

you wish to put me iu a rage!
< Son-in-law!'

I'm astonished at you, Miss Hinton! never al-

hi! e to that pernicious feilo v again!"
*< I beg your pardon, sir. Believe me, it was

inadvertent. I am extremely sorry !"

"Son-in-law! he! the d 1! you've added an

other reason to the many 1 have already tor ha-

ting him !"

On, sir, forget it! I am very much griev-
ed!"
" I'll forget it, Sina, if you will come round

here and sit on "
"
Squire Darling ! my dear friend, my more

than father"
" Zounds ! don't keep telling me that ! 'more

than father!' presently she'll say I'm her grand-
father!"

"My kind, noble benefactor! listen to me
listen to me I will be a daughter to you- "

" FURIES ! who wants you to be my daugh-
ter ? daughter indeed ! My daughter and some-

body else's wife? Ha! set you up with it! and

somebody els, too ! No ! you shall be my wife
and anybody else's daughter you please ! Come,
you have raised a conflagration in my heart,

a! ft is not to be extinguished with a few
You should not have done it! Young

should be careful how they creep into a
rt like mine ! it is very apt to close upon

em! to become their prison yes, ai.d th*-ir

inquisitorial fiery dungeon at tha ! You must
oe ray wife, Sina! I positively will take no de-
nial ! none ! Com- aroumi her*. S na, and sit by
m>- ! Com" ! whv the girl seem* to have no

i me none!
" S ,uire Darl n^., I - !1 come and it by you,

but you must remember that you are a V.rginian

gentleman, and that no gentleman of this chi-

valrous State ever was known to offer insult -1

mean to give distress to any woman orphaned

helpless unprotected arid his guest!"
" Come, Sina, come sit by me ! I will try to

keep my senses if I can ! Oh ! Sina, Sum, Sma,
Sina, you ring in my ears like the burden of a

tune! Come!"
She came around and drawing the chair to his

side sat down.
" I must talk to you right seriously, Sina, if 1

can keep my head from splitting ! You've be-

devilled me, girl ! You have been with me two

years. During that time you have been to all

intents and purposes mistress of my house aud

servants during all that time I showed you all

the respect due from a host to his lady guest
did I not?"

"Oh, you did! you did!" said Sina, clasping
her hands with a touching air of gratitude

(" Yes you did, you ugly old brute ! you made
love to me all the time as much as I would le*

you!") was the mental addition.

,

"
But, Sina, you pretty little kitten ! yon

wouldn't leave me alone not you! You'd
come purring around me, and putting your
little velvety paws upon me, and aes'ling
close to me, and singing softly to me, and all in.

such an innocent, kittenish, bewitching way,
that that confound me! if 1 can help catching
the pretty black kitten to my bosom, let her bite

and scratch and claw ever so much I" and for-

getting Virginian chivalry, honor, gallantry,

hospitality, he suddenly caught the girl to his

bosom nearly crusimg all her little bones in
his bear like hug, and half suffocating her with
kisses exclaiming between them

*
Aye, scratch and claw, my littla bramble

bush! spit and snarl, and bite, my little kitten!

H^y ! my little sal-ammonia! but you are sharp I

you are piquant ! you are exhilarating ! Ha ! I

wonder if these sweet lips no, these fragrant,

poignant lips of yours are not that fountain of

youth at which I shall recover youth again !"

"I'll! I'll kill you!"exclaimed the enraged
and half suffocated girl.
" Kill away, my tigress ! kill away, my sprite.

Oh ! it is so good to be scratched and bitten by
you ! It must be heaven of heavens to be killed

by you !"

Sina suddenly ceased to struggle, burst into

tears, and dropping her head on his shoulder,
sobbed violently. And he ceased to worry her,
and stooping over her stroked the dishevelled hair

rom her brow and said, soothingly,
"
Sina, my little girl, hush don't weep I love

you, Sina my love is honorable if ever man's
ove was. It seeks to do you no ill, nor wrong,
t seeks to enshr*ne you in honor and safety. I

must marry you, Sina! Make up your mind to

t, my little girl ! for there is positively no alter-
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native. I must m.irry you, my little girl, but

that will he th? very first and last arbitrary act

i ever did or ever will show you. Oh, Sina, I

will be so gf>od to you if you will only be my
dear little wife. Child! I will love and cherish

you mo e tenderly than man ever did woman

before. Su -li a good husband as 1 will be to you,

Sina ! Your every wish shall be a law to me

and mine!"

All this time Sina was lying in his arms, her

head upon his shoulder, sobbing as if her heart

would ureak, while he continued speaking softly,

Child, haven't you heard the old ladies say

It is better to be an old man's darling than a

young man's slave?' I know my rival, Sina! It

is Dingerliei (curse him). Little girl, will he

lov> you as I shall? I am not only faithful, 1

ain faith And he a young, gay, handsome, ce-

never he tme to you. You'll have half-a-dozen

unworthy rivals No ! he'll never love you as I

do never ' and it i more necessary to a wo-

man's happiness that she be loved than that she

loves Come, Sina! forgive my roughness! I

loved you so dearly. God help me ! it was an

irresistible temptation ! the Virgin pardon me !

to have you sitting there with your hands

folded* and your face sparkling between your

black ringlets turned up to mine ! forgive me,

Sina ! witn all my rudeness and all your beauty,

nothing would have tempted me to treat any

woman so, whom I did not intend to marry in

gpit^- of all heaven, earth, and hell!"

<>Ot! my dear benefactor, forgive me," said

the wily girl,
" for I have been violent too but

you do not know how dear a never mind I You

you will kindly give me a few days to think.

Dangerfield, your rival! My dear benefactor,

how easily these mysteries are unravelled when

one has the key to them. Think now of Colonel

Dangerfield seeking me to induce me to use my
influence with Miss Summerfield in his behalf

for .Miss Summerfield has discrded him, while

he is fctill passionately attached to her !"

) 18 j what him ?"

Yes ! but this is almost a breach of confi-

dence, which neither the Colonel nor the Sum-

m^fieMa might like. I tell you this to tranquil-

lize you, that is my only excuse. Pray do not

ment'ou it to any of the family unless they first

name it to you !"

<Dis ! Wdl\ Now, Sina. say ! Oh, Sina,

say! You'll be my dear little wife, won't you?
Don't kf-ep me on the tenter hooks of suspense

any longer. D>n't torture me again! Come!

peak ; you trill, won't you ?"

"My dear protector, please give me two days
to think of it; will you?"

Wei!, well! if I must, I must, without any
sort of doubt. Here they are with tea."

SHANNONDALE.
And at tha* moment Neive and KU1 entered

with two waiters, to arrange the table As soon

as tea was over, Miss Hinton excused herself,

and retired; while Squire Darling communed
with himself to the following effect. " What
Sina says, may be all very true

;
and in the main

I believe it is; but then again, I do not like the

fellow poking about here so often ; and if Imo-

gene has really discarded him what ev^r could

possess the girl to do it? why next thing he'll

be for consoling himself with some other wo-
man. And what woman so likely as Sina?

Finally! confound him! I owe the man nothing!
1 am under no obligation to receive the man
here ! my house is my castle and hospitality

be sunk where the sacredness of hearth is con-

cerned ! Ergo ! I'll forbid the fellow the house!

and if he wants to know the reason, I'll tell

him!" And the next day proved the squire

quite as rude as his word.

Miss Hinton was sitting at an upper front

window the next morning, when Colonel Dan-

gerfiftld rode up. He bowed low as the mane of

his horse, in answer to her nod and smile of wel-

come. When he alighted, she left the room and

came to the head of the stairs, from whence she

heard his brisk knock, saw a servant go to the

door, heard his deep-toned voice enquire, Is

Squire Darling at home ?" and the false answer,
" No, sir." " Let Miss Hinton know then, that

I am here," said the Colonel, preparing to enter.

But the man held the door in his hand, and re-

plied, in the face of the truth, "Miss Hinton is

not at home, sir. She left here this morning
with my master, to go to Red-Stone Hall!" Miss

Hinton's face kindled with indignation, and she

made one bound with the intention of running

down stairs to refute the falsehood, when she

felt her waist clasped from behind, and the hard

voice of Squire Darling saying,

" No you don't, my darling ! What you told

me last night I believe to have been true but

then it related to the past, and perhaps the pre-

sent, but gave no earnest for the future. c Fore

wit is better than after wit' A bird in the hand

is worth two in the bush' and * It's foolish to

lock the stable-door after the steed is stolen.'

Ergo, I practice fore wit ;' I keep my bird in

the hand,' and 1 secure my stable doors before

the steed is stolen ;' BO be easy, my little

girl !"

The fell girl's brow grew black as night, as

she turned away from him to conceal her rage,

and sought her chamber. Squire Darling staid

home all day. That night, after the lamilv had

retired to rest, the dark girl stealthily left her

chamber, (securing the door on the outside,)

passed silently down the stairs, out of an end

door, entered the stables, saddled a horse, and

rode swiftly from the house.
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CHAPTER XXXIII.

<THK SOLDIER'S REST."

A palace beautiful to see;
Mnrble porched, and cedar chambered,

Hung with damask drapery :

Boused with ornaments of silver,

Interlaid with gems and gold

Filled with carvings from Cathedrals

Reccu^d in 'he days of old ;

Eloquent with books and pictures,

411 that luxury can afF>rd;

Warm with statues which Pygmalion
M ight have fashioned and adored.

In the forest glades and vistas

Lovely are the light and gloom ;

Fountains :parkle in the gardens,

And exotics breathe perfume.

Mackay,

Let me pick up some of the dropped stitches

in this complex net. Colonel Dangerfield, im
mpHiatelv aft-r his last recorded interview with

Miss Summerfield, had hurried home. The
next morning he had written hasty notes of adieu

to Mr*, and Miss Summerfield, and set out upon
a long journey. Oidy very recently he wag sup-

posed to nave returned. He was now at " The
Soldiers Rest," the modest name he had given
to his magnificent winter residence near Win-

chester Since his return he had not once ap-

proached Red Stone Hall This, as we have

seen, had filled the heart of Mrs Summerfield

with uneasiness, roused to anxiety, when he de-

clined her invitation to dinner. Well it might
be so in a place where domestic and social pro-

priety of conduct is so strictly enforced and ob-

served, and where a departure from established

rules of manners is visited with the same severity

as a dereliction from morals It was well known

throughout the whole section of country, that the

heiress oi Red-Stone Hall was affianced to Colonel

Dangerfield ; that she had been withdrawn from

school to fulfil this engagement ; that Colonel

Dangerfield bad made splendid preparations at

The Soldier's Rest" for the reception of his

bride, and gossip about the costly furniture im-

ported from London, Paris, and Constantinople?

was circulated with the usual quantum of ex-

aggeration, until curiosity was on the qui-vivefor

the day when the imposing nuptials should be

celebrated, and the magnificent mansion with its

superb apartments, gorgeous furniture, and splen-

did decorations, should be thrown open to public

reception and inspection. But days had chased

days ; weeks had slipped after weeks ;
months

had followed months ; and the second year had

succeeded the first, and no silver edged and sil-

ver sealed cards of invitation summoned the

neighboring gentry to Red-Stone Hall
;
and the

perfect repose of the Soldier's Rest was un-

broken arid what had befallen the wedding?
10

The good people of Jefferson County, you may
be certain, had something to talk about. The

perfect sleep of the Soldier's Rest remained un-

disturbed; the gorgeous saloons, halls and cham-
bers remained closed

;
all except the bachelor

apartments of Colonel Dangerfield, situated in

one of the back buildings. Tne curious passer

by, peering through the semi-circle of lofty

LombaHy poplar trees that surrounded the front

of the lawn, saw only through their foliage a

distant, broad expanse of glistening white mar-

ble, with row above row of highly polished, Hark

mahogany shutters, closely shut the front view
of the mansion white, cold, impenetrable and re-

pellant as the brow of its lady elect.

But as in the woman, could you have seen be-

low that cold, severe surface, you would have

shrunk away in horror, scorched and blinded by
the fire burning there, burning more intensely,

consumingly, for its very suppression ; so in

the mansion could you have passed those mat bie

wails, and through those polished oak galleries,

halls and saloons, you might hav* come to a

room where the light of day was excluded, where

among the deep shadows sat or moved a tall,

dark form like a bad thought in a black heart

a dark form, gloomy and glowering, upon'whose
countenance the lurid glare of a red coal fire cast

up a weird, demoniac light, giving the passion-

ploughed visage a yet more fell and fatal aspect ;

and you migat have fancied that this white and

glistening marble palace was the snow-covered

surface of a volcano, and this murky room, with

its deep black shadows and lurid red light, was

the centre, the forge, of the burning lava, and

this dark giant moving amoug them the demon-

prince of the earthquake and fiery irruption.

And there might have been more truth than

fancy in the conceit, for in that house, in that

room, in that form, in that heart, lurked, burned

the spark of a passion, should it blaze out, fatal

as ever fiery flood that, bursting from the bosom
of a volcano, buried a city in hot lava deeply
wounded self-esteem jealousy that had outlived

the love that first gave it birth.

Now as he walked about the floor the fire

casting his long, black shadow up to the ceiling
he seemed restless, anxious with the expecta-

tion of somebody, or something ;
he woul'i go to

the window, look out into the night, return and

trim the fire, walk twice or thrice across the

floor, open the door and peer out into the dark-

ness. At last the light, swift fall of a palfrey's

hoofs feil on his ear, and then starting, he seized

a paper match, applied it to the fire, then to the

wicks of a chandelier hanging from the ceiling,

and lo ! the scene was changed as by enchant-

ment. It was no longer a baleful, black figure,

moving fearfully amid black darkness, made
visible by gleams of lurid red flame. The rays
of the chandelier poured down in a thousand

rainbow-colored streams of dazzling light, upon
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the rortn of a very handsome martial looking

man in the prime of life, arrayed in a splendid

unbresb uniform, arid standing amid a scene of

luxury a sulrau might have envied. Of all the

gorgeous apartments in that magnificent man-

sion, none could compare with this small room

foi the very perfection of its adornments. The

chandelier had just blazed around, when the door

opened, and Sina Hinton stood in the midst of

the scene
;
her small, slight figure attired in a

closely fitting crimson satin, her jet black hair

pendant in a mass of glittering spirals down her

beautifully rounded shoulders, her thin, fierce

face sparkling with excitement. Colonel Danger-
field made an impulsive start, as though he would

have caught her to his bosom, but with a quick,

fierce gesture, she repelled him. Casting her

riding hat with all its plumes down upon the

carpet she threw herself into a luxurious chair,

and Jay there, her crimson drapery warmly glow-

ing in the light of the chandelier, her form and

face palpitating, quivering, sparkling, blazing
not unlike a small mass of fire, or a grenade half

exploded, that still continues to jet and sparkle.

Colonel Dangerfield checked the first impulse of

astonishment, composed himself and approached
her soothingly,

Why, Sina, Sina. What is the matter, Sina,

Sina ?" be said, cautiously approaching his hand

to her head, and deprecatingly, furtively stro-

king her head, as you would that of a fierce,

beautiful pet cat you wished to caress, yet fear

ed it should bite. Wh< then, Sina, Sina, my
little salamader t my little fire queen, what is it?

Who has set a match to my little powder maga-
zine, now? Who now has fired my little gre-

nade?'

S _ie struck off his hand sharply. He folded

his. arms across his chest then, and stood quietly
and silently before her, watching her still glow-

ing, sparkling scintillating with agitation.
* Recollect yourself, Colonel Dangerfield, and

reject wi," she said at last, fiercely.

He remained in the same attitude, patiently

waiting for her to recover herself. At last, in-

spired by a bright idea, he turned to a small but

elegant table, upon which stood several cut-glass

decinters and wine glasses, and pouring out

some wine, brought it to her. She pushed it

away, saying.

No would you add fire to fever ? Water !"

Obediently he brought a glass of water, and

taking it, she quaffed it at a draught. This

cooled her somewhat. Returning the glass to

him, she said,
"
Dangerfield, bear with me ! You should not

cross me in a mood like this when the wild-cat

is stirred un in me as it has been to-night I"
" Compose yourself. S'na."
<

Forgi'' me another glass of water I thank

you I am s^'dieri no * I hope. Dangerfield!

you got my note ?"

Yes, my delightful little torpedo, I received

I

your note
;
and have prepareo my poor, lonely

j
apartments as I best could, for this bright

! presence !"

* Ah ! Mary, Virgin Mother ! am I never to

i be free from this sort of address ?"
" What meat, you ?"
" Colonel Dangertield ! I have been indiscreet

j

in coming to your house; yet if you knew the

i motive that has driven me to tbrow myself thus

upon your magnanimity for protection you
j

would excuse you would pity succor the de-

I

fenceless orphan girl!'
1

wept Sina. bowing her

!
head till all her bright ringlets fell, veil like,

|

over her witching face.

My dearest girl, explain yourself! do, Sina!

Come ! I am your friend confide in me," said

he, kindly taking her hand, and looking in her

countenance.

Sina turned her face away stooped till her

ringlets fell and veiled it, and then said, in a half

stifled voice,

"How shall 1 tell you! how shall I tell you
with this gairish light glaring around vrith your

eye upon me ; how, oh! Virgin Mother! shall I

tell you ! you of all men ?"
" Nay now, I entreat you speak, Sina! Coi

speak low ! 1 will listen."

" Ah, Dangerfield ! can you not imagine

only thing that would drive me from Oak Grov
to seek advice and assistance of you whi

no answer ! Shall I have to tell you then-

continued Sina. in a smothered voice, buryir
her face in the cushions. That, that, that Oal

Grove, that Squire Darling's house is no long

a fit and proper home for me! There, it

out!"
" Sina ! Miss Hinton, you surprise me

measure !"

"Is not my position a cruel one? Oh,
it not?"
" My dear Sina my dear youog lady, coi

you not have sought shelter with Mrs. Surarm

field
"

Ah, ir ! do you not see the reason why
could not; the brother and sister the fathers

daughter the uncle and niece, so long estranj

so recently re-united
; would you have

me, for any selfish motive of my own, howev*

excusable, expose that wrong which would ha\

made more mischief between them?"
Thi< was said wit l

> an air of sincerity

would have deceived an angel it thoroughl]

gulled Colonel Dangerfield.

Tru* ! most true, my high-hearted girl !

Therefore, sir, I came to you, as the

friend I knew. I come to ask you to proci

among your numerous acquaintances, a place

governess in some gentleman's family for

and to do it quickly ;
and to consider with me

how I shall g t off what uxr-use I shall make,
so as not to expose Squire Darling to his sister's
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indignation !

sign ?"

Undoubtedly ! But, Sina, I love you ! lov

you ! Let my love shield you from this servi-

tude yo ; vvould enter ! ah, hear me, Sina!' J

*' Colonel Dangerfield ! it is late ;
I must re

turn home,"' said Miss Hinton, rising and pick

ing up her hat.

But Colonel Dangerfield caught her hand, and

gently forcing her back into the chair, said,

" Not yet, Sina and not alone ; I must ride

with you, when you go. And now you musl

listen to me. 1 love you, Sina."

Sir, I must depart."
"
Sina, my bird, you must not yet ! Sina,

love you ! love you ;
and youlove me ! Tell me

that my affection is not altogether indifferent to

you."
Sir ! Sir ! those are words you should not

speak ;
I should not hear !"

(( You love me, Sina !"

"Let me depart, sir!"
" You do love me ! every word and gesture

proves it ! Now tell me why these words are

wrong ?"

Oh, sir ! for many reasons. Miss Summer-

field- "

"'Miss Sammerfield!' Well, you said there

were many reasons ; what others ?"
" Sir. if , Miss Summerfield were out of the

question you are a wealthy man ! 1 a poor

girl!"
" Why, so much the better ! Come, Sina! any

more reasons come come come ;" and with

every word, he approached his hand towards

Sina's curl?, as though he would have played
with them but Miss Hinton drew off and re-

pulsed him.
.
Never had Sina permitted him so

much as to lift her dark little hand to his lips.

" I assure you, dearest Sina, yon are a very in-

consistent girl you are at once the most prudish,

and the most indiscreet girl 1 ever saw ! Come
now ! I challenge you to set* up another reason

for me to overthrow. Ah f you cannot do it !"

" Yes, sir, I caa," said Sina, turning suddenly
with one of her dazzling, blinding smiles; "yes,

sir, 1 can ! a rule my mother taught me before I

ever left her !"

" Good ! your mother's rule what was it ?"
" Ah I I will not tell you !"

"I insist upon hearing it. Come, your last

reason for not. responding to my love
; your mo-

ther's rule."
" Never to tali; of love, till my lover talked of

marriage /" said Sina, with an arch, bright, be-

wildering smile.

Colonel Dangerfield grew serious all of a sud-

den. Hum. I think 1 do not misunderstand

you, Sina! Tell, me! this old sinner this

curse him ! I beg your pardon, Sina ! He was

very rude, was he ?"

The blood rushed to Sina's brow.

" Rude ! he pursues me with a loathsome suit

to become his wife ! he follows me from room

to room
; my own chamber is scarcely sacred in

his eyes ;
he denies himself and me, to my own

visitors
;
he stays home all day to prevent my

visiting or receiving company If I ask to go
out. he tells me that one horse is lame, another

broken-winded, a third has cast a shoe, and the

blacksmith is sick, and so on. I canno r be alone

with him a moment, that he does not press big

suit ;
but as for being rude to me that is the

extent of his rudeness, as yet ;
but 1 fear him !

he has no Colonel Dangerfield s fine sense of

honor. I fear him horribly. I must leave his

house. And that reminds me, sir, to tell you
that 1 must now bid you good-night."
" A moment, Sina ! I wish to understand you.

Why did you not take day time for this visit ?"

Because I was so closely watched ! I am no

more than a prisoner at large at Oak Grove "

Sina ! listen to me ! and reply to me as you
list ! I will dare to be candid tor once ! You
are an exceedingly fascinating girl You im-

press with a keen joy almost painful in its ex-

cess."
" That's exceedingly candid ! lovers have been

that candid with ladies since Adam courted

Eve!" laughed the elfish girl.

, " Patience ! you will have no cause to com-

plain of my candor listen then You know that

there is a betrothal between myself and Miss

Summerfieid that is not yet broken off. I have

had a very strong attachment to Miss Summer-
field I I esteem her more higtily than any lady I

know- I should be prouder ot her as a wife than

of anybody I know am 1 candid, Sina?"

" Well, 1 have a vague notion that you are,"

laughed Sina
'

Good ! Now I have a vague notion that un-

1 find Imogene's affections have strayed

(here Sina's eyes scintillated)- that betroth-

rient may be consummated in marriage ; but in

the meantime, my God ! I love you so much I

what am I to do ?"
" Pity this is not Turkey, sir, since you love

us both, for then you could marry us both !" said

Sina.

Witch ! I did not say I loved Imogene ex-

actly ! I love you. Listen hear me out, Sina!

if this betrothment is broken off, and it will

>e, if, as I said, Imogene's fancv has strayed

here again Sina's eyes blazed) then in that case,

Sina, I am a free man, with a free hand to offer

vou
;
and in that case, also, Sina, I had rather

lave given fifty thousand dollars than that Squ're

darling had ever been rude to you, or that you
lad entered my house to night. ! My wife should

be as far above suspicion as the star above the

arth ! Do not turn away and weep, my poor

girl! You were unfortunate, have beers i;>d!S-

reet, that is all. You are so brav* an *

pure,

Sina, that you do not see lurkin danger, luiking
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sin Come, cheer up, my own Sir a, and tel one

if you koow and prove it if you can that lino-

gene has been unfaithful to her contract? Say,

Sina, can you satisfy me of this ?"

Aud do you think, then, that I am so ba*e as

to betray my friend ? Let me depart, Colonel

D ngurfield, for it is clear that the longer 1 stay

here the worse you think of me?"
" No I do not the longer you stay here the

better 1 think of you, my generous but wild and

imprudent girl! Come, then, Sina, 1 will attend

you nome, and see you again soon."
tl Alas! where? for be you sure I shall not ven-

ture here again!"
f Nor would I have you, Sina. I will visit you

at Oak Grove."

Ah ! No ! no ! no . not at Oak Grove ! You
would be denied admittance, and 7 should be

persecuted afresh I"

" Then we must settle where to meet as we
go along," said Colonel Dangerfield.

They left the luxurious room. He placed her

in her saddle and leaving her there went and got
his own horse in preference to calling a servant

under all the circumstances, and throwing him-
self into his saddle, he rode swiftly around and

rejoined Sina A half hour's brisk ride brought
them fo Oak Grove, At the gate Colonel Dan-

ger field said.

" Now, Sina, I must see you once more soon,

iny dear girl, let me come here, that is the

strath! forward and proper course."

No? no! not here! not yet! Stop! 1 shall

be at vespers Sunday afternoon. I shall wait in

our cu tained seat near the confessional used by
Father Burleigh ! that is a safe and most unex-

ct,p lonable place of meeting, for I shall stay
after vespers to confession, as it is Father Bur-

leigh's Sunday in the box the Sunday after

next being Mr Vellemonte's. Do not you come
into my pe-.v until after vespers and after the con-

gregation has left. Good-night! good-night!"
A kiss, Sina, one kiss !"

" No, no, I save such marks of affection ror

my fiusoand, whoever -he shall be," laughed Sina,

fli f
i g taroug i trie gate and casting back a smile

and glance so lull of glamour, that Dangerneld
liked to have leaped the fence after her.

"Ah!" smilerl the wily girl to herself, "I
think I shall bring about something at this

chapel yet. I heard Imogene's pretty love story
oncrt I'll see if I can't hear it again in com-

pany It is too good to be enjoyed solus. Amd
as for Ddngerfield, he mu&t be the company, be-

cause seeing and hearing is believing." Then
he stabled her horse, and softly entering the

house passed up the stairs.

CHAPTER XXXIV.

THK VESPER HOUR AT SACRED HEART.

Sunday came. The Sunday upon which Irao-

gene Summerfield was, according to promise, to

unburden her bosom of "the perilous htuff" that

had so long lain and festered there. Miss Sum-
merfield was serene, though still melancholy.
The corrugated brow, the strained eye, the col-

lapsed cheeks and angular lines of anguish were
no longer visible nor was her sleep that preter-
natural ecstacy it had seemed before. Sae wag
in her chamber that morning preparing to ac-

company her mother to church. It wa the

habit of those families who lived ten, fifteen,

and even twenty miles from Sacred Heart, to

leave home very early on Sunday mo. ning, or im-

mediately after a very early breakfast, and go
church to stay all day, that is through the earl

mags, the sermon, and the evening vespers ta

king with them one or two servants and a ham-

per of provisions. And it is one of the queer
and picturesque sights peculiar, I believe, to the

old and sparsely settled counties of Maryland and

Virginia, to see the small country church, in its

grove of trees, with carriages and horses tied to

almost every tree, and after the sermon, negroes

lounging about, or feeding horses, and famil.es

at lunch in their carriages or even in their pews.
Mrs, Summerfield, besides a hamper of prov
sions for her own family, always took a bottle

crusted port or of champagne, and some

dainty besides for Father Burleigh ; and frequent

ly after vespers were over in the evening, M
Mattie Smilie would come to her pew door wi
her round face, meek, chastened smile and pi

sant voice, and press Mrs. Summerfield and
< Miss Imogene" to stop in at the, cottage a

take a cup of tea and some of her nice egg-pone
to warm them before their ride home and

frequently Mrs. Summerfield would smiling!;

accept the affectionate invitation. Tnat little

Miss Mattie was so neat and nice and fragrant !

though I think somehow or other the dear old

soul never got any new clothes. In ctmrch you
might always see her in a faded light calico

gown clean aa a penny," and " neat as a new

pin," and a faded, light colored clean shawl, and

an old-fashioned clean straw bonnet, with- a

washed and ironed ribbon on it, with a blue-

white crimped, full cap border all around her

dear old edifying face. And there was always
that smell of fragrant dried herbs about her, for

Miss Mattie's clothes, house, table, and bed

linen, when not in uee, were literally laid up in

lavender," or bergamot, or sweet marjoram, or

sassafras, for her clean old chest-drawers and

presses were full of them. And indeed in my
infancy when I heard for the first time of the

odor of sanctity," I thought it had reference

to Miss Mattie, her fragrant dried herbs and her

n-

:
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saints' relics. When in her extreme old age I

once visited her, and she hung around my neck

an Agnus Dei) a small pink satin heart stuffed,

and in the very middle of the stuffing a relic the

size of half a rice grain, saying it was the bones

of St. Agnes, Virgin and Martyr, and that it was

a "protection against temptation" it smelt so

fragrant of lavender and bergamot, that saints

bones and aromatic dried herbs entered my head

together, and have never been separated since.

She used to make me fancy, too, in spite of all

the glistening and bristling new finery of a

country church, that light colored "fady" cali-

coes, and old poke bonnets with washed and

ironed ribbons, were the very neatest and sweetest

dress in the world. One thing I felt sure, that

Miss Mattie was the very cleanest, neatest, most

fragrant little fat and rosy old lady 1 ever looked

at, and the mildest, meekest, most composing
and refreshing old lady I ever talked with. She

had but one trouble in the world, and that was,

as she would say, with her good smile,
" Poor

Sammy and his ways," meaning if you have
"
forgotten to remember" the relation Mr.

Sammy Smilie of Harper's Ferry, and she only

regretted her poverty because she would have

no money to leave to pay for having masses said

for the repose of Sammy's soul after his death.

No bright young c hild, no beautiful and good

girl ever brought more quiet sunshine into a

church or dwelling than did Miss Mattie, with

her edifying manners, as I said, half bonhoin-

mie, half beatitude. She would mildly and smi-

lingly exhort the rich to trust in God and try this

nice soup, in the same sentence
;
and talk of the

joys of Heaven, and the juices of this nice new
ham so strengthening to the stomach and so gocd
to coax a lingering appetite, in the same breath.

She would kneel down quite naturally and pray

for the conversion of people's souls and the cure of

their cholics, in the same tone. I am not sure

when her chickens had the pip that she did not

make it a subject of fasting and prayer. I knew

very well when she lost her well worn and faded

thread gloves, she fasted and prayed every day
till they were found, for she told old Nerve so,

who replied to her,
" Well ! I should be afraid to bother my bless-

ed heavenly Marster about such trifles."

" But, honey, it wain't a trifle. It cost me

three-fippenny bits, and I had not had 'em over

two years, and they were jest as good as bran new

except that there was about six or seven, or in-

deed for that matter it might have been eight

little darns in 'em; and that was all, and

neither do I think that the Blessed Lord and the

ever blessed Virgin is in defiant to what grieves

their childun even gloves because you see,

honey, J sinful poor creature as I am, pity even

a little duck with the gapes, or a fly drowned in

the water, and is the Lord any less loving than

what I am?"
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But this is a flagrant digression I must

stop. Though I could go on much farther with

details about the old priest's housekeeper, very

interesting to me, certainly, but not so much
so I fancy to you, and I some how regret that at

the end of this tale of real life, I shall have to

drop Miss Mattie without having made you ac-

quainted with half her meek and enduring
virtues.

Mrs. Summerfield had put her basket of lunch

into the hands of her servant, with directions

to stow it away in the box of the carriage, and

to mount himself, speedily, and be ready to at-

tend them to open the gates, and then she had

gone up stairs to see Imogene before their depar-
ture.

How do you feel now, my dearest child ?"

she asked, stealing her arm around her waist as

she stood before a glass arranging her hair.

" Calm, mother, very calm."
" I am pleased, Imogene, there is one thing I

never mentioned to you."

Well, mother ?"
" That night upon which I woke you up, was

not the first night 1 had watched by you while

sleeping."

"My dear, dear mother! did I merit such

goodness at your hands ?"

Yes, Imogene, my love, why not ? Besides,

Imogene, I will tell you what now I fear you
will never prove, in your own self, namely that

a mother's love never slumbers nor sleeps. But,

Imogene, there at your bedside I witnessed a

phenomenon I cannot understand."

"Well, mother?"

Perhaps you can explain it."

" I do not know let me hear it."

" You but tell me first, how did you usually

rest, Imogene ?"
"
Delightfully, mother. My life, indeed, was

< two-fold sleep had its own world.' "

Ah ! go on."
" Full of bitterest remorse, and most insuffer-

able anguish, as my days were, mother, I could

not tell you how delicious were my nights, my
dreams nor how the blissful visions of the

night enhanced the misery of the next day. It

was a psychological mystery, mother ! I had
no control over my dreams. I have believed in

the possibility of controlling dreams, but /could
not do it. I would pray, read, fall asleep re-

peating a prayer, and instantly be transported

by sleep into another world into a higher, deep-

er, broader, fuller sense of existence, into the

midst of visions that would seem far more real

to me than does this waking life."

"And the specific nature of those visions,

Imogene ?"

It is difficult to recall them in all their glory,
mother mother, they leave on my mind a vague

memory of unutterable happiness, for which 1

should nevertheless feel unmitigated regret, for
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listen, mother, mind, in all these I had one,

but one companion the one that 1 have made

my idol the priest, Claude Vellemonte!"
" Oh, Imogene !"
"
Listen, mother, as soon as I fell asleep, he

stood by my side ;
we wandered, hand-in-hand,

through marble halls, cooled with sparkling
fountains

; perfumed with myriads of flowers
j

musical with millions of birds
;
and thence, into

the saloons, hung with richest and rarest paint-

ings, with niches filled with marble statues
;

through, into chambers of more splendor and

luxury than Eastern poetry and magnificence
could imagine ; and thence again, into gardens
of more than ideal beauty, and exuberance of

exotic vegetation ;
and through orchards of rich

and blooming tropical fruit j into vineyards,
where the purple grape, like clusters of rubies,

hung amid leaves of emeralds ; out into fields of

ever fresh verdure, cool and green, and gently
undulating off to the distant light-blue, transpa-
rent horizon

; through forests of mighty trees ;

and at every step the vision extended, or our

souls expanded, and the horizon grew wider, and at

last we took in the whole earth, from pole to pole,

with its mighty oceans, studded with green tro-

pical, and with icy arctic and antarctic isles,

with its navies and sea-ports ; the broad conti-

nents, with their long rivers, lofty mountains,

burning volcanoes, nation?, kingdoms, towns and

cities ! All these passed in panorama before

our vision ! Yet, mother, in all this, my happi-
ness the very climax of my joy was by my
side ! Can I tell you how we talked 1 The
earth floated off below, as we soared into space.

Then, looking down, we saw the floating globe.

That vision of the earth, seen from above, is

distinct in my memory. The great globe of

forest-covered land, and isle-studded water, with

the Northern icebergs glancing in the sun. I

never realized how little room the cities, towns

and villages all the dwelling places of man,
took up in the green earth, till I saw it in my
dream, floating below me, like a ball of green

and variegated land, sparsely enameled with

cities; and of blue water, thinly dotted with

islands. Then, mother! what shall I tell you
of the glory of the heavens, as seen in my vision

worlds oh, as far more glorious than thit, as

the sun at noon-day is more glorious than a taper.

I tire you, mother.."

No but that will do I understand now the

happiness of your sleep. I have heard physi-

cian* say, that some mindr, absorbed in sorrow

all day, will, by a natural re-action, a merciful

law of our being pass into another set of ideas,

and dream blissfully at night. I sometimes

thought of that while watching you."

"Ab, my dear mother, how you lost your
ret for your brain-sick, heart-sick child. But ah !

the sin of my blissful dreams was their travel-

ling companion."

"No more of that, dear Imogene. This even-

ing you will cleanse your soul of that involunta-

ry sin. Come, Imogene, it is time to go, my
dear."

Sina, I shall go with you to church, to-day,"
said Squire Darling to Miss Hinton, that morn-

ing at breakfast.

" Shall you, sir?" asked the young lady.

Yea, I shall ; and 1 shall stay all day, and
return with you after vespers."

<* Do you not think it will be too much for

you, sir? Recollect, you have not ridden so

far yet nor have you yet attempted to sit up
all day, without your mid- day nap." -

Tender creature ! I can take my mid-day
nap in my comfortably cushioned pew, between

morning and evening service, as well as not so

please to have a chicken fried, and some ham,
and tongue, and pickles, with bread and butter,

and a bottle of sherry, put up in a basket, Miss

Hinton."

"Certainly, sir.

"By-the-way have you seen Colonel D?

gerfield lately, Sina ?"

"No, sir."

When did you see him last ?"

Upon the morning Friday morning, I be-

lieve it was, when you denied yourself and

to him!"
Is that intended aa a reproach, Sina ? Y<

I did deny you to him, my little dear ! my tor-

menting little joy ! my sweet, gweet Sina !

you think, my pet, my little black bantam

let, that I am going to let that cockerel of

young officer plume his gay feathers, and sm
about my barn door ? No indeed, Sina f

besides, pretty little black-haired Sina, I am
ing to church with you to day, to take care

you! Ah! Sina, I shall have twice as much

joy of you, my little crab-apple, because 1 knoi

that fellow in the moustaches and epaulettes ii

dished, confound him ! No, Sinetta ! 1 do n<

mean once to lose sight of you, until the law he

given me a property in you, and a right

break any civil or military coxcomb's head wl

dares to know whether you are handsome 01

homely! What! the mischief! a girl 1 have

had in my house two years ! and loved all th

time for a blue and buff fellow, with a couple

epaulettes, to come to intrude to invade my
house, and want to rob me of its dearest tr

sure, its brightest ornament? No, indeed I The

d 1 flyaway with all dandies, civil and military,

I say! They are in league against the unit}

of my home, and the peace of my heart ! Ont

sonnetizing, musickizing fellow carries off

daughter, which was bad enough and now ai

other Signior Don Monsieur Orlando Moustacl

wants to carry off my sweet-heart, which is in-

finitely worse ! Thunder and lightning ! it's a



wonder I had not broke the fellow's head when

he --ame here last Friday morning!"
'

Squire Darling, I told YOU before, and I tell

you a^ain, Colonel Dangerfield is not, and never

can be your rival !"

'And 1 know better, pepper-pod! you little

viper you ! I know that every unmarried man in

the parish is my rival ! Haven't I eyes ?"
" UVe them then, sir, and see a little, pale,

hard-favored girl, whom nothing but her black

eyes and black hair redeems from utter hideous-

ness
" Ah, good ! nothing but black eyes ! and

in ttiem a spell, a glamour, a power that would

wile an arch-angel from heaven ! You take a
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saw approaching the church. She smilingly

greeted tnat lady, as she alighted trofe the car-

riage, and she affectionately saluted Imogene,
whose high, pale brow, dark, serious eye*, and

serene lips whose whole sweet, solemn coun-

tenance, wore the expression of rapt religious

abstraction and exaltation As if absorbed in

high and fervid devotion, aad fearing to break

her train of thought and feeling, Imogene mere-

ly silently pressed Miss Mattie's nand, as she

passed on, and immediately entered tbe church

and her pew. Mrs. Summerfield followed, and

took a seat by her xide. accompanied by Miss

Mattie, who passed on to her own pew, at the

upper end of the church. These were scarcely

raking aim at a man with those eyes, aud he is seated when another party entered namely :

perforated through and through annihilated,
j

our stout and fair-haired squire, strutting potn-

and reels and staggers like a ship before it set-

tles and sinkfic Nothing but you; eyes! Good!

the bird has nothing but her song ;
the sphynx

nothing but her riddle ; Jupiter nothing but his

thunder-bolt ; and you! nothing but your eyes /"
" It seems to me, sir, that you are angry

with me without a cause. Your manner toward

me is as full of hatred, as of friendship !"

*'
A.h, Sina, I am provoked. Set fire to that

fellow ! why the furies didn't I shoot him ?"

"Indeed you terrify me, Squire Darling."
" Well then, let me marry you, Sina, and it

will all be over Come, what hinders, this

morning in cburch before mass. Come, Sina,

let it be so ! Oh, Sina, I will take such good
care of you. I will treat you so well love you
so dearly come, Sina!"

Squire Darling, you promised not to mention

this subject to me again for four days."
" Four days ! by the d 1 and all his angels I

Four days, when it was only two wheo the

tous are out, she'll say eight then sixteen, and

next, tnirty-two !"

" No, I will not, sir, indeed I will not. It was

four days they will be out on Wednesday even-

ing, and on Wednesday evening I will give you
an answer."

You will ?"

Indeed I will !"

Without fail ?"

"Without fail!"

"We'll see! Come, it is time to be off to

church."

Miss Mattie, in the Sacred Heart parsonage,
as getting ready for mass, mildly lecturing

Harhette between times, upon sundry improprie-

ties, and disorders of dress and manners, to

which the merry girl was particularly addicted.

And as soon as she was ready, she went out in

her old-fashioned straw bonnet and faded buff-

white shawl, and frock, and well thumbed

mass-book, and pocket handkerchief, scented

with a sprig of lavender between its folds, to

pously on, wiping the perspiration from his rosy

face with his scarlet bandanna pocket-handker-
chief in one hand, while under the other arm

was securely tucked his little evil sprite, Sina,

in her tight-fitting, fiery crimson satin, and long,

jetty ringlets, and perilous eyes. The dangerous

eyes were cast demurely down, and the long,

black lashes and ringlets drooping. On strutted

our squire, clipping her little arm close to his

side, witfi his head erect, shoulders thrown

back, chest expanded, and every gesture breath-

ing determination and defiance, to what, or of

whom who could tell? Sina, possibly. He

passed Sina into his pew, and closing the door,

seated himself by her side, and between her and

everybody else, just as the altar door opened,

and Mr. Vellemonte appeared in his surplice,

followed by six lads, as sacristans. Soon the

sublime chant of the miserere commenced, fol-

lowed by the oremus, and then the Holy Mass.

The sermon from the text,
" Love one another,"

was eloquent with that spirit of light and love

that peculiarly distinguished Mr Vellemonte's

preaching. At the close of the sermon, when
he came down from the pulpit, and passed on

before the altar, his countenance was elevated,

irradiated with a high, celestial inspiration.
" His face was as the face of an angel." Imo-

gene, too, had caught from him the spirit of reli-

gious ecstacy, and sat there in her pew, rapt m
a sort of inspired trance. When the congrega-

tion were retiring, little Miss Mattie, breathing

of bergamot through all her clean, faded clothes,

came up to the pew door to ask Mrs. Sumtner-

field if she would not come into the cottage, and

stay to vespers. There was a fine fire in the

cottage parlor, and she was going to get a cup

of strong coffee, as the day was chilly, she said.

Now Mrs Summerfield knew that the contents

of her hamper would be a valuable addition to

the meagre cottage fare, and therefore she at

once accepted the invitation, giving orders to

her servant to take the hamper into the parso-

nage. Squire Darling now came up, with his

meet Mrs. Summerfield, whose carriage she i little inflammation of the heart still tucked under
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his arm, and greeted his sister and nice--. He

and his bifein-fever joined the cottage party,

and ordered off their basket in the track of Mrs.

Su-.imerfield's hamper. Miss Summerfield re-

quested to be left alone in the church. Her

wish excited no surprise. It was not unusual

such retirement, for self-examination and prayer

in the time of Lent. So Imogene was left to

her meditations in the lonely church, while the

rest of the party migrated to the cottage parlor.

In their route thither, they passed several par-

ties, like themselves, coming from a distance,

and staying all day at church. Dear little Miss

Mattie smiled, and nodded meekly, as she pass-

ed them, looking very much as though she would

like to have them 'all along, but that was im-

possible the tiny cottage not having the capa-
cities of a large hotel for accommodation

;
so

Miss- Mattie had to content herself with promis-

ing mentally to invite some Among them next

Sabbath, and all, each in their turn. Squire

Darling followed last of all, with his little ring-

letted infatuation still hanging on his arm.

Ah, my little Carditis ! he wasn't here to-

day ! Isn't it a pity, now ? My dear little blaze,

I'm sorry for you you burn quite blue upon the

occasion !"

<< I do not in the least understand you, Squire

Darling!"
s Don't it the innocent ! Colonel Danger-

field was not at church this morning !
JJ

Was he not I did not observe."
" Oh ! ho ho ho ho ! as if one could be-

lieve that !"

The fat squire was in an angry, jealous, mock-

ing, yet triumphant mood.

Miss Hinton dropped her long, black lashes,

and long, black ringlets, and looked persecuted
and patient. She was temporarily delivered

from her tyrant, at the pic-nic dinner-table in

the cottage kitchen.

Evening came. Vespers were over. The con-

gregation were departing. Squire Darling with

a look of huge gratification tucked his beautiful

crimson sin under his arm, and prepared for a

start, saying, brutally,
" Ah ! my dear Cardialgy* not here this

evening either ! however, misery likes company,

my dear Ruby, and there is Miss Harry, whose
heart is breaking too, in the same cause and

there is my superb niece looking like a martyr,
infatuated with the stake ! Come along, Cardi-

algy, let us go home."

Thank you sir ! I have accepted an invita-

tion from Mrs. Summerfield, to return with her

to-night!" said Miss Hinton, with a look of

malice.
" The d 1 you have !" exclaimed the thun-

derstruck and enraged squire.

* Heart-bum

It was no use though. His anger was per-

fectly impotent. He was tempted to go to his

sister, with Sina under his arm. and say to her,
* Here ! this is the cause of the fatal estrange-
ment between Dangerfield and Imogene," but

as I said before, in his greatest fury, Sina's honor

was not forgotten. He would bitterly upbraid
and brutally tyrannize over her himself, but he

would not expose her to the slightest reproach
from any other so the squire bolted his fury,
and took leave of Sina and his sister, telling her

that he should send the carriage for Miss Hinton,

early the next morning. Mrs. Summerfield went

again into the cottage, to wait until her daugh-
ter's religious exercises were over. Father Bur-

leigh went into the confessional.

Miss Summerfield her pale brow still lumi-

nous with the glory of inspiration, passed on to

the church. The inside of the church- the

splendid altar the gorgeous pictures were all

glorious in the golden lustre of the setting sun,
that pouring through the western windows, yel-
low-flooded the whole scene. The altar occu-

pied the centre of the north end the pulpit

the right hand corner, and the confessional the

left hand
;
both these were hung with scarlet

drapery, and glowed hotly in the sunshine a few
moments and then even as Imogene entered

the confessional the sun's disc dropped behind

the near mountain, and the whole church fe.

into sudden gloom.

It was about this time, that Sina expressin

a wish to retire to the church and prepare her

soul by self-examination and prayer, for the sa-

crament of confession left Mrs. Summerfield.

It was deep twilight gloom, when she softl

glided in her serpentine motion up the aisle an

slipped into a closely curtained box, near t

confessional, and never used but as a place
strict retiracy for meditation, previous to

fession.

She had been here perhaps five minutes, w
the curtains were parted and another person e

tered. It was Col. Dangerfield. He pressed h

hand in silence,
'

awed by the holy stillness

the place, and passed on to the seat she indica

on the other side of herself, and nearest the co

fessional. He sat down and turned to speak
her when she raised her finger to her lips, i

token of silence, just as the profound stillness

the church was broken by the low tones of

deep, rich voice, saying "Blesi me, Father,

cause I have sinned." He recognized Imoge

full, round tones, in the opening of the rit

There was a pause disturbed by the solemn, b

inaudible voice of the aged priest. Col. Dan
field with a start of surprise got up woul

have left the pew, but that Sina put her hand

upon him, with an imploring look, and pressed

him down into his seat, just as Miss Summer-

field's low, melodious voice was heard again in

the comfiteor but the words were nearly inau-

IU

:
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dible, until she was heard to murmur, " I accuse

myself of having given to the creature the love

the adoration -the worship due only to God ."

Then, her voice was again inaudible during the

five or ten minutes that her rich, deep tones

trembled onward in her story. Then her voice

ceased. There was a dead, dead pause.

Again Colonel Dangerfield started to leave, but

Sina turning very pale, leaned against the front

of the pew, barricading the door, and signed to

him that she felt extremely agitated horrified

by what it appeared she had heard, though he

had not ! she signed to him to wait a moment,
until she should have recovered herself. He

dropped again into his seat, with a dark frown

of impatience. This eaves-dropping, although

it was, on his part, and he believed on Sina's,

quite involuntary, and although he actually as

yet, had heard little or nothing, was neverthe-

less, extremely repugnant to his sense of honor.

Now the deep, stern, awful voice of the priest

aros^ yes, deep, stern and awful as that of the

Judge at the last day falling'upon the ears of

the stout soldier, and of the little demon by his

side, with awful impression with the thunder

of the final doom. The first words of the so-

lemn denunciation were lost, and nothing was

heard distinctly until he said,
" And lastly, oh, thou pernicious girl ! since

thou hast dared in defiance of God's blighting

curee, to lift thy impious thoughts and sacrilegi

ous eyes up to the Lord's annointed the holy
one of Israel the beloved son of Christ the

gifted young brother whose exalted piety has

endowed him, in the opinion of the people, with

the gift even of miracles -hear thy sentence !

through thy very sin shalt thou do penance I

through thy very sin shalt thou have added to

the fires of consuming remorse the shame of

utter self-abasement, and of utter humiliation !

Hear ! To this pure and holy man shalt thou go,

and to him, who, in the untarnished image of

his Maker, is of too pure eyes to behold iniquity,

to him shalt thou confess thy impious thy sa-

creiigious love that in his utter loathing of thy

degradation and thy guilt, thou mayest grow to

apprehend its enormity; and from him shalt thou

receive the sentence of penance, he shall think

most necessary to expiate thy atrocious crime,

and to save thy else too surely lost soul, from ut-

ter perdition!"

A long, low scream of "mercy! mercy!" a

heavy fall and then Colonel Dangerfield, start-

ing to bis feet, upsetting his little devil in his

haste, and rushing to the confessional, raised the

fainting form of Imogene Summerfield, and bore

it from the church, and into the cottage,****
An hour afterwards, Imogene opened her eyes.

The sname, the terror, the anguish, were all

gone Her face revealed a heavenly serenity

nay, indeed, it seemed that while her body had

besii lying in insensibility, her soul must have

been in heaven, and received some divine inspi-

ration, for when she opened her eyes, her coun-

tenance beamed with a celestial glory, even on

the stern old priest bending over her bed
; and

her tones were full of earnest love when taking
his hard, old hand between her own, she said, "I

thank you for making him my judge! I accept
it ! to him will I reveal my whole soul from

him receive my sentence and suffer it, what-

ever it be, with, oh ! how much joy !"

"
Sina, I am free ! Sina, will you have me ?"

"Yes."

Then, Colonel Dangerfield folded the wily sy-

ren to his bosom, imprinting on her lips the very
first kiss she had ever permitted, deeming him-

self very blest."

CHAPTER XXXV.

THE DEMONIAC

i
I am disgraced, impeached and baffled here;
Pierced to the soul with anger's venomed spear ;

The which no balm can cure but his heart's blood,
Which breathed this poison. Shakspeare

True to his promise or his threat, Squire Dar-

ling had sent his carriage over to Red Scone

early the next morning ; and as Mrs. Summer-

field, pre-occupied and abstracted did not i hink

to invite Miss Hinton to prolong her stay at Red-

Stone, our syren had no alternative but to return

to her hated home. As she was about to enter

the carriage, a servant of Colonel Dangerheld's
rode up and put a note in her hand. She opened
it hastily and read

SOLDIER'S REST. Monday, April 1st.

MY DEAREST SINA : I have been thrown from

my carriage and have been laid up all day with
a spiained ankle nothing ^orse, only that it

prevents me having the pleasure of seeing my
dear girl to-day, and waiting upon Squire Dar-

ling, as I intended to do, for tb- purpose ot an-

nouncing to him our engagement. ( am so

dreadfully ennuyee, that I am almost tempteo to

ask my brave, indiscreet girl, to come and pay
me a visit; at leant f certainly will not lecture her
as before if she does, as u circumstances alter

cases. 3 '
Thine, longiug to s e thee

H. L. DANGERFIELD.

Miss Hinton put this IP. tier pocket, and the

carriage rolled on towards Oak Grove. Arrived

at the fork in the road where the leit nand turn

led to the " Soldier's Rest," Miss Hinton called

to the driver,

Uncle Kill ! Uncle Kill !"

"Miss!"
Turn down to the left ; I have a letter to

take from Red-Stone Hall to the "Soldier's

Rest "

Eh ! what ! yes ! certainly, Miss > what was
it you said ?"
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Miss Hinton repeated her order.

"Can't do it, Mis* "

" What ? how dare you, sir, disobey my order ?

Turn instantly to the left!"

"
Sorry I can't obligerate you, Miis Sina

;
but

ole marster's orders to fetch you straight home

were very peremptolute
"

"See here, sir! you insolent fellow!" said

Sina, burning with rage, "turn immediately
whe : I tell you, or you shall meet with severe

punishment."
Taat m*y be a doubtingency, Miss Sina, if

I don't ; whereas, if I does turn out with you,

it'll be an absolutive certainty!" and so saying,

the old negro put whip to his horses and drove

furiously to *ards Oak Grove

Arrived ther^ , Mis* Hinton went into the draw-

ing room, and sent for Squire Darling. Squire

-Darling * as having a conversation with old Kill.

Poor old Kill f he thought by his literal obedience

to orders to merit his master's approbation. So

it -vas with visible delight that he related his

little altercation with Miss Hinton, taking care

to say, however, that he would very gladly have

obliged Mus Hftnton, if he could have done so

without disobeying his master. Our stout squire

fell into a rage witi Sina, 'hat positively threat-

ened to end in an apoplectic fit. But with his

habitual care for Miss Hilton's standing in the

household, be relieved himself, and deluded and

alarmed poor old Kill, by bursting into a fit of

violt-nt fury upon him demanding to know why
he did not mind Miss Hinton ? His own com-

mands were to be obeyed, it was true, always,

excepting when Miss Hmton's wishes interfered !

He (old Kill) knew that! He ought to have his

barf head broken ! It should be done the next

time such a thing occurred ! Now we all know
that, had poor old Kill committed the mistake of

taking Sina to the Soldier's Rest, he would

kave virtually signed his own passport to the

cotton fields of Mississippi. And in fact the

old man still suspected as much himself: how-

ever, with a deprecating "reverence" he re-

plied, that he was very sorry to have mistaken

hi master's wishes ; that it was not yet too late

to remedy the error
; that the horses were still

quite fresh
; finally that he could then drive Miss

Hin r n where she wished to go.
" No SIR ! It is dinner time ! Miss Hinton is

also very mncb fatigued ! I shall nor permit her

to go over all that ground again! Begone !"

It was at this moment that the message from
Sina arrived, calling him into the drawing-room.
He went in putting a violent restraint upon him-

self, welcomed her home, and desired to be in-

formed of her particular pleasure and purpose in

ending tor him

"Colonel Dangerfield is indisposed at the

'Soldiers Rest.' I am the bearer of a letter

from Red-Ston* Hall to him 1 wihed to take

it there at once, but your man, Achilles, refused
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to drive me thither. Now I wish you to give
orders that I may go."

" Not for the world, my dear Miss. Hinton!

you are mad ! A young lady visit an unmarried

gentleman at his house ! Upon no account what-

ever ! 1 will take the letter myself. Where is

it, Sina?"

Excuse me, sir, 1 must only deliver this let-

ter with my own hand.'

"Ah! who is it from, Sina? My sister?

Imogene ?"

"Squire Darling., it seemsto me that you are

cross-questioning me !'

"Ho, ho, ho, ho, ho!" laughed the squire.

"No, my dear Sina! but in a word, I cannot

send you to the < Soldier's Rest' to-day upon any
pretence whatever! Let the Red-Stone Hall

folks find their own messengers. Anything else,

Miss Hinton, that I can do for your pleasure
not that ! not that, my dear Carditis ! It is too

much to ask of a man ! What, the d 1 ! are

you so deeply disappointed at not seeing him at

Chapel all day yesterday, that you must go and

make him a visit to-day ?"

Whether Sina flinton's guardian demon de-

serted her that night or not, I do not know.
Certain it is, however, that she was not one to

brook control, or bear disappointment. The
time was not ripe, openly to defy Squire Darling,
if indeed defiance would have served her turn at

all. Be that as it might have been, at eight

o'clock, Miis Hinton bade good-night to Squire

Darling, and retired to her own room not to

stay, however ; very soon she cautiously emerged
from the chamber, and creeping stealthily down

stairs, saddled a horse with her own hands, and

left the house as before, unconscious of a dark

figure on horse-back perseveringly dogging her

course.

The same luxurious chamber, the same hand-

some occupant awaited our little villain
; the

only difference being that Colonel Dangerfield, in

a gorgeous dressing- gown, reclined in a large, easy

chair, covered with gold colored satin, with his

wounded foot resting upon a cushion.

"My dear, brave, imprudent girl! I knew

you would come ! but why then not come in the

day-time and with a proper escort ?"

Sina explained, with luxuriant embellishments,
the occurrences of the day.
" My dear Sina ! to what a tyranny you are

subjected. But take courage, Sina ! As soon

as I can get a boot on this cursed I beg your

pardon I meant to say this crippled foot, I shall

go over to Oak Grove, and paying Squire Dar-

ling the respect due him as your guardian, little

as he deserves it, I shall ask leave to vi-it yon
at his house, informing him of our engagement
at the same time 1 do trust, my dear love, that

1 shall be able to come over to-morrow "
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Sina exerted all her powers of fascination that

evening, and with unprecedented success ;
never

was a rational man more thoroughly bewildered,

a Christian man more completely bedevilled than

was Colonel Dangerfield when Sina lelt him that

night. Look where he would, or shut his eyes

if he pleased, the image of a fiery and intoxica-

ting sprite in crimson satin, whose eyes were

grappling hooks, whose ringlets were nets and

meshes, caught and entangled him.

In the meantime our little scamp pursued her

way home, where a warm welcome was await-

ing her, of which by the way she was quite un-

conscious.

Squire Darling paced up and down the long

area of his librnry, cursing the lameness that

still prevented his mounting a horse. Now
he stood with his back to the glowing hickory
fire

;
now he walked to the window and looked

out into the night ;
now he pulled the bell rope

violently, un il the whole house resounded, and

the whole grove echoed, bringing in a servant.

Has Achilles returned yet ?"

No, sir."

" Curse him, he is very slow ! Do you be on

the watch for him, sir, and as soon as he comes,

do you take charge of his horse yourself, and

send him without the loss of a moment's time to

me."
" Yes, sir

; anything else marster ?"

"No, go!"
The man withdrew.

"Sitan snatch the fellow! what keeps him so

long nine yes, by JoVe, ten o'clock, and he

not returned yet."

He seized the bell rope and gave it another

succession of violent jerks. The man immedi-

ately re- entered.

" More light here ! My candle is sinking in

its socket."
" Yes, sir ! Uncle Kill has come, sir ! I hear

his horse's hoofs gallopping into the yard now."

" Out of my sight then, in double quick time,

and send him up here; let himbiing the candles."
" Yes, sir," and the man withdrew.

In a very few minutes Uncle Kill entered the

room bearing the lights.
" Ah ! you have come ! Set them on the

chimney-piece ! Now then you kept a watch

over yotir young lady."

Yes, sir."

"You followed her at a respectful distance

near enough to protect, yet not near enough to

annoy her."

"Yes, marster no, marster I means she

never knowed nothin' 'bout my bein' on to her

track!"

Be careful of your phraseology, sir ! On her

track ! On Miss Hinton's track what insolence

is that?"

" I beg your and Miss Hinton's pardon., sir
;

1

meant to say how she never knowed as how she

had a faithful sarvint behind her a keepin' of a

watch over her for to keep off purl."

Very well I but now then, it it be in you at

all to give a consecutive narrative, do it."

Sar !"

"If you can tell a straight story, confound

you ! tell it. Where and when did you first see

Miss Hinton after she left the parlor ?"
" Yes, sir ! at the ind door, sir !"

" When what hour ?"
" At half-past eight o'clock, sir !"

I
" Yes, by the devil's dam, whose daughter she

is!" muttered the squire, between his teeth,
< that was the hour she took leave of me for the

night, saying that she had already kept me up

beyond my time, which was true, and that she

would then go to bed herself, which was false.

Well, sir ! what then ?"
"

Y/ou, see, marster, how it wur very dark,

and I was a-settin' underneath them there stone

stairs as goes down from that there same ind

.door, and every singly soul 'bout the plantation

wur gone to bed, 'cept 'twur you, marster, and

me, and one other person. Last I heerd the

door over 'bove my head open, and creak, and

shet, and a soft pit pat, like a little cat's steps

a comin' down the stairs; then I peeped out

from underneath my hidin' place, an' I cotch my
eye on to Miss Sina least-wise, I mean- an' I

swear to man, sar, it wur the Lord's blessed

truffe I seed in the black dark and it. wur so

thick, black dark, you might leant up aginst the

darkness and gone to sleep the darkness walled

you up all around
;
'deed it seemed lik*3 it wur

not possible to get through it without cutting

your way through the solid darkness with a

strong ax !"

" The d 1, sir! go on witn your story !"

"
Yes, sar yes, marster ! well, in coorse, 1

couldn't see Miss Sina, for there wa ?n ;
t a singly

star in the sky, but what I did see wur---ani it

is the blessed Lord's holy truffe her two eyes,

large and shinin' like two stars near the earth,

and moving along in the solid darkness like wolf's

eyes, and that was all I could see of her!"

" Be careful, you black rascal ! mind yourself,

sir, and know of whom you speak! R fleet,

sir, that you were ordered to follow that eccen-

tric young lady at a respectful distance for her

protection," said the squire, almost vainly try-

ing to reconcile his system of espionage with the

idea of perfect confidence in, and respect for his

charge, with which he wished to impress his

household. " Go on, sir."

" Well, marster. she, 1 mean the young lady,

sir, Miss Sina Hinton passed on through the solid

darkness without no light 'cept 'twur her bla-

zing eyes! beg your pardon, sir, on to the stable,

sir, where she leads out and saddles a erfetur

that wur no less than Fleetwood, as she knowed
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wonned the goolden cup at the Battletown races

last fall."

Yes ! well ?"

"She saddles of him quick as wink, jumps
into the seat, and is off like a streak of lighte-

nin'."

Well ! well ! you followed her ?"

" Yes, sur, yes, marster, but not on to the

creetur I most in gineral rides, and that is what I

wanted to 'xplain to you, sir, cause I never

makes uie o' the bloods, sir, 'cept in a case of

'cessity more especiallarly in the night season,

ir, cause "

Zounds, sir ! go on with the narrative with-

out flying digressions upon horse-flesh."

" Yes, sir. Yes, marster. She ivur progress-

ing on a flyin' peece o' horse-flesh, and that was

the reason why I knowed Chally could never

overtake that there cause you see, marster, as I

often 'xplained afore, sir, that time Marse Ed-

gar and M^s Winny
"

Set fire to ' Marse Edgar and Miss Winny,
9

where the jack-o'-lantern are you wandering
DOW?"
" YPS, sir ! yes ! I was jes gwine to 'xplarn

how it wur all along oj

Chally."
D n C bally I

" Yes sir ! I say so too, axing your pardon,
'ca'se ef it hadn't o' been for he "

"Thunder and lightning! what is all this

about Charlie to do with it? Where did Miss

Hinton go ?"

Yes, sur ! She goed straight through the

forest road towards Soldier's Res', sir !"

And then"
Then I saddled Lightfoot, sir, though he wur

one o' the best bloods, 'ca'se if I had rid Chal-

ly-"
"Zounds and the d 1! if you say Chally

again I'll be the death of you. Come ! what

next?"

1 gallopped arter her, sir, hard as I could till

she must o' heern me."
"Blockhead!"
" No I wur not, sir ! cause when I heern her

stop to listen, I stops and turns softly side o' the

road and goes into the woods, till 1 heern her

go on again. Then 1 thought as there wur no

turuin' for half a mile,may be I had better 'pend

on to the d<uk aV ride swift past of her an' wait

fur her at the fork, an j so I did, sir, and she

stopped when she heern my creeter comin' and

stood still Rome where in the dark some 'ere

'side o' the road, tell I gallopped past. I got to

the fork and waited under the trees till 1 heerd

her come sweeping past like a gale o' wind up
the right hen' road, an' then 1 knowed how she

wur goin' to the Soldier Res' for true, an' no

whar else so I followed after her soft and swift,

an' kep nigh to her, too, 'ca'se I wur on Light-

foot wr>ere as ef I had o' rid my ole creetur

Chally"

"Fire and blood! if you go off on Chally
again I'll split you down."

I didn't, sir ! 1 didn't ! 'deed I didn'-t go off

on Chally as I wur about to 'xplain, 'deed he
ain't fit for to be rid no longer. 1 goed off on

Lightfoot as I said, sir, 'ca'se I had had 'nough

'perience o' Chally."
" Humph, Achilles, you know what I em when

I turn pale, and what I mean when I speak low.

Now, mark me, tell me about Miss Hinton with-

out once diverging from the straight line of the

story without once again naming Lightfoot,

Fleetwood, Charlie or any of your four-footed

friends and acquaintances. Now, then, go on."
" Yes, sir ! well, sir ! I keeps a hind o' her all

the way tell we comes to the glen then I takes

a short cut through the glen and brings up under-

neath the poplar trees as circles round three

sides o' the lawn. I ties my creetur in a hidy

place and runs 'long under the fence till I gets
roun' to the back o' the house. The back gate
wur open an' I slips in, and goes whar I sees a

light a glimmerin' through the 'netian blinds o'

a great big ind window, as I arterwards found

out wur Colonel Dangerfield's own room. So I

hides myself under 'neath of the vines o' the

portico. All wur dark
; all wur still. Presen'ly

I hear a hoss step soff and muffly like. Then I

hear somebody drap soff off the hoss, and come

light as a cat mos' to the groun' j nex' I sees

two shinin' eyes comin' through the dark
;
then

the door 'long side o' me opens an' a blaze o'

light pours out jes as Miss Sina flits in, an' the

door shets agin. Then I goes 'roun' and up the

steps an' peeps through the key hole, hut the

shiel' wur down so I couldn't see notbin' 'tall ;

then I tries peep through the window shuttero,

but I couldn't see a singly thing."
"Who the d 1, sir, authorized you to look

through the key holes and window shutters ?"

angrily exclaimed the squire, though it is to be

presumed that if old Kill had made any disco-

veries, the squire would not have been averse to

hearing them and profitting by his servant's

eavesdropping. As it turned out a fruitless

peeping, however, our squire could afford to in-

dulge in a fit of virtuous indignation without loss.

" 'Deed, sir, I thought," commenced old Kill,

excusing himself.

"Oh! the fiend! what business had you to

think? Well! and then?"
" Then, sir, I corned away, an' leff her there,

'ca'se I thought how Colonel Dangerfield would

be sartain sure for to see her safe at home."
" Let us see what time was that ?"

" Nigh as 1 could guess, sir, 1 think how it

wur about nine o'clock. It tuk me jes about

half a nour to go, and half a nour to come only

jes that much, 'ca'se you see, sar, 'fore wit is

better nor after wit,' and I had the fore wit

'stead o' ridin' o' ole Chally I rid Lightfoot,

'ca'se you see, sar, I knows ole Chally 's deblish
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ways o* ole 'ca'se you see, sar, it wur nil along

o' oie Chally
"

That you are kicked down stairs, you infer-

nal old villain! 7 ' vociferated the furious squire,

suiting the action to the word, and then throw-

ing himself into a chair, while a deadened rum-

ble-bumblfi-tumble was heard going slowly and

safely down the carpetted stairs. Up jumped
the squire with a sudden impulse, and going to

the door, sang out,
" You, sir ! pick yourself up and return here

immediately !
J>

Yes, sir !" said the old man, making his ap-

pear nee.

" Look you here, sir ! I was only trying you.

Jsent. Miss Hinton on that expedition. A secret

and confidential treaty with Colonel Dangerfield,

which, as he is laid up in lavender with his

sprain, and I am on the shelf with my remain-

ing lameness Miss Hinted as the person most

in the confidence of both had to execute !"

Jes so, sir."

There then ! Now never let me hear of this

night ride again fiom you or from, anybody else,

for if you do ! You know me."

Jes so, sir," and glad to get off, old Kill pre-

cipitately retreated.

After he had left the room the jealous and en-

raged man walked several times up and down

communing with himself as follows :

"Now shall I call her here when she. returns,

or shall I wait till to-morrow morning ? Nay,
to-night I It shall be to-night ! I will go and

lie in wait to catch her in her hasty and guilty
return in her fright, her tremor. Then I will

accuse her ! overwhelm her with mortification !

and then why then, perhaps, because I know
with all her flagrant coquetry, she is too cold

and cunning not to be pure why then I will for-

give her ! for by Beelzebub, bad as she is, I can-

not, will not resign her! Yes! I will forgive

her, and if she has a heart lurking anywhere in

her cold bosom, she must melt at that f I mean
I will forgive her on certain conditions

;
name-

ly, that she marries me forthwith and then and

tnen and then let me catch your eyes or heart

wandering, my lady, that's all I"

Full of these contending passions and purposes

(he was talking in one breath of forgiveness
and revenge) he hastened out of the room,
went down the passage and paused before Sina's

bed-room at the opposite extremity. He turned

his back, folded his arms and leaned against it.

He might have been there perhaps twenty mi-

nutes, when a side door, about half way the

length of the passage, and leading down a flight

of back stairs, opened cautiously, closed slowly
and softly, and a light, stealthy cat-like step,

only to be heard in the dead silence, came pit-

patting up the passage. It was pitch dark. The
squire held out his arms. The light step fled on

the light form was caught in the arms to
* ne

bosom, of the stout squire. A. slight start but

no scream ! not even an exclamation ! only a.low,

determined, husky,
" Who are you, spy ?" from the bad but brave

girl,

" Your humble servant, Miss Sina Hinton, and

the poor master of the house !"

"Squire Darling!"
" At your commands, Miss Hinton !"

Squire Darling .'"

" Your most humble and obedient, Miss Hin-

ton!"

"SQUIRE DARLING!"

Will you have ocular proof, Miss Hinton ?"

Do I dream, sir ?"

"Yes! very fallacious waking dreams."
" At my chamber door at this hour, sir, you!"
et Even so, Miss Hinton, at this hour of the

night, half-past ten o'clock !" replied the squire,

ironically.
" And what may be your business here, may

1 inquire, sir ?" demanded Sina, haughtily.

. To welcome Miss Hinton home from her

midnight ride !"

" What mean you, sir ?"

"That you are discovered, Miss Hinton 1

Come, Sina! accompany me to my room to

some place where I can take a look at you !"

and drawing her arm within his own, he forcibly

led her down the whole length of the passage
and into the library. Then closing the door, he

locked it and put the key in his pocket. Then

taking the lighted candle from tse candle-stick,

he flashed it towards Sina, saying, insultingly,

"Come! let's see you!"
Miss Hinton sprang sharply around and con-

fronted, defying him.

" By heaven, Sina ! you ride out at midnight
to catch beauty from the star-light ! This mo-

ment you look as fierce, sleek, and beautiful as a

young tigress !" He flashed the candle over her

and gazed at her with admiration as well he

might. Hers was the beauty of the tiger ; the

beauty of the serpent ; the beauty of fire
; bright,

ardent, fierce.

There she stood ! her slight and elegant figure,

clad in the tightly fitting, crimson satin, her

small and graceful head adorned by a little black

velvet riding cap, from which long black plumes

tipped with crimson, mingled flame-like with the

splendid fall of glossy black ringlets thrown out

into glittering relief by the crimson boddice.

There she stood ! one hand resting upon the

back of a chair, the other carelessly twining

among her rich ringlets, her thin cheeks burn-

ing with excitement, her splendid eyes flashing

with defiance her whole darkling, elfin face,

keen, bright, fierce and threatening as a drawn

stiletto ! And there for an instant he stood, look-

ng at her intently, until he began to tremble.

then he returned the candle to the candle-sticfr
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OL ' ;e mantle-piece, and went and drank a deep

draught oi ice water to cool his fever and settle

his .nerves Miss Hinton observed the action

and smiled with scornful triumph.
" Well! 1 told you, Sina, that you are dis-

covered I"

To be what ?" demanded Miss Hinton,

deliberately.
" Ho v cool you are to be sure !"

" Yes, though 1 have not quaffed a quart of

ice water !"

"Do you understand that you are found
out?"

" To be what? as I asked before!"

You have been cvatched traced to the Sol-

dier's Rest seen to enter the bachelor apart-

ments of Colonel Dangei field's house. Come, ex-

plain tnat, madam, if you please!"
"
Certainly ; though I might assuredly ques-

tion your right of inquiry."

Well j Come ! the explanation ! Let's near

your fine trumped up story ! I warrant you
have one that would bam-boozle a Yankee law-

yer! Come, 1 wait!"

"Keep cool don't be in a hurry!"
<> Ho ho ho! the duplicity of the woman;

you want a minute to invent a story. Come ! no

delay, now!"
Oh! no hurry. Life is long; a young man

like you, has quite a future before him !"

Good ! you try to inflame my anger ! I I

will keep my temper !"

Will you take a glass of ice-water to help

you rto it?"

"Go to the deuce, ma'am, or explain your

pretty piece of folly, if you expect to continue

under my own and my sister's protection I"

Good ! My pretty piece of folly ? Let's see

which pretty piece was it? I have forgotten
I have so many ;

one of the pretty pieces of

folly, is the act of standing here listening to

you!"
" You have no choice, my caged jay ! You

were seen !"

"Yes, sir!"

" To leave- this house "

Yes, sir !"

At nine o'clock at night I

"Yes, sir!"

" You were traced "
" Yes. sir !"

To Soldier's Rest !

Yes, sir !"

Aye, mock me ' You were seen to enter "
ft Yes, air!"

"Colonel Dangerneld's bachelor apartments!*
YES, SIR ! !"

"Explain that!"

"Yes, air I entered Colonel Dangerfield'*
bachelor apartments because "
" Well ! because'?
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" Because his matrimonial apartments are not

y*M open!"
The blood runhed to Squire Darling's head

hi* throat swelled his race turned black the

veins started like cords he trembled all over

he staggered, sank into a chair; the perspira-
tion started, streamed from his face this saved

Squire Darling from a stroke of apoplexy, I do

believe. He tremblingly drew a handker thief

from his pocket, wiped his eyes again and again
heaved a profound sigh drew a deep breath,

and recovered himself.

Sina was burning, blazing, sparkling, scintil-
'

lating mirth, scorn and defiance, in every glow
of her crimson-draped figure, and every flash

her fierce and elfin features.

" Au audacious! un unblushing girl!" gt

ed the nearly suffocated squire.

Why should I blush ?"

She she glories'in her shame !"

In my innocence, and the perfect safety

my position, sir!"

"The perfect safety of your position,

shameless oh ! my Lord ! I do not wish to for

get that she is a woman !"

"Ah, ha! now we are going to have it

hearsed another comedy of jealousy !"

"Jealousy! not so, my dear girl! Do not

flatter yourself that I shall amuse you with any
such food for satire, this evening useless as ab-

surd ! No, Sina- but you need to be looked after

and takep care of."

"Possibly you would recommend a strait

jacket, sir!"

" Possibly I might, Miss Hinton at all ev

you need to be controlled
;
and I must have

better right than now I have, to control y<

And now, this^ night, Sina, and before you lea\

this room, we must come to a down right unde

standing."

Her tone changed. She left off her flippant

half-scornful manner of replying, and seat

herself composedly, she Raid,

feB it is as well that before I leave tl

room, we do come to a distinct and final und(

standing; pray proceed, sir."

" Then, Miss Hinton, are you ready to

me your hand to-morrow ?"

"No, sir!"

"When then?"
" Never, sir !"

"Never!"
< Most assuredly, never /"

"Ha! we'll see! pray why?"
" Because, sir, I have promised the said sail

little digit to Colonel Dangerfield !"

"The d 1! no! that can't be! 1 swear it

is a falsehood ! I beg your pardon I mean

mistake !"

Colonel Dangerfield will call on you to-moi

row, air, in your capacity of my sort-of-guar-

dian !"
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"It's not so! what! Dang erfield ! he! so

haughty!"

Exactly, sir ! so haughty, that he defies tie

commentaries of his neighbors, and dares to

please himself in the choice of a wife, even when

that choice rests on a penniless girl like me I"

Here's a deil of a fuss ! Onl it's all an

imposition! It can't be so! What * more, it

shan't be so! by heaven shan't it ! What! Dan-

gerfield ! he is betrothed to Imogene !"

" She has discarded him, sir, or set him tree,

which amounts to the same thing !"

" The d J ! 1 knew you were trying to en-

trap him. I knew you were flirting desperately

with him but 1 knew that you were too selfish,

cold and fierce, to come to any harm
; and f

never ireamed t-hat he would wish to marry

you?"
"Thank you, sir!"

* Sina ! he shall not have you ! By the blood

of Beelzebub ! he shall not have you to save his,

to save your own life !''

Miss Hinton smiled contemptuously
And what is more, I will have you myself!

I've used persuasion, entreaty, long enough ;

now I'll try something else for, though all the

power of heaven, and the ingenuity of earth, and

the malignity of hell, were leagued to prevent

it, I will have you!"
Miss Hinton laughed scornfully.
" Why don't you answer me ; grrl ?"
" Because you raveand it is folly to reply to

raving- How on earth, I should be glad to know,
are you to prevent my marrvin? whom i

please ?"

How ? I'll go to him, and say that I have

been this girl's lover for two years during the

whole of which time she has lived with me I"

Miss Hinton raised her splendid eyes, blazing

with defiance, to his.

"And if you do, sirl you will but endorse

what I have told him myself! You will but give

him a new motive for hastening our marriage,

that I may be the more speedily released from

this persecution !'

" By heaven, then ! he shall not have you !

What ! you tbat I have had in my sight for two

years you that I have been habituated to be-

lieve my own you that I have adored when

I have looked forward even to long future

years
"

Of gout and plethora, and being nursed an

enchanting piospect for me, sir! I always looked

upon you as a father, Squire Darling ;
and as a

daughter, I would even nurse you in your old

age and infirmities !"

" Confound daughters ! old age ! infirmity ! in-

deed ;
that is insulting ! By heaven, Misn Hin-

ton, you need not think of marrying that r-ureed

whiskered fellow ! He shall not have you to

gave his life, or your own. If the worst comes

to rhe worst, I will go to him, and will say that

which you may very readily guess, Miss Hinton

and which will prevent his marrying you ."

Now Sina turned deadly pale with fear and

rage. Her very lios were white, and trembling
a> she said

"You! a Virginian gentleman! a Darling!
No ! you will never do that !"

" Will I not ? Miss Hinton, I am the only one

you can, in any sort of honor, marry. I love

you wish to marry you will settle a fortune

on you will place you at once at th^ head of

society in this neighborhood ; but, Sina, if you
persist in this fancy for my rival so help me
heaven, I will go to Colonel Dangerfield, and

whisper that in his ear which shall lead him to

break with you!"
- You will not ! no, you will not do that,"

frantically exclaimed Sina.

" Look in my face and see if I will not !"

< Do IT, SIR, THEN !" at last, in fury, broke

out Sina. Do it ! but do not hope that that

perfidy will serve you ! For, look you ! 1 am a

fiend incarnate ! My mother's matchless wrongs !

my own ! have made me so I The only human

feeling I have, is an affection for Dangerfield

an affection that shall not be wounded! shall

not. under any contingency, while he only loves

me! For, oh! listenma.nl that stan^eth there

talking of some weak counterfeit that thou eall'st

love ! and mixing it up with carriages and

horses, and houses, and marriage settlements!

Listen! I love Dangerfield he loves me I and

neither your perfidy, his pride, nor my own soul's

salvation, shall separate us ! No ! no ! no ! I

will follow him ! live with him ! live for him ! I

had rather be Dangerfield's tervant, his dog, than

your wife, with all the emolument* of that honor-

able office ! and feeling, as I do, there were

less shame in it !" Her face worked, nay con-

vulsed with the warring passions of anguish,

despair, and rage ! Strange, but the storm, the

tornado raging in her bosom, attracted him

powerfully ;
he had been very pale now his face

flushed deeply; he stretched out his hand, caught

her strained her, struggling, to his bosom

cleared her ringlets from her agonized face, and

half suffocated her with kisses, exclaiming be-

tween them,
" And I will tell him that thus \ have had her

in my arms thus I have strained hei to my
bosom !'

4 < Hold /" said Sina, in a low, deep, stern, con-

centrated tone of rage.
" You hug your death

be warn.ed ! release me , or I will KI.LL YOU !"

" I lose my time," sneered he, resuming his

caresses and saying between tbem, Ah! lit-

tle kittens snarl and spit, but seldom bite like

nob'er animal^!"

Iwill kill you!'

Ho, ho, ho, ho, ho ! so you threatened once
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before! lam not scared! Oh! I'll tell him!

Oa! I'll tell him! that thus! and thus! and

thus ! 1 have suffocated her with kisses a hun-

dred times!"
44 And that THUS she finally punished with

DEATH, a violence she could not prevent!" said

Sina, swiftly snatching a short dagger from her

boFom, and driving it to the hilt in his chest.

Suddenly, with a sharp cry, he bounded up,

dropped her, pulled the blade from his bosom

and cast it down, exclaiming.
"
Serpent ! so you

"really have fangs then !" A dark stream of blood

trickled from the wound
j
he tried to stanch it

with his handkerchief. She had started to her

feet, and stood pale and rigid. They looked at

each other.

On the carpet between them, glittering and

flashing in the fire-light, lay the tiny jewelled

poignard, the blade wet with blood.

" Aye, sir, look at me ! / have no fear of

blood ! no dislike to shed it ! I do not mind tak-

ing life ! do not fear to lose my own ! Send now
and denounce me!"
" Unhappy girl; I have no intention to de-

nounce you !"

Say tbat a youthful girl an orphan child, was

cast, helpless, upon your protection. Say that

she confined in your honor; say that you perse-

cuted her with an odious suit, which, when she

rejected, you punished her with loathsome ca-

resses which she had no strength to prevent i

Say that when she would have avenged herself,

her heart was brave ! her eye steady ! her han* f

firm ! and her steel sharp ! and she drew some

baci blood ! Though thanks to six inches of fat

you are not mortally wounded after all !" She

finished with a wild and bitter laugh, and was

turning to leave the room, when he faintly re-

called her, saying feebly,
"

Sina, Sina ! 1 iorgive you ; but but for

heaven's sake, a surgeon I die,'* and fainted.

CHAPTER XXXVI.

THE ARREST.

Loa. He ! He never did it sir i I swear to Heaven
he never did it !

Officer, Some one did! And when one man s mur

dered, it stands to reason another must

be hanged. Haimonde

But this is horrible ! Good Heaven f

*
My

brother assassinated ! His most faithful servant

Achillas arrested for the murder. In the name
of Heaven, woman, stop your raving, and give

me a more intelligible account of what has hap-

pened ! Harriette Joy, my dear, go and order

the horses to be put to the carriage immediate-

ly. Lock Mrs Ardenne's door on the outside,

and take away the key, so that no indiscreet

gervant raay overwhelm her or my mother with

this news. Go at once, my dear
;
and now, Mi-

nerva, tell me, how did this occur ?" inquired
Mrs. Summerfield, as, pale with horror, sbe Heard

the news of her brother's state from old Nerve,

early on the morning succeeding the scene at

Oak Grove, described in the last chapter.
"Oh! Miss Mar'get! Oh I chile! Oh! my

blessed Heavenly Marster!" sobbed the poor
old woman, wringing her hands and writhing her

body, as though in acute bodily pain, and about

to roll on the carpet.
" Imogene, my love, go and get her a glass of

brandy."
" Oh, no ! no ! no ! no brandy ! no brajndy !

it wur all along o' that 'fernal truck that my
poor, dear ole man, the 'fernal fool ! let Sam get

'head o' him so far as to lif his han' 'gin bis own

begotten marster ! 'deed it wur, honey ! 'deed it

wur, chile! Take the darned etarnal devil's

blood out'n my sight ! Oh? my blessed, patient,

heavenly, loving, long-sufferin' 'Vine Mwster !

have marsy on top o' a poor ole sinnin' nigger

'oman, as has live' t'rough all the sorrows o'

this sorrowful worl' to the age of sixty-five years

old for to fee her dear, dear darliu' ole 'panion

heave his senses away, an' turn a darned etarnal

fool in his ole days, an' lif his han' ag'in' his

own lawful marster! Oh, Lord! Oh, massy I

does hanging hurt much?- 'cause I gwine be

hung in his place ! 'deed I am, Miss Mar'get !

'fore my blessed, Heavenly 'Deemer I an

honey! 'cause I'm his own lawful wile, an'

two been together fifty years come nex' Chrii

mas Eve at night, eence we firs' took up 'loi

o' one another ! 'deed it is, chilf ! an' Pve

a lawful right to wide (divide) all his troubles

'fore my lovin' Lod I have, chile ! an' so long

Sam did get 'head o' him poor, dear ole hear

the darned, etarnal ole fol! I means to b

hung! 'deed I do, honey; 'cause you see, honey,

it's perdination 'nough to go an' lif his ondutifv

ole han' 'gin his own lawfully begotten marster,

'out anything else. Oh, Miss Mar'get, honey,

try to 'fiuade the poor, fbrsok ole siriner to 'fess

an' save his poor mortal soul ! Sam does 'cei

the poor ole soul so, an' makes him so blin'

his own poor dear soul's mortal good, as to make

him 'ny all about it ! Oh ! Miss Mar'get, honey,

it's downright awful to one as loves him like

does, to stan' by an' hear that poor ole

creetur set an' swear till his throat swells up

to choke him, as he never did do it, an' nev<

would do it, evuen in 'fence o' his own life ! 'r

'an even he'd go an' 'bel against his Lod ! when

we all know how he did do it !"

" Good Heaven ! can we get nothing more

satisfactory from you than this ? Imogene, love,

give her some ether, she is hysterical."

And so she wan, poor old soul, sobbing, gasp-

ing, wringing her hands, and swaying her body

to and fro. Miss Summerfield, full of pity,

brought her some ether in a glass, and forced her
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to swallow it. This settled her nerves, and com-

posed her mind, so that she drew a long breath,

and remained silent. Mrs. and Miss Summer-

field gravely awaited her word so gravely, that

the poor woman, looking at them, said

You a n't mad 'long o> me, are you, Miss

Mar'get ? are you Miss 'Genie ? 'cause you

see, children, I nussed you both mother an'

chile Miss Mar get wur the first chile as ever

I cussed, forty years ago come this nex' Au-

gust ;
an' I missed you, Miss 'Genie, nineteen

years ago come this nex' May ;
an' I nussed

Misp Wtnny seventeen years ago come this nex'

nex' April, Meed I did, child'un! 'deed I

didn'i kno v the diff'ence, an' ef you on'y leave

me take Miss Winny's little wee puny baby
home 'long o' me to the quarters, an' put little

piece o' clear fat bacon in its little fis' to suck,

you soon see diff'unce. It git fat, and grow like

sin. 'deed it would, Miss Mar'get. 'Fore my
Blessed Judge it would, Miss 'Genie."

" Imogene, my child, go and hurry them with

the carriage, and send some one with my bonnet

ami shawl. I mnst hasten to Oak Grove, for it

is clear that we shall get nothing out of her."

" You ain't mad 'long o' me, child'un, are you
'cause ef Sam got 'head o' poor ole man Kill

(there, I might o' known that orifort'nate name

wan't going to turn out to no good !) it wan't

my fault, but my sorrow enough! You ain't

mad 'long o' me, child'un, are you ?"

This was said in a low. slow tone, of such pi-

teous deprecation, that Mrs. Summerfield an-

swered gently

Oh, no we are not angry with you how
should we be ? We feel very sorry for you

only we would like you to tell us as we go along,

what really has happened."
The carriage is ready, madame," said a ser-

vant, entering at the same moment that Mrs.

Summerfield's maid appeared with her cloak and

bonnet.

"Come, Minerva! you must return in the

carriage with me."

Oh, no, ma'am, Miss Mar'get, 'deed you
mus' 'xcuse me. I gwine down the jail-house,

to 'suade ole man Kill to 'fess, an' then to bail

him out!"

Bail him out !"

Yes, honey, yes, chile, yes, Miss Mar'-

get. I know how I ain't got no money, but I

thank my Heavenly Jesus, I got what's o' more

valuation to me than goole I got my poor ole

black body, an' I'll go bail long o' that 1 go
tell 'em for to let poor ole man .Kill go an' put
me in his place 'cause you know, Miss Mar'-

get, its bad 'nough to have the sorrow o' sin, n

his poor ole sick min', 'out bein' 'fined irr jail,

'sides which, you see, Miss Mar'get, he's not

been usen to bein' 'fined to one spot. He's been

usen jto bein' on ole C bally's back, from airly in

the mornin' till late at night, ridin' from fiel' to
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fiel', look in' arter the niggers don't look so

sorry, Miss 'Genie, honey 'twon't go so hard

'long o' me to take his place in jail, 'cause, you
see, I've been usen to a sitting-tary life, which
'ould go hard long o' him, as has allus been

a-horse-back from 'fore the rising o' the sun,
to the goin' down o' the same,' as the Ten
Commandment!* says."

Mrs. Summerfield explained while she array-
ed herself in her bonnet and shawl that it was

impossible for Nerve to bail her husband out of

jail in the way proposed. Poor old Nerve open-
ed wide her eyes at this, and replied with more

indignation than we have ever seen her dis-

play
Not ! not let me pawn myself for my ole

man ! Well ! I mus' say, as I never murmurs
at anything my blessed Lord in heaven, or my
pastors an' marsters on the- yeth thinks proper
for to do but I mus' say ! that that's very hard,
and very 'rannical, very! when they let a rich

person bail their frien' out'n jail with money
t&ey won't let a poor person bail theirn out

with all they got their poor ole body!" and

dropping down at the front door, which they
had all now reached, the old woman rolled on

the marble pavement, giving herself up to sob-

bing and groaning.
Mrs. Summerfield stooped down and said,

gently

"Nerve, do not cry. I will bail Achilles

out if it be possible- Don't cry. Get up, and

come with me."
Her kind words, and a glass or two of water,

helped the poor old creature upon her feet, and
she entered the carriage with Mrs. Summerfield.
" Take care of your cousin, Imogene, If ne-

cessary, 1 will send the carriage back for both

of you, and in that case, you will know how to

bring her without alarming her "

It was not until they had ridden some way,
that Mrs. Summerfield could draw from Nerve

anything like a connected statement of what had

befallen. At last, however, she said

"Why, you see, Miss Mar'get, honey, las'

night, 'bout nine o'clock, poor ole man Kill, the

cussed infunnelly ole fool ! 'stead o' 'tirin' to his

hones' bed like a Christian ole nigger as has sot

out to sarve his Jesus ought to do, he gits up
from 'long side o' the fire where I was a-toas'in'

o' my poor ole feet goes to the cupboard and

takes a big pull at the whiskey jug 'deed he

did, honey ! and he draws on his great coat.

< Kill ! where you goin' this time o' night ?' I

say, 'deed I did, chile! 1 ax him where

he gwine, and he, 'stead o' satisfyifi' o' his law-

ful 'panion, buttons up his coat, up to his chin,

an' lookin' mighty stiff an' pompous, says,
< he

wur goin' out on secret confotential business !'

'Fore my blessed Lord he did, honey f the firs'

time as ever my ole man give me shortness ! So

1 was hurted to the heart, an' I knew how it wur
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- e o' Sam's doin'a, else he'd o' told me, his

lawful wife So I tried to 'suade him, an' he

said <wi^min oughten to know everything,'

'deed he did, Miss Mar'get ! Sam had got the

poor profane ole forsok sinner BO in his power as

to make him say to his own lawful wife <wim-

min oughten to know everything !'
"

Go on."

" Well, you see, Miss Mar'get, he goed off,

'out another word, an' I goes to bed, but 1 didn't

sleep, though I wur fur 'nough from guessin'

how bad it wur a-goin' fur to turn out ! So I

laid, an' I tossed, an' I tumbled, an' I heard the

clock strike ten 'leven twelve ! then sure as

I'm a livin' sinner, Miss Mar'get, at that lone-

some, wicked hour o' midnight, all of a suddint,

I hears ole marster's bell ring
'
Ting-a-ling

a-ling a-ling a ling-tmg-ting ! tang a-lang

a-lang, a lang a-lang TANG TANG!! as if

the whole blue chiny ruff of the sky had fell

down smash! an' then it stopped, all on a sud-

dint ! an' then I jumped out o' bed, an' bawled

on my clothes, an' runned to the house, fas' as

ever my poor ole legs could tote me ! an' when
\

I got there, I foun' the kousekeeper runnin', an'

the house-servants all runnin', an' we runned all

towards ole marster's door, an' tried to open it,

an' it wur locked, an' we listened, an' all wur

still as death in there, an' then we rapped, an'

the awfullest groans answered o' us, an' short,

quick screams, an' then we bu'sted of the door

open, an' as we did, somethin' rushed out past of

us, an' ve couldn't see what it was in the dark,

an' bless the Lord, when we went in it was

pitch dark a'mos', 'cept the murky fire-light, an'

by it we saw ole marster, a-layin' with the side

o' his head across o' the andiron, which wur

knocked over, an' down underneath of him, jes

as if he had fell an' struck it ! an' we see the

candlestick on to the floor, an' the candle out,

jes as if some on' had hev it down o' purpose

an' we see a little, bright, shining' little p'mard,

a-fihlnin an' a-flashin' on the rug, jes like a little

live wiper snake ! Well, we lighted of the can-

dle, an' we lifted ole marster up, an' underneath

of him wur a little puddle o' blood!"

Good Heaven !"

True as I 'm tellin' of you Mis* Mar'get,

honey ! 'sides which there was a 'tusion on the

lef ' side o' his head where he mus' o' struck

the ban' iron as he fell !"

5 Good Heaven!" again exclaimed the pale

and horrified lady.

" Yes, honey ! yes ! an' now comes the wuas

o '
it while some of us wur a tryin

' to bring

too old marster the housekeeper an' some o'

the men servant* went a Rearchin' o' the room,
an' oh! my 'Vine Marker f oh! my heavenly
'De^mpr! oh! my massiful Father! as ever I

should live to see it as *vp r I should live <x> tell

it! o-< 1 oh! oh t .'>;!" sobbed and groaned the

old woman, rocking herself to and fro and wring-

ing her hands.

Mrs Summertield controlled her intense anxi-

ety, and waited with apparent patience till the

old woman should proceed which she soon did

in the following strain of bitter lamentation.
" Oh ! my lovur Lord ! as I should a* live to

see an' to tell it ! -there they loun' that poor
ole missfortunate chile, ole Kill, a-hidm' a hind a

windy curtain an' froze stiff, an' striked oumb

'long o' scare! an' they pulled him out right

afore my face, an' his eyes wur a- star tin' an'

his teeth wur a chatterin' an' his knees wur
a-knockin' agin each other, an' the poor ole

fool coulden' give a single bit o' 'count o*

himself! 'deed he couldn't! an' the house-

keeper, she sent off two men, one arter a stur-

geon, an' tother arter Colonel DangerfieP, he

bem' the nighest neigbor 'sides bein' a magis-
ter. All this time, two or three o' us had laid

ole marster down on a sofy, an' wur tryin' to

bring him to life ! one o' the men wanted to

bleed him with a pen knife but 1 told him how
I thought he'd los' blood 'nough 'ready, an'

another wanted to pour whiskey down his t roat,

but I telled him ef he did'n' take the cussed in-

funnelly stuff out 'n my sight, how 1 'd heave it

out'n the windy, an' so I would 'n let them try

no sperirnents till the sturgeon come "

*< But Miss Hinton ? Where was Miss Hint

all this time?"
" Yes ! bless the Lord ! well you may ask

Miss Marg'et ! Soon as ever the house keeper
had 'spatched the two men an' had my poor

ole sinful, sufferin' angel tied ban' an' foor an'

lain on the floor oh, Lord ! oh, dear ! oh, Lord !

oh, dear ! better I had never lived to see such a

sight!" cried the poor old soul again, loosing all

self control in her anguish.
" But, Miss Hinton ?"

"Yes, honey ! yes, chile! Yes, Miss Mar'get,

I gwine tell you, oh, Lord! Well soon as she

had time fur to look about her, the house keeper
sent one o' the galls for to wake up Miss Sina,

an' presen'ly the gall ran schreechm' back in

to the room, white as a ghos' an' shakio' like

a nager, an '
putten another srare on we-dem,

for we thought Miss Sina mus ' be wilterin ' in

her blood too, but mos ' ' fore we could think

that, as the nigger gall corned runnio' in

screechin' an' screamin' in rushed Miss Si

herself like a 'stroyin' flame o' fire her eyes

sparklin', her arms flyin' over her head, her hair

streamin' behind an' scarce no clothes on her

back ravin' 'stracted MAD ! an' shriekin', I killed

him! lie deserved it! I'-i do it again."

Merciful Heaven!"

"True as I'm tellin' of you Miss Mar'get it

wur another one then we had to throw down by
main force and bind all the time she

s reamin' an strugglin' her eyes flamin' hfee

fire her hair twi*tin' an' writhin' wipers.
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an' her mouth covered with white foam . all the

time she wur shriekin' < I did it, I did it.' It

wur clear to see the poor gall wur driv ravin'

'stracted mad 'long o 7 the scare! But what

wur awful to hear, wur that as soon as that poor

forsok ole Kill, heerd the poor mad gall 'cuse

herself, the cussed infuunelly ole d 1 snatched

at the chance, an' though he had not spoke a

word in his own fence afore now, lif
'
up his

voice an' say yes that wur the truffe 'cause he

saw her do it t' Oh! my blessed Heavenly Mars-

ter. when a darned etarnal fool do sell his soul

to the devil there ain't no ind to his devil-

ments !"

' You seem to be so sure that your husband
did ttiis! /think that some weight should be

attached to Miss Hinton's self accusation !"

" Lor' chile ! 1 ^ish it had been she 'fore it

had ever been poor old man Kill, but, honey, there

was n't no chance o' its bein' any body else but

he, cause you see, honey, wasn't the door busted

open wasn't it fastened on the inside, an'

was n't ole Kill foun' hidin' in the room, so scare,

he did n't know what to say ?"
" True ! most true !"

" And did n't the house-keeper say as she wur
wakfl up in the night, by hearing o' ole marster

an' Kill in loud altercation? Ah! Lord, Miss

Mar'get, I don't love that young gall a bit ! I

do^rt beleeve no good of her! but she didn't do

that t'aere ! I wish to the Lord she had /"
" Did the doctor get there ?"
{f The sturgeon? yes, honey an' Colonel Dan-

gerfiel' too. An' Colonel Dangerfiel' had ole

Kill lock up till this mornin', an' the sturgeon
had ole marster took oil to his room, an 5 Miss

Sina took off to hern, and he hisself widied the

night 'tween them two bein' fuss 'long o' ole

marster, an' nex' 'long o' the poor gall-oh ! Lord,
how I do wish it had been she sure enough !"

" What opinion did the doctor give of his pa-
tients ?"
"
Yes, honey he said how' ole marster's wuss

case was a confusion of the horse-pit as had

stunned him, an' how Miss Sina's wur a Sarah

Bell (cerebral) information as had drive her

crazy !"

"'That was last night! How are they this

morning ?"
"
'Cisely the same, chile ! please my blessed

Heavenly Marster, they are, Miss Mar'get, Ole

marster layin' like he was dead an' Miss Sina

ravin' like she was 'stracted 'deed they are!

Ole joarster stupid so nobody can't roust him
Miss Sina ravin' so nobody can't hold her ! ole

Kill layin' in jail, where Colonel Dangerfiel'
'mitted him airly this mornin' to wait till he got
over his scare 'fore he 'xamined him agin !"

I said that the bridl*- path between Red-Stone

Hall and Oak Grove was very beautiful upon
the margin of the river through the deep forest

over the tops of rocks, etc. The carriage road

was a different affair up and down steep hills

all the way now the coach would be laboring

slowly and Heavily up rhe steep hill and now

rushing, tumbling, and thundering down with a

a tumultuous rapidity, tnat threatened every in-

stant to pitch the back of the carriage over the

heads of the horses Old Nerve held on to the

side loops desperately, with both hands, and at

last called out to the driver " I say Bob ! drive

careful, honey ! 'ca'se you got an onlucky passen-

ger 'board, 'deed you has ! Drive careful, ctiile !

'ca'se you see ef you goes an' breaks my neck,
I can't be hang in place o' poor ole man Kill,

'deed I can't (I wonder if hangin' does uurt

bad,) drive careful, honey, down this drea'ful

Lord have massy upon top of us ! HILL"

The last word jumped out with a heavy re-

bounding jolt, that, however brought them safely

to the bottom of the hill, and in full sight of

Oak Grove Hall. In ten more minutes, Mrs.

Summerfield had arrived alighted and followed

by Nerve, had entered the house.

CHAPTER XXXVII

THE TRIAL.

Let the prisoner be placed at the bar

Legal Fo-m of Invitation.

I'll see, before I doubt
; when I doubt prove;

And on the proof there is no more but this

Away at once with love and jealousy

Shakspeare.

There was quite a crowd of people assembled

at Oak Grove. There is nothing, neither wed-

ding, christening, nor funeral, for bringing people

together like a catastrophe, particularly if there

is a mystery in it. On seeing the state of Squire

Darling, Mrs. Summerfield had thought proper to

send, first for Miss Summerfield, old Mrs. Dar-

ling, and Mrs. Ardenne, from Red-Stone tail.

These three ladies had arrived, accompanied by
Harriet Joy, who was always ready to offer her

assistance in every species of distress. Next

she had sent for Colonel Dangerfield, HI his capa-

city of magistrate, and lastly, for Father Bur-

leigh, to be on the spot
" in case" to quote the

vague language used to prefigure an expected

dissolution " in case anything should happen
"

Squire Darling's wounds had been Dressed, and

he lay upon his bed flat on his back, perfectly

motionless, his eyes half open, but "
lacking

speculation," his lips blue and glutinous, his skin

of that gray paleness, which is usually the

gathering shades of death Winny, weak and

pale, sat by her father's bed, her " numbed"
affections slowly reviving at the piteous sight.

Sina Hinton, in the opposite wing of the build-

ing, lay tossing arid tumbling, or violently strug-

;ri og, and filling the air with her maniac screams.

Hettie Smilie and her father, who had come over
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at the first news of the calamity, had as much as

th-y could do to hold her down during one of her

paroxysms of frenzy. She was possessed with

the idea that she had murdered Squire Darling,

and was about to be led to the scaffold for the

crime ;
all her desperate shrieks and violent

struggles were to escape the visionary execu-

tioner. There could be no greater trial to the

good little landlord and his tender-hearted daugh-

ter, than to witness this agony of frenzy. Poor

little Sammie Smilie she always took for the

execut oner, and would shriek horribly when he

woul'i approach to hold her, to prevent her

throwing herself upon the floor, or dashing her

head against the wall. This hurt his feelings

more than anything.
" Me a hangman the Lora save ner soul !

Me ! as allus goes out of sight and hearing when-

ever they kill a chicken for dinner. Do I look

like a Jack Ketch, 1 asks any candid BOU! ?" the

little fellow *vould say, sitting down, puffing and

blowing and panting, and wiping his innocent,

round face with MB speckled, yellow handker-

chief Hettie, do I look cruel, honey ?"
<* No indeed, father ! you look just like what

you are, the very best man in the whole world,

I don't care who the others may be, even if they

are priests, of presidents don't mind what she

gays father she is raving mad !"

These conversations would occur after Sina,

with her violent struggles and shrieks, had quite

worn out her strength, and lay in a state of tem-

porary quietude from exhaustion. And it was

singular that no one noticed her raving, or at-

tached any suspicio \ to her from the fact of her

self accusation. What motive in fact could Miss

Hilton be supposed to have for deadly enmity to

Squire Darling? On the contrary, every one

supposed them to be on terms of the most per-

fect confidence and cordiality. There was one

indeed who grew pale and stern suddenly, when

he would hear of Miss Hiaton's maniac fan-

cies" Colonel Dangerfield. He had, it is true,

upon the strength of the strong, and but for one

fact known only to Colonel Dangerfield himself,

overwhelming circumstantial evidence, incarcera-

ted poor old Kill, but he dared not trust his own

greatly biased judgment with the onus of com-

mitting him for trial he preferred being assisted

by the cool heads and unburdened hearts of two

of his brother magistrates. Old Kill had been

confined not in jail yet, as poor Nerve and his

fellow-servants for his better security had been

ted to suppose but in a distant chamber in the

house, there to await the arrival of the other

magistrates.

Tuey came about noon. One a stern, severe

looking man; tall, lean, dark, bilious, exceed-

ingly given to ferreting out incipient insurrec-

tions ;
his whole grave and stiff deportment ex-

pressing solemn "self-esteem." His name was

Rock. And the other a nice, pretty, smiling,

skipping little gentleman, exquisitely well dress-

ed ; every expression, tone and caper, denoting

dapper '<
approbativeness

" The name of this

pleasant little fellow was Lovejoy. The court

was held, or rather the examination was con-

ducted in the parlor. The three magistrates

occupied seats at one end of the room I. Rock,

Esq.," occupying the centre chair, and flanked

on the right by the pretty little Mr. Lovejoy,
and on the left by the stern and sad Colon

Dangerfield. A long table wa* before them,
one end of which sat a clerk, with pen, ink

paper before him. The family and visitors th

in the house were requested to be present at the

examination. And indeed by this time the house

swarmed with all sorts of people. The servants,

with frightened looks and whispering tones, were

collected in the passage ways.

Presently poor old Kill was led, or rather drag-

ged in, half dead with terror, and between two
constables. He was the perfect ideal of abject

guilt. His looks would have been evidence

enough to any jury to bring in a verdict of

GUILTY. Yes, his face then would have hanged
him. He was followed by old Nerve, weeping

bitterly, and goaded in by a man with a stici

walking behind her. Kill was placed before

judges, end then Nerve threw herself on

neck weeping and hugging, and hugging ai

weep'ng ;
while between sobs and gasps she ej

horted him as follows

"Oh! Killus, honey! 'fess, chile! 'fesa! tell

ole marster up there (I Rock, Esq., sitting

bolt upright, very dark and threatening,) te

ole marster up there how Sam got the better

you! do, chile! Oh! Killus, 'fess! an' s

your poor, mortal soul! Oh, honey! fear

them as kin kill the poor, ole, 'firm, black boc

but fear Him as can cast both body an' soui

hell ! Oh, Killus ! you an' me is ole, we is !

we hasn't got long to stay on this yeth,

hasn't ! not many days we hasn't ; an' if th<

goes an' takes away these few days, it ain't

'count 'pared to 'ternitv don't less risk 'ternit

long o' tellin' lies ! don't!"

t( x 1 i ain't got nothin' to 'fess 'bout / li-

never didn't do it,Minnv 1" chattered the teeth

poor old Kill.

"Order, in the court!" thundered dark

Rock.

" Yes, marster ! yes ! 1 will order in the

in one minute. Is it out in the yard ? You

Bob, an' order in the court, while I talks to

poor, ole, sinful, sufferin' angel! Bob'll go, ms

ster ! 1 only wants for to 'suade my poor ol

'panion to 'fes an' save his poor, mortal soi

Killus, honey ! Killus! listen to me, honey! don'

look so scared ! I dessay, it ain't so bad ai

all, an', an' it'll soon be over the death !-

then think o' the long 'ternity, if you'll 'fess, an

heave the bad truck off your poor soul!"
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tt i i ain't got nothin 1 to 'fes, I keep on tell-

ing of you!" sobbed old Kill.

" Oh ! Killus! Killus, honey! you an' me is

ole, we is ! an' we'll soon be in 'ternity anyhow;
an' does you think your poor ole Minny could

joy herself 'long of Mary, an' Joseph, an' Jesus,

xn' Abraham, an', an' Isaac,, an' Jacob, an' Gm-
rel Washin'ton, an' th'e other ladies and gent-

'men in Heaven, ef she seen how her poor, ole

Killus was keepin' company long o' the devil, an'

Judas, an' Ben'ict Arnolt ? No, honey ! no ! you
hear rap at the door ! an' when Sam get up an*

open it, you see your poor oie Minny stanin'

there, come to stay 'long o' you, an' the devil,

an*- the t'aitors ! Oh ! Killue, save your poor,

mortal soul, an' mine, too 'fess, Killus ! 'fess !"

"If," wept the old man, with his head dropped

upon his hands, if anything could make this

here bitter hour, when they 'cuses me. 'fore Miss

Mar'get an' all my chiid'en, o' killin' o' my own
marster, as I loved nex' bes' to God A'mighty

any bitterer ! it would be to hear my ole 'oman

think so wicked o' me!"
It must not be supposed that the magistrates

had set there in patient silence, while this scene

was being rehearsed before them. Colonel Dan-

gerfield indeed had been stern and silent, but "I.

Rock, Esq ," had made several attempts to en-

force order, and would have done so, only that

gracious Mr. J
:-ovejoy interfered and prevented

him, using the ostensible argument that some-

thing might be elicited from the scene. Soon,

however, they put an end to it, and while old

Kill, half fainting, was held up between two con-

stables, old Nerve was sworn to give in her testi-

mony ;
and out of all rule and order, and with a

streaming face, she turned to the prisoner and

said,
" Kill ! ef my testament hang you, chile, I

can't help of it, honey ! 'deed I can't, my poor,

dear, ole darlin'! I 'bliged to 'fess the truffe!

Meed 'fore my Heavenly Marster an' Judge, I

has, chile!"

And in fact, Minerva's testimony bore very
hard upon the prisoner, to wit : His taking the

deep draught of whiskey going out late at night

refusing to tell her where her next seeing
him when at the alarm the door of Squire Dar-

ling's chamber was broken open, and the master

was discovered prostrate and bleeding, and the

man dragged half dead with terror from behind

the window curtain. Through all sorts of cross-

questioning, Nerve stuck to this story. At last

she sat down, weeping, sobbing, and gasping

hysterically. The housekeeper was next called,

sworn, and deposed, that between ten and eleven
o'clock she had been awakened from her sleep

wakened by loud voices in the squire'* room.

She heard the squire's voice in a very high key,
and then a sudden fall, a violent bell ringing, ani

sudden pause ; then the door was burst open, the

squire found wounded and senseless, and ttae old

negro hid behind the curtain. Several of the

house-servants were called, and all corroborated

the testiraor.y of the housekeeper in every par-

ticular. Item Nerve " thought" sorru! une rush-

ed out as they all rushed in, but could not take it

upon her conscience to swear to it. Aa none of

the other witnesses knew anything of this occur-

rence it went for nothing. SUMMARY: Old Kill was

committed to the county jail to await his trial

for assault, with intent to kill his master a

capital offence in the Southern States.

CHAPTER XXXVIII

CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE.

Ho\ little do they see what is, who frame

Their hasty judgment upon that which seems.

Southey.

Had Squire Darling died in his insensibility, it

is certain that old Kill would have been hanged

upon strong circumstantial evidence. No sooner

also, had the prison door clanged to upon the

poor old soul, than he nearly gave himself up for

lost, and began assiduously to prepare for death;

if shuddering, shivering, compressing his throat

with his fingers to realize how painful the stran-

gulation might be, and gasping out frightened

ejaculations to Heaven for mercy, could be called

preparation. When the jailor, who was also

turnkey, brought him supper, he fell down on his

knees, and clasping his hands, with tears in his

eyes, he besought him to let him out only to

let him out ! he had a hundred dollars f he had

been saving them all his life long, buried in a

bee-gum marster jailor should have it all if he

would only let him out OUT
;
oh ! to get OUT ! it

was so horrible to be s-hut up there even al$ night
even if nothing worse came of it The jailor

was sorry for the poor old soul
;
tried to com-

fort him, but told him it was impossible to grant
his request. Old Kill tossed and tumbled on his

stravr all night groaning,
" This here comes

of eaves-dropping I Oh, Lord! oh, Lord! this

here comes of eaves-droppingit does !" Near

morning he formed a resolution, and when the

turnkey brought him his breakfast, he expressed
it in these words " Marster, I want- you, ef

you please, sir, for to send for Colonel Dacger-
fiel'. 'deed 1 does, sar I I gwine to 'fess 'deed

I is, sir ! 1 ain't gwine to fly in the face o' my
by hearing Squire Darling in loud abuse of his 'Vine Marster any longer ! I gwine to 'fess,
man Kill ; that sin distinguished Kill's voice in

reply many times, but could not make out what
was said- She said there followed a silence, du-

ring which she slept ; that at last she was again

Meed I is, sir !

" No, uncle, I wouldn't do such a foolish thing
as that, indeed. No body is bound to criminate

themselves."
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But Kill evidently thought that his only chance

now lay in telling the trutb. He reiterated his

request that Colonel Dangerfield might be

brought.

A messenger was dispatched to " The Sol-

dier's Rest;'" and soon returned, accompanied

by the Colonel. He entered the cell, and found

the poor oil prisoner sitting down on the straw,

with a silk handkerchief thrown over his head,

and his face bowed upon his hands Colonel

Dangerfieldjaimself looked sombre, care-worn

and exhausted. He leaned with his back to the

wall of the poor cell that did not boast a single

seat, folded his arms, and after gazing a moment
at the bowed and collapsed form before him with

a ray of selfish h^pe in his face, he said,
" Well, old man, vou sent for me what do

you want ?"

"To 'fess, marster, 'deed I does, sir !"

Now the countenance ot Colonel D^ngerfield

positively brightened
" To confess! whatl You actually did "

' Yes, I did, marster ! 'Fore my Heavenly

'Deemer, I did!"
" You poor miserable old creature ! What

tempted you to commit such a crime ?"
" It wur all along o' eaves-droppin', 'deed it

wrr, marster ! But I never thought how it

would come to this here !"

"The wages of sin is death !*'

True, Lord !"

Old man, I wished to hear your confession

for my own private satisfaction, and for the ex-

culpation of an innocent person, who but no

matter "

" Yes, sir ! yes, marster, it wur for the ex-

pulsion o' a poor innocen* sinner as I 'fesscd,

sir!"

" I was about to say that you are not bound

to criminate yourself."
"
Yes, sir, 1 knows it but you see, marster,

'less I crimerntes myself, you'll keep on o' think-

ing' as it wur me sticked the little pi'nard in

ole master's atomic."
" In the name of heaven, old man, what do

you mean?" exclaimed Colonel Dangerfield,

growipg again suddenly alarmed

" I mean haw it wur Miss SINA, marster !

please the just Judge above, it wur, marster, for

I seed her a-doin' of it, an' that there wur what

I bad to 'fess, for it wur all along o' eaves-drop-

pin', nrmrater, as 1 seen it, an' wur cotched there,

an' am hero!"

'Tell me all about this!" commanded Colo

nel Dangerfield, with frowning brow, set teeth,

and closely rivetted arms.

"Why, you see, marster-' ole marster, he

'spected how you an* Miss Sina wur on wery
frien'ly terms so he sot me to watch Miss

Siaa

Colonel Dargerlield tied his eve-brows up
into a hard knot.

"Beg your pardon, marster, bnt he 'manded
me. dr. an' I wnr bound tc 'bey, so I follied her

on to your house night afore las', an' when I

seed her enter 1 goed back 'cordin* to orders, and
telled ole marster; then, sir, he hev himself into

a passion 'long o' me, and knocked me heels over

head down stairs "

And served you right, you old villain !"
"

'Cisely so, sir! Well, while I wur a rubbin*

o' my bones, he calls me back, an' swears me
never to say a mortal word to any livin' soul

bout it
;
an' then 'misses me agin. Well, mars-

ter, while I wur goin' slow like out, 1 hears ole

marster leave his room, an' go an' lay wait for

that young gall who hadn't 'riv yet! Well,
marster ! now come the sin, an' the shame, an*

the sufferin'. You, see, marster, I allu* had a

laud'ble 'sire after inferation so I goed into

marster's room, an' hid ahind the windy- cur-

tins, 'case I wanted so bad to hear what he

gwine say to her. Well, bless the Lord, pres-

en'ly he comes pullin' her in by the han' "

Colonel Dangerfield grew black in the face.

Then he 'gan scold her. Then she 'gan 'fen'

herself. Then he shame her for gwine see gem-
men in his own house. Then she brag on gwine
be married to you, sir "

Colonel Dangerfield made a movement expres-
sive of disgust and impatience.
" Then he sweared how she shouldn't have

you, sir ! Then she laughed scornful an' said

how he couldn't 'vent it. Then he telled her

how he'd tell you how she had been I couldn't

'xactly hear what but somethin' dreadful, for

Miss Sina screamed right out, an' said,
< No ! no !

no ! he would never do that !' An' he sweared by
all a* wur good an* great an' sacred, how he

would do an* say jis that, an' bow then, sir ! you
would never look at her, but spurn her away.
Then Miss Sina got awful mad, an' high words

riz, an' final, ole marster he cotch Miss Sina up
in his arms, an' 'gan for to kiss her, as he said

he had done a thousand times afore an' pres-

en'ly 1 heerd her speak deep an' threatenin' like

thunder an' then I peeped out, an' saw some-

thin' gleam and disappear, an' a scream, an'

fall, an' then, blessed be my Heavenly Lord the

room turned- all rouu' with me, an' I never

knowed a Biugly thin' till I foun' tho room full o'

people, an* me tied han' and foot, an' a layin' <

the floor, an 5 Miss Sina etrugglin' in the hands

of four women, as wur tryin' for to hold her

ravin,' foamin,' her eyes wild, her arms flyin' over

her head, her hair streamin', and ecreamin' how
she did it herself; an' then I memorized where I

was, an' all about it : an' I riz up, an' I telled

'em how yes it wur she, 'case 1 seed her do it ;

an' they wouldn't hear to it
;
an* telled me to

hush a tryin' to put my crime on top o' the poor

mad gall. Even my ole 'omaiv
"

(here Kill

ground his knuckles into his eyes) "yes,

marater, even my ole 'oman 'lieved me for to be
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guilty. There, marster ! that wur what I had

to 'fess, 'deed it wur, sir ! an' it wur all the truth

please my just Heavenly Judge, it wur, sir!

Now, sir, if you'll only give me a chance to

speak to my poor 'oman, an' take some o' the

load often top o' her poor 'stressed min', I be so

much 'bliged to you, sir ! 'deed I would, mars-

ter ! 'Fore the Lord, 1 would, sir !"

It is impossible to describe the expression of

Colonel Danger field's countenance and attitude

during this recital. His face expressed the bit-

ter sorrow of one who discovered the woman he

loved to be worthless ;
the bitter self loathing

of one who found himself out to be grossly duped

shame, disgust, rage, determination all sup-

pressed but intense. At last he spoke.

"Achilles!"

Sir !"

"Speak nothing of this to any one, until I

come to you again."

Not to my ole 'oman, sir ?"

Yes ! I will send her here ; you may clear

yourself with her but in that case detain her

here until I come !"

'Cisely so, sir !"

And Colonel Dangerfield left the prison. Now
this story of Kill's corresponded so well with his

well known character of eaves-dropper, and

agreed so well with other circumstances in con-

nection, that Colonel Dangerfield could have no

blessed doubt of its truth. Indeed frequently

before this, and during the absence of Sina, he

had been struck with the most painful suspicion

which, in her presence and under the miraculous

fascinations of her manner, had entirely disap-

peared, and for which he had mentally and se-

verely reproached himself seeking to make

amends to her for his silent doubts, by throwing

into his manner the greatest devotion.

Reader, have you never been tormented by
such a state of affairs? Among all your ac-

quaintances, are there none whom you in your
cool and sober moments of solitude and reflec-

tion, know to be at heart, selfish, and calculating

yet whose fascinations of manner will com-

pel you to abjure your- instincts, and even fill

you with remorse, for ever having cherished

an evil thought of them? Do you remember the

anecdote told of Sheridan and one of his credi-

tors whom he had victimized an hundred times,

and who going to him full of fury to collect his

debts or throw the debtor into prison came

away not only without fulfilling his purpose, but

actually a hundred pounds poorer than he went

Sheridan having magnetized an additional hun-

dred pounds out of his pocket by way of a loan.

Ajid then there was Sampson and Delilah.

One would think that after the syren had tricked

him twice had twice falsely and traitorously

sought to deliver him bound into the hands of his

enemies, failed and been discovered; that Samp-
son would have been wise, atd not permitted

the Circe to magnetize his vital secret from his

bosom but you read that he would not, or could

not resist her fascinations; and in spite of his

bitter experience of her first treachery, and her

palpable inflexibility of purpose to betray him,
he trusts her again, and is finally ruined.

There is no doubt on earth that had Sina Hin-

ton been once more on her feet, with that melo-

dious voice and those alluring eyes once more

under her sane control, she would have wiled

her victim to believe just what she pleased ;
bttt

self-cheated with her own duplicity, and self-

stung to madness by her own fierce passions, the

girl now raved in high delirium, or lay in fits of

complete prostration and insensibility. There

was a change passing over her illness now. Every
fit of frenzy was less violent, and every relapse

into insensibility was more complete, and in the

latter state now her features began to wear the

pinched expression, and her complexion the

grayness of approaching dissolution.

True to his promise, Colonel Dangerfield sent

old Minerva to the prison. This was the first

opportunity the jealous surveillance of the offi-

cers had permitted the old couple to talk toge.-

ther. Now as Nerve entered, she threw herself

upon the neck of her old husband, and "
lifting

up her voice," wept aloud, exhorting him between

her sobs and gasps to " 'fess."

I has 'fessed," said the old man, and went

on to explain to her the simple circumstances

that had led to his being suspected.

Tears expressed all Nerve's emotions if 8*ae

were afflicted, she wept; if she were highly

amused, she laughed till she wept ;
and now her

tears came in floods, to express the joy she felt,

as she clasped and kissed her old life-long friend

again and again, sobbing and laughing in her

foolish fondness.

" My ole chile ia innocen'! my dear ole cbile

is innocen' he hasn' 'fended of his 'Vine Mar-

ster ! he basn' lifted of his han' agin his yetblv
marster! Oh ! it is sich a comfort for to know

my dear ole chile is an innocen' lamb is a poor,

dear, innocen', sufferin' ole angel!"

And so she sobbed, and laughed, until her

dear old angel said

But, ole 'oman, honey, bein' innocen' as su

unhatch chicken ain't a-gwine save me, long as

circumferences make so much 'gin me !"

Oh, Killus, honey, I ain't got a singly fear !

'deed I isn't, honey ! Only when I thought

how you was guilty, then I was sad and sufferm'

now I's joyful I is not got a singly nothin'

ain't no 'portance, 'parison to your bein' inno-

cen'."

While they were yet speaking, the turnkey

entered, and told Kill that he was free to leave

the prison, for that an order had come for his ba-

ing set at liberty.

There, Killus ! there ! didn't I tell you how
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your innocence would shine out as the light

didn' I tell you so, my dear ole chile?"

They hurried joyously away reached Oik

Grove, where their fellow servants received

them with loud demonstrations ot joy at the outer

farm gate then, as they approached the house,

they became silent, and whispered to Kill and

Nerve that death was in the house. (Xd Rill

thought it was hie master, and grew very ashy
in the face he entered the house with noiseless

steps- His companions dispersed. He met Co-

lonel Daogei field, looking grave and sorrowful.

He bowed to the Colonel, and begged to know if

he might see his old master. Colonel Danger-
field assented, and the old man passed slowly
and reverentially up stairs. He tapped at the

door, which was opened by Harriette Joy, who

silently admitted him. The room was in semi-

darkness, but lying on the bed he recognized his

master, p*le and prostrate, but certainly not dy-

ing he could see that, even in this subdued

light. Father Burleigh sat by the head of the

bed. The old man approached cautiously, and

stood silently by the bedside. It seems that he

had been sent for, or expected, for his master

feebly extended his hand to him, and faintly

said

"Poor poor poor poor devil .'" and dropped
his hand and voice, exhausted. After a few mi-

nutes, 'looking at him, he said, very faintly

They would have hanged you for eaves-

dropping. I told you how it would end !" And
after another interval, he motioned for a restora-

tive, which Harriette put to his lips. When he

had drunk this off, he motioned to Father Bar-

leigh and Harriette to leave him alone with hit

servant. When they left the room, he turned to

Kill, and said, in a stronger voice "So, Kill!

s'pose Pd died in a stupor ! you'd been execu-

ted on strong circumstantial evidence all owing
to your habit of eaves-dropping."

Yes, marster ! I knows it ! I knows it, ar !

'detd 1 does ! I's cured, sir ! 'deed 1 is !"

" Glad to hear it ! but I ent for you to say,

that on pain of my severest displeasure, you are

not to mention to any soul, the scene that you
witnessed."

No, sir! I won't, sir ! 'deed, sir, 1 won't!"
" Have you spoken of it, to any one ?"

" No, sir !< to no one, sir, 'cept it wur to Co
lonel Dangerfield, and to my old 'oman, sir."

"
Dangerfield! yes! it was as well he knew

it ! and Nerve go, now, and enjoin Nerve to

silence for if ever I hear of this subject again,

from any quarter, I shall know it came from you
and Nerve in which case come ! 1 do not like

to threaten, but you know me !"

"Yes, sir!"

"Well, go!"
The old man bowed himself from the room.

4s he glided along the. darkened and silent pas-

sages, a low, deep, prolonged wail rose and
swelled upon the ear !

" The Lord have massy upon us !" ejaculated
the old creature, trembling.

" What wis that?"
A second time it arose upon the air swelling in

a volume of sound and sorrow, and died away in

quivering anguish. "Lord save us what was
that ?" again Cried the old man.

"Hush, CJncle Kill ! it is Sina! she is dy-

ing," said Hnrriette Joy, as she emerged from a

side door, which, as it opened, gave a glimpse of

a darkened chamber, a canopied bed, and emer-

ging from the deep shadows of the picture the

shadows of surrounding curtains and dark-draped
figures, gleamed a wild and maniac face, with

streaming hair, and long, thin, pale arrrs thrown
aloft like streaks of light among black clouds.

She closed the door instantly on this horrible pic-
ture. Harriette approached him and drawing him
down the passage, said "Uncle Kill, she ii dying

dying horribly unshriven unanointed go-

ing as no soul should go, into the presence of its

Creator. Father Burleigh can do nothing with
her. Even if a gleam of reason returns, she

laughs horribly in his face, and tells him that

she will hear him when they both renew their

acquaintance in Oh, you know the place
she said. It is horrible'. Utcle Kill, you must
saddle the fastest horse in the stable, and go to

Sacred Heart for Mr. Vellemonte He can still

the fiercest tempest I ever saw artce in a sinful

human breast perhaps he can bring quiet to

this stormy soul."

"Yes, honey, yer, ! yes, chile! But, Miss

Harry, for the pityful Lord's sake, honey, tell

me how it corned 'roun' as rny innocence was
made manifes' as the sun at noonday jes tell

me that, an' I'll ride like Sheriff was a-hind of

me 'deed I will, Miss."

Why, Mr. Lovejoy remained in the house to

watch the event of Squire Darling's wound, and
he gave strict orders that if he should return to

consciousness, he, 1 mean Mr. Lovejoy, should
be summoned immediately, to take advantage of

what might be a temporary return to reason

only, to take down his deposition. Well ! as soon
as your master gave signs of returning conscious-

ness, we sent for him. An hour after, during
his examination, your master testified, to every
one's astonishment, your entire innocence of

any participation in his assassination, and more,
refused to discover the guilty party of that

guilty party, however, alas!"added Harriette,
there can be now no doubt upon any mind and
I say this now, because I believe you to have
been a witness to the whole scene and to ad-

vise you as you value the peace of your master's

family to be forever silent upon the subject."
1 gwine to, MIBS Harry 'deed I is, chile !"

There now, hurry, Uncle Kill, and get Mr.
Vellemonte here."

The old man hurried to the stables once
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again, saddled the best blood in the stalls, and

fastened to Sacred Heart. He returned in two

hours, attending Mr. Veliemonte. The young

priest passed immediately into the chamber of

the dying maniac. I suppose some would say

it was mestneufm, some mere mannerism, while

others, with a better faith, would define it to be

the po A er of religion that enabled the young priest

to compose the raving girl, who, settling into her

last repose, lost that agonized contraction of the

features that had, since her illness, marked her

countenance even in its moments of exhaustion.

One hour after this Sina Hmton died.

Her iuneral took place the third d*y from that

of her death. The event was broken gradually

to Squire Darling; who, nevertheless, suffered

a severe relapse. It was a fortnight before the

convalescence of the squire permitted his rela-

tives to return to their home taking with them

Winny, whose feeb.lenfss required the constant

attentions of her aunt and cousin.

CHAPTER XXXIX.

FATHER BURLEIGH'S CONFESSION.

Oh! thoudead

And everlasting witness ! whose unsinking

Blood darkens earth and heaven ! what thou art now
I know not! bu f if thou see'st wk-it I am,
I think thou wilt forgive him whom his God,

Can ne'er forgive, nor his own soul.

Byron's Catn.

The deeply tragic events at Oak Grove had so

shattered the nerves of the good old pastor of

Sacred Heart, that he now lay stretched pros-

trate on his humble bed at the cottage parsonage.

Miss Mattie Smilie, Harriette Joy, and the young

curate, Claude Vellemonte, vied in their atten-

tions upon him. But the influence of the young

curate was as heretofore the most healthful. His

look and tone and touch were as usual life -in-

spiring.

" I rion't know what make* me feel so," said

Miss Mattie Smilie, as she busied herself setting

out " bulbouses"inthe garden ;
" but somehow or

other good and great as he is, it does feel to me
as if Mr. Vellemonte oughten't for to be a

priest!"

" Way ?" asked Harry Joy, I want you to

tell me why, because I have often had that

thought myself?"

Why, it feels to me as if he were too full of

life."

Levity ?"

Levity ? what's tbat ?"

Why flippancy lightness of conduct a a

gayety joyousness!"

N-no not that, but too full ofLIFE that's

the word ! I don't know any other." And so in-

deed felt every one even while worshipping their

giited young curate.

I have spoken before of the half suppressed

joyousness of heart that was the very illumina-

tion of his highly vitalized beauty, and of thav

power springing from perfect healthfulnes* of

body, mind, and spirit rising above circum-

stances, and making glad every gloomy scene,

bright every dark scene
; magnetizing the sick

with health; inspiring the sceptic with faith

raising the desponding by hope; softening the

hardened, and redeeming the reprobate sinner by
love ! It was in the fullness of this power that

Claude Vellemonte sat by the bed of Father Bur-

leigh on the afternoon of the Sunday next pre-

ceding Easter. He had composed his patient

into a refreshing sleep He had slept many
hours, and still Claude Vellemonte retained his

seat by the bed watching him steadily. At any

sign of restlessness Claude would quietly slip

his arm under the aged head, raise it tenderly,

change the pillow, let the weary head down

easily again, draw out bis arm, and smoothing
back the thin gray locks from the sunken tem-

ples, recompose him to sleep. If again he stir-

red, a few passes of the cool hand over his brow

and temples stilled him into deep repose so his

rest was protracted for many hours. At last

Claude Vellemonte knowing thut he had slept

long enough suffered him to awake- The yoirog

man sponged his hands and face with cold water

and cologne, and gave him a glass of barley
water flavored with lemon-juice. Then he

changed his pillows and resumed his seat by his

side with cheerfulness.

" Claude," began the old priest.

"My father!" answered the young man.

"My son in years my father I had almost

said in wisdom and in grace ! bless me for l

have sinned. 3 "

May God the Father, God the Son, and God
the Holy Ghost blpss thee, my father!"
"
Son, I have somewhat to say to thee !"

" Speak, father, I listen "

" Draw the curtain, shut out the light, close

the door, for it is a long and dark story I have to

tell thee, my son !"

Claude Vellemonte did as requested and re-

sumed his seat at the bedside of the invalid. He
took one of the old wasted hands within his own
and held it while the old priest gained strength

to tell his story.
" Claude, did it never occur to you that I had

a life-long sorrow and remorse ?"
" I have seen it, father, and hoped for the day

when you would confide in me and share your
burthen with me to-night, I thank God, that

you have strength to do so I listen."

And he pressed the thin hand, and his young

strong life seemed to send energy through all the

feeble nerves of the invalid. The old priest com-

menced his story.
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was early left an orphanClauds V^llemonte!

with my twin sister. We were placed by the

executor of our father's will in the same Mo-
nasDc school for education she in the female

department I in the male. We were then fif-

teen years of age. 1 admired that sister of mine
with an enthusiasm that no words can describe !

1 loved her with a strength and devotion to

which no words can do justice. She was my
sole thought in the present, my sole object in

the future ! She was my love, my religion, my
idolatry ! If I had an ambition for wealth, rank,

power, or fame, it was that she might be crown-

ed with glory ! The strict rule of the seminary
in which we were placed forbade our meeting.
The boys and the girls, or it would now be term-

ed, the young gentlemen's and the young ladies'

department had not even a chapel in common,
but each had its separate place of worship and.

its distinct pastor. Once a month, however, I

was permitted to see my sister for half an hour

in the ladies' parlor, in the presence of one of the

cihterhood. These, restricted as our intercourse

was, were the very brightest moments of my
school days. Veronica was beautiful! Brothers

do not generally see their sister's beauty, but I
felt Veronica's extreme loveliness in my heart of

hearts . I could see in every succeeding visit I

paid her, a ne^ unfolding of beauty some new
fresh leaf of the sweet bud blooming forth!

How I longed for the time to come when we
should be of age be emancipated from school

life, and when I should take her home and have
her with me forever. Then as I watched her

growing into such wonderful beauty; I would
think that even then some man would see and
love her, would win her deepest love and wile

her from me, and a pang of jealousy would dart

through my heart. 1 strove with this feeling
I partly conquered it. I grew to look upon Ve-

ronica's future marriage as a certainty, and ac-

customed mvse'tf to think of passing my life in

her home as the bachelor brother and uncle

and of making her children my heirs. And yet
1 was very mu-h discontented with this prospect,
and sighed for the past days when we had been
the whole world to each other. Yes! I dreaded
now the longed desired emancipation from school

1 dreaded it as the greatest misfortune that

threatened us.

Evils that we dread seldom hipprn to us.

Years parsed slowly enough over our heads
and every successive year Veronica matured in

beauty, and I loved her with a deeper devotion.

But another change besides maturing of her

loveliness, was coming on her. She grew not

cold to me, but indifferent to w, I had almost
said unconscious of me. Her beauty was get-

ting a devotional character. Her expression be-

came elevated, rapt, inspired. She was yrow n*
to resemble come pictures of the Virgin Mary. I

sometimes thought her high style of countenance

inadvertently caught, as it were, from the inces-

sant contemplation of some beatified sairt's or

virgin's image. My soul felt darkened and chill-

ed as though she had withdrawn her light and
warmth from me, and was breathing it incense

like to heaven. The time approached for our

leaving school, which was the period also at

which our guardian would surrender up to us our

patrimony, and we should establish ourselves in

the world. I was totally unprepared for what

happened next. Upon the day we were to have
left the seminary we assembled in the ladies

parlor in the presence of the Lady Superior, the

Chaplain of the institution, our guardian, and an

attorney. There we were to be put in posses-
sion of the title deeds of our patrimony, before

taking leave of our many years' abode. It was
there that I received from the lipa of the Lady
Superior the information that my sister had de-

termined to ta&e th* veil ! I could not, I would
not believe it ! I appealed to Veronica herself.

She confirmed the report of the Lady Superior.
Her answer was conclusive. I was overwhelmed
with affliction. I would not give her up. I said

and did everything I could think of that might
affect her resolution! In vain! I used argu-

ment, persuasion, entreaties, tears ! To no pur-

pose ! but it seemed, to fix her determination

more firmly! Let me do others justice a'so.

The Lady Superior, the sisters, the Chaplain, all

thinking perhaps that her ignorance of life in the

world, and her serene life in the convent might
have unduly biased her inclinations, had tried to

prevail on her at least to delay her purpose for a

few years to go out and see the world she pro-

posed to abandon before giving it up f<?rever.

They wished, in fact, to take no unfair adran-

tage of her ignorance and inexperience. The

arguments and persuasions satisfied their own
ideal of strict justice, but had no sort of effect

upon Veronica's resolu'ion unless, as m-ne did,

they confirmed her determination. She was in-

fatuated mad as the sequel proved, Nearly
frantic with grief I took my leave of Veronica

the same day. Our Chaplain consoled me. He
assured me again that every possib'e delay
should be made, while every means was used to

test the sincerity of my sister that there was

little doubt that she, like many others, would

reconsider her resolution- that very few were

the "called, chosen, and faithful" brides of hea-

ven. Again let me be just to the convent Every
means were in fact used to test the strength of

my sister's resolution, but only with the Affect

of settling her more firmly in it. Never was a

new postulant admitted with more caution, for

all seemed to feel her step premature and ill con-

sidered. She was kept two years in the convent

as postulant before being permitted to enter upon
her noviciate.

I, alone and lonesome, went out into the world
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with something like the filings of a poor pri- j

soner just released from a long imjrisorment,
|

knowing few, caring for one. I went to see
j

Veronica take the white v? 1 of a novice of the
j

Order of Mount Carmel. Let me describe to

you the ceremony of her

TAKING THE W.-IITE

The chapel was full eve a crowded. Such a
j

rare event ever attracts a great crowd. I sat i

among them broken-heaned, and wishing for

death. Presently, the door on the right of the

altar opened, and the bishop, preceded by two

priests and four sacristans, entered and took their

places at the altar. In a few moments after,

the door on the left of the altar opened, and a

procession of nuns, headed by a cross-bearer, and

chanting Oh Glorioso Virginum," entered, and

slowly approaching the altar, ranged themselves

before it. In the midst of them was tt e new

postulant, my young, my beautiful, my glorious

sister Veronica! I saw nothing now but her

I felt nothing but death ! High Mass was cele-

brated I know, but I did not see it. A sermon

by the bisbop followed, but I did not hear it.

All that came next, passed like a sickly dream.

At the conclusion of the sermon, a hymn to the

Virgin was chanted. Then Veronica was led by
the Lady Superior, up the steps of the altar

and kneeling there with clasped hands and bowed

head her golden ringlets drooping, and her

white drapery trailing down the carpeted steps ;

was interrogated as follows, by the bishop.
" My child, what do you demand ?"

" The mercy of God, and the holy habit of re-

ligion," replied Veronica, in a sweet, clear voice.

' Is it of your own free will that you demand

the holy habit of religion ?"

Yes, father!"

Reverend mother,'
1 said the bishop, turning

to tbe Lady Superior, who remained near the

postulant,
" have you made the necessary inqui-

ries, and are you satisfied ?"

" Yes, father," replied she

My child," resumed the bishop, turning to

Veronica, " have you a firm intention to perse-

vere in religion to the end of your life, and do

you hope to have sufficient strength to carry con-

stantly the sweet yoke of our Lord Jesus C lariat

solely, tor the love and fear of God ?"

Rel i g on the mercy of God, I hope to be

able to do so."

The bishop then arose from his chair and ex-

tending his t a ds over her head in benediction,

said " What the Lord has begun in you, may
He perfect. May the Lord banish from you, the

old man with his w^rks."

Amen," responded the novice, while the

priests intoned the solemn chant, In exitu Is-

rael," at the end of which, the nuns toak up
another and more cheerful strain, singing in

clear liquid tones,
" Who is she that cometh

from the desert, flowing with delights, leaning

on her beloved ? Thou art all fair, my beloved,

meek and beautitul. Come from Libanus my
spousecome from Libanus Come, thou shalt

be crowned " After this song died in melody

away, the Lady Superior receiving from the

bishop the girdle of the order, fastened it around

the waist of the young novice, while the bihop

said,
" When thou wast younger, thou didst gird

thyself, and didst walk where thou woul^st, but

when thou shalt be old, another shall gird thee,

in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and

of the Holy Ghost, Amen" Then hoi- urn; tae

Dlessed veil over her fair head, he said,
" Receive

the white veil, the emblem of inward purity,

that thou mayest follow the lamb without spot,

and mayest walk with Him in white, in the

name of the Father, and of the Son, and o-f the

Holy Ghost, Amen." The Lady Su-perior then

adjusted the veil, and Veronica rising-, received

the mantle of the order from the bishop, and

handing it to the Lady Superior, was arrayed in

it while the bishop said " May the Lord re-

store to thec the robe of immortality, which

thou didst lose in the prevarication of thy first

parents, in the name of the Father, and ef the

Son, and of the Holy Ghost, Amen."

Being now arrayed in the full habit of the or-

der, Veronica again knelt, holding her blessed

taper, while the bishop, after sprinkling her with

holy water, prayed in an audible voice, extend-

ing his hands over her. After which, turning to

the altar, in the name of the young novice, the

bishop chanted the " Regnum Mundi,^ &c.

The empire of the world, and all the gran-

deur of this earth, I have despised for the love

of the Lord Josus Christ, whom I have seen,

whom I have loved, in whom I have believed,

and towards whom my heart inclineth."

Then the choir of nuns took up the strain and

sung
" My heart hath uttered a good word, I

speak my works to the king, I have chosen to

be abject in the house of rny Lord Jesus Const,

Glory be to the Father," &c. As the chorus

finished the " Quern Vidi," the young novice

prostrated hersf If before the altar; the bishop,

priests, sacristans, nun*, all knelt whita the so-

lemn " Veni C'eator," was sung. Many pray-

ers followed. Then the young novice rising,

approached the Lady Superior, and knelt before

her ahe rising embraced her, while the nuns

approached in quiet succession, and gave her the

kiss of sisterly love. After which, they retired

again to their seats, while the wholt? choir burst

forth in the joyous
" Ecce quam bo,mm ' At

the end of which the bishop pronounced th be-

nediction, and the holy sisterhood retired in the

orderly procession in which they had entered.

The congregation dispersed.

I was the last to leave the chapel. I left it,

heart crushed.

I believe I was always then, a shy, unsocial
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boy. I lived at home without even getting ac-

quainted with my domestics- I found no friends,

not even business friends. I had not even busi-

ness connections no particular tailor no par-

ticular hatter. I furnished myself with what I

needed, at the first shop that presented itself al-

ways. 1 suffered in my loneliness. Perhaps it

was my own fault. I seldom, very seldom vi-

sited Veronica It was such a mockery then to

see her face within a grate, and her form swath-

ed in the shroud-like white bands, and draped
with the white mantle and veil of the order.

Twelve months from her entering upon her novi-

ciate, she took the black veil. Let me recall the

day of her

TAKING THE BLACK VEIL.

The Ritual of the assumption by a novice of

the Black Veil, that is to hide forever, the

world from her eyes the pall that is to cover

forever the brow of the living dead, is, let me
tell you, if you have never seen the august and

solemn ceremony much more profoundly im-

posing than that of the initiation of a mere pos-
tulant by the reception of the white veil.

For weeks before the important day arrived, a

rumor of a novice being about to take the black

veil, went all over town and country. The awful

ceremony was, even then, so rare in this country,
that an immense crowd gathered, and from the

earliest hour of its being opened, the chapel was
crowded. I repaired to the chapel slowly and

with a dying heart. 1 arrived late, and finding

no seat, was forced to take a stand in one of the

aisles near the altar, it was a beautiful, gor-

geous and solemn autumn day the warm, still,

gun rays, poured richly through the stained glass

of the gothic windows, flooding the church with

glorious, though mellowed light. Amid the

great crowd, an awful silence reigned an awful

stillness, too, moved only by the quivering of the

gorgeous, many colored sun rays.

Presently, as before, the door on the right

hand of the altar noiselessly swung open, and a

train ot sacristans in robes, entered, preceding
the bibhop, priests and deacons, in their canoni-

cals, and followed by the holy brotherhood in

long procession, and took their places within,

before, and about the altar, the bishop occupy-

ing the centre.

The door on the left now swung noiselessly

open, and a procession of the holy sisterhood en-

tered, preceded by a cross-bearer, while the

choir chanted as before " Veni Creator."

They ranged themselves quietly and solemnly,
before the altar

The novice approached from among them, and

knelt before the altar. The act of profession,
with pen and ink, lay near her. The bishop now
intoned from the altar, the solemn < Emitte Spi-

ritum tuum," &c., "Send forth thy spirit and

they shall be created," while the novice re-

gponded, And thou shalt renew the face of the

earth."

Then followed a prayer by the bishop, at the

close of which he blessed the black veil, that

lay near the altar. Then a chant was intoned

alternately by the bishop and the candidate be-

fore him. Next a prayer, at the end of which,
the bishop sprinkled the black veil with holy

water, and in the name of the Blessed Trinity,
at the close of which rite, the gospel for the oc

casion, was chanted by one of the officiating

deacons. The Lady Superior and the Sub-Prioi-

ess, then led the novice to the grate, where she

was interrogated as follows, by the bishot)

within.

My child, what do you demand ?"
" My father, 1 most humbly beg, that I may

be received to the holy profession."

My child, do you consider yourself suffi-

ciently instructed in what regards the VOWB of

religion and the rules and constitutions of this

institute ? And do you know the obligations

>ou contract by the holy profession ?"
" Yes, my father, by the grace of God."
" May God grant you perseverance in your

holy resolution and may He deign in His mercy
to consummate what He has begun. In the name
of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy
Ghost. Amen."

After this the organ pealed forth its rich tones,
at regular intervals, announcing the solemn Mass
of the Holy Ghost. During all this time the novice

continued kneeling before the altar the Lady
Superior on her right, the Sub Prioress on the

left. At the end of the Mass, several praters
were offered up, several psalms chanted, and

then the Sub-Prioress, taking the lighted taper
from the hands of the novice, laid the act of

profession before her. She arose, took it up,

approached the grate, and holding it in her hand,
chanted the " vota mea Domini," &c.j "1 will

pay my vows unto the Lord, in the sight of

all His people, in the courts of the house of the

Lord!" Then kneeling again, the Comfiteer

was said, after which, the bishop pronouncing
the " Domine non sum dignus," &c ;

*
Lord, I

ann not worthy that Thou shouldst come under

my roof," approached the grate bearing the

Holy Eucharist, which he held before her while

she thus pronounced her vows reading
" In the name of our Lord and Saviour. Jesus

Christ, and under the protection of His immacu-
late Mother, Mary, ever Virgin. 1, Veronica

Burleigb,, called in religion, Sister Veronica Giu-

liana, ol che Most Holy Trinity, do vow and

promise to God, perpetual poverty, chastny,

obedience, and the service of the poor, sick and

ignorant, to persevere unto the end of my life in

this Institute of our Blessed Lady of Mount Car-

mel, according to its approved rule and consti-

tution, under the authority, and in presence of

you, my Right Reverend Father in God, Paul
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Peter Andrews, Bishop of this Diocess, and of

our Reverend Mother, Catherine Wilmington,
called in religion, Ignatia, Mother Superior of

this Convent of our Lady of Mount Carmel, this

28th day of October, in the year of our Lord,
18."
Then writing her name, and making the sign

of the cross after it with the pen, she passed the

deed to the Lady Superior, who knelt at her

right '.and.

The mo'it interestingthe most awful moment
of the august ceremonial had now comethe
moment when, having pledged herself to her di-

vine spouse, she was to receive, in return, his

pledge and earnest of mystical union ; that in-

stant wa arrived, when the bishop, repeating
the following words, administered to her the

the shroud, the coffin, the pall, the grave, had
swum in darkly between me and all I loved on
earth. I do not know how I left the chapel.

CHAPTER XL.

THE SECRET CRIME CONTINUED.

Ah ! wretch believed the spouse of God in vain,
Confessed within the slave of love and man

Pope.

I was ill for a long time after that ceremony.
When 1 recovered, the world had lost iis charms,
if indeed it had ever possessed any for me. I

resolved to follow the example of my sister. I

Holy Eu.-harist " What God has commenced in i

determined to enter the priesthood. I re entered

thee, may He Himself perfect, and may our
Lorrf Jesus Christ preserve thy soul unto life

everlasting Amen."

Turning from the grate, ard kneeling to the

Lady Superior, Veronica received from her hand
the consecrated ring, while the whole choir rang
cut again in the Veni Spousa Christi;"

Come, Spouse of Christ." Veronica then sang
with solemn and touching effect" Suscipe me,
Domine," three times, in honor of the Blessed

Trinity. Then kneeling, she received the Black
Vei-l from the bishop, who said, while placing it

on her head

Receive the holy veil, the emblem of chas-

tity and modesty, which mayest thou carry be-
fore the judgment seat of our Lord Jesus Christ,
that thou mayest have eternal life. Amen."
Then rising from her kneeg, and standing up,

holding her lighted taper, the newly professed
nun sa-ng the "Posuit Signum;" "He hag

placed His seal upon my forehead," &c. Then
followed the august rite of the bishop's benedic-
tion from the altar responded to in every
clause by the now kneeling nun. Then was
chanted the Regnum Mundi," at the end of

which Veronica prostrated herself, and while
thu* lying metaphorically dead, the glorious
*'- Te Dtum." arose from the whole Holy Brother-
hood anrt Sisterhood, in full choir.*

I s-aw no more. My head reeled. I felt that

* NOTE. I have had repeated opportunities of

seeinff ihe ceremony of taking the While Veil and
the Black: Veil at the Convent of the Visitation, at

Georgetown Nevertheless, for this authentic de-

cripiioo, I am indebted to a rare volume, kindly
loaned me for th;- purpose by a Roman Catholic

clergyman I thought that the ceremony would be
interest! g in most of my readers, as among eventhe
ew wh-> hav- opportunities of witnessing the rices,
here are fewer still who can get near enough the
iltar to *ee, or are sufficiently familiar with the
itua! to follow the rapid enunciation of the officiating
jriesta and deacons in the services conducted in
Latin.

my college, and commenced a course of theolo-

gical reading the same year. I became interest-

ed in my studies strongly attracted to my
chosen vocation. I grew to think that I was
called to it. I think so still. I grew quiet
then cheerful. In due course of time I was ap-
pointed to this same ministry. Here I made
many friends, found congenial pursuits, and was
very happy in my calling, until one day, when I

received a letter from the Reverend Lady Supe-
rior of the Carmelite Convent, of which Veronica
was professed sister. Imagine the overwhelming
sorrow with which I learned that my sister had
fled her convent, abjured her religion, and mar-
ried ! Bowed to the earth with grief and humi-

liation, without saying one word to any one as
to the cause of my journey, I suddenly left this

neighborhood and repaired to the convent, to

learn there the particulars of the flight. All
that the Abbess had written was confirmed, and
more was told me. Veronica had fled, and the

companion of her flight was a handsome, gay,
and fascinating man, of high rank, and of irre-

proachable reputation certainly whom, by the

way, I had sometimes seen in my father's house,
and who, the last year of our stay at home,
when Veronica was about fifteen years of age,

bfd paid the beautiful child rather marked atten-

tion. How he found access to her again, how
he contrived to wile her away, no one knew.

They were ma-rried by special license at one of
the Protestant Churches. He had forced the
sisterhood to give up, or perhaps they had volun-

tarily yielded the considerable property she had

brought to the institution. I learned that he
had taken her home to a small farm in one of th<

lower counties of Maryland, that formed an item
of her property, and where they were now living.
I was deeply grieved, but this marriage was be-

yond remedy, of course. I returned in deep
mortification to my pastoral charge. I wrote

many letters to my sister, exhorting her, with

every argument and persuasion in my power, at

least to return to the bosom of the mother
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church. I wasted a great deal of controversial

theology upon her, to little or no effect. I never

received an answer ;
I doubt whether she ever

got my letters ;
I have much reason to believe

they were intercepted by her husband- Finally,

in despair of ever receiving a response, I ceased

to write to her. Years passed. And then,

thinking that time might have brought some

change favorable to a free communication be-

tween us, I wrote to her again, but received no

answer. A second time I ceased to importune

her with letters. Several years elapsed, and

then came a yearning of the heart for the com-

panion of my childhood, that obliged me to set

out on the long, rough, country journey, to visit

her. I travelled on horseback, and it took me
six days to reach the mouth of the Patuxent,

where her farm lay. 1 arrived at nightfall, find-

ing there the aged overseer, who had always
farmed the land lor my father during his life-

time. The old man. with his aged wife, now

occupied the farm-house. He invited me into

the large, old-fashioned parlor, where his w.f--

received me with much cordiality. He took my
hat and gloves, laid them aside, gave me the

easiest arm-chair in the cosiest corner of the

ample fire-place, and set a little stand, with a

pitcher of cider and a tumbler, by my si4e

Then requesting his old wife to hurry supper, he

drew the other great arm chair to the opposite

corner of the chimney, and sitting down pre-

pared to entertain me if I were inclined to con-

versation. I lost no time in inquiring after my
Bister and brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Joy. He

gave me the following facts, which 1 shall, for

convenience sake, put into my own words.

When Frank Joy first brought his bride home
he furnished the house with much taste and ele-

gance, Her mother's and her father's old friends

the moRt exclusive of the county aristocracy,

flocked around them the story of her elope-

ment from a convent had preceded them, but in

that Protestant neighborhood, only made the

beautiful bride more an object of interest and

curiosity. Great attention was shown them, es-

pecially as her family was one of the oldest and

most extensively connected in the county. On
their parts also, the rites of hospitality were

munificently dispensed. A series of elegant
little dinner parties, and very select petits wipers
were t;iven by them. These were more recherche

than the entertainments of the neighborhood

usually were. They were greatly admired, as

also were the accomplished host and beautiful

hostess This was. or seemed, a vnry charming
change to U>e simple recluse, who now found

herself a great lady (on a small scale), the cen-

tre of an admiring cir.-le of friends.

A 'severe winter a -vanced upon them, how-

ever; the snow was two feet deep on the ground,
the waters of the bay near the shore were crust-

ed, the river was closed, the free interchange of

visits in the neighborhood was interrupted ; la-

dies certainly could not get out in that severe

weather; their visiting was embargoed. Not
so the hospitalities of the Coast House. A suc-

cession of select and elegan*. oyster suppers and

champagne parties, for gentlemen only, replaced
the former entertainments. From these, of

course, Veronica was absent; but Frank Joy,
with all his elegant accomplishments and grace-
ful fascinations, was there in power and so

those select suppers attracted the elite of

county. Veronica was certainly very much
alone at this time, and would have felt very

lonely doubtless, but that her husband loved her

sincerely, earnestly, passionately, and that con-

soled her fully for the loss of all other society.

An event soon occurred, however, that seri-

ously interrupted her happiness.
One night when she had retired to bed at an

unusually late hour, leaving her husband at sup-

per with his friends, she fell into a sweet, deep

sleep, from which she was suddenly aroused by
loud and angry words in high contention. T*

excited tones came from the supper-room. Sh

started in terror from her bed. The chambei

clock struck three. She listened. The voice*

grew sharp and fierce in conflict And "Cheat !

"Swindler!" "GAMBLER !!" were the terms

reproach she heard scornfully coupled with h<

husband's name. She did not hear his voice

denial smooth, graceful, slippery, and fascin?

ting as a serpent he seemed. She heard hi

melodious tones without catching the words.

But a flah of light had fallen on her life,

revealed many, many obscurities she had not

been able to understand before. Meanwhile tl

oigh, arrogant, and overbearing von-e wa-s It

in its epithets of "Gambler! blackleg! SHARPFR!'

insultingly bestowed upon her handsome and a<

complished her beloved Frank I Dressing hei

self quickly, she descended to the supper-room,
threw open the door, and stood pale and trem-

bling within. The voice that had been high,

sharp and fierce in angry and scornful invective*

a moment before, now instint.Jy ceased. With

that chivalric nay, with that almost religious

homage which Maryland men, even u. moment!

of high excitement or intoxication, pay to wo-

men they all became quiet arid ge>>Tl*manly

soon as Veronica made her momentary appear-

ance among them. Only her Fra-te moved t<

wards her in his graceful manner, and looking in

her face with a lancinating blending of tender-

ness with command, dre*? her arm within his

own, and with gentle force, conducted her frorr

the room back into their own chamber.

" Remain here. I will return and explain soon

soon as 1 set these infernal fellows I mean

gentlemen, away," afld he left her.

An ins*nt after she heard his sweet, melodious

voice, defending: himself with persuasive but

ignoble eloquence. She had been religiously
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brought up educated in a spirit of love, charity

and forgiveness yet ! if these charges were false

she would have had her Frank rather thrust them

down the throat of the charger, than plead his

defence in this sweet, melodious tone ! and if

true! but he loved her dearly, she knew it, she

would ask him ! No ! she could not do that

either! A*k him! that would be to insult him;
should she insult him also she! just after he bad

been subjected to so much contumely no ! no !

no ! never !

Presently she heard the company disperse

quietly his eloquence, or their consideration

for herself, or both had prevailed. Frank trip-

ped lightly up the stairs entered laughing,

laughing gayly. Oh! how she wished he haH

not laughed. Whether true or false the charges
that laugh was too ignoble then ! He crossed

the chamber threw himself gayly and grace-

fully into a chair, and drew her to his bosom.
< My pet ! my soft, my delicate, my trembling

little pet! So they woke you up with their

noise, and terrified you with their violence."

Nothing could be more f-oothing, more affec-

tionate than his manner. She replied,
"
Well, never mind now. Jt is all over, dear !

And you are very good, instead of getting an-

gry as some men would, because I came in upon

you then only to feel sympathy with my wo-

manish tremors. 1 am not given to such trem-

bling, however ;
I never was !"

"My darling ! I have so much sympathy for

these womanish tremors, that if they ever

alarm them again, the brutes ! they shall never

come here again! that is all!"

" Never come here again !' I hope some of

them will never dare ! Oh ! Franky, keep your

forbearance, your tenderness, for your little

spo-i-led wife not for them ! resent ! punish such

insult, as you forgave to-day !"

"'Resent! punish!' is that the advice given

by my little nun?" he asked, gently caressing
h*r.

Indeed it is, Franky! I can bear offence my-
self, but I c^n't endure to see you bear it ! I

ean-not, indeed, Franky ! Oh, ! please stretch that

man at your feet, with the poker, the very next

time ho calls you such names! do, Franky! it is

/, your timorous little wife, who loves you, too,

that asks you to do it, because I can not live to

see you bear insult!"

" Woat! knock down General Hector Mount-

leopard ! a man four times my weight, and twice

my ase, d.er ?"
" Ife* ! if age don't bring respectability, 1 do

not see why it &hou ; d be respected /"
" Ah ! but suppose in knocking him down with

the poker, I kill him, and am hanged for it ? how
then?'' atkrid Frank Joy, with a charming
arc^ress.

Oh ! I never thought of that ! f cever once

thought of that ' 1

only thought of the insult

139

deserving punishment! I only ihought of en.

forcing a respect to my Franky'a dignity
"

"Yes, you impulsive little creature! It is

your charming red hair, that makes you so fiery-

tempered ! For it is red, you little vixen ! Gol-

den, your admirers call it! Yes, but it is red-

gold! Kiss me, darling! and forget all the

rude brutes that have disgraced themselves and
terrified you, this evening!"
She was soothed, not satisfied. All the next

week there were no suppers. At the end of the

week, a handsome set of jewels arrived from
Baltimore for Veronica. It was with a gay af-

fectionate smile that Frank displayed them be-

fore her. Veronica had, just at this time, an al-

most childish passion for dress; this was, of

course, the greater for its novelty ;
the re-action

of her re-nunciatory enthusiasm at the convent.
" The greater the sinner, the greater the saint,"
is a familiar proverb. The converse of that ap-

peared to be true in Veronica's case. For a time,
amused by her baubles, she almost ceased to

think of the incident that had troubled her so

much at the supper.

A dinner-party was given, at which, among
other guests, appeared General Hector Mount-

leopard; but notwithstanding Frank's warning
to her, and his gay and smiling request to her,
to be courteous to all his guests, Veronica met
the General with a freezing hauteur, that with

all his arrogance, seriously discomposed that geoi-

tleman's self-possession. At the end of the din-

ner, Frank looked grave and displeased, for the

first time in their married life; and Veronica
was unhappy. For what purpose could Frank
be so servile to an arrogant and purse proud
man, who had grossly insulted him ? And why
should a man like General Hector Mountleopard,
appear again at the table of a host whom he had

degraded with such epithets as <
Sharper Black-

leg ?' But the latter question was more easily
answered. Few, indeed, could resist the fasci-

nations of Frank Joy's sunshiny temper and

sparkling wit
; and that singular look of candor

in his broad white open brow with its cluster-

ing black curls ! (Look at Harry's, it is the same
brow !)

Weeks passed, and still the handsome, gay
and alluring man, drew constantly around him
the gentry of the neighborhood. Veronica had a

great concentrativeness of mind. Any impor-
tant idea that once seized her possessed, ab-
sorbed her. Little things were constantly oc-

curring to feed and keep alive the suspicion ex-
cited by the quarrel at supper As Winter ad-
vanced towards Spring, she could but observe
that the county ladies neglected her. Proud
and shy she kept at home. Her husband was
amassing large sums of money, she knew by
what means, she did not know. The warm, af-

fectionate, confiding intercourse, that had hith-

erto existed between them
f was cooling off. If
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was not she felt it from any declension of love

n either side ! it was because some wrong thing

had come between them.

O.ie day Frank Joy had a large dinner-party.

The company sat late over their wine
;
and then

kept up their revels all night. Veronica did not

sleep at all. The noise assisted her mental

anxiety, and kept her awake. At dawn of day,
the wild, disorderly company broke up. Frank

Joy came, gay, laughing, roystering, but sober,

up the stairs. Stopped Veronica's questionings

wit-, a kiss and began to pack his portmantua
for a journey.

Why, where are you going, FrankyV
" To Baltimore, on sudden business," he an-

wered; and the next hour he embarked in a

packet that passed, and was off sure enough.

She afterwards discovered that the "sudden

business" was the deposit of a large sum of

money in bank, which he did not deem it safe to

keep about the house. In the course of that day
a carriage rolled into the yard. A venerable

lady, clothed in black, descended from it, and

leaning on the arm of a young fragile girl, tot-

tered feebly towards the house.

Veronica, from the windows of her sitting-

room, recognized Mrs. Martha Downs and her

giand-daughter Mrs. Mountleopard, the youth-

ful wife of General Mountleopard. This was

the first visit Veronica had received ior many
months

;
and it took her rather by surprise. She

threw a large thin shawl about her shoulders, and

went down to meet them. They were already
in the parlor. There was a gravity upon the

face of the old lady, a distress upon that of the

young one, that startled Veronica w.ith a vague

presentiment. She went up to them and wel-

comed them, courteously offering her hand. The
old lady gravely withdrew hers, and immediate-

ly opened the subject of her visit. She spoke in

severe terms of their (Frank and Veronica's)

having allured her son-in-law to their house led

him into intoxication and gambling, and won

large sums of money from him
;
of his having,

the preceding night, been made drunk, and

swindled out of an immense amount of money.
Shocked and indignant, Veronica's red,

"
golden

red" hair, fairly bristled with scorn and anger.
And she said it was not to be supposed that she

knew anything about her husband's amusements

among his gentlemen guests but that it was

very absurd to hint, far less to say that he, who
was almost a boy in years and in thoughtless-

ness, should be able to tempt a veteran sinner

like General Mountleopard.
" Ah ' you think we don't know ! You think

we are deceived by your affectation of youthful

simplicity! But we know all the neighbor-
hood knows that you two are in league I that

your husband is as great a rogue as you are !

that with your youth, beauty, wit, fascinations,

you charm all the youog, and delude all the old

of the neighborhood, to their destruction ! All

the county know that you keep a gambling-
house ! and the authorities are already advised

of that circumstance. And 1 come to counsel

you to re-fund, and save yourselves from the

vengeance of the law, and my unfortunate son-

in-law from utter ruin !"

Language can ill describe the mixed and blen-

ded emotions of scorn, anger, suspicion, and

shame, that raged in the high spirited woman's
bosom. She grew white. She arose from her

chair, tottered to the corner of the chimney-piece
and pulled the bell rope. A servant entered.

"Show these women out," she said, with cold

and ashen lips, and trembling, left the room.

That night Veronica was prematurely confined

of a dead infant. A fortnight after, when Frank

Joy returned, he found her still dangerously ill.

She recovered.

But neither the loss of their child nor the ex-

treme illness of Veronica, arrested the down-

ward course of the infatuated gambler. If it

were a fact that he drew men to their ruin with

an irresistible fascination it was also a fatal

truth, that he himself was the charmed victim

of a passion, a fiend who was his tyrant.

I described Veronica as possessing a high

spirit and an ardent temperament, great concen-

tration of mind, and intensity of feeling. It was
in vain now, that Frank Joy sought, by his

charming caresses and sparkling sallies of wit,

to beguile her thoughts and feelings from dwel-

ling on the disgraceful facts recently confirmed

to her. Perhaps no one, n^t even her husband

ah ! least of all he no one but myself, her com-

panion from the cradle, could estimate the vio-

lence of the mortal struggle that now convulsed

her soul the struggle between her passionate at-

tachment to her husband, and the high uncompro-

mising sense of honor that urged her to oppose,
to the death, all that was evil in his character

and conduct.

He had been to her a sort of oracle an em-
bodiment of her high ideal of moral and intel-

lectual excellence. It was because he had looked

upon her monastic vow as a superstitious act,

that she had been led to view it in the same

light. That was the infatuation of passion.

But now she discovered, with what extreme

anguish of soul, few who did not know her would

understand that her beautiful, her accomplish-

ed, her most excellent one, for whom in her fond

and blind idolatry she had abandoned her con-

vent and her religion whom in her madness she

had suffered to take the place of all intermediate

between her soul and God was what ? Gam-

bler, cheat, COWARD I She never even in her

thought*, degraded him with these names yet
this was what she gradually felt him to be

aye, even as she would feel the approach of

death, for it hilled her ! But I am anticipating.

As she recovered temporarily from her illness
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the orgies at Coast House were revived in ten-

fold energy. She utterly, and to the death, as I

said, opposed them. Had she not loved Frank

so truly taken his faults to heart so bitterly

suffered vicmonsly, one might say, all the bit-

ter remorse and humiliation he should have suf-

fered; had she been content, as some women are

comfortably to take all the good her husband

could bring her, and quietly to wash her hands

of ail the evil through which it came then she

might have been happy in this world might at

least have been free from personal inconvenience

personal violence ; for Frank loved her if he

loved anything. Perhaps she did not go the right

way to work, to reclaim him. Perhaps she could

not have reclaimed him at all. At all events,

when once assured of his vice when once all

barriers of esteem and delicacy were thrown

down between them, she bitterly upbraided him
;

sternly and stubbornly setting her face against

his proceedings. Frank's good humor was great,

but not invincible. This opposition from her, at

last aroused his anger and many quarrels oc-

cured between them. Veronica was no patient

and resigned victim ; neither was she a weeping
and wailing one. No ! the same fire of tempe-

rament, that burned with such intense devotion

when fed by religion blazed fiercely now when

blown by a righteous anger for it was righteous

in itself, only evil in its excess. Often when he

would be holding his revels below, she would

suddenly appear amidst them with her red hair

flashing, and her eyes blazing with indignation,

and by the mere power of her moral force,

however injudiciously exerted, disperse the revel-

lers; but oh! these scenes would be followed

by others of great, of/ revolting violence, when
once the guests had departed, and they were

alone together and the beautiful, fascinating

and debonair gentlemen, would be transformed

into a perfect demon of vengeance and cruelty !

Professed nun as she had been, she was na-

turally neither saint nor angel only a beauti-

ful, high-spirited, woman; she therefore took

no sort of ill -treatment patiently; but, alas! her

fragile form did not second her high spirit, and

she suffered frightfully at these times! She

might have evaded all this, by leaving him
;
but

she would not do that. Like almost any other

unperverted woman, she felt that any sort of a

life with her husband, was better than any sort

of a life withow* him, (only she was determined

not to second, but to oppose hia evil doings ;) and

so thought Frank by his wife, and fiercely as

they quarrelled, he would have done anything
on earth, except give up the gaming-table, before

he would have let her go.
So passed the year.
The first of the next January having, locust-

like, stripped the neighborhood as nearly as he

could do it, Frank Joy left the Coast House un-

der the care of the overseer, and left the State.

His departure was as sudden as a flight.

* *

What I have now told you was partly gather-

ed from the lips of the overseer, and afterwards

from those of others some details long after-

wards from my sister. 1 inquired where they
had gone. The overseer informed me th*t they
had no stationary home, but that now their Post-

Office, when last heard from, was New Orleans.

1 wrote to my sister that night, and mailed the

letter the next morning, at the first post-town I

passed on my return home. I bitterly reproach-
ed myself for not having visited her neighbor-
hood before, though then two hundred miles

through the almost unbroken wilderness between

these settlements and the settlements in the

lower part of Maryland, was a very perilous jour-

ney to undertake. I received no answer from

my sister. The old overseer died the next year

I heard it long after, by a mere chance and the

old Coast House was shut up. Several years

passed, and still I heard no tidings of Veronica.

I grew to think she was dead. I became ex-

tremely interested in my parish; formed a strong

and lasting friendship for several of my parish-

ioners, among whom were then old Mrs. Darling,

in the very noon of her life and beauty, and Co-

lonel Summerfield, who afterwards married Miss

Darling, and became the father of Imogene. The
two families of Red- Stone Hall and Oak Grove

gradually took the place of my blood relations in

my heart. They were as dear to me as mother

and father, sisters, brothers and children
;
and

they repaid my love an hundred fold
;

I was to

them as a son a brother or a father. Many
years passed away, during which I heard nothing

of my sister. Many changes had taken p'ace in

my secluded parish. The children I had christ-

ened when I first entered upon my clerical du-

ties were now grown up, some of them married,

but these were girls who had married young
and mothers whom I had christened were now

bringing their infants to the baptismal font. My
sister semed forgotten. Her name had long since

ceased to be mentioned. Her mysterious dis-

appearance with her husband had become an ob-

solete "tale of old times," and 1 had grown to

think of her only as a brilliant and transient

light a meteor that had flashed upon my early

path of life, and disappeared forever as a fierce

young spirit early perjured early rebellious

quickly fallen, and quickly called to her dread

account ; or, I thought of her distant, unknown

grave, where her bones had long since moulder-

ed into dust ; when, one day, I received sudden

news of her that great God ! that suddenly !

unexpectedly ! blindly I fatally ! led me in-

to the perpetration of that crime, the contempla-
tion of which turned my hair snow white at for-

ty-seven the memory of which has darkened

all my days with remorse alarmed all my nights

with terror !
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CHAPTER XLl.

THE SECRET CRIME CONTINUED.

Aye ! He \v t-n and eanh do cry
u
Impossible !"

The shuddering angels 'round the eternal throne,

Veili-g themselves in glory, shriek '

Impossible!"

But hell doih know it true.

Maturings Bertram,

Many times during the recital of this story the

old mat bad paused and rested. Now he stopped

to take som*- refreshment, and then strengthened

and calmed by the composing manner of his

young attendant, went on with his story.

There is nothing that strikes me with more

force than the often utter unconsciousness of a

great criminal before the crime, of the terrible

precipice of guilt upon which he stands. " Is

thy servant a dog that he should do this thing ?"

was the honest and indignant question of the

aelf-ignorant Hazael. to the wise, far-seeing

prophet. Even so honest would have been the

ind g riant repudiation echoed from the very heart

of many a criminal, if foretold his crime a week,
a day, an hour, before its perpetration ! Sudden,

unexpected, almost irresistible temptation falls

upon an unprepared soul; passions aroused to

almost maniac fury nearly or quite overwhelm

reason and self-control ;
such is the history of

most crime. He who was free from crime as

the greater portion of his fellow beings when he

lost his self-possession, finds himself a criminal

at whose deeds a world shudders when he comes

" to himself," and ah ! there is nothing on earth

or in hell so wretched <as his remorse. The les-

son should teach us this: great pity for the

criminal ;
strict watchfulness over our own dan-

gerous passion*.

I was one day reading in my small study a

rare old illuminated volume of the fourteenth

century, that Mrs. Summerfield, during her then

late bridal tour, had picked up at New York, and

just presented to me
; my feet were on the hob,

for it was a chilly day in September, just making
a fire comfortable. / was extremely comforta-

ble in mind and body little dreaming that I was

then enjoying my very last hour of earthly ease

that in twenty minutes more the first of a

series of events should occur that should deprive

all my future of peace. Had any one in that

nour of easy enjoyment foretold a sudden ca-

lamity of which I should be the victim
;
a fire

that should consume me
; a fall from a horse, or

a carriage that should kill me
;
a sudden illness

that should carry me off
;
I should not have been

scornfttlly incredulous at least ; for such things

happen in some part of the world every week
but ! had any prophet or angel foretold a sud.

den crime of which 7 should be the perpetrator
I should have felt like repulsing the prophecy in

the indignant language of Hazael. " Is thy ser-

vant a DOG that he should do this thing ?" Well,

to go on I was sitting in ease and comparative

innocence, when Mattie carna smiling inshe
was a woman of early mid-age then and laid

upon my reading-desk a letter. 1 took it up

carelessly. I had no correspondents of much
interest. I started slightly, however, wnen 1

noticed the post-mark Green Mills the super-

scription was in a strange nand to me. 1 broke

the seal and merely read

COAST HOUSE, near Green Mills, September.
My Only Brother - If possibly you are yet in

the land of the living, and yet resident at Sacred

Heart, where 1 shall direct this letter, hasten im-

mediately to

Your only sister in extremity,
VERONICA.

I rode like lightning to Squire Darling's. I

borrowed the swiftest horse in his stables, and

that same night set out for Maryland I rode as

for life. Oh, no one knows or could ever know
how 1 loved that long lost twin sister of mint

my only love from infancy to age. I hurried on

half delirious with joy, expectancy, and fear!
" Extremity !" what extremity ? Extreme ill-

nes* death? Should she be dead when 1 should

reach Coast House ? I shuddered and hastened

faster on perhaps it was only extreme poverty !

That indeed might have been reasonably pre-

dicted from the wild improvident course of their

lives. Ah ! if poverty were the extremity, how

easy to spare from my own provision enough to

sustain her slender wants or, had she children?

A hundred thoughts, anxieties, anticipations

rushed through my mind as day and night I hur-

ried on still blaming myself for an unchristian

loss of self-possession.

1 had nearly killed Squire Darling's valuable

" blood" by the time I reached Green Mills. 1

left him exhausted at the inn and haste&ed on, on

foot, to Coast House. I knew something of the

present condition of the old homestead from

hearsay the house nearly ruined and standing

alone in an acre or so of thistle and weed cover-

ed land the farm sold and annexed to surround-

ing large plantations a few squalid huts in

which vegetated a few wretched old
negroeSj

past service, who were suffered to keep a foot-

hold on their native soil, and gain a meagre living

by trapping small game, fishing, wool picking,

knitting coarse stockings, etc.

That evening ! What an evening it was ! It

was growing dark, and an army of storm clouds

were mustering in the North- West as I approach-

ed Coast House. I heard the dull booming of

the bay against the cliffs like the opening of a

cannonading. The naked house loomed large

and black through the dusky night. I clambered

over the broken heaps of stones that had Jong

ago formed the wall, and with a heavy, heavy

sinking of the heart, went up to the gre&t door

of the formidable looking black front. 1 rapped,

and my rap echoed mourniully hollowly thiouj
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the vacant and deserted halls. All was dark and

silent and in the stillness I heard the muttering

of the coming storm and the booming of the bay.

I rapped again feeling faint with vague terror

again the cannonading of the bay against the cliff

was the only sound that feariully broke the si-

lence. I turned the handle of the lock and

pushed the door open it fell with a heavy, loud

clang that aroused all the roaring echoes of the

cavernoui old house. I felt ashamed of the

nervousness that shook me like an ague as I

passed on over the fallen door, and opening a

side door on the right, went into the room that had

been the family sitting-room of old. As 1 en-

tered, the lurid light of a smouldering fire in the

ample fire-place, revealed the form of an infirm

woman who had risen from her seat, still holding
j

on the arm of the chair, supporting her frail form.

* Did you not hear me knock ?" asked 1.

* Hear you knock no ! how should 1 hear you

knock, amid the noises of this place? I hear

only the wind roaring through the house win-

dow-iismes shaking, sashes rattling, shutters

sometimes falling off ! A door fell just now! but

what do you want? he is not here if-you are one

01 tnem"
" I want I want is Mrs. , do you

know whether any of the family of the proprie-

tor is about ?"

The woman was looking at me wistfully

searchingly then sinking back in her chair, she

exclaimed, almost inaudibly,
'

My God! my brother."

"Veronica! oh, no! no! this is not my sis-

ter !"

1 knelt down before her, took her hands, and

gazed intently into her face I could read there

not one single look of my sister ! the features

were different, the expression was different.

Could this old and haggard woman possibly be

Veronica? I was pierced through with a real

ard painful doubt as kneeling 1 held her hands

and gazed in'o her face.

" Am I go very much changed, then ?" she

asked.

" Changed ! You are revolutionized you are

exchanged if indeed you ever were my sister!

Ob ! Veronica, ! Veronica ! my sister ! my sister /"

i dropped my head weeping upon her lap, and

her head fell upon mine, and her arms entwined

me. When this was over, I arose and sat by her

side.

" Have you eat any supper ?""she asked.
" No, Veronica, nor have I any appetite to eat."

" Yet you must do so," she said, and going to

the old corner cupboard, she took out a little

tea-kettle and filling with water from a bucket

on a bench, she hung it over the fire and threw

oj
more chips from a pile near at hand. It seem-

ed indeed as if the sitting-room of the ruinoua

old dwelling served as parlor, kitchen, scullery,

wood-shed, and for every other purpose.

"Veronica, since you will have supper pre-

pared, let me prepare it ! Heavens ! how feeble

you seem," said I, ashamed DOW that 1 had let

her lift her hand to serve me.

Ah ! 1 am accustomed to these things ! 1

have cooked for Frank a long time," she said,

drawing out a little table and setting some miss-

matched crockery ware upon it; after which she

dropped trembling and fainting into the chair,

and 1 saw with grief how much the little effort

had fatigued and exhausted her<

" Ah, Veronica, of all our peoole i* there none

left to wait on you ?"

She smiled.

"Christie takes care of my little house-keep-

ing, but Christie goes to her quarter at night.

Besides, this evening 1 want you to myself."
She got up and made the tea

; put a corn john-

ny cake and a piece of cold roast rabbit on the

table, and invited me to sit down. I did so to

please her, forcing an appetite \ did not feel.

" To-morrow if you stay with me you shall

have some oysters," she said "old Tom is

going down to the oyster-banks to get some.

You never get them where you live up there in

the Virginia mountains they will be a welcome
old rarity to you."

Oh, it hurt me so to hear her talking of small

paltry comforts for me, while she herself seemed

to try to conceal some great grief that yet her

heart-broken look still betrayed.
" My poor sister, I thank you. But do not

trouble yourself about my eating it is giving
undue importance to a trifle. I shall do well

enough. I am neither invalid nor epicurean."

"Ah! well! perhaps I do give
< undue im-

portance* to the subject but then it is habit. 1

have been caterer and cook for an epicurean all

my life nearly."

This was the second time Veronica alluded to

this fact. After supper I would not permit her

to wash up the dishes, but pushed the table back

myself and drew our chairs to the fire, which I

mended and made to blaze brightly, and sat

down. I looked inquiringly into Veronica's face.

Up to this time I had not asked her a question of

her life, nor did I intend to trouble her with one,
but resolved to wait until she should voluntarily
confide in me. I did not even know whether

her husband was living or dead; whether, if

living, he were with her; whether they had any
children ; or indeed any other fact of her late

married life. She replied to my look of interest

by saying,
" I wrote to you, my brother, under a sure

conviction of approaching death, in order to con-

fide to your care one charge the child of my
old age !"

"Your old age, my sister my twin sister!

why, I am in the prime of life, and the few silver

threads mingling with my black hair were
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whitened by trouble, not time trouble for you,

Veroni-a!"

"I am sorry for that. Yes! my old age- Some

tnater>al~ wear out sooner than others, and *ome

have harder usage than others. 1 was of ma-

terial qu ckly worn oat, and of a spirit <;hat

quickly consumes such; besides I had truch

usage, and bad usage. I have led a wiid, said

life since 1 saw you last- I am aged at torty-

two."
" Ah, Veronica ! my sister ! my sweet sister !

1 know it ! I have heard something of your fuflVr-

ings before you left the tnble. Oh! the wrtt'Ji!"

" Hush I Let no idle words be spoken, J sent

for you to give into your charge my last gift

a legacy the child of my old age, as I said

whose advent I am daily expecting whose bitth

1 can never survive. I am too old, too broken.

I have suffered too greatly and for too long a

time. I have been the mother of children already,

and never possessed two living at the same time.

I have seen them perish one by one from expo-

sure to the inclemency of the weather in cold

climes ;
from the baleful miasma of hot un-

healthy countries ;
from want, fatigue, ill usage,

from which I had not always the power to shield

them, or neglect which could not always be

avoided. Their very graves lie far apart
"

Have you led such a widely roving life,

then, Veronica ?"

"Listen!" she said, nnd then she gave me the

following account. I will not repeat what I have

already told you, namely, that which I learned

from the old overseer; but continue her story

from the point at which he left it ; or, rather,

from an event that occurred a few days before

they left the State, and I will tell you in her

own words :

Things had gone on in this way, after the

loss of our first child, from bad to worse, until

one day when I was sitting in my chamber alone,

he suddenly ran into the house and up the stairs,

and, breathless, said

Veronica ! prepare instantly to set out with

me from here !"

"In the name of Heaven, what do you

mean ?" exclaimed I, terrified at his blanched

countenance and trembling frame.

I have no time for explanations f none ! my
liberty ! my life ! depend upon my instant flight,

but I will not leave you ! Be ready ; we must

take the packet that passes here in fifteen mi-

nutes!"

All the time he *poke, he was wildly empty-

ing a wardrobe of its miscellaneous contents,

and rapidly packing them into a trunk, while

with the speed of fear, he locked and strapped

it down, and hastily calling two men, dispatched

them with it to the beach.

"Fire and flames! why do you stand gazing

there ?" he angrily asked of me.

and cloak, and he drawing me after him, hurried

down and out of the house, and fled to the

beach- There, while waiting the passage of the

packet, his agitation defies all description His

furtive glances thrown out over the country ;
his

sudden pallor when the sound of horses' feet

were heard upon the distant road, all betrayed
the extreme terror of a criminal in mortal fear

of pursuit and arrest. The packet passed at

length, stopped, put out a boat, took us on

board, and in an hour from the time of my sit-

ting quietly in my chamber, I found myself un-

expectedly on board of a schooner flyhvg be-

tween Baltimore and Norfolk- W> reached the

latter city lite in the night. A vessel was to

sail for Charleston, South Carolina, with the first

morning tide. We embarked on board of her,

and in due time reached that city. There I

thought we might have rested and breathed

Not so. He inquired for a vessel for New Or-

leans. One was to sail in a few days, and it w?

with the greatest restlessness and the utmost

trepidation that he awaited the time of sailing.

He changed his name, dyed his hair, and kept

quiet. The day came, we sailed. We reached

the city of New Orleans We put up at fashion-

able hotel. The first thing I saw on the parlor

table was the daily paper ;
the first paragraph

that met my eye was the advertisement of a re-

ward of five hundred dollars offered for the ap-

prehension of a forger to the amount of twenty
thousand dollars, and the name of trmt forger

was Francis Joy, of Coast House, Gr^en Mills,

Maryland ! 1 was not given to faintiE-g, scream-

ing, weeping, paleness, or any other interesting

feminine tremors. I thirik that grief, fea., ynor-

tification every feeling was lost in a storm of

unutterable scorn and anger. He just then hur-

ried into the room, and met my eyes flashing

with a consuming wrath, no doubt, for 1 felt

them so ! and for I never was either a weak

or a meek woman! brother, we should h-ave

had a terrible scene, without any sort of doubt,

but that he, who had seen the adveniserc-ent,

fearing to trust too much to his disguise and

change of name, had come in to hasten our de-

parture. We went to the city of Mexico. Ho
had a very large amount of money with him I

think that before he fled, he had taken time to

draw all his money from the various banks ia

which it had been from time to time temporarily

deposited. I think also that he had placed the

arrangement of his business in the hands of ona

of his comrades, who remained behind, and who

also cheated him, in refutation o.f the adage that

tells us there is " honor among thieves." The

forgery you heard of it, my brother 1"

Never nor is it strange that I should not.

Few papers reach our secluded neighborhood,

and those few are weeklies 5 from which all un-

necessary matter is expunged ; besides, I was

A.S one in a bewildered droam, I put on bonnet indebted for my reading of newspapers to Squire
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Darling and to Colonel Summerfield, and it is

is likely that had the advertisement, or any
notice of that forgery appeared in our papers,

they would have carefully withheld them, and

concealed it from me. You must know, also,

that though 1 constantly thought of you, dear

Veronica, I never spoke of you. As for the

forgery, things of that sort follow each other

with such lamentable rapidity, that a new in-

stance quickly supplants an old one in public

thought."
" Yes, that is so," my sister said, and then

continued

We lived in Mexico two or three years. He
had a very large sum of money, as I said, and

made a great deal more 5 and so we lived in

tyle. He spoke Spanish like a native, and had

lost none of his fascinations. I saw victim after

victim ensnared and lost* I never ceased to ex-

postulate with him, and where another and a

gentler woman would have wept, I upbraided !

It was my nature to quarrel rather than to cry !

And he would, sometimes, when I had in nay
utter scorn of his courses said something to hisn

almost too plain and bitter ever to be forgiven,

gaily attribute it to my " red hair," and laugh-

ingly caress me. Ah ! it was because he was
such a splendid fellow, ruined, that in spite of

his gigantic faults, I loved him so passi6nately !

quarrelled with him so fiercely! and would have

reformed him violently ! since it was not in me
to do it gently. Ah, yes ! he was a magnificent
ailure ! a splendid ruin ! He had no faults to-

wards me^ He had no infidelity towards me in

11 our married life, he was faithful to me in

lought as in deed. I know and feel it ! Not-

withstanding all our fierce contentions, he loved

through all ! He loves me still ! Gray-hair-

d, haggard as 1 am, while ke, though older, re-

aios all his pristine strength and beauty he

>ves me still ! Though at last 1 have abandon-

d him, he loves me still! He will love me
ver ! he will come here to seek me ! He had

magnanimity toward me ! When we have quar-
elled violently, and I, in the very frenzy of

inger at seeing one I loved so well, acting t.so

wrongly, have said words no other man OH

irth could have forgotten or forgiven, he has

reely forgiven them, laying them all upon the

cape-goat the red hair !"

"And did these contests always end so

uietly?" I asked, recollecting what the old

verseer had told me of "personal violence"

ren before they left Maryland. "Did these

ffrays always end so quietly ?"
Her pale face flushed over.

Alas, no ! How could it be so ? Generally,
ideed, my bitterest reproaches were met with

caress, or, at worst, with a jest, and his worst
rord in rejoinder would be, <Red Hair;' but
lere were times, when under the influence of

riae, he would cruelly abuse me. These in-
13

stances were rare, ana followed by a bitterness

of regret and self-reproach on his part, that I

never knew him to feel for any other act. He ever

seemed to think that he could never do enough
to convince me of his sorrow ; he would tell me

what, indeed, I knew from my experience of

him, that intoxication generally metamorphosed
a person ; totally reversing, for the time being,
their natural disposition ; making the naturally

ill-tempered good-humored and gentle, and exci-

ting the good-natured and cheerful to irritability

and anger. I could easily forgive him all his

abuse of me. It was, at worst, only a piece of

savage human nature to strike when angry.

Alas, there are more disgraceful things than

that in civilization, and for those things, I con-

tinued to disagree with him. In this way we
led a wretched life, certainty, though we were
too strongly attached to each other to separate.

He took me with him, opposing his manner of

life all the time, in all his tramps through the

country, and I, in spite of every inconvenience,
was very willing to go. I think when people

quarrel and part, there is certainly no love at

bottom. We quarrelled like two very bad chil-

dren or two tigers, loving each other dearly be-

tween the times. Yes, positively, we quarrelled

until not our love, but the meaning of words was
worn out with constant use, and the abuse meant

nothing. We stayed in Mexico several years

in the city of Mexico two or three years. YOH
and others will thmk we were very wrong to

contend BO Our quarrels, at least, were of

my getting up. I could not patiently see him

go on as he did, even though I should reap the

benefit ;
neither could I leave him upon any ac-

count. Twice I was arrested with him when
we were both indicted for keeping a gambling
house. I, of course, had nothing to do with it,

unless my constant and unremitting opposition
was "

aiding and abetting" the unlawful enter-

prise ; yet I was positively better contented

when equally sharing all his bad luck- We
were compelled to leave Mexico. We dared not

yet return to the United States we went to Ha-
vana. We spent several years there. There

we had another child a little girl that lived a

whole year, and grew very dear to her fafeer

and to me she was a treasure and a consolation

beyond value. I lost her in her second summer,
and then my health failed.

Ten years had now passed since we left the

States, and thirteen years since our marriage.

We returned, under another name, and lived

about in various places in the South for four or

five years. I had, in the course of those years,

two other children little angels who seemed

to have just flitted through this world on thek

swift way to Heaven; one grave is in the

prairies of the North-West Territory, and one

in the forests of Kentucky. Do 1 tell you this

waste of life coolly ? I did not take it so ; look!
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my hair it quite gray, and A am, you know, but

forty-two! We led a tramping, vagrant life;

now he would be joined to a gang of counter-

feiters now one of a company of travelling

gamblers.* In all his tramps, I was by his

ide, often the only female in a gang of Irom six

to twenty men. always exposed to rudeness,

often to insult. He would not permit me to re-

main behind, nor would 1 have consented to

stay. I was ever by his side, frequently expos-

tulating, opposing, upbraiding. You would have

thought, in so many years of opposition, that I

would have grown weary of the task and aban-

doned it; not so! I had an untiring spirit,

though always, always his companion, I was

never bis accomplice !

Within the last few years his temper had be.

come very gradually soured and irritable his

habit of intoxication increased fearfully upon
him. I suffered often and frightfully from his

violence of anger and frequent drunkenness.

We were in Mississippi with a gang of bogus

coiners, when I made the discovery that 1 should

probably bring another babe into the world to

perish from want and exposure. He and his

gang were travelling in a caravan, in the guise

of harmless emigrants. Many miles of fatigu-

ing travel, many days of anxiety and nights of

sleeplessness and exposure, had at last made me
ill very ill so ill that I was obliged to stop.

They left me in a woodman's cottage, on the

banks of the Mississippi. He left me my trunk

and a considerable sum of money every cent

he himself had, in fact, and as much more as he

could wrest from the reluctant pockets of his

comrades. He gave me in charge of the wood-

man and his wife, exhorting them to take the

greatest possible care of me, and promising mu-

nificent pay when he should return in a month.

He took leave of me with visible reluctance,

returning again and again to press a kiss upon

my feverish brow, and to repeat his charges and

his adieus. As for his comrades, I believe they

would have been glad, only that they must have

regretted the loss of their cook and seamstress,

for I made their coffee and sewed their buttons

on. A few days' rest and peace restored me. I

was up in a week. Oh ! I cannot make you un-

derstand how highly I appreciated the quiet, se-

cluded sacredness of that little humble family

circle the honest, hard-working woodman and

his indutrious wife, and their aged parent*, and

their young children, supported by their hard but

honest work. I, who had lived for nearly twen-

ty years a vagrant, wandering life, the strolling

* NOTE. In the wandering life of the adventurer's

wife, I have invented no fiction, but simply related

facts taking care to suppress all that was most im-

probable in their real experience. I had the story i

jroon one who had it from the lipa of the suffering
wife
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companion of counterfeiters and blacklegs! it

eemed to me like Heaven to be there a peace
was falling on my spirit. Srrange! though this

was my first parting with Frank, and though 1

had always dreaded such a parting above all

things, yet now I did not feel it very painfully;

every painful feeling was lost in a sense of peace
and rest, a feeling of cessation from evil-doing.

Impossible, my brother, to make you or any one
el*e comprehend who has not experienced it.

After that, I began actually to dread the coorfhg
of Frank, and my forcible re-union with the

band. I began to wish ardently for some quiet)
secluded place, where I could give life to my
babe in safety, and rear it in peace perchance
in goodness.

You know that I was always impulsive, im-

petuous. Well, 1 formed the sudden resolution

of returning home returning here. For me to

make a resolve, is to execute it. I wrote a letter

to my husband, explaining my reason for leaving

packed my trunk liberally paid the woodiaan

and his wife for their care of me, and the day
before Frank wa expected to re pas again on

his way South, I left. I believe our boats passed
each other as I was going up the river, and he

down. Well, I arrived here about six weeks
since. Old Christie and Tom did not at first

know me, but they soon recognized me, I have

not been bappy since I came, however
;
the fore-

shadowing gloom of approaching death darken*

over my spirit I feel tbat I shall not survive

my child I feel so more than ever to night.

My brother, promise that you will etay with

till all is over. It will not be many days,

htps not many hours.

" I promise, but, dear Veronica, do not gii

way to such mournful thoughts your firt

of life has been very wretched, that is a

earnest that the latter half will be blessed

happy no long life is miserable from youth

age and yours will not be !"

"
If I live ! I believe you ! no life was eve

wretched from youth to old age, and mine wi

not be */ I live but I shall not live, my br<

ther ! I feel it ! Bear with me I"

At that moment a sheet of interne and blindii

lightning flashed forth, filling the scene with

sufferable radiance, followed by a clap of thui

der, whose report seemed to shake the form

tions of the earth ! The storm that had

gathering all this time ha<l now broken out wit

fury I Amid the rattling and rolling of the thi

der was heard a loud-resounding crash, and

heavy, continuous, tumbling fall. Some part of

the old building had been struck, and was ti

bling down. Veronica was pale, but self

sessed. I seized my staff, and ran out

see the amount of the damage done. A bi

sheet of lightning illumined the landscape, anc

showed me a wing of the old house in ruins. I

While gazing on it, a wild shriek arose amid the *
!

li
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storm, and rang through the house ! another !

and anocner ! each more despairing than the

preceding. I rushed into the house, staff in hand,

truck open the door of the sitting-room, where

I had left Veronica, and there I found her, strug-

gling fiercely in the strong, rude grasp of a tall,

dark, iron-framed man, with the most diabolical

countenance I ever saw, I saw her carried off,

helpless, in his arms! 1 lost my senses! 1

threw myself on him furiously with the uplifted

stick, shouting, or trying to shout " Put her

town!" and the next thing I recollect, my vic-

tim was lying dead before me, and the stick had

fallen from my hand! I missed Veronica she

seas not there I did not know where she was

gone I did not care ! I saw nothing but the

dead victim before me ! I felt nothing but blood-

guiltiness
and terror! and this was so ex-

treme that 1 turned deadly sick dizzy, and

^liud my knees smote together numbly I

Shook with an icy coldness! 1 cared not for

7eronica now ! I cared for nothing ! thought

)f. nothing I saw nothing! felt nothing! but

the terror that was within, and the terror that

Jtras before me! I thought 1 had the night-mare!

'. smote m\ temple hard with my doubled fist !

'. bit the ends or my fingers, to wake myself up!

'. tried to shout for Miss Mattie to come and

ihake me, but the words died inarticulately in my
hro it I was smothering- suffocating in blood.

struggled shuddered partially recovered

till as one under th influence of somnambulency

picked up my victim, and hurried through the

femeudous etorm towards the bay. Oh! how

lastly the green-pale face of the corpse shone

the terrible flashes of lightning! howl pray-
how I tried lo wake up f I hurried towards

tempestuous bay pitch dark as the sky was

ve, the waters o* the bay were luminous, as

th a phosphorescent light, and rolled towards

shore like a sea of greenish fire. I lifted my
tim aloft with a giant's strength, and as I

pared to hurl him into the wild waters below

thought I should surely start and wake !

was a crisis n the horrid dream that must

use me ! A* I threw the corpse in I heard

plunge ! saw the tempestuous and fiery wa-

i open sparkle flash and close and the

ribie -the seeming dream passed into in-

sibility.

When I awoke, the rising sun was shining

adly aslant the morning landscape the he<rb-

'vas all glittering sparkling with dew and

bav flashing in the sunlight, brightly, gladly,

f it had never felt a storm, or opened and

ged over a murdered corpse, I was dripping

t, and fearfully confused in intellect ;
a vague

ror was resting heavily on my soul, which

uld neither shake off r>or interpret. Gradual-

as recollection returned, I experienced a

iening terror, but at first not remorse. I felt

hough I had beea cheated by Satan into the

perpetration of a crime while in a fit of som-

nambulency and indignation and terror the

feeling of a deluded and entrapped man who had

still something more to tear the reeling of a

victim, not of an injurer, possessed me. All

this time I was getting upon my feet and totter-

ing towards the house. 1 entered like a culprit,

half insane. I had a vague intention o<^ finding

out Veronica, and seeing how much she might
know of the transactions of the nigbt, which

were by this time taking quite a distinct form

in my memory. 1 entered the house t wo or

three old negroes were in the wide passage
some knew me and saluted me

;
I thought they

would wonder at my soiled and wet clothing,

but they did not appear to notice it ; they were

indeed taken up with a matter of far more im-

portance ;
I passed them, and entered the sitting-

room
;
there I saw two old white women who

had lived in the neighborhood ; they had known
me as a young man, they recognized, and spoke
to me

;
I inquired tor my sister

; they looked at

me with eyes full of pity, and one of them con-

ducted me up stairs and into a chamber, where

1 found a group of poor neighbors gathered around

a bed upon which my sister lay dying On
the lap of one of the women near her lay a new

born infant. When Veronica turned her dying

eyes on me, they pleaded so plainly
" Come to

me, my brother," that I made my way through

the neighbors, and stood by the side of her bed.

Still her eye* were turned pleadingly to mine,

and I bent my ear down low to catch her faintly

whispered words
" It was Franky who was here last night

"

I nodded I had not been certain of it before.

Where is he ?"

I shook my head. She looked earnestly at

me, and then turned her failing eyes towards her

child. I raised it, and laid it before her. She

fixed her eyes in silence upon its little face and

then raised them, eloquent with love and plead-

ing, to my face I stooped down again, to give

her an opportunity of whispering
" You will adopt her as your own 1"

"Yes, I will ! indeed I will!"

You will educate her yourself?"

Yes ! indeed I will !"

Jn the Catholic faith ?"
" Do you wish itV
Yes. I am a Catholic again I"

This little conversation had exhausted her.

She lay silent a long time. She signed for her

babe to be placed near her face was raised, and

kissed it then fell back. She did no' speak
much after that She died within an hour

Did I grieve for the lost sister found at night,

to be lost in the mornin?? No! oh, >u>! s--me-

thing far heavier than any grief oppressed me.
Perfect memory had returned, and filled m with

corroding remorse A remorse I have borne

ever since. My sister's funeral took place on
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the third day. My appearance there (I meau m
that neighborhood ) was so natural tha>: it caused

no gossip, even iu a gossiping community.

t Joy's widen arrival and sudden disap

pcnraf.ee, was evidently unknown, I placed my
niece out to nurse in the neighborhood

again shut up the house, and returned to Sacred

H<-n with death! yes! witu fall in my*oul!

It wa not till I found myself again in my com-

fortable library at home, among my books and

papers, thjitl real-zed to the utmost, the terrible

thing that had l

-appened to me My hair turned

perfectly white in a week. "See how he loved

bis sister !" sa<d my kind and confiding parish-
. but they were wide of the truth- Ve-

A ! alas ! much as I had loved her ! deeply

as under other circumstances 1 should have

mourned for her ! 1 thought not of her now !

every affection ! every emotion was swallowed

up i . one absorbing remorse ! At the end of two

years, I went down again into Maryland, and

brought back with me my little niece, Harriette,

whom 1 named after our mother, at my sister's

request. I even took Harriette the more as a

sati* faction to the manes of the father, than as

a memorial ot love for the mother. Ah! no

feeling ! none ! could divide the empire of my
soul with the one possessing, absorbing, consu-

ming remorse i Harriette keeps that alive!

he has not one look of her mother ! she has

the very fea:res an<1 complexion of her father !

Frank Joy's countenance laughs out to me from

H ette's face. Years years of utter misery,

have passed. Purgatory cannot be hell eannot-

be worse than rny remorse Oh ! often have I

wished that accident might reveal that guilt

which I lacked the moral courage to confess !

And yet, with strange inconsistency, at the

slightest chance of discovery 1 would turn sick

with terror. In such unutterable sufferings had

passed half a century, when the evil destiny

of the neighborhood sent Sina Hinton here Un-

til her arrival, I had supposed my dreadful se-

cret confined to my own burning soul. Soon af-

ter her arrival, for purposes best known to her-

self, she particularly sought my acquaintance,

and my ear in every in every company where

we met An inexplicable look of Frank Joy in

her face, sickened me from the first,

" Yet she is not at all like Harriette, whom
you amert to be the image of him "

" Both are, and yet, as you say, they are not at

USikvach other. But it is not unusual Take the

face of H! mostany of your acquaintances observe

how different how opposite it appears at sundry
times yet you are so familiar with this change

this metamorphosis, that it does not strike

you But notice again, there may be two children

of the same parent strikingly like the parent, yet
totally unlike each other resemblances do not

lie alone in features, complexion, or even ex-

pression } but in the curves and lines of the
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spaces between the features to which the habi-

tual spirit gives a character. It is in this in-

stance as though Harriette, with her father's

complexion and features, had inherited her mo
ther's spirit, which gives them character. It is

as if Sina, with some one else's features and

complexion had caught a similar spirit to that of

Frank Joy Or, to make my meaning still more

dear suppose that at birth a human be-

ing becomes possessed of a good and an evil

spirit, (or inclination,) and that he transmits

these in turn to his children If Harriette and

Sina had been sisters both closely resembling

their parent in Harriette would predominate

the good spirit, in Sina the evil !"

" May they not possibly have been half-sis-

ters?"
" Preposterous ! Sina is the child of Charles

Hinton, a poor Irish gentleman, of good descent,

and of Mary Darling, a distant relative of Squire

Darling. They were married in Georgetown at

least three years after after after that fatal

night ypon the bay. Sina was born the second

year of their marriage, five years after the the

death well! the murder Af Frank Joy," said

the old man, shuddering. He continued "
Sbe,

Sina H^ton, knew my secret, by what inexpli-

cable circumstance, I do not know. She, by
dark but alarming hints discovered to me that

she knew my crime. She used her knowledge

as a constant terror to nae used it as a handle,

by which to wield the great and unmerited influ-

ence I held over my wealthiest parishioners.

By that means she grew into the favor and af-

fections of Mrs and Miss Summerfield ot Squire

Darling and his family; by that means she

obliged me to perform the marriage rites betw

Edgar Ardenne and Winny Darling; by t

means she held me inactive when I would ha'

mediated between the parent and the child ;

that means she won through me the high este

of Col. Dangerfield, even before she allured

love
; by that means she betrayed Miss Sum

field into making her confession where her

trothed could hear it
; by that means she has

brought about all the misery that has befallen

us ;
her object the possession of the Oak Grove

property her endt to be caught and killed in
'

her own trap. A hundred times I have of late,

been on the point of this revelation ; a hund

times have paused, as much from a horror

overwhelming with affliction the Summerfiel

who love me as a father, and of killing, outrig

old Mrs. Darling, my friend for fifty years, w
never, never could survive the shock of the

covery, and all the terrific train of events t

must ensue. Why do I at last confess? at

last, when my safety seems otherwise secured by
the death of my only foe 1 This, then, is the

reason : I feel the near approach of DEATH so

certainly- that there can b^ no doubt ! 1 am

sure that I shall never rise from this bed
;

far
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less, live to meet the exposure the diigra e

the scorn of esteemed friends tne arrest trial

condemnation SCAFFOLD all that appalled

me through life making me bear what I truly

believe now to be the greater punishmnt--un-

merited love and veneration SECRET REMORSE "

' Father, you have, with the exception of

that one SIN, lived a most exemplary life ! Who
so self-denying, so prayerful, so charitable as

you ?"

Alas ! it might deceive the world ! it never

comforted me !"

" Father, do you know that the only fault you
have to reproach yourself with yet, after all, it

is the fault of which men least like to be accused

--is COWARDICE or, perhaps, to speak more

gently, a want of moral courage? And that

want <\f moral courage is one-of the mos: ifnot

the most fruitful cause of all the error, sin and

suffering on earth. I have another case in my
mind, besides your own. Father, review your

supposed crime You hear scream* you rush

in, to finH your sister struggling 'hen bring

carried off, fainting, in the arms of a ruffian by
one fell blow you stretch the man lifeless at your

feet and straightway, in terror at what you
have done, lose your self-possession, your self-

controllose yourself, altogether become a

mere half-maddened animal, actuated by the

mere brute instinct of self-preservation, arid seiz-

ing your victim, fly with him, and hurl him into

the abyss of waters. Grant that all that -as

the effect of a terrific delirium of the nerves,

produced by excessive fright and horror still,

if in the days that followed your sister's funeral,

you nad gone to a magistrate, made a deposition,

and invited an investigation, you would have

been saved a lifetime of misery. You have suf-

fered all this from the sin of cowardice and con-

cealment. Oh! when I see the unutterable mi-

sery ensuing from one single sin on earth, I

hudder at what the retributions of eternity may
be."

I thought of making such a deposition, but

shrunk from doing it. Every day of delay made

the declaration more difficult years rendered

the revelation nearly impossible. Who would

have give;, credence to my statement? Who
would not rather have supposed it to be an en-

deavor to shift off a portion of the weight of re-

morse, or of fear, by making a miserable com-

promise with conscience, and telling a part of

the truth ? What evidence had I to present of

the truth of my story ?"
*

Strange, that your mind, which moves with

such power, clearness and decision in the affairs

of others, should be HO weak, and clouded, and

uncertain in your own concerns Did you make
no account of the ability and readiness of Provi-

dence to assist you ? It is as I said, indeed!

moral cowardice is the fault with which you
ttave to reproach yourself!"
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Alas, alas! not for that have I felt this bit-

ter remorse, but for BLOOD-GUILTINESS !

"
Father, drink this cordial/' sa" 1

Velleroonte,

holding a glass to his lips. He drank it off* obe-

diently. Vellemonte set the glass away, and

taking the then old hand within his own, he

looked with earnest meaning in the priest's face,

and said "Father, this venerable hand is free

from the stain of bl ood Frances Joy, this sup-

posed murdered victim LIVES !"

"WHAT! !" exclaimed the old man, starting

up, with the energy of youth, and staring wildly
in the face of his young companion. <^ What 1

. !"
'

again he exclaimed. *< Speak again ! Am I

mad ? Am I sane ? Do I dream ? or am I

awake ? or did you say Holy Virgin ! I am
losing my reason, for 1 understand you to say
Ha ! ha I ha ! You will laugh at me that- but

|

don't laugh atrne that pity t^e poor M <> an,

whom remorse has nearly, or quite, maddened

that Oh ! it is too wild even for a m&dmar.'s

brain that bear with me t at Frank Joy,
wnom I murdered lives lives ,' LIVES ! !

LIVES!!! Ha! ha! ha! ha! ha! r-a! ha!

h'-a-a-a-a-a-h!" and he fell back in strong con-

vulsions.

I have heard Mr. Vellemonte say tbat no joy
ever was seen or conceived to equal his joy !

the joy th-at nearly killed him with its excess !

No fiuman heart receiving back its best beloved

from the arms of death- no criminal, pardoned
on the scaffold, could feel., could conceive, the

delirious joy of this wild soul, frantic in its exul-

tation at deliverance from the guilt of blood !

" LIVES ! LIVES ! he has LIFE ! LIFE !
;; These

were the words he repeated over and over

again, in a perfect ecstacy of rapture. Ah! the

deep despair of his former remorse could or.ly

be weighed and estimated by the delirium of his

present joy He made Mr. Vellemonte reiterate

his statement many times, w ile he himself

echoed it, in jubilant, insane gladness! He asked

for no particulars seemed to care for none

no fart could excite the least interest beside the

t-verwhelmmg -.ruth that swept als ei- from his

heart and mind, possessing; absorbing both, and

expressed in the two words '<HE LIVES." It

took all Claude Vellemonte's great magnetic

power to calm him at last nor could he effect

this for a long time. He gave him a powerful

opiate, and put him to sleep but out of the

EDddst of that sleep the old man would bound,
and seizing his watcher, forcibly demand

Did you tell me Frank Joy is ALIVE or did

I dream? Oh! for the Virgin's sake, speak

quickly !"

Then Vellemonte would satisfy him, and then

the same scene of delirious joy would be enacted

again. Vellemonte remained by his side all

night, and leff him only in the morning, with the

intention of taking an hour's sleep He laft

Miss Mattie by the patient's sidfi ; but the po
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tir was anything but patient, and no sooner

had Claude Veli-mo!.t thrown off his clothes,

and lay <iown, than a tap at his door awoke him,

and Miss Mattie oegged that he *ould please to

cow to Father Burleigh, who was out of his

lunacies, and talking such a he*p of horrible

nonsense!" and Vellemonte returned to the bed-

lit! e of the invalid, to re-assure and re-comfort

him
Well ! I do not know anything more stupid in

a story of real life, than dwelling upon scenes of

illness, unless it b^ for the purpose ol teaching

paT--nce, which we shall tcarcely learn at the

bedside of honest Father Burleigh, therefore, 1

eh nil pass over the tew days that elapsed before

he was strong enough, steady enough, and sane

enough to hear the particulars of Frank Joy's

escape and recovery.

It wa a beautiful Spring day, and the win-

dows of his chamber were open, and the sunshine

ard the tresb air came in laden with the per-

fume of flowers and the songs of birds, and Fa-

ther Burleigh was sitting propped up in bed,

among downy pillows and fresh, fragrant sheets,

and soft comforters, aolacing himself with a bowl

of chicken eoup, while Claude Vellemonte sat,

with bis health-giving countenance, on one side,

and Miss Mattie stood, with her jovial, edifying

smi on the- other. In spite of all he had said

about dying; he was very much better, indeed,

and *<pped the savory chicken soup, and smack-

ed his mouth after each sip, in a way that made

good Miss Mattie's digestive organs thrill for

sympathy and joy Well ! Father Burleigh was

no. tlie first man that grief had prostrated upon
his death-bed, and that joy had raised from the

dead, Ne-ther was he the first man that ever

predicted his "own speedy death, and turned out

a false prophet. G'ood Father Burleigh eat his

soup is if he had taken out a new lease for his

life, and meant tfo- hourish his body to enjoy it

withal! he then put the bowl to his 1'ps, and

drained it, and then he asked Miss Mattie if

there WOT any more in the pot? Of course

there was
; and Father Burleigh got it " blew

his dear mouth!" Miss Mattie said, as she car-

ried out the empty bowl the second and last time,

leaving Claude to amuse the convalescent.

" No *r you may tell me, if you please, about

Frank Joy'* escape, and where he lives, and all

about it ! God bless Frank Joy, how much I am
obliged to him for coming to life ! God bless

Frank Joy, I love him so much! Is there any-

thing you know of that I can do to serve him?"
aid the old man, earnestly.
"How strange your joy is, father! I was

about to say, how irmtional ! Just contemplate
it! Almost without your fnult * nan loses his

ithout intending it, you kill" i him

(you think), and you are overwhelmed with

grief, remorse, and terror Without your inter-

ference without any merit of yours, the man
comes to life, or, to light

' and you are beside

yourself with joy. Now, is this reasonable?

You are the same man now that you were last

week nothing you have done or left undone has

produced this change why now should you be

so metamorphosed ?"
" Claude Vellemonte, you are irreverent to old

age. I command you to read Fenelon on humi-

lity and reverence, but first tell me bow these

things came to your knowledge first of all, ring

and tell Mattie that I am hungry again, and ask

her to have tea early, with muffins !"

Claude Vellemonte rung the bell, gave this or-

der, and then, with unusual gravity, resumed his

eeat, and commenced his explanation.
'

Father, you were with Miss Hinton at her

death bed?"

"Yes

" ' By many a death-bed I have been,
And many a sinner's parting seen,

But never aught like that.'

I could not bear it ! I resigned my post to yout

with your almost miraculous skill !"

"Yes, 1 was with her in her last hours. I w
with her when she died. I received her confes-

sion. I gave her absolution !"

You received her confession ! You gave her

absolution !"

Yes ! She had a lucid interval before her

death We improved that. She was not ail

evil ! if she bad been, she would not have mad-

denedthe good that was in her would not have

taken such awful vengeance upon the evil. It

is of her confession that I wish to speak. It is

at her request that 1 make a part of it, which

concerns the welfare of others, public !"

" Claude ! Claude Vellemonte ! none <non

but you, could have subdued the haughty and

rebellious soul of that evil girl ! haughty and

rebellious, even in her madness ! none but you
could have won from her a confession, or dared

to have given her absolution !"

Death is a great tamer. She passed away,

peacefully as a child her last breath breathed

out upon my bosom. I was not afraid of that

sin-bowed young head! You saw her wicked-

ness! you did not know all that made her

wicked. < Judge not, lest ye be judged. Yon

will feel less hatred of poor Sina. when you
know all her dreadful wrongs her mal-educa-

tion. It is too painful a subject to relate in de-

tail ;
neither am I willing to fatigue you with it.

In one word, Sina Hin^on is really and truly the

daughter of Frank Joy, by his second wife,

whom he, in the third year of his widowhood

married, under his alias of Hinton!"

Youaatound me!"
She was informed of her father's history,

and of your connection with it that you snr*.

posed yourself his murderer, while she knew
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that he lived thus she had yon in her power,

through your terror, and not through your guilt."

Fool ! fool ! that 1 was ! Yes, I see it all

now ! Bat, his ecape ! tell me how that hap-

pened !
>

Very simply your blow upon his head had

stunned him -you plunged him into the water,

whose waves returned him upon the beach im-

mediatelythe shock recovering him. He re-

vivedgot up recalled his scattered senses re-

solved upon a fearful vengeance on his would-be

murderer, and carried his resolution into effect !

What vengeance could be so awful as that he

took upon you afflicting your whole life with an

awful remorse and terror ? He lurked about the

very neighborhood for a day or two ;
found out

the death of his beloved wife beloved in spite

of all his vices found out your adoption of her

infant daughter was willing that she should be

reared by you he intending to claim her when

he had sufficiently revenged himself upon you

mind ! he charged you with, and hated you for,

your supposed persuasion of his wife away from him

for your indirectly causing her death, and his

bereavement, and for your deadly assault upon
\

him, and Heaven only knows, for how many
j

other imaginary reasons besides for hatred has
j

many and various inexplicable causes. He dared

not remain in the neighborhood, where he was i

corstantly in danger of being recognized and ar-

rested, and to which he ha^i only come in secre- '.

cy, to repossess himself of his wife. He left it

in a few days. He wandered about the country

for two years at last went to Georgetown, took

a ne <v name, and after a few months' acquaint-

ance with her, married the daughter of his host-

ess, Mary Darling, the mother of Sina. He

lived very unhappily with his second wife. In

the third year of their marriage, Sina was born.

They continued to live very quietly with Mrs.
j

Darling until Sina was seven years of age, then

the old lady died, and he, possessing himself of

all the property she left, converted it into ready

money and went off, leaving his wife and child \

iu extreme deititution. Sina's mother waa not
j

naturally a good woman, and wrong had made
|

her worse. S-e evidently brought up her daugh-
!

ter badly. When Sina was sixteen or seventeen

years old, she was selected by her distant rela-

tive, Squire Darling, as a companion for his

daughter."
Oh. yes ! I know all that ! and I know her

machinationt to rnarry Winny to Ardenne, and

supplant her in her father's heart and I know

the torture she inflicted on me, in bending me to

her purposes tell me something I do not

know!" said the old invalid, impatiently.

1 am about to do 10," replied Claude Velle-

monte, good-humoredly.
" Soon after Sina's ar- !

rival here, she received a letter from her long-
j

lost father; who, it appears, had never quite lost
j

trace of either of his daughters,"

Either of his daughters ! Good Heavens !

why. sure enough ! Harriette and Sina were half

sisters! Thank Heaven, she is dea !

'

< He wrote to Sina and after a few letters, in-

formed her that the priest of the parish where

she was, had a crime upon his conscience, out of

which she might make her fortune, if she play-

ed her cards right. Miss Hinton began to w-vxh

you closely. Then her father chanced to inqu
;

re,

in one of his letters, if she had met Harriette

Joy, the priest's niece and to hint that the se-

cret crime was connected with the nativity of

that young lady. Immediately, and not unrea-

sonably under the circumstances, Sina assumed

the fact that Harriette was not your niece, but

owned a nearer and dearer relationship to you

however, the girl in probing your toul as she did,

was too cautious not to deal exclusively in gene-

ralities. She was in confidential coriespondence

with her father, however, and it is evident that

all her malign plans, with the single exception

of her designs upon Colonel D&ngerfield, were

suggested and encouraged by her father. It

was just before the marriage of Winny Darling

and Edgar Ardenne, that her father, feeling full

assurance of her abilities, confided to her his own

history, together with your secret, and supposed

crime- This, of course, put you completely at

the mercy of the wily girl, and she did not hesi-

tate to use her power !"

" No ! it was the night before the marriage of

Winny and Ardenne, that she told me, in so

many words, that she knew my secret, and

darkly threatened to deliver me up to the

SCAFFOLD O''), the perniciou* girl!"
" Poor girl ! be merciful ' What good pre-

cept did she ever hear ? What good example
did she ever see ? She possessed intellect of a

high order courage, spirit, and enthusiasm!

With a good moral training, she would have

made a very superior woman. She was a most

noble creature, utterly ruined, as her parents

had been be/ore her f God, be pitiful !"

Oh! the pernicious girl! what gratuitous,

vain tortures she made me suffer !"

" What tortures she suffered herself ! though

she had the fortitude and courage to conceal

them ! What tortures ! why, listen ! they

closed in madness and in death! Ah! believe

me, Father, as a general rule, however deeply

the injured suffer, the injurer suffers mere /"

Yes, I dare say ! Ugh ! the horrible girl !

Don't mention her to me again ! it makes me
shudder! my teeth chatter ! a ring the bell,

and tell Mattie I am chilly. I want a nice, hot

cup of tea, and some cream toast !
J

Claude comnli*-d- and then said

"There is a duty I have yet to perform.

Squire Darling must be made acquainted with

all the hand she had in persuading and mi*l*ad-

ing the youthful lovers into their il]-5tarred

marriage. At the time 1 left, be was vet unable
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to bear any agitation now, a* soon as I can be

pared, I must hasten to Oak Grove, and use my
beit efforts with Squire Darling for the recall of

Ardenne."

Yet ! and I will go with you so shall Har-

riette we will all use our united influence.

Mrs. Summerfield shall go also so shall Imo-

gene r no shall Winny ! so shall the old lady !

come, we will all re-asserable at Oak Grove,

as toon as ever I can get up, and that will be

very soon!"

Claude Vellemonte's reply was arrested by
the entrance of Miss Mattie with the tea-tray.

CHAPTER XLIL

IMOGENS AND THE YOUNG PRIEST OF 3T, JOSEPH'S.

And now the morning sun i up
And shines upon that ble?ed day,

And cluers it with his brightest ray,

And his golden beams are shed

On the penitent's fair head,

As her sad confession pouring

To the prie-t her sin deploring,

In penitential holiness

She bends to hear his accents bless,

With absolution such as may
Wipe our mortal ttains away. Byron.

" But, ah ! Imogene, what humiliation ! what

shame ! my dear, dear child, what a trial."

" Ah, mother ! he bade me measure the ex-

tent of my sin by the mortification it caused me
^ confess it!"

Ah, my poor girl, what a degradation I would

that I could bear it for thee, Imogene. Alas !

alas ! what humiliation for my Imogene !"

My sweet, my good, my darling mother I do

not weep so ! I do not feel it as you nay ! I feel

my heart filled and warmed with a full, deep

comfort, and my soul exalted by a strange, sweet

fervor I dear mother I it is well with thy child !"

" Alas ! Imogene, canst thou not guess what

will be the probable expiation of thy guiltV
1 think I can divine it, mother, when I shall

have confided my sin of sacrilege to my spiritual

Judgehe will assign me the expiation of the

veil and the convent "

"And tkou, Imogene?"
Oh ! I will accept any doom from his lips

with humility, and find a strange, sweet pleasure

in enduring it ! I will enter the convent and

take the veil, and that ceremony will be our

betrothal for eternity !" said Imogene, with en-

thusiasm.

And thy mother, Imogene 1

Language cannot convey the heart-broken

tone of bitterest anguish in which the almost

bereaved mother put this question. Even Imo-

gene's ex ;
' ^nance grew sMll in a blank

expression almost of despair as she said,

Tne Mater Doloroso will be thy support, my
mother ! Think of Ma^y resigning her only, her

spotless, her devoted son to the shameful and

agonizing death of the cross for the sins of

others ;
bow to the will of Heaven, and thou ehalt

be strengthened to give up thy erriog daughter

to the easy expiation of conventual seclusion

and prayer. You will find a child in every suf-

fering daughter of earth that thou can'st succor,

my mother!"

"Ah! Imogene dost thou think that I can

replace thee so easily 1 Oh ! Imogene, shall I

remain in the world when thou art gone? No,

child, no ! I will not forsake my own old mo-

ther ! I will cling to her while her earthly life

lasts, but then I too will offer my remaining

days and my great sorrows to God within the

walls of the cloister."

Deeply distressed by the despair expressed

even more in her tones and looks than in her

words, Miss Summerfield turned and silently

pressed her mother to her bosom.

This scene occurred upon the morning of Easter

Sunday, the day set aside lor the assigned pe-

nance of confession. The carriage was waiting

bftlow to take the mother and daughter to chapel.

They entered it and were driven to Sacred Heart.

It was a glorious Easter Sunday ! all nature

was waking up in joy never was the earth so

green and fresh, the eky so blue and clear, the

sunshine so bright and glancing ; never were the

flowers so abundant, so beautiful and fragrant;

never were the birds so numerous, musical and

glad ! It was yet very early as they alighted at

the church door and entered Sacred Heart. The

congregation had not yet begun to assemble.

The church wa's empty. Mrs. Surnmern'eld took

her seat in her own p.ew, and, Irnogene having

embraced her mother, silently left her there to

her private devotion and reverently sought the

Tribunal of Confession, where, by a previous

appointment, sat the young priest cf St Joseph's

as spiritual judge. She dared not trust herself

to look up at the grave though youthful and

beautiful countenance of her spiritual guide

but she felt the face of an archangel beaming

down on her. Silently she knelt at the grating,

folded her hands upon her bosom and bowed her

head in prayer. Then, without change of pos-

ture, her full rich voice was heard in low tones

pleading
Father I have sinned against Heaven and

before thee ! Bless me, father, because 1 ha

sinned !"

The fair hands of the young priest were ex-

tended and fell lightly, softly upon the beautiful

and shame bowed head the radiant countenance

of the young priest shone brightly, warmly over

her, and his harmonious voice responded in tones

of fullest blessing :

" May the Lord be in thy heart and on thy

lips, that thou mayest truly and humbly confess
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thy sing in the name of the Father, and of the

Son and of the Holy Ghost Amen."

Agai/> Miss Summerfield lowly inclined her

head, and in an almost inaudible voice began the

repetition of the penitential words of the comfi-

tee; .

I confess to Almighty God," &c., &c., &c
but her voice continued to sink and fall, and her

color to rise she paused
Thfre wa u !**-. <* Broken very gently at last

by the encouraging voice of the young priest

say in- in * -^t-s,
s ' My child, you should endeavor to bear in

mind that you are in the presence of God
;
that

it ?s to God that in reality you open your heart.

Win the blessing of Heaven upon your confes-

sion by naming first the sin, whatever it may be,

that you feel most reluctant to confess for this

ac< of self- o: q est and humility will be most

aecep able in expiation."

Again M^ss Summerfield bowed her head, and

murmured m nearly inaudible tones,

" I accuse myself of having broken the first

and grea commandment. I have had another

god but one. I have given to the creature the

worship due only to the Creator. I have not

lov--d God above nil things. I have borne over-

mu/'h love *x> the creature. 1 have thought, ir-

reverently ot holy things. I have despaired of

God's .mercy."

Again her voice died away in silence, and her

head rfrrooped lower, fell upon her bosom He
waited for her to recover herself, but she re-

mained silent, overwhelmed He reached and

took her hands, folded them between h;s own,
and in a voice full of commanding* tenderness,

said,

"Imogene name specifically the sin that

troubles thy bosom that I may be able to judge
the state of thy conscience. Can a physician

prescribe who does not know the nature of his

patient*^ disease and symptoms ? Speak, Imo-

gene Offer, in the serene spirit of self-abnega-

tion> thy strong repugnance in expiation of thy
fault *peak } Imogene ! I adjure thee !"

< Thou hast given me a command 1 had rather

died than obey but thou hast given it to me I

Listen, tben! I have loved thee, loved thee,,

more than any other being on earth more than

God. Mav'st thou may God forgive me !"*

Overwhelmed with shame her head fell for-

ward upon the grating as in a swoon, but she had

not swooned, x Silence fell again between them.

At last-' Hast thou any other thing' with

* This singularly trying confession of a sinful pas-
sion to the reverend object, was really enforced as

the most appropriate and most humiliating exp a'ion

to be conceived of. It is one of those things that a

fictionist " ould not invent, and dare scarcely copy
from life.
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which to accuse thyself, Imogene ?" he inquired,
in a low tone
u None none," she murmuredc

Hear me then, Imogene Your greatest
fault has been a want of fortitude and faith in

God in your mother and your spiritual guide ;

and that moral cowardice and unbelief has caus-

ed your greatest suffering in leaving your mind
to a dark, a blind, and a false misapprehension
of yourself, of me, and of our circumstances and
duties. Had you cleared your bosom of this

secret from your first discovery of its existence,

you would then have saved yourself arid others

all the sorrow that has grown out of it. Will

you look at me, Imogene ? You have not raised

your eyes to mine since you kneeled down here.

What is there in my face to alarm you ? Will

you look at me, Imogene ?"

She raised her eyes and met the calm, clear gaze
of the radiant, eyes through which the pure, strong
soul shone so truthfully. She felt that there was

nothing in those ^ye or that soul to shrink from.

He took her hands between his ofn, and gazing
down into her upraised eyes, spoke :

" Can you. Imogene, whenever in the future,
a sin or a sorrow troubles you can you lay that

sin or sorrow on my heart 1"
" Oh ! 1 can I can as on the bosom of the

Virgin Mother !"

' Csn you, Imogene, confide every secret of

your soul to my keeping ?"
" Oh ! I can as to the bosom of my Saviour."
" Will you trut me implicitly with the gui-

dance of your life ? Will you confide your earth-

ly ann immortal welfare to my care ?"
" Oh, I will ! I will ! so trustingly i so confi-

dently ! so gladly ! even as to my God I"

The young priest folded his hands together and
remained for awhile absorbed in meditation, or in

silent prayer At last stretching forth hs hands
a* in benediction, he said, in a sweet, but solemn

voice,
" Daughter, I am about to pronounce the abso-

tiori and remission of thy sins"
" But, Holy Father, my penance- my expia-

tion?" murmured Imogene, very gently diffi-

dently interrupting him

A singular but inexpressibly sweet, benignant,
and happy smile illumined his features for an in-

s r
ant, and then passed away, leaving on his

countenance an elevated solemnity befitting the

confessional, he replied, with grave tenderness,

Trve, my penitent thy expiation do not
believe that for a single instant I had lost sight
of that necessity ;

I did but delay thy sentence.

The time, the place, and the manner of thy
penance^ I will reveal to thee to-morrow, io thy
mother's house and presence. Tby expiation

Imogene, will be the work of thy whole life ;

nay, it will change the whole course and purpose
of thy life 5 it wi'l effect thy earthly ar<d immor-
tal destin^ and that of others through thee*
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T . *ill find in its course, much of trial
; much

of toil ; rrequem occasion for self-denial; much

of suffe.ii!!; for the sake of othen, who may, in

their ingratitude, disappoint and grieve thee
;
in

short, much of ever) sorrow; but r.hou shalt also

fine more &\ compensation; more of well earned

comfort and enjoyment; more of gratitude and

love from otners; more of heart-felt, soul-felt,

social and religious happiness !"

A pause gave Icnogene an opportunity of reply-

ing.; a ceitain fervor of emotion impelled her to

reply. She murmured in tones, low, but, oh ! so

foil of earnest feeling,

I understand thee; I had even anticipated

this manner of expiation. My mother is also

prepare-: to hear it. We spoke of it this morn-

ing. She is resigned. I understand thy delay

alo. and thy soothing, strengthening words

Thou wouldst prepare me; thou wouldst comfort

and strengthen me to hear and bear the doom

thou shalt so compassionately pronounce Fear

not for me; it will not be bitter the fate. It

will be surety coming from thee. Fear not; J

accept ir ! Only one thing 1 will plead for thou

wile be present at the ceremonials that shall seal

my destiny ttiou wil r if possible if it may be

permitted. thyself receive mv vows thyself

place the veil upon my brow, the ring upon my
finger ?

" It hall be so, Imogene. I solemnly promise

tbee to be present at thy religious espousals

and. Imogene " here he took her hands, folding

them between his own "
Imogene, look up

'

She raised her eyes to his, that were looking full

upon her. They gazed into each other's eyes

till toul met soul, and then he continued in a

tone of sweet solemnity, And, Imogene, that

ritual will seal our union for all eternity dost

thou believe it ?"

1 ! I do ! I do ! I do know it so well feel

it so deeply 1 used those very words to express

that very conviction this morning !"

He looked long into her eyes and then said,
" 1 ain about to absolve thee, Imogene !"

She crossed her hands upon her bosom and

bowed her head in the very devotion of reve-

rence. He extended his palms, which descended

slowly, and fell lightly, softly upon her graceful

head, and said,

" May the Almighty and Merciful Lord give
thee pardon, absolution and remission of thy sins,

an bring thee to life everlasting May cur

Lord and Saviour absolve thee; and bv His au-

thor- ty I absolve thee from every bond of ex

communication, and of interdict as far as /have

power and thou hast need. I, therefore, do ab-

solve the*' from all thy sins, in the name of the

Father, and of the Son and of the Holy Ghost.

May whatever pood 'hou shalt do, or evil thou

halt nutter, b t<, th*p, into rrje remission of toy

sins The increase of grace, and the recompense
ol life everlasting. Amen."
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He ceased. Imogene remained kneeling in

silent prayer a moment, anH then rising, slowly
and reverently, but with a peaceful .-<d radiant

countenance, was about to leave .he confessional,
when their eyes met in a long ^irnest gaze. He
did not withdraw his she could not drop or veil

hers. A strong, an omnipotent attraction seized,

maddened, nearly mastered her ! To turn away
from him was not painful, it was agoniz>ng; it

was not difficult, it was deathly not parting
from one beloved, but the inevitable, the violent

rending in two of soul and body. She passed
from the confessional. The light and warmth
that had hitherto sustained her the healthful,

strengthening and happy influence of the young
priest upon her whole being, seemed abandoned.

A change slowly, coldly, darkly overswept her

spirit. Never did one going from a genial,

warmed and lighted home out into the dark

night and freezing cold, feel the transition phy-
sically so slowly, painfully, as she did spiritual-

ly She reached her pew dizzy, suffocated, blind,

swooning nearly, and sinking down in her seat;
and without looking at her mother, she dropped
her head forward upon the front of the pew,
while her despairing thoughts took something
like this shape
" I shall see him but twice more in my whole

life ; to-morrow when he comes, and in his

sweet, commanding tones, tells me to enter a

convent; when I, intoxicated with hia presence,
and powerless under his will, shall, with a smile,
but an illusory smile, accept the destiny, as I

did just now He will then leave me. and I si

fall into despair, a-s 1 do this momen . Ye*

will pas, and I will vegetate through a loatl

some life, like that of a rank, aquatic weed,
the damp walls of some sub-marine dungeon.
Then we shall meet again, and for the lust, lai

time. And again, and for the last, last time

shall come the short lived joy, ecstacy, insanity,

of his presence. When he whom I love so de^

tfdly, who loves me so entirely, will place tt

ring upon my finger, the black veil on my brow,
and disappear forever from my view. And thei

and then and then I shall sink into a living

death be inhumed alive! Shall \ live? can I

exist, a poor, divided being, in a Jiving tomb ?

Ah ! yes; for I am the strongest of a strong and

long lived race, We are hard to kill :
rn]

the most indestructible of the whole. Nothing-

no, n< thing but a conflagration, or some

catastrophe ending in a violent death, can pre-

vent my spending sixty or seventy years of a

living death in the grave of the convent."

A. strong and fearful reaction was moving within

her. Her whole strong heart, soul and intellect,

was in open insurrection Her whole nature

rising: in terrible and uncompromising rebellion

againt the tyranny and the violence put upon
it Wa ; e upon wave of passion rolling up from

the deeps of her soul, stormed in her tempestuous
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bosom, excitirg there wild and Rinfol, and for

for, unprecedented thoughts

U Heaven itself worth purchase at this price,

tbis awful sacrifice? Aias! 1 madden! I sin! I

am only good ;
I am only strong ;

I am only reli-

gious; 1 only live wnen Ciaude it> with me, or

when I feel that his spirit is near roe as just

now at the confessi-mal as sometimes at home.

lam evil; I am weak ;
I am irreligious; 1 die

when Claude is absent, and withdraws his

thoughts from me as now ! It is not insanity ;
it

is not falsehood; it is not even fancy; but it is

truth God's holy truth that 1 am but the divi-

ded and quivering moiety of a human being when

separated from Claude's presence, and absent

from his thoughts. I cannot ! I cannot ! I can-

not !"

For the first time, perhaps, in all her life,

Imogene, forgetful of her surroundings, lifted ujp

her voice and w<*pt! Wept! nay, her whole

soul and body was Violently convulsed; her

whole nature for the first time passionately re-

belled against her destiny.

The mother an<! daughter were as yet quite

?lone in the church ;
but it was to be expected'

every instant that some one would come in
; that

soon the chapel would fill. Mrs Summerfielri

especially, fearing such a provable interruption

anH observation, stole her arm softly around her

daughter's waist, and murmured, in gentle tones,
" Imogene, love, the congregation will be

gathering soon ;
if you cannot compose yourself

we had better return home, dear, lest we draw

observation upon us,"

"Oh, yes! home home let us go home!"

gasped Iraogene ; and they were quietly arising

to leave the pew, when the deepj rich tones of

Claude Vellemonte at the pew door, arrested

them. He reached his hand over to Mrs. Sum-
merfield to shake hands witu her. The mother's

brow crimsoned for an instant at the sight of the

young priest, until she met his eyes. BO full of

strength and purity, when her agitation subsided.

The storm in Imogene's hopom was also stilled.

The magnetic, the fabled miraculous power of

Claude Vellemonte was once more felt by both

mother and daughter, as he stooped over the lat-

ter and said,

"Imogene, whatsis the matter? Compose
thyself, my dear child Before and above all

things, believe in thy Father's love. He who
created thee, loves thee, Imogene ;

desires thy

happiness ;
believe and receive this, for it is

true ; hear His words :
<
Verily I say unto you,

there is no mail hath left house, or brethren, or

sister, or father, or mother, or wife, or children,

or land, for my sake and the gospel's,
" < But shall receive an hundred fold NOW IN

THIS TIMB- -houses, and brethren, and sisters, and I

mothers, and children, and lauds, with persecu-
j

tions and in tbe <orkl o come -ternal life.' Thus !

you ee, Imogene, < Godliness is profitable in all i

things, having the promise of THIS LIFE, and of the

life to come '
But, Imogen*-, 10 avail thyself of

Gospel promises, thou must believe in and act

itpon them. Imogene, repose on the promises.

Be believing. Be calm- Be cheerful H*ve a

modest confidence in the mercy of thy Divine

Parent. Remain here, Imogene. 1 will see tuee

again to-morrow." He stroked her brow gently,

and was gone.

That day the young priest took for his text the

Scripture : Whoever will lose his life for My
sake and the kingdom of Heaven's, shall save

it." His text and sermon were singularly ap-

propriate to Easter Sunday, the morning cele-

brating the Resurrection of our Saviour from the

dead ; and as singularly appropriate to the state

of at least one of his hearers. He spoke of the

Saviour's voluntary resignation of His life. Of

the anguish, the terror, and the failing, dying

faith of His disciples, as they witnessed His

arrest, His trial, execution, and burial. Of the

deep, the utter despair that followed that event.

He dwelt upon this picture so earnestly, so elo-

quently, that even his hearers were carried back,
in imagination, eighteen hundred years, and felt

t^at all hope had gone down with the Saviour to

the grave Tnen as he turned sun-ward to the

glorious morning of the resurrection, his whole

countenance was transfigured before thfn, and

beamed with an archangelic radiance and power
as he depicted that startling, that electrifying

denouement. The surprise, the joy, the ecstacy
of the disciples, in hailing again their risen and

glorified Lord and Saviour, now proven Lord and

Saviour beyond the shadow of a doubt! their re-

newed and strengthened faith, renewed and

strengthened, for all eternity. Finally he drew
from this a consolation for all Christians tempted
to despair. Their buried love arid hope, buried,

forever, in their thoughts, would rise again!
would rise in joy ! in glory ! and surprise them
into an ecstacy of gratitude and worship!
But I feel that in giving this third- hand re-

port of Claude Vellemonte's inspired and most

eloquent Easter Sunday sermon, 1 am doing him

injustice Very weakly do bis great, strong

words, very coldly do his fiery words, flow

through my feeble pen. In fine, tnere was mere

than one soul raised, comforted and strengthened
that dayf
At the close of the services, Claude Velle-

monte announced that Father Burleigh had re-

covered his health, and expected, with the bless-

ing of Heaven, to resume his place in the

pulpir upon the next Sunday That in conse-

quence of that and other circumstances, which

would be duly made known to them, his own
short and delightful connection with the congre-

gation of the Sacred Heart Chapel would end

with the services of that afterroon, when he

should take an affectionate ai c a final Je*ve of

his beloved charge. This circumstance, in the
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event of Father Burlpigh's recovery, was toono sleep, however, for Mrs. Summerfield, The

natural an-' too much ro be expected, to cause

any urnis^ how much oever of regret it might

and did occasion. The congregation was then

dismissed. The mother and daughter returned

home. Imogene, at least calm, if not happy.

CHAPTER XLIII.

THB CONTKMPLATKD EXPIATION.

Her down-b- d a ptllet, her trinkets a bead;

Her lu-ir.' one taper that serves her to read;

Her rultu e the crnoifix nailed to her bed,

Her painting- one print of the thorn covered head;
Her cushion the pavement that wearies her knees',

Her music the psalm, or the n'gh of disease

Griffin Sister of Mercy.

" Oh, mother, motner, let me seek rest imme-

diavly ! let me think- let me take time for

eelf r^c 11. ction. I know flot wb/' has happen-
ed, what in boc f to happen to me. clearly! I

shall to mad in this . confusion ! this chaos!

Mother, f had self possession and fortitude once,

ha- I not ? In the uttermost bitterness of iny

anguish and remorse, I governed mx self, did I

not 1 I retained my own self-respect, and com-

manded the respect of others, did I not ? I can

do so. not much longer! 1 hold my self-govern-

ment by the slightest tenure, that threatens

every instant to give way. I have ^motions of

wildneFs! Indeed, I think I am going mad! 1

am not now the same being from one hour to

another! exalted one honr into an ecstacv ot

religious enthusiasm, and plunged the next into

the depths of a profound despair ! thus the

waves of my soul rise and fall, and beat their

bores in my Honom ! This must be madness, if

the mad can be half conscious of their condition

nd vet and yet It seems to me sometimes,
that only mv ecstacy is madness, and that my
despair is round'y rational ! Ah, if it be so, let

me go mad kind Heaven !"

"My love! my dear love! my Imogene! you
are not mad or going mad yours is a delirium

of the nerves a frenzy of excited emotion do

not have such dreadful thoughts ;
dismiss them

from your mind ! The really insane are never

eonsciou*; if th*>y were, they would get sane

again You must have sleep, my love ! indeed

you must!"
" Let me go merrily mad, not melancholy

mad, kind angels!*' exclaimed Imogene, with a
. ^teru-al laugh ! How unlike herself!

Really alarmed now for her daughter's reason,
Mrs Summerfield with ('iffieulty subdued her
own emotions, and sought to soothe Tmogene.
She u*ed every morl ar.d material means within
her reach, to compose her violently exc-ted

nervous 'va'em nu^^p^de ' in getting
her to bed a^d 'ullin* b3r to sleep. There was

lady paced slowly up and dovvn the gorgeous but

dimly lighted chamber of her daughter, think-

ing, with deep anxiety, of all the cases ot insa-

nity she had heard of, arising from religious fa-

naticism, where it conflicted violently with

some natural law of our being. Then she passed
in review the whole history of Imogene's* life,

since her return home, and all that she had re-

vealed of her life at school. The visions of her

illness, it is true, were probably merely the tem-

porary effect of virulent fever ; but the visions

of her convalescence were a more alarming
matter. And after her arrival at home, her

profound melancholy even deepening to gloom;
her days of depression, her nights of elevation;
and what was still more dreadful, her violent,

opposite and inconceivable alternations of mood,
within the last few weeks

; being at one hour so

deeply despairing, at another exalted into such
a heaven ol religion* ecstacv, and anon, so in-

effably serene ; all these things presented them-
selves to the mother's mind in a new and terri-

ble light.

Yes, yes, wounded affections, violated natural

laws, religious fanaticism were taking a terr.'ble

vengeance upon their subject, in doing thi work
of mental destruction upon Imogene Her over-

burdened and over wrought heart and brain were

desperately struggling for existence amid the

horrors of this furious moral typhoon, and her

glorious intellect in imminent danger of ship-
wreck amid the metaphysical breakers a oundher.

Now, perhaps, for the first time in Mrs. Sum-
merfield'a life, a doubt of the righteousness of

that ecclesiastical doctrine by which her daugh-
ter was made to suffer such extremity of an-

guish, remorse and humiliation, which would
eventuate assuredly in confirmed madness, arose

in the mother's mind
;
but it was immediately

suppressed as sinful.

Not so easily, however, were her too well

grounded fears for Imogene subdued. Nothing
but the common life would re-tore Imogene to

sound health of mi*>d and body People 'vere

not created with five senses, an" put upon t>>is

solid earth, covered, as it is, with material beau-

ties and pleasures, to lose their senses in spiritual

abstraction, anv mor than *o degrade them in

excessive luxury. The medium.! the medium!
There was right tker* was -visdom Mn Sum-
merfield now felt this, but, for her immortal soul's

salvation, she dared not think it out ! So she

eighed and groaned, and pacefi up and iown the

gorgeous chamber, tilt at length she wenr and

prostrated herself before the image of the Virgin,
on the elegant little altar we have described be-

fore. Here, in silent prayer and meditation, ehe

spent the remaining '"ours of the night. Mean-
while from

'

effects of mental an-1 phy-
sical exhau*ti'>n and of an opiate, Miss Summer-
field slept soundly.
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At dawn, t he lady arose from her knees some

what calmed, but wearied, and opened the win-

dow shutters, to let in the first laint, gray light

of morning. This was not enough to allow her

to dispense with the lamp, for she wished to look

at the quiet sleeper But Imogene was not

a*leep, anu as the lady approached her bedside,

and stood tnere, she raised her white arms from

the cover, and putting them around her neck,

drew down her face to kiss, murmuring,

"My pale mother, you have watched all

night!"
Never mind me, love ! How are you, Imo-

gene ?

" Calm ! every nerve at rest now, dear

mother "

" Ah, yes, this is one of your seasons of sere-

nity, my child I- fallacious, illusory it is,"

thought the lady ? looking mournfully at her

daughter. Imogene passed her hand over her

brow once or twice, covered her face with both

hands, lay so for a while, and then looking ups

said,
" Do you know Mr. Vellemonte comes here

this morning, mother ?"

"To take leave of us? yes, my child, I

know it
"

" And, mother, to pronounce on me the sen-

tence of my doom ; you divined it, mother.

RAfp
j-ou, also, prepared at last to hear it?"

Yes yes, my child ; and yet yet was it

for this, oh ! God"
The lady's voice failed she dropped her head

upon the side of the bed and wept. She was ac

cutomed to self-discipline though, and so she

soon stayed her tears, raised her head, and dried

her eyes. While Imogene said, slowly and

solemnly,
< Only God is great' only eternity is per-

manent. Tnis life will end at last, and you and
j

I, mother, will meet in eternity, never to sepa- j

rate again." .Then, after a pause, she said, I

There is one thing belonging to time, and to
j

this world, that I must arrange, mother that

advertisement for Edgar has it been suffered to

drop from the columns of the newspapers ?"

Ye, my dear
;

it seemed to elicit nothing,

and I have not ordered its continuation."

Mother, I wish you to order the renewal of

that advertisement without delay. It cannot do

harm, it is to be cautiously and delicately word-

ed, as before and it may at length meet the eye
of Edgar, or of some one who knows his place of

abode. Alas
; you know it is the only chance.

My uncle enforced a promise from nim, that he

would never seek Winny again."
How wrong that was, in Edgar, to give it."

" Yes, very wrong ;
but Edgar was scarcely

nineteen
;
he saw Winny on the eve of becom-

ing a mother, and herself and child in imminent

danger of perishing with cold and hunger for it

was the depth of Winter, you recollect."
14
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. H* should have let us know his condition."
" Ah, mother ! we ought to have inquired into

it once more It was so much more natural in

him to seek aid from their father ; and you know
a mind so distressed as his was then, is not al-

ways capable of reasoning in the best manner.

But what we have to do now, is, to bring him
back here, if possible then to reconcile my uncle

to him
;
that will not be impossible, if he be

made acquainted with all the art and double-

dealing which that unhappy girl used to betray
them into their indiscreet marriage."
" No for my brother's greatest auger against

Ardenne, was kindled by the thought that he had

treacherously sought the affections of his daugh-

ter, and married her for a speculation ;
he did

not dream that Winny, poor child, quite inno-

cently did most of the love-making herself and

that Miss Hinton did the match-making. None
of us thought that we were all misled by that

poor, misguided Sina. Well, the advertisement

shall be renewed to day, and kept up until some-

thing transpires. Much do I fear, however, that

Ardenne has perished in the Western wilds."
" And then, mother, Winny, what a desolate,

poor child ! When I am gone, mother, keep her

in your heart and home as your own daughter.

She, poor one, needs a mother even as you will

then need a daughter. Comfort. hsrs mother,
and you shall be comforted."

Mrs. Summerfield's tears flowed again, and

were again stayed, and resolutely wiped away.
*' And, mother, the disposition of my wealth

j

you, so richly jointured, do not need it
; never-

theless, you must have half. Of the other half

it will take but a very small portion to dregs a

bride of Heaven and the bulk I will make over

to Edgar Ardenne. That will make him inde-

pendent of his father-in-law, as it is best for him
that he should be

; and Winny will be better

pleased than if 1 gave the money to herself. If

Ardenne returns, mother, persuade them both to

live with you. Let them be to you children

get interested in their children. For you and I,

mother we shall meet in Heaven."

Mrs. Summerfield promised everything her

daughter wished. She would have promised any-

thing then.

CHAPTER LX1V.

THB SURPRISE.

Sunrise will come next!

The shadow of the night is passed away !

Here begins your true career.

Look up to it ! All now is possible
The glory and the granceur of each dream,
And every prophecy shall be funfilled.

Browning*s Luziq

This was Easter Monday, be it remembered
and about ten o'clock in the day, when Miss

Summer field sat in the parlor awaiting the ar-
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nv of the young priest- It was the front par

lor on the left hand of the ball, and whose tall,

front windows commanded a view of the grove-

dapnle't ami rolling Uwn, which heaved in green
wave* down to the river of the encircling river

with its tree fringed bants, and of the blue

chain of lofty mountains shutting in the whole

C'ne.

A servant entered, and placing a card in Mia
Summerfield's hand, retired. She read it indo-

lently, without at first taking in its meaning
She looked at it again, and grew pale as she read

tb> name engraved on it aloud** Mows. LB
Duo DB VELLEMONTB What does this mean?"
Sbe looked up, <-nd Claude Vnllemonte stood be-

fore her; or, was this indeed the young priest of

8'. Joseph's? No I for the priestly garb WHS

gone and this gentleman rvore a quiet citizen's

dress of speckles? black and yet, indeed, it was
Clause Vellemonte, and not another, who, ad-

vancing, now and replying to her question, be-

gan to say,

It means, my dear Imogens
"

But before he went any farther, he sat down
on the sot* beside her, passed his arm around

her waist, and drawing her head upon his bosom,
bent and pressed his lips to hers in the very

first, virgin kiss he had ever given woman ! or

she had ever received from man ! It was a life-

giving kiss to both ! and he gazed down in her

radiant eyes with a smile of pure ecstatic joy,

lighting another imile in her face, such as only
children or angel* wesr I

And she ! Was she shocked, alarmed waa
she even surprised at this sudden, this unprece-
dented joy ? or, was it unprecedented ? No ! for

even thus they had often met in the spiritual land,

in dreams, that seemed as real as this ! No! It

seemed so right, so natural, or rather, every

thought and emotion was swallowed up in a feel-

ing of measureless content, as she lay there in

the pure ^rmc of her spotless, her almost divine

lover as she lay there, lost in a trance of joy.
No one word of explanation had been spoken

yet *he was so naturally, so inexpressibly hnp-

py ! While Claude gazed down upon her, his

radiant eye* showering blessings, and more di-

vinely blewed himself in the sense of giving,

thnn of receiving happiness. At last he mur-
mured lowly under his breath,

< You beautiful and happy child f Oh, to hold

you thus! It is even more of Heaven than my
vmoas promised to have your head lying here,
when- in dream* only it has ever laid ! Ah, rest

your head here, on my bosom, where it has so

long ached to rest ! where I have so much longed
to hve it ! You darling f you good ! you beau-

tiful, h*pp child I"

An CUud"! my heart must break with its

ex Go-.i and you!"

"Ob, Imogene
: mv iouFa bride tor so long I

SHANNONDALE.

My spirit bride ! My dream- bride, embodied at

last, and on my bosom! My dream- bride "

" My dream-lover !"

" My measureless content! Oh Imogenel
Imogene !" he murmured, hovering over her

lips again, lighting softly on them.

"You thought of me all this time! You
loved me all this time and Claude, I always
knew it !"

" Always ! Always ! Imogene, I was with

you in my dreams f By day, 1 would conscien-

tiously dismiss you- -but ( sleep has its own

world,' governed by its own laws there 1 ever

found you again."
" You were ever with me in your dreams ?"

Ever ever, Imogene !"

" 1 knew and felt it ! My days were wretch-

ed
;
but my nights were unutterably happ, I"

" My beaut'ful embodied dream Mv happy
dream embodied, and in my arms ! Why, Imo-

gine, you are so real, I cannot realize you!

Long giosgy purple lock/! majestic brow, and

glorious eyes ! and lips ! Ah ! m v beautiful

dream-bride! I shall never! never! never! wake

up agavn and lose you \

n and stooping, his lips

grew to hers again !

" Mr. Vellemoute ! ! f Father Vellemonte ! ! ! I

1 am SHOCKED ! ASTOUNDED !
J> exclaimed the

voice of Mr Sumtierneld, who at thi% critical

moment appeared, and was struck still in the

door, like a statue of horrified astonishment in its

niche ; Mr. Vellemonte ! Fatksr V-llemonte, I

say! you horrify me beyond measure ! In the

Virgin's name, what dreadful sacrilege is this?"

They do not see or hear her for

" Heedless as the dead are they
Ol aught around above beneath,

As if all else had passed away
They only for each other breathe."

ft Mr VellKmonte! FATHER Vellemonte!

you wish to KILL me, then ?"

"Oa! my dream bride! my beautiful embo-
died spirit bride !" murmured the entranced

man, straining her again and again to his b som,
and pressing fervent kisses on her brow and

eyes and lips, in the very ecstacy of rapture f

" My God! 1 shall presently madden ! Imo-

gene! my daughter! Miss SUMMERFIELD!'' ex-

claimed the deeply scandalized lady, in the ex-

tremity of distress.

" Ah, Claude ! my archangel ! when did I die?

I do not remember when came 1 to Heaven,
Claude ?" sighed Imogene, quite lost in a trance

of joy.
" FATHER VELLEMONTE, release my daughter,

this moment!" exclaimed the lady, flying to-

wards them.

Olaud-e now looked up did he drop Imogene?

No, indeed! Had a t-un-ierbolt fallen at Ms

feet, he ^ould not have Cropped her then ! He
took time to kis her again, and gather her
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closer to his bosom, before he answerer entire-

ly at random, an observation whose sound he

had only heard.

" Yes, madam, certainly!"
"Yon shameless man!" cried the excited

lady, in a choking voice

A sense of the absurdity of the whole thing,

now struck Claude, who, with the first inclina-

tion for humor that had visited him for many a

day, now arose, and setting Imogene upon her

feet, presented her to her mother, and said,
" Mrs Summerfield, let me crave your con-

gratulation? for my betrothed wife Madame La
Duchesse De Vellemonte !"

Tue lady had "?een very red before, she now
grew deadly white a look of unutterable sor-

row chased every expression of anger from her

face, and gazing on them both with profound

pity, she said, in a voice full of grief
" Ah, my God ! I see it all now ! God knows

that they have both gone mad !"

Smitten with compunction for the pain he had

given her, Claude Vellemonte took her hand in

the most respectful manner, and said

< Mrs. - Summerfield ! mother my honored

mother! I am neither mad nor guilty, nor is

your daughter, whose faith in me, was to her

knowledge. What I say to you, only requires

your consent and blessing, to make it truth !

You knew before that I was the son of the ban-

ished Duke Do Vellemonte, who; during the

Reign of Terror, became a refugee in this coun-

try, and died at St Joseph's ; you know that 1

obeved his dying will rather than followed my
own vocation, in entering the priesthood ; you
know he chose this life forme because he thought
the patrimonial title and estate forever gone;
and because hie last days were characterized by
extreme religious devotion. Three years ago 1

found that I loved Imogene too well to make a

good priest. I struggled desperately with this

feeling, until I discovered that Imogene loved

me. I struggled with it then no longer, but, as

I was yet scarcely entered upon my clerical du-

ties, I wrote to Rome a history of the whole

matter, praying our Most Holy Father a dispensa-
tion from my vows, but leaving my destiny en-

tirely in his hands, expressing the fullest dis-

position to resign myself to his will. While
I was making this appeal from America, some
of my father's old friends, who had gained tbe

high favor of the Emperor, remembered 'he

exiled son of their banished friend, and exerted

their interest for me The end of both their m-
tercession and my petition was, that six weeks

ago two packets arrived for me, one from Paria,

containing dispatches that re-invested me with my
late father's title and estates, and recalled me to

Paris ; and the other, comprising a dispensation
from my priestly vows -that dispensatkn to

take effect after vesper hour on Easter-Sunday
evening."

Then , turning to Miss Summerfield, he said

^Irnogene; my child, did I anticipate the date

of this dispensation by an hour?- did I not

faithfully pay the uttermost farthing of my duty,
even in the trial of * earing thy enforced an-i ex-

piatory confession ? Did I ever, by word or

look, offend thee? I heard thy confession, Imo-

gene, because, my child, my approaching dis-

pensation did not wipe from thy soul the pin of

sacrilege you committed in loving a priest and

because that penance was laid upon thee by thy
Father Confessor, and obedience to thy spiritual

guide, was necessary. When i absolved thee of

thy sin, Imogene, I could not assure to thee a

compensation for thy sufferings, for that would

have then been a breach of the vows which

bound me until evening. But when 1 saw thee

so meekly resigned to give up all the pleasures

of the earth, and in the seclusion of the convent

expiate thy error by devoting thyself to God
I could and did say, in the words of Cdnst

'Verily I say unto thee that no man hath left

house, or brethren, or sisters, or father, or mo-

ther, or wife, or children, or lands tor my sake,

and the gospel's ;
but he shall receive &n hun-

dred fold now in THIS TIME hou&es, and bre-

thren, and sisters, anci mothers, and children,

and lands with per*ecutious ; and in the v orld

to come, eternal life !' But oh ! thou faithless

and despairing child, thou did'st not bind i< to

thy bleeding heart. It was my faith, mv Imo-

gene, that saved thee. Ah, Imogene's mot' er !

I have a vocation for the priesthood ! Heaven
doth truly know that 1 have ! But not for its

necessary celibacy I have too large a hi man
heart for that and had this great tide of r-atu-

ral affections been turned back upon my heart,

it would have become a burning and coonurnircg

fire, that would have dried up all tbe milk- of

human kindness in my nature
;

all the bio; d in

my veins; all the flesh on my bones; and tiije

fine, vital temperament o-f mine, that enables

me to do so much for others more feeble would

have changed. In body I should have grown
bilioun, sallow, thin, and leathery ; and the luin

of mind and soul would have been still greater.

I should have become bigotted, fanatical, asce-

tic, harsh, given to persecution. Those few

cruel priests whom history records as stand-ing

reproaches to the boly mother church
5
were con-

scientious men, of ardent temperaments, whose

strong natural affections, turned back from their'

natural course upon the heart and brain, became

furious fires, exciting them to deeds of cruelty?

for such men must LIVE, must feel their LIFE, if

not in human loves, why then in human, or ra-

ther, in fiendish hates, and in the excitement

that scenes 01 blood afford ! History has dealt

severely with them, because philosophy has not

revealed them. No, Mrs. Summern>id, all men
are r:ot fit tor the priesthood, nor all women for

the cloister, who rashly enter th" one or the
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other. I said I had a vocation for the pne^t-

hood. but not for the celibacy. Understand me.

The secular duties of the priesthood, and of the

Sisters of Mercy, nre incumbent upon every son

and d*ug,iter of God on earth! The ministry

to th sick, the poor, sinful, and the prisoner, are

some of them ;
for these 1 have a special mis-

sion, and am especially endowed ;
for no amount

of *irs, disease or suffering has power to disturb

my health, cheerfulness, faith, or hope ;
there-

fore I can impart from the fullness of these

blessings to those who have need
;
and therefore

these secular duties of the priesthood, while I

live, will I perform in obedience to the text

<
Freely have ye received freely give.'

"

CHAPTER XLV.

WINNY.

Courage ! you travel through a darksome cave,

But ^till as nearer to the light you draw,
Frerh gale* will meet you from the upper air,

And whol- sonic dews of heaven your forehead lave,

And darknesr* lighten more till full of awe,
You stand in the open sunshine, unaware.

R. C French.

Winny Ardenne ! have you lost sight of that

get tie sufferer, reader? is she forgotten, be-

cause, in the noise of violent and conflicting

passion*, and the shock of sudden and tragic

events, the still music of her gentle life is un-

he i ? She is not forgotten by any one near

her. Mrs, Summerfield, ainid her heavy domes-

tic dais, and Imogeiie, in her suffering, had still

room in their hearts for Winny. Tbe old

lady, who, now that her affections were satisfied

wit the pjresence of her " baby," had fallen into

thai still, smiling, blissful dotage, beautifully

termed ^ second childhood," that state which

is reither quite of earth, nor quite of heaven, but

seems a happy lingering of the soul between

both that loving, lovely close of a long and

good earthly career, which is not death, but an

easy, gentle translation of the soul to God the

old lady was Winny's constant companion.
Those three children, 1 mean grandmother,

Winny, and baby, occupied one room at Red-

Stone, and Gelly waited on them. Claude Vel-

lemonte often came to visit and cheer them. In

Winny, indeed, he found a special object for his

life Diving mission, and he devoted himself to

her with all his cheerful and hearty faith, hope,
and charity. Perhaps no one in the world be-

sidos Claude Vellemonte, could have minister-

ed" so successfully to this heart and mind dis-

eased." He had awakened Winny's dormant re-

ligious affections, strengthened her faith, and re-

vived her hopes; and with that great hygeian ge-
nius whose possession had acquired for him,
among his more simple minded parishioners, the

reputation of miraculous power he had even

very much improved her physical health.
" Hydropathy and Mesmerism the two great

ministers of health, happiness and life were

Divinely pre-figured in the religious ordinance of

Baptism, and the Laying on of Hands," said a

Divinely-inspired man, himself " an example of

hia own fair creed."

When Claude Vellemonte had succeeded in

scattering that burning spot in Wicny's breast,

left by the old wound when he had raised her

spirits, and she was no longer suffering from

pain, or "numbed" by despair, he toid her that

she must return to her father's house, and take

her station daily by his sick bed ; and Winny>
who ever obeyed his voice, as though her Sa-

viour had spoken by his lips, got into a carriage

with her grandmother and her baby, and made
old Nerve " burst out a-crying" with joy, by

getting out of it at the door of Oak Grove Hall.

Claude Vellemonte had more than one good rea-

son for directing this move, to explain which, I

must go back a little.

It had not been deemed safe by his physicians

to inform Squire Darling of the fate of Sina for

some weeks, although for many reasons, known

only to himself, he seemed darkly to suspect it.

When at last the manner of her d p.ath was made
known to him, he received the news very quiet-

ly, merely saying, to himself " Yes yes yes

yes insanity was hereditary in one branch

of her mother's family her uncle died in the

lunatic asylum, and one of her aunts died of a

brain fever!" Then he turned his face to the

wall, and spoke no more for hours. All that

day and night he refused both food and drink,

and from that time he sank into deep gloom.
" Shall I never, never be happy again ?" said

the miserable man, as he tossed and tumbled

about, among the bed clothes and pillows.

Old Nerve, who was sitting comfortably in a

large, soft arm-chair, before the fire, in her ca-

pacity of nurse, and occupying herself with

toasting her fat feet, and looking at the pictures

in a splendidly bound Bible a copy utterly for-

bidden to vulgar fingers, on account of its nplen-

dor now turned her head, and took a long, ex-

ceedingly self-complacent look at her master.

Shall I never, never see another happy

day?" groaned the now feverish and excited

man.

Never, sr ! never ! sartain as you're a libra'

sinner, 'til you 'solves that farm, as I telled you
'fore ! 'til you 'solves that farm o> Debil Dar-

lin> & Oompiny. The < Compiny' o* the farm is

gone, praised be my blessed 'Deerner ! and

ttiat ougf t for to be a warnin' to you."
Who spoke to you, you in ' faltered the

squire, checking, for the first time in his life, a

profane word upon his tongue.
" Nobody didn't sar, chile, but the spirit o'

the Lord, an' < Woe is me if I preaches not the
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gospel.' Can't help of it, marster, chile, ef you

does git mad can't, indeed, honey 'caze I

talks to you iur your own good, an' I tells you

again, you won't never be happy on this blessed

fruitful yeth 'til you breaks long o' Sam, an'

sets out to sarve your 'Vine Marster an' Lord,

as any ole gemlum as has come to your time o'

life ought for to do !"

Oh, oh, oh!" groaned the poor man, tossing

about bis arms.

"Yes, honey ! I hopes you's groanin' for your

sin;) Meed I does."

Oa! oh! oh!"
"
Yes, chile, that's right ! I hopes you'g 'gider-

in' now how you's made other people groan

'deed I does, chile !"

You infernal oh ! oh !"

Ah, Lord, see that, now ! when I'm a-pro-

phecying of the Bible to him for his own good,

but that's always the way Sam's children

talks to the Lord's little ones ! ef he had the

power this blessed minute, he'd heave somethin'

at my poor ole head, and split me down ! but,

praised be my blessed Marster, he ain't got the

power; he done stretch out there, an' 'blige

for to hear the truffe now, ef he turned a def

year to it all his life before. An' I gwine give

it to him good!" said Nerve, in a tone of

determination, being in the full knowledge that

her master was entirely in her power wonder-

fully strengthened to preach the Gospel. "Don't

you know, you poor ole sinner, as he who 'fends

one of the Lord's little ones, had better have a

maelstrome strung around his neck, and be hang
ed to the top o' the trees ? an' ain't / one o'

the Lord's little ones as you're 'fendin' of ?

Ain't this here parsecution?"

Here a pillow was launched at her head from

the hands of the enraged squire,.who instantly

fell back, exhausted with the effort. Nerve

to'8-s.ed up the whites o-f her eyes, and, crossing

h-erself devoutly, ejaculated,
" Oh, may the Lord 'give this poor ole forsok

sinner, and lead him to 'pentance, and not cut

him off in his sins. / 'gives you, ole marster,

chile, 'deed 1 does ; I 'gives you, an' I pities of

you ; an' 1 heaps coals o j
fire on your head !"

Oh ! oh ! oh !"

"They burns, doea they?"
"You'll kill me!"

No, I won't, honey ;
I "pities of you ! 'deed I

does, chile, an' I takes all your deblish ways in

good part!"
" Do, oh, do hush oh ! talking"
" I can't, chile ;

I can't, indeed, honey! I'm
a talkin' to you for your own good ! 'deed, 'fore

my 'Vine Marster I am, chile ! I'm a settin' of

your sins afore you. This is the fuss chance as

ever I had in all my life, o* doin' of it, an' it

miy be the las', so 1 gwine to 'prove it, an'

give it to you #0orf 'deed I is, chile!"

"I'll oh! oh! Pit "
groaned the highly
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feverish man, tossing about wildly among the

sheets, and grasping crazily at the pillows.
" Well, dot honey ! Yes, ole marster, do heave

the other pillow at my head; do, chile, ef it

easea of your poor ole conscience any; an' the

bolsters, too, honey, an* the counterpane, an'

the sheets, chile, ef it makes you feel any bet-

ter 'bout the heart
; dough, ef it don't, 'haps

you'd better not tire of yourself."
"Oh! oh! I shall 1 gnall go distracted!"

cried the ick man, with the rising strength of

fever.

Yes, ole marster, honey, you may kick and

strain (plunge, struggle,) as much as you please,

an' fling your arms an' legs about in that OB-

decent manner, as no gemman ought for to do

afore a lady, but you can't get out'n that bed to

do nobody no harm, praised be my blessed Lord,
BO you's got for to have your sins set afore yoa

good 'deed you has, honey ! I ain't a gwine fur

to tell you how you stormed, and ruv, and druv

your 'spectable ole mother in a paralyplectic

stroke, and how you hev the hand-iron at irvy

head, 'cause all that's writ down in the jiioi^s

'count book 'gin you ;
an' I ain't a gwine to say

a singly word 'bout you runnin' arter Marse Ed-

gar like a tearin mad bull to gore him through
the body, an' 'bout your heavin' of a sword at

Miss Winny, the blessed baby ! an' a smashin'

of her innocen' little breas'."

" My God ! oh, who will deliver me "

Yes, marster, chile, groan, honey, it's good
for your poor 'mortal soul : groan for your on-

dutiful behavement to your own dear chile, as

you mortally wounded fuss, an* then starved an*

friz' into a 'sumption, an' then tore away from

^ier husban' an' broke her heart ! Ah, my Lor',

I wonder what her mother, Miss Angelly, up in

Heaven., thought when she looked d-own from

Heaven an' saw how you were sarvin' of her

orphan gal
"

"Oh! oh! for God's sake Winny !" cried

the tortured sufferer, beginning to wander in his

mind.
" No, I'se not a gwine to say anythin' 'bout

that, 'cause that's writ down underneath of the

other. An' I ain't a gwine to ay nothin' 'bout

your takin' to drink, an' fetchin' a 'grace on

your colored people, till we wur all 'shamej
to

tell anybody who we 'longed to !"

" Winny ! Winny ! my child ! my child ! put
her out /" raved the tormented man, floundering

violently. .

" No more ain't I a 'gwine for to say nothin'

'bout your kickin' of poor ole Kill down stairs,

'cause every body knows how Sam made you do

that, and blessed be my 'Vine Saviour, it didn't

kill him
;
'sides which, when you sarved my

dear ole angel so, it seemed like a pilm' up of

your measur' of wickedness, for the Lord didn't

let you do a singly thing else, but gU7 you right
to de debil, an' here you is, you see! 1 '
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" Winny, my child f I Fin burning wp !"

"Is your pillows hot? A i, marster, chiJ

they isn't half KS hot as you know where

is?"
" Oh ! oh ! 1m in flames, %nd a fiend tor

ments me !
'

" Now, sure as he is a livin' tinner, he thinks

a* tie is in that there, and that 1 m waaiV
name ! ! See the 'f?cts o' a guilty conscience

;

but he knows what I'm a sayin' of well enough;

kem. ! htm ! but marster, honey, what I's bound

for to set 'fore you in its proper cullers is this

fare: your ondut ful behavement to your own

dear chile. Jes' now you was a makin' of a

great 'mount 'bout your not bein' happy how

can you 'spect to be happy when you've done

hev all your happ'ness away ? The Lord give

you plenty o' happ'ness, an' you hev it all out'n

doors ;
an' now you talk 'bout bein' happy as il

you 'served to, an' as if you thought your 'Vine

Marster an' Lord (so Nerve was very fond of giv-

ing; her master a master in his turn,) hadn't no

other sarvints to 'vide for 'sides you, an' hadn't

nothin' else to 'tend to but bakin' o' frosted

cakes o' happ'ness, an' sendin' of 'em down on

waiters for you to heave out'n the windy ! Lord !

how happy you 'serves for to be, any how!

Ole marster, I say, listen to me now, an' stop a

kickin' about in that ungemmanly manner ; it's

rale ondecent, 'sides which, it'll tear the sheets,

o it take me a week for to mend them, 'cause,

you know, I ain't as young as I use for to be, no

jnore an' you, though praised be my Heavenly

Lord, I thinks I'se led a more 'spectable life

.isten to me now, fur I am 'bout to tell you a

piece of righteous, Gospel truffe, an' you must

hear to it an' cot let it be a heavin' of pearls

afore swine! Listen, then! You 'pends upon

your 'Vine Lord to make you happy other.peo-

ple 'pends upon you to make them happy. Now
this is Gospel : You won't never be no happier

yourself till you trif.s for to make them as
'

'pends
vn. you for happiness, happy ! 'fore my blessed

Heavenly Judge won't you, if it wur the last

word I had to speak on the yeth ! An' them as

'pends 'tirely pon you for happ'ness is no stran-

gers an' ailings (aliens), but your own dear

neart's chile, Miss Winny, an' that there poor
motherless boy, Marse Edgar, as you druv off

in the dead o' winter to the Devil's Icy Peak
or some place ; an' now what you has got to do,
if you wants your poor ole sinful soul save', is

this here: jes' sen' for Marse Edgar .back from
out yonder an' giv' him a lif

' in the world, as an
hones' daddy-in law as has broke 'long o' Sam'
nn' st out for to sarve his 'Vine Marster in his

ole days, ought for to do. 'Deed, I think Pse a

'jtample to you ! It hurted my heart, when the

gal I fetched up, fetch a 'grace on we-dem by
heavin' of herself away on a poor white man's
son ; but see what I does ! Why, I ez, 'what's
done can't be ondone n' I 'gives the poor mo-

therless boy, 'cause he loved my baby any how,,
an' my baby's heart was wrapped up in him,

An', 'deed, 1 never did think myself so very
much 'bove the young man, a* a person might

s'pose; an' ef he wur for to come back an' 'have

himself as he ought for to do, I'd give him all

the 'couragement in my power. Sure we are

all poor creturs, an' ekel in the sight o' the

Marster, un' so if he comes back un' 'havea him-

self, 1 don't care what anybody says, I'll 'cou

rage the young man !

" Ar-r-r-r-r-h ! ar-r-r r-r-h ! ! ar-r-r r-r-h ! ! !

he's a murderin' of me ! Ar-r-r-r-r-r-r-r ! ! ! !"

yelled old Nerve, in the strong grasp ot the

fever-maddened man, who with the new and ter-

rible strength of delirium, had suddenly sprung
from his bed, dragging the sheets behind him,
and seized his tormentor by the nape of her neck.
" Ah-r-r-r-r-r-r-r ! ! ! !" yelled Nerve, once more

extricating herself an instant from his strang-

ling fingers.
" Oh ! praised be my 'Vine Mars-

ter. Mr. Vellemonte ! is you corned at last,"

exclaimed she, running for shelter into the arms

of Claude Vellemonte, who had just then hurried

into the room at the sound of shrieks
;
" he's f

he's got larum-terrors ! (delirium-tremens ;) he's

got larum-terrors! he's got larum-terrors, as

use for to follow of him when he was a drinkin'

man as sure as he's a livin' sinner, he's got

larum-terrors !"

Has he been taking any alcoholic spirits ?"

asked Claude Vellemonte, when he had succeed-

ed in getting him back to bed, and composing
him.

"Sir?"

"Has he been drinking!"

Oh, Lor' I no sir ; not a drap no, sur f On'y
I was a settin' of his duty afore him, and he her

himself into a passion long o' me, an' fetch on

this here."

What were you doing ?"
" A-settin' of his sins afore him, an' a-proph*-

cyin' o' the Bible to him as a faithful sarvint

,ught for to do."
" And you raised his fever and frenzied him

Nerve, do you want to kill your master?"

Me, kill him ! Lor' forgive you, Mr. Velle-

monte I why, I'm the bes' frien' he's got in the

worl', an' the truest I war'n't we too fotch up

together like brother an' sister me an* ole

marster ? Me, want to kill him !"

" But you will certainly kill him, if you worry
him so."

"I was a preachin' of the gospel to him, sur!"

"But as I have warned yon before you
have no mission, no vocation, for that work."

"Sur!"

Noae*,then."
"Yes, sar yes wocation yes, that's the

most genteelest word ;
nack is rale, down low,

poor, white people's talk ; wo what'i it, mars-

er?"
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\'ocation."

Wocation ! yea thanky, sir ! yes I'll re-

memberize it!"

You must remember also, not rashly to han-

dle holy things, as you do. Nerve, you are a well-

meaning woman, if we except a slight vein of

sly malice ;
and a sensible one, barring an over-

weening self-esteem ;
but you have certainly,

nearly killed your master to-day, by preaching

out of time and place. There is a time for all

things/ said the wise man ;
and the truth is to be

spoken
< in love,' said the apostle."

"Yes, sir."

"Now, if you will promise never more to

speak until I give you leave, I will, on my side,

promise, that before the year is out, you and

Kill shall be free, with a little house, well fur-

nished, and a little plot of ground, with a horse,

a cow, pigs, and some poultry."

The result of this affair, was, that Claude

Vellemonte, on returning to Red-Stone Hall, had

first sent Winny,. now somewhat recovered, to

Odk G/ove; and then going to Sacred Heart, had

dispatched Harriet Joy as general protector.

But Claude Vellemonte had more than one mo-

tive for sending Winny to her father, for though

it was certain that the feeble-one could do no-

thing in the way of nursing him or even sit by

his bedside for any great length of time together,

yet her attendance there was a duty, and her

mere presence had a salutary effect upon the

health of the invalid, and exercised a softening

and redeeming influence upon the heart of the

father. We know that when he first saw Winny
after her illness his heart had melted, and his

tears had fallen at the sight of his suffering

child ;
that he might then have been led to re-

pent his harshness, had his thoughts not soon

been monopolized by the corroding jealousies and

anxieties of his absorbing passion for Sina; and

hds judgment been unduly influenced by that

wily girl, who knew, even amid their fierce

quarrels, how to turn his anger against Edgur

Ardenne, whom she ever artfully presented to

him as a heartless adventurer, who had specula-

ted upon his daughter's affections and his own

wealth and influence. And our honest squire,

who had less keenness of perception than vio-

lence of temper and stubbornness of will, con-

tinued to act upon that view of the case up to

the time of the catastrophe. But now, undec

the influence of the discipline of Sina Hinton's

awful death, and his own prolonged illness, could

he lay there on his bed of slow convalescence,

and not be led to den reflection on the past* or

couid he turn his eyes to where his daughter sat

in her arm-chair by his bedside and see his pale,

luffering, but uncomplaining child, heart-broken

by his own harshness, and not wish to bind up
that broken heart, and, if possible, to give it

happiness ?

CHAPTER XLVI.

THE MAIDEN'S INTERCESSION.

The quality of mercy is rot strained ;

It droppeth as the sent'e rain from Heaven

Upon the place beneath : It is tw ce blessed ;

It blesseth him that gives and him that takes ;

'Tis mightiest in the mightiest ;
it becoaaes

Tae throned monarch belter than his crown.******
Though justice be thy plea, consider this

That in the course of justice none of us

Should see salvation : We do pray for mercy;
And that same prayer doth teach, u- all to render

The deeds of mercy. SkaAspeare.

How quiet it was in the sick room on Easter

Tuesday morning. A small, bright fire was

burning in the grate at the same time that for

the weather was dry, clear and pleasant the

windows were slightly raised and the blinds

partly open to let in the fresh and "
sunny air."

They had done breakfast and the room was

made very tidy and cheerful, and the now rapid

iy recovering invalid, newly shaved and refresh.

ed, sat in bed propped up with pillows. The old

lady placidly smiling to herself, reposed in an

easy chair by the fire. While Winny sat by her

father's bedside with her baby sleeping on her

lap, as though she had forgotten to lay it down;
she was looking at her baby in a pensive, half-

abstracted manner. She was silent, patient and

serete as ever, she bad fallen into one of her

reveries, and did not know that her father's

eyes, full of mournful affection, were gazing on

her. Her thoughts were far away. He leaned

over and supporting his head upon his hand,

while he rested on his elbow, stretched his

other hand out, and laying it affectionately on

her pale, golden hair, said,

"Winny, my child!"

She looked up.
" What are you thinking of, my dear child ?"

She dropped her eyelids, and two large tears

rolled slowly down her cheeks.

" Winny, my child, have you ever heard from

Edgar since he went away 1"

Now the tears streamed.

"
Say, Winny ! I have a reason for asking

you, my love."

A suffocating sob of

No never never once," was the almost

unintelligible answer.

Did you love him so dearly then, Winny ?"

Her sobs grew now hysterical she leaned hei

face down upon the side of the bed.

Don't cry, Winny, my dear, don't cry !"

But Winny sobbed the more.

Don't cry, Winny, don't ! Affairs are not so

desperate as you think may-be, child ! Don't

cry so much !"

Father ! let me it is the first time I've
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led a tear since he went away! You called

him < Edgar' iindly and that that touched

my heart- and and let me cry !" sobbed Wra-

ny . convulsively, while the poor father, who could

not guess the good this great thaw of congealed

i was doing her fretted and fumed. As soon

as Wmny could speak she commenced again, and

bet een broken sobs said,

Father ! forgive not kimt for he was not to

blame, but ww, for it was my fault ! 1 loved

him so much, so much, so much, lather! fa-

ther, forgive me bless and dismiss me, that I

may go and seek him !"

" Seek him, poor child, do you know where he

is '/"

No, father, but God will lead me to him!"

You ! you, poor, thin, pale thing, that pant

when you come up stairs."

"God will strengthen me, father! Give me

your blessing and let me go!"
" Wouldn't it be better to bring Edgar back

here ?"
" Ah ! father, if you would if you would

you would make me so, so happy ! but, oh ! fa-

ther ! how will you find out where he is ?"

"1 know where he is!"

You, father ! you know where he is ! Oh !

father, if you do indeed, for the blessed loving

Saviour's sake, tell me ! tell me !"

" He in in the wilds of the North-West Terri-

tory, living a hunter's life."

" And you will' bring him back ? Oh, father,

you will make your only child happy ! you will

bring him back !"

1 do not know, my child, just yet, I'll see !"

replied the iquire, who found magnanimity a

new and exceedingly difficult lesson to practice.
" Oh ! father, you have my life and death in

your hands give me life !"

Wmny, my child, hope all things this 1

will tell you for your comfort. I took you from
Pine Cliffs and permitted Edgar Ardenne to leave

the State, brokea-hearted, because I was justly
incensed against you both, and wished to punish

you both, as well as to try him to test his fkieli

ty and integrity. I wasn't sure he was. alto-

gether evil. Though I disliked him so much,
that I cared not the toss up of a penny whether
lie stood the test or not, yet in the event of his

standing it, 1 was full determined to bring him
back to yon. I was compelled to be silent as
the grave about it, and even act a malignity 1

did not always feel, in order to blind people to

my thoughts, and give my test a fair chance to

work. Well, I never lost sight (morally speak-
er Ardenne for one hour aU^r he Mr

or for ore hour since you know who left

in bis compiny.
" No, sir."

W,liie Smilie, Hettie's couiin, and I wrote to

him, and have b-en in secret correspondence
with him ever since."

< Oh, father!'

" It is absolutely necessary, mv desr ! A pen-

niless man who carries off an heiress is an object

of suspicion, and must be submitted to a severe

test before confidence may be safely reposed in

him. Well! 1 am happy for your sake, Winny,
to say that h* has stood the test he has b en.

true even to the severe condition that obliged

him not to seek a re-union with you."
" Father, father ! you compelled him to make

that promise?"
< ; Yes! and then 1 was in earnest my more

merciful thought was an after thought. Well,

Winny, he hag stood the severe test, and so, as

the devil himself can't unmake him your hus-

band, the father of my grandchild, and my own
son-in-law perhaps mind, I say perhaps -I'll

some day write for him to come home."
" And 1, father, will never cease to pray you

to do so until 1 see my prayers of no avail, and

then, with my baby in my arms, I Will go and

seek him."

While this scene was taking place above stairs,

another was transpiring below. " Monsieur Le

Due De Vellemonte" had ridden over to Oak

Grove, and asked for Harriette Joy, who still

remained there as a temporary acting mistress

of the house. The news of his change of cir-

cumstances had preceded him in a note carried

by a messenger from Red Stone, who, every

morning, was dispatched to inquire after the

squire's amendment.

Claude De Vellemonte was' closeted with Har-

riette Joy, and his manner was very serious and

her eyes were red with weeping. He had been

confiding to her Sina's whole secret history.

When he h^d finished, he said,
" And now, knowing that when we bad sup-

posed him to be getting well, the nevrs of Miss

Hinton's fate threw him back so dangerously, I

have been, up to this time, tearful of opening up
the subject fo Squire Darling again; fraught

with so much pain as the story of her perfidy

must be. Still, in justice and in mercy to Winay
and Edgar Arderme, he ought very quickly to

know how those children were betrayed into

marriage by another's artful misrepresentations."
" You may tell him with safety no^v, I think ;

at least it is not right longer to delay," said

Harriette, wiping her eyes, and resuming her

cheerfulness. " I will go up and inform him that

you are here."

And she went.

Yes," said Squire Darling, let him come

in!" and soon after, Claude entered the sick

chamber.

"I suppose 1 may be permitted to congratulate

you upon the happy change in \our circumstan-

ces, Monsieur Le Due De Vellemonte," said the

squire, gruffly in tb* -tone "f <k l s'psse you
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think yourself a very important personage who

the d 1 gave you leave to be any happier than

any body else ?"

Thank you, squire. Wish me joy of a hap-

pier coming event my approaching union with

your niece, Miss Su mm*: i field."

Ah, indeed ! When is that to come off ?"

Our marriage is delayed by circumstances

over which you yourself have the greatest con-

trol. Your own restoration to health, and par-

don me the re-union of Winny and Edgar Ar-

denne."
" Father Vellemonte ! I beg your forgiveness,

Monsieur Le Due 1 am not because 1 happen
to have been ill grown feeble as a child, to be

tutored by all around me !" said the squire, in

an irritated tone; for like all other rather weak-

minded persons, he was very much afraid of ha-

ving it supposed that he could be influenced.

" I do not presume to wish to tutor you, my
good sir j 1 have only certain revelations to make
that will throw a new light upon that affair of

the elopement."
" Revelations ! Humph ! it seems to me that

you have become a book of Revelations !"

" Are you strong enough to hear a somewhat

tedious story ?"
" Don't know, indeed, Father Vellemonte

beg your pardon, Monsieur Le Due !"

" I will make it short as possible, then," said

Claude, with unruffled serenity, and forthwith

commenced giving him the whole history of the

runaway match.

Squire Darling listened with unusual self-

command, only ejaculating
" Humph !" and

Ah !" at certain points. He showed not

much pain at the discovery of Miss Hinton's

perfidy : for, in reality, his quandom passion for

Sina was of that nature which required the pre-

sence of its object to excite it
;
and now, be-

tween the loss of her presence and his own ill-

ness, it became to him only as the memory of a

severe fever. He listened to this secret history

with some degree of satisfaction. He began to

feel a wish, and, indeed, a positive necessity of

recalling Ardenne, and he wanted very much a

plausible excuse for relenting. A feeling more

lively than this mere satisfaction, an emotion of

generous regret, and a wish to compensate the

boy and girl he had so deeply injured, crossed

his mind, and impelled him to exclaim,
" By Heaven ! there are not reams of paper

enough in all Jefferson county for me to write

to Edgar on!" but instantly, angry with him-

self for this escapade, he relapsed into more

than usual suller.nfiss of silence, and heard the

story to an end with a solitary
" Humph!" at its

conclution. Then, when, after silently await-

ing his comments for awhile, Claude ventured to

inquire concerning his probable course of action,

he said, importantly,
"This matter requires mature deliberation,

Father Vellemonte I beg your pardon, Mon-

sieur Le Due I"

I am afraid, reader, you do not do half justice

to the goodness that dwelt in Harriette Joy'i

merry heart. She was waiting on the steps for

Claude when he came down.
" And so you could get nothing out of him,*'

she said, when Claude had told her the result of

his visit.

He takes time for mature deliberation."

Yes! A judge taking time for mature deli-

beration as to whether he will pardon, or not,

and when, and how far, while the culprits are

bound upon the rack- This must be put a stop

to ! I will go myself and talk to him ! He is

fond of me. I will go and coax him."

"Do not go, my dear Harriette, to-day ;
he is

too much excited, and I am afraid of a return of

fever, therefore / left him so suddenly- Go to-

morrow morning, my dear child/' said Claude

Vellemonte, squeezing Harriette's hand, and

leaving her,

"I will go up and stay with your father,

Winny, dear, while you and grandmother

(Harry, since coming to the house, had always

affectionately called tiie old lady grandmother,)

eat breakfast," said Harriette, the next morn-

ing, and accordingly she ran up stair* and enter-

ed the squire's room. He was up now, and

seated in a crimson damask arm-chair by the

fire. He was dressed in a blue velvet dressing-

gown, and a many-colored Chinese night-cap.

And by his side stood a nice little mahogany
stand covered with a white cloth, and an elegant

litle breakfast service for one pe-xson. Nerve

was standing waiting on him.

Will you take some breakfast, Mfiss Harry?"

cheerfully inquired the squire.

'Indeed, I'm afraid there's not enough for

yourself," laughed Harriette.

" I do not, in fact, know that there will be

enough for two, since the second one is little

Nimrod j indeed, I half repent my invitation

say no. thank you,' Miss Barry !"

" No, thank you, sir
;

I came up only to wait

on you. Nerve, go down and nurse the baby!"
Nuss the baby ! I think its 'bout time I'd

done o' that there," said Nerve, grumbling, but

obeying.

Harriette had chosen her time well when re-

freshed by a good night's sleep, and by his bath,

Squire Darling
(i newly shaved fresh as a bride-

groom," sat in his handsome dressing-gown and

cap, in his large, easy chair, by the genial, bright

fire, er joying all the creature comforts with the

infinite, the ineffable gusto of a convalescent.

Harry went at her innocent flattering with little

tact. She buttered his buckwheats for him

k<>pt alive the fire in the chafing-dish under bi*

venison steak, and cut off the choice pieces ana
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Itld on his plate. And finally after he had eaten

and lingered long over a very hearty breakfast,

he lighted hit meerschaum and handed to him

rolling away the stand at the same time. But

tf*n Harry, the transparent little hypocrite, sat

down on a low stool close by his side, and lean-

ing her elbows on the arm of his chair, rested

ner chin upon the palms of both hands, and look-

ing np in his face, very sweetly informed him

that she loved the fragrant smoke of the meer-

schaum better than any perfume in the world!

Ah! Miss Harry! this coaxing and flattering an

old gentleman of Squire Darling's kith, is not the

wisest thing in the world as you will presently

find to your cost. She liked tobacco smoke bet-

ter than anything in the world ! The mendacious

little sinner ! Squire Darling, himself, was not

to be gulled by that very flimsy piece of deceit !

He took his pipe out of his mouth, and looking

down at her with an affectionate archness, said,

"God Almighty bless you, Harriette! you can

no more play a part than the simplest infant!"

Harriette dropped her eyelids, blushed deeply,

and looked intensely mortified at the idea of

being thought incapable of deceit.

" Well, what is it, Miss Harry ? for, of course,

all this wheedling means that you want some-

thing of me !

" Yes, I do," said Harriette, in a low tone,

but it was not for myself
"

"Of course it was not who ever heard of

you're ever saying, doing, or thinking anything
for yourself. God bless little Nimrod! How
refreshing a good girl is," said the squire, pat-

ting her black, curly haired head approvingly,

/tnd stroking down her damask cheek. "Now
what is it, Harriette, for, be sure, there is a

good chance of your suit being gained there are

few things I could refuse little Nimrod."
"Then I wish, if you please I should be so

thankful to you if you would would would not

be so extremely hard-hearted and cruel to poor
dear Edgar and Winny !"
" Hard-hearted and cruel,' humph! Your

manner of advocating a cause should- immorta-

lize you as a diplomatist, Miss Harry !" dryly
commented the squire. Well, I spose that's

wholesome truth, and no flattery," he added,

mentally then speaking aloud to Harriitte, he

aid,
" Well, what am I to do."

Deal justly by them, sir !"

"Humph! there it is again! no appeal to

well ! it's well I'm inclined to favor her peti-

tion," thought the squire, and then he said,
And if I do, MUs Harry, what then ?"
" Oh, sir ! they will be so very happy ?"
" And I ?"

Ob, sir ! never mind about you
"The d 1."

1 mean, sir, that there is nothing to disturb

your happiness, and that we are not anxious on
the ubject."

Humph ! but I should be alone."
" You would have the company of your daugh-

ter and son-in-law, and their child, or children,
sir!"

Oh! my daughter and son-in-law they will

be absorbed in each other and as for their

child, or children ain't you ashamed, Miss

Harry, by the way, to be speculating upon conse-

quences ! 1 am not fond of babies."
" Well, sir, at least you will have"

I will have nothing !
" said the squire,

" and

the fact is, that I am not going to sacrifice my-
self for undutiful children."

Oh, sir ! you"
"1 WON'T! D if I do!" exclaimed the

squire, who was in one of his wilful moods, and

wished to torment Harriette whose want ol

diplomacy had certainly contributed to raise the

present perverse spiric.

No, d if I do !" repeated the squire.

Harriette coaxed, entreated, wrung her hands,

wept.

No, d if I do !" was all the satisfaction

she got.

Harry renewed her coaxing, entreating, and

weeping. In vain.

No, d if 1 do !" was the finale.
" Oh, mercy!" said Harriette, I tho-ight you

had repented ; I thought you were going to re-

form ! and here you are, as wicked as ever, and

swearing as hard as ever !"

" When the devil got gick, the devil a saint would be;

When the devil got will, the devil a saint was he !"

" Oh, indeed it is too shocking to hear you
and I am going away, Squire Darling," said

Harry, "more in sorrow than in anger," rising

to depart.

"Come back, little Nimrod thou almost

persuadest me to be a Christian.' Come back,
little girl."
" No, Squire Darling, I will not come back

you distress me too much!" said Harry, deeply
wounded to see one who should be a father in

Israel, acting and talking with so much irreve-

rence and profanity.
" Come back, little Nimrod

;
I have somewhat

to say to thee concerning Edgar and Winny !"

" Well, sir!" said Harriette, returning
" It seems to me, you have abandoned their

cause very rashly," said the squire, who, after

all, liked well to be coaxed by her.

At it Harriette went again with all her might
and main.

"You say you love Winny, sir! Ah! you
cannot I Ifyou did, you would sacrificeany selfish

feeling for her sake."

Do you love Winny, little Nimrod ?"

Ah, ask Winny if I do not, sir 1"

Then you would be willing to do a great
deal for her sake!"

"Try me, sir!"
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it i in your power to make her happy !"

How, sir ?"
' By re-uniting her and her husband."

" 1 guessed that much, sir, for that only would

make her happy nothing else certainly would !

1 mean ho^s it in mypower?"
" You can purchase their pardon."

How, sir ? I say again."
" Will you promise to do anything I wish you

to do if I promise to pardon them, and recall

Edgar?"
Yes, the Lord hears me ! I will, sir !" said

the rash and unsuspicious girl.

" Anything !"
" Anything on earth, sir, in the range of my

power."
"Hem!" Come closer to me, Harriet. You

are a dear, honest, large-hearted child ! How
nice it would be to have you always here, and

be sure that I should not have some fine fellow

walking around, and carrying you off some day !

as was the case with Winny. Harriette, my
dear," he said, stealing his arm around her

waist
,
and drawing her up to his side "are you

engaged ?"
" Engaged, how sir ?"

To be married, I mean!"

No, sir."

" Well, then, Harriette, it most assuredly is

in your power to effect a reconciliation between

me and Edgar Ardenne 1" caid he, giving her a

squ^ez*
"1 do not comprehend you, sir," observed

Harriette, in a low voice, with a rising color.

You do ! you little rogue !" giving her ano-

ther squeeze.

[ want to go to breakfast, Squire Darling \

said Harriette, flushing with embarrassment be-

tween her disagreeable position and her dislike

of hurting his feeiiags.
* So you shall, in a moment; but you promised

to be mediator between me and Edgar.
9'

" Yes well ! if you want me to give you a

ki^ why as it is you I'll give you two, if

you'll only let me go now and carry some com-

fort to Winny."
" Ah ! Harriette, I want to marry you."
" You are making fun of me, Squire Darling,"

said Harriette, growing pale.

"I ! ave too earnest and sincere an esteem for

you, Harriette, to { make fun' of you. I want

you to promise yourself to me, on condition of

my ynaking Edgar and Winny, whom you love,

happv !"

Harriette was silent.

" Come, what do you say?"
"

I say you are not in earnest, Squire Darling;

an ! that the conversation distresses me ex-

: > Before Heaven, I am in earnest in what I am
about to declare to you namely, that you shill

never draw from me a pardon for these children,
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until you promise to give me your hand in mar-

riage and that as soon as you will give me that

promise, I will dictate a letter that you shall

write to Edgar Ardenne, recalling him to Oak
Grove ! Come, will you be generous will you
be magnanimous will you be self-sacrificing ?"

To your own children, you will certainly be

magnanimous, sir 1"

" Will I ? Humph ! I never professed to un-

derstand that branch of Ethics and I swear to

you, that 1 will never grant your petition for

their pardon, until you grant my petition for

your hand."

A profound sigh from Harriette, who dropped
her head upon her bosom, was the only answer.

And I say that the very hour you promise
me your hand, 1 will write to Edgar. Come !

what do you say to th*t ?"
" I say, sir, that I cannot see any good reason

why their happiness should depend upon your

possessing my hand," said Harry, looking down

piteously at the threatened digits.

What ! see no reason ? I'll tell you then J

.If Winny and Edgar are re-united, I shall be

very lonesome, and need a companion; and I

want you."
A deeper sigh from Harriette followed.

All this time, with his arm around her waist

he held her close to his side.

" Come, Harriette, have you never heard the

old ladies say,
< It's better to be an old man's

darling than a young man's slave?'"
" No, sir ! I never heard any body but old

gentleman say that!

But you can't deny that it is better to be sn
old man's darling than a young man's slave."
" Yea, I can and do, Squire Darling, for in the

latter case, at least, one might be able tf> love

their muster, which would make the slavery

sweet, you know; and then, sir, there i such a

thing as being a yonng man's darling, and an old

man's slave, which is not only very much more

horrible, but very much more likely to be the

case !"

That is very severe ! Pray, what is your
reason for thinking so ?"
" That as a general thing there is too much

sympathy between the young to permit them to

tyrannize over each other much."
" You think, then, it is impossible for a young

woman really to love an elderly man well enough
to marry him ?"

' Nay ! I do not say so
; I only say it is im-

possible for me. Let us drop the conversation,

Squire Darling."
" By no means, till you decide, for happiness

or misery, the fate of Winny and Edgar, whom
you profess to love so well f"

Oa ! sir, you will not afflict me with this

trial !

I swear to you, by everything good, great,
and sacred, that I never, never, never will grant
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you a pardon for Kdar, till you have grant-

ed my lint, and that I will write it the minute

you do come, will you have me ?"

I don't want you, Squire Darling !"

"Neither do 1 wane to forgive Edgar! but

come, if you'll marry me, I'll do it !"

"I WONT!" iaid Harry, flinging away from

him, and bouncing out of the door. She encoun-

tered Winny on her way to the nursery Winny,

pale, feeble, suffering, patient and her heart

mote her I She had the power she, of giving

instant happiness to that sufferer. Should she

withhold it from her ? After all, it would make

so many other people so very happy, and only

herself uncomfortable. With one of her tudden

and generous impulses, she bounced back into

Squire Darling's room, .and stood before him,

breathless, panting Squire Darling, I WILL!"

That's a dear girl ! When ?"

When Edgar Ardenne is once fairly recon-

ciled with you, and established here in the

house J"

That's my generous girl ! Now draw that

writing table up to me I will write immediate-

ly to E^gar."
"
Squire Darling stop /"

"'Stop,' hey? what? have you receded

from your promise ?"

" No, sir but before closing this agreement,
it is proper for you to know "

Well ?"

That that that "

"Weil, what?"
1 used to like like like "

" Somebody else better than you can ever like

me. Is that it ?"

fes, sir," murmured Harriette, in a low

tone.

"And that somebody else ? was ? well !

why don't you speak ?"

Colonel Dangerfield."

"Sink that fellow to perdition! he is cer-

tainly my evil genius ! 1 wonder what there is

about him so bedeviling ? He's a vain, fickle

fellow ! all these young men are, Harriette

there is no constancy in any of them, till they
come to my years."

Constancy," Harriette smiled to herself.

He flirted with you desperately, Harriette I

It was very wrong he ought not to have done

it."

We were both much to blame, sir ! I even
more than him let it pass!"
" Don't think of the blamed muzzle-mouthed

coxcomb, Harry ! I am so glad Imogene jilted
him for a Duke, which was exactly the trick he
would have played her for a Duchess had he had
the chance! Forget him, Harry! and think of
the nice time you'll have with me ! Only just
think of the hones, little Nimrod! You may
break your neck on a different steed every day
in the month!"

I do not care for horsfs any more," said

Harriette, who was now very pale and grave.
" Don't care for horses any more f By the

way, certainly I 1 believe you have not ridden

out, or joined a hunt since Imogene returned

from school, and Dangerfield, confbunded him,
left off riding with you ?"

No," said 'darriette.

" Well ! never mind ! draw that writing table

up to me, and do you go and tell Winny to pre-

pare to receive her husband, as itoon as a letter

can reach Fort C , and Edgar Ardenne
travel back."

Harriette obeyed, and then escaped from the

room, and running to Winny's nursery, caught
her to her own beating heart, and breathlessly

pressed her there.

"Why what is the matter, dearest Har-

riette?"

Oh ! Winny ! Winny ! be happy, Winny !

be happy, or my heart will oreak ! for 1 have

bartered all my days for your happiness !" and

being on the very verge of hysterics, Harry broke

suddenly away, and ran to her own room, to

have a good cry, all alone. " It is all right,"

she said,
" all right ! it is only I that am wrong.

It is all right I see that as plain as can be. It

is a social economy, that one so unconnected in

the world as I am, should be disposed of for the

good of others, who have fathers, and husbands,

and children to be made happy. Miss Mattie

used to gather up everything that was of no sort of

use, such as waste paper and stray straws, and

put them away, saying that they would do to

kindle the fire with. That was ail right. So

it is right that I, who am nothing but a piece of

waste paper, should be used to light the fire on

this domestic altar again. Pooh! am I, too,

getting foolish, and talking in figures of speech?

Is it such a calamity, Harry, to be sure of a

pleasant home like Oak Grove, with such dear

daily companions as Edgar and Winny, the old

lady and the baby and and ugh ! well, yes

Squire Darling, too if he'd only get his teeth

filed."

One month after this event, Claude Vellemonte

and Imogene Summerfield wer united by Father

Burleigh before the Al'ar of the Chapel of Sa-

cred Heart ;
the only witnesses being the mem-

bers of the families of Red-Stone Hall and Oak

Grove. It was thought most decoroi s, under

the circumstances, to omit all the uaual wedding

festivities, and so the bridal party returned

quietly home to Red-Stone Hall, where they soon

commenced preparations for sailing to France,

to which country Mrs. Summer field promised to

follow them at some future period.

When Harriette Joy returned w<v Squire

Darling, Winny, and the old lady fr Oak Grove,
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after witnessing the marriage, she found lette

waiting for her It was post-marked Win

cheater/' ;;r directed in a familiar hand Har

riette's head swam, and her ty< s filmed over a

instant, as she took it and sank into a chair t

re&d it. ^%ien she had finished, the letter drop

ped irom her hands, her face fell upon her palms
ani quick tears trickled through her fingers

Squire Darlirg was watching her. Now he laic

aside his paper, took up the letter, and asked,

"Harriette, what's the matter may I read

this?"
" Fes, sir, and answer it, please," and she

wiped her eys s,nd erniied.

Squire Darling turned the letter to read it. I

was a long, long epistle, full of history, meta-

physics, inner life,tascination, moral light, expla-

nations, protestations, etc., for four closely written

and crossed foolscap pages ;
the object of it being

to persuade Harriette Joy that Henry Lee Dan-

gerfield, m:d all the vacillations of hi heart,

turned at last to her, "true as the needle to the

pole*," and ending with an offer of his hand and

heart, imploring a speedy answer. Squire Dar-

ling, with bis spectacles on his nose, and one

short, fat leg crossed over the other, leaned back

in his chair and read this lengthy piece of

logic, passion and metaphysics, with many a

Humph \". and HaP and "Fudge!" and

Trumpery !" Then he folded up the letter and

deposited it in his coat pocket, uncrossed his

knees, took off his specs, and looking at Harri-

ette, said,
" Now, do you know what the vernacular of

this grandiloquence is? Just this, Harry, my
dear! As hs can't get Imogene, or hem!

he'll take you! don't you see it?"

" No, sir, I don't ! I think in his heart he liked

roe better than either of the other two !"

Oh ! ho, ho, ho, ho, ho ! women were made

to be fooled !"

" Well ! any how, it does not signify nowt sir
j

don't let's talk about it!"

But I am to answer this letter ?"

Yes, sir, if you please."

"What must I ?ay?"
" Tell him / can't, you know, and anything

you please."
That's a wide margin I will."

CHAPTER XLVII.

A FAMILY REUNION.

I cannot speak, tears so obstruct my words,
And choke me with unutterable joy. Otway

A hundred thousand welomes ! I could weep
nd I could laugh I'm lignt and heavy WELCOME ?

Shafcspeare.

Two weeks passed agreeably enough to all the

dwellers at Red-Stone Hall and Oak Grove.
15

Moi sieur and Madame de Vellermnte were yet
at Red Stone. Harriette Joy still a- Oak Grove.

Squire Darling, who never did anything by
halves, either in the way of falling out or of ma-

king up with a frien 5, had availed himself of his

first strength in this. tine June weather, to go on
a journey to meet Edgar Ardenne, who was on his

way returning from the West Sammie Srnilie was

staying at Oak Grove, during the absence of the

proprietor, as a sort of general supervisor of the

premises,and protect >r of the women. HettieSmi-

lie, the faithful companion of Winny in joy as in

sorrow, was there also, up to her eyes in confec-

tionary and pastry coooking. Hettie had her
own little private joys, hopes and expectations
had not her father sworn off from drinking ?

was not Willie Smilie Cousin Willie, coming
home with Edgar Ardenne ? and when he came,
was not somebody to be married and go to house-

keeping at that dear old Pine Cliffs, which was

newly repaired and neatly furnished by Squird

Darling? Ah! Hettie tripped about, thin-kint,

this a very bright world after all is said ! Harri-

e Joy was to be married when they returned,
but no preparations for that event especially
were on foot. It seemed to have been tacitly

arranged that her wedding should come off

quietly, and her position in the household be

that of an upper housekeeper. And Harriette,
who had no time to think about it, and no talent

for making herself an object of compassion, never

said a word
;
but ran about very busy and merry,

exhorting, commanding, entreating the servants,
nd superintending a general cleaning, polishing,

and embellishing the house, against Edgar came.
The bloom of hope had returned to Winny'i

heart, and the rose of health to her cheek; and
f ever Harriette betrayed any emotion, it was
>ne of pleasure, as she would stop in her flitting

hither and thither, and catching Winny to her

bosom, kiss her blushing cheek. She was so

appy in Winny! One injunction she had laid

>n Squire Darling with the force of a command
that he should keep them advised of hi$ pro-

gress towards home, and send a messenger a few
hours in advance, so that Winny's fragile nerves

might be shaken as little as possible. The squire
tad promised this.

At length, early one morning, as the old l&dy,

Winny, Harriette and Hettie were sitting at

ireakfast together, a horseman rode up to the

ouse, and dismounting, entered the hall, and

landed a letter to Harriette. It was from Squire

)arhng, and ran thus

VIRGINIA HOTEI.^ Winchester, June 15, 18 .

My dear little sweet-heart
It is dark, and we have

ust this moment arrived here. I, Edgar, and
tie whole party. I shall dispatch a fellow with
his to-night to let you know that early to-

morrow morning we set out for Oak Grove.
We shall be with you by sunset. Have tea

ready against we come. Have all the people
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we like there to meet u*. Ki* mother, Winny,
Hettie and the baby. Cuarge them to me, aad

I'll py you -when I come.

Yours, fondly and faithfully,

LRED DARLING.-
It wa evening. The setting sun was bathing

th whole iky and earth in a flood *f crimson

glory. In the supper-room at Oak-Grove stood

a table covered with a rich, white damask cloth,

et out with an elegant service of Sevres' por-

celain, and a costly set of elaborately chased sil-

ver plate, and illuminated by a large chandelier

hanging from the ceiling above it, which was al-

ready lighted.

On the piazza stood one group of persons con-

sisting of Father Burleigh, Claude Vellemonte,

Imogene, Mrs. Summerfield, Harriette and Win-

ny ;
and another group composed of Miss Mattie

Sinilie, Sammie and Hettie ; lower down, on the

steps, sat Nerve, Kill and old Getty, while scat-

tered about the lawn were the other domestics,

all waiting, all watching the approach of a tra-

velling carriage, attended by an outrider, and

which was now very near the outer gate. Har-

riete, with her arm around Winny'a waist, sup-

ported her against her bosom, but, as the car-

riage drew near the house, seeing that her charge

had grown very pale, and feeling that she trem-

bled fearfully, Harriette stooped and said,

" Winny, my love, you must not receive him

here in the midst of all these people, near and

dear though they are. It would be too bad. Let

me take you to your own room," and half leading,

half carrying the nearly fainting girl, Harrieite

left her in her chamber, and returned to the

piazza in time to see Squire Darling alight from

his carriage followed by Edgar Ardenne, Willie

Smilie, and really that was too wicked in him
Colonel DangerfifId!

Where where is Winny ?" inquired Squire

Darling, looking around and shaking hands right

and left, in which example he was followed by
the others. "Where is Winny? I don't see her."

"She is in her chamber,' replied Harriette,

pale, but self-possessed.

In her chamber I so best ; Edgar, my son, go
seek her there it is the same old place, and

Harry !" said he, turning, and taking Harriette

by the hand, " Harry, come here! Danger-

field!" Colonel Dangerfield stepped up.

" Here she is take her I She is the very best,

dearest child that God ever made or the sun ever

shone upon take her!" said the cquire, with &

red and tearful face, and-a voice trembling with

emotion. " Love her ! She has taught me, by

simple example and experience, a trite lesson,

but a true lessonthat to be happy myself I

must try to make other* happy blessed be

God !" THB END
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PREFACE.

THE domestic story of "Home Influence," and its Sequel, the present vol

ume, were written in the early part of the year 1836, and the entire work

was completed when its author was little above the age of nineteen
; and,

although no portion of it was published till some years after its composition,

but little alteration was made in the original plan.

The labors of my dear child were unceasing, and from the hour when she

could read, it may truly be stated that she learned to write. Her contribu-

tions to the current literature of the day, her valuable works upon religious

subjects, and others of a lighter character, most of which have been reprint-

ed in other lands, all testify to a mind of no common stamp ;
and here, in

reply to numerous questions relative to her literary remains, I may state

that Grace Aguilar has left many excellent works in manuscript, both in

prose and verse, some of which may at a future day be presented to the

public.

I have been induced to publish
" The Mother's Recompense," in compli-

ance with the repeated solicitations of many friends
; but, in doing so, I feel

it incumbent on me to state that, unlike its predecessor, it has not received

the advantage of that correction which later years and ripened judgment
would doubtless have cast around it. A long and fatal illness prevented its

revision for the press, the circumstances of which will be found detailed in a

short memoir accompanying the last edition of "Home Influence." The
universal voice of praise which attended the publication of that work it was

not permitted her to enjoy an all-wise Creator called her to himself.

It was ever my dear child's wish to aid, by the example of her pen, the

education of the heart. It was her desire, in the truthful exemplification of

character, to point out to the youthful of her own sex the paths of rectitude

and virtue. The same kindly love, the same heartfelt charity, the same

spirit of devotion which breathes through every line in "Home Influence,"

will be found pervading the pages of the present work.

If, then, the Home Education of the Hamilton Family be well traced and

faithfully delineated in " Home Influence, a Tale for Mothers and Daugh-
ters," its effect will be found illustrated in the " Mother's Recompense ;"

there, as its dear author writes, will still further be portrayed the cares,

anxieties, and ultimate reward of maternal love.

SARAH AGUILAR.
December. 1850.





THE MOTHER'S RECOMPENSE,

CHAPTER I.

From Emmeline Hamilton to Mary Greville.

London, January, 18.
AT length, dearest Mary, I may write to you ;

at length indulge my long-controlled wishes.

My conscience has given me permission now,

though I once thought I never could again. We
parted in August, and it is now January ; and, ex-

cept during our little tour, you have not had one

line from me, but very many more than one from

Caroline and Ellen. I used to wrong them, but

I am glad I adhered to mamma's advice and my
resolution, painful as it has been; for it did seem
hard that I, who consider myself even more my
dear Mary's own friend, should not address you
when my sister and cousin did. And now to ex-

plain this riddle, for though mamma has excused

my silence to you, I am quite sure she has not

told you the real truth. She would not expose
my silly weakness, and therefore prepare your-
self for a most humiliating confession, which will,

in all probability, lower me ten degrees in your
estimation. However, truth must be told, and
BO it shall be with all the necessary regularity
and precision. You know, almost better than

any one else, how very much I disliked the

thought of leaving dear happy Oakwood, and re-

siding any part of the year in London. You
often used to warn me, when I have thus spoken,

against permitting such fancies to obtain too much
dominion ;

but I did not follow your advice, dear

Mary, but indulged them till, of course, they be-

came so heightened that the last month of our

sojourn at Oakwood was embittered by the an-

ticipation. I saw you thought me foolish, and I

know that mamma and papa's plans could not be
altered to please my fancy, and that my confess-

ed distaste to them would give pain to both;
therefore I concealed my dislike, but, instead of

doing all I could to conquer it, encouraged every

gloomy anticipation to the very utmost. I found,

during our delightful tour through the south of

England, I could enjoy myself, but still the

thoughts of London, and masters, and strangers,
and the fancy our style of living would be so dif-

ferent in the metropolis to what it was at Oak-

wood, and that I should not see nearly as much
of mamma, all chose to corne, like terrifying

specters, to scare away the present pleasure.
We visited Oxford, although completely out

of our way, in order that we might see the resi-

dence ofmy brothers. There Percy's wild mirth
and eloquent descriptions partly banished my ill

humor, but as I neared London all my fancied
evils returned to me again. When we first ar-

rived, which was in September, this huge city

was, comparatively speaking, a desert; for all

the fashionables were out ruralizing. Mamma
was not, I believe, sorry for this, for she wished
us to have full six or seven months' hard study
before she entered at all into society. Ellen and

I, of course, will have more, but Caroline is to

make her regular entrle in March or April, and
therefore must be drilled accordingly. First-rate

masters were instantly engaged ; indeed, papa
had written to many before we arrived, that no

time should be lost, and as almost all their pupils
were from London, we had the choice of hours,

which was very agreeable, although at that time

I did not feel inclined to think any thing agree-

able, being accustomed to no instruction save that

bestowed by Miss Harcourt and mamma ; pro-
fessors of music, drawing, French, Italian, Ger-

man (which Caroline is seized with a violent

fancy to acquire, and which I deign to learn,

because I should like to read Klopstock in the

Original), and even what I term a lady professor
of embroidery, which Caroline has succeeded in

tormenting mamma to let her have entre nous,

it is only because she has taught Annie Grahame ;

all these, my dear Mary, presented a most formi-

dable array, and for the'first month I did not choose

to profit by their instructions in the least. I gave
full vent to all the dislike I felt to them. I en-

couraged indolence to a degree that frequently
occasioned a reproof from Miss Harcourt. I

could not bear their mode of teaching ; the at-

tention so many things required was in my pres-
ent state a most painful exertion, and I almost

made an inward determination to show mamma
that all her endeavors were lost on me. I would
not learn when every thing was so changed.
Do not throw away my letter in despair of your
friend, dearest Mary ; only read to the end, and

perhaps my character may be in some measure
redeemed. There was a weight on my spirits I

could not, because I would not. remove. I be-

came ill-tempered and petulant without cause ;

before papa and mamma I tried to restrain it,

but did not always succeed. Percy and Herbert
both spoke to me on this unwarrantable change ;

and I think almost for the first time in my life I

saw Percy seriously angry with me, for I had
even shown my irritation at his interference. I

told him I had a right to act and feel as I pleased.
Herbert looked sorry, and desisted in his reason-

ings when he found I would not listen. Percy's
evident irritation and the reproaches of my own
conscience added not a little to my uncomforta-

ble feelings, as you may suppose. I looked back
to what I had been at Oakwood, and the con-

trast of my past and present self really gave me
much cause for misery. It was just before my
brothers returned to college I wrote to you a

long, very long letter, in which I gave more than

enough vent to my silly, I should say sinful feel-

ings. Several hours I had employed in its com-

position, and to obtain these, neglected my exer-

cises, etc., for my masters, and caused more than

one for several days to make a formal complaint
of my indolence and carelessness to Miss Har-

court. Her remonstrances, I am ashamed to con-

fess, only had the effect of increasing my ill tern
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per. Well; I concluded at length my epistle to

jou, which, had you received it, would have been

a trial of patience indeed ; for it consisted often

or twelve closely-written pages, in which I had

BO magnified my feelings of discontent and un-

happiness, that any one must have fancied I had

not one single blessing left. I was folding and

preparing to seal it, when mamma entered my
room. I must tell you that as yet I had not had

one reproof from her lips, though I am quite sure

I deserved it long before ; I used to see her look

very grieved at any burst of petulance from me,
but she had never spoken on the subject. I al-

most trembled when she appeared, lor I knew
that morning Miss Uarcourt had said she must

inform her of Mons. Deville and Signor Rozzi's

continued complaints. Without entering on that

subject, however, she sat down by me, and with

one of her own sweet smiles, which reproached
me a great deal more than words, she asked me
if I really were going to seal and send that long
letter of confidence to you without having shown
or told any part of it to her. She might well

ask, dear Mary, for I had never written a line

before which I had kept from her ; but my con-

science told me she would not, could not ap-

prove of this, and therefore I certainly did wish
I could have sent it without telling her any thing
about it. What deceit, too ! I hear you exclaim.

Yes, dear Mary ; and before this tale of shame is

over, you will see still more clearly how one fault

makes many. I did not answer her question, but
remained sulkily silent.

"Will my Emmeline think me a harsh intruder

on her private thoughts, if I say I can not let this

letter go till I have seen at least some parts of its

contents ?" she said very mildly, but so firmly I

had no power to resist her; and when she ask-

ed if I would not, as I always did, read her some

portions, I answered, pettishly, if she read any
she might as well read all. She looked deeply
grieved, and my heart painfully smote me the

moment the words were said; but I was too

proud at that moment to show any marks of con-

trition, and all the time she was reading I con-

tinued working myself up to increased ill humor.
"Are you indeed so very unhappy, my dear

Emmeline?" were the only words mamma said,
as she laid down the last sheet and looked in my
face, with a tear trembling in her eye. I turn-

ed away, for I felt too irritated and cross to give
way to the emotion I always feel when I see
her grieved, and I was determined not to an-

swer. " And do you prefer," she continued,
"
seeking the sympathy of a young girl like your-

self to that of a mother, who has always endeav-
ored not only to sympathize with, but to soothe
the sorrows of her children 7" Still I would not

; and she added, mildly, "Do you not

think, Kmmeline, Mary would have been better

pleased if you had written to her rather in a

lighter strain ? Do you not think, if you were to

try and shake off these painful fancies, you could
write another and less desponding letter one
that I might give you my full and free permis-
sion to send, which, sorry as I am to say it, I

can not with this ?"
Mild as were her words and manner, the im-

port of what she said put the finishing stroke to

my ill temper.
"
If I may not write as I like, I

will not write at all," I passionately exclaimed ;

and, seizing the sheet nearest to me, tore it

Minder, and would have done the same with
the rest, had not mainma gently laid her hand

on my arm, uttering my name in an accent of

surprise and sorrow ; my irritable and sinful feel-

ings found vent in a mopt violent flood of tears.

Will you not think, dearest Mary, I am writing
of Caroline, and not of myself? Does it not re-

semble the scenes of my sister's childhood ? Can
you believe that this is an account of your Em-
meline, whose sweetness of temper and gentle-
ness of disposition you have so often extolled?
But it was I.who thus foi-got myself I, who once
believed nothing ever could make me passionate
or angry; and in one minute I was both had
excited myself till I became so even against my
nature, and with whom? even my mother, mv
kind, devoted mother, who has ever done so
much for me, whom in my childhood, when I

knew her worth much less "than I do now, I had
never caused to shed a tear. Oh, Mary, I can not
tell you what I felt the moment those passionate
words escaped me. I may truly say I did not

cry from anger, but from the most bitter, the most

painful self-reproach. I think her usual penetra-
tion must have discovered this, for if she had

thought my tears were really those of passion,
she would not, could not have acted as she did.

She drew me gently to her, and kissed me
without speaking. I threw my arms round her

neck, and in a voice almost choked by sobs, im-

plored her again and again to forgive me ; that I

did not mean to answer her so disrespectfully ;

that I knew I had become a very wicked girl,

but that I really did feel very unhappy. For a
few minutes she was silent, and I could see was

struggling to suppress the tears my unusual con-

duct had occasioned. I will make no apology,
dearest Mary, for entering on such minute details ;

for I know how you love my mother, and that

every word she says is almost as precious to you
as to her own children quite it can not be ; and
I give you this account also, that you may know
me as I am, and not imagine I am so free from
faults as I know you once believed me. Oh,
when I have looked back on that day, I have felt

so painfully humiliated, I would gladly banish
the recollection ; but it is better for me to remem-
ber it, lest I should fancy myself better than I am.

Every word she said in that gentle and persua-
sive tone was engraved upon my heart, even as

she spoke. She easily and fully convinced me
of my sinfulness in thus permitting imaginary
evils to make me so miserable ; for that they
were but imaginary it was easy to discover. Not
a single blessing could I say I had lost. All I

loved were around me, in health and happiness

every comfort of life was the same; and could
it be possible, mamma said, that the mere de-

parture from a favorite residence, and only for a
few months, could render me so completely blind

to the many blessings my heavenly Father had
scattered around me. As she spoke, a film ap-

peared removed from my eyes, and the enormity
of my conduct stood for the first time in its true

colors before me. I saw I knew how sinful I

had been ; and bitterly I regretted that I had not

confessed every feeling to mamma, instead of

hiding them, as I had done, in my own heart, and

brooding on them till it became a kind of pleas-
ure to do so, and till fancied evils produced real

ones. I wept bitterly while she spoke, for to

find how completely I had created misery for

myself was no agreeable matter of reflection, and

my remorse was heightened when mamma said,

"You have disappointed us not a little, rny dear

Emmeline ; for I will no longer conceal from you
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that the little tour we took on our way to London
was originally planned by your father and my-
self, to reconcile you to a change of residence.

We saw how much you regretted leaving Oak-
wood ; nor did we wonder at it, for such feelings
were most natural to one of your disposition;
and therefore, instead of traveling direct, and sud-

denly changing the scenes of our beautiful Dev-
onshire for the confinement of this huge city, we
hoped, by visiting various places, and giving you
new objects of reflection, to lessen your regret,
and make the change of residence less painfully

abrupt." As well as I could, I expressed my sor-

row and repentance, and promised to use every
endeavor to atone for the past, and become all

that she and papa wished me.
"

I believe you, my own Emmeline," my kind
mother said, as she again kissed me, and her voice

was no longer so sorrowfully grave as it had been
at first.

" I am sure, now you know all the pain

you were inflicting on both your parents, every
effort will be put in force to remove it." Did I

deserve this speech, dear Mary? I do not think
I did

;
for I often saw by mamma's countenance

I had grieved her, and yet made no effort to con-

trol myself, and so I told her. She smiled her
own sweet, dear smile of approbation, and thank-

ing me for my candor, said,
" If I say that by indulging in these gloomy

fancies, and appearing discontented, and repining
when so many blessings are around you, my Em-
meline will be doing her mother a real injury, by
rendering my character questionable, not only in

the eyes of the world, but of my most valued

friends, will she not do all in her power to be-
come her own light-hearted sejf again ?"

"Injuring your character, dearest mother!" I

exclaimed, with much surprise ;

" in what man-
ner?"

"
I will tell you, my love," she replied; "there

are many, not only of my acquaintances, but my
friends, those whose opinions I really value, who
believe I have been acting very wrongly all these

years, in never having permitted you and Caro-
line to visit London. They think by this strict

retirement I have quite unfitted you both for the

station your rank demands you should fill. That

by constantly living alone with us, and never

mingling in society, you have imbibed notions

that, to say the least, may be old-fashioned and

romantic, and which will make you both feel un-
comfortable when you are introduced in London.
These fears never entered my mind ; I wished

you to receive ideas that were somewhat differ-

ent to the generality of Fashion's dictates, and I

did not doubt but that the uncomfortable feel-

ing, against which the letters of my friends often

warned me, would very quickly be removed.
But since we have been here I do not wish to

grieve you more, my dear Emmeline I must
confess your conduct has been productive to me
of the most painful self-reproach. I thought, in-

deed, my friends were right, and that for years I

had been acting on an injudicious plan, and that

instead of my measures tending to future happi-
ness, they were only productive of pain and mis-

ery, which, had I done as other mothers of my
station, might have been avoided."

" Oh ! do not, pray do not think so," I exclaim-

ed, for she had spoken so sorrowfully, I could
not bear it.

"
I formed my own misery, dearest

mother; you had nothing to do with it."
" You think so now, my love," she answered,

with her usual fondness;
" but if my friends see

you gloomy and sad, and evidently discontented,

longing for pleasures which are not offered to you
in London, only dwelling on visions of the past,
and notions tending to the indulgence of romance,
what will they think? will not my judgment be
called in question? and, more, they know how
very much I prefer a country to a London life,

domestic pleasures to those of society, and they
may imagine, and with some probability, that to

indulge my selfish wishes, I have disregarded the
real interests of my children."

"
They can not, they will not think so," I pas-

sionately said. "They can never have known
you who form such conclusions." Would you
not have agreed with me, dear Mary, and can

you not fancy the wretchedness mamma's words
inflicted ?

" My love," she replied, with a smile,
"
they

will not fancy they do not know me ; they will

rather imagine they must have been deceived in

their opinion; that I am not what I may have

appeared to them some few years ago. The char-

acter of a mother, my Emmeline, is frequently

judged of by the conduct of her children ; and
such conclusions are generally correct, though,
of course, as there are exceptions to every rule,

there are to this, and many a mother may have
been unjustly injured in the estimation of the
world by the thoughtless or criminal conduct of
a willful and disobedient child. I have been so

completely a stranger to London society the last

sixteen years, that my character and conduct de-

pend more upon you and Caroline to be raised or

lowered in the estimation of my friends and also

of the world, than on any of the young people
with whom you may mingle. On which, then,
will my Emmeline decide to indulge in these

gloomy fancies, and render herself ill both in

health and temper, as well as exposing her moth-
er to censure and suspicion ; or will she, spite of
the exertion and pain it may occasion, shake off

this lethargy, recall all her natural animation and
cheerfulness, and with her own bright smile re-

store gladness to the hearts of her parents?"
I could not speak in answer to this appeal, dear

Mary, but I clung weeping to mamma's neck. I

never till that moment knew all my responsibil-

ity, how much depended on my conduct ; but at

that moment I inwardly vowed that never, never
should my conduct injure that dear, devoted moth-
er, who endeavored so fondly to soothe my grief,
and check my bitter tears; who had done so

much for me, who had devoted herself so com-

pletely to her children. Mentally I resolved
that nothing should be wanting on my part to

render her character as exalted in the eyes of the

world as it was in mine. I could not bear to

think how ungratefully I had acted, and I cried

till I made my head and mamma's heart ache;
but I could not long resist her fond caresses, her

encouraging words, and before she left me I could
even smile.

" And what am I to say," she said, with her
usual playfulness, "of the sad complaints that I

have received the last few days from Miss Har-

court, that she does not know what has come to

you, from Mons. Deville and Signor Rozzi ? Now
what am I to say or do to prove that this Mad-
emoiselle Emmeline does like Italian, and is not

ill, as our polite professors fancy ? Must I lec-

ture as I did when she was an idle little girl, and
liked her play better than her studies ? Suppose
these gentlemen are asked, which in all proba-

bility they certainly are, what sort of pupils Mrs
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Hamilton's daughters are ; they ought to be some-

thing out of the way, for we hear she has in-

Btructtxl them principally herself. What answer

will be given, what conclusions drawn, if you do

not exert yourself and prove that you can learn

as well, when you like, as your sister, and even

quicker than your cousin?"

I felt so ashamed, dearest Mary, that I con-

cealed my face on her shoulder, and would not

even look up to promise amendment, for I felt

that I was not certain of myself; but when
mamma spoke of my letter to you, and asked me
if I still wished to send it, or if I would not write

another, I made a desperate effort, and answered
as well as I could,

" I will not write again to Mary, dear mamma,
till I have conquered all these silly and sinful

feelings, and can write as usual ; and to be quite
sure of myself, that I may not break my resolu-

tion, I promise you that for six months I will not

give myself the pleasure of addressing her ; and
if, even at the end of that time, you do not think

I have sufficiently recovered my senses, which

certainly appear to have deserted me, you shall

increase at your will my time of probation. I

deserve some privation for my ungrateful con-

duct, and the not writing to Mary now is the

greatest I can think of." I tried to appear very
heroic as I made this speech, but, with all my
efforts, I completely failed. Mamma looked at

me a moment in surprise, but then, with more
than usual fondness, she strained me to her heart,
and I felt a tear fall on my cheek.

" My own sweet child, my darling Emmeline!"
she exclaimed,

"
I did not expect this offered

sacrifice, but I will accept it, my own love, and
let its pain be soothed to your affectionate heart

by the knowledge that, in making it, you have

given me the purest, most delicious sense of

pleasure you could bestow. We will not say six

months," she added, more playfully, "we will

see what the middle or end of January brings.
You will then still have nearly four months to re-

deem your character. I have not the slightest
doubt that even before that period my Emmeline
will be herself." Oh, Mary, I felt so very happy
as she thus spoke, that I thought I must find it

very easy to conquer myself, but I was mistaken,
painfully mistaken; I had encouraged despond-
ency and gloom for so long a period, that it re-

quired every exertion, in the very least, to sub-
due it. I had chosen to waste my time, and be in-

attentive to all the means of improvement which
were offered me, and to command my attention

sufficiently to regain the good opinion of our sage
professors was most disagreeably difficult ; but I

was no longer afraid to encounter mamma's sor-

rowful or reproving glance, as I had been be-

fore, and her fond encouragement and the marks
of approval which both she and papa bestowed,
when I could not but feel I had done little to de-
serve them, lightened the labor of my task, and,
by causing me to wish earnestly to deserve their

kindness, increased my efforts ; and at length,
dearest Mary, these miserable feelings so com-
pletely departed from me, that I was surprised
to perceive how very nearly I could be as hap-
py in London as at dear Oakwood ; quite as hap-
py is impossible, because I feel more and more
how very much I prefer a quiet, domestic life in
the country to London and society. You will

perhaps smile, as mamma does, and say I am
not introduced yet, and then I may change my
mind ; but I do not think I shall. She prefers

the countiy, so it will not br vorv strange if 1

should; but -when I see how completely, and

yet how cheerfully she has given up her favorite

residence and employments for the interests and

happiness of her children, I feel ashamed at the

egregious selfishness which has been mine. Oh,
Mary, when shall I ever be like mamma? when
can I ever be worthy of half, nay, one quarter of
that respectful admiration which is bestowed
upon her, even by those whose principles and
conduct are directly opposite ?

In her conversations with me, she had spoken
more of the opinion of the world than she ever
did at Oakwood, and one day, venturing to no-

tice it as being contrary to that which she so

carefully instilled, that to God and our conscience
we should alone be answerable for our conduct,
she answered, with a smile,

" I have been long expecting this remark, my
dear Emmeline, and I have endeavored to be

prepared with an answer. To our Father in

heaven and to our own conscience we must still

look for our guide in life
;
that not in one thing

must we transgress the love and duty we owe
our Maker, or disregard the warning or reproach-
es of our hearts ; but still, mingling in the world,
as it is undoubtedly our duty to do for, as I have
often told you, we do not live for ourselves, but
for others we must have due regard in minor

things to the opinions of those with whom we
associate. When a woman has once set up for

an Independent when, scorning the opinion of
the world, she walks forth conscious in her own
integrity and virtue, though no stain may have
sullied her conduct or name, though she may be

innately amiable and good, yet every gentler fe-

male will shrink from such a character, and
tremble lest they should become like her. Wom-
en are dependent beings; in Infinite Wisdom it

was thus ordained, and why should we endeavor
to be otherwise ? When once we set up a stand-
ard for ourselves, we have thrown aside our sur-

est safeguard, and exposed ourselves to censure
and suspicion. When the ordinances of society
do not interfere with the higher principle of our

lives, they should be obeyed, and in doing so we
are following up the dictates of true religion,

by doing our duty as members of a community,
as children of one common Father, which, if we
stand selfishly apart, we can not do. I speak
more of the opinion of the world," mamma then

continued,
" to you than either to your sister or

your cousin. Caroline I would rather check in

her perhaps too great regard for admiration
; and

Ellen is at present too young, and in much too

delicate health, to go out with me as much as

you will, even before you are what is termed
introduced ; besides which, her natural reserve
and timidity banish all fears on that account for

her. But for you, Emmeline, I do sometimes
feel fearful that, in the indulgence of uncontrolled

feeling, you will forget you are not quite such
an independent being as you were at Oakwood.

Many of your ideas are quite contrary to those

generally entertained by several with whom you
may associate; and I sometimes dread that by
their unchecked expression, or the avowed de-

termination never to think as your companions
do that you hate such confined ideas, or some
such thing, which," and she smiled, "if I know
my Emmeline rightly, is not at all unlikely you
may be exposing yourself to suspicion and dis-

like. I feel quite sure you never will willfully
offend, or that you will really deserve such cen-
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sure : all I wish is that you will be a little more

guarded and controlled in your intercourse with

strangers here than you ever were in the happy
halls of Oakwood."

I did not answer, my dear Mary ; for I do not

know why, but there was something in her words
that caused my eyes to fill with tears. I think

it was because it seemed such a painful task to

maintain such a continued control over my words
and feelings, and mamma, as usual, divined the

cause of my sadness, even before I could define

it myself.
" Do not look so very sad, my sweet girl," she

said so fondly, that, like a simpleton, I cried the

more. " I do not wish to see you changed, how-
ever different you may be to others. I do not

wish to chill one feeling in this affectionate little

heart, nor check one burst of enthusiasm. Your
character has been and is too great a source of

unalloyed pleasure to your mother, my Emme-
line

;
it would be misery indeed to see it in any

way changed, though I do preach control so very
much," she continued, more playfully, but with
that same fond affection which, while it made
me cry, appeared to soothe every painful emo-
tion. "We shall not always be in society, Em-
meline ; corne to me as of old, and tell me every

thought and feeling, and all that has given you
pain or pleasure. With me, dearest, there must-

be no control, no reserve ;
if there be the least

appearance of either, you will inflict more pain
on my heart than from your infancy you have
ever done, for I shall think my own counsels have
alienated from me the confidence of my child."

I never shall forget the impressive sadness

with which she spoke these words, dearest Mary,
and, clinging to her, I declared, and with truth,

as long as I might speak, and think, and feel with-

out control when with her, I would be all, all she

wished in society that I never could be unhap-
py; and to be reserved with her, I felt sure I

never, never could. She embraced me with the

utmost tenderness, and banished all my remain-

ing sadness -by the earnest assurance that she be-

lieved me.
What a long letter have I written to you, my

dearest friend ; will you not say I have atoned
for my long silence ? If I have not atoned to

you, I have at least gratified myself; for you know
not how very often I longed, after such conver-
sations as I have recounted, to sit down and write
them all to you, as I had promised, when I could
no longer tell in speech all my kind mother's in-

structions.

I do not make any apology for writing so much
of her and myself, for I know to you it is unnec-

essary. I tried to write all she said, that you
may benefit by it likewise, and in doing so I as-

sure you I give you the sincerest proof of my
affection ; for to no one but my own Mary have
I thus related the precious conversations I had
alone with mamma. I know no one but you
whom I deem worthy of them. How I wish, in

return, you could solve a riddle for me. Why do
I fear mamma so much, when I love her so very
dearly ? When I do or even think any thing that

my conscience tells rne is wrong, or at least not

right, I absolutely tremble when I meet her eye,

though she may know nothing for which to con-
demn me. I have never heard her voice in an-

ger, but its sorrowful tones are far more terrible.

I think sometimes, if I had been in Ellen's place
eighteen months ago, I should have been as ill

from fear alone, as she was from a variety of emo-

tions, poor girl. .Yet why should I feel thus ?

Caroline does not even understand rne when 1

speak of such an emotion. She says she is al-

ways very sorry when she has displeased mam-
ma ; but fear is to her unknown we two cer-

tainly are complete opposites. I think Ellen's

character resembles mine much more than my
sister's does. But you will like to know how my
time of probation is thus shortened ; for I should
have kept my resolution and waited the six

months, pain as it was, but one day, about a week
ago, mamma chanced to enter our study at the

very instant that the poor man, who so politely
believed Mademoiselle Emmeline was too ill to

appreciate his lessons, was praising me up to the

j

skies for my progress ; that same day Signer Roz-
zi had informed mamma, with all the enthusiasm
of his nation, that he was delighted to teach a

young lady who took such pleasure in the study
of poetry, and so capable of appreciating the

beauties of the Italian poets.
" In truth, mad-

am," he said,
" she should be a poet herself, and

the Temple of the Muses graced with her pres-
ence." There's for you, Mary ! But, jokes apart,
I do love Italian ; it is, it must be the natural lan-

guage of poetry ; the sentiments are so exquisite-

ly lovely, the language, the words, as if framed
to receive them music dwells in every line.

Petrarch, Tasso, Dante, are all open to me now,
and I luxuriate even in the anticipation of the

last but how I am digressing. That night mam-
ma followed me to my room as I retired to bed,
and smiling, almost laughing, at the half terror

my countenance expressed, for I fancied she had
come to reprove the wild spirits I had indulged
in throughout the dav, she said,

" Is not this little

head half turned with the flattery it has received

to-day?"
"
No," I instantly replied.

" It is only the ap-

probation of one or two that can put me in any
danger of such a misfortune."

"Indeed," she answered, again smiling; "I
fancied it was the fine speeches you had been

hearing to-day that had excited such high spirits,

but I am glad it is not ; otherwise, I might have
hesitated to express what I came here to do rny

approbation of my Emmeline's conduct the last

few months."
I felt my color rising to my very temples, dear

Mary, for I did not expect this, but I endeavored
to conceal all I felt by seizing her hand, and im-

ploring her, in a serio-comic, semi-tragic tone, not

to praise me, for she and papa were the two
whose praises would have the effect on me she

feared.
" But you must endeavor to keep your head

steady now," she continued, "because papa sends

a packet to Oakwood next week, and a long let-

ter for Mary from my Emmeline must accompany
it; her patience, I think, must be very nearly ex-

hausted, and I know if you once begin to write,

a frank will not contain all you will have to say,

will it ?" she added, with an arch but such a dear

smile.

All my high spirits seemed for the moment to

desert me, and I could not answer her, except to

cover her hand with kisses. I have told you
what she said in the way of reproof and advice,

my dear Mary, but I can not coolly write all she

said as encouragement and praise ; it was much
more than I deserved, and all, therefore, that I

can do, is to continue my endeavors to feel one

day rather more to merit it. I have risen every

morning an hour earlier, that I might tell you all
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I wished without encroaching on my allotted

hours of study ; for I hope you will not imagine

I have written all this in one or two, or even

three sittings ; nnd now do I not deserve a letter

almost as long from you ? If you do not thus re-

ward me, dread my vengeance, and write soon,

for I long to have a letter from you ; of you I

have heard often but of and from, though they

may be both brothers of the family of the prepo-

sitions, are very different in meaning. I have

not written one word of Caroline or Ellen. Am
I not incurably egotistical ? The former declares

she is sure you will have no time to read a letter

from her, with such a volume as mine, and Ellen

says >!IL- has no time by this opportunity. 1 told

her she ought to get up as I did ; she blushed,

looked confused enough to awaken my attention,

and then said she supposed she was too lazy;

iind now 1 really must say farewell. Mind you
.11 concerning yourself and your dear moth-

er, to whom present my very loving respects;

and as for yourself, dear Mary, let this long letter

prove the sincere affection and perfect confidence

of your giddy friend, EMMELINE.

p.S. No young lady can write without a post-

script. Mamma has absolutely had the patience
to read through my letter, and except that she

said so much of her was certainly needless, she

approves of it almost as much as she disapproved
of my other, which she has just compelled me to

read. What a tissue of absurdity it contained

worse, it is sinful. I have had the pleasure of

burning it, and I hope and trust all my silly re-

pinin"s are burned with it. Once more, adieu.

E. H.

From Mrs. Hamilton to Miss Gremllt.

I can not, my dear Mary, suffer Emmeline's

long letter to be forwarded to you without a few
lines from me, to remove all lingering fears

which you may perhaps have had, that I do not

approve of your correspondence. Believe me,

my dear girl, that to see you the chosen friend

of my giddy but warm-hearted Emmeline is still,

as it has ever been from your childhood, a source

of real pleasure both to Mr. Hamilton and my-
self. Female friendships are, I know, often re-

garded with contempt, not only by men, but fre-

quently by the sterner principles of our own sex
;

they are deemed connections of folly ; that the

long letters which pass between young ladies set

down by the world as intimate friends, are but
relations of all the petty incidents they may hear
or see. Such letters are also considered tending
to weaken the mind and produce false sensibility,

by the terms of affection they force into their

service the magnified expression of momentary
and fleeting emotions. That such may some-
times be the tenor of some young people's corre-

spondence, I do not pretend to deny, and when
that is the case, and such letters are treasured up
in secret and requested to be burned, lest any
eves save those for whom they are intended
should chance to encounter them, then, indeed,
I too might disapprove of similar intimacies, and
it was to prevent this I would not permit Emme-
line to send the first letter to which she has al-

luded. Every feeling was magnified and distort-

ed, till you must have fancied had not the real
cause been told that some very serious evil had

happened, or wns impending over her. I did
not in the least doubt but that you would have
used all your influence to combat with and con-

quer this sinful repining ; but still I thought your
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very replies might have called forth renewed
ebullitions of sensibility, and thus in the frame of
iniud which she was then indulging, your hinted

reproaches, however gentle, might have been
turned and twisted into a decay of friendship or

some such display of sensitiveness, which would
certainly have removed your affection and injur-
ed herself. When, therefore, she so frankly ac-

knowledged her error, and offered to sacrifice

the pleasure I knew it was to write to you, I ac-

cepted it, spite of the pain which I saw she felt,

and which to inflict on her, you may believe, gave
her, and now I certainly feel rewarded for all

the self-denial we both practiced. Emmeline is

again the same happy girl she was at Oakwood,
although I can perceive there is nothing, or at

best but very little, here that can compensate for

the rural pleasures she has left. I do not wonder
at this, fur in such feelings I trace those which,
from my girlhood, were my own. I hope, there-

fore, my dear young friend, that nothing in future
will check your intercourse with Emmeline, but
that your correspondence may long continue a
source of pleasure to both of you. I love to see
the perfect confidence with which Emmeline has
written ; it proves she regards you as you deserve
to be regarded, as indeed her friend, not her

companion in frivolity and sentiment; and be-
lieve me, you may thus have it in your power
to improve and strengthen her perhaps rather
too yielding character. The manner in which,

through the mercy of our compassionate God, you
have been enabled, young as you are, to bear

your trials, which are indeed severe, has inspired
her with a respect for your character, which the

trifling difference in your ages might otherwise
have prevented, and therefore your letters will

be received with more than ordinary interest,
and your good example, rny dear girl, may do
much toward teaching her to bear those evils of
life from which we can not expect her to be ex-

empt, with the same patient resignation that

characterizes you. Write to her, therefore, as

often as you feel inclined, and do no*, I beg, sup-

press the thoughts her candid letter may have

produced. I will not ask you to read her con-
fession charitably, for I know you will, and I as-

sure you she has completely redeemed her fault.

The struggle was a very severe one to subdue
the depression she had encouraged so long ; but
she has nobly conquered, and 1 do not fear such

feelings of discontent ever again obtaining too

great an ascendency.
Tell your dear mother, with my affectionate

love, that she will be pleased to hear Ellen's

health is improving, and has not as yet suffered

in the least from the winter or the more confined
air of London, which I almost dreaded might be
baneful to one so delicate as she was when we
left Oakwood. I think our little tour did her
much good, though the idea of the exertion at

first appeared painful. She is ever cheerful

though I sometimes wish she would be more

lively, and can not help fancying, notwithstand

ing her melancholy as a child was remarkable
that her sufferings, both bodily and mental, thf

last eighteen months, have made her the very

pensive character she is. I had hoped before

that unfortunate affair she was becoming as ani

mated and light-hearted as my Emmeline, but

as that can not be, I endeavor to be thankful foi

the health and quiet, and, I trust, happiness she

now enjoys. We receive, every opportunity,
from Edward very satisfactory and pleasing ^t
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ters, which, as you will believe, tend not a little

to lessen the anxiety of both his sister and my-
self. His new captain is a far sterner character

and even more rigid in discipline than was Sir

Edward Manly ; but our young sailor writes that

this is rather a source of pleasure to him, for it

will be the greater merit to win his regard,
which he has resolved to use every endeavor to

maintain.

I must not forget, in thus writing of my fami-

ly, to mention that Herbert never writes home
without inquiring after his favorite Mary, and if

his sisters do not answer such queries very par-

ticularly, they are sure in the next letter to ol>

tain as severe a reproach as can flow from his

peri. Will you not return such little tokens of

remembrance, my dear girl? Herbert has only
lately changed the term by which in his boy-
hood he has so often spoken of you his sister

Mary; and surely friends in such early child-

hood may continue so in youth. The season has

not, and will not yet commence here. Caroline

is anticipating it with a delight which I could

wish less violent. I certainly never observed
the very striking contrast between my daughters
as 1 do now, though I always knew they were

very unlike. You, dear Mary, would, I think,
even more than Emmeline, shrink from the life

which for a few months in every year we must
HOW lead, if we would do our duty in the station

we are ordained to fill. I think one season will

prove to Caroline that it is not in gayety she will

iiod true and perfect happiness, and if it do so,

1 shall join in society next year with a less trem-

bling heart. And now, adieu, my dear young
friend. If by Emmeline's long silence you have
ever permitted yourself to entertain a suspicion
that I did not approve of your correspondence,
let this letter from me prove your error; and re-

member, if ever sorrow in your young yet check-

ered life should assail you, and you would con-

ceal them from your revered parent, fearing to

increase her griefs, write to me without hesita-

tion, without fear, and I will answer you to the

best of my ability; for sympathy, believe me,

you will never appeal to me in vain, and if you
require advice, I will give it you with all the af-

fection I feel toward you. God bless you, my
dear girl.

Yours most affectionately,
E. HAMILTON.

From Emmeline Hamilton to Mary Greville.

A month, actually a whole month has elapsed,
dearest Mary, since I wrote to you last, and not

a line from you. Granting it was nearly a week
on the way, three weeks are surely long enough
for you to have written an answer, when I en-

treated you to write so soon. What can be the

cause of this silence? I will not upbraid you,
because I tremble when I think what may per-

haps have occasioned it. Mamma has become
almost as anxious as myself; therefore, as soon

as you can, pray write, if it be but one line, to

say you are well and at peace ; I do not, will

not ask more. I scarcely like to write on indif-

ferent subjects in this letter, but yet, as you have

given me nothing to answer, I must do so to fill

up my paper; for, if what I dread be not the

case, you will not thank me for an epistle con-

taining but a dozen lines. London is becoming
rather more agreeable, and the fogs have given

place to fine weather. The Court arrived from

Brighton yesterday, and they say the town will

now rapidly fill. Caroline is all joy, because

early next month Mr. Grahame's family leave

Brighton. They have a fine house in Piccadilly,
not very far from us, and Caroline is anticipating

great pleasure in the society of Annie. I won-
der what my sister can find to like so much in

Miss Grahame; to me this friendship has been
and is quite incomprehensible. She does not

possess one quality that would attract me ; what
a fortunate thing it is we do not all like the same
sort of people. Congratulate me, my dear friend,
I am overcoming in a degree my dislike to the

company of strangers. Some of papa and mam-
ma's select friends and their families have been

calling on us the last month, and we have lately
had rather more society in the evening : not any
thing like large parties, but nice little conversa-

ziones, and really the lords and ladies who com-

pose them are much more agreeable than my
fancy pictured them. They are so intelligent, and
know so much of the world, and the anecdotes

they relate are so amusing, and some so full of

good-natured wit, that in one evening I become
more advanced in my favorite

study,
that of char-

acter, than I do in weeks spent in retirement.

Caroline is very much admired, and I sometimes
look at her with surprise; for she certainly looks

much better, and makes herself more agreeable

among strangers than she ahcays does at home.
Mamma would call that perhaps an unkind re-

flection, but I do not mean it for such; some peo-

ple are more fascinating out than at home. I

am contented to remain in the shade, and only
speak when I am spoken to, like a good little

girl ; that is to say, 1 converse with those who
are good-natured enough to converse with me,
and many agreeable evenings have I passed in

that way. There is her grace the Duchess D
,

a very delightful woman, with elegant manners,
and full of true kindness. I like the way she

speaks to her daughters, at least her two youn-
gest the rest are married Lady Anne and Lady
Lucy ; they appear very nice young women,
agreeable companions ; as yet, we have but lit-

tle conversation in common, though they appear
to get on remarkably well with Caroline. The
Countess Elmore, a nonvelle marine, but a de-

lightful creature, so exquisitely lovely such

eyes, hair, teeth; and yet these rare charms ap-

pear entirely forgotten, or displayed only for the

earl her husband, who is worthy of it all. He
has talked to me so often, that his wife also takes

a great deal of notice of me, and when they are

of our party I always pass an agreeable evening.
The earl is well acquainted with our beautiful

Devonshire, dearest Mary; he admires country
as I do, and he asked so much about it one night
last week, that I quite forgot all my intentions

about control, and actually talked and apostro-

phized the Dart as I would to one of my own
brothers. I forgot every body else in the room,
till I caught mamma's glance fixed earnestly on

me, and then, my dear friend, I did not feel over

comfortable ; however, I was soon at ease again,
for I saw it was only warning, not reproving;
and the next morning, when I sought her to tell

her all my delight of the preceding evening, she

shared in it all, and when I asked her, half fear-

fully, ifher glance meant I was passing the bound-

ary she had laid down, she said,
" Not with the

Earl of Elmore, my dear Ijjmmeline; but had

you been talking in the same animated strain to

the Marquis of Alford, who, I believe, took you
in to supper, I should say you had."

" But I did not with him," I exclaimed. " No,

- r."
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my love." she answered, laughing at the anxiety
that was, 1 felt, imprinted on my face. " But why
are you so terrified at the bare suggestion ?"

"
Because," I said, and I felt I blushed,

" he is

a single man ; and I never can speak with the

same freedom to unmarried as to married men."
" And why not?" she asked, and fixed her most

penetrating glance on my face.

I became more and more confused, dear Mary,
for I felt even to my own mother it would be dif-

ficult to express my feelings on that subject. I

managed, however, with* some difficulty to say
that 1 had often heard Annie say she hated as-

aemblies where there were only married men,

though there might be some fun in endeavoring
to excite the jealousy of their wives ; but it was

nothing compared to the triumph of chaining

young men to her side, and by animated conver-

sation and smiles make each believe himself a

special object of attraction, when, in reality, she

cared nothing for either. " Rather than do that,"

I exclaimed, starting from the stool which I had

occupied at mamma's feet, and with an energy
I could not restrain,

" I would bury myself for-

ever in a desert, and never look upon a face I

loved ; rather than play upon the feelings of my
fellow-creatures, I would I know not what I

would not endure. Mother," I continued,
" moth-

er, if ever you see me for one instant forget my-
self, and by word or sign approach the borders
of what is termed coquetry, promise me faithful-

ly you will on the instant prevent further inter-

course, you will not hesitate one moment to tell

me of it, even though in your eyes it may appear
but earnest or animated conversation. Mother,
promise me this," I repeated, for I felt carried so

far beyond myself, that when I look back on that

conversation, it is with astonishment at my own
temerity.

" Annie has laughed at me when I ex-

pressed my indignation ; she says it is what every
woman of fashion does, and that I am ridiculous

if I hope to be otherwise. Mother, you will not

laugh at me. Spare me, spare me from the re-

morse that will ensue, if such ever be my con-

duct."
" Fear not, my dear and noble child," she ex-

claimed (her voice I knew expressed emotion),
and she pressed me fondly to her heart ;

" I

promise all, all you wish. Retain these noble

feelings, these virtuous fears, and I shall never
have occasion to do what you desire. Oh, that

your sister thought the same !" she added ; and
oh, Mary, I shall never forget the tone of anxiety
and almost distress with which those last words
were said.

" She does, she will, she must," I said, vehe-

mently, for I would have given worlds to calm
the anxiety I know she feels for Caroline, and I

do wish that on some points my sister thought as
I do, not from vanity, my dear Mary, believe me,
but for her own happiness. I can not describe
each member of our circle, dear Mary, in this let-

ter, but you shall have them by degrees. The
Earl and Countess Elmore are my favorites. I
was very sorry mamma did not permit me to join
a very small party at their house last week ; the
countess came herself to beg, but mamma's man-
date lnid gone forth long ago, and therefore I sub-
mitted, I hope, with a good grace, but I doubt it.

She wishes me
only, to join in society at home this

i ut next year I may go out with her as often
!i> I please. Lord Henry d'Este is one of the
most amusing creatures I ever met with ; he has

always some droll anecdote to relate that calls

forth universal merriment ; but of single men, tne
Earl of St. Eval, eldest son of the Marquis of Mai
vem, is the most agreeable. He is not particular-

ly handsome, but has an eloquent smile and per
suading voice, very tall and noble in his carriage.
He has talked to me much of Oxford, where for

about six or seven months he was acquainted
with my brothers, ofwhom he spoke in such high
terms, dear Mary, and quite regretted he could
not enjoy their society longer. He has since been
on the Continent, and relates so delightfully all

he has remarked or seen among foreigners, that

it is evident he traveled really for pleasure and
information, not for fashion. He appears much
attracted with Caroline. I am sure he admirea
her very much, and I only wish she would be as

pleased with him as I am, but she always pro-
vokes by saying he has not sufficient esprit ; nor
is he quite handsome enough to please her

; and

yet she never refuses his attentions or shrinks from
his conversation, as, if I disliked him (as when
we are alone she appears to do), I know I should.
Do not tremble for my peace, dear Mary, as you
read these flowing descriptions. In society they
are most agreeable, bat as the partner of my life.

I have not yet seen one to whom, were the ques-
tion asked, I could with any hope of happiness
give my hand. These scenes are well for a time,
but they are not those in which I would wish to

pass my life. My wishes are humbler, much
humbler ; but I do not yet understand them suf-

ficiently even to define them to myself. It is

much the same with the young ladies of rank
with whom I now frequently associate ; they are

agreeable companions, but not one, no, not one
can supply your place, dearest Mary. Not one

I love as I do you. We have no ideas in

common ; amiable and good as in all probability

they are, still, as my intimate friends, I could not

regard them ; and yet strange contradiction, you
will say I wish Caroline could find one among
them to supply the place ofAnnie Grahame in her
heart. Why am I so prejudiced against her, you
will ask. Mary, I am prejudiced, and I can not

help it. Something tells me my sister will obtain
no good from this intimacy. I never did like her,
and of late this feeling has increased. Ellen is

pleased, too, when her health permits her to join
our agreeable little coteries. She appears over-

coming her very great reserve, but does not be-
come more lively. She looks always to me as if

she felt a stain yet lingers on her chai-acter, and

though mamma and papa treat her even more
kindly than they did before, if possible, still there

are times when to me she appears inwardly un-

happy. Strangers would only pronounce her
more pensive than usual for her years ; for her

slight figure and very delicate features, as well
as retiring manner, make her appear even youn-
ger than she is; but I sometimes fancy I read
more. She is always calm and gentle as she used
to be, and I never can discover when any thing
vexes her except by her heightened color, which
is more easily visible now than when her health

was better.

I am summoned away, dear Mary, to go with

mamma to ride; and as this leaves to-night, I

must not write more now, but I intend teasing

you with letters every week till you write to me,
if you are not well, in the sincere wish to arouse

you and draw your thoughts
from what may be

unpleasing subjects, and if you are idle, to spur

you to your task. Adieu, my dearest friend.

Your ever affectionate EMMELINE.
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Mary Greville to Emmeline Hamilton.

Greville Manor, March 13.

How can I thank you sufficiently, my clearest

Emmeline, for the affectionate letters which I

have received so regularly the last month. I am
still so weak that much writing is forbidden me,
and therefore to reply to them all as my affection

dictates is impossible. But I know your kind

heart, my Emmeline ; 1 know it will be satisfied

when I say your letters have indeed cheered my
couch of suffering ; have indeed succeeded not

only in changing my thoughts from the subject
that perhaps too much engrosses them, but some-

times even my poor mother's. Your first long
letter, dated January, you tell me you wrote to

let me know you as you are, that all your faults

may be laid bare to my inspection ; and what is

to be the consequence that you are, as you said

you would be, lowered in my estimation? no,

dear and candid girl, you are not, and while you
retain such ingenuousness of disposition, you nev-

er can be. Wrong you certainly were to encour-

age such despondency, when so very many bless-

ings were around you; but when once you be-

come sensible of an error, it is already with you
corrected. Mamma has, I know, some weeks

ago, written to Mrs. Hamilton, to tell her Greville

Manor is to be sold. We shall never return to it

again; the haunts I so dearly loved, the scenes

in which I have spent so many happy hours, all

will pass into the hands of strangers it will be
no longer our own; we shall be no longer to-

gether, as for so many years we have been. In

changing my residence thus, I feel as if every tie

I loved was torn asunder.

I thought I could have written calmly on this

subject, my Emmeline, but I believed myself

stronger, both in mind and body, than I am. I

have been very ill, and therefore let that be my
excuse. Plead for me with your mother, Emme-
line; tell her she knows not how I struggle to

conceal every pang from the watchful eyes of

that mother who has hung over my couch, with

an agony that has told me plainer than words I

am indeed her only joy on earth. My spirit has

been so tortured the three months of my stern

father's residence at home, that I feel as if I would
oh ! how gladly flee away and be at rest ; but

for her sake, I pray for life, for strength ; for her

sake, I make no resistance to the advice of Mr.

Maitland, that for a year or two we should live

in Italy or Switzerland, though in leaving England
I feel as if I left I know not what, but somewhat
more than the mere love for my native land.

Why, why is my health so weak ? why does it

ever suffer when my mind is unhappy? Oh, Em
meline, you know not the fierce struggle it is not

to murmur ; to feel that it is in mercy my Father
in heaven afflicts me thus. If I might but retain

my health, my mother should never suspect my
sufferings; I would, I know I would, hide them
from every eye; but she reads them in my failing
frame and pallid features, when I would, by every
means in my power, prove to her that while she is

spared to me I can not be wholly unhappy. It

was not illness of body that prevented my reply-

ing to your first long letter; but papa and Alfred
were both at home, and my nerves were so fre-

quently shaken, that I knew it would be impos-
sible to write, and therefore did not attempt it,

even at the risk of offending, or at least giving
pain to you. I begged mamma to write to Mrs.

Hamilton, and tell her all that had occurred, on
the receipt of your second, dated February ; for

1 thought, while explaining our silence, it would
relieve herself, which I think it did. It is six

weeks since then, and I am only now allowed to

write, and have been already obliged to pause
more than once in my task ; so forgive all inco-

herences, my dearest Emmeline. The Manor is

to be sold in June: for my sake, mamma ven-

tured to implore my father to dispose of another

estate, which has lately become his, instead of

this, but he would not listen to her; and I im

plored her not to harrow hsr feelings by vain

supplications again. Alfred is to go to Cam
bridge, and this increased expense, as it is for

hrm, papa seems to think nothing of, but to my
poor mother it is only another subject of uneasi

ness, not so much for our sakes as for his own.

Temptations of every kind will be around him;
his own little income will never be sufficient to

enable him to lead that life which his inclination

will bid him seek. Misfortune on every side

appears to darken the future ; I can not look for-

ward. Pray for me, my dearest friend, that I

may be enabled to trust so implicitly in the Most

High that even now my faith should not for a

moment waver. Oh ! Emmeline, spite of all hia

harshness, his coldness, and evident dislike, my
heart yearns to my father. Would he but per-
mit me, I would love and respect him as fondly
as ever child did a parent ; and when, after be-

holding his cruelty to my mother, my heart has

sometimes almost involuntarily reproached him
and risen in rebellion against him, the remorse
which instantly follows adds to that heavy bur-

den which bows me to the earth. We leave

England in May, if I am sufficiently strong. I

do not think we shall visit London, but travel

leisurely along the coast to Dover. I wish J

could see you once more, for I know not if we
shall ever meet again, dear Emmeline ; but per-

haps it is better not it would only heighten the

pain of separation. I should like much to have
written to your kind good mother with this, but
I fear my strength will not permit; yet perhaps,
if she have one half hour's leisure, she will write

to me again ; her letters, indeed, are my comforts
and support. I thank your brother Herbert for

his many kind and affectionate messages; tell

him all you will of our plans, and tell him tell

him his sister Mary will never forget the broth-

er of her childhood the kind, the sympathizing
companion of her youth. To Percy, too, remem-
ber me; and say all your own affection would
dictate to Caroline and Ellen. I would have
written to the latter, but my weakness will, I

know, prove my best excuse. Before I quite

conclude, let me say how pleased I am to think

that, although you still regret Oakwood, you
can find some pleasures in your present life.

The society you describe must be agreeable. I

could scarcely, however, refrain from smiling at

your simplicity, my dear Emmeline. in imagin-
ing that all who visited at your father's house
would be as delightful and estimable as those

whom your second letter so eloquently de-
scribed. Why are we so constantly command-
ed to be charitable in our intercourse one with
another ? Must it not be because our Great Mas-
ter knew that we all had failings, some more than
others ? If all were as worthy and virtuous as

some appear, there would be no need to prac-
tice such a virtue ; but it is in a mixed society it

is more frequently called into play. More, would
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we preserve our own virtue and piety, we must

be charitable. We must look on the weaknesses

of our fellow-creatures with mercy and kindness,

or how can we demand it for ourselves ? I am no

advocate for seclusion in general, though my own

feelings prefer a quiet life. I think a life of retire-

ment is apt to render us selfish, and too positive in

the wisdom and purity of our own notions, too

prejudiced against the faults of our fellows. So-

ciety is a mirror, where we can see human char-

acter reflected in a variety ofshades, and thereby,

ifour minds be so inclined, we may attain a better

knowledge of ourselves. If, before we condemn-
ed others, we looked into our own hearts, we are

likely to become more charitable and more hum-

ble at the same moment, and our own conduct

necessarily becomes more guarded. But with

your mother, my Emmeline, and your open
heart unsophisticated as it may be you will

never go far wrong. Mamma is looking anx-

iously at me, as if she feared I am exerting my-
self too much. I feel my cheeks are painfully

flushed, and therefore I will obey her gentle
hint. Farewell, my Emmeline ; may you long
be spared the sorrows that have lately wrung
the heart of your attached and constant friend,

MARY GREVILLE.

From Mrs. Hamilton to Miss Greville.

London, March 20th.

Your letter to Emmeline, my dear young friend,

I have read with feelings both of pain and pleas-

ure, and willingly, most willingly, do I comply
with your request, that 1 would write to you,
however briefly. Your despondency is natural,

and yet it is with delight I perceive through its

gloom those feelings of faith and duty which your
sense of religion has made so peculiarly your own.
I sympathize, believe me, from my heart, in those

trials which your very delicate health renders you
BO little able to bear. I will not endeavor by
words of consolation to alleviate their severity,
for I know it would be in vain. In your earliest

youth I endeavored to impress upon your mind
that we are not commanded to check every nat-

ural feeling. We are but told to pour before God
our trouble, to lean on His mercy, to trust in His

providence, to restrain our lips from murmuring,
and if we do so, though our tears may fall, and
our heart feel breaking, yet our prayers will be
heard and accepted on high. It is not with you,

my poor girl, the weak indulgence of sorrow that

ever prostrates you on a couch of suffering; it is

the struggle of resignation and concealment, that

is too fierce for the delicacy of your constitution;
and do you not think thnt strife is marked by
Him, who, as a father, pitieth his children ?

Painful as it is to you, my dear Mary, your suf-

ferings may be in a degree a source of mercy to

your mother. Agonizing as it is to the heart of
a parent to watch the fevered couch of a be-
loved child, ynt. had she not that anxiety, the con-
duct of your father and brother might present
still deeper wretchedness. For your sake, she
dismisses the harrowing thoughts that would oth-
erwise be her own ; for your sake, she rallies her
own energies, which else might desert her ; and
when you are restored to her when, in those in-

tervals of peace which are sometimes your own,
he sees you in health, and feels your constant
devotion, believe me, there is a well of comfort,
of blessed comfort, in her fond heart, of which
nothing can deprive her. For her sake, then, my
dearest Mary, try to COIUJN.T this reluctance to

leave England. I do not reproach your grief, foi

I know that it is natural. But endeavor to think
that this residence for a few years on the Conti-
nent may restore your mother to a degree of

peace, which, in England, at present she can not
know ; and will not this thought, my love, rec-

oncile you to a short separation from the land of

your birth, and the friends you so dearly love ?

We shall all think of and love our Mary, how-
ever widely parted. We will write very fre

quently, and every information I can obtain of

your brother shall be faithfully recorded. Mr.
Hamilton has ever felt for your mother as a broth-
er would, and for her sake, her misguided son
will be ever an object of his dearest care. Do
not fear for him, and endeavor to soothe your
mother's anxiety on that head also. Herbert has
written to you ; I inclose his letter ; and he en-

treats most earnestly that you will not only per-
mit him to continue to write, but answer him,

during your residence abroad. He has been

deeply grieved at the intelligence we have re-

ported ofyou, and I hope and think, if your moth-
er do not disapprove ofyour correspondence, that

the humble yet fervent faith which breathes in

the religion of my son may long prove a source

of consolation as well as interest to you, who,
from your childhood, could sympathize with all

his exalted feelings. Poor Emmeline has shed

many bitter tears over your letter; she can not

bear to think of your leaving England, but yet

agrees with me in believing it will be a benefi-

cial change for both yourself and Mrs. Greville;

but her letter shall speak her own feelings. I

will not write more now, but will very soon again.
Do not exert yourself too much to answer either

Emmeline or myself; we will not wait for reg-
ular replies. I have written to your mother also,

therefore this brief epistle is entirely for your-
self, as you wished it. Mr. Hamilton will meet

you at Dover, which will afford me much satis-

faction, as I shall know more than I could ever

learn by a letter, and he will, I trust, be enabled
to set your mother's heart at rest on some points
which must be now subjects of anxiety. God
bless you, my Mary, and restore you speedily to

health and peace.
Yours, with the wannest affection,

E. HAMILTON.

CHAPTER II.

AN early April sun was shining brightly

through one of the windows of an elegantly fur-

nished boudoir of a distinguished-looking man-
sion in the vicinity of Piccadilly. There was
somewhat in the aspect of the room, in the

variety of toys scattered on every side, in the

selection of the newest novels which were ar-

ranged on the table, and an indescribable air

which pervaded the whole, that might have

aroused a suspicion, in any keen observer who
could discover character by trifles, that the lady
to whom that apartment belonged possessed not

the very strongest or most sensible mind. A
taste which frivolous trifles could alone gratify

appeared evident; and the countenance of the

lady, who was reclining listlessly on the couch,

would have confirmed these surmises. She did

not look above forty, if as much, but her features

told a tale of lassitude and weariness at vari

ance with the prime of life, which was then her
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own. No intellect, no emotion was expressed
on her countenance ;

it never varied, except,

perhaps, to denote peevishness or sullenness

when domestic affairs annoyed her, which ap-

peared to be the case at present. A volume of

the last new novel was in her hand, in which
she appeared sufficiently interested as to feel

still more annoyed at the interruption she was
constantly receiving from a young lady, who was
also an inmate of her room.

Striking, indeed, was the contrast exhibited

in the features of the mother and daughter, for

so nearly were they connected, and yet to some
the inanimate expression of the former would
have been far preferable to the handsome but

scornful countenance of the latter. She could

not have been more than eighteen, but the ex-

pression of the features and the tone of charac-
ter were already decided to no ordinary degree.
There was an air of fashion in her every move-
ment ;

an easy assurance and independence of

spirit which might have made her mother re-

spected, but which in one so young were intol-

erable to all save those whom she had contrived

to make her devoted admirers. Spite of the

natural beauty of her face, haughtiness, pride,
and some of the baser passions of human nature,
were there visibly impressed ; at least when-
ever she appeared in her natural character,
when no concealed designs caused her to veil

these less amiable emotions in eloquent smiles

and a manner whose fascination was felt and

unresisted, even by those who perhaps had been
before prejudiced against her. Various were
the characters she assumed in society as-

sumed to suit her own purpose, made up of art
;

even at home she sometimes found herself seek-

ing for design, as if it were impossible to go
straight forward, to act without some reason.

We shall find, however, as we proceed, that she

had one confidant at home, to whom, when ex-

hausted by the fatigue of planning, she would
confess herself, and who was generally the

hearer and abettor of the young lady's schemes.
This was a person who had lived for many
years in the family as governess, although that

office with the elder of her charges had ever
been but nominal, and with the younger it was

neglected for the office of friend and confidant,
which Miss Malison very much preferred.

It was evident this morning that the efforts

of the young lady had not succeeded quite so

well as usual in veiling the discontent in which
she inwardly indulged. She was amusing her-

self at that moment in opening every book on
the table, glancing sulkily on their contents, and
then throwjncr them down again with a violence
that not only had the effect of making her moth-
er start, but of disturbing the quiet repose of
some of the fragile toys in their vicinity, to the
manifest danger of their destruction.

"I wish you would oblige me, Annie, by en-

deavoring to arnuse yourself in a quieter man-
ner," observed her mother, in a very languid
tone. " You have no pity on my poor nerves.
You know, when I have these nervous head-

aches, the least thing disturbs me."
"You may be certain, mamma, it is reading

that makes them worse, not my noise. You
had much better put away the book, and then

you have some chance of being free from them."
" Will you read to me then instead ? I assure

you I should much prefer it."

" / read aloud ! I could not do it to please
the most agreeable person in the world ; and as

you are so very obliging to me in refusing so

decidedly to go with me to-night, you can not

expect I should oblige you."
Lady Helen Grahame's placid countenance

gave no evidence of inward disturbance at this

undutiful speech ; she was too much used to it

to feel the pain it might otherwise have pro-
duced, and too indifferent to be either indignant
or displeased.
"You are very ungrateful, Annie," she re-

plied, in that same languid tone, but with so

very little expression in her voice, no emotion
was visible. "

I tell you I will send round to

Lady Charlton or the Countess St. Aubyn ;

either of them, I know, will be very happy to

chaperon you. Surely you can let me be quiet
for one evening."

" Lady Charlton I can not bear
;
she is the

most detestable creature I know. I would rath-

er be buried alive in the country, than join in

London society under her care ; with her long
speeches of prudery and virtue, and the modest
reserve of young ladies, and a hundred other

such saint-like terms, when all the time she is

doing all she can to catch husbands for her three

great gawky daughters, who in mamma's pres-
ence are all simplicity and simper sweet girls

just introduced; when I am very much mis-
taken if the youngest is not nearer thirty than

twenty. And as for Lady St. Aubyn, you know
very well, rnamma, papa declared I should nevei

go out with her again ;
it is just the same as if

I were alone. She has not a word or thought
for any one but herself: she thinks she may act

with as much coquetry now as before she mar-
ried. I do believe that woman only married
that she might be more at liberty and go out by
herself."

" Then, if you like neither of them, write a

note to Mrs. Hamilton. Your father would be
better pleased if you were to go under her care
than of any other."

" Mrs. Hamilton ! I would not for worlds.

Every pleasure I might otherwise enjoy would
vanish before the stern majesty of her presence.
I wonder how Caroline can bear the thraldom
in which her mother holds her it is complete
slavery."

"
I will not hear a word against Mrs. Hamil-

ton," exclaimed Lady Helen, with more display
of feeling than had yet been perceivable.

" She
is a truer friend both to your father and myself
than any ofthose with whom we associate here."

" It is well you think so, my lady mother,"

replied Miss Grahame, in a peculiar tone. " It

is fortunate you are not troubled with jealousy,
and that this paragon of perfection, this Mrs.

Hamilton, is your friend as well as papa's. If I

heard my husband so constantly extolling an-

other woman in my presence, I should not be

quite so easy."
If a flush rose to Lady Helen's pale cheek at

these words, it was so faint as scarcely to be

perceivable, and she took no notice except to

say,
" If your great desire to go to this ball is to

be with Caroline the first night of her entree, I

should think Mrs. Hamilton was the best chap-
eron you could have."

"
I tell you, mother, I will not go with her.
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he has not bewitched me as she has you and

papa. If you would only he quiet for a few

hours, I am sure your head would be sufficient-

ly well for you to go with me
;
and you know

I never do enjoy an evening so much as when

jou accompany me, dear mamma," she contin-

i ed, softening the violence with which she had

i.t first spoken into one of the most persuasive

eloquence ;
and humbling her pride and con-

trolling the contempt with which she ever look-

ed on her weak but far more principled mother,
he knelt on a low stool by her side, and caress-

ngly kissed Lady Helen's hand.
" Dear mamma, you would oblige me, I am

sure you would, if you knew how much your

presence contributes to my enjoyment. A ball

is quite a different thing when I feel I am under

your wing, and you know papa prefers my going
out with you to any one else."

Annie spoke truth, though her words appear-
ed but flattery. The extreme indolence of Lady
Helen's natural disposition, which was now
heightened by the lassitude attendant on really

failing health, rendered her merely a chaperon
in name. Annie felt very much more at liberty
when with her than with any other

;
she could

act as she pleased, select her own companions,.
coquette, talk, dance, without ever thinking of'

her mother or being sought for by her, till the

end of the evening. It was enough she was
with Lady Helen, to silence all gossiping tongues
and to satisfy her father, who, one of the most
devoted members of the Lower House, scarce-

ly ever visited such places of amusement, and
therefore knew not the conduct of either his

wife or daughter. He long since discovered his

authority was as nothing to his children
; he

felt most painfully his sternness had alienated

their affections, and he now rather shrunk from
their society ; therefore, even at home he was
a solitary man, and yet Grahame was formed
for all the best emotions, the warmest affections

of our nature. He was ignorant that his wife

now very frequently suffered from ill health, for

he had never seen her conduct different even
when in youth and perfectly well. Had he
known this, and also the fact that, though trem-

bling at his sternness, she yet longed to receive
some token of his affection that she really
loved him, spite of the many faults and the ex-
treme weakness of her character, he might have
been happy.

Deceived by her daughter's manner, Lady
Helen began to waver in the positive refusal

she had given to accompanying her, and Annie
was not slow in discovering her advantage ;

she
continued the persuasions she knew so well
how to use, concealing the inward struggle it

was to veil her discontent at this unwonted hu-

miliation, and suppressing the violence that
was ready to break forth, at length succeeded.

Though really feeling too languid for the exer-
tion, the wavering mother could not resist the

unusually gentle manner of the persevering
daughter, and Miss Grahame flew to her confi-
dant to impart the joyful tidings.

Miss Malison was employed in endeavoring,
by commands, exhortations, and threats, to

compel her pupil to practice a difficult sonata,
which her music-master had desired might be

prepared by the time of his next visit. Now it

happened that Lilla Grahame had not the slight-

est taste for music, and that Miss Malison dkl
not possess the patient perseverance requisite
to smooth the difficulty of the task, nor the gen-
tleness necessary to render it more pleasing to
her pupil ; therefore, in these practicing lessons
discord ever prevailed over harmony, and the
teacher was ever ready to seize the most trifling
excuse to neglect her office, and leave Lilla to

practice or not as she pleased.
" Malison, chere Malison," exclaimed Annie,

in a tone of glee, as she entered,
" do leave that

stupid girl and come with me
;

I have some
charming intelligence to communicate. And it

really is no use boring yourself with Lilla
; she

will never play, try as hard as she can."
"
According to you, I shall do nothing," burst

angrily from her sister's lips, for her temper,
naturally good, though somewhat hasty, had
been completely ruined by careless and mis-
taken treatment. "If I had been properly
taught, I should have done as others do : if

Miss Malison had chosen to take the same pains
with me as Miss Harcourt does with Emmeline
and Ellen, I should have been a very different

girl."
"
Insolent, ungrateful girl ! do you dare say

I have neglected my duty?" exclaimed the

gouvernante, enraged beyond bounds at this dis-

play of insubordination in one whose spirit she
had left no means untried to bend to her will,

and, forgetting herself in the passion of the mo-
ment, enforced her words by what is termed a
sound box on the ear.

" Now go and tell mamma, pretty dear
;
or

papa, if you like it better," Miss Grahame said,
in a whining tone.

But Lilla answered her not. A crimson flush

for the moment spread over her very temples
at the infliction of this indignity, which very
quickly gave way to a deadly, almost livid pale-
ness, on which the marks of Miss Malison's

ready fingers were the only spots of red. With-
out a word in reply, she hastily rose from the

piano and left the room.
" Will she blab ?" was the elegant question

that was asked as the door closed.

"Not she," replied Annie, laughing. "She
dare not tell papa, and she knows it is of no use

appealing to mamma, who implicitly believes

all you tell her of Miss Lilla's excessive obsti-

nacy, idleness, and passionate temper in which
she so constantly indulges ; your deep regrets
that either of Lady Helen Grahame's daughters
should be such a character have succeeded so

admirably. I have had such a struggle to ob-

tain mamma's promise to go with me to-night,
that I really feel exhausted," and the yourig lady
threw herself in a most graceful attitude of list-

lessness on a sofa that stood invitingly beside

her.
" But have you succeeded?"
" Admirably ! at length mamma thinks I am

most amiable. My persuasions were so elo-

quent, that the most obdurate person could not

have resisted them. I tried violence and sulki

ness at first, thinking to frighten or worry her
into compliance ;

but finding both fail, I was
compelled to have recourse to humiliation and

persuasion. If it had continued much longer,
I should have choked by the way ;

it is quite a
relief to breathe freely again. What do you
think of her wishing me to go under the care of
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Mrs. Hamilton to-night ? I really could hardly
control my horror at the idea."

" Horrible, indeed ! What would have be-

come of all your plans, if you had]"
" My dear creature, I would not have gone

with her for worlds
; but, however, I think my

plans are in too good training for one night

spent under her eyes to injure them. Caroline

is beginning, I think, to feel somewhat like a

slave under this keen surveillance of her paragon
mother, and to pine for the freedom of thought
and act which I so unboundedly enjoy. She

only wants a little ofmy good advice and better

example to become really a girl of spirit."
" But take care the spirit you are calling forth

does not turn against you," observed Miss Mal-

ison.
" Not at all likely, ma chere. I am careful

only to excite it to serve my own purposes.
She likes rne, I believe, and I can make her

what I please. Let her confidence in her

mother be once destroyed, you will see if she
does not act as foolishly as I can desire. She
has been buried in the country so long, she is a

mere infant with regard to all that concerns a

life of fashion ; and, therefore, will be gladly
led by one she considers so completely au fait
at its mysteries as myself. I used to like her

in the country, because she always listened so

eagerly to all I said about London. I saw she

envied me even when we were children, and
therefore fancied myself a most important per-

sonage."
"And do you like her now!"
" You are laughing at me, chere Malison.

You know I can not bear a rival, and this girl's

dazzling beauty will completely cast me in the

shade."

"You don't mean to say her beauty can be

compared to yours V' interrupted Miss Malison.
" Perhaps not in the sterling worth of the

two," replied Annie, glancing complacently on
a large mirror ;

" but she is new, Malison quite
new. Her mother only kept her so long away
that she might shine with the greater brilliancy
when introduced. As for Caroline, I like her,

as far as she assists my plans, and by her silly,

or, if that would serve me better, criminal con-

duct, takes somewhat away from her mother's

perfection, and by the pain Mrs. Hamilton will

feel, gratify my overpowering detestation. Mal-

ison, you look delighted. Your assistance I am
sure of, if I require it

;
for you dislike this par-

agon of her sex almost as much as I do."
" Indeed I do. I have never forgotten nor

forgiven her presumption a year or two ago, in

hinting so broadly I was mistaken in my treat-

ment of Lilla, and that gentleness would have
much better effect ; gentleness indeed, with a

girl that would tire the patience of a saint. She
is always worse after having been with this Mrs.

Hamilton, and I suppose it will be all over again
now. I wish, with your charming plans, my
dear Miss Graharne, you would find one to pre-
vent all intercourse between the Hamiltons and

your sister."
" At present, ma chere, such a thing is out of

my power ; but we will not despair ; although
the more you would say about Miss Lilla being
undeserving of such indulgence, the more papa
would answer, let her go, and she will learn to

he better there. I heard him give mamma per-
B

emptory orders the other day, when we pre-
vented her going, never to refuse whenever
Mrs. Hamilton invited her. Severity is a most
admirable method, my good Malison

; you will

break her spirit if you persevere, notwithstand-

ing all the amiable Mrs. Hamilton may do or

say."
" I wish I may ; but you have not told me all

yet. How proceed your schemes with Lord

j
Alphingham 1"

u To perfection ! I have given Caroline a dis-

i

taste for every other kind of person. She has
met him, you know, once or twice here, and
that was sufficient to fascinate her. She thinks
him the handsomest and most delightful man
she ever knew. It is enough for Mr. Hamilton
to see him a friend of papa's to be attracted to-

ward him
;

in all probability he will be intro-

duced at his house, and then my scheme will

be still easier. It will not be difficult to talk

Caroline into fancying herself desperately in

love with him, and he with her he is already
attracted ; and when I see the aspect of affairs

favorable, I will just get some kind friend to

whisper into Mrs. Hamilton's ear some of the

pretty tales I have heard of this viscount, and

you will see what will follow. These on dits are
v

fortunately for my plans, only known among
my coterie. With us, they only render Lord

j Alphingham more interesting ; but with Mrs
|

Hamilton they would have the effect of banish-

| ing him forever from her presence and from
the notice of her daughter ; the catastrophe, my
dear creature, shall be the perfection of diplo-

macy, but of that hereafter. I owe Lord Al
phingham a spite, which I will pay off one day,
for his desertion of me the moment Caroline

appeared. I may do all I wish with one word.
All my present intention is, by a gradual yet
sure process, to undermine Caroline's confi-

dence in her mother, and make me her con-
fidant instead, and if I do that, the rest is easy."

" You know you have never failed in any
scheme, therefore you may feel secure in this,"

replied Miss Malison, with ready flattery ; foi

she knew Miss Grahame's love of designing,
and really felt gratified at any plan tending to

injure Mrs. Hamilton, whom she detested with
all the malevolence of a mean and groveling
mind, which despised the virtue that was too
exalted for its comprehension.
Some little time longer this amiable pair con-

versed, but their further conversation it is need-
less to record. We have already seen that

Emmeline Hamilton's prejudice against Annie
Grahame was not unfounded, and that at pres-
ent is enough. Before, however, we quit Lady
Helen's mansion, we may say a few words on
the character of Lilla, in whom, it may be rec-

ollected, Mrs. Hamilton had ever felt interest

sufficient to indulge a hope that she might ren-

j

der her one day a greater comfort to her father

than either of his other children. As a child,
her temper was naturally good, though some-
what hasty and self-willed

; high spirited, but

affectionate to a degree that would have made
the task of training and instruction easy to any
one who possessed sufficient gentleness to win
her affection, and with patience, yet firmness,
to guide her in the right way. Unfortunately,
Miss Malison possessed neither ; extremely pas-
sionate herself, where her interests did not in-
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terfere to control it, she was not at all the per-

son to guide a passionate child. Severity was

her weapon, and every means used to break the

spirit, which she could plainly perceive would

soon endeavor to throw off her control. Lilla

revolted at this treatment, and many evil qual-

ities were thus introduced in her disposition,

which, when they fell under her eye, Mrs. Ham-
ilton was convinced were completely the fruits

of mistaken management. From being merely

hasty, her passionate anger and hatred of her

governess had now increased to such a height
as to be really alarming not only to her weak-
minded mother, but to Mrs. Hamilton, who,
however, was certainly never aware of their

extent ; for before her Lilla was generally gen-
tle and controlled. Something always occur-

red to call forth these bursts of passion in Lady
Helen's presence, and, consequently, the actual

conduct of Lilla confirmed the statement of

Miss Malison as to her violence and other evil

qualities. Mr. Grahame, too, was compelled to

believe all that was told him, and his sternness

toward his unhappy child frequently caused her

to fly from his presence in dread, although her

warm heart yearned toward him with such deep
affection, which, could he have guessed one half

of its extent, would have twined her fondly
round his heart, and forced him to examine
more strictly than he did the conduct of Miss
Malison. Lilla's dislike to her more favored

sister was almost as violent as that she bore to

her governess ;
and the conviction that all her

mother's family looked on her as a passionate,
eviUminded girl, of course, increased every bit-

ter feeling. Often, very often, did Mrs. Hamil-
ton lojig to implore Mr. Grahame to dismiss
Miss Malison, and place Lilla under the care of

some lady more fitted for the task
;
but she felt

that such advice might be looked upon with
some justice by Lady Helen's friends as most
unwarrantable interference. Miss Malison had
been most highly recommended to Lady Helen

by her mother, the Duchess of , and as, in

the opinion of that branch of the family, Annie

abundantly displayed the good effects of her

management, it was very naturally supposed
that Lilla's opposite character proceeded from
an innate evil disposition, and not from any fault

in her governess. She was now nearly four-

teen, and each year Mrs. Hamilton's hopes for

the future worth of her character became faint-

er; yet still she determined to do all in her

power to counteract Miss Malison's plans, and
subdue Lilla's fearful passions, and those long-

ings for revenge, not only on her governess, but
her sister, which, by many little things, she
could perceive were lurking round her heart.

Montrose Grahame had been, as we already
know, from his earliest youth the intimate friend
of Mr. Hamilton, and, notwithstanding the in-

creasing cares of their respective families, this

friendship had continued, and, if possible, in-

creased, and Mrs. Hamilton sharing the senti-
ments of her husband, the qualities of Grahame
sfletedily caused him to become her friend like-
wise. She had ever seen with regret his stern-
ness to his children

; she saw also that he was
pained, deeply pained, as their characters be-
came more matured

; and, spite of the difficul-

ties of the task, her benevolent mind determ-
ined to tea*" oo means untried to make one

j

child at least his comfort. Lilla's affection fo;

her was as violent as her other feelings, and
on that she resolved at first to work. It was
strange, too, how devotedly attached this wild
and headstrong girl became to one, who of all

others appeared least suited to her, and that
one the mild and pensive Ellen. It appeared
as if it were a relief to meet one so widely dif-

ferent to herself, and therefore she loved her.
The high spirits and animation of Emmeline
appeared less congenial to her affections than
the gentle sweetness of Ellen. Caroline was
Annie's friend, and that was enough for her ;

not even her being Mrs. Hamilton's daughter
could make her an object of interest. On the

day we have mentioned, Lilla had sat for above
an hour in her room

; indignation at the insult

she had received swelling in every vein, and

longing with sickening intensity for some means
to free herself from such galling thraldom. She
did not give vent to her injured feelings in tears,
but her countenance so clearly expressed the
emotions of her heart, that it actually startled

a servant who entered with a message a re-

quest from Mrs. Hamilton that her young friend

would spend that evening with her daughter and
niece. Lilla started up with a wild exclamation
of delight, and the anticipation of the evening
hours enabled her to obey with haughty calm-
ness the summons of Miss Malison. Before,
however, she departed on her visit, a fresh ebul-

lition had taken, place between the sisters in

the presence of their mother, to the great terror

of Lady Helen, whose irritation at Lilla's vio-

lence increased, as she could perceive nothing
in Annie's words or manner to call for it. Had
she been less indolent, she might easily have dis-

covered that her elder daughter never permitted
a single opportunity to escape without eliciting
Lilla's irritability. As it was, she coldly reject-
ed the offered caresses the really affectionate

girl would have lavished on her, as she wished
her good night, and therefore it was with a heart

bursting with many mingled emotions she sought
the happy home of her beloved friends.

There gladly will we follow her, for the scenes
of violence and evil passion we have slightly
touched on are net subjects on which we love
to lingei.

CHAPTER III.

THERE was thought, deep thought, engraved
on Mrs. Hamilton's expressive countenance, as
she sat beside a small table, her head leaning
on her hand, anxious, perhaps even painful,
visions occupying her reflective mind. The
evening was gradually darkening into twilight,
but still she did not move, nor was it till a well-

known tap sounded at the door, and her hus-
band stood before her, that she looked up.

" Will you not let your husband share these

anxious thoughts, my Emmeline?" ho said, as

he gazed earnestly on her face.
" My husband may, perhaps, think them silly

and unfounded fancies," she replied, with a faint

smile.

"He is so prone to do so," answered Mr
Hamilton, in an accent of playful reproach ,

" but if you will not tell me, I must guess them

you are thinking of our Caroline ?"
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*
Arthur, I am," she said, with almost start-

ling earnestness; "oh, you can not tell how
anxiously ! I know not whether I am right to

expose her to the temptations of the world; I

know her disposition, I see the evils that may
accrue from it, and yet, even as if I thought not

of their existence. I expose her to them. Oh,
my husband, can this be right? can I be doing
a parent's duty ?"

" We should not, my beloved, be fulfilling the

duties of our station, did we not sometimes

mingle in society : all our duty is not comprised
in domestic life. It is when we retain our

integrity unsullied, our restraining principles

unchanged in the midst of temptations, that we
show 'forth, even to the thoughtless, the spirit
that actuates us, and, by example, may do good.
Besides, remember, dearest, we are not about to

enter into continued and incessant dissipation,
which occupies the existence of so many; we
have drawn a line, and Caroline loves her

paints too well to expect or wish to pass its

boundary. Remember, too, the anxious fears

which were yours when Percy was about to

enter into scenes of even stronger temptation
than those which will surround his sister

;
and

have they had foundation? Has not the influ-

ence of his mother followed him there, and re-

strained him even at the moment of trial, and
will not the influence of that mother do the

same for Caroline?"

"Percy is, indeed, all my heart could wish,"

replied Mrs. Hamilton, still somewhat sadly ;
* l but his disposition is different to that of Caro-
'ine. I know his confidence in me is such, and
lis affection so strong, that for my sake he
.vould do more than those who but slightly know
nim would imagine. When a son really loves

his mother, it is a different, perhaps a more fer-

vid feeling than that ever known by a daughter.
He feels bound to protect, to cherish, and that

very knowledge of power heightens his affec-

tions."
" You do not doubt your daughters' love, my

Ernmeline ? must I accuse you of injustice
too?"

"
No, dearest Arthur, I do not doubt their

lovt
;

for my Emmeline I do not tremble. Her
confidence I shall never lose

;
her affect'ons,

however I may be called upon to exert my
authority, will never waver, and completely
opposite as are the feelings with which she and

Percy regard me, their love may be equally in-

tense. But forgive me, my dear husband, I

may be unjust, and if I am, may my child forgive

me; I am not oh, that I were equally confi-

dent in my Caroline. She loves me, but that

affection, I know, does not prevent her thinking
me harsh and unkind, if my wishes interfere

with hers. My authority is not the same with
her as it is to her sister and cousin. She seeks
another confidential friend besides her mother,
for she dreads my opinions differing from hers.

I have marked her thus in early childhood, and
it still exists, though her temper is more con-

trolled, her disposition more improved. The
last few years she has been thrown almost en-

tirely with me, and not much above a twelve-
month since she shrunk from the idea of confid-

ing in any one as she did in me."
"And while that confidence exists, my Em-

meline, you surely have no right to fear."

" But it is waning. Arthur. The last month

j

I know, I feel it is decreasing. She is no longer
the same open-hearted girl with me as she was

!

so lately at Oakwood. She is withdrawing her

j

confidence from her mother, to bestow it on one
whom I feel assured is unworthy of it."

"Nay, Emmeline, your anxiety must be

blinding you ; you are too anxious."
His wife answered him not in words, but she

raised her expressive eyes to his face, and he
saw they were filled with tears.

"
Nay, nay, my beloved !" he' exclaimed, as

he folded her to his bosom, struck with sudden

j

self-reproach. "Have my unkind words called
'

forth these tears ? forgive me, my best love ; I

j

think I love my children, but I know not half
the depths of a mother's tenderness, my Emme-
line, nor that clear-sightedness which calls for

disquietude so much sooner in her gentle heart
than in a father's. But can we in no way pre-
vent the growth of that intimacy of which I

know you disapprove ?"

"No, my dearest Arthur, it must now take
its course. Pain as it is to me, I will not rudely
check my child's affections

;
that will not bring

them back to me. She may, one day, discover
her error, and will then gladly return to that

love, that tenderness, of which she now thinks
but lightly. I must endeavor to wait till that

day comes, with all the patience I can teach

my heart to feel," she added, with a smile.

"Perhaps I am demanding more than is my
due. It is not often we find young girls willing
to be contented with their mother only as a
friend

; they pine for novelty, for companions of
their own age, who they imagine can sympa-
thize better in their feelings. A child is* all in

all to a mother, though a parent is but one
link in the life of a child

; yet my children have
so long looked on me as a friend" that, perhaps,
I feel this loss of confidence the more pain-

fully."
" But you will regain it, my Emmeline

;
our

Caroline is only dazzled now; she will soon
discover the hollowness of Annie's professions
of everlasting friendship."

Mrs. Hamilton shook her head.
"

I doubt it, my dear husband. The flattering
warmth with which Annie first met Caroline
has disappointed me. I thought and hoped that

here, surrounded by all her fashionable acquaint-
ances, she would rather have neglected her
former friends, and Caroline's pride taking um-
brage, their intimacy would have been at once
dissolved. Instead of this, Annie never fails to

treat her with the most marked distinction, evi-

dently appearing to prefer her much above her
other friends

; and, therefore, as in this instance
Caroline has found my warnings and suspicions
needless and unjust, she is not likely to permit
my opinion of Annie to gain much ascendency."
"But deceived as we have been in this "in-

stance, my dear Emmeline, may we not be so
in other points of Annie's character ? She is

evidently devoted to fashion and fashionable

pleasures, but still there may be some good
qualities lurking round her heart, which her

For her father's sake, as well as that of my
child, I wish her disposition may be different
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to that which I, perhaps uncharitably, believe

it. You must cive me a portion of your san-

guine and trusting hopes, my dearest Arthur,"
she continued, fondly laying her hand in his.

Mr. Hamilton returned a playful answer, and

endeavored to turn the thoughts of his wife to

other and more pleasurable subjects. Anxiety
such as hers could not be entirely dispelled, but

it was lessened, for she had imparted it to her

husband, and his watchful care would combine
with her own to guard their child.

Very different were Caroline's feelings on

this important night. Mrs. Hamilton's fears

and Annie's hopes were both well founded.

We have known the character of Caroline from

a child
;
and though the last three or four years

it had so improved, that at Oakwood Mrs. Ham-
ilton had ventured to banish fear, and indulge
in every pleasing hope, yet there was a degree
of pride still remaining, that revolted very fre-

quently from the counsels even of her mother;
that high and independent spirit sometimes in

secret longed to throw off the very slight re-

straint in which she felt held at home. She
could not bear to feel that she was in any way
controlled: she longed for the exercise of power,
and by the display of that beauty, those quali-

ties, she knew she possessed, force herself to be

acknowledged as a girl of far more consequence
than she appeared to be when in the quiet halls

of Oakwood. There nothing ever occurred to

call these feelings forth, but they were only

dormant, and in London they obtained much
greater sway. She felt more controlled than
ever by her mother. Secretly she pined to free

herself from that which she magnified into

Ihralldom, but which was but the watchful ten-

derness of a devoted parent ;
and when the rep-

resentations, sympathy, and persuasions of Annie
were listened to, no wonder these feelings in-

creased. Cautiously Miss Grahame had work-
ed : she continually spoke of the freedom she

enjoyed ;
she introduced her friend to some

young ladies who were continually speaking of

the delights of independence both in act and
word. Once introduced, they said they were

emancipated from the labor of the schoolroom,
they could employ themselves as they liked, go
out when they pleased, and their mothers never
interfered with their amusements, except to see
that they were becomingly dressed, chaperon
them to balls, and second all their efforts at fas-

cination.

The restraint which, when compared with

these, Caroline could not but feel was hers at

home, of course became more and more intoler-

able. In confidence, she imparted to Annie her
discontent. For the first time she confided in

another, feelings she shrunk from imparting to

her mother, and once such a confidential inti-

macy commenced, she neither could nor would
draw back. Annie artfully appeared to soothe,
while in reality she heightened the discontent,
and even indignation of her friend. Yes; Car-
oline, by slow degrees, became even indignant
Rt the conduct of that mother whose every
thought, whose most fervent prayer was for the

happiness of her children
;
and she looked to

this night as the
beginning of a new era, when

she allowed Hrself to hope, with the assistance
of Annie, she would gradually escape from con-
trol and act a other girls of spirit did.

There was another subject on which, by the
advice of Annie, Caroline carefully refrained
from speaking at home, and that was Lord
Alphingham, a handsome and elegant viscount,
who, it may be remembered, had been men-
tioned in Annie's conversation with Miss Mali-
son

;
and yet it would appear strange that such

was Miss Grahame's counsel, when Mr Ham-
ilton frequently spoke of the viscount with

every mark of approbation due to his public
conduct

;
of his private, little was known, and

still less inquired. He was famous in the Upper
House an animated and eloquent speaker
seconding and aiding with powerful influence
all Grahame's endeavors in the Lower House,
and rendering himself to the latter a most able
and influential friend. His brilliant qualities,
both as a member of parliament and of polite
society, rendered him universally courted

; yet,

notwithstanding this, Mr. Hamilton had never
invited him to his house,

" His public character, as far, at least, as it

meets our eye, is unquestionably worthy of ad-

miration," he had said one day to his wife, "but
I know nothing more; of his private character
and conduct I am and must remain ignorant,
and. therefore, I will not expose my children to

the fascination of his society in the intimacy of
home."

Mrs. Hamilton had agreed with him, but it

required not the "intimacy of home" to <rive

Annie an opportunity of persuading Caroline
toward secretly accepting his attentions, and

making an impression in his favor on her heart
;

and the latter looked to her entree with the more

pleasure,
as she hoped, and with some justice,

it would give her many more opportunities of

meeting him than she now enjoyed. She saw
before her, in imagination, a long train of cap-
tives whom she would enslave, still Lord Al-

phingham in all stood pre-eminent ;
and visions

of varied nature, but all equally brilliant, floated

before her eyes, as she prepared for the grand
ball which, for the first time in her life, she was
about to join.
The business of the toilet was completed, and

we might forgive the proud smile of exultation

which curled round her lip, as she gazed on the

large pier glass which reflected her whole figure.
The graceful folds of the rich white silk that

formed her robe suited well with the tall and

commanding form they encircled. The radiant

clasp of diamonds securing the braid of pearls
which twined the dark glossy hair, glittered
with unusual brilliancy on that noble yet haughty
brow, and heightened the dazzling beauty of hei

countenance. The dark eyes sparkling with ani-

mation, her cheek possessing the rose of buoyant
youth and health, the Grecian nose, the lip, which
even pride could not rob of its beauty, all com-
bined to form a face lovely indeed. Fanny had

gazed, and admired her young lady with sup-

pressed exclamations of delight, which were

strangely at variance with the sigh that at that

instant sounded on Caroline's ear; she turned

hastily and beheld her mother, who was gazing
on her with looks of such excessive tenderness,
that a strange pang of self-reproach darted

through her heart, although it was instantly

banished by the fancy, that if it was with a sigh
her mother regarded her on such a night, how
could she look for sympathy in the pleasure then
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occupying her mind. At Oakwood every feel-
, your mother, Caroline remember my happiness

ing, every anticipation would have been instantly or misery greatly defends on you. and, ch, if

imparted, but now she only longed to meet An-
nie, that to her all might be told without restraint.

Painful, indeed, was this unwonted silence of a

child to the fond heart of Mrs. Hamilton, but she

refused to notice it. Much, very much, did she

wish to say, but she saw by the countenance of

her daughter it might be considered mistimed
;

yet to launch the beautiful girl she saw before

her into the labyrinth of the world, without ut-

tering one word of the thoughts which were

thronging on her mind, she felt was impossible.

They might not have the effect she wished, yet
she would do her duty. Desiring Fanny to take

her young lady's shawl down stairs, she gently
detained Caroline as she was about to follow

her.

"Listen to me but for a few minutes, my
love," she said, in that affectionate yet impress-
ive tone, which seldom failed to arrest the at-

tention of her children, "and forgive me. if my
words fall harshly and coldly on your excited

fancy. I know well the feelings that are yours,

though you perhaps think I do not, by the in-

voluntary sigh you heard, and T can sympathize
with them, though lately you have refused to

seek my sympathy. Bright as are your antici-.

pations, reality for a time will be still brighter.
Brilliant will be the scenes of enchantment in

which you will mingle brilliant, indeed, for you
are beautiful, my Caroline and admiration on

all sides will be your own. Why should you
look on me with surprise, my child ? that beauty
on which perhaps my heart has often dwelt too

proudly, is not my gift nor of your creation.

The Great Being who has given you those

charms efface and form will mark how His gift
is used

;
and oh, forget not for one moment His

all-seeing eye is as much upon you in the crowded
ball as in the retirement of your own room. You
will be exposed to more temptations than have

yet been yours ;
the most dangerous temptations,

adulation, triumph, exciting pleasures of every
kind, will be around you. The world in radiant

beauty will loudly call upon you to follow it alone,
to resign all things to become its votary; the

trial of prosperity will indeed be yours. Caro-

line, my child, for my sake, if not for your own,
resist them all. My happiness is in your hands.

Seek your God in this ordeal, even more than

you would in that of adversity ;
there the spirit

naturally flies from earth, here it clings tena-

ciously to ihe world. Pray to Him to resist the

temptations that will surround implore Him to

teach you the bestjise of those charms He has
bestov

you have ever loved me, pause ere you proceed.""
Mother, do not doubt me

;
Caroline Hamil-

ton will never sully the name she bears," replied

Caroline, her eye flashing, and speaking proudly,
to conceal the emotion her mother's words had

involuntarily produced.
Mrs. Hamilton gazed on the haughty and

satisfied security the features of her child ex-

pressed. A more softened feeling would at that

moment better have pleased the yearning heart
of the mother, but she checked the rising sigh
of disappointment, and folding Caroline to her

bosom, she imprinted a fond kiss on her noble
brow, and murmuring,

" God in Heaven bless

you, my child, and grant you sufficient strength,"
they descended the stairs together.

Brilliant indeed was the scene that met the

dazzled eyes of Caroline, as she entered the

elegant suite of rooms of the Duchess of Roth-

bury. The highest rank, the greatest talent,
the loveliest of beauty's daughters, the manliest
and noblest of her sons, were all assembled in

that flood of light which every apartment might
be termed. Yet could the varied countenances
of these noble crowds have clearly marked the

character within, what a strange and varied

page in the book of human life might that ball

have unfolded.

But various as are the characters that compose
an assemblage such as this, the tone is generally
given by the character and manner of the lady
of the house, and her Grace the Duchess of Roth-

bury was admirably fitted for the position she

filled. A daughter of fashion, bred up from her
earliest years in scenes of luxury and pomp, .she

had yet escaped the selfishness, the artificial

graces, which arc there generally predominant.
She had married early in life, a marriage a la

mode, that is to say, not of love, but of interest

on the part of her parents, and on her own,
dazzled, perhaps, by the exalted rank of the

man who had made her an offer of his hand.

They were happy. The highly-principled mind
of the duchess revolted from that conduct which

would, even in the on dit of a censorious world,
have called the very faintest whisper on her

name; and her husband, struck by the unwav-

ering honor and integrity of her conduct, gradu-
ally deserted the haunts of ignoble pleasures
which he had been wont to frequent, and paid
her those marks of consideration and respect,
both in public and private life, which she so

greatly deserved. A large family had been the

fruits of this union, all of whom, except her two

youngest daughters and two of her sons, were
i i^'i /*. * i

/ed on you. Forsake him not; Caroline,
I conjure you, be not drawn away from Him.

}
married, and to the satisfaction of their parents.

Do not let your thoughts be so wholly engrossed |
There was a degree of reserve, amounting to

by pleasure as to prevent your bestowing on Him. ! severity, in the character of the duchess, which
but one hour of your dav. Let me clasp my j prevented that same affectionate confidence be-

child to my heart, when we return to Oakwood, tween her and her children as subsisted in Mr.
unsullied, untouched by the stains of the world.
Let me have the blessed comfort of seeing my
Caroline return to the home of her childhood the

same innocent, happy being she was when she
left. I have ever endeavored to make you hap-
Pv>.

to give you those pleasures you naturally
de.sire, to form your character not only for the

happiness of this world, but for fhat of the next;
then if you are ever tempted to do wrong, if no

higher consideration bids you pause, think on

Hamilton's family. Yet she had been a kind

and careful mother, and her children ever proved,
that surrounded as she constantly was by the

fashionable and the gay, she had presided over
the education of her daughters, and been more
than usually particular in the choice of govern-
esses. Violent as she might be considered in

her prejudices for and against, yet there was
that in her manner which alike prevented the

petty feelings of dislike and envy, and equally
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debarred her from being regarded with nay of

that warm affection, for which no one imagined
bow frequently she had pined. She stood alone,

respected, by many revered, and she was now

Content with this, though her youth had longed
for somewhat more. Her chosen friend, spite

of the difference of rank, had been Mr. Hamil-

ton's mother, and she had watched with the

jealmisy of true friendship the object of Arthur

Hamilton's love.

A brief yet penetrating survey of Emmeline
Manvers's character she took, and was satisfied.

The devotion of Mrs. Hamilton, for so many
years, to her children she had ever admired, and

frequently defended her with warmth when any
one ventured before her to condemn her conduct.

Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton regarded her with rev-

erence and affection, and were gratified at that

kindness which insisted that the entree of Caro-

line should take place at her house.

The Earl and Countess Elmore were also

pre-eminent among the guests young, noble,

exquisitely lovely, 'the latter at once riveted all

eyes, yet by the graceful dignity of her manner,

repelled all advances of familiarity. She might
have been conscious of her charms, she could

not fail to be, but she only valued them as hav-

ing attracted toward her the man she loved.

She only used them to endear him to his home
;

and it was when alone with the earl, that the

sweet playfulness of her character was displayed
to its full extent, and scarcely could he then be-

lieve her the same being who in society charmed
as much by her dignity and elegance, as by her

surpassing beauty. The family of the Marquis
of Malvern were also present; they had been

long known to Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton, who
were glad to resume an intimacy which had
been checked by their retirement, but which
had ever been remembered with mutual pleasure.
The Earl of St. Eval, eldest son of the marquis,

might have been thought by many, who only
knew him casually, as undeserving of the hiffh

renown he enjoyed-, and many young ladies

would have wondered at Emmeline Hamilton's

undisguised admiration. Handsome he certainly
was not; yet intelligence and nobleness were

stamped upon that broad straight brow, and
those dark eyes were capable at times of speak-
ing the softest emotions of the human heart.

But it was only when he permitted himself to

speak with energy that his countenance was

displayed to advantage, and then the bright rays
of intellect and goodness which gilded every
feature, aided by the eloquent tones of his full,

ach voice, would have made the most careless

turn and look again, and ask why they admired
;

but such times were few. Reserved, almost

painfully so, he was generally prone in such
scenes as this to stand alone, for few indeed
were those of either sex with whom the soul of

Eugene St. Eval could hold commune; but this

night there was more animation than usual glit-

tering in his dark eyes. He was the first of the

admiring crowd to join Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton's

party, and petition for the hand of Caroline in

the next quadrille. It was with a smile of proud
'lion her father relinquished her to the

young man, for she had consented, although the
Wtchfo] eye of her mother observed her glance
round the room, as if in search for some other,
and n shade of disappointment pass over her

brow, that said her search was fruitless; that

feeling was but momentary, however. She

joined the festive throng, and her young heart
beat quicker as she met the many glances of

undisguised admiration fixed constantly upon
her. Seldom had Mr. Hamilton been so beset
as he was that night by the number of young
men who pressed forward to implore him for an
introduction to his beautiful daughter; and Caro-
line's every anticipation of triumph was indeed
fulfilled. Her mother was right. Reality was
in this case far more dazzling than even imagina-
tion had been. There were many in that splen-
did scene equally, perhaps even more beautiful

than Caroline Hamilton, but she possessed the
charm of which almost all around her were de-

prived, that, of novelty. She was, indeed, a
novice amid scenes of fashion, and the genuine
pleasure her countenance expressed, appeared
a relief when compared to many around her.

The name of Hamilton had never been entirely

forgotten in London. Their singularity in living
so long in unbroken retirement had been by many
ridiculed, by others condemned, as an attempt
to appear better than their neighbors; and many
were the speculations as to whether the saintly
Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton would really do such a
wicked thing as introduce their daughters into

society ;
or whether they would keep the poor

girls in the country like nuns, to be moped to

death. Great, therefore, was the astonishment
of some, and equally great the pleasure to other*,
when Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton re-appeared among
their London friends

;
and that night the warm

greetings of many old friends who thronged
around them, eager to introduce to their notice

the young members of their families, afforded a

pleasing satisfaction to the heart of Mrs. Hamil-
ton. whose gentle courtesy and winning smile

they found had not in the least deserted her.

The feelings of a mother swelled warmly within

her as she gazed on her child; her fond heart

throbbed with chastened pride, as she marked
the unfeigned and respectful admiration Caroline

received, and these emotions, combined with the

pleasure she felt at beholding again well-remem-
bered faces, and hearing the glad tones of eager
greeting, caused this evening to be equally as

pleasurable to her, though in a different way, as

it was to Caroline.

The attentions of Eugene St. Eval to Miss
Hamilton continued as unintermitting as they
were respectful the whole of that night; and

Caroline, if she did not encourage, certainly
forbade them not. She listened to him with
more attention

;
she appeared more animated

with him than with any of her other partners,

one, perhaps, alone excepted, and yet she had

taught her young heart to receive impressions
to his prejudice, which Annie never permitted
an opportunity to pass without carefully instill-

ing. Why dTd she then permit his attentions ?

She knew not; while listening to his voice,
there was a fascination about him she could not

resist, but in her solitary hours she studiously
banished his image to give place to one whom".

by the representations of Annie, she persuaded
herself that she loved alone.

Genuine, indeed, had been the enjoyment of

Caroline Hamilton, from the first moment she

hud entered the ball-room: but if it could be

heightened, it was when, about the middle of
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the evening
1

,
Lord Alphingham entered. A

party o'.' tray young men instantly surrounded

him, but breaking from them all, he attached

himseH the greater part of the night to Mr.
Hamilton. Only two quadrilles he danced with

Caroline, but they were enough to aid the

schemes of Annie. She was at hand to excite,
to an almost painful degree, the mind of her

friend, to speak in rapturous praise of Lord

Alphingham, to chain him now and then to her

side, and yet so contrive, that the whole of his

conversation was with Caroline ; and yet the

conduct of Annie Grahame had been such that

night as rather to excite the admiration than

the censure of Mr. Hamilton. Playfully he
combated the prejudice of his wife, who as

sportively owned that Miss Grahame's conduct

in society was different to "that she had antici-

pated ;
but her penetrative mind felt not the more

at ease when she thought on the friendship that

subsisted between Annie and her child.

"Am I dreaming, or is it Mrs. Hamilton I

again behold?" exclaimed an elderly gentle-

man, as she came forward, and hastily advanc-

ing, seized both her hands, and pressed them
with unfeigned warmth and pleasure, which

greeting Mrs. Hamilton as cordially returned.

He was a very old friend of her fathers, and
had attained by promotion his present high rank

of Admiral of the Blue, but had been the first

captain under whose orders her lamented broth-

er sailed. Very many, therefore, were the as-

sociations that filled her mind as she beheld

him, and her mild eyes for a moment glistened
in uncontrollable emotion.

" How very many changes have taken place
since we have come alongside. Mrs. Hamilton,"
the old veteran said, gazing on the blooming
matrou before him with almost paternal pleas-
ure. "Poor Delmont! could his kind heart

have borne up against the blow of poor Charles's

fate, he surely would have been happy, if all

the tales I hear of his daughter Emmeline be

true."
" Come and judge for yourself, Sir George ;

my home must ever be open to my father's

dearest friend," replied Mrs. Hamilton, endeav-

oring by speaking playfully to conceal the pain-
ful reminiscences called forth by his words, "I
will not vouch for the truth of any thing you
may have heard about us in London. You
must contrive to moor your ship in the harbor

of Oakwood, and thus gratify us all."
"
Ay, ay ;

take care that I do not cast anchor

there so long, that you will find the best thing
will be to cut the cables, send me adrift, and
thus get rid of me," replied the old sailor, de-

lighted at her addressing him in nautical phrase.
" Your appearance here has belied half the

stories I heard
;
so now that you have given me

permission, I shall set sail to discover the truth

of the rest."

"You heard, I suppose, that Mr. Hamilton
never intended his children to visit London ?

They were too good, too what may I term it?

too perfect, to mingle with their fellow-creat-

ures: is not that it. admiral?" demanded Mrs.

Hamilton, with a smile.
"
Ay, ay ; something very like it but glad

to see the wind is changed from that corner.

Don't like solitude, particularly for young folks,
and how many are here?"

"Of my children?" The veteran nodded
" But one, my eldest girl. I do not consider

her sister quite old enough to be introduced."
" And you left her in harbor, and only per-

mitted one frigate to cruise. If she had any of

her uncle Charles's spirit, she would have shown
some little insubordination at that piece of dis-

cipline, Mrs. Hamilton." said the old man. joy-

ously.
" Not if my authority is established somewhat

like Sir George's, on the basis of affection,"

replied Mrs. Hamilton, again smiling."
Ay, you have learnt that secret of- govern-

ment, have you ? Now who would think this

was the little quiet girl I had dandled on my
knee, and told her tales of storm and war that

made her shudder ? And where are your sons ?"
" Both at college."
"What neither of them a chip of the old

block, and neither of them for the sea ? Don't
like their taste. No spirit of salt-water within

them."
" But neither of them deficient in spirit for a

life on shore. But, however, to set your heart

at ease, for the naval honor of our family, Sir

George, I have a nephew, who, I think, some
few years hence will prove a brave and gallant
son of Neptune. The accounts we have of him
are most pleasing. He has inherited all poor
Charles's spirit and daring, as well as that true

courage for which you have said my brother

was so remarkable."
"Glad of it glad of it; but what nephew?

who is he ? A nephew of Mr. Hamilton's will

not raise the glory of the Delrnont family ;
and

you had only one brother, if I remember right-

ly ?"

"Have you quite forgotten the beautiful girl
who. when I last had the pleasure of meeting
you in such a scene as this, was the object of

universal attraction? You surely remember
my father's favorite Eleanor, Sir George ?"

"Eleanor Eleanor let me think;" and the
old sailor for a moment put himself in a musing,
attitude, and then starting, exclaimed, "to be
sure I do; the loveliest girl I ever cast eyes
upon ;

and what has become of her ? By-the-
by, there was some story about her, was there
not ? She chose a husband for herself, and ran

off, and broke her poor father's heart. Where
is she now ?"
"Let her faults be forgotten, my dear Sir

George," replied Mrs. Hamilton, with some
emotion. "

They were fully, painfully repented.
Let them d'ie with her."

" Die ! Is she, too, dead ? What, that grace-
ful sylph, that exquisite creature 1 see before

me now, in all the pride of conscious loveliness !"

and the veteran drew his rough hand across his

eyes in unfeigned emotion, then hastily recover-

ing himself, he said, "and this boy this sailor

is her son. I can hardly believe it possible.

Why he surely can not be old enough to go to

sea."
" You forget the number of years that have

passed. Sir George. Edward is now eighteen,
as old, if not older, than his mother was when
you last saw her."

" And when did poor Eleanor die ?"
" Six years ago. She had been left a widow

in India, and only reached her native land to

breathe her last in my arms. You will bo
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pleased, I think, with her daughter, though, on

second thought, perhaps, she may not be quite

lively enough for you; however, I must beg

your notice for her, as her attachment to her

brother is so excessive, that all relating to the

sea is to her in the highest degree interesting."
"And do your sister's children live with you
had their father no relations?"

"None; and even if he had, I should have

petitioned to bring them up and adopt them as

my own. Poor children, when their mother

died, their situation was indeed melancholy.

Helpless orphans of ten and scarcely twelve,
cast on a strange land, without one single friend

to whom they could look for succor or protec-
tion. My heart bled for them, and never once

have I re'gretted my decision."

The old man looked at her glowing cheek in

admiration, and pressing her hand, he said

warmly, prefacing his words, as he always did.

with the affirmative "ay, ay."
"Your father's daughter must be somewhat

different to others of her rank. I must come
and see you, positively I must. Wind and tide

will be strongly against me, if you do not see

me in a few days anchoring off your coast. No
storms disturb your harbor, I fancy. But what
has become of your husband your daughter ?

let me see all I can belonging to you. Come,
Mrs. Hamilton, crowd sail, and tow me at once
to my wished-for port."

Entering playfully into the veteran's humor.
Mrs. Hamilton took his arm and returned to the

ball-room, where she was speedily joined by hfer

husband, who welcomed Sir George Wilmot
with as much warmth and

cordiality
as his wife

had done, and as soon as the quadrille was fin-

ished, a glance from her mother brought Caro-
line and her partner, Lord Alphingham, to her
side.

The astonishment of Sir George, as Mrs.
Hamilton introduced the blooming girl before

him as her daughter, was so irresistibly comic,
that no one present could prevent a smile

;
and

that surprise was heightened when, in answer
to' his supposition that she must be the eldest of

Mrs. Hamilton's family, Mrs. Hamilton replied
that her two sons were both older, and Caroline

was, indeed, the youngest but one.

"Then I tell you what, Mrs. Hamilton," the
old veteran said, "Old Time has been playing
tricks with me, and drawing me much nearer

eternity than I at all imagined myself, or else

he has stopped with me anil gone on with you."
"Or rather, my good friend," replied Mr.

Hamilton, "you can only trace the hand of

Time upon yourself, having no children in

whose increasing years you can behold him,
and, therefore, he is very likely to slip the cable
before you are aware

;
but with us such can

not be/'
"
Ay, ay, Hamilton, suppose it must be so

wish I had some children of my own, but shall
come and watch Time's progress on these in-

stead. Ah, Miss Hamilton, why am I such an
old man ? I see all the youngsters running off
with the pretty girls, and I can not venture to
ask one to dance with me."

"
May I venture to ask you then, Sir George?

The name of Admiral Wilmot would be suffi-

cient for any girl, I should think, to feel proud of
her partner, even were he much older and much

less gallant than you, Sir George," answered
Caroline, with ready courtesy, for she had often

heard her mother speak of him, and his manner

pleased her.

"Well, that's a pretty fair challenge, Sir

George ; you must take up the glove thrown
from so fair a hand," observed Lord Alphing-
ham, with a smile that, to Caroline, and even to

her mother, rendered his strikingly handsome
features yet handsomer. " Shall I relinquish

my partner?"
"No, no, Alphingham ; you are better suited

to her here. At home at your own home,
Miss Hamilton, one night, I shall remind you
of your promise, and we will trip it together.
Now I can only thank you for your courtesy ;

it has done my heart good, and reconciled me to

my old age."
"
I may chance to find a rival at home, Sir

George. If you see my sister, you will not be
content with me. She will use every effort to

surpass me in your good graces; for when I

tell her I have seen the brave admiral whose

exploits have often caused her cheek to flush

with pride patriotic pride she calls it she will

be wild till she has seen you."
" Will she will she, indeed ? Come and see

her to-morrow; tell her so, with an old man's

love, and that I scolded your mother heartily for

not bringing her to-night. Mind orders
;

let me
see if you are sailor enough instinctively to obey
an old captain's orders."

"Trust to me, Sir George,'
1

replied Caroline,

laughingly, and a young man at that instant ad-

dressing her by name, she bowed gracefully to

the veteran, and turned toward him who spoke.
" Miss Hamilton, I claim your promise for

this quadrille," said Lord Henry D'Esle.

"Good-by," said Sir George. "I sliajl claim

you for my partner when I see you at home."
"

St. Eval dancing again. Merciful powers!
we certainly shall have the roof tumbling over
our heads," exclaimed Lord Henry, as he and
Caroline found themselves vis a vis to the earl

of whom he spoke.
"Why, is it so very extraordinary that a

young man should dance ?" demanded Caroline.
" A philosopher as he is, decidedly. You do

not know him. Miss Hamilton. He traveled

all over Europe, I believe, really for the sake
of improvement, instead of enjoying all the fun
lie might have had

;
he stored his brain with

all sorts of knowledge, collecting material and

stealing legends to write a book. I went with
iiira part of the way, but became so tired of my
companion, that I turned recreant and fled, to

enjoy a more spirited excursion of my own. I

tell him, whenever I want a lecture on all sub-

jects, I shall come to him. 1 call him the

Walking Cyclopedia; and only fancy such a

personage dancing a quadrille. What lady can
lave the courage to turn over the leaves of the

Cyclopaedia in "a quadrille ? let me see. Oh,

Lady Lucy Melville, our noble hostess's daugh-
;er. She pretends to be a bit of a blue, there-

ore they are not so ill-matched as I imagined ;

lowever, she is not very bad not a deep blue,

only jr.st tinged with celestial azure. Sweet

creature, how you will be edified before your
e.sson is over. Look, Miss Hamilton, on the

other side of the Cyclopedia. That good lady
las been the last seven years dancinp with all
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her might and main for a husband. There is

anoher, striving, by an air of elegant hauteur,
to prove she is something very great, when

really she is nothing at all. There's a girl just

introduced, as our noble poet says."
" Take care, take care, Lord Henry ; you are

treading on dangerous ground," exclaimed Car-

oline, unable to prevent laughing at the comic
manner in which her companion criticised the

dancers. " You forget that I too have only just

been released, and that this is only my first

glimpse of the world."
" You do me injustice, Miss Hamilton. I am

too delightfully and refreshingly reminded of

that truth to forget it for one instant. You may
have only just made your debut, but you have
not been schooled and scolded, and frightened
into propriety as that unfortunate girl has. If

she has smiled once too naturally, spoken one
word too much, made one step wrong, or said

sir, my lord, your lordship, once too often, she

will have such a lecture to-morrow, she will

never wish to go to a ball again."
"Poor girl !" said Caroline, in a tone of gen-

uine pity, which caused a smile from her part-
ner.

" She is not worthy of your pity, Miss Hamil-
ton

;
she is hardened to it all. What a set we

are dancing with, men and women, all heartless

alike
;
but I want to know what magic wand

has touched St. Eval. I do believe it must be

your eyes, Miss Hamilton. He talks to his

partner, and looks at you ;
tries to do two things

at once, listen to her and hear your voice. You
are the enchantress, depend upon it."

A glow of triumph burned on the heart of Car-

oline at these words. For though rather preju-
diced against St. Eval by the arts of Annie, still

to make an impression on one whom she had
heard was invulnerable to all, to make the calm,
and some said, severely stoical St. Eval bend
beneath her power, was a triumph she deter-

mined to achieve. That spirit of coquetry, so

fatal to her aunt, the ill-fated Eleanor, was as

innate in the bosom of Caroline
;
no opportunity

had yet offered to give it play, still the seeds

were there, and she could not resist the tempta-
tion now presented. Even in her childhood

Mrs. Hamilton had marked this fatal propensity.
Every effort had been put in force to check it,

every gentle counsel given ;
but arrested in its

growth though it was, erased entirely it could
not be. The principles of virtue had been too

carefully instilled, for coquetry to attain the

same ascendency and indulgence with Caroline
as it had with her aunt, yet she felt she could no

longer control the inclination which the present

opportunity afforded her to use her power.
" Do you go to the Marchioness of Malvern's

fete, next week ?" demanded Lord Henry.
Caroline answered in the affirmative.

"
I am glad of it. The Walking Cylclopsedia

may make himself as agreeable there as he has
so marvelously done to-night. You will be in

fairy land. He has brought flowers from every
country, and reared them for his mother, till

they have become the admiration of all for miles
around. I told him he looked like a market

gardener, collecting flowers from every place he
went to. I dragged him away several times,
and told him he would certainly be taken for a

country booby, and scolded him for demeaning

his rank with such ignoble pleasures, and what
wise answer do you think he made me?"

" A very excellent one, I have no doubt."

"Or it would not come from such a learned

personage, Miss Hamilton. Really it was so

philosophic, I was obliged to learn it as a lesson

to retain it. That he, superior as he deemed

himself, and that wild flower which he tended
with so much care, were alike the work of In-

finite Wisdom, and as such, the study of the one

could not demean the other. I stared at him,
and for the space of a week dubbed him the

Preaching Pilgrim; but I was soon tired of

that, and resumed his former one, which com-

prises all. I wonder at what letter the walking
volume will be opened at his mother's fete?"

"I should imagine B," said Caroline, smiling.
" B B what does B stand for ? I have for-

gotten how to spell let me see. Ah ! I have
it excellent, admirable ! Miss Hamilton. Lec-
ture on Botany from the Walking Cyclopaedia

bravo ! We had better scrape up all our

learning, to prove we are not perfect ignor-
amuses on the subject."

Caroline laughingly agreed ;
and the qua-

drille being finished, Lord Henry succeeded in

persuading her to accompany him to the re-

freshment-room.
In the mean while, perfectly unconscious that

he had been the subject of the animated con-

versation of his vis a vis, St. Eval was finding
more and more to admire in Miss Hamilton.

He conducted his partner to her seat, as she

desired, and then strolled toward Mr. Hamil-
ton's party, in the hope that Caroline would
soon rejoin her mother

;
but Annie had been in

the refreshment-room, and she did not reappear
for some little time. Mrs. Hamilton had at

length been enabled to seek Lady Helen Gra-

hame, with whom she remained conversing, for

she felt, though the delay was unavoidable, she

partly deserved the reproach with which Lady
Helen greeted her, when she entered, for per-

mitting the whole evening to pass without com-

ing near her. Mrs. Hamilton perceived, with

regret, that she was more fitted for the quiet of

her own boudoir, than the glare and heat of

crowded rooms. Gently she ventured to expos-
tulate with her on her endeavors, and Lady
Helen acknowledged she felt quite unequal to

the exertion, but that the persuasions of her

daughter had brought her there. She was too

indolent to add, she had seen nothing of Annie^
the whole evening ;

nor did she wish to say any
thing that might increase the disapprobation
with which she sometimes felt, though Annie
heeded it not, Mrs. Hamilton regarded her

child. It was admiration, almost veneration,
which Lady Helen felt for Mrs. Hamilton, and
no one could have imagined how very frequently
the indolent but well-meaning woman had re-

gretted what she deemed was her utter inability
to act with the same firmness that character-

ized her friend. She was delighted at the notice

Lilla ever received from her; but blinded by
the artful manners of her elder girl, she often

wished that Annie had been the favorite in-

stead. There was somewhat in Mrs. Hamil-
ton's manner that night that caused her to feel

her own inferiority more than ever
;
but no self-

reproach mingled with the feeling. She could

not be like her and then why should she exoect
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or deplore what was impossible. Leaning on
,

ment. What a noble-looking girl she is ! Ah,
Mrs. Hamilton's arm, she resolved, however, to

'

Hamilton, I could pardon you if you were much
visit the kill-room, and they reached Mr. Ham- prouder of your children than you are.

1 '

ilton at the instant Grahame joined them.

"You here, Grahame!" exclaimed his friend,

as he approached. "I thought you had for-

sworn sudi tilings."

"I make an exception to-night," he answer-

An involuntary sigh broke from his lips as ho

spoke, but checking it, he hastened to Caroline,
and amused her with animated discourse, till

Lord Alphingham and Eugene St. Eval at the
same instant approached, the one to claim, tht

1 wished to see my fair friend Caroline
[

other to request, Caroline as his partner in the

where I have longed to see her."
j

last quadrille before supper. The shade of deep
You are honored, indeed, Mrs. Hamilton,"

j

disappointment which passed over the young
Lady Helen could not refrain from saying, earl's expressive countenance as Caroline eager-
" He was not present at the entree even of his ly accepted the viscount's offered arm, and
own daughter." I

owned she had been engaged to him some time,
" And why was I not, Lady Helen ? because at once confirmed to her flattered fancy the

I would not by my presence give the world truth of Lord Henry's words, and occasioned a

reason to say I also approved of the very early feeling near akin to pleasure in the equally ob-

age at which Miss Grahame was introduced, servant mother. Mrs. Hamilton shrank with

If I do not mistake, sho is four months younger horror at the idea of introducing her child into

than Caroline, and yet my daughter is no longer society merely for the purpose of decoying a

a novice in such scenes as these." I husband
;
but she must have been void of natural

Lady Helen shrank in terror from the stern feeling had not the thought very often crossed

glance of her husband, who little knew the pain
! her mind, that the time was drawing nigh when

he inflicted; and Mrs. Hamilton hastily, but
j

her daughter's earthly destiny would, in all prob-

cautiously drew her away to enter into conver-
j

ability, be fixed forever; and in the midst of

sation with the Marchioness of Malvern, who
j

the tremblings of maternal love the natural wish
was near them, which little maneuver quickly would mingle, that noble rank and manly virtue

removed the transient cloud
;
and though soon might be the endowments of him who would

again compelled to seek the shelter of the quiet wed her Caroline, and among those noble youths
little room she had quitted, the friendly kind- with whom she had lately mingled, she had seen

ness of Mrs. Hamilton succeeded in making but one her fond heart deemed on all points

Lady Helen's evening end more agreeably than worthy of her child, and that one was the young
it hud begun. earl, Eugene St. Eval. That he was attracted,
"Are you only just released, Grahame ?"

!
her penetrating eye could scarcely doubt, but

demanded Lord Alphingham, who still remained
]

farther she would not think; and so great was
near Mr. Hamilton.

I

her sensitiveness on this head, that much as she
" You are less fortunate than I was, or per-

haps you will think, in parliamentary concerns,
more so; but as the ball was uppermost in my
thoughts this evening, I was glad to find myself
at liberty above an hour ago."

"Is there nothing, then, stirring in the Upper
House ?"

"
Nothing ;

I saw many of the noble members

admired the young man, she was much more
reserved with him than she would have been
had she suspected nothing of his newly-dawning
feelings.

St. Eval did not join in the quadrille, and after

lingering by Mrs. Hamilton till she was invited

to the supper-room, he aroused the increased

merriment of his tormentor, Lord Henry, by
fast asleep, and those who spoke said little to offering her his arm, conducting her to supper,
the purpose. When do you gentlemen of the and devoting himself to her, he declared, as if

Lower House send up your bill? it will be a

charity to give us something to do."
" We shall be charitable then on Friday next,

and I much doubt if you do not have some warm
debating work. If we succeed, it will be a

she were the youngest and prettiest girl in the

room.
"
Playing the agreeable to mamma, to win the

good graces of la fille. Admirable diplomacy;
Lord St. Eval, I wish you joy of your new

glorious triumph; the Whigs are violent against talent," maliciously remarked Lord Henry, as

us, and they are by far the strongest party. I

depend greatly on your eloquence, Alphing
ham."

"
It is yours to the full extent of its power,

the earl and his companion passed him. A
glance from those dark eyes, severe enough to

have sent terror to the soul of any less reckless

than Lord Henry, was St. Eval's only reply, and

ay good friend
;

it carries some weight along
j

he passed on
;
and seldom did Mrs. Hamilton find

with it, I believe, and I would gladly use it in a a companion more to her taste in a supper-room

good cause."

"Did you speak to-night, Grahame?" Mr.
Hamilton asked, evincing by his animated coun-

than the young earl. The leaves of the Walk-

ing Cyclopaedia were indeed then opened, Henry
D'Este would have said, for on very many sub-

an interest in politics, which, from his jects did St. Eval allow himself that evening
retired life, no one believed that he possessed, to converse, which, except to his mother and
Grahame eagerly entered into the detail of that sisters, were ever locked in the recesses of his

night's debate, and for a little time the three gen- own reflecting mind
;
but there was a kindness,

tleracn were, absorbed in politics alone. The almost maternal, which Mrs. Hamilton uncon-

approach of Caroline and her mother, however, sciously used to every young person who sought
caused Grahame suddenly to break off in his her company, and that charm the young and

speech. gifted nobleman never could resist. He spoke
of her sons in a manner that could not fail to

attract a mother's heart. The six months he

extraordinary likeness to you till this mo- had spent with them at college had been suf-

"A truce with debates, for the present," he

gayly exclaimed,
"
Hamilton, I never saw Caro-

;
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flcient for him to form an intimate friendship

with Percy, whose endeavors to gain his esteem

he had been unable to resist; while he regretted
that the reserved disposition of Herbert, being ;

so like his own, had prevented his knowing him

so well as his brother. He spoke too of a distant

relative of Mrs. Hamilton's, the present Lord

Delmont, in whom, as the representative of her

ancient family, she was much interested. St.
:

Eval described with eloquence the lovely villa

he occupied on the banks of Lago Guardia, near

the frontiers of the Tyrol, the health of his only
,

sister, some few years younger than himself, not

permitting them to live in England ;
he had given

up all the invitations to home and pleasure held

out to him by his father-land, and retiring to

Italy, devoted himself entirely to his mother and

sister.

"He is a brother and son after your own
heart. Mrs. Hamilton," concluded St. Eval, with

animation,
" and that is the highest compliment

I can pay him."

Mrs. Hamilton smiled, and as she gazed on
,

the glowing features of the young man, she

thought he who could so well appreciate such

virtues could not be nay, she knew he was not

deficient in them himself, and stronger, than

ever became her secret wish
;
but she hastily

banished it, and gave her sole attention to the

interesting subjects on which St. Eval continued

to speak.
For some few hours after supper, the ball con-

tinued with even, perhaps, more spirit than it had

commenced; but St.Evaldid not ask Caroline to

dance again. He fancied she preferred Alphing-
ham's attentions, and his sensitive mind shrunk

from being again refused. Caroline knew not

the heart of him over whom she had resolved to

use her power, perhaps it she had, she would have

hesitated in her determination. The least en-

couragement made his heart glow with an un-

controllable sensations of exquisite pleasure,
while repulse bade it sink back with an equal
if not a greater degree of pain. St. Eval was
conscious of this weakness in his character

;
he

was aware that he possessed a depth of feeling,

which unless steadily controlled, would tend only
to his misery; and it was for this he clothed

himself in impenetrable reserve, and obtained

from the world the character of being proud
and disagreeable. He dreaded the first en-

trance of love within his bosom, for instinctively
he felt that his very sensitiveness would render
the passion more his misery than his joy. We
are rather skeptics in the doctrine of love at

first sight, but in this case it was fervid and en-

during, as if it had risen on the solid basis of

intimacy and esteem. From the first hour he
had spent in the society of Caroline Hamilton,

Eugene St. Eval loved. He tried to subdue and

conquer his newly-awakened feelings, and would
think he had succeeded, but the next hour he

passed in her society brought the truth clearer

than ever before his eyes ;
her image alone oc-

cupied his heart. He shrunk, in his overwrought
sensitiveness, from paying her those attentions

which would have marked his preference ;
he

did not wish to excite the remarks of the world,
nor did he feel that he possessed sufficient cour-

age to bear the repulse with which, if she did

.lid regard him. if she were the girl he fancied

her, she would check his forwardness. But his

heart beat high, and it was with some difficulty
he controlled his emotion, when he perceived
that Caroline refused to dance even with Lord

Alphingham, on several occasions, to continue

conversing with himself. How his noble spirit

would have chafed and bled, could he have
known it was love of power and coquetry that

dictated her manner, and not regard, as for the

time he allowed himself to fancy.
The evening closed, the noble guests depart-

ed, and daylight had resumed its reign over the

earth by the time Mr. Hamilton's carriage stop-

ped in Berkeley-square. Animatedly had Caro-
line conversed with her parents on the pleasures
of the evening during their drive; but when she

reached her own room, when Martin had left

her, and she was alone, she was not quite sure

if a few faint whisperings of self-reproach did

not in a degree alloy the retrospection of this

her first glimpse of the gay world; but quickly

perhaps too quickly they were banished.

;

The attentions of Lord Alphingham heightened
i
in their charm by Miss Grahame's positive assur-

ance to her friend that the viscount was attract-

| ed, there was not the very slightest doubt of it

;
and the proposed pleasure of compelling the

', proud, reserved St. Eval to yield to her fascina-

tions, alone occupied her fancy. To make him
, her captive would be triumph indeed. She

I

wished, too, to show Annie she was not so com
j pletely under control as she fancied

;
that she,

too, could act with the spirit of a girl of fashion
;

,

and to choose St. Evai, and succeed charm

(

him to her side force him to pay her attentions

;

which no other received, would, indeed, prove to

i

her fashionable companions that she was not so

entirely governed by her mother, so very simple
and spiritless as they supposed. Her power
should do that which all had attempted in vain.

j

Her cheek glowed, her heart burned with the

! bright hope of expected triumph, and when she
at length sunk to sleep, it was to dream of St.

Eval at her feet.

Oh ! were the counsels, the example, the ap-
! peal of her mother all forgotten ? Was this a
mother's recompense. ? Alas f alas 1

CHAPTER IV.

NUMEROUS were the cards and invitations now
left at Mr. Hamilton's door; and the world, in

its most tempting form, was indeed spread be-

fore Caroline
; although, perhaps, compared

with the constant routine of pleasure pursued
by some young ladies who attend two or three

assemblies each of the six nights out of the

seven, her life could scarcely be called gay.
Mr. Hamilton had drawn a line, and, difficult

as it was to keep, he adhered to his resolution,

notwithstanding the entreaties of his friends, and

very often those of his daughter. A dinner-

party and a ball he would permit Caroline to

attend in one day, but the flying from house to

house, to taste of every pleasure oller^u, he
never would allow. Nor did he or any member
of his family ever attend the Opera on Saturday
night, however great might be the attractions.

ToEmmeline this was a great privation, as poet-

ry and music had ever been her chief delights, and
the loss of even one night's enjoyment was felt
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severely: but she acquiesced without a mur-

mur, appreciating the truth of her father's re-

mark, that it was impossible to pay attention

to the Sabbath duties when the previous even-

ing had been thus employed. She knew, too,

how difficult it was to attend to her studies (due

regard for which her parents required amidst

every recreation) on the Wednesday, with every
air she had so delighted in the previous night

riiiLring in her ears. Those who were eager to

condemn Mrs. Hamilton whenever they could,
declared it was the greatest inconsistency to

take Emmeline to the Opera, and permit her to

appear so often in company at home, and yet in

other matters to be so strict
; why could she not

bring her out at once, instead of only tantalizing
her? but Mrs. Hamilton could never do any

thing like any body else. Her daughters were
much to be pitied; and as for her niece, she

must pass a miserable life, for she was scarcely
ever seen. They had no doubt, with all Mrs.
Hamilton's pretensions to goodness, that her

poor niece was utterly neglected, and kept quite
in the background; because she was so beau-

tiful, Mrs. Hamilton was jealous of the notice

she might obtain.

So thought, and so very often spoke, the ill-na-

tured half of the world, who, in reality, jealous and

displeased at being excluded from Mr. Hamil-
ton's visiting-list, did everything in their power
to lessen the estimation in which the family was
held. In this, however, they could not succeed,
nor in causing pain to those whom they wished
to wound. Such petty malice demanded not a

second thought from minds so well regulated as

those of Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton. Mrs. Hamil-

ton, indeed, turned their ill-natured remarks to

advantage, for instead of neglecting or wholly
despising them, she considered them in her own
heart, and in solitary reflection pondered deeply
if she in any way deserved them. She knew
that the lesson of self-knowledge is never en-

tirely learnt
;
and she knew too. that an enemy

in;iy say that in ill-will or malice which may
have some foundation, though our friends, aided

by sell-love, may have hidden the truth from us.

Deeply did this noble woman think on her plan
of conduct; severely she scrutinized its every
motive, and she was at peace. Before entering

upon it she had implored the Divine blessing, and
she felt that, in the case of Emmeline and Ellen,
her prayers for guidance had not been unheed-
ed. Perhaps her conduct, with regard to the

former, might have appeared inconsistent; but
she felt no ill-will toward those who condemned,
knowing the disposition of her child, and cer-

tainly those who thus spoke did not.

Although there was little more than fourteen

months' difference between the age ofthe sisters,
Kmtneline was so much a child in simplicity and

feeling, that her mother felt assured that it

would neither be doing her good nor tending to

her happiness to introduce her with her sister
;

as, from the little difference in their ages, some
mothers might have been inclined to do. Yet
she did not wish to keep her in such entire
seclusion as some, even of her friends advisctl,
but permitted her the enjoyment of those inno-
cent pleasures natural to her taste. Emmeline
had never once murmured at this arrangement;
however it interfered with her most earnest

wishes, her confidence in hor parents was such

that she ever submitted to their wishes with
cheerfulness. Mrs. Hamilton knew and sym-
pathized in her feelings at. leaving Oakwood.
She felt there were indeed few pleasures in Lon-
don that could compensate to a disposition such
as Emmeline's for those she had left. She had

seen, with joy and thankfulness, the conquest of
self which her child had so perseveringly achiev-
ed

;
and surely she was not wrong to reward her,

by giving her every gratification in her power,
and endeavoring to make her as happy as she
was at Oakwood. Emmeline was no longer a
child, and these pleasures interfered not with the
attentions her parents still wished her to bestow
on the completion of her education. With all the
innocence and quiet o! a young child she enjoyed
the select parties given by her mother, with the
same zest, but with the poetic feelings of dawn-

ing youth. She absolutely reveled in the Opera,
and there her mother generally accompanied
her once a Week. An artist might have found
a pleasing study in the contemplation of that

young, bright face, as she sat entranced, every
sense absorbed in the music which she heard,
the varying expression of her countenance re-

flecting every emotion acted before her. At
such moments the fond mother felt it to be im-

possible to deny the young enthusiast the rich

treat these musical recreations afforded. A
smile or look of sympathy was ever ready to

meet the often uncontrolled expressions of delight
which Emmeline could not suppress, for in thus

listening to the compositions of our ureat mas-

ters, even those much older than Emmeline can
seldom entirely command their emotions. Nat-
ural as were the manners of Caroline in public,

they almost resembled art when compared with
those of her sister. Mrs. Hamilton's lesson on
self-control had not been forgotten. Emmeline
generally contrived to behave with perfect pro-

priety, except in moments of excitement such
as these, where natural enthusiasm and almost
childish glee would have their play, and her
mother could not, would not check them.

With regard to Ellen, the thoughtless remarks
of the world were indeed unfounded, all who
recollect the incidents detailed in former pages
will readily believe. Her health still continued so
delicate as frequently to occasion her aunt some

anxiety. Through the winter, strange to say,
she had not suffered, but the spring brought on,
at intervals, those depressing feelings of laniruor
which Mrs. Hamilton hoped had been entirely

conquered. The least exertion or excitement
caused her to suffer the following day, and

therefore, except at very small parties, she
did not appear even at home. No one could

suspect from her quiet and controlled manner,
and her apparently inanimate though beautiful

features, that she was as enthusiastic in mind
and in the delights of the Opera as her cousin
Emmeline. By no one, we do not mean her

aunt, for Mrs. Hamilton could now trace every
feeling of that young and sorrowing heart, and
she saw with regret, that in her niece's present
state of health, even that pleasure must be de-

nied her, for the very exertion attendant on it

was too much. Ellen never expressed regret,
nor did she ever breathe, even to her aunt, how
often, how very often, she longed once again to

enjoy the fresh air of Oakwood, for London to

her possessed not even the few attractions it did
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to Emmeline. She ever struggled to be cheer- us in early youth, when liveliness and buoy-

ful, to smile when her aunt looked anxiously ancy are expected, and any departure therefrom

at her, and strove to assure her that she was is imagined to proceed from causes very opposite

happy, perfectly happy. Her never appearing to the truth. Such at present were the trials of

as Emmeline did, and so very seldom, even at the orphan ;
but they were softened by the kind-

home, certainly gave matter for observation to

those who, seeking for
it, refused to believe the

true reason of her retirement. Miss Harcourt,
thoujjfh she steadfastly refused to so out with

her friend for Mrs. Hamilton never could allow

that she filled any situation save that of a friend

and relation of the family yet sometimes ac-

companied Emmeline to the Opera, and always

ness and sympathy of her aunt, who possessed
the happy art of soothing more effectually in a

few words than others of a less kindlv mould
could ever have accomplished.

It is in the quick perception of character, in

the adaptation of our words to those whom we
address, that in domestic circles renders us

beloved, and forms the fascination of society

joined Mrs. Hamilton at home. Many, there-
, Sympathy is the charm of human life, am

fore, were the hours Ellen spent entirely alone,
but she persevered unrepiningly in the course

laid down for her by the first medical man in

when once that is made apparent, we are not

slow in discovering or imagining others. Some

people find the encouragement of sympathy dis-

London, whom her aunt had consulted. i agreeable, for they say it makes them miserable

How she employed those lonely hours Mrs. for no purpose. What care they for the woes
Hamilton never would inquire. Perfect liberty and joys of their acquaintances ? Often a tax,
to follow her own inclinations she should enjoy and never a pleasure. Minds of such nature

at least; but it was not without pain that Mrs. ; know not that there is a "joy in the midst of

Hamilton so frequently left her niece. She! grief;" but Mrs. Hamilton did, and she en-

knew that the greatest privations, far more than couraged every kindly feeling of her nature,

an}- of the pleasures her cousins enjoyed, was
j

Previous to her marriage, she had been perhaps
the loss of her society. The mornings and too reserved and shrinking within herself, fan-

evenings wrere now so much occupied, that it

often happened that the Sabbath and the even-
cied there was no one of her own rank at least

who could understand her, and therefore none

ing previous were the only times Ellen could with whom she could sympathize. But the

have intercourse of any duration with her. She '

greater confidence of maturer, years, the ex-

regretted this deeply, ibr Ellen was no longer a I ample of her husband, the emotions of a wife

child
;
she was at that age when life is in general and mother, had enlarged her heart, and caused

keenly susceptible to the pleasures of society;
i her, by ready sympathy with others, to increase

and reserved as was her disposition, Mrs. Hamil-
j

her own enjoyments, and render herself more
ton felt assured, the loss of that unchecked

j
pleasing than perhaps, if she had remained sin-

domestic intercourse she had so long enjoyed at :

gle, she ever would have been. It was this

Oakwood was pain, though never once was she
j

invisible charm that caused her to be admired
heard to complain. These contrary duties fre- ; and involuntarily loved, even by those who,

queritly grieved the heart of her aunt. Often '

considering her a saint at first, shrunk in dread

she accompanied Caroline when her inclination ! from her society; and it was this that rendered

prompted her to remain at home
;

for she loved i the frequent trials of her niece less difficult to

Ellen as her own child, and to tend and soothe
|

bear,

her would sometimes have been the preferable

duty ;
but she checked the wish, for suffering

and solitary as was Ellen, Caroline, in the dan-

gerous labyrinth of the world, required her care

still more.
There are trials which the world regards not

1 Does my Ellen remember a little conversa-

tion we had on the eve of her last birthday ?
; '

demanded Mrs. Hamilton of her niece one even-

ing, as she had finished dressing, to attend her

daughter to the Opera, and Martyn, at her de-

sire, had obeyed Caroline's impatient summons,
trials on w7hich there are many who look

j

and left to Ellen the task of fastening her lady's

lightly those productive of no interest, seldom jewels,
of sympathy, but with pain to the sufferer; it is

when health fails, not sufficiently to attract

notice, but when the disordered state of the

weak
;
when from that invisible weakness, little

evils become great, the temper loses its equa-

Whenever nothing occurred to prevent it,

Ellen was generally with her aunt at dressing-

time, and the little conversation that passed be-

nerves renders the mind irritable, the body tween them at such periods frequently rendered
Ellen's solitary evening cheerful, when otherwise

it might have been, from her state of health and

nimity. the spirits their elasticity, we scarcely | apparently endless task, even gloomy. Mrs
know wherefore, and we reproach ourselves, 'Hamilton had observed a more than usual de.

and add to our uneasiness by thinking we are
j pression that evening in the manners of her

becoming pettish and ill-tempered, enervated
and repining ;

we dare not confess such feelings,
for our looks proclaim not failing health, and
who would believe us ? when the very struggle
for cheerfulness fills the eye with tears, the heart

with heaviness, and we feel provoked at our

peevishness, and angry that we are so different

now to what we have been
;
and we fancy,

changed as we are, all we love can no longer
regard us as formerly. Such are among the
trials of woman, unknown, frequently unsus-

pected, by her nearest and dearest relations;
and bitter indeed is it when such trials befall

niece, and, without noticing, she endeavored to

remove it. Ellen was bending down to clasp
a bracelet as she spoke, and surprised at the

questioii, looked up, without giving herself time

to conceal an involuntary tear, though she en-

deavored to remove any such impression, by
smiling cheerfully as she replied in the affirma-

tive.
" And will it cheer your solitary evenings,

then, my dear Ellen ?" she continued, drawing
her niece to her, and kissing her transparent

brow, "if I say that, in the self-denial, patience,
and submission you are now practicing, you are
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doing more toward raising your character in my
estimation, and banishing' from remembrance

the painful past, than you onee fancied it would

ever lie in your power to do. I think I know-

its motive, and therefore I do not hesitate to be-

stow the meed of praise you so well deserve."

cution of her schemes
;
Miss Grahame's task

was no longer difficult. Her confidence once

given to another, she could not recall to bestow
it upon her mother, from whom, the more she

mingled in society, the more she became es-

tranged ;
and Annie became at once her con-

For a minute Ellen replied not, she only fidante and adviser. Eager to prove she was
raised her aunt's hand to her lips and kissed it,

not the simple-minded being she was believed,
._ I'll - i /* i 1 l./"1 V o J J l l-

as if to hide her emotion before she spoke, but

her eyes were still swelling with tears as she

looked up and replied :

;;
Indeed, my dearest aunt, I do not deserve

it. You do not know how irritable and ill-tem-

pered I often feel."
" Because you are not very well, my love,

and yet you do not feel sufficiently ill to com-

plain. I "sometimes fancy such a state of health

as yours is more difficult to bear than a severe

though short illness: then, you can, at least,

claim soothing consolation and sympathy. Now
my poor Ellen thinks she can demand neither,"
she added, smiling.

"I always receive both from you," replied

Caroline confided her designs, with regard to
St. Eval, to Miss Grahame, who, as may be

supposed, heightened and encouraged them.
Had any one pointed out to Caroline .she was
acting with duplicity, departing from the line

of truth to which, even in her childhood, in the
midst of many other faults, she had beautifully
and strictly adhered, she might have shrunk
back in horror

;
but where was the harm of a

little innocent flirtation ? Annie would repeat-
edly urge, if she fancied a doubt of the propri-
ety of such conduct was rising in her friend's

mind, and she was ready with examples of girls
of high birth and exemplary virtues who prac-
ticed^ it with impunity : it gave a finish to the

Ellen, earnestly; "and not much submission is I character of woman, proved she would some-

required when that is the case, and I am told
j

times act for herself, not always be in leading-

my health forbids my sharing in Emmeline's

pleasures."

strings : it gave a taste of power, gratified her
ambition

;
in short, flirtation was the very acme

'

No, love, there would not be, if you felt so of enjoyment, and gave a decided ton before and
ill as to have no desire for them

;
but that is

|

after marriage,
not the case, far I know you very oftsn feel

quite well enough to go out with me, and I am
quite sure that my Ellen sometimes wishes she

were not so completely prohibited such amuse-
ments.

"
I thought I had succeeded better in con-

St. Eval wras not sanguine. But it was in

vain he tried to resist the fascinations of the

girl he loved, he could not for an instant doubt
but that she encouraged him; he even felt grate-
ful and loved her more for those little arts and
kindnesses with which she ever endeavored to

sealing those wishes." replied Ellen, blushing
! draw him from his reserve, and chain him to

deeply. I her side. Could that noble spirit imagine she
" So you have, my dear girl ;

no one but my-
j

only acted thus to afford herself amusement for

self sus'pects them
;
and you could not expect : the time, and prove her power to her compan-

to conceal them from me, Ellen, could you, ;

ions ? Could she, the child of Mr. and Mrs.
when Emmeline says it is utterly impossible to

; Hamilton, act otherwise than honorably ? We
hide her most secret thought from my mystic may pardon Lord St. Eval for believing it im-
wand ? Do not attempt more, my love

; per- 1 possible, but bitterly was he deceived. Even
severe in your present conduct, and I shall be her mother, her penetrating, confiding mother,

quite satisfied. Have you an interesting book
|

was deceived, and no marvel then that such
for to-night, or is there any other employment should be the case with a comparative stranger.

you prefer?" Had Caroline's manner been more generally" You have banished all thoughts of gloom, | coquettish, Mrs. Hamilton's eyes might have

my dear aunt, and perhaps, instead of reading, j

been opened ;
but her behavior in general was

I shall work and think on what you have said," such as rather to diminish than increase those

exclaimed Ellen, her cheek becoming more fears which, before her child had joined the
crimsoned than it was before, and exciting for

J

world, had very frequently occupied her anxi-

the moment the attention of her aunt. She,
' ous heart. To strangers even, her encourage-

however, soon permitted it to pass from her ment of St. Eval might not have been observ-

thoughts, for she knew the least emotion gen- able, though it was clearly so to the watchful

orally had that effect. Little did she imagine eyes of her parents, whose confidence in their

s were employed. Lit-
j

daughter's integrity was such as entirely to ex-
tie did she think the cause of that deep blush, j

onerate her in their minds from any intention-of

how those solitary hours

or guess the extent of comfort her words had coquetry. In this instance, perhaps, their re-

bestowed on her niece how they cheered the
'

gard for the young earl himself, and their mu-
painful task tlie orphan believed it her duty to

|
tual but secret wishes might have heightened

perform. Spite of many obstacles of failing
j

their belief, that not only was St. Eval attract-

health, she pcrseveringly continued, although as ed, but that Caroline encouraged him, and feel-

ing this, they regretted that Lord Alphingham
should continue his attentions, which Caroline

never appeared to receive with any particular

yet she approached not the end of her desires.

No gleam of light yet appeared to say her toil

rly over, her wish obtained.
The limits of our tale, as well as the many

histories <>f individuals these memoirs of the I

"

Anxious as had been Mrs. Hamilton's feel-

Ham il'.on family must embrace, will not permit ings with regard to the friendship subsisting
,is to lii;;fcr on the scenes of gayety in which between her daughter and Annie Grahame, she
Caroline now mingled, and which afforded her, little imagined how painfully the influence of

perhaps, too many opportunities for the prose- the latter had already tarnished the character
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of the former. Few are aware of the danger

arising from tho.se very intimate connections
|

which young women are so fond of forming
j

Every mother should study, almost as carefully
j

as those of her own, the character of her chil-

dren's intimate friends. Mrs. Hamilton had

done so, and as we know, never approved of
|

Caroline's intimacy with Annie, but yet she

could not check their intercourse while such

intimate friendship existed between her hus-

band and Montrose Grahame. She knew, too,

that the latter felt pleasure in beholding Caro-

line the chosen friend of his daughter : and

though she could never hope, as Grahame did,

that the influence of her child would improve
the character of his, she had yet sufficient con-

fidence in Caroline at one time to believe that

she would still consider her mother her dearest

and truest friend, and thus counteract the ef-

fects of Annie's ill-directed eloquence. In this

hope she had already found herself disappoint-
ed

;
but still, though Caroline refused her sym-

pathy, and bestowed it, as so many other girls

did, on a companion of her own age, she relied

perhaps too fondly on those principles she had
so carefully instilled in early life, and believed

that no stain would sully the career of her

much-loved child. If Mrs. Hamilton's affec-

tion in this instance completely blinded her, if

she acted too weakly in not at once breaking
this closely-woven chain of intimacy, her feel-

ings, when she knew all, were more than suffi-

cient chastisement. Could the noble, the hon-

orable, the truth-loving mother for one instant

imagine that Caroline, the child whose early

years had caused her so much pain, had called

forth so many tearful prayers the child whose

dawning youth had been so fair, that her heart

had nearly lost its tremblings that her Caro-
line should encourage one young man merely
to indulge in love of power, and, what was even

worse, to thus conceal her regard for another?
Yet it was even so. Caroline really believed

that not only w-as she an object of passionate
love to the viscount, but that, she returned the

sentiment with equal if not heightened warmth,
and, as the undeniable token of true love, she

iiever mentioned his name except to her con-

fidante. In 'the first of these conjectures she

was undoubtedly right ;
as sincerely as a man

of his character could, Lord Alphingham did

lovo Miss Hamilton, and the fascination of his

manner, his insinuating eloquence, and ever

ready flattery, all combined, might well cause
this novice in such matters to believe her heart
was really touched : but that it truly was so,
not only may we be allowed to doubt, but it

appeared that Annie did so also, by her labori-

ous efforts to fan the newly-ignited spark into

a flame, and never once permit Caroline to look
into herself; and she took so many opportuni-
ties of speaking of those silly, weak-spirited
girls, that went with a tale of love directly to

their mothers, and thus very frequently blighted
their hopes, and condemned them to broken

hearts, by their duennas' caprices, that Caroline
shrunk from the faintest wteh to confide all to
her mother, with a sensation amounting almost
to fear and horror. Eminently handsome and

accomplished as Lord Alphingham was, still

there was somewhat in his features, or rather
their expression, that did not please, and scarce

ly satisfied Mrs. Hamilton's penetration. In-

timate as he was with Grahame, friendly as he

had becorrre with her husband, she could not

overcome the feeling of repugnance with which
she more than once found herself unconsciously

regarding him
;
and she felt pleased that Mr.

Hamilton steadily adhered to his resolution in

not inviting him to his house. To have de-

scribed what she disliked in him would have
been impossible, it was indefinable

;
but there

was a casual glance of that dark eye, a curl of

that handsome mouth, a momentary knitting of

the brow, that whispered of a mind not inward-

ly at peace ;
that restless passions had found

their dwelling-place around his heart. Mrs.
Hamilton only saw him in society : it was un-

charitable perhaps to judge him thus
;
but the

feelings of a mother had rendered her thus

acute, had endowed her with a penetration un-

usually perceptive, and she rejoiced that Caro-

line gave him only the meed of politeness, and
that no sign of encouragement was displayed in

her manner toward him.

That mother's fears were not unfounded. Lord

Alphingham loved Caroline, but the love of a
libertine is not true affection, and such a char-

acter for the last fourteen years of his life he
had been

;
nine years of that time he had lived

on the Continent, gay, and courted, in whatever

country he resided, winning many a youthful
heart to bid it break, or lure it on to ruin. It

was only the last year he had returned to En-

gland, and as he had generally assumed different

names in the various parts of the Continent he
had visited, the adventures of his life were un-
known in the land of his birth, save that they
were sometimes whispered by a few in similar

coteries, and then more as conjecture than real-

ity. So long a time had elapsed, that the wild
errors of his youth, which had been perhaps the

original cause of his leaving England, were en-

tirely forgotten, as if such things had never

been, and the viscount now found himself quite
as much, if not more, an object of universal at-

traction in his native land than he had been on
the Continent. He was now about thirty, and

perfect indeed in his vocation. The freshness,

na'ivett, and perfect innocence of Caroline had

captivated his fancy perhaps even more than it

had ever been before, and her perfect ignorance
of the ways of the fashionable world encouraged
him to hope his conquest of her heart would be

very easy. He had found an able confidante and
advocate in Miss Grahame, who had contrived'

to place herself with her father's friend on the

footing of most friendly intimacy, and partly by
her advice and the suggestions of his own heart

he determined to win the regard of Mr. and
Mrs. Hamilton, before he openly paid attentions

to their daughter. With the former he appeared
very likely to succeed, for the talent he displayed
in the House, his apparently earnest zeal lor the

welfare of his country, her church and state, his

masterly eloquence, and the interest he felt for

Grahame, were all qualities attractive in the

eyes of Mr. Hamilton
;
and though he did not

yet invite him to his house, he never met him
without evincing pleasure. With Mrs. Hamil-

ton, Alphingham did not find himself so much at

ease, nor fancy he was so secure
;
courteous she

was indeed, but in her intercourse with him she
had unconsciously recalled much of what Gra-
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hame termed the forbidding reserve of years

past.
In vain he attempted with her to pass the

jarriers of universal politeness, and become in-

timato; his every advance was repelled coldly,

yet not so devoid of courtesy as to make him

suspect she had penetrated his secret character.

Still he persevered in unwavering and marked

politeness, although Annie's representations of

Mrs. Hamilton's character had already caused
him to determine in his own mind to make Car-
oline his wife, with or without her mother's

approval ;
and he amused himself with believing

that, as her mother was so strict and stern as to

keep her children, particularly Caroline, in such

subjection, it would be doing the poor girl a

charity to release her from such thralldom. and
introduce her, as his wife, into scenes far more
congenial to her taste, where she would be free

from such keen surveillance. In these thoughts
ho was ably seconded by Annie, who was con-

stantly pitying Caroline's enslaved situation, and

condemning Mrs. Hamilton's strict severity,

declaring it was all affectation : she was not a

degree better than any one else, who did not
make half the fuss about it. Lord Alphinffham's
resolution was taken, that before the present
season was over, Caroline should be engaged to

him, nolens volcns on the part of her parents,
and he acted accordingly.
As opposite as were the characters, so was

the conduct of Caroline's two noble suitors. St.

Eval, spite of the encouragement he received,

yet shrunk from paying any marked attention

either to Caroline or her parents. It was by
degrees he became intimate in their family, but

there, perhaps, the only person with whom he
felt entirely at ease was Emmeline, who, re-

joicing at Caroline's change of manner, be^an
to hope her feelings were changing too, and

indulged in hopes that one day Lord St. Eval
might really be her brother. Emmeline knew
her sister's opinion of coquetry was very differ-

ent to hers
;
but this simple-minded girl could

never have conceived that scheme of duplicity,
which, by the aid and counsel of Annie, Caro-
line now practiced. She scarcely ever saw
Alphingham, and never hearing her sister name
him, and being perfectly unconscious of his at-

tentions when they met, she could not, even in

her unusually acute imagination, believe him
St. Eval's rival. More and more enamored
the young earl became, each time he felt him-
self an especial object of Caroline's notice

;
his

heart throbbed and his hopes grew stronger, still

he breathed not one wcrd of love, he dared not.

Diffident of his own attractive qualities, he feared
to speak, till he thought he could be assured of
her affections. In the intoxication of love, he
felt her refusal would have more effect upon
him than he could bear. He shrunk from the
remarks of the world, and waited yet a little

longer, ore with a trembling heart he should ask
that all-important question. So matters stood
in Mr. Hamilton's family during the greater
part nf the London season; but as it is not our
task to enter into Caroline's gayeties, we here
may be permitted to mention Mrs. Greville's

re, with her delicate and suffering child,
from the land of their birth.

Mr. Greville had made no opposition to their
inteu led plan. Seriously Mr. Maitland had told
him that the life of his child depended on her

residence for some time abroad, in a genial
climate and extreme quiet ; but in vain did Mrs.
Greville endeavor to believe that affection for

his daughter and herself occasioned this un-
wonted acquiescence; it was too clearly to be

perceived that he was pleased at their separa-
tion from himself, for it gave him more liberty.
She wrote to her son, imploring him in the most
earnest and affectionate manner to return home
for the Easter vacation, that, she mi^ht see him
for a few days before she left England perhaps
never to return. Ruined from earliest boyhood
by weak indulgence, Alfred Greville felt some-
times a throb of natural feeling for his mother,

though her counsels were of no avail. Touched

by the mournful solemnity and deep affection

breathing in every line, he complied with her

request, and spent four or five days peacefully
at home. He appeared shocked at the altera-

tion he found in his sister, and was kinder than
he had previously been in his manner toward
her. He had lately become heir to a fortune

and estate, left him by a very old and distant

relative of his father, and it was from this lie

had determined, he told his father, to go to Cam-
bridge and cut a dash there with the best of

them. He was now eighteen, and believed him
self no inconsiderable personage, in which be

lief he was warmly encouraged by his mistaket

father. It was strange that, with such an in-

come, he permitted the favorite residence of hi;

mother and sister to be sold but so it was. Tin

generous feelings of his early childhood had
been completely blunted, and to himself alone

he intended to appropriate that fortune, when a

portion would yet have removed many of Mrs.
Greville's anxious fears for the future. Alfred

intended, when he was of age. to be one of the

first men of fashion
;
but he did not consider,

if he "cut a dash" at college, with the eclat

he wished, that before three years had passed,
he would not be much richer than he had been
when the fortune was first left him.

"
Mother, you will drive me from you," he

one day exclaimed, in passion, as she endeavored
to detain him. If you wish ever to see me, let

me take my own way. Advice I will not brook,
and reproach I will not bear; if you love me, be

silent, for I will not be governed."
"Alfred, I will speak!" replied his almost

agonized parent, urged on by an irresistible im-

pulse.
" Child of my love, my prayers ! Alfred,

1 will not see you go wrong, without one effort,

one struggle to guide you in the right path.

Alfred, I leave England my heart is bursting ;

for Mary's sake alone I live, and if she be taken

from me, Alfred, we shall never meet again.

My son, my son, oh, if you ever loved me, listen

to me now, they may be the last words you will

ever hear from your mother's lips. I implore,
1 beseech you to turn from your evil courses,
Alfred!" and she suddenly sunk at his feet, the

mother before the son. So devoted, so fervid

was the love with which she regarded him, that

had she been told, that to lure him to virtue her

own life must be the forfeit, willingly at that

moment would she have died. She continued

with an eloquence of such beseeching tender-

ness, it would have seemed none could have
heard it unmoved. "Alfred, your mother kneels

to you, your own mother. Oh, hear her; do not

condemn her to wretchedness. Let me not suf-
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fer more. You have sought temptation ; oh, fly J

from it
;
seek the companionship of those who

will lead you to honor, not to vice. Break from

those connections you have woven around you.
Turn ajjain to the God you have deserted. Oh,
do not live as you have done

;
think on the re-

sponsibility each year increases. My child, my
Beloved, in mercy refuse not your mother's

prayer! reject not rny advice, Alfred! Alfred!"

and she clung to him, while her voice became
hoarse with intense anguish.

"
Oh, promise me

to turn from your present life. Promise me to

think on my words, to seek the footstool of

mercy, and returji again to Him who has not

forsaken you. Promise me to live a better life;

say you will be your mother's comfort, not her

misery her blessing, not her curse. My child,

my child, be merciful !" Longer, more im-

ploring still would she have pleaded, but voice

failed, and it was only on those chiseled features

the agony of the soul could have been discover-

ed. Alfred gazed on her thus kneeling at his

feet his mother, she who in his infancy had
knelt beside him, to guide on high his childish

prayers. The heart of the misguided boy was

softened, tears filled his eyes. He would have

spoken ;
he would have pledged himself to do

all that she had asked, when suddenly the ridi-

cule of his companions flashed before his fancy.
Could he bear that? No; he could see his

mother at his feet, but he could not meet the

ridicule of the world. He raised her hastily,
but in perfect silence

; pressed her to his heart,
kissed her cheek repeatedly, then placed her on
a couch, and darted from her presence. He
had said no word, he had given no sign ;

and for

several hours that mother could not overcome
internal wretchedness so far even as to join her

Mary. He returned to Cambridge. They parted
in affection

;
seldom had the reckless boy evinc-

ed so much emotion as he did when he bade
farewell to his mother and sister. He folded

Mary to his bosom, and implored her, in a voice

almost inaudible, to take care of her own health

for the sake of their mother
;
but wh?n she en-

treated him to come and see them in their new
abode as soon as he could, he answered not.

Yet that emotion had left a balm on the torn

heart of his mother. She fancied her son, way-
ward as he was, yet loved her

;
and though she

dared not look forward to his reformation, still,

to feel he loved her oh, if fresh zeal were re-

quired in her prayers, that knowledge gave it.

The first week in May they left Greville

Manor. Still weak and suffering, the struggle
to conceal and subdue all she felt at leaving, as

she thought forever, the house of her infancy, of

her girlhood, her youth, was almost too much
for poor Mary ;

and her mother more than once
believed she would not reach in life the land

they were about to seek. The sea breezes, for

they traveled whenever they could along the

shore, in a degree nerved her; and by the time

they reached Dover, ten days after they hcd left

the Manor, she had rallied sufficiently to case
the sorrowing heart of her mother of a poriion
of its burden.

They arrived at Dover late in the evening,
and early the following day, as Mary sat by the

large window of the hotel, watching with some

appearance of interest the bustling scene before

her, a traveling carriage passed rapidly by and

stopped at the entrance. She knew the livery,
and her heart throbbed almost to suffocation, as

it whispered that Mr. Hamilton would not come
alone.

"Mother, Mr. Hamilton has arrived," she

succeeded at length in saying.
" And Emme-

line is
it,

can it be?" But she had no more
time to wonder, for ere she had recover? d the

agitation the sight of one other of Mr. Ramil-
ton's family had occasioned, they were in the

room, and Emmeline. springing forward, had

flung herself on Mary's neck
; a/id utterly un-

able to control her feelings at the chanjje she

beheld in her friend, wept passionately on her

shoulder. Powerfully agitated, Mary felt her

strength was failing, and had it not been for

Mr. Hamilton's support, she would have fallen

to the ground. He supported her with a father's

tenderness to the couch, and reproachfully de-

manded of Emmeline if she had entirely forgot-
ten her promise of composure.
"Do not reprove her, my dear friend," said

Mrs. Greville, as she drew the weeping girl

affectionately to her. " My poor Mary is so

quickly agitated now, that the pleasure of seeing
three instead of one of our dear-valued friends

has been sufficient of itself to produce this agita
tion. And you too, Herbert," she continued,

extending her hand to the young man. who

hastily raised it to his lips, as if to conceal an

emotion which had paled his cheek, almost as a

kindred feeling had done with Mary's. "Have
you deserted your favorite pursuits, and left

Oxford at such a busy time, merely to see us

before we leave? This is kind, indeed."
; 'I left Percy to work for me," answered

Herbert, endeavoring to hide emotion unejer the

vail of gayety. "As to permit you to leave

England without once more seeing you, and

having one more smile from Mary, I would not,
even had the whole honor of my college been at

stake. You must not imagine me so entirely
devoted to my books, dear Mrs. Greville, as to

believe I possess neither time nor inclination for

the gentler feelings of human nature."

"I know you too well, and have known you
too long, to imagine that," replied Mrs. Gre-

ville, earnestly.
" And is Mary so completely

to engross your attention, Emmeline," she add-

ed, turning toward the couch where the friends

sat,
" that I am not to hear a word of your dear

mother, Caroline, or Ellen ? Indeed, I can not

allow that."

The remark quickly produced a general con-

versation, and Herbert for the first time aduress-

ed Mary. A strange, unconquerable emotion
had chained his tongue as he beheld her; but

now, with eager yet respectful tenderness, he

inquired after her health, and how she had borne
their long journey ;

and other questions, trifling
in themselves, but uttered in a tone that thrilled

the young heart of her he addressed.

Herbert knew not how intimately the image
of Mary Greville had mingled with his most
secret thoughts, even in his moments of grave
study and earnest application, until he heard she

was about to leave England. Sorrow, disap-

pointment, scarcely defined but bitterly painful,
then occupied his mind, and the knowledge
burst with dazzling clearness on his heart that

he loved her
;
so deeply, so devotedly, that even

were every other wish fulfilled, life, without her
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would be a blank. He had deemed himself so

lilted above all earthly feelings, that even were

he to be deprived, as Mr. Morton, of every natural

relation, he could in time reconcile himself to

the will of his Maker, and in the discharge of

ministerial duties be happy. He had fancied

his heart was full of the love of God alone,

blessed in that, however changed his earthly
lot. Suddenly he was awakened from bis illu-

sion : now in the hour of separation he knew an

earthly idol; he discovered that he was not so

completely the servant of his Maker as he had

hoped, and sometimes believed. But in the

doubts and fears which shadowed his exalted

mind, he sought the footstool of his God. His

cry for assistance was not unheeded. Peace
and comfort rested on his heart. A clnud was
lifted from his eyes, and for the knowledge of

his virtuous love he blessed his God; feeling
thus supported, he could guide and control him-
self according to the dictates of piety. He knew
well the character of Mary ;

he felt assured

that, if in after years he were permitted to make
her his own, she would indeed become his help-
mate in all things, more particularly in those which
related to his God and to his holy duties among
men. He thought on the sympathy that existed

between them he remembered the lighting up
of that soft, dark eye, the flushing cheek, the

smile of pleasure that ever welcomed him, and

fondly his heart whispered that he need not

doubt her love. Three years, or nearly four

must elapse ere he could feel at liberty to mar-
ry ;

not till he beheld himself a minister of God.
Yet interminable as, to his imagination, the in-

tervening years appeared, still there was no

trembling in his trusting heart. If his Father
on high ordained them for each other, it matter-
ed not how long the time that must elapse, and
if for some wise purpose his wishes were de-

layed, he recognized the hand of God, and saw
' ; that it was good."
Yet Herbert could not resist the impulse to

behold Mary once more ere she quitted En-

gland, to explain to her his feelings ;
to under-

stand each other. He knew the day his father

intended going to Dover, and the evening pre-
vious, much to the astonishment of his family,
made his appearance among them. All ex-

pressed pleasure at his intention but one, and
that one understood not why ;

but when she
heard the cause of his unexpected visit, a sud-

!

den and indefinable pang shot through her
|

young heart, dimming at once the joy with which
the sight of him had filled it. She knew not,

guessed not why, when she laid her head on her

pillow that night, she wept so bitterly. The
source of those secret and silent tears she could

j

not trace, she only knew their cause was one of I

sorrow, and yet she loved Mary.
The pleading earnestness of Emmeline had,

t

after some little difficulty, obtained the consent
j

of her mother to her accompanying her father
and brother, on condition, however, of her not

agitating Mary by any unconstrained display of
sorrow. It was only at their first meeting this

condition had been forgotten. Mary looked so

pale, so thin, so different even to when they
parted, that the warm heart of Emmeline could
not be restrained, for she knew, however resig-
nation might be, nay, was feltj it was a bitter

pang to that gentle girl to leave her native land,

and the friends she so much loved
;
but recalling

her promise, with a strong effort she checked
her own sorrow, and endeavored with playful
fondness to raise the spirits of her friend.

The day passed cheerfully; the young people
took a drive for some few miles in the vicinity
of Dover, while Mr. Hamilton acting the part
of a brother to the favorite protege of his much-
loved mother, listened to her plans, counseled
and improved them, and, indeed, on many points,

proved himself such a true friend, that when
Mrs. Greville retired to rest that night, she felt

more at case in mind than for many months she
had been.

The following day was employed in seeing
all the antiquities of Dover, its ancient castle

among the first, and with Mr. Hamilton as a

cicerone, it was a day of pleasure to all, though,
perhaps, a degree of melancholy might have per-
vaded the party in the evening, for the recollec-

tion would come, that by noon on the morrow
Mrs. Greville and Mary would bid them fare-

well. In vain during that day had Herbert

sought for an opportunity to speak with Mary
on the subject nearest his heart, though they
had been so happy together ;

when for a few
minutes they found themselves alone, he had
fancied there was more than usual reserve in

Mary's manner, which checked the words upon
his lip. Some hours he lay awake that night.
Should he write his hopes and wishes? No: he
would hear the answer from her own lips, and
the next morning an opportunity appeared to

present itself.

The vessel did not leave Dover till an hour
before noon, and breakfast having been dis-

patched by half-past nine, Mrs. Greville per-
suaded her daughter to take a gentle walk in

the intervening time. Herbert instantly offered

to escort her. Emmeline remained to assist

Mrs. Greville in some traveling arrangements,
and Mr. Hamilton employed himself in some of

those numberless little offices which active men
take upon themselves in the business of a de-

parture. Mary shrunk with such evident reluct-

ance from this arrangement, that for the first

time Herbert doubted.
c: You were not wont to shrink thus from ac-

cepting me as your companion," he said, fixing
his large, expressive eyes mournfully upon her.

and speaking in a tone of such melancholy
! sweetness, that Mary hastily struggled to con-

!

ceal the tear that started to her eye. "Are
our happy days of childhood indeed thus forgot-
ten ?" he continued, gently.

u Go with me,
dear Mary ;

let us in fancy transport ourselves

at least for one hour back to those happy years
of early life which will not come again."
The thoughts, the hopes, the joys of her child-

hood flashed with sudden power through the

heart of Mary as he spoke, and she resisted

them not.
"
Forgive me, Herbert," she said, hastily ris-

ing to prepare ;

"
I have become a strange and

wayward being the last few months
; you must

bear with me, lor the sake of former days."
Playfully he granted the desired forgiveness,

and they departed on their walk. For some
little time they walked in silence. Before they
were aware of it, a gentle ascent conducted
them to a spot, not only lovely in its own rich-

ness, but in the extensive view that stretched
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beneath them. The wide ocean lay slumbering
at their feet; the brilliant rays of the sun, which

it reflected as a- mirror, appeared to lull it to

rest, the very waves broke softly on the shore.

To the left extended the snow-white cliffs, throw-

ing in shadow part of the ocean, and bringing
forward their own illumined wails in bold relief

against the dark blue sea. Ships of every size,

from the floating castle in the offing to the tiny

pleasure-boat, whose white sails shining in the

sun caused her to be distinguished at some dis-

tance, skimming along the ocean as a bird of

snowy plumage across the heavens, the mer-

chant vessels, the packets entering and depart-

ing, even the blackened colliers, added interest

to the scene; for at the distance Herbert and

Mary stood, no confusion was heard to disturb

the moving picture. On their right the beauti-

ful country peculiar to Kent spread out before

them in graceful undulations of hill and valley,

hop-ground and meadow, wherein the sweet fra-

grance of the newly-mown grass was wafted at

intervals to the spot where they stood. Wild
flowers of various kinds were around them; the

hawthorn appearing like a tree of snow in the

centre of a dark green hedge ;
the modest prim-

rose and the hidden violet yet lingered, as if

loth to depart, though their brethren of the sum-
mer had already put forth their budding blos-

soms. A newly-severed trunk of an aged tree

invited them to sit and rest, and the most taste-

ful art could not have placed a rustic seat in a
more lovely scene.

Long and painfully did Mary gaze around

her, as if she would engrave within her heart

every scene of the land she was so soon to leave.

"Herbert,"she said at length, "1 never wished
to gaze on futurity before, but now, oh, I would

give much to know if indeed I shall ever gaze
on these scenes again. Could I but think I

might return to them, the pang of leaving would
lose one half its bitterness. I know this is a

weak and perhaps sinful feeling ;
but in vain I

have lately striven to bow resignedly to my
Maker's will, even should His call meet me, as

I sometimes fear it will, in a foreign land, apart
from all, save one, whom I love on earth."

" Do not, do not think so, dearest Mary. True,
indeed, there is no parting without its fears, even
for a week, a day, an hour. Death ever hovers

near us, to descend when least expected. But

oh, for my sake, Mary, dear Mary, talk not of

dying in a foreign land. God's will is best, His
decree is love, I know, I feel it, and on this sub-

ject from our infancy we have felt alike
;
to you

alone have I felt that I dared breathe the holy

aspirations sometimes my own. I am not wont
to be sanguine, but somewhat whispers within

me you will return these scenes behold again."

Mary gazed on her young companion ;
he had

spoken with unwonted animation, and his mild

eye rested with trusting fondness upon her
;
she

dared not meet it
;
her pale cheek suddenly be-

came crimson, but with an effort she replied,

"Buoy me not up with vain hopes, Herbert;
it is better, perhaps, that I should never look to

my return, for hope might descend to vain wishes,
and wishes to repinihgs, which must not be. I

shall look on other scenes of loveliness, and

though in them, perhaps, no fond association of

earth may be mingled, yet there is one of which

JM> change of country can deprive me, one asso-

ciation that from scenes as these can never,
never fly. The friends of my youth will be no

longer near me, strangers alone will surround
me

;
but even as the hand of my Heavenly

Father is marked in every scene, however far

apart, so is that hand, that love extended to me
wherever I may dwell. Oh, that my heart may
indeed be filled with the love of Him."
There was a brief silence. The countenance

of Herbert had been for a moment troubled, but
after a few seconds resumed its serenity, height-
ened by the fervid feejings of his heart.

"Mary," he said, taking her passive hand in

his, "if I am too bold in speaking all I wish,

forgive me. You know not how I have longed
for one moment of unchecked confidence before

you left England ;
it is now before me, and, oh,

listen to me, deaiest Mary, with that kindness

you have ever shown. I need not remind you
of our days of childhood and early youth ;

I need
not recall the mutual sympathy which, in every
feeling, hope, joy, or sorrow, has been our own.
We have grown together, played together in in-

fancy ; read, thought, and often in secret prayed
together in youth. To you I have ever impart-
ed my heartfelt wishes, earnest prayers for my
future life, to become a worthy servant of my
God, and lead others in his path, and yet, frail

mortal as I am, I feel, even if these wishes are

fulfilled, there will yet, dearest Mary, remain a

void within my heart. May I, may I, indeed,
behold in the playmate of my infancy a friend

in manhood, the partner of my life my own

Mary as my assistant in labors of love ? I am
agitating you, dearest girl, forgive me : only

give me some little hope. Years must elapse
ere that blessed moment can arrive, perhaps I

have been wrong to urge it now, but I could
not part from you without one word to explain
my feelings, to implore your ever-granted sym-
pathy."
The hand of Mary trembled in his grasp. She

had turned from his pleading glance, but when
he ceased, she raised her head and struggled to

speak. A smile, beautiful, holy in its beauty,

appeared struggling with tears, and a faint flush

had risen to her cheek, but voice she had none,
and for one moment she concealed her face on
his shoulder. She withdrew not her hand from

his, and Herbert felt oh, how gratefully that

his love was returned; he had not hoped in vain.

For some minutes they could not speak; every
feeling was in common

; together they had grown,
together loved, and now that the magic word had
been spoken, what need was there for reserve ?

none
;
and reserve was banished. No darken-

ing clouds were then perceived ;
at' that moment

Mary thought not of her father, and if she did,
could she believe that his consent to an union
with a son of Mr. Hamilton would be difficult

to obtain. Marry they could not yet, and per-
haps the unalloyed bliss of that hour might have

originated in the fact, that they thought only of

the present the blessed knowledge that they
loved each other, were mutually beloved.

The happiness glowing on Mary's expressive
countenance as she entered could not fail to at-

tract the watchful eye of her mother, and almost

unconsciously, and certainly indefinably, her own
bosom reflected the pleasure of her child, and
the pang of quitting England was partially eased
of its bitterness. Yet still it was a sorrowful
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moment when the time of separation actually
came. Their friends had gone on board with

them, and remained till the signal for departure
was given. Mary had preferred the cabin to

the confusion on deck, and there her friends left

her. In the sorrow of that moment Emmeline's

promise of composure was again forgotten; she

clung weeping to Mary's neok, till her father,

with gentle persuasion, drew her away, and

almost carried her on deck. Herbert yet lin-

gered ; they were alone in the cabin, the confu-

sion attendant on a departure preventing all fear

of intruders. He clasped Mary to his heart, in

one long, passionate embrace, then hastily plac-

ing the trembling girl in the arms of her mother,
he murmured almost inaudibly,

" Mrs. Greville, dearest Mrs. Greville, guard,

oh, guard her for me, she will be mine
;
she will

return to bless me, when I may claim and can
cherish her as my wife. Talk to her of me

;
let

not the name of Herbert be prohibited between

you. I must not stay, yet one word more, Mrs.
Greville say, oh, say you will not refuse me
as your son, if three years hence Mary will still

be mine. Say your blessing will hallow our
union

;
and oh, I feel it will then indeed be

blessed !"

Overpowered with sudden surprise and un-

expected joy, Mrs. Greville gazed for a moment
speechlessly on the noble youth before her, and

vainly the mother struggled to speak at this con-

firmation of her long-cherished hopes and wishes.
u
Mother," murmured Mary, alarmed at her

silence, and burying her face in her bosom,
"
mother, will you not speak, will you not bid us

hope ?"
"God in Heaven bless you, my children!"

she at length exclaimed, bursting into tears of

heartfelt gratitude and joy. "It was joy, joy,"
she repeated, struggling for composure ;

"
I ex-

pected not this blessing. Yes, Herbert, we will

speak of you, think of you, doubt us not, my son,

my dear son. A mother's protecting care and

soothing love will guard your Mary. She is

not only her mother's treasure now. Go my
beloved Herbert, you are summoned

; farewell,
and God bless you !"

Herbert did not linger with his father and

sister; a few minutes' private interview with
the former caused his most sanguine hopes to

become yet stronger, then traveling post to

London, where he only remained a few hours,
returned with all haste to his college. In his

rapid journey, however, he had changed his

mind with regard to keeping what had passed
between himself and Mary a secret from his

mother, whom he yet loved with perhaps even
more confiding fondness than in his boyhood.
He saw her alone

; imparted to her briefly but

earnestly all that had passed, implored her to

promise consent, and preserve his confidence
even from his brother and sisters; as so long
a time must elapse ere they could indeed be

united, that he dreaded their engagement being
known.
"Even the good wishes of the dear members

of home," he said, "would sound, I fear, but

harshly on my ear. I can not define why I do
not wish it known even to those I love; yet,
dearest mother, indulge me. The events of one

day are hidden from us
;
how dark then must

be those of three years. No plighted promise

has passed between us
;

it is but the confidence
of mutual love

;
and that oh, mother, I could

not bear it torn from the recesses of my own
breast to be a subjec^of conversation even to

those dearest to me."
His mother looked on the glowing counte-

nance of her son; on him, who from his birth

had never by his conduct given her one single
moment of care, and had she even disapproved
of his secrecy, all he asked would have been

granted him
;
but she approved of his resolution,

and emotion glistened in her eye, as she said,
" My Herbert, if I had been privileged to

select one among my young friends to be your
wife, my choice would have fallen, without one
moment's hesitation, on Mary Greville. She,
amid them all. I deem most worthy to be the

partner of my son. May Heaven in mercy
spare you to each other !"

Herbert returned to college, and resumed his

studies with even greater earnestness than be-

fore. His unrestrained confidence had been as

balm to his mother's heart, and soothed the

bitter pain it was to behold, to feel assured, for

it was no longer fancy, that the confidence of

Caroline was indeed utterly denied her and be-

stowed upon another. Yet still Mrs. Hamilton
fancied Caroline loved St. Eval

;
her eyes had

not yet been opened to the enormity of her

daughter's conduct. Nor were they till, after a

long struggle of fervid love with the tremblings
natural to a fond but reserved and lowly heart.

St. Eval summoned courage to offer hand, heart,

and fortune to the girl he loved (he might well

be pardoned for the belief that she loved him),
and was rejected, coldly, decidedly.
The young earl had received the glad sanc-

tion of Mr. Hamilton to make his proposals to

his daughter. There had never been, nor was
there now. any thing to damp his hopes. He
was not, could not be deceived in the belief that

Caroline accepted, nay, demanded, encouraged
his attention. Invariably kind, almost fascina-

ting in her manner, she had ever singled him
out from the midst of many much gayer and
more attractive young men. She had given
him somewhat more to love each time they

parted ;
and what could this mean, but that she

cared for him more than for others? Again
and again St. Eval pondered on the encourage-
ment he could not doubt but that he received:

again and again demanded of himself if he were
not playing with her feelings thus to defer his

proposals. Surely she loved him. The sanc-

tion of her parents had heightened his hopes,
and love and confidence in the truth, the purity
of his beloved one obtained so much ascendency
over his heart, that when the important words
were said, he had almost ceased to fear. How
bitter, how agonizing then must have been his

disappointment when he was refused when
sudden haughtiness beamed on Caroline's noble

brow, and coldness spread over every feature.

And yet, could he doubt it? No; triumph was

glittering in her sparkling eye ;
in vain he looked

lor sympathy in his disappointment, if love were
denied him. He gazed on her, and the truth

suddenly flashed on his mind; he marked the

triumph with which she heard his offer; no

softening emotion was in her countenance. In

vain he tried to ascribe its expression to some
other feeling ;

it was triumph, he could not be
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deceived
;
and with agony St. Eval discovered

that the being he had almost worshiped was not

the faultless creature he had believed her ; she

nad played with his feelings ;
she had encour-

aged him, heightened his love, merely to afford ;

herself amusement. The visions of hope, of
j

fancy were rudely dispelled, and perhaps at that

moment it was better for his peace that he

suddenly felt she was beneath his love
;
she was

not worthy to be his wife. He no longer es-

teemed; and if love itself were not utterly

snapped asunder, the loss of esteem enabled him
to act in that interview with pride approaching
to her own. He reproached her not : no word
did he utter that could prove how deeply he was

wounded, and thus add to the triumph so plain
to be perceived. That she had sunk in his

estimation she might have seen, but other feel-

ings prevented her discovering how deeply.
Had she vailed her manner more, had she re-

jected him with kindness, St. Eval might still

nave loved, and imagined that friendship and
esteem had actuated her conduct toward him.

Yet those haughty features expelled this thought
as soon as it arose. It was on the night of a

gay assembly St. Eval had found ah opportunity
to speak with Caroline, and when both rejoined
the gay crowd no emotion was discernible in

the countenance of either. St. Eval was the

same to all as usual. No one who might have

heard his eloquent discussion on some state

affairs with the Russian consul could have

imagined how painfully acute were his suffer-

ings ;
it was not only disappointed love no, his

was aggravated bitterness
;
he could no longer

esteem the object of his love, he had found him-

self deceived, cruelly deceived, in one he had !

looked on almost as faultless
;
and where is the

pang that can equal one like this? The height- !

ened color on Caroline's cheek, the increased
;

brilliancy of her eye, attracted the admiration '

of all around her," the triumph of power had

indeed been achieved. But when she laid her

head on her pillow, when the silence and dark- !

ness of night brought the past to her mind more
i

vividly, in vain she sought forgetfulness in sleep. !

Was it happiness, triumph, that bade her bury !

her face in her hands and weep, weep till al-

most every limb became convulsed by her over-

powering emotion ? Her thoughts were un-
j

defined, but so painful, that she was glad how

glad, when morning came. She compared her

present with her former self, and the contrast

was misery; but even as her ill-fated aunt had

done, she summoned pride to stifle every feeling
of remorse.

Mr. Hamilton had given his sanction to the

addresses of Lord St. Eval to his daughter; but

he knew not when the young man intended to

place the seal upon his fate. Great then was
his astonishment, the morning following the

evening we have mentioned, when St. Eval
called to bid him farewell, as he intended, he

j

said, leaving London that afternoon for his

father's seat, where he should remain perhaps
a week, and then quit England for the Conti-

nent.

He spoke calmly, but there was a paleness
of the cheek, a dimness of the eye, that told

a tale of inward wretchedness, which the re-

gard of Mr. Hamilton could not fail instantly
to discover. Deeply had he become interested

in the young man, and the quick instinct com-
bined with the fears of a father told him that the

conduct of Caroline had caused this change.
He looked at the expressive countenance of the

young earl for a few minutes, then placing his

hand on his shoulder, said kindly, but impress-
ively,

u
St. Eval, you are changed as well as your

plans. You are unhappy. What has happened?
Have your too sensitive feelings caused you to

fancy Caroline unkind ?"
" Would to heaven it were only fancy !" re-

plied St. Eval, with unwonted emotion; and,
almost convulsively clenching both hands as

if for calmness, added more composedly, "I
have been too presumptuous in my hopes ;

I

fancied myself beloved by your beautiful daugh-
ter, but I have found myself painfully mistak-
en."

Sternness gathered on the brow of the father

as he heard, and he answered, with painful

emphasis,
"

St. Eval, deceive me not, I charge you.
In what position do you now stand with Caro-
line ?"

.'

;

Briefly, then, if I must speak, in the humble
character of a rejected, scornfully rejected
lover." His feelings carried him beyond con-

trol. The triumph he had seen glittering so

brightly in the eyes of Caroline had for the

time turned every emotion into gall. He shrunk
from the agony it was to find he was deceived
in one whom he had believed so perfect.

'" Scorn ! has a daughter of mine acted thus?

Encourage, and then scorn. St. Eval, for pity's

take, teli me ! you are jesting : it is not of Car-
oline you speak." So spoke the now agonized
father, for every hope of his child's singleness
of mind and purity of intention appeared at once

blighted. He grasped St. Eval's hand, and
looked on him with eyes from which, in the

deep disappointment of his heart, all sternness

had fled.
' :

I grieve to cause you pain, my dear friend,"

replied the young earl, entering at once into

the lather's feelings,
" but it is even so. Your

daughter has only acted as many, nay, as the

majority of her sex are fond of doing. It appears
that you, too, have marked what might be termed
the encouragement she gave me. My self-love

is soothed, for I might otherwise have deemed

my hopes were built on the unstable foundation

of folly and presumption."
" And condemnation of my child is the fruit

of your self-acquittal, St. Eval, is it not? You
despise her now as much as you have loved her,"
and Mr. Hamilton paced the room with agita-
tion.

"Would almost that I could!" exclaimed St.

Eval
;
the young earf then added, despondingly

"no, I deny not that your child has sunk in my
estimation

;
I believed her exalted far above the

majority of her sex
;

that she, apparently all

softness and truth, was incapable of playing with
the most sacred feelings of a fellow-creature.

I looked on her as faultless : and though the

vail has fallen from my eyes, it tells me that if in

Caroline Hamilton I am deceived, it is useless

to look for perfection upon earth. Yet I can not

tear her image from mv heart. She has planted

misery there which I can not at present over-

come
;
but if that triumph yields her pleasure,
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and tends to her happiness, be it so
; my farther

j

controllable desire to know her. and if you wrH
attention shall no longer annoy her."

j
only give me a letter of introduction, I will set

Much disturbed, Mr. Hamilton continued to I off for Geneva next week."

paco the mom, then hastily approaching the

young Ban, he said, hurriedly,

"Forget her, St. Eval, forget her; rest not

till you have regained your peace. My disap-

Emmeline raised her laughing eyes to his

face, with an expression of unfeigned amaze-
ment.

A most probable circumstance," she said

pointment, that of her mother our long cher- ! laughing; "no, Lord St. Eval, you will notim-
ished hopes, but it is useless to speak of them, j pose thus on my credulity. Eugene St. Eval,
to bring them forward, bitter as they are, in the most cotrrted, flattered, and distinguished,

comparison
with yours. Forget her, St. Eval

;

she is unworthy of you," and he wrung his hand

again and again, as if in that pressure he could

conquer and conceal his feelings. At that

leave London before the season is over impos-
-;ui,n,sible.
U

I thank you for the pretty compliments you
are showering on me, my little fairy friend, but

instant Emmeline bounded joyfully into the it is nevertheless true. I leave England for the

room, unconscious that any one was with her

father, and only longing to tell him the delight-
ful news that she had received a long, long
letter from Mary, telling her of their safe arrival

Continent next week, and I may as well bend

my wandering steps to Geneva as elsewhere."
"But what can you possibly be going on the

Continent again for? I am sure, by all the an-

at Geneva, at which place Mrs. Greville intend- ecdotes you have told me, yon must have seen
all that is worth seeing, and so why should poor
England again be deserted by one of the ablest

ed to remain for a few weeks, before she pro
ceeded more southward.

"Look, dear papa, is not mis worth receiv-

ing?" she exclaimed, holding up the well-filled

of her sons.'

Emmeline !" exclaimed her mother, in an

letter, and looking the personification of innocent ! accent of warning and reproach, which brought
and radiant happiness, her fair luxuriant hair

|

a deep crimson flush to her cheek, and caused

Sushed
in disorder from her open forehead and ' her eyes to glisten, for Mrs. Hamilton had mark-

ushed cheek, her blue eyes sparkling with ir- ed that all was not serene on the countenance
resistible glee, which was greatly heightened of the earl, and her heart beat with anxious

by her glowing smiles. It was impossible to
J

alarm
;
for she knew his intentions with regard to

look on Emmeline without feeling every ruffled Caroline, and all she beheld and heard, startled,

emotion suddenly calmed
;
she was so bright, so almost terrified her. Lord St. Eval certainly

innocent, so fair a thing, that if peace and kind-
j

looked a little disturbed at Emmeline's continued
ness had wished to take up their abode on earth, questions, and perceiving it, she hesitatingly but

they could not have found a fairer form wherein frankly said,
to dwell. As St. Eval gazed upn the animated

\

"I really beg your pardon, my lord, for my
girl, he could not help contrasting her innocent

j

unjustifiable curiosity; mamma is always re-

and light-hearted pleasure with his own unmiti- ! proving me for it, and certainly I deserve her

gated sorrow.
I

lecture now. But will you really find out Mary,
"Your presence and your joy are mistimed, and be the bearer of a small parcel for me?"

my dear Emmeline- your father appears en- 1 " With the greatest pleasure ;
for it will give

gaged," said Mrs. Hamilton, entering almost me an object, which I had not before, and a

directly after her child, and perceiving by one most pleasing one, if I may hope your friend

glance at her husband's face that something had
;

will not object to my intrusion."

chanced to disturb him. "Control these wild
j

"A friend of mine will ever be warmly we}-

spirits for a time till he is able to listen to you."
j

corned by Mary," said Emmeline, with eager-
"Do not check her, my dear Emmeline, I am

i ness, but checking herself.

not particularly engaged. If St. Eval will for- "Then may I hope you will continue to re-

give me, I would gladly hear some news of our gard me as your friend, and still speak of me as
dear Mary." j Eugene, though perhaps a year or more may
"And pray let me hear it also. You know 'pass before you see me again?" demanded the

how interested I am in this dear friend of yours,
j
young earl, somewhat sadly, glancing toward

Erameline," replied St. Eval, struggling with !
Mrs. Hamilton, as if for her approval.

ifficiently to speak j

"As my brother Eugene yes," answeredhimself, and succeeding suf

playfully; for he and Emmeline had contrived
to become such great allies and intimate friends,

that by some sympathy titles of ceremony were
seldom used between them, and they were Eu-
gene and Emmeline to each other, as if they
were indeed brother and sister.

Laughingly and delightedly Emmeline impart-
ed the contents of her letter, which afforded real

pleasure both to Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton, by the
more cheerful, even happier style in which she
had written.

" Now do you not think I ought to be proud
of my friend, Master Eugene ? is she not one
worth having?" demanded Emmeline, sport-
ively,

Emmeline, quickly, and perhaps archly. A
shadow passed over his brow.

"As your friend," he repeated, laying an

emphasis on the word, which to any one less

innocent of the world than Emmeline, would at

once have excited their suspicion, and which

single word at once told Mrs. Hamilton that all

her cherished hopes were blighted. She read

confirmation in her husband's countenance, and
for a few minutes stood bewildered.

"I leave town in a few hours for my fathers

seat," added St. Eval, turning to Mrs. Hamil-
ton. I may amuse myself by taking Devonshire

in my way, or rather going out of my way for

ively, appealing to the young earl, as she read ! that purpose. Have you any commands at Oak-
to her lather some of Mary's affectionate ex- i wood that I can perform?
pressions and wishes in the conclusion. Mrs. Hamilton answered thankfully in thi

' So much so, that I am seized with an un- negative, but Emmeline exclaimed
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"I have a good mind to make you bearer of

a letter and a gage d'amour 1o my good ok
nurse

;
she will be so delighted to hear of me

and her postman a nobleman. Poor nur^e wil

have food for conversation and pleasurable re-

flection till we return."

"Any thing you like, only make me of use,

and let me have it in an hour's time, or perhaps
I can give you two."

" One will be all-sufficient
;
but what a won-

derful desire to be useful has seized you all in

minute," replied Emmeline, whose high spirits

appeared on that day utterly uncontrollable, am
she ran on, unmindful of her mother's glance" But if I really do this, I must bid vou farewel
at once, or I shall have no time. Think of me,
if any thing extraordinary meets your eye, or

occurs to you, and treasure it up for my inform-

ation, as you know my taste for the marvelous.

My letter to Mary shall be forwarded to you,
for I really depend on your seeking her, and

telling her all about us
;
and now, then, with

every wish for your pleasant journey, I must
wish you good-by."

"Good-by, dear, happy Emmeline," he said,
with earnestness. "May you be as light-heart-
ed and joyous, and as kind, when we meet again
as now

; may I commission you with my warm-
est remembrances and kind adieus to your cousin,
whom I am sorry I have not chanced to see this

morning ?"

"They shall be duly delivered," answered

Emmeline, and kissing her hand gayly in adieu,
she tripped lightly out of the room, and St. Eval

instantly turned toward Mrs. Hamilton.
"In this intention of leaving England for a

few months, or perhaps a year," he said, striving
for calmness, but speaking in a tone of sadness,
"
you will at once perceive that my cherished

hopes for the future are blighted. I will not

linger on the subject, for I can not yet bear dis

appointment such as this with composure. Were
1 of different mold, I might, spite of coldness

and pride, continue my addresses
;
and were you

as other parents are, Caroline Miss Hamilton

might still be mine : a fashionable marriage it

would still be, but, thank God, such will not be
;

even to bestow your child on one you might
value more than me, you would not trample on
her affections, you would not consent that she
should be an unwilling bride, and I oh ! I could
not could not wed with one who loved me not.

My dream of happiness has ended been pain-

fully dispelled; the blow was unexpected, and
has found me unprepared. I leave England lest

my ungoverned feelings should lead me wrong.
Mrs. Hamilton," he continued, more vehemently,
"you understand my peculiar feelings, and can
well guess the tortures I am now enduring.
You know why I am reserved, beaause I dread
the outbreak of emotion even in the most trilling
circumstances. Oh, to have been your son "

he paused abruptly, and hurriedly paced the
room. "Forgive me," he said, more calmly."
Only say you approve of my resolution to seek

change for a short time, till 1 obtain self-govern-
ment, and can behold her without pain; say that
I am doing right for myself. I can not think."
"You are right, quite right," replied Mrs.

Hamilton instantly, and her husband confirmed
her words. "

I do approve your resolution,

though deeply, most deeply, do I regret its

cause, St. Eval. Your disappointment is most

bitter, but you grieve not alone. To have given
Caroline to you, to behold her your wife, would
have fulfilled every fervent wish of which she is

the object. Not you alone have been deceived;
her conduct has been such as to mislead those
who have known her from childhood. St. Eval.
she is not worthy of you."

Disappointed, not only at the blighting ofevery
secret hope, not those alone in which St. Eval
was concerned, but every fond thought she had

indulged in the purity and integrity of her child,

in which, though her confidence had been given
to another, she had still implicitly trusted, the
most bitter disappointment and natural displeas-
ure filled that mother's heart, and almost for

the first time since their union Mr. Hamilton
could read this unwonted emotion, in one usual-

ly so gentle, in her kindling eyes and agitated
voice.

" Child of my heart, my hopes, my care, as she

is, I must yet speak it, forget her, Eugene ;
let

not the thought of a deceiver, a coquette, debar

you from the possession of that peace which
should ever be the portion of one so truly honor-

able, so wholly estimable as yourself. You are

disappointed, pained ; but you know not can
not guess the agony it is to find the integrity in

which I so fondly trusted is as naught : that my
child, my own child, whom I had hoped to lead

through life without a stain, is capable of such
conduct."

Emotion choked her voice. She had been
carried on by the violence of her feelings, and

perhaps said more in that moment of excitement
than she either wished or intended.

St. Eval gazed on the noble woman before
him with unfeigned admiration. He saw the

indignation, the displeasure which she felt; it

heightened the dignity of her character in his

estimation; but he now began to tremble for its

effects upon her child.

"Do not, my dear Mrs. Hamilton," he said,
with some hesitation, "permit Miss Hamilton's

rejection of me to excite your displeasure toward
her. If with me she could not be happy, she
was right to refuse my hand. Let me not have
the misery of feeling I have caused dissension
in a family whose beautiful unity has ever bound
me to it. Surely you would not urge the affec-

tions of your child."

"Never," replied Mrs. Hamilton, earnestly,
'I understand your fears, but let them pass
away. I shall urge nothing, but my duty I must
do. Much as I admire the exalted sentiments

you express, I must equally deplore the mistaken
conduct of my child. She has willfully sported
with the most sacred of human feelings. Once
more I say. she is not worthy to be yours."
The indignation and strong emotion still lin-

gering in her voice convinced St. Eval that he

night urge no more. Respectfully he took his

"eave.

CHAPTER V.

MRS. HAMILTON sat silently revolving in hei
Tiind all Caroline's late conduct, but vainly en-

deavoring to discover one single good reason
o justify her rejection of St. Eval. In vain

striving to believe all must have been mistaken,
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she had not given him encouragement. That

her affections could have become secretly en-

gaged was a thing so unlikely, that even when
Mrs. Hamilton suggested it, both she and her

husband banished the idea as impossible; for

St. Eval alone had she evinced any marked

preference.
"You must speak to her, Emmeline, I dare

not ;
for I feel too angry and disappointed to

argue calmly. She has deceived us ; all your
cares appear to have been of no avail

;
all the

watchful tenderness with which she has been

treated, thus returned ! I could have forgiven

it, I would not have said another word, if she
had conducted herself toward him with pro-

priety ;
but to give him encouragement, such

as all who have seen them together must have
remarked ;

to attract him by every winning art,

to chain him to her side, and then reject him
with scorn. What could have caused her con-

duct, but the wish to display her power, her tri-

umph over one so superior 1 Well might he

say she had sunk in his estimation. Why did

we not question her, instead of thus fondly

trusting in her integrity 1 Emmeline, we have
trusted our child too confidently, and thus our
reliance is rewarded."

Seldom, if ever, had Mrs. Hamilton seen her
nuj- and so disturbed

;
for some little time she

rent ned with him, and succeeded partly in

sootrr.ng his natural displeasure. She then left

him to compose her own troubled and disap-

pointed feelings ere she desired the presence
of her child. Meanwhile, as the happy Emme-
line went to prepare her little packet for her

dear old nurse, the thought suddenly arose that

St. Eval had sent his remembrances and adieus

to Ellen only, he had not mentioned Caroline ;

and, unsophisticated as she was, this struck

her as something very strange, and she was
not long in connecting this circumstance with

his sudden departure. Wild, sportive, and in-

nocent as Emmeline was, she yet possessed a

depth of reflection and clearness of perception
which those who only knew her casually might
not have expected. She had marked with ex-

treme pleasure that which she believed the mu-
tual attachment of St. Eval and her sister; and
with her ready fancy ever at work, had indulged
very often in airy visions, in which she beheld
Caroline Countess St. Eval, and mistress of
that beautiful estate in Cornwall, which she had
heard Mrs. Hamilton say had been presented by
the Marquis of Malvern to his son on his twen-

ty-first birthday. Emmeline had indulged these

fancies, and noticed the conduct of Caroline
and St. Eval till she really believed their union
would take place. She had been so delighted
at the receipt of Mary's letter, that she had no
time to remember the young earl's departure ;

but when she was alone, that truth suddenly
flashed across her mind, and another strange
incident, though at the time she had not re-

marked it, when she had said as her brother she
would remember him, he had repeated, with

startling emphasis, "as her friend." "What
could it all mean ?" she thought.

" Caroline
can not have rejected him 1 No, that is quite
impossible. My sister would surely not be such
a practiced coquette. I must seek her and have
the mystery solved. Surely she will be sorry
St. Eval leaves us so soon."

Emmeline hastened first to Ellen, begging
her to pack up the little packet for Mrs. Lang-
ford, for she knew such an opportunity would
be as acceptable to her cousin as to herself;
for Ellen never forgot the humble kindness and

prompt attention she had received from the
widow during her long and tedious illness;
and by little offerings, and what the good wom-
an still more valued, by a few kind and playful
lines, which ever accompanied them, she en-

deavored to prove her sense of Widow Lang-
ford's conduct.

In five minutes more Emmeline was in hei

sister's room. Caroline was partly dressed as
if for a morning drive, and her attendant leav

ing just as her sister entered. She looked pale
and more fatigued than usual, from the gayety
of the preceding night. Happy she certainly
did not look, and forgetting in that sight the in-

dignation which the very supposition of coquet-
ry in her sister had excited, Emmeline gently

approached her, and kissing her cheek, said

fondly,
"What is the matter, dear Caroline 1 You

look ill, wearied, and even melancholy. Did

you dance more than usual last night 1"

"No," replied Caroline; "I believe not. I

do not think I am more tired than usual. But
what do you come for, Emmeline 1 Some rea-

son must bring you here, for you are generally
hard at work at this time of the day."

"My wits have been so disturbed by Mary's
letter, that I have been unable to settle to any
thing," replied her sister, laughing ;

" and to

add to their disturbance, I have just heard

something so strange, that I could not resist

coming to tell you."
" Of what nature 7"

"St. Eval leaves London to-day for Castle

Malvern, and next week quits England. Now
is not that extraordinary

1

?"

Caroline became suddenly flushed with crim-

son, which quickly receding, left her even paler
than before.

" She is innocent," thought Emmeline.
" She

loves him. St. Eval must have behaved ill to

her ; and yet he certainly looked more sinned

against than sinning."
"To-day; does he leave to-day?" Caroline

said, at length, speaking, it appeared, with ef-

fort, and turning to avoid her sister's glance.
" In little more than an hour's time

;
but I

am sorry I told you, dear Caroline, if the news
has pained you."

" Pained me," repeated her sister, with re-

turning haughtiness; "what can you mean,
Emmeline'? Lord St. Eval is nothing to me."

"
Nothing !" repeated the astonished girl.

"
Caroline, you are incomprehensible. Why

did you treat him with such marked attention

if you cared nothing for him 7"
" For a very simple reason ;

because it gave
me pleasure to prove that it was in my power
to do that for which other girls have tried in

vain compel the proud lordly St. Eval to bow
to a woman's will." Pride had returned again.
She felt the pleasure of triumphant power, and

her eyes sparkled and her cheek again flushed,

but with a different emotion to that she had
felt before.

"Do you mean, then, that you have nevei

loved him, and merely sported with his feei-
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ings for your own amusement 1 Caroline, I

will not believe it. You could not have acted

with such cruelty ; you do love him, but you
reject my confidence. I do not ask you to con-

fide in me, though I did hope I should have
been your chosen friend

;
but I beseech, I im-

plore you, Caroline, only to say that you are

jesting. You do love him."
" You are mistaken, Emmeline, never more

so in your life. I have refused his offered

hand ; if you wish my confidence on this sub-

ject, I give it you. As he is a favorite of yours,
I do not doubt your preserving his secret invi-

olate. I might have been Countess of St. Eval,
but my end was accomplished, and I dismissed

my devoted cavalier."

"And can you, dare you jest on such a sub-

ject
1" exclaimed Emmeline, indignantly. "Is

it possible you can have willfully acted thus 1

sported with the feelings of such a man as St.

Eval, laughed at his pain, called forth his love

to gratify your desire of power- Caroline,
shame on you !"

" I am not in the habit of being schooled as

to right and wrong by a younger sister, nor will

I put up with it now, Emmeline. I never in-

terfere with your conduct, and therefore you
will, if you please, do the same with me. I am
wot responsible to you for my actions, nor shall

I ever be," replied Caroline, with cold yet angry
pride.
"But I will speak when I know you have

acted contrary to those principles mamma has

ever endeavored to instill into us both," replied

Emmeline, still indignantly ;

" and you are and
have been ever welcome to remonstrate with
me. I am not so weak as I once was, fearful

to speak my sentiments even when I knew
ihem to be right. You have acted shamefully,

cruelly, Caroline, and I will tell you what I

think, angry as it may make you."
A naughty and contemptuous answer rose to

Caroline's lips, but she was prevented giving it

utterance by the entrance of Martyn, her moth-
er's maid, with her lady's commands that Miss
Hamilton should attend her in the boudoir.

" How provoking
!" she exclaimed. " I ex-

pect Annie to call for me every minute, and
mamma will perhaps detain me half an hour;"
and most unwillingly she obeyed the summons.

"Annie," repeated Emmeline, when her sis-

ter had left the room, "Annie this is her work
;

if my sister had not been thus intimate with

her, she never would have acted in this man-
ner." And so disturbed was the gentle girl at

this confirmation of her fears, that it was some
little time before she could recover sufficient

serenity to rejoin Ellen in arranging the wid-
ow's packet.

Mrs. Langford had the charge of Oakwood

during the absence of the family, and Mrs. Ham-
ilton, recollecting some affairs concerning the

village schools she wished the widow to attend

to, was writing her directions as Caroline en-

tered, much to the latter's increased annoy-
ance, as her mother's business with her would
thus be retarded, and every minute drew the
time of Annie's appointment nearer. She could

scarcely conceal her impatience, and did ven-
ture to beg her mother to tell her what she re-

quired.
" Your attention, Caroline, for a time," she

replied, so coldly, that her daughter felt instant-

ly something was wrong, though what she

guessed not, for she knew not that St. Eval had
obtained the sanction of her parents for his ad-

dresses ; and she little imagined he could have

any thing to do with the displeasure she saw so

clearly marked.
" You wilJ wait, if you please, till I have fin-

ished writing, as this can not be delayed. Lord
St. Eval leaves town in a very shori time, and
I send this by him."

" Lord St. Eval," thought Caroline suddenly
becoming alarmed,

"
surely mamma and papa

know nothing of his offer."

A few minutes passed in silence, which was
broken by the sound of carriage-wheels stop-

ping at the door, and Robert almost instantly
after entered with Miss Grahame's love, saying
she could not wait a minute, and hoped Miss
Hamilton was ready.
"Miss Grahame!" repeated Mrs. Hamilton,

in an accent of surprise, before Caroline had
time to make any answer ;

"
Caroline, why

have you not mentioned this engagement 1 You
do not generally make appointments without at

least consulting me, if you no longer think it

necessary to request my permission. Where
are you going with Annie 1"

" To Oxford Street, I believe," she answered

carelessly, to conceal her rising indignation at

this interference of her mother.
" If you require any thing there, you can go

with rne by-and-by. Robert, give my compli-
ments to Miss Grahame, and say from me Miss
Hamilton is particularly engaged with me at

present, and therefore can not keep her engage-
ment to-day. Return here as soon as you have
delivered my message."
"Mother!" burst from Caroline's lips, in an

accent of uncontrollable anger, as soon as the

servant had left the room
;
but with a strong

effort she checked herself, and hastily walked
to the window.
An expression of extreme pain passed across

her mother's features as she looked toward her,
but she took no notice till Robert had returned,
and had been dismissed with her note to be giv-
en to Emmeline to transmit with hers.

"
Caroline," she then said, with dignity, yet

perhaps less coldly than before, " if you will

give me your attention for a short time, you
will learn the cause of my displeasure, which
is perhaps at present incomprehensible, unless,

indeed, your own conscience has already re-

proached you ;
but before I commence on any

other subject, I must request that you will make
no more appointments with Miss Grahame with-

out my permission. This is not the first time

you have done so ; I have not noticed it pre-

viously, because I thought your own good sense
would have told you that you were acting wrong,
and contrary to those principles of candor I be-

lieved you to possess."
"You were always prejudiced against An-

nie," answered Caroline, with rising anger, for

she had quite determined not to sit silent while
her mother spoke, cost what it might.

"I am not speaking of Annie, Caroline, but

to you. The change in your conduct since you
have become thus intimate with her, might in-

deed justify my prejudice, but on that I am not

now dwelling. I do not consider Miss Malison
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a fit chaperon for my daughter, and therefore I

desire you will not again join her in her drives."
" Every other girl of rny station has the priv-

ilege of at least choosing her own companions
without animadversion," replied Caroline, in-

dignantly,
" and in the simple thing of making

appointments without interference, it is hard

that I alone am to be an exception."
"If you look around the circle in which I

visit intimately, Caroline, you will find that, did

you act according to your own wishes, you
would stand more alone than were you to re-

gard mine. I have done wrong in ever allow-

ing you to be as intimate with Miss Grahame
as you are. You looked surprised and angry
when I mentioned the change that had taken

place in your conduct."
"

I had sufficient reason for surprise," replied

Caroline, impatiently ;

" I was not aware that

my character was so weak as to turn and

change with every new acquaintance."
" Are you then the same girl you were at

Oakwood ]" demanded Mrs Hamilton, gravely,

yet sadly.
A sudden pang of conscience smote the heart

of the mistaken girl at these words, a sob rose

choking in her throat, and she longed to have

given vent to the tears which pride, anger, and
remorse were summoning, but she would not,

and answered according to those evil whisper-

ings which before she had only indulged in se-

cret.
" If I am changed," she answered, passion-

ately,
"

it is because neither you nor papa are

the same. At Oakwood I was free, I had full

liberty to act, speak, think as I pleased, while

here a chain is thrown around my simplest ac-

tion
; my very words are turned into weapons

against me ; my friendship disapproved of, and
in that, at least, surely I may have liberty to

choose for myself."
"You have," replied Mrs. Hamilton, mildly.

" I complain not, Caroline, of the pain you have
inflicted upon me, in so completely withdraw-

ing your confidence and friendship, to bestow
them upon a young girl. I control not your af-

fection, but it is my duty, and I will obey it, to

warn you when I see your favorite companion
likely to lead you wrong. Had your every
thought and feeling been open to my inspection
as at Oakwood, would you have trifled as you
have with the most sacred feelings of a fellow-

creature] would you have called forth love by
every winning art, by marked preference, to re-

ject it, when acknowledged, with scorn, with

triumph ill concealed] would you have sported
thus with a heart whose affections would do
honor to the favoied one on whom they were
bestowed] would you have cast aside in this

manner all that integrity and honor I hoped and
believed were your own] Caroline, you have

disappointed and deceived your parents ; you
have blighted their fondest hopes, and destroy-
ed, sinfully destroyed, the peace of a noble, vir-

tuous, excellent young man, who loved you with
all the deep fervor of an enthusiastic soul. To
have beheld him your husband would have ful-

filled every wish, every hope entertained by
your father and myself. I would have intrust-

ed your happiness to his care without one doubt

arising within me
; and you have spurned his

offer, rejected him without reason, without re-

gret, without sympathy for his wounded' and
disappointed feelings, without giving him one
hope that in time his affection might be return-
ed. Caroline, why have you thus decidedly re-

jected him] What is there in the young man
you see to bid you tremble for your future hap-
piness]"

Caroline answered not
; she had leaned her

arms on the cushion of the couch, and buried
her face upon them, while her mother spoke,
and Mrs. Hamilton in vain waited for her reply." Caroline," she continued, in a tone of such
appealing affection, it seemed strange that it

touched not the heart of her child,
"
Caroline,

I will not intrude on your confidence, but one
question I must ask, and I implore you to an-
swer me truly do you love another'!"

Still Caroline spoke not, moved not. Her
mother continued,

" If you do, why should you
hide it from me, your own mother, Caroline]
You believe my conduct changed toward you,
but you have condemned me without proof.
You have abandoned my sympathy shrunk
from my love. Try me now, my sweet child ;

if you love another, confess it, and we will do
what we can to make that love happy ; if it be

returned, why should you conceal it ; and if it

be not, Caroline, my child, will you refuse even
the poor comfort your mother can bestow]"

She spoke in vain ; but could she have read
her daughter's heart at that moment, maternal
affection might not have been so deeply pained
as it was by this suange silence. Regret, deep,

though unavailing, had been Caroline's portion
from the moment she had reflected soberly on
her rejection of St. Eval. She recalled his ev-

ery word, his looks of respectful yet ardent ad-

miration, and she wept at that infatuation which
had bade her act as she had done

; and then his

look of controlled contempt stung her to the

quick. He meant not, perhaps, that his glance
should have so clearly denoted that she had
sunk in his estimation

; it did not at the mo-
ment, but it did when in solitude she recalled

it, and she felt that she deserved it. In vain in

those moments did she struggle to call up the
vision of Lord Alphingham, his words of love,
his looks of even more fervid passion ; his im-

age would not rise to banish that of St. Eval
;

and if Caroline had not still been blinded by
the influence and arguments of Annie, had she

given her own good sense one half hour's un-
controlled dominion, she would have discover-

ed, that if love had secretly and unsuspiciously
entered her heart, it was not for Lord Alphing-
ham. Had she really loved him, she could not
have resisted the fond appeal of her mother

;

but to express in words all the confused and
indefinable emotions then filling her heart was
impossible. She continued for several minutes

silent, and Mrs. Hamilton felt too deeply pained
and disappointed to speak again. Her daughter
had spoken to her that morning as she had sel-

dom done even in her childhood. Then her
mother could look forward to years of reason

and maturity for the improvement of those er-

rors ; now others had arisen, and if her control

were once so entirely thrown aside, could she

ever regain sufficient influence to lead hf;r

right. Seldom had Caroline's conduct givf,n
her so much pain as in the disclosures and
events of that morning.
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" Is it absolutely necessary," Caroline at

length said, summoning, as her aunt Eleanor

had often done, pride to drown the whisperings
of conscience, "that I must love another, he-

cause I rejected Lord St. Eval 1 In such an im-

portant step as marriage, I should imagine my
own inclinations were the first to be consulted.

It would be strange indeed, if, after all I have
heard you say on the evil of forcing young
women to marry, that you should compel your
own child to accept the first offer she received."

" You do me injustice, Caroline," replied her

mother, controlling with an effort natural dis-

pleasure ;

" St. Eval would not accept an un-

willing bride, nor, after what has passed, would

your father and myself deem you worthy to be-

come his wife."
" Then long may this paragon of excellence

remain away," replied Caroline, with indignant

haughtiness kindling in every feature. "
I have

no wish ever to associate again with one by
whose side I am deemed so unworthy, even by
my parents."

" Those who love you best, Caroline, are

ever the first to behold and deplore your faults.

Have you acted honorably 1 have you done

worthily in exciting love merely to give pain,
to amuse and gratify your own love of power 1"

" I have done no more than other girls do

with impunity, without even notice
;
and sure-

ly that which is so generally practiced can not

demand such severe censure as you bestow on
it."

" And therefore you would make custom an
excuse for sin, Caroline. Would you have spok-
en thus a few months since? would you have

questioned the justice of your mother's senten-

ces? and yet you say you are not changed. Is

it any excuse for a wrong action, because oth-

ers do it"? Had you been differently instructed

it might be, but not when from your earliest

years I have endeavored to reason with, and to

convince you of the sin of coquetry, to which
from a child you have been inclined. You have
acted more sinfully than many whose coquetry
has been more general. You devoted yourself

one alone, encouraged, flattered, because
ou saw he was already attracted, instead of

hering to that distant behavior which would
ave at once told him you could feel no more
him than as a friend. You would have pre-

nted future suffering by banishing from the

t all secret hopes ;
but no, you wished to

ove you could accomplish more than others,

captivating one so reserved and superior as

Eval. Do not interrupt me by a denial,

line, for you dare not deliberately say such
was not your motive. That noble integrity
which I have so long believed your own, you
have exiled from your heart. Your entire con-

duct toward St. Eval has been one continued

falsehood, and are you then worthy to be united
to one who is truth, honor, nobleness

itself^?
Had you loved another, your rejection of this

young man might have been excused, but not

your behavior toward him
;

for that, not one

food
reason can be brought forward in excuse,

am speaking severely, Caroline, and perhaps
my every word may alienate your confidence
and affection still further from me ; but rny
duty shall be done, painful as it may be both to

yourself and me. I can not speak tamely on a

subject in which the future character and wel-
fare of my child are concerned. I can no lon-

ge^r trust in your integrity. Spite of your

change in manner and in feeling toward me, I

still confided in your unsullied honor; that I

can no longer do
; you have forfeited my confi-

dence, Caroline, and not until I see a total

change of conduct can you ever hope to regain
it. That, perhaps, will not grieve you, as it

would once have done ; but, unless you redeem

your character," she continued,
" the serious

displeasure of both your father and myself will

be yours, and we shall, in all probability, find

some means of withdrawing you from the so-

ciety which has been so injurious to the purity
of your character. Whatever others may do,
it is your duty to act according to the princi-

ples of your parents, and not to those of others ;

and therefore, for the future, I desire you will

abide by my criterion of right and wrong, and
not by the misleading laws of custom. When
you have conquered the irritation and anger
which my words have occasioned, you may
perhaps agree to the justice of what I have
said

; till then I do not expect it ;
but whether

your reason approves of it or not, I desire your
implicit obedience. If you have any thing you
desire to do, you may leave me, Caroline

;
I do

not wish to detain you any longer."
In silence, too sullen to give any hope of a

repentant feeling or judgment convinced, Car-

oline had listened to her mother's words. They
were, indeed, unusually severe ;

but her man-
ner from the beginning of that interview could

not have lessened the displeasure which she al-

ready felt. We have known Mrs. Hamilton
from the commencement of her career, when,
as a girl not older than Caroline herself, she

mingled with the world, and we can not fail to

have perceived her detestation of the fashion-

able sin of coquetry. The remembrance of

Eleanor, and all the evils she entailed upon her-

self by the indulgence of that sinful fault, were
still vividly acute, and, cost what it might, both

to herself and, who was dearer still, her child,

she would do her duty, and endeavor to turn

her from the evil path. She saw that Caroline

was in no mood for gentle words and tender-

ness to have any effect, and therefore, though
at variance as it was to her nature, she spoke
with some severity and her usual unwavering
decision. She could read no promise of amend-
ment or contrition in those haughty and sullen

features, but she urged no more, for it might
only exasperate and lead her further from con-

viction.

For some few minutes Caroline remained in

that same posture. Evil passions of varied na-

ture suddenly appeared to gain ascendency in

that innately noble heart, and prevented all ex-

pressions that might have soothed her mother's

solicitude. Hastily rising, without a word, she

abruptly left the room, and retired to her own,
where she gave vent to a brief but passionate
flood of tears, but they cooled not the fever of

her brain ; her haughty spirit revolted from her

mother's just severity.
"To be scolded, threatened, desired to obey,

like a child, an infant what girl of my age
would bear it tamely"? Well might Annie say
I was a slave, not permitted to act or even think

according to my own discretion
;
well might she
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say no other mother behaved to her daughters
as mine : to be kept in complete thraldom ; to

be threatened, if I do not behave better, to be

removed from the scenes I so much love buried

again at home, I suppose ; is it a wonder I am

changed ? Is it strange that I should no longer
feel for mamma as formerly 1 and even Emme-
line must condemn me, call me to account for

my actions, and my intimacy with Annie is made
a subject of reproach ; but if I do not see her

as often as before, I can write, thank Heaven !

and at least her sympathy and affection will be

mine."
Such was the tenor of her secret thoughts,

and she followed them up by writing to her

friend a lengthened and heightened description
of all that had occurred that morning, dwelling

long and indignantly on what she termed the

cruel and unjust severity of her mother, and im-

ploring, as such confidential letters generally

did, Annie's secrecy and sympathy. The epis-
tle was dispatched, and quickly answered, in a

|

style which, as might be imagined, increased

all Caroline's feelings of indignation toward her
j

parents, and hade her rely still more confidingly i

on her false friend, who, she taught herself to

believe, was almost the only person who really
j

cared for her best interests.

Days passed, but neither Mr. nor Mrs. Ham-
ilton changed in the coldness of their manner I

toward their child. Perhaps such conduct add-

ed fire to the already resentful girl ;
but surely

they might be pardoned for acting as they did.

Caroline's irritability increased, and Annie's se-

cret letters were ever at hand to soothe while

they excited. She ever endeavored to turn her

friend's attention from what she termed her se-
;

vere trials to the devotion felt toward her by
Lord Alphingham, declaring that each interview

confirmed more and more her belief in his pas-
sionate admiration. The evil influence which
Miss Grahame's letters had upon the mind of

Caroline in her private hours was apparent in

her manner to Lord Alphingham, when they
chanced to meet, but even more guarded than

she had hitherto been did Caroline become in

her behavior toward him when her parents were

present. Their conduct had confirmed, to her

heated and mistaken fancy, Annie's representa-
tion of their unjustifiable severity, and that, in-

dignant at her rejection of St. Eval, they would

unhesitatingly refuse their consent to her ac-

ceptance of the viscount. Caroline thought not

to ask herself how then is my intimacy with
him to end 1 She only enjoyed the present as

much as she could, while the coldness of her

parents, amid all her pride and boasted stoicism,
still tortured her

;
and to the future Annie as

yet completely prevented her looking. Miss
Grahame's plans appeared indeed to thrive, and

many were the confidential and triumphant con-

versations she held upon the subject with Miss

Malison, who became more and more indignant
at Mrs. Hamilton's intrusive conduct in taking
so much notice of Lilla, notwithstanding the
tales industriously circulated against her. Her
own severity and malevolence, however, ap-
peared about to become her foes ; for about this
time a slight change with regard to the happi-
ness of her injured pupil took place, which
threatened to banish her from Mr. Grahame's
family.

One morning Mrs. Hamilton, accompanied by
Ellen, called on Lady Helen rather earlier than
usual, but found their friend not yet visible, an
attack of indisposition confining her to her couch
later than usual ; but Lady Helen sending to

entreat her friend not to leave her house with-
out seeing her, Mrs. Hamilton determined on

waiting. Annie had gone out with Miss Mali-
son.

" No wonder our poor Lilla proceeds but slow-

ly in her education," remarked Mrs. Hamilton,
when the footman gave her this information.
" If she be so much neglected, her father has
no right to expect much progress. I wish from

my heart that I could think of some plan that

would tend not only to the happiness of this

poor girl, but, in the end, to that of her father
also. Were those faults now apparent in her
character judiciously removed, I feel confident

Mr. Grahame would have more comfort in her
than in either of his other children."

" She is always very different when she is

with us," observed Ellen. "
I can never dis-

cover those evil passions of which so many ac-

cuse her ; passionate she is, but that might be
controlled."

"It never can be while Miss Malison remains
with her, for her treatment is such that each

year but increases the evil."

A sound as of some one sobbing violently in

the adjoining room interrupted their conversa-.

lion. Fancying it came from the object of their

conversation, Mrs. Hamilton opened the folding
doors, and discovered her young friend weep-
ing violently, almost convulsively, on the sofa.

Ever alive to sorrow, of whatever nature or at

whatever age, Mrs. Hamilton, followed by Ellen,
hastened toward her.

" What has happened, Lilla 1" she said, sooth-

ingly. "What has chanced to call forth this

violent grief! Tell me, my love. You know
! you need not hesitate to trust me with youi
sorrows."

Unused, save from that one dear friend, to

hear the voice of sympathy and kindness, Lilla

flung her arms passionately round her neck, and

clung to her for some few minutes till her chok-

ing sobs permitted her to speak.
" Aunt Augusta says I am so wicked, so very

wicked, that mamma ought not to keep me at

home ;
that I am not at all too old to go to

school ; and mamma says that I shall go and

j

-and"
u But what occasioned your aunt to advise

such an alternative]" demanded Mrs. Hamil-

ton, gently.
" Oh, because because I know I was very

wicked, but I could not help it. Miss Malison
had been tormenting me all the'morning, and

exciting my anger ; and then Annie chose to do
all she could to call it forth before mamma, and
so I just told her what I thought of both her and

Jier amiable confidant. I hate them both," she

continued, with a vehemence even the presence
of Mrs. Hamilton could not restrain,

" and I

wish from my heart I could never see them
more."

"If you gave vent to such sinful words be-

fore your mother," replied Mrs. Hamilton, grave-

ly,
" I do not wonder at your aunt's suggesting

wliat she did. How often have I entreated you
i

to leave the room when your sister commences
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her unkind endeavors to excite your anger, and

thus give your mother a proof of your consid-

eration for her present state of health, and evince

to your sister that, if you can not calmly listen

to her words, you can at least avoid them."
" Mamma never takes any notice, however

much I may endeavor to please her; if she

would only caress me, and praise me some-

times, I know I should be a very different girl.

Then I could bear all Annie's cruel words
;
but

I will not, I will never put up with them, and

permit either her or Miss Malison to govern me

formula of lessons, prim governesses, satirical

scholars." Neither Mrs. Hamilton nor Ellen
could prevent a smile.

"If such things are all you dread, my dear, I

have no fear of soon overcoming them," the

former said, playfully.
"

I will do all I can to

persuade your father not to send you to a large
fashionable seminary, where such things may be
the case ;

but I know a lady who lives at Hamp-
stead, and under whose kind guidance I am sure

you will be happy, much more so than you are
now. If you would only think calmly on the

and chain down my spirit, as they try all they I subject, I am sure you would agree in all I

can to do. No one can ever know the constant urge."
ill treatment which I receive from both

; every
" But no one treats me as a reasonable person

thing I do, every word I speak, is altered to
|

at home. If mamma sends me to school, it will

suit their purpose, and mamma believes all they ! not be for my happiness, but because every body
say. They shall feel my power one day when

j

thinks me so wicked, there is no managing me
they least expect it. I will not be made so con- '

at home
;
and then, in the holidays, I shall hear

stantly miserable unrevenged."
j

nothing but the wonderful improvement school
"

Lilla, dear Lilla.'' exclaimed Ellen, implor-
j

discipline has made
;

it will be no credit to my
ingly,

" do not speak thus ; you do not know
|

own efforts, and so there will be no pleasure in

what you say. You would not return evil for
j

making any."
evil, and on your sister. Do not, pray do not

|

"Will there be no pleasure in making your
let your anger, however just, obtain so much

j

father happy, Lilla 1 Will his approbation be

dominion." i nothing !"

" Annie never treats me as a sister, and I do '
" But he never praises me. I am too much

not see why I should practice such forbearance
i
afraid of him to go and caress him, as I often

toward her ;
but I will do all I can, indeed I wish to do, and tell him if he will only call me

will, if you will persuade papa not to send me his dear Lilla, I would be good and gentle, and
from home. Oh, do not look at me so gravely learn all he desires. If he would but let me
and sadly, dearest, dearest Mrs. Hamilton," con-

tinued the impetuous and misguided but natu-

rally right-feeling child.

love him, I should be much happier than I am."
Mrs. Hamilton thought so too

; and deeply
she regretted that mistaken sternness which

I can bear any one's displeasure but yours ; had so completely alienated the affections of his

but when you look displeased with me, I feel
j

child. Soothingly she answered,
so very, very wretched. I know I deserve to

j

" But your father dearly loves you, Lilla,

lose all your kindness, for I never follow your ', though perhaps your violent conduct has of late

advice ; I deserve that you should hate me, as
j prevented his showing it. If you were, for hio

every one else does ;
but you do not know all I

i sake, to become gentle and amiable, and over-

have to endure. Oh ! do not let me go from i corne your fears of his sternness, believe me,
home." I my dear Lilla, you would be rendering him and

" I can not persuade your father to let you
j

yourself much happier. You always tell me
remain at home, my dear girl," replied Mrs.

| you believe every thing I say. Suppose you
Hamilton, drawing her young companion closer

j

trust in my assertion, and try the experiment ;

to her, and speaking with soothing tenderness,
[

and if you want a second voice on my side, I

because I agree with your aunt in thinking it

would be really the best thing for you."
" Then I have lost every hope," exclaimed

the impatient girl, clasping her hands despair-

ingly.
" Papa would never have consented if

you had advised him not, and you, you must
think me as wicked as aunt Augusta does ;" and
the tears she had checked now burst violently
forth anew.
"You mistake me, my love, quite mistake

me
;

it is not because I believe you are not fit-

ted to associate with your domestic circle. I

believe, if she were but properly encouraged,
my little Lilla would add much to the comfort
of both her parents ;

and I do not at all despair
of seeing that the case. But at present I must
advise your leaving home for a few years, be-

cause I really do think it would add much to

your happiness."
'

Happiness !" repeated Lilla, in an accent of
extreme surprise.

" School bring happiness 1"
" Are you happy at home, my love 1 Is not

your life at present one continued scene of
wretchedness 1 What is it that you so much
dislike in the idea of school 1

appeal to your friend Ellen for her vote as to

the truth of what I say."
Mrs. Hamilton spoke playfully, and Ellen an-

swered 'in the same spirit. Lilla's passionate
tears had been checked by the kind treatment
she received, and in a softened mood she an-

swered,
" But I can not become so while Miss Malison

has any thing to do with me. I can not bear
her treatment gently. Papa does not know all

I have to endure with her."

"And therefore do I so earnestly wish, you
would consent to my persuading your father to

let you go to Hampstead," answered Mrs. Ham-
ilton, gently.

" But then papa will not think it is for his

sake I endeavor to correct my faults
;
he will

say it is the school, and not my own efforts ; and
if I go, I shall never, never see you, nor go to

dear Woodlands, for I shall be away while papa
and mamma are there

; away from every body
I love. Oh, that would not make me happy !"

and, clinging to Mrs. Hamilton, the really affec-

tionate girl again burst into tears.

WT
hat am I to urge in reply to these very

The control, the subordination, the irksome weighty objections, my dear Lilla 1" replied Mrs.
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Hamilton. " In the tirst place, your father shall

know that every conquest you make is for his

sake ;
he shall not think you were forced tw

submission. In the next, compulsion is not in

my friend's system ;
and as I am very intimate

with Mrs. Douglas, I s4iall very often come and

see you when I am in town
; your midsummer

holidays will also occur during that time
; and,

lastly, if your papa and mamma will consent,

you shall see Woodlands every year, for I shall

ask Mr. Grahame to bring you with him in his

annual Christmas visit to his estate, and peti-

tion that he will leave you behind him to spend
the whole of your winter vacation with me and
Ellen at Oakwood. Now, are all objections

waived, or has my very determined opponent
any more to bring forward ?"

Lilla did not answer, but she raised her head
from her kind friend's shoulder, arid pushing
back the disordered locks of her bright hair,

loeked up in her face as if no more sorrow could

be her portion.
" Oh, I would remain at school a whole year

together, if I might spend my vacation at Oak-
wood with you, and Ellen, and Emmeline, and
all !" she exclaimed, with a glee as wild and
childish as all her former emotion had been.

Lady Helen at that instant entered, and after

languidly greeting Mrs. Hamilton and Ellen, ex-

claimed,
" For Heaven's sake, Lilla, go away ! your ap-

pearance is enough to frighten any one. I should

be absolutely ashamed of you if any friend were
to come in unexpectedly. Perhaps you may
choose to obey me now that Mrs. Hamilton is

present ; she little knows what a trouble you
are at home," she continued, languidly.
The flush of passion again mounted to Lilla's

cheek ;
but Ellen, taking her arm, entreated to

go with her, and they left the room together,
while Lady Helen amused her friend by a long
account of her domestic misfortunes ; the inso-

lence of her upper domestics
;
the heedlessness

of her elder, and the fearful passions of her

younger daughter ;
even the carelessness of her

husband's manner toward her, notwithstanding
her evidently declining health all these and
similar sorrows were poured into the sympa-
thizing ear of Mrs. Hamilton, giving clearer and
clearer evidence of Lady Helen's extreme and

increasing weakness of mind and character.

Great, indeed, was the astonishment of this

indolent mother when Mrs. Hamilton urged the

necessity of sending Lilla to school. Without

accusing Miss Malison of any want of judgment,
she was yet enabled to work on Lady Augusta
Denham's words, and prove the good effects that

a removal from home for a few years might pro-
duce' on Lilla's character.

Lady Augusta's advice had been merely re-

membered during that lady's presence, but sec-

onded as it now was by the earnest pleadings
of Mrs. Hamilton, she determined on rousing
herself sufficiently to put it in force, if her hus-
band consented

;
but to obtain his approbation

was a task too terrible for her nerves, and she
entreated Mrs. Hamilton to speak with him on
the subject. Willingly she consented, only re-

questing that Lady Helen would not mention
her intentions either to Annie or Miss Malison
till her husband had been consulted, and to this

Lady Helen willingly consented, for in secret

she dreaded Miss Malison's lamentations and
reproaches when this arrangement should be
known.
When Mr. Grahame, in compliance with Mrs.

Hamilton's message, called on her the following
morning, and heard the cause of his summons,
:iis surprise almost equaled that of his wife. He
knew her dislike to the plan of sending girls to

school, however it might be in vogue ; and al-

most in terror he asked if she proposed this
scheme because the evil character of his child

required some such desperate expedient. It

was easy to prove to him such was very far
from her meaning. She spoke more openly on
the character of Lilla than she had yet done,
for she thought their long years of intimacy
demanded candor on her part ; and each year,
while it increased the evil of Lilla's present
situation, heightened her earnest desire to draw
the father and child more closely together. She
did not palliate her faults, but she proved that

they were increased by the constant contradic-
tion and irritation which she had to encounter.
She repeated all that had passed between them
the preceding day, unconsciously and cautiously
condemning Grahame's excessive sternness, by
relating, almost verbatim, Lilla's simply express-
ed wish that her father would let her love him.

She gained her point. The softened and agi-
tated father felt self-condemned as she proceed-
ed, and earnestly implored her to give him one
more proof of her friendship, by recommending
him some lady under whose care he could with

safety place his erring, yet naturally noble-
minded and warm-hearted child. A fashionable

seminary, he was sure, would do her more harm
than good, and he listened with eagerness to

Mrs. Hamilton's description of Mrs. Douglas, the
widow of a naval officer, who had for several

years been in the habit of educating ten young
ladies of the highest rank

;
and she mentioned

one or two who had been her pupils, whose
worth and mental endowments were well known
to Grahame.

" Do not be guided entirely by me on a sub-

ject so important," she said, after recalling those
families to his mind whose daughters had been

placed there
;

" make inquiries of all who know
Mrs. Douglas, and see her yourself before you
quite decide. That I have a very high opinion
of her is certain ; but I should be sorry if you
were to place Lilla with her upon my advice

alone, when, in all probability," she added with
a smile,

"
you will find all Lady Helen's family

opposed to the arrangement."
"As they have never guided me right when

they have interfered with my children, their ap-

probation or disapproval will have little weight
in my determination," answered Grahame.
" You have awakened me to a sense of my
duty, Mrs. Hamilton, for which I can not suffi-

ciently express my gratitude. With too much
reliance upon the opinions of others, I have re-

garded the many tales brought against my poor
child, and now I see how greatly her faults have
been occasioned by mistaken treatment. I

thought once I could never have parted with a

daughter for school, but I now see it will be a
kindness to do so

; and, pain me as it will, now
I know that I may in time win her affections,

your advice shall be followed."

"You must consent to part with her for one
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vacation also," replied Mrs. Hamilton, playfully.
"

I have promised, in answer to her weighty ob-

jection that she shall never see Woodlands

again, to persuade you to let her spend Christ-

mas at Oakwood. You must consent, or I shall

teach Lilla a lesson of rebellion, and carry her
off from Mrs. Douglas by force."

"
Willingly, gratefully," exclaimed Mr. Gra-

hame.
" And you will promise me to permit her to

love you, to use her own simple affectionate

words before she leaves you ; you will not ter-

rify her by the cold sternness you frequently
manifest toward her, and prove that you take

sufficient interest in her to love her more for

every conquest she makes."

"Faithfully, faithfully I promise, my kind
friend."

" Then I am satisfied," replied Mrs. Hamil-

ton, her countenance glowing with benevolent

pleasure.
" I shall, I trust, one day succeed in

making my little Lilla happy, and thus add to

the comfort of her parents. We are old friends,
Mr. Grahame," she added,

" and therefore I do
not hesitate to express the pleasure you have

given me by thus promising to think upon my
advice. I began to fear that ypu would be dis-

pleased
at my interference, deeming my advice

impertinent and needless. I have endeavored
to impress upon Lilla the necessity of a tempo-
rary absence from home, and have in part suc-

ceeded ; and, having Lady Helen's sanction to

speak with you, I could hesitate no longer."
"Nor do I hesitate one moment to act upon

your disinterested advice, my dear friend.

Your word is enough ; but as you so earnestly
wish it, I will this very hour seek those of my
friends who are acquainted with Mrs. Douglas.
I must leave Lilla to express her gratitude for

her father and herself."

Mrs. Hamilton was soon placed at rest re-

garding the destination of her young friend.

There was not a dissenting voice as to Mrs.

Douglas's worth
;
one general opinion of satis-

faction prevailed ;
but the most gratifying trib-

ute Grahame felt was the affection and esteem
which her former pupils still fondly encouraged
toward her. Thus prepossessed, her appear-
ance and manners did much to strengthen his

solve, and Grahame now felt armed for all

counters with those who, presuming on their

r relationship to his wife, would bring for-

ard numberless objections to his plan ; but

was agreeably mistaken. Lilla was looked

pon by them all as such an evil-minded, ill-

informed girl, that it signified little where she
was placed, as she generally brought discredit

on all who had any thing to do with her.. Miss

Malison, however, excited their sympathy, and
Annie declared it was a shameful and dishon-

orable thing to dismiss her without notice, after

so many years of devoted service to their fam-

ily. Poor Lady Helen had to encounter the
storm of upbraiding from her daughter, and the

tears and sobs of the governess, at the ill treat-

ment she received. In vain Lady Helen ac-

cepted her protestations that she had done her

duty ; that she was sure all that could be done
for Miss Lilla had been done. Annie declared

that, though her services were no longer re-

quired for her ungrateful sister, she could not
do without Miss Malison, for her mother's health

seldom permitted her to walk or drive out. She
should absolutely die of ennui without some one
to act in those cases as her chaperon. In this

she was ably seconded by all her mother's fam-

ily, whose protege Miss Malison had long been,
and against his better judgment Grahame at

length consented that Miss Malison should re-

main in his family till she should get another sit-

uation as finishing governess. This, of course,
Miss Grahame had determined should not be for

some little time.

Mrs. Hamilton had been particularly cautious,
in her interview with Mr. Grahame, not to speak
any word for or against Miss Malisoi. ; perhaps,
had she said what she really thought, even this

concession would not have been made.
Mr. Grahame's fixed and sudden determina-

tion to send Lilla to school was, of course, laid

by Annie and her confidant to Mrs. Hamilton's

charge, and increased not a little their prejudice

against her, adding fresh incentive to their

schemes for the destruction of her peace, which
Caroline's self-willed conduct now rendered

even more easy than it had previously been.

When all was arranged, when it was decided-

ly settled that Lilla should join Mrs. Douglas'?
establishment at th& conclusion of the midsum-
mer vacation, her father quietly entered the

study where she was alone, to give her this in-

formation, and his really fond heart could not

gaze on her without admiration. She was now
nearly fifteen, though in looks, manners, and

conversation, from being kept under such con-

tinual restraint, she always appeared at first

sight very much younger. Child-like in every
movement, even her impetuosity might have
aided the deception ; and Lady Helen herself

had so often indolently answered questions con-

cerning her daughter's age, she believed she
was about twelve or thirteen, that at length she

really believed it was so. It was Annie and
Miss Malison's interest to preserve this illusion ;

for, were she recognized as fifteen, many priv-

ileges might have been acceded to her very
much at variance with their interest. Annie
had no desire for a rival to present herself,

which, had her sister appeared in public, would

undoubtedly have been the case ;
Lilla gave

promise of beauty, which, though not perhaps

really so perfect as Annie's, would certainly
have attracted fully as much notice. She was

drawing a tiny wreath of brilliant flowers on a

small port-folio, which she was regarding with

a complacency that added brilliancy to her an-

imated features. At her father's well-known

step she looked up in some little terror, and

rose, as was her custom whenever she first saw
him in the morning ; her fear could not check

the sparkling luster of her eye, and Grahame,
taking her hand, said kindly,

" I have some news for my little girl which I

trust will prove as agreeable as I have every
reason to hope they may. Mrs. Douglas will

gladly consent to receive my Lilla as an inmate
of her happy family."
The flush of animation, the sparkling luster

of her eye faded on the instant, and she turned

away.
" Why, our kind friend, Mrs. Hamilton, bade

me hope this would be pleasing intelligence ;

has she deceived me, lovel" continued her

father drawing her with such unwonted ten-
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derness to him, that, after a glance of bewilder-

ment, she flung her arms round his neck, and

for the first time in her life wept passionately
on her father's shoulder.

" Can it be pleasure to hear I am to go from

you and mamma ?" she exclaimed, clinging to

him with all the passionate warmth of her na-

ture, and forgetting all her terror in that one
moment of uncontrolled feeling. Her simple
words confirmed at once all that Mrs. Hamil-
ton had said in her favor, and the now gratified
father seated her, as he would a little child, on
his knee, and with affectionate caresses gradu-
ally soothed her to composure. Long did they
converse together, and from that moment Lilla's

happiness commenced. She could not at once
lose her dread of her father's sternness, but the

slightest hint from him was enough ; and fre-

quently, as Grahame felt her affectionate man-
ner, would he wonder he had been blind to

her character soJong. The idea of school lost

its repugnance. Her father's kindness enabled
her to keep her determination

;
to prove, by

the indulgence of th'e highest spirits, that going
to school, instead of being a punishment, as her
aunt Augusta intended it to be, was a privilege
and a pleasure. That she was accused of want
of feeling she little heeded, now that her father

invited and encouraged her affection. Lady
Helen wondered at her change of manner, but

indolence and the prejudice constantly instilled

by Annie and Miss Malison prevented all indul-

gence of more kindly feelings. As things re-

mained in this state for some weeks in Mr.
Grahame's establishment, we will now return
to Mr. Hamilton's family.

It was about this time, some three or four

weeks before the end of the Oxford term, that

letters arrived from Percy and Herbert, con-

taining matters of interesting information, and
others which caused some anxiety in the breast

of Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton. On the first subject
both the brothers wrote, so deeply interested

had they become in it. Among the servitors

or free scholars of their college was a young
man, whom they had frequently noticed the last

year, but never recollected having seen before.

He shrunk, as it appeared, in sensitiveness
from every eye, kept aloof from all companions,
as if he felt himself above those who held the
same rank in the University. Herbert's gentle
and quickly sympathizing heart had ever felt

pained, when he first went to college, to see the
broad distinction made between the servitors

and other collegians. He felt it pain to see

them, as, in .their plain gowns and caps, they
stood or sat apart from their brother students
at their meals, but perceiving by degrees they
were all happy in their rank, being, in general,
sons of the poorer and less elevated classes of

society, happy to obtain an excellent education
free of expense, he had conquered these feel-

ings, and imagined justly that they were, in all

probability, indifferent to the distinction of rank.
But one among them had recalled all these kind-

ly sentiments, not only in the heart of Herbert,
but in that of Percy, who was, in general, too
reckless to regard matters so minutely as his
brother. The subject of their notice was a

young man, perhaps some two or three years
older than the heir of Oakwood, but with an

expression of melancholy, which frequently

amounted almost to anguish, ever stamped on
his high and thoughtful brow, and his large,

searching, dark gray eye. He was pale, but it

appeared more from mental suffering than dis-

ease, and at times there was a proud, even a

haughty curl on his lip, that might have whis-

pered he had seen better days. He was never
observed to be familiar with his brother servi-

tors, and shrunk with proud humility from the
notice of his superiors. The servile offices ex-
acted from those of his degree were pegGbrmed
with scrupulous exactness, but Herbert fre-

quently beheld at such times a flush of suffer-

ing mount into his cheek, and when his task
was done, he would fold his arms in his gown,
and drop his head upon them, as if his spirit
revolted in agony from its employment. The
other servitors were fond of aping their supe-
riors by a studied affectation of similar dress
and manner, but this young man was never
once seen to alter his plain, even coarse cos-

tume, and kept aloof from all appearance that

j

would assimilate him with those above him
;

and yet he was their laughing-stock, the butt

against which the pointed arrows of scorn, con-

tumely, ridicule, and censure were ever hurled,
with a malevolence that appeared strange to

the benevolent hearts of the young Hamiltons,
who vainly endeavored to check the public tor

rent. " He was not always as he is now
; and

then, poor Welshman as he is, he always lord-

ed it over us, and we will requite him now,"
was the only reply they obtained ; but the first

sentence touched a chord in Herbert's heart.

Misfortune might have reduced him to the rank
he now held, and perhaps he struggled vainly
to teach his spirit submission ; but how could
he obtain his friendship, in what manner suc-
ceed in introducing himself. Herbert was nat-

urally too reserved to make advances, however
inclination prompted, and some months passed
in inactivity, though the wish to know him, and

by kindness remove his despondency, became
more and more powerful to the brothers.

A side attack one day on the young Welsh-
man, made with unwonted and bitter sarcasm

by an effeminate and luxurious scion of nobili-

ty, roused the indignation of Percy. Retorting
haughtily on the defensive, a regular war of

tongues took place. The masterly eloquence
of Percy carried the day, and he hoped young
Myrvin was free from all further attacks. He
was mistaken : another party, headed by the

defeated but enraged lord, who had been roused
to a state of fury by young Hamilton's appear-
ance, surrounded the unhappy young man in

the college court, and, preventing all egress,

heaped every sarcastic insult upon him, words
that could not fail to sting his haughty spirit to

the quick. Myrvin's eye flashed with sudden
and unwonted luster, and ere Herbert, who,
with his brother, had hastily joined the throng,
owld prevent it, he had raised his arm and

felled his insulting opponent to the ground. A
wild uproar ensued

;
the civil officers appeared,

and young Myrvin was committed, under the

charge of willfully, and without provocation, at-

tacking the person of the Right Honorable Mar-

quis of .

The indignation of Percy and Herbert was
now at its height ; and, without hesitation, the

former sought the principal of his college, and
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tr a few brief hut emphatic sentences placed
the whole affair before him in its true light,

condemning with much feeling the cowardly
and cruel conduct of the true aggressors, and
so convinced the worthy man of the injustice
done toward the person of young Myrvin, that

he was instantly released, with every honor
that could soothe his troubled feelings, and a

severe reprimand bestowed on the real authors
of the affray.

Percy pursued his advantage ; the noble heart

of the young Welshman was touched by this

generous interference in his behalf, and when
the brothers followed him in his solitary walk
the following day, he resisted them not. Grate-

fully he acknowledged the debt he owed them,
confessed he would rather have received such
a benefit from them than from any others in the

college, and at length, unable to resist the frank-

ly-proffered friendship of Percy, the silent en-

treaty of Herbert, he grasped with convulsive

pressure their offered hands, and promised faith-

fully he would avoid them no more. From that

hour the weight of his reverses was less diffi-

cult to bear. In the society, the conversation
of Herbert, he forgot his cares

;
innate noble-

ness was visible in Myrvin's every thought, act,

and word, and he became dear indeed to the

soul of Herbert Hamilton even as a brother he
loved him. Warm equally warm, perhaps
was the mutual regard of Myrviri and Percy,
though the latter was not formed for such deep,

unchanging emotion evinced in the character

of his brother. But it was not until some time
after the commencement of their friendship that

Herbert could elicit from his companion the his-

tory of his former life.

It was simply this : Arthur Myrvin was the

only child of the rector of Llangwillan, a small

village in Wales, about ten or twelve miles from
Swansea. The living was not a rich one, but

its emoluments enabled Mr. Myrvin to live in

comparative affluence and comfort ; beloved,
revered by his parishioners, enabled to do good,
to bestow happiness, to impart the knowledge
of the Christian faith, he beheld his flock indeed

walking in the paths of their heavenly Shep-
herd. He had been enabled, by the economy
of years, to save sufficient to place his son re-

spectably and comfortably at college, and it was
with no little pride he looked forward to the

time when those savings would be used for their

ng-destined purpose. Arthur had grown be-

ath his eye ; he had never left his father's

f, and Mr. Myrvin trusted had imbibed prin-

ples that would preserve him from the tempt-
ions of college life ; and so strong was this

hope, that he parted from his son without one
throb of fear.

The sudden change in his life was, however,
too tempting an ordeal for the young man. He
associated with those above him both in rank
and fortune, who, leading him into their extrav-

agant follies, quickly dissipated his allowance,
which, though ample, permitted not extrava-

gance. About this time the noble proprietor of
the Llangwillan parish died, and its patronage
fell to the disposal of a gay and dissipated young
man, who succeeded to the large estates. In-

ordinately selfish, surrounded by ready flatter-

ers, eager of gain, he was a complete tyrant in

his domains.

D

The excessive beauty and fertility of Llan-

gwillan, the industry and simple habits of the

inhabitants, excited the desire of possessing it in

Ilie mindofone of these hMnble sycophants, and
his point was very speedily gained. Justice and

humanity were alike banished from the code of

laws now in action, and, without preparation or

excuse, Mr. Myrvin was desired to quit that

parish which had been his so long. His incum-

bency expired with the death of the proprietor,
and it had been already disposed of. The grief
of the old man and his humble friends was long
and deep ; it was not openly displayed ;

the les-

sons of their beloved pastor had too well in-

structed them in the duty of resignation ;
but

aged cheeks were wet with unwonted tears, and

wiingled with the sobs of childhood. Men, wom-
en, youth, and little children alike wept when
their pastor departed from the village. He who
had been the shepherd of his flock so long was
now cast aside as a worthless thing, and the

old man's heart was well-nigh broken. In a

rude cot, forced on his acceptance by a wealthy
parishioner, situated some eight or ten miles
from the scene of his happiness, he took up his

abode, and to him would the villagers still throng
each Sabbath, as formerly to the humble church,
and old Myrvin, in the midst of his own misfor-

tunes, found time to pray for that misguided and
evil-directed man who had succeeded him in his

ministry, and brought down shame on his pro-

fession, and utterly destroyed the peace which

Llangwillan had enjoyed so long.

Resignation by degrees spread over Myrvin's
mind, but the conduct of his son caused him
fresh anxiety. The news of the change in his

father's life awakened Arthur from his lethargy ;

he saw the folly, the imprudence of which he
had been guilty ; his father could no longer sup-

port him at college. In three years he had

squandered away that which, with economy,
would have served as maintenance for ten, and
now he must leave the college, or do that from
which at first his very soul revolted

;
but the

image of his father, his injured father, rose be-

fore him. He could not inflict upon him a dis-

appointment so severe as his departure from col-

lege would be. He would yet atone for his folly,

and fulfill his father's long-cherished hopes ; and.

without consulting him, in a moment of despe-
ration, he sought the resident head of the Uni-

versity, and imparted his wishes. The prelim-
inaries were quickly settled, and the next letter

from Oxford which Mr. Myrvin received con-

tained the intelligence that his son had recon-

ciled his mind to the change, and become a

servitor.

A glow ofthanksgiving suffused the old man's

heart, but he knew all the inward and outward
trials with which his son had to contend. Had
he at the first joined the college in the rank
which he now held, he might not have felt the

change so keenly ;
but as it was, the pride and

haughtiness which had characterized him be-

fore, were now, as we have seen, returned ten-

fold upon himself. He clothed himselfoutward-

ly in an invulnerable armor of self-control and
cold reserve, but inwardly his blood was in one
continued fever, until the friendship of Percy
and Herbert soothed his troubled feelings. The
name of Hamilton, Herbert continued to state,

for it was he who wrote particularly of Arthur
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the young man had declared he knew well ; but

where he had hoard it, or how, appeared like a

dream. He thought he had even seen Mr. and

Mrs. Hamilton once, not very many years ago ;

but so many changes in his life had occurred

since then, ihat the particulars of that meeting
he could not remember. "

Myrvin and Llan-

gwillan appear equally familiar to me," wrote

Herbert,
" but even more than to Arthur they

seem as the remembrances of an indistinct

dream. It has sometimes occurred to me that

they are combined with the recollection of my
aunt, Mrs. Fwrtescue, and Arthur, to whom I

mentioned her death, suddenly recalled a dying

lady and her two children, in whom his father

was very much interested. Fortescue he does
not well remember, but the little girl's name*
was Ellen, 'a pale, dark-eyed and dark-haired

melancholy child, whom he used to call his wife,

and my cousin certainly answers this descrip-
tion. If it he indeed the same, it is strange we
should thus come together ; and oh ! my dear-

est father, the benefit our family received from
this venerable and injured man bids me long
more intently that we could do something for

him, and that Arthur should be restored to his

former position. He is of full age, and quite

capable of taking orders, and I have often

thought, could he reside with Mr. Howard the

year previous to his ordination, it would tend
much more to his happiness and welfare than

remaining here, even if he was released from
that grade, the oppression of which now hangs
so heavily upon him. Follies have been his,

but they have been nobly repented ; and some-

thing within me whispers that the knowledge
he is my dearest arid most intimate friend, that

we mutually feel we are ofservice to each other,
will plead his cause, and my request to my kind

and indulgent father, with even more force than

the mere relation of facts, interesting as that

alone would be."

He was right. The friend, the chosen and
most intimate friend of their younger son would
ever have been an object of interest to Mr. and
Mrs. Hamilton. That he was the son of the

same good man who had acted so benevolently
toward Eleanor and her orphan children, who
had soothed her dying bed, and reconciled the

parting sinner to her Maker, added weight to

the simple yet pathetic eloquence with which
Herbert had related his story. The injury he
had sustained excited their just indignation ;

and if the benevolence of their kind hearts had

required fresh incentives, the unfeigned grief
of Ellen, as the tale of the old man was related

to her, would have given it.

"
Oh, that I had it in my power to offer a

sufficient sum to tempt the sordid and selfish

being in whose possession Llangwillan now is,"

she was heard one day to exclaim, when she

imagined herself alone,
" that I might hut re-

stoic it to Mr. Myrvin ; that I might feel that
id man was passing his latter years in

the spot and among all those he so much loved
;

that Arthur could break the chain that now so

bitterly and painfully distresses him. Dear,
dear Mr. Myrvin, oh, how little did I imagine,
when my thoughts have wandered to you and
Arthur, who was such a dear consoling friend
in my childish sorrow, that misery such as this
had been your portion ; and I can do nothing,

nothing to prove how often I have thought ol

and loved you both and my dear mother's

grave, in the midst of strangers," and she wept
bitterly, little imagining her soliloquy had been
overheard by her aunt and uncle, who were al

most surprised at her vivid remembrance of
those whom for the last seven years she had
scarcely seen, and of whom she so seldom
heard ; but it heightened their desire to be of
service to him who had once been so kind a
friend to their family.
The contents of Percy's letter, to the rather

alarming and mysterious nature of which we
have already alluded, will be found in the next

chapter.

CHAPTER VI.

"MALISON, dear Malison, congratulate me:
the game is in my own hands!" exclaimed Miss
Grahame one morning as she entered the private
room of her confidant, about a week after the re-

ceipt of the letters we have mentioned, with ev-

eiy feature expressing triumphant yet malignant
lee.
" That has been the case some weeks, has it

not?" replied Miss Malison.

"Yes; but not so completely as at present.
Caroline has just left me ; she was afraid of im-

parting in writing the important intelligence she
had to give me important indeed, for it saves
me a world of trouble; though, did I allow my-
self to think on her present situation of suffering,
I believe that I should repent her perfect and
innocent confidence in me. Her defense of my
character, whenever it is attacked, almost touch
es my heart ; but her mother, her intrusive moth
er, that would-be paragon of her sex, rises before
me and continually urges me on ; she shall learn,
to her cost, that her carefully-trained children
are not better than others."

" She has learned it partly already, by your
account," remai'ked Miss Malison, concealing
under a calm exterior her detestation of Mrs.
Hamilton.

" She has. That rejection of St. Eval assisted
me most agreeably ; I did not expect that Caro-
line's own spirit and self-will would have aided
me so effectually. That disappointment with
St. Eval has affected Mrs. Hamilton more deeply
than she chooses to make visible. Her coldness
and severity toward her child spring from her
own angry and mortified feelings ; however, she

lays it to the score of Caroline's faulty conduct,
and my friendly letters have happily convinced
Caroline such is the case. In my most sanguine
expectations of triumph, I never imagined I

should succeed so well in severing tho link be
tween Mrs. Hamilton and her (laughter. Confi
deuce is utterly at an end between them, and
that would be sufficient to gratify any one but

myself; but my vengeance for the prejudice and
dislike with which this perfect creature regards
me must be more fully satisfied ; at present it is

only soothed. Now you know, chere Malison,

you are dying with curiosity to hear what new
assistance has started up ; a little more patience,
and you shall know all. Yon are aware with
what bitter and resentful feelings Caroline re-

gards the treatment she receives from her par-
ents, and also from Emmeline, child as she is."

"
Perfectly ; nor do I wonder at it. In thin

case the immaculate Mrs. Hamilton does not ap~
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pear to practice what she preaches. It is rather

wonderful, that one who says so much about

gentle treatment doing more good than harsh-

ness, should now make her own child suffer be-

tteath her severity."
" As I said before, Malison, her severity is but

a disguise for mortification and annoyance. Lord
St. Eval, the heir of the Malvern peerage, was
too good a chance to be thrown away without
vexation Caroline was a silly fool to act as she

did, I must say that for her, grateful as I ought
to be for the assistance that foolish act has given
<ne. As for rejecting him merely for love of Al-

nhingham, it is a complete farce. She no more
toves the viscount than I do ; perhaps not so

much. I make her believe she does, and so I

intend to do till my plan is fully accomplished;
but love him as she woiild have done, as in all

probability, at the present moment, she loves

Lord St. Eval, she does not and never will. I

shall make a fashionable pair, but not a love

match, Malison, believe me."
" That Mrs. Hamilton may have the exquisite

pleasure of seeing her daughter like other peo-

ple, however different she may choose to be her-

self; you will rather do her a kindness than an

injury, my dear Miss Grahame."
"
Fortunately for ray purpose, she will not

think so. I shall, through Caroline, inflict a

deeper wound than I ever thought to have done.

No other injury would have touched her; she

prides herself on Christian foi'bearance and pa-

tience, and such like, which, simply translated,
would be found to be nothing but haughtiness
and pride, and utter insensibility to human feel-

ings ; but ifCaroline goes wrong, elopes, perhaps,
as her aunt did, disregards parental commands,
and acts in the weighty affair of matrimony for

herself, why that will be something like a tri-

umph for my diplomatic schemes."
" You must work weU on Caroline's mind to

produce such a consummation," observed Miss
Malison. " I doubt much whether she would
ever act in a manner that she would believe so

contrary to her duty. I would advise you never
to give her time to reflect."

" I never mean to do so. If the silly girl had
ever reflected at all, she would at once have
known that she loved St. Eval and not Lord

Alphingham; that her mother is her truest friend,

and not Annie Grahame
; but as she chooses to

main so stupidly blind and trusting, why, I see

no harm in playing my part ; and as for her con-

senting, let her but hear the honorable viscount's

weet, persuasive eloquence, and look on his

aandsome and pleading features, and consent
will quickly be obtained."

" But why should he not demand her at once
of her father? Mr. Hamilton is always friendly
with him when they meet."

" You have just hit the mark, ma chere. That

very truth was always a stumbling-block in my
machinations, for I almost feared, by Mr. Ham-
ilton's manner toward him, that the interesting
tales concerning his youth, which I had intended
should be poured into his wife's ear, might be

disregarded; such from the first had been my
intention, but I have felt puzzled in a degree
how to set about it."

"
Nay, you do yourself injury, my dearest Miss

Grahame," observed the ex-governess, officious-

ly.
" From your earliest years you were never

puzzled at any thing."" My wits deserted me then for the moment,"

replied Annie, laughing, "and would perhaps
have returned when my plot was ripe for execu-
tion ; but I am happy to say I can dispense with
their assistance, as I have received it most effect-

ually from a member of Mr. Hamilton's own
family."

" How ?" exclaimed Miss Malison, much as-

tonished.
" Even so, ma ch&re; and now we come to

the important intelligence Caroline brought me
this morning. It appears that last week Mr.
Hamilton received a letter from Percy, which

by her account must have contained some mys-
terious warning against this very Lord Alphing-
ham; that his attentions to Caroline had been
not only remarked, but reported to him; and

conjuring his father, as he valued Caroline's fu-

ture peace, to dismiss him at once and peremp-
torily. Thus much Mr. Hamilton imparted to

his daughter, a few days after the receipt of this

letter, and after bestowing some little approba-
tipn on her conduct toward him, which you know
before her parents is always particularly cold
and guarded, he requested, or rather desired,

that she would gradually withdraw herself en-

tirely from his society, as he had received quite
sufficient confirmation of that letter to render
him anxious to break off all further communica-
tion and acquaintance with him. Caroline is

such a simpleton, I wonder she could prevent
her countenance from betraying her as he spoke;
but I suppose she did, for Mr. Hamilton ex-

pressed himself satisfied by her assurance that

his wishes should not be forgotten. Whether
this letter contains other and more explicit mat-
ter she does not know, but her state of mind at

present is miserable enough to touch any heart,

that is not quite so steeled as mine. I could al-

most smile at her fond belief that she really
loves him, for I see my own work, no tender

passion as she imagines; and to break off all in-

tercourse with him appears comparative torture.

I have already convinced her of her father's in-

justice and cruelty in acting thus capriciously
toward one so well known and so universally
honored, and merely from a mysterious and un-

satisfactory letter from a boy who knows noth-

ing about the matter. I hinted very broadly
that it was only because her parents were pro-
voked at her rejection of St. Eval ; and as they
still had a lingering hope he would return, they
did not choose her to receive attentions from any
one else. I saw her eyes flash and her cheek
crimson with indignation against all who had
thus injured her; and she declared, with more
vehemence than I expected, that neither father

nor mother, nor Percy, should prevent her choos

ing a husband for herself. A violent burst of

tears succeeded this speech ; but I continued to

soothe and console her, and she left me with a

spirit vowed and determined to free herself from
such galling tyranny. And what do you think

had been her mood when she first came to me ?"

Miss Malison, as expected, expressed ignorance.
"
Why, the weak simpleton thought of con-

fessing her whole tale of love to her mother, and

imploring comfort and assistance."
" Take care she does not do so still," remark-

ed Miss Malison.
" Not she. I have proved too clearly how ri-

diculous and miserable she would make herself

by such a denouement. Her mother, I said, in-

stead of pitying, would assuredly condemn her
for all the past, and most probably convey her at
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once to Oakwood, and immure her there till Lord
St. Eval came to release her. She was both ter-

rified and indignant at the idea."
" No wonder she should be ; but do you know

if she or her father have seen Lord Alphingham
since the arrival of this letter ?"

" But once last night; and it was the fancied

anguish felt for his distress, which she was una-

ble, as usual, to soothe, in consequence of the

keen surveillance of her mother, that brought her
here this morning to tell me all. Mr. Hamilton
was still courteous, but more distant. I have
convinced her, that as her parents no longer treat

her with confidence, she has no right to treat

them with any; and as every one knows the

worthy character of the viscount, she can be do-

ing nothing wrong in proving to him that her

feelings in his favor are unchanged. She has

hinted to me to explain the situation in which
she is placed, but entre nous, I mean to do no
such thing, for I have a plan of my own to fol-

low up. She is not aware how very intimate I

am with the viscount, and how much he con-

fides in me ; all my persuasions will tend to urge
him to ask her of her father, and I am sure nothing
can be more honorable than that course of action."

"
Nothing, I am sure," echoed the conscien-

tious confidant; "but how will that assist your
former scheme?"

" Most admirably. Mr. Hamilton will, of

course, decidedly refuse his consent, without
even consulting his daughter; the anger of Lord

Alphingham will be overpowering ; rage against
the father, and love for the daughter will urge
him to any and every means to obtain her hand.
Caroline's indignation against her father for act-

ing in this way and treating her so much like a

child, feelings which I shall take care to create

and foster, will second his eloquence, and I feel

quite certain that next season Caroline Hamilton

mingles in the most fashionable circles as the Vis-

countess Alphingham ; and to obtain such a tri-

umphant end, in my opinion, no means are

faulty."
' ' Most assuredly not. Not only the young lady

herself, but her whole family, ought to be eter-

nally grateful, for without such maneuvering I

doubt much whether the perfect daughter or

the self-satisfied mother would obtain an estab-

lishment in all things so desirable. Enraged as

she will be at first at such unexpected conduct
in the child she has so ill treated, she will thank

you in the end, Miss Grahame, depend upon it."
" If I thought so, Malison, on my honor, I

should feel disinclined to proceed one step fur-

ther in the business. Give her cause to thank
me ? feel that I have unwittingly been of service

to her whom, of her whole sex, I hate the most?
to one who, from my earliest years, I know re-

garded me with aversion and contempt? Mali-

son, I would draw back on the instant did I

think so. But no, it will not, it shall not be ;

the life of her child as Countess of Alphingham
will not be such as to bring peace to Mrs. Hamil-
ton's heart; to some mothers it might, but not to

hers. She shall behold in this marriage the com-

plete
failure of her plans, the utter wreck of all

her exclusive notions; she shall see that her

pretended goodness and Christian example are
not exemplified in Caroline at least. She shall

feel my power ay, bitterly. Thus will I tri-

umph : in Caroline's disobedience will I be
(1 for the contempt and dislike her moth-

er !M- ever shown to me.

She sudi enly raised her slight figure to its foil

height, and looked on her companion with a
countenance expressive of such malignant tri-

umph, that all, save her companion in iniquity,
must have shuddered as they beheld such youth-
ful features so deformed. Some other conversa-
tion passed between her and her able confidant,
but as little more was said on the subject most

interesting to us, we will not follow them further.
Annie's evil schemes are already too clearly di*

played; her mind, unable, as Miss Malison's, to

comprehend the exalted nature of Mrs. Hamil-
ton's character, looked upon it with detestation \

the more so, as feeling she was ever acting she
believed it hypocrisy ; that the worth for which
even those who visited her not, gave her credit,
was not her real character, but an artful veil to

conceal evil qualities. The quick penetration of
Miss Grahame had even in childhood discovered
that she was no favorite, and, accustomed to be
spoiled and flattered by all with whom she as-

sociated, her indignation and dislike toward the

only one who would dare treat her differently,
look on her as a mere child, rendered ridiculous

by affectation, increased with her years. She
soon discovered the influence she possessed over

Caroline, and on that, knowing also her faults,

she determined to work, and thus effectually

destroy the peace of a mother devoted to hoi-

children, and prove to the world that the eccen-
tric seclusion of Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton for their

children's benefit was productive of no more
good, if as much, as the plain, and, in her eyes,

only useful plan of fashionable education.
In her first scheme she had already succeeded

more than she was perhaps conscious. The af-

fair of St. Eval had clearly and painfully proved
to Mr. Hamilton that the fears of his wife the

night of Caroline's introduction those anxious*

fears, were indeed well founded. She had sunk
beneath temptation; integrity and honor, and

every better feeling, had been overcome by that

inordinate love of power which her mother from
the first had seen and dreaded. The father's

heart was pained and disappointed, not only in

this, but that his Caroline now was not the same
as she had been at Oakvvood. A change had
come over her, and, darkening her spirit, 'render-

ed her conduct at home gloomy, distrustful, and

uneasy ; the irritability of her childhood had re-

turned, her very conversation appeared restrain-

ed, and, since the departure of Lord St. Eval, her

cheek had become pale, and her eye no longer

sparkling; and only in the excitement of society
her parents beheld her as formerly. Mr. Ham-
ilton was deeply grieved, but he knew not.

guessed not the extent of his wife's anguish.
She saw every foreboding fear fulfilled ; the con-

fidence of her child was entirely withheld from
her ; the coldness with which she felt compelled
to treat her disregard of her wishes had, she felt

assured, completely alienated her affection. Caro
line could no longer love her ; every week, every

day proved, by a hundred minute circumstances,
her affection was fleeting, and her mother despair-

ingly felt, never to return ; and yet she had but

done her duty, exercised her natural authority to

lead her erring child in the better way. Her

firm, unshrinking discipline in childhood had

only bound the chords of affection between her-

self and her offspring more firmly together; but

now, in the case of Caroline, it appeared about to

snap them asunder. Her fond heart yearn ed con-

stantly toward her daughter, but she would not
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give way, for the sake of Emmeline and Ellen,
whose efforts vied with each other to increase

his many fascinations. If he has endeavored to

win her heart, if he has paid her marked atten-

Che comfort and happiness of her they so dearly i tions, he is a villain ! I dare not be more ex-

loved. Their affection, their confidence, would ! plicit; I am pledged to silence, and only to you,
not change, no, however her authority' might in-

j
my dear father, and on such an emergency, am I

terfere with their wishes; and should she be- I privileged to write thus much. Desire Caroline

come repining and gloomy because there was one ! to give him no more encouragement, however
source of sorrow amid so many blessings ? Her

|
slight; but do not tell even this ; it may not only

pious heart struggled for submission, and obtain- alarm, her, but be imparted perhaps to her friend

ed it. But Caroline guessed not the deep pang as young ladies are fond of doing. You have once
she had inflicted; she knew not the many tears said I never deceived you ; father, trust me now;
shed in secret, the many inward prayers offered

up for her, that, however severe was her chasten-

this is no jest; my sister's happiness is too dear
to me. Break off all connection with Lord Al-

ing, it might be blessed, and bring her back to I phingham. I give no credit to the rumors I have
the deserted fold, to the bosom of her mother, heard, for your letters this season bade me hope
She knew not this, nor was Annie conscious how

|

Lord St. Eval would have been my sister's choice.

fearfully her plans had succeeded in inflicting

pain.
The very cheerfulness of Mrs, Hamilton, striv-

en for as it was, the unwavering kindness of her
manner toward Emmeline and Ellen, increased
the irritability of Caroline, and with it her indig-
nation at her mother's coldness and severity to-

ward herself. She felt she was indeed a slave,
and longed to throw aside that galling bondage.
What right had her mother to treat her thus?

Why must her every action be controlled, her

very friendship disapproved of? She felt she
was the injured one, and therefore allowed her-

self no thought for her whom she in truth had in-

jured. For the same reason she clung yet closer

His departure from England has dispelled these

visions ; but yet Caroline's affections can not have
been given to Lord Alphingham without your or

my mother's knowledge. Again I implore you,
associate no more with him

; he is not worthy of

my father's friendship."

Mysterious as this was, yet both Mr. and Mrs.

Hamilton knew Percy too well to imagine he
would write thus without strong cause. The

suspicions and almost unconscious prejudice en-

tertained toward him by Mrs. Hamilton received
confirmation by this letter, and she was pleased
that her husband determined no longer to en-

courage his intimacy. Percy wrote, if he had

paid Caroline marked attentions, or endeavored
to Annie ; in her alone, in her present state of to win her heart, he was a villain, and he had
mind, she found full sympathy, and yet even wifli done so, and Mrs. Hamilton could not but feel

her she was not happy ; there was a strange, in-

definable sensation in her heart that even to her
friend she could not express. There was avoid

within, a deep, yearning void, which tortured

her in her solitary moments, which even the so-

ciety of Lord Alphingham could not wholly re-

move. In solitude she blindly taught herself to

believe that void must be for him. How far she
erred a future page must tell.

Her conduct in society meanwhile, since the

departure of St. Eval, had been guarded and re-

served, and her parents, fondly trusting their dis-

pleasure bad been of service, relaxed after the

first fortnight in their coldness and mistrustful

manner toward her. Mrs. Hamilton had hoped
the pale cheek* and dim eye proceeded from re-

sufficiently rejoiced at Caroline's apparent man-
ner toward him. Deceived as she had been, yet
that her once honorable child should so entirely

forget the principles of her childhood as to give
him secret encouragement, while her conduct
in society rather bespoke indifference and pride
than pleasure that Caroline could have been led

to act thus was a thing so morally impossible to

Mrs. Hamilton, that she had no hesitation what-
ever in complying with Percy's request, little

imagining that in doing so she placed an insep-
arable bar to her regaining the confidence of her

child, and widened more painfully the breach be-

tween them.
Caroline's heart, on receiving her father's com-

mand to withdraw herself by degrees entirely
morse; and, had not Caroline been so pointedly

[

from Lord Alphingham, was wrung with many
distant and reserved when in her society, she

|
bitter and contending feelings. At first she re-

would have lavished on her all the tenderness of
| proached herself for having thus completely con-

former years.
When that mysterious letter from Percy carae,

although it caused his parents considerable anx-

iety, yet it never once occurred that any coldness
on their part toward Lord Alphingham could oc-

casion Caroline any pain. Percy wrote with a

degree of eloquent earnestness that could not be

resisted, and, guarded as his information and cau-

tion was, Mr. Hamilton determined implicitly to

abide by it. The young man wrote what Annie
had informed Miss Malison; that he had heard
from more than one quarter of Lord Alphing-
harn's marked attentions to his sister; that he had
even been congratulated on the brilliant alliance

Caroline was about to make. He did not, he
could not believe that such was the case, he said,
for he should then have heard it from his parents;
but he conjured his father, however casual the
viscount's attentions might be, to withdraw Car-
oline entirely from them.

"
I know well," he wrote, "

Father, as you
value my .sister's future peace, expose her not to

cealed her feelings ; and, had she followed the

impulse of her nature, she would at once have
thrown herself on her mother's neck, and there

confessed ail: that she loved him that she had

long done so, and implore her not to check their

intercourse without some more explicit reason;
but Annie's evil influence had been too powerful.
She dreaded her reproaches on this want of con-

fidence in herself, or, what was still worse, her

satirical smile at her ridiculous weakness, and
then she remembered her mother's displeasure
at her former conduct, and dreaded a renewal of

the same coldness, perhaps even increased con-

trol. She determined, therefore, to wait till she

had seen Annie ; and that interview rendered her
more miserable, excited still more her indigna-
tion against her parents and brother, and strength-
ened the feelings of devoted affection with which
she fancied she regarded Lord Alphingham. An-
nie's continued notes confirmed these feelings;
under the specious intention of soothing Caro
line's wounded pride, it was very ea<y for her to
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disguise her repeated insinuations of Mr. and Mrs.

Hamilton's injustice and caprice toward the vis-

count, and tyranny toward herself. The veil she

had tin-own over Caroline's sober judgment be-

came thicker and more blinding, ami C aniline

could sometimes scarcely restrain even before

her parents the indignation which so continually
filled' her heart.

Mrs. Hamilton was ignorant of the communi-
cations that were so constantly passing between
Annie and her daughter, or she might, perhaps,
have put a stop to them. Caroline's own maid,

Fanny, had been persuaded to become the means
of receiving and sending their intelligence in se-

cret. The conscience of the girl reproached her
more than once, but the idea was so improbable
that Miss Caroline could act improperly, that she

continued faithful to her wishes, even against her
better judgment.
Lord Alphingham's ready penetration was puz-

zled at the change of manner in both Mr. Ham-
ilton and his daughter. The latter, he could easi-

ly perceive, was constrained to act thus, and his

determination to release her from such thraldom
became more strongly fixed within him. He be-
came as cold and reserved to her father as Mr.
Hamilton had been to him; but his silent yet
despairing glances, ever turned toward Caroline,

were, 'he felt assured, quite enough to rivet his

influence more closely around her. The follow-

ing morning, as Annie had expected, the vis-

count sought her to give vent to his fears about
Caroline his indignation against the unaccount-
able alteration in Mr. Hamilton's manner. What
could have caused it? He had ever acted hon-

orably and nobly, openly marked his preference,
and he had talked himself into a passion before
his companion offered to give him any advice or

speak any comfort.
"
They are either determined their daughter

shall not marry whom she likes, in revenge for

her not accepting whom they selected, or they
are resolved, by this studied display of coldness,
to bring you to a point; so I advise you to speak
to this stern capricious father at once."
"And what good will that do?"
"A great deal, if you maneuver properly, on

which quality you fortunately require no lessons
from me. You will, at least, discover Mr. Ham-
ilton's intentions. If he receive you, well and

good ; you should be flattered at his condescen-
sion; if the contrary, you will, at least, know on
what ground you stand, and the situation in which
iny poor friend must be placed. She is worried
to death with the continual caprices of mamma
and papa. It would be a charity in any one to

break the chains in which she is held. She came
to me yesterday in the deepest distress, and all

from caprice ; for what else can it be that has

changed Mr. Hamilton's manner?"
Lord Alphingham's fancy became more and

more warmed as she spoke; vanity and self-love
were alike gratified, and he answered eagerly,"

I may depend, then, on her affections; she
will nut, for fear of mamma, play me false?"

:ie; that, is to say, if you do not betray
h-r in your eagerness to ask her of her father.
You have never yet asked the question, though
you have discovered she loves, you ; but if, "in

demanding her of her father, you say you have
gained her affections, the consequence will be. if

Mr. Hamilton refuse her. she will be borne in-

stantly to Oakwood, and there imprisoned, till

the poor girl pines and droops like a chained bird

without hope of freedom. Whereas,, if yow vriQ

only govern your impetuous temper, and trust to

her affeetkms and my friendship, your every wish

may be gratified, with or without Mr. Hamilton's
advice."

" And you will assist us? Adorable girl! how
can we ever repay you?" he exclaimed, raising
her hand passionately to his lips. The cheek ot

Annie suddenly blanched, but a cold, proud smile
curled her lip. She answered him in his own
spirit, and alter a prolonged interview the vis-

count departed to act on her advice.

Ere that day closed, Lord Alphingham had

sought Mr. Hamilton, and with every demon-
stration of respectful yet passionate affection, so-

licited his consent to address his daughter. The
warning of his son, the stroag term he- had used,
were engraved on Mr. Hamilton's mind, and

scarcely could he answer the viscount with his

accustomed calmness. Politely but decidedly he
refused, adding, that he had hoped the constant

reserve of Caroline's manner would at once have
convinced him of her feelings, and spared him
the pain of refusing for her the honorable alliance

Lord Alphingham proposed. A haughty and
somewhat triumphant smile played for a second
on the viscount's lips, but Mr. Hamilton under-
stood not its import; and his companion, with

many expressions of wounded feeling and injured
honor, departed, leaving Mr. Hamilton rather

pleased than otherwise at this affair, as it gave

j

him a plausible excuse for withdrawing entirely
1

from his society. He imparted what had passeti
to his wife, and both agreed it was better for

Caroline to say nothing of his proposals; and this

determination, for once, was not thwarted by
Aunie, who thought it better for Lord Alphing-
ham to plead his own cause at some future time,
when the idea of his having been refused with-

out consulting her, the person principally con-

cerned, would excite yet greater indignation to-

ward her parents, and assist effectually the cause
of her lover, who, leaving town for a week or two
to prove to Mr. Hamilton his wounded feelings
were no pretense, or for some other reason, left

to Annie the charge of preparing Caroline's minci

for the alternative he might propose.
A circumstance happened about this time which

appeared greatly to favor the schemes of Annie
and Lord Alphingham, and expose Caroline more

powerfully to temptation. The Duch&ss of Roth-

bury had invited a select number of friends to

while away the remaining weeks of the London
season nt her elegant seat, which was situated in

a lovely spot about twenty miles from the me-

tropolis. Among the number she, of course, in-

cluded Mrs. Hamilton, and expressed herself very
much disappointed when that lady tendered ex-

cuses. Mr. Hamilton could not leave town ; he
had put Mr. Myrvin's case into the hands of un-

able solicitor, and wished to remain on the spot
himself to urge on the business, that it might be

completed before he returned to Oakwood. It

was not likely, he said, that the affair would oc-

cupy much time, the whole circumstance being

directly illegal. It had only Ixjen the age and

poverty, combined "U'ith the shrinking sensitive-

ness from public aze, which had prevented Mr.

Myrvin from coming forward at the very first

against his persecutor. A specious tale had beer/

brought forward to excnse the illegality, and im-

pose on ihe bishop in whose diocese Llnntrwillau

was situated, and Myrvin, though he could niee?

trials with resignation, was too broken-hearted to
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ceeistthem. Thusmucn ivlr. Hamilton had learn-

ed from Arthur, to whom he wrote himself, re-

questing him to give a minute account of the

whole circumstance. His earnestness, seconded

by the entreaties of both his sous, succeeded in

banishing Arthur's proud reserve, and Mr. Ham-
ilton was now engaged, heart and soul, in his be-

nevolent scheme of exposing iniquity, and restor-

ing the injured clergyman to his grieving flock.

He could not, therefore, leave London ; and Mrs.

Hamilton, who, for mere amusement, could not

bear to part from her children, for only Caroline

was to accompany her, steadily resisted the en-

treaties of her friend. For herself, she was firm
;

but she hesitated when the duchess, seconded by
her daughters, requested most persuadingly, that

if she would not come herself, she would, at least,

permit Caroline to join them.
" You have known me so long, that I have the

vanity to believe, that if I promise to guard your
child as if she were my own, you will trust her
with me," her grace urged, with a pertinacity
that could not fail to be flattering.

" She will

be as safe under my care as were she under the

observance of her mother."

"That I do not doubt one moment," replied
Mrs. Hamilton, earnestly ;

"
if I hesitated, it was

from no doubt of either your grace's care or kind-

ness. If Caroline be willing to accept your invi-

tation, and her father consents, she has my per-
mission."

" Thank you, my good friend ; I trusted in my
eloquence to prevail," the duchess said, smiling
with an air of sincerit that ratified Mrs. Ham-
ilton ; and she quickly imparted to Caroline the

accepted invitation, but in vain endeavored to

read on the face of her child whether she were

pleased or otherwise. Circumstances which
caused Mrs. Hamilton rather to rejoice at Caro-

line's absence from London for a time, were to

the latter great preventives to the enjoyment to

which, in such elegant society, she might other-

wise have looked forward. Annie Grahame was,
much to her own vexation, excluded from this

.select circle. The duchess had penetrated her

designing character, and regarded her with a

prejudice as violent as was her nature. She was

only invited to those large assemblies which in-

cluded all her acquaintances, not merely her

friends. Amazed at this slight, Miss Grahame
at once determined that there the catastrophe for

which she had so long planned should take place,
and her detestation of Mrs. Hamilton be gratified
to the uttermost.

Would Lord Alphingham be there, wasa ques-
tion that crossed Caroline's mind repeatedly, and
was as often demanded of her friend. Annie
either would not or could not tell; and she would

add, perhaps she ought to congratulate Caroline

on her separation from him, as such a dread man-
date had gone from her parent, and she surely
would not wish to encourage his society; and
then she would implore her forgiveness, and sym-

pathize so well in her fancied distress, and de-

scribe that of Lord Alphingham in such height-
ened colors, that Caroline, unsophisticated as in

some things she still was, felt truly miserable.

The viscount's sudden departure from town
would have been unaccountable, had not Annie
succeeded in persuading her that she was sure

it was entirely owing to her (Caroline's) coldness

and Mr. Hamilton's unaccountable conduct.

to visit the Duchess of Rothbury, but he jielded
to the solicitations of his wife. They knew that

Lord Alphingham was somewhat of a favorite

with the duke, but felt so assured that the heart
of their child was entirely disengaged, at least to

him, that on his account they did not hesitate.

Cai-oline's conduct with regard to St. Eval had,

they were convinced, proceeded from the pure
love of coquetry ; they could not believe she
had rejected him because she fancied she loved
another; they had had no cause to do so; and
since Mrs. Hamilton had spoken so seriously on
the subject, Caroline's behavior in public had
been such as to excite their approbation, and re-

new, in some measure, their confidence in her

integrity. She was more reserved, and her man-
ner to the viscount, when they chanced to meet,
had led them trustingly to believe their com-
mands on this head would be implicitly obeyed.
Perhaps Mrs. Hamilton's penetration had played
her false

;
it was strange that a mother, so long

accustomed to divine the thoughts and feelings
of her children, should have been thus blind to

the emotions with which Caroline believed she

regarded Lord Alphingham. But, surely, no
further proof than this was wanting to clearb/
demonstrate it was not true love she felt; had it

been that real, pure, fervid passion, could one so .

unused to art have concealed the flushing cheek,
the sparkling eye, the trembling voice, which
would invariably have betrayed her? No; it

was infatuation blind, maddening infatuation

strengthened by indignation toward her parents;

by the wish to prove she could throw oil' their

control, and choose for herself, and love whom,
and where, and how she liked, without their

choice and sympathy ; and it was thus she com-

pletely veiled her feelings. Can we condemn
her mother for refusing to believe the child she
had trained, and watched, and prayed for so long,
such an adept in deceit? Can we blame her
want of penetration in this instance, and think it

unnatural in her character, when we remember
how completely the character of her child was

changed? Surely not. It would have been

stranger had she, without proof, believed Caro-

line the girl she had really become.
The reflection that she could still write to An-

nie, and hear from her, consoled her for the tem-

porary separation; and she joined the duchess
with some degree of pleasure, which had, how-

ever, been slightly alloyed by a conversation with

her mother before she left home. Her spirit was
in too excitable a state to hear advice calmly.

Every word Mrs. Hamilton so gently said on her

conduct being more guarded now than when un-

der her eye, her mild entreaties that for her sake

Caroline would behave with reserve, all fell on

a poisoned ear. Sullenly she listened, and when
her mother bade her farewell, it was with a heart

grieving bitterly. While smarting under sup

posed injuries, how little did Caroline imagine
the real agony she inflicted on her mother. I

the gentle heart of Mrs. Hamilton had beer,

wrung by the wayward conduct of her sister,

how much more so must it have been wounded
when she saw so many of those evil qualities re-

flected in her child.

At Airslie, so the residence of the Duchess of

Rothbury was called, Caroline found herself uni-

versally courted. She knew she was admired,

and she was flattered ; but there was a ceaseless

Mr. Hamilton did not at first approve of his I gnawing at her heart, which not even gratified

daughter leaving homo without her mother, even vanity could still. She knew not, wculd not
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know, it was rc'inorse. She believed it was the

induct of her parents ; the chain that was
thrown round her actions, her disappointment
with regard to Lord Alphingham; for he was

nut, as in secret she hoped he would be, one of

the invited guests. It was a task, a painful task,

to write home, but she forced herself to speak of

the scenes around, and sketch, with a masterly
hand, some of the characters with whom she

mingled ; and her parents strove to be satisfied,

though there was somewhat wanting in those let-

ters which, when Caroline had been from home,
they had never missed before.

" So that man of learning, that marvelous prod-

igy, that walking cyclopaedia, Lord St. Eval, has

absolutely deserted us, to bury himself in Italy
or Switzerland. Miss Hamilton, can you explain
so wonderful and puzzling an enigma?" mischiev-

ously demanded Lord Henry d'Este, one day,
as he found himself alone near Caroline. His
friend's departure had indeed been to him a rid-

dle, and believing at length that it must have

originated in her caprice, he determined, when-
ever he had an opportunity, to revenge St. Eval

by doing- all in his power to torment her. A
deep blush overspread Caroline's cheeks as he

spoke, for, except that Mary Greville's letters

had mentioned him, he was never spoken of at

home.
" It ought not to appear a very puzzling riddle

to you," she answered quickly.
" He has gone,

I should imagine, to collect fresh matters for re-

flection, that he may better deserve the title you
have bestowed upon him."

"
Nay, nay, surely he has enough of such mat-

ters to form four-anti-twenty good folio volumes,"
answered Lord Henry, laughing. The art of po-
liteness he certainly has failed to retain, for you
can have no idea what a brusque philosopher he
is. I assure you he terrified me the last time I

saw him. What your honorable father had done
to him I know not, but I met him just coming
from Berkeley Square, and all the charms he had

lately invited around him had suddenly depart-
ed ; he was a different man ; and that day, in a

fit, I suppose, of spleen, he quits London, and
the next time I hear of him he is -in Geneva : that

noble lord is one of the strangest creatures I ever
had the honor to know. However, perhaps he
has visited the Continent to learn politeness, and
I think he may chance to learn a lesson of love
also. Not at all unlikely, by the praises he be-
stows in his letters on a certain Louisa Manvers."

In vain Caroline struggled to prevent a start,
or her cheek from suddenly paling.

" Louisa

Manvers," she repeated, almost unconsciously.
Yes; do you know her? By-the-by, she

must be some distant connection of yours, I fan-

cy; her brother is Lord Delmont; he inherited
the title from your maternal grandfather. St.

Eval and Delmont were college chums, and,

though they are parted, retain all the romantic
enthusiasm of friendship. After spending some
little time with your friends, I believe, at Gene-
va, the lone pilgrim bent his steps to Lago Guar-
dia, and there he has remained, wooing nature
witn his fricmd, and in all probability playing the
dtvon6 to Miss Manvers. We shall find Lord St.

Evnl bringing home a fair Italian bride before
we are aware of it; that is to say, if she will
have the courage to pore through the deep and
hidden treasures of this volume till she comes to
the magic word heart."

He might have continued for Caroline, buried

in her own miserable thoughts, interrupted nim
not. Had she encountered the eyes of Lord
Henry, as they were fixed full of mischief upon
her, she might have made some effort to rouse
herself; but as it was, she felt relieved and
glad when their Ute-a-Ute was interrupted by
the entrance of a merry group, just returned
in the highest spirits

from exploring a thick
and mazy wood in the vicinity of the extensive

grounds.
" Good news for you all," exclaimed the Duke

of Rothbury, entering directly after ;

" we are to
have another guest to-day, to keep us all alive."
"Who who?" was reiterated by many voi-

ces, with somewhat of the noisy mirth of chil-

dren.
" No less a person than Viscount Alphingham."

An exclamation of pleasure passed through the

giddy crowd ; but there was an expression in the
countenance of the duchess, who had also enter-
ed from a drive, which, to Caroline's quickly-
awakened fancy, appeared contrary to the gen-
eral emotion. "He is engaged as Sir Walter

Courtenay's guest, so I can not claim him as

mine," the duke continued; "but that does not
much signify. Sir Walter is here every day, and

Alphingham will of course accompany him. He
is the best fellow I know."
"And this is the man papa, for no reason

whatever, save from Percy's ill-natured opinion.
has desired me to slight ; to behave in a manner
that, contrasted with former notice, must be mad-
ness itself; cruelty to him, after what has passed
between us, and misery to me. Surely, in such
a case as this, I am not compelled to obey.
When the general voice proclaims him other
than they believe, am I to regard what is in it-

self a mystery ? If Percy had good reasons for

writing against him to papa, for I am sure he
must have done so, why did he not explain them,
instead of treating me thus like a child, and stand-

ing forward as his accuser, when the whole world
extols him ? Why are the dearest wishes of my
heart to be destroyed merely by caprice ? Per-

cy ever tried, even in childhood, to bid me to

look up to him, and acknowledge his power, and
thus he would prove it ; but he will find himself
mistaken. When papa permits his judgment to

be blinded by the insinuations of a mere boy, I

no longer consider myself bound to obey him."
Such was the tenor of Caroline's thoughts

when alone, in the short interval ere she de-

scended to dinner. There was no ray of happi-
ness

; her heart had that day received a wound ;

nor could she derive comfort even from the

knowledge that Lord Alphingham was expect-
ed. She would not permit herself to think on
Lord Henry's conversation. What was it to her
if St. Eval married Louisa Manvers? then studi-

ously she thought only on the viscount, and the

situation with regard to him in which she was

placed, till her head ached with the intensity of

its reflections.

On entering the drawing-room, she found, an

she had anticipated, Lord Alphingham the cen-

ter of a brilliant coterie, and for the space of a

minute her heart throbbed and her cheek flushed.

He bowed respectfully as she appeared, but with

distant courtesy; yet she fancied the flow of his

eloquence was for a moment arrested, and his

glance, subdued, yet so mournfully beseeching,

spoke volumes. Neither at dinner nor during
the whole of that evening did he pay her more
than ordinary attention scarcely that. But those
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silent signals of intelligence had even greater i

power than words ; for they flattered her self- i

love by clearly proving that, courted, admired
as he could not but feel he was by all around

thim,
his noble hostess perhaps excepted, yet all

was as nothing now that her favor had been so

strangely and suddenly withdrawn. His tone,
his manner, as he presented to her a note from

Annie, of which he had been the bearer, strength-
ened this illusion; and Caroline, as she retired

to rest, felt more and more convinced they were
indeed mutually and devotedly attached, and that

her obedience to her parents could not weigh
against the duty she owed herself, the love he
had evinced for her. Annie's note strengthened
this determination.

"
I give you joy, my dear Caroline," she wrote,

" on the opportunity you will now enjoy of re-

ceiving Lord Alphingham's attentions, undisturb-
ed by any of those wayward fancies which have

lately so destroyed your peace. Do not, for Heav-
en's sake, by squeamish notions of filial obedi-

ence and dutiful conduct which I do assure you
have been very long out of date destroy your
own happiness. When parents cease to care for

the true welfare and felicity of their children, it

becomes our positive duty to care for them our-

selves. Mr. Hamilton! has given you no reason

for his command to withdraw yourself from the

attentions of Lord Alphingham ; and surely that

is the clearest imaginable proof that he really has

none to give, and that it is merely to gratify his

own unjust displeasure at your rejection of St.

Eval, as if in such matters you had not an un-

doubted right to decide for yourself. He can
not suppose that you will now be contented with
that which completely crosses your own wishes,

merely because he desires it. That was all very
well in your childhood, but at present, when
your own reason must be satisfied, he has no right

>

to expect obedience. The whole conduct of your
parents, you have owned to me yourself, has

, been lately such as to alienate your affection and
confidence. They hold your will enchained, my
poor friend ; and ifyou have not the spirit to break

it, now a fair opportunity occurs, forgive me if I

say I can no longer offer you consolation. Lord

Alphingham loves you, and long ere this, had it

not been for your mother's extraordinary con-

duct, would have proposed, and you might have
been now a plighted bride or still happier wife.

I much doubt, by a few hints he dropped, if his

late departure from town was not occasioned by
Mr. Hamilton's positive refusal to sanction his

addresses to you. If he has demanded your
hand, and been rejected without your knowl-

Iedge,
your father and mother have treated you

with much confidence and affection, have they
not? Can they, dare they expect to receive

yours, when such is the case ? Is it not a clear

proof your happiness is not to be consulted in

any marriage you may form ? It is ridiculous

to imagine that your mother has not penetrated,
in some degree, your feelings for Alphingham,
though perhaps not to their extent; and not ap-

proving of it, for no reason whatever, she desires

you to shun his society. Your father refuses a

most honorable offer, without even consulting
the person principally concerned. Caroline, my
dearest friend, do not permit your noble spirit
to be thus bowed down. Whatever alternative

Lord Alphingham may propose, becomes lawful
when you are thus cruelly persecuted. Many
secret marriages are happier, very much happier,

than those for which the consent of parents has
been obtained. They think only of ambition
interest ; how can we expect them to enter into

the warmth of youthful feelings ? Do not be

frightened at my words, but give them a calm,

just deliberation. You have permitted your love

ibr him to be discovered ; it becomes your duty
to prove it still more clearly."
Such were the principal contents of Annie's

letter, more than sufficient to confirm Caroline's

already half-adopted resolution, and convince her

waveringjudgment that obedience to her parents
was now no longer a duty; their unjust harsh-

ness had alienated her from them, and she must
stand forth and act alone. Conscience loudly
called on her to desist that she was deserting
the plain path, and entering the labyrinth of de-

ceit; but the words of Annie were before her.

Again and again they were read, till every word
became engraved within her, and the spirit they
breathed thickened the film before her eyes, and
deafened her ear to every loudly-whispered re-

proach. Yet in silence and solitude that still

small voice, conscience, arose and left its pang,

although on the instant banished.

A few days passed, and the conduct of the vis-

count to Caroline continued the same as it had
been the first night. Publicly distant, secretly
and silently beseeching, with an eloquence few
could have resisted. There was a grand fete and

dejeuner at Airslie, which was pronounced by
the connoisseurs in such things to be the most
recherch^ of the season. But few, comparatively

speaking, were the guests, though some had ven-

tured to travel twenty miles for the purpose;

yet all was elegant. The day was lovely, and,
with the bright sunshine and cloudless sky, add-

ed new charms to this fairy land ; for so, by the

tasteful arrangement of gorgeous tents, sparkling
fountains, exotic shrubs, and flowers of every
form and shade, the coup d'ceil might have been
termed. Musicians were stationed in various

parts of the grounds. The dance was enjoyed
with spirit on the greensward, when the heat of

the sun had subsided into the advancing twilight;
and tfie picturesque groups, the chaste and ele-

gant costumes scattered about, intermixed with
the beauties of inanimate nature, added life and

spirit to the picture.
It was an exciting and yet a soothing scene.

Some minds, untouched by care, would here have
reveled in unchecked gladness. In others, it

might have been productive of that soothing mel-

ancholy, which, from its very sweetness, we en-

courage till it becomes pain : such was the case

with Caroline. Her spirits, buoyed up at first

with the hope and expectation that here at least

Lord Alphingham might resume his attentions

unremarked, she had been excited to unwonted

gayety ; but as the hours wore on, and he ap-

proached her not, that excitement faded into mel-

ancholy and doubt. Not even had the usual sig-

nals of intelligence passed between them, for he
had been sedulously devoting himself to almost

every beautiful gh'l in the gardens. Jealousy for

a moment took possession of her mind, but that

very quickly gave way to indignation against her

father.
" If he has been treated as Annie tells me, if

his proposals for me have been rejected," she

thought,
" how can I expect or hope that he will

continue his addresses ? He knows not but that

I have been consulted, and is my happiness to be

overthrown, rudely cast aside, by tin iusinua-
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tions of a boy ?" nnd, covering her face with her

hands, she burst into tears: the scene, the time,

the faint sound of the distant music, encouraged
these feelings, and heightened despondency. Day
was darkening around her, aided by the somber
shade of the gigantic trees, which formed a grove
where she sat, and the music, borne along at in-

tervals, sounded unusually mournful. A heavy
sigh near her aroused her from her painful trance,
and starling, she beheld the object of her thoughts
standing by her side. His speaking eyes were
fixed on her with a glance not the most obtuse

imagination could have misinterpreted, and the
whole expression of his peculiarly handsome feat-

ures betrayed the most eloquent and pleading
sympathy.

" Oh, that it might be mine, the blessed privi-

lege of endeavoring to soothe or to relieve this

gnef ." he passionately exclaimed, as with an air

of the utmost respect he ventured to take her
hand. "

I had indulged in presumptuous hopes.
I had ventured to read the flattering notice which
I ever received from you as a confirmation ofmy
wishes, and 1 indulged in fondly-cherished vi-

sions that ere this I should indeed have had a

right, a holy right, to soothe your every grief and
share in every joy. I thought wrong ; your flat-

tering notice must have been but the impulse of

your kind heart, pitying what you could not fail

to behold ; mid yet, oh, Miss Hamilton, that very
demonstration of your gentle nature has increas-
ed my misery ; it has bade me love, nay, adore

you. I blame you not. I have been presump-
tuous mad. I had no right to expect so much
happiness. My proposals were refused. I was
told your conduct must have made it evident that
I was not pleasing to you. I fled from your pres-
ence, but I could not rest alone. Again, like a
mad fool, I have plunged myself in the center of
fascination. I could not exist without the sound
of your voice, though me it might never more
address. I could not live without glancing on

your expressive eyes, your eloquent smile, though
on me neither more might beam. I am here; I

feel my folly, but I can not tear myself away.
Caroline, adorable Caroline!" he continued, with

well-practiced passion, '-only speak command
me ; in what way can I relieve the grief in which
f see you plunged ? Give me at least the grati-
fication of feeling I have been of service to you ;

that I have done somewhat for your happiness,
though by you mine has fled forever."

Rapidly yet eloquently had he spoken, and
Caroline vainly struggled with herself to inter-

nipt him. He believed she had rejected him,
and in that moment she contrasted his present
conduct with that of Lord St. Eval, under the
same circumstances, and surely she could doubt
no longer which loved her best. She had not
seen the secret agony of the one his proud and
uoble heart concealed it ; but Alphingham
when such devoted love was offered her, would
she condemn it to misery, and herself to everlast-

ing reproach, if not to equal woe ?

.'You are mistaken, my lord," she said, proud-
ly, after a severe struggle with herself. "

Lay
not to my charge the loss of your happiness. I
was not aware till this instant that it depend-ed" She stopped abruptly, for the natural

modesty of her disposition prevented more, in-

dignant as she was at the confirmation of An-
nie's suspicions.

Lord Alphingham saw his advantage, and pur-
sued it.

" How!" he exclaimed, in an accent of aston
ishmeut and ecstacy well combined. " Have
you too been deceived, and my proposals re

jected without having been laid before you?
Can it be possible? Oh, speak again, my be-
loved Caroline ! tell me I have not been too pre-
sumingthat I may hope that my long-cherished
visions are not false. You will not, oh, you will
not condemn me to misery you will not reject
iny heart, and send me despairing from your feet.

Caroline, my beloved, my beautiful ! say that you
will be merciful say that you love me that I

love not alone
; oh say, promise me you will be

mine, and come what will we shall be happy."
She heard, and her heart throbbed and her

brain reeled ; in the infatuation of that moment,
all, all was forgotten, save the persuasions of An-
nie, his pleading eloquence, the wild impulse of
her own blinded fancy ; the fatal promise passed
her lips she was pledged to be his own. A few
minutes she listened to his impassioned thanks,
his words of devoted love, then suddenly starting
back,

" My father !" she exclaimed, and burst into a

passionate flood of tears.
"
Nay, weep not, my beloved, my own ! let not

a mere shadow, for such in this instance is duty,
alloy the felicity that will be ours. His consent
will in time be given ; fear not, when he sees you
happy, when he sees my only care, my every
thought is for your welfare, that his forgiveness
for involuntary disobedience will be granted, and
his unjust and cruel prejudices against me will

pass away, for he will find they were indeed
but fancy ; and if he continues obdurate, oh, how
rejoiced I shall be to have withdrawn my Caro-
line from his stern guardianship. Already has
he deceived you ;

and can he then expect implic-
it obedience to unjust and unfounded commands
on your part? Cheer up, my best love; fear

not ; trust to my affection, and all will be well."

But still she wept, even though Lord Alphing-
ham continued this strain of consolation for some
little time longer. Fearing at length to attract

notice by her prolonged absence, she roused her-

self, and, breaking from her triumphant lover, re-

mained for a few minutes alone, endeavoring, but

vainly, to recover that happiness which, when she
had looked to a union with the viscount, had prom-
ised to dawn around her. She saw it not ; there

was a dark, heavy, threatening cloud overhang-
ing her mind, which no efforts could dispel. She
felt, as she rejoined the glittering circle, the eye
of the duchess was fixed with startling earnest-

ness upon her, and she shrunk from that severe

look, as if indeed it could penetrate her soul and
condemn the past. Why did not enjoyment re-

turn ? Why was she not happy when in the cen-

ter of a scene like this? She knew not, and strug-

gled to be <,
r

ay and animated as usual ; but she
felt as if each effort failed, and drew upon her the

attention of those near her, and rejoiced was she
indeed when the festive hours had fled, and she

was alone. She strove to compose her troubled

thoughts to prayer,
but no words came to her

aid ; and, throwing herself on her bed, she wept
for many weary hours. She could not have told

why she thus wept ; she only knew that she was
wretched, that the light-hearted ness once so pe-

culiarly her own had fled, it seemed forever, and
she shrunk almost in loathing from the hour when
she should meet Lord Alphingham again: and
when it came, even his presence cheered her not

He soothed, even gently reproached, but as luj
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did so there was somewhat in his eye she hud

never seen before, and which struck terror. Sub-

dued as it was, it told of passions from which she

had believed him exempt, and added additional

pain to her distress. Noticing what she termed
the indisposition of her young friend, the duchess

kindly advised her to remain quiet, nor join the

gay party till it had passed away ; but as she

spoke, Caroline observed the severe and scruti-

nizing glance of the duchess again fixed upon her,

and, contrary to her advice, appeared as usual at

dinner.

Days passed, and Lord Alphingham's plan was
matured, and submitted to Caroline's sanction.

A. file, similar to that given by the duchess, only
commencing at a later hour, to permit a superb
display of tire-works on the grounds, was to be

given by a neighboring nobleman, to which all

the members of the duchess's party were invit-

ed. The villa was some few miles off, and they
were to leave Airslie at half past eight. That

day Caroline was to feign indisposition, and re-

main undisturbed at home ; at ten Lord Alphing-
ham would dispatch a trusty servant, well dis-

guised, with a note, appai'ently from Mrs. Hamil-

ton, requesting her daughter's immediate return,
as she had been taken suddenly and dangerously
ill. This note was, of course, designed to impose
upon any member of the party who might, by
some mischance, remain at home, and be circu-

lated among the servants to account for her sud-

den departure. The carriage, said to be Mr.
Hamilton's, waited for her ; Lord Alphingham
was to meet it at some five miles off; but once
within it, once safe from Airslie, the rest was

Caroline heard, and an inward shuddering
crept chilly through her frame. Faintly and

briefly she agreed to all he so eloquently and per-

suasively pleaded, and instantly left him.
" Will she be weak enough now to waver ?"

thought Alphingham.
"
Perhaps, after all, she is

not worthy of all this trouble ; there is no spirit
in her ; yet she is so beautiful, it will suit me well
to introduce such a lovely creature as my bride

next season, and gratify iny vengeance on Mr.
Hamilton for his unceremonious refusal ; and if

get tired of her, if then tears and pale cheeks

mtinue, why, thank Heaven, no chains with me
are binding. That early folly of mine was not so

useless as it seemed ; I may act as I please, and
ifyour daughter sickens or offends me, Mr. Ham-
ilton, as you have done, you may well dread my
vengeance; it will fall upon you both, and I un-

scathed will seek other lands and fairer beauties,
as I have already done." His countenance had
darkened during this speech, but at its close it

became clear again, and, with a careless whistle
of unconcern, he sauntered away.
And was it to this man that the cherished child

of so much anxiety was about to sacrifice herself.

With him and for him, she, who had once been
the soul of truth and honor, had consented to

leave the guardianship of her father, and break
the sacred links of nature. Alas ! though her

very spirit now revolted, she had gone too far.

How could she, how dared she draw back ? and

yet one effort she would make. She would im-

plore him to permit her to confess all to her par-
ents ; she was convinced, did they know how
much her happiness depended on her union with
him, they would consent, and with their blessing
hallow their marriage. Happiness Caroline
shuddered ; die wild excitement of secret love

i had departed. She knew she wa beloved, she

I

had. given her promise, yet she was not happy;
i and could she then expect to be when irrevo-

! cably his own ? Her brain reeled beneath the
'

bewildering chaos of her thoughts; but she fol-

lowed up her resolution, and implored him as she

had intended. Lord Alphingham heard with a

dark and frowning brow.
" And what becomes of your kind brother's

just accusations?" demanded the viscount, with
a very evident and contemptuous sneer.

" Defend yourself, and papa will be convinced

I

they are unfounded," was her reply. But she
I gazed on his countenance, and, terrified at its

i expression, for the first time the thought flashed

i across her mind, could there indeed be any real

; cause for Percy's warning; and more and more

j

earnestly did she beseech him to say she might
| implore her father's sanction. Only let me con-
I fide in papa and mamma, let me try and convince

|

them they are mistaken, and Percy too must be

|

in error."

The viscount for some little time endeavored

1 mildly to confute her arguments, and convince
her that in doing so she was only forming her
own misery ; but still she pleaded, and un gov-
erned fury "at length burst forth. He had been

I

too long the victim of passions always to keep
i them in bounds, even when most required ; and
!
for a few minutes they spurned restraint, and

|

Caroline beheld him as he was, and saw in dim

| perspective the blackened future. She would

j

have broken from, him, but he detained her, and
with a rapid transition of mood humbled himself

i before her, and with impassioned fervor and deep
contrition besought her forgiveness her pity.

I

It was his fervid love, his fear of losing her, that

j

bade him thus forget himself, and he conjured her
I not to condemn him to everlasting misery; that

|

he was wretched enough already at having caused

I
her one moment's pain. Me spoke, and his soft-

ened voice, his imploring eyes, his protestations
of unalterable love and gratitude, if she would
but trust to his affections, and be his own as he

proposed, had in a degree their effect. She was
convinced it would only bring forth misery now

; to implore the sanction and blessing of her par-

ents, and promised to resign all idea of so doing.
But vainly she strove to forget that burst of un-

governed passion she had witnessed : it haunted
her sleeping and waking thoughts, nnd his prot-

. estations of devoted love were dimmed bes'do

it; they shared its blackened hue.

The appointed day came, and the duchess,

j

without question or remark, accepted Caroline's

!
excuse for not accompanying her and her friends

I

to the expected fete. The heavy eyes and pale

j

cheeks of the misguided girl were more than

sufficient excuse ; she even seconded Caroline in

refusing the kind offer of Lady Annie and Lady
Lucy Melville to remain with her. She said she

preferred being quite alone, as she was no com-

panion for any one, and it appeared ns if not even
that obstacle would arise to prevent her flight.

The hours wore on ; the noble guests could

speak of nothing but the anticipated fete and its

attendant pleasures, while they whiled away the

intervening hours in the library, the music-room,
the garden, wherever their taste dictated, for

freedom was ever the pass-word of Airslie; but

Caroline joined them not. It was the second
I day that she had not seen the viscount ; for, fear-

ing to attract notice, he had never made his visits

unusually freaueut. and. well versed in intrigue
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he had carried on his intercourse with Caroline

iu impend ni!>i<> secrecy. More th;m once in

those lonely hours did she feel as if her brain

reeled, and become confused, for she could not

banish thought. iShe had that morning received

letters from home, and in her present mood each

line breathed affection, which her now awakened
conscience told her was undeserved. Nature and
reason had resumed their sway, as if to add tor-

tures to the anguish of those hours. The misery
which had been her portion since her acceptance
of Lord Alphingham had slowly but surely drawn
the blinding film from her eyes. The light of

reason had broke upon them with a luster that

would no more be darkened. At the same mo-
ment that she knew she d'rA not love Lord Al-

phingham, her conduct to her parents, to St.

Eval, appeared in their true colors. Yes! this

was no fancy ; she had been the victim of in-

fatuation of excitement ; but clearer and clear-

er dawned the truth. She was sacrificing her-

self to one whom she did not love, whom she

had never loved, with whom her life would be

a dreary waste ; and for this was she about to

break the ties of nature, fly from her parents,

perhaps draw down upon her head their curse,

or, what she now felt would be worse, much
worse, wring that mother's heart wi;h anguish,
whose conduct, now that reason had resumed
her throne, she was convinced had been ever

guided by the dictates of affection. She recalled

with vivid clearness her every interview with

Annie, and she saw with bitter self-reproach her
own blindness and folly in thus sacrificing her

own judgment to false reasoning, in withdraw-

ing her confidence and affection from the moth-
er who had never once deceived her, to bestow
them on one who had played upon her foolish

weakness, heightened her scarcely-dawning fan-

cy till it became infatuation, and finally recom-
mended that plan of conduct from which Caro-

line's whole soul revolted. Why had she done
this? Caroline felt, to bring down shame upon
her head and suffering on her mother. Her par-
ents' conduct changed toward her oh ! had not

hers changed to them? had she riot acted, from
the first of Annie's arrival in London, as if under
the influence of some spell ? and now that it was

rudely broken, recollections of the past mingled
with and heightened her present sufferings. Her
childhood, her early youth, rushed like a torrent

on her mind ; faulty as they had been, they were
innocent and pure compared with her present
self. Then she had been ever actuated by truth,

candor, respectful love, affectionate confidence to-

v. ard her parents ; now, all had been cast aside.

It her mother's words were true, and bitterly she

(It they were, that her conduct to St. Eval had
been one continued falsehood, what would her

parents feel when her intercourse with Lord Al-

phinghawi was discovered. Lord Alphingham
she shuddered as his name rose to her lips.

Her heart yearned with passionate intensity to-

ward her mother, to hear her voice in blessing,
to see her beaming smile, and feel her kiss of ap-
probation, such as at Oakwood she had so often
received ; she longed in utter wretchedness for

them. That night she was willfully to cast them
off forever, flee as a criminal from all she loved;
and if she could return home, confess all, would
that confiding love ever be hers again ? She
shrunk in trembling terror from her father's

sternness, her mother's look of woe, struggling
with severity, the coldness, the displeasure she

would excite on all sides she beheld I Hit misery ;

but to fly with Lord Alphingham, to bind her-

self forever with one whom every passing hour
told her she did not, could not love oh, all, all,

even death itself, were preferable to that ! The
words of her brother sounded incessantly in her
ears :

" If you value my sister's future peace, let

her be withdrawn from his society." How did
she know that those words were wholly without
foundation? The countenance of the viscount
as he had alluded to them confirmed them to her
now awakened eye. Was she about to wed her-

self to crime ? She remembered the perfect just-

ness, the unwavering charity of her father, and
in those softened moments she felt assured he
would not have condemned him without good
cause. Why, oh why had she thus committed
herself ? where was she to turn for succor ? where
look for aid to guard from her the fate she had
woven for herself? Where, in her childish faults,

had her mother taught her to seek for assistance

and forgiveness ? Dare she address her Maker,
the God whom, in those months of infatuated

blindness, she had deserted ; Him whom her de-

ception toward her parents had offended, for she
had trampled on His holy laws, she had honored
them not ?

The hour of seven chimed ; three hours more,
and her fate was irrevocably sealed the God of

her youth profaned ; for could she ever address
Him again when the wife of Alphingham, from
whose lips no word of religion ever came, whose
most simple action had lately evinced contempt
for its forms and restrictions? The beloved

guardians of her infant years, the tender friends

of her youth insulted, lowered by her conduct
in the estimation of the world, liable to reproach;
their very devotion for so many years to their

children condemned, ridiculed. An inseparable
bar placed between her and the hand-in-hand

companions of her youth; never again should
she kneel with them around their parents, and
with them share the fond impressive blessing.
Oakwood and its attendant innocence and joys,
had they passed away forever? She thought on
the anguish that had been her mother's when in

her childhood she had sinned, and what was she
HOW about to inflict ? She saw her bowed down
in the depth of misery ; she heard her agonized
prayer for mercy on her child.

" Savior of my mother, for her sake, have

mercy on her unworthy child ! oh, save me from

myself, restore me to my mother !" and. sinking
on her knees, the wretched girl buried her face

in her hands, and minutes, which to her appear-
ed like hours, rolled on in that wild burst of re-

pentant and remorseful agony.

CHAPTER VII.

"DEAREST mother, this is indeed like some
of Oakwood's happy hours," exclaimed Emme-
line, that same evening, as with childish glee
she had placed licrsclf at her mother's feet, and
raised her laughing eyes to her face, with an

expression of fond, confiding love.

She and Ellen were sitting alone with Mrs
Hamilton, Miss Harcourt being engaged at tt

friend's, and Mr. Hamilton having been sum-
moned after dinner to a private interview with

his solicitor on the Myrvin affairs.

The lovely evening was slovly wearing on
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to twilight, and the sky, shadowed as it was by
j

the towering mansions of Berkeley-square, yet
bore all the rich hues which had attended the

lapose of a brilliant setting sun. The balcony
of the drawing-room where they were sitting {

was filled with flowers, and the window being
thrown widely open, the gentle breeze of sum-
mer filled the room with their sweet fragrance.
It was that hour of evening when even London
:

s somewhat hushed. Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton

fcad been more at home since Caroline's visit to

Airslie, but yet not one evening had so vividly
reminded Emmeline of her dear Oakwood as the

present ;
it was thus in twilight she had often

sought her mother, and given vent, by a thou-

sand little innocent devices, to the warm emotions
that filled her heart.

Ellen had been standing by the flowers, but

on hearinpr her cousin's exclamation, she, too,
had established herself on the couch by her aunt,

and added :

' You are right, dear Emmeline ;
it is, indeed."

There was an anxietv on Mrs. Hamilton's

heart, which she could not define
;
but was yet

unable to resist the innocent happiness of her

young companions, and twining her arm play-

fully round Ellen, she abandoned her other hand
to Emmeline, and answered:

"
I am very glad, my dear children, that such

a simple thing as my company can afford you so

much pleasure."
"

It is so very rare now to have you thus all

alone, mamma, can it be otherwise than delight?
I do not even want papa yet, we three make such

a comfortable party."
"You are exceedingly polite to my uncle,

Emmeline. I have a good mind to tell him,
when he rejoins us," said Ellen, laughing.

" Do so, my mischievous cousin, and I shall

get a kiss for your pains. I know where mam-
ma's thoughts are, though she is trying to be as

merry as we are; she wants another to make
this Oakwood hour complete."

"I ought not to wish for your sister, my love,
she is happier where she is than she would be

here, particularly to-night, for Lord D gives
a splendid fete at his beautiful villa, similar to

that given by the duchess ten days ago, at which
I should think Caroline must have been delighted,

though she wrote but little of it."
" There is a tone in her letters, mamma, that

tells me she will be as pleased as ourselves to

be at Oakwood again, though she may fancy
fetes, assemblies, and a long list of et ceteras,
are the most delightful things in existence

;
and

*do
you know, mamma, I will not permit you to

say you ought not to wish for her, because she
is happier where she is than she would be here

;

it is high treason in my presence to say or even
think so."

"I must plead guilty, then, my Emmeline,
and place my case in Ellen's hands as counsel
for the defendant, or throw myself on your
mercy."

"In consideration of the peculiar happiness
of this evening, I pronounce pardon," answered

Emmeline, laughing, as she kissed her mother's
hand.

"A letter we received this morning tells us
of one who longs to behold us all again, spite of
the many and varied pleasures of his exciting
life, does it not, my dear aunt?"

"It does, indeed, my love. Our Edwlid'a

letters have been, ever since he left us, sources

of consolation and delight to me, though I do

excite my Ellen's jealousy at the greater length
of his letters to me than of those to her." she

added, smiting.
' My brother knows if his letters to you im-

part pleasure and satisfaction, he can not bestow

greater happiness on me, however short mine

may be," answered Ellen, earnestly; "and when
he writes so fully to you and so fondly to me, I

have every reason to be quite contented
;

his

time is not so much at his o\*n. disposal as mine

is."
"

I wonder where he can find time to write

such lengthy epistles to mamma," observed the

smiling Emmeline. "I peeped over her shoul-

der this morning as she was reading, and was
astounded to perceive it was written nearly as

closely as mine would be. I wonder how he

manages, sailors are said to be such bad corre-

spondents."
" Have you forgotten what I used so repeat,

edly to say to you, when you were a lazy little

girl, Emmeline, and were ever ready to escape

disagreeable tasks, by saying you were quite
sure you never could succeed ' Where there's

a will there's a way.'
"

"
Indeed, I have not forgotten it, dear mamma;

it often comes (across me now, when I am ready
to despair ;

and so I shall just read it to Master
Ned when he returns, as a lecture for not writ-

ing to me."

"Nay, Emmeline, that would be demanding
too much from our young sailor

;
there is mod-

eration in every thing, you know."
"Not in me, mamma," answered Emmeline,

laughing.
" You know I am always in extremes,

up in the skies one minute, and down, down on

the lowest earth the next. I sometimes wish 1

was like Ellen, always unruffled, always calm
and collected. You will go through the world

better than I shall, my quiet cousin."

"Shall I?" replied Ellen, faintly smiling
But Mrs. Hamilton could perceive that which
the thoughtless Emmeline regarded not, a deep
crimson staining apparently with pain the pale
fair cheek of her niece, and she thought not with

her daughter.
" And how much longer does Ned intend be-

ing away from us?" demanded Emmeline, after

a long pause.
" He can not give us any idea yet," answered

her mother
;

"
perhaps some time next year.

They were to cruise off the shores of South

America these autumnal months, and winter,

Edward thinks, off Buenos Ayres. He is pleased
at this, as he will see so very much more of the

New World than he expected, when he left us."
" What an entertaining companion he will be

when he returns," exclaimed Emmeline.
Or rather ought to be, Emmeline," remarked

Ellen, quietly.
"
Now, what an insinuation ! Ellen, you arc

too bad to-night, and against your brother, of all

persons in the world. It is just like the ill com-

pliment you paid him on his gallantry on saving
the Syren and all her crew absolutely would
not believe that your brother Edward and the

young hero of my tale were one and the same

person."
"I can forgive her skepticism, then" said
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Mrs. Hamilton, affectionately.
" The extraor-

dinary efforts you described were indeed almost

beyond credence, when known to have been

'those of a lad just seventeen; but I hope my
Elk'n is no longer a .skeptic as to the future

fame and honor of her brother," she added,

kindly addressing her niece.

"Oh, I dare not indulge in one half the bright

visions, the fond hopes thut will intrude them-
selves upon my mind for him," exclaimed Ellen,
with involuntary energv.

"Why, Ellen, are you sometimes a victim to

the freaks of imagination as well as myself?"
asked her cousin, laughing.

"1 have frequently compelled myself to seek

active employment," answered Ellen, "lest those

hopes should be indeed but fading visions, and

my disappointment more painfully bitter."
" You do your brother injustice in even fancy-

ing disappointment," said her aunt, playfully,
and 1 must act as defendant for the absent.

I believe, say, and protest my firm belief, that

the name of Edward Fortescue will stand one

of the highest in naval fame, both as a commander
and a man. The naval honor of my family will,

I feel assured, have a worthy representative in

mv liable nephew, and I will not have one word
breathed in doubt or mistrust on the subject."

"If you think so, then I may hope indeed,"
Ellen .said, with earnestness. "And the recol-

lection of the past"
" Must heighten anticipations for the future,

my dear girl, or I must sentence them to per-

petual banishment. Condemn them never to be

recalled," interrupted Mrs. Hamilton, still more

playfully, and then added :

"Emmeline, have you no wish to know how
the object of your kind sympathy, poor Lilla,

parted from her father and me to-day?"
"I quite forgot all about it, mamma; this

Oakwood hour has made me so selfish. I thought
of no one but ourselves," replied Emmeline.

"Gratify my curiosity now. Did Lady Helen
evince any sorrow at the separation?"
"Not so much as, for Lilla's sake, I could

have wished. She has been so unfortunately

prejudiced against her both by Annie and Miss

Malison, that although I am convinced she loves

her child, she never will evince any proof of it;

and Lilla's unhappy temperament has, of course,
increased this prejudice, which I fear will require

years to remove, unless Annie be soon married,
and Miss Malison removed from Lady Helen's

establishment. Then Lilla's really excellent

qualities will quickly be made evident."

-Mr. Grahame is already convinced she is a

very different girl to that she has been repre-
sented, is he not?" asked Ellen.

' He
is; and I trust, from the awakened knowl-

edge, happiness is dawning upon them both. I

could not see unmoved his struggle to part with

her to-day, brief as the separation will be

scarcely six short months."
"I was quite sure Mr. Grahame loved his

children, though Annie and Cecil did say so much
about his sternness," said Emmeline somewhat
triumphantly.

Mr. Grahame's feelings are naturally the

very warmest, but disappointment in some of his

dearest hopes has, in some cases, unfortunately
caused him to vail them

;
I regret this, both for

Cecil and Lilla's sake, as I think had he evinced

greater interest and affection for them in thei?

childish years, they might both have been differ

ent in character."

"But it is not too late now?"
"

I trust not lor Lilla, but 1 greatly fear, from
all I have heard, that Cecil's character is already
formed. Terrified at his father's harshness, he
has always shrunk from the idea of making him
his friend, and has associated only with the

voung men of his mother's family, who, some
lew years older than himself, and devoted to

fashion and gay amusements, are not the very
best companions he could have selected, but
whose .near relationship seems to have prevented
all interference on the part of Mr. Grahame.
Cecil must now be sixteen, and I fear no altera-

tion in his father's conduct will efface the im-

pressions already received."
"
But, changed as Mr. Grahame is toward

Lilla, was it still necessary for her to go to Mrs.

Douglas ? Could not her reformation have been
effected equally well at home?"

"No, my love; her father, delighted at finding
he had engaged her affections, and that some
of the representations he had heard were false,

would, in all probability, have gone to the con-

trary extreme, and indulged her as much, if not

more, than he had previously neglected her.

Lilla has very many faults, which require steady
yet not harsh correction, and which from hei

earliest age demanded the greatest care: beinc

neglected, they have strengthened with her years.
The discipline she will now be under will at. first

be irksome, and perhaps Lilla may find all I have
said in Mrs. Douglas's favor very contrary to

reality ;
but I have such a good opinion of hci

docility, when reasoned with kindly, that I dc
not doubt all such impressions will be effaced
when she visits us at Christmas."

"
Well, however kind Mrs. Douglas may be,

I should not like to be in Lilla's place," observed

Emmeline, and then added, with her usual ani-

mation,
"
Ah, mamma, how can we ever be suf-

ficiently grateful to you for never sending us

from you ? I might have loved you very dear-

ly, but I could not have looked upon you as my
best and dearest friend, as I do now."

"
It is sufficient recompense for all my care

that you do look on me thus, my sweet child,"
exclaimed Mrs. Hamilton, with involuntary emo-

tion, and she bent down to impress a kiss on

Emmeline's forehead as she spoke, that she

might conceal an unusual tear which had started

to her eye, for the unrestrained confidence and

unabated affection of her younger daughter, while

it soothed, yet rendered the conduct of Caroline,

by its contrast, more painful ; and, almost un-

consciously, she added :

"Oh, that this confidence and affection may
never change, never be withdrawn."

"Change!" repeated Emmeline and Ellen at

the same moment; but they checked themselves,
for they knew where the thoughts of their much-
loved relative had wandered, and they felt she

had indeed sufficient cause for all her solicitude.

Recovering herself almost instantly, Mrs. Ham-
mil ton resumed the conversation in a more cheer-

ful tone, by demanding of Emmeline if her busy

fancy had pictured how Oakwood was to look,
on their return to it in a fortnight's time.

" She cjcrtainly must have done so," answered

Ellen, laughing ;

" for she has had so many rev-
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cries over her drawing and work this week, that

nothing less important could have occasioned

them/'
Emmeline shook her head archly, and an-

swered gayly ;
and her dear old venerable home

was the engrossing theme of conversation till

the return of Mr. Hamilton, a short time after-

ward.

"Congratulate me, all of you," he said, in a

joyous tone; "my business is proceeding most

favorably. Mr. Myrvin need know nothing about

it till all is settled
;
the dishonorable conduct of

his enemies brought to light, and himself re-in-

stated in his little domain, once more the minis-

ter of Llatigwillan. Thanks to the able conduct

of Mr. Allan, all will soon be made clear. As
soon as we are at Oakwood, Ellen, you shall write

to Mr. Myrvin, and invite him to spend some little

time with us
;
and when he leaves us, I trust it

will be once more for Llangwillan and its own

pretty vicarage."

"Dear, dear uncle!" exclaimed Ellen, start-

ing up and clinging to his arm, "oh, how can I

thank you for your interference in behalf of him
who was the first friend I knew in England?
the consoler of my mother the

"

" The good man who first told us what a

troublesome charge I should find in my niece,"

interrupted Mrs. Hamilton, playfully.

"I have indeed been a trouble to you," re-

plied Ellen, with a suppressed yet heavy sigh,
and her uncle's hand dropped from her grasp.

"Ellen !" said Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton at the

same instant, in an accent of reproach.
"Have I not?" she continued with unusual

impetuosity.
" Did I not cause you misery,

you, who from the first moment you knew me,
loved me more than I deserved ? Did I not

make both of you ill in health and wretched in

mind, and yet your kindness now is greater than

before ? There is not a wish not a desire I

express, but is granted on the instant; and I

oh. I have no power to to
"

'" You will, at least, have the power of mak-

ing me seriously displeased if you speak in this

way again, and thus turn my sportive words to

gloom," said Mrs. Hamilton, gravely, but gently

drawing the agitated girl with tenderness to

her. "
Come, come, Ellen, I will not have

Emmeline's happy Oakwood hour thus alloyed.

You may reward me yet for all, and one day,

perhaps, make me your debtor. That may ap-

pear very impossible now," she added, smiling,
as Ellen raised her large eyes incredulously to

her face
;

" but more improbable things have

come to pass."
" And where is Arthur to be while his father

is with us?" demanded Emmeline, joyously, of

her father. "Not as a servitor at college, I

hope."

"No; I anticipate the pleasure of welcoming
the friend of Herbert as my guest as well as

his father, and then we shall deliberate on Ar-
thur's future life. I should like much to place
him under Mr. Howard for a year, and then

establish him in a living of Lord Malvern's, in

which I have little doubt I could succeed."

"Well, my fancy then will indeed be grati-
fied. 1 shall seo this proud, persecuted youth,
and judge for myself if he be deserving or not

of my brother's friendship. Do you remember
him, Ellen?"

"
Perfectly well

;
he was so very kind to me.

I well recollect his grief when I left the village,
to live, he said, in such a very different style,
that it. was not likely we should ever meet

again."
""But yet, you see, improbable as it appeared,

you will meet again," said Mrs. Hamilton, in a

marked tone, as she smiled.

"So you call this an Oakwood hour, Emmy,
do you," demanded Mr. Hamilton, after Arthur
and his father had been duly di -Bussed. "

Sup-
pose we make the resemblance even more com-

plete by ringing for lights, and you and Ellen

giving me some music. I have had no oppor-
tunities of hearing your improvement, which I

suppose, under such able professors, has been

something extraordinary."

"Marvelous, most marvelous!" exclaimed

Emmeline, laughing, as she flew to obey him

by ringing the bell.
"

I had begun to fancy I

was practicing for nothing, and that my father

would never do his child the honor of listening
to her again, but I remembered the enchanted
halls of Oakwood, and I thought there at least I

might chain him to my side, and so I continued

my labors."

"Let us fancy ourselves there," replied her

father, smiling; and lights appearing, Emme-
line and Ellen were speedily at the instruments,

bestowing pleasure unalloyed by this domestic-

use of their talents to those dear ones who had
so assiduously cultivated them. Their improve-
ment, under the best professors in London, had
been rapid ; for, carefully prepared, no difficul-

ties had to be overcome ere improvement com-
menced : and the approbation and evident pleas-
ure of Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton amply repaid
those young and innocent beings for all the ex-

ertions they had made, particularly Emmeline.

who, as we know, had determined, on her firs 1

arrival in London, to prove she would not learn,
when all around her was so changed."

Surely, surely, Caroline, surrounded by gay-
ety as she is, can not be as happy as I am to-

night," burst with wild glee from the lips of

Emmeline, as at about half-past ten o'clock her
father kissed her glowing cheek, and thanked
her for the pleasing recreation she had given
him. She had scarcely spoken, when a carriage
was heard driving somewhat rapidly through
the square, then stopped, it appeared, at their

door, and a thundering and truly aristocratic rap
resounded, startling not a little the inmates of

that peaceful drawing-room.
"Who can it be at this hour?" demanded

Emmeline, in an accent ofbewilderment. " How
very disagreeable. I did not wish any intrusion

to-night. Mamma, dear mamma, you look ter-

rified."

Mr. Hamilton had opened the drawing-room
door, and was about to descend the stairs, for

he too was startled at this unusual visit
;
but ho

turned at Emmeline's words, for his wife did

not usually indulge in unfounded alarm or an-

ticipated lears, but at that instant her wonted

presence of mind appeared about to desert her;
she was pale as marble, and had started up in

an attitude of terror.

Voices were heard, and steps, well-known

steps, ascending the stairs.
"

It is the Duchess of Rothbury's voice and

jstep my child !' hurst Horn her lips. in. at> ;;<-
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cent that, neither Emmclino nor Ellen ever could

forget, nnd she sunk back, almost fainting, on

her seat. Her children fle\v to her side in

alarm, but ere a minute had passed away that

wild anxiety \va.s calmed, for Caroline herself

entered with the duchess, but her death-like

cheek, blanched lip, and haggard eye told a tale

of suffering which that mother could not mark
unmoved. Vainly Mrs. Hamilton strove to rise

and welcome the duchess: she had no power
to move from the chair.

"Caroline, my child!" were the only words

her faltering tongue could utter
;
and that ag-

onized voice thrilled through the heart of the

now truly unhappy girl, and roused her from

that trance of overwhelming emotion which
bade her stand spell-bound at the threshold. She

sprung forward, and sinking at her mother's

feet, buried her face in her robe.

Mother, my injured mother, oh, do not, do

not hale me !" she murmured, in a voice almost

inarticulate. "
I deserve to be cast from your

love, to lose your confidence forever. I have
deceived you I

" Sobs choked her utter-

ance, and the grieving mother could only throw
her arms around her child, and press her con-

vulsively to her heart. Anxiety, nearly equal
to that of his wife, had been an inmate of Mr.
Hamilton's bosom as the duchess's voice reach-

ed his ear
;
but as he glanced on Caroline, a

frown gathered on his brow. He trembled in-

voluntarily, for he felt assured it was impru-
dence, to give it the mildest term, in her con-

duct that called for this untimely visit, this

strange return to her home. Already he had
been deceived

;
and while every softened feeling

struggled for mastery in the mother's bosom,
the lather stood ready to judge and to condemn,
ftorcely conquering every rising emotion that

swelled within. There was even more lofty

majesty in the carriage of her Grace, as she

carefully closed the drawing-room door behind

her, and slowly advanced toward Mrs. Hamil-
ton : a cold, severe, unbending expression in

every feature, that struck terror to the hearts

of both Emmeline and Ellen, whose innocent

festivity was indeed now rudely checked.

"Mrs. Hamilton," the duchess said, and the

grave and sad accents of her voice caused the

anxious mother hastily to raise her head, and

gaze inquiringly in her face, "to my especial
care you committed your child. I promised to

guard her as my own, and on that, condition

alone you intrusted her to me
;

I alone, there-

fore, restore her to you, thank God, unscathed.
I make no apology for this strange and appar-
ently needless intrusion at this late hour

;
de-

ceived as I have been, my house was no longer
a fitting home for your daughter, and not an-

other night could I retain her, when my judg-
ment told me her father's watchful guardianship
alone could protect her from the designing arts
of one, of whom but very little is known, and
that little not such as would recommend him to

my favor. You, too, have been deceived, cruel-

'ved, by that weak, infatuated girl. Had
you been aware that Lord Alphingham was her

secretly lavorod lover, that the coldness with
which she ever treated him in public, the en-

couragement of another, were but to conceal
from you and her father her attachment to him,
you would not have consented to her joining a

party of which he was a member. At my
house he has received increased encourage-
ment. I marked them with a jealous eye, for I
could not believe his attentions sanctioned cither

by you or Mr. Hamilton
;
but even my vigilance

wa:> at fault, for she had consented to sever

every tie which bound her to her too indulgent

parents, and fly with him to Scotland. This
night would have seen the accomplishment of
their design. Had one of my children behaved
thus, it would have been less a matter of bewil-
derment to me than such conduct in a daughter
of yours. I have neglected to seek their confi-

dence, their affection. You have never rested
in your endeavors to obtain both, and,-therefore,
that such should be your recompense is sad
indeed. I sympathize with you, my dearest

friend," she continued, in a tone of much more

feeling than she ever allowed to be visible.

"In the tale of shame I am repeating, I am in-

flicting misery upon you, I feel I am; and yot.
in resigning my charge, I must do my duty, and
set you on your guard, and let this one reflection

be your comfort, that it was the recollection of

your untiring care, your constant affection,

which checked this infatuated girl in her career
of error, and bade her pause ere it was too late.

For her sufferings I have little pity; she is no

longer the character I believed her. Neither

integrity, honor, nor candor can be any longer
inmates of her heart

;
the confession I have

heard this night has betrayed a lengthened
scheme of deception, to which, had I heard it

of her, I should have given no credence. For-

give me, my dear Emmeline, and look not on

me so beseechingly; painful as it is, in the sin-

cerest friendship alone I place before your too

partial eyes the real character of your child. I

have now done my duty, and will therefore

leave you. God bless you, and grant, you
strength to bear this bitter trial." She turned
to the unhappy father, who, as she spoke, had,
overcome with uncontrollable agitation, sunk on

a chair and covered his face with his hands, but
with a strong effort he roused himself as she

pronounced his name, and rose.

"Mr. Hamilton, to your wife, your inestima-

ble wife, you owe the preservation of your child

this night from sin. Let her not, I beseech you,
afflict herself too deeply for those sufferings
under which she may behold Caroline for a

time the victim. She deserves them all all ;

but she merits not one half that affection which
her fond and loving mother would lavish on her.

I leave you now, but, trust me, feeling deeply
for you both."

"Nay, rest with us to-night, at least." ex-

claimed Mr. Hamilton, conquering himself Suffi-

ciently to think of his friend's situation, alone,

in London, at such a late hour, and endeavoring
to persuade her to remain with them but de-

cidedly, yet kindly, she refused.
"

I sleep at St. James's, and shall be back at

Airslio to-morrow morning before my guests
arc recovered from the effects of to-night," she

urged.
" Your hospitality is kindly meant, Ham-

ilton, but I can not accept it
;
'both Caroline

arid her mother can dispense with my company
now."

" Then let me accompany you home ?"
"

I will not hear of it, my good friend. G&id-

night, once more
;
God bless you !"
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Mr. Hamilton knew the character of his noble
|

friend too well to urge more, and therefore

contented himself by accompanying her down
stairs.

To describe Mrs. Hamilton's feelings, as she

listened to the words of the duchess, would be

indeed a vain attempt. We know all the an-

guish she had suffered when Caroline's conduct
had first caused her uneasiness, and now the

heightened agony of her fond heart may be

easily imagined. Almost unconsciously she had
withdrawn her arm

;
but Caroline clung more

convulsively to her robe, and her first wild words
sounded again and again in her mother's ears,

soothing while they inflicted pain.
" Can it be possible I have heard aright ?

Have I indeed been thus deceived ?" she asked,

struggling- to speak calmly, when the duchess
and her husband had left the room

;
and she

fixed her sad, searching glance upon Caroline,
who for a moment raised her head.

"Mother, dearest mother, condemn me, de-

spise me as you please; I deserve it all," she

replied, in an accent of most piercing wretched-
ness. "

Only say that I may in time regain

your love, your confidence : that you will take

me to your heart again, I have disregarded

your affection
;

1 have willfully cast it from me.
Yet oh, if you knew all I have suffered !

Mamma, mamma, oh, speak but one word more
of kindness ! I know I deserve it not, but my
heart feels breaking. I have no other friend on
earth but you ; oh,^:all me but your child again,
mother!"
Her voice utterly failed, a film suddenly ob-

scured her -sight, and a sense of suffocation rose

in her throat
;
the misery of the last ten days,

the wretchedness and excitement of that day
had deprived her of more strength than she was
at all aware of, and with one convulsive effort

to clasp her mother's hand to her throbbing
heart, she sunk exhausted at her feet. Emme-
line would have flown for assistance, but a look

from her mother bade her pause, and she re-

mained with Ellen to seek those restoratives

that were at hand. With a throbbing heart and

trembling hand, Mrs. Hamilton raised her re-

pentant child, and with the assistance of Emme-
line placed her tenderly on the nearest couch,

endeavoring, though for some minutes in vain,
to recall her scattered senses. Tears fell from
that fond mother's eyes upon Caroline's death-

like features, and ere life returned she had been

pressed again and again to her heart, and re-

peated kisses imprinted on her marble brow.
It mattered not at that moment that she had
been deceived, that Caroline had withdrawn
alike her confidence and affection, that her con-

duct the last few months had been productive
of bitter disappointment and extreme anguish,

all, all, was forgotten ;
the mother only knew

her child was suffering only felt she was re-

stored to her arms
; again and again she kissed

her erring child, beseeching her, with fond and

gentle words, to wake and know she was for-

given.

Slowly Caroline recovered consciousness, and

unclosing Ir.er eyes, gazed wildly yet sadly on
all by whom she was surrounded. All the
father had struggled with Mr. Hamilton, as he
stood by her side during the continuance of her
swoon

;
but now sternness again darkened his

brow, and he would have given von. to his

wounded feelings in severe though just re-

proaches, but the beseeching glance, the ago-
nized voice of his wife arrested him.

"
Arthur, my husband, oh, for my sake, spare

her now !" she passionately exclaimed, clasping
his hand in hers, and looking up in his face with

imploring earnestness. "
Spare her, at least,

till from her own lips we have heard all
;
she is

in no state to bear anger now, however de-

served. Arthur, dearest Arthur, oh, do not

reproach her till we know what it is that has
caused the wretchedness, the suffering we be-
hold ! For my sake, spare her now."

"
Mother," murmured the unhappy girl, with

a powerful effort rising from the couch, and

flinging herself on Mrs. Hamilton's neck, "do
not plead for me

;
I do not deserve it. My con-

duct to you the last few months would alone

demand the severest reproaches papa could in-

flict
;
and that, oh, that is but little to the crime

I should* have committed, had not the remem-
brance of all your devotion rushed to my mind,
and arrested me, but a few brief hours ere it

would have been too late, and I should have
sacrificed myself to a man I discovered I did

not love, merely to prove I was not a slave to

your dictates, that I had a will of my own, and
with or without your consent, would abide by
it. I have been infatuated, blind led on by
artful persuasion, false representations, and

weakly I have yielded. Do not weep for me.

Emmeline, I am not worthy of your tears. You
would have guided me aright ; you would have
warned me, advised me, but I rejected your
counsel, spurned your affection

;
with contempt,

aversion from all, from each, do 1 deserve to be

regarded. Ellen, you may triumph now; I did

all^I could to prove how I hated and despised
you some months ago, and now, oh, how much
more I have fallen. Oh, why, why did I ever
leave Oakwood? why was I so eager to visit

London ?" Exhaustion choked her voice, the

vehemence with which she had spoken over-

powered her, and her mother was compelled to

lead her to a couch, and force her to sit down
beside her. Mr. Hamilton spoke not

;
for a few

minutes he paced the room with agitated steps,
and then hastily quitted it.

"
It is so very late, you had better retire, my

dear girls," Mrs. Hamilton said, after a brief

pause, addressing Emmeline and Ellen, who
yet lingered sorrowfully near her. They under-

stood her hint, and instantly obeyed, both affec-

tionately but silently embracing Caroline ere

they departed ;
and it was a relief to Mrs. Ham-

ilton's anxious bosom to find herself alone with
her painfully repentant child. For some time

did that interview continue
;
and when Caroline

.retired to rest, it was with a spirit lighter than

it had been for many weeks, spite of the dark

clouds she still felt were around her. All hei

strange wayward feelings had been confessed.

She laid no stress on those continued letters she

had received from Annie, which had from the

first alienated her from her mother. Remorse
was too busy within to bid her attempt to de
fend herself by inculpating others; but though
she carefully avoided reference to her mislead-

ing friend, Mrs. Hamilton could easily, very

easily, perceive from whose arts all her own

misery and Caroline's present suffering origina-
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ted
; and bitterly, in secret, she reproached her-

self for ever permitting that intimacy to con-

tinue, and obtain the influence it had. To Lord
St. Eval and her conduct to him the unhappy
girl also referred. Pride was completely at an

end; every question Mrs. Hamilton asked was
answered with all that candor and integrity
which had once characterized her most trifling

words; and while her undisguised confession on

many points occasioned the most poignant sor-

row, yet still, as the mother listened, and gazed
on those expressive features, something whis-

pered within her that her child would be a

blessing still. She owned that from the mo-
ment she had rejected Lord St. Eval, regret
had become so unceasing that to escape it she

had listened to and encouraged Lord Alphing-
ham more than she had done before

;
his pro-

fessions of devoted love had appeared as balm,
and deadened the reproaches of conscience.

Why she had so carefully concealed from her

parents that which she imagined was love for

the viscount, she could not explain, unless it

was her weakness in following the example of

others, who, she had been told, shrunk from

confessing love-stories to their mothers
; or, and

that Mrs. Hamilton believed much nearer the

real reason, she did not love him sufficiently to

implore their consent to his addresses. She

acknowledged, when their prohibition to her

acquaintance with him was given, she had

longed to confess the truth, and implore them
at least to say why she might no longer enjoy
his society ;

but that she had felt too indignant
at what she deemed the slavery in which she

was held, and discontent and irritation then took

possession of her. instead of willing obedience.

She described her feelings when he appeared at

Airslie, the many struggles she then had with

herself; and, finally, her wretchedness from the

moment she had consented to be his wife
;
her

entreaties that he would permit her to implore
her father's consent; her agony the same even-

ing ;
her fervent prayers for forgiveness and

guidance; and, at length, her determination to

elude him by setting off for home the instant

the duchess and her party had left the villa,

which intention she had endeavored to put in

force by imploring the assistance and secrecy
of her Grace's own maid, to procure her a safe

carriage and fleet horses, as she was compelled
to return home that same night ;

she would
leave a note, she said, explaining her reason for

her departure to her Grace. She fancied Alli-

son must have betrayed her, as, when she was

every minute expecting to hear the carriage
was ready, the duchess entered her room, and,
after a brief but stern interview, ordered her
own carriage, and had herself accompanied her
to town.

Mrs. Hamilton listened to this long sad tale

without interrupting it by a word of reproach.
Not once did she speak aught that might tend
to increase the anguish under which it was so
evident Caroline was suffering. Soothingly she

spoke, and that fond yet saddened tone caused
the poor girl's bursting heart to find relief in a
violent flood of tears. She clung, even as in

childhood, to her mother's neck, and as she

wept, felt
yet

more bitterly the infatuated folly
of her conduct in having for a moment forsaken
the guidance of her true and kindest friend, for

the apparently more pleasing, because flattering
confidence of one whom she now knew to be
false and utterly'deceiving." But may he not still claim me?" she wildly
exclaimed.

"

"Will he not hold me up to the
world as a faithless, capricious girl? I shall be
the laughing-stock of all with whom we associ-
ate. Annie is not likely to keep my secret. Oh,
why did I ever confide in her? Mother, I shall
be despised, derided. I know T have brought it

on myself, but oh, how can I bear it?"
" We leave London so very shortly, that I

trust you will not be exposed to the derision

you so much dread," replied Mrs. Hamilton,
soothingly, "and by next season I hope all float-

ing rumors that your conduct must occasion

may have entirely passed away. You need not
fear the scorn of the circle in which we princi-

pally mingle ;
and that of Annie's companions,

if the dread of their laughter keep you from

seeking, as you have done, their society, forgive
me, my love, if I say I shall rejoice; for you
will then no longer be exposed to example and

precept contrary to those I have endeavored to

instill."
"
But, Lord Alphingham, what will he say or

do?" murmured Caroline, almost inaudibly.
"You must write him, Caroline, dissolving

your engagement; there is no other way."
"Write to him, mother, I oh, no, no, I can

not."
"
If you do not, you will still be exposed to

constant annoyance; he may choose to believe

that you were forced by compulsion to return to

us. The circumstance of the duchess herself

accompanying you to town he will consider as

sufficient evidence. Acting on your promise,
on your avowed preference, unless you write

yourself, he will leave no means untried to suc-

ceed in his sinful schemes. Painful as is the

task, or rather more disagreeable than painful
if you do not love him, no one but yourself must

write, and the sooner you do so the better."

"But if he really loves me? How can I

how dare I inflict more pain, more disappoint-

ment, than I have done already?"
"Loves you!" repeated Mrs. Hamilton, and

displeasure mingled in her saddened tone; "Car-

oline, do not permit yourself to be thus egregi-

ously deceived. He may fancy that he does,
but it is no true, honorable love; if it were,
would he thus bear you by stealth from the

friend to whom you were intrusted ? If his con-

science were indeed free from all stain, would
he have refused your entreaties that you might
confess your love to us. and beseech our bless-

ing on your union? Would he have shrunk

from defending his conduct, according to your
advice? Nay, more; if this accusation, which
he has traced by some means to Percy, were
indeed unfounded and unjust, do you think he

would have refrained one moment from coming
forward and asserting, not only by word but b)

proof, his unblemished innocence ? His silence

is to me the clearest proof of conduct that will

not bear investigation ;
and I tremble to think

what miseries, what wretchedness might have

been your portion, had you indeed consented to

his unworthy proposal." Her voice faltered,

and she drew the still weeping girl closer to

her, as if her maternal love should protect hex

from every evil. Caroline answered not, and
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after a few minutes Mrs, Hamilton said, with

tenderness,
" You do not repent your decision, my own

child? You do not regret that you have re-

turned to those who love and cherish you so

fondly? Speak to me, love."

Convulsively Caroline's hand pressed her

mother's, as ii' that pressure should say nothing
more should part them

;
then suddenly sinking

on her knees before her, she forced back the

choking sobs, and said, clearly and distinctly,
"
Mother, I dare no longer ask you to believe

my simple word, as in former years you would
have done

;
I have deceived you too long, too

culpably for that
;
but now, on my knees, sol-

emnly, sacredly I swear, I will never marry
without papa's and your consent. I dare no

Jonger trust myself; I have once been rendered
blind by that sinful craving for freedom from
all authority, for unchecked independence of

thought, and word, and deed, and never, never
more will I stand forth in my own weakness,

My fate is in your hands, for never will I marry
without your blessing; and may that vow be

registered above as solemnly as it is now taken.

Mother, you will not refuse to accept it," she

added, laying her trembling hand on Mrs. Ham-
ilton's, and gazing beseechingly in her face.

"
I will not, my child ;" and her mother strug-

gled severely to conquer her emotion and speak
calmly. "Tell me only it is in my affection

3
rou confide, that it is not under feelings of re-

snorse alone you have made this solemn vow.
Promise me you will no longer permit a doubt
of my affection and interest in your happiness
to enter your mind and poison your confidence

in me, as it has done. From that doubt all the

present misery has proceeded. You have im-

agined your parents harsh and cruel, while they
have only thought of your welfare. Say only

you will trust in or.r affection, my child, my
own Caroline.'

"Oh, that I had ever trusted in it. My blind-

ness and folly concealed from me my miscon-

duct, and bade me ascribe all my sufferings to

you, on whom I have inflicted so much pain.

Mother, oh, forgive me, plead for me to papa.
I know he is seriously displeased, he has every

right to be so
;
but he knows not all I have en-

dured, the agony of the last week. I deserve

his severest reproaches, but my heart feels as if

it would break beneath his anger now," and she

laid her aching head on her mother's lap, and

wept.
" My forgiveness, and my blessing, are both

mrs, my own. Do not weep thus," replied
[rs. Hamilton, imprinting a kiss on that burn-

ing forehead. " And your father, too, when he
has heard all, will not withhold his love."

"I will write to Lord Alphingham now,
mother

;
it is useless to defer it, and my mind

will not regain its peace till it is done," ex-

claimed Caroline, after a brief pause, which
had followed her mother's words.
"Not now, my love, you are too agitated

still," replied her mother, gazing anxiously on
her flushed cheek; "wait till sleep shall have
calmed this inward fever, and restored you to

I do not think you can write it

I quitted Airslie, but I could tnen think of noth-

ing but the ardent longing to see you, to hear

your voice again; let me write now."
And believing her words were true, that in all

probability she would not sleep while that letter

was on her mind, Mrs. Hamilton made no fur-

ther objection, and rose to place the inkstand
and portfolio on a table near her. Caroline re-

mained still kneeling, and by her attitude Mrs.
Hamilton fancied was engaged in secret prayer;
her tears were checked as she rose, and it was
with firmness she walked to the table and drew
a seat beside it. Anxiously for a few minutes
did her mother watch her as she wrote. At
first her hand appeared to tremble, but a suc-

cessful effort conquered that emotion, and the

increasing flush upon her cheek alone proclaimed
the agitation of her mind. So deeply was she

engrossed in her painful task, that she did not

observe her mother had left the room, and re-

mained absent for a few minutes, returning,
however, before she had finished her letter.

Without looking up, she placed the paper in

Mrs. Hamilton's hands, and, leaning her arms
on the table, buried her face in her hands.

Mrs. Hamilton folded the letter in perfect

silence; but then taking the hand of her daugh-
ter from her eyes, she pressed it in hers, and

said, in a voice'of deep emotion,
"

I am satisfied, my child. Let this letter be
directed and sealed with your own hand, and
the name of Lord Alphingham shall never again
pass my lips. It is enough that duty and affec-

tion have triumphed over his intentions. I know
not all the evil that might have been yours had
he succeeded, but you are restored to me, and

may God forgive him as freely as I do."

With a steady hand Caroline directed and

placed her own seal to the letter
;
and then, ex-

hausted by the agitation of that evening, she

leaned her throbbing head against her mother.
"
Caroline, my child !" exclaimed a deep and

saddened voice beside her. She started, and

looking up, beheld her father, who had been

gazing at her an unobserved spectator for tho

last half-hour.
"
Forgive me, dearest father. Oh, let me not

sleep to-night without your forgiveness. Mam-
ma will not cast me from her heart; she has

blessed me, and I have injured her even more
than you. Papa, dear papa, oh, speak to me
but one word of fondness !" she entreated, as

her father drew her to his bosom, and as she

ceased, mingled his blessings and forgiveness
in that warm embrace.

It was late, so late, that the early morn was

beginning to gild the horizon before Mrs. Ham-
ilton had seen her agitated child placed in bed,
and persuaded her to compose her spirits and

invite sleep. Fondly her mother watched beside

her till the gray dawn had penetrated within

the room
;
and then, perceiving that calm sleep

had come at length, she retired to her own

apartment. There sinking on her knees, her

overcharged heart found blessed relief in pour-

ing forth to Heaven its fervent thanksgiving for

that great mercy vouchsafed her in the restora-

tion of her child. The anguish of the past, the

suffering of the present were alike forgotten, incomposure
now.

"I can not sleep till I have, mamma, indeed dence were again restored to her.

I can not. I ought to have left it for him before
j
had at length been removed from

the thought that Caroline's affection and confi-

The vail

her eves.
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Annie's character was revealed before her, and

the sorrowful and repentant girl had once more

sought for sympathy in the bosom of her mother.

She now felt that mother was her truest friend,

and a glow of sweet and soothing pleasure stole

over Mrs. Hamilton's mind at this conviction.

Caroline had said it was the recollection of her

mother's care, devotion, and love that had stayed

her, ere it was too late. She could not banish

from her heart the duty therein so long and care-

fully implanted ;
the principles of religion, of

virtne, shaken as they had been in that painful
moment of indecision, had preserved her from

misery. Often, very often, Mrs. Hamilton had
felt disheartened, almost despairing of her task,

during both the childhood and youth of Caroline,
but now her recompense was apparent. Had
she not persevered ;

had she been indolent or

careless in the discharge of her duty; had she
left the care of that child to strangers, who
would never have thus studied or guided so

difficult a disposition, there would have been

naught to bid her pause. She would have done
as others too often do, and fearful indeed would
have been her chastisement. Now, what were
all Mrs. Hamilton's self-conquering struggles,
all the pain she had suffered, compared with
the exquisite happiness of feeling that her care
had preserved her child, and she knew not as

yet from what depth of wretchedness? Fervent
was the gratitude for that grace which had per-
mitted her to guide her child aright; and as she
recalled the heartfelt approbation of her conduct,
which her beloved husband had gratefully ex-

pressed, happiness filled her heart, and many,
very many might have envied that noble woman
her feelings, as she laid her head on her pillow
that night, when sleep only hushed the still lin-

gering thanksgiving on her lips.
It may be well here briefly to relate all that

had passed at Airslie, from the moment we left

Caroline imploring pardon and guidance from

Him, to whom she had never appealed in vain,
to that when she so suddenly appeared in com-

pany with the duchess in Berkeley-square. To
accede to Lord Alphingham's wishes, she felt

was no longer possible, but how to avoid him
was a matter of still greater difficulty. To ac-

company the duchess and thus elude him, she
could not, for she felt neither her strength nor

spirits could sustain her through the whole of
that festive night. Each minute as it passed
increased the fever of her brain

;
at length, in

despair, she determined on the conduct with
which we are already acquainted. As soon as

the last carriage had rolled from the door she

summoned Allison, the duchess's own maid, and
in accents that, painfully betrayed the agitation

within, implored her to procure her a carriage
and fleet horses, as circumstances had occurred
which obliged her instantly to return to town.
She besought her neither to question her nor to

speak of her sudden resolution to any one, as the
note she would leave behind for her Grace would
fully explain all. Allison remained for some
few minutes gazing on the agitated girl, in mo-
tionless astonishment.

" Return to London at such a time of night,
and alone," she rather allowed to drop from her

lips than said, after a long pause.
"Oh, would to heaven some one would go

with me ! but I know none whom I can ask,"

Caroline replied, in a tone of anguish, and seiz-

ing Allison's hand, again and again implored
her assistance. Briefly she promised to do all

she could for her, and left her. not to do her

bidding by seeking some conveyance, but to

report the strange request and still more alarm-

ing manner of Caroline to her Grace; who, for

some secret reason, which her daughters and
friends in vain endeavored to solve, had at tho

very last moment declared her intention of not

accompanying them, and wishing them, with
the utmost kindness, a pleasant evening, com-
missioned Lady Lucy and her eldest brother,
who had lately joined them, to supply her place
in their own party, and tender her excuses to

the noble master of the fete. The simple truth

was, that the penetration of the duchess had
observed and detected from the very first the
maneuvers of Lord Alphingham and Caroline.

The former, as may have already been dis-

covered, was one of those against whom her

prejudice was very strong. With her own free

will, Lord Alphingham would never have visit-

ed at her house, although she was never heard
to breathe one word to his disadvantage ; espe-

cially invited he never was, and in heart she
was much annoyed at her husband's marked

preference and encouragement of his society.
She had observed her friend Mrs. Hamilton';*

coldness toward him
;
and as much as she ad-

mired the conduct of the mother, so she some-
times found herself mistrusting the studied air

and guarded reserve with which Caroline ever
treated the viscount. The sudden change in

Mr. Hamilton's manner had also struck h<?r
T

and, therefore, when Alphingham joined her

coterie, not once did she ever fail in the jealoi.s
watchfulness with which she regarded him ai.d

Caroline. Rendered suspicious by all that she
had observed, Caroline's determination not to

join the party that evening had increased her
uneasiness to a degree that almost amounted to

alarm, and that very instant her resolution was
fixed to remain at Airslie. She desired Allison

not to mention her intention of remaining to

Miss Hamilton, but to inform her minutely ot

all that passed during the evening ;
and her

astonishment was almost as great as her do-

mestic's had been when Caroline's desire was
related to her.

It wanted but one half-hour to the time ap-

pointed by the viscount, and Caroline still sal

in a state of anxiety and suspense, which tor-

tured her almost to frenzy. Unable to bear it

longer, her hand was on the bell once more to

summon Allison, when the lock of the door

turned, and starting forward, the words, "Is all

ready have you succeeded?" were arrested on
her lips by the appearance of the duchess her-

self, who, closing the door, stood gazing on tho

terrified girl with a glance of severity and com-
mand few could have met unmoved. Scarcely
conscious of what she did, Caroline started hack,

and, sinking on a stool at the farthest end of the
room, covered her face with her hands.

" May I know with what intent Miss Hamil-
ton is about to withdraw herself from my roof

and my protection ?" she demanded, in those

brief yet searching tones she ever used when

displeased.
" What reason she can all-ego for

this unceremonious departure from a house

j

where she has ever been regarded as one of
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its most favored inmates ? Your mother trusted
, willfully, recklessly, you have already abused

you to my care, and on your duty to her I de-
;

their confidence and insulted their love ? much
mand an answer." She continued, after a brief more you can not do." She paused, as if in

pause, in which Caroline neither moved nor

spoke, "Where would you go at this unseason-

able hour ?"
<; Home to ray mother," murmured the un-

happy girl, in a voice almost inarticulate.
" Home !" repeated her Grace, in a bitterly

satirical tone. "
Strange, that you should thus

suddenly desire to return. Were you not the

child of those to whom equivocation is unknown,
I might well doubt that tale; home, and where-
fore ?"

" To save myself from the effects of my own
sinful folly my own infatuated niadness," re-

plied Caroline, summoning with a strong effort

all the energy of her character, and with a

vehemence that flushed her pallid cheek with
crimson. "In this at least I am sincere, though
in all else I deserve no longer to be regarded
as the child of such noble-minded beings as are

my parents. Spurn me from you as you will,

this is no moment for equivocation and delay.
I have deceived your Grace. I was about to

bring down shame upon your house, to cause

your indignant displeasure, my parents anguish,

myself but endless remorseful misery. To save

all this, I would return home to implore the

forgiveness, the protection of my parents ; they
alone can guard me from myself. Oh, if you
ever loved my mother," she continued, starting

up with agony, as the hour of nine chimed on

her ear. " send some one with me, and let me
go home. Half an hour more," and her voice

grew almost inarticulate with suppressed emo-

tion, "and it may be too late. Mother, mother,
if I could but see you once again !"

"
Before, as the wife or the victim of the

Right Honorable Lord Alphingham, you fly

from her forever, and thus reward her cares,
her love, her prayers, wretched and deceiving

girl," sternly and slowly the duchess said, as

she rapidly yet with her usual majesty paced
the room, and laid her hand heavily on Caro-

line's shoulder, as she sat bowed down with
shame before her. "Deny it not; it was thus

you would bring down shame on my home
;
thus

create agony for your devoted parents ;
thus

prove your gratitude, love, obedience, by wrench-

ing every tie asunder. Oh, shame, shame ! If

this be the fruit of such tender cares, such care-

ful training, oh, where shall we seek for honor

and integrity in what heart find virtue? Ant

why not consummate your sin ? why pause ere

your noble and virtuous resolution was put in

force ? why hesitate in the accomplishment ol

your designs ? Why not fly with your honor
able lover, and thus wring the fond hearts ol

your parents at once to the utmost? Why re-

tract now, when it will be only to delude again ?

Miserable and deluded girl, what new whim has

caused this sudden change ? Wherefore wait
till it be too late to repent to persuade us that

you are an unwilling abettor and assistant in

this man's schemes? Go, fly with him; it were
better to reconcile your too indulgent mother
to an eternal separation, than that she should
take you once more to her heart, and be again
deceived. Go, your secret is safe. How dare

you speak of inflicting misery on your parents ?

Must not hypocrisy lurk in every word, when

expectation of a reply, but none came. Caro-
ine's breaking heart had lost that proud spirit

which, a few days before, would have called a

aughty answer from her lips. She writhed

>eneath those stern, unpitying accents, which

>erhaps in such a moment of remorseful agony
might have been spared, but she replied not

;

md, after a brief silence, the duchess again

ipoke.
"
Caroline, answer me. What has caused

;his sudden change in your intentions ? What
las chanced between you and Lord Alphing-
lam to demand this sudden longing for home ?

What impulse bids you thus elude him ?"
" The memory of my mother's love," and

Caroline raised her head, and pushing back her
disordered hair, gazed upon the (ace of the

duchess with an expression of suffering few
ould have looked upon unmoved. "You are

right, I have deceived my too indulgent parents,
t have abused their confidence, insulted their

love
;
but I can not, oh, I can not still those

principles within me which they have implant-
ed. In my hours of maddening folly I remem-
bered them not

;
I believed they had gone from

me forever, and I should be happy. They have
returned to torture me, to tell me that as the

wife of Lord Alphingham, without the blessing
of my parents, I shall be wretched. I have

brought down endless misery on myself that

matters not
;
but oh, I will not cause them fur-

ther suffering. I will no longer wring the

heart of my gentle mother, who has so often

prayed for her erring child. Too late, perhaps,
I have determined, but the wife of Lord Al-

phingham I will never be
;
but his character is

still dear to me, and I entreat your Grace not

to withdraw your favor from him. He alone is

not to blame, I also am culpable, for I acknowl-

edge the encouragement I have given him. My
character for integrity is gone, but his is still

unstained."
" Fear not for him, my favor he has never

had
;
but my honor is too dear to me for such

an affair as this to pass my lips. Let him con-

tinue the courted, the spoiled, the flattered child

of fashion he has ever been. I regard him not.

Let him run his course rejoicing, it matters not

to me." She rang the bell as she spoke, and

slowly and silently paced the room till Allison

obeyed the summons. "Desire James to put
four swift horses to the chariot. Important
business calls me instantly to London

;
Did him

use dispatch, every moment is precious."
Allison departed, and the duchess continued

pacing the apartment till she returned, announ-

cing the carriage as ready. A very lew minutes

sufficed for their personal preparations, for the

duchess to give peremptory orders to her trusty
Allison to keep her departure a profound secret,

as she should return before her guests were

stirring the next morning, and herself account

for Miss Hamilton's sudden return home. Few
words were sufficient for Allison, who was in

all respects well fitted for the situation she held

near a person of the Duchess of Rothbury's
character

;
and the carriage rolled rapidly from

Airslie.

Not another word passed between the travel-
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ing companions. In feverish agitation on the

part of Caroline, in cold, unbending sternness on

that of the duchess, their journey passed. To
the imagination of the fowner, the roll of the

carriage-wheels was the sound of pursuing
horses

;
in every tarn of the road her fevered

fancy beheld the figure of Lord Alphingham: at

one time glaring on her in reproachful bitterness,

at another, in mockery, derision, satire; and

when she closed her eyes, those visions still

tormented, nor did they depart till she felt her

mother's arm around her, her gentle voice pro-
nounce her name.
Trne to her determination, the duchess left'

London as early as six the following day, and,
as usual, was the first within the breakfast-room,
and little could her friends imagine that since

they had left her the preceding evening she had

made a journey to London and back. Caroline's

indisposition, which had been evident for several

days, although she had not complained till the

day before, easily accounted for her return home,

although the exact time of her doing so was
known to none save her Grace herself; and even

if surprise had been created, it would speedily
have passed away in the whirl of amusements
which surrounded them. But the courted, the

admired, the fascinating viscount no longer

joined the festive group. His friend Sir Walter

Courtenay accounted for and excused his ab-

sence, by stating that Lord Alphrngham had

received a disagreeable letter from an agent of

his in Scotland, which demanded his instant

presence; that he intended passing through
London, thence proceed to the North, where, in

all probability, he should await the hunting

season, being engaged to join a large circle of

noble friends.

It virould be useless io linger on the impotent

fury of Lord Alphingham when he discovered

his well-conceived plans were utterly frustrated,

and that his intended victim had eluded him,
under the stern guardianship of the Duchess of

Rothbury. In the first bitter moment of dis-

appointment, he refused to accuse Caroline of

any share in it, but believed their plans had

been, by some unforeseen circumstance, dis-

covered, and she had been forced to return

home. If such were the case, he vowed to

withdraw her from such galling slavery; he

swore by some means to make her his own.
But when her letter reached him, when he had

perused its contents, and marked that not one

word gave evidence of agitation of mind or un-

steadiness of purpose, the current of his feelings

changed. He cursed his own mad folly for thus

seeking one, in whom from the first he might
have seen there was no spirit, no quality suited

to be his partner in a fashionable world
;
he

vowed to think no more of a weak, capricious

fool, so he now termed the girl he had fancied

that he loved. As may readily be imagined, he

felt his self-love very deeply wounded by the

complete frustration of his intentions, and being
incapable of appreciating the better principles
which had fortunately actuated the resolve of

Caroline, a spirit of revenge entered his heart.

He crushed the letter in his hand, and paced the
room in fury, and would have torn it to atoms,
when the thought struck him, that by inclosing
the letter to the confidante and adviser of his

plans regarding Caroline, he might save him-

self the mortification of relating his defeat, a4
revenge himself effectually by exposing her to
ridicule and contempt.
He wrote therefore a few concise lines, re-

gretting, in a slightly satirical style, that Miss
Grabame should have been so deceived with

regard to the views and feelings of her friend

Miss Hamilton, and referring her to the inclosed
letter for all further explanation.

Annie received this packet at the time sho
was in daily expectation of the triumph of her

schemes, the gratification of her dislike for the

being whose gentle admonitions- she so much
resented, which had been dictated by Mrs.
Hamilton's wish to increase the happiness of
her parents and herself. Lord Alphingham had

regularly informed her of all his intentions, and

though Caroline had for some time entirely
ceased to write, yet she suspected nothing like

defeat. Already she secretly indulged in tri-

umph, already anticipated the moment whe
eveiy malignant wish would be fulfilled, and
she should see the proud, cold, disdainful Mrs.
Hamilton bowed down beneath the cpnduct of

her child, humbled to the dust by the reflections

which would be cast upon her when the elope-
ment of Caroline should be made public ;

at that

very time the letter of Lord Alphingham arrived,
and told her of defeat, complete, irremediable.

Scorn, bitter scorn curled her lipr as she glanced
over Caroline's epistle, thus dishonorably trans-

mitted for her perusal. Severe disappointment
was for the time her portion, and yet, amid all

these violent, emotions, attendant on one of her

disposition, there was one of a very different

nature mingling with them, one that, while she
resolved if she could not mortify Mrs. Hamilton
as she had intended, she would yet do so by
insinuations against Caroline's character, when-
ever she had an opportunity ;

would bid her re-

joice, strangely rejoice, that she was not the
wife of Lord Alphingham, that he was still free.

While she looked forward to that letter an>noun<-

cing the union of the viscount and Caroline, a*

placing' the final seal on her triumphant schemes>

we may well doubt if even that enjoyment, the
exultations in the sufferings of another, would
have stilled the anguish of her own heart, and

permitted her to triumph as she intended to

have done, when the man she loved was the
husband of another. It was even so, though
rendered by prejudice almost insensible to any
thing but her hatred of Mrs. Hamilton.
Annie had not associated so intimately with

Lord Alphingham without feeling the efi'ect of
his many fascinations

; and, therefore, though
both provoked and disappointed at this unlocked
for failure of her schemes, she was better en-

abled to overcome them. Resolving to leave
her designs against the peace of Caroline and
her mother henceforth to chance, all her ener-

gies were now put in action fo.r the attainment
of one grand object, to so work upon the disap-

pointed viscount as herself to take the place in

his favor which Caroline had occupied. Hey

reply to his letter, which he had earnestly re-

quested might inclose Caroline's, and be for-

warded to him in London, was guarded, but art-

fully tending to inflame his indignation against
Caroline; suppressing her own opinion on the

subject, and exciting admiration of herself, and

perhaps gratitude for her untiring sympathy in
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his welfare, which she ably contrived should

breathe despondingly throughout. As that im-

portant affair, she added, was thus unhappily
over, their correspondence, she felt, ought, to

cease, and she begged Lord Alphingham would
write to her no more. She had braved remark
when the happiness of two in whom she was so

deeply interested was at stake
;
but as in that

she had been disappointed, pain as it was for her

to be the one to check a correspondence which
could not fail to give her pleasure, being with
one so enlightened, and in every way so superior
as Lord Alphingham, she insisted that no more
letters should pass between them. She gained
her point ;

the viscount wondered how he could

ever be so blind as to prefer Caroline to her,
and her words added weight to his resolution, to

annoy the former by devoted attentions to Miss

Grahame, and. if it suited his interests, make
the latter his wife.

The interviews Lord Alphingham contrived

to have with Miss Grahame. before he retired

to Scotland, which he did not do for a fortnight
after his rejection, strengthened the intentions

of both. The viscount found new charms in the

reserve and agitation which now marked An-
nie's behavior, in the faint voice and well-con-

cealed intelligence, that however she might
sympathize in his vexation, for herself she could

not regret his freedom. All this, though they
were scarcely ever alone, formed a perfect un-

derstanding between them, and quickly banished

the image of Caroline from the vain and fickle-

minded Alphingham.
Wishing to keep up her pretended friendship

for Caroline, that she might the more effectually
wound her, and not believing the sentiments of

the misguided girl were changed toward her

also, Annie called at Berkeley-square a very
few days after Caroline's return, and she had
become acquainted with all that had passed.
No one was visible in the drawing-room; the

young men, she knew, had both arrived from

college, but the house was destitute of that air

of cheerfulness and glee which generally at-

tended their return. Some little time she waited

with impatient displeasure, which did not lessen

when, on hearing the door open, she beheld, not

Caroline but Mrs. Hamilton herself, her cheek

pale, as if from some internal suffering, but with

even more than her wonted dignity both in mien
and step, and for a moment Annie struggled in

vain to speak with the eagerness with which
she intended to have inquired for Caroline

;
be-

fore the mild yet penetrating glance of Mrs.
Hamilton even her self-possession appeared about
to abandon her. She felt lowered, humbled in

her presence, and it was this, perhaps, this very
sense of inferiority, which had ever heightened
dislike.

Mildly, yet coldly and briefly, Mrs. Hamilton
answered Miss Grahame's torrent of questions
and regrets which followed her information, that

Caroline was not well enough to see any one
but her own family, and that, as they left Lon-
don some little time sooner than they had origin-

ally intended, she had begged her mother to

tender her farewell. Annie expressed excessive

sorrow, but no effort on either side was made to

prolong this interview, and it was very quickly
aver. Annie returned home dissatisfied and

angry, determining to make one attempt more
;

and if that failed, she thought she could as suc-

cessfully wound by inuendoes and ridicule, should

mere acquaintance take the place of intimate

friendship.
Miss Grahame accordingly wiute in a truly

heroic and highly-phrased style, regretting,

sympathizing, and encouraging ;
but the an-

swer, though guardedly worded, told her too

plainly all her influence was over.

"I am not strong enough," wrote Caroline,

"yet to argue with you, or defend my conduct,
as I feel sure I should be compelled to do, did

we meet now. I find, too late, that on many
points we differ so completely, that the confi-

dential intercourse, which has hitherto been

ours, must henceforth be at an end. Forgive-
me, dear Annie, if it grieves you to read these

words
;
believe me, it is painful to me to write

them. But now that my feelings on so many
important subjects have been changed now
that the blinding, film has been mercifully re-

moved from my eyes, and I see the whole extent
of my sinful folly, I can not hope to find the

same friend in you. Too late, for my peace, I

have discovered that our principles of duty are

directly opposite. I blame you not for what I

am, for the suffering I am still enduring, no, for

that I alone have caused
;
but your persuasions,

your representations heightened the evil, strength-
ened me in my sinful course. You saw my folly,
and worked on it, by sowing the seeds of mis-
trust and dislike toward my parents. I was a

passive tool in your hands, and you endeavored
to mould me according to your notions of happi-
ness. I thank you for all the interest you have
thus endeavored to prove for me. You can not

regret withdrawing it, now I have in your eyes
proved myself so undeserving. This is the last

confidential letter I shall ever write, save to her
who is indeed my best, my truest, most indulgent
friend on earth

;
but before I entirely conclude,

the love, the friendship I have felt for you com-

pels me to implore you to pause in your career.

Oh, Annie, do not follow up those principles you
would have instilled in me

;
do not, oh, as you

value future innocence and peace, do not let

them be your guide in life; you wr
ill find them

hollow, vain, and false. Pause but for one mo-

ment, and reflect. Can there be happiness with-

out virtue, peace without integrity ? Is there

pleasure without truth ? Was deception pro-
ductive of felicity to me? Oh. no, no. That
visit to London, that introduction in the gay
world, to which I looked forward with so muc'.i

joy, the retrospection of which I hoped would
have enlivened Oakwood, oh, what does it pre-
sent ? A dreary waste of life, varied only by
remorse. Had my career been yours, you would

perhaps have looked on it differently ;
but I can

not. Oh, Annie, once more, I beseech, let not

such principles actuate your future conduct-;

they are wrong, they will lead to misery here,
and what preparation are they for eternity ?

"Farewell, and may God bless you! We
shall not, perhaps, meet again till next season,
and then it can not be as we have parted. An
interest in your welfare I shall ever feel, but

intimacy must be at an end between us.

"CAROLINE."
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CHAPTER VIII.

THERE was a dark, lowering frown obscuring
the noble and usually open brow of the young
heir of Oakwood, and undisguised anger visible

in every feature and every movement, as he

paced the library with disordered steps, about

ten days after the events we have recorded, and

three since his return from college. He had
crossed his arms on his chest, which was swell-

ing with the emotion he was with difficulty re-

pressing, and his tall, elegant figure appeared to

increase in height beneath his indignant and, in

this case, just displeasure.
Caroline's depression had not decreased since

her brother's arrival. She felt she had been

unjust to Percy, and a degree of coldness which
had appeared at first in his conduct toward her,

occasioned, though she knew it not, by her re-

jection of his friend St. Eval, which he believed

was occasioned by her love of Alphingham, whom
he fancied she still continued to regard with an

eye of favor
;
both these causes created reserve

and distance between the brother and sister, in

lieu of that cordiality which had hitherto sub-

sisted between them.

Percy had not been aware of all that had

passed between the viscount and Caroline till

that morning, when Emmeline, hoping to soften

his manner toward her sister, related, with all

her natural eloquence, the viscount's conduct,
and the triumph of duty which Caroline had
achieved. That he had even asked her of his

father, Percy knew not till then, and it was
this intelligence bursting on him at once, which
called forth such violent anger. Emmeline had
been summoned away before she had time to

note the startling effects of her words; but Her-
bert did, and though he was unacquainted with
the secret cause; of his brother's dislike toward
Lord Alphingham, he endeavored by gentle elo-

quence to pacify and turn him from his purpose,
at which he trembled."

" The villain, the cold-blooded, despicable
villain !" muttered Percy at intervals, as he
continued his hurried pace, without heeding,
perhaps not hearing, Herbert's persuasive ac-

cents. " To act thus foully to play thus on the

unguarded feelings of a weak, at least unsophis-
ticated, unsuspecting girl to gain her love, to

destine her to ruin and shame, the heartless mis-
creant ! Oh, that my promise prevented not my
exposing him to the whole world

;
but there is

another way the villain shall find such conduct
Dasses not unheeded !"

" You are right, Percy," interposed Herbert,

gently determining not to understand him. "It

his conduct be indeed such as to call forth, with

justice, this irritation on your part, his punish-,
ment will come at last."

"It shall come, ay, and by this hand!" ex-
claimed Percy, striking his clenched hand vio-

lently on the table; "if his conduct be such.
You speak coolly, Herbert, but you know not

ail. therefore I forgive you : it is the conduct of
a villain, ay, and he shall know it too. Before
three suns have set again, he shall feel my sister
has an avenger!"
"His schemes against the peace, the honor,

of the innocent are registered on high; be calm,
be satisfied, Percy. His last hour will be chas-
tisement enough."

"By heaven, it shall be!" retorted Percy
passion increasing, it appeared, at every gentle
word his brother spoke, and irritating "him be-

yond control. "Herbert, you will drive me
mad with this mistimed calmness

; you know
not half the injury she has received."
"Whatever might have been his schemes,

they have all failed, Percy, and therefore should
we not rather feel thankful for Caroline's res-
toration to her home, to herself, than thus en-

courage fury against him from whose snare she
has escaped?"

" Yes
;
and though his base plan, thanks to

my sister's strength of mind, or, rather, my
mother's enduring counsel, has not succeeded,
am I to sit calmly by and see her health, spirits,
alike sinking beneath that love which the de-

ceiving villain knew so well how to call forth ?
am I to see this, to gaze on the suffering he has
caused, unmoved, and permit him to pass un-
scathed, as if his victim had neither father
nor brother to protect and avenge her injured
honor?"

" Her honor is not injured. She is as inno-
cent and as pure as before Lord Alphingham
addressed her. Percy, you are increasing this

just displeasure, by imaginary causes. I do not
believe it to be love for him that occasions her

present suffering: I think, from the conversa-
tions we have had', it is much more like remorse
for the past, and bitter grief that the confidence
of our parents must, spite of their excessive

kindness, be for a time entirely withdrawn, not

any lingering affection for Alphingham."" Whatever it be, he is the primary cause.
Not injured !

every word of love from his lips is

pollution ;
his asking her of my father an atro-

cious insult; his endeavors to fly with her a
deadly sin an undying stain."

Herbert shuddered involuntarily." What would you say, or mean ?" he ex-
claimed. " What have 'you heard or known
concerning him, that calls for words like these ?"

" Ask me not, as you love me
;

it is enough I

know he is a villain," and Percy continued his

rapid walk. Herbert rose from his seat, and

approached him.
"
Percy," he said,

"
my dear brother, tell me

what is it you would do ? to what would this

unwonted passion lead ? Oh, let it not gain too

great a dominion, Percy. Dear Percy, what
would you do?"

"I would seek him, Herbert," replied Percy," wherever he is
; by whom surrounded. I

would taunt him as a deceiving, heartless vil-

lain, and if he demand satisfaction, by heaven,
it would be joy for me to give it !"

" Has passion, then, indeed obtained so much
ascendency, it would be joy for you to meet
him thus for blood ?" demanded Herbert, fixing
his large, melancholy eyes intently on Percy's
face, on which the cloud was becoming darker,
and his step even more rapid.

" Would you
seek him for the purpose of exciting anger like

your own ? is it thus you would avenge my
sister?"

"
Thus, and only thus," answered Percy, with

ungoverned fury.
" As others have done

;
man

to man I would meet him, and villain as he

is, I would have honorable vengeance for the

insult, not only to my sister, but to us all. Why
should I stay my hand?"
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"Why? because on you more than on manyj wisdom and justice of the Almighty? And sup-
others has the light of our blessed religion

j

pose you fell, instead of your adversary, in the

dawned,'
5 answered Herbert, calmly ;

" because
j meeting you would seek what, think you, would

you know what others think not of, that the law
j

be the emotions of all those who so dearly love

of our Master forbiddeth blood
;

that whoso- you, when they gazed on your bleeding corse,
ever sheds it, on whatever plea, his shall be de- and remembered you had sought death in de-

manded in return
;
because you know, in seek-

ing vengeance by blood, His law is disobeyed,
and His vengeance you would call upon your-
self. Percy, you will not, you dare not act as

this overwhelming passion dictates."
" Dare not," repeated the young man, light

flashing from his eye as if his spirit chafed at

that word, even from his brother,
" dare not

;

you mistake me, Herbert. I will not sit tamely
down beneath an injury such as this. I will

not see that villain triumph without one effort

to prove to him that he is known, and make the

whole world know him as he is."
" And would a hostile meeting accomplish

this ? Would that proclaim his villany, of what-
ever nature it may be, to the world ? Would

they not rather side with him, their present

minion, and even bring forward your unjustifi-
able conduct as a fresh proof in his favor ?

How would they give credit to the terms they

may hear you apply to him, when even in your
own family you speak not of the true cause of

this strange agitation and indignant anger."

Percy continued to pace the room for some
minutes without answering.

" My honor has been insulted in the person
of my sister," he muttered, at length, as if

speaking more to himself than to his brother
;

" and am I to bear that calmly ? Were the

truth made known, would not the whole world
look on me with s/^orn as a spiritless coward, to

whom the law of honor was as nothing ;
who

would see his sister suffering from the arts of

a miscreant, without one effort to revenge her."

"The law of honor," replied Herbert bitterly;
"

it is the law of blood, of murder, of willful, un-

called-for murder. Percy, my brother, banish

these guilty thoughts. Do not be one of those

misguided beings who, from that false, deceiving

plea, the law of honor, condemn whole families

3 misery, and themselves, without preparation,
without prayer, nay, in the very act of disobey-

g a sacred commandment of their God, rush

heedless into His presence, into awful eternity."
He paused, but not vainly had he spoken.

Percy gazed on his brother's features with greater

Imness, and more kindly but still impetuously,

J0j
" Would you have me then stand calmly by,
id behold my sister a suffering victim to his

though actual sin, thank God, has been

ared, and thus permit that villain Alphingham
continue his course triumphant?"
''Vengeance is mine, saith the Lord, and I

will repay it." answered Herbert, instantly,

twining his a>:m within that of his brother, and

looking up in his face with that beseeching
glance of affection which was so peculiar to his

features. "Dear brother, rest on those words
and be contented. It is not for us to think of

vengeance or to seek for retribution : justice is,

indeed, ours to claim, but in this case there is

no point on which we can demand it. Let Al-

phingham, even granting you know him as he is,

pursue his course in peace. Did you endeavor
*o indict chastisement, is it not doubting the

they had so carefully
of my mother's silent agony ;

fiance of every

has not Caroline's conduct occasioned sufficient

pain, and would you increase it? you, whose
most trifling. action is dictated by love for her;

you, in whom she has every reason to look for

so much virtue, honor, and self-control
;
whom

she so dearly, so devotedly loves ? Remember
what she would feel

; and, if no other consider-

ation have effect, surely that will bid you pause."
Percy still paced the room, but his head was

averted from his brother as he spoke, and his

step bespoke contending and painful emotions.

He did not answer when Herbert ceased to

speak, but his brother knew him well, and re-

mained silent.

"You have conquered, Herbert," he exclaim-
ed at length, firmly clasping his brother's hand
in his and raising his head

; anger still lingered
on his cheek, but his eye was softer.

"
I could

not bear my mother's wretchedness
;
I could not

thus repay her love, her cherished care. I will

not seek this base and heartless man. I tremble
for my present resolution, if he chance to cross

my path; but, for her sake I will avoid him; for

her sake, his villainy shall be still concealed."
" Endeavor to think of him more charitably,

my dear Percy, or forget him entirely, which

you will."
" Think of him charitably ;

him a fashionable,

fawning, seducing hypocrite!" burst from Percy,
in a tone of renewed passion.

" No ! the gall
he has created within me can not yet be turned

to sweetness;, forget him that at least is im-

possible, when Caroline's coldness and reserve

remind me disagreeably of him every day. It

is plain she looks on me as the destroyer of her

happiness: thinks, perhaps, had it not been for

my letter my father would have given his con-

sent, and she might have peacefully become the

wife of Alphingham. It is hard to bear unkind-

ness from one whom I have endeavored to pre-
serve from ruin."

"Nay, do not be unjust, Percy; are you not

cool and reserved yourself? How do we know

why Caroline is somewhat more so than usual ?

Poor girl, we may find excuses for her, but I

know no reason why you should treat her as

you do."
" Her whole conduct demands it. How did

she use that noble fellow, St. Eval
; encourage

him, so that their union was confidently assert-

ed, and then reject him for no cause whatever,

or, if she had a cause, for love of a villain, who,
it appears, in secret, possessed all the favor she

pretended to lavish on St. Eval both false and

deceiving."
"
Percy, you are determined to be angry with

every body to-day. I flattered myself my influ-

ence had allayed your passion, and behold, it is

only withdraw n from one object to be hurled upon
another. Can you not find some good cause

now to turn it from Caroline on me? Is it

nothing that I should dare face the tempest of

your wrath, and fell my impetuous and head*

strong brother exactly what I thought nothing,
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that I should have ventured to say there was a

thing on earth you dared not do?"

Percy turned sharply toward him, as if in that

moment he could be angry even with him
;
but

Herbert met his fierce glance with a smile

so full of affectionate interest that all Percy's

displeasure and irritation seemed at once re-

moved.
"
Displeased with you !" exclaimed Percy,

when involuntary admiration had taken the place
of anger, and unconsciously the noble serenity
of Herbert's temper appeared to sbothe the more
irritable nature of his own. "

Ay, Herbert, when
we two have exchanged characters, such may
be, till then I am contented to love and rever-

ence the virtue, the gentleness I can not make

my own. 1 '

" We are better thus, my brother," replied

Herbert, feelingly; were we the same, could I

have been the happy being you have made me
at college ? Much, very much happiness do I

owe to your high spirit, Percy. Without your
support, my life, spite of the charms of study,
would have been a painful void at college ;

and

though I feel, you know not perhaps how often

and how bitterly, that in many things I can not

hope to be your companion, yet to think my af-

fection may sometimes check the violence that

would lead you wrong, oh, that is all I can hope
for or desire."

" Have vou not my love, my confidence, my
fondest, warmest esteem?" exclaimed Percy,
impetuously, and twining his arm, as in fond-

ness he often did, around his brother's neck.
"Is there one among my gay companions I love

as you, though I appear" to seek their society
more?"

Herbert was silent.
" You do not doubt me, Herbert ?"

"Percy no !" exclaimed the youth, with un-
wonted ardor. To speak more at that moment
he could not, and ere words came at his com-

mand, the library door slowly opened, and Car-
oline languidly entered.

Herbert somewhat hurriedly left the room, to

conceal the agitation the interview with Percy
had occasioned him.
For some little time Caroline remained in the

library, seeking, it appeared, a book, without a
word passing between her and Percy. Both

evidently wished to speak, but neither liked to

begin ;
at length Caroline approached him.

"Percy," she began, and her voice trembled

sufficiently to prevent more. Percy was soft-

ened.
"
Well, dear Caroline, am 1 so very terrible

you can not speak to me ? I have been angry
and unjust, and you perhaps, a little too re-

served
;
so now let us forgive and forget, as we

did when we were children, and be friends for

the future."

He spoke with all his natural frankness, and
extended his hand toward her. Caroline's spirits
were so depressed, that the least word or token
of kindness overcame her, and pressing her
brother's hand in both hers, she turned away
her head to conceal the quickly-starting tears,
and Percy continued, trying to smile,

"Well, Caroline, will you not tell me what
you were going to say? I can not quite pene-
trate your thoughts."
Again Caroline hesitated, 'but then with an

effort she said, fixing her heavy eyes on her
brother's face,

;;

Percy, had you a real cause for writing to

my father as you did some few weeks ago, or
was it rumor alone which actuated your doing
so? I implore you to answer me truly."

t;
I had all. sufficient cause," he answered,

instantly. "It was from no rumor. Do you
think that, without good reason, I would have
endeavored to traduce the character of any
man ?"

" And what was that cause ? Why did you
implore my father, as he valued my future peace,
not to expose me to his fascinations?"

Caroline spoke slowly and deliberately, as if

every word were weighed ere it was uttered,
but with an expression on her features, as if life

and peace depended on his answer.

Percy looked earnestly at her.
"
Why should you ask this question, my dear

sister ?
55 ke said. "If I answer it, what good

will it do ? Why should I solve a mystery, that,
if you love this Alphingham, as this extreme

depression bids me believe, must bring but in-

crease of pain?"
"Percy," replied Caroline, raising her head

and standing with returning dignity before him,
"
Percy, do not let the idea of my love bid you

hesitate. Increase of pain I do not think is

possible ;
but yet, do not mistake me, that pain

does not spring from disappointed affection.

Percy, I do not love Lord Alphingham ;
I have

been fascinated, and the remembrance of the

past still clings to me with remorse and suffer-

ing ;
but I never loved him as, had I not been

infatuated and blind, had I not rejected the

counsels and confidence of my mother, I might
have loved another. You know not how I have
been led on, how I have permitted myself to be
but a tool in the hands of those whose independ-
ence I admired, and aided them by my own
reckless folly the wish to prove, however

differently I was educated, still I could act with

equal spirit. Had it not been for that self-will,

that perverse spirit, I might now have been a

happy and a virtuous wife, loving and esteeming
that superior being, whose affections I willfully
cast away; but that matters not now," she add-

ed, hurriedly.
" My mother was right, I was

unworthy to share his lot but of this rest as-

sured, I do not love I never have loved for I

can not esteem Lord Alphingham."
" But why then wish to know more concern-

ing him ?" Percy said, much relieved by his

sister's words, and more pleased than he chose

to appear by her allusion to St. Eval. "Is it

not enough your connection with him is entirely
broken off?"

"
No, Percy ;

I have rejected him, dissolved

our engagement, I scarcely know wherefore,

except that I felt I could not be his without my
father's consent

;
but there are times I feel as

if 1 had treated him unjustly, that I have had no

cause to think ill of him
; my conduct had en-

couraged him. To me he has been devoted and

respectful, and though I could not, would not be

his wife, yet these thoughts linger on my mind,
and add most painfully to the chaos already
there."

Twice Percy slowly traversed the room, with

a countenance on which anxious thought was

iy imprinted. He paused opposite to Caro-
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line, took both her hands in his, and spoke in a
voice which, though low, was so solemn that it

thrilled to her inmost soul.
"
Caroline, I had hoped the fatal secret made

known to me would never have passed my lips,

but for the restoration of your peace it shall he

divulged, nor will the injured one who first in-

trusted it to me, to preserve you from ruin, be-

lieve I have betrayed her trust. You have not

suspected the whole extent of evil that would
have been yours, had you indeed fled with that

hypocritical villain. Caroline, Lord Alphing-
ham is a married man his wife still lives !"

Had a thunderbolt fallen at her feet, or the

earth yawned beneath her, not more pale or

transfixed would Caroline have stood than she

did as those unexpected words fell clear and
sshrill as a trumpet-blast upon her tortured ear.

Amid all her conjectures as to the meaning of

Percy's words, this idea had never crossed her
mind

;
that Alphingham could thus have delib-

erately been seeking her ruin, under the guise
of love and honor, was a stretch of villainy that

entered not into her conception. Now that the

truth was known, she stood as if suddenly turn-

ed to marble, her cheek, her very lips bearing
the color of death. Then came the thoughts
of the past; had it not been for those recollec-

tions of her childhood, her mother's love, devo-

tion, what would she now have been ? In vain

she struggled to bear up against that rushing
torrent of thought 5 every limb was seized with
violent trembling, her brain reeled, and she

would have sunk to the* ground, had not Percy,
alarmed at the effects of his words, led her ten-

derly to a seat, and kneeling by her side, threw
his arms around her. Her head sunk on his

shoulder, and she clung to him as if evil and

guilt and wretchedness still hovered like fiends

around her, and he would protect her from them
all. Fire again flashed from the eyes of the

young man as he thought on Alphingham, but

for her sake he restrained himself, and endeav-

ored by a few soothing words to calm her.

"Tell me all all you know. I can bear it,"

she said at length, almost inaudibly, and looking

up with features as death-like as before. Percy
complied with her request, and briefly related

as follows :

He had become acquainted during his college

life, he told her, with a widow and her daughter,
who lived about four or five miles from Oxford.

Some service he had rendered them, of suffi-

cient importance to make him an ever wel-

come and acceptable guest within the precincts
of that cottage, which proclaimed a refined and

elevated taste, although its inmates were not of

the highest class. Both, Percy fancied, were

widows, although he scarcely knew the found-

ation of that fancy, except the circumstance of

their living together, and the husband of the

younger lady never appearing; nor was his

name ever mentioned in the confidential convers-

ations he sometimes had with them, which the

service he had had in his power to do demanded.
Mrs. Amesfort, the daughter, still possessed

great beauty, which a shade of pensive thought,
sometimes amounting to deep melancholy, ren-

dered even more lovely. Her age might have

been six or seven and twenty, she could not

have been more. At an earlier age, there was
still evidence that she had V,een a sparking,

lively girl, and her mother would frequently re.

late to the young man the change that sorrow

and sorrow, she hinted, of a peculiarly painful
nature had made in one who, ten years pre-
vious, had been so full of life and glee. Decline,
slow but sure, it seemed even to Percy's inex-

perienced eye, was marked on her pale features
;

and at those times when bodily suffering was

greatest, her spirit would resume a portion of

its former lightness, as if it rejoiced in the antici-

pated release. There was a deep thrilling

melody in her voice, whether in speaking or.

when strength allowed, in warbling forth the

pathetic airs of her native land; for Agnes
Amesfort was a child of Erin, once enthusiastic,

warm, devoted, as were her countrywomen
possessing feelings that even beneath that pale,
calm exterior would sometimes burst forth and

tinge her cheek, and light up her soul-speaking

eye with momentary but brilliant radiance, and

whispered too clearly what she once had been,
and what was now the wreck.
The gayety, the frankness, and unassuming

manner of Percy rendered him a most acceptable
visitant at Isis Lodge, so the cottage was called

;

he was ever ready with some joyous tale, either

of Oxford or of the metropolis, to bring a smile

even to the lips of Mrs. Amesfort. It was not

likely that he should so frequently visit the cot-

tage without exciting the curiosity and risibility

of his college companions ;
but he was enabled

cheerfully and with temper to withstand it all,

feeling secure in his own integrity, and confident

that the situation in which he stood relative to

the inmates of that cottage was mutually under-

stood. Several inquiries Percy made concerning
these interesting females, but no intelligence of

their former lives could he obtain
; they had only

settled in the cottage a few months previous to

the period of his first acquaintance with them;
and whence they came, and who they were, no
one knew nor cared to know. It was enough
for the poor for many miles round, that the as-

sistance of the strangers was extended toward
them with kind words, and consolation in their

troubles
;
and for the Oxonians, that though they

received with extreme and even grateful polite-
ness the visits made them, they were never re-

turned.

One little member of this small family Percy
had not mentioned, a little girl, who might have
been about eight or nine years old, an interest-

ing child, whom Percy had saved from a watery
grave in the rapid Isis, which rolled at the base
of the grounds ;

a child, in whom the aiiections

of her widowed mother were centered with a

force and intensity, that it appeared death itself

could but divide
;
and she was, indeed, ono to

love affectionate, and full of glee ; yet the least

sign of increased suffering on the part of her

mother would check the wild exuberance of

childish spirits, without diminishing in the least

her cheerfulness, and she would throw her arms
around her neck, and fondly ask, if she might by
kisses wile away the pain. Many a game of

play did she have with her preserver, whose ex-
treme kindness and excessive liveliness excited
the affections of the child, and increased and

preserved the gratitude his courageous conduct
had occasioned in the bosom of that young de-
voted mother, whose every earthly joy was cen-
tered in her fatherless child.
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It happened, that in speaking one day of

London society, and of the reigning belles and

beaux of the season, that Percy casually men-

tioned the name of Lord Alphingham, who he

declared was by all account so overwhelmed

with attentions and flatteries, since his return

from a nine years' residence on the Continent,
that there was every chance of his being thor-

oughly spoiled, if he were not so already, and

losing every grain of sense, if he had any to lose.

He was surprised, as he spoke, at the very visi-

ble agitation of the elder lady, whose color went
and came so rapidly, that involuntarily he turn-

ed toward her daughter, wondering if any such

emotion were visible in her; and though she did

not appear paler than usual, nor was any out-

ward emotion visible, save that her arm was
somewhat tightly bound round the tiny figure of

the little. Agnes, he almost started, as he met
those large soft eyes fixed full upon him, as if

they would penetrate his soul; and though her

voice was calm, unhesitating, and firm, as she

asked him if he were acquainted with Lord

Alphingham, yet its tones sounded even more

thrilling, more sadly than usual. He answered

truly in the negative, adding, he was not am-
bitious of his acquaintance ;

as a man, he was
not one to suit his fancy. Many questions did

Mrs. Amesfort ask relative to this nobleman,
and still unconsciously her arm held her child

more closely to her side. The elder lady's looks

were bent on them both, expressive, it seemed
to Percy, of fondness for those two beloved ob-

jects, and struggling with indignation toward
another.

Percy returned to college that evening un-

usually thoughtful. What could Lord Alphing-
ham have to do with the inhabitants of that sim-

ple cottage ? Incoherent fancies occupied his

mind, but from ail which presented themselves
as solutions to the mystery his pure mind revolt-

ed
; and, compelled by an impulse he could not

resist, he continued to speak of Alphingham
every time he visited the cottage; Mrs. Ames-

fort, it appeared to him, rather encouraging than

checking his conversation on that subject, by
introducing it herself, and demanding if his name
were still mentioned in Percy's letters from town.

Mrs. Morley, her mother, ever looked anxiously
at her, as if she could have wished the subject
unnamed

;
but still Alphingham continued to be

the theme so constantly discussed at Isis Lodge,
that Percy felt no repugnance in mentioning
those reports which allied his sister's name with

that of the viscount. Again were the eyes of

Mrs. Amesfort fixed intently on his face, and she

spoke but little more during that evening's visit.

Percy left her, unable to account for the deep
and serious thought imprinted on her features,
nor the look with which' she bade him seek her

the following day at an appointed hour, as she

earnestly wished to speak with him alone. The

day passed heavily till he was again with her.

She was alone; and steady determination more
than ever marked on her clear and polished
brow. She spoke, and Percy listened, absorb-
ed

;
she alluded to his preservation of her child,

and, in that moment of reawakened gratitude,
all the enthusiasm of her country spoke in her

eyes and voice
;
and then a moment she paused.

ani a bright and apparently painful flush mount-
ed lo those cheeks which Percy had ever seen

so pale. She implored his forbearance vatn

her; his pardon, at what might appear an un-
warrantable interference on her part in the
affairs of his family ; but his many and eloquent
descriptions of them, particularly of his mother,
had caused an interest that compelled her to

reveal a fatal secret which, she had hoped,
would never have passed her lips. Was it a
mere rumor, or were Lord Alphingham's atten-
tions marked and decided toward his sister?

Percy believed there was very good foundation
for the rumors he had heard.

Did his parents approve of it ? she again asked,
and the flush of excitement faded. Percy was
not quite sure; he rather thought, by his moth-
er's letters, she did not, though Caroline was
universally envied as an object of such profound
attention from one so courted and admired. Did
his sister love him ? the words appeared wrung
with a violent effort from Mrs. Amesfort's lips.
He did not fancy she did as yet ;

but he doubt-
ed not the power of Lord Alphingham's many
fascinations and exclusive devotion to herself,
on one naturally rather susceptible to vanity as

was Caroline.
"
Oh, if you love your sister, save her ere it

be too late, ere her affections are engaged,"
was Mrs. Amesfort's reply, with a burst of

emotion, the more terrible, from its contrast

with her general calm and unmoved demeanor.

"Expose her not to those fascinations which I

know no heart can resist. Let her not associate

with him with my husband; he is not free to

love I am his lawful wife
;
and the child you

saved is his his own the offspring of lawfully-
hallowed wedlock; though he has cast me off,

though his eyes have never gazed upon my
child, yet, yet we are his. No cruel words of

separation has the law of England spoken. But
do not, oh ! if you have any regard for me," she

continued, wildly seizing both Percy's hands, as

she marked the dark blood of passion kindling on

the young man's brow, "do not
betray him; do

not let him know that his wife his injured wife

has risen to cry shame upon him, and banish

him from those circles wherein he is formed tc

mingle. Promise me faithfully, solemnly, you
will not betray my secret more than is necessary
to preserve your sister from misery and ruin. I

thought even for her I could not have spoken
thus, but I gazed on my child, and remembered
she too has a mother, whose happiness is cen-

tered in her as mine is in my Agnes, and I could

hesitate no more. Promise me, you will not

abuse my confidence, Mr. Hamilton, promise
me

;
let me not have the misery of reproaches

from him to whom my fond heart still clings, as

it did at first. Yes; though for nine long weary
years I have never seen his face nor heard his

voice, still he knows not, guesses not how his

image dwells within, how faithfully, how fervidly

he is still beloved. Promise me my existence

shall not be suspected, that neither he nor any
one shall know the secret of my existence. It

is enough for me he lives, is happy. My child !

could I but see her in the station her rank de-

mands but, oh, I would not force her on her

father."

She would still have spoken, still have en-

treated, but this unwonted emotion had exhaust-

ed her feeble strength. Greatly moved by this

extraordinary disclosure, and struck with that
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deep devotedness, that undying love, Percy |
of his letter, the passionate affection breathing
in every line, the sacred nature of his promise.
She felt her doom, and ere her child was six

months old, her feelings, ominous of evil, were

fully verified.

Lord Alphingham lingered some time, and
his son found in the society in which the vis-

count took good care he should continually

mingle, attractions weighty enough to banish
from his fickle heart all love, and nearly all

recollection of his wife. He found matrimony
would be very inconvenient in the gay circle of
which he was a member. All the better feel-

ings and qualities of his youth fled : beneath the
influence of example and bad companionship
his evil ones were called forth and fostered, and

speedily he became the heartless libertine we
have seen him. His letters to the unfortunate

Agnes were' less and less frequent, and at length
ceased altogether, and the sum transmitted for

her use every year was soon the only proof that

he still lived. His residence in foreign lands,
the various names he assumed, baffled all her
efforts at receiving the most distant intelligence

solemnly pledged his word to preserve her se

cret.

"My course will soon be over, my sand run

out," she said, after energetically thanking him
for his soothing and relieving words, and in a

tone of such sad. resigned hopelessness, that,

irritated as he felt toward Alphingham, his eye

glistened and his lips, quivered.
" And where-

fore should I dash down his present enjoyment
by standing forward and proclaiming myself his

wife ? Why should I expose my secret sorrows,

my breaking heart, to the inspection of a cold

and heartless world, and draw down on my dying
moments his wrath, for the poor satisfaction

of beholding myself recognized as Viscountess

Alphingham? Would worldly honors supply
the place of his affection ? Oh, no, no ! I am
better as I am. The tears of maternal and filial

love will hallow my grave ;
and he, too, when

he knows, for his sake, to save him a pang, I

have suffered my heart to break in uncomplain-
ing silence, oh, he too may shed one tear, be-

rho loved him to thestow a thought on one

last!"
" But your child !" exclaimed Percy, almost

involuntarily.
" Will be happier here, under my mother's

care, unconscious of her birth, than mingling in

A dangerous world, without a mother to cherish

and protect her. Her father might neglect,

despise her; she might, be a bar to a second

and a happier union,- and. oh, I could not die in

peace did 1 expose her thus."

Percy was silent, and when the interview had

closed/he bade that devoted woman farewell,
with a saddened and deeply thoughtful brow.
Lord Alphingham had been a student in

Dublin, in the environs of which city dwelt
Mrs. Morley, a widow, and this her only child.

At their cottage he became a constant and
devoted guest, and, as might have been expect-

ed, his impetuous and headstrong nature became

desperately enamored of the beautiful and in-

nocent Agnes, then only seventeen. Spite of

his youth, being barely twenty, neither mother
nor daughter could withstand his eloquent solic-

itations, and a private but sacred marriage was

performed. He quitted college, but still linger-
ed in Ireland, till a peremptory letter from his

father summoned him to England, to celebrate

his coming of age. He left his bride, and the

anguish of parting was certainly at that time

mutual. Some few months Agnes hoped for

and looked to his return. Alphingham. then

Lord Amesfort, on his part, was restrained only

by the fear of the inveteracy of his fathers dis-

position from confessing his marriage, and send-

ing for his wife. Another bride, of rank and

wealth, was proposed to him, and then he con-

fessed the truth. The fury of the old man knew
no bounds, and he swore to disinherit his son,
if he did not promise never to return to his

ignoble wife, whom he vowed he never would

acknowledge. Amesfort promised submission,

fully intending to remain constant till his fa-

ther's death, which failing health proclaimed was
not far distant, and then seek his gentle wife,
and introduce her in her proper sphere. He
wrote to this effect, and the boding heart of

\gnes sunk at once
;
in vain her mother strove

to rouse her energies, by alluding to the strain

concerning and Agnes still lingered in

it was she

Nine years

hopeless resignation
" The heart will break,

but brokenly live on ;" and thus

lived, existing for her child alone,

they had been parted, and Agnes had ever
shrunk in evident pain from quitting her native

land, and that cottage which had been the scene
of her brief months of happiness; but when
change of air was pleaded in behalf of her child,
then suffering from lingering fever, when change
of climate was stronjjly recommended by the

physicians, in secret for herself equally with
that of her little girl, she hesitated no longer,
and a throb of mingled pain and pleasure swell-

ed her too fond heart as her foot pressed tho

native land of her husband. Some friends ol

her mother, unacquainted with her sad story,
resided near Oxford, and thither they bent their

steps, and finally fixed their residence, where
Mrs. Amesfort soon had the happiness of be-

holding her child restored to perfect health and
radiant in beauty ; perhaps the faint hope that'

Alphingham might one day unconsciously be-

hold his Daughter, reconciled her to this resi-

She was in his own land
5
shedence in England.

might hear of him, of his happiness ; and, deeply
injured as she was, that knowledge to her too

warm, too devoted heart was all-sufficient.

Such were the particulars of the story which

Percy concisely yet fully related in confidence

to his sister. Caroline neither moved nor spoke

during his recital
;

her features still retained

their deadly paleness, and her brother almost in-

voluntarily felt alarmed. A few words she said,
as' he ceased, in commentary on his tale, and her

voice was calm. Nor did her step falter as she

quitted the library, and returned to her own

room, when, carefully closing the door, she sunk
on the nearest seat, and covering her eyes with

her hands, as if to shut out all outward objects,

gave unchecked dominion to the incongruous
thoughts occasioned by Percy's tale. She could

not define or banish them; a sudden oppression

appeared cast upon her brain, deadening its pow-
ers, and preventing all relief from tears. Tho

ruin, the wretchedness from which she had been

mercifully preserved stood foremost in her mind,
all else appeared a strange and frightful dream.
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The wife and child of Alphingham flitted like
j

mocking phantoms before her eyes, and the coun-

tenance of Alphingham himself glared at her,

and his gibing laugh seemed to scream in her

ears, and transform him into a malignant fiend

reveling in the misery he had created. She

strove to pray, but vainly; no words of such

soothing and consoling- import rose to her lips.

How long she remained in this state of wretch-

edness she knew not, but it was the mild accents

of her mother's voice that roused her from her

trance.
" Are you not well, Caroline ? What is the

matter, love ?" Mrs. Hamilton asked, alarmed
at the icy coldness of her daughter's hand, and

kissing, as she spoke, her pallid cheek.

Caroline threw her arms round her, and a

violent flood of tears relieved the misery from

which she was suffering so painfully.
" Do not ask me to reveal the cause of this

weakness, my dearest mother," she said, when
voice returned. "I shall be better now, and

never, never again shall recollections of the past,

by afflicting me, cause you solicitude. Do not

fancy this apparent grief has any thing to do

with regret at my late decision, or for still linger-

ing aiTection
; oh, no, no. Do not look at me so

anxiously, mother
;

I have had a long, long con-

versation with Percy, and that has caused the

weakness you perceive ;
but it will soon pass

away, and I shall be your own happy Caroline

again."
Tears were still stealing from those bloodshot

eyes : but she looked up in Mrs. Hamilton's face

with an expression of such confiding affection,

that her mother's anxious fears were calmed.

She would not inquire more, nor question Percy,
when he sought her in her boudoir before din-

ner, to request that no notice might be taken, if

his sister's manner were that evening less calm
than usual. Mrs. Hamilton felt thankful that

an understanding had taken place between her

children, whose estrangement had been a source

of severe pain, and she waited trustingly and

calmly for time to do its work on the torn heart

and agitated nerves of Caroline.

To Emmeline's extreme delight, preparations
for their departure from London and return to

Oakwood were now proceeding in good earnest.

Never did that fair and innocent face look more

joyous and animated, and never had her laugh
been more glad and ringing, than when the car-

riage rolled away from Berkeley-square. Every
circumstance of their journey increased her

childlike glee, every town they passed through
an object of interest, and even the pensive feat-

ures of her cousin Ellen reflected her uncheck-

ed joyousness. They seldom traveled more
than forty miles a day" and consequently it was
not till the evening of the fourth they neared the

village, whose inhabitants, clad in holiday attire,

stood at the doors of their houses to receive

them, with silent and repectful, yet very evident

tokens of joy. The evening was most lovely ;

the sun had lost the splendor of its beams, though
clouds of every brilliant hue proclaimed the in-

creased glory which attended its hour of rest,
at times lost behind a richly glowing cloud, and
then bursting forth again and dyeing all nature
with a flood of gold. The river lay calmly
sleeping before them, while on its glassy bosom
the heavens cast their radiance, relieved by the

shade of the mighty trees that stood to guard its

banks
;
the rich foliage of the trees, the superb

green of the fields, in some of which the ripen-
ing corn was beginning to stud with gold, the
varied flowers gemming the fertile hedge, the

holy calmness of this summer eve, all called
forth the best feelings of the human heart. For
a few minutes even Emmeline was silent, and
then her clear silvery voice was heard chanting,
as if by an irresistible impulse, the beautiful

hymn of the Tyrolese, so peculiarly appropriate
to the scene. On, on they went, the white walls
of the church peeping through clustering ivy,
the old and venerable rectory next came in sight;
a few minutes more, and the heavy gates of Oak-
wood were thrown wide to receive them, and
the carriages swept along the well-known en-

trance. Every tree and shrub, and even flower,
were now looked on by Emmeline and Percy
with increased and somewhat boisterous expres-
sions of delight.

"
Try if you can not be still a very short time

longer, dear Emmeline," whispered the more
restrained Ellen, whose eye had caught a glimpse
of Caroline's countenance, and who perceived in

an instant her feelings were not in unison with
Emmeline's. She was right; Caroline could

not feel as did her sister. She was not the same

light-hearted, innocent being she had been when
she quitted Oakwood

;
the appearance of the

home of her childhood vividly recalled all that

had occurred since she had mingled in the world,
that world of which she had indulged so many
brilliant visions; and while Emmeline's laugh
conveyed gladness in that hour to all who heard

it, Caroline leaned forward to conceal from her

companions the tears that stole silently down her
cheek.

A shout from Percy p;oclaimed the old hall

in sight. A group of domestics stood on the

steps, and the setting sun threw its brilliant hues

on the mansion, as if with increased and unusual

luster that venerable spot should welcome the

return of the Hamilton family within its shelter-

ing walls.

CHAPTER IX.

" THERE wants but the guardian spirit of yon
old manor to render this scene as perfect as her

society would bid the present hours roll on in

unalloyed felicity to me," was Herbert Hamil-
ton's observation some little time after their re-

turn to Oakwood, as he stood, arm in arm with

his friend Arthur Myrvin, on the brow of a hill

which overlooked, among other beautiful objects,
Greville Manor, now inhabited by strangers.

Young Myrvin smiled archly, but, ere their

walk that evening was concluded, he too had
become interested in the being so dear to his

friend; for Herbert spoke in perfect confidence,
secure of friendly sympathy. Oakwood was to

him as dear, perhaps even dearer, than to Em-
melirie, for bis nature and tastes were not such

as any amusement in London could gratify. His

recreation from the grave studies necessary for

the profession which ne had chosen was to wan-
der forth with a congenial spirit, and, marking
Nature in all her varied robes, adore his Creator

in His works as well as in His word. In Lon-

don his ever-active mind longed intensely to do
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good, and his benevolent exertions frequently
j

exceeded his strength; it was his chief delight to
j

seek the dwellings of the poor, to. relieve dis-
j

tress, alleviate affliction. The prisoner in his
:

cell, the bold and willful transgressor of the laws
of God, these would he teach, and by gentle ad-

monitions bring nearer to the throne of grace, i

Yet, notwithstanding the gratification which the
|

pursuits of Herbert gave to his parents, they oft-

en felt considerable anxiety lest his health should
suffer from his unceasing efforts, and they re-

joiced on that account when their removal to

Oakwood afforded their son a quieter ajid more
healthful field of occupation. For miles around
Oakwood the name of Herbert Hamilton was
never spokeu without a blessing. There he could
do good ; there he could speak of God, and be-
hold the fruits of his pious labors ; there was Mr.
Howard ever ready to guide and to sympathize,
and there was the field of Nature spread before
him to fill his heart with increased and glowing
adoration and reverential love.

It was well for Herbert his parents were such
as could understand and sympathize in these ex-

alted feelings; had harshness, or even neglect,
been extended over his childhood and his open-
ing youth, happiness, such as had gilded his life,

would never have been his.

As Emmeline had rejoiced, so also might have

Herbert, as they neared the gates of his home, I

had there not been one recollection to dim his
j

happiness. She who had shared in all his pleas- 1

ures, who had shed a charm over that spot a
;

charrn which he had never felt so keenly as when
j

he looked for it and found it not; the favorite
j

play-fellow of his infancy, the companion of his
[

youth, his plighted bride, she was in far-distant

lands, and vainly on his first return home did
|

Herbert struggle to remove the weight of lone-
'

liness resting on his heart; he never permitted i

it to be apparent, for to his family he was the

same devoted son and affectionate brother he
had ever been, but painfully he felt it. Mr. Myr-

|

vin and his son were now both inmates of Mr.
j

Hamilton's family. The illegality of the pro- '.

ceedings against the former, in expelling him i

from his ministry of Llangwillan, had now been
i

clearly proved, for the earnestness of Mr. Hamil-
j

ton permitted no delay ; and tears of pious grati- I

tude chased down the cheeks of the injured man
J

as he recognized in the person of his benefactor
j

the brother of the suffering woman whom he had
J

sheltered, and whose bed of death he had de-
;

prived
of its sting. The persuasions of Mr. Ham-

j

ilton succeeded in conquering his objections to

the plan, and he consented to make Oakwood i

his home for a short time, ere he once more set-

tled in his long-loved rectory.
With Arthur, Ellen speedily resumed her

place ; the remembrance of that neglected little

girl had never left Mr. Myrvin's mind ; and
when, radiant in animation and returning health

and happiness, she hastily, almost impetuously,
advanced to meet him, he pressed her to his bo-

som with the affection of a father ; and even as a

daughter Ellen devoted herself to him during his

residence at Oakwood. He had been the first

in England to treat her with kindness ; he had
soothed her childish sorrow, and cheered her

painful duties; he had been the first since her
father's death to evince interest for her; and,

though so many years had passed that the little

girl was fast verging into womanhood, yet such

things were not forgotten, and Ellen endeavored

to prove the gratitude which time nad not ef-

faced.

Ellen was happy, her health almost entirely
restored: but it was scarcely possible for any
observant person to live with her for any time,
without noticing the expression of pensive mel-

ancholy, of subdued spirit, unnatural in one still

so very young, that, unless animated by any cas-

ual circumstances, ever rested on her features.

Mr. Myrvin soon noticed this, and rather won-
dered such should still be, when surrounded by
so much kindness and affection. Her gentleness
and controlled temper, her respectful devotion
to her aunt and uncle, were such as to awaken
his warmest regard, and cause him to regret that

shade of remaining sadness so foreign to her age.
Traces of emotion were so visible on her cheeks
one day, returning from a walk with Mr. Myr
vin, that Mrs. Hamilton felt convinced that the
tale of the past had been told, and fearing her
niece had done herself injustice, she scrupled no

longer in alluding to it herself. Mr. Myrvin was

deeply affected at the tale, and much relieved
when the whole was known ; for when he had

praised her general conduct, and approved of so

many feelings and sentiments she had acknowl-

edged, and then tenderly demanded the cause
of that depression he sometimes witnessed, Ellen
had given vent to a violent burst of emotion, and
spoken of a sin> a fearful sin, which long years
ofprobation alone could wash away. Her strong,
her terrible temptation, her extreme wretched
ness and dreadful sufferings she had not men-
tioned, and, consequently, when known, an air

of even more gentle and more affectionate inter

est pervaded Mr. Myrvin's manner toward her.

Hearing her one day express an ardent de.ire

once more to visit Llangwillan, to see again her
mother's grave, 1>3 earnestly entreated Mrs.
Hamilton's permission for her to visit him for a

few weeks ; her company would, he said, indeed
shed joy over his home, and afford much pleas-
ure to a widowed sister who resided with him.
Mrs. Hamilton smilingly consented, and a flush

of animated pleasure dyed Ellen's cheeks at the

proposal. For about a quarter of an hour she
was all delight and animation, when suddenly a

thought entered her mind, banishing her unusual

mirth, and filling her eyes with tears. Her voice

faltered audibly as she warmly thanked Mr.

Myrvin and her aunt for their wish to increase

her happiness, but she would rather not leave

home that year. The change was so sudden,
her manner so contradictory to her words, that

Mrs. Hamilton, believing some fanciful reason

existed, would have insisted on her compliance,
and playfully accused her of unfounded caprice.
There was, however, a degree of earnest en-

treaty in her manner that Mr. Myrvin would not

combat, and he expressed himself contented

with her promise for the following year. Mrs.

Hamilton was not, however, quite so easily sat-

isfied. Ellen had been latterly so open with

her, that any thing like concealment in her con-

duct gave her some little uneasiness; but she

could not withstand the imploring look of her

niece, as she entreated her not to think her ca-

pricious and willful ;
she was sure Mrs. Hamil-

ton would approve of her reason, did she con-

fess it*
" I am not quite so sure of that," was her

aunt's smiling reply ;

"
but, however, I will trust

you, though I do not like mysteries," and the

subject was dismissed.
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Tli > manners and conversation of Arthur Myr-
vin were such as to prepossess both Mr. and Mrs.

Hamilton very much in his favor, and strength-
ened the opinion they had already formed con-

cerning him on the word of their son. The re-

spectful deference with which he ever treated

Caroline and Emmeline often caused a laugh at

his expense from Percy, but gratified Mrs. Ham-
ilton. Percy declared he stood as much in awe
of his sisters as if they were the highest ladies in

the land. Arthur bore his raillery with unruffled

temper, but he felt the distance that fortune

placed between him and those fair girls, and he

hoped, by reserve, to lessen the danger that

might in their society attack his peace. Emme-
line mistook this cautious reserve for coldness
and distaste toward women, and, with the arts

of a playful child, she frequently endeavored to

draw him from his abstraction, and render him
a more agreeable companion.
There was still so very much of the child in

Emmeline, though now rapidly approaching her

eighteenth birth-day, she was still eo very young
in manners and appearance, that the penetration
of Mrs. Hamilton must not be too severely criti-

cised if it failed in discovering that, intimately
mingled with this child-like manner the warm
enthusiasm of?i kind nature was a fund of deep
reflection, and feelings quite equal to her age.
Mrs. Hamilton fancied the realities of life were
still to her a dream. Had any one spoken to

her of the marriage of Emmeline as soon taking
place, she would have started at the idea as a

thing for some years impossible ; and that her
j

affections might become engaged that the child-

like, innocent, joyous Emmeline, whose gayest
pleasures still consisted in chasing with wild glee
the butterflies as they sported on the summer
flowers, or tying garlands of the fairest buds to
adorn her own or her sister's hair, or plucking
the apples from the trees and throwing them to

the village children as they sauntered at the or-

chard gate whose graver joys consisted in rev-

eling iii every poet that her mother permitted
her to read, or making her harp resound with
wild, sweet melody whose laugh was still so
unchecked and gay that such a being could
think of love, of that fervid and engrossing pas-
sion, which can turn the playful girl into a think-

ing woman, Mrs. Hamilton may be pardoned if

she deemed it as yet a thing that could not be;
and she, too, smiled at the playful mischief with
which Emmeline would sometimes claim the at-

tention of young Myrvin, engage him in conver-
sation, and then, with good-humored wit and
repartee, disagree in all he said, and compel him
to defend his opinions with all the eloquence he
possessed.
With Ellen, young Myrvin was more at his ;

ease ; he recalled the days that were past, and
I

never felt with her the barrier which his sensi-

tive delicacy had placed between himself and her
j

cousins. Arthur was proud, more so than he was
aware of himself. He would have considered
himself more humbled to love and sue for one
raised by fortune or rank above him, than in unit-

ing with one who in both these essentials was his
inferior. He was ambitious, but for honors anfl
station obtained by his own endeavors, not con-
ferred by another. From his earliest youth he
had grown up with so strong an impression that
he was intended for the Church, that he consid-

I

ered it impossible any other profession could suit
him better. When he mingled intimately at col- !

lege with young men of higher rank and higher
hopes, he discovered too late ti.at a clergyman's
life was not such as to render him most happy ;

but he could not draw back; he would not so

disappoint his father. He felt and knew, to ob-
tain the summit of his desires, to be placed in a

public situation, where his ambition would have
full scope, required a much larger fortune than
his father possessed. He clothed himself in what
he believed to be resignation and contentment,
but which was, in truth, a morbid sensitiveness
to his lot in life, which he imagined poverty
would separate from every other. Association
with Herbert Hamilton, to whom in frankness
he confided these secret feelings, did much to-

ward removing their bitterness; and the admira-
tion which he felt for Herbert, whose unaffected

piety and devotion to the Church he could not
fail to appreciate, partially reconciled bis ambi-
tious spirit to his station. Yet the exalted ideas

of Herbert were not entirely shared by Arthur,
whose thoughts were centered in a more stirring

field of usefulness than it would in all probability
be his to fill. Herbert combated these objec-
tions with so much eloquence, he pointed with
such ardent zeal to the crown eternal that would
be his, when divine love had triumphed over all

earthly ambition, and his duties were done for

love of Him who had ordained them, that when
the time of his ordination came (which it did

very shortly after the commencement of this chap-

ter), he would not have drawn back even had a
more attractive profession been offered for his ac-

ceptance. The friendship and countenance of

Mr. Hamilton did much to reconcile him to his

lot. Mr. Howard's curate died suddenly, at the

very time that Mr. Hamilton was wilting to the

Marquis of Mulvern, in Arthur's favor, for a va-

cant living then at his disposal. Both now were
offered to the young man's choice, and Percy,
even Mr. Hamilton himself, were somewhat sur-

prised that, without a moment's hesitation, he ac-

cepted that under Mr. Howard, in the gift of Mr.

Hamilton, inferior as it was in point of worldly
prospects to Lord Malvern's. His two parishes
were situated about nine or ten miles from Oak-

wood, and seven or eight from Mr. Howard's

rectory ; and, ere Mr. Myrvin returned to Llau-

gwillan, he had the satisfaction of seeing his son

settled comfortably in his curacy, performing his

duties to the approval of his rector, and gaining
by his manner the affection of his parishioners.

Herbert alone knew to its full extent the con-

quest his friend had achieved over himself. His
inclination led him to ambitious paths, where he

might in time obtain the notice of and mingle in

the highest ranks; but when the innate noble-

ness of his mind showed him where his duty lay,
when conscience loudly whispered now was the

time to redeem the errors of his college life, to

prove his reverence for his father, to preserve
the kindness of those friends, exalted alike by
rank and virtue, with whom he still might min

gle, with a strong effort he banished all ambi
tious wishes, and devoted himself, heart and soul,
to his ministerial duties.

Herbert would speak of his friend at home, of

his self-conquering struggles, till all would sym
pathize in the interest he so warmly displayed,

particularly Emmeline, with whom, sportive as

she was, Herbert from his childhood had had
more thoughts and feelings in common than he
ever had with Caroline ; and now, whether he

spoke of Mary Greville or Arthur Myrvin, in her
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he ever found a willing and attentive auditor.

Whenever he had ridden over to Hawthorndell,
which he frequently did, Emmeline would al-

ways, in their next walk, playfully draw from
him every particular of the " Lone Hermit," as

in true poetic style she termed Arthur. But
there was no seriousness in her converse either

of or to young Myrvin. There was always mis-
chief lurking in her laughter-loving eye; always
some wild joke betrayed in the arch smiles ever

lingering round her mouth ; but, mischief as it

was, apparently the mere wantonness of child-

hood or very early youth, something in that

glance or smile ever bade young Myrvin's heart
beat quicker than before, and every pulse throb
with what at first he deemed was pain. It was
relief to him to seek the quiet, gentle Ellen, and

speak to her even as he would to a sister of all

that had occurred to him since last they met, so

secure was he of sympathy in his future prs-
pects, his present cares and joys. But still that

strange feeling lingered within his bosom in his

solitary hours, and he dwelt on it much more
than on the gentle accents of that fair girl whom
in his boyhood he had termed his wife ; and

stranger still, if it were pain, that it should urge
him on to seek it, that he could not rest till the

glance of that eye, the tone of that voice, had
once more been seen and heard, till fresh excite-

ment had been given to thoughts and emotions
which were unconsciously becoming the main-

springs of his life.

The undisturbed and happy calmness of Oak-
wood removed in a great measure Caroline's

painful feelings; all thoughts of Lord Alphing-
ham were gradually banished. The question
how she could ever have been so blind as to im-

agine that he had gained her affections, that she
loved him, returned more frequently than she
could answer.
But another vision stood forth to confront the

darkened one of the viscount, and the contrast

heightened the luster of the former. Why she
had been so mad, so infatuated, as to reject with
scorn and pride the hand and heart of one so no-

ble, so fond, so superior as Eugene St. Eval?
Now that the film had been removed from her

eyes, that all the past appeared in its true colors,
that self-will and love of independence had de-

parted from her, the startling truth burst upon
her mind that she had loved, truly loved, the

very man who of all others would have been the
choice of both her parents loved, and as his

wife, might have been one of the happiest, the
most envied of her sex, had not that indomitable

spirit of coquetry urged her on, and lowered her
to become a very tool in the hands of the artful

and designing Annie Grahame.
Caroline loved ; had she doubted the existence

of that passion, every letter from Mary Greville

would have confirmed it
; for we will not say it

was jealousy she felt; it was more self-condem-
nation and regret, heightened at times almost into

wretchedness. That St. Eval should so soon for-

get her, that he should love again ere six months
had passed, could not fail to be a subject of bitter

mortification to one in whose bosom pride still

rested. She would not have thus tormented her-

self with turning and twisting Mary's information
into such ideas, had she not felt assured that he
had penetrated her weakness, and despised her.

Fickleness was no part of Sfr. Eval's character, of

that she was convinced ; but it was natural he
should cease to love when he had ceased tj es-

F

teem, and in the society and charms of Louisa
Manvers endeavor to forget his disappointment.

Through Emrneline's introductory letter, Lord
St. Eval had become sufficiently intimate with
Mrs. Greville and Mary as to succeed in his per-
suasions for them to leave their present residence

and occupy a vacant villa on Lago Guarolia, with
in a brief walk of Lord Delmont's, feeling sure

that an intimacy between Mrs. Manvers's family
and that of Mrs. Greville would be mutually
pleasurable and beneficial; his friendly wishes
succeeded. Mrs. Greville found an able and sym-
pathizing companion in the good-hearted, home-

ly mother of the elegant and accomplished Lord
Delmont, and Mary's sadness was at once sooth

ed and cheered by the more animated Louisa
whose lot in life had never known those murky
clouds of sorrow and anxiety which had so often

|

dimmed the youth of Mary. The brother of Lou
isa had been all in all to her. She felt as if life

could not have another chai'm, as if not another

joy was wanting to render her lot perfect, until

that other charm appeared, and her ardent fancy

quickly knew to its full extent the delights of fe-

male companionship and sympathy. Their very
dissimilitude of disposition rendered dearer the

ties of youthful friendship, and Emmeline some-
times felt a pang of jealousy as she read in the

letters of her friend the constant praises of Lou
isa Manvers, not that, any diminution of early af-

fection breathed in them. Mary ever wrote so

as to satisfy the most exacting disposition; but it

I

required all Mrs. Hamilton's eloquence to per-
suade Emmeline she should rather rejoice than

grieve that Mary had found some one to supply
her place. But vainly Emmeline tried in play-
fulness to infect her brother Herbert with a por-
tion of her jealousy, for she knew not the con-

tents of those letters Mary ever wrote to Herbert,
or she would not for one moment have imagined
that either Lord Delmont or St. Eval would usurp
her brother's place.

" Few things would give me greater pleasui'e,"
one of Mary's letters said,

" than to see the union
of Lord St. Eval and my fair friend. It appears
to me strange that each, with affections disen-

gaged, can remain blind to the fascination of the

other. They are well suited in every respect,
and I should fancy their union would certainly
be a fair promise of happiness. I live in hope,
though as yet, I must confess, hope has but very
little to feed on."

St. Eval still lingered at Monterosa, and it was
well for the inhabitants he did, for an event oc-

curred which plunged that happy valley from

joy and gayety into wailing and affliction, and
even for a brief interval infected the inhabitants

of Oakwood with its gloom. Death came, and
tore away as his victim the widow's son, the or-

phan's brother. The title of Delmont became
extinct, for the last scion of that ancient race had

gone to his last home. He had gone with St.

Eval and some other young men on a fishing ex-

pedition at some distance ; a sudden squall had
arisen, and dispersing with much damage the lit-

tle flotilla, compelled the crews of each to seek

their own safety. The sails of St. Eval's boat

were not furled quickly enough to escape the

danger ; it upset ; and though, after much buffet-

ing and struggling with the angry waters, St.

Eval succeeded in bearing his inseiicible friend

to land, his constitution had received too great a

shock, and he lingered but a few brief weeks ere

he was released from suffering. He had been
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thrown with violence against a rock, producing
a concussion of the brain, which, combined with

the length of time he was under water, produced
fever, and finally death.

On the agony of the bereaved mother and sis-

ter it would be useless to linger. St. Eval forgot
his individual sorrows, and devoted himself, heart

and soul, in relieving those helpless sufferers, in

which painful task he was ably seconded by Mary
and her mother, whose letters to their friends at

Oakwood, in that season of affliction, spoke of

him in a manner that, unconsciously to them-

selves, confirmed every miserable suspicion in

Caroline's mind, and even excited some such

feeling in her parents, whose disappointment
was thus vividly recalled. That he should ever
seek their child again they deemed impossible,
as did Caroline herself; but still it was in vain

they endeavored to look with any degree of pleas-
ure to his union with another.

Mr. Hamilton's family mourned Lord Del-

mont's early fate with sincere regret, though
they had known but little of him ; but about
this time the thoughts of Mrs. Hamilton were
turned in another direction, by a circumstance
which caused unaffected sorrow in her daughter
and niece; nor were she and her husband exempt.
Lucy Harcourt had been so many years a mem-
ber of the family, she had been so associated from
their infancy in the affections of her pupils, that

to part from her was the bitterest pang of sor-

row that Emmeline had yet known, and it was

long before Mrs. Hamilton herself could be recon-

ciled to the idea of separation ; she had ever re-

garded and treated Miss Harcourt as a sister, and
intended that even when her family were settled,
she should never want another home. It was
not only her own virtues that had endeared her
to Mrs. Hamilton ; the services she had rendered
her children, her active and judicious share in

the arduous task of education, demanded and
received from both Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton the

meed of gratitude and esteem, and never once,
in the seventeen years of Miss Harcourt's resi-

dence among them, had they regretted the im-

pulse which had offered her a sheltering home
and sympathizing friends.

Emmeline and Ellen were still her pupils, and
Mrs. Hamilton intended them to remain so for

two or three years longer, even after they were
introduced, and it was on that account Miss Har-
court hesitated in complying with the earnest

entreaty of him whose happy home in her early
youth she had so nobly quitted, preferring to live

by her own exertions than to share the home
of the man she loved, when he was married to

another.

It had been very, very long ere disappointed
affection had permitted her to be cheerful. Her
cousin, while rejoicing in the happy home she

had found, while congratulating her with fra-

ternal interest on the kind friends her mother's
virtues had procured her, imagined not the agony
she was striving to conquer, the devoted love
for him which disturbed the peace around her,
which otherwise she might have enjoyed to its

full extent; but she did conquer at length. That

complete separation from him did much toward

restoring peace, although perhaps love might still

have lingered ; for what absence, what distance,
can change a woman's heart ? Yet it interfer-

ed no longer with happiness, and she answered
Seymour's constant and affectionate letters in his

own style, as a sister would have done.

Sixteen years had passed, and not once had
the cousins met. Womanhcod in its maturity
was now Lucy's ; every girlish feeling had fled,
and she perhaps thought young affections had
gone also, but her cheek flushed, and every pulse
throbbed, when she opened a long, long expect-
ed letter, and found her cousin was a widower
in declining health, which precluded him from

attending to his two motherless girls, imploring
her, as her duties in Mrs. Hamilton's family were
nearly over, to leave England and be the guard-
ian spirit of his home, to comfort his affliction,
to soothe his bodily suffering, and learn to know
and love his children, ere they were fatherless as

well as motherless, and deprived of every friend
save the aunt Lucy they had been taught to love,

although to them unknown. The spirit of deep
melancholy breathing through this epistle called
forth for a few minutes a burst of tears from hei
who for so many years had checked all selfish

grief.
" If I can comfort him, teach his children to

love me, and be their mother now they are or-

phans, oh, I shall not have lived in vain." Such
were the words that escaped her as she ceased
to weep, and sat a few minutes in thought, then

sought Mrs. Hamilton and imparted all to her.

Mrs. Hamilton hesitated not a moment in her
decision. Her own regret at parting with hei

friend interfered not an instant with the measure
she believed would so greatly tend to the happi-
ness of Miss Harcourt. Mr. Hamilton seconded
her ; but the sorrow at separation, which was

very visible in the midst of their exertions for

her welfare, both gratified and affected Lucy.
Never had she imagined how dear she was to

her pupils till the time of separation came ; and
when she quitted England, it was with a heart

swelling with interest'and affection for those she

had left, and the fervent prayer that they might
meet again.

Mr. Seymour had said, were it not for his de-

clining health, which forbade the exertion of trav-

eling, he would have come for her himself; but

if she would only consent to his proposal, if she

could resign such kind friends to devote herself

to an irritable and ailing mail, he would send one

under whose escort she might safely travel. Miss

Harcourt declined that offer, for Mr. Hamilton

and Percy had both declared their intention of

accompanying her as far as Paris, and thence to

Geneva, where Mr. Seymour resided.

It was long ere Mr. Hamilton's family became
reconciled to this change ; Oakwood appeared
so strange without the kind, the gentle Miss Har-

court, whose steady yet mild firmness had so

ably assisted Mrs. Hamilton in the rearing of hei

now blooming and virtuous family. It required
some exertion, not only in Emmeline, but in El-

len, to pursue their studies with any perseverance,
now that the dear friend who had directed and

encouraged them had departed. Ellen's grate-

ful affection had the last few years been returned

with equal warmth; that prejudice which had

at first characterized Miss Hai court's feelings to-

ward her had entirely vanished during her suf-

ferings, and a few days before her departure,

Lucy, with much feeling, had admitted the un-

called-for harshness with which she too had treat-

ed her in her months of misery, and playfully yet

earnestly asked her forgiveness. They were

alone, and Ellen's Only answer had been to throw

herself on her friend's neck and weep.
Before Christmas came, however, these pain
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fal feelings had b^en conquered. Pleasing let-

ters from Miss Harcourt arrived by almost every
post for one or other of the inmates of Oakwood,
and their contents breathing her own happiness,
and the warmest, most affectionate interest in
the dear ones she had left, satisfied even Emme-
line, from whom a fortnight's visit from the Earl
and Countess of Elmore had banished all remain-

ing trace of sadness. Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton
had welcomed but very few resident visitors to

Oakwood during the early years of their children,
but now it was with pleasure they exercised the

hospitality so naturally their own, and received
in their own domains the visits of their most inti-

mate friends of London ; but these visits afford

us no matter of entertainment, nor enter much
into the purpose of this history. A large party
was never collected within the walls of Oak-
wood ; the intimate friends of Mr. Hamilton
were but few, for it was only those who thought
on the essentials of life as himself with whom he

mingled in the familiar position of host. The
Marquis of Malvern's family alone remained to

spend Christmas with them, and added much to

the enjoyment of that domestic circle. Their

feelings and pursuits were in common, for the
Marchioness of Malvern was a mother after Mrs.
Hamilton's own stamp, and her children had ben-
efited by similar principles ; the same confidence
existed between them. The marchioness had
contrived to win both the reverence and affec-

tion of her large family, though circumstances
had prevented her devoting as much of her own
time and care on their education as had Mrs.
Hamilton. Her eldest daughter was married;
her second, some few years older than Caroline,
was then staying with her, and only one of the
three who accompanied her to Oakwood was as

yet introduced. Lady Florence was to make her
Mbnt the following season, with Emmeline Ham-
ilton; and Lady Emily was still, when at home,
under the superintendence of a governess and
masters. Lord Louis, the marchioness's youn-
gest child, a fine lad of sixteen, with his tutor, by
Mr. Hamilton's earnest desire, also joined their

happy party, and by his light-hearted humor and
fun added not a little to the amusements of the

evening. But it was Lady Gertrude, the eldest

of the three sisters then at Oakwood, that Mrs.
Hamilton earnestly hoped might take the place
Annie Grahame had once occupied in Caroline's

affections. Hers was a character much resem-

bling her brother's, St. Eval, to whom her feat-

ures also bore a striking resemblance. She

might, at a first introduction, have been pro-
nounced proud, but, as is often the case, reserve
was mistaken for pride. Yet in her domestic
circle she was ever the gayest, and the first to

contribute to general amusement. In childhood
she had stood in a degree alone, for her elder

sisters were four or five years older than herself,

and Florence and Emily four and five years youn-
ger. She had learned from the first to seek no

sympathy, and her strong feelings might perhaps,
by being constantly smothered, at length have

perished within her, and left her the cold, unlov-

ing character she appeared to the world, had it

not been for the devoted affection of her brother

Eugene, in whom she soon learned to confide

every emotion as it rose, at that age when girls
first become sensible that they are thinking and

feeling beings. They quickly became sensible

that in almost every point they were kindred

4ouls, and the names of Eugene and Gertrude

were ever heard together in their family. Their

affection was at length a proverb among their

brothers and sisters, and perhaps it was this

great similarity of disposition, and the regard felt

for her noble brother, that first endeared Ger-

trude to Mrs. Hamilton, whose wishes with re-

gard to her and Caroline promised fulfillment.

Some chord of sympathy had been struck within

them, and they were very soon attached compan-
ions, although at first Lady Gertrude had hesita-

ted, for she could not forget the tale of scornful-

ly-rejected love imparted to her by her brother.

She had marked the conduct of Caroline from the

beginning. She too had hoped that in her she

might have welcomed a sister, although her ob-

servant eye had marked some defects in her

character which the ardent St. Eval had not per-
ceived. Coolness during the past season had sub-

sisted between them, for Caroline had taken no
trouble to conquer Lady Gertrude's reserve, and
the latter was too proud to make advances. In

vain Lord St. Eval had wished a better under-

standing should exist between them. While
Caroline was under the influence of Miss Gra-

hame, it was impossible for her to associate in

sympathy with Lady Gertrude Lyle ; yet, now
that they mingled in the intimacy of home, now
the true character of Caroline was apparent, that

Lady Gertrude had time and opportunity to re-

mark her devotion to her parents, more particu-

larly to her mother, her affectionate kindness to

her brothers, and Emmeline, and Ellen, her very

many sterling virtues, which had previously been

concealed, but which were discovered by the

tributes of grateful affection constantly offered to

her by the inhabitants of the village, by the test-

imony of Mr. Howard, the self-conquests of tem-

per and inclination for the sake of others, which
the penetrating eye of Lady Gertrude discovered,
and, above all, the spirit of piety and meekness
which now characterized her actions, all bade the

j

sister of St. Eval reproach herself for condemning
I without sufficient evidence. For her conduct to

I her brother there was indeed no excuse, and on

that subject alone, with regard to Caroline, Lady
: Gertrude felt bewildered, and utterly unable to
1

comprehend her. It was a subject on which nei

ther chose to speak, for it was a point of delicacy
to both. Had Lady Gertrude been excluded
from her brother's confidence, she too might have

spoken as carelessly and admiringly of him as his

sisters constantly did ; but she could not so ad-

dress the girl who had rejected him ; it would
be pleading his cause, from which she revolted

with a repugnance natural to her high-minded
character.

" If he still love her, as his letters would lie-

tray, let him come and plead his own cause ;

never will I say any thing that can make Caro-

line believe I am in secret negotiating for him."

Such was the thought that ever checked her when
about to speak of him in the common course of

conversation, and baffled all Caroline's secret

wishes that she would speak in his praise as her

sisters and Lord Louis so constantly did.

But even as delicacy prevented all allusion to

him from the lips of Lady Gertrude, so it actua-

ted Caroline with perhaps even greater force.

Would she betray herself, and confess that she

repented her rejection of St. Eval? would she

by word or deed betray that, would he return to

her, she would be his own, and feel blessed in

his affections ? She shrunk almost in horror from

doing so, and roused her every energy to conceal
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and subdue every emotion, till she could hear his

name with composure. Yet more than once had

Lady Gertrude, as she silently watched her coun-

tenance, fancied she perceived sufficient evi-

dence to bid her wonder what could have in-

duced Caroline's past conduct; to imagine that,

if St. Eval could forget that, he might be happy
yet; and for his sake, conquering her scruples,
once she spoke openly of him when she and Car-

oline were visiting some poor cottagers alone.

She spoke of his character, many points of which,

though she admired, she regretted, as rendering
him less susceptible of happiness than many who
were less gifted.

" Unless he find a wife to love

him as he loves one who will devote herself to

him alone, regardless of rank or fortune, Eugene
never can be happy ; and if he pass through life

unblessed by the dearest and nearest ties, he will

be miserable." So much she did say, and added
her earnest wishes for his welfare in a tone that

caused the tears to spring to the eyes of her com-

panion, who permitted her to speak for some time
without in any way replying.

" What a pity you are his sister," she replied,

rallying all her energies to speak frankly and
somewhat sportively; "a woman like yourself is

alone worthy of Lord St. Eval."
" You are wrong," replied Lady Gertrude, sad-

ly ;

"
I am much too cold and reserved to form,

as a wife, the happiness of such a character as

my brother's. We have grown together from

childhood, we have associated more intimately
and affectionately with each other than with any
other members of our family, and therefore Eu-

gene knows and loves me. The wife of St. Eval
should be of a disposition as ingenuous and open
as his is reserved; her affection, her sympathy,
must make his felicity. He is grave too grave ;

she should be playful, but not childish. Even if

she have some faults, with the love for which my
brother pines, the ingenuousness unsullied by the
most trifling artifice, her very faults would bind
her more closely to him."

Caroline was silent, and Lady Gertrude soon
after changed the subject. Had she heard no

reports of Caroline's preference of Lord Alphing-
ham, of the affair which had somewhat hurried

Mr. Hamilton's departure from London, that con-

versation would have confirmed her suspicions,
that her brother was no subject of indifference to

Caroline. She longed for her to be candid with

her, to hear the whole truth from her own lips.
The happiness of the young earl was so dear to

her, that she would have done much, very much
to secure it ; yet so far she could not force her-

self to go, particularly as he had given her no

charge to do so. She little knew that Caroline

would have given worlds, had they been at her

disposal, to have confided all to her: her repent-
ance, her folly, her earnest prayers for ain<;nd-

ment. to become at length worthy of St.'^val.
Caroline loved, truly loved, because she esteem-

ed, Lady Gertrude; her friendship for her differ-

ed as much from that she believed she had felt for

Annie Grahame, as her regard for St. Eval was
unlike that which Lord Alphingham had origin-
ated. Once, the superiority of Lady Gertrude's
character would have rendered her an object of
almost dislike to Caroline, as

possessing
virtues

she admired but would not imitate. Now those
virtues were appreciated, her own inferiority was
felt more painfully ; and while associating with
lier, the recollections of the past returned more
than ever, embittered by remorse. Sir George

I Wilmot and Lilla Graham were also guests al

Oakwood. The former declared he had seld >m
! anchored in moorings so congenial to his taste.
In Lilla the effects of happiness and judicious
treatment were already distinctly visible. The

I young men spent the Christmas recess at home,
!
and added mnch to the hilarity of their domes-

! tic circle ; nor must we forget Arthur Myrvin,
!

who spent as much of his time at Oakwood as hia

duties permitted, the friendship of Herbert Ham-
ilton doing much to remove the bitter feelings
which often still possessed him. He would at
first have shunned the invitation, but vainly he
strove to do so ; for there was one fair object there
who held him with an iron chain, which excited
while it bound him. He could not break it

asunder, though peace he felt was flying from hi&

grasp.

CHAPTER X.

"GERTRUDE s letters thismorninghave brought
her some extraordinarily agreeable tidings," ex-
claimed Lady Florence Lyle. gayly, as her sister

entered the breakfast-room rather later than usual.
" On my honor, her countenance is rather a

clearer index than nsnal to day," observed the

marquis, laughing.
"
Well, Gertrude, what

it?"
" News from Eugene," exclaimed Lady Emi^

and Lord Louis in a breath; "he is going to be
married. Either Misp Manvers or Miss Greville
have consented to take him for better or worse,'
added Lord Louis, laughing.

"
Gertrude, allow

me to congratulate you on the gift of a new sis-

ter, who, as the wife of my right honorable broth
er the Earl of St. Eval, will be dearer to you thar

any other bearing the same relationship."
" Reserve your congratulations, Louis, till they

are needed," replied Lady Gertrude, fixin

eyes steadily on Caroline's face, which was rapic

ly changing from pale to crimson.
"
I have no such exciting news to c<

cate," she added, very quietly.
"
Eugene is

England, and alone."
" In England !" repeated Percy, storting j" I am delighted to hear it. I just know enouj

of him to wish most ardently to know mor
Will he not join us? He surely will not vvint

at Castle Malvern alone, like a hermit, surroum
ed by snows ; if he do, he is a bachelor confiri

ed : not a hope for his restoration to the cr

genial warmth of life."

"He has no such intention," replied La(

Gertrude, smiling ;

" our present huppy circle

has too many attractions to permit his resting

quietly in solitude, and, with Mr. and Mrs. Ham-
ilton's kind permission, will join us here by Christ

mas eve."
" There are few whom we shall be so plern

to welcome as my noble young friend St. Eval,
answered Mr. Hamilton, instantly; "few wh
society I so much prize, both for myself and

" And the minstrel's harp shall sleep no ]

but wake her boldest chords to welcome such

guest to Oakwood's aged walls," exclaimed Ei

meline, gayly.
" Thus I give you leave to welcome him ;

if he take my place with you in our evenii

walks, I shall wish him back again at Monteroi
in a twinkling," observed Lord Louis, in the

same gay tone, and looking archly at his fair
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companion ;
" when Eugene appears, my reign

is always over."
"
Louis, I shall put you under the command

of Sir George Wilmot," said his father, laughing,
however, with the rest of the circle.

"
Ay, ay, do ; the sea is just the berth for such

youngsters as these," remarked the old admiral,

clapping his hand kindly on the lad's shoulder.

While such badinage was passing, serious

thoughts were occupying the minds of more
than one individual of that circle. It would be
difficult to define the feelings of Caroline as she
heard that St. Eval was in England, and corning
to Oakwood. Had he so soon conquered his af-

fections, that he could associate with her on terms
of friendly intimacy ? She longed to confess to

he-r mother her many conflicting feelings; she

felt that her earnest prayers were her own, but
shame prevented all disclosure. She could not

admit that she now loved that very man whom
she had once treated with such contempt and
scorn, rejected with proud indifference. Even
her mother, her fond mother, would say her

present feelings were a just punishment for the1

past, and that she could not bear. Inwardly she

resolved that not a word should pass her lips;
she would suffer unshrinkingly, and in silence.

Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton, and the Marquis and
Marchioness of Malvern also became engrossed
with the same subject.; the latter had seen and

highly approved of their son's attentions to Caro-

line, and appeared gratified by the manner in

which she accepted them. Disappointment and

indignation for a time succeeded the young earl's

departure for the Continent, but the friendship so

long subsisting between the families prevented
all unpleasant feeling, except, perhaps, a little

toward Caroline herself. They gladly welcomed
the intelligence that St. Eval was in England,
and wished to join them at Oakwood, for they
hailed it as a sign that his fancy had been but

fleeting, and was now entirely conquered. Mr.
and Mrs/Hamilton thought the same, though to

them it was far more a matter of disappointment
than rejoicing; but hope mingled almost uncon-

sciously with regret, and they too were pleased
that he was about to become their guest
Lady Gertrude's eyes were more than once

during that morning fixed on Caroline, as the

subject of St. Eval's travels and residence abroad
were discussed, but she was silent; whatever
were her secret reflections, they were confined

within the recesses of her own heart.

Lord St. Eval came, and with him fresh enjoy-
ment lor Percy and Herbert; and even for young
Myrvin, who found nothing in the society of the

young nobleman to wound his pride by recalling
to his mind his own inferior rank. Mr. and Mrs.

Hamilton fancied they had read his character be-

fore ; bnt their previous intimacy had not dis-

covered those many pleasing qualifications which
domestic amusements and occupations betrayed.
Much of his reserve was now banished ; his man-
ners were as easy and as free from pride or hau-
teur as his conversation, though chaste and intel-

lectual, was from pedantry. To all the individ-

uals of that happy circle he was the same ; as kind
and as gay to Emmeline and Ellen as to his own
sisters; there might, perhaps, have been a de-

gree of reserve in his demeanor toward Caroline,
but that, except to those principally concerned,

might not have been remarked, for his inter-

course with her was even more general than with
others. Emineline and Ellen, or even Lilla, was

often his selected companion for a walk, but such
an invitation never extended to Caroline, and

yet he could never be said either to neglect or

shun her ; and she, shrinking from attracting his

notice as much as she had once before courted

it, an impassable yet invisible barrier seemed to

exist between them. In St. Eval's manner, his

mother and Lady Gertrude read that his feelings
were not conquered ; that he was struggling to

subdue them, and putting their subjection to the

proof; but Caroline and her parents imagined,
and with bitter pain, that, much as he had once
esteemed and loved her, a feeling of indifference
now possessed him.

Herbert found pleasure in the society of the

young earl, for St. Eval had penetrated the se-

cret of his and Mary's love, though with innate

delicacy he refrained from noticing it further
than constantly to make Mary his theme during
his walks with Herbert, and speaking of her con-

tinually to the family, warming the heart of Em-
meline yet more in his favor by his sincere ad-

miration of her friend. He gave an excellent ac-

count of her health, which she had desired him
to assure her friends the air of Italy had quite
restored. He spoke in warm admiration of her

enthusiasm, her love of nature, of all which called
forth the more exalted feelings; of her unaffect-

ed goodness, which had rendered her a favor-

ite, spite of her being a foreigner and a Protest-

ant, throughout the whole hamlet of Monterosa :

and as he thus spoke, the anxious eye of Mrs.
Hamilton ever rested on her Herbert, who could
read in that glance how true and fond was the

sympathy which not once since he had confided
in her his happiness had he regretted that he had
sought.
The remaining period of the Marquis of Mal-

vern's sojourn at Oakwood passed rapidly away
without any event of sufficient importance to find

a place in these pages. They left Oakwood. at

the latter end of January for St. Eval's beautiful

estate in Cornwall, where they intended to re-

main a month ere they went to London, about
the same time as Mr. Hamilton's family. That
month was a quiet oaie at Oakwood; all their

guests had departed, and, except occasional visits

from Arthur Myrvin and St. Eval, their solitude

j

was uninterrupted.
St. Eval's estate was situated a few miles in-

|

land from the banks of the Tamar, one of the

most beautiful spots bordering that most beauti-

ful river. He was wont leisurely to sail down
the stream to Plymouth, and thence to Oakwood,
declaring the distance was a mere trifle ; but,

nevertheless, it was sufficiently long for Mr.
Hamilton sometimes to marvel at the taste of his

noble friend, which led him often twice, and reg-

ularly once a week, to spend a few hours, never

more, at Oakwood, when he knew they should
so i.^on meet in London. St. Eval did not solve

the mystery, but continued his visits, bringing
cheerfulness and pleasure whenever he appear-
ed, and bidding hope glow unconsciously in each

parent's heart, though, had they looked for its

foundation, they would have found nothing in

the yonng earl's manner to justify its encourage-
ment.

In March Mr. Hamilton's family once more

sought their residence in Berkeley Square, about
a week after the Marquis of Malvern's arrival ;

and this season the feelings of the sisters relative

to the gayeties in which they were now both t

mingle were more equal. The bright hues with
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which Caroline had before regarded them had
faded too soon and too painfully, indeed.

She had been deceived, and in that word,
when applied to a young, aspiring, trusting mind,
what anguish does it not comprise. True, she

deserved her chastisement, not only that she had
acted the part of a deceiver to one who trusted

her far more than she had done Lord Alphing-
ham, but willfully she had blinded herself to her
own feelings, that she might prove her independ-
ence ; yet these facts lessened not the bitterness

f feeling which was now often hers. But she

did not relinquish society ; the dread of encoun-

tering Lord Alphingham was not strong enough
to overcome her secret wish that, by her conduct
in society, she might prove to St. Eval that, al-

though unworthy to be selected as his wife, she

would yet endeavor to regain his esteem. She had
resolved to think less of herself and more of oth-

ers, and thus become more amiable in their sight,
and not feel so many mortifications, as by her
constant desire for universal homage she had pre-

viously endured. She knew the task was diffi-

cult so to conquer herself, and doubting her own
strength, was led to seek it where alone it could
be found. To none did she confess these secret

feelings and determination ; calmly and steadily
she looked forward, and so successfully had she
schooled herself to submission, that no word or

sign as yet betrayed to her parents the real state

of her affections.

Emmeline's dislike to London had abated as

much as had her sister's glowing anticipations.

They were now only to be four months in the

metropolis; the strict routine of masters, etc.,

was at an end, and she was to accompany Mrs.
Hamilton whenever she went out. She left Oak-
wood with regret, and the society and conversa-
tion of Arthur Myrvin were missed more often

in London than she chose to confess ; but enjoy-
ment was ever found for Emmeline life was still

a romance to her. In the society of London, as

in the cottages of Oakwood, she was beloved, and
she was happy; but those of the opposite sex,
much as they thronged around her, had no more
thought of demanding such a being in marriage
than she had of what is termed making con-

quests. It was therefore with feelings of much
less anxiety Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton mingled in

society this season, for the conduct of both their

daughters was such as to afford them satisfaction.

Some
changes had taken place in many of the

personages with whom we are acquainted since
the last time we beheld them. Short and eva-
nescent is fashionable popularity. Lord Alphing-
ham's reign might be, in a degree, considered
over. Some rumors had been floating over the
town at that time of the year when, in all prob-
ability, he thought himself most secure, that is,

when London society is dispersed rumors
which had the effect of excluding him from most
of those circles in which Mr. Hamilton's family
mingled, and withdrawing from him in a great
measure the friendship of Montrose Grahame,
who, the soul of honor himself, shrunk from any
connection with one whose reputation the faint-
est breath had stained. Yet still there were
many who regarded these rumors as the mere
\vliispnrings of envy, and with them he was as
much a favorite as ever. Among these was An-
nie Grahame, whose marked preference more
than atoned to the viscount for her father's cold-
ness. In vain Grahame commanded that his

daughter should change her manner toward him.

She, who had prevailed on a daughter to disobey
this very mandate from the lips of an indulgent
parent, was not likely to regard that of the fa-

ther whose sternness and often uncalled-for se-

verity had completely alienated her affections,
and Lord Alphingham had now another urgent
reason to flatter Annie's vanity and make her
his own.
A distant relation and godmother of Lady Hel-

en Grahame had, most unexpectedly, left her at
her death sole heiress to a handsome fortune,
which was to descend undivided to her elder

daughter, and thus to Annie's other attractions
was now added that all-omnipotent charm, the

knowledge that she was an heiress, not perhaps
to any very large property, but quite sufficient

to most agreeably enlarge the fortune of any gen-
tleman who would venture to take her for better
or worse. One would have supposed that now
every wish of this aspiring young lady was grat-
ified ; but no. It mattered not, though crowds
were at her feet, that when they met, which was

very seldom, even Caroline was no longer her
rival ; all the affection she possessed was lavish-

ed without scruple on Lord Alphingham, and ev-

ery thought was turned, every effort directed to-

ward the accomplishment of that one design
So deeply engrossed was she in this resolution

that she had no time nor thought to annoy Caro

line, as she had intended, except in exercising
to its full extent her power over Lord Alphing-
ham whenever she was present, in which the
viscount's own irritated feelings toward her ably
assisted. Caroline felt the truth of her mother's

! words, that Lord Alphingham, indeed, had never
|

honorably loved her ; that Annie's conduct justi-
< fied Mrs. Hamilton's prejudice ; and as her heart
i shrunk in sadness from the retrospection of these

i truths, it swelled in yet warmer affection, not

! only toward her fond and watchful mother, but
toward the friends that mother's judicious choice

i
selected and approved.

Cecil Grahame had been continually in the
habit of drawing upon his mother's cash for the

indulgence of his extravagant pleasures, and

Lady Helen had thoughtlessly satisfied all his

wishes, without being in the least aware of the
evil propensities she was thus encouraging. It

was not till Cecil was about to leave Eton for tht

University that she was at all startled at the
' amount of his debts, and then her principal alarm
arose more from the dread of her husband's an.

| ger toward her son, if he discovered the fact,

than from any maternal anxiety for Cecil's un-

steady principles. Her only wish was to pay
off these numerous debts without disclosing them
to the husband she so weakly dreaded. How
could she obtain so large a sum, even from hei

own banker, and thus apply it, without his knowl-

edge and assistance? The very anticipation of
so much trouble terrified her almost into a fit of

illness ; and rather than exert her energies or ex-

pose her son to his father's wrath, she would de

ecend to deceit, and implore his assistance in ol

taining the whole amount, on pretense that si

required it for the payment of her own expens<
and debts of honor. She imagined that she ha(

sunk too low in her husband's esteem to sink

much lower; and therefore, if her requiring

money to discharge debts of honor exposed her

yet more to his contempt, it was not of mi '

consequence ; besides, if it were, she could

help it, a phrase with which Lady Helen evt

contrived to silence the rebukes of consciei
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when they troubled her, which, however, was
not often.

She acted accordingly; but as she met the

glance of her husband, a glance in which sad-

ness triumphed over severity, she was tempted
to throw herself at his feet, and beseech him not

to imagine her the dissipated woman her words

betrayed, for Lady Helen loved her husband as

much as such a nature could love; but, of all

things, she hated a scene, and though every limb
trembled with emotion, she permitted him to

leave her, stung almost to madness by the dis-

closure her request implied. Did she play ? was
that fatal propensity added to her numerous oth-

er errors? and yet never had any thing fallen

under his eye to prove that she did. And what
debts had she contracted to demand such a sum ?

Grahame felt she had deceived him ; that the

money had never been expended on herself;
but he would not torture himself by demanding
a true and full disclosure. The conduct of his

children had ever grieved him ; and fearing too

justly the request of his wife related to them,

madly and despairingly he closed his eyes and
his lips, thus probably encouraging an evil which
he might have prevented. He delivered the

stated sum, and that same day made over to his

wife's own unchecked disposal the whole of that

fortune which, when first inherited, she had vol-

untarily placed in his hands as trustee for her-

self and for her daughter, to whom it would de-

scend. Briefly he resigned the office she had
entreated him to take, sternly observing that An-
nie had better moderate her expectations, as, did

Lady Helen frequently incur such heavy debts,
not much was likely to descend to her daughter.
It was a great deal too much trouble for Lady
Helen to expostulate, and, if any feeling predom-
inated to conquer the pang occasioned by Gra-
hame's determination, it was relief that she might
now assist Cecil, if he should require it, without

applying to his father.

Montrose Grahame was naturally not only an

excellent, but a judicious man; but to a great
extent his judgment had deserted him when he
selected Lady Helen as his wife. Had he been
united to a woman in whose judgment and firm-

ness he could confide, he would have been quite
as much respected and beloved in his family as

were Mr. Hamilton and the Marquis of Malvern
in theirs ; but now neither respect nor affection

was extended toward him, except, perhaps, by
Lilla, and unconsciously by Lady Helen. Se-

verity constantly indulged was degenerating into

moroseness, and feelings continually controlled

giving place to coldness and distrust. It was
fortunate for Lilla's happiness, and, as it after-

ward proved, for her father's, that she was now
under the kindly care of Mrs. Douglas, for, con-

stantly irritated with his elder girl, who, it must
be owned, gave him abundant cause, that irrita-

tion and suspicion would undoubtedly have ex-

tended toward his younger, and at once have de-

stroyed the gentleness and amiability which Mrs.

Douglas was so carefully and tenderly fostering.
Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton saw this change, and re-

gretted it
; but their influence, powerful as it was,

could be of no avail in counteracting the effect

of domestic annoyances, paternal anxiety, and

constantly-aroused irritation. Of all the evils in

life, domestic discord is one of the greatest, one
under which the heart bleeds the most ; want of

sympathy always prevents or banishes affection.

Had Grahame been a careless, selfish man. he

might possibly have been happier ; his very sens-

itiveness was his bane. The silly weaknesses
of his wife might partially have lessened his love
for her; but his children, with all their faults,
were dear to their father

; they knew not, guessed
not, how much his happiness was centered in

theirs ; how his heart was rent with anguish ev-

ery time that duty, as he imagined, called on him
to be severe. Had he followed the dictates of his

nature, he would rather have ruined his children

by over-indulgence than severity ; but the hope
ofcounteracting the effect of their mother's weak-
ness had guided his mistaken treatment. Could
his inmost soul have been read by those who con-
demned his harshness, they would have sincerely
pitied the keen and agonized sensitiveness with
which he felt the alienation of their affections.

Much as he saw to blame in Annie, had she ever

given him one proof of filial love, all would have
been forgiven, and the blessing of a parent beea
her own in all she did or wished. Had Cecil
confessed those errors of which he was conscious
that he was guilty to his father, he would have
found a true and tender friend, who would have
led his naturally good, though too yielding char-
acter aright, and misery to both might have been
spared ; but such was not to be ; and in the fates

of Alfred Greville and Cecil Grahame we may
chance to perceive that, whatever may be the
difficulties surrounding her, however blighted
may appear the produce of her anxious labors,

yet reward will attend the firm, religious moth-
er, however difficult may be the actual fulfillment

of her duties ; while that mother who, surround-
ed by luxury and prosperity, believes, by un-

qualified indulgence, she is firmly binding her

offspring in the observance of love and duty, will

reap but too bitter fruit.

It was when in the presence of the Duchess
of Rothbury Caroline felt most uncomfortable.
The family were as cordial as ever, but there
was somewhat in the cold, penetrating eye of her

grace that bade her almost unconsciously shrink
from meeting its glance. In the previous season
the duchess had ever singled Caroline out as an

object of her especial regard, a circumstance so

unusual in one of her character, that it rendered
her present haughty coldness more difficult to

bear. Caroline would have borne it in silence

had it only extended toward herself, but it ap-

peared as if both Emmeline and Ellen shared the

contempt she perhaps had justly called forth on

herself, as the duchess, tenacious of her penetra-
tive powers, feared to honor either of them with
her favor, lest she should be again deceived. Car-

oline longed to undeceive her on this point, to

give her a just estimate of both her sister and
cousin's character, acknowledge how far superior
in filial respect and affection, as well as in innate

integrity and uprightness, they were to herself;
but her mother entreated her to let tim? do its

work, and wait till the duchess herself discovered

they were not what she either believed they were
or might be, and she checked her wish.

We will here mention a circumstance which
occurred in Mr. Hamilton's family soon after their

arrival in town, which occasioned Mrs. Hamilton
some uneasiness. Ellen's health was now per-

J

fectly re-established, and on Miss Harcourt's uu-

! expected departure, Mrs. Hamilton had determ-

;
ined on introducing her niece with Emmeline

: in the present season. If Lucy had remained in

! her family, Ellen would not have made her d6but

till the following year ; not that her age was any
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obstacle, for there were only eight months differ-

ence between her and Emmeline, but her retir-

ing disposition and delicacy of constitution caused

Mrs. Hamilton to think this plan the most advis-

able. When, however, there was no longer any
excuse with regard to failing health, and no Miss

Harcourt with whom her evenings at homo might
be more agreeably spent, Mrs. Hamilton, by the

advice of her husband, changed her intention;

and Emmeline even made a joke with Ellen on
the admirable fun they should have together, re-

joicing that such an important event in the lives

of each should take place on the same day. It

so happened that Ellen never appeared to enter

into her cousin's everlasting merriment on this

subject ; still, she said nothing for or against till

the day all-important with the ordering their ele-

gant dresses for the occasion. Timidly and hesi-

tatingly she then ventured to entreat her aunt

still to adhere to her first plan, and allow her to

remain quietly at home, under the care of Ellis,

till the following year. Mrs. Hamilton and her
cousins looked at her with astonishment ; but the

former smilingly replied she could not indulge
her niece in what appeared an unfounded fancy.
The dress she should order, for she hoped Ellen

would change her mind before the day arrived,

as, unless a very good reason were given, she
could not grant her request. Ellen appeared dis-

tressed; but the conversation changed, and the

subject was not resumed till the day actually ar-

rived, in the evening of which she was to accom-

pany her aunt to a ball at the Marchioness of Mal-

vern's, and two days after they were all engaged
at a dinner-party at the Earl of Elmore's.

Summoning all her courage, Ellen entered her
aunt's boudoir in the morning, and again made
her request with an earnestness that almost start-

led Mrs. Hamilton, particularly as it was accom-

panied by a depression ofmanner, which she now
did not very often permit to obtain the ascend-

ency. With affectionate persuasiveness, she de-

manded the reason of this extraordinary resolu-

tion, and surprise gave way to some displeasure
when she found Ellen had really none to give.
Her only entreaty was that she might not be de-

sired to go out till the next year.
" But why, my dear Ellen? You must have

some reason for this intended seclusion. Last

year I fancied you wished much to accompany
us, and I ever regretted your delicate health pre-
vented it. What has made you change your mind
so completely ? Have you any distaste for the

society in which I mingle ?"

Falteringly, and almost inaudibly, Ellen an-

swered,
" None."

" Is it a religious motive ? Do your principles
revolt from the amusements which are now be-

fore you ? Tell me candidly, Ellen. You know
nothing displeases me so much as mystery ; I can

forgive every thing else, for then I know our rel-

ative positions, and am satisfied you are not going
far wrong ; but when every reason is studiously

concealed, I can not guess the truth, and I must

fancy it is, at least, a mistaken notion blinding
your better judgment. I did not expect a second

mystery from you, Ellen."
Mrs. Hamilton's expressive voice clearly de-

noted she was displeased, and her niece, after

two or three ineffectual efforts to prevent it, final-

ly burst into tears.
"
I do not wish to be harsh with you, or accuse

you unjustly," continued her aunt, softened at the

unaffected grief she beheld ;

" but if your reason

be a good one, why do you so carefully conceal
it ? You have been lately so very open with md,
and appeared to regard me so truly as your friend,
that your present conduct is to me not only a rid-

dle, but a painful reflection. Is it because your
conscience forbids ? Perhaps in your solitary mo-
ments you have fancied that worldly amusements,
even in the moderate way in which we regard
them, unfits us for more serious considerations,
and you fear perhaps to confess that such is your
reason, because it will seem a reproach to me.
If such really be your motive, do not fear to con-
fess it, my dear girl ; I should be the very last to

urge you to do any thing that is against your idea
of what is right. To prove the fallacy of such

reasoning, to show you that you may be truly re-

ligious without eccentricity, I certainly should
endeavor to do, but I would not force you to go
out with me till my arguments had convinced

you. I fancy, by your blushing cheek, that I

have really guessed the cause of your extraordi-

nary resolution, and sorry as I shall be if I have,

yet any reason, however mistaken, is better than
a continued mystery."

"
Indeed, indeed, I am not so good as you be-

lieve me," replied Ellen, with much emotion.
" It is not the religious motive you imagine that

urges me to act contrary to your wishes. Did yoi
know my reason, I am sure you would not blam
me ; but do not, pray do not command me to tell

you. I must obey if you do, and then "

" And then, if I approv-e of your reason, as you
say I shall, what is it that you fear ? Why, if

your conscience does not reproach you, do you
still hide it from me ?"

Ellen was painfully silent. Mrs. Hamilton con-

tinued, in a tone of marked displeasure,
" I fear

I am to find myself again deceived in you, Ellen,

though in what manner as yet I know not. I

will not do such extreme violence to your incli-

nations as to command you to yield to my wish-
es. If you desire so much to remain at home,
do so ; but I can not engage to make any excuse
for you. Neither failing health nor being too

young can I now bring forward
;

I must answer
all inquiries for you with the truth, that your own
wishes, which I could not by persuasion over-

come, alone keep you at home. My conscience
will still be clear from the reproaches so plenti-

fully showered on me by the world last season,
that I feared to bring forward my orphan niece

with my daughters, lest her charms should rival

theirs."
" Did the ill-natured and ignorant dare to say

such a thing of you?" demanded Ellen, startled

at this remark.
"
They knew not the cause of your never ap-

pearing in public, and therefore, as appearances
were against me, scrupled not to condemn."

" And do you heed them ? Do these remarks
affect you?" exclaimed Ellen, earnestly.

"
No, Ellen. I have done my duty ; I will still

do it, undisturbed by such idle calumnies, even
should they now be believed by those whose

opinions I value ; who, from your seclusion, may
imagine they have good reason. In my conduct
toward you the last two years I have nothing to

reproach myself."
" The last two years. Oh, never, never, from

the first moment I was under your care, never
can your conduct to me have given you cause for

self-reproach, dearest aunt. Oh, do not say that

the gratification of my wishes will give rise to

a suspicion so unjust, so unfounded," entreated
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Ellen, seizing with impetuosity the hand of her
aunt.

" In all probability it will
; but do not speak in

this strain now, Ellen; it accords not well with
the mystery of your words," and Mrs. Hamilton

coldly withdrew her hand. There was a mo-
ment's silence, for Ellen had turned away, pained
to her heart's core, and soon after she quitted the
room to seek her own, where, throwing herself
on a low seat by the side of her couch, she gave
way to an unrestrained and violent flow of tears.

Mrs. Hamilton little knew the internal struggle
her niece was enduring, the cause of her seclu-

sion ; that the term of her self-condemned proba-
tion was not fulfilled ; that the long, tedious task
was not accomplished; that it was for this pur-
pose she so earnestly desired that her time might
not be occupied by amusement till her task was
done, the errors of her earlier years atoned. Mrs.
Hamilton had seldom felt more thoroughly dis-

pleased and hurt with her niece than at the pres-
ent moment. Gentle, and invulnerable as she
ever seemed to irritation, open as the day her-

self, she had ever endeavored to frame her chil-

dren's characters in the like manner ; ingenuous-
ness always obtained forgiveness, whatever might
have been the mistake or fault. Ellen had al-

ways been a subject of anxiety and watchful-
ness ; but the last two years her reserve had so

entirely given place to candor, that solicitude had
much decreased till recalled by the resolution we
have recorded. Had Ellen alleged any reason

whatever, all would have been well ; Mrs. Ham-
ilton would not have thought on the subject so

seriously. A mystery in her conduct had once
before been so productive of anguish, that Mrs. !

Hamilton could not think with her usual calm- !

ness and temper on the circumstance.
It was so long before Ellen regained her com-

posure, that traces of tears were visible even !

when she joined the family at dinner, and were
remarked by her uncle, who jestingly demanded
what could occasion signs of grief at such an im-

portant era in her life. Vainly Ellen hoped her
aunt would spare her the pain of answering by
even expressing her displeasure at her resolu-

tion, but she waited in vain, and she was com- !

pelled to own that the era of her life, to which
her uncle so playfully referred, was postponed by
her own earnest desire till the next season.

Mr. Hamilton put down his knife and fork in

unfeigned astonishment. " Why, what is the
,

meaning of this sudden change ?" he exclaimed,
j" You were not wont to be capricious, Ellen.
|

Will your aunt explain this marvelous mystery?" j

"
I am sorry I can not," Mrs. Hamilton replied,

in a tone that plainly betrayed to the quick ears

of her husband that she was more than usually
disturbed. " I am not in Ellen's confidence

; ;

her resolution is as extraordinary to me as to you,
for she has given me no reason." Mr. Hamilton
said no more, but he looked vexed, and Ellen did
not feel more comfortable. He detained her as

she was about to leave the room, and briefly de-

manded in what manner she intended to employ ;

the many hours which, now that Miss Harcourt
was away, she would have to hemelf. A crim-

son flush mounted to Ellen's temples as he spoke
a flush that, combined with the hesitating tone

in which she answered, "to read and work,"

might well justify the sternness of tone and man-
ner with which her uncle replied.

"
Ellen, had yoa never deceived us, I might

*rust you, spite of that flushed cheek and hesita-

ting tone ; as it is, your conduct the last two yeara

urges me to do so, notwithstanding appearances,
and all I say is, beware how you deceive me a

second time."

Ellen's cheek lost its color, and became for the

space of a minute pale as death ; so much so, that

Mrs. Hamilton regretted her husband should have

spoken so severely. Rallying her energies, Ellen

replied, in a steady but very low voice,
" My canduct, uncle, during my aunt's and

your absence from home, has been and shall ever
be open to the inspection of all your household
I am too well aware that I am undeserving oi

your confidence, but I appeal to Ellis, on whose

fidelity I know you rely, to prove to you in this

case you suspect me unjustly." The last word
was audible, but that was all ; and, deeply pained,
Ellen retired to her own room, which she did not

quit even to see her favorite cousin decked for

the ball. Emmeline sought her, however, and
tried by kisses to recall the truant rose, the ban-
ished smile ; but Mrs. Hamilton did not come tr

wish her good night, and Ellen's heart was heavy.
Some few days passed, and Mrs. Hamilton ac-

cepted three several invitations without again
expressing her wishes; but, though the subject
was not resumed, equal perplexity existed in the
minds of both aunt and niece. Ellen did not ac-

cuse Mrs. Hamilton of unkindness, but she could
not fail to perceive that she no longer retained
her confidence, and that knowledge painfully dis-

tressed the orphan's easily excited feelings. An-
other circumstance gave her additional pain ; her

strange and apparently capricious behavior had
been casually mentioned to Herbert, and he,
aware that his advice was always acceptable to

Ellen, ventured to remonstrate with her, and

playfully to reason her out of what he termed her

extraordinary fancy for seclusion. Some indefin-

able sensation ever prevented Ellen from speak-

ing or writing to Herbert as she would have done
to any other member of the family, but she an-

swered him, acknowledging she deserved his

hinted reproach, but owning that she could not

change her conduct, even in compliance with his

request ; nevertheless, it grieved her much to

know that he, whose approbation she uncou

sciously but ardently wished to gain, should be-

lieve her the capricious, unaccountable being it

was evident he did : still she persevered. These,
and whatever more she might have to endure,
were but petty trials, to which her secretly chas-

tened mind might bend, but should not weakly
bow. She knew, if her aunt were conscious of

her intention, much as perhaps she might ap-

prove of the motive, she would deem it a need-

less sacrifice, and probably prohibit its continu-

ance ; or, if she permitted and encouraged it, the

merit of her action would no longer exist ; nor
could she, indeed, while in the enjoyment of

praise, have finished a task commenced and car-

ried on purely for the sake of duty, and as an
atonement for the past, by the sacrifice of incli-

nation, make peace with the gracious God she
had offended. Petty trials were welcome then,
for if she met them with a Christian temper, a

Christian spirit, she might hope that, whatever
she might endure, she was progressing MI His

paths
" whose ways are pleasantness and whose

paths are peace;" could she but remove the lin-

gering displeasure and distrust of her aunt and

uncle, she would be quite happy.
It so happened that Emmeline's next engage-

ment was to the opera, which was always Ellen's
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if thus tearfully affirmed ; but as you generally
compel me to regret severity, when I do venture
to use it, I must be content to let you follow your
own inclinations this year at least. Next season
I give you no such license ; nolens volens, as Percy
would say, I must take you out with me ; you
shall not hide yourself in solitude; but I do not

fancy your resolution will hold good even the re-
mainder of this season," she added, smilingly." Do not, pray do not try to turn me from it,

my dear, kind aunt," said Ellen, earnestly ;

" I

do not deserve this indulgence from you, for I

know how much you dislike concealment
; but

greatest conquest of inclination. She had amused
herself by superintending her cousin's dressing,
and a sigh so audibly escaped that Emmeline in-

stantly exclaimed,
" Ellen, you know you would like to go with

us. In the name of all that is incomprehensible,
why do you stay at home?"
" Because, much as I own I should like to go

with you, I like better to stay at home."
" You really are the spirit of contradiction,

Ellen. What did you sigh for ?"
" Not for the opera, Emmeline."
" Then why ?"
" Because I can not bear to feel my aunt has

j

indeed, indeed, you shall never regret your kind-
est her confidence in me." I

ness. I do not, I will not abuse it ; it is only be-
" You are marvelously silly, Ellen ; mamma is

j

cause, because " she hesitated,

just the same to you as usual ; I have observed " Do not excite my curiosity too painfully,
no difference."

]

Ellen, in return for my indulgence," said Mrs.
" Dear Emmeline, coldness is not seen, it is

j

Hamilton, sportively.

felt ; and as you have been so happy as never
|

"
No, dear aunt, I only wish to finish a task 1

to have felt it, you can not understand what I have set myself, and my various avocations dur-

mean." ing the day prevent my having any time, unless
" Nor do I ever wish to feel it. But do not

\

I take it from such amusements," said Ellen,
look so sorrowful, dear Ellen; mamma's cold- blushing as she spoke;

"
indeed, that is my real

ness is an awful thing to encounter, I own." and only reason."

"If you have never felt it, how can you judge?" Mrs. Hamilton fixed an anxious glance upon
said a playful voice beside them, for Emmeline her, but, though she really felt satisfied at this

had been too deeply engrossed in arranging and avowal, the actual truth never entered her mind,

disarranging a wreath of roses in her hair, and
' " You have quite satisfied me, my dear girl; I

Ellen too much engaged in her own thoughts, to will not ask more, and you may stay at home as

notice the entrance of Mrs. Hamilton. often as you please. Your uncle and I have both
" Is it possible you are not yet ready, Emme- been very unjust and very severe upon our little

line? What have you been about?" Ellen, but you have quite disarmed us; so you
"Teasing Ellen, mamma; besides, Fanny was shall neither feel nor fancy my coldness any

engaged, and *. could nor please myself." more. There is Emmeline calling as loudly for
" Or rather you were disinclined for exertion, me as if I were after my time. Good night,

I have been watching you the last few moments, ;

love. God bless you ! do not sit up t< o late, and
and you have played with that pretty wreath till be as happy as you can."

it is nearly spoiled."
" I am quite happy now," exc*a*med Ellen,

returning, with delighted eagerness, Mrs. Hamil-
ton's fond embrace ; and she was happy. For a

moment she felt lonely as the door closed on her
aunt's retreating form, but as she roused herself

to seek her work, that feeling fled. When the
nature of her work was sufficiently simple to re-

"I plead guilty, dear mamma; but let Fanny
come, and I will be ready in a second," answer-
ed Emmeline, looking archly and caressingly in

her mother's face. Mrs. Hamilton smiled, and
turned as if to speak to her niece, but Ellen was

gone. She was sitting in her own room a few
minutes afterward, endeavoring to collect her quire but little thought, Ellen was accustomed

thoughts sufficiently to understand the book of to improve herself by committing to memory
the new opera which her cousin had lent her, many parts of the Bible suited for prayer, con-

when she was interrupted by a hand gently fession, or praise, so that her thoughts might not

placed upon the leaves.
|

wander during those solitary hours in the paths
" So coldness is felt, not seen, is it, my dear

!

of folly or of sin, but, once centered on serious

Ell-en ? Well, then, let that kiss banish it for- ! things, her mind mighwhence become strength-
ever," exclaimed Mrs. Hamilton, encircling the ' ened and her judgment ripened,
delicate form of her niece with her arm. "

t
I These lonely hours did much toward the for-

have been more distant and unkind, perhaps, mation of the orphan's character. Accustomed
than was necessary, but your mysterious resolu- thus to commune with her Creator, to gather
tiori irritated me beyond forbearance, and I have I strength in the solitude of her chamber, she was
been very unjust and very cruel, have P not? enabled, when her trial came, to meet it with a

Will you forgive me ?" I spirit most acceptable to Him who had ordain-

Ellen looked up in her face, and, unable to
j

ed it.

control her feelings, threw her arms around her
and burst into tears.

"
Nay, dearest, do not let me leave you in

tears. I am satisfied you have some good reason
for your conduct, though my usual penetration is

entirely at fault. Will you quite content me by
looking steadily in my face, and assuring me that

your conscience never reproaches your conduct ?

I shall not have one lingering doubt then."
Ellen smiled through her tears as she tried to

obey, but her lip so quivered as she answered,
that Mrs. Hamilton laughingly added, "That
would never do in a court ofjustice, my silly lit-

tle girl ; no one would pronounce you innocent

CHAPTER XI.

LORD MALVERN'S family and Mr. Hamilton s

were still in town, though the younger members
of each were longing for the fresh air of the

country.
One afternoon, hot and dusty from rapid riding,

the young Earl St. Eval hastily, and somewhat

discomposedly, entered his sister Lady Ger-
trude's private room.

" Thank Heaven, you are alone !" was his ex-
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clumation, as he entered ; but, throwing himself

moodily on a couch, he did not seem inclined to

say more.
' What is the matter, dear Eugene ? Some-

thing has disturbed you," said Lady Gertrude,

soothingly, and in a tone tending rather to allay
his irritation than express her own desire to know
what had happened.

"
Something yes, Gertrude, enough to bid me

forswear England again, and bury myself in a

desert, where a sigh from your sex could never
reach me more."

" Not even mine, Eugene ?" exclaimed his sis-

ter, laying down her work, and seating herself

on a stool at his feet, while she looked up in his

excited features with an expression of fondness
on her placid countenance. " Would you indeed
forbid my company, if I implored to share your
solitude?"

" My sister, my own kind sister, would I,

could I deprive myself of the blessing, the com-
fort your presence ever brings?" replied St.

Eval, earnestly.
"
No, dearest Gertrude, I coifld

not refuse you, whatever you might ask."
" Then tell me now what it is that has disturb-

ed you thus. With what new fancy are you tor-

menting yourself/"
"
Nay, this is no fancy, Gertrude. You ate,

you have been wrong from the first, and I am
too plainly right. Caroline does not and never
will love me."

Lady Gertrude started.

"Have you been again rejected?" she de-

manded, a dark flush of indignant pride suffusing
her cheek.

Lord St. Eval mournfully smiled.
" You are as summary in your conclusions as

you say I am sometimes. No, Gertrude, I have
not ; I feel as if I could not undergo the torture

I once experienced in saying those words which
I hoped would seal my happiness."

"
Nay, then, I must say them for you," said

Lady Gertrude, smiling.
" I have watched Car-

oline narrowly, and I feel so confident she loves

you, that I would, without the slightest doubt or

tear, consign your happiness, precious as it is to

me, to her disposal."
"
Forbear, Gertrude, for pity !" exclaimed

Lord St. Eval, starting up and pacing the room.
" You saw not what I saw last night, nor heard
the cold, malicious words warning me against
her; that even when she had accepted, she was
false ; or, if she were not false, that she still

loved another. I saw it in her varying cheek,
her confused manner; I heard it in her hurried

accents, and this morning has confirmed all all.

Gertrude, I ever told you my lot was not happi-
ness ; that as the fate of some men is all bright,
BO that of others is all gloom, and such is mine."

"
Eugene, how often must I entreat you not to

speak thus ?
- Man's happiness or misery, in a

great measure, depends upon himself. You have
often said that when with me, you reason more

calmly than when you think alone ; only tell me
coherently what has chanced, and all may not

be so gloomy as you believe."

St. Eval suffered himself to be persuaded, and,

seating himself beside his sister, he complied
with her request.
The fact was simply this. He had returned

to England, at the entreaty of his sister, determ-
ined to discover if indeed there existed any hope
of his at length obtaining Caroline's affections.

Lady Gertrude's letter to him purposely por-

trayed the many amiable qualities existing in

Caroline's character, and the general tenor of
her words had led him to resolve that if he could
indeed make so favorable an impression on her
heart as to teach her to forget the past, he too

would banish pride, and secure" his happiness,
and he hoped hers, by a second offer of his hand.
Her conduct, guarded as it was, had unconscious-

ly strengthened his hopes, and the last few weeks
he had relaxed so much in his reserve as to ex-
cite in the mind of Caroline the hope, almost the

certainty, that he no longer despised her, and
created for himself many truly delightful hours.
It so happened that, on the evening to which he
referred, Caroline had gone to a large party, un-
der the protection of the Countess of El more,
who, at the entreaty of the lady of the house,
had obtained the permission of Mrs. Hamilton to

introduce her. The young earl had devoted
himself to her the greater part of the evening, to

the satisfaction of both, when his pleasure was
suddenly and painfully alloyed by her visible

confusion at the unexpected entrance, and still

more unexpected salutation, of Lord Alphing-
ham. Caroline had so seldom met the viscount

during the season, that she was not yet enabled
to conquer her agitation whenever she beheld
him. She ever dreaded his addressing her ; ever
felt that somewhat lurked In his insinuating voice
that would, in the end, lead to evil ; besides

which, her abhorrence toward him whenever

Percy's tale flashed across her mind, which it

never failed to do when he appeared, always
prevented her retaining her calmness undisturb-
ed. Lord St. Eval had left England with the

impression that Alphingham was his favored ri-

val, and his imagination instantly attributed Car-
oline's emotion at his entrance into a preference
for the viscount. His earnest manner

suddenly
became chilled, his eloquence checked. Intui-

tively Caroline penetrated his suspicions; the wish
to prove they were mistaken and unjust increased

I her confusion, and instead of lessening, confirmed
them. St. Eval said little more to her

during
the evening, but he watched her. He saw Lord

Alphingham whisperingly address her. She ap-

I

peared to become more painfully confused, and

j

St. Eval could scarcely restrain himself from hur-

| rying from her sight forever ; but he did restrain

himself, only to be more tortured.

The viscount now believed the hour of his

vengeance was at hand, when, without the slight-
est exertion, he might not only disturb St. Eval's

peace, but that of Caroline.

If St. Eval had but heard the few words he
said to her, jealousy would have been instantly
banished

; but for that he was not sufficiently

near; he could only mark the earnest and insin

uating manner which the viscount knew so well

how to assume, and notice her confusion, and the

shade of melancholy expressed on her features,
which was, in fact, occasioned by Lord St. Eval's

sudden desertion, and her annoyance at the cause.

His quick imagination attributed all to the effect

of Lord Alphingham's tender words. The vis-

count was well known to him, and near the end
of the evening approached and remained in con-

versation by his side, spite of the haughty re-

serve maintained by the young earl, which said

so plainly,
" Your presence is unwelcome," that

it would speedily have dismissed any one less

determined; but Lord Alphingham spoke ad-

miringly and enthusiastically of Caroline. Lord
St. Eval listened, as if fascinated by me very tor
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tare he endured. They were quite alone, and
after a few such observations, the viscount low-

ered his voice to a confidential tone, and said tri-

umphantly,
" Will you envy me, St. Eval, if I confess that

I, more than any other man, am privileged to

speak in Miss Hamilton's praise, having once
had the honor of being her accepted lover, and,
nad not cruel parents interfered, might now have
claimed that lovely creature as my own ? But
still I do not despair, for the affections of a being
so superior once given to me, as they have been,
I am convinced they will never be another's. I

am treating you as a friend, St. Eval ; you will

not betray me ?"

"You may trust me, sir," replied the young
earl, coldly.

" Your confidence has been given
unasked, bat you need not fear its betrayal."

" Thank you, my kind friend ;" and the wily
villain continued his deceiving tale with an elo-

quence we will not trouble ourselves to repeat.
It is enough to know its effect on St. Eval was
to turn him from the room, his sensitive feelings

wrought almost to madness by malignant bitter-

ness. Lord Alphingham looked after him, and
then turned his glance on Caroline, and an acute

physiognomist might easily have read his inward

thoughts:
" My vengeance is complete."

Alphingham had more than once mentioned
the name of the Duchess of Rothbury, but in such

a manner that, though it sounded well enough in

his tale, yet when afterward recalled by the

young earl, he could not understand in what po-
sition she stood toward them. Lord Alphing-
ham knew well her grace's character; he wished
St. Eval to seek her, for he felt assured what she

would say would confirm his tale, and render
the barrier between him and Caroline more im-

passable. His plan succeeded admirably: St.

Eval galloped off to Airslie early the next morn-

ing. The duchess welcomed him with the great-
est cordiality, for he was a favorite ; but the mo-
ment he spoke of Caroline her manner changed.
She became as reserved as she had previously
been warm; and when the young earl frankly
asked her if the refusal of her parents had been
the only bar to her union with the viscount, she

referred him to Mr. or Mrs. Hamilton. That
she was aware of something to Caroline's disad-

vantage appeared very evident, and that she was
not the favorite she had been last year equally
so. St. Eval left her more disturbed than ever,
and it was on returning from his long yet hurried

ride he had sought his sister in the mood we
have described.

Lady Gertrude listened with earnest attention.

The tale startled her, but she disliked the very
sight of Lord Alphingham; she believed him to

be a bad, designing man. She felt convinced
Caroline did love her brother, much as appear-
ances were against her; arid both these feelings

urged her to sift the whole matter carefully, and
not permit the happiness of two individuals to

be sacrificed to what might be but the idl%in-
ventioii or exaggerations of a bad man. Her
ready mind instantly formed its plan, which
salmly but earnestly she imparted to her brother,
and implored his consent to act upon it. Start-

led and disturbed, St. Eval at first peremptorily
refused ; but his sister's eloquence at length suc-
ceeded.

Early in the morning of the succeeding day,
Caroline Hamilton received the following brief

note]

" Will you, my dear Caroline, receive me half
an hour this afternoon ? I have something im-

portant to say; I have vanity enough to believe,
as it concerns me, it will interest you. We shall
be more alone at your house than mine, or I

might ask you to come to me.
" Yours affectionately, GERTRUDE LYLE."

Completely at a loss to understand the mean-
ing of this little note, Caroline merely wrote a
line to say she should be quite at Lady Gertrude's
service at the appointed time ; and so deeply was
she engrossed in the sad tenor of her own
thoughts, that all curiosity as to this important
communication was dismissed.

Three o'clock came, and so did Lady Gertrude,
whose first exclamation was to notice Caroline's
unusual paleness.

" Do not heed my looks, dear Gertrude ; I am
perfectly well, and, now that you are before me,
overwhelmed with curiosity as to your important
intelligence," said Caroline, whose heavy eyes
belied her assurance that she was quite well.

" Dearest Caroline," said Lady Gertrude, in a
tone of feeling,

"
I am so interested in your wel-

fare, that I can not bear to see the change so ev-
ident in you. Something has disturbed you.
Show me you consider me your friend, and tell

me what it is."
" Not to you, oh, not to you; I can not, I dare

not !" burst involuntarily from the lips of the poor
girl, in a tone of such deep distress that Lady
Gertrude felt pained.

"
Gertrude, do not ask me ;

I own I am unhappy, very, very unhappy, but I

deserve to be so. Oh, I would give worlds that

I might speak it, and to you; but I can not will

not! But do i\ot refuse me the confidence you
offered," she added, again endeavoring to smile;
" I can sympathize in your happiness, though I

refuse yours in my sadness."
"
I am not quite sure whether I have sorrow

or joy to impart," said Lady Gertrude, still feel-

ingly; for she guessed why Caroline believed
she dared not confide in her, and she hailed it as

proof that she was right in her surmise, that her
brother's honorable love would not be again re

jected.
"
Eugene seems bent on again quitting En-

gland, and I fear if he do, he will not return home
again. On one little circumstance depends his

final determination ; my persuasions to the con-

trary have entirely failed."

The cheek of her companion blanched even

paler than before ; two or three large tears gath-
ered in her eyes, then slowly fell, one by one,

upon her tightly-clasped hands.
" And if you have failed, who will succeed ?"

she asked, with a strong effort
" The chosen one, whose power over the heart

of St. Eval is even greater than mine," said Lady
Gertrude, steadily.

"
Ah, Caroline, when a man

has learned to love, the affection of a sister is of

little weight."
" He does love, then," thought Caroline, and

her heart swelled even to bursting,
" and he goes

to seek her. And will not the being Lord St.

Eval has honored with his love second your ef-

forts? If she be in England, can she wish him
to quit it?" she said aloud, in answer to her
friend.

" If she love him, she will not," said Lady Ger-

trude; "but St. Eval fears to ask the question
that decides his fate. Strange and wayward as

he is, he would rather create certain misery for
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himself, than undergo the torture of being again 1 trembled with agitation ;
the ecstatic delight of

refused." that one moment doubt was, indeed, at an end.

For a few minutes Caroline answered not; He loved her, and, in spite of her faults, he would

then, with a sudden effort, rallying her energies, cherish her with tenderness; he had chosen her

she exclaimed, as if in jest,
"
Why, then, does he not make you his mes-

senger ? the affection you bear for him would en-

dow you with an eloquence I doubt much wheth-
er his own would surpass."
She would have, spoken more in the same

strain, but the effort failed; and, turning away
from Lady Gertrude's penetrating glance, which
she felt was fixed upon her, though she could not

meet it, she burst into tears.

More than ever convinced of the truth of her

suspicions, Lady Gertrude's noble mind found it

impossible to continue this mode of discovery

any longer. She saw that Caroline imagined not

she was the being alluded to ; that not even the

phrase
"
again refused" had startled her into con-

sciousness, and she felt it was unkind to distress

her more.
" I knew it was false," she exclaimed, as the

viscount's tale flashed across her mind ; then

checking herself, she took Caroline's cold and
half-reluctant hand, and added, in a voice of ex-

treme feeling, "Caroline, dearest Caroline, for-

give my having penetrated your secret
; fear me

not, dear girl ; I honor too much the feeling
which dictates your conduct. You have learned

to love St. Eval ; you have repented the willful
j
forget one so latterly unworthy, and the thought

and capricious treatment he once received from
j
was agony. But oh ! Gertrude, I shall never re-

you. Deny it not; nay, do not shrink from me, ! gain his love ; when he knows all, he will cease

and think, because I appear so calm, I can not
j

to trust me; his esteem I have lost forever ! Ger-

feel for those who are dear to me, and even sym- ! trude, bear with me ; you can not know the

pathize in their love. I do not, I will not con- i wretchedness it is to feel he knows not all my
demn the past; I did once, I own, but since I ! folly. The girl who could willfully cast aside

have known you, I have forgiven the mistaken duty and obedience to a pai'ent, listen to forbid-

willfulness of a misguided girl. You love him : den vows, weakly place her honor in the power
confess that I am right, dearest." of one against whom she had been warned oh,

Caroline's face was concealed within her hand,
j

Gertrude, Gertrude, when St. Eval learns this

and almost agonized was its expression as she ! tale, he will spurn me from his heart! and yet I

looked up. i
will not deceive him; he shall know all, and be

"
Gertrude," she said, in a low, suffocated ! free to act as he will his proposals shall be no

voice,
"

is it well, is it kind in you thus to speak, i tie."

to lead me to avow a love for one who, your own }

The flush of firm yet painful resolution dyed
words inform me, will soon be the husband of

j

her cheek as she spoke, and checked her tears,

another ?"
I
Alarmed as she was by the incoherence yet con-

"
I said not of another, my dear girl ; forgive

'

nection of her words, when attached to Lord Al-

me this stratagem to penetrate your well-preserv- 1 phingham's hints, which still lingered on her

ed secret. My brother's happiness is so dear to
I mind, yet the high-minded Lady Gertrude felt as

as his wife chosen her, though she had rejected,

injured him, in preference to the very many she

felt so much more worthy than herself; but un-

alloyed happiness was hers only for a few fleet-

ing minutes ; he knew not the extent of her im-

prudence how strangely and deeply she had
been fascinated by the arts of Lord Alphingham.
Could he love, respect her as the partner of his

life, did he know that ? and for a moment pain-

fully did she long to conceal it from him, to pre-
vent his ever knowing it ;

but no, her innate no-

bility and ingenuousness of character would not

be thus trampled on. She wept, and Lady Ger-
trude was startled, for those bitter tears were not

the signs ofjoy.
" Do not condemn my weakness, dearest Ger-

trude," she said at length, struggling for compos-
ure. " You do not know why I weep ; you can
not guess the cause of tears at such a moment.
Yes, you are right

'
I do love your brother with

an affection equal to his own, but I thought it

would never pass my lips; for willfully, blindly
I had rejected the affection of his good and noble

heart; I had intentionally caused him pain, ban-

ished him from his country and his friends, and

my punishment was just. I thought he would

me, I could not trust it to one of whose affection

I was not certain. I am not aware I said he
would soon be the husband of another, since, if

he be again refused, that he never will be. Sim-

ply, then, for I have been quite tormenting
enough, Eugene has striven long with himself to

conquer his love, to be happy as your friend, as-

sociating with you as he does with Emmeline,
but he can not. He still loves you, Caroline, as

devotedly, as faithfully perhaps more so than

when he first offered you his hand ; he dares not

renew that offer himself, for he feels a second re-

fusal from your lips would wound him too deep-
ly. Your voice may chain him to England, an
altered and a happier man, or send him from its

shores a misanthrope and wretched : it is for you
to decide, Caroline, clearest. Must I plead with
that eloquence which you said would surpass

if Caroline's honorable determination had struck

a new chord of sympathy within her heart. In-

tegrity itself was hers, and truth in others was
ever to her their most attractive quality.

" St. Eval's doubts and fears have been already

painfully aroused," she said, gently ;

" an open
explanation from you is more likely to make him

happy than produce the effect you so much,

though so naturally, dread: fear not to impart it.

In the relation you now stand to each other, the

avowal of past errors will increase rather than

lessen affection, by the integrity it will display ;

but leave it till years have passed, and if, instead

of being known now, it is then discovered, then,

indeed, might you fear, with some show of jus
tice, the loss of his esteem. Such will not be

now; but tell him yourself, dear Caroline, the

truth or falsehood of the scandalous tale he heard
a night or two ago."
"What did he hear? If you know, for pity's

even his own. or will the pleadings of your own
kind heart, suffice ?"

She paused in evident emotion, for with a faint
j sake, do not conceal it from me, dearest Ger-

cry Caroline had thrown herself on her neck, and
j

trude!" entreated Caroline, almost gasping for

buried her cheek upon hor shoulder. Every limb I breath ; and Lady Gertrude, without hesitation or
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abbreviation, related the whole tale her brother

had imparted to her, dwelling on the suffering
he endured as he fancied Caroline's conduct con-

firmed the words he heard.
" Then is it, indeed, time for me to speak,

though my tale be one of shame," she exclaimed,
as Lady Gertrude paused, and indignation re-

stored her usual energy. "Never were atten-

tions so revolting to me as were those of Lord

Alphingham that night. He knew he had no

right to address me, and therefore did he ever
refrain when mamma was present. Gertrude,

solemnly, sacredly, I protest he has no hold on

my affections he dare not say he has nor ever

again venture to demand my hand : it has been

irrevocably refused. Not only would my own
will prevent my ever becoming his, but I have "

She paused a moment, for Percy's fatal secret

was on the point of escaping from her lips ; but,

checking herself, she added,
" I am not at lib-

erty to say why, but an inseparable barrier is

placed between us. Listen to me, Gertrude ;

you will condemn me be it so ; but I implore,
I beseech you to believe me true." Then, with-

out further hesitation, Caroline briefly yet cir-

cumstantially related all those events in her life

with which our readers are so well acquainted.
She did not suppress one point, or endeavor in

the lenst to excuse herself; and Lady Gertrude,
as she listened to that unvarnished tale of youth-
ful eiTor, felt her heart glow more warmly to-

ward her companion, and her eye glisten in sym-
pathy for the pain she felt Caroline was inflicting
on herself. Lady Gertrude could feel for others

;

twice had her carriage been announced, but she
heeded not the summons; a third came just as

Caroline had ceased to speak, and silently she
rose to depart. She met the imploring look of

her young friend, and folding her to her heart,
she said, in a low and gentle voice,
"Ask not me, my dearest girl; St. Eval shall

come and speak for himself." She kissed her

affectionately, and was gone.
Caroline seated herself on a low couch, and,

closing her eyes on every outward object, she

gave herself up to thought. Might she indeed
be happy ? Were the errors of her former years
so forgiven that she would indeed be blessed
with the husband of her choice ? Had St. Eval
so conquered pride as again to seek her love ?

Would the blessing of her parents now sanctify
her marriage 1 It could not be ; it was too much
bliss happiness of which she was utterly unwor-

thy. Time rolled by unheeded in these medita-
tions; she was quite unconscious that nearly half

an hour had elapsed since Lady Gertrude had
left her ; scarcely did it appear five minutes, and

yet it must have been more, for it was the voice

of St. Eval himself that roused her, that address-

ed her as his own bride. St. Eval himself, who
clasped her impetuously to his beating heart, im-

printed one long, lingering kiss upon her cheek,
and murmured blessings on her head. H^ had
waited for the return of his sister to the carriage
in a state of impatience little to be envied, flung
himself in after her, and in a very brief space had
heard and heard again every particular of her in-

terview with Caroline. His doubts were satis-

fied; not a lingering fear remained.
" Gertrude told me you said not to her the

magic word that will seal my happiness, though
Bin- wrung from you that precious secret of your
love," said the young lord, after many very 'fond

words had been exchanged between tl ein, and

nearly an hour had passed away in that unre-
strained confidence; "nor have I heard it pasa
your lips. You have told me that you love me,
Caroline

; will you not promise that but a very
short time shall pass ere you will indeed be mine ;

that you will not sentence me to a long proba-
tion ere that happy day is fixed ?"

"It is not in my power to answer you, St.

Eval;" and, though her tone was sportive, her
words startled him. "

I can not even promise
to be yours ; my fate is not in my own hands."

"Caroline!" exclaimed the alarmed young
man, "what can you mean?"

"
Simply that I have vowed solemnly and sa-

credly never to marry without the consent and

blessing of my parents. I have given you all I

can, to them I refer you for the rest."
" Then I am satisfied," replied St. Eval, the

flush of joyous excitement staining his cheek,
and rendering his expressive countenance more
than usually handsome by the animation it pro-
duced.

Mrs. Hamilton, with Emmeline and Ellen, had
returned from their ride rather later than usual,
for they had gone to see a friend some few miles
out of town, and finding it near the hour of din-

ner, they had dispersed to their dressing-rooms
instead of entering the drawing-room as usual.

On inquiring for Caroline, if she had been out
with Lady Gertrude, or was still at home, she

heard, to her extreme astonishment, that Miss
Hamilton had not gone out, but that Lord St.

Eval had been with her above an hour, nor had
she left him to obey the summons of the dressing-
bell, as usual. A throb of pleasure shot through
the heart of Mrs. Hamilton, she scarcely knew
wherefore, for it was no uncommon thing for

Lord St. Eval to spend an hour at her house, but
it was that he should thus have sought the soci-

ety of Caroline alone.
" Had either of her sons been with him?" she

asked, and the answer was in the negative.

Martyn silently concluded her task, for she
saw deep thought was on her lady's browr

, which
she was too respectful to disturb; an earnest

thought it was ; it might have been that silent

prayer had mingled with it. Still was that wish

uppermost in Mrs. Hamilton's mind, that she

might one day see her Caroline the happy wife
of Lord St. Eval ; but when she entered the

drawing-room, words were not needed to ex-

plain the scene before her. Mr. Hamilton had
drawn his daughter to him, and was pressing the

young earl's hand in his with a grasp that spoke
volumes.

" St. Eval, you have been too long the son of

my affections for one instant to doubt my con-

sent," Mrs. Hamilton heard her husband say as

she entered ;

"
it is yours, freely, gladly. Speak

not of fortune ; I would give my child to you had

you but yourself to offer. But I am but a sec-

ondary personage in this business," he added,

playfully; "there is the enchantress who holds

the fate of my Caroline more firmly than I do.

Away with you, St. Eval ! plead your cause to

her."
"
Caroline, my own, does your happiness de-

pend on my consent, or have you done this mere-

ly for my sake ?" murmured Mrs. Hamilton, as

her child clung in silence to her neck, and Lord
St. Eval seized her hand and pressed it to hia

lips, as if eloquent silence should tell his tale,

too, better than words. Mrs. Hamilton spoke
in a voice so low as to be heard only bv Caroline
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"
Speak to me, love ; tell me that St. Eval will

be the husband of your free, unbiased choice, and

my fondest blessing shall be yours." Caroline's

answer was inaudible to all save to the ear of
maternal affection to her mother it was enough" Take her, St. Eval; my consent, my earnest
wish to behold you united, bu long been yours ;

may God in heaven bless you, my children, and
make you happy in each other!"

Solemnly she spoke ; her earnestness was af-

fecting ; it struck to their hearts ; for a moment
there was silence, which Mrs. Hamilton was the
first to break.

" Does my Caroline intend appearing at dinner
in this costume?" she asked, playfully, alluding
to her daughter's morning dress. Startled and

blushing, Caroline, for the first time, perceived
her mother was dressed for dinner, and her fa-

'

ther, determining to banish all appearance of

gravity, held up his watch, which pointed to

some few minutes after the usual dinner hour.
Glad to escape for a few minutes to the solitude
of her own room, Caroline hastily withdrew her
hand from St. Eval's detaining grasp, and smiling
a brief farewell, brushed by Emmeline and Ellen,
who were that instant entering, without speak-
ing, indeed, but with very evident marks of con-

fusion, which Mr. Hamilton very quickly ex-

plained to the extreme satisfaction of all parties.
Caroline was not long before she returned.

Happiness had caused her eyes to sparkle with
a radiance her parents had not seen for many a

long day, and they felt as they gazed on her, now
indeed was she worthy to be the honored wife
of St. Eval, and their thoughts were raised in si-

lent unison to Heaven for the blessing thus vouch-
safed to them. And scarcely could Mr. Hamil-
ton restrain the emotion which swelled his bo-
som as he thought, had it not been for the un-

tiring care, the bright example of that mother,
his child, instead of being a happy bride, might
now have been he shuddered as he thought,
and the inward words were checked

;
he could

not give them vent
; they were hidden in the si-

lent recesses of his own breast. And did not
that same thought dwell in the mind of his wife,
when she contrasted the present with the past?
It did, but she looked not on herself as the cause
of her child's escape from wretchedness and sin.

Her efforts, she knew, would have been as naught
without the blessing of Him whose aid she had
ever sought ; and if indeed the thought of her
had arrested Caroline on the brink of ruin, it was
His work, and Him alone she praised. She look-

ed on the glowing countenance of her daughter ;

she marked the modest gentleness ofher demean-
or, the retiring dignity with which she checked
the effusions of her own fond affection, and re-

ceived the attentions of her devoted lover, and
she felt sure those few moments of solitude had
been passed in thanksgiving and prayer to Him
who had pardoned the errors of the past, and

granted such unlooked-for joy. And she guessed
aright, for the mind of Caroline had not been en-

tirely engrossed by the bright and glowing vi-

sions which anticipation in such a moment of our
lives is apt to place before us. Her thoughts
during the last year had been secretly under the

guidance of the most rigid self-control, and thus

permitted her to raise them from the happiness
of earth to blessedness yet more exalted. Oh !

who can say that religion is the heavy chain that
fetters us to gloom and everlasting sadness ; that

in chastening the pleasures of earth, it offers no

substantial good in return ? True piety, opening
the heart by its sweet, refreshing influence, caus-

es us to enjoy every earthly blessing with a zest.

the heart in which the love of God is not an in-

mate will seek in vain to know. It is piety that

strengthens, purifies affection. Piety, that looks

on happiness vouchsafed us here as harbingers
of a state where felicity will be eternal. Piety
that, in lifting up the grateful soul to God, height-
ens our joys, and renders that pure and lasting
which would otherwise be evanescent and fleet

ing. Piety, whose soft and mildly-burning torch
continues to enlighten life long, long after the
luster of worldly pleasures has passed away. It

was this blessed feeling, kindled in earliest infan-

cy by the fostering hand of parental love, which
now characterized and composed every emotion
of Caroline's swelling bosom, which bade her
feel that this indeed was happiness. With blush-

ing modesty, she received the eagerly-offered

congratulations ofher affectionate family the de-

lighted embrace which Percy, in the enthusiasm
of his joy, found himself compelled to give her.

" Now indeed may I hope the past will never

again cross my mind to torment me," he whis-

pered to his sister, and wrung St. Eval's hand
with a violence that forced the young man laugh-
ingly to cry for mercy. There had been a shade
of unusual gloom shrouding the open countenance
and usually frank demeanor of Percy since his re-

turn from Oxford, for which his parents and sis-

ters could not account; but as he seemed to shrink
from all observation on the subject, they did not
ask the cause; but this unexpected happiness
seemed to make him for a few following days,
as usual, the gayest, merriest member of his ami-
able family.

Often in these days of happiness did Caroline
think on the qualities which Lady Gertrude had

!

once said should adorn the wife of her brother.

j

Faults he could pardon if they were redeemed
I by affection, and ingenuousness unsullied by the

slightest artifice. Affection she well knew she

possessed ;
but she also knew that, to be as un-

|

reserved as would form the happiness of her

husband, she must effectually banish that pride
which she knew still lurked within. Often would
she converse on these things when alone with hei

mother, and implore her advice as to the best

method of securing not only the love, but the es-

teem of St. Eval.
" Gertrude was quite right in the estimate of

her brother's character," Mrs. Hamilton would
at such times observe, her fond heart fully repaid
for past anxiety and disappointment by this con-

fidence in her child; "and so too are you, dear-

est, in your idea that not the faintest sign of pride
must mark your intercourse with him. Perhaps
he is more reserved than proud ; indeed, in his

case, I can not call it pride, but it is that kind of

reserve which would jar most painfully did it

come in contact with any thing resembling pride.
Had you grown up such as you were in child-

hood, your union with St. Eval, much as you
might think you loved each other, would- not

have been productive of lasting happiness to

either. Let him see dependence is not merely
a profession which your every action would con-

tradict; from independence springs so many evils,

that I feel sure you will avoid it. It is, I regret
to say, a prevailing error in those circles wherein

your rank will entitle you to mingle an error

that must ever endanger conjugal happiness.
When a woman marries, the world, except as
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the arbiter of propriety, ought to be forgotten ;

all her endeavors to please, to soothe, to cheer,
must still be exerted even more than before mar-

riage, but exerted only for her husband ; not one
little pleasing art, not one accomplishment, should

be given up, but used, as affection dictates, to en-

hance her value in the eyes of him whose felicity
it should be her principal aim to increase. You
will be placed in an exalted station in the opin-
ion of the world, my beloved child a station of

temptation, Hattery, danger, more so than has
ever yet been yours ; but I do not tremble now
as I did, too forebodingly, when the world was
first opened to your view. You have learned to

mistrust your own strength, to seek it where
alone it can be found, to examine your every ac-

tion by the Word of God, and with these feelings

you are safe. My Caroline will not fail in duty
to her husband or herself."

" Nor to you, my mother, my devoted mother!"
exclaimed Caroline, as she fondly kissed her. " It

is to you, next to my God, I owe this blessing ;

and on ! if it be my lot to be a mother, may I be
to my children, as far, at least, as one so much
inferior in piety and virtue can be, what you
have been to me! Oh, might I but resemble

you, as my full heart has so lately longed, St.

Eval might be happy !"

At the earnest entreaty of St. Eval and Caro-

line, both families consented that the ceremonial
of their marriage should take place in the same
venerable church where the first childish prayers
of Caroline had ascended from a house of God,
and the service be performed by the revered and

Eious

rector of Oakwood, the clergyman who,
om her earliest childhood, she had been taught

to respect and love as the humble representative
of Him whose truths he so ably taught. Caroline
had consented to name the second week of Sep-
tember as the period of her espousals. The few
chosen friends of both families who were to be
invited to the ceremony were to assemble in the

hospitable halls of Oakwood, and earnestly did

every member of Mr. Hamilton's family hope
that the long-absent sailor, Edward Fortescue,
who was soon expected home, might arrive in

time to be present at the marriage of his cousin.

How the young heart of his orphan sister flutter-

ed with delight at the thought of beholding him

again we will not attempt to describe, but it was
shared with almost equal, warmth by Mrs. Ham-
ilton, whose desire was so great that her gallant

nephew, the brave preserver of her husband,

might be present at the approaching joyful event,
that she laughingly told Ellen she certainly would

postpone the ceremony till Edward arrived,
whatever opposition she might have to encounter.

The engagement of the Right Honorable Earl

St. Eval, the heir to the marquisate of Malvern,

embracing such rich possessions, with a plain

gentleman's daughter, was a matter of mingled
wonder, scorn, admiration, and applause to the

fashionable world ; but these opinions and emo-
tions were little regarded, save as a matter of

continual jest to Percy, who amused himself by
collecting all the reports he could, and repeating
them at home, warning them against a marriage
which caused such a universal sensation. It

might be supposed this sensation would have
been felt in various ways in the family of Mon-
trose Grahame

; but it happened that Annie was
BO engrossed with her own plans, her mind so

occupied by one interesting subject, that she and
Lord Alphingham had but little time to think of

any thing but each other. Annoyed they were
indeed, for all their designs were foiled ; St. Eval
and Caroline were happy, spite of their efforts to

the contrary. Lady Helen was really so delight-
ed at the prospects of Caroline, who had ever
been a favorite with her, that she actually exerted
herself so much as to call in person to offer her
best wishes, and promise that she would spend
the whole winter at Woodlands, to be present at
the ceremony. Lilla was overjoyed, for Mrs.
Hamilton promised she should be among the

guests at Oakwood . Mr. Grahame, whose friend-

ship with Mr. Hamilton \vould have and did ren-
der him most interested in the event, was at Paris
when their engagement was first published, but
his warmly-written letters to his friend proclaim-
ed his intention of very soon returning to En-

gland, but tfll then entreating the young couple
to accept his sincerest prayers and best wishes*

for their happiness, and warmly congratulated
Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton on the prospects of their

child
; but there was a sadness pervading his let-

ters which gave them pain to note, for they knew
too well the cause.

The letters of Mary Greville, too, added pleas-
ure to the betrothed. Informed by Herbert of

both past and present events, St. Eval's long af-

fection for Caroline, which he playfully hoped
would solve the mystery of his not gratifying her

wishes, and falling in love with Miss Manvers,

Mary wrote with equal sportiveness that she was

quite satisfied with his- choice, and pleased that

his residence at Lago Guardia had enabled her
to become so well acquainted with one about to

be so nearly connected with her Herbert.
About a week or fortnight before Mr. Hamil-

ton's intended return to Oakwood, Percy one

morning received a letter which appeared to

produce excessive agitation. But as he evident-

ly did not wish it remarked, no notice was taken

except by Herbert, to whom alone he had shown
the letter, and who seemed equally interested,

though not so much agitated by its contents. To
the anxious inquiries of his parents, if individual

embarrassment or distress occasioned Percy's un-

easiness, Herbert answered readily in the nega-
tive

;
that the letter informed them of the deat

of an unfortunate individual in whose fate both
he and Percy had been most deeply interested.

Trusting in the well-known integrity of their

sons, Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton inquired no further,

and dismissed the subject; but Percy did not

rouse himself from his gloomy abstraction till

startled by intelligence which regard for his fa-

ther's friend Grahame could not permit him to

hear with calmness.

Two mornings after the receipt of that letter,

as the family, with the addition of St. Eval. were

sitting together after breakfast, ere they separa-
ted to the various avocations of the day, Lord

Henry d'Este bustled in with a countenance ex-

pressive of something extraordinary.
" Have you heard the news?" was his first ea-

ger exclamation.
" If we had, it would be no news," repli

Emmeline, archly ;

" but we have heard nothing

Papa has something else to do than to seek o

news for me ; ditto the Right Honorable Lo:

St. Eval. Percy has been suddenly conve
into the spirit of gloom, and to Herbert it is iu

vain to look for gossip ; so, for pity's sake, satisfy

my curiosity."
"
Perhaps you will say I have been exciting i

unnecessarily," he answered " An elope
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is too common a thing now to cause much aston-

ishment."
"

It depends on the parties," observed Mr.
Hamilton. " Who are they ?"

"
Those, or rather one of them, I fear, for her

father's sake, in whom you will be too deeply
interested Lord Alphingham and Miss Gra-

hame."
" Annie !" burst from Caroline's lips, in an ac-

cent of distress that struck all, and fell somewhat

painfully on Lord St. Eval's ear, when, starting
from the seat she had occupied near him, she

sprung forward, and wildly continued,
" when

when ? Lord Henry, for pity's sake, tell me !

is there no time ? Can they not be overtaken ?

When did they go?"
Bewildered at the wild earnestness of her man-

ner, at the muttered execration of Percy, Lord

Henry was for a moment silent; but on the re-

peated entreaty of Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton, he
said that the particulars were not yet all known,
except that she had been staying with her friend,
that same lady of rank in whose family Miss Mal-
ison had been installed ; that from her house the

elopement had taken place when, he did not

exactly know ;
the report had only that morning

gained credit. Lady Helen was not in the least

aware of what had passed, nor would she be, in all

probability, till Annie's own letter announced it,

as she turned a careless ear to all that her friends

had hinted. He greatly feared, however, that it

was useless to think of overtaking them ; they
had been seen and recognized, on the road be-

tween York and Berwick, by a friend of his,

three days previous. He had at first regarded
his friend's letter as a mere jest ;

buty finding he
had written the same to many others, and that

.the report was gaining ground, he felt sufficient

interest in Mr. Grahame to discover the truth,
that he might be informed of it, and take meas-
ures accordingly ; and as Grahame was from
home, he thought the best thing he could do was
to tell the whole story to Mr. Hamilton.

" And is there indeed no hope ? Can they not
be overtaken ?" again demanded Caroline, almost
choked with an agitation for which even her par-
ents could not account.

Lord Henry did not think there was the slight-
est possibility ; and, unable to control her emo-

tion, for she could not forget the long years she

had regarded Annie as her friend, the favorite

companion of her childhood, Caroline sunk, pale
as death, on the nearest seat. Her mother and
St. Eval approached her in some alarm, the for-

mer to demand the cause of this agitation, and im-

plore her to be calm ; the latter to connect, with
a swelling heart and trembling frame, this deep
emotion with the words of Lord Alphingham,
which he vainly endeavored to forget. But Percy
alone had power to restore her to any degree of

composure. Taking her trembling hand in his,

he whispered a few words, and their effect was
instantaneous.

" Thank God, she will be at least his wife !"

escaped Caroline's quivering lips, and then burst

into tears.
"
Mother, do not ask more now. St. Eval, do

not doubt my sister ; her agitation arose for Miss

Grahame alone, not for the villain, the cold-heart-

ed villain Alphingham !" exclaimed Percy, in a

low but impressive voice, as he alternately ad-

dressed his mother and the earl, and then, as if

fearing their further questions, he hastily turned

away to join his father in demanding every pos-
G

sible information from Lord Hemy ; and per-

ceiving that Caroline was becoming calm, and
also that St. Eval looked somewhat disturbed,
Mrs. Hamilton followed her son to the other end
of the room. Still St. Eval spoke not, and Caro

line, as she read the reproach, the doubt express
ed upon his features, for a moment felt her nat

ural pride swelling high within her, that he could
for one minute permit a doubt of her truth to en
ter his mind; but her resolution, her mother's

advice, the observation ofLady Gertrude, all rose

to combat with returning pride, and they cofi

quered.
'

Eugene, dearest Eugene," she said, as she

extended her hand toward him,
"
you have, in

deed, every reason to look disturbed. In my
deep anxiety for her whom I so long loved as

my friend, 1 forgot that my agitation might in

deed confirm the unworthy tale you heard. For

give me, Eugene ; I know that I have pained you,
but, indeed, I meant it not. If Lord Alphing-
ham did cross my mind, it was in detestation,
in abhorrence, that he should thus have acted.

I trembled for Annie, for her alone ; for the fear-

ful fate that, when Lord Henry first spoke, I be-

lieved must be her lot. Were I at liberty to dis-

close all, you would not wonder such should have
been my feelings, Eugene," she added, in an ac-

cent of gentle reproach.
" Must I indeed solemn-

ly and sacredly assure you that my agitation was
occasioned by no lingering affection for Lord Al-

phingham ? Will nothing else satisfy you ? Is

it kind, is it generous thus to doubt me?" <

Softened at once, ashamed of his own jealous

tendency, the young earl could only implore her

forgiveness, assure her he had not the faintest

doubt remaining ; and suggesting air would re-

vive her sooner than any thing, he drew her to

the open window of the adjoining room, which
looked out on the little garden, and there they
remained in apparently earnest conversation, till

Caroline, to her extreme astonishment, was sum-
moned by her cousin to luncheon, and Lord St.

Eval suddenly discovered he had permitted the

whole morning to slip away in idleness, when
he imagined he had so very much to do.

Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton were more grieved
than surprised at the intelligence they had heard;
but in what manner to act, what measures to take,

they knew not. Grahame was expected to ar-

rive in England on the morrow or the next day
at the furthest, and his agony they dreaded to

witness; they feared lest~reports should reach

him ere he was in any way prepared, and Mr.

Hamilton determined on traveling instantly to

Dover, that he might be there ready to receive

him, and console to the best of his ability this

mistaken but truly affectionate father. Percy,

rousing himself, entered with activity into all his

father's plans ; but Mrs. Hamilton fancied that

he too had some plan to follow up, which his

absence two or three days from home confirmed.

Nor was it idle sympathy she felt; that same

day she sought the residence of Lady Helen.

Scarcely ever did she enter that house without

being struck by the melancholy pervading it.

Wrapped in her own pleasures, her own desires

and amusements, Annie never cast one thought
on her mother, whose declining health it would
have been her duty to tend and soothe; indeed,

she scarcely ever entered her room, and believing
her parent's ailments were all fancy, made it a

rule to take no notice of them. Cecil liked not

gloom and quiet, and his fashionable cousins oo '
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cupied almost all his time. He could not com- of that day ; nor wouU she permit the unhappy
prebend, much less return, the deep affection his father io enter nis wife's apartment on his return
mother felt for him ; and Lilla, whose naturally till she had exacted trom him a promise to for

warm heart and right principles would have bear all reproaches toward his suffering wife, all

made her an affectionate attendant on her moth- allusions to the past.
er's couch, was seldom at home to perform her : With the stern brevity of the injured, Grahame
part. But already had Lady Helen felt the dif- addressed his disobedient child. His forgiveness
ference a

year's
residence with Mrs. Douglas and his blessing he sent, though he said she ha^

had made in her younger girl ; already her in- asked for neither; that he bore no enmity to her
dolent nature felt the comfort of her presence, he wrote ; his home and his heart were ever
and bitterly regretted when her short vacations open to receive her, should she again require the
were at an end, for then she was indeed alone. ! protection of the one, the affection of the other.

On being admitted, Mrs. Hamilton fancied
\

She had chosen for herself linked her fate with
somewhat eagerly, the first person she encoun-

'

t

one againstwhom many tongues had spoken, and
tered at Lady Helen's was her young friend, clad, he could only pray that her present happiness
it seemed, for walking, with traces of anxiety

'

might never change. Lord Alphingham he did
and sorrow clearly written on her countenance.

!
not name. Lady Helen's letter was a curious

" The veiy person I was about to seek," she ! mixture of reproach and affection, complaint and
exclaimed, in a voice of intense relief, springing congi-atulation ; and Annie might have found it

down the stairs to reach her friend. " Dearest difficult to discover in what manner she was af-

Mrs. Hamilton, mamma Annie " The words fected toward the viscount, or with regard to the

choked her, and she burst into tears. elopement itself. Perhaps of all the letters she
"
Compose yourself, love, I know all

; only tell received from home, Lilla's was the most irrita-

me how your mother bears the shock !" whis- : ting to her, for it was written in all the bitter in-

pered Mrs. Hamilton, instantly penetrating at dignation, the unchecked reproaches of a young
once the truth, that either the report had reached

!
and ardent spirit, in whose eyes the heartlessness*

Lady Helen, or she had received the intelligence of her letter was inexcusable, and she wrote as

direct from her daughter ; and anxious to escape
the curious eyes of the domestics, who were in

the hall, she hastily yet kindly drew the weep-
ing Lilla to the nearest parlor, and, closing the

door, succeeded in hearing all she desired Lilla

she thought. Annie, as might have been expect-
ed, deigned her no reply. A few languidly-writ-
ten letters her mother received from her during
her tour; but the chief of her correspondence
was reserved for Miss Malison and the lady who

said her mother, only an hour before, had received I had so ably assisted their secret plans. The
& letter from Annie, briefly announcing her mar- friendly influence of Mr. Hamilton succeeded,

ri-age, and informing her they intended very short- after a few days, in restoring his friend to com-

ly to embark for the Netherlands from Leith,
theisce to make a tour in Germany and Italy,
which would prevent their returning to England
for some time, when she hoped all present irrita-

tion at her conduct would have subsided ; that her
father's severity had tended to this step. Had
he been kind, and like other fathers, she would
have sacrificed her own desires, conscious that his

reason for prohibiting her union with Alphingham
was good, however it might be secret ; but when
from her childhood her every wish had been

unreasonably thwarted, she was compelled to

choose in such a case for herself. She should be

sony to live in enmity with her father, but even
if she did, she never could regret the step she
had taken. To her mother she wrote as if as-

sured of her forgiveness, or rather her continued
i

para rive outward composure, although the wound
within, he too sa'dly felt, was beyond
to heal.

A few days

his power

in peace. Mrs. Hamilton
and her family were anticipating v\ vth pleasure
the quiet happiness of Oakwood, an* the event

then to take place. Scarcely a week intervened

before their departure, when they were one aft-

ernoon startled by the appearance of Grahame,
whose countenance bore the pallid hue of death,
and every action denoted the most fearful agita-
tion. Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton, Caroline and St.

Eval, were alone present, and they gazed on him
in unfeigned alarm.

"
Hamilton, I start for Brussels to-night," was

his salutation as he entered.

"Brussels!" repeated Mr. Hamilton. " Gra-

favor ; forgiveness she did not seem to think it at
|

hame, you are beside yourself. What affairs can

all necessary to ask. saying she was sure her kind I call you to Brussels so suddenly ?"

and indulgent mother would not regret her union "Affairs business; ay, of such weight Iran
with Lord Alphingham, when she solemnly de- not rest till they are attended to. Hamilton,
clared it had made her happier than she had ever i you are astonished; you think me mad; oh,
been before. Such Lilla said were the contents ' would to God I were !" and, striking his fore-

of her letter ; but the warm-hearted girl could head with his clinched hand, he paced the room
not refer without indignation to the utter want in agony.
of affection which breathed throughout. Her Ere his friend could approach or ;; Idivss him,

mother, Lilla continued to say, had been in a he suddenly paused before Caroline, who was
most alarming state from the time she received

| watching him in alarm and commiseration, and
the letter, but she fancied occasioned more by

j

grasping her arm wtth a pressure that pained
tne dread of what her father would say on his

;
her, he said, in a voice which blanched her

return than from Annie's conduct.
When Mrs. Hamilton saw Lady Helen, she

,1*. A! . T Ml _ I . rw*l 1 -1

cheek with horror,
" Hamilton, look on this girl, and, as you love

felt that Lilla was right. The unhappy mother
|
me, answer me. Could you be a Roman father

reproached her own carelessness, indolence, and
'

did you see her dishonored the victim, the will-

Annie's ingratitude, but it was evident the dread fill victim of a base, a treacherous, miserable vil

of her husband was uppermost in her mind a lain? Say, could you wash away the blackening
dread which made her so extremely ill, from a stain with blood with her blood or his, or

succession of violent and uncontrolled hysterics, ; both? Speak to me counsel me. My child<

that Mrs. Hamilton did not leave her the whole
, my child !" he groaned aloud.
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received a few days previous had informed him.

Many affecting interviews he had had with her,
in which she spoke of her husband, her mother,

Hamil-
j

her child, so fondly, that the tears often started

" Grahame, you are ill; my dear friend, you
j

our readers are already well acquainted, with
know not what you say," exclaimed Mr. Hamil- the addition of her death, of which the letter he
Ion, terrified both at his wildness and his words.
" Come with me till this strange mood has pass-
ed ; I entreat it as a favor come."

" Passed till this mood be passed !

ton, it will never pass till the grave has closed to the eyes of Percy, though her own were dry.
over Annie and myself. Oh. Hamilton, my

j

In parting from him she had again implored him
friend, I had reconciled myself to this marriage ; not to divulge her secret, unless the interest of

taught myself to believe that, as his wife, she her child demand edit, or he saw urgent occasion,

might be happy; and oh, God! can I say the " Let not the breath ofcalumny sully the name
words? she is not his wife he is already mar- of my child," she said, grasping his hand with a
ried." His trembling lirnbs refused support, painful effort. " Let her not be looked on as a
and he sunk, overcome by his emotion, on a , child of shame, when her birth is as pure and no-
chair. Without a minute's pause, a moment's

j

ble as any in the land. If her birth be question-

Be calm, be comforted, dearest Mr. Gra-

hame," she exclaimed, in a voice that caused
him to gaze at her with astonishment. " It is a
mistaken tale you have heard ; a cruel falsehood,
to disturb your peace. Lord Alphingham was
married, but Annie is now his lawful, wedded
wife ; the partner of his youth, the devoted
woman whom for eight years he deserted, is no
more. She died the day preceding that which

tening of my Agnes. But if nothing be demand-
ed, if her lot be happy, it is better both for father

and daughter that they remain unknown to each
other."

Percy had made the solemn promise she de-

manded, but the remembrance of hjsr pale feat

ures, her droopin
return home, am

form, had haunted him on his

caused that deep gloom his

family had remarked. It was more than a week
united Lord Alphingham to your child. I speak after Mrs. Amesfort's death before her afflicted

truth, Mr. Grahame ; solemnly, sacredly I affirm
j

mother could write the tidings to the young man,
it Percy will tell you more ; I was pledged to

} who, on hearing of Annie's conduct, had instant-

secrecy. On her death-bed she demanded a sol-

emn promise from all who knew her tale, never
ly and actively set about obtaining the exact date
of the unfortunate lady's death, and also that of

to divulge it, lest it should prove to the discredit the viscount's hasty marriage in Scotland. The
of her cruel husband, whom her last accents

j

result was most satisfactory ; rather more than a

blessed. I promised Percy it should be sacred,
|

week had elapsed between the two events, and
unless an emergency demanded it. Be comfort-

j

his marriage with Annie was, consequently, sa-

ed, Mr. Grahame; indeed, I speak the truth,
j

cred and binding. Percy also said Mrs. Morley
Lord Alphingham was free, restrained by no tie, had mentioned her intention of instantly return-

when he was united to your child." Rapidly,
j
ing to Ireland with little Agnes, from whom she

hurriedly she had spoken, for she trembled at

the wild gaze Grahame had fixed upon her.

Caroline's voice rung clear and distinct upon his

ear, and every word brought comfort; still he

spoke not; but when she ceased, when slowly,
more impressively her last words \vere spoken.

fervently prayed she might never be compelled
to part.

Relieved and truly thankful, Grahame consult-

ed with his friends on the best plan to pursue to

silence the rumors which, having overheard in a

public coffee-house, would, he had no doubt, be
he uttered a faint ciy, and, folding her slight immediately circulated over the town. Mrs. Mor-
form convulsively to his heart, sobbed like an in-

j
ley said she had written to inform Lord Alphing-

fant on her shoulder. Thoughts unutterable ham of the death of his broken-hearted wife, in-

closing one from the ill-fated Agnes herself. Hethronged the minds of Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton as

they too listened with fascinated eagerness to

Caroline's words ; thoughts, not only of the pres-

ent, but the past, rushed quickly to their minds.

A year previous Lord Alphingham's wife still

lived, though he, villain as he was, had heeded
not the sacred tie. Well could they enter into

the blessed relief her words had brought to the

distracted father. Mr. Hamilton permitted some
minutes to elapse in silence, and then gently

withdrawing Caroline from Grahame's still con-

vulsive hold, said a few words in a voice which,

though low, expressed that kindly sympathy
which seldom fails to reach the inmost soul, and

finally succeeded in passing his arm through that

of his friend, and leading him to an adjoining
room, where, after a time, Grahame conquered
his agitation sufficiently to give a connected ac-

count of the means through which he had learned

the information which had so distracted him.

Caroline's words and the influence of his friend

restored him to comparative composure ; but all

was not at peace within until Percy had obeyed
the summons of his father, and the information

of his sister was confirmed in every point by him.

He related the tale of Mrs. Amesfort, with which i

was, therefore, perfectly aware of the validity of
his second marriage, for Percy had inquired and
found the letter had been forwarded ; there was
no need of communication with him on that point.
Grahame's first care was to travel to Scotland, and
obtain the registry of their marriage ; his next, to

proceed to Brussels, with Mr. Hamilton, atid cool-

ly and decisively inform Lord Alphingham that,
unless the ceremony was publicly solemnized a
second time, in his presence, and before proper
witnesses, other proceedings would be entered

upon against him. Astonished and somewhat
alarmed as Lord and Lady Alphingham were at

his unexpected appearance, the former had too

many sins on his conscience to submit to a pub*
lie expost, which he might justly fear was intend-

ed in this threat, and, with great apparent will-

ingness, he consented. The ceremony was again

performed; Grahame possessed himself of the

certificate, and left Brussels, with the half-formed

resolution that, while Lord Alphingham lived, he
would never see his child again. The death of
the Right Honorable Viscountess Alphingham,
and the subsequent marriage in Scotland of the

Bight Honorable Lord ViscountAlphingham with
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Miss Grahame, appeared in all the newspapers.
The splendor of the second solemnization of their

nuptials in Brussels was the next theme of won-

der and gossip, and by the time that subject was

exhausted, London had become deserted, and

Lord and Lady Alphingham might probably have

returned to the metropolis without question or

remark ; but such was not Lord Alphinghaai's
intention. He feared that probably, were his his-

tory publicly known, he might be shunned for

the deceit he had displayed, and he easily ob-

tained Annie's glad consent to fix their residence

for a few years in Paris. Irritated as in all prob-
ability he was when he found himself again fet-

tered, yet
he so ably concealed this irritation that

his wife suspected it not, and for a time she was

happy.
As Lord and Lady Alphingham are no longer

concerned in our tale, having nothing more in

common with those in whom, we trust, our read-

ers are much more interested, we may here form-

ally dismiss them in a few words. They lived,

but if true happiness dwells only with the virtu-

ous and good, with the upright and the noble, it

gilded not their lot
;
but if those who are well

acquainted with the morality of the higher classes

ofthe French capital can pronounce that it dwells

there, then, indeed, might they be said to possess
it, for such was their lives. They returned not

again to England, but lived in France and Italy

alternately. Alphingham, callous to every better

and softer feeling, might have been happy, but
not such was the fate of Annie. Bitterly, ere she

died, did she regret her folly and disobedience ;

remorse was sometimes busy within, though no
actual guilt dimmed her career: she drowned
the voice of conscience in the vortex of frivolty
and fashion. But the love she bore for Alphing-
ham was the instrument of retribution ; her hus-

band neglected, despised, and frequently desert-

ed her. Let no woman unite herself with sin, in

the vain hope of transforming it to virtue. Such

thoughts had not, indeed, been Annie's, when
willfully she sought her fate. She knew not the

man she had chosen for her husband ;
she disre-

garded the warnings she had heard. Fatal delu-

sion ! she found, too late, the fate her will had
woven was formed of knotty threads, the path
that she had sought beset with thorns, from
which she could not break. No children blessed

her lot ;
and it was better thus, for they would

have found but little happiness. The fate of

Lord Alpbingham's child, the little Agnes, was

truly happy in her own innocence ; she lived on
for many years in ignorance of her real rank and
the title of her father, under the careful guidance
of that relative to whom her mother's last words
had tenderly consigned her.

Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton remained but little

longer in town; Caroline's trousseau was quite

completed, for but very few weeks now inter-

vened ere her marriage. Lady Gertrude had
devoted herself to the young earl, and remained
with him superintending the improvements and
embellishments of his beautiful estate, Castle

Terryn, in the vicinity of the Tamar, on the
Cornwall side, which was being prepared with
the greatest taste and splendor. Lady Gertrude
was to remain with her brother till the week
previous to the wedding, when she joined her

family at Oakwood, where they had been stay-

ing since their departure from London, at the
earnest persuasions of both Mr. and Mrs. Ham-
ilton. Seldom had the banks of the placid Dart

been so gay as they were on this occasion ; the
beautiful villas scattered around were all taken

by the friends of the parties about to be so near-

ly connected. Rejoicings were not only con
fined to the higher classes

; the poor, for many
miles around, hailed the expected marriage of
Miss Hamilton as an occasion of peculiar and in-

dividual felicity. Blessings on her lot, prayers
for her welfare, that Lord St. Eval might prove
himself worthy of her, were murmured in many
a rustic cot, and every one was employed in ear-

nest thought as to the best, the most respectful
mode of testifying their humble sympathy in the

happiness of their benefactors. Such were the

feelings with which- high and low regarded the

prosperity of the good.

CHAPTER XII.

" WHO among this merry party will become

sufficiently sober to assist me in a work of

charity?" was Mrs. Hamilton's address, one

afternoon, as she entered her daughter's room,
where Emmeline, her young friends Lady Flor-

ence and Lady Emily Lyle^ and even the usu-

ally quiet Ellen, were employing themselves
in drawing, embroidery, and such light amuse-
ments as diligently as the merry speech, the
harmless joke, and the joyous laugh of truly in

nocent enjoyment would permit.
' A case of extreme distress has come before

me," she continued, "for which alms and othei

relief will not be sufficient; clothing is princi-

pally required. Can any of you consent to put
aside these pretty things for a few days, merely
for the sake of obliging me and doing good ? 1

have set every hand to work, and now, for

further assistance, come to you. To whom
shall I appeal?"
"To me to me to me!" every voice ex-

claimed spontaneously, and they eagerly crowd-
ed round her to know what she required, what
case of distress had occurred, for whom they
were to work.

Gratified and pleased at their eagerness, Mrs.
Hamilton smilingly imparted all they wished to

know. The simple tale drew from the artless

group many exclamations of pity, combined
with the earnest desire to relieve in whatever

way their kind friend would dictate, and their

task was received by all with every demonstra-

tion of pleasure.
" You too, Ellen," said Mrs. Hamilton, smil-

ing ;

"
I thought you once said you had no time

for work."
" Not for ornamental work, aunt

;
but I hope

you have never asked in vain for my assistance

in such a case as tkis," answered Ellen, blush-

ing as she spoke.
"
No, love

; my words did yon injustice. But

you appear to have found time for ornamental

work also, if this very pretty wreath be yours,"
said Mrs. Hamilton, bending over her niece's

frame, and praising the delicacy of her flowers.

"Oh, I have time for any and every thing

now," exclaimed Ellen, in a tone of animation

so very unusual, that not only her aunt, but her

young companions looked at her with astonish-

ment.

"Ellen, you are becoming more and more

incomprehensible," said Emmeline, laughing.
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"If Edward do not come home soon, as I sus-

pect this extraordinary mood is occasioned by
the anticipation of his arrival, I am afraid your
spirits will carrv you half-way over the channel
to meet him. Mamma, take my advice, and

keep a strict watch over the person of your
niece."

" You know, Ellen, you are as full of fun and
mischief as I am, quiet and demure as we once

thought you," said Lady Emily.
" Is she ? I am glad of it," said Mrs. Hamil-

ton, playfully.
" Do not look so very much

ashamed of your mirth, my dear Ellen, and
bend over your work as if you had been guilty
ofsome extraordinary misdemeanor. You know
how pleased I always am to see you happy,
Ellen,

5 ' she added, in a lower voice, as she laid

her hand sportively on her niece's head, which
was bent down to conceal the confusion Emme-
line's words had called forth.

Some little time longer Mrs. Hamilton re-

mained with the young party, entering, with her

usual kindness, into all their pleasures and pur-

suits, and left them perhaps even happier than

she had found them.

Ellen's change of manner had been noticed by
the whole party assembled at Oakvvood

;
and by

most of them attributed to the anticipation of the

long-absent Edward's return. That indefinable

manner which had formerly pervaded her whole
conduct had disappeared. She no longer seem-

ed to have something weighing on her mind,
which Mrs. Hamilton sometimes fancied to have

been the case. Cheerful, animated, at times

even joyous, she appeared a happier being than

she had ever been before; and sincerely her

aunt and uncle, who really loved her as their

child, rejoiced in the change, though they knew

not, cuessed not the real cause. Ingratiating
herself with all, even the stern Duchess of Roth-

bury, who, with her now only unmarried daugh-
ter. Lady Lucy, had accepted Mrs. Hamilton's

pressing invitation to Oakwood, relaxed in her

manner toward her; and Sir George Wilmot.

also a resident guest, declared that if Edward
were not proud of his sister on his return,

he would do all in his power to hinder his pro-
motion.

Mr. Hamilton and his family had employed
the greater part of a very beautiful August in

conducting their guests to all the most pictur-

esque and favorite spots in the vicinity of Oak-

wood. About a week after the circumstance

we have narrated, St. Eval and Lady Gertrude

joined them on the morning of a proposed ex-

cursion, which included the whole party, with

the exception of Mrs. Hamilton and Ellen. The
carl and his sister had been instantly enlisted as

* most agreeable reinforcement; nor was the

young earl very sorry for an excuse to spend a

whole day in enjoying the beauties of Nature

tite-a-tete with his betrothed, who, since the

eandid explanation of her agitation on first hear-

ing of Annie's elopement, for which her knowl-

edge of Lord Alphingham's former marriage had

well accounted, had become if possible dearer

than ever: and this excursion was indeed one

)f perfect enjoyment to both.

Ellen, for some unaccountable reason, which

her young friends could neither penetrate nor

conceive, refused to accompany them, declaring
that most important business kept her at home.

"Edward will not come to-day, so do not ex-

pect him," had been Emmeline's parting words,

The ruralizing party were to dine amid the

ruins of Berry Pomeroy, and were not expected
home till dusk, to a substantial tea.

It might have been seven in the evening that

Ellen quietly entered the library, where her aunt
was engaged in writing, and stood by her side in

silence, as if fearful of interrupting by addressing
her.

" Wait a few minutes, my love, and I shall be

ready to attend to you, if you require my assist-

ance in the arrangement of your work," Mrs.
Hamilton said, alluding to the parcel of baby-
linen she perceived in her niece's hand. Ellen
smiled and obeyed. In a few minutes Mrs.
Hamilton laid aside her writing, and looked up,
as if expecting her niece would speak.

"
Well, Ellen, what grand difficulty can you

not overcome?"
"
None, my dear aunt. My task is done

;
I

only want your approval." replied Ellen.
" Done !" repeated her aunt, in an accent of

astonishment. " My dear Ellen, it is impossible :

I only gave it you a week ago. You must havs
worked all night to finish it."

"Indeed 1 have not," replied Ellen, quickly
yet earnestly.

" Then I certainly must examine every little,

article," said Mrs. Hamilton, laughing, "or 1

shall decidedly fancy this extreme rapidity can
not have been productive of neatness, which last

I rather prefer to the first."

Ellen submitted her work to her scrutiny,
without reply, and remained kneeling on a stool

at her aunt's feet, without any apprehension as

to the sentence that would be pronounced.
"
Really, Ellen, I shall incline to Emmeline's

opinion, and believe some magic is at work
within you," was Mrs. Hamilton's observation,
as she folded up the tiny suit with very evident

marks of satisfaction. " How you have acquired
the power of working thus neatly and rapidly,
when I have scarcely ever seen a needle in your
hand, I can not comprehend. I will appoint you

my sempstress-general, in addition to bestowing

my really sincere thanks for the assistance you
have afforded me."

Ellen pressed her aunt's hand to her lips in

silence, for an emotion Mrs. Hamilton beheld,
but could not understand, choked her voice.

"What is the matter, love? has any thing
occurred to annoy vou to-day? You look paler
and more sad than'usual; tell me what it is."

"Do you remember what what chanced

have you forgotten the event that took place this

very day, this very hour, in this very room, three

years ago?" demanded Ellen, almost inaudibly,

and her cheek blanched to the color of her robe

as she spoke.

"Why recall the painful past at such a

moment." my sweet girl ? has it not been re-

deemed by three years of undeviating rectitude

and virtue? I had hoped the recollection had
ere this long ceased to disturb you," replied
Mrs. Hamilton, with much feeling, as she pressed
her lips to her niece's brow.

"
It never can, it never will, unless unless

"

Strong and almost fearful emotion prevented all

she had wished to say, and throwing into Mrs.
Hamilton's lap a small calf-skin pocket-book,
she flung her arms round her neck, and burying
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her face in her bosom, murmured, in a voice my Ellen ? Could she counsel such painful se)C

choked with sobs, "The amount of all I took is denial and tedious labor?''

there all all. Oh, take it, and let me thus " She did all she could to dissuade, and at first

feel it as a debt which I have paid." ! positively refused to assist me: but at last yielded
"Ellen, my own Ellen, be composed," en- to my entreaties, for she saw I never should be

treated Mrs. Hamilton, alarmed by the extreme happy till I could look on the past more as a debt

auiU'tion she beheld. "Tell me, love, what are
!

than than " She paused, then added, "My
the contents of this pocket-book? why do you! own spirit rebelled enough: that was far more
entreat me so earnestly to take it?" difficult to overcome than other dissuasions."

Struggling violently with herself, Ellen tore "And what strong impulse could have urged
open the little book, and placed in her aunt's you to this course of self-denial, my sweet girl?
hand bank notes to the amount of those which

)

I know not yet whether I shall not scold yol\ foi

this almost needless infliction of pain, and foi

the deception it involves toward me," said Mrs.

Hamilton, with reproachful tenderness.
"
Forgive me, oh, forgive me that !" exclaimed

Ellen, clasping the hand she held. "
I have often

had once been so fatal a temptation.

"They are mine all mine. I have gained
them honestly; indeed, indeed I have; I have
worked for them. It was to gain time for this

I refused to go out with you last winter. I had

hoped my long, long task would have been done

before, but it was not. Oh, I thought I should

never, never gain the whole amount, but I have

and often felt I was deceiving you; failing in that

confidence I had promised you should never have

again to demand
;
but I dared not tell you, for I

'

I should indeed, my Ellen
;
and tell mo why

you have done this. Was it indeed because you

now
; and, oh, tell me I have in part redeemed i knew you would have prohibited the continuance

my sin; tell me I am more worthy of your love, of my task.'"

your kindness
;

tell me I am again indeed your
own happy Ellen."

She would have said more, but no words came I imagined nothing else could atone for the past?"
at her command, and Mrs. Hamilton remained I

" Because I felt I knew, though I was restored

silent for a few minutes, in surprise and admira- to your favor, your confidence, my conscience
tion. was not at peace, because I had read,

'

If the
" My Ellen, my own much-loved Ellen !" she

'

wicked restore the pledge, give again that which
exclaimed at length, and tears of unfeigned emo-

j

he had robbed, walk in the statutes nflifc, icithvut

tion mingled with the repeated kisses she im- I committing iniquity, he shall surely live, he shall

printed on her niece's cheek, "this moment has
j

not die /' and 1 felt, however I might endeavor
indeed repaid me for all. Little did I imagine : to be virtuous and good, till I had given again
in what manner you were employed, the nature

;
that which I had robbed, I dared not implore the

of your tedious task. How could you contrive mercy of my God."
It is impossible to do justice by mere descrip.

your tedious task. How could you
to keep it thus secret from me? what, time could

you find to work thus laboriously, when not one

study or employment have I seen neglected ?"
"I thought at first I never should succeed,"

replied Ellen, her strong emotion greatly calmed ;

"for while Miss Harcourt remained with us. I

had only two hours before prayers in the morn-

ing, and sometimes I have ventured to sit up an

tion to the plaintive eloquence, to the mournfully-

expressive voice with which these simple words
were said, betraying at once those thoughts and

feelings which had been so long concealed io

Ellen's meek and youthful heart, the hidden

spring from which her every action had ema-

nated; Mrs. Hamilton felt its power, the semi-

hour or two later at night ;
but not often, for I meut was too exalted, too holy for human praise,

feared you would discover me, and be displeased, She folded her niece to her bosom.
for I could not, dared not tell you in what I was

employed. The winter before last I earned so

much from embroidery and finer kinds of work,

could only do plain work, at which I earned but

little, for I could not do it so quickly. I had

hoped there would have been no occasion to

refuse your wish, that I should accompany you

" May the Almighty searcher of hearts accept
this sacrifice and biess you, my dear child.

Secretly, unostentatiously, it has been done.

that I thought I should have obtained the whole
j

Pure must have been the thoughts which were

year ago; but I was disappointed, for here I
j
yours when thus employed, when such was their

origin, and we may hope, indeed, they have been

accepted. Had no self-denial attended the pay-
ment of your debt, had you merely entreated

your uncle to repay himself from the fortune

and Emmeline, but I found the whole amount 1 you possess, I would not have accepted it
;
such

was still far from completed, and I was compelled
to act as I did."

"And is it possible, my Ellen, you have in-

a payment would neither have been acceptable
to me, nor to Him whom, I firmly believe, my
Ellen sought more to please. But when every

trusted your secret to no one; have demanded
;

action the last few years has proved to me the

no sympathy, no encouragement in this long and

painful task?"
"I could not have accomplished nor did I

commence it, without the kind assistance and

words you repeated have indeed been the founda-

tion of this self-conquest. I can not but humbly,
trustingly, think it will be an accepted offering
on high. Nor will I refuse to comply with your

advice of Ellis. My dear aunt I knew reposed request, my dearest Ellen
;

I will receive that

great confidence in her, and I thought if she did which you have so
perseveringly

and so painfully
not disapprove of my plan, I should not be acting earned

;
it shall be employed in purchasing pray-

so very independently, and that with her assist- ers for us all, from those whom it may relieve
ance my secret would not be so difficult to keep : Let not the recollection of the past again di>turb
she procured me employment. My name or you, my sweet child. Solicitude and pain you
my reasons for seeking it were never known to

;

indeed once caused me, but this moment ha.i

those for whom 1 worked." . [redeemed it all. Continue thus undcviatingly" And could she approve of a task such as this, [

to follow the blessed path you have chosen, and
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r Ellen is and ever will be deserving of all the
'

love which those to whom she is so dear can
avish upon her."

For a few minutes there was silence, for the
;

olemnity with which she spoke had touched a
j

responding chord; but the thoughts of the orphan \

arose to Heaven, silently petitioning for grace to

continue in that blessed path of which her aunt

had spoken, in thankfulness for having been per-
mitted to conclude her painful task, and thus ob-

tained the approbation of her more than mother,
the relative she so revered and loved.

"And this, then, was the long task which

your numefous avocations during the day pre-
vented your completing, and you therefore took

the time from that allotted to recreation and
amusement this, which so strongly embold-
ened my little Ellen, that even my coldness had
no effect, except to make her miserable. What
do you not deserve for thus deceiving me ? I

do not think I know any punishment sufficiently
severe." Mrs. Hamilton had recalled all her

playfulness, for she wished to banish every
trace of sadness and emotion from the counte-

nance of her niece. Ellen raised her head to

answer her in her own playful tone, when they
were both startled by the declining light of day
being suddenly obscured, as if by the shadow
of a figure standing by the open window near

them. It was, however, so dark, that the out-

lines of the intruder were alone visible, and they
would have been unrecognized by any, save by
the eye of affection.

Elfen sprung suddenly to her feet. "Ed-
ward !" burst gladly from her lips, and in

another second a fine, manly youth had darted

through the open casement, and the long-parted
brother and sister were in each other's arms.

For a minute only Ellen was pressed in his

embrace, and then releasing her, he turned

toward his aunt, and even as a devoted mother,
a fond and dutiful son, they met, for such had

they been in the long years of separation. Fre-

quently had that high-spirited boy been tempted
to error and to sin, but as a talisman had her

letters been. He thought on the years that

were passed, on their last interview, when every
word had graven itself upon his heart, on the de-

votedness of his orphan sister, the misery he had

once occasioned; he thought on these things,
and stood firm the tempter fled. He stood be-

fore them erect in youthful beautv, no inward
tain bade him turn from those iond looks or

ihrink from the entwining arms of his young
lister. And, oh, how blessed it is thus to meet I

;o feel that vanished years have not estranged
as, distance hath not diminished love, that we
are to each other even as we parted ;

to feel

again the fond kiss, to hear once more the ac-

cents of a voice which to us has been for years
so still a voice that brings with it the gush of

memory ! Past days flit before us
; feelings,

thoughts, hopes, we deemed were dead, all rise

again, summoned by that secret witchery, the

well-remembered though long-silent voice. Let

years, long, lingering, saddening years drag on

their chain, let youth have given place to man-
hood, manhood to age, still will it be the same

the voice we once have loved, and deemed
tc us for ever still oh, time, and grief, and

blighted hope will be forgotten, and youth, in

its undimmed and joyous beauty, its glow of

generous feelings, its bright anticipations, all,

all again be ours.
" Mother

; yes, now indeed may I call you
mother!" exclaimed Edward, when the agita-
tion of this sudden meeting had subsided, and he
found himself seated on a sofa between his aunt
and sister, clasping the hand of the former, and

twining his arm caressingly round the latter.

"Now indeed may I indulge in the joy it is to

behold you both again : now may I stand forth un-

shrinkingly to meet my uncle's glance, no guilt,
or shame, or fear has cast its mist upon my
heart. This was your gift ;" he drew a small
Bible from his bosom. '

I read
it, first, because

it had been yours, because it was dear to you,
and then came other and holier thoughts, and I

bowed down before the God you worshiped, and

implored his aid to find strength, and He heard
me."

Mrs. Hamilton pressed his hand, but spoke
not, and after a brief silence, Edward, changing
his tone and his subject, launched at once, with
all his natural liveliness, into a hurried tale of
his voyage to England. An unusually quick
passage gave him and all the youngsters the

opportunity they desired, of returning to their

various homes quite unexpectedly. The vessel

had only arrived off Plymouth the previous
night, or rather morning, for it was two o'clock;

by noon the ship was dismantled, the crew dis-

missed, leave of absence being granted to all.

And for the first time in his life, he laughingly
declared he fancied being the captain's favorite

very annoying, as his presence and assistance

were requested at a time when his heart was at

Oakwood; however, he was released at last,

procured a horse, and galloped away. His dis-

asters were not, however, over
;
his horse fell

lame, as
if, Edward said, he felt a seaman was

not a fit master for him. He was necessitated
to leave the poor animal to the care of a cot-

tager, and proceed on foot, avoiding the vil-

lage, for fear of being recognized before he
desired

;
he exercised his memory by going

through the lanes, and reached Oakwood by a

private entrance. Astonished at seeing the

rooms, by the windows of which he passed,
deserted, he began to fear the family were all

in London
;

but the well-known sound of his

aunt's voice drew him to the library, just as he
was seeking the main entrance, to have his

doubts solved. He stood for a few minutes

gazing on the two beings who, more vividly than

any others, had haunted his dreams by night
and visions by day ;

he had wished to meet
them first, and alone, and his wish was granted.

Wrapped in her happy feelings, it was her
brother's arm around her, her brother's voice

she heard, Ellen listened to him in trembling
eagerness, scarcely venturing to -breathe, lest

that dear voice should be still, the hand she

clasped should fade away, and she should wake
and find it but a dream of bliss Edward could
not really have returned

;
and Mrs. Hamilton

felt emotion so powerfully swelling within, as
she gazed once more on the brave preserver of
her husband, the child of her sister, her very
image, that it was with difficulty she could ask
those many questions which alfection and in-

terest prompted.
Edward had scarcely, however, finished his

tale, before the- sounchqf many and eager voices.
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the joyous laugh, and other signs of youthful

hilarity, announced the return of the party from

their excursion. Nor was it long before Emme-
line's voice, as usual, sounded in loud laughing
accents for her mother, without whose sympathy
no pleasure was complete.

" Do not disturb yourselves yet, my dear chil-

dren," Mrs. Hamilton said, as she rose, know-

ing well how many, many things the long-

separated orphans must have mutually to tell,

and penetrating with that ready sympathy the

offspring of true kindness their wish for a short

time to remain alone together.
" You shall not

be summoned to join us till tea is quite ready,
and if you wish it, Edward," she added, with a

smile, "you shall have the pleasure of startling

your uncle and cousins as agreeably as you did

us. I will control my desire to proclaim the

happy tidings of your safe return."

She left the brother and sister together ;
send-

ing Robert with a lamp, that they might have
the gratification of seeing each other, which the

increasing darkness had as yet entirely prevent-
ed

;
and a gratification to both it was indeed.

Edward had left his sister comparatively well,
but with the traces of her severe illness still re-

maining vividly impressed upon her features;
but now he saw her radiant in health, in happi-

ness, and beauty so brilliant, he could hardly

recognize that fair and graceful girl for the ail-

ing, drooping child she had once been. Nor
was the contrast less striking between the Ellen
of the present meeting and the Ellen of the last

;

then wretchedness, misery, inward fever, con-

sumed her outward frame, and left its scorching
brand upon her brow. Remorseful anguish had
bowed her down

;
and now he had returned

when her heart was free and light as the mount-
ain breeze

;
her self-inspired penance was com-

pleted ;
and nothing now existed to make her

shrink from the delight of devoting hours to her
brother.

" Tell James to go over to the Rectory, with

my compliments to Mr. Howard, and if he be
not particularly engaged, I beg he will join us
this evening," said Mrs. Hamilton, a short time
after she had left the library, addressing Mar-
tin, then crossing the hall.

" Have you any particular wish for our wor-

thy rector this evening. Emmeline?" demanded
Mr. Hamilton, gazing, as he spoke, with admi-
ration and surprise on the countenance of his

wife, whose expressive features vainly strove to

conceal internal happiness. .

"A most earnest desire," she replied, smiling
somewhat archly."

Indeed, I am curious "
"

I am sorry, dear ArthuV, for I am no advo-
cate for curiosity, and can not indulge it."

"
Ah, papa, there is a gentle hint for you, and

a broader one for me," exclaimed Emmeline,
laughing; while conjectures as to what Mrs.
Hamilton's business with the rector could possi-
bly be, employed the time merrily till the whole

party were assembled.
" You may depend, Emmeline, it is to arrange

all the necessary minuti;e for your marriage,"
said Lord St. Eval, who had been persuaded to
remain at Oakwood that night. "Your mother
has selected a husband for you ; Qnd, fearing
your opposition, has sent for Mr. Howard, that
all may be said and done at once."

"
I hope, then, that I am the man," exclaimec

Lord Louis, laughing; "there is no one else
whom she can very well have at heart, not that
I see," he added, looking mischievously round
him, while some strange and painful emotions

suddenly checked Emmeline's flow of spirits,
and utterly prevented her replying.
A flush of crimson dyed her cheek and brow;

nay, her fair neck partook its hue, and she sud-

denly turned toward her mother, with a glance
that seemed of entreaty.

"
Why, Emmeline, my dear child, you surely

can not believe there is the least particle of

truth in my mischievous son's assertion," said

the Marchioness of Malvern, pitying, though
she wondered at her very evident distress.

"And is marriage so very disagreeable to

you even in thought?" demanded Lord St. Eval,
still provokingly.
"The very idea is dreadful; I love my liberty

too well," answered Emmeline, hastily rallying
her energies with an effort, and she ran on in

her usual careless style; but her eye glanced
on the tall figure of young Myrvin, as he stood

with Herbert at a distant window, and words
and liveliness again for a moment failed. His
arms were folded on his bosom, and his gray eye
rested on her with an expression almost of de-

spair, for the careless words of Lord Louis had
reached his heart " No one else she can have."

Lord Louis had forgotten him, or intentional-

ly reminded him that he was indeed as a cipher
in that noble circle; that he might not, dared

not, aspire to that fair hand. He gazed on her,
and she met his look

;
and if that earnest, al-

most agonized glance betrayed to her young and

guileless bosom that she was beloved, if was
not the only secret she that night discovered.

Mr. Hamilton was too earnestly engaged in

conversation with Sir George Wilmot to notice

the painful confusion of his child : and Mrs.
Hamilton was thinking too deeply and happily on
Ellen's conduct and Edward's return, to bestow

the attention that it merited, and consequently
it passed without remark.

"Mother, I am sorry to be the first to inform

you of such a domestic misfortune," said Percy,
soon after entering the room, apparently much

amused, "but Robert has suddenly lost his wits;
either something extraordinary has happened
or is about to happen, or the poor fellow has

become bewitched. You smile, mother; on

my honor, I think it no smiling matter."
" Never mind, Percy; your favorite attendant

will, I have no doubt, recover his senses before

the night is over. I am not in the least anx-

ious," replied his mother, smiling.
"
Percy, your mother has clothed herself to-

night in impenetrable mystery, so do not hope
to discover any thing through her," said Lord
St. Eval, laughing, and the young men contin-

ued gayly conversing with Lady Gertrude and

Caroline, till the entrance of Mr. Howard and

the announcement of tea or supper ;
of both of

which, after a day spent in the country as this

had been, the evening meal partook.
" Ellen where is Ellen ?" said several voices,

as they seated themselves round the hospitable

board, and observed her place was vacant
;
and

Sir George Wilmot eagerly joined the inquiry.
"She Will join us shortly, Sir George," re-

plied Mrs. Hamilton, and, turning to a servant
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near her, desired him to let Miss Fortescue

know tea was ready.
"I will go, madam. Stand back, James, let

me pass/' exclaimed Robert, hastily, and he

bounded out of the apartment with a most ex-

traordinary failing' of his wonted respect.

"There, proof positive; did I not tell you the

lad was mad," said Percy, and, as if in confirm-

ation of his words, almost directly after a loud

and joyful shout sounded from the servants'

hall.
'

Mr. Hamilton looked up inquiringly, and in

doing so, his eye caught an object that caused
him to start from his seat with an exclamatiou I

of surprise and pleasure ;
while Percy, leaping

over chairs and tables that stood in his way, un-

heeding Lord Louis's inquiry, whether Robert
had infected him, shook and shook again the

hand of the long-absent relative, in whom both

he and Herbert could only recognize the pre-
server of their father. Herbert and his sisters

simultaneously left their seats, and crowded
round him. Warmly, affectionately, Edward

greeted them one and all, and rapidly answered
the innumerable questions of Percy; defended

his sister from all share in his concealment, of

which Herbert and Emmeline laughingly ac-

cused her. The flush of almost painful bash-

fulness still lingered on his cheek, as he marked
the eyes of all fixed upon him, strangers as well

as friends
;
but as he turned in the direction of

his aunt, and his eye fell on the venerable figure
of his revered preceptor, who stood aside, en-

joying the little scene he beheld, as the remem-
brance of the blessed words, the soothing com-
fort that impressive voice had spoken in his hour

of greatest need, the lessons of his childhood,
his dawning youth, rushed on his mind, control,

hesitation, reserve were all at an end
;
he broke

from the surrounding and eager group, even
from the detaining arm of his sister, sprung to-

ward him, and clasping both Mr. Howard's

hands, his eyes glistened and his voice quivered,
as he exclaimed,
"Mr. Howard, too ! one of my first, my best,

and kindest friends. Ellen told me not of this

unexpected pleasure; this is joy, indeed."
" A joy to me, too, my dear boy, equally un-

expected ;
we must thank Mrs. Hamilton for

this early meeting. I knew not the pleasure
she had prepared for me," replied Mr. Howard

T

returning the pressure of Edward's hand with

equal warmth.
"Nor did any one, my good sir. Never will

I say again a lady can not keep a secret," said

the Marquis of Malvern, jestingly.
" Mr. Ham-

ilton, as you do not seem inclined to honor me,
without asking, I must entreat a formal intro-

duction to that gallant nephew of yours, whose
name is not ur.kncwr. to naval fame, though as

yet but one of her junior officers."
"
I really beg your pardon, my dear lord

;

Edward's sudden appearance has startled me
out of all etiquette.' To one and all, then, of

my good friends here, allow me to introduce to

their indulgent notice this said Edward Fortes- ,

cue, midshipman and gallant officer on board
His Majesty's good ship Prince William; and,
in order that all reserve may be at an end be-

tween us, I propose a bumper to the health and

prosperity of the wanderer returned."
" Most excellent, my dear fathe"

;
one that

I will second with all my heart," exclaimed

Percy, eagerly.
" For that amphibious animal

looks marvelously like a fish out of water among
us all

;
and here we admit no strangers. Ed-

ward, there is a vacant seat reserved for you
by my mother's side, who looks much as if she
would choose you for her knight this evening ;

and, therefore, though your place in future is

among the young ladies, to whom, by-and-by, I

mean to introduce you by name and character,
we will permit you to sit there to-night. Ellen,

my little coz, where are you? You must be
content with looking at your brother, not sitting

by him. I can not allow such breaches of eti

quette; that is quite impossible."
"

I am perfectly satisfied where I am, Percy,'
1

replied his cousin, laughing, as she obeyed the

Marchioness of Malvern's request, and seated
herself beside her. Every eye was turned on
Ellen with an admiration, which, had not her

thoughts been engrossed with her brother, would
have been actually painful to one of her quick
feelings. Lady Malvern longed to hear from
her young favorite, in words, the internal de-

light which was so evident in every feature, and

by her kindly sympathy succeeded in her wishes.

The young sailor's health was celebrated with
enthusiasm

;
and Edward gracefully, though

briefly, returned his thanks, while the kindness
of all around him. the easy friendliness of those

who were strangers, and the joy of feeling him-
self once more in the midst of those he loved,

soon placed him perfectly at ease.

Ellen looked eagerly round her circle of

friends, to mark the impression made by Ed-

ward, and even her fond affection was full)

satisfied. Sir George Wilmot had not spoken,
but his eye kindled with animation as in the

gallant young sailor he recalled his own youth-
ful days, while some other sad remembrances

kept him silent, and checked his usual hilarity.
Lord Malvern appeared almost as interested as

Mr. Hamilton. Lady Gertrude's kind glance
met hers, and told, by its silent eloquence, how
well she sympathized in Ellen's feelings ;

and Lord
St. Eval too, his smile spoke volumes, though his

natural reserve prevented his addressing Edward,
while the young and lively members of the par-

ty seemed to find abundant amusement in the

anecdotes and adventures he narrated. Arthur

Myrvin gazed earnestly at him, and for a time
banished his own distressing thoughts in the en-

deavor to trace in the fine, manly youth before

him some likeness to the handsome, yet violent

and mischievous boy he had first and last seen

in the village of Llangwillan.
"I have heard so much of Edward, from my

friend Ellen here, that I am most anxious to

cultivate his acquaintance, and trust Castle

Malvern will often be graced by the presence
of such a gallant young sailor," was the Mar-
chioness of MalveVn's kind address, after they
had adjourned to the drawing-room, as, leaning
on the arm of Ellen, she advanced to the young
man, who, from Pere/'s lively introduction, was

playing the agreeable to Lady Florence and

Lady Emily Lyle, while Lord Louis, who found

something in Edward's countenance that prom-
ised a kindred feeling for fun and frolic, was

demanding question after question, which Ed
ward was answering in a manner calculated tc

excite the continued merriment of his compaO'
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ions, till a sign from his aunt called him to her

side.
" So I must entreat Admiral Sir George Wil-

mot to deign to notice my nephew ;
it will not

be given unasked," she said, approaching the

aged officer, who was sitting a little apart,

shading his eyes with his hand, as if in deep
thought. '"Sir George, I shall impeach you of

high treason against me. the liege lady of this

fortress, that on the night when all is joy, you,
who are generally the gayest, should be sad.

What excuse can you urge in your defense?"
'Is Edward unworthy of the high privilege

of being a sailor, Sir George ?" whispered Ellen,

archly,
" or is your wrath against me, for not

joining your expedition this morninjr, to be ex-

tended to him? will you not look on him as a
brother seaman ?"

"
Nay, Ellen, I must toil through long years

of servitude, I must reap very many laurels, ere

I can deserve that title," said Edward. " The
name of Sir George Wilmot is too well known
on the broad seas i'or me to hope for more than

a word of encouragement from him, or to enable
me to look on him with any other feelings than

those of the deepest reverence and respect."
' ;

Ay, ay, youn^r man, you wish to surprise
the old hulk to surrender; gayly rigged and
manned as you are, you think, by a show of

homage to me. to surprise me into paying it to

you," said the old man, rousing himself from his

abstraction, and laughing as he spoke.
" Do

not deny it, youngster, but I forgive you ;
for I

have been an old fool, Mrs. Hamilton. I plead

guilty, and throw myself on your mercy. You,
Mistress Eileen, you deserve nothing from me,
after rejecting every courtly speech I could think

of this morning, to persuade you to crowd sail

and steer out under my guidance, instead of re-

maining safe in harbor. Jokes apart, if you,

young sir. will feel pleasure in the friendship of

an old time-worn servant of his Majesty as I am,
I offer you my hand, with all the warmth and

sincerity of our noble profession. For your un-

cle's sake as well as your own, my best, wishes
and best offices shall be exercised in tacking on
lieutenant to your name."

" And you will do nothing, then, for my sake.

Sir George, nor for my aunt's, whose dignity

your sadness has offended ?" said Ellen, smiling,
as did Mrs. Hamilton.

" Your aunt would forgive my sadness, my
dear child, did she know its cause. I was wrong
to encourage it, but I could not look on these

bright features," he laid his hand, which trem-

bled, on Edward's arm, "without seeing again

past times peopled with those who have passed

away. Mrs. Hamilton, I thought again the

merry favorite of my old friend, your father,

stood before me, the gay, the thoughtless, love-

ly Eleanor; she was, like him, in the bloom of

youth and freshness, when I last beheld her; and
I thought, as my eye glanced on this well-known

uniform, there was another still of whom he re-

minded me the adopted son of my affections,
the darling of my childless years. Charles, my
gallant, warm-hearted Charles ! Nearly six

years was he with me, when his courage earned
him a lieutenant's berth

;
he changed his quar-

ters ;nid his commander, .anrt saw him no more.
Such was he; such oh, I thought Eleanor and
Charles again were before me, and I longed for

the friend of my early years, to recognize in hi*

grandson the features of his Eleanor, the voice,
the laugh, and figure of his Charles. Forgive
me, my dear children, I have frightened away
your mirth, and made myself gloomy."

There was silence as he ceased, and Sir

George was the first to break it, by addressing
Edward with animation, questioning him as to

all his hopes and anticipations with regard to
his* promotion, which, as his six years of service
were now passed, he allowed to occupy his

mind, and in such conversation all traces of

gloom quickly vanished
;
and Ellen, interested

in their conference, lingered near them in recov-
ered spirits, till the bell summoned all those who
chose to join in the evening prayer. All attend-

ed, except young Myrvin. who had departed.
Herbert felt anxious on his friend's account, for

many reasons, which we must postpone explain-

ing till a future page ;
suffice it now to say that

the young man's conduct not seeming to be sue!

as his profession demanded, a degree of scarce

ly-perceptible, but keenly-felt coldness was

played toward him. both by Mr. Hamilton an

Mr. Howard. Herbert had this night remarke
that his cheek was pale, his eye almost haggar
and his words and manner often confused, av

he had endeavored to elicit the cause of his in-

ward disturbance, but unsuccessfully : the young
man, although very evidently unhappy, appear-
ed to shrink from his confidence, and Herbert,

though grieved, desisted from his friendly office.

That night Mr. Hamilton resigned his place at

the reading-desk to the worthy minister, who,
both in public and private worship, knew so

well the duties of his sacred office. He read

the chapters of the evening, with a brief bt

explanatory commentary on each, and after tl

usual prayers, broke forth into a strain of earr

est thanksgiving for the safe return of him wh<
since he had last addressed his God, surround*

by his family, had been exposed to the temptf
tions and dangers of the sea, and mercifully pr<

served through them all, and permitted to retui

in joy and peace. To all, save to the orplu
and Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton, his words appliet
but to the terrors of the deep, but th.ey wel

knew where the thoughts of their minister hf

wandered
; they knew that fervent thanksgiving

was offered up for his preservation from the

sins which had been his on his last return; the)

knew he blessed his Maker for the promise ol

virtue he beheld
;
His grace had enabled him

overcome temptation, and return to the home
his boyhood comparatively unstained.

Edward contrasted his present feelings wit

those which he had experienced the first nigl
of his last return, and Ellen thought on tht

bitter anguish, the public shame which he

been hers in that very hall, that very night thrc

years before, and the young hearts of both tl

orphans were filled with warm and deep thank

giving. The thoughts of all were composed ar

tranquilized when Mr. Howard ceased, and

the little time that intervened between the cor

elusion of the service and the family separating

I

to their rooms, no light and frivolous conver

disturbed the solemn but not sad impression
the minds of each.

"
I can not part from you for the night, my

j

dear cousin," said Edward, somewhat archly

f
though in a low voice, as he approached the
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spot where Caroline and St. Eval stood, "with-

out offering you my warmest congratulations on

your future prospects, and without requesting
an introduction from you to him, in whom I am
to welcome a new relative. I have been wish-

ing to do so all the evening, but when I was at

liberty I missed you."
Evidently pleased, Caroline looked up into

St. Eval's face, but before she could spealc, the

young earl had warmly pressed Edward's hand,
and answered him with sincerity and kindness

equal to his own. The whole party very soon

afterward dispersed.
Were it ours to follow our young and still, in

appearance, childlike friend, Emmeline Hamil-

ton, to her room that night, we should see that

the smiles which had beamed around her lip
had passed away, the flush on her cheek was no

longer there, and one or two bright drops might
have been observed slowly falling on her pale

cheek, as she sat in deep musing, ere she re-

tired to her couch. She had dismissed Fanny,
alleging that she did not require her aid, and
her long silky hair, loosed from its confinement,

hung carelessly in golden waves' around her.

Tears fell on her hand
;
she started, and flung

back her tresses, looked fearfully around her,
and passed her hand across her eyes, as if to

check them but ineffectually ; another, and
another fell

;
she leaned her crossed arms upon

the pillow, and her head drooped on them, and
she wept, wept as she had never wept before,
and yet she knew not wherefore

;
she was sad,

how deeply sad, but that young and guileless

spirit knew not why. Child she was still in

looks, in playfulness, in glee ;
a child she still

believed herself, but she was no child that

age of buoyancy had fled, and Emmeline was.

indeed, a woman, a thinking, feeling, ay, and

loving woman.
It might have been nearly a week after Ed-

ward's return, when, on entering the library one

morning, Mrs. Hamilton observed her husband,
Mr. Howard, and Edward in earnest confer-

ence, the latter appearing somewhat agitated.
She would have retreated, imagining her pres-
ence mistimed, but Edward, the instant he per-
ceived her, sprung forward, and seizing both

her hands, exclaimed, in a voice of entreaty,
" Dearest aunt, will not you use your influ-

ence with my uncle, and prevail on him to take

the sum I have saved at different times, from

my prize-money and other things, to replace
that which which was lost three years ago.

i To obtain sufficient, I have denied myself all

I unnecessary indulgence ;
it has checked my nat-

' ural extravagance ; prevented me, when some-
! times I have been strongly tempted to play, or

join my messmates in questionable amusements.
In saving that, I have cured myself of many
faults

;
it has taught me economy and control,

i for by the time the whole amount was saved,
, my wishes and evil inclinations were conquered.

I look on it as a debt which I had bound my-
i

self to pay. I anticipated the pleasure of tell-

', ing my dear sister she might banish the past

entirely from her mind, for I wouid not write a
: word of my intentions, lest 1 should fail in them

I

ere I returned. And now my uncle refuses to

grant my request; Mr. Howard will not second

j

me; and and I see how it is," he continued,

;
with a return of former violence 'n his manner,

|

as he paced the room, and a flush burned on his

cheek " my uncle will not consent to look on
it as a debt

;
he will not permit me, even as far

as this will do it, to redeem my sister/'
" You are quite mistaken, rny dear boy," re-

p*lied Mr. Hamilton, mildly.
" Your sister's

own conduct has sufficiently proved to me her

repentance and amendment; her gentle virtues

and faultless conduct have quite redeemed the

past, and so has yours. I refuse to take your
well-earned savings, merely because they real-

ly are not necessary."
" But if it will give me pleasure, if it will

satisfy me. Dearest aunt, plead for me : you
know not the relief it will be," again entreated

Edward, as he paused, in his hasty walk, and
looked beseechingly in his aunt's face.

"
Nay, dear Edward, do not demand impos-

sibilities," she replied, smiling, "I can not plead
for you. That money with which you appear
so very eager to part, must return to your own
purse ; your sister's debt is already paid."

" Paid !" repeated Mr. Hamilton and Mr.

Howard, in astonishment, while Edward stood

as if bewildered. "How, and by whom?"
"By Ellen herself," replied Mrs. Hamilton;

and, addressing her husband, she added,
"

I

should have told you before, but we have been
both too much engaged the last two days to

allow any time for private conversation
;
and

my Ellen had entreated that only you should

know her secret
;
but she would, f know, have

made an exception in Mr. Howard's favor had
I demanded it, for his excellent lessons have in

all probability assisted in making her the char-

acter she is
;
and as for her brother why, in

charity, he shall know this strange tale." she

added, smiling ;
and briefly, but with affecting

accuracy, she related all that had passed be-

tween her and Ellen on the evening of Ed-
ward's return. Mr. Hamilton and Mr. Howard
listened in astonishment, for they knew not the

quiet steadiness, the unwavering firmness of

Ellen's private character; they guessed not the

deep remorse which had been her own, nor for

how long it had guided and purified her actions.

Edward had concealed his face in his hands, his

arms resting upon the table, for he felt in this

tale of persevering effort and self-denial, in com-

parison with Ellen's, as if his had sunk to noth-

ing ;
the bright luster of his sister's character

had dimmed even to obscurity his own.
"And have you questioned Ellis? do you

know in what manner she contrived so secretly
to render her assistance?" demanded Mr. Ham-
ilton, with much interest.

"I have," replied his wife. "I did so that

same night ;
for even Edward's unexpected re-

turn could not banish his sister from my mind.

She told me, that at first she did all she could

to turn Ellen from her purpose ;
but when she

found her resolution was unalterably fixed by
some means to earn sufficient to repay the

cause of so much distress, she entered warmly
into her plan ;

and. with the active assistance

of Robert, procured her work from the baby-
linen warehouses at Plymouth. S'he first began
with the plainest work, but that succeeded so

'

well, finer was given to her. In London she

;

worked embroidery, purchasing the materials
! from her own pocket-money, and consequertly
<

largely increasing her hoard. Spite of her ill-
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health, the first winter we spent in London, she

perseveringly continued her irksome task, rising
even in the coldest weather at six, the prov-
ident care of Ellis causing her fire to be lighted
almost the earliest in the house. Robert wajS

the messenger employed to and fro, but no one

knew her name or rank
; for, devoted as we

well know he is to Ellen, he took the trouble of

changing his livery for plain clothes, whenever
Ellis sent him on his mission. Her secret has,

indeed, been well preserved both from us and
those who employed her. Many, very many
silent tears Ellis believes have fallen over my
poor Ellen's tedious task

; many a struggle
to adhere to her resolution, and not throw it

aside in despair ;
and frequently, she told me,

after a long, solitary evening, she has thrown
her arms round Ellis's neck, and wept from

exhaustion, and the misery of hope deferred,
for at first it did appear an endless labor; but

she persevered unshrinkingly, combating her

wishes to accompany me wherever Emmeline
visited."

"And it was this, then, that caused her de-

termination to remain at home till next year,"
observed Mr. Hamilton

;

"
poor child, our harsh-

ness was no sweetener of her task."
"

It was not, indeed
;
the night of Emmeline's

introduction, Ellis says, she wept as if her heart

would break, as if she could not keep her secret

any longer ;
but she struggled with herself, and

conquered ; although many times during my
estrangement, she has longed to confess all. but

the fear that I should forbid her continuing her

task restrained her."
"

I am very glad she persevered in her secret,"
said Mr. Howard, warmly; "it is this quiet,

steady perseverance in a painful duty that has

pleased me far more than even the action itself,

guided as that was by every proper feeling.

Extraordinary sacrifices of our own formation

are not, in general, as acceptable to Him for

whose sake they are ostentatiously made, as the

qjiiet, steady discharge of our destined duties

the one is apt to beget pride, the other true

humility ;
but this unshaken resolution in one so

young, had its origin from true repentance, and

aided as it has been by the active fulfillment of

every duty, strengthened as it has, no doubt,
been by prayer, I can not but trust her heavenly
Master will look down with an eye of mercy on

His young servant. Look up, Edward
; you,

too, have'done your duty. Why should your
sisters conduct cause this sudden depression,

my young friend ?"
"
Because," exclaimed he, with an earnest-

ness almost startling, and as he looked up, his

eyes glistened with tears, "because all my ef-

forts sink to nothing beside hers. I deemed my-
self becoming worthy : that the conquests over

inclination I made would obliterate the past;
but what are my sacrifices compared to hers ?

Weak, frail, sensitive creature as she is. thus

secretly, laboriously to earn that sum which,
because it required one or two petty sacrifices

of inclination, I deemed that I had so nobly gain-
ed. What have been my efforts compared to

hers?"
" Almost as great to yon, my dear boy. as hers

were to her," said Mr. Hamilton, kindly ; "you,
too. have done well. Your past errors have al-

ready, in my mind and in that of Mr. Howard

and your aunt's, been obliterated by the pleas
ure your late conduct has bestowed. She has
not had the temptations to extravagant pleasure
which have been yours ;

to save this sum you
must have resigned much gratification. You
have acted thus excellently, in part, to regain
the good opinion of your friends, and the kind
wish of restoring perfect peace to your sister

;

in the first, you have fully succeeded
;

in the

second, when your sister knows what has been
the secret purpose of your life for three long
years, her affection will amply repay you. You
are deserving of each other, my dear Edward

;

and this moment I do not scruple to say, I am
proud to feel myself so nearly related to those

who, young as they both are, have so nobly and

perseveringly performed their duty both to God
and man."

Young Fortescue raised his uncle's hand,
wrung it between both his own, and impetuously
darted from the room.
"That boy would teach me never to despair

again, my good friend," said Mr. Hamilton, ad-

dressing the worthy clergyman.
" When last

he left me I had learned to hope and yet to fear,
for I dreaded his exposure to his former temj
tions

;
and now glad, indeed, am I to acknowl

edge myself vanquished, and to own you wer
ever in the right."

Mr. Howard smiled.
" And now does my husband regret his having

adopted my sister's orphans as his own ?" de
manded Mrs. Hamilton, entwining her arm ir

her husband's, and looking caressingly in his

face.
"
No, my dearest wife

; once, indeed, when I

beheld you in fancy about to sink beneath the ac
cumulation of misery and anxiety both Edwai
and Elten's conduct occasioned, I did in secre

murmur that the will of my heavenly Father

consigned to us the care of such misguided ones :

I fear I looked on them as the disturbers of fam-

ily peace and harmony, when it was the will of

my God. I felt indignant and provoked witt

them, when I should have bowed submissive!]
to Him. I have been blessed in them when
deserved it not. You ever trusted, my Emme-
line, though far greater distress was your 1<

than mine. You never repented of that kindnes

which bade your heart bleed for their orphar
state, and urged you to take them to your ger
tie bosom, and soothe them as your own.
know that at this moment you have your reward."

Mrs. Hamilton was prevented from replying

by the entrance of Edward, who eagerly

quired for his sister, alleging he had searchet

every room in the house and could not find her.
" She has gone with Herbert to the village

I

to take the fruits of her own work, some bal

j

linen, to the poor woman in whose fate I am
interested." replied Mrs. Hamilton, and turning

i
to her husband, added, "Now we really ar

alone, my dear Arthur, will you give a little

your time to inform me in what manner I ct

best lay out, lor this unfortunate being's advant

age, the sum my Ellen has placed in my hands'

Do not look at me, Edward, as if to implore m
I
to take yours also, for I mean to be very positive
and say at once I will not."

"Come with me, my young friend, and wa
will go and meet Herbert and Ellen.

' ; Mr.
Howard said, smiling; "a walk is th^ best
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remedy for nerves fevered as yours are at pres-

ent, and I should be glad of your company."
And Edward, with eager pleasure, banishing
all traces of former agitation, departed, arm in

arm with a companion whom he still so revered

and loved, recalling with him reminiscences of

his boyhood, and detailing with animation many
incidents of his late trip. This walk, quiet as it

was, was productive, both to Mr. Howard and
his pupil, of extreme pleasure; the former, while
he retained all the gravity and dignity of his

holy profession, knew well how to sympathize
with youth. Increased duties in the ministry
had caused him to resign the school which he

had kept when we first knew him, to the extreme

regret of both master and pupils. Mr. Howard
regarded young people as the tender lambs of

his fold, whom it was his especial charge to

train up in the paths of grace, and guard from
all the dangerous and hidden pitfalls of sin;
their parents might neglect, or, ignorant them-

selves, pursue a mistaken method, but he was
the shepherd placed over the flock, and while

untiringly, zealously, he endeavored to lead the

older members of his congregation to the only
rock of salvation, the younger were the objects
of his especial care. To them all was bright,
the world, in all its dangerous, because more

pleasurable labyrinths, was before them. He
saw, he knew their perfect ignorance, and he

trembled, while he prayed so to lead them, that

the lessons of their minister might check them
in the career of imprudence or of sin.

" Were I one of the fathers of Rome, I should

say. benedicitc, my children," he said, playfully,
as Herbert and Ellen, apparently in serious yet

happy conversation, approached and joined them,
"but as 1 am merely a simple minister of a

simple faith, I greet you with the assurance you
are blessed in your charitable office."

" And how, my kind friend, could you contrive

to discover such was our employment?" replied
Herbert, smiling.

" Can my mother have been

betraying us?"
"
Oh, she has been a sad traitress this morn-

ing, betraying all kinds of secrets and misde-

meanors," said Mr. Howard, laughing, and cast-

ing on Ellen a glance of arch meaning, while

Edward could scarcely contain his impatience to

seize his sister's arm and bear her ofl' with him.
" And we, too, have been hearing many tales

of you, Mr. Howard," she said.
" We have

heard very many blessings on your name in the

cottage we have left, although, alas ! events

have occurred there of a very painful nature."

"And why, alas, my dear child?" said Mr.

Howard, affectionately. "Do you deem it so

sad a thing to die ?"
"

It is wrong, I know, to regard it thus, Mi-

Howard," replied Ellen; "but yet. to leave all

those we love on earth, to sever the tender cords

of affection binding us unto this world, must be,
even to the strongest and most pious minds, a

draught of bitterness."
" Do not, my dear children," said Mr. How-

ard, "imagine I deem it wrong to indulge in

earthly affections. Far from it
; they are given

us to sweeten life, to draw our hearts in thanks-

giving to Him who gave them, and thus indulg-
ed are pleasing unto Him. And how did you
find poor Nanny to-day?" he added, after a
brief pause.

"
Suffering very much in body, but in a bless-

ed state of mind," replied Ellen, "which she

greatly attributed to you ;
for she told me, be-

fore my aunt discovered them and placed them
where they now are, before she saw you, death

was a trouble awful in anticipation. She had
ever tried to do her duty in life, to remember
her Maker in her youth, and believed that she

had succeeded
;
but when she knew that she

must die, all appeared changed ;
the aspect of

death was different, when seemingly at a dis-

tance to that which it presented when near at

hand. She longed for some minister of the

Lord to pray for her, to comfort her in tho.se

moments when suffering prevented serious

thoughts, and it was affecting to hear her bless

that charity which had not only placed her soul

under your guidance, but provided also so many
bodily comforts."

" And you have been exercising the duties of

the ministry before you have donned your gown,
my dear Herbert," said Mr. Howard, glancing

approvingly on his young friend. " Glad indeed
shall I be to hail you as a young brother in my
sacred office

;
for with you it will be indeed the

service of the heart, and not of interest or com-

pulsion. Would that your friend Arthur pos-
sessed one half of your "earnest zeal, or that you
could inspire him with the same love for his

sacred calling which animates you."
"I know not what to make of Arthur," said

Herbert, somewhat sadly ;

" he is strangely,

unaccountably changed the last few months.
When he was first settled in his curacy, his con-

duct was such as to excite the approbation of

both my father and yourself; and now, I greatly
fear, that he is alienating both."

" Do not condemn him harshly, without good
proof, dear Mr. Howard," said Ellen, earnestly

"I, too. have noticed that he is changed, though
I scarcely know in what manner

;
but for his

father's sake and for mine, do not treat him

coldly, before my uncle at least. He has many
faults, but surely some good qualities."

"I trust he has; but I wish he would not so

carefully conceal them, and suffer his parishion-
ers to have cause to relate so many tales of

neglect and levity in their curate," replied Mr.

Howard; "but we will not bring forward ac-

cusations when the accused is not present ta

defend himself : and here we are at the Rectory
before I had thought we were half-way. Wit'

you come in, my young friends, and share an
old man's homely luncheon?"

Gladly would they have done so, but Elleo
had promised to return to Oakwood in time fov

that meal, and was compelled to refuse
;
add

ing, that both her brother and cousin might, fov

the Rectory was so near one of the entrances to

the park, she could easily return alone; but

such was not Mr. Howard's intention. He knew
how Edward longed for a few minutes' private
conversation with his sister, and playfully de-

taining Herbert, declaring he could not do with-

out one at least, dismissed the orphans on their

walk, bestowing his parting blessing on EUen
with a warmth that surprised her at the time,
but t\e meaning of which was fully explained
in the interesting conversation that passed be-

tween her and her brother ere they reached the

house, and a? the expression of approbation in

the minister <she loved, filled her young mind
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with joy. while the mutual confidence bestowed
in that walk added another bright link to the

chain of affection which bound the souls of that

brother and sister so fondly together.

CHAPTER XIII.

IT was the hour when all in general retired

to rest, and the inmates of Oakwood had dis-

persed for the purpose; but this night thoughts
of a mingled and contending nature occupied
Mrs. Hamilton's mind, and prevented all wish
for sleep. Her guests had the last week in-

creased, and the part of hostess had been kindly
and pleasingly performed : but the whole of that

day she had longed to be alone, and gladly,

gratefully she hailed that hour which enabled
her to be so. Shading her eyes with her hand,
she gave to her thoughts the dominion they de-

manded. Maternal ambition, maternal pride, in

that silent hour fell before the stronger, more

absorbing power of maternal love. But a few
brief hours, and the child of her anxious cares,
of fervent petitions at the throne of grace, would
be no longer an inmate of her father's house,
her place in that happy home would be a void.

On the morrow, ay, the morrow, for the inter-

vening weeks had fled, her child would be an-

other's. True, but few miles would separate
their homes

; true, that he on whom that precious

gift would be bestowed, was in all respects the

husband she would have selected for her Caro-

line, the husband for whom the involuntary

prayer had arisen
;
virtue and piety, manliness

and sincerity were his. besides these attributes,
which to some mothers would have been far

more brilliant, he was noble, even of exalted

rank
;
but all, all these things were forgotten in

the recollection, that on the morrow she must
bid farewell to her cherished treasure, the link,

the precious link of protection would be severed,
and forever. Thoughts of the past mingled with
the present, and softened yet more that fond

another's feelings. Pain, bitter pain, Caroline

had sometimes cost her, but pleasure, exquisite
in its kind, had mingled with it. No longer
would it be hers to watch with trembling joy
the dawning virtues which had flourished be-

neath her eye; a link would be broken between
them, a slender one indeed, but still broken

fliough Mrs. Hamilton reproached herself for

indulging in such feelings of sadness, when so

many blessings promised to gild the lot of her

child. And yet, alas! what mother devoted to

her children as she had been, as still was this

noble and gentle woman, could part from a be-

loved one even for a brief space, even for happi-
ness, without one pang, selfish as it might be,
selfish as perhaps it was? for anxiety for the

future darkened not the prospects of earthly

bliss, her trust in the character of St. Eval was
too confiding; it was only her fond heart which
for a time would be so desolate. Her ear would

linger in vain for the voice it loved
;
her eye

seek in sorrow for the graceful form, the beau-
teous features on which it had so loved to gaze.
New ties would supply to Caroline the place of

all that she had left; deep springs of fond emo-
tions, such as she had never felt before, would

rpen in her heart, and then would she still love,

would she still look to that mother, as in child-

hood and in youth she had done. Vainly she

struggled to subdue these thoughts, and bring
forward in their stead the visions of happiness,
which alone had visited her before. Thronging
and tumultuously they came, and tears stole

slow'ly from those mild eyes, which for herself

so seldom wept ;
while engrossed in her own

reflections, she heard not the soft and careful

opening of her door, she knew not that the be-

loved object of those tears had entered her room,
and was kneeling beside her.

"Mother!" murmured Caroline, in a voice

tremulous and weak with emotion, equal to her

own. Mrs. Hamilton started, and her lip quiv-
ered with the effort she made to smile her greet-

|
ing.

"
Mother, my own mother, forgive my in-

|

trusion
;

I thought not to have found you thus.

Oh, deem me not failing in that deep reverence

! your goodness, your devotedness, have taught
me to feel for you ;

if my love would bid me
ask you why you weep, may I not share your
sorrow, mother?"

" These are but selfish tears, my own
;

sel-

:

fish, for they fall only when I think that to-mor-

row bears my Caroline away, and leaves her

mother's heart for a time so lone and sad. that

it will not even think of the happiness I so fondly
'

trust will be hers, in becoming the bride of him
!
she loves. Forgive me, my own Caroline; I

,
had no right to weep and call for these dear

signs of sympathy at such a time."

Silently and tearfully Caroline clung to her

mother, and repeatedly pressed her hand to her
:

lips.
u And why are you not at rest, my child ? you

will have but a few brief hours for sleep, scarce-

ly sufficient to recall the truant rose to these

pale cheeks, and the luster to this suddenly dim-

med eye, my Caroline;" and the mother passed
her hand caressingly over her brow, and parted
the luxuriant hair that, loosened from the con-

!

fining wreath of wild flowers which had so

lately adorned it, hung carelessly around her.

She looked long and wistfully on that young,

bright face. 4}
" You ask me why I am not at rest

; oh, 1

could not, I felt I could not part from you, with-

out imploring your forgiveness for all the past ;

without feeling that it was indeed pardoned.

Never, never before has my conduct appeared
in such true colors : dark, even to blackness,
when contrasted with yours. Your blessing is

my own, it will be mine to-morrow
; but, oh, it

will not be hallowed to my heart, did I not con-

fess that I was that I am unworthy of all your

j
fondness, mother, and implore you to forgive
the pain I have so often and so wantonly in-

flicted upon you. Oh, you know not how bit-

terly, how reproachfully, my faults and errors

rushed back to my mind, as I sat and thought
this was the last night that Caroline Hamilton

would sleep beneath this roof; that to-morrow

we parted, and I left you without once acknowl-

edging I deserved not half your goodness, with-

out one effort to express the devoted gratitude,
the deep, the reverential love, with which my
heart is filled. Mother, dearest, dearest mother !

oh, call me not your blessing, your comfort I

never have been thus; willful and disobedient, I

have poisoned many hours which would other-

wise have been sweet. Mother, my own mother
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say only you forgive me say that no lingering

pang on my account remains."
!

"
Forgive you, my beloved ! oh, long, long

since have every childish fault and youthful
error been forgiven. Could resentment har-

bor in my heart so long? could memory linger
on moments of pain, when this last year not

one fault, not one failing of duty or of love,
!

has stained your conduct? Even as my other

children have you been my blessing, my com- 1

fort
;
the dearer, when I thought on the doubts

and fears of the past. Pain you may have
once caused me

; but, oh. you know not how
blessedly one proof of affection, one hour of

devotion in a child, can obliterate from a moth-
er's heart the remembrance of months of

pain. Think no more of what is past, my own
;

remember only that your mothers blessing, her I

fervent prayers, will hover round you wherever

you may be
; that, should sickness and sorrow

'

at any time be your portion, however distant I

we may be, your mother will come to soothe !

and cheer, your mother's bosom will still be
j

open to receive you."
Caroline answered not, for her tears fell fast

upon the hand she held
;
tears not of sorrow

but of emotion, blessed in their sadness. She
bowed her head before Mrs. Hamilton, and

murmured,
" Bless me, my mother !"
"
May the God of infinite love, the Father of

unclouded mercies, who has been so unchange-
j

ably merciful to his servants, look down from
His resplendent throne, and bless you, my be- !

loved ! May He sanctify and bless that event, I

which promises to our darkened eyes so much

felicity ! May He guide my child in His own

paths, and hearken to her mother's prayer!"
" We will not separate this night to pray each

in solitude, my child
;

let us read, and address
{

our heavenly Father together, as we were wont
to do, when it was my task to raise your infant !

J thoughts and simple prayers to Him who heard
j

) and answered. I can not part from you till

i

these agitated feelings are more composed, and
;

prayer will best enable them to be so."

Willingly, gladly Caroline lingered, and their

private devotions, which ever attended their re-

tiring to rest, were performed together. Their ,

blessed influence was mutually felt. He whom
!

they so fervently addressed looked down upon
|

His good and faithful servants, and poured upon
i
the mother's soul and on that of her child the

i calm and tranquilizing dew of His blessing.
The morning dawned, and, commonplace as

j

I is the expression, yet we must confess the day
|

! was lovely; one of those soft, delicious Septem- 1

! ber days so well known to all who are acquaint-
'

ed with the climate of Devonshire. Gayly the

: sun looked down from his field of stainless azure,
and peeped through the windows of the elegant

:
little room which the taste of her young bride-

,

maids had decorated as Caroline's tiring-room
for the day, and his bright rays played on the

i

rich jewels scattered on the toilet, and decked
1 them with renewed brilliance

;
and at times his

light would fall full upon the countenance of the

young bride, sometimes pensive, at others radi-

I

ant in beaming smiles, as she replied to the

|

kind words of Lady Gertrude, or in answer to

j

the playful conversation of her younger bride-

;

maids who, full of life, and hope, and innocence,

hovered like fairy spirits round their qneen.
The tears which had fallen from the eyes of

Emmelinc on her sister's neck that morning
were dried, yet still there were some lingering
traces of sadness on her fair sweet face, which
she struggled vainly to conceal, but which were

regarded as the sorrow of an affectionate heart

thus parting from the sister of its love.

And Lilla Grahame, too, was there, smiling
with real and heartfelt pleasure. She had ob-

served the slight cloud on Emmeline's brow,
and with every affectionate art endeavored to

remove it.

The toilet of the bride was completed, save
her jewels, which Ellen had entreated might
be her office to arrange, and, smilingly. Lady
Florence resigned her place by Caroline's

side.
" For Edward's sake and for mine, dearest

Caroline, will you, decked as you are with

jewels so far more precious, yet will you wear

this, and regard it indeed as the offering of the

sincerest affection for yourself, the warmest

prayers for your welfare, from those who for so

many years have felt for vou as if you were in-

deed their sister? poor as is the gift, will you
let Edward see it is not rejected ?" and Ellen,
as with a flushed cheek and quivering lip she

spoke, placed on the arm of her cousin a brace-

let, composed of her own and her brother's hair,
and clasped with chaste yet massive gold. The
braid was fine and delicate, while the striking
contrast of the jet black and rich golden hyir of

which it was composed, combined with its valua-

ble clasp, rendered it not an unfit offering on

such a day.
"

Is it to remind me of all my unkindness to-

ward you, Ellen, in days past of my hour of

pride ?
;;

replied Caroline, in a low voice, as she
threw her arm caressingly round her cousin

and fondly kissed her. "I will accept your
gift, my dear Ellen, and sometimes look upon
it thus."

"Nay, do not say so, dearest Caroline, or 1

shall feel inclined to take it even now from your
arm, and never let you see it more; no, rather

let it be a remembrance of those poor orphans,
whose lives you have not done the least to ren-

der happy. Gratefully, affectionately, shall we
ever think of you, dear Caroline, and, oh, may
this little offering bid you sometimes think thus,
and thus only of us.

The carriages were rather later than expect-
ed, and Lad}' Gertrude observing Caroline some
what pale, though no other sign denoted agita
tion endeavored, by talking more sportively than

usually was her wont, to while avvuv the time
till the important moment arrived.

It came at length, and Caroline, with a fal-

tering step, entered the carriage, which con-

veyed her to the old and venerable church, ac-

companied by Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton and Lady
Gertrude, who had promised to remain near her.

The fair girls that held the rank of briclemaids

followed, and three other carriages contained the

invited guests to the wedding. Not a creature
was visible to disturb by acclamations the bridal

party on their route, and take from the calm and

holy beauty of the early morning : but that the

day was remembered was clearly visible, for

there were garlands of the brightest, fairest

flowers, which must, by their number and vari-
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ety, have been culled from many gardens ofmany
villages, festooning the hedges of the green lanes

through which they passed, and many a gay

pernon pendant from oak or stately elm fluttered

in the breeze. All was so still and calm that

ere the carriage stopped at the church porch
Caroline had conquered the inward trembling of

her frame, and her heart thrilled not perhaps so

anxiously as did both her parents, when, lean-

ing on the arm of her proud and happy father,

she walked steadily, even with dignity, up the

church, where Mr. Howard, young Myrvin,
Lord St. Eval, his parents, Lord Louis, Percy,

Herbert, and Edward there stood, and a faint

but expressive smile played round her lips, in

answer to St. Eval's eager yet silent greeting.
He could not speak, his feelings of happiness
were too deep, too ecstatic for words, but she

had but to look on his expressive face, and all,

all was said.

There was a moment's solemn pause as they
knelt beside the altar, and then the voice of Mr.
Howard sounded, and its ever emphatic tones

rung with even more than its usual solemnity on

the ears of all the assembled relatives and friends,
with thrilling power on the bride and bridegroom.
Calmly and clearly Caroline responded ;

her

cheek was pale, but her lip quivered not, and

perhaps, in that impressive service, the agitation
of her mother was deeper than her own. She

struggled to retain her composure, she lifted up
her soul in earnest prayer, that the blessings of

ber God might indeed hallow the ceremony on

which she gazed, and ere her child arose, and
led forward by her young enraptured husband,

approached for her parent's blessing and em-
brace

;
she was enabled to give both without any

visible emotion, save that her daughter might,
have felt the quick pulsations of her fond heart,
as she pressed her in her arms.

We will not linger on the joyous festivity which

pervaded the lordly halls of Oakwood on this

eventful day.
The hour had come when Caroline, the young

Countess of St. Eval, bade farewell to her pa-
ternal home. The nearest relatives of the bride

and bridegroom had assembled with them in a

small apartment, at Caroline's request, for a few

minutes, till the carriage was announced, for

though resolved not to betray her feelings, she

could not bear to part from those she loved in

public. She had changed her dress for a simple

yet elegant traveling costume, and was now lis-

tening with respectful deference but glistening

eyes to the fond words of her mother, who,

twining her arm around her, had drawn her

a little apart from the others, as if her fare-

well could not be spoken aloud; their attention

was so arrested by a remark of Lord Malvern,
and his son's reply, that they turned toward
them.
"Do not, again let me hear you say our Ger-

trude never looks animated or interested," the

former said, addressing the marchioness, some-
what triumphantly. "She is as happy, perhaps,
if possible, even happier than any of us to-day,

and, like a good girl, she shows it. Gertrude,
love, is it your brother's happiness reflected upon
you?"

"Let me answer for her, sir," replied St. Eval,
eagerly.

" You know not why she has so much
reason to look and, I trust, to feel happy. She

!
sees her own good work, and, noble, virtuous as
she is, rejoices in it; without her, this clay would
never have dawned for me, Caroline would never
have been mine, and both would have lived in

solitary wretchedness. Yes. dearest Gertrude,"
he continued. "I feel how much I owe you,
though I say but little. Happy would it be for

every man, could he receive from his sister the
comfort, the blessing I have from mine, and for

every woman, were her counsels, like yours,
guided by truth alone."

"The Earl and Countess of St. Eval left Oak-
wood about two o'clock, for their estate in Corn-

wall, Castle Terryn, in an elegant chariot and
four superb grays, leaving a large party of fash-

ionable friends and relations to lament their early

departure." So spoke the fashionable chronicle
in a paragraph on this marriage in high life,

which contained items and descriptions longer
and more graphic than we have any inclination

to transcribe.

A select, party of the Marquis of Malvern's
and Mr. Hamilton's friends remained to dinner,

and, at the request of Percy and Lord Louis,

dancing for the younger guests concluded the

evening. The day had dawned in joy, and n

clouds disturbed its close. Fatigued, and he

thoughts still clinging to her child, Mrs. Kami
ton was glad to seek the retirement of her own
room. Her thoughts turned on her Caroline,
and so fnndly did they linger there, that Emme-
line's strange diversity of wild spirits and sudden
but overpowering gloom, did not occupy her
mind as powerfully as they would otherwise havi

done
;
she did not regard them, save as the effect

of excitement natural to such an eventful day
she guessed not that of all her household th

heart ofher Emmeline was the heaviest, her spiri

weighed down by a gloom so desponding, s

overwhelming, that sleep for many hours fle

from her eyes. She had powerfully exerte

herself during the day, and now in solitude

darkness, and silence, the reflux of feeling w
too violent for that young and, till lately, thoifgh

lessly joyous heart to bear. Her heavy ey(
and pallid cheeks attracted notice, indeed, th

following morning, but they were attributed t

fatigue from the gay vigils of the preceding nighi
and gladly did the poor girl herself encmirag.
the delusion, and obey her mother's playful com
mand to lie down for a few hours, as a punish
ment for indulging in an overplus of excite

ment.
Herbert's pleasure, too, the preceding da

had been alloyed by anxiety; and perhaps hi

solicitude and his sister's sorrow proceede
from one and the same cause, which our reader

will find at length, a few pages hence, whe
Arthur Myrvin becomes a prominent object i

our history.

Pleasure, in a variety of festive shapes, bv

innocent in all, was for the next month th

presiding genius of Oakwood and its vicinity.

Lord Malvern's family remained as guests a*

Oakwood during that time, and some few col

Icge friends of Percy and Herbert, but Mr
Hamilton's other friends departed for their

spective homes the week following the mar

riage.
The young Earl and Countess of St. Ev

meanwhile resided at their beautiful retreat of

Castle Terryn, which the taste of the you

I 11C
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eari had rendered in every respect a residence

suited to the rank and feelings of those who
claimed it as their own.

Nothing now prevented our young friend

Ellen from joining in the amusements that offer-

ed themselves, and she enjoyed them even more
fhan she had expected, for she was accom-

panied by her brother, who had deservedly
become an universal favorite, and Mrs. Hamil-
ton had the pleasure, at length, of seeing not

only health but happiness beaming apparently
unclouded on the countenance of her niece.

Mr. Grahame, for the sake of Lilla. who was

becoming dearer each day to both her parents,
for her true character, for the first time stood

clearly forth, struggled with his gloom, and

accompanied her wherever her wishes led; and
her cheerful spirits, her unpretending manners,
and constant and active affection, maifesting
itself in a thousand different ways, to amuse the

couch of her now really ailing mother, did much
to palliate the disappointment and misery the

conduct of his elder daughter had occasioned.

Herbert's secret was still inviolably kept ;
no

one suspected that he loved, much less that he
was betrothed. Nearly two years had passed"

that long period which mast elapse ere Her-
jrt could hope to make Mary his wife. They

glided quickly, very quickly by, and so too

light the remainder; but there was a dark,

jreboding feeling pressing heavily upon Her-
bert's heart as he looked forward, that robbed

anticipation of its charm, and rendered him even
more pensive than from his boyhood had been

his wont. To strangers, even to his family, he
'

was still the same
;

to his God alone he laid his

spirit bare.

Six weeks after the marriage of Caroline,
Oakwood and its neighborhood was as quiet as

it had been when we knew it in former years.
Lord Malvern's family staid ten days at

Castle Terryn, by the pressing invitation of the

young couple, and then returned to their estate

in, Dorsetshire, leaving Lady Gertrude, how-

ever, for a few weeks' longer residence with

her brother and his wife. The young men re-

turned to college. Lilla Graharne remained at

home till after the Christmas vacation, when
she was once more to reside with Mrs. Douglas
for six months or a year longer, according to

the state of her mother's health, who no longer
wished to quit Woodlands

;
and therefore her

husband gladly consented to her remaining there

till Mrs. Hamilton paid her annual visit to Lon-

don. About this time also, Ellen accompanied

by her brother, fulfilled her promise of visiting
'

old friend, Mr. Myrvin, and delighted him

making his pretty vicarage her residence till

near the middle of November. Edward, with

whom the kind old mau was as much pleased as

he had been with his sister, also remained at

Llangwillan during that time, with the excep-
tion of three or four flying visits to Oakwood,
and latterly to Castle Terryn, where Mr. and

Mrs. Hamilton, with Emmeline, were staying

K'

ue few last weeks of his and his sister's visit at

B vicarage. Their company was particularly

othing to Mr. Myrvin at this period; for the

.ters of his son were causing him extreme

lieitude, revealing intentions, to understand

tiich we must for a short period retrace our

steps, and thus commence another chapter.
H

CHAPTER XIV.

uy i

fc
nnni

YOUNG MYRVIM had been at the period of

Caroline's map-'ige, rather more than a year a?

Mr. Howard's curate. At first, as we have

seen, the example of Herbert had done much
toward reconciling him to a profession, which
was for many reasons opposed to his feelings.
When in the company of his friend, he had

imparted to him his struggles with the pride
and ambition which still lurked within him, spite
of all his endeavors and resolutions to conquer
and banish them. While Herbert was. near him
all was well

;
his duty was regularly performed,

in a manner that satisfied his rector, and suffi-

ciently rewarded Mr. Hamilton for the interest

he had taken in his and his father's welfare;
but when Herbert left Oakwood, Arthur's dis-

taste for his occupation returned with renewed

strength, to which newly-dawning emotions add-
ed weight. Most painfully had Arthur, when
first intimate with Mr. Hamilton, endeavored to

guard himself from the danger to his peace,
which he felt existed in the society of beings so

amiable and attractive as were his daughters:
but his efforts were vain, as our readers may
have already discovered. There was a name-

less, an indescribable charm in the appearance
and manner of Emmeline which he could not

resist. It was some few months ere the whole
extent of evil was discovered, not perhaps till

Emmeline returned to London, and Oakwood
was desolate, painfully desolate to the young
man, who, when lingering within its ancient

walls, forgot every thing around him save the

bright and beautiful being who was to him its

charm. When, however, that fair form had

departed from his sight, he was awakened to the

delusive nature of his hopes, and with the

knowledge, exquisite even in its despair, that

he loved Emmeline Hamilton, his profession
became more and more distasteful. Had he
followed the paths of ambition, as his inclination

prompted, had he but had the means of seeking
some station whence he might at length have
risen to eminence, he cared not what the ob-

stacles, his union with her might not have been
so difficult to accomplish, or, at least, he might
not have met her

;
and did he wish that such

had been the case? no; misery in its most

agonizing shape stood before him, and yet the

cause of that misery was the one bright star

that appeared to gild his lot.

A poor curate of a country parish, with no
resources but his salary to increase his scanty

means, no power of rendering himself of conse-

quence in the eyes of the world
; and, alas ! the

fruit of many years' hard labor from father to

son one half of which might have rendered him

sufficiently independent to have chosen his own

profession was gone. Poor as he was, could

he ever look forward to possess the hand of

Emmeline ? he felt the utter impossibility, and

bitterly he knew he loved but to despair. These

contending feelings diverted his thoughts, as may-
well be supposed, and caused him to be careless

in the discharge of his clerical duties, abrupt
and strange in his manner with Mr. Howard

;

and unfortunately there was one in the village
who was ready to turn the simplest circumstance
to the young curate's disadvantage.

It was not likely the sinful and licentious man
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who, by Mr. Hamilton's active exertions, had
not only been dispossessed of the living of Llan-

gwillan, but very nearly of his gown also, would

permit these, what he termed injuries, to pass

unavenged. Against the elder Myrvin he felt

his efforts would be unavailing, nor did he feel

inclined to try a second time, when he had onee
been foiled

;
but Arthur he believed a surer

mark. A farm of some consequence was to be
let on Mr. Hamilton's estate

;
it was very easy

to settle in it a man lower in rank, but hard, un-

relenting as himself, an unprincipled instrument
of his will. The business was done, and the
new neighbor, prepossessing in appearance and

manners, speedily ingratiated himself with all,

and even obtained, by a semblance of hard-

working industry, and regular attendance at

public worship, seconded by quiet and unob-
trusive conduct, the notice and regard of his

landlord, Mr. Hamilton.
This man had entered his farm about four or

five months after Arthur had been installed as
Mr. Howard's curate, and cautiously and yet
successfully he executed the wily requirements
of his employer. So guardedly did he work,
that no one could trace to him, who ever spoke
as the friend of their curate, the prejudice which
had slowly but surely penetrated the mind of

every man against him, and interpreted his

simplest action in the worst light. There were
some rumors afloat of misdemeanors during his

college life
;

it mattered not whether they were
true or false, they were received and encouraged
by the credulous. He was a Welshman too,
full of evil qualities, and clothed with invulner-

able pride, which last idea was unfortunately
confirmed by Myrvin's distaste for his profession,
which prevented his entering into the joys and
sorrows of his parishioners, mingling familiarly
and kindly with them, as a minister of God
should do.

How or when this prejudice began, or what
was its origin, not one of the good folks of the

village could have told, for they really did not

know
;
but still it existed, and Arthur knew it.

He felt himself disliked, and instead of endeavor-

ing to conciliate good-will and remove prejudice,
his mind was in such a fevered state of excite-

ment, that he indulged in every bitter feeling
toward those with whom he had to deal, and
shrunk yet more from the performance of his

duty. Instances of careless neglect were often

found, and became magnified in the relation.

The young curate was not always at hand when
his presence was principally required ;

he never
left directions where he might be found. Abuse
rrept. into that parish, which in the time of his

predecessor had been one of the most orderly in

Mr. Hamilton's domains abuses in the younger
inhabitants, at which old men looked grave, and
cited the neglect of their curate as the cause,

though to what abuses young Myrvin had given
countenance all would have found it difficult to
tell. That he did not rebuke them it was true;
he did not perhaps observe them, but it was
said, and

justly, he must have been strangely
blind not to do so.

The villagers understood not that preoccupa-
tion of mind which does indeed render us blind
to all things, save to the one intense subject of

thought.

Complaints were made to and heard by the

j

rector, who. faithful to his trust, visited thte

! parish, made inquiries, heard tales concerning
his curate, that startled his charity, and finally
spoke severely to Arthur on his careless and
neglectful conduct. It would have been better
for Arthur had pride remained banished during
that interview; but, unfortunately, fired with

indignation at any thing resembling censure
even from a superior, it returned with full force,
and by his haughty silence with regard to some
of the charges brought against him, his ill-dis-

guised contempt of others, confirmed every evil

report concerning him which Mr. Howard had
heard. Mildly he requested that the future

might atone for the past, and that Myrvin would
remember the sacred post he held. The un-

happy young man heard him without reply;
but when the rector had departed, he strove to

think soberly on the charges brought against
him, and look within himself to know if he de-
served them. Neglect and carelessness yes
he had given cause for both. Other accusationr
of much graver import he dismissed at once,
satisfied that the very thought of such vices had
never even for one moment stained his mind,
and as secure in his own integrity and right

feeling, as he wras aware of the prejudice against
him, he determined as, alas ! how many in

such cases do not to alter his general conduct,
lest it should be said he tacitly admitted the
truth of every report against him. Had he only
been accused of neglect in parochial duties, he

might perhaps, if his troubled spirit had per-
mitted him, have endeavored to attend more
closely to them

;
but his pride prevented him

from striving to obtain the good-will of those
who seemed only alive to every circumstance

tending to his disadvantage. Would he en-

deavor to conciliate those who he well knew
disliked him ? no

;
the very act of so doing

would be brought against him. and sternly he
resolved that haughtiness and pride should still

characterize his deportment. What mattered it

what people thought or said, if it was untrue ?

he cared not; the world was a wilderness to his

excited and irritated fancy, in which there

bloomed but one sweet flower, too pure, too

beautiful for him to touch. It was his doom, he

thought, to grovel on the earth, hers to shine

like a star in the sphere above him.

Not long after Mr. Howard's interview with
his curate, Mr. Hamilton's family and his guests
arrived at Oakwood, and Herbert eagerly sought
his friend. He was shocked at the change he

perceived in his appearance, which, though
marked, wras yet quite indescribable

;
that Arthur

was unhappy, that his profession was more than

ever distasteful to him, he soon discovered
;
but

the real cause of these feelings he tried in vain

to probe. He saw, with the deepest regret,
that all his former exhortations on the subject,
his earnest entreaties that Arthur would perse-
vere till he brought a willing heart as an offer-

ing to his Maker, all had been without effect:

but yet his kind heart could not cast away his

friend, opposite as were their feelings on a sub-

ject which to Herbert was of vital importance.
It was strange tiat a character such as Herbert
Hamilton should have selected Arthur Myrvin
for his chosen friend, yet so it was. It might
have been pity, sympathy, which had first ex-

cited this friendship. The indignation he felt
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at the unjustifiable treatment Arthur had re-
'

thought, and rested in pleased and satisfied

eeived while a servitor at college had excited security. She little knew, penetrating even as

an interest, which had at first completely blind- she was. that those young affections were already
ed him to his many faults ; and when they were unconsciously engaged, that one manly figure,
discovered, the ardent desire and hope that he one melancholy yet expressive face, utterly pre-

might be of service in removing them from the ; vented the reception of any other. Emmeline
otherwise noble character of his friend, still knew not herself the extent of influence that

preserved and, indeed, heightened his regard. !
secret image had obtained

;
she guessed not the

' ' '

Though frequently disappointed during his ab-

sence, at the brevity and sometimes even con-
fused style of Arthur's letters, he had buoyed
himself up with the hope that his representations
had had their effect, and he should find him, on
his return, reconciled and happy in the exercise

of his duties. Again he urged, with a kindness
of manner that caused Arthur to wring his hand,
and then pace the room in ill-concealed agony,
the necessity, now that he had indeed taken or-

ders, of endeavoring to do his Master's work ou

earth, of forcing his rebellious spirit to submis-
sion. Arthur listened to him attentively, sadly
but vainly Herbert strove to instill in him a por-
tion of that heavenly love which was to him the

main-spring of his life, Arthur loved with an

intensity which utterly prevented his looking up
to heaven as the goal, to reach which all earthly
toil was welcome

;
and still not even to Herbert

did he breathe one syllable of the fire that was

inwardly consuming him. Had he been any one
but Herbert Hamilton, the unhappy young man
would have sought and found relief in his confi-

dence
;
but not to the brother of the being he

loved, oh, not to him he could not, dared not.
'

Herbert," he would say, in a voice hoarse

with contending feelings,
" did I dare betray the

secret of this tortured heart, the true cause of

my misery, you would pity, even ifyou condemn-
ed me

;
but ask it not ask it not. it shall never

pass my lips ;
one thing only I beseech you, and

I do so from the regard you have ever seemed
to feel for me. However you may hear my
character traduced, my very conduct may con-

firm every evil report, yet believe them not; I'

may be miserable, imprudent, mad, but never,
Arthur Myrvin is

Herbert, promise
me this, and come what may, one friend, at

least, is mine."
Herbert gazed on him with doubt, astonish-

ment, and sorrow, yet an irresistible impulse

urged him to promise all he asked, and Myrvin
looked relieved; but painfully he felt, though
he noticed it not to his friend, that the manner
of Mr. Hamilton toward him was changed 5

cordiality and kindness had given place to cold-

ness and reserve.

The whirl of a gay and happy London season

had produced no change in the outward appear-
ance and demeanor of Emmeline Hamilton. It

had not been to her the ordeal it had been to

her sister. She came forth from the gay world

the same pure, innocent being as she had enter-

ed it. Admired she was by all with whom she

was associated, but her smile was not sought

for, her conversation not courted, as had been

Caroline's, therefore her temptations had not

been so great, but she was universally beloved.

Her mother sometimes wondered that Emme-
line, keenly susceptible as she was to every
other emotion, should still remain so insensible

to any thing resembling love. " She is indeed

still <he same innocent and darling child," she

never believe the name of

stained with vice or guilt.

whole truth until that night when her marriage
had been jestingly alluded to, and then it burst

upon her, stunning her young mind with a sense
of scarcely-defined yet most painful conscious-

ness. Arthur Myrvin had looked to Emmeline's
return to Oakwood with many mingled feelings;
she might be perhaps, even as her sister, a be-

trothed bride
;
he might have to witness, perhaps

to officiate at her nuptials ;
he might see her

courted, receiving attentions from and bestowing
smiles on others, not casting one look or one

thought on him, who for her would have gladly-
died. The idea was agony, and it was the suf-

ferings occasioned by the anticipation of ideal

misery that had produced the change in face and
form which Herbert had beheld and regretted.

They met, and as if fortune favored their

secret but mutual affection, alone, the first time
since Emmeline had returned from London.
Unaccustomed to control, and at that time quite
unconscious she had anything to conceal, though
wondering why every pulse should throb, and
her cheek so flush and pale, her agitation of

manner, her expressed and eviJently-felt sorrow
for the traces of suffering she beheld, sunk as

balm on the sorrowing heart of the young man,
and his first three or four interviews with her

were productive of a happiness so exquisite,
that it almost succeeded in banishing his gloom ;

but short indeed was that period of relief.

Speedily he saw her, as he had expected, sur-

rounded by gay young men of wealth and
station. He felt they looked down on him;
they thought not of him as a rival

;
he was

unworthy as incapable of loving a being so

exalted
;

but in the midst of these wretched

thoughts there arose one, that for a brief space
was so bright, so glad, so beautiful, that while

it lasted every object partook its rays. Ho
marked her, he looked, with eyes rendered
clear from jealousy, for some sign, it mattered
not how small, to say she preferred the society
of others to his own

; ready as he was to look

on the darkest side of things, he felt the hesita-

ting glance, the timid tone with which she had

latterly addressed him, contrary as it was to the

mischievous playfulness which had formerly
marked her intercourse with him, was dearer, oh,
how much dearer, than the gayety in which she

had indulged with others. This change in her

manner was unremarked by her family.
The eye of love, however, looked on those

slight signs in a very different light. Did she,
could she love one so unworthy ? The very
idea seemed to make him feel as a new and
better man. He covered his eyes with his

hands, lest any outward sign should break that

blessed illusion, and then he started, and return-

ing recollection brought with it momentary
despair. Did she even love him were even
her parents to consent his own for his vivid

and excited fancy for one minute imagined what
in more sober moments he knew was impossible

yet even were such difficulties removed, would
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he, could he take that fair and fragile creature been his pupil, ami was eager to secure any
from a home of luxury and every comfort, to situation near Mr, Howard, and to whom there-

poverty ? What had he to support a wife?
,
fore the curacy Arthur had resigned would bo

How could they live, and what hope had he of
j

indeed a most welcome gift. Mr. Hamilton
increasing in any way his fortune ? Was he i

was even more disturbed, when all was told him,
not exciting her affections to reduce them, like

j

than Mr. Howard had expected. It .seemed a
his own, to despair? And could she, beautiful if Arthur had forgotten every tie of gratitude
and delicate as she was, could she bear the which Mr. Hamilton's services to his father

depr vation of his lot ? She would never marry
with .--.it the consent of her parents, and their

approval would never be his, and even if it were,

even forgetting those to himself, certainly de
manded. His determined resolution to assign
no reason for his proceeding but the one above
mentioned, told against him, and Mr. Hamilton,
aware of the many evil reports flying about con-

cerning the young man, immediately imagined
that he resigned the curacy fearing discovery
of misdemeanors which might end even more
seriously.

Herbert, too, was deeply pained that his friend
had left him, to learn such important intelligence
from the lips of another instead of imparting it

himself. It explained all the apparent contra-
dictions of Arthur's conduct the last month, but
it surprised and grieved him

; yet the mystery
caused him both anxiety and sadness, for Myr-
vin was evidently determined in no way to solve

he had nothing, not the slightest hope of gaining
any thing wherewith to support her; and she,
if indeed she loved him, he should see her droop
and sink before his eyes, and that he could not

bear; his own misery might be endured, but

not hers. No ! He paced the small apartment
with reckless and disordered steps. His own
doom was fixed, nothing could now prevent it

but. hers it might not be too late. He would
withdraw from her sight, he would leave her

presence, and forever; break the spell that

bound him near her. Ere that hasty walk in

his narrow room was completed, his resolution

was fixed
;
he would resign his curacy, and

depart from the dangerous fascinations hovering
round him.

Yet still he lingered. If he had been too

presumptuous in thinking thus of Emmeline
if he were indeed nothing to her, why should he
inflict this anguish on himself? Why need he
tear himself from her ? The night of Edward's

return, while in one sense it caused him misery,

by the random remark of Lord Louis, yet. by
the agitation of Emmeline, the pang Mras soft-

ened, though he was strengthened in his resolve.

Four days afterward, the very evening of that

day when Mr. Howard had alluded to his neglect
of duties before Herbert and his cousins, he ten-

dered his resignation, coldly and proudly refus-

ing any explanation, or assigning any reason for

so doing, except that he wished to obtain a situ-

ation as a tutor in any nobleman or gentleman's "frankness and quick transition of mood, to make
him an apology for his violence. He was

it. That he was unhappy in no ordinary degree,
was to the eye of friendship very evident, not

only in the frequent wildness of his manner, but
in the haggard cheek and bloodshot eve

;
and

sympathy thus ever kept alive in one
sj^ keenly

susceptible of the woes of others as was Her-
bert Hamilton, sympathy continually excited,

prevented all decrease of interest and regard.
Percy was irritated and annoyed ; Myrvin had

disappointed him. His conduct, in return for

Mr. Hamilton's kindness, appeared ungrateful
as unaccountable, and this caused the more fiery

temper of the young heir of Oakwood to ign.h
and burst forth in a flame in the presence of Ai-

thur, whose meek forbearance and, he now be-

gan to fancy, silent suffering tamed him after a
brief period, and caused him, with his usual

family about to travel. So greatly had the

mind of Mr. Howard been prejudiced against
the unhappy young man, by the false represen-
tations of his parishioners, that he rather re-

joiced at Myrvin's determination, having more
than once feared, if his conduct did not alter, he
should be himself compelled to dismiss him from
his curacy. But while pleased at being spared
a task so adverse to his benevolent nature, he

yet could not refrain from regarding this strange
and apparently sudden resolution as a tacit

avowal of many of those errors with which he

was charged.

touched by the young man's manner, but they
continued not on the same terms of friendly in-

timacy as formerly.
Mrs. Hamilton's charitable nature, heightened

also by Herbert's unchanging regard, would not

permit her to credit the tales that were abroad

concerning him. She regretted his determina-

tion, for it appeared like willfully casting away
the friendship and interest of those who were

likely to do him service. She guessed not the

real motive of his resolve, if she had, she would
have honored even as she now regarded him

Feeling thus, it will be no subject of surprise j

with pity ;
but almost for the first time the pene-

that Mr. Howard accepted his curate's resigna- i tration of Mrs. Hamilton was at fault. Emme-
tion; but while he did so, he could not retrain

|
line's feelings, even as those of Arthur, were suc-

from giving the young man some kind and good I cessfully concealed
;
from her brother Herbert

advice as to his future life, which Arthur, aware
j

she had first heard of Myrvin's intentions. She
the rector regarded him through the medium of

prejudice, received not in the same kind spirit
as it was offered. He listened silently indeed,
but with an air of pride which checked all Mr.
Howard's really kind intentions in his favor.

The rector, aware that Mr. Hamilton would

listened in silence, but her lip quivered and her
cheek grew pale ;

and '.vhen she sought the

solitude of her own room, tears relieved her, and
enabled her to act up to her determination, cost

what it might, to be the same playful, merry
girl before her parents as was hsr wont; not that

be annoyed and displeased at this circumstance,
' she meant in any way to deceive them, but she

did not inform him of Myrvin's intentions till
j

had learned that she loved Arthur Myrvin, and
some few weeks after Caroline's marriage, not

]

knew also that to become his wife, situated as

indeed till he felt compelled by the wish to ob-
j

they were, was a thing impossible,
tain his approval of a young clergyman who had

|

Had Emmeline really been the romantic
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so generally believed, shs would now have done i advance than in retaining his present occupa-
all in her power to overcome every difficulty,

by regarding poverty as the only criterion of

true love; she would have fed her imagination
with visions of herself and Arthur, combating
manfullv against evil, so they shared it together;
she would have robed poverty with an imagin-
ary halo, and welcomed it, rejoicing to become
his wife, but such were not her feelings. The
careful hand of maternal love had done its work,
and though enthusiasm and romance were gen-

erally the characteristics most clearly visible,

yet there was a fund of good and sober sense

within, that few suspected, and of which even
her parents knew not the extent, and that plain
sense effectually prevented her ever becoming
the victim of imagination.
Emmeline loved Arthur Myrvin, loved him

with an intensity, a fervor, which only those

who possess a similar enthusiastic temperament
can understand. She felt convinced she was
not indifferent to him

;
but agony as it was to

her young heart to part from him, in all prob-
ability forever, yet she honored his resolution:

she knew, she felt its origin, and she rejoiced
that he went of his own accord, ere their secret

feelings were discovered.

Notwithstanding all her endeavors, her spirits

flagged, and at the conclusion of the Oakwood
festivities she appeared so pale and thin, that

Mrs. Hamilton consulted Mr. M'aitland. Em-
tneline had resisted, as much as she could with-

out failure of duty, all appeal to medical advice,
and it was with trembling she awaited his opin-
ion

; when, however, it was given, she rejoiced
that he had been consulted, for had her parents
entertained any suspicions of the real cause, it

would have completely banished them. He
said she was merely suffering from the effects

of a lengthened period of excitement, that quiet
and regularity of pursuits would in all probabil-

ity restore both health and spirits. A smile,
faint and apparently without meaning, played
round her lips as her mother repeated what he

had said, and playfully declared she should most

strictly adhere to his "advice.

The period of Arthur's departure came a few

days before Christmas. He went to bid Mr.
Hamilton farewell the very morning on which
that gentleman intended riding over to Exeter
to meet Ellen and her brother, on their return

from Llangwillan. To Arthur this interview
was indeed a painful one. From the moment
his resolution to depart had been fixed, that mo-
ment the blessed truth had strangely and sud-

denly burst upon him that he was beloved
;
a

new spirit appeared to dawn within, and midst
the deep agony it was to feel he was parting
forever from a being he so dearly loved, there
was a glow'of approving conscience that nerv-

ed him to its endurance. It was this which had
enabled him to conquer his irritation at Percy's

violence, and the grief 'it was to feel that Her-
bert too must doubt him. He esteemed, he

loved, was deeply grateful to Mr. Hamilton, and
his evident displeasure was hard to bear; yet
even that he had borne, strengthened by secret

yet honorable incentives. But that morning, his

heart throbbing with ill-concealed anguish, for

the following day he would be miles from Oak-
wood, never, never to behold Emmeline again,
his frame weakened, his blood fevered from the

long-continued mental struggle, the stern ad-

dress of Mr. Hamilton, stung him to the quick.
Mr. Hamilton was not one of those who could

disguise his sentiments. If interested at all in

the fortunes of another, he felt he must speak,
however severe in some cases his words might
seem. As tlie chosen friend of his son the

victim for a tune of oppression and injury

young Myrviin had excited his interest too pow-
erfully for him entirely to abandon it even now,
and therefor*) he spoke plainly to him, even as

he thought.
" You are casting from you," he said, "a friend

who was both able and willing to assist you, ap-

parently without the slightest regret, even with
indifference. As the chosen and dear compan-
ion of my valued son, your interests wero mine,
and gladly would I have done all in my power

Arthur had shrunk from the task of acquaint- j

to forward your views, had your conduct been

ing his father with his intentions, for hs well
j

such as I expected and required, but such it ap-
knew they would give him pain, and cause him ! pears has been far from the case. Your unac-

extrerae solicitude, and he postponed doing so countable resignation of a situation, which,
till his plans for the future were determined, though not one of great emolument, was yet of

He had even requested Ellen and Edward, who
were still his friends, to say but little concern-

ing him. during their stay at Llangwillan; but

if they revealed his intentions, he implored them
to use all their influence with his father to re-

concile him to this bitter disappointment of his

cherished hopes. He had determined not to re-

value, unhappily confirms every evil report I

have heard. The same unsteady and wavering
spirit which urges you to travel, instead of per-

mitting you to remain contented in the quiet dis-

charge of sacred duties, may lead you yet more
into error, and I warn you as a friend, govern
it in time. You may deem me intrusive in my

turn to Llangwillan, he felt he could not bear to remarks. I speak but for your own good, young
see his parent with the consciousness that he had

j

man
;
and though your forgetfulness of the sa-

acted contrary to his wishes
;
he would not there-

fore do so till he had succeeded in obtaining the

situation he so earnestly desired. But as the pe-
riod when he should resign his curacy now rapidly

cred nature of vour profession could not fail to

lessen my esteem and regard, yet for your
father's sake I would implore you to remember
that your calling involves duties of the most

approached, he no longer refrained from writing solemn nature, and renders you a much more
to his father, and Ellen proved her regard for responsible being both in the sight of God and
both father and son, by affectionately endeavor- man."

ing to soothe Mr. Myrvin's disappointment and Arthur answered him not. His cheek burned

solicitude, which were, as his son expected, ex- and his heart throbbed, but it was the lather of

treme. She succeeded, at length, in persuading I Emmeline, the benefactor of his father, who
hint, that could he obtain the situation he so spoke, and he might have spoken more and more

desired, Arthur would be more likelv to severely, but he would have been unanswered:
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even to defend his own stainless integrity and
.
could not, oh, he could not part from her, leave

innocence he could not have spoken, the power i her to believe as others did. Could he bear that

of speech appeared to have entirely deserted

him. Never could he have been said to hope,
but the words he had heard proved to him that

he had lost the esteem and regard of Mr. Hamil-

ton, and darkened his despair. He fixed his

large, dark gray eyes earnestly on Mr. Hamil-
ton's lace, so earnestly, that for some time after-

ward that look was recalled with melancholy
feelings; he bent his head silently yet respect-

fully, and quitted the room without uttering a

single word.

Struck by his haggard features, and the deeply
mournful tone of his voice, as he bade her fare-

well and thanked her for all her kindness, Mrs.

Hamilton, whose kindly nature had never per-
mitted her to share her husband's prejudice

against him, invited him, if his time permitted,
to accompany her on her walk to Woodlands,
where she had promised Lady Helen and Lilla

to spend the day during her husband's absence.

There was such extreme kindness in her man-

ner, pervading also her words, that Arthur felt

soothed and comforted, though he found it diffi-

cult to converse with her on the indifferent sub-

jects she started, nor could he answer her con-

cerning his plans for the future, for with a burn-

ing cheek and faltering voice he owned they
were not yet determined. He gazed on her

expressive features, which responded to the in-

terest she expressed, and he longed to confess

the whole truth, and implore her pity, her for-

giveness for having dared to love her child: but

with a strong effort he restrained himself, and

they parted, in kindness indeed, but nothing more.

"Emmeline is gone down to the school,'
1

said

Mrs. Hamilton, unasked, and thus betraying
now entirely she was free from all suspicions of

the truth, "and she goes from thence to see a

poor woman in the outskirts of the village. You
must not leave us without wishing her farewell,
or she will think you have not forgiven all the

mischievous jokes she has played off upon you
so continually."

Arthur started, as he looked on her face.

Again the wish arose to tell her all, but it was

instantly checked, and bowing with the deepest
reverence, as he pressed in his her offered hand,

|
is, situated as we" both are, we must submit to

hastily withdrew. I the decrees of Him, who, in infinite wisdom and

Should he indeed see Emmeline, and alone? ! mercy would by this bitter trial evince our love

Her mother's voice had bid him seek her, but for Him, and try us in the ordeal of adversity

she, for whose smile he would have toiled day
and night, to be regarded with esteem, to obtain
but one glance of approbation, could he bear that

she should think of him as the unworthy being
he was represented ? No ! he felt he could nor

and in one moment of unrestrained and pas-
sionate feeling, his love was told, the treasured
secret of his breaking heart revealed.

Emmeline heard, and every limb of her slight
frame trembled, almost convulsively, with her

powerful struggle for composure, with the wish
still to conceal from him the truth that he was
to her even as she to him, dear even as life itself;

but the struggle was vain. The anguish which
the sight of his deep wretchedness inflicted on
that young and gentle bosom, which from child-

hood had ever bled for others' woes, was too

powerful, and led on by an irresistible impulse,
she acknowledged his affections were returned ;

for she felt, did she not speak it, the extreme

agitation she could not hide would at once betray
the truth, but at the same instant she avowed
her unhappy love, she told him they must part
and forever. She conjured him, for her sake, to

adhere to his resolution, and leave the neigh-
borhood of Oakwood

;
she thanked him with all

the deep enthusiasm of her nature, for that

regard for her peace which she felt confident

had from the first dictated his resigning his

curacy, and braving the cruel prejudices of all

around him, even those of her own father, rather

than betray his secret and her own
;
rather than

linger near her, to play upon her feelings, and

tempt her, in the intensity of her affection for

him, to forget the duty, the gratitude, the love,
she owed her parents.

"Wherefore should I hide from you that the

affec-tion. the esteem you profess and have proved
for me are returned with equal force ?" continued

this noble-minded and right-feeling girl, as they
neared Mrs. Langford's cottage, where she felt

this interview must cease she could sustain it

no longer.
"I would not, I could not thus wound the kind

and generous heart of one, to whose care I feel

I could intrust my earthly happiness ;
but as it

the same motives that bade him resign his

curacy, caused him now to feel the better course

would be to fly at once from the fascination of

her presence, lest in a moment of excitement he

should be tempted to betray the secret of his

love
;
but while passion struggled with duty,

the flutter of her dress, as Emmeline suddenly

emerged from a green lane, and walked slowly,

and, he thought, sadly along, caught his eye,
and decided the contest.

"
I will be guarded ;

not a word of love shall

pass my lips. I will only gaze on her sweet

face, and listen to the kind tones of her dear
voice again, before we part forever," he thought,
and darting forward, was speedily walking by
her side. He believed himself firm in his pur-
pose, strong, unwavering in his resolution; but
his heart had been wrung to its' inmost core, his

r'
rit bent beneath its deep, wild agony, and at

t moment temptation was too powerful j
he

and sorrow. He alone can know the extent of

that love we bear each other
;
and He, if wo

implore Him, can alone give us sufficient strength
to obtain the conquest of ourselves. We part,

Arthur and if not forever, at least till many
years have past. Forget me, Arthur; you have

by the honorable integrity of your conduct wrung
from me a secret I had deemed would have died

with me; for I knew and felt, and so too must

you, its utter, utter hopelessness."
Her voice, for the first time, faltered

; audibly,
but with a strong effort, she rallied, "I do not

ask from you an explanation of the rumors to

your discredit, which are flying about this neigh-

borhood, for not one of them do I believe
; you

have some secret enemy, whose evil machina-

tions will. 1 trust, one day be clearly proved ;

perhaps you have been neglectful, heedless, and

I may have been the cause. But let not this be

dear Arthur, let me not have the misery of feel-
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ing that an ill-fated love for one thus separated
from you has rendered reckless that character,
which is naturally so good, so bright, and noble.

Oh, for my sake, yield not to despair: shake off

this lethargy, and prove to the whole world that

they have wronged you, that the fame of Arthur

Myrvin is as stainless as his name."
Arthur moved not his eyes from her as she

thus spoke, every word she uttered increased
the strong devotion he felt toward her; but as
the purity, the nobleness of her character was

displayed even clearer than ever before him, he
felt himself unworthy to possess her, and yet
that such a being loved him, avowed her love,

acknowledged that to him she could intrust her

earthly happiness without a single doubt, that

knowledge exalted him above himself, soothed
that morbid sensitiveness which had oppressed
him, and, ere her sweet voice had ceased to urge
him on to exertion, to trust in Him who had or-

dained their mutual trial, he had inwardly re-

solved to nerve himself to the task, and prove
that she was not deceived in him, that he would
deserve her favorable opinion. He gazed on
her as if that look should imprint those fair and
childlike features on the tablet of his memory.

"I will obey you," he said at length, in a
voice hoarse with contending emotions. li We
part, and when I return years hence, it may be
to see you the happy wife of one in all respects
more suited to you ;

but then, even then, although
love for me may have passed away, remember
it is you, whose gentle voice has saved a fellow-

creature from the sinful recklessness of despair;

you who have pointed out the path which, I call

heaven and earth to witness, I will leave no means
untried till it is trodden. Had you refused to

hear me, had you scorned my affections, left me
in displeasure for my presumption, oh, Emme-
ane, I might indeed have become that which I

am believed
;

but now you have inspired me
with a new spirit. The recollection that you
have not deemed me so utterly unworthy, will

never, never leave me
;

it shall cling to me, and
if evil assail me, that fond thought shall overcome

temptation. The vain longings for a more stir-

ring profession shall no more torment me, it is

enough you have not despised me ;
and howover

irksome may be my future duties, they shall be

performed with a steadiness and zeal which shall

procure me esteem, if it do no more, and recon-

cile my conscience to my justly offended Maker.

If, in future years, you chance to hear the name
of Arthur Myrvin spoken in terms of respect and

love, you will trace your own work
; and, oh,

Emmeline, may that thought, that good deed,

prove the blessing I would now call down upon
your head."
He paused in strong and overpowering emo-

tion, and Emmeline sought in vain for words to

reply; they had reached the entrance to Mrs.

Langfbrd's little garden, and now the hour had
come when they must part. "Farewell, dear-

est Arthur, may God bless you and give you
peace ! Leave me now," she added, after a
moment's pause. But Arthur could only fix

his eyes mournfully on her face, as though her
last look should never leave him

; then, sudden-

ly, he raised her hand to his quivering lip. Ono

moment, through blinding tears, he gazed on
that dear being he loved so well

; yet another

moment, and he was gone.

Emmeline leaned heavily against the little

gate, a sickness as of death for a moment crept
over her and paralyzed every limb; with a strong
effort she roused herself and entered the cottage,
feeling greatly relieved to find Mrs. Langford
was absent. She sunk on a low seat, and bury-
ing her face in her hands, gave way for the first

time to a violent burst of tears
; yet she had done

her duty, she had acted rightly, and that thought
enabled her to conquer the natural weakness
which, for a short time, completely overpowered
her, and when Mrs. Langford returned, no signs,
of agitation were evident, except a more than

ordinary paleness, which, in her present delicate
state of health, was easily attributable to fatigue.
Now it so happened that Widow Langford

possessed a shrewdness and penetration of char-

acter, which we sometimes find in persons of her

class, but which was in her case so combined,
from long residence in Mr. Hamilton's family,
with a delicacy and refinement, that she gener-
ally kept her remarks very much more secret
than persons in her sphere of life usually do.

It was fortunate for our poor Emmeline that it

was so, for the widow had chanced to be an un
seen witness of Arthur's impassioned farewell.
She heard the concluding words of both, marked
the despairing glance of Arthur, the deadly pale-
ness of her dear Miss Emmeline, and connecting
these facts with previous observations, she im-

mediately imagined the truth; and with that
kindness to which we have alluded, she retreated
and lingered at a neighbor's till she thought her

young lady had had sufficient time to recover
her composure, instead of acting as most people
would have done, hastened up to her. under the
idea she was about to faint, and by intrusive

solicitations, and yet more intrusive" sympathy
in such a matter, betrayed that her secret had
been discovered.

Mrs. Langford shrunk from acting thus,

although this was not the first time she had

j

suspected the truth. She knew Emmeline's
' character well, and doted on her with all the
affection a very warm heart could bestow.

Having been head nurse in Mrs. Hamilton's

family from Herbert's birth, she loved them all

as her nurslings, but Emmeline's very delicate

health, when a baby, appeared to have rendered
her the good woman's especial favorite.

At the time of Caroline's marriage, Miss
Emmeline's future prospects were, of course,
the theme of the servants' hall

;
some of whom

thought it not at all improbable, that as Miss
Hamilton had become a countess, Miss Emme-
line might one day be a marchioness, perhaps
even a duchess. Now Widow Langford thought
differently, though she kept her own counsel, and
remained silent. Miss Emmeline, she fancied,
would be very much happier in a more humble

sphere, and settled down quietly near Oakwood,
than were she to marry some great lord, who
would compel her to live amidst the wear and tear

of a gay and fashionable life. Arthur Myrvin
|

chanced to be a very great favorite of the widow's,
and if he could but get a richer living, and become
rather more steady in his character, and if Miss
Emmeline really loved him, as somehow she
fancied she did, why it would not only be a very
pretty, but a very happy match, she was quite
sure.

The good widow was, however, very careful
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not in the least to betray to her young lady that

she had been a witness of their parting ; for,

aftei an expression of pleasure at seeing her

there, an exclamation of surprise and regret at

her pale cheeks, she at once branched off into a

variety of indifferent subjects concerning the

village, topics in which she knew Emmeline
was interested, and concluded with,
"And so our young curate is, indeed, going

to start for Exeter to-night, in the Totness
mail. I am so very sorry, though I do not dare

say so to any of my uncharitable neighbors. I

did not think he would go so soon, poor dear
Mr. Myrvin."

' ;
It is not too soon, nurse, when every tongue

has learned to speak against him," replied Em-
meline, calmly, though a sudden flush rose to

her cheek. "He must be glad to feel Mr. How-
ard no longer requires his services."

"
But, dear Miss Emmeline, you surely do not

believe one word of all the scandalous reports
about him?" said the widow, earnestly."

I do not wish to do so, nor will I. without
more convincing proofs," replied Emmeline,
steadily.

" My father, I fear, is deeply preju-
diced, and that, in one of his charitable and kind-

ly feelings, would tell against him."

"My master has been imposed on by false

tales, my dear young lady ;
do not let them do

so on you," said the good woman, with an eager-
ness which almost surprised her young compan-
ion.

"
I am quite convinced he has some secret

enemy in the parish ;
I am pretty certain who

it is: and I do not despair one day of exposing
all his schemes, and proving Mr. Myrvin is as

well-disposed and excellent a young man as any
in the parish. I know who the villain is in this

case, and my master shall know it too, one day."
Emmeline struggled to subdue the entreaty that

was bursting from her lips, but entirely she could

not, and seizing the widow's hand, she exclaimed,
in a low, agitated voice,

" Do so
; oh, proclaim the falsehood, the cruel-

ty of these reports, and I I mean Arthur Mr.

Myrvin will bless you. It is so cruel, in such

early youth, to have one's character defamed,
and he has only that on which to rest

;
tell me,

promise mo you will not forget this determina-
tion."

" To the very best of my ability, Miss Emme-
line, I promise you," replied Mrs. Langford,
more and more confirmed in her suspicions." But do not excite yourself so much, dear heart.

Mr. Maitland said you were to be kept quite
quiet, you know, and you have fatigued your-
self so much, you are trembling like an aspen."

' :

My weakness must plead my excuse for my
folly, dear nurse," answered Emmeline, striv-

ing by a smile to control two or three tears,

which, spite of all resistance, would chase one
another down her pale cheek. " Do not mind
me, I shall get well very soon. And how long
do you think it will be before you succeed in

your wish ?"
" Not for some time, my dear young lady. At

present, I have only my suspicions; I must
watch

cautious!)-, ere they can be confirmed. I

assure you I am as anxious that poor young
man's character should be cleared as you can
be."

A faint smile fora moment played round Em-
meline's lips, as she pressed the good woman's

hand, and said she was sat!3fied. A little while
longer she lingered, tncn rousing herself with a

strong effort, she visited, as she had intended,
two or three poor cottages, and forced herself
to listen *o and enter with apparent interest on
those subjects most interesting to iheir inmates.
In her solitary walk thence to Woodlands she

strenuously combated with herself, lest her

thoughts should adhere to their loved object, and
lifting up her young enthusiastic soul in fervent
faith and love to its Creator, she succeeded at

length in obtaining the composure she desired,
and in meeting her mother, at Woodlands, with
a smile and assumed playfulness, which did not

fail, even at Mrs. Hamilton's gentle reproof
for her lengthened absence and over-fatigue, to

which she attributed the paleness resting on her

cheek, and which even the return of Edward
and Ellen to Oakwood, and the many little

pleasures incidental to a reunion, could not chase

away.
Three weeks passed quietly on; Oakwood

was once more the seat of domestic enjoyment.
The Earl and Countess St. Eval spent the week
of Christmas with them, which greatly height-
ened every pleasure, and Mr. and Mrs. Hamil-

ton, instead of seeking in vain for one dear face
in the happy group around them on the eve of
Christmas and the New Year, beheld beside
their peaceful hearth another son, beneath whose
fond and gentle influence the character of Caro-

line, already chastened, was merging into beauti-

ful maturity; and often as Mrs. Hamilton gazed
on that child of care and sorrow, yet of deep un-

failing love, she felt, indeed, in her a mother's

recompense was already given.
Edward's leave of absence was extended to a

longer period than usual. His ship had been

dismantled, and now lay untenanted with the
other floating castles of the deep. Her officers

and men had been dispersed, and other stations

had not yet been assigned to them. Nor did

young Fortescue intend joining a ship again as

midshipman ;
his buoyant hopes the expect-

ations of a busy fancy told him that perhaps
the epaulet of a lieutenant would glitter on his

shoulder. On his first return home he had talk-

ed continually of his examination and his promo-
tion, but as the time neared for him to accom-

pany his uncle to London for the purpose, his

volubility was checked.

Caroline and her husband returned to Castle

Terryn, and, scarcely four weeks after Myrvin's
departure, Emmeline received from the hands
of Mrs. Langford an unexpected and most agi-

tating letter. It was from Arthur, intense

mental suffering, in the eyes of her it addressed,
breathed through every line; but that subject,
that dear yet forbidden .subject, their avowed
and mutual love, was painfully avoided; it had

evidently been a struggle to write thus calmly,
im passionately, and Emmeline blessed him for

his care : it merely implored her to use her in-

fluence with St. Eval to obtain his interference

with his father cfh his (Arthur's) behalf. Lord
Malvern he had heard was seeking for a gentle-
man to accompany his son Louis as tutor and

companion to Germany ; there, for the two fol-

lowing years, to improve his education, and
enable him to obtain a thorough knowledge of

the language and literature of the country.
Arthur had applied for the situation, and recog-
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luzed by the marquis as the young clergyman
he had so often seen at Oak wood, he received

him with the utmost cordiality and kindness.

On being questioned as to his reasons for re-

signing his curacy, he frankly owned that so

quiet n life was irksome to h'.m, and a desire to

travel had occasioned the wish to become tutor

to any nobleman or gentleman's son about to do
so. He alluded himself to the reports to his

prejudice, avowed with sorrow that neglect of

parochial duties was indeed a just accusation,
but from every other, he solemnly assured the

marquis, his conscience was free. Not one

proof of vice or even irregularity of conduct
had been or could be brought against him. He
further informed Emmeline, that not only the

marquis, but the marchioness and the whole

family, appeared much disposed in his favor,

particularly Lord Louis, who declared that if he

might not have him for a tutor, he would have
no one else, and not go to Germany or to any
school at all. The marquis had promised to

give him a decided answer as soon as he had
consulted Lord St. Eval on the subject. He
knew, Myrvin concluded, that her influence was

great with the earl, and it was for that reason,
and that alone, he had ventured to address her.

Emmeline reflected long and deeply on this

letter. Had she listened to the powerful plea'd-

ings of her deep affection, she would have
shrunk from thus using her influence, however
small, to send him from England yet could she

hesitate ? had she indeed forgotten herself to

follow that only path of duty she had pointed
out to him ? Brief indeed were her moments of

indecision. She wrote instantly to St. Eval in

Arthur's favor, but so guardedly and calmly
worded her letter, that no suspicion of any kind-

er or more interested feeling than that of her

peculiarly generous and warm-hearted nature

could have been suspected, either by St. Eval or

her sister. She excused her boldness in writing
thus unadvisedly and secretly, by admitting that

she could not bear that an unjust and unfounded

prejudice should so cruelly mar the prospects of

so young and, she believed, injured a fellow-

creature. She was well aware that her father

shared this prejudice, and therefore she entreated

St. Eval not to mention her share in the trans-

action.

Lord St. Eval willingly complied with her

wishes. She had been, as we know, ever his

favorite. He loved her perfect artlessness and

playfulness ;
her very enthusiasm rendered her

an object of his regard ;
besides which, on this

point, his opinion coincided with hers. He felt

assured young Myrvin was unhappy on what
account he knew not but he was convinced
he did not deserve the aspersions cast upon him;
and, directly after the receipt of Emmeline's
earnest letter, he came unexpectedly to the

parish, made inquiries, with the assistance of

Mrs. Langford, and returned to Castle Terryn,

perfectly satisfied that it would certainly be no

disadvantage to his brother to be placed under
the care and companionship of Arthur Myrvin.
He lost no time in imparting this opinion to his

father; and Emmeline very quickly learned

that the whole affair was arranged. Lord Louis
was wild with joy that Arthur Myrvin, whom
he had liked at Oakwood, was to be his tutor,

instead of some prim, formidable domine, and

j

to this news was superadded the intelligence

that, the second week in February, the Rev
Arthur Myrvin and his noble pupil quitted En-

gland for Hanover, where they intended to make
some stay.
Emmeline heard, and the words " will he not

write me one line in farewell ere he leaves En-

gland ?" were murmured internally, but were

instantly suppressed, for she knew the very wish
was a departure from that line of stern control

she had laid down for herself and him
;
and that

letter, that dear, that precious letter precious,
for it came from him, though not one word of

love was breathed ought not that to be de-

stroyed ? Had she any right now to cherish it,

when the aid she sought had been given, its ob-

ject gained ? Did her parents know she pos-
sessed that letter, that it was dear to her, what
would be their verdict ? And was she not de-

ceiving them in thus retaining, thus cherishing
a remembrance of him she had resolved to for-

get ? Emmeline drew forth the precious letter;
she gazed on it long, wistfully, as if in parting
from it the pang of separation with the beloved
writer was recalled. She pressed her lips upon
it, and then with stern resolution dropped it into

the fire that blazed upon the hearth
; and, with

cheek pallid and breath withheld, she marked
the utter annihilation of the first and last me-
mento she possessed of him she loved.

Mrs. Hamilton's anxiety on Emmeline's ac-

count did not decrease. She still remained pale
and thin, and her spirits more uneven, and that

|

energy which had formerly been such a marked
feature in her character, appeared at times en-

tirely to desert her
;
and Mr. Maitland, discov-

ering that the extreme quiet and regularity of

life which he had formerly recommended, was
not quite so beneficial as he had hoped, changed
in a degree his plan, and advised diversity of

recreation, and amusements of rather more ex-

ertion than he had at first permitted. Poor
Emmeline struggled to banish thought, that she

might repay by cheerfulness the tenderness of

her parents and cousins, but she was new to

sorrow; her first was indeed a bitter trial, the

more so because even from her mother it was
as yet concealed. She succeeded for a time in

her wishes, so far as to gratify her mother by
an appearance of her usual enthusiastic pleas-
ure in the anticipation of a grand ball, given by
Admiral Lord N

,
at Plymouth, which it

was expected the Duke and Duchess of Clar-

I

ence would honor with their presence. Ellen

|

anxiously hoped her brother would return to

i Oakwood in time to accompany them. He had
1

passed his examination with the best success,
but on the advice of Sir Edward Manly, they
both lingered in town, in the hope that, being on
the spot, the young officer would not be forgot-
ten in the list of promotions. He might, Ed-
ward gayly wrote, chance to return to Oakwood
a grade higher than he left it.

CHAPTER XV.

" ELLEN, I give you joy !" exclaimed Emme-
I

line, entering the room where her mother and
I cousin were sitting one afternoon, and speak-

ing with some of her former cheerfulness.
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" There is a carriage coming down the avenue,
and though I can not quite distinguish it, I have
second sight sufficient to fancy it is papa's.
Edward declared he would not tell us when he

was coming home, and therefore there is noth-

ing at all improbable in the idea that he will fire

a broadside on us, as he calls it, unexpectedly."
" I would willingly stand fire, to see him safe

anchored off this coast," replied Ellen, smiling.
" Lord N 's ball will lose half its charms if

he be not there."
" What ! with all your enthusiastic admira-

tion of her royal highness, whom you will have
the honor of seeing? For shame, Ellen."

" My enthusiastic admiration ! rather yours,

my dear Emmeline. Mine is so quiet that it

does not deserve the name of enthusiasm," re-

plied Ellen, laughing. "Nor could I have im-

agined you would have honored me so far as to

give me an attribute in your eyes so precious."
14

1 am getting old and learning wisdom," an-

swered Emmeline, making an effort to continue
her playfulness, "and therefoie admire quiet-
ness more than formerly."
"And therefore you ate sometimes so silent

and sad, to atone for the past, my Emmeline,"
remarked her mother, somewhat sorrowfully.

" Sad 1 nay, dearest mother, do me not in-

justice ; I can not be sad when so many, many
blessings are around me," replied the affection-

ate girl.
" Silent I may be sometimes, but that

is only because I do not feel quite so strong,

perhaps, as I once did, and it appears an exer-

tion to rattle on as I used upon trifling sub-

jects."
"

I shall not be contented, then, my own
Emmeline, till that strength returns, and I hear

you delighted, even as of old, with little things
again."
"And yet you have sometimes smiled at my

romance, and bade me think of self-control,
dearest mother. Must I be saucy enough to

call you changeable!" answered Emmeline,
smiling, as she looked in her mother's face.

Mrs. Hamilton was prevented replying by El-

len's delighted exclamation that it was her un-
cle's carriage, and Edward was waving a white
handkerchief, as if impatient to reach them, an

impatience which was speedily satisfied by his

arrival, bounding into the room, but suddenly
pausing at the door to permit his uncle and an-

other gentleman's entrance, to which latter ho

respectfully raised his cap, and then sprung for-

ward to clasp the extended hands of his cousin
and sister.

" Allow me to congratulate you, madam,"
said Sir Edward Manly, after returning with

easy politeness the courteous greeting of Mrs.

Hamilton, " on the promotion of one of the

bravest officers and most noble-minded youths
of the British navy, and introduce all here pres-
ent to Lieutenant Fortescue, of his majesty's
frigate the Royal Neptune, whose unconquered
and acknowledged dominion over the seas I

have not the very slightest doubt he will be one
of the most eager to preserve."" Nor can I doubt it, Sir Edward," replied
Mrs. Hamilton, smiling, as she glanced on the

flushing check of her gallant nephew; adding,
as she held out her hand to him, "God bless

you, my dear boy ! I do indeed rejoice in your
promotion, for I believe it well deserved."

"You are right, madam, it is well deserved,"
replied Sir Edward, with an accent so marked
on the last sentence that the attention of alJ

was arrested. "
Hamilton, I have been silent

to you on the subject, for I wished to speak it

first before all those who are so deeply inter-
ested in this young man's fate. The lad," he
added, striking his hand frankly on Edward's
shoulder,

" the lad whose conscience shrunk
from receiving public testimonials of his worth
as a sailor while his private character was
stained, while there was that upon it which, if

known, he believed would effectually prevent
his promotion ; who, at the risk of disappoint-
ment to his dearest wishes, of disgrace, want
of honor, possessed sufficient courage to con-
fess to his captain that his log-book, the firs*

years of his seamanship, told a false tale the

lad, I say, who can so nobly command himself,
is well worthy to govern others. He who has
known so well the evil of disobedience, will be
firm in the discipline of his men, while he who
is so stern to his own faults will, I doubt not,
be charitable to those of others. The sword

presented to him for his brave preservation of
the crew of the Syren will never be stained by
dishonor while he looks upon it and remembers
the past, and even as in those of my own son
shall I henceforward rejoice in using my best
endeavors to promote the fortunes of Edward
Fortescue."
The return of Edward, the honors he had re-

ceived, the perfect happiness beaming on his

bright face, all caused Ellen to look forward to

the ball with greater pleasure than she had ever

regarded gayety of that sort before ; and Mrs.
Hamilton would sometimes playfully declare that

she and Emmeline had for a time exchanged
characters, although Edward's never- failing live-

liness, his odd tales and joyous laugh, had ap-

peared partly to rouse the latter's usual spirits,
and dissipate slightly her mother's anxiety.
The festive night arrived, and anticipation

itself was not disappointed in the pleasure it

bestowed. All the nobility of the country, for

miles round, had assembled in respect to the

royal guests who had honored the distinguished
commander with their august presence ;

and
Mrs. Hamilton's natural feelings of pride were
indeed gratified that night, as she glanced on
her Caroline, who now appeared in public for

the first time since her marriage, attired in sim-

ple elegance, yet with a richness appropriate
to her rank, attracting every eye, even that of
their royal highnesses themselves, by the grace-
ful dignity of her tall and commanding figure,

by the quiet repose and polished ease which
characterized her every movement. If Lord St.

Eval looked proud of his young wife, there were
few there who would have blamed him. The
Lady Florence Lyle was with her brother, en-

joying with unfeigned pleasure, as did Ellen,
and to all appearance Emmeline, the scene be-

fore them.
The brilliant uniforms of the army, and the

handsome but less striking ones of the navy,

imparted additional gayety and splendor to the

rooms, forming picturesque groups, when con-

trasting with the chaste and elegant costumes
of the fairer sex. But on the fascinating scena

we may not linger, nor attempt to describe the

happiness which the festivities occasioned the
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entire party, nor on the gratification of Lieu-

tenant Fortescue, when Sir Edward Manly beg-

ged the honor of an introduction for his young
friend to his Royal Highness the Duke of Clar-

ence, who, with his amiable consort, the Prin-

cess Adelaide, had honored Lord N with

their august presence. Upon one incident alone

we must be permitted to dwell, as affording a

great and unexpected pleasure to our friend

Ellen.

Edward and Ellen were for some time per-

fectly unconscious that they were objects of the

most earnest, penetrating scrutiny of a lady,

leaning on the arm of a young and handsome
man in regimentals near them.

" It must be them
;

that likeness can not be

that of a stranger," were the words, uttered in

an earnest, persuading tone, addressed by the

young officer to the lady, who might be his moth-

er, which were the first to attract the attention

of the little group, though the speaker appeared
quite unconscious he was overheard. " Let me
speak to him, and at least ask the question."

" No, no, Walter," the lady replied, in a low
tone. "

Changed as are our situations now, I

could not wish, even if it be them, to intrude

upon their remembrance."
An exclamation of suppressed impatience es-

caped from the lips of the young man ; but, in-

stantly checking it, he said, respectfully and ten-

derly,
" Dearest mother, do not say so ;

if" (the
name was lost) "grew up as she was a child, she
would be glad to welcome the friend of her fa-

ther, the companion of her childhood."
" But it can not be, Walter ;

that beautiful

girl is not like my poor child, though her brother

may strangely resemble those we have known."
" Have you not often told me, mother, we

never change so much as from childhood into

youth 1 Ellen was always ill, now she may be

well, and that makes all the difference in the

world. I am much mistaken if those large,
mournful eyes can belong to any but"
He paused abruptly ; for, convinced that they

must be the subject of conversation, and feel-

ing they were listening to language not meant
for their ears, Edward and Ellen turned toward
the speakers, who to the former appeared per-
fect strangers, not so to the latter. Feelings,

thoughts of her earliest infancy and childhood

came thronging over her as a spell, as she gazed
on the lady's countenance, which, by its expres-
sion, denoted that sorrow had been her portion ;

it was changed, much changed from that which
it had been

;
but the rush of memory on Ellen's

young soul told her that face had been seen be-

ifore. A night of horror and subsequent suffer-

ing flashed before her eyes, in which that face

had beamed in fondness and in soothing kind-

ness over her
;
that voice had spoken accents

of love in times when even a mother's words
were harsh and cold.

"
Forgive me, sir, but is not your name For-

tescue 1" inquired the young man, somewhat

hesitatingly, yet frankly, as he met Edward's

glance.
" You have the advantage of me, sir," he re-

plied, with equal frankness ;

" such is my name,
but yours I can not guess."

"
I beg your pardon, but am I speaking to the

son of Colonel Fortescue, who fell in India dur-

ing a skirmish against the natives, nearly ten

years ago V
"The same, sir."
" Then it is it is Mrs. Cameron

;
I am not,

I knew I could not be mistaken," exclaimed

Ellen, in an accent of delight ; and, bounding
forward, she clasped the lady's eagerly-extended
hand in both hers, and gazed in her face with

eyes glistening with starting tears. "And would

you, could you have passed me without one word
to say my friend, the wife of my father's dear-

est friend, was so neai to me? you who in my
childhood so often soothed and tended my suf-

ferings, dearest Mrs. Cameron ?" and tears of

memory and of feeling fell upon the hand she

held, while young Cameron gazed on her with
an admiration which utterly prevented his re-

plying coherently to the questions, the remin-
iscences of former years, when they were play-
mates together in India, which Edward, discov-

ering by his sister's exclamation who he was,
was now pouring in his ear.

" I did not, could not think I should have been
thus affectionately, thus faithfully remembered,
my dear Ellen, after a lapse of so many years,"

replied Mrs. Cameron, visibly affected at her

young companion's warmth. "
I could not im-

agine the memory of a young child, such as you
were when we parted, would have been so

acute."
" Then my niece must have been all these

years mistaken, and you too did not understand

her, though she fancied you did," said Mrs.

Hamilton, with a smile, advancing to relieve

Ellen's agitation, which the association of her

long-lamented father with Mrs. Cameron ren-

dered almost painful.
" I could have told you,

from the moment she was placed under my care,
that she never would forget those who had once
been kind to her. I have known you so long,
from Ellen's report, that glad am I indeed to

make your acquaintance you. to whom my
lamented sister was so much indebted."

Gratified and soothed by this address, for the

sight of Ellen had awakened many sad associa-

tions, she too being now a widow, Mro. Came-
ron rallied her energies, and replied to Mrs.
Hamilton in her naturally easy and friendly
manner. Ellen looked on the black dress she

wore, and turned inquiringly to young Cameron,
who answered hurriedly, for he guessed her

thoughts.
" Ask not of my father he is beside Colonel

Fortescue ; he shared his laurels and his grave."
An expression of deep sympathy passed over

Ellen's countenance, rendering her features, tc

the eager glance of the young man, yet more
attractive.

"You have, I see, much to say and inquire,

my dear Ellen," said her aunt, kindly, as she

marked her flushed cheek and eager eye.
" Per-

haps Mrs. Cameron will indulge you by retiring
with you into one of those quiet little refresh-

ment-rooms, where you can talk as much as you
please without remark."

" Can I ask my dear young friertd to resign
the pleasures of the dance, and agreeable com-

panionship of the friends I see thronging round

her, to listen to an old woman's tale 1" said Mrs
Cameron, smiling.
"I think you are answered," replied Mr.

Hamilton, playfully, as Ellen passed her arm
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through that of Mrs. Cameron, and looked ca-

ressingly and persuadingly in her face.

Mrs Cameron's tale was soon told. She had

returned to England, for India had become pain-
ful to her, from the many bereavements which
had there unhappily darkened her lot. Captain
Cameron had fallen in an engagement two or

three years after Mrs. Fortescue's departure ;

and out of seven apparently healthy children,
which had been hers when Ellen knew her, only
three now remained. It was after the death of

her eldest daughter, a promising girl of eighteen,
her own health having suffered so exceedingly
from the shock, that her son Walter, fearing for

her life, effected an exchange, and being ordered

to return with his regiment to England for he
now held his father's rank of captain he suc-

ceeded in persuading his mother to accompany
him with his sisters. He was quartered at Dev-

onport, where it appeared they had been residing
the last eight months, visited, even courted, by
most of the military and naval officers who had
known and respected his father, among whom
was Lord N , who had persuaded Mrs. Cam-
eron to so far honor his ball as there to intro-

duce her daughter Flora, using arguments she
could not resist, and consequently delighting
her affectionate children by once more appear-

ing in public.
"And tins is Walter, the kind Walter, who

used ever to take my part, though he did scold

me for always looking so sad," exclaimed Ellen,

after hearing her friend's tale, and answering
all her questions concerning herself, looking up
as she spoke on the young man, who had again

joined them, and blushing with timidity at her

boldness in thus speaking to one who had grown
into a stranger.
The young man's heart throbbed as he heard

himself addressed as Walter by the beautiful

girl beside him, and he found it difficult to sum-
mon sufficient courage to ask her to dance with

him ; frankly, however, she consented.

Ellen found pleasure, also, in renewing ac-

quaintance with the timid Flora, whom she had
left a playful child of seven, and who was now
merging into bright and beautiful girlhood, eager
to return her kindly warmth in the delight of

finding one of her own age among that glitter-

ing crowd of strangers.
But few more incidents of note occurred that

night; dancing continued with unabated spirit

even after the departure of the royal guests,
and pleasure was the prevailing feeling to the

last. The notice of the duke, and the benignant
spirit of the duchess, her gentle and kindly man-
ners, had penetrated many a young and ardent

soul, and fixed at once and unwaveringly the

stamp of future loyalty within.

Once introduced to Mrs. Cameron, and aware
that she resided so near them, Mr. and Mrs
Hamilton cultivated her acquaintance ; speedily
they became intimate. In Mrs. Fortescue's
broken and dying narrative, she had more than
once mentioned them as the friends of her hus-

band, and as having been most kind to herself
Edward had alluded to Captain Cameron's care
of him, and parting advice, when about to em-
bark for England ; and Ellen had frequently
spoken of Mrs. Cameron's kindness to her whrn
a child. All those who had shown kindness to

her sister were objects of attraction to Mrs.

Hamilton, and the widow speedily became so
attached to her and her amiable family, that, on
Walter being suddenly ordered out to Ireland

(which commands, by-the-way, the young man
obeyed with very evident reluctance), she gladly
consented to rent a snail picturesque cottage
between Woodlands and Oakwood, an arrange-
ment which added much to the young people's
enjoyment ; while the quiet repose of her pres-
ent life, the society of Mrs. Hamilton and hei

worthy husband, as also that of Mr. Howard,
restored the widow to happiness, which had not
been her portion since her husband's death;
and now, for the first time, Mrs. Hamilton be-
came acquainted with those minute particulars
which she had for the last nine years desired to

know, concerning the early childhood of those

orphans then committed to her care. That her
sister had been partial, it was very easy to dis-

cover ; but the extent of the evil, and the many
little trials Ellen's very infancy had to encoun-
ter, were only subjects of conjecture, for she
could not bear to lead them to speak on any
topic that might in the least have reflected on
the memory of their mother.
The intelligence, therefore, which she now ob-

tained explained all that had been a matter of

mystery and surprise in Ellen's character, and
rendered clearer than ever to Mrs. Hamilton the

painful feelings which had in opening youth act-

uated her niece's conduct
; and often, as she

listened to Mrs. Cameron's account of her infant

sufferings, and her mother's harshness and neg-
lect, did Mrs. Hamilton wish such facts had from
the first been known to her

; much sorrow, she
felt assured, might have been spared to all. She
would perchance have been enabled to have so
trained her and soothed her early-wounded sens-

ibility, that all the wretchedness of her previous
years might have been avoided

;
but she would

not long allow her mind to dwell on such things.
She looked on her niece as dearer than ever,
from the narrative she had heard, and she was
thankful to behold her thus in radiant health

and beauty, and, she hoped, in happiness, al-

though at times there was still a deeper shade
of seriousness than she loved to see imprinted
on her brow, and dimming the luster of her eye ;

but it caused her no anxiety. Ellen's character
had never been one of light-hearted glee ; it

would have been unnatural to see it now, and
she believed that appearance of melancholy to

be her natural disposition, and so too, perhaps,
the orphan regarded it herself.

A very few weeks after Lord N 's ball,

Edward again departed from Oakwood to join
his ship. He parted gayly with his friends, foi

he knew his voyage was to be but a short one ;

and that now the first and most toilsome step
to promotion had been gained, he should have

very many more opportunities of taking a run
home and catching a glimpse, he said, joyously,
of the whole ciew who were so dear to him, on
"board that tough old ship Oakwood ; and Ellen,

too, could share his gayety even the night pre-
vious to his departure, for this was not like ei-

ther their first or second parting. She had all

to hope and but little to fear ; for her trust was
too firmly fixed on Him who had guarded that

beloved brother through so many previous dan-

gers and temptations to bid her waver now.
Even Mrs. Hamilton's anxious bosom trembled
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not as she parted from the son of her affections,
the preserver of her husband ; and though Oak-
wood felt dull and gloomy on the first departure
of the mischief-loving, mirthful sailor, it was
not the gloom of sorrow. February passed, and
Mrs. Hamilton's solicitude with regard to Em-
meline still continued. There were times when,
deceived by her daughter's manner, lively and
playful apparently as usual, she permitted her-
self to feel less anxious ; but the pale cheek,
the dulled eve, the air of languor, and some-
times, though not often, of depression, which
pervaded every movement, very quickly recall-

ed anxiety and apprehension. Mr.'Maitland
could not understand her. If for a moment he

imagined it was mental suffering, her manner
was such the next time he saw her as entirely
to baffle that fancy, and convince him that the

symptoms which caused Mrs. Hamilton's alarm
were, in reality, of no consequence. Determ-
ined to use every effort to deceive him, lest he
should betray to her parents the real cause of
her sufferings, Emmeline generally rallied ev-

ery effort, and rattled on with him, as from a
child she had been accustomed

; therefore it

was no wonder the worthy surgeon was de-

ceived ; and often, very often, did the poor girl
wish she could deceive herself as easily. It

was now nearly three months since she and

young Myrvin had so painfully parted, and her

ifeelincrs, instead of diminishing in their intens-

ity, appeared to become more powerful. She
had hoped, by studiously employing herself, by
never indulging in one idle hour, to partially ef-

face his remembrance ; but the effort was fruit-

less. The letters from Lady Florence and Lady
Emily Lyle became subjects of feverish inter-

est, for in them alone she heard unprejudiced
accounts of Arthur, of whose praises, they de-

clared, the epistles of their brother Louis were
always full ; so much so, Lady Emily said, that

she certainly should fall in love with him, for

the purpose of making a romantic story. Sad-

ly did poor Emmeline feel there was but little

romance in her feelings ; cold, clinging despair
had overcome her. She longed for the comfort
of her mother's sympathy, but his character
was not yet cleared. Mr. Hamilton evidently
mistrusted the praises so lavishly bestowed on
the young man by Lord Malvern's family; and
how could she defend him, if accused of pre-

sumption toward herself 1 Presumption there

had not been ; indeed, his conduct throughout
had done him honor. She fancied her mother
would be displeased, might imagine she had en-

couraged the feeling of romantic admiration till

it became an ideal passion, and made herself

miserable. Perhaps an unknown yet ever-lin-

gering hope existed within, spite of despair ;

perhaps aerial visions would mingle in the dark-

ness, and Emmeline shrunk, unconsciously,
from their utter annihilation by the stern pro-
hibition of her parents. Such was the constant

tenor of her thoughts ; but one moment of ex-

cited feeling betrayed that which she had deem-
ed would never pass her lips.

But a very few days had elapsed since Ed-
ward's departure from Oakwood, when, one

afternoon, Mr. Hamilton entered the usual sit-

ting-room of the family, apparently much dis-

turbed. Mrs. Hamilton and Ellen were en-

paged in work, and Emmeline sat at a small

table in the embrasure of one of the deep Gothic

windows, sileritly yet busily employed, it seem-

ed, in drawing. She knew her father had gone
that morning to the village, and as usual felt

uneasy and feverish, fearing, reasonably or un-

reasonably, that on his return she would hear

something unpleasant concerning Arthur. As
she this day marked the countenance of her

father, her heart throbbed, and her cheek, which
had been flushed by the action of stooping, paled
even unto death.

" What mishap has chanced in the village,
that you look so grave, my dear loveV' de-

manded his wife, playfully.
"

I am perplexed in what manner to act, and

grieved, deeply grieved, at the intelligence I

have learned ;
not only that my prejudice is

confirmed, but that the knowledge I have ac-

quired concerning that unhappy young man
places me in a most awkward situation."

"You are not speaking very intelligibly, my
dear husband, and therefore I must guess what

you mean ; I fear it is young Myrvin of whom
you speak," said Mrs. Hamilton, her playfulness

gone.

"They surely have not been again bringing
him forward to his discredit!" observed Ellen,

earnestly. "The poor young man is far away ;

why will they still endeavor to prejudice you
and Mr. Howard against him'?"

"
I admire your charity, my dear girl, but, I

am sorry to say, in this case it is unworthily
bestowed. There are facts now come to light

which, I fear, unpleasant as will be the task,

render it my duty to write to Lord Malvern.
Arthur Myrvin is no fit companion for his son."

"His poor, poor father!" murmured Ellen,

dropping her work, and looking sorrowfully, yet

inquiringly, in her uncle's face.

"But are they facts, Arthur are they proved?
for that there is an unjust prejudice against him
in the village, I am pretty certain."

" They are so far proved, that, by applying
them to him, a mystery in the village is cleared

up, and also his violent haste to quit our neigh-
borhood. You remember Mary Brookes'!"

" That poor girl who died, it was said, of such
a rapid decline 1 Perfectly well."

" It was not a decline, my dear Emmeline ;

would that it had been. She was beautiful, in-

nocent, in conversation and manner far above
her station. There are many to say she loved,
and believed, in the fond trust of devotion, all

that the tempter said. She was worthy to be

his wife, and she became his victim. His visits

to her old grandmother's cottage I myself know
were frequent. He deserted her, and that wild

agony broke the strings of life which remorse
had already loosened

;
ten days after Myrvin

quitted the village she died, giving birth to an

unhappy child of sin and sorrow. Her grand-
mother, ever dull in observation and sense, has
been silent, apparently stupefied by the sudden
death of her Mary, and cherishes the poor help-
less infant left her by her darling. Suddenly
she has appeared awakened to indignation, and
a desire of vengeance on the destroyer of her

child, which I could wish less violent. She im-

plored me, with almost frantic wildness, to ob-

tain justice from the cruel villain accusing
him by name, and bringing forward so many
proofs, which the lethargy of grie had before
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concealed, that I can not doubt for one moment
who is the father of that poor babe the cruel,

the heartless destroyer of innocence and life."

" But is there no evidence but hers 1 I wish
there were, for Dame Williams is so weak and

dull, she may easily be imposed upon," observed

Mrs. Hamilton, thoughtfully. "It is indeed a

tale of sorrow ; one that I could wish, if it in-

deed he true, might not be published, for, did

it reach his father's ears "

" It will break his heart, I know it will," in-

terrupted Ellen, with an uncontrolled burst of

feeling.
" Oh, do not condemn him without

further proofs," she added, appealingly.

"Every inquiry I have made confirms the

old dame's story," replied Mr. Hamilton, sadly.
"We know Myrvin's life in college, before his

change of rank, was one of reckless gayety.
All say he was more often at Dame Williams's

cottage than at any other. Had he been more
attentive to his duties, we might have believed

he sought to soothe by religion poor Mary's
sufferings, but we know such was not his wont.

Jefferies corroborates the old dame's tale, bring-

ing forward circumstances he had witnessed
too forcibly to doubt. And does not his hasty
resignation of a comfortable home, a promising
living, evince his guilt more strongly than every
other proof! Why did he refuse to defend his

conduct 1 Was it not likely such a crime as

this upon his conscience would occasion that

restlessness we all perceived, that extreme
haste to depart ? He would not stay to see his

victim die, or be charged with a child of sin.

There was a mystery in his sudden departure,
but there is none now

;
it is all too clear."

" It is false /" burst with startling, almost

overwhelming power from the lips of Emme-
line, as she sprung with the strength of agony
from her seat, and stood with the suddenness
of a vision before her parents, a bright hectic

spot burning on either cheek, rendering her

usually mild eyes painfully brilliant. She had
sat as if spell-bound, drinking in every word.
She knew the tale was false, but yet each word
had fallen like brands of heated iron on her al-

ready scorching brain ; that they should dare to

breathe such a tale against him, whose fair

fame she knew was unstained, link his pure
name with infamy ;

and her father, too, believed

it. She did not scream, though there was that

within which longed for such relief. She did

not faint, though every limb had lost its power.
A moment's strength and energy alike returned,
and she bounded forward, "It is false !" she

again exclaimed, and her parents started in

alarm at her agonized tone ;

" false as the false

villain that dared stain the fair fame of another
with his own base crime. Arthur Myrvin is

not the father of that child
;
Arthur Myrvin was

not the destroyer of Mary Brookes. Go and
ask Nurse Langford : she who hung over poor
Mary's dying bed

;
who received from her own

cold lips the name of the father of her child ;

she who was alone near her when she died.

Ask her, and she will tell you the wretch, who
has prejudiced all minds against the good, the

pure, the noble
; the villain, the cruel, despica-

ble villain, who rested not till his base arts had
ruined the the virtuous

;
that Jefferies, the

canting hypocrite, the wretched miscreant, who
has won all hearts because he speaks so fair, he,

he alono ,s guilty. Put the question to him
,

let Nurse Langford ask him if the dying spoke
falsely when she named him, and his guilt wil!
be written on his brow. Arthur Myrvin did
visit that cottage ; Mary had confessed a crime,
she said not what, and implored his prayers ;

he soothed her bodily and mental sufferings, he
robbed death of its terrors, and his only grief at

leaving the village was that she would miss his

aid, for that crime could not be confessed to

another; and they dare to accuse him of sin,
he who is as good, as pure, as " For one
second she paused, choked by inward agony ;

but, ere either her father or mother could ad-

dress her, she continued, in an even wilder tone,

"Why did Arthur Myrvin leave this neighbor-
hood'' why did he go hence so suddenly so

painfully 1 Because, because he loved me be-

cause he knew that I returned his love, and he
saw the utter hopelessness that surrounded us,
and he went forth to do his duty ; he left me to

j

forget him, to obtain peace in forgetfulness of

I

one I may never see again forgetfulness ! oh,
not till my brain ceases to throb will that be
mine. He thought to leave me with his love

unspoken ;
but the words came, and that very

hour we parted. He loved me, he knew I could
not be his, and it was for this his living was re-

signed, for this he departed ; and had he cause
to blush for this

1

? Pure, honorable as was his

love, too noble, too unselfish to urge aught that

could bid Emmeline forget her duty to her par-
ents for love of him

; bearing every calumny,
even the prejudice, the harshness of my father,
rather than confess he loved me. He is inno-

cent of every charge that is brought against
him all, all, save the purest, the most honora-
ble love for me ; and oh ! is that indeed, indeed
a crime?'
She had struggled to the very last to speak

calmly, but now sobs, the more convulsive be-

cause the more suppressed, rose choking in her

throat, and rendered the last words almost in-

audible. She pressed both hands against her

heart and then her temples, as if to still their

painful throbbings, and speak yet more, but the

effort was fruitless, and she darted wildly, and
fled as an arrow from the room.

Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton looked on each other

in painful and alarmed astonishment, and Ellen,

deeply affected, rose hastily, as if with the in-

tention of following her agitated cousin ; but

her aunt and uncle entreated her not, alleging
Emmeline would sooner recover alone, asking
her at the same time if she had known any
thing relative to the confession they had just
heard. She answered truly in the negative.
Emmeline had scarcely ever spoken of young

|

Myrvin in her hearing ; but the truth was now
; discovered, many little instances rose to the

recollection of both parents to confirm the

avowal of their child, and increase their now
painfully-awakened solicitude. Her agitation
the night of Edward's return, when Lord St.

Eval laughingly threatened her with marriage,
rose to the recollection of both parents ; her

extreme excitement and subsequent depres-
sion ;

her visibly failing health since Arthur's

departure, all, all too sadly confirmed her words,
and bitterly Mrs. Hamilton reproached herself

for never having suspected the truth before,

|
for permitting the young man to be thus inti-
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mate at her house, heedless of what might en-

sue, forgetful that Emmeline was indeed no

longer a child, that her temperament was one

peculiarly liable to be thus strongly excited.

For a few minutes Mr. Hamilton felt pride
and anger struggling fiercely in his bosom
against Arthur for having dared to love one so
far above him as his child, but very quickly his

natural kindliness and charity resumed their

sway. Could he wonder at that love for one
so fond, so gentle, so clinging as his Emmeline.
Would he not have deemed Arthur cold and

strange had her charms indeed passed him un-
noticed and unfelt

;
he remembered the forbear-

ance, the extreme temper the unhappy young
man had ever displayed toward him, and sud-

denly and unconsciously he felt he must have
done him wrong ;

he had been prejudiced mis-

guided. If Nurse Langford's tale was right, and
Jefferies had dared to accuse another of the
crime he had himself committed, might he not
in the like manner have prejudiced the whole

neighborhood against Arthur by false reports'?
But while from the words of his child every
kindly feeling rose up in the young man's favor,
Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton did not feel the less

painfully that Emmeline had indeed spoken
rightly : hopelessness was her lot. It seemed
to both impossible that they could ever consent
to behold her the wife of Myrvin, even if his

character were cleared of the stigmas which
had been cast upon it. Could they consent to

expose their fragile child, nursed as she had
been in the lap of luxury and comfort, to all the

evils and annoyances of poverty. They had

naturally accustomed themselves to anticipate
Emmeiine's marrying happily in their own
sphere, and they could not thus suddenly con-

sent to the annihilation of hopes which had been

fondly cherished in the mind of each.

Some little time they remained in conversa-

tion, and then Mrs. Hamilton rose to seek the

chamber of her suffering child, taking with her

indeed but little comfort, save her husband's

earnest assurance that he would leave no means
untried to discover Jefferies's true character,

and if indeed Arthur had been accused unjustly.
It was with a trembling hand Mrs. Hamilton

softly opened Emmeiine's door, and, with a

heart bleeding at the anguish she beheld, ajid

which she felt too truly she could not mitigate,
she entered, and stood for several minutes by
her side unnoticed and unseen.

There are some dispositions in which it is

acutely painful to witness sorrow. Those whom
we have ever seen radiant in health, in liveli-

ness, in joy so full of buoyancy and hope, they
seem as if formed for sunshine alone, as if they
could not live in the darkening clouds of woe
or care ; whose pleasures have been pure and

innocent as their own bright beauty ;
who are

as yet unknown to the whisperings of inwardly-

working sin ;
full of love, and gentleness, and

sympathy, ever ready to weep for others, though
for themselves tears are unknown ; creatures,

whose warm enthusiastic feelings bind them to

every heart capable of generous emotions; those

in whom we see life most beautified, most glad.

Oh, it is so sad to see them weep ;
to feel that

even on them sorrow hath cast its blight, and

paled the cheek, and dimmed the laughing eye,
the speaking smile, and the first grief in such

as these is agony indeed : it is the breaking
asunder of every former joy. They sh rink from

retrospection, for they can not bear to feel they
are not now as then, and the future shares to

them the blackened shadows of the hopeless

present. As susceptible as they are to pleasure,
so are they to pain ; and raised far above others

in the enjoyment of the one, so is their grief
doubled in comparison with those ofmore happy,
because more even temperaments. So it was
with Emmeline ;

and her mother felt all this as

she stood beside her, watching with tearful sym-
pathy the first real grief of her darling child.

Emmeline had cast herself on her knees beside

her couch ; she had buried her face in her

hands, while the sobs that burst incessantly
from her swelling bosom shook her frail figure

convulsively ; the blue veins in her throat had
swelled as if in suffocation, and her fair hair,

loosened from its confinement by her agitation,

hung wildly around her.
" Emmeline !" Mrs. Hamilton said, gently and

falteringly ;
but her child heard her not, and she

twined her arm around her, and tried to draw
her toward her.

" My own darling Emmeline, speak to me
;

I

can not bear to see you thus. Look up, love ;

for my sake, calm this excited feeling."

"May I not even weep] Would you deny
me that poor comfort 1" burst almost passion-

ately from the lips of Emmeline, for every fac-

ulty was bewildered in that suddenly-excited
woe. She looked up ;

her eyes were bloodshot

and haggard, her cheek flushed, and the veins

drawn like cords across her brow.
" Weep ! would your mother forbid you that

blessed comfort and relief, my Emmeline 1 Could

you indeed accuse me of such cruelty ?" replied
Mrs. Hamilton, bending over her as she spoke,
and removing from those flushed temples the

hair which hung heavy with moisture upon them,
and as she did so Emmeline felt the tears of her

mother fall thick and fast on her own scorching
brow. She started from her knees, gazed wildly
and doubtingly upon her, and, tottering from ex-

haustion, would have fallen, had not Mrs. Ham-
ilton, with a sudden movement, received her iit

her arms. For a moment Emmeline struggled
as if to break from her embrace, but then, with

a sudden transition of feeling, clasped her arms

convulsively about her mother's neck, and burst

into a long and violent but relieving flood of

tears.

"I meant never, never to have revealed my
secret," she exclaimed, in a voice almost inau-

dible, as her mother, seating heron a couch near

them, pressed her to her heart, and permitted
some minutes to pass away in that silence of

sympathy which to the afflicted is so dear.

"And now that it has been wrung from me, I

know not what I do or say. Oh, if I have spoken
aught disrespectfully to you or papa just now,
I meant it not, indeed I did not

;
but they dared

to speak false tales, and I could not sit calmly
to hear them," she added, shuddering.

" There was nothing in your words, my own
love, to give us pain with regard to ourselves,"
said Mrs. Hamilton, in her most soothing tone,
as again and again she pressed her quivering

lips to that flushed cheek, and tried to kiss away
the now streaming tears. " Do not let that

thought add to your uneasiness, myown darling.
"
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"And can you forgive me, mother?" and Em-
meline buried her face yet more closely in her

mother's bosom.
"
Forgive you, Emmeline ! is there indeed

aught in your acquaintance with Arthur Myrvin
which demands my forgiveness ?" replied her

mother, in a tone of anxiety and almost alarm.
' Oh no, no ! but you may believe I have en-

couraged these weak emotions ;
that I have

willfully thought on them till I have made my-
self thus miserable ; that I have called for his

love given him encouragement : indeed, in-

deed I have not. I have struggled hard to ob-

tain forgetfulness to think of him no more, to

regain happiness, but it would not come. I feel

I know I can never, never be again 'the joy-

ous, light-hearted girl that I was once ; all feels

so changed."
" Do not say so, my own love

;
this is but the

language of despondency, now too naturally your
own ; but permit it not to gain too much ascend-

ency, dearest. Where is my Emmeline's firm,

devoted faith in that merciful Father, who for

so many years has gilded her lot with such un-

checked happiness. Darker clouds are now in-

deed for a time around you, but His blessing
will remove them, love ;

trust still in Him."
Emmeline's convulsive sobs were somewhat

checked ; the fond and gentle tones of sympathy
had their effect on one to whom affection never

pleaded in vain.
" And why have you so carefully concealed

the cause of the sufferings that were so clearly

visible, my Emmeline 1" continued her mother,

tenderly.
" Could that fear which you once

avowed in a letter to Mary have mingled in your
affection for me 1 Could fear, indeed, have kept

you silent? Can your too vivid fancy have bid

you imagine I should reproach you, or refuse

my sympathy in this sad trial? Your perse-
verance in active employments, your strivings
for cheerfulness, all must, indeed, confirm your
assertion that you have not encouraged weak-

ening emotions. I believe you, my own, and I

believe, too, my Emmeline did not give young
Myrvin encouragement. Look up, love, and tell

me that you do not fear your mother that you
do not deem her harsh."

"Harsh? oh no, no!" murmured the poor

girl, still clinging to her neck, as if she feared

something would part them. "It is I who am
capricious, fanciful, miserable : oh, do not heed

my incoherent words. Mother, dearest moth-

er, oh, let me but feel that you still love me, and

I will teach my heart to be satisfied with that."
" But if indeed I am not harsh, tell me all,

my Emmeline tell me when you were first

aware you loved Arthur Myrvin ;
all that has

passed between you. I promise you I will not

add to your suffering on his account by re-

proaches. Confide in the affection of your
mother, and this trial will not be so hard to

bear."

Struggling to obtain composure and voice,
Emmeline obeyed, and faithfully repeated ev-

ery circumstance connected with her and Ar-

thur, with which our readers are well acquaint-
ed

; touching lightly, indeed, on their parting
interview, which Mrs. Hamilton easily perceiv-
ed could not be recalled even now, though some
months had passed, without a renewal of the
listrens it had caused. Her recital almost un-

consciously exalted the character of Arthur in

the mind of Mrs. Hamilton, which \vastoo gen-
erous and kind to remain untouched by conduct
so honorable, forbearing, and praiseworthy." Do not weep any more for the cruel charges
against him, my love," she said, with soothing
tenderness, as Emmeline's half checked tears
burst forth again as she spoke of the agony she in

secret endured, when in her presence his charac-
ter was traduced. " Your father will now leave
no means untried to discover whether indeed

they are true or false. Insinuations and reports
have prejudiced. his judgment more than is his

wont. He has gone now to Widow Langford, to

heai her tale against Jefferies, and if this last

base charge he has brought against Arthur be in-

deed proved against himself, it will be easy to

convict him of other calumnies ; for the truth of
this once made evident, it is clear that his base
machinations have been the secret engines of
the prejudice against Myrvin, for which no clear

foundation has ever yet been discovered. You
will not doubt your father's earnestness in this

proceeding, my Emmeline, and you know him
too well to believe he would for one moment
refrain from acknowledging to Mr. Myrvin the

injustice he has done him, if indeed it prove un-

founded."
"And if his character be cleared from all

stain if not a whisper taint his name, and his

true excellence be known to all oh, may we
not hope? Mother, mother, you will not be in-

exorable; you will not, oh, you will not con-
demn your child to misery !" exclaimed Emme-
line, in a tone of excitement, strongly contrast-

ing with the hopelessness which had breathed
in every word before ; and, bursting from hei
mother's detaining hold, she suddenly knelt be-

fore her, and clasped her robe in the wildness
of her entreaty.

" You will not refuse to make
us happy ; you will not withhold your consent,
on which alone depends the future happiness of

your Emmeline. You, who have been so good,
so kind, so fond oh, you will not sentence me
to woe. Mother, oh, speak to me. I care not
how many years I wait : say, only say that, if

hie character be cleared of all they have dared
to cast upon it, I shall one day be his. Do no?

turn from me, mother. Oh, bid rne not de-

spond ;
and yet and yet, because he is poor,

oh, would you, can you condemn me to de-

spair?"
" Emmeline, Emmeline, do not wring my

heart by these cruel words," replied Mrs. Ham
ilton, in a tone of such deep distress that Em.
meline's imploring glance sunk before it, and

feeling there was indeed no hope, her weaken-
ed frame shook with the effort to restrain the

bursting tears. " Do not ask me to promise
this

,
do not give me the bitter pain of speak

ing that which you feel at this moment will

only add to your unhappiness. You yourself,

by the words you have repeated, behold the

utter impossibility of such a union. Why, why
then will you impose on me the painful task of

repeating it? Could I consent to part with you
to one who has not even a settled home to give

you, whose labors scarcely earn sufficient to

maintain himself? You know not all the evils

of such a union, my sweet girl. You are not

fitted to cope with poverty or care, to bear with
that passionate irritability and restlessness
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which characterize young Myrvin, even when
weightier charges are removed. And could
we leel ourselves justified in exposing you to

privations and sorrows which our cooler judg-
ment may perceive, though naturally concealed
from, the eye of affection 1 Seldom, very sel-

dom, are those marriages happy in which such
an extreme disparity exists, more particularly
when, as in this case, the superiority is on the

side of the wife. I know this sounds like cold
and worldly reasoning, my Emmeline

;
I know

that this warm, fond heart revolts in agony
from every word, hut do not, do not think me
cruel, love, and shrink from my embrace. How
can I implore you, for my sake, still to struggle
with these sad feelings, to put every effort into

force to conquer this unhappy love"? and yet
my duty bids me do so

; for oh, I can not part
with you for certain poverty and endless care.

Speak to me, my own
; promise me that you

will try and be contented with your father's ex-
ertions to clear Arthur's character from all as-

oersions. You will not ask for morel"
There was a moment's pause. Mrs. Hamil-

ton had betrayed in every word the real distress

she suffered in thus speaking, when the gentle
pleading of her woman's heart would have bade
her soothe by any and every means her afflicted

child; Ernmelme knew tins, and even in that
moment she could not bear to feel her mother

grieved, and she had been the cause. Filial

devotion, filial duty, for a few minutes strug-

gled painfully with the fervid passion which
shook her inmost soul

; but they conquered,
and when she looked up her tears were check-

ed, and only the deadly paleness of the cheek,
the quivering of the lip and eye, betrayed the

deep emotion that still prevailed within.
" Be not thus distressed for me, my dear, my

too indulgent mother," replied Emmeline, in a
voice that struggled to be composed and firm,

though bodily weakness defied her efforts. " I

meant not to have grieved you, and yet I have
done so. Oh, let not rny foolish words give
you pain, you whose love would, I know, seek
to spare me every suffering. My brain feels

confused and burning now, and I know not what
I say ; but it will pass away soon, and then I

will try to be all you can wish. You will not,
I know you will not be so cruel ^.s to bid me
wed another, and that knowledge is enough.
Let but his character be cleared, and I promise
you I will use every effort to be content. I

knew that it was hopeless. Why, oh, why did

I bid your lips confirm it !" and again were those

aching eyes and brow concealed on Mrs. Ham-
ilton's shoulder, while the despairing calmness
of her voice sounded even more acutely pain-
ful to her mother than the extreme suffering it

had expressed before.
" May God in His mercy bless you for this,

my darling girl !" escaped almost involuntarily
from Mrs. Hamilton's lips, as the sweet disposi-
tion of her child appeared to shine forth bright-
er than ever in this complete surrender of her
dearest hopes to the will of her parents.

" And
oh, that He may soothe and comfort you will

mingle in your mother's prayers. Tell me but
one thing more, my own. Have you never
heard from this young man since you parted?'

" He wrote to me, imploring me to use my
influence with St. Eval to aid his obtaining the

situation of tutor to Lord Louis," answered Em-
meline. " He did not allude to what had passed
between us ; his letter merely contained this

entreaty, as if he would thus prove to me that

his intention to quit England, and seek for calm-

ness in the steady performance of active duties,
was not mere profession."

" Then your representations were the origin
of Eugene's interest in Arthur?" said Mrs.

Hamilton, inquiringly.
Emmeline answered in the affirmative.

"And did you answer his letter 1"
"
No, mamma

;
it was enough for me, and

for him too, his wishes were granted. I would
not indulge my secret wish to do so. Neithei

you nor papa, nor indeed any of my family,
knew what had passed between us. Determ-
ined as I was to struggle for the conquest of

myself, I did not imagine in keeping that secret

I was acting undutifully ;
but had I written to

him, or cherished, as my weak fondness bade
me do, his his why should I hide it his

precious letter, my conscience would have add-

ed its pangs to the sufferings already mine.
While that was free and light, I could stiU

meet your look and smile, and return your kiss,

however I might feel my heart was breaking ;

but if I had so deceived you, so disregarded my
duty as to enter into a correspondence with him
unknown to you, oh, the comfort of your love
wrould have flown from me forever."

"And had my Emmeline indeed sufficient

resolution to destroy that letter 1" demanded
Mrs. Hamilton, surprise mingling with the ad-

miration and esteem which, though felt by a
mother for a child, might well be pardoned.

" It was my duty, mother, and I did it," re-

plied Emmeline, with a simplicity that filled the

eyes of her mother with tears. " Could I in-

deed forget those principles of integrity which,
from rny earliest infancy, you have so carefully
instilled?"

Mrs. Hamilton clasped her to her bosom, and

imprinted kisses of the fondest affection on her
colorless and burning forehead.

"
Well, indeed, are my cares repaid," she ex-

claimed. " Oh, that my affection could soothe

your sorrows as sweetly as your gentle yet un-

wavering, adherence to filial love and duty have
comforted me. Will you, for my sake, my own
love, continue these painful yet virtuous efforts

at self-conquest, which you commenced merely
from a sense of duty 1 Will you not glad your
mother's heart, and let me have the comfort of

beholding you once more my own cheerful, hap-

py Emmeline 1"
" I will try," murmured Emmeline, struggling

to smile
;
but oh, it was so unlike herself, so

lusterless and faint, that Mrs. Hamilton hastily
turned away to hide emotion. The dressing
bell at that instant sounded, and Emmeline look<

ed an entreaty to which her lips appeared un

willing to give words. Her mother understood
it.

" I will not ask you to join us at dinner, love.

Do not look so beseechingly ; you will recover
this agitation sooner and better alone ; and so
much confidence have you compelled me to feel

in you," she adced, trying to smile and speak
playfully,

" that [ will not ask you to make an
I exertion to which you do not feel equal, even

I

if you wish to U alone the whole evening. 5
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know my Emmeline's solitary moments will not

be spent in vain repinings."
" You taught me whom to seek for comfort

and relief in my childish sorrows, and I will

not, I do not forget that lesson now, mother,"
answered Emmeline, faintly yet expressively.
"Let me be alone, indeed, a few hours, and if

I can but conquer this feeling of exhaustion, I

will join you at tea."

Mrs. Hamilton silently embraced and left her,
with a heart swelling with fond emotion, as she

thought on the gentle yet decided character of

her child, who from her infancy had scarcely
ever caused her pain, still less anxiety. Now
indeed solicitude was hers, for it was evident,
alas ! too evident, that Emmeline's affections

were unalterably engaged ; that this was not
Jhe mere fervor of the moment, a passion that

would pass away with the object, but one that

Mrs. Hamilton felt forebodingly would still con-

tinue to exist. Emmeline's was not a disposi-
tion to throw off feelings such as these lightly
and easily. Often had her mother inwardly
trembled when she thought of such a sentiment

influencing herEmrneline, and now the dreaded
moment had come. How was she to act

1

? She
could not consent to a union such as this would
he. Few mothers possessed less ambition than
Mrs. Hamilton, few were so indulgent, so de-

voted to her children, but to comply with the

poor girl's feverish wishes would be indeed but

folly. Arthur had engaged himself to remain
with Lord Louis Lyle during the period of his

residence in Germany, which was at that time

arranged to be three years. The future to young
Myrvin must, she knew, be a blank ; years would
in all probability elapse ere he could obtain an

advantageous living, and means adequate to

support a wife and family ; and would it not be

greater cruelty to bid Emmeline live on in lin-

gering and sickening hope, than at once to ap-

peal to her reason, and entreat her, by the af-

fection she bore her parents, to achieve this

painful conquest of herself, as their consent
could not be given. They felt sad, indeed, thus
to add to the suffering of their afflicted child,

yet it was the better way ; for, had they prom-
ised to consent that, when he could support her,
he should be his own, it might indeed bring re-

lief for the moment, but it would be but the com-
mencement of a life of misery ; her youth would
fade away in that sickening anguish of hope de-

ferred, more bitter because more lingering than
the absolute infliction of brief though certain

suffering. The hearts of both parents grieved
as they thought on all she had endured, and for

a brief period must still endure, but their path
of duty once made clear, they swerved not from

it, however it might pain themselves.
Mrs. Hamilton was right. Emmeline's soli-

tary moments were not spent in vain repinings :

she struggled to compose her thoughts, to cast
the burden of her sorrows upon Him who in

love arid mercy had ordained them ; and she did
so with that pure, that simple, beautiful faith so

peculiarly her own, and a calm at length stole
over her wearied spirit and exhausted frame,
soothing her, even to sleep, with the words of

prayer yet lingering on her lips. She awoke,
after above an hour's slumber, composed in

mind, but still feverish in body. Prayer had

brought its blessed influence, but that calm was

more the quiescence proceeding from over-ex-
citement than natural feeling ; she felt it so,
and dreaded the return of mental agony, as

bodily sufferers await the periodical paroxysms
of pain. She resolved not to give way to the
exhaustion she still felt. She rejoined the fam-
ily at tea, pale indeed, but perfectly composed,
and even faintly smiling on her father, who,
hastily rising as she languidly and unexpectedly
entered the room, carried her tenderly in his
arms to a couch, compelled her to lie down, and,
bending over her with that soothing fondness
which she so much loved, retained his seat by
her side all the evening, though participating
and frequently inducing her to join in the con-
versation on various topics, which Mrs. Hamil-
ton and Ellen seemed determined to maintain.
Once during that evening Emmeline had looked

up beseechingly in her father's face, and that

touching, silent eloquence told all she would
have said, far more expressively than words.

'Justice shall he done, my Emmeline," he

replied, gently drawing her to him, and speak-

ing in a tone that was heard by her alone. " I

have been harsh, prejudiced, as cruelly unjust
as blindly imposed on by a comparative stran-

ger ; but I promise you, all shall be impartially
considered. I have done this unfortunate young
man much wrong, for I should have recollected

his father has many enemies, and this may be
one of them, seeking from revenge to injure
him. I am grateful to Arthur Myrvin for his

forbearance toward myself, for his truly noble

conduct toward you right principles alone

could have dictated both. Mrs. Langford has
confirmed all you said, and informed me of many
little circumstances which, if, on a strict exam-

ination, I find are founded on truth, Jefferies's

character and base designs will not be difficult

to fathom. Myrvin's character shall be cleared

from suspicion, if it be in my power, my dear

girl ;
rest as confident on my promise to that

effect as I do on yours, that, this accomplished,

you will ask no more."

Emmeline's head rested on his shoulder
;
he

had marked the relief, the gratitude her sweet
face expressed during his first words, but as he
ceased her eyes were hid upon his bosom, and
he could read no more. It was well for the

steadiness of his determination that it was so,

for the wretchedness imprinted on every feat-

ure, every line of her countenance, at his con-

cluding sentence, would have wrung his soul.

Though persuaded by her parents to retire

early, Emmeline did not do so till the usual

hour of separation after prayers. To Ellen's

silently-observing eye she appeared to shrink

from being alone, and this thought haunted her

so incessantly, that, instead of composing her-

self to rest, she softly traversed the short dis*

tance which separated their apartments, and
entered her cousin's room.

Emmeline was alone, undressed, a large wrap,

ping robe flung carelessly over her night attire,

but instead of reading, which at that hour and

in that guise she generally did, that the word
of God might be the last book on which she

looked ere she sought her rest, she was leaning
abstractedly over the fire, seated on a low stool,

her hands pressed on her temples, while the

flickering flame cast a red and unnatural glare
on those pale cheeks. Ellen advanced, but her
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cousin moved not at her entrance, nor even
when she knelt hy her side and twined her arms
around her.

" Will you not go to bed, dearest Emmeline 1

It is so late, and you have been so fearfully

agitated to-day. Look up and speak to me, my
own dear cousin, or I shall fancy you are hurt

with me for permitting so many hours to pass
without coming near you, when I knew you
were in suffering. Oh, you know not how I

longed to come, but my aunt said you had en-

treated to be left alone. I stood for some min-
utes by your door, but all was so still I thought
I should disturb you did I enter. You do not
accuse me of unkindness, Emmeline 1"

Roused by her cousin's affectionate words and

imploring voice, Emmeline resisted not her em-
brace, but clung to her in silence.

" You are ill, you are very ill, dearest, dearest
Emmeline

;
do not sit up thus ; for my sake,

for your mother's sake, try if sleep will not ease
this aching head," exclaimed Ellen, much alarm-
ed at the burning heat and quick throbbing of
Emmeline's forehead, as it rested on her shoul-

der.
" I can not sleep, Ellen, it is useless to at-

tempt it
;

I feel as if my eyes would never close

again ; as if years had passed over my head
since last night. I thought I could not be more
miserable than I was when when we parted,
and as I have been since ; but that was nothing

nothing to this. I thought I had not indulged
in hope, for I knew that it was vain ;

but now,
now I feel I must have done so, and it is its

alter, utter annihilation that bows me to the

earth. Oh, why am I so changed, I who was
once so glad, so free, so full of hope and hap-
piness, looking forward to days as bright as
those that fled

; and now what am I, and what
j

is life? a thing from which all happiness has
j

flown, but clothed in darker shadows from its

contrast with the past."
" Oh, do not say so, dearest," replied Ellen,

affected almost to tears by the despairing tone

in which these words were said. " The bless-

ing, the comfort of your parents, your brothers,
of all who know you as you are, do not say your
life will be without joy ; its most cherished

flower, its most precious gem may have passed i

away, but others will spring up in time to fill

that yearning void. You, whose presence ever

brings -with it such enjoyment to others, oh, you j

too will be blessed. You can not long continue

miserable when you feel the power you have of

making so many of your fellow-creatures happy.
You are ill exhausted now, and therefore all

around you looks so full of gloom and pain, yet,
when this shall have passed, you will not reject
the comfort that remains. Have you not an

approving conscience to support you, the con-

sciousness that you have proved your love and

graiitude to the parents you so fondly love 1 and
think you He, who looks with an eye of favor
on the faintest effort of His creatures, made for

His sake and in His spirit, will permit this

strength to pass unaided 1 No, dearest, He will

assist and strengthen you ; He can take even
from this bitter trial its sting."

"
I know it, I feel it," murmured Emmeline,

still clinging to her cousin, as if she found com-
fort in her presence and her words. " I know
well tliat this trial in itself is as nothing com-

pared with those endured at this very hour by
thousands of my fellow-creatures, and knowing
this makes me the more wretched, for, if I am
thus repining and miserable, how dare I hope
my prayers will be heard 1"

" Yet doubt it not, my own Emmeline
; oui

Father in heaven judgeth not as man judgeth.
Man might condemn this appearance of weak-
ness in you now, but God will not, for he knows
the individual strength of His creatures, and in

love and mercy chasteneth accordingly. He
knoweth this is a severe trial for one young and

gentle as you are, and, with your heart lifted

up to Him, as I know it is, doubt not that your
prayers will be heard and this pang softened in

His own time. I fear my words sound cold ;

but oh, would that I could comfort you, dearest,"
and tears stood trembling in Ellen's eyes.

" And you do comfort me, Ellen
; oh, I do not

feel so very wretched with you near me, as I do

alone, though even you can not guess this ex-
tent of suffering ; you know not what it is to

love, and yet to feel there is no hope ; no

none," she repeated, in a low, murmuring tone,
as if to convince herself that there was indeed

none, as she had said ; and it was not strange
that, thus engrossed, she marked not that a slight
shudder passed through her cousin's frame at

her last words
;
that Ellen's cheek suddenly vied

in its deadly paleness with her own
; that the

tears dried up, as if frozen in those large, dark

eyes, which were fixed upon her with an expres-
sion she would, had she seen it, have found dif-

ficult to understand ; that the pale lip quivered
for a few minutes, so as entirely to prevent her

speaking as she had intended.
" Go to bed, dearest Emmeline

; indeed, you
must not sit up longer," Ellen said at length, as

she folded her arms fondly round her and kissed

her cheek. "When I was ill, you ever wished
to dictate to me," she continued, playfully,

" and
I was always good and obedient

;
will you not

act up to your own principle and obey rne now 1

Think of your mother, dearest, how anxious she

will be if you are ill. I will not leave you till

you are asleep."
"
No, no, dear Ellen, I will not so abuse your

kindness
;

I will go to bed. I have been wrong
to sit up thus, when I promised mamma to do
all I could to but, indeed, you must not slay
with me, Ellen. I feel so exhausted, I may per-

haps sleep sooner than I expect; but even if I

do not, you must not sit up."
" Never mind, my love ;

let me see you obe-

dient, and I will perhaps learn the same lesson."

replied Ellen, playfully, though her cheek re-

tained its suddenly-acquired paleness. Emme-
line no longer resisted, and Ellen quickly had
the relief of seeing her in bed, and her eyes
closed, as if in the hope of obtaining sleep ; but

after a few minutes they again opened, and,

seeing Ellen watching her, she said,
" You had better leave me, Ellen ; I shall not

be able to sleep if I think you are watching me
and losing your own night's rest. lam not ill,

my dear cousin, I am only miserable, and that

will pass away perhaps for a short time again,
as it did this afternoon."

Ellen again kissed her and closed the cur-

tains, obeying her so far as to retire to her room,
but not to bed

;
she was mu& too uneasy to do

so. Emmeline had been ix
'

%ry debate health
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forsjme months, and r, appeared to her observ-

ant eyes and mind that, now the cause for her

exertion was removed by the discovery of her

long-treasured secret, health had really given
way, and she was actually ill in body as well as

mind. The burning heat of her forehead and

hand, the quick pulsation of her temples, hail

alarmed her as predicting fever ;
and Ellen, \viih

that quiet resolution and prompt decision which
now appeared to form such prominent traits in

her character, determined on returning to her
cousin's room as soon as she thought she had
fallen asleep, and remain there during the night ;

that if she were restless, uneasy, or wakeful,
she might, by her presence, be some comfort,
and if these feverish symptoms continued, be

in readiness to send for Mr. Maitland at the first

dawn of morning, without alarming her aont.
" You are not formed for sorrow, my poor

Emmeline," she said internally, as she prepared
herself for her night's visit by assuming warmer
clothing.

"
Oh, that your grief may speedily

pass away ;
I can riot bear to see one so formed

for joy as you are grieved. My own sorrows I

can bear without shrinking, without disclosing

by one sign what I am internally suffering. I

have been nerved from my earliest years to

trial, and it would be strange indeed did I not
seem as you believe me. / know not what it

is to love 1 / know not the pang of that utter

hopelessness which bows my poor cousin to the

earth 1 Ah, Emmeline, you know not such hope-
lessness as mine, gloomy as are your prospects;

you can claim the sympathy, the affection, the

consolation of all those who are dear to you ;

there is no need to hide your love, ill-fated as it

is, for it is returned you are beloved
;
and I,

my heart must bleed in secret, for no such mit-

igation attends its loss of peace. I dare not

seek for sympathy, or say I love
;
but why

why am I encouraging these thoughts'?" and
she started as if some one could have heard her

scarcely audible soliloquy.
" It is woman's lot

to suffer man's is to act, woman's to bear ; and
such must be mine, and in silence, for even the

sympathy of my dearest relative I dare not ask.

Oh, wherefore do I feel it shame to love one so

good, so superior, so holy 1 because, because he

does not love me, save with a brother's love ;

and I know he loves another."

The slight frame of the orphan shook beneath

that inward struggle ;
there were times, in her

hours of solitude, when such thoughts would

come, spite of every effort to expel them, and
there was only one way to obtain that self-con-

trol she so much needed, so continually exer-

cised, till it became a second nature. She be-

came aware her feelings had obtained undue as-

cendency, and, sinking on her knees, remained
absorbed in prayer, fervent and heartfelt, truly
the outpourings of a contrite and trusting spirit,

confident in the power and mercy to which she

appealed. That anguish passed ere she arose,
and every sign of agitation had left her coun-
tenance and voice as she put her resolution into

action, and returned to her cousin.

Emmeline had awoke from her brief and
troubled slumbers more restless and feverish

than when she had first sought her couch ; and,

suffering as she was from that nervous and anx-
ious state peculiar to approaching fever, the poor

firl no longer resisted Ellen's evident determi-

nation, and clasping her hand between her own
now burning with fever, continually thanked
her, in broken and feeble accents, for remaining
with her, assuring her she did not feel so i'l 01
as unhappy as she should have done had she
been alone. Anxious as she was, Ellen would
not arouse her aunt, but at the first break of day
she softly entered the housekeeper's room, and
succeeded in arousing without alarming her, in-

formed her of Emmeline's restless state, and
implored her to send at once for Mr. Maitland.

Hastily rising, Ellis accompanied Ellen to her
cousin's room, and instantly decided on comply-
ing with her request. The household were al-

ready on the alert, and a servant was speedily
dispatched ; but, relieved as she was on this

point, Ellen would not comply with the good
housekeeper's request to repose herself for a few
hours

; she had resolved not to relinquish her

post by the bedside of the young sufferer to any
save her aunt herself. Ellis desisted, for a
word from her favorite, almost her darling, as
Ellen from many circumstances had become,
was to her always sufficient.

Mrs. Hamilton and Mr. Maitland met at Em-
meline's door, to the astonishment and at first

alarm of the former an alarm which subsided
into comparative relief as she listened to El-

len's hurried tale, although anxiety to a very
high degree remained, and with some reason,
for Ellen's fears were not unfounded. Emme-
line's fever rapidly and painfully increased, and
for a week her parents hung over her couch al-

most despairing of her recovery, their fond
hearts almost breaking as they heard her sweet
voice, in the wild accent of delirious intervals,

calling aloud on Arthur, and beseeching the?!

consent and blessing to restore her to health
;

I and scarcely less painful was it in her lucid

j

hours to see her clasp her mother's hands re-

: peatedly, and murmur, in a voice almost inar-

ticulate from weakness,
"Do not be anxious or grieved for me, my

own dear mamma
;

I shall soon get well, and
be your happy Emmeline again. I can not be
miserable when I have you, and papa, and El-

len to love me so tenderly ;" and then she would

cling to her mother's neck, and kiss her till she
would sink to sleep upon her bosom, as in in-

fancy and childhood she had so often done ; and
dearer than ever did that gentle girl become, in

these hours of suffering, to all who had loved

her so fondly before ; they had deemed it al-

most impossible that affection could in any way
be increased, and yet it was so. Strange must
be that heart which can behold a being such as

Emmeline cling to it, as if its protection and its

love were now all that bound her to earth, and
still remain unmoved and cold. Affection is

ever strengthened by dependence dependence
at least like this ;

and there was something pe-

culiarly touching in Emmeline's present state

of mental weakness. Her parents felt, as they

gazed on her, that they had occasioned the an-

guish which had prostrated her on a bed of

sickness ;
and yet their child clung to them as

if, in the intensity of her affection for them, and
theirs for her, she would strive to forget her un-

happy love, and be once more happy.
Time rolled heavily by, and some few weeks

passed ere Emmeline was sufficiently conva-
lescent to leave her room, and then her pallid
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features ami attenuated form were such con-
1

slant and evident proofs of that mental as well

as bodily fever, that Mrs. Hamilton could not

look on her without pain. She was still in-

wardly restless and uneasy, though evidently

struggling for cheerfulness ;
and Mr. Maitland,

to whom some necessary particulars of her tale

had been told, gave as his opinion that some
secret anxiety still rested on her mind, which
would be much better removed

; the real cause
of that solicitude her parents very easily pene-
trated. Mr. Hamilton, fearing the effects of

excitement in her still very delicate state, had

refrained from telling her all he had accom-

plished in young Myrvin's favor during her sick-

ness, but on hearing Mr. Maitland's report, her

parents both felt assured it was for that infor-

mation she pined, and therefore determined on

instantly giving her relief.

It was with the utmost tenderness and cau-

tion Mr. Hamilton alluded to the subject, and,

seating himself by her couch, playfully asked
her if she would promise him to get well the

sooner if he gratified her by the pleasing in-

telligence that Arthur Myrvin's character was
cleared, that his enemy had been discovered,
his designs exposed, and himself obliged to

leave the village, and the whole population
were now as violently pledged in Arthur's fa-

vor as they had formerly been against him ;

provoked also with themselves for their blind

folly in receiving and encouraging the idle re-

ports propagated against him, not one of which

they now perceived were sufficiently well found-

ed to stand before an impartial statement and
accurate examination.

Had her parents doubted what had weighed
on Emmeline's mind, the sudden light beaming
in those saddened eyes, the flush kindling on

those pale cheeks, the rapid movement with

which she caught her father's hand and looked

in his face, as if fearful he would deceive her,

all these minute but striking circumstances

must have betrayed the truth. In a voice al-

most inarticulate from powerful emotion, she

implored him to tell her every particular, and

tenderly he complied.
He had followed, he said, her advice, and

confronted Nurse Langford with the unprinci-

pled man who had dared accuse a fellow-creat-

ure of a crime in reality committed by himself,

and reckless as he was, he had shrunk in guilt

and shame before her accusation, which was
indeed the accusation of the dying, and avow-

ing himself the real perpetrator of the sin, of-

fered her a large bribe for secrecy, which, as

might be expected, the widow indignantly re-

fused. It was easy to perceive, his arts had
worked on the old woman, Mary's grandmoth-
er, to believe him her friend and Arthur her

foe ;
the poor old creature's failing intellect as-

sisted his plans, while the reports he had insid-

iously circulated against the unfortunate young
man also confirmed his tale. Little aware that

the widow Langford had been almost a mother
to the poor girl his villainy had ruined, and that

she was likely to have heard the truth, being

quite unconscious she had attended her dying
moments, he published this falsehood, without

any feeling of remorse or shame, hoping by so

doing effectually to serve his employers, ef-

fect the disgrace of Myrvin, and completely i

screen himself. Mrs. Langford now found it

was time indeed for her to come forward and
perform her promise to Emmelme by proving
young Myrvin's innocence, but hesitated how
to commence. She was therefore both reliev-

ed and pleased at the entrance and inquiries of
Mr. Hamilton, and promised to obey his direc-

tions faithfully, only imploring him to clear Mr.

Myrvin's character, and expel Farmer Jefferies
from the village, which, from the time of his

settling there, she said, had been one scene of

anarchy and confusion ; frankly avowing, in an-
swer to a question of Mr. Hamilton, that it was
for Miss Emmeline's sake she was so anxious

;

she was sure she was interested in Mr. Myr-
vin's fate, and therefore she had mentioned the

unhappy fate of poor Mary Brookes, to prove to

her the young man had attended to his duty.

Many other startling proofs of Jefferies's evil

conduct had the good widow, by silent but
watchful attention, been enabled to discover,
as also convincing evidence that the young cu-

rate had not been so neglectful or faulty as he
had been reported. All her valuable informa-
tion she now imparted to her master, to be used

by him in any way his discretion might point
out, promising to be ever ready at the slightest
notice to prove all she had alleged. Mr. Ham-
ilton carefully examined every circumstance,
reflected for a brief period on his mode of ac-

tion, and finally, assembling all the principal in-

habitants around him in the public school-room
of the village, laid before them all the important
facts he had collected, and besought their im-

partial judgment. He owned, he said, that he
too had been prejudiced against Mr. Myrvin,
whose life, while among them, many circum-
stances had combined to render unhappy, but

that now he heartily repented his injustice, for

he felt convinced the greater part of what had
been alleged against him was false. Those
evil reports he proved had all originated from
the machinations of Jefferies, and he implored
them to consider whether they could still re-

gard the words of one, against whom so much
evil had now been proved, as they had formerly
done, or could they really prove that their young
curate had in truth been guilty of the misde-
meanors with which he had been charged.

Mr. Howard, who was present, seconded his

words, acknowledging that he too had been

prejudiced, and adding that he could not feel

satisfied till he had avowed this truth, and asked
his young friend's pardon for the injury he had
done him.

Nothing is more sudden and complete than

changes in popular feeling. The shameful act

of Jefferies, in casting on the innocent the stig-
ma of shame and crime which was his own,
was quite enough for the honest and simple vil-

lagers. At once they condemned themselves

(which perhaps they might not have been quite
so ready to do, had not Mr. Hamilton and their

rector shown them the example), and not only
defended and completely exculpated Myrvin,
but in an incredibly short space of time, so

many anecdotes of the young man's perform-
ance of his duty were collected, that, had not

Mr. Hamilton been aware of the violent nature
of popular feeling, those defects which still re-

mained, though excused by the recollection of
the mental tortures Myrvin h id been enduring,
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would undoubtedly have departed, as entirely

as every darker shade on his character had done.

Convinced that Arthur's attention to paro-

chial affairs, as well as his conduct in other

matters, had been very opposite to that which

had been reported, neither Mr. Howard nor Mr.

Hamilton could feel satisfied till they had writ-

ten to him, frankly avowing their injustice, and

asking his pardon and forgetfulness of the past,

and assuring him that, if his conduct continued

equally worthy of approbation as it was at the

present time, he should ever find in them sin-

cere and active friends.

Mr. Hamilton felt he had much, very much
to say to the young man, but in what manner
to word it he' was somewhat perplexed. He
could not speak of his daughter, and yet Myr-
vin's conduct toward her had created a feeling
of gratitude and admiration which he could not

suppress. Many fathers would have felt indig-
nation only at the young man's presumption ;

but Mr. Hamilton was neither so unreasonable

nor so completely devoid of sympathy. It was
he himself, he thought, who had acted impru-

dently in allowing him to associate so intimate-

ly with his daughters, not the fault of the suf-

ferer. Myrvin had done but his duty indeed,
but Mr. Hamilton knew well there were very
few young men who would have acted as he had

done, when conscious that his affection was re-

turned with all the enthusiasm and devotedness
of a disposition such as Emmeline's. How few
but would have played with those feelings, tor-

tured her by persuasions to forget duty for the

sake of love
;
but Arthur had not done this, and

the father's heart swelled toward him in grati-
tude and esteem

;
even while he knew the hope-

lessness of his love, he felt for the anguish
which his sympathy told him Arthur must en-

dure. After more deliberation and thought than

he could have believed necessary for such a sim-

ple thing as to write a letter, Mr. Hamilton did

achieve his object, retaining a copy of his epis-

tle, to prove to his child he had been earnest

in his assurances that Arthur's character should

be cleared. Painfully agitated by the tale she

had heard, and this unexpected confidence of

her father, Emmeline glanced her eye over the

paper, and read as follows :

" To the Rev. Arthur Myrvin, Hanover.
" MY DEAR MYRVIN, You will be no doubt as-

tonished at receiving this letter, brief as I intend
it to be, from one with whom you parted in no

very friendly terms, and who has, I grieve to

own, given you but little reason to believe me
your friend. When a man has been unjust and

prejudiced, it becomes his peremptory duty,
however pride may rebel, to do all in his power
to atone for it by an honorable reparation, both
in word and deed, toward him he may have in-

jured. Such, my young friend, is at present
our relative positions, and I am at a loss to

know how best to express my sense of your
honorable conduct and my own injustice, which
occasioned a degree of harshness in my manner
toward you when we separated, which, believe

me, I now recall both with regret and pain.
Circumstances have transpired in the parish
once under your care, which have convinced
not only me, hut all those still more violently
prejudiced against you, that your fair fame was

tarnished by the secret machinations and insid-

ious representations of an enemy, and not by
the faulty nature ofyour conduct

; and knowing
this, we most earnestly appeal to the nobleness
of your nature for forgetfulness of the past, and
beg you will endeavor henceforward to regard
those as your sincere friends whom you have
unhappily had too much reason to believe other-
wise.

" For myself, my dear Myrvin, I do not doubt
that you will do this, for candidly I own that

only now I have learned the true nature ofyour
character. When I first knew you, I was in-

terested in your welfare as the chosen friend
of my son, and also for your father's sake

; now
it is for your own. The different positions we
occupy in life, the wide distance which circum-
stances place between us, will, I feel sure, pre-
vent all misconception on your part as to my
meaning, and prevent your drawing from my
friendly words conclusions opposite to what I

intend ; therefore I do not hesitate to avow that
I not only esteem, but from my heart I thank

you, Myrvin, for your indulgence ofthose honor
able feelings, that perfect integrity which bade

you resign your curacy and depart from Oak-
wood. I did you wrong great wrong ; words
can but faintly compensate injury, though words
have been the weapon by which that injury has
been inflicted

; yet I feel confident you will not
retain displeasure, natural as it was

; you will

consent once more to look on and appeal, if you
should ever require it, to the father of Herbert
as your willing friend. Believe me, that if it

be in my power to assist you, you will never

appeal in vain. Lord Malvern, I rejoice to find,
is your stanch friend, and nothing shall be want-

ing on my part to render that friendship as per-
manent as advantageous. Mrs. Hamiiton begs
me to inform you that in this communication
of my feelings I have transcribed her own. In-

justice indeed she never did you ;
but admira-

tion, esteem, and gratitude are inmates of her
bosom as sincerely as they are ofmy own. Con-
tinue, my young friend, this unwavering regard
to the high principles ofyour nature, this steady
adherence to duty, spite of prejudice and wrong,
if indeed they should ever again assail you, and
the respect of your fellow-creatures will be

yours as warmly, as unfeignedly, as is that of

your sincere friend, ARTHUR HAMILTON."

No word, no sound broke from the parched
lips of Emmeline as she ceased to read. She
returned the paper to her father in that same
silence, and, turning from his glance, butried her

face in her hands. Mr. Hamilton guessed at

once all that was passing in that young and tor-

tured heart ;
he drew her to him, and whispered

fondly,
"
Speak to me, my Emmeline. You do not

think he can mistake my feelings. He will not

doubt all prejudice is removed."
" Oh no, no/Uhe replied, after a severe strug-

gle for composure; "you have said enough,
dear, dear papa. I could not have expected
more."

For a moment she clung to his neck, aad cov

ered his cheek with kisses, then gently with-

drawing herself from his arms, quietly but hast-

ily left the room. For about an hour she might
have remained absent, and Mrs. Hamilton would
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not disturb her
; and when she returned, there

was no trace of agitation ; pale she was indeed,
and her eye had lost its brightness, but that was
too customary now to be deemed the effect of
excited emotion, and no further notice was taken
eave that perhaps the manner of her parents
and Ellen toward her that night was even fond-
er than usual.

Once again Mr. Hamilton mentioned Arthur

Myrvin to speak of the pleasing and satisfac-

tory letters both he and Mr. Howard had receiv-

ed from him. He addressed himself to Ellen,

telling her Arthur had written in a manner tend-

ing to satisfy even her friendly feelings toward
him. Emmeline joined not in the conversation.
Her fathe-r did riot offer to show her the letter,

arid she stilled the yearnings of her young and

loving heart. From that hour the name of Ar-
thur Myrvin was never heard in the halls of
Oakwood. There was no appearance of effort

in the avoidance, but still it was not spoken ;

not even by Percy and Herbert, nor by Caroline
or her husband. Even the letters of Lady Flor-

ence and Lady Emily Lyle ceased to make him
their principal object. Emmeline knew the vol-

atile nature of the latter, and therefore was not

surprised that she had grown tired of the theme
;

that Lady Florence should so completely cease
all mention of the tutor of her favorite brother

was rather more strange, but she did so, per-

haps, in her letters to Ellen, and of that Em-
meline had not courage to ask. St. Eval would

speak of Lord Louis, expressing hopes that he
was becoming more steady ;

but it so chanced

that, although at such times Emmeline, spite
of herself, ever longed for somewhat more, the

magic name that would have bidden every pulse
throb never reached her ears, and her excited

spirit would sink back in despondency and

gloom, increased from the momentary excite-

ment which expectation had vainly called forth.

Astonished indeed had Arthur Myrvin been
af the receipt of his letters from Oakwood and
the Rectory. Mr. Howard's was productive of

gratification alone ; that of Mr. Hamilton afford-

ed even greater pleasure, combined with a more
than equal measure of pain. He had hoped Em-
meline would have answered his letter. She
did not, but he knew her influence had been ex-

ercised in his favor
; and, agony as it was, he

acknowledged she had acted wisely. There
was too much devotedness in Emmeline's char-

acter for Myrvin to encourage one lingering
doubt that his affections were returned ; and as

he thought on her steady discharge of filial duty,
as he recalled their parting interview, and felt

she had not wavered from the path she had

pointed out, his own energies, notwithstanding
that still lingering, still acute suffering, were
roused within him, and he resolved he would

obey her. She should see her appeal had not

been made in vain; she should never blush for

the man she had honored with her love ; he

would endeavor to deserve her esteem, though
they might never meet again. He felt he had
been too much the victim of an ill-fated passion ;

he had by neglect in trifles encouraged the prej-
udice against him, lost himself active and will-

ing friends ; this should no longer he
;
and Myr-

vin devoted himself so perseveringly, so assidu-

ously to his pupil, allowing himself scarcely any
time for solitary thought, that not the keenest

observer would have suspected there was that

upon the young man's heart which was poison-

ing the buoyancy of youth, robbing life of its

joy, and rendering him old before his time.

That Mr. Hamilton, the father of his Em-
meline that his feelings should have thus

changed toward him, that he should admire and
esteem instead of condemn, was a matter of tru-

ly heartfelt pleasure. Hope would have shook
aloft her elastic wings, and carried him beyond
himself, had noi that letter in the same hour
dashed to the earth his soaring fancy, and

placed the seal upon his doom. He could not
be mistaken ;

Mr. Hamilton knew all that had

passed between him and Emmeline, and while
he expressed his gratitude for the integrity and
forbearance he (Myrvin) had displayed, he as

clearly said their love was hopeless, their union
never could take place.

Myrvin had known this before
; then why

did his heart sink in even deeper, darker de-

spondency as he read 1 why were his efforts at

cheerfulness so painful, so unavailing 1 He
knew not, and yet struggled on

;
but weeks,

ay, months rolled by, and yet that pang remain-
ed unconquered still.

And did Emmeline become again in looks and

glee as we have known her
1

? Was she even to

her mother's eye again a child 1 Strangers, even
some of her father's friends, might still have
deemed her so

;
but alas ! a mother's love strove

vainly thus to be deceived. Health returned, and
with it appeared to come her wonted enthusi-

asm, her animated spirits. Not once did she

give way to depression ; hers was not that pining
submission which is more painful to behold than
decided opposition, that resignation which has
its foundation in pride, not in humility, as its

possessors suppose. Emmeline's submission
was none of these. Her duties as daughter, and
sister, and friend, as well as those to the neigh-

boring poor, were, if possible, more actively and

perseveringly performed than they had even
been before. Not one of her former favorite

employments was thrown aside. The complete
unselfishness of her nature was more clearly
visible than ever, and was it strange that she
became dearer than ever to those with whom,
she lived 1 Her parents felt she was twining
herself more and more around their hearts, and

beheld, with inexpressible anguish, that though
her young mind was so strong, her fragile frame
was too weak to support the constant struggle.
She never complained ;

there was no outward

failing of health, but there was a nameless

something hovering round her, which even her

doting parents could not define, but which they
felt too forcibly to shake off; and notwith-

standing every effort to expel the idea, that

nameless something brought with it alarm
alarm defined indeed too clearly, but of which
even to each other they could not speak.
Time passed, and Herbert Hamilton, as the

period of his ordination was rapidly approach-

ing, lost many of those painfully foreboding feel-

ings which for the last three years had so con-

stantly and painfully assailed him. He felt

stronger in health than he had ever remember-
ed to have done, and the spirit of cheerfulness,
and hope, and joy, breathing in the letters of
his Mary, affected him with the same unalloyed
feelings of anticipated happiness ;

sensations of
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holiness, of chastened thanksgiving, pervaded
bis every thought ;

the inward struggle appear-
ed passed. There was a calm upon his young

spirit, so soothing and so blessed, that the fu-

ture rose before him unsullied by a cloud ; an-

ticipation was so bright, it seemed a foretaste

of that glorious heaven, the goal to which he

and his Mary looked the home they sought to-

gether.
Percy had also obtained honorable distinction

at Oxford ;
his active spirit would not have per-

mitted him to remain quiet in college so long,
had he not determined to see his brother or-

dained ere he commenced the grand tour, to

which he looked with much zest as the com-

pletion to his education, and render him, if he

turned it to advantage, in all respects fitted to

serve his country nobly in her senate, the point
to which he had looked, from the first hour he

was capable of thought, with an ardor which
increased as that long-desired time approached.
The disgraceful expulsion of Cecil Grahame

from Cambridge opened afresh that wound in

his father's heart which Annie had first inflict-

ed, but which the conduct of Lilla had succeed-

ed in soothing sufficiently to bid her hope it

would in time be healed. The ill-directed young
man had squandered away the whole of his

mother's fortune, and behaved in a manner that

rendered expulsion inevitable. He chose to

join the army, and, with a painfully-foreboding

heart, his father procured him a commission in

a regiment bound for Ireland, hoping he would
be exposed to fewer temptations there than did

he remain in England.
Lady Helen, as her health continued to de-

cline, felt conscience becoming more and more

upbraiding ;
its voice would not be stilled. She

had known her duty as a mother ;
she had seen

it beautifully portrayed before her in Mrs. Ham-
ilton, but she had neglected its performance, and
her chastisement she felt had come. Annie's
conduct she had borne, she had forgiven her,

scarcely appearing conscious of the danger her

daughter had escaped ;
but Cecil was her dar-

ling, and his disgrace came upon her as a thun-

derbolt, drawing the veil from her eyes with

startling and bewildering light. She had con-

cealed his childish faults, she had petted him in

every whim, encouraged him in every folly in

his youth ; to hide his faults from a severe but

not too harsh a judge, she had lowered herself

in the eyes of her husband, and achieved no

good. Cecil was expelled, disgracefully ex-

pelled, and the wretched mother, as she con-

trasted his college life with that of the young
Hamiltons, felt she had been the cause; she

had led him on by the flowery paths of indul-

gence to shame and ruin. He came not near
her ; he joined his regiment, and left England,
without bidding her farewell, and she felt she
should never see him more. From that hour
she sunk

; disease increased, and though she
still lingered, and months passed, and there was
no change for the worse, yet still both Mr. and
Mrs. Hamilton felt that death was written on
her brow ; that, however he might loiter on his

way, his destined victim would never again feel

the blessedness of health
;
and all their efforts

were now directed to soothing the affliction of

Grahame, and lead him to'console by tenderness
he remaining period of his unhappy wife's ex-

istence. They imparted not to him their fears,
but they rested not till their desire was obtain-
ed ; and Lady Helen could feel she was not

only forgiven, but still beloved, and would be

sincerely mourned, both by her husband and
Lilla, in whom she had allowed herself at one
time to be so deceived.

Having now brought the affairs of Oakwood
and all intimately connected with it to a point,
from which no subject of interest took place for

above a year, at that period we resume our nar-
rative.

CHAPTER XVI.

IT was a fine summer morning. The win-
dows of a pretty little sitting-room were thrown
wide open, and the light breeze, loaded with
the perfume of a thousand flowers, played re-

freshingly on the pale cheek of our young friend

Emmeline, who, reclining on a sofa, looked forth

on beautiful nature with mingled sadness and

delight. More than a year had elapsed since

we last beheld her, and she was changed, pain-

fully changed. She still retained her childish

expression of countenance, which ever made her

appear younger than in reality she was, but its

ever-varying light, its beautiful glow, were
one

; yet she complained not. The smile ever
rested on her lips in the presence of her par-
ents

;
her voice was ever joyous, and no sigh,

no repining word, betrayed the breaking heart

within. She recognized with a full and grate-
ful heart the blessings still surrounding her, and

struggled long and painfully to be content
;
but

that fond yearning would not be stilled, that

deep love no effort could dispel. Still there

were times when those who had never known
her in former years would have pronounced her

well, quite well in health; and Emmeline would
smile when such remarks reached her, and won-
der if her parents were so deceived. Some-
times she thought they were, for the name of

Arthur Myrvin was no longer suppressed be-

fore her. She heard of him, of his devotion to

his pupil, of the undeviating integrity and stead

iness which characterized him, and promised
fair to lead Lord Louis in the same bright

paths ;
she had heard of Arthur's devoted care

of his pupil during a long and dangerous ill-

ness, that he, under Divine goodness, had been
the instrument of saving the youth's life, and

restoring him to health
;
and if she permitted

no sign to betray the deep, absorbing interest

she felt, if her parents imagined he was forgot-

ten, they knew not the throbbings of her heart.

She was conversing this morning with Mrs.

Cameron, who had learned to love Emmeline

dearly ;
from being very often at Oakwood, she

and her daughters were looked on by all Mr.
Hamilton's children as part of the family.

" Is not Flora delighted at the idea of again
seeing her brother ? Emmeline asked, in .an-

swer to Mrs. Cameron's information that Wal-
ter was returning with his regiment to England,
and in a very few weeks would be once more
an inmate of her home. She answered cheer-

fully in the affirmative, and Emmeline n.guin

inquired,
" Was Captain Cameron at all ac-

quainted with Cecil Grahame ? Did he know
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the cause of his having been so disgracefully
cashiered ?"

" Their regiments were quartered in such

different parts of Ireland," replied Mrs. Cam-
eron,

" that I believe they only met on one oc-

casion, and then Walter was glad to withdraw
from the society of the dissolute young men by
whom Lieutenant Grahame was always sur-

rounded. The cause of his disgrace appears
enveloped in mystery. Walter certainly allud-

ed to it, but so vaguely, that I did not like to

ask further particulars. I dreaded the effect it

would have on Mr. Grahame, but little imagin-
ed poor Lady Helen would have sunk beneath

it."
"

I believe few know how she doted on that

boy. It was misguided, but still it was love

that caused her to ruin him as she did in his

childhood. From the hour he was expelled
from Cambridge, she never held up her head

;

it was so cruelly ungrateful of him to set off for

Ireland without once seeking her
;
and this last

stroke was too much for her to bear. She still

hoped, despite her better judgment, that he
would in the end distinguish himself, and she

could not meet the disappointment."
" Did she long survive the intelligence ?"
"
Scarcely four-and-twenty hours. Mr. Gra-

hame, feeling unable to command himself, re-

quested mamma and Lilla to impart to her the

distressing information, which they did most

tenderly ;
but their caution was entirely fruit-

less. Her constant inquiry was relative' to his

present situation, and when she heard that he

had not been seen since he was cashiered, she

sunk into a state of insensibility from which she

never recovered."
" And Mr. Grahame ?"
" The ^hock rendered him almost distracted,

for it was so sudden. Lady Helen had become
so altered lately, that she was devotedly loved

both by her husband and child
;
she had been

so long ailing, that both Lilla and her father

fondly hoped and believed she would be spared
to them still some years longer, though she

might never entirely recover her health. Mr.
Grahame :

s feelings are stronger than most peo-

ple imagine, but his misfortunes have bowed
him down even more than I could have believed

possible."
"
They appeared so united and happy, that I

do not wonder at it," observed Mrs. Cameron.
"

I have seldom seen such devotedness as Lady
Helen received from both her husband and
child

;
she always welcomed their affectionate

attentions as if she felt herself undeserving of

them. I was interested in her, she bore her

sufferings so meekly."
"And poor Lilla, how is she ?"
" She suffers much, but behaves admirably*

Ellen says her self-control is extraordinary,
when we remember she was one of those be-

ings who could never conceal a single feeling.
Her poor father seems to look to her now as

his sole blessing and support ;
she soothes his

sorrow so quietly, so tenderly, and ever tries to

prevent his thoughts dwelling on the stigma
which Cecil's disgraceful conduct has cast up-
on his name. I trust time will restore that

calm tranquillity which he has enjoyed the last

year,
but I must own I fear it. If this moody

irritability continue, Lilla will have much to

bear, but she will do her duty, and that will

bring its own reward."
A faint and scarcely audible sigh escaped

from Emmeline as she spoke. Mrs. Cameron,
without noticing, asked when she expected her
brothers to return home from London.

"Herbert. takes orders next week, and they
return together very soon afterward. He is, as

you will believe, delighted at the near approach
of an event which has been his guiding star

since his boyhood. I never saw him looking
so well or so happy, and Percy shares his joy,
and we shall have him near us, I am happy to

say, for he will be the minister of our own dear

parish, which, by Mr. Howard's promotion, will

be vacant about the time he will require it.

Mr. Howard says he thinks he should have
turned rebel, anil refused the presentation of a
valuable living, with the title of archdeacon at-

tached to his name, if any one but Herbert were
to succeed him here

;
but as he leaves his flock

under his care, he will not refuse the blessings
offered him. He does not go very far from us;
if he had. I should have been so very sorry, that

even my brother's succeeding him would not
have satisfied me."
There was a short pause, which was broken

by Emmeline saying,"
Speaking about Mr. Howard and Herbert

has made me. forget Percy, dear fellow. You
know how he has "raved about the grand tour he
is going to make, all the curiosities he is to see

and bring home for me, even to the dome of St.

Peter's or the crater of Vesuvius, if I wish to

see them. He has taken my provoking remarks
in good part, and sets off with Caroline and her
husband in July. My sister's health has been
so delicate the last three months, that she is

advised to go to Geneva. Her little boy grows
such a darling, I shall miss him almost as much
as his mother.'

" Do you stay with them at Castle Terryn
before they go?"

"
I do not. think I shall, for at present I seem

to dislike the idea of leaving home. They come
to us, I believe, a few weeks hence, in order

that we may be all together, which we could

not very well be at St. Eval's."
u Has Lord St. Eval quite lost all anxiety on

his brother's account? The physicians said

they could never have brought him through it,

had it not been for Mr. Myrvin's prudent and

unceasing care."

"Yes; every letter from Castle Malvern
confirms the report, all anxiety has been over

some weeks now; indeed, before the marquis
reached Hanover, where he received from his

son's own lips an affecting and animated account

of his own imprudence, and Mr. Myrvin's heroic

as well as prudent conduct."
" Was there an accident, then ? I thought it

was from the fever then raging in the town.'
5

"Lord Louis had determined, against his

tutor's consent, to join a party of very gay
young men, who wished to leave Hanover for a

time and make an excursion to the sea-shore.

Mr. Myrvin, who did not quite approve of some
of the young gentlemen who were to join the

party, remonstrated, but in vain. Lord Louis

was obstinate, and Mr. Myrvin, finding all his

efforts fruitless, accompanied his pupil, very
much to the annoyance of the whole party, who
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determined to render his sojourn with them so

distasteful, that he would quickly withdraw

himself. Lord Louis, led on by evil compan-

,ons, turned against his tutor, who, however,
-idhered to his duty unshrinkingly. A sailing

match was resolved on, and. notwithstanding
Ihe predictions of Mr. Myrvin, that a violent

storm was coming on, and likely to burst over

them before half their day's sport was completed,

they set off, taunting him with being afraid of

the water. They declared there was no room
for him in their boats, and pushed off without

him. He followed them closely, and fortunate

was it that he did so. The storm burst with
f
ury ;

the little vessels were most of them shat-

tered to pieces, and many of the misguided and

unfortunate young men fell victims to their will-

ful folly. Some, who were good swimmers,

escaped, but Lord Louis had struck his head

against a projecting rock, and stunned and

senseless, must have sunk, had not Mr. Myrvin
been mercifully permitted to bear him to the

shore in safety. He was extremely ill, but in a

few weeks recovered sufficiently to return to

Hanover, unconscious, as was Mr. Myrvin, of

the virulent fever then raging there. Already
in delicate health, he was almost instantly at-

tacked by the disease, in its most alarming and

contagious form: the servants fled in terror

from the house, only one, his own valet, an En-

glishman, remained near him. But Mr. Myrvin
never left him

; day and night he attended,
soothed, and relieved him. His efforts were,

happily, rewarded : Lord Louis lived, and his

preceptor escaped all infection. The marquis
and his son have both written of Mr. Myrvin in

the most gratifying terms
;
and the marchioness

told mamma she could never in any way repay
the debt of gratitude she owed him/'

Mrs. Cameron was much interested in Em-
meline's narrative, and asked if they were not

soon to return to England.
"They may have already arrived," replied

Emmeline. "Florence wrote me a fortnight

ago she was counting the days till their return.

I sent a letter, apparently from her, this morn-

ing to Woodlands for Elfen, as I am not quite
sure whether she will return home this evening
or not, and perhaps that contains the intelli-

gence. His mother and sisters will be overjoy-
ed to have him once more with them, after the

dangers he has passed."
"Has Mr. Myrvin any family?"
"
Only his father, a truly good, kind old man.

the rector of Llanirwillan."

"And are you not desirous to see this ad-

mirable young man, this devoted pi'eeeptor, my
dear Emmeline?" said Mrs. Cameron, smiling.
' ; Will he not be an excellent hero of romance ?"

Emmeline answered, that as she already knew
him. she could not throw around him the halo of

imagination ;
she was content to admire his

character as it was. without decking him in

other charms. Their further conversation turned

upon other and indifferent subjects till Mrs.
Cameron departed.
The death of Lady Helen and the misconduct

of her son had cast such deep gloom over Wood-
lands, that not only Emmeline, but both Mr. and
Mrs. Hamilton feared Grahame would never
rouse himself from the moody apathy into which
he had fallen. He felt disgrace had fallen on

his name, a stain never to be erased
;
that all

men would shun the father of one so publioly
dishonored. The extent of Cecil's conduct was
scarcely known even to his father

;
but that he

had used dishonest measures at the gambling
table to discharge enormous debts; that he had
behaved insolently to his superior officers

;
that

it required great interest to prevent, a much
harsher sentence than had been his punishment

these facts were known all over England.
The previously unsullied name of Grahame was
now synonymous with infamv

;
and it was even

supposed Cecil would never show his face in

England again. Mr. Grahame shrunk in mis-

ery from encountering the glance even of his

friends; he felt as if he too shared the disgrace
of his son, he and his young, his beautiful Lilla;
she whom he had anticipated, with so much
pleasure, introducing among his friends, she
was doomed to share with him the solitude,
which he declared was the only fit abode of

ignominy ;
and even to her his manner was

wayward and uncertain at times almost pain-

fully fond, at others equally stern and harsh.

LillVs character was changed ;
she struggled

to bear with him, unrepiuingly, dutifully, con-

scious that the eye of her God was upon her,
however her father might appear insensible to

her affection.

Even the society of Mr. Howard and Mr.
Hamilton was irksome

;
their efforts to rouse

and cheer him were unavailing, and they could

only hope time would achieve that for which

friendship was inadequate.
Herbert's engagement with Mary Greville

still remained untold, but he looked forward to

discovering his long-treasured secret, when he
beheld himself indeed an ordained minister of

God; Percy, perhaps, was in bis confidence, but

neither his sisters nor Ellen. Mary's letters

were full of comfort to him
;
such pure and

beautiful affection breathed in every line, that

even the sadness which the few last unconscious-

ly betrayed did not alarm him. He accounted
for it by her reluctance to quit her beautiful re-

treat in the Swiss mountains for the confusion

and heat of Paris, where she now resided. A
few months previously they had been visited in

their retreat by her father; scarcely more sur-

prised were they at his appearance than at his

manner, which was kinder and more indulgent
than Mary had ever remembered it. For a

short time Mrs. Greville indulged hopes that

their long separation had effected a change in

her husband, and that they should at length be

happy together.
He did not know much about Alfred. le said,

except that he was well, and traveling with

some friends in different parts of the Continent.

Mrs. Greville tried to be satisfied, and her

cheering hopes did not desert her even when
her husband expressed a wish that she would
reside with him at Paris. The wish rather con-

firmed them, as it evinced that he was no longer
indifferent to her own and his child's society.
With joyful alacrity she consented, but in vain

endeavored to banish from Mary's mind ihe

foreboding fears that appeared to have filled it,

from the hour it was settled they were to leave

Monte Rosa. In vain her mother affectionately

represented how much nearer she would be to

Herbert
; nothing could remove, though she
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strove to conquer, this seemingly unralled-for

and indefinable despondency.
"

I confess my weakness," she wrote to her
betrothed

j

" but I had so often pictured re-

maining at Monte Rosa till you came for me, as

you promised, so often pictured to myself the

delight of showing to you my favorite haunts,
ere we left them together for still dearer En-

gland, that I can not bear to find these visions

dispelled without pain. I know you will tell

me I ought to be thankful for this great and

happy change in my father, and bear every
privation for the chance of binding him to us

forever. Do not reprove me, dear Herbert, but

there is that about my father that bids me trem-
ble still, and whispers the calm is not lasting;
in vain I strive against it, but a voice tells me,
in thus leaving Monte Rosa, peace lingers in

its beautiful shades, and woe's dark shadow
stands threatening before me."

Herbert longed to go to her, and thus disperse
all these foreboding fears, but, that pleasure the

near approach of his ordination prevented; but

fondly he looked forward with unalloyed hope
in a few months to seek his Mary, and at once
banish all indefinable sorrow by making her his

own. Not a doubt entered his mind of Mr.
Greville's consent, when he should in person
demand it, and he was eager to do so while

this strangely indulgent humor continued.

The first few months of her residence in Paris

were fraught with happiness for Mrs. Greville.

Her husband's manner did not change. They
mingled in .-society,

and the admiration Mary's
quiet beauty excited afforded the greatest pleas-
ure to her mother, and even appeared to inspire
her father with some pride. To the poor girl

herself it was irksome and painful ;
but she tried

to convince herself that these feelings were

wrong, and checked them even in her letters to

Herbert.

Ellen returned from Woodlands, where she

had been staying with Lilla, whose affection for

her continued unabated
;

for she found in her

society and sympathy much comfort since her

mother's death. There was little change visible

in Ellen. Her health was established, her pen-
sive beauty unimpaired. Still was she the meek,

unassuming, gentle girl she had long been; still

to the eye of strangers somewhat cold and in-

different. Her inward self was becoming every
year more strengthened ;

she had resolved to

use every effort to suffer, without the slightest

portion of bitterness impregnating her senti-

ments toward her fellow creatures, or the world

in general. Her lot she knew was to bear / her

duty she felt was to conceal.

Ellen, on her return home, gave her cousin

the letter which Emmeline had mentioned as

having forwarded to her that morning. It was

fraught with interest, and the anxious eye of

Mrs. Hamilton moved not from her daughter's
countenance as she read. Still was it so calm
that even she was puzzled ;

and again the

thought, "Is it for him she is thus drooping,

fading like a (lower before me ? is it, indeed,
-he struggle between love and duty which has

made her thus?" crossed her mind, as it had

often, very often done before, and brought with
t renewed perplexity.

Lady Florence had written in the highest

spirits, announcing the return of her father,

Lord Louis, and his tutor; that her brother was

looking quite well and strong, and was the

same dear, merry, mischievous boy as ever;

delighted to be in England, abusing all the

Germans, and professing and displaying the

most extreme fondness for Mr. Myrvin.
" He speaks of Mr. Myrvin in terms that bring

tears to my eyes, tears of which, my dear Ellen,
I am not at all ashamed. The only drawback
to the life of a soldier, which my brother has
now positively resolved on, in spite of all our

persuasions, exists, he says, in the consequent
separation from Mr. Myrvin, vnd he almost
wishes to go to Cambridge, to chain him to his

side; but for Mr. Myrvin's sake, I am glad this

will not be. He is looking ill, very ill, quite
different to the Arthur Myrvin we knew at Oak-
wood

;
a change has come over him which I

can not describe, and even to myself can scarcely
define. He is much more polished in his man-

ner, but it is tinged with such deep melancholy,
or intense thought, I really do not know which
it is, that he appears many years older than when
he left England. My father has at length pre-
vailed on him to resign all idea of again seeking
the arduous charge of tutor

; but, with that honest

pride which I so much admire and esteem, he
has refused all papa's offers of advancement,
only consenting to accept the living on Eugene's
estate, when Louis shall require his services no

longer. I trust the healthy air of Cornwall, and
the quiet of his parish, will restore him to health,
for the care which preserved that of Louis has,
I fear, ruined his own. He goes to London to-

morrow to see Herbert; the society of your
cousins can not fail to do him good. Louis joins
the army in a few months, and then Mr. Myrvin
will take possession of his living ; but you will

in all probability see them before, as Lord and

Lady St. Eval have sent a pressing invitation

for them to come down to Castle Terryn, and as
soon as Mr. Myrvin returns from London, Louis
intends doing so. I want to hear Herbert's

opinion of his friend, as my dismal fancies con-

cerning him may. after all, be only a woman's

fancy, yet looking ill he decidedly is."

So wrote Lady Florence, and very soon Her-
bert and Percy's letters home confirmed all she
had said. Either the air of Germany had not

been congenial, or some other cause had so

changed his outward appearance and tinned his

manner, that Herbert could not look on him
without pain ;

but the restless irritation, the

haughty indifference which had been his before

he left Oakwood. no longer existed. There
was a quiet dignity about him that prevented
all intrusive sympathy ;

a mild, steady luster in

his dark gray eye, which so clearly said con-

science was at peace, that Herbert instinctively
felt the bonds of friendship stronger than they
had ever been before

;
he was no longer anxious,

for he felt assured the errors of Arthur's former

life were conquered, and he wrote to his father

concerning his friend with all his native elo-

quence.
Emmeline made no observation; her young"

soul was absorbed in an intense feeling of

thanksgiving, that her prayers had been heard.

Strength had been granted him, and he had done
his duty; he was esteemed, beloved; his char-

acter was pure and bright; and if the gulf be-

tween them remained impassable, should she
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m.irmur, when- all for which she had prayed had
oeen vouehsafed her? But a sterner call of

obedience appeared about to hover over her,

from which her young spirit shrunk back ap-

palled.
Herbert's anxious wishes were accomplished;

there was no longer any barrier to his earnest

prayers to become a servant of his God, and of

service to his fellow-creatures. The six years
in which he had labored unceasingly, untiringly,
to prepare himself for the life which from his

boyhood he had chosen, now appeared but as a

passing dream, and as he knelt before the vener-

able bishop, his feelings became almost over-

powering. Tears rose in his eyes, and he droop-
ed his head upon his hands to conceal them. He
felt this was no common life on which he enter-

ed, no mere profession, in which he would be at

liberty to think and act as he pleased. Herbert
felt that he had vowed himself to do the work of

God
;
that in it comprised the good of his fellow-

creatures, the stern conquest of his own rebel-

lious will; that his actions, not his language
only, should uphold the glory of his Maker.
The return of Percy and Herbert brought

pleasure to Oakwood, and a week or two after-

ward Lord and Lady St. Eval. with their little

boy, arrived, imparting additional happiness.
Emmeline was surprised at seeing them, lor she

thought Lord Louis and his preceptor were ex-

pected at Castle Terryn. Lord St. Eval often

spoke of his brother, and alluded to Myrvin, and
even hinted his thanks to Emmeline for her exe-

tions in the latter's favor, when the marquis was

hesitating whether or not to intrust him with the

charge of his son
;
but on such matters he never

spoke openly, yet not so guardedly as to betray
to Emmeline he was acquainted with her secret.

Mr. Hamilton had many private conversations

both with the young earl and his son Herbert,
but what the subject was which so engrossed
him only Mrs. Hamilton knew.
The return of Edward, too, from a short cruise

gave additional spirit to Oakwood. The young
sailor had rapidly run through the grades of

lieutenant, and now stood the first on the line;
his character both as a sailor and a man was
confirmed. He was as deservedly respected by
his messmates as beloved by his family, and to

Ellen he was indeed dear. The most perfect
confidence existed between this affectionate

brother and sister, except on one point, and on
that even to Edward she could not speak ;

but
he had not one thought, one feeling which he

concealed from her, he sought no other friend.

Scarcely could Mrs. Cameron and her son Wal-
ter recognize in this amiable young man the

headstrong, fiery, overbearing lad they had
known in India.

The little party at Oakwood had all either

walked or ridden out, and Mrs. Hamilton alone

remained at home. She stood by the side of

Emmeline, who was asleep, peacefully and

sweetly ;
a smile, bright and beautiful as of

other days, played round her lips. The mother
reflected on the words of Mr. Maitland. who
had assured her, the remedy he proposed would
be successful. " Make her happy, remove this

weighty load which weighs upon her heart, and
she will live to be the blessing she has ever been
to all who love her."

Tears of mingled feelir.g rose to the eyes of

Mrs. Hamilton as she watched her child. Em-
meline's lips moved. "Arthur, dear Arthur,"
she murmured, a faint flush rising to her cheek,
and the smile heightened in Us brilliancy; a
few minutes, and her eyes unclosed : a shade of

disappointment passed over her features, a faint

sigh struggled to escape, but it WHS checked,
for she met her mother's fond glance, and
smiled.

" Why are you not gone out, dearest mother,
this lovely evening? why stay with -such a dull

companion as I am? Percy and Edward could
offer so many more attractions, and I am sure
it is not with their good-will you are here."
"Would my Emmeline refuse me the sweet

pleasure of watching her, tending her? believe

me, dearest, without you at my side, the park
and this lovely evening would lose half their

attractions."

"Do not say so, my own mother, I am not
ill,

only lazy, and that you were not wont to en-

courage ; my eyes would close, spite of all my
efforts. But why should you have the uninter-

esting task of watching my slumbers?"
"
Because, dearest, I will not abandon my

office, till it is claimed as the right of another.

It will soon be, my Emmeline; but do not send
me from your side till then."

" The right of another, dearest mother? whose

right will it ever be but yours ? who can ever
be to me the tender nurse that you have been ?"
"One who will vow to love, protect, and

cherish you ;
one who loves you, my own Emme-

line, and longs to claim you as his own, and re-

store, by his affection, the health and spirits you
have lost

;
one who has the consent and blessing

of your father and myself, and waits but for

yours."
Emmeline started from her recumbent posture.

"Oh, send me not from you, mother, mv own
mother ! Do not, oh, do not compel me to mar-

ry !" she exclaimed, in a tone of agony.
" The

affection of a husband restore rny health ! oh, no,

no, it would break my heart at once, and you
would send me from you but to die. Mother,
oh, let me stay with you. Do not let my father

command my obedience; in every thinu else I

will obey but in this. She hid her face in Mrs.
Hamilton's bosom, and wept bitterly.
"We will command nothing that can make

you miserable, my own," replied her mother,

soothingly. "But you will love him, my Em-
meline, you will love him as he loves you; his

fond affection can not fail to make you happy.
You will learn to know him to value his noble

virtues, his honorable principles. As his wife,
new pleasures, new duties will be around you.
Health will return, and I shall see my Emme-
line once more as she was my own happy
child."

" And has it indeed gone so far that both you
and my falher have consented, and I must dis-

obey and displease my parents, or be miserable

for life !"
" My child," said Mrs. Hamilton, so solemnly,

that Emmeline involuntarily checked her tears,

"my child, you shall never marry the husband
we have chosen for you. unless you can love and
be happy with him : sacredly and irrevocably I

promise this. You shall not sacrifice yourself
for a doubtful duty. If, when you have seen

and known him, your wishes still are contrary
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to ours, we will not demand your obedience.

If you still prefer your mother's home, never,

never shall you go i'rom me. Be comforted, my
Emmeliue do not weep thus. Will you not

trust me ? If you can not love, you shall not

marry."
"
But, my father oh. mamma, will he too

promise me this?"
"
Yes, love : doubt him not," and a smile so

cheering, so happy, was round Mrs. Hamilton's

lips as she spoke, that Emmeline unconsciously
lelt relieved. "We only wish our Emrneline's

consent to an introduction to this estimable

young man, who has so long and so faithfully

}oved her, and if still she is inexorable we must
submit. Could I send you from me without

your free consent? Could I part from you ex-

cept for happiness?"
Emmeline threw her arms round her mother's

neck. In vain she struggled to ask who was
the young man of whom her mother spoke.

Why should she inquire, when she felt that he

never, never could be any thing to her ? Bitter-

ly, painfully she struggled to dismiss the thought

hastily from her mindT and gladly hailed the en-

trance of the nurse with her little nephew as a

relief. Her mother joined her in caressing and

playing with him. and ere he was dismissed the

scattered parties had returned, and there was
no opportunity for farther confidential converse.

It was a happy, merry party at Oakwood, but

the presence of Lilla Grahame was wanting to

make it complete. Ellen was constantly with

her, for she would not permit the lively proceed-

ings of home to interfere with the call of friend-

ship ;
and iu this task of kindness she was con-

stantly joined by Edward, who would frequently
leave gayer amusements to offer Lilla his com-

pany on her walk, and his intelligent conversation,

his many amusing anecdotes, frequently drew a

smile from his young listener, and, combined

with Ellen's presence and more quiet sympathy,
raised her spirits, and encouraged her in her

painful task of bearing with, if she could not

soothe, her father's still irritable temperament.
Woodlands was to be sold

;
for Mr. Grahame

had resolved on burying himself and his child in

seme retired cottage, where his very existence

might be forgotten. In. vain Mr. and Mrs.

Hamilton combated this resolution, and entreated

him at least to settle near them
; gloomy, almost

morose, he still spoke of Wales as the only place
where he was not known, where his name might
not be associated with disgrace. Lilla was just

of an age to feel the parting with the kind friends

of her childhood as a most painful trial, but she

determined to reconcile herself to her father's

will, whatever it might be.

Captain Cameron too was an agreeable addi-

tion to the society of Oakwood
; high-spirited,

and naturally joyous, Percy liked him as a

kindred spirit ;
and reserved, though intelligent,

Herbert found many points of his character

assimilate with his. Mrs. Cameron's station

in life had been somewhat raised since her

return to England. Sir Hector Cameron, her

husband's elder brother, childless and widowed,
found his morose and somewhat miserly dispo-

sition softened, and his wish to know his broth-

er's family became too powerful to be resisted.

He had seen Walter in Ireland, and admired the

young man ere he knew who he was
5
a farther

acquaintance, ere he discovered himself as his

uncle, heightened these good impressions, and
Walter to his utter astonishment, found himself

suddenly the heir to a rich baronetcy, and his

mother and sisters comfortably provided for.

He rejoiced at his good fortune, but not at the

baronetcy itself: not for the many pleasures
which, as Sir Hector's heir, now stood tempting-
ly before him, but because he might now indeed

encourage an affection, which he had once
believed was as hopeless as it was intense.

There is but one person whom we knew in a
former page whose fate we have omitted to

mention
;

it may be well to do so here, ere we
proceed regularly with our narrative. The
high-minded, unselfish, truth-loving Lady Ger-
trude Lyle had at length, to the great joy of her

parents, consented to reward long years of

silent devotion, by bestowing her hand on the

Marquis of Alford. They were married, and
need we say that they were happy. Lady Ger-
trude's love to her husband increased with each

passing year, and he, as time passed on, missed

nothing of that bright example of goodness, of

piety, and virtue, which had led him to deserv e

her love.

"Emmeline, dearest, put on your prettiest
dress to-night, and confine these flowing curls

with some tasteful wreath," said Mr. Hamilton,

playfully addressing his daughter, about a week
after the conversation with her mother. The

dressing-bell had sounded, and the various in-

mates of Oakwood were obeying its summons
as he spoke, and Caroline laughingly asked her

father how long he had taken such an interest

in dress. "Does your ladyship think 1 never
do?" he replied with mock gravity.
"Do you remember when my dear father's

own hand wreathed a sprig of scarlet geranium
in my hair, some ten years ago, when I was a

vain and willful girl?" replied the young count-

ess, without heed-ing his question, and looking

up with fond affection in his face. "
Ah, papa,

no flower, even when formed of gems, ever gave
me so much pleasure as that."

"Not even when placed within these glossy
curls by St. Eval's hand ? Are you not jealous,

Eugene?"
" Not in the least, my dear sir," replied the

earl, laughing. "I have heard of that flower,
and the good effects it produced."

" You have heard of it, have you ? I should

have fancied my Caroline had long ere this for-

gotten it."

Lady St. Eval smiled reproachfully as she

quitted the room, and Mr. Hamilton, turning to

Emmeline, took her hand fondly, and said,
" Why does my Emmeline look so grave ? Does
she not approve of her father taking an interest

in her dress ? But it is not for me I wish you
to look pretty to-night. I will confess

;
for anoth-

er, Emmeline, one whom I expect you will, for

my sake, do all in your power to please, and

and love. Do not start, my child,, the task will

not be very difficult." He kissed her cheek

with a cheerful smile, and left her, motionless

and pale, every feature expressive of passive

endurance, her hands clasped tightly on her

heart. Emmeline sat before her mirror, and

permitted Fanny to arrange her beautiful hair

as she would
;

to her it mattered not. Tho
words of her father alone rung in her ears.
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That night staled her fate. Fanny spoke, for

she was alarmed at her young lady's manner,
but Emmeline answered as if she had heard her

not, :nid the b siness of the toilet passed in

silence. Yet so well had it been performed, so

fair and lovely d.d that gentle girl look, as she

entered the drawing-room, that every eye was
fixed on her in admiration. The graceful folds

of an Indian muslin dress enveloped her slight

form, and a wreath of lilies of the valley, twined

with the smallest pink rose-buds, confined her

luxuriant hair
;
a scarcely perceptible blush was

on her cheeks, and her eyes, continually wander-

ing round the room, as if in search for some
unseen object, shone with unusual brilliancy.

Her lather whispered, as he found himself near

her,
"

I do not expect my friend will arrive till

late, my little Emmy, but look as pretty then as

you do now, and I shall be satisfied."

She was relieved, but intelligence met her

ear. ere dinner was concluded, that rendered it

a fearful struggle to retain her composure. Mrs.

Cameron's family, Mr. Howard, and one or two

others, she knew were coming in the evening,
but that Lord St. Eval expected his brother

Louis to arrive at Oak wood by eight or nine

o'clock that same evening, was indeed informa-

tion startling in the extreme. Would he not be

accompanied by his preceptor? Would she not

see him, from whom she had so long been part-
ed? see him. to whom her heart was given, and

in his presence be introduced to the husband of

her parents' choice?
Mrs. Hamilton watched her with extreme

uneasiness, and when dinner was over, whisper-

ed, as it seemed, an earnest entreaty in her

husband's ear. He shook his head in sportive
refusal

;
she still appeared anxious, but acqui-

esced. The hours passed on. Emmeline for a

few minutes had retired, for the happiness, the

gayety around her, pressed with overpowering
heaviness on her heart; she had turned from it

almost unconsciously.
"
Why, oh, why did 1

not confess to mamma that I could not wed an-

other, because I still loved Arthur ? why was I

so foolish as to fear to confess the truth, we
should not then have met? Why have I been

so weak to hide these miserable feelings even

from my mother ? how can I expect her sym-
pathy, when she knows them not?"

So .she thought, but it was now too late. The
affectionate caresses, the kind voice of her cous-

in Ellen roused her; controlling herself, she took

Ellen's arm, and together they entered the draw-

ing-room. She saw no strangers, all were fa-

miliar to her eye, and rallying her spirits, she

entered into conversation with St. Eval, who
hastened up to her as she entered. Ellen joined
the dancers.

"
I wonder why we all seem so gay and hap-

py to-night," said St. Eval. "Look at Captain
Ciiini-roii and our pretty demure cousin Ellen,

Emmeline; I never saw such devotion in my
life. Take my word for it, that will be a match
one of these days, and a very pretty one. Cam-
eron is a good i'ellow, and if ever any one were

smitten, he is."
" But Ellen's admiration of his character is

rather too open and freely expressed for him to

hope his affection, if he do love, is returned.

No, Eugene, Captain Cameron may be attract-

ed, I grant you, but I do not fancy he will be
Ellen's choice."

" Do you know any who you think will ?"
"Whivt a question," she said, smiling, "to

tempt rue to betray my cousin's secrets, if she
had any. but candidly I must admit that as yet
I know none. It is a strange fancy, but I often
think Ellen will be an old maid."

'

"
Why, is she so precise, so prim, so opinion-

ated, so crabbed ? For shame, Emmeline, even
to hint such a thing."

"
Nay, St. Eval, the shame is rather yours,

for daring to associate such terms with a single
woman. To go through life alone, without

sympathy, without any call for natural affec-

tions, always appeal's at first sight rather mel-

ancholy than otherwise ; but why should dislike

and prejudice be added to them ? I can not think
that a woman's remaining unmarried is any
proof of her being unamiable."

"Indeed, I am not so unjust," said the earl,

smiling ;

" when old maids conduct themselves

properly, I esteem them quite as much and more
than some married women. But still Ellen
shall not be an old maid

;
she is too pretty and

too good, and would bless any man who may be

happy enough to gain her aifections and esteem.
But you, Emmeline, you, surely, will not be an
old maid, though you are so warm in their de-
fense."

" My lot is not in my own hands do not speak
of that, Eugene," she said, with a quivering
lip; and hastily turning from his gaze, she

added,
" as you seem to know every body's

concerns in the room, what are Mrs. Cameron
and Florence talking so intently about?"

" On the old subject : my madcap brother
Louis and his sage tutor. By-the-by, Emmy, I

have never asked what you think of Myrvin's
conduct in this affair; d'id he not behave ad

mirably?"
"He did but his duty," replied Emmehne,

firmly. "He acted but as every man of gener-
ous feelings would have done

;
it was his duty,

for he had pledged himself to the care of his

pupil, and could he have left him in his sickness?
The dictates of common humanity, the social

duties of life would have prevented hnu. r '

"What a pity Florence does not hear you,
such calm reasoning would destroy all the glow
of romance which she has thrown around these

incidents. But indeed you do not give Myrvin
his due, every man does not perform his duty."

"Every man ought, and when he does not,
he is wrong ;

as when he does, he is right."
" But this is contrary to your own principle,

Emmeline. What has become of the cut husiasm
which once bade you condemn all such cold

judgments, such scanty praise ? Once upon a

time, you would have looked on such conduct

very differently."
Emmeline turned away, but St. Eval .saw her

eyes were swimming in tears. He continued,

sportively,
" Be assured, I will tell Myrvin as soon as I

see him."
"

I beg you will not, my lord," Emmeline

said, struggling to retain her calmness
;
but fail-

ing, she added, entreatingly,
' : dearest Eugene,

if you have any regard for me, do not repeat

my words
;

let them pass with the subject, it

has engrossed us quite enough."
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St. Eval shook his head in playful reproof.

They sat apart from the dancers, and feeling
neither her words nor any subsequent agitation

could be remarked, she placed her trembling
hand in St.. Eval's, and said, almost inarticu-

lately"
"
Eugene, tell me, does Arthur Mr. Myrvin

accompany Lord Louis to-night ? Do not de-

ceive me."
"He does," he replied instantly, "and what

detains them I can not understand. But fear

nothing, dearest Emmeline, I know all
; you

may trust me, fear nothing. And now your
promise the quadrille is formed, they only
wait for us."

"I know all, fear nothing," Emmeline inter-

nally repeated, her whole frame trembling with

agitation, as kindly and encouragingly St. Eval
led her to the place assigned them. She forced

herself to think only on the dance, on the amus-

ing anecdotes he was telling her, on the light

laugh, the ready jest that were sparkling around
her. Her natural grace in dancing forsook her

not, nor did she refuse her sister's request,
when the quadrille was finished, that she would
take out her harp. She seated herself at the

instrument, and commenced.
Music had not lost its charm, rapt in the ex-

quisite air she was playing, it seemed to soothe

her agitated feelings, and bid her forget her

usual timidity. All were silent, for the air was
so sweet, so plaintive, not a voice could have
disturbed it

;
it changed to a quicker, more

animated strain, and at that instant Emmeline
beheld Edward and Ellen hastily rise to greet
a young man, who noiselessly yet eagerly came
forward to meet them: it was Lord Louis.

Emmeline started, a strong effort alone enabled

her to command herself sufficiently to continue

playing, but her fingers now moved mechani-

cally; every pulse throbbed so violently, and

to her ear so loudly, that she no longer heard

the notes she played. All was a mist before

her eyes, and the animated plaudits that greet-
ed her as she ceased, rung in her ears as un-

meaning, unintelligible sounds. Lord Louis

hastily advanced to lead her from the harp, and

to tell her how very glad he was to see her

again, though even his usually careless eye lost

its mirthful expression, as he marked the al-

teration in his i'avorite companion. Emmeline
tried to smile and answer him in his own strain,

but her smile was sickly and faint, and her

voice trembled audibly as she spoke. She look-

ed round, fearing yet longing to see another,
but Lord Louis was alone. His preceptor was
not near him, but Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton, St.

Eval and Herbert had also left the room.

Some little time passed in animated conversa-

tion, still Myrvin did not appear.
" You are wanted in the library, dearest Em-

meline," said the young Countess St. Eval.

"Come with me, Emmeline; foolish girl,

'fear nothing,'
"

said the earl, joyously.

"Smile, gentle one," he whispered, as she

turned her beseeching glance toward him,
" do

not greet the husband your parents have select-

ed for you with a countenance such as this
;

nay, fear nothing, he repeated, as her steps fal-

tered, and every limb trembled at his words.

Again he smiled a.s he had once before during
that evening, and for the first time a gleam of

sudden light darted across the bewildered mind
of the agitated girl, but so dazzling were the

rays, so overpowering the brilliancy, from the

contrast with the deep gloom which had been
there before, that she could not believe it real

;

she deemed it some wild freak of fancy, that

sportive fancy which had so long deserted her.

St. Eval hurried on, supporting rather than

leading his companion. They reached the li-

brary, and Emmeline's agitation increased al-

most to fainting; she leaned more heavily on
St. Eval's arm; though her heart beat almost

audibly, and her cheek vied in its paleness with
a marble statue near her, not a word betrayed
her emotion. There were many lights within
the library, a group was gathered round the

center-table, but to Emmeline all was indistinct,
not one among them could she recognize. Her
father hastened toward her, he took her trem-

bling hands in his, and led her gently forward.

"Look up, my beloved," he said, tenderly;" we have sent for you to ratify the consent your
mother and I have given, given on condition

that if yours be withheld, ours also is void. But
will the long years of silent love and uncom-

plaining suffering for your sake, plead in vain to

one so gentle as yourself? Look up, my Em-
meline, and tell me, if the fond affection, the

tender cares of him whom we have chosen, will

not indeed prove the best restorative we can
bestow?"

She did look up, and the quick gushing flow

of blood dyed her pallid cheek with crimson, and
lit up her soft eyes with their wonted luster

There was one tall, manly form beside her

gazing on her with such devoted love, that she

saw not how pale were those expressive features,
what a tleep impress of long suffering was on

that high and noble brow. She heard naught
but that deep rich voice pronounce her name, and

call her "his own, own Emmeline," for she had

sunk in his extended arms, she had hidden hei

face upon his shoulder and wept.
"Are we forgiven, Emmeline dearest?" said

Mrs. Hamilton, fondly, after a long pause, which

many mingled feelings had occasioned. Hei
child withdrew for a moment from the arms of

her betrothed, and flung herself upon her neck.

"Your father bound me by a promise not to re-

veal his secret, and I kept it well till this even-

ing ;
for did you not deserve some punishment

my child, for believing even for a single moment

your parents would have rewarded your unwa-

vering discharge of a most painful duty, youi

unhesitating submission to our will, by forcing

you to bestow your hand upon another, when

your heart was already engaged ? No, my own

Emmeline, we could not have been so cruel.

Take her, my dear Arthur
; freely, fearlessly ]

consign her happiness to your charge, fur indeed

you have well deserved her."

We need not lift the vail from the brief inter-

view which the consideration of Mr. and Mrs.
Hamilton afforded to the lovers, it is enough that

they were happy, happy in the consciousness not

of present joy alone, but of duty unshrinkingly
performed, of pain endured with unrepining for-

titude; unalloyed in its purity indeed was their

happiness, for it was the recompense of virtue.

When the tidings of what had passed were
made known, there were few who did not feel as

if some individual joy had been imparted. The
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universal sympathy occasioned by the happiness
of a being so generally beloved as Emmeline
shed new animation over the little party. And

Ellen, the gentle, affectionate Ellen, did not she

rejoice ? She did, unfeignedly, sincerely, but

there was a pang of bitterness mingled with it

which she vainly struggled to subdue.
" Can you consent to live in the humble vicar-

age of my estate, Emmeline?" whispered the

young earl in her ear, as she relinquished the

arm of Arthur, whom Edward, Percy, and Ellen
were eagerly surrounding. "You have often

admired it. Will it serve you for a home, think

you ? if not, name what alterations you will like,

and they shall be done, even as if Aladdin's

wonderful genii had performed it."

"Dearest Eugene," said Emmeline, "I feel

it is to you. to your generous pleadings in Arthur's

favor, I greatly owe this happiness. Will you
not let me thank you for that, instead of asking
more?"

"
No, little fairy, I will do no such thing, for

I only spoke the truth, and that Emmeline, 'was
but my duty,"

1 and demands no thanks or praise

whatever; and as I have selected my friend

Myrvin to supply the place of my late vicar,
who was promoted last week to a better living.
to see every thing prepared for his comfort, and
that of his wife is also mine."

"Nay, spare me, dear St. Eval; I will plead

guilty of not giving Arthur his due, if you will

promise me not always to torment me with duty.
I was unjust and unkind."

<;

No, dearest Emmy, you were neither unjust
nor unkind; you only said one thing and meant

another, and as I know why you did so, I forgive

you."
Mrs. Cameron's family and the other guests

having departed, and only Mr. Hamilton's own
circle lingering in the drawing-room, some sur-

prise was occasioned to all except Mrs. Hamil-
ton and Percy, by Mr. Hamilton suddenly laying
his hand gently on Herbert's shoulder, and say-

ing earnestly, though somewhat playfully,
*' One surprise and one cause lor congratula-

tion we might, I think, deem sufficient for one

evening, but I intend being the happy messen-

ger of another event, which may chance to be
even more surprising, and certainly not less joy-
ful. 1 beg you will all offer Mrs. Hamilton and

myself your warmest congratulations, for the

same day that gives us a new son will, I trust,

bestow on us another daughter. This quiet

young man intends taking unto himself a wife,

and as it may be some little time ere we can

bring her home from France, the best thing
we can do is to anticipate two marriages in one

day."
"
Herbert, my true English-bred and English-

feeling cousin, marry a French woman, by my
good sword, you shall not," said Edward, laugh-
ing, when the universal surprise and joy which
this information had excited had somewhat sub-
sided. The eager question who was Herbert's

choice, was asked by Caroline and Emmeline
together.

" Fear nothing, master lieutenant," St. Eval
said, ere Herbert could reply ;

"
my wits, though

a landsman, are not quite so blunt as yours, and
I guess better th-in you do. Is it possible no
one here can toll ? has my demure brother Her-
bert's secret never been suspected ? Caroline,

what has become of your penetration j
and

Emmeline, your romance? Ellen, can not you
guess ?"

"Yes," she replied, instantly, though as she
spoke a sudden crimson rose to her cheek which,
though unnoticed, had been, while Mr. Hamil-
ton spoke, pale as death.

"
May you, may you be happy, dearest Her

bert," she added, calmly, as she extended her
hand to him; "few are so fitted to make you
so, few can so truly sympathize in your feelings
as Mary Greville."

"You are right, you are right, Ellen," said

Lady Emily Lyle, as Herbert warmly pressed
his cousin's hand, and thanked her in that low

thrilling voice so peculiarly his own
;
and then,

with a countenance radiant with animated joyj
turned toward the little croup, and thanking
them for the joy with which his Mary's name
was universally greeted, turned to Edward and

asked, with a smile, if Mary wrere not sufficiently

English to content him.
"
Quite, quite ;

I would even go over to

France for the sake of bringing her to England
in my gallant Gem," replied the young sailor.
" She is the best wife you could have' chosen,
Herbert, for you were ever alongside, even in

your boyish days ;
and it would have been a sin

and shame for you to have married any one else.

Percy, why do not you follow such an excellent

example ?"
"

I because a bachelor's life has not yet lost

its charms for me, Edward ! I like my own
ease, my own pleasure best, and wish to be
free a short time longer," replied the young
man, stretching himself on a sola, with a comic
air of nonchalance and affectation

;
then starting

up, he added, theatrically,
"

I am going to be a

senator, a senator; and how in the world can I

think of matrimony but as a state of felicity un-
suited to such a hard-working fellow as I am, or

rather, mean to be."
"

I commend you for the correction in your
speech, Percy," said his mother smiling. ''Mean
to be and am, are two very different things."

" But in me may chance so to amalgamate as

to become the same. Mother, who would be-

lieve you could be so severe? But I forgive

you ;
one of these days you will regret your

injustice : that smile says, i wish I may. Well,
we shall see. And now, lords and ladies, to

bed, to bed. 1 have swallowed such large

draughts of surprise to-night, I can bear no
more. A kind good-night to all. Myrvin," he
called out from the hall,

"
if you are as early

to-morrow as you were at Oxford, we will bo
off to Trevilion and inspect your new vicarage
before breakfast, and back by night."

" Not to-morrow, Arthur," entreated Emme-
line, in a low voice, as he followed her from the

room.
u Not to-morrow, dearest," he replied, ten-

derly, as he drew her to his bosom, and bade
God bless her.

The other members of the family also separa-

ted, Ellen one of the last, for Lady Emily at

first detained her in some trilling converse, and
Mrs. Hamilton was telling her of something she

wished her niece to do for her the next morning.
Ellen was standing in the shade as her aunt

spoke ;
all had left the room except Edward and

themselves, and humming a lively air, the former
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was departing, when, turning round to wish his

sister good night, the light flashed lull upon her

face, and there was something in its expression,
in its almost unearthly paleness, that made him

suddenly start and cease his song.
" Merciful heaven ! Ellen, what is the matter ?

You look like a ghost."
"Do not be silly, Edward, there is nothing

the matter. I am quite well, only warm," she

replied, struggling to smile, but her voice was
so choked, her smile so unnatural, that not only
her brother but her aunt was alarmed.

" You are deceiving us, my dear girl, you are

not well. Are you in pain, dearest?" she said,

hastening toward her.

Ellen had borne up well when unnoticed
;
but

the voice of kindness, the fond caress her aunt

bestowed, completely overpowered her, and,

sinking on a chair, she burst into tears.

"It is nothing, indeed it is nothing, my dear
aunt." she said, with a strong effort checking
the bursting sob. "I have felt the heat very
oppressive all the evening, it is only that which
makes me so foolish."

"
I hope it is only the heat, my Ellen," replied

Mrs. Hamilton, fondly, suspicion flashing across

her mind, not indeed of the truth, but something
near akin to it. For a few minutes Ellen leaned

her head silently against her aunt, who continued

bending over her, then returning her affectionate

kiss, shook hands with her brother, assured him
she was quite well, and quietly left the room.

"Now, then, I know indeed my fate," Ellen
murmured internally, as her aching head rested

on a sleepless pillow, and her clasped hands
were pressed against her heart, to stop its suffo-

cating throbs. " Why am I thus overwhelmed,
as if I had ever hoped, as if this were unex-

pected? Have I not known it, have I not felt

that she would ever be his choice ? that I was
mad enough to love one, who from his boyhood
loved another. Why has it fallen on me as a

shock for which I was utterly unprepared ?

What has become of my many resolutions?

Why should the task be more difficult now than

it has been ? I feel as if life were irksome to me,
as if all I loved were turned to that bitterness

of spirit against which I have striven, as if I

could dash from my poor cousin's lips the cup
of unexpected happiness she has only this even-

ing tasted. Oh, merciful Father ! forsake me
not now

;
let me not feel thus, only fill my heart

with love and charity take from me this bitter-

ness and envy. It is Thou that dispensest this

bitter cup. Father, I recognize Thy hand, and
would indeed resign myself to Thee. Oh. enable

me to do so : teach me to love Thee alone, to do

Thy work, to subdue myself, and in thankfulness

receive the many blessings still around me
;

let

me but see them happy. Oh, my Father, let

Thy choicest blessings be his lot, and for me "

it was a bitter struggle, but ere the night had

passed that young spirit had conquered, had
altered fervently, trustingly, heartfully "for

me, oh, my Father, let Thy will be done."

And Ellen joined the breakfast-table the follow-

ing morning, calm and cheerful
;
there was no

trace of internal suffering, no sign to betray even
to her aunt all that she endured. She entered

cheerfully into all Emmeline's happiness, ac-

companied her and Arthur, with Lord and Lady
St. Eval, to Trevilion, and entered into every

.K

suggested plan, as if indeed no other thoughts

engrossed her. Arthur and Emmeline found in

her an active and affectionate friend, and the

respect and love with which she felt herself re-

garded seemed to soothe, while it urged her on

to increased exertion. Mrs. Hamilton watched
her anxiously: she had at first fancied Arthur
was the object of her niece's regard, but this

idea was not strengthened, and though she felt

assured such was not the real cause of Ellen's

agitation that eventful evening, she could not,

and did not guess the truth.

The revealing a long-treasured secret, the

laying bare feelings of the heart, which have so

long been concealed, even to our dearest friends,

does not always produce happiness; there is a
blank within us, a yearning after something we
know not what, and the spirit loses for a time
its elasticity. It may be that the treasured

secret has been so long enshrined in our inner-

most souls, we have felt it so long as only our

own, that when we betray it to othert, it is as if

we parted from a friend
;

it is no longer our

own, we can no longer hold sweet communion
with it, for the voice of the world hath also

reached it, and though at first its revealing is

joy, it is followed by a sorrow. So Herbert felt,

when the excitement of congratulation, of the

warm sympathy of his friends, had given place
to solicitude and thought. Mary had been so

long the shrine of his secret, fondest thoughts,
he had so long indulged in delicious fancies,
known to few others save himself, that now they
had been intruded on even by the voice of

gratulation, they would no longer throng around.
It was strange that on this night, when his choice

had been so warmly approved of by all his friends,
when words of such heartfelt kindness had been
lavished in his ear, that the same dull foreboding
of future evil, of suffering, of death, pressed

heavily on him, as in earlier years it had been
so wont to do. He struggled against it; he
would not listen to its voice, but it would have

sway. Defined it was not indeed, but from its

mystery more saddening. Herbert wrestled

with himself in fervent prayer; that night was
to him almost as sleepless as it was to his cousin

Ellen, but the cause of her weary watching was,
alas! too well defined. The bright sun, the

joyous voices of his brother and cousin beneath
his window, roused Herbert from these thoughts,
and ere the day had passed, he had partly re-

covered the usual tenor of his mind, though its

buoyancy was still subdued, and its secret tem-

perament somewhat sad, but to his family he

seemed as usual.

CHAPTER XVII.

SOME weeks passed, and Emmeline's health

was rapidly returning ;
her spirits were more

like those of her girlhood, subdued indeed by
past suffering, but only so far subdued as to ren-

der her, if possible, still dearer to all those who
loved her

;
and she, too, beheld with delight the

color returning to her Arthur's cheek, his step

regaining its elasticity; and there was a manly
dignity about him now which, when she first

loved, she had not seen, but she felt rendered

him still dearer, for she could look up to him for
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support, she couid feel dependence on his strong-
er and more decisive character.

Each week confirmed Mr. and Mrs. Hamil-

ton in the wisdom of their decision, by revealing
more clearly Myrvin's character He was more
devoted to the duties of his clerical profession ;

pride, haughtiness, that dislike to mingle with

his parishioners, had all departed, and as they
observed how warmly and delightedly their Em-
meline entered into his many plans for doing

good, for increasing the happiness of the villagers
under his spiritual charge, they felt that her do-

mestic virtues, her gentle disposition, were far

more suited to the wife of a clergyman, than to

that life of bustling gayety which might perhaps,
under other circumstances, have been her por-
tion.

" Are there not responsibilities attached to a

clergyman's wife ?" she once asked her mother.
"

I feel as if so much depended upon me to ren-

der him respected and beloved, that I sometimes
fear I may fail in my duty, and, through ignor-

ance, not intentional, perhaps bring discredit

on his name. Dearest mother, how can I pre-
ent this?"
" These fears are natural to one of your char-

jcter, my Erameline, but they will quickly pass

away. You would be more likely to fail in the

duties of fashionable life, than in those which

you will soon have to fulfill. Occupations which,
had you been more fashionably educated, must
have been irksome, will to you remain the pleas-
ures they have ever been, heightened and encour-

aged by the sympathy of your husband. A wife,

to be truly happy and virtuous, must entirely

forget self; a truth which the partner of a coun-

try clergyman should ever remember, as his

family is larger, more constant in their calls up-
on her attention and sympathy, and sometimes

her exertions are less productive of satisfaction

and pleasure, than those of many other stations

in life. Her own demeanor should be alike gen-

tle, unassuming, persuasive, yet dignified, so

that her actions may assist and uphold her hus-

band's doctrines more than her language. You
have but to follow the principles of Christianity
and the dictates of your own heart, my Emme-
line, and your duty will be done, almost uncon-

sciously to yourself."
The only drawback to Emmeline's happiness

was, that Lord and Lady St. Eval were obliged
to leave England ere her marriage could be

solemnized, the health of the latter prohibiting
further delay. They did not expect to be ab-

sent much more than a twelvemonth, and the

earl, laughingly, told Emmeline, if she would
defer her wedding till then, he would promise to

be present ;
to that, however, none of the parties

concerned seemed inclined to consent, and St.

Eval owned he would much rather on his return,

see her comfortably settled at the Vicarage,
where preparations were rapidly advancing.

Percy, however, promised to defer his intended

tour till his favorite sister should be Myrvin's
bride, and Edward, on leaving to join his ship,

declared, if wind and tide were not very con-

trary, he, too, would take a run down and dance
at her wedding.
A short time after the departure of the earl

and countess, and Edward, Ellen received from
the hand of her cousin Herbert, a letter, which
(or the moment caused her some emotion. She

felt his eyes were fixed upon her with a pccu.
liar expression, and shrinking from them, she
was hastening to her own room to answer the
letter there, when Herbert called after her,
"Do not run away from me, Nelly, whatever

be your answer, I am to be the bearei ."

Returning instantly, she asked, with cheek

suddenly paled and lip compressed, "Are you
then aware of the contents of this

letter, Her-
bert ? are you in Captain Cameron's confi-

dence ?"
" To both demands I am happy enough to

answer yes, Ellen," he replied, smiling, archly."
Captain Cameron has made me his father

confessor, and in return, I have promised to use
all my influence in his favor, to tell you what
his letter may perhaps have but incoherently
expressed : that he loves you, Ellen, devotedly,

faithfully; that he feels life without you, how-
ever brilliant in appearance, will be a blank.

I promised him I would play the lover well,
and indeed, my dear cousin, his affection and
esteem for you do not admit a single doubt."
"I am sorry for it," said Ellen, calmly-,

"
very sorry, as it is not in my power to return

those feelings, and consequently I am compel-
led to give him pain. I am grateful, very grate-
ful for the high opinion, the kind feelings, his

letter expresses toward me. I shall never
cease to respect and value him as a friend, but
more I can not give."

"Nay, Ellen, take time to consider of his

offer
;

0,0 not refuse him at once thus decidedly.
You say you respect him. I know you admire
his conduct, both as a son and brother, and as a
man. What objections are there so great as tc

call for this decided and instant refusal ?"
"
Simply because, as a husband, I can never

love him."
" Never is a long day, Ellen. You surely

have not so much romance in your composition
as to refuse a young man possessing every vir-

tue which can make a woman happy, merely
because he does not excite any very violent

passion ? Do you not know there are some dis-

positions which never love to the full extent of

the word, and yet are perhaps happier in the

marriage state than those who do ? Now yon
may be one of these, Ellen."

"It may be so," she said, still calmly, though
a deep flush stained her cheek. Herbert had

spoken playfully, but there was that in his words

which, to a heart seared as was hers, was pro-
ductive of intense suffering.

"
It may be so perhaps ;

I shall never meet
one to love, as I believe a husband ought to be

loved, yet that would not satisfy my conscience

for accepting Walter. 1 trust I am not roman-

tic, Herbert, but I will say, that the vow to love,

honor, and obey, to think only of him, demands

something more than the mere cold esteem
which some may deem sufficient for happiness.
Walter is an estimable young man, one who
will make any woman happy, and deeply indeed

I regret that he has chosen one who can only
return his warm, devoted affection with the

comparatively chilling sentiments of friendship
and esteem. I would not do his kind heart so

much wrong as to accept him."
" But take time, Ellen

; give him some hope
You can urge no objections against him, and

his family are dear to you. He has told me
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that from his childhood he loved you, that your
remembrance never left him, and when again
he met you, his fanciful visions became a beau-
tiful and palpable reality ; give him, at least,
some time for hope. It is impossible, with a
heart disengaged as yours, to associate inti-

mately with him and not love him."
"A heart disengaged as mine! how know

you that, Herbert?" said his cousin, with a

smile, which would have deceived the most

penetrating eye.
u Are you not presuming too

far in your inspection of my heart, seeking, in

rather a roundabout way, to obtain my entire

confidence ?"
"
No, dearest Ellen, I speak and feel in this

business, but as Edward would, were he in my
place ; your happiness is as dear to me as it is

to him. We have for very many years been to

each other as a brother and sister, and, believe

me, in urging your acceptance of this good
young man, I seek but your welfare alone."

"
I believe you, my dear cousin," replied

Ellen, frankly, holding out her hand, which
Herbert warmly pressed. "But indeed, in this

instance, you are deceived. An union with
Walter Cameron would not form my happiness,

worthy as he is suitable as the world would
deem such a match in all respects ;

and sorry
as I am to inflict pain and disappointment on
the companion of my childhood, as also, I fear,
on his kind mother, I can not be his wife."

"And if your affections be already engaged,
far be it from me to urge you farther; but "

"
I said not that they were, Herbert," inter-

rupted Ellen, steadily fixing, as she spoke, her

large eyes unshrinkingly on her cousin's face.

Herbert felt fairly puzzled, he could not read

her heart
;
he would have asked her confidence,

he would have promised to do all in his power
to forward her happiness, but there was some-

thing around her that, while it called forth his

almost unconscious respect, entirely checked
all farther question. He did not fancy that she

loved another, and yet why this determined re-

jection of a young man whom he knew she

esteemed ?
"

I am only grieving you by continuing the

subject," he said; "and therefore grant me
your forgiveness, dearest Ellen, and your final

answer to Cameron, and it shall be resumed no

more."
"I have nothing to forgive, Herbert," replied

Ellen, somewhat mournfully.
She sat a few minutes longer, in saddened

thought, gazing on the open letter, and then

quitted the room and sought her own. She

softly closed the door, secured it, and then sink-

ing on a low seat beside her couch, buried her

pale face in her hands, and for a few minutes

remained overwhelmed by tha", ntensity of se-

cret and tearless suffering. It was called forth

afresh by this interview with her cousin : to

hear his lips plead thus eloquently the cause of

another
;
to hear him say that perhaps she was

one of those who would never love to its full

extent. When her young heart felt bursting be-

neath the load of deep affection pressing there,
one sweet alone mingled in that cup of bitter-

ness, Herbert guessed not, suspected not the

^pwth. She had succeeded well in concealing
tlie anguish called forth by unrequited love, and

she would struggle on.

" Never, never shall it be known that I have

given this rebellious heart to one who seeks it

not. No, no, that tale shall live and die with

me
;
no one shall know how low I have fallen.

Poor Walter ! he will think I can not feel for

his unreturned affection, when I know too well

its pang ;
and why should I not be happy with

him, why live on in lingering wretchedness,
when, perhaps as a wife, new duties might rouse

me from this lethargy? Away from Herbert I

might forget be reconciled; but swear to love

Walter when I have no love to give return his

affection by indifference oh, no, no, I will not

be so guilty."
Ellen again hid her eyes in her hands, and

thought long and painfully. Pride urged her to

accept young Cameron, but everv better feel-

ing revolted from it. She started from that pos-
ture of despondency, and, with a bursting heart,
answered Walter's eloquent appeal. Kindness
breathed in every line she wrote regard for his

welfare esteem for his character
;
but she calm-

ly yet decidedly rejected his addresses. She was

grieved, she said, most deeply grieved, that any
thing in her manner toward him had encouraged
his hopes. She had acted but as she felt, look-

ing on the companion of her early childhood, the

son of her father's and her own kind friend, as a
brother and a friend, in which light she hoped
he would ever permit her to regard him. Hope
found no resting-place in her letter, but it breathed

such true and gentle sympathy and kindness, that

Walter could not but feel soothed, even in the

midst of disappointment. Ellen paused ere she

sealed her letter
;
she could not bear to act, even

in this matter, without confiding in her aunt; that

Captain Cameron had proposed and been reject-

ed, she felt assured, report would soon convey to

her ears. Why not then seek her herself? The
task of writing had calmed her heart. Taking,
therefore, Walter's letter and her own. she re-

paired to her aunt's dressing-room, and fortu-

nately found her alone. Mrs. Hamilton looked

earnestly at her as she entered, but she made
no observation till, in compliance with Ellen's

request, she perused the letters offered to her.

"Have you reflected sufficiently on your de-

cision, my Ellen?' 7 she said, after thanking her

for the confidence she reposed in her. " Have

you thought well on the estimable character of

this young man? Far be it from me to urge
or persuade you in such an important matter as

marriage, but you have not, I trust, answered
this letter on the impulse of the moment?"

"No, aunt, I have not, indeed. Herbert has

been most earnestly pleading Captain Cameron's

cause, and I have thought on all he has said,

and the little I can bring forward to combat it
x

but still I have refused him, because as a hus-

band I can never love him. I honor all his good

qualities. I can not remember one fault or fail-

ing in his character, which might render a wife

unhappy. I grieve for his disappointment, but

I should not think I was doing either him or

myself justice, to accept him merely on these

considerations. Herbert, I know, considers me
romantic, and perhaps unkind toward his friend

;

but painful as such an idea is, I can not act

otherwise than I have done."

"Do not let that idea, then, continue to give

you pain, my dear girl; your manner toward

Walter has never expressed more than kindness
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and friendly regard. If I had seen any thing
like encouragement to him on your part, do you
not think I should have called you to account

long ago?" she added, with a smile, as Ellen,
much relieved, kissed her in silence. " Cur

young folks have, I know sometimes in sport,

allied your name with his, but I have generally
checked them. Walter I certainly did fancy
admired you, but I did not imagine the feeling
so decided as it has proved. I will not blame

your decision, though perhaps it may not be a

very wise one. Marriage is too serious a thing
to be entered upon lightly, and if you can not

love Walter as a husband, why, you are quite

right not to accept him. I am not so eager to

part with my Ellen as to advise her marrying,
whether she likes it or not. I shall soon have

only you to cheer my old age, you know. Do
not look so pained and sad, love

;
it is not thus

young Indies in general refuse an offer. Go and

giveVour letter to Herbert; tell him it has my
unqualified approval, and then return to me. I

marked some beautiful passages in one of our

favorite authors the other day, and you shall

read them to me. Now run away, and come
back quickly."

Ellen obeyed gladly and gratefully, and was
enabled playfully to return the smile with which
Herbert received her letter and his mother's

message. Mrs. Hamilton felt more and more
convinced that her suspicions were correct, and
that her niece's affections were unhappily en-

gaged. She thought again and again who could

be their object, and still she fancied it was Ar-
thur Myrvin. She scarcely knew why herself,

except from Ellen's agitation the night of his

arrival at Oakwood, and engagement with Em-
meline. That Herbert was the object, was to

her so improbable, that the idea never crossed

her mind. They had lived so long as brother

and sister; they had from their earliest child-

hood so intimately associated with each other
;

Ellen and Edward were to her so like her own
children, that not once did she imagine Ellen

loved her cousin. She watched her closely, and
she was more and more convinced that she had

something to conceal. She was certain her de-

cided rejection of Walter proceeded from her

affections being already engaged, which had
also blinded her to his attentions

;
and she was

convinced also that Ellen loved in vain, and,

therefore, though she longed to console and
soothe her, she resolved not to speak to her on

the subject, and wring from her a secret which,
when once betrayed, though jevealed to her

alone, might be still more painful to endure.

Mrs. Hamilton's manner was so kind, so sooth-

ing, so calculated to support and strengthen,
that Ellen more than once wondered whether
her aunt had indeed discovered her secret

;
but

she could not speak of it. She could not even
to the being she loved best on earth, with the

exception of one, thus lay bare her aching heart.

Often and often she longed to throw herself in

the arms of her aunt and weep, but she con-
trolled the impulse, and bore on in silence and
outward cheerfulness; strengthened in her ef-

forts by the conviction that Herbert knew not,

imagined not the truth.

Young Cameron was grieved and disappoint-
ed, for his love for Ellen was indeed sincere,
but he could not mistake her letter; he saw

there was no hope ;
her expressions of friend-

ship and kindness were soothing and gratifying;
they prevented all bitterness of feeling, and he
determined to preserve the friendship and broth-

erly regard which she so frankly proffered.
Mrs. Cameron was at first somewhat hurt at

Ellen's decided rejection of her son. but she
could not long retain any emotion of coolness
toward her; she could not resist the affection-

ate manner of Ellen, and all was soon as usual
between them. A visit with Percy to Castle

Malvern, at Lord Louis's earnest entreaty, to

Walter was an agreeable change, though it had
at first been a struggle to rouse himself suffi-

ciently. There the character and conversation
of Lady Florence Lyle, to his excited fancy, so

much resembled Ellen's, that unconsciously he
felt soothed and happy. From Castle Malvern,
he joined his regiment with Lord Louis, who
had received a commission in the same troop,
and by the time Captain Cameron returned to

Oakwood, he could associate with Ellen as a
friend and a brother. Above a year, it is true,

elapsed before that time, and in that period events
had occurred at Oakwood, as unexpected as they
were mournful -but we will not anticipate.

Soon after Lord and Lady St. Eval's depart-
ure for Italy, Mr. Grahame, despite the en-

treaties of his friends, even the silent eloquence
of Lilla's appealing eyes, put his resolution into

force, and retired to Wales. He had paid to

the last farthing all his misguided son's honora-
ble and dishonorable debts : and this proceeding,
as might be expected, left him so reduced in

fortune as to demand the greatest economy to

live with any comfort. To such an evil Grahame
seemed insensible; his only wish was to escape
from the eye and tongue of the world. A mis-

taken view with regard to his child also urged
him on. Why should he expose her to the at-

tentions of the young noblemen so constantly

visiting at Mr. Hamilton's house, when, he felt

assured, however eagerly his alliance would once
have been courted, now not one would unite

himself to the sister of a publicly disgraced and

privately dishonored man? No, it was better

for her to be far away ;
and though her mild

submission to his wishes, notwithstanding the

pain he knew it was to part from her friends at

Oakwood, rendered her dearer to him than ever,
still be wavered not in his resolution. The en-

treaties of Arthur Myrvin, Emmeline, and Ellen

did, however, succeed in persuading him to fix

his place of retirement at Llangwiflan, so that

all connection would not be so completely broken
between them, as were he to seek some more
distant part of the country. Llangwillan, Arthur

urged, was scarcely known to the world at large,
but it was to them, and they might hope some-
times to see them

;
for he, Emmeline, and Ellen

would often visit his father. Grahame consent-

ed, to the great joy of his child, who felt more
than himself the force of Myrvin's arguments.

" Mr. Myrvin is such a dear, good, old man,
you can not fail to love him, Lilla." Ellen said,

soothingly, as the day of parting neared. " You
must ask him to show you the little cottage
where the first eight weeks of my residence in

England were passed, and make friends with the

old widow and her daughter for my sake; you
will find them willing enough to talk about us

I

and my poor mother, if you once speak on the
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subject. And my mother's grave, dear Lilla,

you will visit that sometimes, will you not ? and
not permit a weed to mingle with the flowers

Arthur planted around it after we left, to distin-

guish it, he said, from every other grave. It

shall be your charge, dearest Lilla, and Edward
and I will thank you for it

;
he never goes to

Llangwillan without passing an hour of each day
by that little humble mound."

"Edward, does he ever come to Llangwil-
Ian?" Lilla suddenly asked, her tears checked,
and every feature expressive of such animated

hope, that Ellen looked at her for a moment in

astonishment, and then smilingly answered in

the affirmative. Lilla clasped her hands in sud-

den joy, and then, as if ashamed, hid her face,

burning with blushes, on Ellen's hand. Her
companion stooped down to kiss her brow, and
continued talking of her brother for some time

longer.
From that day Ellen observed Lilla regained

her usual animation, her eye sparkled, and her
cheek often flushed, as if from some secret

thought ;
her spirits only fell at the hour of part-

ing, and Ellen felt assured they would quickly
rise again, and the first packet she received from

Llangwillan confirmed the supposition. Mrs.
Hamilton was surprised, but Ellen was not.

Preparations were now actively making for

Herbert's visit to France, thence to bring home
his betrothed. His father and Percy had both
resolved on accompanying him, and Mrs. Hamil-
ton and Emmeline and Arthur anxiously antici-

pated the return of their long-absent friends.

A longer time than usual had elapsed between

Mary's letters, and Herbert's anxiety was be-

coming more and more intense. Two or three

of his letters had remained unanswered
;
there

were no tidings of either herself or her mother.

St. Eval had determined on not visiting Paris till

his return from Switzerland, as his solicitude to

arrive at his journey's end, and commence the

prescribed remedies for Caroline would, he was

quite sure, destroy all his pleasure. In vain his

wife laughed at his hurry and his fears; much
as he wished to see Mary, he was determined,
and Caroline no farther opposed him. Through
them, then, Herbert could receive no tidings;
he had not heard since that event, which he be-

lieved would have been as much joy to Mary as

to himself his ordination. He struggled with

his own anxiety that the intervening obstacles

to his journey should not deprive him of serenity
and trust, but the inward fever was ravaging
within. Only one short week, and then he de-

parted ;
ere. however, that time came, he re-

ceived a letter, and with a sickening feeling of

indefinable dread recognized the handwriting of

his Mary. He left the breakfast-parlor to peruse
it alone, and it was long before he returned to

his family. They felt anxious, they knew not

why; even Arthur and Emmeline were silent,

and the ever-restless Percy remained leaning
over a newspaper, as if determined not to move
till his brother returned. A similar feeling ap-

peared to detain his father, who did not seek the

library as usual. Ellen appeared earnestly en-

gaged in some communications from Lady Flor-

ence Lyle, and Mrs. Hamilton was perusing a
letter from. Caroline, which the same post had

brought.
With a sudden spring Percy started from his

seat, exclaiming, in a tone that betrayed uncon-

sciously much internal anxiety,
"What in the world is Herbert about? He

j

can not have gone out without bringing us some
; intelligence. Robert, has Mr. Herbert gone

(

out ?" he called loudly to the servant, who was
passing the open window.

"No, sir," was the reply; "he is still in his

room."
"Then th3re will I seek him," he added, im-

petuously ;
but he was prevented by the entrance

of Herbert himself, and Percy started from him
i in astonishment and alarm.

There was not a particle of color on his cheek

I

or lips ;
his eyes burned as with fever, and his

i lips quivered as in some unutterable anguish.
"Read," he said, in- a voice so hoarse and

unnatural, it startled even more than his ap-
pearance, and he placed the letter in his father's

hand. "Father, read, and tell them all I can
not. It is over!" he continued, sinking on a
stool at his mother's feet, and laying his aching

|

head on her lap.
" My beautiful dream is over,

j

and what is the waking ? wretchedness, unut-

j

terable wretchedness ! My God, my God, Thy
hand is heavy upon me, yet I would submit/'
He clasped his mother's hands convulsively in

his, he drooped his head upon them, and his

slight frame shook beneath the agony, which for

hours he had been struggling to subdue. Mrs.
Hamilton clasped him to her bosom

;
she endeav-

ored to speak words of hope and comfort.
Silence deep and solemn fell over that little

party ;
it was so fearful to see Herbert thus

the gentle, the self-controlled, the exalted Her-
bert thus bowed down even to the earth, he,
whose mind ever seemed raised above this world;
he, who to his family was ever a being of a

brighter, holier sphere. If he bent thus beneath

|

the pressure of earthly sorrow, what must that

sorrow be ? His family knew the depth of feel-

ing existing in his breast, which the world around
them never could suspect, and they looked on
him and trembled. Myrvin raised him from the
arms of his mother, ancl bore him to the nearest

couch, and Mrs. Hamilton wiped from his damp
brow the starting dew. Tears of alarm and

sympathy were streaming from the eyes of Em-
meline, and Myrvin resigned his post to Percy,

;

to comfort her. But Ellen wept not; pale as

Herbert, her features expressed suffering almost
1 as keen as his. and yet she dared not do as her
heart desired, fly to his side and speak the words
that love dictated. What was her voice to him ?

she had no power to soothe.

Deep and varied emotions passed rapidly over
Mr. Hamilton's countenance as he read the

letter which had caused this misery. Percy
could trace upon his features pity, sorrow, scorn,

indignation, almost loathing, follow one another

rapidly and powerfully, and even more violently
did those emotions agitate him when the truth",

was known.
"It was an old tale, and often told, but that

took not from its bitterness," Mary wrote, from
a bed of suffering such as she had never before

'

endured; for weeks she had been insensible to

thought or action, but she had resolved no one
but herself should ^nform her Herbert of all that

had transpired, no hand but her own should trace

her despairing words. They had lived, as we
know, calmly at Paris, so peaceably, that Mrs
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Grcville had indulged in brighter hopes for the her senses happily forsook her, and it was long,
future than had ever before engrossed her. Mr.

j

very long, before she woke to consciousness and
Greville spent much of his time from home, ac-

j thought. Mrs. Greville hung in agony over

companying, however, his wife and daughter to
j

the couch of her unhappy child
; scarcely could

their evening amusements, and always remained she pray or wish for her recovery, for she kne\T

present when they received company in return, there was no hope. Her husband had let fall

They lived in a style of more lavish expenditure ! hints of being so deeply pledged to Dupont, that

than Mrs. Greville at all approved of. Her his liberty or perhaps his life depended on his

husband, however, only laughed good-humored-
ly whenever she ventured to remonstrate, and
told her not to trouble herself or Mary about
such things; they had enough, and he would
take care that sufficiency should not fail. A dim

foreboding crossed Mrs. Greville's mind at these

words
;
but her husband's manner, though care-

less, preventing all further expostulation, she

was compelled to suppress, if she could not con-

quer her anxiety. At length, the storm that

Mary had long felt was brooding in this unnat-

aral calm, burst over her, and opened Mrs.
Greville's eyes at once.

Amonsr their most constant but least wel-
come visitors was a Monsieur Dupont, a man
of polished manners certainly, the superficial

polish of the Frenchman, but of no other attrac-

tion, and even in that there was something
about him to Mary particularly repulsive. He
had seen some threescore years ;

his counte-

nance, in general inexpressive, at times betrayed
that strong and evil passions were working at

his heart. He was said to be very rich, though
some reports had gone about that his fortune

had all been amassed by gambling, in no very
honorable manner. With this man Mr. Gre-
ville was continually associated

; they were
seldom seen apart, and being thus the favorite

of the master, he was constantly at the house.

To Mrs. Greville as to Mary he was an object
of indefinable yet strong aversion, and willingly
would they have always denied themselves, and
thus escaped his odious presence. Once they

union with Mary, and could she wish her child
to live to be the wife of such a man ? yet could
she see her die? What pen can describe the

anguish of that fond mother, as for weeks she
watched and tended her senseless child, or the

contending feelings that wrung her heart when
Mary woke again to consciousness and misery,
and asked her, in a voice almost inarticulate
from weakness, what had happened why she
was thus? Truth gradually broke upon her

mind, and Mary too soon remembered all. The
physician said she was recovering, that she
would quickly be enabled to leave her bed and

go about as usual. Greville swore he would no

longer be prevented seeing her, and Mary made
no opposition to his entrance. Calmly and

passively she heard all he had to say ;
what he

told her then she did not repeat in writing to

Herbert. She merely said that she had im-

plored him to wait till her health was a little

more restored
;
not to force her to become the

wife of Dupont, till she could stand without

support beside the altar, and he had consented.
"Be comforted, men, my beloved Herbert,"

she wrote, as she concluded this brief tale of

suffering.
"
They buoy me up with hopes that

in a very few months I shall be as well as ever I

was. I smile, for I know the blight has fallen,

and I shall never stand beside an earthly altar

all I pray is, that death may not linger till my
father's patience be exhausted, and he vent on

my poor mother all the reproaches which my
lingering illness will, I know, call forth. Oh,

had done 'so, but the storm of fury that burst
j
my beloved Herbert, there are moments when

from Mr. Greville intimidated both
; they felt ! I think the bitterness of death is passed, when I

some little concession on their parts was de- am so calm, so happy, I feel as if I had already
manded to preserve peace, and Monsieur Du-

pont continued his visits.

To this man, publicly known as unprincipled,

selfish, incapable of one exalted or generous
feeling, Greville had sworn to give his gentle

reached the confines of my blissful, my eternal
home

;
but this is not always granted me.

There are times when I can think only on the

happiness I had once hoped to share with you.
when heaven itself seemed dimmed by the

and unoffending child; this man he sternly blessedness I had anticipated on earth. Her-
commanded Mary to receive as her husband, |

bert, I shall never be another's wife, and it will

and prepare herself for her marriage within a
!

not be misery to think of me in heaven. Oh,
month. no, we shall meet there soon, very soon, never,
As if a thunderbolt had fallen, Mary and her nevermore to part. Why does my pen linger?

mother listened to these terrible words, and !

Alas ! it can not trace the word farewell. Yet

scarcely had the latter sufficient courage to in-
j

why does it so weakly shrink ? 'tis but for a
form her unpitying husband of their child's en-

1

brief space, and we shall meet where that word

gagement with Herbert Hamilton. For Mary's !

is never heard, where sorrow and sighing shall

sake, she struggled and spoke, but her fears
j

be no more. Farewell, then, my beloved Her-
were not without foundation. A horrid impre-
cation on Mr. Hamilton and his family burst in-

stantly from the lips of the now infuriated Gre-
ville

;
he had chosen for many years to fancy

himself deeply injured by that gentleman, and,
with an oath too fearful to be written, he sol-

bert, beloved faithfully, unchangeably in death
as you have been in life. I know my last prayer
to you is granted ere even it is spoken : you
\vjll protect and think of my poor mother; you
will not permit her to droop and die of a broken

heart, with no kind voice to soothe and cheer.

emnly swore that Mary should never be the I feel she will in time be happy ;
and oh, the

wife of Herbert
;
he would rather see her dead.

' unutterable comfort of that confiding trust

Louder and louder grew his passion, but Mrs.
' Once more, and for the last time, farewell, my

Greville heard him not. Mary had dropped as beloved; think only that your Mary is in heav-
if lifeless at his feet. She had sprung up as if en, that her spirit, redeemed and blessed, waits
to arrest the imprecation on her father's lips, for thee near the Saviour's throne, and be corn-

but when his dreadful oath reached her ears, forted. We shall meet again."
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No sound broke the stillness when that sad

letter had been perused. Mr. Hamilton had
bowed his head upon his hands, for he could not

speak of comfort; the long years of domestic
bliss which had been his portion, made him feel

bitterly the trial which the heart of his son was
doomed to endure. And how was he to aid?
Could he seek Greville, and condescend to use

persuasions, arguments to force from him his

consent '? With clenched hand and knitted brow

Percy stood, his thoughts forcibly drawn from
the sufferers by the bitter indignation he felt

toward the heartless, cruel man who had occa-

sioned all. Mrs. Hamilton could think only of

her son, of Mary, whom she had so long loved

as her own child, and the longing to behold her
once again, to speak the words of soothing and
of love, with which her heart felt bursting.
Emmeline could only weep, that such should be
the fate of one whcm from her childhood she

had loved, and whom she had lately anticipated
with so much delight receiving as a sister. For
some minutes Ellen sat in deep and painful

thought, then starting up, she flew to the side

of her uncle, and clasping his hand, entreated.
" Go to Paris, my dear uncle

; go yourself,
and see this relentless man

; speak with him,
know why he has commanded Mary to receive

this Dupont as her husband
; perhaps you may

render Herbert's claims as valuable in his eyes.
He has no cause of strife with you ;

he will hear

you, I know he will
;
his fury was called forth

because he thought Herbert stood in the way of

his wishes. Prove to him the happiness, the

life of his child, of yours, depend on their union.

He can not, he will not refuse to hear you. Oh,
do not hesitate, go to him, my dear uncle

;
all

may not be so desperate as at this distance we
may fancy."

" My lather may as well plead to the hard

flint as to Alfred Greville's feelings," muttered

Percy. "Ellen, you know not what you ask;
would you have my father debase himself to a

wretch like that?"
" 'Tis Mr. Greville who will be debased, and

not rny uncle, Percy. The world might think

him humbled to plead to such a man, but they
would think falsely; he is raised above the

cringing crowd, who, from false pride, would
condemn the child of virtue to misery and death,
because they would not bear with the vices of

the parent. Were Mary, were Mrs. Greville in

any point otherwise than they are, I would not

thus plead, for there would be no necessity.

She could not be so dear to Herbert. I do not

ask my uncle to humble himself; I ask him but

to reason with Mr. Greville, to convince him of

his error."

"What says my Herbert?" demanded Mr.

Hamilton, gazing with astonishment on his niece's

animated features, and almost wondering at her

unwonted eloquence.
" That she has spoken well, and may God in

Heaven bless her for the thought !" exclaimed

Herbert, who had roused himself to listen to her

earnest words, and now, with sudden energy,

sprung up.
"
Father, let us go. Ellen has

spoken justly; he will listen to you, he will not

hear my entreaties unmoved. I have never of-

fended him; he is, indeed, a harsh and cruel

man, one whom I would gladly shun, but the

father of Mary. Oh, let us seek him, for her

sake we will plead ;
he will wake from his

dream, he vull know he has been in error. Oh,
my father, let us go. Sh may yet be saved to

live and bless me."
He sunk back on the sofa, and burst into tears.

Hope had suddenly sprung up from the dark
void which had been in his heart. Mrs. Hamil-
ton could not check that suddenly-excited hope,
but she did not shaie

it, for she felt it came but
to deceive. She whispered gentle and consoling
words, she spoke of comfort that she could not
feel. But once his energies aroused, they did
not fail him. To go instantly to Paris, to seek
Mr. Greville, and plead his own cause, aided by
his father's influence, acknowledge he had been

wrong in not asking his consent before
;
such

thoughts now alone occupied his mind, and Mr.
Hamilton could not check them, though, even as

his wife, he shared not his son's sanguine ex-

pectations. That he had once possessed more
influence than any one else over Mr. Greville he
well knew

;
but he thought with Percy, the dis-

like felt toward him originated from this, and
that it was more than probable he would remain
firm in his refusal, to triumph over both himself
and his son

; yet he could not hesitate to comply
with Herbert's wishes. Ellen's suggestion had
roused him to exertion, and he shuold not be

permitted to sink back into despondency ;
at least

they should meet.

It would be difficult to define Ellen's feelings
as she beheld her work, and marked the effect

of her words upon her cousin. Not a particle
of selfishness mingled in her feelings, but that

deep pang was yet unconquered. Herbert's

manner to her was even kinder, more affectionate

than usual, during the few days that intervened

ere they parted, as if he felt that she had drawn
'de the dark vail of impenetrable gloom, and
nmoned hope to rise again ;

and could die

see or feel this unmoved ? Still was she calm
and tranquil, and she would speak of Mary and
of brighter hopes, and no emotion was betrayed
in her pale cheek or in that tearless eye.

Percy accompanied his father and brother.

They traveled rapidly, and a favorable voyage
enabled them to reach Paris in a shorter time

than usual. Mr. Hamilton had insisted on seek-

ing Mr. Greville's mansion at first alone, and

Percy controlled his own feelings. To calm the

strong emotion, the deep anxiety, that now he

was indeed in the same city as his Mary, almost

overpowered Herbert
;
the struggle for compos-

ure, for resignation to whatever might be the

will of his God, was too powerful for his exhaust-

ed strength. Sleep had only visited him by
snatches, short and troubled, since he had re-

ceived Mary's letter; the long interval which

elapsed ere Mr. Hamilton returned was product-
ive of even keener suffering than he had yet en-

dured. Hope had sunk powerless before anx-

iety ;
the strength of mind which had borne him

up so long was giving way beneath the exhaus-

tion of bodily powers, which Percy saw with

alarm and sorrow; his eyes had lost their lus-

ter, and were becoming dim and haggard ;
more

than once he observed a slight shudder pass

through his frame, and felt his words of cheering
and of comfort fell unheeded on his brother's

ear. At length Mr. Hamilton returned.

"She lives, my son,"'were the first words he

uttered, but his tone was not joyful ;

" our be*
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oved ?nd gentle Mary yet lives, and soon, very
oon you shall meet, not to part on earth again."
Herbert gazed wildly in his face, he clasped

his hands convulsively, and then he bowed his

head in a deep and fervent burst of thanksgiving.
" And Greville," said Percy, impatiently,

" has

he so soon consented ? father, you have not de-

scended to entreaties, and to such a man?"
"Percy, peace," said his father, gravely.

" With Mr. Greville I have exchanged no words.

Thank God, I sought not his house with any
hostile intention, with any irritation urging me
against him. Percy, he is dead, and let his

faults die with him."
" Dead !" repeated the young man, shocked

and astonished, and Herbert started up. His

lip quivered with the vain effort to ask an ex-

planation.
It was even so; that very morning Greville

had breathed his last, with all his sins upon his

head, for no time had been allowed him either

for repentance or atonement. A few days after

Mary had written to Herbert, her father had
been brought home senseless, and dreadfully

injured, by a fall from his horse. His constitu-

tion, shattered by intemperance and continued

dissipation, was not proof against the fever that

ensued
;
delirium never left him. For five days

Mrs. Greville and Mary watched over his couch.
His ravings were dreadful : he would speak of

Dupont, at one time with imprecations ;
at others,

as if imploring him to forbear. He would en-

treat his child to forgive him; and then, with
fearful convulsions, appear struggling with the

effort to drag her to the altar. Mary heard, and
her slight frame shook and withered each day
faster than the last, but she moved not from her
father's side. In vain Mrs. Greville watched
for some returning consciousness, for some sign
to say he died in peace. Alas ! there was none.

He expired in convulsions
;
and scarcely had his

wife and child recovered the awful scene, when
the entrance of the hated Dupont roused them
to exertion. He came to claim Mary as his

promised wife, or send them forth as beggars.
The house and all that it contained, even to their

jewels, were his; for Greville had died, owing
him debts to an amount which even the sale of

all they possessed could not entirely repay. He
had it in his power to arrest the burial of the

scarcely cold corpse, to stain the name of the

dead with undying infamy ;
and he vowed that

he would use his power to its utmost extent, if

Mary's consent were not instantly given. Four-

and-twenty hours he gave her to decide, and

departed, leaving inexpressible wretchedness
behind him, on the part of Mrs. Greville, and
the calm stupor of exhaustion and despair per-

vading Mary's every faculty.

"My child, my child, it shall not be; you
shall not be that heartless villain's wife. I have
health

;
I can work, teach, do any thing to sup-

port us, and why, oh, why should you be thus
sacrificed? Mary, Mary, you will live, my
child, to bless your desolate and wretched moth-
er. Oh, my God, my God, why hast thou thus
forsaken me? I have trusted in thee, and wilt
thou now thus fail me ? To whom can I appeal

what friend have I near me?"
"Mother, do not speak thus," exclaimed

Mary, roused from the lethargy of exhaustion

by hr mother's despairing words, and she flung

herself on her knees beside her, and threw hei
arms around her. "

Mother, my own mother,
i

the God of the widow and the fatherless is still

I

our friend
;
He hath not forsaken us, though for

' a time his countenance is darkened toward us.

Oh, he will have mercy ;
He will raise us up a

friend I feel, I know He will. He will relieve
us. Let us but trust in him, mother

;
let us not

fail now. Oh, let us pray to Him, and He will
answer."
The eyes of the good and gentle girl were

lit up with sudden radiance. Her pallid cheek
was faintly flushed

;
her whole countenance and

tone expressed the enthusiasm, the holiness
which had characterized her whole life. Mrs.
Greville clasped her faded form convulsively to

her aching bosom, and, drooping her head, wept
long and freely.

"Father, I have sinned," she murmured;
"oh, have mercy."
An hour passed, and neither Mary nor her

mother moved from that posture of affliction,

yet of prayer. They heard not the sound of

many voices below, nor a rapid footstep on the
stairs. The opening of the door aroused them,
but Mary looked not up; she clung closer to

her mother, for she feared to gaze again on

Dupont. A wild exclamation of joy, of thanks-

giving, bursting from Mrs. Greville's lips start-

led her; for a moment she trembled, yet she
could not be mistaken, that tone was joy. Slow-

ly she looked on the intruder. Wildly she

sprung up she clasped her hands together.
" My God, I thank thee, we are saved !" broke

from her parched lips, and she sunk senseless at
Mr. Hamilton's feet.

Emissaries of wickedness were not wanting
to convey the intelligence very quickly to Du-
pont's ear that Mrs. and Miss Greville had de-

parted from the Rue Royale, under the protec-
tion of an English gentleman, who had stationed

two of his servants at their house to protect Mr.
Greville's body from insult, and give him inform-
ation of all that took place during his absence.

Furiously enraged, Dupont hastened to know the
truth of these reports, and a scene of fierce alter-

cation took place between him and Mr. Hamil-
ton. The calm, steady firmness of his unex-

pected opponent daunted Dupont as much as his

cool, sarcastic bitterness galled him to the quick.
The character of the man was known

;
he was

convinced he dared not bring down shame on
the memory of Greville, without inculpating
himself without irretrievably injuring his own
character

; and, however he might use that threat

as his weapon to compel Mary's submission, Mr.
Hamilton was perfectly easy on that head. Du-

pont's cowardly nature very soon evinced itself.

A few words from Mr. Hamilton convinced him
that his true character had been penetrated, and

dreading exposure, he changed his ground and his

tone, acknowledged he had been too violent, but

that his admiration for Miss Greville had been
the sole cause; expressed deep sorrow for Mr.
Greville's melancholy end, disavowed all inten-

tion of preventing the interment of the body, and

finally consented to liquidate all debts, save
those which the sale of the house and furniture

might suffice to discharge.

Scarcely could Mr. Hamilton command his

indignation during this interview, or listen to

Dupont's professions, excuses, defenses, and con-
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cessions, without losing temper. He would not

consent to be under any obligation ;
if M. Du-

pont could prove that more was owing than that

which he had consented to receive, it should be

paid directly, but he should institute inquiries as

to the legality of his claims, and carefully ex-

amine all the papers of the deceased.
" It was not at all necessary," Dupont replied.

"The sum he demanded was due for debts of

honor, which he had a slip of paper in Greville's

own hand-writing to prove."
Mr. Hamilton made no further reply, and they

parted with nothing decided on either side, Du-

pont only repeating his extreme distress at hav-

ing caused Miss Greville so much unnecessary

pain ; that, had he known she was engaged to

another, he would never have persisted in his

suit, and deeply regretted he had been so de-

ceived.

Mr. Hamilton heard him with an unchanging
countenance, and gravely and formally bowed
him out of the house. He then placed his seal

on the lock of a small cabinet, which Mrs. Gre-
ville's one faithful English servant informed him
contained all his master's private papers, dis-

missed the French domestics, and, charging the

Englishmen to be careful in their watch that no

strangers should be admitted, he hastened to im-

part to his anxiously-expecting sons all the im-

portant business he had transacted.

Early the following morning Mr. Hamilton
received intelligence which very much annoyed
and startled him. Notwithstanding the vigilant
watch of the three Englishmen stationed at Mr.
Greville's house, the cabinet, which contained

all his private papers, was gone. The men de-

clared again and again no one could have en-

tered the house without their knowledge, or re-

moved such a thing as that without some noise.

Mr. Hamilton went instantly with them to the

house*
;
how it had been taken he could not dis-

cover, but it was so small that Mr. Hamilton
felt it could easily have been removed

;
and he

had no doubt that Dupont had bribed one of the

dismissed servants, who was well acquainted
with every secret of the house, to purloin it for

him
;

and" Dupont he instantly determined on

charging with the atrocious theft. Dupont,

however, had decamped he was nowhere to be

found
;
but he had desired an agent to receive

from Mr. Hamilton's hands the payment of the

debts he still claimed, and from this man it was
endeavored by many questions to discover some
traces of his employer, but all in vain. M. Du-

pont had left Paris, he said, the previous evening.
Mr. Hamilton was not satisfied, and, conse-

quently, seeking an able solicitor, put the affair

into his hands, and desired that he would use

every means in his power to obtain the restora-

tion of the papers. That Dupont had it in his

power further to injure the widow and child of

the deceased he did not believe; he rather

thought that his extreme desire to obtain them

proceeded from a consciousness that they be-

trayed some of his own evil deeds, yet he could

not feel easy till they were either regained, or

he knew that they were destroyed. Mrs. Gre-
ville earnestly wished their recovery, for she

feared they might, through the similarity of

names, bring some evil on her son, toward whom
her fond heart yet painfully yearned, 1 hough
years had passed since she had seen, and many

weary months since she had heard of him. Her
fears on this head rendered both Mr. Hamilton
and Percy still more active in their proceedings,
and both determined on remaining at Paris even
after Herbert and Mrs. Greville, with Mary,
had left for England.
And what did Herbert feel as he looked on

the fearful change in her he loved ? Not yet did

he think that she must die; that beaming eye,
that radiant cheek, that soft, sweet smile oh,
could such things tell of death to him who
loved ? He held her to his heart, and only knew
that he was blessed.

And Mary, she was happy ;
the past seemed

as a dim and troubled vision
;
the smile of him

she loved was ever near her, his low, sweet voice

was sounding in her ear. A calm had stolen

over her a holy, soothing calm. She did nol

speak her thoughts to Herbert, for she saw thai

he still hoped on; they were together, and the

present was enough. But silently she prayed
that his mind might be so prepared, so chas-

tened, that when his eyes were opened, the

truth might not be so terrible to bear.

CHAPTER XVIII.

IT was indeed a day of happiness that beheld
the arrival of Mrs. Greville and Mary at Oak
wood, unalloyed to them, but not so, alas! to

those who received them. Mrs. Hamilton press-
ed the faded form of Mary to her heart, she kissed

her repeatedly, but it was long before she could

speak the words of greeting ; she looked on her

son, and tears rose so thick and fast, she was com-

pelled to turn away to hide them. Ellen alone
retained her calmness. In the fond embrace
that had passed between her and Mary, it is true
her lip had quivered and her cheek had paled,
but her agitation, passed unnoticed.

" It was her voice, my Mary, that roused me
to exertion, it was her representations that bade
me not despair," whispered Herbert, as he hung
over Mary's couch that evening, and perceived
Ellen busily employed in arranging her pillows.
" When, overwhelmed by the deep misery occa-

sioned by your letter, I had no power to act, it was
her ready thought that dictated to my father the
course he so successfully pursued." Mary press-
ed the hand of Ellen within both her own, and
looked up gratefully in her face. A faint smile

played round the orphan's lips, but she made no
observation in reply.
A very few weeks elapsed before the dreaded

truth forced itself upon the minds of all, even on
her mother, that Mary was sinking, surely sink-

ing ; there was no longer hope. Devotedly as her

friends loved her, they could not sorrow ; before

her they could not weep. She was spared all

bodily suffering save that proceeding from de-

bility so extreme she could not walk across the

room without assistance. No pain distorted the

expression of her features, which, in this hour of

approaching death, looked more lovely than they
had ever seemed before; her soft blue eye beam-
ed at times with a celestial light, and her fair

hair shaded a brow and cheek so transparent,

every blue vein could be clearly seen. One

thought alone gave her pain; her Herbert, she

felt, was still unprepared.
He was speaking one day of the future, antici-

pating the time when the Rectory would receive
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her aj its gentle mistress, and of the many things
which occupied his thoughts for the furtherance

of her comfort, when Maty laid her hand gently
cm his arm, and, with a smile of peculiar sweet-

ness, said,
" Do not think any more of such things, my

beloved; the mansion which will behold our

blessed union is already furnished and prepared ;

I may seek it first, but it will be but to render it

even yet more desirable to you."
Herbert looked on her face to read the mean-

ing of her words; he read them, alas ! too plain-

ly, but voice utterly failed.
" Look not on me thus," she continued, in that

same pleading and soothing tone. "Our man-
sion is prepared for us above ; below, my Her-

bert, oh, think not it will ever receive me. Why
should I hesitate to speak the truth ? The bless-

ed Savior, to whose arms I so soon shall go, will

give you strength to bear this; He hath promised
that He will, my own Herbert, my first, my only
love. My Savior calls me, and to Him, oh, can

you not without tears resign me?"
"
Mary," murmured the unhappy Herbert,

"
Mary, oh, do not, do not torture me. You will

not die you will not leave me desolate?"
" I shall not die, but live, my beloved live,

oh, in such blessedness ! "Tis but a brief, brief

parting, Herbert, to meet and love eternally."
" You are ill, you are weak, my own Mary,

and thus death is ever present to your mind ; but

you will recover, oh, I know, I feel you will.

My God will hear my prayers."
" And He will grant them, Herbert oh, doubt

Him not ; grant them, even in my removal. He
takes me not from you, my Herbert; He but

places me where to seek me you must look to

and love but Him alone; and will you shrink

from this ? Will that spirit, vowed to His service

from your earliest boyhood, now murmur at His
will ? Oh no, no ; my Herbert will yet support
and strengthen his Mary, I know, I feel he will.

Forgive me if I have pained you, my best love ;

but I could bear no other lips than mine to tell

you that on earth I may not live but a brief

space more, and I shall be called away. You
must not mourn for me, my Herbert; I die so

happy, oh, so very happy!"
Herbert had sunk on his knees beside her

conch; he drooped his head upon his hands,
and a strong convulsion shook his frame. He
uttered no sound, he spoke no word, but Mary
could reafl the overwhelming anguish that bowed
his spirit to the earth. The words were spoken ;

he knew that she must die, and Mary raised her
mild eyes to heaven, and clasped her hands in

earnest" prayer for him. " Forsake him not now,
oh God ; support him now ; oh, give him strength
to meet Thy will," was the import of her prayer.

Long was that deep, deep stillness, but when
Herbert looked up again he was calm.

"
May God in heaven bless you, my beloved,"

he said, and imprinted a long, fervent kiss upon
her forehead. tl You have taught me my Savior's

will, ami I will meet it. May He forgive"
His word* failed him; again he held her to his

heart, and then ho sat by her side and read from
the. Book of Life, of peace, of comfort, those

passages which might calm this anguish and

strengthen her; he read till sleep closed the

eyes of his beloved. Yes, she was the idol of
his young affections; he felt her words were
true, and when she was gone there would be

naught to bind his spirit to this world.

It would be needless to lift the veil from Her-
bert's moments of solitary prayer. Those who
have followed him through his boyhood and
traced his character need no description of his

feelings. We know the intensity of his earthly
affections, the strength and force of his every
emotion, the depth and holiness of his spiritual
sentiments, and vain then would be the attempt
to portray his private moments in this dread
trial; yet before his family he was calm, before
his Mary cheerful. She felt her prayers were
heard; he was, he would be yet more support-
ed, and her last pang was soothed.
Mr. Hamilton had returned from France, un-

successful, however, in his wish to obtain the
restitution of Greville's papers. Dupont had
concealed his measures so artfully, and with
such efficacy, that no traces were discovered re-

garding him, and Mr. Hamilton felt it was no
use to remain himself, confident in the integrity
and abilities of the solicitor to whom he had in-

trusted the whole affair; he was unaccompanied,
however, by Percy, who, as his sister's wedding
was, from Mary's illness, postponed, determined
on paying Lord and Lady St. Eval a visit at

Geneva.
As Emmeline's engagement with Arthur very

frequently engrossed her time, Ellen had devoted
herself assiduously as Mary's constant nurse,
and well and tenderly she performed her office.

There was no selfishness in her feelings; deeply,
unfeignedly she sorrowed, and willingly, gladly
would she have laid down her life to preserve
Mary's, that this fearful trial might be removed
from Herbert. To spare him one pang, oh, what
would she not have endured. Controlled and
calm, who could have guessed the chaos of con-

tending feeling that was passing within; who,
that had seen the gentle smile with which she
would receive Herbert's impassioned thanks for

her care of his Mary, could have suspected the

thrill, the pang those simple words occasioned.

Mary alone of those around her, except Mrs.

Hamilton, was not deceived. She loved Ellen,

had long done so, and the affectionate attention

she so constantly received from her had drawn
the bonds of friendship closer. She felt con-
vinced she was not happy, that there was some-

thing heavy on her mind, and the quick intellect

of a vivid fancy and loving nature guessed the

truth. Her wish to see her happy became so

powerful that she could not control it. She fan-

cied that Ellen might be herself deceived, and
the object of her affections once known, all diffi-

culties would be smoothed. The idea that her
last act might be to secure the happiness of Ellen

was so soothing to her grateful and affectionate

feelings, that, after dwelling on it some time, she
took the first opportunity of being alone with her
friend to seek her confidence.

"
No, dearest, do not read to me," she said,

one evening, in answer to Ellen's question; "I
would rather talk with you. Do not look anx-

ious; I will not fatigue myself. Come and sit

by me, dear Ellen ; it is of you that I would

speak."
" Of me ?" repeated Ellen, surprised.

"
Nay,

dearest Mary, can you not find a more interest-

ing subject?"
"
No, love, for you are often in my thoughts ;

the approach of death has, I think, sharpened
every faculty, for I see and read trifles clearer

than I ever did before; and I can read through
all that calm control and constant smile that you
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are not happy, my kind Ellen; and will you
think me a rude intruder on your thoughts if I

ask you why?"
" Do you not remember, Mary, I was ever un-

like others ?" replied Ellen, shrinking from her

penetrating gaze.
" I never knew what it was

to be lively and joyous even as a child, and as

years increase, is it likely that I should ? I am
contented with my lot, and with so many bless-

ings around
; should I not be ungrateful were I

otherwise ?"
" You evade my question, Ellen, and convince

me more and more that I am right. Ah, you
know not how my last hour would be soothed,
could I feel that I had done aught to restore hap-
piness to one who has been to me the blessing
you have been, dear Ellen."

" Think not of it, dearest Mary," said Ellen.
" I ought to be happy, very happy, and if I am
not, it is my owu wayward temper. You can
not give me happiness, Mary; do not let the

thought of me disturb you, dearest; kind as is

your wish, it is unavailing."
" Do not say so, Ellen ; we are apt to look on

sorrow, while it is confined to our own anxious

breasts, as incurable and lasting ; but when once
it is confessed, how quickly do difficulties vanish,
and the grief is often gone before we are aware
it is departing. Do not, dearest, magnify it by
the encouragement which solitary thought be-
stows."

" Are there not some sorrows, Mary, which are
better ever concealed 1 Does not the opening
of a wound often make it bleed afresh, whereas,
hidden in our own heart, it remains closed till

time has healed it?"
" Some there are," said Mary,

" which are in-

deed irremediable ;
but " She paused a mo-

ment, then slightly raising herself on her couch,
she threw her arm round Ellen's neck, and said,
in a low yet deeply expressive voice,

" Is your
love, indeed, so hopeless, rny poor Ellen ? Oh,
no, it can not be ; surely there is not one whom
you have known sufficiently to give your precious
love, can look on you and not return it."

Ellen started ; a deep and painful flush rose for

a moment to her cheek ; she struggled to speak
calmly, to deny the truth of Mary's suspicion, but
she could not ; the secret of her heart was too

suddenly exposed before her, and she burst into

tears. How quickly will a word, a tone destroy
the well-maintained calmness of years ; how
strangely and suddenly will the voice of sympa-
thy lift from the heart its veil.

"You have penetrated my secret," she said,
and her voice faltered,

" and I will not deny it ;

but oh, Mary, let us speak no more of it. When
a woman is weak enough to bestow her affec-

tions on one who never sought, who will never
seek them, surely the more darkly they are hid-

den, the better for her own peace as well as char-

acter. My love was not called for. I never had

aught to hope ; and if that unrequited affection

be the destroyer of my happiness, it has sprung
from my own weakness, and I alone have but to

bear it."
" But is there no hope, Ellen none ? Do not

think so, dearest. If his affections be still disen-

gaged, is there not hope they may one day be

yours?"
"
No, Mary, none. I knew his affections were

engaged ; I knew he never could be mine, and

yet I loved him. Oh, Mary, do not scorn my
weakness : you have wrung my secret from me :

do not, oh, do not betray me. There is no shame
in loving one so good, so holy, and yet and yet

Mary, dearest Mary, promise me you will not

speak it ; I can not rest unless you do ; let it pass
your lips to none."

" It shall not, my Ellen ; be calm ; your secret
shall die with me, dearest," replied Mary, earn-

estly, for Ellen's feelings completely overpow-
ered her, and bursting sobs choked her utterance.

" For me there is no hope. Oh, could I but
see him happy, I should ask no more ; but oh, to

see him miserable, and feel I have no power to

soothe, when " She paused abruptly ; again
the burning blood dyed her cheeks, even her

temples with crimson. Mary's eyes were fixed

upon her in sympathy in love ; Ellen fancied in

surprise, yet suspicion. With one powerful ef-

fort she conquered herself; she forced back the

scalding tears, the convulsive sob, and, bending
over Mary, pressed her trembling lips upon her

pale brow.
" Let us speak no more of this, dearest Mary,"

she said, in a low, calm voice. "
May God bless

you for your intended kindness. It is over now.

Forgive me, dearest Mary, I have agitated and
disturbed you."
"Nay, forgive me, my sweet Ellen. It is 1

who have given you pain, and should ask your
forgiveness. I thought not of such utter hope-
lessness. I had hoped that, ere I departed, I

might have seen the dawn of happiness for you;
but I see, I feel now that can not oe. My own
Ellen, I need not tell you the comfort, the bless-

ed comfort of prayer."
For a few minutes there was silence. Ellen

had clasped the hand of Mary, and turned aside
her head to conceal the tears that slowly stole

down her cheek. The entrance of Emmeline
was a relief to both, and Ellen left the room ; and
when she returned, even to Mary's awakened
eyes, there were no traces of agitation. Each
week produced a visible change in Mary ; she
became weaker and weaker, but her mind re-

tained its energy, and often her sorrowing friends

feared she would pass from the detaining grasp
of love ere they were aware of the actual mo-
ment of her departure. One evening she begged
that all the family might assemble in her room ;

she felt stronger, and wished to see them all to-

gether again. Her wish was complied with, and
she joined so cheerfully in the conversation that

passed around, that her mother and Herbert for-

got anxiety. It was a soft and lovely evening;
her couch, at her own request, had been drawn
to the open window, and the dying girl looked

forth on the beautiful scene beneath. The trees

bore the rich full green of summer, save where
the brilliantly setting sun tinged them with hues
of gold and crimson. Part of the river was also

discernible at this point, lying in the bosom of

trees, as a small lake, on which the heavens were
reflected in all their surpassing splendor. The
sun, or rather its remaining beams, rested on the

brow of a hill, which, lying in the deepest shad-

ow, formed a superb contrast with the flood of

liquid gold that bathed its brow. Clouds of pur-

ple, gold, crimson, in some parts fading into pink,
floated slowly along the azure heavens, and the

perfect stillness that reigned around completed
the enchantment of the scene.

" Look up, my Mary, and mark those clouds

of light," said Herbert. " See the splendor of

their hues, the unstained blue beyond ;
beautiful

as is earth, it shows not such exquisite beauty as
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yon heaven displays, even to our mortal sight,

nor calls such feelings of adoration forth. What
then will it be when that blue arch is rent asun-

der, and the effulgent glory of the Maker of that

heaven burst upon our view ?"

"Blessed, oh, how blessed are those who, con-

ducted by the Lamb of God, can share that glo-

ry," answered Mary, with sudden energy.
" Who

can speak the unutterable love which, while the

beauteous earth yet retains the traces of an aw-
ful curse, hath washed from man his sin, and
takes from death its sting ?"

" And it is this thought, this faith which sup-

ports you now, my Mary ?" demanded Herbert,
with that deep tenderness of tone so peculiarly
his own.

"It is, it is," she answered fervently.
" My

sins are washed away ; my prayers are heard,
for my Savior pleads, and my home is prepared
on high amid the redeemed and the saved. Oh,
blessed be the God of truth that hath granted me
this aith" she paused a minute, then added
" anc \ieard my prayer, my beloved Herbert,
and permitted me thus to die in my native land,
surrounded by those I love !"

She leaned her head on Herbert's bosom, and
for some time remained silent; then looking up,
said cheerfully,

" Do you remember, Emrneline,
when we were together some few years ago, we
always said such a scene and hour as this only
wanted music to make it perfect? I feel as if all

those fresh delightful feelings of girlhood had
come over me again. Bring your harp and sing
to me, dearest, those woixls you read to me the
other day."

"
Nay, Mary, will it not disturb you T" said

Emmeline, kneeling by her couch, and kissing
the thin hand extended to her.

"
No, dearest, not your soft, sweet voice ; it

will soothe and give me pleasure. I feel stron-

ger and better to-night than I have done for some
time. Sing to me, but only those words, dear

Emmy ; all others would neither suit this scene
nor my feelings."

For a moment Emmeline hesitated, and looked
toward her mother and Mrs. Greville. Neither
was inclined to make any objection to her re-

quest, and on the appearance of her harp, under
the superintendence of Arthur, Emmeline pre-
pared to comply. She placed the instrument at

the further end of the apartment, that the notes

might fall softer on Mary's ear, and sung, in a
eweet and plaintive voice, the following words :

" Remember me I ah, not with sorrow,
"Tis but sleep to wake in bliss.

Life's gayest hours can seek to borrow
Vainly such a dream as this.

Ah, see, 'tis heaven itself revealing
To my dimmed and failing sight;

And hark ! 'tis angels' voices stealing

Through the starry veil of night.

Come, brother, come ; ah, quickly sever
The cold links of earth's dull chain ;

Come to thy home, where thou wilt never
Pain or sorrow feel again.

Come, brother, come ; we spread before thee
Visions of thy blissful home ;

Heed not, if Death's cold pang come o'er thee,
It will but bid thee haste and come !

Ah, yes, I see bright forms are breaking
Through the mist that veils mine eyesNow gladly, gladly, earth forsaking.
Take, oh, take me to the skies.

Remember me ! though upward flying
Still I wait love's lust fond kiss ;

Then, oh, farewell
; my spirit's sighing

To behold iU home of bliss."

The mournful strain ceased, and there was si-

lence. Emmeline had adapted the words to that
beautiful air of Weber's, the last composition of
his gifted mind. Mary's head still rested on the
bosom of Herbert, her hand clasped his. Even-

ing was darkening into twilight, or the expres-
sion of her countenance might have been remark-
ed as changed more spiritual, as if the earthly
shell had shared the beatified glory of the depart-
ing spirit. She fixed her fading eyes on Ellea,
who was kneeling by her couch, steadily and
calmly, but Ellen saw her not, for in that hour
her eyes were fixed, as in fascination on the form
of Herbert, as he bent over his beloved. The
dying girl saw that mournful glance, and a gleam
of intelligence passed over her beautiful features.

She extended one hand to Ellen, who clasped it

fondly, and then she tried to draw it toward Her-
bert. She looked up in his face, as if to explain
the meaning of the action, but voice and strength
utterly failed, and Ellen's hand dropped from her

grasp.
" Kiss me, Herbert I would sleep," she said,

so faintly, Herbert alone heard it. Their lips
met in one long, lingering kiss, and then Mary
drooped her head again upon his bosom, and
seemed to sleep so gently, so sweetly, her friends

held their breath lest they should disturb her.

Nearly half an hour passed, and still there was no
movement. The full soft light of an unclouded
moon fell within that silent chamber, and gilded
the forms of Mary and Herbert with a silvery

halo, that seemed to fall from heaven itself upon
them. Mary's head had fallen slightly forward,
and her long, luxuriant hair, escaped from its

confinement, concealed her features as a veil of

shadowy gold. Gently and tenderly Herbert
raised her head, so as to rest upon his arm ; as

he did so, her hair fell back and fully exposed
her countenance. A faint cry broke from his

parched lips, and Ellen started in agony to her
feet.

"Hush! hush! my Mary sleeps," Mrs. Grevillo

said; but Mr. Hamilton gently drew her from
the couch and from the room. Her eyes were
closed : a smile illumined that sweet face, as in

sleep it had so often done, and that soft and shad-

owy light took from her features all the harsher

tale of death. Yes, she did sleep sweetly and

calmly, but her pure spirit had departed

CHAPTER XIX.

IT was long, very long ere Mr. Hamilton's

family recovered the shock of Mary's death. She
had been so long loved, living among them from
her birth, her virtues and gentleness were so well

known and appreciated by every member. She
had been by Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton so long con-

sidered as their child, by her betrothment with
their Herbert, that they sorrowed for her as if

indeed she had been bound to them by that ten-

der tie; and her poor mother now indeed felt

desolate : her only treasure, her precious, almost

idolized Mary, was taken from her, and she was
childless, for of Alfred she had long ceased to re-

ceive intelligence. She bowed her head, earn-

estly striving for submission ; but it was long,

long ere peace returned. Soothed she was in-

deed by the tender kindness of her friends; but

what on earth can soothe a bereaved and doting
mother? Emmeline, Ellen, Herbert, even Arthur
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Myrvin, treated her with all the love and rever-

ence of children, but neither could fill the aching
void within. On Herbert indeed her spirit rest-

ed with more fondness than on any other object,
but it was with a foreboding love : she looked on
him and trembled. It was a strange and affect-

ing sight, could any one have looked on those

two afflicted ones : to hear Herbert speak words
of holy comfort to the mother of his Mary to

hear him speak of hope, of resignation mark the

ipress of that heavenly virtue on his pale feat-

res ; his grief was all internal
;
not a word es-

caped his lips ; not a thought of repining crossed

his chastened mind. The extent of that deep
anguish was seen alone in his fading form, in his

pallid features, but it was known only to the
Searcher of all hearts. He had wished to per-
form the last office to his Mary, but his father and
Archdeacon Howard conjured him to abandon
the idea, and suffer the latter to take his place.
All we're bathed in tears during that solemn and
awful service. Scarcely could Mr. Howard com-
mand his voice throughout, and his concluding
words were wholly inaudible. But no move-
ment was observable in Herbert's slight and

boyish form ; enveloped in his long mourning
robe, his features could not be seen, but there

was somewhat around him that created in the

breasts of all who beheld him a sensation of rev-

erence. All departed from the lowly grave, but
Herbert yet remained motionless and silent. His
father and Myrvin gently sought to lead him

away, but scarcely had he proceeded two paces,
when he sunk down on the grass in a long and
death-like swoon ;

so painfully had it the appear-
ance of death, that his father and friends believed

for a time his spirit had indeed fled to seek his

Mary; but he recovered. There was such an

aspect of serenity and submission on his counte-

nance, that all who loved him would have been
at peace, had not the thought pressed heavily on
their minds that such feelings were not long for

earth.

These fainting fits returned at intervals, and
Mrs. Hamilton straggled to lift up her soul in un-

dying faith to the God of love, and resignedly
commit into His hands the life and death of her

beloved son ; yet every time she gazed on him,
while lying insensible before her, she felt more
and more how difficult was the lesson she so con-

tinually strove to learn ; how hard it would be to

part from him, if indeed he were called away.
She compared her lot with Mrs. Greville's, and

thought how much greater was her trial : and

yet she, too, was a mother, and though so many
other gifts were vouchsafed her, Herbert was as

dear to her as Mary had been to Mrs. Greville.

Must she lose him now ? Now that the fruit she

had so fondly cherished, watched as it expanded
from the intant germ, had bloomed so richly to

repay her care, would he be taken from her now
that every passing month appeared to increase

his love tor her and hers for him ? for Herbert

clung to his mother in this dread hour of afflic-

tion with increasing fondness. True, he never

spoke the extent of his feelings even to her, but

his manner betrayed how much he loved her,

how deeply he felt her sympathy, which said

that next to his God he leaned on her.

At first Mr. Hamilton wished his son to resign
the Rectory and join his brother and sister at

Geneva, and then accompany Percy on his trav-

els; but mournfVtlly yet steadily Herbert reject-

ed this plan.

'

No, father," he said. " My duties as a son
and brother, as well as the friend and father of
the flock committed to my charge, will be far

more
soothing

and beneficial, believe me, than

traveling in lar-distant lands. My health is at

present such that my home and the beloved
friends of my infancy appear dearer to me than

ever, and I can not part from them to seek hap-
piness elsewhere. I will do all in my power, by
the steady discharge of my many and interesting
duties, to preserve my health and restore peace
and contentment. I seek not to resign my charge
in this world till my Savior calls me ; His work
has yet to be done on earth, and till He dismisses

me, I will cheerfully perform it; till then, do not

ask me to forsake it."

Mr. Hamilton wrung his son's hand in silence,
and never again urged his departure.
There was no selfishness in Herbert's sorrow;

he was still the devoted son, the affectionate

brother, the steady friend to his own immediate
circle ; and to the poor committed to his spiritual

charge, he was in truth, as he had said he would
be, a father and a friend. In soothing the suffer-

ings of others, his own became less bitterly se-

vere ; in bidding others hope, and watch, and

pray, he found his own spirit strengthened and
its frequent struggles calmed. With such un-

wavering steadiness were his duties performed,
that his bodily sufferings never could have been

discovered, had not those alarming faints some-
times overpowered him in the cottages he visited

ere his duties were completed; and he was thank

ful, when such was the case, that it occurred when
from home, that his mother was thus sometimes

spared anxiety. He would walk on quietly
home, remain some little time in his own cham-

ber, and then join his family cheerful and coin-

posed as usual, that no one might suspect he had
been ill.

Arthur Myrvin often gazed on his friend with
emotions of admiration almost amounting to awe.
His love for Emmeline was the strongest feeling
of his heart; and when for a moment he fancied

her snatched from him, as Mary had been from

Herbert, he felt he knew he could not have act-

ed like his friend; he must have flown from

scenes, every trace of which could speak of the

departed, or, if he had remained, he could not, as

Herbert did, have attended to his duties havo

been, like him, so calm.

In the society of his cousin Ellen, Herbert
found both solace and pleasure. She had been
so devoted to the departed, that he felt he loved

her more fondly than he had ever done, and he

would seek her as the companion of a walk, and

give her directions as to the cottages he some-

times wished her to visit, with a portion of his

former animation ; but Ellen never permitted her

self to be deceived ;
it was still a brother's love ;

she knew it never could be more, and she strug

gled long to control, if not to banish, the tbrob

ofjoy that ever filled her bosom when she per-
ceived there were times she had power to call

the smile to Herbert's pensive features.

Percy's letters were such as to soothe his broth-

er by his affectionate sympathy; to betray more

powerfully than ever to Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton
how dear to each other were their sons, how pure
and consoling was the friendship subsisting be-

tween them, and on other points to give much

pleasure to all his family. Caroline's health was
much improved ; her little son, Percy declared,

was such a nice, merry fellow, and so handsome
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that he was quite sure he resembled in all re-

spects what he, Percy Hamilton, must have been
at the venerable age of two years. He said fur-

ther, that as Lord and Lady St. Eval were going
to make the lour of the principal cities of Europe,,
he should remain with them and be contented

with what they saw, instead of rambling alone

all over the world, as he had intended. At first

Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton were somewhat surprised
at this decision, but, knowing the nature of their

son, began to fancy that a certain Miss Manvers
had something to do with it, the sister of Lord

Delmont, the Earl St. Eval's most intimate friend,
and the chosen friend of Mary Greville during
her residence at Monte Rosa. In Lord Delmont's
will he had left the earl guardian of his sister

during the year that intervened before her com-

ing of age, an office which rendered St. Eval still

more intimate with the family. On his way to

Geneva he had heard from Miss Manvers of her
mother's death, and that she was residing with
an English family on the banks of the lake. The
information that her brother's friend, and indeed
her own, with his wife and family, intended

spending some little time at Geneva, was a source
of so much pleasure, that after a little hesitation

she accepted the earnest invitation of both the
earl and his lady, and gladly and gratefully con-
sented to reside with them during their stay in

Switzerland, and then accompany them on their

intended tour.

The strong affection Percy bore his brother
rendered him long unable to regain his usual
mirth and flow of spirits, and he found the con-
versation of Louisa Manvers even more pleasing
than ever. Mary had made her perfectly ac-

quainted with Herbert, and therefore, though she
had never seen him, she was well enabled to en-
ter into the deep affliction the loss of his be-
trothed must have occasioned him. Percy could

speak to her as often as he pleased of his brother
and Mary, and ever found sympathy and interest

attached to the subject. Thus the idea of trav-

eling alone, when his sister's family offered such

attractions, became absolutely irksome to him,
and he was pleased to see that his plan of joining
them was not disagreeable to Miss Manvers. Mr.
Hamilton sent his unqualified approval of Percy's
intentions, and Herbert also wrote sufficiently of

himself to satisfy the anxious affection of his

brother.

There was only one disappointing clause in

Percy's plans, and he regretted it himself, and
even hinted that if his sister still very much wish-
ed it, he would give up his intention, and return
home in time to be present, as he had promised,
at her wedding. He wrote in his usual affec-

tionate strain both to Emmeline and Myrvin, but
neither was selfish enough to wish such a sac-

rifice.

At Herbert's earnest entreaty, the marriage of
his sister was, however, fixed rather earlier than
she had intended. It was not, he said, as if

their marriage was to be, like Caroline's, the sig-
nal for a long course of gayety and pleasure ;

that Emmeline had always determined on only
her own family being present, and every thing
would be so quiet, he was sure there could be
no necessity for a longer postponement.

My Mary wished to have beheld your un-
ion," his lip trembled as he spoke ;

" had not her
illness so rapidly increased, she wished to have
been present, and could she now speak her wish-

oe, it would be to bid you be happy no longer

to defer your union for her sake. Do not defer

it, dear Emmeline," he added, in a somewhat
sadder tone

;

'' we know not the events of an
hour, and wherefore should we delay ? it will be
such joy to me to unite my friend and my sister,
to pour forth on their love the blessing of the
Lord."
There was something so inexpressibly sweet

yet mournful in his concluding words, that Em-
meline, unable to restrain the impulse leaned

upon his neck and wept.
" Do not chicle my weakness, Herbert," she

tried to say; "these are not tears of immingled
sadness;

"
oh, could I but see you happy !"

"And you will, my sweet sister; soon very
soon I shall be happy, quite quite happy," he
added, in a lower tone, as he fondly kissed her
brow.
Emmeline had not marked the tone of his con-

cluding words, she had not seen the expression
of his features; but Ellen had, and a cold yet in-

definable thrill passed through her heart, and left

a pang behind, which she could not conquer the
whole of that day. She understood it not, for

she would not understand.

Urged on, however, a few days afterward, dur-

ing a walk with Herbert, she asked him why he
was so anxious the ceremony should take place
without delay.

"
Because, my dear Ellen, I look forward to

the performance of the ceremony as a source of

pleasure which I could not bear to resign to an-

other."
" To another, Herbert ? what do you mean ?

Do you think of following my uncle's advice, and

resigning your duties for a time, for the purpose
of travel ?"

"No, Ellen; those duties will not be resigned
till I am called away; they are sources of enjoy-
ment and consolation too pure to be given up. I

do not wish my sister's wedding to be deferred,
for I know not how soon my Savior may call me
to himself."

" May we not all urge that plea, my dear cous-

in?" said Ellen; "and yet, in your sermon last

Sunday, you told us to do all things soberly, to

give due reflection to things of weight, particu-

larly those in which temporal and eternal inter-

ests were united ; not to enter rashly and hastily
into engagements, not too quickly to put off the

garb of mourning, and plunge once more into tike

haunts of pleasure
" She paused.

" I did say all this, Ellen, I own ; but it has

not much to do with our present subject. Em-
meline's engagement with Arthur has not been
entered on rashly or in haste. She does not

throw off the garb of mourning to forget the se-

rious thoughts it may have encouraged ; and

though you are right, we none of us can know
how soon we may be called away, yet surely it

behooves those unto whom the dart has sped, the

mandate been given, to set their house in order,
for they shall surely die, and not live the usual

period of mortals."

"But who can tell this, Herbert? Who are

so favored as to know the actual moment when
the dart has sped, and how soon it will reach

them ? Should we not all live as if death wece
near?"

"
Undoubtedly we should so order our souls as

ever to be ready to render them back to Him
who gave them ; but we can not always so ar

range our worldly matters as we should, did we
know the actual moment of death's appearance
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our business may require constant care ; we may
have dear objects for whom it is our duty to pro-
vide, to the best of our power; and did we
know when we should die, these things would
lose the interest they demand. Death should,
Indeed, be ever present to our minds

;
it should

follow us in our joy as in our sorrow, and never
will it come as a dark and gloomy shadow to

those who in truth believe ; but wise and merci-
ful is the decree that conceals from us the mo-
ment of our departure. Were the gates of Heav-
en thus visible, how tame and cold would this

world appear; how few would be the ties we
should form, how insignificant would seem those
duties which on earth we are commanded to per-
form. No j to prepare our souls to be ready at a
minute's warning to return to their heavenly
home is the duty of all. More is not expected
from those in perfect health ; but, Ellen, when
a mortal disease is consuming this earthly taber-
nacle when, though Death linger, he is already
seen, ay, and even felt approaching, then should
we not wind up our worldly affairs, instead of

willfully blinding our eyes to the truth, as, alas !

too many do ? Then should we not ' watch and
pray' yet more, not only for ourselves, but those
dearest to us, and do all in our power to secure
their happiness ere we are called away?"

Ellen could not answer. She understood too
well his meaning ; a sickness as of death crept
over her, but with an effort she subdued that

deadly faintness
; she would have spoken on oth-

er things, but her tongue was parched and dry.
Engrossed in his own solemn feelings, in the

wish to prepare his cousin for the truth, Herbert

perceived not her agitation, and, after a minute's

pause, continued tenderly,
" My own cousin, death to you is, I know, not

terrible; why then should I hesitate to impart
tidings which to me are full of bliss ? The shaft

which bore away my Mary also entered my
heart, and implanted in me the disease which
no mortal skill can cure. Do not chide me for

entertaining an unfounded fancy. Ellen, dear

Ellen, I look to you, under Heaven, to support
my mother under this affliction. I look to your
fond cares to subdue the pang of parting. You
alone of her children will be left near her, and

you can do much to comfort and soothe not only
her, but my father. They will mourn for me ;

nature will speak, though I go to joy inexpressi-
ble, unutterable ! Ellen, speak to me

;
will you

not do this, my sister, my friend?"
" Give me but a moment," she murmured, al-

most inaudibly, as, overpowered by increasing
faintness, she sunk down on a grassy bank near

them, and buried her face in her hands. Min-
utes rolled by, and still there was silence. Her-
bert sat down beside her, threw his arm around

her, and pressed a brother's kiss upon her cold,

damp brow. She started and would have risen,

but strength failed ; for a moment her head
leaned against his bosom, and a burst of tears

relieved her. "
Forgive me, Herbert," she said,

striving at once for composure and voice. "
Oh,

weak as I am, do not repent your confidence.

It was unexpected, sudden ; the idea of parting
was sharper than at the first moment I could

bear, but it will soon be over, very, very soon ;

do not doubt me, Herbert." She fixed her
mournful eyes upon his face, and her cheek was

very pale.
"
Yes," she said, with returning

strength, "trust me, dear Herbert, I will be to

nay aunt, my more than mother, ever as you

wish. My every care, my every energy shall be

employed to soften that deep anguish which "

She could not complete the sentence, but quick-
ly added,

" The deep debt of gratitude I owe
her not a whole life can repay. Long have I

felt it, long wished to devote myself to her and
to my uncle, and this charge has confirmed mo
in my resolution. Yes, dearest Herbert, while
Ellen lives, never, never shall my beloved aunt
be lonely."

Herbert understood not the entire signification
of his cousin's words ; he knew not that, simple
as they were to his ears, to her they were a vow
sacred and irrevocable. She knew she could

never, never love another, and there was some,

thing strangely soothing in the thought that it

was his last request that consecrated her to his

mother, to her benefactress. To feel that, in

endeavoring to repay the debt of gratitude she

owed, she could associate Herbert intimately
with her every action, so to perform his last

charge that, could he look down from heaven, it

would be to bless her.

Herbert knew not the intensity of Ellen's feel-

ings, still less did he imagine he was the object
of her ill-fated affection. Never once had such a

suspicion crossed his mind ; that she loved him
he doubted not, but he thought it was as Emrne
line loved. He trusted in her strength of char-

acter, and therefore had he spoken openly ; and*
could Ellen regret his confidence, when she
found that after that painful day her society ap-
peared dearer, more consoling to him than ever?

Although some members of her family could
not be present at Emmeline's wedding, a hasty
visit from Edward was a source of joy to all

He was about to sail to the shores of Africa in a
small frigate, in which he had been promoted
to the second in command, an honor which had
elevated his spirits even beyond their usual

buoyancy. He had been much shocked and

grieved at his sister's account of Mary's death,
and Herbert's deep affliction ; but, after he had
been at home a few days, the influence of his

natural light-heartedness extended over all, and
rendered Oakwood more cheerful than it had
been since the melancholy event we have nar-

rated.

To Lilla Grahame it was indeed a pleasure to

revisit Oakwood, particularly when Lieutenant
Fortescue was among its inmates. Edward's
manner was gallantly courteous to all his fair

friends; a stranger might have found it difficult

to say which was his favorite, but there was

something about both him and Miss Grahame
which very often called from Ellen a smile.

It was an interesting group assembled in the

old parish church on the day that united our fa

vorite Emmeline with her long-beloved Arthur,
but it was far from being a day of unmingled
gladness. Deep and chastened as was the indi

vidual and mutual happiness of the young couple,

they could neither of them forget that there was
a beloved one wanting; that they had once

hoped the same day that beheld their nuptials
would have witnessed also those of Herbert and
his Mary.

Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton had looked with some

degree of dread to this day, as one ofpainful rec-

ollection to Herbert ; but he, perhaps, of all who
were around him, was the most composed, and
as the impressive ceremony continued, he thought
only of those dear ones whose fate he thus united;
he felt only the solemn import of the prayers ho
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aid, and his large and beautiful eyes glistened
with enthusiasm" u- in former days. It would

have been a sweet group for a skillful painter,

those three principal figures beside the altar.

Herbert, as we have described him ; Emmeline,
in her simple garb of white, her slight figure and

peculiarly feminine expression of countenance

causing her to appear very many years younger
than in reality she was; and Arthur, too, his

manly features radiant with chastened yet per-
fect happiness, seemed well fitted to be the pro-

tector, the friend of the gentle being who so soon

would call him husband, and look to him alone

for happiness. Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton rejoiced
that their beloved child was at length blessed in

the gratification of her long-cherished, long-con-
trolled hopes ; that, as far as human eye could

penetrate, they had secured her happiness by
giving her to the mau she loved. Thei'e was
one other kneeling beside the altar on whom
Mrs. Hamilton looked with no small anxiety, for

the emotion she perceived appeared to confirm

the idea that it was indeed Arthur Myrvin that

had engrossed the affections of her niece. There
are mysteries in the human heart for which we
seek in vain to account ; associations and sympa-
thies that come often uncalled-for and unwished.
Ellen knew not wherefore the scene she wit-

nessed pressed strangely on her heart; she strug-

gled against the feeling, and she might perhaps
have succeeded in concealing her inward emo-

tions, but suddenly she looked on Herbert. She
marked him radiant, it seemed, in health and an-

imation ; his words flashed across her mind ;

soon would the hue of death be on that cheek,
the light of that eye be dimmed, that sweet and

thrilling voice be hushed on earth forever ; that

beautiful form bent down as a flower,
" the wind

passeth over it and it is gone, and the place
thereof shall know it no more ;" and thus would
it soon be with him she loved. The gush of

feeling mocked all her efforts at control ; Ellen

buried her face in her hands, and her slight
frame shook, and the low, choking sob was dis-

tinctly heard in the brief silence that followed

the words,
" Those whom God hath joined let

no man put asunder."

Arthur, at Emmeline's own desire, conducted
his bride at once to the small yet comfortable

home which had been prepared for her in his

vicarage on Lord St. Eval's estate. That her
residence was so near them was a great source

of pleasure to both her parents, and the feeling
that her home was in the center of all she loved,
not only so near the beloved guardians of her in-

fancy, but Caroline and St. Eval, would have
added to her cup ofjoy, had it not been already
full to overflowing ; the pang of parting was thus

soothed to both mother and child. Even more
than Caroline, Mrs. Hamilton felt she should miss

the gentle girl, who scarcely from her infancy
had given her one moment's pain; but in the

happiness of her child she was too blessed, and

thankfully she raised her voice to Him whose

blessing, in the rearing of her children, she had
so constantly and fervently implored, and the
mother's fond and yearning heart was comforted.

Though Ellen had smiled, and seemed to every
eye but that of her watchful aunt the same as
usual the whole of that day, yet Mrs. Hamilton
could not resist the impulse that bade her seek
her when all had retired to their separate apart-
ments. Ellen had been gone some time, but
she was sitting in a posture of deep thought, in

which she had sunk on first entering her room
She did not observe her aunt, and Mrs. Hamil
ton traced many tears slowly, almost one by one,
fall upon her tightly-clasped hands ere she found
voice to speak.

"
Ellen, my sweet child !"

Ellen sprung up; she threw herself into those
extended arms, and hid her tearful eyes on her
aunt's bosom.

"
I have but you now, my own Ellen, to cheer

my old age and enliven our deserted hearth.
You must not leave me yet, dearest. I can not

part with you."
"Oh no, no; I will never, never leave yon.

Your home shall be my home, my more than

mother; and where you go, Ellen will follow,'
1

she murmured, speaking unconsciously in the

spirit of one of the sweetest characters the Sa-

cred Book presents.
" Do not ask me to leave

you ; indeed, indeed, no home will be to me like

yours."
"
Speak not, then, so despondingly, my Ellen,"

replied Mrs. Hamilton, fondly kissing her. " Nev-
er shall you leave me without your own full and
free consent. Do you remember, love, when I

first promised that?" she continued, playfully
for she sought not to draw from Ellen the secret

of her love ; she only wished to soothe, to cheer,
to tell her, however unrequited might be her af-

fections, still she was not desolate, and when she
left her, fully had she succeeded. Ellen was
comforted, though she scarcely knew wherefore.
Some few months passed after the marriage

of Emmeline, and the domestic peace of Oak-
wood yet remained undisturbed. There were
times when Ellen hoped she had been deceived,
that Herbert had been deceived himself. But

Myrvin dared not hope ; he was not with his

friend as constantly as Ellen was, and almost ev-

ery time he beheld him he fancied he perceived
an alarming change.
About this time a malignant disease broke out

in the neighborhood of the Dart, whose awful

ravages it appeared as if no medical aid was ad-

equate to stop. In Herbert Hamilton's parish
the mortality was dreadful, and his duties were

consequently increased, painfully to himself and

alarmingly to his family. A superhuman strength
seemed, however, suddenly granted him. Whole
days, frequently whole nights, he spent in the

cottages of the afflicted poor. Soothing, encour-

aging, compelling even the hardened and impen-
itent to own the power of the religion he taught ;

bidding even them bow in unfeigned penitence
at the footstool of their Redeemer, and robbing
death, in very truth, of its sting. The young",
the old, men in their prim*, were carried oft'.

The terrible destroyer knew no distinction of

age, or sex, or rank. Many a young child would
cease its wailing cry of suffering when its belov-

ed pastor entered the lowly cot, and with the

fondness of a parent, with that smile of pitying
love which few hearts can resist, would seek to

soothe the bodily anguish, while at the same mo-
ment he taught the young soul that death was
not terrible ; that it was but a few moments of

pain to end in everlasting bliss ; that
they

were

going to Him who had said,
" Suffer little chil-

dren to come unto me, for of such is the kingdom
of heaven." From the old, Herbert would learn

many a lesson of piety and resignation, and feel

that attendance on such beds of death was ic

truth a blessing to himself.

Fearlessly, for her trust was fixed on the Rock
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of Righteousness, did Ellen second the exertions

of her cousin in this time of general affliction.

There were many who sought to deter her, for

they whispered the disease was contagious; but
Ellen heeded them not; nor did Mrs. Hamilton,
herself so active in seasons of distress, seek to

dissuade her. " The arm of my God is around

me, alike in the cottages of the dying as in the

fancied security of Oakwood," she said one day
to Herbert, who trembled for her safety, though
for himself no fears had ever entered his mind.
" If it is His will that I too should feel His chas-

tening rod, it will find me though I should never
leave my home; my trust is in Him. I go in

the humble hope to do His work, and He will

not forsake me, Herbert."
Herbert trembled for her no more, and an act-

ive and judicious assistant did he find her. For
six weeks the disease continued unabated ; about
that time it began to decline, and hopes were
entertained that it was indeed departing.
There was moisture in the eyes of the young

minister as he looked around him one Sabbath

evening on the diminished number of his con-

gregation, so many of whom were either clad
in mourning or bore on their countenances the
marks of recent suffering. Over the last victim
the whole family at Oakwood had sincerely
mourned, for it was that kind old woman whom
we have mentioned more than once as being con-

nected with the affairs we have related. Nurse

Langford had gone to her last home, and both
Ellen and Herbert dreaded writing the intelli-

gence to her affectionate son, who was now in

Percy's service. She had been buried only the

day previous. Her seat was exactly opposite
the pulpit, where she had so often said it was
such a blessing to look on the face of her dear
Master Herbert, and hear such blessed truths

from his lips. She now was gone. Herbert
looked on her vacant seat, and it was then his

eyes glistened in starting tears. He had seen his

cousin look toward the same place, and though
her veil was closely drawn down, he felt her
tears were falling fast and thick upon her book.

More than usually eloquent was the young cler-

gyman that day, in the discourse he had selected

as most appropriate to the feelings of those pres-
ent. He spoke of death, and, with an eloquence
affecting in its pure simplicity, he alluded to the

loss of those we love. " Wherefore should I

say loss, my brethren?" he said, in conclusion.
"
They have but departed to mansions of undy-

ing joy : to earth they may be lost, but not to us.

Oh no, God cursed the ground for man's sake

it is fading, perishable ! There will be a new
heaven and a new earth, but the spirit which
God breathed within us shall not see corruption.
Released from this earthly shell, we shall again
behold those who have departed first ; they will

meet us rejoicing, singing aloud the praises of

that unutterable love that redeemed and saved

us, removing the curse pronounced on man, even
as on earth, making us heirs of eternal life, of ev-

erlasting glory ! My brethren, Death has been

among us, but how clothed ? to us who remain,

perhaps for a time in sadness; but to those who
have triumphantly departed, even as an angel
of light, gtfiding them to the portals of heaven.

Purified by suffering and repentance, their gar-
ments white as snow, they encircle the throne

o their Savior; and those whose lives below
were those of toil and long-suffering, are now

among the blessed. Shall we, then, weep for

them, my friends ? Surely not. Let us think
of them, and follow in their paths, that our last

end may be like theirs that we may rejoin
them, never again to part !

" Are there any here who fear to die ? Are
there any who shrink and tremble when the)
think they may be the next it may please the
Lord to call? My Christian brethren, think
a while, and such thoughts will cease to appall
you. To the heathen alone is death the evil spir-

it, the blackening shadow which, when called
to mind, will poison his dearest joys ! To us,

brethren, what is it? In pain it tells us of ease;
in strife or tumult, that the grave is a place of

3uiet
; in the weariness of exhausted spirits, that

le end of all these things is at hand. Who ever
found perfect joy on earth ? Are we not restless,
even in the midst of happiness ? Death tells us
of a purer happiness, in which there is no weari-

ness, no satiety. When we look around on those
we love, when we feel the blessings of affection,
death telte us that we shall love them still better
in heaven ! Is death, then, so terrible ? Oh, let

us think on it thus in life and health, and in the
solitude and silence ofour chamber such thoughts
will not depart from us. Let these reflections per-
vade us as we witness the dying moments of those
we love, and we shall find even for us death has no

sting; for we shall meet again in a world where
death and time shall be no more ! Oh, my be-
loved brethren, let us go home, and in our clos-

ets thank God that His chastening hand appears
about to be removed from us, and so beseech
Him to enlighten our eyes to look on death, that

so to give us that faith which alone can make us

whole, and give us peace, that we may say with
the venerable Simeon,

'

Lord, now lettest thou

thy servant depart in peace, for mine eyes have
seen thy salvation.'

"

He ceased, and a solemn stillness reigned with-

in the church. For a moment the young cler-

fyman
bowed his head in silent prayer upon his

ook, and then he raised his clasped hands on

high, and, in a voice of almost unearthly sweet-
ness and power, gave the parting benediction.

The flush was observed to fade from his cheek,
the luster depart from his eye ; he raised his hand

languidly to his damp brow, and in another min-
ute Mr. Hamilton darted from his seat and re-

ceived his son in his arms in a long and death-
like swoon. The same evening beheld Herbert

Hamilton, the beloved, the good, stretched on his

couch a victim to the same fearful disease, to re-

move the sting of which he had so long and per-

severiugly labored.

CHAPTER XX.

THERE was joy in the superb hotel at Frank-

fort-sur-Maine which served as the temporary
residence of Lord St. Eval's family domestic

joy, for the danger which had threatened the

young countess in her confinement had passed
away, and she and her beautiful babe were do-

ing as well as the fond heart of a father and hus-

band could desire. They had been at Frankfort
for the last two months, at which place, howev-
er, Percy Hamilton had not been stationary, tak

ing advantage of this pause in St. Eval's intended

plans, by seeing as much ofGermany as he could

during that time ; and, short as it was, his ener-

getic mind had derived more improvement and

pleasure in the places he had visited, than many
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who had lingered over the same space of ground \

more than double the time. Intelligence that

Caroline was not quite so well as her friends
j

wished, aided perhaps by his secret desire to see
|

again her gentle companion, Percy determined
|

for a short time to return to Frankfort till his sis-

ter's health was perfectly restored, and they might
be again enabled to travel together. His almost

unexpected arrival added to the happiness of the

young earl's domestic circle, and there was some-
what in his arch yet expressive glance, as he re-

ceived his baby niece from the arms of Miss Man-
vers, and imprinted a light kiss on the infant's

sleeping features, that dyed her cheek with blush-

es, and bade her heart beat quick with an inde-

finable sense of pleasure.
The sisterly friendship of Louisa Manvers had

been a source of real gratification to both the

Karl St. Eval and his countess during their trav-

els, more particularly now, when the health of

the latter required such kindly tending. Mrs.
Hamilton had deeply regretted the impossibility
of her being with her child at such a time ; the

letter Lord St. Eval had dispatched was, how-

ever, calculated to disperse all her anxiety, the

danger appearing after the letter had gone, and
not lasting sufficiently long to justify his writing

again. They were sitting round the breakfast-

table the morning after Percy's return, lengthen-

ing the usual time of the meal by lively and in-

telligent conversation ; Miss Manvers was pre-

siding at the table, and Percy did not feel the

least inclined to move, declaring he would wait
for his English dispatches, if there were any, be-

fore he went out. The post happened to be rath-

er late that morning, a circumstance, wonderful
to say, which did not occasion Percy annoyance.
It came in, however, at length, bringing several

papers for Lord St. Eval and his wife from the

Malvern family, but only two from Oakwood,
one, in the hand-writing of Ellen, to Percy, and
one for Robert Langford, evidently from Mr.
Hamilton.

" This is most extraordinary," Percy said, much
surprised.

" My mother not written to Caroline,
and none from Herbert to me ; his duties are in-

creased, I know, but surely he could find time to

write to me."
" Mrs. Hamilton has written to Caroline since

her confinement, and so did all her family four or

five days ago," said Lord St. Eval, but his words
fell unheeded on the ear of Percy, who had hast-

ily torn open his cousin's letter, and glanced his

eye over its contents. Engaged in his own let-

ters, the earl did not observe the agitation of his

friend, but Miss Manvers saw his hand tremble
so violently that he could scarcely hold the paper.

" Merciful heaven ! Mr. Hamilton Percy,
what is the matter?" she exclaimed, suddenly

losing all her wonted reserve, as she remarked
his strange emotion, and her words, connected
with the low groan that burst from Percy's heart,

effectually roused the earl's attention.
"
Hamilton, speak ; are there ill news from

Oakwood? In mercy, speak!" he said, almost
as much agitated as his friend.

"
Herbert," was all Percy could articulate,

" Herbert my brother oh, God, he is dying,
and I am not near him. Read, St. Eval, for pity ;

I can not see the words. Is there yet time can
I reach England in time ? or is this only a prep-
aration to tell me he is is dead ?"

" He lives, Percy ; there may be yet time, if

you sot off at once," exclaimed the earl, who saw

the necessity of rousing his friend to exertion, for

the sadden blow had bewildered his every facuJ

ty. He started up wildly, and was darting from
the room, when he suddenly paused."

Keep it from Caroline tell her not now ; il

will kill her," he cried. "
May God in heaven

bless you for those tears !" he continued, springing
toward Louisa, and clasping her hands convul*

sively in his, as the sight of her unfeigned emotion
caused the hot tears slowly to trickle down his
own cheek, and his lip quivered till he could

scarcely speak the words of parting.
"
Oh, think

of me : I go to the dying bed of him whom I had
hoped would one day have been to you a brother
would have joined

" He paused in over-

whelming emotion, took the hand of the trenv

bling girl, raised it to his lips, and darted from
the apartment.

St. Eval hastily followed him, for he saw Per-

cy was in no state to think of any thing himself,
and the letter Robert had received, telling him
of the death of his mother, rendered him almost
as incapable of exertion as his master ; but as soon
as he heard the cause of Percy's very visible but
at first incomprehensible agitation, his own deep
affliction was at once subdued ; he was ready and
active in Percy's service. That Mr. Hamilton
should thus have written to him, to alleviate the

blow of a parent's death, to comfort him when
his own son lay on a dying bed, penetrated at

once the heart of the young man, and urged him
to exertion.

Day and night Percy traveled ; but we must

outstrip even his rapid course, and conduct our
readers to Oakwood the evening of the second

day after Percy's arrival at Ostend.

Herbert Hamilton lay on his couch, the cold

hand of Death upon his brow, but instead of rob-

ing his features with a ghastly hue, it had spread
over them even more than usual beauty. Re-

duced he was to a mere shadow, but his prayers
in his days of health and life had been heard ; the

delirium of fever had passed, and he met death

unshrinkingly, his mind retaining even more than
its wonted powers. It was the Sabbath even-

ingj and all around him was still and calm. For
the first two days after the delirium had departed,
his mind had still been darkened, 1'estless, and un-

easy. Perseveringly as he had labored in his

calling, he had felt in those darker days the utter

nothingness of his own works, how wholly insuf-

ficient they had been to secure his salvation ; and
the love of his God, the infinite atonement in

which he so steadily believed, shone not with
sufficient brightness to remove this painful dark-

ness. Death was very near, and it no longer
seemed the angel of light he had ever regarded
it ; but on the Saturday the mist was mercifully

dispelled from his mind, the clouds dispersed,
and faith shone forth with a brilliancy, a luster

overpowering ; it told of heaven with an elo-

quence that banished every other thought, and
Herbert's bodily sufferings were felt no longer;
the confines of heaven were gained ; but a brief

space, one mortal struggle, and he would meet
his Mary at the footstool of his God.
With solemn impressiveness, yet affecting ten-

derness, Archdeacon Howard had administered

the sacrament to him whom he regarded at once
as pupil, friend, and brother ; and the whole

family of the dying youth, at his own particular

request, had shared it with him. Exhausted by
the earnestness in which he had joined in the

solemn service, Herbert now lay with one hand
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clasped in his mother's, who sat by his side, her

head bent over his, and her whole countenance,
gave when the gaze of her son was turned toward
her. expressive of tearless, heart-rending sorrow,

struggling for resignation to the will of Him who
called her Herbert to himself. Emmeline was

kneeling by his mother's side. Mr. Hamilton
leaned against the wall, pale and still; it was
only the agonized expression of his living feat-

ures that betrayed he was a living being. On
the left side of the dying youth stood Arthur

Myrvin, who, from the moment of his arrival at

Oakwood, had never once left Herbert's couch ;

night and day he remained beside him ; and near

Arthur, but yet closer to her cousin, knelt the

orphan, her eyes tearless indeed, but her whole
countenance so haggard and wan, that, had not
all been engrossed in individual suffering, it could

noj have passed unobserved. The tall, venerable

figure of the archdeacon, as he stood a little aloof

from the principal figures, completed the painful

group.
" My own mother, your Herbert is so happy,

so very happy ! you must not weep for me, moth-
er. Oh, it is your fostering love and care, the

remembrance of all your tenderness from my
infancy, gilding my boyhood with sunshine, my
manhood with such refreshing rays it is that

which is resting on my heart, and I would give
it words, and thank, ajid bless you, but I can
not. And my father, too, my beloved, my re-

vered father oh, but little have I done to repay

your tender care, my brother and sisters' love,
but my Father in heaven will bless bless you
all ;

T know, I feel He will."
"
Percy," repeated the dying youth, a gleam

of light kindling in his eye and flushing his

cheek. " Is there indeed a hope that I may see

him that I may trace those beloved features

once again ?"

He closed his eyes, and his lips moved in si-

lent yet earnest prayer; that wish was still pow-
erful within ; it was the only thought of earth

that lingered.
" Tell him," he said, and his voice sounded

weaker and weaker,
" tell him Herbert's last

prayer was for him, that he was in my last

thoughts; tell him to seek for comfort at the

foot of the Throne where we have so often knelt

together. Oh, let him not sorrow, for I shall be

happy oh, so happy!"
Again he was silent, and for a much longer in-

terval; but when he reopened his eyes, they
were fixed on Ellen.

" My sister, my kind and tender nurse, what
shall I say to you?" he said, languidly, but in a

tone that thrilled to her aching heart. " I can

but commend you to His. care, who can take

from grief its sting, even as He hath clothed this

moment in victory. May His spirit rest upon
you, Ellen, and give you peace. May He bless

you, not only for your affectionate kindness to-

ward me, but to her who went before me. You
will not forget, Ellen." His glance wandered
from his cousin to his mother, and then returned

to her. She bowed her head upon his extend-

ed hand, but her choking voice could speak no

word.
"
Caroline, too, she will weep for me, but St.

Eval will dry her tears ; tell them I did not for-

get them; that my love and blessing is theirs

even as if they had been around me. Emmeline,
Arthur Mr. Howard, oh, where are you ? My
eyes are dim, my voice in failing, yet

"

" I am here, my beloved son," said the arch-

deacon ; and Herbert fixed a kind glance upon
his face, and leaned his head against him.

" I would tell you that it is the sense of the

Divine presence, of love unutterable, infinite, in-

exhaustible, that has taken all anguish from this

moment. My spirit rises triumphant, secure of

eternal salvation, triumphing in the love of Him
who died for me. Oh, Death, well may I say,
where is thy sting ? oh, grave, where is thy vic-

tory ? they are passed ; heaven is opening. Oh,
bliss unutterable, undying !" He sunk back ut-

terly exhausted, but the expression of his coun-
tenance still evinced the internal triumph of his

soul.

A faint sound, as of the distant trampling of

horses, suddenly came upon the ear. Nearer,
nearer still, and a flush of excitement rose to

Herbert's cheek. "
Percy can it be ? My God,

I thank thee for this mercy
"'

Arthur darted from the room as the sound ap-

peared rapidly approaching; evidently it was a
horse urged to its utmost speed, and it could be
none other save Percy. Arthur flew across the

hall, and through the entrance, which had been

flung widely open, as the figure of the young heir

of Oakwood had been recognized by the stream-

ing eyes of the faithful Morris, who stood by his

young master's stirrup, but without uttering a
word. Percy's tongue clove to the roof of his

mouth ; his eyes were bloodshot and haggard.
He had no power to ask a question, and it was

only the appearance of Myrvin, his entreaty that

he would be calm ere Herbert saw him, that

roused him to exertion. His brother yet lived ;

it was enough, and in another minute he stood

on the threshold of Herbert's room. With an

overpowering effort, the dying youth raised him-
self on his couch, and extended his arms toward
him.

,

"
Percy, my own Percy, this is kind," he said,

and his voice suddenly regained its wonted pow-
er. Percy sprung toward him, and the brothers

were clasped in each other's arms. No word did

Percy speak, but his choking sobs were heard ;

there was no movement in the drooping form of

his brother to say that he had heard the sound ;

he did not raise his head from Percy's shoulder,

or seek to speak of comfort.
"
Speak to me, oh, once again but once more,

Herbert !" exclaimed Percy. Fearful agony was
in his voice, but oh, it could not rouse the dead:

Herbert Hamilton had departed. His last wish
on earth was fulfilled. It was but the lifeless

form of his beloved brother that Percy held in

the stern grasp of despairing woe. It was long
ere the truth was known, and when it was, there

was no sound of wailing heard within the cham-

ber, no cry of sorrow broke the solemn stillness.

For him they could not weep, and for themselves,

oh, it was a grief too deep for tears.

We will not linger on the first few weeks that

passed over the inmates of Oakwood after the

death of one we have followed so long, and be-

held so fondly and deservedly beloved. Silent

and profound was that sorrow, but it was the

sorrow of those who, in all things, both great and

small, beheld the hand of a God of love. Could
the faith, the truth, which from her girlhood's

years had distinguished Mrs. Hamilton, desert

her now ? Would her husband permit her to

look to him for support and consolation undef

this deep affliction, and yet not find it? No
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they i inked up to their God ; they rejoiced that

o peaceful, so blessed had been the death of

their beloved one. His last words to them came

again and again on the heart of each parent as

soothing balm, of which nor time nor circum-

stance could deprive them. For the sake of each

other, they exerted themselves, an example fol-

lowed by their children ; but each felt years must

pass ere the loss they had sustained would lose

its pang, ere they could cease to miss the being
they had so dearly loved, who had been such a

brilliant light in their domestic circle brilliant,

yet how gentle ; not one that was ever spark-

ling, ever changing, but of a soft and steady lus-

ter. On earth that light had set, but in heaven
it was dawning never to set again.

For some few weeks the family remained all

together, as far at least as Arthur's ministerial

duties permitted. Mr. Hamilton wished much
to see that living, now vacant by the death of

his son, transferred to Myrvin, and he exerted

himself toward effecting an exchange. Ere, how-
ever, Percy could return to the Continent, or Em-
meline return to her husband's home, the sudden
and alarming illness of Mrs. Hamilton detained
them both at Oakwood. The fever which had
been raging in the village, and which had hast-

ened the death of Herbert, had also entered the

household of Mrs. Hamilton. Resolved that no
affliction of her own should interfere with those

duties of benevolence, to exercise which was her
constant practice, Mrs. Hamilton had compelled

j

herself to exertion beyond the strength of a
frame already weakened and exhausted by long-
continued but forcibly-suppressed anxiety, and
three weeks after the death of her son she too

was stretched on a bed of suffering, which, for

the first few days during the violence of the fe-

ver, her afflicted family believed might also be of

death. In this trying time it was to Ellen that

not only her cousins, but even her uncle turned,

by her example to obtain more control and

strength. No persuasions could induce her to

leave the side of her aunt's couch, or resign to

another the painful yet soothing task of nursing.

Young and inexperienced she was, but her strong
affection for her aunt, heightened by some other

feeling which was hidden in her own breast, en-

dowed her at once with strength to endure con- '

tinued fatigue, with an experience that often
;

made Mr. Maitland contemplate her with aston-
j

ishment. From the period of Herbert's death,
Ellen had placed her feelings under a restraint

that utterly prevented all relief in tears. She '

was never seen to weep ; every feature had in- 1

deed spoken the deep affliction that was hers,

but it never interfered with the devoted care she
|

manifested toward her aunt. Silently yet per-
j

severingly she labored to soften the intense suf-

fering in the mother's heart ;
it was on her neck

!

Mrs. Hamilton had first wept freely and reliev-
'

ingly ; and as she clasped the orphan to her bos-

om, and lifted up her heart in thanksgiving that

such a precious gift was yet preserved her, how
little did even she imagine all that was passing in

Ellen's heart; that Herbert to her young fancy
had been how much dearer than a brother; that
she mourued not only as a cousin's loss, but one
round whom her first affections had been twined
with an

intensity that death alone could sever.
How little could she guess the continued strug-
gle pressing on that young mind, the anguish of
her solitary moments, ere she could by prayer
v calm her bursting heart as to appear the com-

posed and tranquil being she ever seemed be>

fore the family. Mrs. Hamilton could only fee)

that the comfort her niece bestowed in this hour
of affliction, her controlled yet sympathizing con-

duct, repaid her for all the care and sorrow Ellen
once had caused. Never had she regretted she
had taken the orphans to her heart and cherish-
ed them as her own

;
but now it was she felt

the Lord had indeed returned the blessing ten-
fold in her own bosom ; and still more did she
feel this in the long and painful convalescence
that followed her brief but severe attack of fever,
when Ellen was the only one of her children re-

maining near her.

Completely worn out by previous anxiety, the

subsequent affliction, and, finally, her mother's

dangerous illness, Emmeliiie's health appeared so

shattered, that as soon as the actual danger was
passed, Myrvin insisted on her going with him,
for change of air and scene, to Llangwillai a

proposal that both her father and Mr. Maitland
seconded ; trembling for the precious girl so

lately made his own, Arthur resisted her en
treaties to remain a little longer at Oakwood
and conveyed her at once to his father's vicar

age, where time and improved tidings of her
mother restored at length the bloom to her cheeK
and the smile to her lip.

It was strange to observe the difference of

character which opposite circumstances and op
posite treatment in their infant years had made
in. these two cousins. Emmeline and Ellen, had

they been brought up from babes together, and
the same discipline extended to -each, would, in

all pi-obability, have in after years displayed pre-

cisely the same disposition ; but though weak in-

dulgence had never been extended to Emme-
line, prosperity unalloyed, save in the affair with
Arthur Myrvin, had been her portion. Affection

and caresses had been ever lavished almost un-

consciously upon her, but instead of cherishing
faults, such treatment had formed her happiness,
and had encouraged and led her on in the paths
of virtue. Every thought and feeling were ex-

pressed without disguise ; she had been so ac-

customed to think aloud to her mother from child-

hood, so accustomed to give vent to her little

vexations in words, her sorrows in tears, which
were quickly dried, that, as years increased, she
found it a very difficult task either to restrain her
sentiments or control her feelings. Her mind
could not be called weak, for in her affection for

Arthur Myrvin, as we have seen, when there
was a peremptory call for exertion or self-con-

trol, it was ever heard and attended to. Her
health indeed suffered, but that very fact proved
the mind was stronger than the frame ; though
when she marked Ellen's superior composure
and coolness, Emmeline would sometimes bit-

terly reproach herself. From her birth Ellen
had been initiated in sorrow; her infant years
had been one scene of trial. Never caressed by
her mother or those around her, save when her

poor father was near, she had learned to bury
every affectionate yearning deep within her own
little heart; every childish sentiment was care-

fully concealed ; and her father's death, the hor-

rors of that night, appeared to have placed the

seal on her character, infant as she was. She
was scarcely ten when she became an inmate of

her aunt's family, but then it was too late for her
character to become as Emmeline's. The im-

pression had been made on the yielding wax,
and now it could not be effaced. Many circuin-
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stances contributed to strengthen this impres-
sion, as in the first portion of this history we
have seen. Adversity had made Ellen as she

was, and self-control had become her second na-

ture long before she knew the meaning of the

word.
The intelligence of Herbert's death, though de-

ferred till St. Eval thought his wife enabled to

bear it with some composure, had, however, so

completely thrown her back, that she was quite
unequal to travel to England, as her wishes had

instantly dictated, and her husband was com-

pelled to keep up a constant system of decep-
tion with regard to her mother's illness, lest she
should insist, weak as she was, on immediately
flying to her aid. As soon as sufficient strength
returned for Mrs. Hamilton to express her wishes,
she entreated Percy to rejoin his sister, that all

alarm on her account might subside. The. thought
of her child was still uppermost in the mother's

mind, though her excessive debility compelled
her to lie motionless for hours on her couch,

scarcely sensible ofany thing passing around her,
or that her husband and Ellen hardly for one mo-
ment left her side. The plan succeeded

;
Caro-

line recovered soon after Percy's arrival ; and at

the earnest message Percy bore her from her

mother, that she would not think of returning to

England till her health was quite restored, she
censented leisurely to take the celebrated excur-

sion down the Rhine ere she returned home.
It would have seemed as though no other grief

eould be the portion of Ellen ; but another sor-

row was impending over her, which, while it

lasted, was a source of distress inferior only to

Herbert's death. Entering the library one morn-

ing, she was rather surprised to find not only Mr.

Maitland, but Archdeacon Howard with her
uncle.

The former was now too constantly a visitor

at the Hall to occasion individually much sur-

prise, but it was the expression on the counte-

nances of each that created alarm. Mr. Hamil-
ton appeared struggling with some strong and

painful emotion, and had started as Ellen enter-

ed the room, while he looked imploringly toward
the archdeacon, as if seeking his counsel and as-

sistance*

"Can we indeed trust her?" Mr. Maitland said,

doubtingly, and in a low voice, as he looked sad-

ly upon Ellen. " Can we be sure these melan-

choly tidings will be for the present inviolably

kept from Mrs. Hamilton, for suspense such as

this, in her present state of health, might produce
consequences on which I tremble to think ?"

" You may depend upon me, Mr. Maitland,"
Ellen said, firmly, as she came forward. " What
new affliction can have happened of which you
so dread my aunt being informed? Oh, do not

deceive me. I have heard enough to make fancy

perhaps more dreadful than reality, Mr. Howard.

My dear uncle, will you not trust me ?"

I' My poor Ellen," her uncle said, in a faltering

voice,
"
you have indeed borne sorrow well ; but

this will demand even a greater share of forti-

tude. All is not yet known; there may be hope,
but I dare not encourage it. Tell her, Howard,"
he added, hastily, shrinking from her sorrowful

glance ;

" I can not."

"Is it of Edward you would tell me ? Oh,
what of him ?" she exclaimed. " Oh, tell me at

once, Mr. Howard ; indeed, indeed I can bear
it."

With the tenderness of a father, Mr. Howard

gently and soothingly told her that letters had
that morning arrived from Edward's captain, in-

forming them that the young lieutenant had been

dispatched with a boat's crew on a message to a

ship stationed about twelve miles southward, to-

ward the Cape of Good Hope; a storm had arisen
as the night darkened, but still Captain Seaforth
had felt no uneasiness, imagining his young offi-

cer had deemed it better remaining on board the

Stranger all night, though somewhat contrary to

his usual habits of promptness and activity. As
the day, however, waned to noon, and still Lieu-
tenant Fortescue did not appear, the captain dis-

patched another boat to know why he tarried.

The sea was still raging in fury from the last

night's storm, but the foaming billows had never
before detained Edward from his duty. With
increasing anxiety, Captain Seaforth paced the
deck for several hours, until indeed the last boat
he had sent returned. He scanned the crew
with an eye that never failed him, and saw with

dismay that neither his lieutenant nor one of his

men were among them. Horror-stricken and
distressed, the sailors related that, despite every
persuasion of the captain of the Stranger, Lieu-
tenant Fortescue had resolved on returning to

the Gem the moment his message had been de-
livered and the answer given ; his men had sec-

onded him, though many signs denoted that as
the evening advanced, so too would the impend-
ing storm. Twilight was darkening around him,
when, urged on by a mistaken sense of duty, the

intrepid young man descended into the boat, and
not half an hour afterward the storm came on
with terrific violence, and the pitchy darkness
had entirely frustrated every effort of the crew
of the Stranger to trace the boat. Morning
dawned, and brought with it some faint con-

firmation of the fate which all had dreaded.
Some spars on which the name of the Gem was

impressed, and which were easily recognized as

belonging to the long-boat, floated on the foam-

ing waves, and the men sent out to reconnoiter
had discovered the dead body of one of the unfor-

tunate sailors, who the evening previous had been
so full of life and mirth, clinging to some sea-

weed ; while a hat, bearing the name of Edward
Fortescue, caused the painful suspicion that the

young and gallant officer had shared the same
fate. Every inquiry was set afloat, every exer-

tion made, to discover something more certain

concerning him, but without any effect. Some
faint hope there yet existed that he might have
been picked up by some of the ships which were

continually passing and repassing on that course;
and Captain Seaforth concluded his melancholy
narration by entreating Mr. Hamilton not to per-
mit himself to despair, as hope there yet was,

though but faint. Evidently he wrote as he felt,

not merely to calm the minds of Edward's sor-

rowing friends, but Mr. Hamilton could not share

these sanguine expectations. Mystery had also

enveloped the fate of his brother-in-law, Charles

Manvers ; long, very long had he hoped that he

lived, that he would yet return; but year after

year had passed, till four-and-twenty had rolled

by, and still there were no tidings. Well did he

remember the heart-sickening that had attended

his hopes deferred, the anguish of suspense which
for many weary months had been the portion of

his wife, and he thought it almost better for Ellen

to believe her brother dead than to live on in

the indulgence of hopes that might have no foun-

dation ; yet how could he tell her he was dead,
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pray for her brother's safety ; that nothing
50 great for the power or the mercy of the

when there was one gleam of hope, however
faint. Well did he know the devoted affection

which the orphans bore to each other. He gazed
on her in deep commiseration, as in unbroken
silence she listened to the tenderly-told tale ;

and, drawing her once more to his bosom as Mr.
Howard ceased, he fondly and repeatedly kissed

her brow as he entreated her not to despair:
Edward might yet be saved. No word came
from Ellen's parched lips, but he felt the cold

shudder of suffering pass through her frame.

Several minutes passed, and still she raised not

her head. Impressively the venerable clergy-
man addressed her, in tones and words that never
failed to find their way to the orphan's heart.

He spoke of a love and mercy that sent these

continued trials to mark her as more peculiarly
His own. He told of comfort that even in such

a moment she could feel. He bade her cease

not to

was too great
Lord ; that however it might appear impossible
to worldly minds that he could be saved, yet if

the Almighty's hand had been stretched forth, a

hundred storms might have passed him by un-

hurt; yet he bade her not entertain too sanguine
hopes.

" Place our beloved Edward and your-
self in the hands of our Father in heaven, my
child ; implore Him for strength to meet His

will, whatever it may be, and if, indeed, He
hath taken him in mercy to a happier world, He
will give you strength and grace to meet His

ordinance of love ; but if hope still lingers, check
it not he may be spared. Be comforted, then,

my child, and for the sake of the beloved relative

yet spared you, try and compose your agitated

spirits. We may trust to your care in retaining
this fresh grief from her, I know we may."
"You are right, Mr. Howard; oh, may God

bless you for your kindness !" said the almosl

heart-broken girl, as she raised her head and

placed her trembling hands in his. Her cheeks
were colorless as marble, but the long dark frin-

ges that rested on them were unwetted by tears

she had forcibly sent them back. Her heart

throbbed almost to suffocation, but she would no
listen to its anguish. The form of Herbert seem-
ed to flit before her, and remind her of her prom-
ise that her every care, her every energy shoulc

be devoted to hi/mother ;
and that remembrance

strengthened as it was by Mr. Howard's words,
nerved her to the painful duty which was now
hers to perform. "You may indeed trust me
My Father in heaven will support me, and give
me strength to conceal this intelligence effects

ally, till my beloved aunt is enabled to hear ii

with composure. Do not fear me, Mr. Maitland
it is not in my own strength I trust, for that I fee

too painfully at this moment is less than nothing

My dearest uncle, will you not trust your Ellen ?'

She turned toward him as she spoke, and Mr
Hamilton felt the tears glisten in his eyes as he
met the upturned glance of the afflicted orphan
now indeed, as it seemed, so utterly alone.
"
Yes, I do and ever will trust you, my belovet

Ellen," he said, with emotion. " May God grant

Su
His blessing in this most painful duty. To

im I commend you, my child ; I would speak
of comfort and hope, but He alone can
them."

" And He trZ/," replied Ellen, in a low, stead)
voice ; and, gently withdrawing her hand from
Mr. Howard's, she softly but quickly left the li

brary. But half an hour elapsed, and Ellen was

met" more seated by her aunt's couch. The strng
(le of that half hour we will not follow; it was
oo sacred, too painful to be divulged, and many,
many solitary hours were thus spent in suffering,
uiown only to herself and to her God.
" You have been long away from me, my Ellen,

r else my selfish wish to have you again near me
las made me think so," Mrs. Hamilton said, that
ventful morning.
" Have you then missed me, my dear aunt? 1

am glad of it, for comfort as it is to be allowed to
remain always with you, it is even greater pleas-
ure to think you like to have me near you," re-

plied Ellen.
" Can I do otherwise, my own Ellen ? Where

can I find a nurse so tender, affectionate, and at-

tentive as you are ? Who would know so well
low to cheer and soothe me as the child whose
smallest action proves how much she loves me ?"

Tears glistened in the eyes of Ellen as her aunt

spoke : for if she had wanted fresh incentive for

exertion, those simple words would have given
it. Oh, how much encouragement may be given
in one sentence from those we love ; how is ev-

ery effort to please lightened by the conscious-

ness it is appreciated ; how is every duty sweet-
ened when we feel we are beloved.

Mrs. Hamilton knew not how that expression
of her feelings had fallen on the torn heart of her
niece ; she guessed not one half Ellen endured
in secret for her sake, but she felt, and showed
she felt, the full value of the unremitting affec-

tionate attentions she received.

Days, weeks passed by at length Mrs. Ham-
ilton's extreme debility began to give place to

the more restless weariness of convalescence.
It was comparatively an easy task to sit in con-

tinued silence by the couch, actively yet quietly
to anticipate her faintest wish, and attend to all

the duties of nurse, which demanded no exertion

in the way of talking, and other efforts at amuse-
ment ; there were then very many hours that El-

len's saddened thoughts could dwell on the pain-
ful past.
She struggled to behold heaven's mercy in af-

fliction, and rapidly, more rapidly than she was
herself aware of, was this young and gentle girl

progressing in the paths of grace. Had Herbert
and Mary both lived and been united, Ellen

would, in all probability, have at length so con-

quered her feelings as to have been happy in the

marriage state ; and though she could not have
bestowed the first freshness of young affection,

she would ever have so felt and acted as to be in

very truth, as Lord St. Eval had said, a treasure

to any man who had the felicity to call her his.

Had her cousin indeed married, Ellen might have
felt it incumbent on her as an actual duty so to

conquer herself; but, now that he was dead, she

felt it no sin to love ; in devoting herself to his

parents in their advancing age, partly for his

sake, in associating him with all she did for them,
and for all whom he loved there was no sin now
in all this, but she felt it would be a crime to give
her hand to another when her whole heart was
thus devoted to the dead. There was something

peculiarly soothing to the grateful and affection-

ate feelings with which she regarded her aunj

and uncle ; that she, perhaps, would be the only
one of all those who had

"Played
Beneath the same green tree,

Whose voices mingled as they prayed
Around one parent knee"
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would remain with nothing to divert her atten-

tion from the pleasing task of soothing and cheer-

ing their advancing years, and her every effort

was now turned toward making her single life,

indeed, one of blessedness, by works of good and
thoughts of love toward all with whom she might
associate ; but in these visions her brother had
ever intimately mingled. She had pictured her-
self beholding and rejoicing in his happiness, lov-

ing his children as her own, being to them a sec-

ond mother. She had fancied herself ever re-

ceived with joy, a welcome inmate of her Ed-
ward's home ; and so strongly had her imagina-
tion become impressed with this idea, that its

annihilation appeared to heighten the anguish
with which the news of his untimely fate had
overwhelmed her. He was gone ; and it seemed
as if she had never, never felt so utterly desolate
before ; as if advancing years had entirely lost

the soft and gentle coloring with which they had
so lately been invested. It seemed but a very
short interval since she had seen him, the lovely,

playful child, his mother's pet, the admiration of
all who looked on him ; then he stood before her,
the handsome, manly boy she had parted with,
when he first left the sheltering roof of Oakwood
to become a sailor. Then, shuddering, she re-

called him when they had met again, after a lapse
of suffering in the young life of each ; and her too
sensitive fancy conjured up the thought that her
fault had not yet been sufficiently chastised ; that

he was taken from her because she had loved him
too well because her deep, intense affection for

him had caused her once to forget the mandate
of her God. In the deep agony of that thought,
it seemed as if she lived over again those months
of suffering, which in a former page we have en-

deavored to describe.

Humbled to the dust, she recognized the chas-

tising hand of her Maker, and as if it had only
now been committed, she acknowledged and re-

pented the transgression a moment's powerful
temptation had forced her to commit. Had there
been one to whom she could have confessed these

feelings, whose soothing friendship would have

whispered it was needless and uncalled-for to en-

hance the suffering of Edward's fate by such self-

reproach, Ellen's young heart would have been
relieved ; but from that beloved relative who
might have consoled and alleviated her grief,
this bitter trial she must still conceal. Mr. Ham-
ilton dared not encourage the hope which he had
never felt, but his bosom swelled with love and
most veneration fjjC the gentle being to whose
ire Mr. Maitland had assured him the recovery

of his beloved wife wis, under Providence, great-

ly owing. He long* d to speak of comfort ; but,
alas ! what could he say ? He would have prais-

ed, encouraged, b%t there was that about his

niece that utterly forbade it
;
for it silently yet

impressively told whence that sustaining strength
arose.

It was when Mrs. Hamilton was beginning to

recover that still more active exertions on the part
of Ellen were demanded. Every effort was now
made to prevent her relapsing into that despond-

ency which convalescence so often engenders,
however we may strive to resist it. She was

ready at a minute's notice to comply with and
often to anticipate her aunt's most faintly-hinted
wishes ; she would read to her, sing her favorite

airs, or by a thousand little winning arts uncon-

sciously entice the interest of her aunt to her vari-

ous pursuits, as had been her wont in former days.

UtJVt
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There was no appearance of effort on her part,
and Mrs. Hamilton insensibly, at first, but surely
felt that with her strength her habitual cheerful-

ness was returning, and fervently she blessed her
God for this abundant mercy. No exertion on
her side was wanting to become to her husband
and household as she had been before the death
of her beloved son ; she felt the beauteous flower
was transplanted above ; the hand of the Reaper
had laid it low, though the eye of faith beheld it

in perfect undying loveliness, and though the
mother's heart yet sorrowed, 'twas a sorrow now
in which no pain was mingled.
One evening they had been speaking, among

other subjects, of Lilla Grahame, whose letters,
Mrs. Hamilton had observed, were not written
in her usual style. Too well did Ellen guess the

reason; once only the poor girl had alluded to

Edward's supposed fate, but that once had more
than sufficiently betrayed to Ellen's quickly-ex-
cited sympathy the true nature of her feelings
toward him. As Lilla had not, however, written
in perfect confidence, but still as if she feared to

write too much on emotions she scarcely under-
stood herself, Ellen had not answered her as she
would otherwise have done. That her sympa-
thy was Lilla's was very clearly evident ; but as
the secrecy preserved toward Mrs. Hamilton had
been made known to her by Emmeline, she had
not written again on the subject. Yet Ellen was
not deceived; in every letter she received she
could easily penetrate where Lilla's anxious

thoughts were wandering. Of Cecil Grahame
there were still no tidings, and, all circumstances

considered, it did not seem strange she should
often be sorrowful and anxious. On dismissing
this subject, Mrs. Hamilton had asked Ellen to

sing to her, and selected, as a very old favorite,
" The Graves of the Household." She had al-

ways forgotten it, she said, before, when Ellen,

wished her to select one she preferred. She was
surprised that Ellen had not reminded her of it,

as it had once been an equal favorite with her.

For a moment Ellen hesitated, and then hastened
to the piano. In a low, sweet, yet unfaltering
voice, she complied with her aunt's request;
once only her lip quivered, for she could not sing
that verse without the thought of Edward

" The sea, the blue lone sea, hath one,
He lies where pearls lie deep ;

He was the loved of all, yet none
O'er his low bed may weep."

Mr. Hamilton, unobserved, had entered the

room, and now stood with folded arms and
mournful glance, alternately regarding his wife

and niece. Mr. Maitland had that morning told

him there was not now the slightest danger re-

maining, and he rather advised that Mrs. Hamil-

ton should be informed of what had passed, lest

the painful intelligence should come upon her

when quite unprepared. He had striven for

composure, and he now entered expressly to ex-

ecute this painful task ; he had marked the suf-

fering imprinted on his niece's face, and he could

continue the deception no longer. On the con-

clusion of her song, Ellen reseated herself on the

stool she had occupied at her aunt's feet, her

heart too full to speak.
" Why are you so silent, my dear husband?"

Mrs. Hamilton said, addressing him, and who al-

most started at her address. " May I know the

subject of such very deep thought?"
"
Ellen, partly," he replied, and he spoke the

truth. " I was thinking how pale and thin she
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looks, and how much she has lately had to dis-

tress and cause her anxiety."
' She has, indeed, and therefore the sooner we

can leave Oakwood for a few months, as we in-

lended, the better. I have been a long and troub-

lesome patient, my Ellen, and all your efforts to

restore me to perfect health will be quite inef-

fectual unless I see the color return to your cheek,
and your step resume its elasticity."

" Do not fear for me, my beloved aunt ; indeed

I am quite well," answered Ellen, not daring to

look up, lest her tears should be discovered.

"You are right, my Emmeline," suddenly ex-

claimed Mr. Hamilton, rousing himself with a

strong effort, and, advancing to the couch where
his wife sat, he threw his arms around her. " You
do not yet know all that our Ellen has in secret

borne for your sake. You do not yet know the

deep affliction which is the real cause of that al-

teration in her health, which only now you are

beginning to discover. Oh, my beloved wife, I

have feared to tell you, but now that strength is

returning, I may hesitate no longer; for her sake

you will bear these cruel tidings even as she has
done. Will you not comfort her? Will you

"

The sudden opening of the door arrested the

words upon his lips. Touched by indefinable

alarm, Mrs. Hamilton's hand grasped his without
the power of speech. Ellen had risen, for she

felt she could not hear those sad words again

spoken.
It was James the footman who entered, and

he placed a letter in her hand. She looked at

the direction ; a faint cry broke from her lips ;

she tore it open, gazed on the signature, and sunk
senseless on the floor. She who had borne suf-

fering so well, who had successfully struggled to

conceal every trace of emotion when affliction

was her allotted portion, was now too weak to

bear the sudden transition from such bitter grief
to overwhelming joy. Mr. Hamilton sprung for-

ward; he could not arrest her fall, but his eye
had caught the well-known writing of him he
had believed lay buried in the ocean, and, con-

quering her own extreme agitation, Mrs. Hamil-
ton compelled herself to think of nothing but re-

storing the still senseless girl to life. A few, very
few words told her all. At first Mr. Hamilton's
words had been almost inarticulate from the

thankfulness that filled his heart. It was long
ere Ellen awoke to consciousness. Her slight
frame was utterly exhausted by its continued
conflict with the mind within, and now that joy
had come, that there was no more need for con-

trol or sorrow, her extraordinary energy of char-

acter for the moment fled, and left her in very
truth the weak and loving woman. Before she
could restore life to Ellen's inanimate form, Mrs.
Hamilton had time to hear that simple tale of

silent suffering, to feel her bosom glow in increas-

ing love and gratitude toward the gentle being
who for her sake had endured so much.

" Was it but a dream, or did I not read that

Edward lived was spared that he was not
drowned 7 Oh, tell me ; my brain seems still to

swim. Did they not give me a letter signed by
himself? Oh, was it only fancy ?"

"
It is truth, my beloved Ellen; the Almighty

mercifully stretched forth His arm and saved him.
Should we not give Him thanks, my child?"

Like dew upon the arid desert, or healing balm
to a throbbing wound, so did those few and sim-

ple words fall on Ellen's ear; but the fervent

thanksgiving that rose swelling in her heart want-

ed not words to render it acceptable to Him
whose unbounded mercy she thus acknowledged
and adored.

Mrs. Hamilton pressed her closer to her bo-

som; again and again she kissed her, and tried
to speak the words of affectionate soothing, which
seldom failed to restore Ellen to composure." You told me once, my Ellen, that you never,
never could repay the large debt of gratitude you
seemed to think you owed me. Do you remem-
ber my saying you could not tell that one day
you might make me your debtor, and are not my
words truth? Did I not prophesy rightly? What
do I not owe you, my own love, for sparing me
so much anxiety and wretchedness? Look up
and smile, my Ellen, and let us try if we can list-

en composedly to our dear Edward's account of

his providential escape. If he were near me, 1

would scold him for giving you such inexpressible

joy so suddenly."
Ellen did look up and did smile, a bright beam-

ing smile of chastened happiness, and again and

again did she read over that letter, as if it were

tidings too blessed to be believed, as if it could
not be Edward himself who had written. His
letter was hasty, nor did he enter into very many
particulars, which, to render a particular part of

our tale intelligible, we must relate at large in

another chapter. This epistle was dated from
Rio Janeiro, and written evidently under the idea
that his sister had received a former letter con-

taining every minutia? of his escape, which he
had forwarded to her, under cover to Captain
Seaforth, only seven days after his supposed
death. Had the captain received this letter, all

anxiety would have been spared, for as he did
not write to Mr. Hamilton for above a week after

Edward's disappearance, it would have reached
him first ; it was therefore very clear it had been
lost on its way, and Edward, fearing such might
be the case, from the uncertain method by which
it had been sent, wrote again. He had quite re-

covered, he said, all ill effects from being so long
floating in the water on a narrow plank ; that he
was treated with marked kindness and attention

by all the crew of the Alma, a Spanish vessel

bound to Rio Janeiro and thence to New York,

particularly by an Englishman, Lieutenant Mor-

daunt, to whose energetic exertions he said he

greatly owed his preservation ;
for it was he who

had prevailed on the captain to lower a boat, to

discover what that strange object was floating on
the waves. He continued, there was something
about Lieutenant Mordaunt he could not define,
but which had the power of irresistibly attracting
his respect, if not affection. His story he believ-

ed was uncommon, but he had not yet heard it

all, and had no time to repeat it, as he was writ-

ing in great haste. Affectionately he hoped no
alarm among his friends had been entertained on
his account; that it would not be long before he
returned home ; for, as soon as the slow-sailing

Spaniard could finish her affairs with ihe ports

along the coast of Spanish America and reach

New York, Lieutenant Mordaunt and himself had
determined on quitting her, and returning to En-

gland by the first packet that sailed. A letter to

New York might reach him, but it was a chance ;

therefore he did liot expect to receive any certain

intelligence of home, a truth which only made
him the more anxious to reach it.

Quickly the news that Edward Fortescue lived,

and was returning home in perfect health, ex-

tended far and wide, and brought joy to oil why
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heard it. A messenger was instantly dispatched
to Trevilion Vicarage to impart the joyful intelli-

gence to Arthur ana Emmeline, and the next day
saw them both at Oakwood to rejoica with Ellen

at this unexpected but most welcome news.
There was not one who had been aware of the

suspense Mr. Hamilton and Ellen had been en

during who did not sympathize in their relief.

Even Mrs. Greville left her solitary home to seek
the friends of her youth ; she had done so pre-

viously when affliction was their portion. She
had more than once shared Ellen's anxious task

of nursing, when Mrs. Hamilton's fever had been

highest; kindly and judiciously she had soothed
in grief, and Mrs. Greville's character was too un-
selfish to refuse her sympathy in joy.
A few weeks after the receipt of that letter,

Mr. Hamilton, his wife, and Ellen removed to a

beautiful little villa in the neighborhood of Rich-

mond, where they intended to pass some of the

winter months. A change was desirable, indeed

requisite for all. But a short interval had passed
since the death of their beloved Herbert, and
there were many times when the parents' hearts

yet painfully bled, and each felt retirement, the

society of each other, and sometimes of their most
valued friends, the exercise of domestic and re-

ligious duties, would be the most efficient means
of acquiring that peace of which even the great-
est affliction can not deprive the truly religious
mind. At Christmas, St. Eval had promised his

family should join them, and all looked forward

to that period with pleasure.

CHAPTER XXI.

ALTHOUGH we are as much averse to retrospec-
tion in a tale as our readers can be, yet to retrace

our steps for a short interval is a necessity. Ed-
ward had written highly of Lieutenant Mor-

daunt, but as he happens to be a personage of

rather more consequence to him than young For-

tescue imagined, we must be allowed to intro-

duce him more intimately to our readers.

It was the evening after that in which Lieu-

tenant Fortescue had so rashly encountered the

storm, that a Spanish vessel of ill-shaped bulk

afid of some hundred tons was slowly pursuing
her course from the coast of Guinea toward Rio

Janeiro. The sea was calm, almost motionless,

compared with its previous fearful agitation. The
sailors were gayly employed in their various av-

ocations, declaring loudly that this respite of calm
was entirely owing to the interposition of St.

Jago in their favor, he being the saint to whom
they had last appealed during the continuance of

the tempest. Aloof from the crew, and leaning

against a mast, stood one apparently very differ-

ent from those by whom he was surrounded. It

was an English countenance, but embrowned al-

most to a swarthy hue from continued exposure
to a tropical sun. Tall and remarkably well-

formed, he might well have been supposed of no-

ble birth; there were, however, traces of long-
continued suffering imprinted on his manly face

and iu his form, which sometimes was slightly

bent, as if from weakness rather than from age.
His dark brown hair was in many parts silvered

vith gray, which made him appear as if he had
aeen some fifty years at least, though at times, by
the expression of his countenance, he might have
been thought full ten years younger. Melan-

choly was the characteristic of his features ; but
his eye would kindle and that cheek flush, be-

traying that a high, warm spirit still lurked with-

in, one which a keen observer might have fan-

cied had been suppressed by injury and suffer-

ing. It was, in truth, a countenance on which a

physiognomist or painter would have loved to

dwell, for both would have found in it an inter

est they could scarcely have defined.

Thus resting in meditative silence, Lieutenant
Mordaunt's attention was attracted by a strange
object floating on the now calm ocean. There
were no ships near, and Mordaunt felt his eyes
fascinated in that direction, and, looking still

more attentively, he felt convinced it was a hu-
man body secured to a plank. He sought the

captain instantly, and used every persuasion hu-

manity could dictate to urge him to lower a boat.

For some time he entreated in vain. Captain
Bartholomew said it was mere folly to think
there was any chance of saving a man's life who
had been so

long tossed about on the water ; it

would be only detaining him for nothing ; his

ship was already too full either for comfort or

profit, and he would not do it.

Fire flashed from the dark eyes of Mordaunt
at the captain's positive and careless language,
and he spoke again with all the spirited eloquence
of a British sailor. He did not spare the cruel

recklessness that could thus refuse to save a fel-

low-creature's life merely because it might occa-

sion a little delay and trouble. Captain Barthol-
omew looked at him in astonishment; he little

expected such a burst of indignant feeling from
one whose melancholy and love of solitude he
had despised ; and, without answering a word,
led the way to the deck, looked in the direction

of the plank, which had now floated near enough
to the ship for the body of Edward to be clearly
visible upon it, and then instantly commanded a
boat to be lowered and bring it on board.

"It will be but taking him out of the sea to

plunge him back again, senor," he said, in Span-
ish, to the lieutenant, who was now anxiously

watching the proceedings of the sailors, who,
more active than their captain, had carefully laid

the plank and its burden at the bottom of the

boat, and were now rapidly rowing to the ship.
" Never was death more clearly imprinted on a
man's countenance than it is there; but have

your own will; only do not ask me to keep a

dead man on board ; I should have my men mu-

tiny in a twinkling."
Mordaunt made him no answer, but hastened

toward the gangway, where the men were now
ascending. They carefully unloosed the bonds

that attached the body to the plank, and laid him
on a pile of cushions where the light of the set-

ting sun shone full on his face and form. One

glance sufficed for Mordauut U> perceive he was
an English officer; another caused him to start

some paces back in astonishment. As the youth
thus lay, the deadly paleness of his countenance,
the extreme fairness of his throat and part of his

neck, which, as the sailors hastily untied his neck-

cloth and opened his jacket, were fully exposed
to view, the beautifully formed brow strewed by
thick masses of golden curls, gave him so much
the appearance of a delicate female, that the sail-

ors looked humorously at each other, as if won-

dering what right he had to a sailor's jacket;
but Mordaunt's eyes never moved from him.

Thoughts came crowding over him, so full of

vouth, of home, and joy, that tears gushed to his
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eyes tears which had not glistened there for

many a long year ;
and yet he knew not where-

fore; he knew not, he could not, had he been

asked, have defined the cause of that strong emo-
tion ; but the more he looked upon that beauti-

ful face, the faster and thicker came those visions

on his soul. Memories came rushing back, days
of his fresh and happy boyhood, affections, long

slumbering, recalled in all their purity, and his

bosom yearned toward home, as if no time had

elapsed since last he beheld it, as if he should
find all those he loved even as he had. left them.
And what had brought them back ? Who was
the youth on whom he gazed, and toward whom
he felt affection strangely and suddenly aroused

affection so powerful he could not shake it off 1

Nothing in all probability to him; and vainly he

sought to account for the emotions those bright
features awakened within him. Rousing him-
self, as symptoms of life began to appear in the

exhausted form before him, he desired that the

youth might be carried to his own cabin. He
was his countryman, he said ; an officer of equal
rank, it appeared, from his epaulette, and he
should not feel comfortable were he under the

care of any other. On bearing him from the deck
to the cabin, a small volume fell from his loosen-

ed vest, which Mordaunt raised from the ground
with some curiosity, to know what could be so

precious to a youthful sailor. It was a pocket
Bible, so much resembling one Mordaunt pos-
sessed himself, that, scarcely knowing what he
was about, he drew it from his pocket to compare
them. " How can I be so silly ?" he thought ;

"
is

there any thing strange in two English Bibles re-

sembling each other?" He replaced his own,
opened the other, and started in increased amaze-
ment. " Charles Manvers !" he cried, as that

name met his eye.
" Merciful Heaven ! who is

this youth ? to whom would this Bible ever have
been given ?" So great was his agitation, that it

was with difficulty he read the words which were
written beneath.

" Edward Fortescue ! oh, when will that name
rival his to whom this book once belonged ? I

may be as brave a sailor, but what will make
me as good a man ? This sacred Book, he loved

it, and so will 1." Underneath, and evidently
added at a later period, was the following:

" I began to read this for the sake of those be-
loved ones to whom I knew it was all in all. I

thought, for its own sake, it would never have
become the dear and sacred volume they regard-
ed it, but I am mistaken ; how often has it sooth-

ed me in my hour of temptation, guided me in

my duties, restrained my angry moments, and

brought me penitent and humble to the footstool

of my God ? Oh, my beloved Ellen, had this

been my companion three years ago as it is now,
what misery I should have spared you."

Other memorandums in the same style were
written in the blank leaves which appeared at-

tached for the purpose, but it so happened that

not one of them solved the mystery which so

completely puzzled Mordauut. The name of
Fortescue was utterly unknown to him, and in-

creased the mystery of the youth's having pro-
duced such a strange effect upon his mind.
There were many names introduced in these

memorandums, but they explained nothing; one
only struck him ; it was one which in his hours
of suffering, of slavery, ever sounded in his ear,
the fondly-remembered name of her whom he

\onged to clasp to his aching heart it was Em-

meline ; and as he read it, the same gush ofmem
ory came over him as when he first gazed on
Edward. In vain reason whispered there were
many, very many Emmelines in his native land ;

that name only brought one to his remembrance.

Though recovering, the youth was still much too
weak and exhausted to attempt speaking, and
Mordaunt watched by his couch for one day and
two nights, ere the surgeon permitted him to

ask a question or Edward to answer it. Often,
however, during that interval had the young stran-

ger turned his bright blue eyes with a look of

intelligence and feeling on him who attended
him with the care of a father, and the color, the

expression of those eyes seemed to thrill to Mor-
daunt's heart, and speak even yet more forcibly
of days gone by.

" Let me write but two lines, to tell Captain
Seaforth 1 am safe and well," said Edward, im-

petuously, as he sprung with renewed spirits
from the couch on which he had been so long an.

unwilling prisoner.
" And how send it, my young friend ? There

is not a vessel within sight on the wide sea."

Edward uttered an exclamation of impatience ;

then, instantly checking himself, said, with a

smile,
"
Forgive me, sir; I should think only of my

merciful preservation, and of endeavoring to ex-

press in some manner my obligations to you, to

whose generous exertions, blessed as they were

by Heaven, I owe my life. Oh, would that my
aunt and sister were near me ; their gratitude
for the preservation of one whom they perhaps
too fondly and too partially love, would indeed
be gratifying to feelings such as yours. I can
feel what I owe you, Lieutenant Mordaunt, but
I can not express myself sufficiently in words."

" In the name of Heaven, young roan, in pity
tell me who you are !" gasped Mordaunt, almost

inarticulately, as he grasped Edward's hand and

gazed intently on his face; for every word he

spoke, heightened by the kindling animation of

his features, appeared to render that extraordi-

nary likeness yet more perfect."
41 Edward Fortescue is my name."
" But your mother's, boy your mother's? 1

ask not from idle curiosity."
" She was the youngest daughter of Lord Del-

mont, Eleanor Manvers."
Mordaunt gazed yet more intently on the

youth; then hoarsely murmuring, "I knew it

it was no fancy," sunk back almost overpowered
with momentary agitation. Recovering himself

almost instantly, and before Edward could give
vent to his surprise and sympathy in words, he

asked,
" Is Lord Delmont yet alive ? I knew

him once; he was a kind old man." His lip

quivered, so as almost to prevent the articulation

of his words.
" Oh no; the departure of my mother for India

was a trial he never recovered, and the intelli-

gence that his only son, a noble and gallant offi-

cer, perished with the crew of the Leander,

finally broke his heart ; he never held up his head

again, and died a very few months afterward."

Mordaunt buried his face in his hands, and for

several minutes remained silent, as if struggling
with some powerful emotion ; then asked, "You

spoke only of your aunt and sister. Does not

your mother live ?"
" She died when I was little more than eleven

years old, and my sister scarcely ten. My father,

Colonel Fortescue, dying in India, she could irjf
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to remain there, but we were compelled to

take refuge off the coast ofWales from the storms
which had arisen, and then she had only time to

give us to the care of her sister, for whom she
had sent, and died in her arms."

" And is it her sister, or your father's, of whom
" "

youspoke just now?
Hers Mrs. Hamilton."

' Hamilton ! and she lives still ? You said you
knew her," replied Mordaunt, suddenly springing
up and speaking in a tone of animation, that be-
wildered Edward almost as much as his former

agitation. Speak of her, young man; tell me
something of her.

heard her name.
Oh, it is long since I have

" Did you know my aunt ? I have never heard
her mention your name, Lieutenant Mordaunt."

"
Very likely not," he replied, and a faint smile

played round his lip, creating an expression which
made young Fortescue start, for the features

seemed familiar to him. " It was only in my
boyhood that I knew her, and she was kind to

me. We do not easily forget the associations of
our boyhood, my young friend, particularly when
manhood has been a dreary blank, or tinged with

pain. In my hours of slavery, the smile and look
of Emmeline
wakin

Manvers has often haunted
dreams ; but she is mar-

ried is in all probability a happy wife and lov-

ing mother; prosperity is around her, and it is

most likely she has forgotten the boy to whom
her kindness was so dear."

" Hours of slavery?" asked Edward, for those

words alone had riveted his attention. " Can

you, a free and British sailor, have ever been a

slave?"
" Even so, my young friend ; for seven years

I languished in the loathsome dungeons of Al-

giers, and the last sixteen years have been a
slave."

Edward grasped his hand with an uncontrol-

lable impulse, while at the same moment he
clinched his sword, and his countenance ex-

pressed the powerful indignation of his young
and gallant spirit, though words for the moment
he had none. Lieutenant Mordaunt again smiled

that smile, which by some indefinable power
inspired Edward with affection and esteem.
"I am free now, my gallant boy," he said;

" free as if the galling fetters of slavery had nev-

er bowed down my neck. Another day you
shall hear more. Now gratify me by some ac-

count of your aunt ; speak of her tell me if she

have children -if her husband still lives. If Mrs.

Hamilton is still the same gentle, affectionate be-

ing the same firm, unflinching character, when
duty called her, as the Emmeline Manvers it was
once my joy to know."
With an animation that again" riveted the eyes

of Lieutenant Mordaunt on his countenance, Ed-
ward eagerly entered on the subject. No other

could have been dearer to him ; Mordaunt could

have fixed on few which would thus have called

forth the eloquence of his young companion.
Sailor as he was, truly enthusiastic in his profes-

sion, yet home to Edward still possessed invinci-

ble attractions, and the devoted affection, grati-

tude, and reverence he felt for his aunt appeared
to increase with his years. Neither Percy nor

Herbert could have loved her more. He spoke
as he felt ; he told of all he owed her, and not

only himself, but his orphan sister; he said that

as a mother she had been to them both; that

never once had she made the slightest difference

between them and her own children. He paint-
ed in vivid colors the domestic joys of Oakwood,
the affectionate harmony that reigned there, till

Mordaunt felt his eyes glisten with emotion, and,
ere that conversation ceased, all that affection
which for many a long and weary year had pined
for some one on which to expend its force, now
centered in the noble youth of whose preserva-
tion he had been so strangely and providentially
an instrument. To Edward it was not in the
least strange that any one who had once known
his aunt, it mattered not how many 'years pre-
vious, should still retain a lively remembrance
of her, and wish to know more concerning her,
and his feelings were strongly excited toward
one whose interest in all that concerned her was
evidently so great. His first letter to his family,
which he inclosed in one to his captain, spoke
very much of Lieutenant Mordaunt, wondering
that his aunt had never mentioned one who re-

membered her so well. This letter, as we know,
was never received, and the next he wrote was
too hurried to enter into particulars, except those
that related to himself alone. When he again
wrote home, he had become so attached and so
used to Mordaunt, that he fancied he must be as
well known to his family as himself, and though
he mentioned his name repeatedly, he did not
think of inquiring any thing concerning him.
The able activity as a sailor, the graceful, court-

eous manner of Edward as a man, soon won him
the hearts of Captain Bartholomew and all his
crew. Ever the first when there was any thing
to be done on board or on shore, lively, high-
spirited, and condescending, his appearance on
deck after any absence was generally acknowl-

edged with respect. The various characters thus

presented to his notice in the Spanish crew, the

many ports he touched at, afforded him continu-

al and exciting amusement, although his thoughts
very often lingered on his darling

"
Gem," with

the ardent desire to be once more doing his duty
on her decks. But, amid all these changing
scenes, Edward and his friend, diverse as were
their ages and apparently their dispositions, be-

came almost inseparable. An irresistible im-

pulse urged Edward repeatedly to talk to him
of his home, till Mordaunt became intimately ac-

quainted with every member of the family. Of
Herbert Edward would speak with enthusiasm ;

he little knew, poor fellow ! that the cousin

whose character he almost venerated was gone
to his last home that he should never see him
more. Letters detailing that melancholy event

had been forwarded to the Gem, arriving there

just one week after the young sailor's disappear-
ance; and, when informed of his safety, Captain
Seaforth, then on his way to England, had no op-

portunity of forwarding them to him. His re-

peated mention of Herbert in his letters home,
his anxious desire to hear something ofhim, were
most painful to his family, and Ellen was more
than ever anxious he should receive the account

ere he returned.

Among other subjects discussed between them,
Mordaunt once asked Edward who now bore the

title of Lord Delmont, and had appeared some-
what agitated when told the title was now ex-

tinct, and had become so from the melancholy
death of the promising young nobleman on whom
it had devolved.

" Sir George Wilmot is out in his prognostica
tion, then," he observed, after a pause.

" I re-

member, when a youngster under his command,
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hearing him repeatedly prophesy that a Delmont
would revive the honor of his ancient house by
naval fame. Poor Charles was ever his favorite

among us."
" You were my uncle's mess-mate, then," said

Edward, in a tone of surprise and joy.
" Why

did you not tell me this before, that I might ask
all the questions I long to know concerning him ?"

' And what have you heard of Charles to call

forth this extreme interest?" replied Mordauut,
with his peculiar smile. " I should have thought
that long ere this my poor friend had been for-

gotten in his native laud."
"
Forgotten ! and by a sister who doted on him ;

who has never ceased to lament his melancholy
fate; who ever held him up to my young fancy
as one of those whom it should be my glory to

resemble. Did you know my aunt, as, by two
or three things I have heard you say, I fancy you
must, you could never suspect her of forgetting
one she loved as she did her brother. My uncle
Charles is enshrined in her memory too fondly
for time to efface it."

Tears rose to Mordaunt's eager eyes at these

words. He turned aside a moment to conceal
his agitation, then asked if Sir George Wilmot
ever spoke of Manvers. Animatedly Edward re-

lated the old admiral's agitation the first night he
had seen him at Oakwood ; how feelingly he had
spoken of one whom he said he had ever regard-
ed as the adopted son of his affections, the darling
of his childless years, his gallant, merry Charles.

Mordaunt twined his arm in Edward's, and looked

up in his face, as if to thank him for the consola-

tion his words imparted. Again was there an

expression in his countenance which sent a thrill

to the young man's heart, but vainly he tried to

discover wherefore.
We may here, perhaps, relate in a very few

words Mordaunt's tale of suffering, which he im-

parted at different times to Edward. The wreck
of the vessel to which he belonged had cast him,
with one or two others of his hapless compan-
ions, on the coast of Morocco and Algiers. There

they were seized by the cruel Moors, and car-

ried as spies before the dey, and by his command
immured in the dungeons of the fortress, where
many unhappy captives were also confined, and
had been for many years. For eight years he
was an inmate of these horrible prisons, a sick-

ening witness of many of those tortures and cru-

elties which were inflicted on his fellow-prison-
ers, and often on himself. All those at all ac-

quainted with the bombardment of Algiers, so

al)ly carried on by Admiral Sir Edward Pel-

low, afterward Viscount Exmouth, an enterprise
which was entered on to avenge the atrocious in-

dignities practiced by the dey on all the unfor-

tunate foreigners that visited his coast, can well

imagino the sufferings Mordaunt had not only to

witness, but to endure. On the first report of a
hostile fleet appearing off the coast of Barbaiy,
the most active and able of the prisoners were
marched out to various markets and there sold
as slaves. Mordaunt was one of these ; impris-
onment and suffering had not quenched his youth-
ful

spirit,
nor so bowed his frame as to render

him incapable of energy. Scarcely twenty when
this cruel reverse of fortune overtook him, the
tortures of his mind during the eight, nearly nine

years of his captivity may be better conceived
than described. He had entered prison a boy,
with all the fresh, elastic buoyancy of youth ; he
quitted it a man; but oh, how was that man-

hood's prime, to which in his visions of futurity
he had looked with such bright anticipation as
the zenith of his naval fame, now about to pass ?

as a slave, exposed to increased oppression and
indignity on account of his religion, which he had
inwardly vowed never to give up. He secured
the Bible, which had first been a treasure to him
merely as the gift of a beloved sister, and through
out all his change of destiny it was never takes
from him. To submit calmly to slavery, Mor
daunt felt at first his spirit never could, and va
rious were the schemes he planned, and in pan
executed, toward obtaining his freedom, but aL
were eventually frustrated by the observation of
his masters, who were too well accustomed to

insubordination on the part of their slaves for
such attempts to cause them much trouble or un-
easiness. Still Mordaunt despaired not; still was
the hope of freedom uppermost in his breast, even
when he became the property of a Turk, who,
had he been but a Christian, Mordaunt declared,
must have commanded his reverence, if not his
affection. Five times he had been exposed for

sale, and each master had appeared to him more
cruel and oppressive than the last. To relate all

he suffered would occupy a much larger portion
of our tale than we could allow, but they were
such that any one but Mordaunt would have felt

comparative contentment and happiness when
changed for the service of Mohammed Ali, an of-

ficer of eminence in the court of Tunis. He was
indeed one who might well exemplify the asser-

tion, that in all religions there is some good.
Suffering and sorrow were aliens from his roof;

misery approached not his doors ; and Mordaunt
had, in fact, been purchased from motives of com-
passion, which his evident wretchedness, both

bodily and mental, had excited ; to cure his bod-

ily ills no kindly attention was spared, but vainly
Mohammed Ali sought to lessen the load of an

guish he saw imprinted on the brow of his Chris-

tian captive. Mordaunt's noble spirit was touch
ed by the indulgence and kindness he received,
and he made no effort to escape, for he felt it

would be but an ungenerous, dishonorable re-

turn but still he was a slave. No fetters galled
his limbs, but the fetters of slavery galled his spir-
it with a deeper anguish ; no task-master was now
set over him with the knotted whip, to spur on
each slackening effort; but the groan which no

bodily suffering could wring, which he had sup-

pressed, lest his persecutors should triumph, now
burst from his sorrowing heart, and scalding drops
stole down his cheeks when he deemed no eye
was near. Slavery, slavery seemed his forever,
and each fond vision of his native land and all he
loved but added to the burden on his soul.

Mohammed at length became so deeply inter-

ested in his Christian slave, that he offered him
freedom, wealth, distinction, his own friendship
and support, all on the one, he thought, simple
and easy condition of giving up his country and
his faith, and embracing the one holy creed of

Mohammed. In kindness was the offer made,
but mournfully, yet with a steadiness that ave

no hope of change, was it refused ; vainly Mo-
hammed urged the happiness its acceptance
would bring, that he knew not all he so rashly
refused ; still he wavered not, and Ali, with a

weary heart, gave up the attempt. Time passed,
but its fleeting years reconciled not Mordauut to

his situation, nor lessened the kindly interest he
excited in the heart of the good old man

; and
when at length it happened that Mordaunt, al*
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most unconsciously to himself, became the for-

tunate instrument of reconciling some affairs of

his master which were in confusion, and had been
so for years ; when, among many other unexpect-
ed services which it had been in his power to

perform, he rescued the favorite son of Moham-
med from an infuriated tiger, which had unex-

pectedly sprung upon him during a hunting ex-

pedition, the old man could contain his wishes
no longer, but gave him his freedom on the spot.
Unconditional liberty to return to his native land
was very soon after accorded, and, loading him
with rich gifts, AH himself accompanied him to

the deck of the Alma, which was the only vessel
then starting from the coast of Guinea, where
Mohammed in general resided. Mordaunt was
too impatient to wait for an English vessel, nor
did he wish to incur the risk of encountering any
hostile to his interests, by crossing the country
and embarking from Algiers or Tunis. While in

Africa he felt that the chain of slavery still hov-
ered round his neck. He could not feel himself
once more a free-born Briton till he was indeed
on the bounding ocean.

Once on the way to Europe, there was hope,
even though that way was by America. He
parted from his former master, now his friend,
with a feeling of regret ; but the fresh breezes,
the consciousness he stood on deck free as the

wind, free as the ocean that bore him onward to

his native land, removed from his mind all lin-

gering dread, and filled his soul with joy; but
the human heart is not now in a state to feel for

any length of time unchecked happiness. Four-

and-twenty years had elapsed since Mordaunt
had been imagined dead ; six-and-twenty since

he had departed from his native land, and had
last beheld his friends he so dearly loved. He
might return, and be by all considered an in-

truder, perhaps not recognized, his tale not be-

lieved ; he might see his family scattered, all of

them with new ties, new joys, and with no place
for the long-absent exile. The thought was an-

guish ; but Mordaunt had weakly indulged it too

long to enable him at first to conquer it, even
when Edward's tale of the fond remembrance in

which his uncle was held by all who had loved
him unconsciously penetrated his soul with a
sense of the injustice he had done his friends, and

brought consolation with it.

These facts, which we have so briefly thrown

together, formed most interesting subjects to Ed-
ward many times during his voyage to New York.
Edward hung as in fascination on the stranger's

history ; innate nobleness was stamped in every
word. More than once the thought struck him
that he was more than what he appeared to be ;

but Edward knew he had a slight tendency to-

ward romance in his composition, and, fearful of

lowering himself in the estimation of his new-
found friend by the avowal of such fanciful senti-

ments, he kept them to himself.

At length the wished-for port to both the En-

glishmen (New York) was gained, and their pas-

sage secured in the first packet sailing for En-

gland. Edward's heart beat high with anticipa-
ted pleasure ; he longed to introduce his new
friend to his family, and his bright anticipations
shed a kindred glow over the mind of Mordaunt,
who had now become so devotedly attached to

the youth that he could scarcely bear him out of

his sight; and had he wanted fresh incentive to

affection, the deep affliction of the young sailor on

reeeivnu; I he intelligence of his cousin Herbert's

death would have been sufficient. Edward Lad
one day sought the post-office, declaring, howev-

er, that it was quite impossible such increased

joy could be in store for him as a letter from
home. There were two instead of one : one
from his aunt and uncle, the other from his sister;

the black seal painfully startled him. Mourning
for poor Mary is over long ere this, he thought,
and scarcely had he strength to break the seal ;

and when he had read the fatal news, he sat for

some time as if overwhelmed with the sudden
and unexpected blow.

Mordaunt's words of consolation fell at first

unheeded on his ear; it was not for Herbert alone
he sorrowed, it was for his aunt. He knew how
devotedly she loved her son, and though she did
not write much on the actual loss she had sus-

tained, yet every word seemed to reach his heart,
and Edward leaned his head upon the paper, and

wept like a child. Herbert, the bright, the good,
the gentle companion of his boyhood, the faith-

ful friend of his maturer years, had he indeed

gone ? his place would know him no more.
And oh, how desolate must Oakwood seem.

Percy, though in affection for his parents and his

family, in his devoted attention to their comfort,

equaled only by his brother, yet never could
he be to Oakwood as Herbert. He was as the
brilliant planet, shedding luster indeed on all

over whom it gleamed, but never still, contin-

ually roving, changing its course, as if its light
would be more glittering from such unsteady
movements ; but Herbert was as the mild and
lucid star, stationary in its appointed orbit, gild-

ing all things with its mellow light, but dart-

ing its most intense and radiant luster on that

home which was to him indeed the center-point
of love. Such was the description of his two
cousins given by Edward to his sympathizing
companion, and Mordaunt looked on the young
sailor in wondering admiration. Eagerly, de-

lightedly, he had perused the letters which Ed-
ward intrusted to him; that of Mrs. Hamilton
was pressed to his lips; but, engrossed in his

own thoughts, Edward observed him not. Sad-
ness lingered on Edward's heart during the whole
of that voyage homeward ; his conversation was

tinged with the same spirit, but it brought out

so many points of his character, which in his'

joyous moods Mordaunt never could have dis-

covered, that the links of that strangely-aroused
affection became even stronger than before. Ed-
ward returned his regard with all the warmth of

his enthusiastic nature, strengthened by the man-
ner in which his letters from home alluded to

Lieutenant Mordaunt as his preserver; and be-

fore their voyage was completed, Mordaunt, in

compliance with the young man's earnest en-

treaty, consented to accompany him, in the first

place, to Richmond!,.whence Edward promised,
after introducing him to his family, and finding
him a safe harbor there, he would leave no stone

unturned to discover every possible information

concerning Mordaunt's family. That same pe-
culiar smile curled the stranger's lips, as Edward
thus animatedly spoke, and he promised unquali-
fied compliance.

Having thus brought Edward and his friend

within but a few weeks' voyage to England, we
may now leave them and return to Mr. and Mrs.

Hamilton, who were both rejoicing in the im-

proved looks of their niece at Richmond.
The delightful calmness of their beautiful re

treat, the suspension of all anxiety, the total
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change of scene which was around them, had
j

done much toward restoring peace, not only to ;

Ellen, but to her aunt. The feeling that she was i

now indeed called upon to fulfill the promise she

had made to Herbert, that the enjoyment and
cheerfulness of home depended on her alone,
had inspired exertions which had partially en-

abled her to conquer her own grief; and every
week seemed to bring forward some new quality,
of which her relatives imagined they must have
been ignorant before. Ellen's diameter was one
not to attract at first, but to win affection slowly
but surely ; her merits were not dazzling ; it was

generally long before they were all discovered,
but when they were, they ever commanded rev-

erence and love. In all her children Mrs. Ham-
ilton felt indeed her cares fully repaid, and in

Ellen more, far more than she had ventured to

anticipate. Thus left alone in her filial cares,
Ellen's character appeared different to what it

had been when one of many. Steady, quiet
cheerfulness was restored to the hearts of all

who now composed the domestic circle of Mr.
Hamilton's family ; each had their private mo-
ments when sorrow for the loss of their beloved
Herbert was indeed recalled in all its bitterness,
but such sacred hours never were permitted to

j

tinge their daily lives with gloom.

They were now in daily expectation of St.

Eval's return to England, with Miss Manvers,
who, at. Mrs. Hamilton's particular request, was
to join their family party. An understanding had
taken place between her and Percy, but not yet
did either intend their engagement to be known.
The sympathy and affection of Louisa were in-

deed most soothing to Percy in this affliction,

which, even when months had passed, he could
not conquer; but he could not think of entering j

into the bonds of marriage, even with the wom-
an he sincerely loved, till his heart could, in some

j

degree, recover the deep wound which the death
j

of his only brother had so painfully inflicted. To
j

his parents indeed, and all his family, he reveal-

ed his engagement, and Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton

anxiously anticipated the return of Lord and

Lady St. Eval, to introduce them to the intend-

ed bride of their only son. Their intention was
to remain at Richmond till the spring, when Ar-

thur and his wife would pay their promised visit

at Oakwood, instead of spending the Christmas
j

with them an arrangement Emmeline had her-

self suggested ; because, she said, if she and her
rni-lmnd were away, the family party which had
ever assembled at Oakwood during that festive

season would be broken up, and Herbert's ab-

sence be less painfully felt. Mrs. Hamilton no-

ticed it to none, but her penetration discovered
the cause of this change in Emmeline's intentions,
and tears of delicious feeling filled her eyes as

for a moment she permitted that gentle and af-

fectionate girl to occupy that thought which she

was about to bestow on Herbert.
" We have received interesting news this

morning, my dear Arthur," Mrs. Hamilton said,

as her husband entered the parlor where she and
Ellen were seated. "

Lucy Harcourt is return-

ing to England, and has requested us to look out
for a little cottage for her near Oakwood. The
severe illness, and, finally, the death of her
cousin, Mr. Seymour, has been the cause of my
not hearing from her so long. Poor fellow ! he
has been for so many years such a sad sufferer,
that a peaceful death must indeed be a blessed
release."

" It was a peaceful death, Lucy writes, mourn
fully but resignedly; she says she can not be
sufficiently thankful that he was spared long
enough to see his daughters would both be hap-
py under her charge. That she had gained their

young affections, and that, as far as mortal eye
could see, by leaving them entirely under her

guardianship and maternal care, he had provided
for their happiness. He said this almost with
his last breath

;
and poor Lucy says, that, amon

her many consolations in this trying time, th's

assertion was not one of the least precious to her
heart."

" No doubt it was. To be the friend and

adopted mother of his children must be one of
the many blessings created for herself by her
noble conduct in youth. I am glad now my
prophecy was not verified, and that she never
became his wife."

" Did you ever think she would, uncle?"
asked Ellen, surprised.

" I fancied Seymour must have discovered her

affection, and then admiration on his part would
have done the rest. It is, I own, much better as

it is; his children will love her more, regarding
her in the light of his sister and their aunt, than
had she become their step-mother. But why did

you seem so surprised at my prophecy, Nelly ?

Was there any thing very impossible in their

union ?"
" Not impossible ; but I do not think it likely

Miss Harcourt would have betrayed her affec-

tion, at the very time when she was endeavor

ing to soothe her cousin for the loss of a beloved
wife. She was much more likely to conceal it,

even more effectually than she had ever done be
fore. Nor do I think it probable Mr. Seymour,
accustomed from his very earliest years to regard
her as a sister, could ever succeed in looking on
her in any other light."
"You seem well skilled in the histoiy of the

human heart, my little Ellen," said her uncle,

smiling.
" Do you think it then quite impossi-

ble for cousins to love ?"

Ellen bent lower over her embroidery frame,
for she felt a tell-tale flush was rising to her cheek,
and, without looking up, replied calmly,

" Miss Harcourt is a proof that such love can
and does exist more often, perhaps, in a wom-
an's heart. In a man seldom, unless educated
and living entirely apart from each other."

" I think you are right, Ellen," said her aunt.
" I never thought, with your uncle, that Lucy
would become Mr. Seymour's wife."

" Had I prophesied such a thing, uncle, what
would you have called me ?" said Ellen, looking
up archly from her frame, for the momentary
flush had gone.

" That it was the prophecy of a most romantic

young lady, much more like Emmeline's heroics

than the quiet, sober Ellen," he answered, in the

same tone ;

" but as my own idea, :f course it is

wisdom itself. But, jokes apart, as you are so

skilled in the knowledge of the human heart, my
dear Ellen, you must know I entered this room

to-day for the purpose of probing your own."
" Mine !" exclaimed the astonished girl, turn-

ing suddenly pale ;

" what do you mean?"
"
Only that the Rev. Ernest Lacy has been

with with me this morning entreating my per"-

mission to address you, and, indeed, making pro-

posals for your hand. I told him that my per-
mission he could have, with my earnest wishes
for his success, and that I did not doubt you/
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aunts consent would be as readily given. Do
not look so terribly alarmed; I told him I could
not let the matter proceed any further without
first speaking to you."
"Pray let it go no further, then, my dear un-

cle," said Ellen, very earnestly, as her needle
fell from her hand, and she turned her eyes be-

seechingly on her uncle's face. "I thank Mr.

Lacy for the high opinion he must have of me in

making me this offer, but indeed I can not ac-

cept it. Do not, by your consent, let him en-

courage hopes which must end in disappoint-
ment."

" My approbation I can not withdraw, Ellen,
for most sincerely do I esteem the

young^
man ;

and there are few whom I would so gladly be-
hold united to my family as himself. Why do
you so positively refuse to hear him ? You may
not know him sufficiently now, I grant you, to

love him, yet, believe me, the more you know
him the more will you find in him both to esteem
and love."

" I do not doubt it, my dear uncle. He is one

among the young men who visit here whom I

most highly esteem, and I should be sorry to lose
his friendship by the z-efusal of his hand."

" But why not allow him to plead for himself?
You are not one of those romantic beings, Ellen,
who often refuse an excellent offer because they
imagine they are not violently in love."

"
Pray do not condemn me as such, my dear

uncle ; indeed, it is not the case. Mr. Lacy, the
little I know of him, appears to possess every
virtue calculated to make an excellent husband.
I know no fault to which I can bring forward any
objection; but "

"Bat what, my dear niece? Surely you are

not afraid of speaking freely before your aunt and

myself?"
"
No, uncle ; but I have little to say except

that I have no wish to marry ; that it would be
more pain to leave you and my aunt than mar-

riage could ever compensate."
"
Why, Nelly, do you mean to devote yourself

to us all your young life, old and irritable as we
shall in all probability become ? Think again,

my dear girl ; many enjoyments, much happiness,
as far as human eye can see, await the wife of

Lacy. Emmeline, you are silent; do you not

agree with me in wishing to behold our gentle
Ellen the wife of one so universally beloved as

this young clergyman ?"
" Not if her wishes lead her to remain with us,

my husband," replied Mrs. Hamilton, impress-

ively. She had not spoken before, for she had
been too attentively observing the fluctuation of

Ellen's countenance ; but now her tone was such
as to check the forced smile with which her niece

had tried to reply to Mr. Hamilton's suggestion
of becoming old and irritable, and bring the pain-

fully-checked tears back to her eyes too power-
fully to be restrained. She tried to retain her

calmness, but the effort was vain, and springing
from her seat, she flew to the couch where her
aunt sat, and, kneeling by her side, buried her
face on her shoulder, and murmured, almost in-

audibly,
" Oh, do not, do not bid me leave you ; I am

happy here ; but elsewhere, oh, I should be so

very, very wretched. I own Mr. Lacy is all that

I could wish for in a husband ; precious, indeed,
would be his love to any girl who could return

it, but not to me oh, not to one who can give
him nothing in return."

She paused abruptly ; the crimson had mount
ed to both cheek and brow, and the choking sob

prevented further utterance.

Mrs. Hamilton pressed her lips to Ellen's heat-
ed brow in silence, while her husband looked at
his niece in silent amazement.

" Are your affections, then, given to another,

my dear child?" he said, gently and tenderly;
"but why this overwhelming grief, my Ellen?

Surely you do not believe we could thwart the

happiness of one so dear to us, by refusing our
consent to the man of your choice, if he be worthy
of you? Speak, then, my dear girl, without re-

serve; who has so secretly gained your young
affections, that for his sake every other offer in

rejected?"
Ellen raised her head and looked mournfully

in her uncle's face. She tried to obey, but voice
for the moment failed.

" My love is given to the dead," she murmured
at length, clasping her aunt's hands in hers, the
words slowly falling from her parched lips; then

added, hurriedly,
"
Oh, do not reprove my weak-

ness; I thought my secret never would have
passed my lips in life, bul; wherefore should I

hide it now? It is no sin to love the dead,

though had he lived, never would I have ceased
to struggle till this wild pan" was conquered, till

calmly I could have beheld him happy with the
wife of his choice of his love. Oh, condemn
me not for loving one who never thought of me
save as a sister; one whom I knew from his boy-
hood loved another. None on earth can tell how
I have struggled to subdue myself. I knew not

my own heart till it was too late to school it into

apathy. He has gone ; but while my heart still

clings to Herbert only, oh, can I give my hand
unto another ?"

" Herbert !" burst from Mr. and Mrs. Hamil-
ton at the same instant, and Ellen, turning from
their glance, hid her flushing and paling cheek
in her hands; for a moment there was silence,
and then Mrs. Hamilton drew the agitated girl
closer to her, and murmuring, in a tone of in-

tense feeling,
" My poor, poor Ellen !" mingled

a mother's tears with those of her niece. Mr.
Hamilton looked on them both with extreme
emotion

;
his mind's eye rapidly glanced over

the past, and in an instant he saw what a heavy
load of suffering must have been his niece's por-
tion from the first moment she awoke to the con-

sciousness of her ill-fated love
; and how had she

borne it? so uncomplainingly, so cheerfully, that

no one could suspect that inward sorrow. When
cheering himself and his wife under their deep
affliction, it was with her own heart breaking all

the while. When inciting Herbert to exertion,

during that painful trial occasioned by his Mary's
letter, when doing every thing in her power to

secure his happiness, what must have been her
own feelings ? Yes, in very truth she had loved

loved with all the purity, the self-devotedness

of woman ; and Mr. Hamilton felt that which at

the moment he could not speak. He raised his

niece from the
ground,

where she still knelt be-

side her aunt, folded her to his bosom, kissed

her tearful cheek, and placing her in Mrs. Hamil-
ton's arms, hastily left the room.
The same thoughts had likewise occupied the

mind of her aunt, as Ellen still seemed to cling
to her for support and comfort

; but they were

mingled with a sensation almost amounting to

self-reproach at her own blindness in not earlier

discovering the truth. Why not imagine Ellen'*
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affections fixed cm Herbert as on Arthur Myrvin ?

both were equally probable. She could now
well understand Ellen's agitation when Herbert's

engagement with Mary was published, when he

performed the marriage ceremony for Arthur
and Emmeline ; and when Mrs. Hamilton recall-

ed how completely Ellen had appeared to forget
herself in devotedness to her; how, instead of

weakly sinking beneath her severe trials, she had
borne up through all, had suppressed her own suf-

fering to alleviate those of others, was it strange
that admiration and respect should mingle with
the love she bore her ? that from that hour Ellen

appeared dearer to her aunt than she had ever
done before? Nor was it only on this account
her affection increased. For the sake of her be-
loved sou it was that her niece refused to mar-

ry ; for love of him, even though he had depart-
ed, her heart rejected every other love

; and the

fond mother unconsciously felt soothed, consoled.

It seemed a tribute to the memory of her sainted

boy that he was thus beloved, and she who had
thus loved him oh, was there not some new and

precious link between them ?

It was some time before either could give vent
in words to the feelings that swelled within.

Ellen's tears fell fast and unrestrainedly on the

bosom of her aunt, who sought not to check them,
for she knew how blessed they must be to one
who so seldom wept; and they were blessed,
for a heavy weight seemed removed from the or-

phan's heart, the torturing secret was revealed ;

she might weep now without restraint, and nev-
er more would her conduct appear mysterious
either to her aunt or uncle. They now knew it

was no caprice that bade her refuse every offer

of marriage that was made her. How that treas-

ured secret had escaped her she knew not ; she
had been carried on by an impulse she could
neither resist nor understand. At the first, a sen-

sation of shame had overpowered her, that she
could thus have given words to an unrequited
affection ; but, ere long, the gentle soothing of
her aunt caused that painful feeling to pass away.
Consoling, indeed, was the voice of sympathy on
a subject which to another ear had never been
disclosed. It was some little time ere she could

conquer her extreme agitation ; her overcharged
heart, released from its rigorous restraint, ap-

peared to spurn all effort of control ; but after

that day no violent emotion disturbed the calm

serenity that resumed its sway. Never again
was the subject alluded to in that little family
circle, but the whole conduct of her aunt and
uncle evinced they felt for and with their Ellen ;

confidence increased between them, and after

the first few days, the orphan's life was more

calmly happy than it had been for many a long
year.
The return of Lord St. Eval's family to En-

gland, and their meeting with Mr. and Mrs. Ham-
ilton, was attended with some alloy. Caroline
and her parents had not met since the death of

Herbert, and that affliction appeared at the first

moment recalled in all its bitterness. The pres-
ence of a comparative stranger, as was Miss

Manvers, did much toward calming the excited

feelings of each, and the exertions of Lord St.

Eval and Ellen restored composure and cheerful-
ness sooner than they could have anticipated.
With Miss Manvers, Mrs. Hamilton was much

pleased. Gentle and unassuming, she won her

way to every heart that knew her ; she was the

only remaining scion of Mrs. Hamilton's own

family, and she felt pleased that by her union
with Percy the families of Manvers and Hamil-
ton would be yet more closely connected. She
had regretted much, at a former time, the ex-
tinction of the line of Delmont; for she had re-
called those visions of her girlhood, when she
had looked to her brother to support the ancient
line, and, gilding it with naval honors, bid it

stand forth as it had done some centuries before.
Mrs. Hamilton had but little of what is termed
family pride, but these feelings were associated
with the brother whom she had so dearly loved,
and whose loss she so painfully deplored.
The season of Christmas passed more cheer-

fully than Ellen had dared to hope. The scene
was entirely changed ; never before had they
passed a Christmas any where but at Qakwqod,
and that simple circumstance prevented the void
in that domestic circle from being so sadly felt.

That Herbert was in the thoughts of all his fam-

ily, that it was an effort for them to retain the
cheerfulness which in them was ever the charac-
teristic of the season, we will not deny, but af-

fliction took not from the calm beauty which ever
rested round Mr. Hamilton's hearth. All appear-
ed as if an even more hallowed and mellowed

light was cast around them ; for it displayed , even
more powerfully than when unalloyed prosperity
was their portion, the true beauty of the relig-
ious character. Herbert and Mary were not lost

to them; they were but removed to another

sphere, that eternal Home, to which all who
loved them looked with an eye of faith.

Sir George Wilmot was the only guest at Rich-

mond dui*ing th:' Christmas season; but so long
had he been a friend of the family and of Lord
Delmont's, when Mrs. Hamilton was a mere
child, that he could scarcely be looked on in the

light of a mere guest. The kind old man had
sorrowed deeply for Herbert's death, had felt

himself attracted even more irresistibly to his

friends in their sorrow than even in their joy;
and so constantly had he been invited to make
his stay at Mr. Hamilton's residence, wherever
that might be, that he often declared he had now
no other home. The tale of Edward's peril in-

terested him much ; he would make Ellen repeat
it over and over again, and admire the daring
rashness which urged the young sailor not to de-

fer his return to his commander, even though a

storm was threatening around him ; and when
Mr. Hamilton related the story of Ellen's forti-

tude in bearing as she did this painful suspense,
the old man would conceal his admiration of his

young friend under a joke, and laughingly pro-
test she was as fitted to be a gallant sailor as hei

noble brother.

On the character of the young heir of Oak-
wood the death of his brother appeared to have
made an impression, which neither time nor cir-

cumstances could efface. He was not outwardly
sad, but his volatile nature appeared departed.
He was no longer the same wild, boisterous

youth, ever on the look-out for some change, some
new diversion or practical joke, which had been
his characteristics while Herbert lived. A spe-
cies of quiet dignity was now his own, combined
with a devotedness to his parents, which before

had never been so distinctly visible. He had
ever loved them, ever sought their happiness,
their wishes in preference to his own. Herbert

himself had not surpassed him in filial love and
reverence ; but now, though his feelings were
the same, their expression was different; cheer-
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ful and animated he still was, but the ringing
laugh winch had so often echoed through the

hulls of Oakwood had gone. It seemed as if

the death of a brother so beloved had suddenly
transformed Percy Hamilton from the wild and

thoughtless pleasure-seeking, joke-loving lad into

the calm and serious man. To the eyes of his

family, opposite as the brother.? in youth had

been, there were now many points of Herbert's
character reflected upon Percy, and dearer than
ever he became

;
and the love which had been

excited in the gentle heart of Louisa Manvers by
the wild spirits, the animation, the harmless reck-

lessness, the freedom of thought and word, which
had characterized Percy when she first knew
him, was purified and heightened by the calm

dignity, the more serious thought, the solid qual-
ities of the virtuous and honorable man.

Lieutenant Fortescue was now daily expect-
ed in England, much to the delight of his family
and Sir George Wilmot, who declared he should
have no peace till he was introduced to the

preserver of his gallant boy, as he chose to
call Edward. Lieutenant Mordaunt he never

^neard
of such a name, and he was quite sure he

'had never been a youngster in his cock-pit." What does he mean by saying he knows me
that he sailed with me when a mid! He must
be some impostor, Mistress Nell, take my word
for it," Sir George would laughingly say, and
vow vengeance on Ellen for daring to doubt
the excellence of his memory, as she one day
ventured to hint that it was so very many years,
it was quite impossible Sir George could re-

member the names of all the middies under
him. It was much more probable, Sir George
would retort, that slavery had bewildered the

poor man's understanding, and that he fancied
he was acquainted with the first English names
he heard.

"Never mind, Nell; he has been a slave,

poor fellow ! so we will not treat him as an im-

postor the first moment he reaches his native

land," was the general conclusion of the old
admiral's jokes, as each day increased his im-

patience for Edward's return.

He was gratified at length, and, as generally
happens, when least expected, for, protesting
he would not be impatient any more, he amused
himself by setting little Lord Lyle on his knee,
and was so amused by the child's playful prat-
tie and joyous laugh that he forgot to watch at

the window, which was his general post. Ellen
was busily engaged in nursing Caroline's babe,
now about six months old.

" Give me Mary, Ellen/' said the young earl,

entering the room, with pleasure visibly im-

pressed on his features. " You will have some-
body else to kiss in a moment, and, unless you
can bear joy as composedly as you can sorrow,
why, I tremble for the fate of my little Mary."

" What do you mean, St. Eval 1 You shall

not take my baby from me, unless you can give
me a better reason."

"
I mean that Edward will be here in five

minutes, if he be not already. Ah, Ellen, you
will resign Mary now. Come to me, little

lady ;" and the young father caught his child

from Ellen's trembling hands, and, dancing her

high in the air, was rewarded by her loud crow
of joy.

In another minute Edward was in the room,
and clasped to his sister's beating heart. It

was an agitating moment, lur it seemed to
Ellen's excited fancy that Edward was indeed
restored to her from the dead, he had not mere-
ly returned from a long and dangerous voyage.
The young sailor, as he released her from his

embrace, looked with an uncontrolled impulse
round the room. All were not there he loved
he did not miss Emmeline, but Herbert oh, his

gentle voice was not heard among the many
that crowded round to greet him. He looked on
his aunt, her deep mourning-robe ; he thought
her paler, thinner than he had ever seen her
before, and the impetuous young man could not
be restrained

;
he flung himself within her ex-

tended arms, and burst into tears.

Mr. Hamilton hastened toward them. " Our
beloved Herbert is happy," he said, solemnly,
as he wrung his nephew's hands. " Let us not
mourn for him now, Edward, but rather rejoice,
as were he among us he would do gratefully
rejoice that the same gracious hand which re-

moved him in love to a brighter world was
stretched over you in your hour of peril, and
preserved you to those who so dearly love you.
You, too, we might for a time have lost, my be-
loved Edward. Shall we not rejoice that you
are spared us 1 Emmeline, my own Emmeline,
think on the blessings still surrounding us."

His impressive words had their effect on both
his agitated auditors. Edward gently withdrew
himself from the detaining arms of his aunt ;

he pressed a long, lingering kiss upon her cheek,,

and, hastily conquering his emotion, clasped
Sir George Wilmot's extended hand, and after

a few minutes' silence, greeted all his cousins
with his accustomed warmth, and spoke as
usual.

There had been one unseen, unthought-of
spectator of this little scene

; all had been too
much startled and affected at Edward's unex-

pected burst of sorrow to think of the stranger
who had entered the room with him ; but that

stranger had looked around him, more particu-

larly on Mrs. Hamilton, with feelings of intens-

ity utterly depriving him of either speech or
motion. Years had passed lightly over Mrs.
Hamilton's head

;
she had borne trials, cares,

and sorrows as all her fellow-creatures, but her
burden had ever been cast upon Him who had

promised to sustain her, and therefore on her
t had not weighed so heavily ;

and years had
neither bent that graceful figure, nor sobbed her

features of their bloom. Hers had never been

extraordinary beauty ;
it had been the expres-

sion only, which was ever the charm in her, an

expression of such purity of thought and deed,
of gentle, unassuming piety. Time can not tri-

umph over that beauty which is reflected from
the soul ; and Mordaunt gazed on her till he

could scarcely restrain himself from rushing for-

ward, and, clasping her to his bosom, proclaim
aloud who and what he was ; but he did com-
mand himself, though his limbs trembled under

lim, and he was thankful that as yet he was un-

>bserved. He looked on the blooming family
around him they were her children, and yet
o them he was as the dead

;
and now would

she indeed remember him 1 Edward suddenly
ecalled the presence of his friend, and, spring-

ng toward him with an exclamation of regret
it his neglect, instantly attracted the attention
f all, and Mordaunt suddenly found himself the
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center of a group who were listening with much
interest to Edward's animated account of all he

owed him, a recital which Mordaunt vainly en-

deavored to suppress by declaring he had done

nothing worth speaking of. Mrs. Hamilton join-

ed her husband in welcoming the stranger with

that grace and kindness so peculiarly her own.
She thanked him warmly for the care he had

taken, and the exertions he had made for her

nephew ; and as she did so, the color so com-

pletely faded fromMordaunt's sun-burned cheek,
that Edward, declaring he was ill and exhaust-
ed by the exertions he had made from the first

moment of their landing at Portsmouth, entreat-

ed him to retire to the chamber which had been

prepared for him, but this Mordaunt refused,

saying he was perfectly well.
"

It is long since I have heard the voice of

kindness in my native tongue long since En-

glish faces and English hearts have thus bless-

ed me, and would you bid me leave them, my
young friend?'

His mournful voice thrilled to Mrs. Hamil-
ton's heart as he laid his hand appealingly on
Edward's arm.

" Not for wT

orlds," replied the young sailor,

cheerfully.
" Sir George Wilmot, my dear aunt,

have you any recollection of my good friend

here 1 He says he knew you both when he was
a boy."

Sir George Wilmot's eyes had never moved
from Mordaunt since he had withdrawn his at-

tention from Edward, and he now replied some-
what gravely,

" Of the name of Mordaunt I have no recol-

lection as being borne by any youngsters on
board my ship, but those features seem strange-

ly familiar to me. I beg your pardon, sir, but

have you always borne that name?"
" From the time I can remember, Sir George ;

Jbut this may perhaps convince you I have been
.on board your ship. Was there not one among
.us in the cock-pit, a young lad whom you ever
.treated with distinguished favor

; who, however

.unworthy, you ever held up to his comrades as

.a pattern of all that was excellent in a seaman
and a youth whom you ever loved and treated

.as a son 1 I was near him when he flung him-
. self in the sea with a sword in his mouth, and,

entering the enemy's ship by one of the cabin

windows, fought his way to the quarter-deck,
and, hauling down the French standard, retain-

ed his post till relieved by his comrades
; and

when the fight was over, hung back and gave
.to others the meed of praise you were so ea-

ger to bestow. Have you forgotten this, Sir

George?"
"No!" replied the admiral, with sudden ani-

mation. " Often have I recalled that day, one

among the many in which my Charles distin-

guished himself."
" And you told him he would rise to eminence

ere many years had passed the name of Del-
mont would rival that of Nelson ere his career
had run."

The old admiral looked on the stranger with
increased astonishment and agitation." Delmont ! You knew my brother, then,
Lieutenant Mordaunt," Mrs. Hamilton could not
refrain from saying. Many, many years have

passed, yet tell me when you saw him last."
" I was with him in his last voyage, lady,"

replied the stranger, in a low and peculiar voice,
for it was evidently an effort to retain his calm-
ness. "

Six-and-twenty years have gone by
since the Leander left the coasts of England
never to return six-and-twenty years since I

set foot in my native land."
"And did all indeed perish save yourself?

Were you alone saved? Saw you my brother
after the vessel sunk ?" inquired Mrs. Hamilton,
hurriedly, laying her trembling hand on the

stranger's arm, scarcely conscious of what she
did. " He too might be spared even as your-
self; but oh, death were preferable to lingering
on his years in slavery."

" Alas ! my Emmeline, wherefore indulge in
such fallacious hope?" said her husband, ten-

derly, for he saw she was excessively agitated.
" Mrs. Hamilton," said Sir George Wilmot,

earnestly, speaking at the same moment, " Em-
meline, child of my best, my earliest friend, look
on those features look well

;
do you not know

them 1 Six-and-twenty years have done their

work, yet surely not sufficiently to conceal him
from your eyes. Have you not seen that flash-

ing eye, that curling lip before 1 Look well ere

you decide."
"
Lady, Charles Manvers lives !" murmured

the stranger, in the voice of one whom strong
emotion deprived of utterance, and he pushed
from his brow the hair which thickly clustered
there and in part concealed the natural expres-
sion of his features, and gazed on her face. A
gleam of sunshine at this instant threw a sudden

glow upon his countenance, and Mr. Hamilton
started forward, and an exclamation of aston-

ishment, of pleasure escaped his lips, but Mrs.
Hamilton's eyes moved not from the stranger's
face.

" Emmeline, my sister, my own sister, will

you not know me? Can you not believe that

Charles is spared ?" he exclaimed, in a tone of

excited feeling.
"
Oh, God, it is Charles himself!" she sobbed,

and sunk almost fainting in his embrace. Con-

vulsively the brother pressed her to his bosom.
It seemed as if the happiness of that moment
was too great for reality as if it were but some
dream of bliss. Scarcely was he conscious of
the warm greeting he received the uncon-
tiollable emotion of the old admiral, who, as he

wrung his hand again and again, wept like a
child. His brain seemed to reel, and every ob-

ject danced before his eyes. He was alone
sensible that he held his sister in his arms
that sister whom he had loved even more de-

votedly, more constantly in his hours of slavery
than when she had been ever near him. Her
counsels, her example had had but little apparent
effect on him when a wild and reckless boy at

his father's house, but they had sustained him
in his affliction : it was then he knew the value

of those serious thoughts and feelings his sister

had so labored to inculcate, and, associated as

they were with her, she became dearer each
time he felt himself supported, under his many
trials, by fervent prayer and that implicit trust

of which she had so often spoken.
In wondering astonishment the younger mem-

bers of the family had regarded this little scene
some minutes before the truth had flashed on
the mind of Mrs. Hamilton. Both St. Eval and
Percv had guessed who in reality the stranger
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was, anu waited in some anxiety for the effect

that recognition would have on Mrs. Hamilton,
whom Edward had already considerably agitated.
With characteristic delicacy of feeling all then
left the room, Sir George Wilmot and Mr. Ham-
ilton alone remaining with the long-separated
brother and sister.

"My uncle Charles himself! Fool idiot

that 1 was never to discover this before !" had
been Edward's exclamation, in a tone of unre-
strained joy.
A short time sufficed to restore all to com-

parative composure, but a longer interval was
required for Charles Manvers, whom we must
now term Lord Delmont, to ask and to answer
the innumerable questions which were naturally
called for by his unexpected return

; much had
he to hear and much to tell, even leaving, as he
said he would, the history of his adventures in

Algiers to amuse two or three winter evenings,
when all his family were around him.

" All my family," he repeated, in a tone of

deep feeling. "Do I say thisl I, the isolated,
desolate being I imagined myself? I, who be-

lieved so many years had passed that I should
remain unrecognized, unloved, forgotten 1 Re-

proach me not, my sister
;

the misery I occa-

sioned myself, the emotions of this moment, are

punishment enough. And are all those whom
I saw here yours, Hamilton 1" he continued,
more cheerfully.

" Oh, let me claim their love
;

I know them all already, for Edward has long
ere this made me acquainted with them, both

individually and as the united members of one
affectionate family. I long to judge for myself
if his account be indeed correct, though I doubt

it not. Poor fellow ! I deserve his reproaches
for continuing my deception to him so long."
"And why was that name assumed at all,

dear Charles '!" inquired Mr. Hamilton. " Why
not resume your own when the chains of slav-

ery were broken ?"
" And how dare you say Mordaunt was yours

as long as you can remember'?" demanded Sir

George, holding up his hand in a threatening

attitude, as if the full grown man before him
were still the slight stripling he last remem-
bered him. "

Deception was never permitted
on my decks, Master Charles."

Mr? Hamilton smiled.
" N r have I practiced it, Sir George," he re-

Iied.
" Mordaunt was my name, as my sister

can v>ach. Charles Mordaunt Manvers I was

chrif-cned, Mordaunt being the name of my
god'utfcer, between whom and my father, how-

evo, a dispute arose, when I was about seven

yt; 'S old, completely setting aside old friend-

sh", and causing them to be at enmity till Sir

H nry Mordaunt's death. The tale was repeat-
ed to me when I was about ten years old, much

exaggerated of course, and I declared I would

bear bis name no longer. I remember well my
gentle sister Emmeline's entreaties and persua-
sions that I would not interfere ;

that I knew

nothing about the quarrel, and had no right to

be so angry. However, I carried my point, as

I generally did, with my too indulgent parent,

and therefore from that time I was only known
as Charles Manvers, for my father could not

bear the name spoKen before him. Do you not

remember it, Emuielinel"

'Perfectly we/I, now it is recalled, though

I candidly own I had forgotten the circum-

stance."
"
But, still, why was Manvers disused 1" Mr.

Hamilton again inquired.
" For perhaps an unjust and foolish fancy,

my dear friend. I could not enjoy my freedom,
because of the thought

*
mentioned before. I

knew not if rny belo-ed father still lived, nor
who bon3 the title of Lord Delmont, which, if

he were no more, was mine by inheritance
;
for

four-and-twenty years I had heard nothing of

all whom I loved
; they looked on me as dead :

they might be scattered, dispersed ; instead of

joy, my return might bring with it sorrow, vex-

ation, discontent. It was for this reason I re-

linquished the name of Manvers, and adopted
the one I had well-nigh forgotten as being mine

by an equal right ;
I wished to visit my native

land unknown, and, bearing that name, any in-

quiries I might have made would be unsus-

pected."
Surrounded by those whom in waking and

sleeping dreams he had so long loved, the clouds

which had overhung Lord Delmont's mind as a
thick mist, even when he found himself free,

dissolved before the calm sunshine of domestic
love. A sense of happiness pervaded his heart

happiness chastened by a deep feeling of grat-
itude to Him who had ordained it. Affected he
was almost to tears as the manner of his neph-
ew and nieces toward him unconsciously be-

trayed how affectionately they had ever been

taught to regard his memory. Rapidly he be-

came acquainted with each and all, and eager-

ly looked forward to the arrival of Emmeline
and her husband to look on them likewise as

his own ; but, though Edward laughingly pro-
tested he should tremble now for the continu-

ance of his uncle's preference toward himself,

he ever retained his place. He had been the

first known
;
his society, his soothing words,

his animated buoyancy of spirit, his strong af-

fection and respect for his uncle's memory when
he believed him dead, and perhaps the freema-

sonry of brother sailors, had bound him to Lord

Delmont's heart with ties too strong to be riven.

The more he heard of, and the more he asso-

ciated with him in the intimacy of home, the

stronger these feelings became
;
and Edward,

on his part, unconsciously increased them by
his devotedness to his uncle himself, the man-
ner with which he ever treated Mrs. Hamilton,
and his conduct to his sister, whose quiet and

unselfish happiness at his return, and thus ac-

companied, was indeed heightened more than

she herself a few months previous could have

believed possible.

CHAPTER XXII.

OUR little narrative must here transport the

reader to a small cottage in the picturesque vil-

lage of Llangwillan, where, about three months

after the events we have narrated, Lilla Grahame
sat one evening in solitude, and it seemed in sor-

row. The room in which she was seated was

small, but furnished and adorned with the refined

and elegant taste of one whose rank appeared
much higher than the general occupants of such

a dwelling. A large window, reaching to the
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ground, opened on a smooth and sloping ] a\vn,
which was adorned by most beautiful flowers.

It led to a small ffate opening on a long, narrow

lane, which led to the vicarage, leaving the little

church and its picturesque burying-ground*a little

to the right; the thick grove which surrounded
it forming a leafy yet impenetrable wall to one

side of the garden. There were many very
pretty tombs in this church-yard : perhaps its

beauty consisted in its extreme neatness, and the

flowers that the vicar, Mr. Myrvin, took so

much pleasure in carefully preserving. One

lowly grave, beneath a large and spreading yew.
was never passed unnoticed. A plain marble
stone denoted that there lay one, who had once

been the brightest amid the bright, the brilliant

star of a lordly circle. The name, her age, and
two simple verses were there inscribed: but

around that humble grave there were sweet
flowers flourishing more luxuriantly than in any
other part of the church-yard; the climbing

honeysuckle twined its odoriferous clusters up
the dark trunk of the storm-resisting yew.
Roses of various kinds intermingled with the

lowly violet, the snowdrop, lily of the valley,
the drooping convolvulus, which, closing its

petals for a time, is a fit emblem of that sleep

which, closing our eyes on earth, reopens them.

in Heaven, beneath the genial warmth of the

sun of righteousness. These flowers were sacred

in the eyes of the villagers, and their children

were charged not to despoil them; and too deep
was their reverence for their minister, and too

sacred was that little spot of earth, even to their

uncultured eyes, for those commands ever to be

disobeyed. But it was not to Mr. Myrvin's
care alone that part of the church-yard owed its

beauty. It had ever been distinguished from

the rest by the flowers around
it';

but it was

only the last two years they had flourished so

luxuriantly ;
the hand of Lilla Grahame watered

and tended them with unceasing care. In the

early morning or the calm twilight she was seen

beside the grave, and many might have believed

that there reposed the ashes of a near and dear

relation, but it was not so. Lilla had never seen

and never known the lovely being whose last

home she thus affectionately tended. It was
dear to her from its association with him whom
she loved, there her thoughts could wander to

him
;
and surely the love thus cherished beside

the dead must have been purity itself.

It was the hour that Lilla usually sought the

church-yard, but she came not, and the length-

ening shadows of a soft and lovely May evening
fell around the graceful figure of a tall and

elegant young man, in naval uniform, who lin-

gered beside the grave ; pensive, it seemed, yet

scarcely melancholy. His fine expressive coun-

tenance seemed to breathe of happiness proceed-

ing from the heart, chastened and softened by
holier thoughts. A smile of deep feeling encir-

cled his lips as he looked on the flowers, which
in this season were just bursting into beautiful

bloom
;
and plucking an early violet, he pressed

it to his lips and placed it next his heart.
*'

Doubly precious," he said, internally, "planted
by the hand of her I love, it flourished on my
mother's grave. Oh, my mother, would that

you could behold your Edward now; that your
blessing could be mine. It can not be, and
thrice blessed as I am, why should I seek for

more?" A few moment's longci he lingered,
then turned in the direction of the ricarage

Lilla's spirit harmonized not as they genenlly
did with the calm beauty of nature around ner.

j

Anxious and sorrowful, her tears more than once
I fell slowly and unheeded on her work: but little

improvement had taken place in her father's

|.temper. She had much, very much to bear,
even though she knew he loved her, and that
his chief cares were for her; retirement had not
relieved his irritated spirit. Had he, instead of

retreating from, mingled as formerly in the

world, he might have been much happier, for

he would have found the dishonorable conduct
of his son had not tarnished his own. He had
been too long and too well known as the soul of
honor and integrity, for one doubt or aspersion
to be cast upon his name. Lady Helen's in-

judicious conduct toward her children was in-

deed often blamed, and Grahame's own severity
much regretted, but it was much more of sym-
pathy he now commanded than scorn or suspicion,
and all his friends lamented his retirement. Had
not Lilla's spirits been naturally elastic, they must
have bent beneath these continued and painful
trials : her young heart often felt breaking, but
the sense of religion, the excellent principles in-

|

stilled both by Mrs. Douglas and Mrs. Hamilton

I

now had their full effect, and sustained her amid
; all. She never wavered in her duty to her
; father

;
she never complained even in her letters

to her dearest and most confidential friends.
" Have you thought on the subject we spoke

of last night, Lilla?" asked her father, entering

|
suddenly, and seating himself gloomily on a chair

i

some paces from her. His daughter started as

!
she saw him, for the first tone of his voice be-

1

trayed he was more than usually irritable and

, gloomy.
"Yes, father, I have," she replied, somewhat

timidly.
"And what is your answer?"
"

I fear you will be displeased, my dear father ;

but indeed I can not answer differently to last

night."^

u You are still resolved then to refuse Philip

Clapperton?"
Lilla was silent.
" And pray may 1 ask the cause of your fas

tidiousness, Miss Grahame? Your burst of

tears last night made a very pretty scene no

doubt, but they gave mo no proper answer."
"
It is not only that I can not love Mr. Clap,

perton, father, but I can not respect him."

"And pray why not ? I tell you, Lilla, blunt,

even coarse, if you like, as he is, unpolished,

hasty, yet he has a better heart by far than

many of those more elegant and attractive sprigs
of nobility, among which perhaps your romantic

fancy has wandered, as being the only husbands

fitted for you."
" You do me injustice, father. I have never

indulged in such romantic visions, but I can not

willingly unite my fate with one in whom I see

no fixed principle of action one who owns no

guide but pleasure. His heart may be good, I

doubt it not; but I can not respect one wha

spends his whole life in fox-hunting, drinking,
and all the pleasures peculiar to the members
of country clubs."

"In other words, a plain, honest-speaking,

English gentleman is not fine enough for you
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What harm is there in the amusements you have

enumerated ? Why should not a fox-hunter

make as o;ood a husband as any other member
ofsociety ?"

Liila looked at her father in astonishment.

These were not always his sentiments, she pain-

fully thought.
"I do not mean to condemn these amusements,

my dear father, but when they are carried on

without either principle or religion. How can

1 venture to intrust my happiness to such a
man?"

" And where do you expect to find either

principle or religion now? Not in those polished

circles, where I can perceive your hopes are

fixed. Girl, banish such hopes. No one among
them would unite himself to the sister of that

dishonored outcast Cecil Grahame."
Grahame's whole frame shook as he pro-

nounced his son's name, but sternness still char-

acterized his voice.
" Never would I unite myself with one who

considered himself degraded by an union with

our family, father, be assured/' said Lilla, earn-

estly.
" My hopes are not. high. I have thought

little of marriage, and till I am sought have no

wish to leave this sequestered spot, believe me."
"And who, think you. will seek you here?

You had better banish such idle hopes, for they
will end in disappointment."
"Be it so. then." Lilla replied, calmly, though

had her father been near her, he would have
seen her cheek suddenly become pale and her

eyelids quiver, as if by the pressure of a tear.

"Is marriage a thing so indispensable, that you
would compel me to leave you, my dear father?"

" To you it is indispensable ;
when once you

have lost the name you now hold, the world and

all its pleasures will be spread before you, the

stain will be remembered no more; your life

need not be spent in gloom and exile like this."

"And what, then, will become of you?"
" Of me ! who cares. What am I, and what

have I ever been to either of my children, that

they should care for me ? I scorn the mere act

of duty, and which of you can love me? no,

Lilla. not even you."
"
Father, you do me wrong; oh, do not speak

such cruel words," said Lilla, springing from

her seat, and flinging herself on her knees by
her father's side. " Have I indeed so failed in

testimonies of love, that you can for one instant

believe it is only the duty of a child I feel and

practice? Oh, my father, do me not such harsh

injustice ;
could you read my inmost heart, you

would see how full it is of love and reverence

for you, though I have not always courage to

express it. Ask of me any, every proof but this,

and i will do it, but, oh, do not command me to

wed Mr. Clapperton ; why, oh, why would you
thus seek to send me from you ?"

" I speak but for your happiness, Lilla ;" his

voice was somewhat softened.
" You can not

be happy now with one so harsh, irritable, cruel

as, I know, I am too often/'

"And would you compare the occasional ir-

ritation proceed-ng from the failing health of a

beloved father, with the fierce passion and con-

stant impatience of a husband, with whom I

could not have one idea in common, whom I

could neither love nor reverence, to whom even

my duty would be wretchedness ? oh, my fa-

ther, can you compare the two ? Think of Mrs.
Grevillo : Philip Clapperton ever reminds me

I

of Mr. Greville, of what, at least, he must, have
i been in his youth, and would you sentence me
to all Ihe misery that has been poor Mrs. Gre-
ville's lot, and her children's likewise?"

" You do not know enough of Clapperton to

judge him thus harshlv, Lilla
;

I know him bet-

ter, and I can not see the faults against which

you are so inveterate. Your sister chose a hus-
band for herself, and how has she fared ? is she

happy?"
"Annie can not be happy, father, even if her

husband were of a very different character.
She disobeyed ;

a parent's blessing hallowed
not. her nuptials, and strange indeed would it

I

be were her lot otherwise : but though I can
not love the husband of your choice, you may
trust me, father, without your consent and

blessing, I will never marry."
"Do not say you can not love Philip Clapper-

ton, Lilla; when once his wife, you could not

I

fail to do so. I would see you united to one
who loves you, my child, ere your affections

i are bestowed on another, who may be less will-

ing to return them."
Grahame spoke in a tone of such unwonted

softness, that the tears now rolled unchecked
down Lilla's cheeks. Her ingenuous nature
could not be restrained

;
she felt as

if,
were she

still silent, she would be deceiving him, and

hiding her face in her hand, she almost inaud-

ibly said,
" For that, then, it is too late, father; I can not

love Mr. Clapperton, because I love another."

"Ha!" exclaimed Grahame, starting, then lay-

ing his trembling hand on Lilla's head, he con-

tiaued, struggling with strong emotion, "this,

then, is the cause of your determined refusal.

Poor child, poor child, what misery have you
formed for yourself!"
"And wherefore misery, my father?" replied

Lilla, raising her head somewhat proudly, and

speaking as firmly as her tears would permit.
" Your child would not have loved had she not

deemed her affections sought, ay, and valued

too. Think not I wouid degrade myself by giv-

ing my heart to any one who deemed me or my
father beneath his notice. If ever eye or act

can speak, I do not love in vain."

"And would you believe in trifles such as

these?" asked her father, sorrowfully. "Alas!

poor child, words are often false, still less can

you rely on the language of the eye. Has any
! thing like an understanding taken place between
'

you ?"
" Alas

; my father, no
;
and yet and yet

oh, I know he loves me."
"And so he may, my child, and yet break his

own heart and yours, poor guileless girl, rather

than unite himself with the dishonored and tho

base. Lilla, my own Lilla, I have been harsh

and cruel
;

it is because I feel too keenly, per-

haps, the gall in which your wretched brother's

conduct has steeped your life and mine
;
mine

will soon pass away, but the dark shadow will

linger still round you, my child, and condemn

you to wretchedness
;

I can not, can not bear

i that thought !" and he struck his clenched hand

against hfs brow. " Why on the innocent should

fail the chastisement of the guilty ? My child,

my child, oh, banish from your unsuspecting
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heart the hopes of love returned. Where in elivience with which I met rt to plead my
this selfish world will you find one to love you j

causr "

so for vourselt' alone, that family and fortune are "
Spfik in your own proper person, Edward,

naught ?" and then _ may perhaps hear you," replied Gra-
I .. _ ir . ,.!_ __!_ A r i

*
t* t

Why judge so harshly of your sex, Mr. Gra-
j

hame, (Vora whom the sight of his young friend

hame? :;
said a rich and thrilling voice, in un-

| appeared to have banished all misanthropy.
expected answer to his words, and the same

j

' What I can, however, have to do with yor
young man whom we before mentioned as lin-

{

fate, I know not, except that I will acquit you
gering by a village grave, stepping lightly from i of all intentional eaves-dropping, if it be that

the terrace on which the large window opened j

which troubles you; and what can Mr. Myrvin
into the room, stood suddenly before the aston-

j

have said to rob you of eloquence?"
ished father and his child. On the latter the! "He told me that that you had encouraged
effect of his presence was almost electric. The

I Philip Clapperton's addresses to Lil to Miss
rich crimson mantled at once over eheek and I Grahame," answered Edward, with increasing
brow and neck, a faint cry burst from her lips, agitation, for he perceived what was indeed the

and as the thought flashed across her, that her
j
truth, that Grahame had not the least idea of his

perhaps too presumptuous hopes of love returned
j

intentions.

had been overheard, as well as her father's
" And what can that have to do with you,

words, she suddenly burst into tears of mingled young man?" inquired Grahame, somewhat

feeling, and darting by the intruder, passed by ! haughtily, and his brow darkened. "You have
the way he had entered into the garden; but not seen Lilla, to be infected with her preju-
even when away from him, composure for a dices, and in what manner can my wishes with
time returned not. She forgot entirely that no regard to my daughter on that head concern
name had been spoken either by her father or

| you?"
by herself to designate him whom she confessed

j

"In what manner? Mr. Grahame, I came
she loved

;
her only feeling was, she had be-

j

hither with my aunt's and uncle's blessing on

trayed a truth, which from him she would ever my purpose, to seek from you your gentle daugh-
have concealed, till he indeed had sought it

;
ter's hand. I am not a man of many words, and

and injured modesty now gave her so much i
all I had to say appears to have departed, and

pain, it permitted her not to rejoice in this un- ! left me speechless, t came here to implore

expected appearance of one whom she had not
! your consent, for without it I knew 'twere vain

seen since she had believed him dead. She
j

to think or hope to make your Lilla mine. I

knew the church-yard was at this period of the
|

came to plead to you, and armed with your
evening quite deserted, and almost unconscious blessing, plead my cause to her, and you ask
what she was about, she hastily tied on her bon- me how Mr. Myrvin's intelligence can aifect

net, and with the speed of a young fawn, she I
me. Speak, then, at once; in pity to that weak-

bounded through the narrow lane, and rested

not till she found herself seated beside her fa-

vorite grave ;
there she gave full vent to the

thoughts in which pleasure and confusion some-
what strangely and painfully mingled." Can you, will you forgive this unceremoni-
ous and, I fear, unwished-for intrusion?" was
the young stranger's address to Grahame, when
he had recovered from the agitation which Lil-

la's emotion had called forth, he scarcely knew
wherefore. " To me you have ever extended
the hand of friendship, Mr. Grahame, however
severe upon the world in general, and will you
refuse it now, when my errand here is to seek
an even nearer and a dearer name?"

" You are welcome, ever welcome to my
humble home, my dear boy, for your own sake,
and for those dear to you," replied Grahame,
with a return of former warmth and cordiality.

ness which makes me feel as if my lasting hap-

piness or misery depends upon your answer."

"And do you, Edward, do you love my poor
child?" asked the father, with a quivering lip

and glistening eye, as he laid his hand, which

trembled, on the young man's shoulder.
* Love her. oh. Mr. Grahame, she has been

the bright beaming star that has shone on my
ocean course for many a long year. I know
not when I first began to love, but from my
cousiiys Caroline's wedding-day the thoughts
of Lilla lingered with me, and gilded many a

vision of domestic peace and love, and each

time I looked on her bright face, and marked
her kindling spirit, heard and responded in-

wardly to her animated voice, I felt that she

was dearer still; and 'when again I saw her in

her sorrow, and sought with Ellen to soothe

and cheer her. oh, no one can know the pain it

"More than usually welcome I may say, Ed- was to restrain the absorbing wish to ask her,

ward, as this is your first visit here since your j

if indeed one day she would be mine, but that

rescue from the bowels of the great deep. "You
j

was no time to speak of love. Besides, I knew
look confused and heated, and as if you would

|

not if I had the means to offer her a comfortable

much rather run after your old companion than

stay with me, but indeed I can not spare you
yet, I have so many questions to ask

you.""
Forgive me. Mr. Grahame, but indeed you

must hear me first.

home, I knew not how long I might be spared
to linger near her; but now, when of both I am
assured, wherefore should I hesitate longer?
With the title of captain, that for which I have

so long pined, I am at liberty to retire on half-
"

I came here to speak to you on a subject pay, till farther orders
;

the adopted son and
nearest my heart, and till that is told, till from I acknowledged heir to my uncle, Lord Delmont,
your lips I know my fate, do not, for pity, ask I have now enough to oiler her my hand, with-

me to speak on any other. I meant not to have out one remaining scruple. You are silent,

entered so abruptly on my mission, but that
j Oh, Mr. Grahame, must I plead in vain?"

which Mr. Myrvin has imparted to me, and
I

"And would you marry her, would you in-

what I undesignedly overheard as I stood unseen deed take my child as your chosen bride ?" fal-

011 that terrace, have taken from me all the
t

tered Grahame, deeply moved. "
Honored, titled
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as you are, my poor, portionless Lilla is no
meet, bride for you ?"

" Perish honors and title too, if they could de-
ive me of the gentle girl I love!" exclaimed

prevented. Rapidly, almost incoherently, was
the conversation of the last, half hour repeated,
and with all the eloquence of his enthusiastic

nature, Edward pleaded his cause, and, need it

the young c> ptain, impetuously.
" Do not speak

j

be said, not in vain. Lilla neither wished nor

thus. Mr. G ahame. In what was my lamented
j
sought to conceal her feelings, and long, long

father better than yourself my mother than
j

did those two young and animated beings remain

Lady Ellen ? and if she were in very truth my in sweet and heartfelt commune beside that lowly

prive

inferior in birth, the virtues and beauty of Lilla grave.
G.ahame yould do honor to the proudest peer
of this proud land."

" My boy, my gallant boy !" sobbed the agi-
tacH lather, his

irritability gone, dissolved like

th' threatening cloud of a summer day beneath
sorae genial sunbeam, and as he wrung Captain
Furtescue's hand again and again in his, the

tears streamed lilce an infant's down his cheek.
" Will I consent, will I give you my blessing?

Oh, to see you the husband of my poor child

would be too, too much happiness, happiness
wholly, utterly undeserved. But. oh, Edward,
can Mr. Hamilton, can Lord Delmont consent
to your union with one, whose only brother is a

disgraced, dishonored outcast, whose father is

a selfish, irritable misanthrope?"
" Can the misconduct of Cecil cast in the eyes

of the just and good one shadow on the fair fame
of his sister? No, my dear sir, it is you who
have looked somewhat unkindly and unjustly on
the world, as when you mingle again with your
friends, in company with your children, you will

not fail, with your usual candor, to acknowledge.
A selfish, irritable misanthrope," he added,

archly smiling.
" You can not terrify me, Mr.

Grahame, I know the charge is false, and I

dread it not."
" Ask me not to join the world again;" said

Grahame, hoarsely; "in all else, the duties of

ray children shall be as laws, but that
"

"
Well, well, we will not urge it now, my

dear sir," said the young sailor, cheerfully;
then added, with the eager agitation of affection,
" But Lilla, my Lilla. Oh, may I hope that she
will in truth be mine ? Oh, have I, can I have
been too presumptuous in the thought I have
not loved in vain?"

"Away with you, and seek the answer from
her own lips," said Mr. Grahame, with more of

his former manner than he had yet evinced, for

he now entertained not one doubt as to Edward
being the chosen one on whom his daughter's
young affections had been so firmly fixed.

" Go
to her. my boy ;

she will not fly a second time.

What place so fitted where to pledge our

troth, my Lilla, as by my mother's resting-

place?" said Edward. "Would that she cbuld*

look upon us now and smile her blessing."

Happily indeed flew those evening hours, un-

heeded by the young lovers. Grahame, on the

entrance of his happy child, folded her to his

bosom. : his blessing descended on her head

mingled with tears, which sprung at once from
a father's love and self-reproach at all the suffer-

ing his
irritability

had occasioned her. And that

evening Lilla indeed felt that all her sorrows, all

her struggles, all her dutiful forbearance, were
rewarded. Not only was her long-cherished
love returned, not only did she feel that in a few
short months she should be her Edward's own,
that he, the brave, the gallant, honored sailor

had chosen her in preference to any of those

fairer and nobler maidens with whom he had so

often associated, but her father, her dear father,
was more like himself than he had been since her

mother's death. He looked, he spoke the Mont-
rose Grahame we have known him in former

years. Edward had ever been a favorite with

him, but he and Lilla had been so intimate from

their earliest childhood, that he had never thought
of him as a son

;
and when the truth was known

so truly did Grahame rejoice, that the bitterness

in his earthly cup was well-nigh drowned by its

present sweetness.

Innumerable were the questions both Lilla and

Grahame had to ask, and Edward answered all

with that peculiar joyousness which ever threw

a charm around him. The adventures of his

voyage, his dangers, the extraordinary means of

his long-lost uncle being instrumental^ his pres-

ervation, Lord Delmont's varied tale, all was

animatedly discussed till a late hour. A smile

was on Grahame's lip, as his now awakened eye
recalled the drooping spirits and fading cheek,
of his Lilla during those three months of sus-

pense, when Captain Fortescue was supposed

drowned, and the equally strange and sudden

restoration to health and cheerfulness when El-

so like a startled hare, from your approach; tell i len's letter was received detailing her brother's

her, had she told her father Edward Fortescue safety. Lilla's streaming eyes were hid on her

was the worthy object of her love, he would not lover's shoulder as he detailed his danger, but

thus have thrown a damp upon her young heart, quickly her tears were kissed away ;
thankfulness

he would not have condemned him as being in- ! that he was indeed spared, again filled her heart,

capable of loving her for herself alone. 'Tell
j

and the bright smile returned. He accounted

her, too, the name of Philip C^apperton shall '

for not seeking them earlier by the fact that.

offend her no more. Away, with you, my
boy !"

Edward awaited not a second bidding.

while they remained at Richmond, his uncle,

whose health from long continued suffering was

In a
'

but weakly established, could not bear him out

very few minutes the whole garden had been of his sight, and that he had entreated him not

searched, and Miss Grahame inquired for all over to leave him till they returned to Oakwood. This,
the house, then he bounded through the lane, ! young Fortescue afterward discovered, was to

and scarcely five minutes after he~ had quitted give Lord Delmont time for the gratification of

Mr. Gruhame, he stood by the side of Lilla
;
the his wishes, which, from the time he had heard

consciousness that, she had confessed her love the line of Delmont was extinct, had occupied his

and that he might have overheard it, was still mind. Many of his father's old friends recog-

paramo int in her modest bosom, and she would nized him at once. His father's and his sister's

have avoided him, but quickly was her design friends were eager to see and pay him every
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attention in their power. He found himself ever

a welcome and a courted guest, and happiness,
so long a stranger from his breast, now faded not

again. To adopt Edward as his son, to leave

him heir to his title and estate, was now, as it

had been from the first moment he recognized
his nephew, the dearest wish of his heart,

"
if it

were only to fulfill Sir George Wilmot's proph-

ecy." he jestingly told the old admiral, who, with

Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton, warmly seconded his

\yisliQs. The necessary formula met with no

opposition, and the same day that gave to Edward
his promotion of captain, informed him. of the

secretly-formed and secretly acted upon desire

of his uncle.

In the time of Edward's grandfather, the Del-

mont estates, as some of our readers may re-

member, were, from the carelessness of stewards

and the complete negligence of their lord, in such

an embarassed state, as barely to return a suf-

ficient income for the expenses of Lord Del-

mont's establishment. Affairs, however, were
not in a worse state than that a little energy and

foresight might remedy. The guardian of Henry
Manvers, who, as we know already, became
Lord Delmont when only three years old, had
acted his part with so much straightforwardness
and trust that when Manvers came of age he

|

found his estates in such a thriving condition, !

that he was a very much richer nobleman than

many of his predecessors had been. Well able

to discern true merit, and grateful for the services

already rendered, his guardian, by his earnest

entreaty, remained his agent during his residence

with his mother and sister in Switzerland. There,

living very much within his income, his fortune

accumulated, and by his early death it fell to the

Crown, from which Lord Delmont, on his return

from his weary years of slavery, received it with

the title of earl, bestowed to prove that the tale

of a British sailor's sufferings and indignities had

not fallen unheeded on the royal ear. The long-
banished seaman was presented to his Majesty
by the Duke of Clarence himself, and had no

need to regret the gracious interview. His in-

tentions concerning the young officer Captain
Fortescue met with an unqualified approval.

Ardently loving his profession, the royal duke,

thought the more naval heroes filled the nobility
of his country the better for England, and an in-

vitation to Bushy Park was soon afterward for-

warded both to Lord Delmont and his gallant

nephew.
Edward, already well-nigh beside himself by

his unexpected promotion, no longer knew how
to contain the exuberance of his spirits, much to

the amusement of his domestic circle
; particu-

larly to his quiet, gentle sister, who, as she

looked on her brother, felt how truly, how in-

expressibly her happiness increased with his

prosperity. She too had wound herself round
the heart of her uncle; she loved him, first for

his partiality to her brother, but quickly her
affection was extended to himself. Mrs. Ham-
ilton had related to him, every particular of her

history, with which he had been painfully af-

fected, and as he quickly perceived how much
his sister's gentle firmness and constant watch-
fulness had done toward forming the character
of not only Edward and Ellen but of her own
children, his admiration for her hourly increased.
A very few days brought Lord Delmont and

his niece Ellen to Mr. Grahame's cottago, and
Lilla's delight at seeing Ellen was only second
to that she felt when Edward came. The
presence, the cordial greeting of Lord Delmont
removed from the mind of Grahaojfc e^v'v re-

maining doubt of his approbation of the 'kide ais

nephew had chosen. As a faithful historian,

however, I must acknowledge the- wishes of

Lord Delmont had pointed out. Lady Ernily Lyle
as the most suitable connection for Edward.

Lady Florence he would have preferred, but
there were many whispers goinjr about that she

was engaged to the handsome young baronet

Sir Walter Cameron, who, by. the death of his

uncle Sir Hector, had lately inherited some
extensive estates in the southwest of Scotland.

When, however, Lord Delmont perceived his

nephew's affections were irrevocably fixed, and
he heard from his sister's lips the character of

Lilla Grahame, he made no opposition, but con-

sented with much warmth and willingness. He
was not only content, but resolved on being
introduced to" Miss Grahame as soon as possible,
without, however, saying a word to Edward of

his intentions. He look Ellen with him, he said,

to convey him safely, and secure him a welcome

reception : neither of which, she assured him,
he needed, though she very gladly accompanies

n.

A few weeks passed too quickly by, imparting

happiness even to Ellen, for had she been per
mitted the liberty of choosing a wife for he?

Edward, Lilla Grahame would have been hei

choice. Deeply and almost painfully affected

bad she been indeed, when her brother first

sought her to reveal the secret of his love.

"I can not," he said, "I will not marry
without your sympathy, your approval, my
sister my more than sister, my faithful friend,

my gentle monitress, for such you have evei

been to me," and he folded her in his arms with

a brother's love, and Ellen had concealed upon
his manly bosom the glistening tears, whose
source she scarcely knew. "I would have yoi
love my wife, not only for my sake but for her-

self alone. Never will I marry one who wil

refuse to look on you with the reverential aflee

tion your brother does. Lilla Grahame doe.

this, my Ellen
;

it was her girlish affection foi

you that first attracted my attention to her.

She will regard you as I do; she will teach hei

children, if it please heaven to grant us any, to

look on you even as I would; her heart and

home will be as open to my beloved sister as

mine. Speak then, my ever-cherished, ever

faithful friend; tell me if, in seeking Lilla, your
sympathy, your blessing will be mine.

Tears ofjoy choked her utterance, but quick-

ly recovering herself, Ellen answered him in a

manner calculated indeed to increase his happi-

ness, and her presence at Llangwillan satisfied

every wish.

Unable to resist the eloquent entreaties of all

his friends, and the appealing eyes of his child,

Grahame at last consented to spend the month
which was to intervene ere his daughter's nup-
tials, at Oakwood. That period Edward intend-

ed to employ in visiting the ancient Hall on the

Delmont estate, which for the last three months
had been in a state of active preparation for the

reception of its long-absent master. It was
beautifully situated in the vicinity of the New
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p nrest, Hampshire. There Edward was to take

his bride, considering the whole estate, his un-

cle declared, already as his own. as he did not

mean to be a fixture there, but live alternately
with his sister and his nephew. Oakwood should

sec quite as much of him as Beech Hill, and

young people were better alone, particularly
the first year of their marriage. Vainly Ed-
ward and Lilla. sought to combat his resolution

;

the only concession they could obtain was, that

when their honeymoon was over, he and Ellen
would pay them a visit, just to see how they
were getting on.

" YOU must never marry, Nelly, for I don't

know what my sister will do without you," said

Lord Delmont, laughing.
" Be assured, uncle Charles, I never will. I

love the freedom of this old Hall too well
; and,

unless my aunt absolutely sends me away, I

shall not go."
"And that she never will, Ellen." said Lilla,

earnestly.
" She said the other day she did not

know how she should ever spare you even to us
;

but you must come to us very often, dearest

Ellen. I shall never perform my part well as

mistress of the large establishment with which
Edward threatens me, without your counsel and

support."
"

I will not come at all, if you and Edward

lay your wise heads together, as you already
seem inclined to do, to win me by flattery," re-

plied Ellen, playfully, endeavoring to look grave,

though she refused not the kiss of peace for

which Lilla looked up so appealingly.
The first week in July was fixed for the cel-

ebration of the two marriages in Mr. Hamilton's

family. As both Edward and Percy wished the

ceremony should take place in the parish church
of Oakwood. and be performed by Archdeacon

Howard, it was agreed the same day should

witness both bridals
;
and that Miss Manvers,

who had been residing at Castle Terryn with

the Earl and Countess St. Eval, should accom-

pany them to Oakwood a few days previous.

Young Hamilton took his bride to Paris, to which

capital he had been intrusted with some govern-
ment commission. It was not till the end of

July he had originally intended his nuptials
should take place ;

but he did not choose to

leave England for an uncertain period without

his Louisa, and consequently it was agreed
their honeymoon should be passed in France.

It may be well to mention here that Mr. Ham-
ilton had effected the exchange he desired, and

that Arthur Myrvin and his beloved Emmeline
were now comfortably installed in the Rectory,
which had been so long the residence of Mr.
Howard

;
and that Myrvin now performed his

pastoral duties in a manner that reflected hap-

piness not only on his parishioners, but on all

his friends, and enabled him to enjoy that true

peace springing from a satisfied conscience.

He trod in the steps of his lamented friend
;
he

knew not himself how often his poor, yet con-

tented flock compared him in their humble cot-

tages with Herbert, and that in their eyes he

did not lose by the comparison. Some, indeed,

would say,
"

It is all Master Herbert's example,
and the society of that sweet young creature,
Miss Emmeline, that has made him what he is."

But whatever might be the reason, Arthur was

universally beloved
;
and that the village favor-

ite, Miss Emmeline, who had grown up among
them from infancy, was their rector's wife that

she still mingled among them, the same gentle,
lovable being she had ever been that it was
to her and not to a stranger, they were ever at

liberty to seek for relief in trouble, or sympathy
in joy, was indeed a source of unbounded pleas-
ure. And Emmeline was happy, truly, grate-
fully happy; never did she regret the choice
she had made, nor envy her family the higher
stations of life it was theirs to fill. She had
not a wish beyond the homes of those she
loved : her husband was all in all to her

;
her

child a treasure for which she could not be suf

ficiently thankful. She was still the same playful,

guileless being to her family which she had ever
been

;
but to strangers a greater degree of dignity

characterized her deportment, and commanded
their involuntary respect. The home of Arthur

Myrvin was indeed one over which peace and
love had entwined their roseate wings ;

a lowly
yet a beauteous spot, over which the storms of

the busy troubled world might burst, but never
reach

;
and for other sorrows, piety and submis-

sion were alike their watchword and their safe-

guard. Lord St. Eval was the only person who
regretted Arthur's promotion to the rectory of

Oakwood, as it deprived him, he declared, of his

chaplain, his vicar, and his friend. However,
he willingly accepted a friend of Mr. Hamilton's
to supply his place, a clergyman not much be-

yond the prime of life
;
one who for seven years

had devoted himself, laboriously and unceasingly,
to a poor and unprofitable parish in one of the

Feroe Islands
5

in the service of Mr. Hamilton
he had been employed, though voluntarily he
had accepted, nay, eloquently he had pleaded
for the office. To those of our readers who are

acquainted with the story of Home Influence,
the Rev. Henry Morton is no stranger. They
may remember that he accompanied Mr. Ham
ilton on his perilous expedition, and had joyfully
consented to remaining there till the young
Christian Wilson, was capable of undertaking
the ministry. He had done so

;
his pupil prom-

ised fair to reward his every care, and preserve
his countrymen in that state of peace, prosperity,
and virtue, to which they had been brought by
the unceasing cares of Morton

;
and that worthy

man returned to his native land seven years after

he had quitted it. improved not only in inward

peace but in health, and consequently appear-
ances. A perceptible lameness was now the

only remains of what had been before painful

deformity. The bracing air of the island had

invigorated his nerves
;
the consciousness that

he was active in the service of his fellow-creat-

ures removed from his mind the morbid sensibility

that had formerly so oppressed him
;
and Mr.

and Mrs. Hamilton perceived, with benevolent

pleasure, that life was to him no longer a bur-

den. He had become a cheerful, happy member
of society, willing to enjoy the blessings that

now surrounded him with a truly chastened,

grateful spirit: Oakwood atl Castle Terryn
were ever enlivened when he was present.
After the cold and barren J' 'ing at Feroe, ex-

iled as he there had been fr *m any of his own
rank in life, the vicarage a' Castle Terryn and
the society those duties inc! <led, formed to him
indeed a happy resting-pla*^ ;

while his many
excellent qualities soon rec veiled St. Eval and
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his countess to Myrvin's desertion, as they called

his accepting the rectory at Oakwood. No un-

toward event occurred to prevent the celebration

of Percy and Edward's bridals as intended.

They took place, attended with all that chast-

ened joy and innocent festivity which might
have been expected from the characters of those

principally concerned. No cloud obscured the

happiness of ihe affectionate united family which
witnessed these gladdening nuptials. Each

might, perhaps, in secret have felt there was
one blank in every heart, that when thus united,
there was still a void on earth. In their breasts

the fond memory of Herbert lingered still. Mr.
Grahame forgot his moroseness, though he had
resolved on returning to his cottage in Wales.
He could feel nothing but delight as he looked

on his Lilla in her chaste and simple bridal robes,
and felt that of her he might indeed be proud.

Fondly he dried the tear that fell from her bright
eyes, as she clung to him in parting, and

promised to see her soon, very soon, at Beech
Hill.

It was the amusement of the village gossips
for many a long evening to discuss over and
over again the various merits of the two brides

;

some preferring the tearful, blushing Lilla, others

the pale, yet composed and dignified demeanor
of Miss Manvers. Some said Captain Fortescue
looked much more agitated than he did when he

saved his uncle's life off Dartmouth, some years
before; it was marvelously strange for a brave

young officer such as he, to be so flustered at

such a simple thing as taking a pretty girl for

better or worse. And Mr." Percy Hamilton,
some said, was very much too serious for such
a joyous occasion

;
if they had been Miss Man-

vers they should not have liked it,
and so unlike

himself, too.
" Hold your tongue, silly woman," a venerable

old man interposed, at this part of the conversa-

tion,
" the poor lad's thoughts were with his

brother, to whom this day would have been as

great, a source ofjoy as to himself. He has not

been the same man since dear Master Herbert's

death, and no wonder, poor fellow."

This observation effectually put an end to the

remarks on Percy's demeanor, and some owned,
after all, marriage was somehow a solemn cere-

mony, and it was better to be too serious at

such a time than too gay.

Percy and his bride staid a week in London,
and thence proceeded to Paris, which place, a

very short scrutiny convinced Percy was in-

ternally in no quiet condition
;
some disturbance,

he was convinced, was threatening, though of

what nature he could not at first comprehend.
He had not, however, left England a fortnight
before his family were alarmed by the reports
which so quickly flew over to our island of that

extraordinary revolution which in three short

days completely changed the sovereign dynasty
of France, and threatened a renewal of those
horrors which had deluged that fair capital with
blood in the time of the unfortunate Louis XVI.
We have neither space nor inclination to enter
into such details

;
some extracts of a letter from

Percy, which Mr. Hamilton received, after a
week of extreme anxiety on his account, we feel,

however, compelled to transcribe, as the ultimate
fates of two individuals, whose names have
mere than once been mentioned in the course

! of these memoirs, ma} there perhaps be dis-
1 covered.

''Your anxiety, my dturest mother, and that
of my father and Ellen, I can well understand,
but for myself I hud no fear. Had I been alone,
I believe a species of pleasurable excitement
would have been the prevailing feeling but for

, my Louisa I did tremble very often ; the scenes

I passing around us were to a gentle eye and
: feeling heart terrible indeed, and so suddenly

j

they had come upon us, we had no time to at-

|

tempt retreat to a place of greater safely. Can-
non-balls were flying in all directions, shatter-

ing the windows, killing some, and fearfully

wounding many others; for several hours I con-
cealed Louisa in the cellar, which was the only
secure abode our house presented. Mounted,

guards, to the number of six or seven hundred,
were dashing down the various streets, with a
noise like thunder, diversified only by the clash
of arms, the shrieks of the wounded, and the
fierce cries of the populace. It was indeed ter-

rible the butchery of lives has indeed been
awful

;
in these sanguinary conflicts between

i desperate men, pent up in narrow streets, inno-

: cent lives have also been taken, for it was next
to impossible to distinguish between those who

j

took an active part in the affray, and those who
I
were merely paralyzed spectators. In their

! own defense the gendarmes were compelled to
'

fire, and their artillery did fearful havoc among
'

the people Crossing the Quai de la

| Tournelle, at the commencement of the first

I
day, I was startled by being addressed by name,

I and turning round, beheld, to my utter astonish-
1

ment, Cecil Grahame at my elbow; he was in

j

the uniform of a gendarme, in which corps, he

!
told me, with some glee, his brother-in-law,
Lord Alphingham, who was high in favor with
the French court, had obtained him a commis-

sion; he spoke lightly, and with that same rcck-

j

lessness of spirit and want of principle which un-

|
fortunately has ever characterized him. declar-

| ing he was far better off than he had ever been
in England, which country he hoped never to

see again, as he utterly abhorred the very sight
of it. The French people were rather more

agreeable to live with
;
he could enjoy his pleas-

ures without any confounded restraint. ] sup-

pose he saw how little I sympathized in his ex-

cited spirits, for, with a hoarse laugh and an
oath of levity, he swore that I had not a bit

more spirit in me than when a craven-hearted

lad, always cringing before the frown of a saint-

ly father, and therefore no fit companion for a

jolly fellow like himself. ' Have you followed

Herbert's example, and are you, too, a godly-
minded parson? then, good-day, and good rid-

dance to you, my lad,' was the conclusion of his

boisterous speech, and setting spurs to his

horse, he would have galloped off. when 1 de-

tained him, to ask why he had not informed his

family of his present place of abode a.nl situa-

tion. My blood had boiled as he spoke, that

such rude and scurrilous lips should thus scorn-

fully have spoken my sainted brother's name;
passion rose fierce within me, but 1 thought of

him whose, name he spoke and was calm. He
swore that he had had quite enough of his fa-

ther's severity, that he never meant to see his

face again. He was now, thank heaven, his

own master, and would take care to remain so
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that he had been a fool to address me, as he

might be sure 1 should tell of his doings, and

bring the old fellow after him. Disgusted be-

yond measure, yet I could not forbear asking
him if he had heard of his mother's death.

Without the least change of countenance or of

voice, he replied,
" ' Heard of it, man, ay, and forgotten it by

this; why. it is some centuries ago. It would
have been a good thing for me had she died

years before she did.'

"'Cecil Grahame!' I exclaimed, in a tone
that rung in my ears some hours afterward, and
I believe made him start, daring even as he was.
' do yon know it is your mother of whom you
speak? a mother whose only fault toward you
was too much love, a mother whose too fond

heart your cruel conduct broke
;

are you so

completely devoid of feeling that not even this

can move von ?
:

" '

Pray add to your long list of my good
mother's perfections a weakness that ruined me,
that made me the wretch I am,' he wildly ex-

claimed, and he clenched his hand and bit his

lip till the blood came, while his cheek became
livid with some feeling I could not fathom. He
spurred his horse violently, the spirited animal
started forward, a kind of spell seemed to rivet

my eyes upon him. There was a loud report
of cannon from the Place cle Greve. several balls

whizzed close by me, evidently fired to disperse
the multitude, who were tumultuously assem-

bling on the Pont de la Cite, and ere I could

recover from the startling effects of the report.
I heard a shrill scream of mortal agony, and
Cecil Graham fell from his horse a shattered

corpse For several minutes I was

wholly unconscious of all that was passing
around me. I stood by the body of the unfortu-

nate young man, quite" insensible to the danger
I was incurring from the shot. 1 could only
see him before my eyes, as I had known him in

his boyhood and his earliest youth, full of fair

promises of hopeful futurity, the darling of his

mother's eye, the pride of his father, spite of

his faults; and now what was he ? a mangled
corpse, cut off without warning or preparation
in his early youth. But, oh. worse, far worse
than all, with the words of hatred, of defiance

on his lips. I sought in vain for life : there was
no sign, no hope. To attempt to rescue the

body was vain, the tumult was increasing fear-

fully around me; many gendarmes were falling

indiscriminately with the populace, and the

countenance of Cecil was so fearfully disfigured,
that to attempt to recognize it when all might
again be quiet would, I knew, be useless. One
effort I made, I inquired for and sought Lord

Alphingham's hotel, intending to obtain his

assistance in the proper interment of this unfor-

tunate young man, but in this was equally frus-

trated, the hotel was closely shut up. Lord and

Lady Alphingham had, at the earliest threaten-

ing of disturbances, retreated to their chateau
in the province of Champagne. I forwarded
the melancholy intelligence to them, and return-

ed to my own hotel sick at heart with the sight
I had witnessed. The fearful tone of his last

words, the agonized shriek, rung in my ears, as

the shattered form and face floated before my
eyes, with a tenacity no effort of my own or

even of my Louisa's could dispel Oh, my

mother, what do I not owe you for guarding me
from the temptations that have assailed this

wretched young man, or rather for imprinting
on my infant mind those principles which, with

the blessing of our heavenly Father, have thus

preserved me. Naturally, my temper, my pas-
sions were like his, in nothing was I his superi-

or; but it was your hand, your prayers, my
mother, planted the seeds of virtue, your gentle
firmness eradicated those faults which, had they
been fostered by indulgence, might have render-

my life like Cecil Grahame's, and exposed me
in the end to a death like his. What would
have availed my father's judicious guidance, my
brother's mild example, had not the soil been

prepared by a mother's hand and watered by a
mother's prayers ? blessings, a thousand bless-

ings, on your head, my mother ! Oh, may
my children learn to bless theirs even as I

do mine; they can not know a purer joy on
earth

" We have arrived at Rouen in safety. I am
truly thankful to feel my beloved wife is far

from the scene of confusion and danger to

which she has been so unavoidably exposed. I

am not deceived in her strength of nerve, my
dear mother; I did not think, when I boasted
of it as one of her truly valuable acquirements, 1

should so soon have seen it put to the proof; to

her letter to Caroline I refer you for all enter-

taining matter
"

I have been interrupted by an interview as

unexpected as it promises to be gratifying.
One dear to us all may, at length, rejoice there

is hope ;
but I dare not say too much, for the

health of this unhappy young man is so shatter,

ed, he may never yet embrace his mother. But
to be more explicit, I was engaged in writing,

unconsciously with the door of my apartment
half open, when I was roused by the voice of

the waiter, exclaiming,
' Not that room, sir, if

you please, yours is yonder.' I looked up and

met the glance of a young man, whom, notwith-

standing the long lapse of years, spite of faded

form and attenuated features, I recognized on

the instant. It was Alfred Greville. I was far

more surprised and inconceivably more shocked

than when Cecil Grahame crossed my path; I

had marked no change in the features or the

expression of the latter, but both in Alfred

Greville were so totally altered, that he stood

before me the living image of his sister, a like-

ness I had never perceived before. I was too

much astonished to address him, and before I

could frame words, he had sprung forward,
with a burning flush on his cheek, and grasping

my hand, wildly exclaimed, 'Do not shun me,

Hamilton, I am not yet an utter reprobate.
Tell me of my mother; does she live?"

"'She does,' I replied; instantly a burst of

thanksgiving broke from his lips, at least so I

imagined, from the expression of his features,

for there were no articulate sounds, and a swoon

resembling death immediately followed. Med-
ical assistance was instantly procured, but though
actual insensibility was not of long continuance,
he is pronounced to be in such an utterly ex-

hausted state, that we dare not encourage hopes
for his final recovery; yet still I can not but be-

lieve he will be spared spared not only in health,
but as a reformed and better man, to bless that

mother whose cares for him, despite long years
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of dhficulties and sorrow, have never failed. In

vain I entreated him not to exhaust himself hy
speaking; that I would not leave him, and if he

would only be quiet, he might be better able on

the morrow to tell me all he desired. He would
not be cheeked

;
he might not, he said, be spared

many hours, and he must speak ere he died.

Comparatively speaking, but little actual vice

has stained the conduct of Greville. Through-
out all his career the remembrance of his mother
has often, very often, mingled in his gayest hours,
and dashed them with remorseful bitterness.

He owns that often of late years her image, and
that of his sister Mary, have risen so mildly, so

impressively before him. that he has flown al-

most like a maniac from the gay and heartless

throriirs, to solitude and silence, and as the

thoughts of home and his infancy, when he first

lisped out his boyish prayer by the side of his

sister at his mothers knee, came thronging over

him, he has sobbed and wept like a child. These

feelings returned at length so often and so pow-
erfully, that he felt to resist them was even
more difficult and painful than to break from
the flowery chains which his gay companions
had woven round him. He declared his resolu-

tion
;
he resisted ridicule and persuasion. Al-

most for the first time in his life he remained

steadily firm, and when he had indeed succeed-

ed, and found himself some distance from the

scenes of luxurious pleasure, he felt himself sud-

denly endowed with an elasticity of spirit, which
he had not experienced for many a long year.
The last tidings he had received of his moth-
er and sister were that they were at Paris, and
thither he determined to go, having parted
from his companions at Florence. During the

greater part of his journey to the French capi-

tal, he fancied his movements were watched by
a stranger, gentlemanly in his appearance, and
not refusing to enter into conversation when
Greville accosted him

;
but still Alfred did not

feel satisfied with his companionship, though to

get rid of him seemed an impossibility, for how-
ever he changed his course, the day never pass-
ed without his shadow darkening Greville's path.
Within eighty miles of Paris, however, he lost

all trace? of him, and he then reproached him-
self for indulging in unnecessary fears. He was
not in Paris two days, however, before, to his

utter astonishment, he was arrested and thrown
into prison on the charge of forging bank-notes,
two years previous, to a very considerable
amount. In vain he protested against the accu-
sation alleging at that time he had been in Italy
and not in Paris. Notes bearing his own signa-
ture, and papers betraying other misdemeanors,
were brought forward, and on their testimony
and that of the stranger, whose name he found
to be Dupont, he was thrown into prison to await
his trial. To him the whole business was an

impenetrable mystery. To us, my dear father
it is all clear as day. Poor Mrs. Greville's fears

were certainly not without foundation, and when
affairs are somewhat more quiet in Paris. I shall

leave no stone unturned to prove young Gre-
ville's perfect innocence to the public, and bring
that wretch Dupont to the same justice to which
his hatred would have condemned the son of his

old companion. Alfred's agitation on hearing
my explanation of the circumstance was extreme.
The errors of his father appeared to fall heavily

on him, and yet he uttered no word of reproach
on his memory. The relation of his melancholy
death, and the misery in which we found Mrs.
Greville and poor Mary affected him so deeply,
I dreaded their effect on his health

;
but this was

nothing to his wretchedness when, by his repeat-
ed questions, he absolutely wrung from me the
tale of his sister's death, his mother's desolation :

no words can portray the extent of his self-re-

proach. It is misery to look upon him now, and
feel what he might have been, had his mother
been indeed permitted to exercise her rights.
There is no happiness for Alfred Greville this

side of the channel; he pines for home for his

mothers blessing and forgiveness, and till he re-

ceives them, health will not, can not return

In prison he remained for six long weary months,
with the consciousness that, amid the many light

companions with whom he had associated, there

was not one to whom he could appeal for friend-

ship and assistance in his present situation, and
the thoughts of his mother and sister returned

with greater force, from the impossibility of

learning any thing concerning them. The hope
of escaping never left him, and, with the assist-

ance of a comrade, he finally effected it on the

27th of July, the confusion of the city aiding him
far more effectually than he believed possible.
He came down to Rouen in a coal-barge, so

completely exhausted, that he declared, had not

the thought of England and his mother been up-

permost, he would gladly have lain down in the

open streets to die. To England he felt impell-

ed, he scarcely knew wherefore, save that he
looked to us for the information he so ardently
desired. Our family had often been among his

waking visions, and this accounts for the agita-
tion I witnessed when I first looked up. He said

he felt he knew me, but he strove to move or

speak in vain
;
he could not utter the only ques-

tion he wished to frame, and was unable to d^

part without being convinced if I indeed wero

Percy Hamilton.
"'And now I have seen you, what have I

learnt?' he said, as he ceased a tale, more of

sorrow than of crime.

'"That your mother lives,' I replied, 'that

she has never ceased to pray for and love her

son, that you can yet be to her a blessing and

support.'
" Should he wish her sent for, I asked. I knew

she would not demand a second summons. He
would not hear of it.

'"Not while I have life enough to seek her.

What! bring her all these miles to me. My
mother, my poor forsaken mother. Oh, no, if

indeed I may not live, if strength be not granted
me to seek her, then, then it will be time enough
to think of beseeching her to come to me

;
but

not while a hope of life remains, speak not of it,

Percy. Let her know nothing of me, nothing, till

I can implore her blessing on my knees.'
"

"I have ceased to argue with him, for he is

bent upon it,
and perhaps it is better thus. His

mind appears much relieved, he has passed a

quiet night and this morning the physician finds

a wonderful improvement, wonderful to him per-

haps, but not to me."

Percy's letters containing the above extracts,

were productive of much interest to his friends

at Oakwood. The details of Cecil's death,

alleviated by sympathy, were forwarded to his
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father and sister. The words that had preceded
his death Mr. Hamilton carefully suppressed
from his friend

;
and Mr. Grahame, as if dread-

ing to hear any thing that could confirm his son's

reckless disposition, asked no particulars. For
three months he buried himself in increased

seclusion at Llangwillan, refusing all invitations,

and denying himself steadfastly to all. At the

termination of that period, however, he onee
more joined his friends, an altered and a happier
man. His misanthropy had departed, and often

Mr. Hamilton remarked to his wife, that the

Grahame of fifty resembled the Grahame of

five-and-twenty far more than he had during the

intervening, years. Lilla and Edward were
sources of such deep interest to him, that in

their society he seemed to forget the misery
occasioned by his other children. The shock
of her brother's deaih was long felt by Lilla;
she sorrowed that he was thus suddenly cut off

without time for one thought of eternity, one

word of penitence, of prayer. The affection

of her husband, however, gradually dispelled
these melancholy thoughts, and when Lord Del-

mont paid his promised visit to his nephew, he

found no abatement in those light and joyous

spirits which had at first attracted him toward

Ellen, at her own particular request, had un-

dertaken to prepare Mrs. Greville for the return

of her son. and the change that had taken place
in him. Each letter from Percy confirmed his

recovery, and here we may notice, though some-

what out of place, as several months elapsed
ere he was enabled fully to succeed, that, by
the active exertions of himself and of the solic-

itor his father had originally employed, Dupont
was at length brought to justice, his criminal

machinations fully exposed to view, and the

innocence of Alfred Greville, the son of the de-

ceased, as fully established in the eyes of all

men.

Gently and cautiously Ellen performed her

office, and vain would be the effort to portray
the feelings of the fond and desolate mother, as

she anticipated the return of her long-absent,

dearly-loved son. Of his own accord he came
back" to her

;
he had tried the pleasures of the

world, and proved them hollow
;
he had formed

friendships with the young, the gay, the bright,
the lovely, and he had found them all want-

ing in stability and happiness. Amid them

all his heart had yearned for home and for

domestic love
;
that mother had not prayed in

vain.

Softly and beautifully fell the light of a set-

ting sun around the pretty little cottage, on the

banks of the Dart, which was now the residence

of Mrs. Greville; the lattice was thrown widely

back, and the perfume of unnumbered flowers

scented the apartment, which Ellen's hand had

loved to decorate, that Mrs. Greville might often,

very often forget she was indeed alone. It was

the early part of September, and a delicious

breeze passed by, bearing health and elasticity

upon its wing, and breathing soft melody amid

the trees and shrubs. Softly and calmly glided
the smooth waters at the base of the garden. The

green verandah running round the cottage was
filled with beautiful exotics, which Ellen's hand

had transported from the conservatory at Oak-

wood. It was a sweet and toothing sight to

see how judiciously, how unassumingly ElleK
devoted herself to the desolate mother, without
once permitting that work of love to interfere

with her still nearer, still dearer ties at home.
She knew how Herbert would have loved and
devoted himself to the mother of his Mary, and
in this, as in all things, she followed in his steps.

Untiringly would she listen to and speak on Mrs.
Greville's favorite theme, her Mary ;

and now
she sat beside her, enlivening by gentle converse
the hours that must intervene ere Alfred came.
There was an expression of such calm, such
chastened thanksgiving on Mrs. Greville's feat-

ures, changed as they were by years of sorrow,
that none could gaze on her without a kindred

feeling stealing over the heart, and in very truth

those feelings seemed reflected on the young
and lovely countenance beside her. A pensive
yet a sweet and pleasing smile rested on El-

len's lips, and her dark eye shone softly bright
in the light of sympathy. Beautiful indeed

were the orphan's features, but not the dazzling

beauty of early youth. If a stranger had gazed
on her countenance when in calm repose, he
would have thought she had seen sorrow

;
but

when that beaming smile of true benevolence,
that eye of intellectual and soul-speaking beau-

ty met his glance, as certain would he have felt

that sorrow, whatever it might have been, in

deed had lost its sting.
"It was such an evening, such an hour my

Mary died," Mrs. Greville said, as she laid her

hand in Ellen's. "I thought not then to have
reflected on it with feelings such as uow fill my
heart. Oh, when I look back on past years,
and recall the prayers I have uttered in tears

for my son, my Alfred, the doubts, the fears that

have arisen to check my prayer, I wonder
wherefore am I thus blessed."

" Our God is a God of truth, and He promis-
eth to answer prayer, dearest Mrs. Greville,"

replied Ellen, earnestly ;

" and He is a God of

love, and will bless those who seek Him and
trust in Him as you have done."

" He gave me grace to trust in Him, my
child. I trusted, I doubted not He would an-

swer me in another world, but I thought not

such blessing was reserved for me in this. A
God of love ay, in my hour of affliction, \

have felt Him so. Oh, may the blessings
His loving-kindness showers down upon me,

soften yet more my heart to receive His glo
rious image."

She ceased to speak, but her lips moved stil'

as in inward prayer. Some few minutes elapsed;
and suddenly the glowing light of the sun was

darkened, as by an intervening shadow. The
mother raised her head, and in another instant

her son was at her feet.
"
Mother, can you forgive, receive me ? Bi

me not go forth I can not, may not leav

you."
"Go forth, my son, my son oh, never

4

never !" she cried, and clasping him to het

bosom, the quick, glad tears fell fast upon hif

brow. She released him to gaze again and

again upon his face, and fold him closer to her

heart, to read in those sunken features, that

faded form, the tale that he had come back to

her heart and to her home, never, never more to

leave her.

In that one moment years of error were for
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grit .en. The mother only felt she held her son

to her heart, a suffering, yet an altered and a
better man : and he, that he knelt once more
beside his mother, forgiven and beloved.

CONCLUSION.

AND now. what can we more say ? Will not

ftL3 memoirs of the Hamilton family, and those

intimately connected with them, indeed be deem-
ed complete? It was our intention to trace in

the first part of our tale the cares, the joys, the

sorrows of parental love, during the years of

childhood and earliest youth ;
in the second to

mark the effect of those cares, when those on
whom they were so lavishly bestowed attained

a period of life in which it depends more upon
themselves than on their parents to frame their

own happiness or misery, as far, at least, as we
ourselves can do so. It may please our Al-

mighty Father to darken our earthly course by
the trial of adversity,- and yet that peace found-

ed on religion, which it was Mr. and Mrs.
Hamilton's first care to inculcate, may seldom
be disturbed. It may please Him to bless us

vith prosperity, but from characters such as

Annie Grahame happiness is a perpetual exile,

which no prosperity has power to recall. We
have followed Mr. Hamilton's family from child-

hood, we have known them from their earliest

years, and now that it has become their parts to

feel those same cares and joys, and perform
those precious but solemn duties which we have
watched in Mrs. Hamilton, our task is done

;

and we must bid farewell to those we have
known and loved so long ;

those whom we
have seen the happy inmates of one home, o'er

whom
" The same fond mother bent at night,"

who shared the same joys, the same cares, whose

deepest affections were confined to their parents
and each other, are now scattered in different

parts of their native land, distinct members of

society, each with his own individual cares and

joys, with new and precious ties to divide that

heart whose whole affection had once been
centered in one spot and in one circle

;
and can

we be accused in thus terminating our simple
annals of wandering from the real course of life.

Is it not thus with very many families of En-

gland ? Are not marriage and death twined
hand in hand, to render that home desolate

which once resounded with the laugh of many
gleesome hearts, with the glad tones of youthful

reveling and joy? True, in those halls they
often meet again, and the hearts of the parents
are not lone, for the family of each child is a
source of inexpressible interest to them

5
there

is still a link, a precious link to bind them

together, but vain and difficult would be. the

attempt to continue the history of a family
when thus dispersed. Sweet and pleasing the
task to watch the unfledged nestlings while
under a mother's fostering wing, but when they
spread their wings and fly, where is the eye
or pen that can follow them on their eager
way?
Once more, but once, we will glance within

the halls of Oakwood, and then will we bid

them farewell, for our ta.sk will be done, and
the last desires of fancy, we trust, to have ap-
peased.

It was in the September of the year 1830 we
closed our narrative. Let us then, for one mo-
ment, imagine the vail of fancy is upraised on
the first day of the year, 1838. and gaze within
that self-same room, which twenty years before
we had seen lighted up on a similar occasion,
the anniversary of a new year, bright with

youthful beauty, and enlivened by the silvery

laugh of early childhood. But few, very few,
were the strangers that this night mingled with
Mr. Hamilton's family. It was not, as it had
been twenty years previous, a children's ball on
which we glance. It was but the happy reunion
of every member of that truly happy family, and
the lovely, mirthful children there assembled

were, with the exception of a very few, closely
connected one with another by the'near relation-

ship of brothers, sisters, and cousins. In Mr.
and Mrs. Hamilton, Mrs. Greville, Montrose

Grahame, Lucy Harcourt, and Mr. Morton,
who were all present, time had comparatively
made but little difference

;
but it was in those

who twenty years before had so well acted the

part of youthful entertainers to their various

guests that the change was striking, yet far,

very far, from being mournful.

On one side might be seen Percy Hamilton,
M.P.. in earnest yet pleasurable conversation

with Mr. Grahame. It was generally noticed
that these two gentlemen were ahvays talking
politics, discussing, whenever they met. the
affairs of the nation, for no senator was more
earnest and interested in his vocation than Per-

cy Hamilton, but certainly on this night there
was no thoughtful gravity of a senator imprint-
ed on his brow; he was looking p.nd laughing
at the childish efforts of the little Lord Manvers,
eldest child of the Earl of Delmont, then in his

seventh year, to emulate the ease and dignity
of his cousins, Lord Lyle and Herbert, and Al-
lan Myrvin, some two or three years older than

himself, who, from being rather more often at

Oakwood, considered themselves quite lords of

the soil and masters of the ceremonies, during
the pi*esent night at least. The Ladies Mary
and Gertrude Lyle, distinguished by the perfect

simplicity of their dress, had each twined an
arm in that of the gentle, retiring Caroline

Myrvin, and tried to draw her from her young
mother's side, where, somewhat abashed at the

number that night assembled in her grandfa-
ther's hall, she seemed determined to remain,
while a younger sister frolicked about the room,

making friends with all, in such wild exuber-
ance of spirits, that Mrs. Myrvin's gentle voice

was more than once raised in playful reproach
to reduce her to order, while her husband and
Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton seemed to take delight
in her movements of elasticity and joy. The
Countess St. Eval, as majestic and

fascinating
in womanhood as her early youth had promised,
one moment watched with a proud yet softly

flashing eye the graceful movements of her son,
and the next, was conversing eagerly and gay-
ly with her brother Percy and the young Earl
of Delmont, who were standing near her; seven

years had wrought but little change in him,

who, till now, we have only known by the sim-

ple designation of Edward Fortescue. Man-
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hood, in its prime, had rather increased than

lessened the extreme beauty of his face and
form

;
few gazed on him once but turned to

gaze again, and the little smiling cherub of

five years, whose soft, round arms were twined
round Miss Fortescue's neck, the Lady Ellen

Fortescue, promised fair to inherit all her fa-

ther's beauty and peculiar grace, and endeared
her to her young mother's heart with an in-

creased warmth of love, while the dark flashing

eyes of Lord Manvers and his glossy, flowing,
ebon curls rendered him, Edward declared, the

perfect, likeness of his mothei', and therefore he
was the father's pet. Round Mr. Hamilton were

grouped, in attitudes which an artist might have
been glad to catch for natural grace, about three

or four younger grandchildren, the eldest not

exceeding four years, who, too young to join in

the dance and sports of their elder brethren,

were listening with eager attention to the en-

tertaining stories grandpapa was relating, call-

ing forth peals of laughter from his infant aud-

itors, particularly from the fine curly-headed
boy who was installed on the seat of honor, Mr.
Hamilton's knee, being the only child of Percy
and Louisa, and consequently the pet of all. It

was to that group Herbert Myrvin wished to

confine the attention of his merry little sister,

who, however, did not choose to be so governed,
and frisked about from one group to another, re-

gardless of her graver brother's warning glan-
ces

5
one minute seated on Mrs. Hamilton's

knee, and nestling her little head on her bosom,

the next, pulling her uncle Lord St. Eval's coat,

to make him turn round and play with her, and

then running away with a wild and ringing

laugh.
"Do not look so anxious, my own Emmeline,"

Mrs. Hamilton said, fondly, as she met her

daughter's glance fixed somewhat anxiously on

her little Minnie, for so she was generally call-

ed, to distinguish her from Lady St. Eval's

Mary.
" You will have no trouble to check

those "wild spirits when there is need to do so
;

her heart is like your own, and then sweet is

the task of rearing."
With all the grateful fondaess of earlier years

did Mrs. Myrvin look up in her mother's face,

as she thus spoke, and press her hand in hers.

"Not even yet have you ceased to penetrate

my thoughts, my dearest mother," she replied ;

"from childhood unto the present, hour you have

read my countenance as an open book."
u And have not you, too, learned that lesson,

my child ? Is it not to you your gentle, timid

Caroline clings most fondly ? Is it not to you
Herbert comes with his favorite book, and Allan

with his tales of glee ? Minnie's mirth is not

complete unless she meets your smile, and even

little Florence looks for some sign of sympathy.
You have not found the task so difficult, that you
should wonder, I should love it?"

"For those beloved ones, oh, what would I

not do?" said Mrs. Myrvin, in a tone of anima-

ted fervor, and turning her glistening eyes on

her mother, she added,
" My own mother, mar-

riage may bring with it new ties, new joys, but,

oh, who can say it severs the first bright links

of life between a mother and a child ? it is now,

only now, I feel how much you loved me."
"
May your children be to you what mine

have ever been to me, my Emmeline
;

I can

wish you no greater blessing," replied Mrs.
Hamilton, in a tone of deep emotion, and twin-

ing Emmeline's arms in hers, they joined Mrs
Greville and Miss Harcourt. who were standing

together near the piano-forte, where Edith Sey-
mour, the latter's younger niece, a pleasing girl
of seventeen, was good-naturedly playing the

music of the various dances which Lord Lyle
and Herbert Myrvin were calling in rapid suc-

cession. In another part of the room Alfred
Greville and Laura Seymour were engaged in

such earnest conversation, that Lord Delmont

indulged in more than one joke at their expense,
of which, however, they were perfectly uncon-
scious

;
and this had occurred so often, that

many of Mrs. Greville's friends entertained the

hopes of seeing the happiness now so softly and

calmly imprinted on her expressive features,

very shortly heightened by the union of her now
truly estimable son with an amiable and accom-

plished young woman, fitted in all respects to

supply the place of the daughter she had lost.

And what had these seven years done for the

Countess of Delmont, who had completely won
the delighted kiss and smiles of Minnie Myrvio,
by joining in all her frolics, and finally accept-

ing Allan's blushing invitation, and joining the
waltz with him, to the admiration of all the

children. The girlish vivacity of Lilla Gra-
hame had not deserted Lady Delmont; conjugal
and maternal love had indeed softened and sub-

dued a nature which in early years hail been

perhaps too petulant ;
had heightened yet chas-

tened sensibility. Never was happiness more

visibly impressed or more keenly felt than by
the youthful countess. Her husband, in his ex-

treme fondness, had so fostered her at times

almost childish glee, that he might have unfitted

her for her duties, had not the mild counsels,
the example of his sister. Miss Fortescue, turned

aside the threatening danger, and to all the fas-

cination of early childhood Lady Delmont united

the more solid and enduring qualities of pious,

well-regulated womanhood.
"I wonder Charles is not jealous," observed

Mrs. Percy Hamilton, playfully, after admiring
to Lord Delmont his wife's peculiar grace in

waltzing.
" Allan seems to have claimed her

attention entirely."
" Charles has something better to do," replied

his father, laughing, as the little Lord Manvers
flew by him, with his arm twined around his

cousin Gertrude in the inspiring galop, and

seemed to have neither ear nor eye for any one

or any thing else.
"
Caroline, do you permit

your daughter to play the coquette so early '?"

"Better at seven than seventeen, Edward,
believe me

;
had she numbered the latter, 1

might be rather more uneasy, at present I can

admire that pretty little pair without any such

feeling. Gertrude told me to-day, she did not

like to see her cousin Charles so shy, and she,

should do all she could to make him as much a*

home as she and her brother are."
" She has succeeded, then, admirably," replied

Edward, laughing, "for the little rogue has

not much shyness in him now. Herbert and

Mary have got that corner all to themselves
;

I

should like to go slily behind them, and find out

what they are talking about."
"
Try and remember what you used to talk

about to your partners in this very room, some
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twenty years back, and perhaps recollection will

satisfy your curiosity," said Lady St. Eval,

smiling, but faintly, however; the names Her-

bert and Mary had recalled a time when those

names had often been joined before, and the si-

lent prayer arose that their fates might not re-

semble those whose names they bore, that they

might be spared a longer time to bless those

who loved them.

"Twenty years back, Caroline, what an un-

dertaking. Allan is more like the madcap I

was then, so I can better enter into his feelings
of pleasure. By-the-by, why are not Mrs.
Cameron's family here to-night ? I half ex-

pected to meet them here yesterday."
"
They spend this season with Sir Walter and

Lady Cameron in Scotland," replied Lady St.

Eval. " Florence declared she would take no
excuse

;
the Marquis and Marchioness of Mal-

vern, with Emily and Louis, are there also,
and Lady Alford is to join them in a week or

two.'
1

"You were there last summer, were you
not?"
"We were. They are one of the happiest

couples I know, and their estate is mojst beauti-

ful. Florence declares that, were Sir Walter
Scott still living, she intended to have made him
take her for a heroine, her husband for a hero,
and transport them some centuries back, to fig-

ure on that same romantic estate in some very
exciting scenes."

" Had he killed Cameron's first love and ren-

dered him desperate, and made Florence some

consoling spirit, to remove his despair, instead

of making him so unromantically enabled to con-

quer his passion, because unreturned. Why I

could make as good a story as Sir Walter him-

self; if she will reward me liberally, I will set

about it."
"
It will never do, Lord Delmont, it is much

too commonplace." said Mrs. Percy Hamilton,

smiling. "It is a very improper question, I

allow, but who was Sir Walter's first love?"
"Do you not know? A certain friend of

yours whom I torment, by declaring she is in-

vulnerable to the little god's arrows," he an-

swered, joyously." She may be invulnerable to Cupid, but cer-

tainly not to any other kind of love," remarked

Lady St. Eval, as she smilingly pointed out to

Mrs. Percy's notice Miss Fortescue, surrounded

by a group of children, and bearing on her ex-

pressive countenance unanswerable evidences

of her interest in the happiness of all around

her.
" And is it possible, after loving her he could

love another?" she exclaimed, ~in unfeigned
astonishment.

"Disagreeably unromantic, Louisa, is it not?"
said Lord Delmont, laughing heartily; "but
what was the poor man to do ? Ellen was in-

exorable, and refused to bestow on him any thing
but her friendship."" Which he truly values," interrupted Lady
St. Eval. "You must allow, Louisa, he was

wise, however free from romance
;
the charac-

ter of Florence, in many points, very much re-

sembles Ellen's. She is one of the very few
whom I do not wonder at his choosing, after

what had passed. Do you know, Edward, Flora
Cameron marries in the spring ?"

"I have heard something about it; tell me
to whom."

She complied, and Percy and Mr. Grahame
joining them, the conversation extended to more
general topics.

"
Nay, Allan, dear, do not tease your sister,"

was Miss Fortescue's gentle remonstrance, as
Allan endeavored, somewhat roughly, to draw-
Minnie from her side, where, however she clung
with a pertinacity no persuasion or reproach
could shake.

" She will hurt Ellen," replied the boy, stur-

dily,
" and she has no right to take her place by

you."
" But she may stand here too, there is room

for us both," interrupted the little Ellen, though
she did not offer to give up her place in. her
aunt's lap to her cousin.

" Go away, Allan, I choose to stand here, and
aunt Ellen says I may," was Minnie's somewhat
impatient rejoinder, as she tried to push her
brother away, though her pretty little features

expressed no ill-temper on the occasion, for she

laughed as she spoke.
"Aunt Ellen promised to dance with me,"

retorted Allan, "and so I will not go away un-
less she comes too."

"With me, with me !" exclaimed Lord Man-
vers, bounding forward to join the group. She

promised three months ago to dance with me."
"And how often have I not performed that

promise, Master Charlie?" replied Ellen, laugh-
ing ;

" even more often with you than with Al-
lan, so I must give him the preference first."

Her good-natured smiles, the voice which

betrayed such real interest in all that pleased
her little companions, banished every appear-
ance of discontent. The magic power of affec-

tion and sympathy rendered every little pleader
satisfied and pleased; and, after performing her

promise with Allan, she put the final seal to his

enjoyment by confiding the little bashful Ellen,

to his especial care
;
a charge, which Myrvin

declared, caused his son to hold himself up tvro

inches higher than he had done yet.
"
Ellen, if you do not make yourself as great

and deservedly a favorite with my children as

with your brother's and Emmeline's, I shall

never forgive you," said the Earl St. Eval, who
had been watching Miss Fortescue's cheerful

gambols with the children for the last half

hour, in extreme amusement, and now joined
her.

"Ami no^ so already, Eugene?" she said,

smiling that peculiar smile of quiet happiness
which was now natural to her countenance. "I
should be sorry if I thought they did not love me
equally; for believe me, with the sole exception
of my little namesake and godchild, my nephews
and nieces are all equally dear to me. I have no

right to make an exception even in favor of my
little Ellen, but Edward has so often called her

mine, and even Lilla has promised to share her

maternal rights with me, that I really can not

help it. Your children do not see so much of

me as Emmeline's, and that is the reason per-

haps they are not quite so free with me
;
but

believe me, dear St. Eval, it will not be my fault

if they do not love me."
"

I do believe you," replied the earl, warmly.
"I have but one regret, Ellen, when I see you

loving and beloved by so many little creatures."
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" Aul what may that, be ?"
" That they are not some of them your own,

my dear girl. I can not tell you how I regret the

fact, of which each year the more and more con-

vinces me, that you are determined ever to re-

main single. There are very few in my list of

female friends so fitted to adorn the marriage
state, very few who would make a better mother,
and I can not but regret there are none on whom

you seem inclined to bestow those endearing and

mvaluable qualities."

"Regret it then no more, my dear St. Eval,"

replied Ellen, calmly, yet with feeling; "I
thank you for that high opinion which I believe

you entertain of me, too flattering as it may be
;

but cease to regret that I have determined to

live an old maid's life. To me, believe me, it has

no terrors. To single women the opportunities
of doing good, of making others happy, are more

frequent than those granted to mothers and

wives
;
and while such is the case, is it not our

own fault if we are not happy ? 1 own that the

life of solitude which an old maid's includes,

may. if the heart be so inclined, be equally pro-
ductive of selfishness, moroseness of temper, and

obstinacy in opinion and judgment, but most

fervently I trust such will never be my attri-

butes. It can never be while my beloved aunt

and uncle are spared to me, which I trust they
will be for many, many years longer ;

and even

should they be removed before I anticipate, I

have so many to love me, so many to dearly

love, that I can have no time, no room for seli-

ishness."

"Do not mistake me, Ellen," St. Eval re-

plied, earnestly; "I do not wish to see you mar-
ried because I dread your becoming like some

single women; with your principles such can
never be. Your society, your influence over

the minds of our children is far too precious to

be lightly wished removed, as it would be were

you to marry. It is for your own sake, dearest

Ellen, I regret it, and for the sake of him you
might select, that you, who are so fitted to en-

joy and to fulfill them, can never know the

pleasures attendant on the duties of a happy
wife and mother

;
that by a husband and child,

the dearest ties of earth, you will go down to

the grave unloved."
" You are right, St. Eval, they are the dear-

est ties on earth; but pleasures, the pleasures
of affection, too, are yet left to us, who may
never know them. Think you not, that to feel

it is my place to cheer and soothe the declining
years of those dear and tender guardians of my
infancy, must bring with it enjoyment to see

myself welcomed by smiles of love and words
of kindness by all my brothers and sisters to

see their children flock around me as I enter,
each seeking to be the first to obtain my smile
or kiss to know myself of service to my fellow-

creatures, I mean not in my own rank, but those

beneath me to feel conscious that in every
event of life, particularly in sickness or in sor-

row, if those I so love require my presence, or I

feel I may give them comfort or sympathy, at

least I may fly to them, for I shall have no tie,

no dearer or more imperious duty to keep me
from them are not these considerations enough
to render a single life indeed one of happiness,
St. Eval? Even from this calm, unruffled

stream of life can I not gather flowers ?"

" You would gather them wherever you were
placed, my dear and noble-minded Ellen," said

the earl, with a warmth that caused her eye to

glisten. "You are right; with a disposition
such as yours. I have no need to regret you have
so steadfastly refused every offer of marriage.
My girls shall come to you in that age when
they think matrimony is the only chance of hap-
piness, and you shall teach them felicity dwells
not so much in outward circumstances as in the

temper of the mind. Perhaps, after all, Ellen,
you are happier as it is. You might not find
such a husband as I would wish you, and I

should be sorry to see your maternal cares re-
warded as were poor Mrs. Greville's."

"I rather think, in the blessedness of the

present the past is entirely forgotten," observed

Ellen, thoughtfully.
" There are cares and sor-

rows attendant on the happiest lot
;
but if a

mother does her duty, in my opinion, she seldom
fails to obtain her recompense, however long de-
ferred.

" You are right, my Ellen," said Mrs. Ham-
ilton, who had been listening to the conversa-
tion some little time unobserved. " There are

many sorrows and many cares inseparable from
maternal love, but they are forgotten, utterly

forgotten, or only remembered to enhance the

sweetness of the recompense that ever follows.

Do you not think, to see my children, as I do
now around me, walking in that path which
alone can lead to eternal life, and leading their

offspring with them, bringing up so tenderly, sc

fondly their children as heirs of immortality, and

yet lavishing on me, as on their father, the lovs

and duty of former years is not this a precious

recompense for all which for them I may have
done or borne ? Even as I watched the depart-

ing moments of my Herbert, as I marked the

triumphant and joyful flight of his pure spirit to

his heavenly home even then was I not re-

warded ? I saw the fruit of those lessons I had
been permitted through grace to inculcate

;
his

last breath blessed me. and was not that enough ?

Oh, my beloved children, let no difficulties deter

you, no temptation, no selfish suffering, prevent

your training up the lovely infants now gambol-
ing around you, in the way that they should go ;

solemn is the charge, awful the responsibility,
but sweeter far than words can give it, the re-

ward which either in life or death will then be

yours."
"
Ah, could we perform our parts as you have

yours, dearest mother, then indeed might we

hope it," exclaimed the Countess St. Eval and

Mrs. Myrvin at the same moment, as they drew
closer to their mother, the eyes of both glistening
with emotion as they spoke.

" And if we do reap the happiness of which

you spoke, to whom shall we owe it, mother?

demanded Percy, feelingly ;
for he, too, attracted

by his mother's emotion, had joined the group.
" Whose care, under God's blessing, has made
us as we are, and taught us, not only by precept
but example, how to conduct ourselves and our

children ? yours and my father's
;
and if, indeed,

in after years our children look up to us and
bless us as we do you, oh, my mother, the re-

membrance of you will mingle with that bless-

edness, and render it yet purer."
"
Truly have you spoken, my son," said Mr.

Hamilton, whose little companions had about
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half an hour before been transported to their

nursery.
" While sharing with your dear moth-

er the happiness arising from your conduct, my
children, often and often has the remembrance
of my mother entered my heart to chasten and

enhance those feelings. Gratitude to her, rev-

erence of her memory, have mingled with the

present joy, and so will it be with you. Your

parents may have descended to the grave before

your children can be to you what you have been
to us, but we shall be remembered. Lonjr, long
may you feel, as you think on your mother, my
beloved children, and teach your offspring to

venerate her memory, that the path of the just
is indeed as a shining light, which shineth mora
and more unto the perfect day."

THE END.
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MISS MARJORIBANKS

CHAPTER I.

Miss MARJORIBANKS lost her mother when she
was only fifteen, and when, to add to the mis-

fortune, she was absent at school, and could not
have it in her power to soothe her dear mamma's
last moments, as she herself said. "Words are

sometimes very poor exponents of such an event :

but it happens now and then, on the other hand,
that a plain intimation expresses too much, and

suggests emotion and suffering which, in reality,

have but little, if any, existence. Mrs. Marjori-

banks, poor lady, had been an invalid for many
years ;

she had grown a little peevish in her

loneliness, not feeling herself of much account in

this world. There are some rare natures that

are content to acquiesce in the general neglect,
and forget themselves when they find themselves

forgotten; but it is unfortunately much more
usual to take the plan adopted by Mrs. Marjori-

banks, who devoted all her powers, during the

last ten years of her life, to the solacement and
care of that poor self which other people ne-

glected. The consequence was, that when she

disappeared from her sofa except from the

mere physical fact that she was no longer there

no one, except her maid, whose occupation
was gone, could have found out much difference.

Her husband, it is true, who had, somewhere,
hidden deep in some secret corner of his phy-
sical organization the remains of a heart, expe-
rienced a certain sentiment of sadness when he

re-entered the house from which she had gone
away for ever. But Dr. Marjoribanks was too

busy a man to waste his feelings on a mere sen-

timent. His daughter, however, was only fif-

teen, and had floods of tears at her command,- as

was natural at that age. All the way home she

revolved the situation In her mind, which was

considerably enlightened by novels and popular

philosophy for the lady at the head of Miss

Marjoribanks's school was a devoted admirer of
"
Friends in Council," and was fond of bestow-

ing that work as a prize, with pencil-marks on
the margin so that Lucilla's mind had been

cultivated, and was brimful of the best of senti-

ments. She made up her mind on her journey
to a great many virtuous resolutions

; for, in such
a case as hers, it was evidently the duty of an

only child to devote herself to her father's com-

fort, and become the sunshine of his life, as so

many young persons of her age have been known
to become in literature. Miss Marjoribanks had
a lively mind, and was capable of grasping all

the circumstances of the situation at a glance.
Thus between the outbreaks of her tears for her

mother, it became apparent to her that she must
sacrifice her own feelings, and make a cheerful

home for papa, and that a great many changes
would be necessary in the household changes
which went so far as even to extend to the fur-

niture. Miss Marjoribanks sketched to herself,
as she lay back in the corner of the railway
carriage, with her veil down, how she would
wind herself up to the duty of presiding at her

papa's dinner-parties, and charming everybody
by her good-humour, and brightness, and devo-
tion to his comfort

;
and how, when it was all

over, she would withdraw and cry her eyes out
in her own room, and be found in the morning
languid and worn-out, but always heroical, ready
to go down-stairs and assist at her dear papa's
breakfast, and keep up her smiles for him till he
had gone out to his patients. Altogether the

picture was a very pretty one
;
and considering

that a great many young ladies in deep mourn-

ing put force upon their feelings in novels, and
maintain a smile for the benefit of the observant
male creatures of whom they have the charge,
the idea was not at all extravagant, considering
that Miss Marjoribanks was but fifteen. She
was not, however, . exactly the kind of figure for

this mine en scene. "When her schoolfellows talked
of her to their friends for Lucilla was already
an important personage at Mount Pleasant the
most common description they gave of her was,
that she was " a large girl," and there was great
truth in the adjective. She was not to be de-

scribed as a tall girl which conveys an alto-

gether different idea but she was large in all

particulars, full and well developed, with some-
what large features, not at all pretty as yet,

though it was known in Mount Pleasant that

somebody had said that such a face might ripen
into beauty, and become "grandiose," for any-
thing anybody could tell Miss Marjoribanks
was not vain

;
but the word had taken posses-

sion of her imagination, as was natural, and
solaced her much when she made the painful

discovery that her gloves were half a number

larger, and her shoes a hairbreadth broader than
those of any of her companions ;

but the hands
and the feet were both perfectly well shaped ;

and being at the same time well clothed and

plump, were much more presentable and pleasant
to look upon than the lean rudimentary school-

girl hands with which they were surrounded.

To add to these excellences, Lucilla had a mass
of hair which, if it could but have been cleared a
little in its tint, would have been golden, though
at present it was nothing more than tawny, and

curly to exasperation. She wore it in large
thick curls, which did not, however, float, or

wave, or do any of the graceful things which
curls ought to do

;
for it had this aggravating

quality, that it would not grow long, but would
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gtow ridiculously, unmanageably thick, to the

admiration of her companions, but to her own
despair, for there was no knowing what to do

with those short but ponderous locks. These

were the external characteristics of the girl who
was going home to be a comfort to her widowed

father, and meant to sacrifice herself to his hap-

piness. In the course of her rapid journey She

had already settled upon everything that had to

be done
;
or rather, to speak more truly, had re-

hearsed everything according to the habit already

acquired by a quick mind, a good deal occupied
with itself. First she meant to fall into her

father's arms forgetting, with that singular faci-

lity for overlooking the peculiarities of others

which belongs to such a character, that Dr.

Marjoribanks was very little given to embracing,
and that a hasty kiss on her forehead was the

warmest caress he had ever given his daughter
and then to rush up to the chamber of death

and weep over dear mamma. " And to think I

was not there to soothe her last moments 1"

Luciila said to herself, with a sob, and with feel-

ings sufficiently real in 'their way. After this,

the devoted daughter made up her mind to come
down -stairs again, pale as death, but self-con-

trolled, -and devote herself to papa. Perhaps,
if great emotion should make him tearless, as

such cases had. been known, Miss Marjoribanks
would steal into his arms unawares, and so sur-

prise him into weeping. All this went briskly

through her mind, undeterred by the reflection

that tears were as much out of the Doctor's way
as embraces

;
and in this mood she sped swiftly

along in the inspiration of his first sorrow, as

she imagined, but in reality to suffer her first

disappointment, which was of a less soothing
character than that mild and manageable grief.

When Miss Marjoribanks reached home her

mother had been dead for twenty-four hours
;

and her father was not at the door to receive

her as she had expected, but by the bedside of a

patient in extremity, who could not consent to

go out of the world without the Doctor. .This

was a sad reversal of her intentions, but Lucilla

was not the woman to be disconcerted. She
carried out the second part of her programme
without either interference or sympathy, except
from Mrs. Marjoribanks's maid, who had some

hopes from the moment of her arrival.
" I can't

abear to think as I'm to be parted from you all,

miss," sobbed the faithful attendant.
"
I've lost

the best missus as ever was, and I shouldn't

mind going after her. "Whenever any one gets
a good friend in this world, they're the first to

be took away," said the weeping handmaiden,
who naturally saw her own loss in the most
vivid light. "Ah, Ellis," cried Miss Marjori-

banks, reposing her sorrow in the arms of this

anxious attendant,
" we must try to be a com-

fort to poor papa!"
With this end Lucilla made herself very trou-

blesome to the sober-minded Doctor during those
few dim days before the faint and daily lessen-

ing shadow of poor Mrs. Marjoribanks was re-

moved altogether from the house. When that
sad ceremony had taken place, and the Doctor

returned, serious enough, heaven knows, to the

great house, where the faded helpless woman,
who had notwithstanding been his love and his
bride in other days, lay no longer on the familiar

sofa, the crisis arrived which Miss Marjoribanks

had rehearsed so often, but after quite a differ-

ent fashion. The widower was tearless, indeed,
but not from excess of emotion. On the con-

trary, a painful heaviness possessed him when
he became aware how little real sorrow was in

his mind, and how small an* actual loss was this

loss of his wife, which bulked before the world
as an event of just as much magnitude as the

loss, for example, which poor Mr. Lake, the

drawing-master, was at the same moment suffer-

ing. It was even sad, in another point of view,
to think of a human creature passing out of

the world, and leaving so little trace that she
had ever been there. As for the pretty creature

whom Dr. Marjoribanks had married, she had
vanished into thin air years and years ago
These thoughts were heavy enough perhaps
even more overwhelming than that grief which

develops love to its highest point of intensity.
But such were not precisely the kind of reflec-

tions which could be solaced by paternal atten-

drissement over a weeping and devoted daughter.
It was May, and the weather was. warm for the

season; but Lucilla had caused the fire to be

lighted in the large gloomy library where Dr.

Marjoribanks always sat in the evenings, with
the idea that it would be " a comfort "

to him
;

and, for the same reason, she had ordered tea to

be served there, instead of the dinner, for which
her father, as she imagined, could have little

appetite. When the Doctor went in to his

favourite seclusion, tired and heated and sad
for even on the day of his wife's funeral the

favourite doctor of Carlingford had patients to

think of the very heaviness of his thoughts
gave warmth to his indignation. He had longed
for the quiet and the coolness and the solitude

of his library, apart from everybody ;
and when

he found it radiant with firelight, tea set on the

table, and Lucilla crying by the fire, in her new
crape, the effect upon a temper by no means

perfect may be imagined. The unfortunate man
threw both the windows wide open and rang
the bell violently, and gave instant orders for

the removal of the unnecessary fire and the tea-

service.
" Let me know when dinner is ready,"

he said in a voice like thunder,
" and if Miss

Marjoribanks wants a fire, let it be lighted in

the drawing-room." Lucilla was so much taken

by surprise by this sudden overthrow of her pro-

gramme, that she submitted, as a girl of much
less spirit might have done, and suffered herself

and her fire and her tea-things to be dismissed

up-stairs, where she wept still more at sight of

dear mamma's sofa, and where Ellis came to

mingle her tears with those of her young mis-

tress, and to beg dear Miss Lucilla, for the sake

of her precious 'elth and her dear papa, to be

persuaded to take some tea. On the whole,
master stood lessened in the eyes of all the

household by his ability to eat his dinner, and
his resentment at halving his" habitudes disturbed.

"Them men would eat and drink if we was all

in our graves," said the indignant cook, who in-

deed had a real grievance ;
and the outraged

sentiment of the kitchen was avenged by a bad
and hasty dinner, which the Doctor, though

generally "very particular," swallowed without

remark. About an hour afterwards he went

up-stairs to the drawing-room, where Miss Mar-

joribanks was waiting for him, much less at ease

than she had expected to be. Though he gave
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a little sigh at the sight of his wife's sofa, he did

not hesitate to sit down upon it, and even to

draw it a little oat of its position, which, as

Lucilla described afterwards, was like a knife

going into her heart. Though, indeed, she had
herself decided already, in the intervals of her

tears, that the drawing-room^ furniture had got
very faded and shabby, and" that it would be

very expedient to have it renewed for the new
reigu of youth and energy which was about to

commence. As for the Doctor, though Miss

Marjoribanks thought him insensible, his heart
was heavy enough. His wife had gone out of
the world without leaving the least mark of her

existence, except in that large girl, whose spirits
and forces were unbounded, but whose discre-

tion at the present moment did not seem much
greater than her mother's. Instead of thinking
of her as a comfort, the Doctor felt himself called

upon to face a new and unexpected embarrass-
ment. It would have been a satisfaction to him

just then to have been left to himself, and per-
mitted to work on quietly at his profession, and
"to write his papers for the "

Lancet," and to see

his friends now and then when he chose
;

for

Dr. Marjoribanks was not a man who, had any
great need of sympathy by nature, or who was
at all addicted to demonstrations of feeling ;

con-

sequently, he drew his wife's sofa a little further

from the fire, and took his seat on it soberly,

quite unaware that, by so doing, he was putting
a knife into his daughter's heart.

"
I hope you have had something to eat, Lu-

cilla," he said; "don't get into that foolish habit

of flying to tea as a man flies to a dram. It's a
lore innocent stimulant, but it's the same kind

intention. I am not so much against a fire
;

has always a kind of cheerful look."
"
Oh, papa," cried his daughter, with a flood

indignant tears,
"
you can't suppose I want

mything to look cheerful this dreadful

'-".
I am far from blaming you, my dear," said

Doctor
;

"
it is natural you should cry. I am

ry I did not write for my sister to come, who
)uld have taken care of you; but I dislike

trangers in the house at such a time. However,
hope, Lucilla, you will soon feel yourself able

return to school; occupation is always the

3t remedy, and you will have your friends and

>mpanions"

"Papa!
"

cried Miss Marjoribanks, and then

summoned courage, and rushed up to him,
threw herself and her clouds of crape on the

irpet at his side (and it may here be mentioned
lat Lucilla had seized the opportunity to have

her mourning made long, which had been the

desire of her heart, baffled by mamma and go-
verness for at least a year). "Papa!

" she ex-

claimed with fervour, raising to him her tear-

stained face, and clasping her fair plump hands,
"
oh, don't send me away ! I was only a silly

girl the other day, but this has made me a wo-
man. Though I can never, never hope to take

dear mamma's place, and be all that she was
to you, still I feel I can be a comfort to you if

you will let me. You shall not see me cry any
more," cried Lucilla with energy, rubbing away
her tears. "I will never give way to my feel-

ings. I will ask for no cohipanions nor nor

anything. As for pleasure, that is all over. Oh,

papa, you shall never see me regret anything, or

wish for anything. I will give up everything in

the world to be a comfort to you !"

This address, which was utterly unexpected,
drove Dr. Marjoribanks to despair. He said,
"Get up, Lucilla;" but the devoted daughter
knew better than to get up. She hid her face in
her hands, and rested her hands upon her mo-
ther's sofa, where the Doctor was sitting ;

and
the sobs of that emotion which she meant to con-
trol henceforward, echoed through the room.
"
It is only for this once I can cannot help it,"

she cried.

When her father found that he could neither
soothe her, nor succeed in raising her, he got up
himself, which was the only thing left to him,
and - began to walk about the room with hasty
steps. Her mother, too, had possessed this dan-

gerous faculty of tears
;
and it was not wonder-

ful if the sober-minded Doctor, roused for the first

time to consider his little girl as a creature pos-
sessed of individual character, should recognise,
with a thrill of dismay, the appearance of the
same qualities which had wearied his life out,
and brought his youthful affections to an untimely
end. Lucilla was. it is true, as different from
her mother as summer from winter

;
but Dr. Mar-

joribanks had no means of knowing that his

daughter was only doing her duty by him in his

widowhood, according to a programme of filial

devotion resolved upon, in accordance with the

best models, some days before.

Accordingly, when her sobs had ceased, her
father returned and raised her up not unkindly,
and placed her in her chair. In doing so, the

Doctor put his finger by instinct upon Lucilla's

pulse, which was sufficiently calm and well re-

gulated to reassure the most anxious parent.
And the*h a furtive momentary smile gleamed
for a single instant round the corners of his

mouth.
"
It is very good of you to propose sacrificing

yourself for me," he said; "and if you would
sacrifice your excitement in the mean time, and
listen to me quietly, it would really be some-

thing but you are only fifteen, Lucilla, and I

have no wish to take you from school just now ;

wait till I have done. Your poor mother is

gone, and it is very natural you should cry ;
but

you were a good child to her on the whole, which
will be a comfort to you. "We did everything
that could be thought of to prolong her days,

and, when that was impossible, to lessen what
she had to suffer; and we have every reason to

hope," said the Doctor, as indeed he was ac-

customed to say in the exercise of his profession
to mourning relatives,

" that she's far better off

now than if she had been with us. When that

is said, I don't know that there is anything more
to add. I am not fond of sacrifices, either one

way or another
;
and I've a great objection to

any one making a sacrifice for me"
" But oh, papa, it would be no sacrifice,"

said Lucilla,
"

if you would only let me be a

comfort to you !"
" That is just where it is, my dear," said the

steady Doctor
;
"I have been ,used to be left a

great deal to myself; and I am not prepared to

say that the responsibility of having you here

without a mother to take care of you-, and all

your lessons interrupted, would not neutralize

any comfort you might be. You see," said Dr.

Marjoribanks, trying to soften matters a little,
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"a man is what his habits make him
;
and I have

been used to be left a great deal to myself. It

answers in some cases, but I doubt if it would
answer with me."

And then there was a pause, in which Lucilla

wept and stifled her tears in her handkerchief,

with a warmer flood of vexation and disappoint-
ment than even her natural grief had produced.
"Of course, papa, if I can't be any comfort I

will go back to school," she sobbed, with a

touch of sullenness which did not escape the

Doctor's ear.

"Yes, my dear, you will certainly go back to

school," said the peremptory father; "I never had

any doubt on that subject. You can stay over

Sunday and rest yourself. Monday or Tuesday
will be time enough to go back to Mount Plea-

,

sant
;
and now you had better ring the bell, and

get somebody to bring you something or I'll see

to that when I go down-stairs. It's getting late,

and this has been a fatiguing day. I'll send you up
some negus, and I think you had better go to bed."

And with these commonplace words, Dr. Mar-

joribanks withdrew in calm possession of the

field. As for Lucilla, she obeyed him, and be-

took herself to her own room, and swallowed her

negus with a sense, not only of defeat, but of

disappointment and mortification which was very

unpleasant. To go back again and be an or-

dinary school-girl, after the pomp of woe in which
she had come away, was naturally a painful

thought ;
she who had ordered her mourning to

be made long, and contemplated new furniture in

the drawing-room, and expected to be mistress of

her father's house, not to speak of the still dearer

privilege of being a comfort to him
;
and now,

after all, her active mind was to be condemned
over again to verbs and chromatic scales, though
she felt within herself capacities so much more
extended. Miss Marjoribanks did not by any
means learn by this defeat to take the characters

of the other personce in her little drama into con-

sideration, when she rehearsed her pet scenes

hereafter for that is a knowledge slowly ac-

quired but she was wise enough to know when
resistance was futile

;
and like most people of

lively imagination, she had a power of submitting
to circumstances when it became impossible to

change them. Thus she consented to postpone
her reign, if not with a good grace, yet still with-

out foolish resistance, and retired with the full

honours of war. She had already re-arranged all

the details, and settled upon all the means pos-
sible of preparing herself for what she called the

charge of the establishment when her final

emancipation took place, before she returned to

school.
"
Papa thought me too young," she

said, when she reached Mount Pleasant,
' '

though
it was dreadful to come away and leave him
alone with only the servants; but, dear Miss

Martha, you will let mo learn all about political

economy and things, to help me manage every-

thing ;
for now that dear mamma is gone, there is

nobody but me to be a comfort to papa."
And by this means Miss Marjoribanks managed

to influence the excellent woman who believed in

"Friends in Council," and to direct the future
tenor of her own education; while, at least, in

that one moment of opportunity, she had achieved

long dresses, which was a visible mark of wo-
manhood, and a step which could not bo re-

traced.

CHAPTER II.

DR. MARJORIBANKS was so far from feeling the
lack of his daughter's powers of consolation that
he kept her at Mount Pleasant for three years .

longer, during which time it is supposed he man-
'

aged to be comfortable after a benighted fashion

good enough for a man of fifty, who had come
to an end of his illusions. To be sure, there

were in the world, and even in Carlingford, kind

women, who would not have objected to take

charge of the Doctor and his
"
establishment,"

and be a comfort to him
; but, on the whole,

it was undeniable that he managed tolerably
well in external matters, and gave very good
men's dinners, and kept everything in perfect

order, so far as it went. Naturally the fairer

part of existence was left out altogether in that

grim, though well-ordered, house, but then he
was only a man and a doctor, and knew no bet-

ter
;
and while the feminine part of Grange

Lane regarded him with natural pity, not only
for what he lacked, but for a still more sad

defect, his total want of perception on this sub-

ject, their husbands and fathers rather liked to

dine with the Doctor, and brought home accounts
of sauces which were enough to drive any wo-
man to despair. Some of the ladies of Grange
Lane Mrs. Chiley, for example, who was fond

of good living herself, and liked, as she said,
" a little variety

"
laid siege to the Doctor, and

did their best to coax his receipts out of him :

but Dr. Marjoribanks knew better than that. He
gave all the credit to his cook, like a man of

sense; and as that functionary was known in

Carlingford to be utterly regardless and unprinci-

pled in respect to gravy beef, and the materials

for "stock" or "consomme," as some people
called it, society was disinclined to exert its ordi-

nary arts to seduce so great an artist from the

kitchen of her indulgent master. Then there

were other ladies who took a different tone.
" Dr. Marjoribanks, poor man, has nothing but

his table to take up his mind," said Mrs. Centum,
who had six children

;

" I never heard that the

heart could be nourished upon sauces, for my
part ;

and for a man who has his children's fu-

ture to think of, I must say I am surprised at

you, Mr. Centum." As for young Mrs. Wood-

burn, her reply was still more decisive though
milder in its tone.

" Poor cook, I am so sorry
for her," said the gentle young matron. " You
know you always like something for breakfast,

Charles
;
and then there is the children's dinner,

and our lunch, and the servants' dinner, so that

the p'oor thing is worn out before she comes to

what you call the great event of the day ;
and

you know how angry you were when I asked for

a kitchen-maid for her, poor soul." The conse-

quence of all this was, that Dr. Marjoribanks re-

mained unrivalled in Grange Lane in this respect
at least. When rumours arose in Carlingford of

a possible second marriage for the Doctor and

sucn rumours naturally arose three or four times

in the course of three years the men of Grange
Lane said,

" Heaven focbid I

" "No wife in the

world could replace Nancy," said Colonel Chiloy,

after that fervent aspiration, "and none could

put up with her
;

"
while, on the other side, there

were curious speculations afloat as to the effect

upon the house, and especially upon the table, of

the daughter's return. When a young woman
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comes to be eighteen it is difficult to keep her at

school
;
and though the Doctor had staved off

the danger for the moment, by sending Lucilla off

along with one of her school-fellows, whose family
was going abroad, to make orthodox acquaint-
ance with all the Swiss mountains, and all the
Italian capitals, still that was plainly an ex-

pedient for the moment
;
and a new mistress to

the house, which had got along so well without

any mistress, was inevitable. So that it cannot
be denied Miss Marjoribanks's advent was re-

garded in Carlingford with as much interest and
curiosity as she could have wished. For it was
already known that the Doctor's daughter was
not a mild young lady, easy to be controlled;

but, on the contrary, had all the energy and
determination to have her own way, which na-

turally belonged to a girl who possessed a con-
siderable chin and a numth which could shut,
and tightly curling tawny tresses, which were
still more determined than she was to be ar-

ranged only according to their inclination. It

was even vaguely reported that some passage-of-
arms had occurred between Miss Marjoribanks
and the redoubtable Nancy during the short and
uncertain opportunities which were afforded by
holidays; and the community, accordingly, re-

garded as an affair of almost municipal import-
ance Lucilla's final return home.
As for the young lady herself, though she was

at school, she was conscious of having had a
career not without importance, even during these
three years of pupilage. Since the day when
she began to read political economy with Miss
Martha Blount, who, though the second sister,

was the directing spirit of the establishment, Lu-
cilla had exercised a certain influence upon the

school itself which was very satisfactory. Per-

haps her course might be a little deficient in

grace, but grace, after all, is but a secondary
quality; and, at all events, Miss Marjoribanks
went straight forward, leaving an unquestionable
wake behing her, and running down with indif-

ference the little skiffs in her way. She was pos-
sessed by nature of that kind of egotism or rather

egoism, which is predestined to impress itself, by
its perfect reality and good faith, upon the sur-

rounding world. There are people who talk of

themselves, and think of themselves as it were,
under protest, and with deprecation, not actually
able to convince themselves that anybody cares

;

but Lucilla, for her part, had the calmest and
most profound conviction that, when she discuss-

ed her own doings and plans and clevernesses,
she was bringing forward the subject most inter-

esting to her audience as well as to herself.

Such a conviction is never without its fruits.
'

To
be sure there were always one or two indepen-
dent spirits who revolted

;
but for the crowd,

it soon became impressed with a profound belief

in the creed which Miss Marjoribanks supported
so firmly. This conviction of the importance
and value of her own proceedings made Lucilla,
as she grew older, a copious and amusing con-

versationalist
;
a rank which few people who are

indifferent to, or do not believe in, themselves
can attain to. One thing she had made up her
mind to as soon as she could return home, and
that was to revolutionise society in Carlingford.
On the whole, she was pleased with the success
of the Doctor's dinner, though a little piqued to

think that they owed nothing to herself; but Lu-

cilla, whose instinct of government was of the
true despotic order, and who had no objection
to stoop, if by that means she could conquer,
had no such designs against Nancy as were
attributed to her by the expectant audience in

Carlingford. On the contrary, she was quite as
much disposed as her father was to take Nancy
for prime-minister ;

for Miss Marjoribanks, though
too much occupied with herself to divine the cha-
racteristic points of other people, had a sensible
and thorough belief in those superficial general
truths which most minds acquiesce in, without

taking the trouble to believe. She knew, for ex-

ample, that there was a great difference between
the brilliant society of London, or of Paris, which

appears in books, where women have generally
the best of it, and can rule in their own right ;

and even the very best society of a country
town, where husbands are very commonly un-

manageable, and have a great deal more of their

own way in respect to the houses they will or

will not go to than is good for that inferior

branch of the human family. Miss Marjoribanks
had the good sense to see and appreciate these

details
;
and she knew that a good dinner was a

great attraction to a man, and that, in Carling-
ford at least, when these refractory mortals were

secured, the wives and daughters would neces-

sarily follow. Besides, as is not uncommon with
women who are clever women, and aware of the

fact, Miss Marjoribanks preferred the society of

men, and rather liked to say so. With all these

intentions in her mind, it may be imagined that

she received coolly enough the invitation of her

friend to join in the grand tour, and the ready
consent given by her father when he heard of it.

But even the grand tour was a tool which Lu
cilia saw how to make use of. Nowadays, when

people go everywhere, an untravelled woman
would find it so much the harder to keep up the

role of a leader of society to which she had
devoted herself; and she felt to the depth of her

heart the endless advantage to her future con-

versation of the experiences to be acquired in

Switzerland and Italy. But she rejected with

scorn the insinuation of other accidents that

might occur on the way.
" You will never come back again, Lucilla,"

said one of her companions ;

"
you will marry

some enchanting Italian with a beautiful black

beard, and a voice like an angel ;
and he'll sing

serenades to you, and do all sorts of things : oh,

how I wish I was you 1"
" That may be," said Miss Marjoribanks,

" but

I shall never marry an Italian, my dear. I don't

think I shall marry anybody for a long time. I

want to amuse myself. I wonder, by the way,
if it would improve my voice to take lessons in

Italy. Did I ever tell you of the Italian noble-

man that was so very attentive to me that

Christmas I spent at Sissy Yernon's ? He was

very handsome. I suppose they really are all

very handsome except, of course, the Italian

masters
;
but I did not pay any attention to him.

My object, dear, and you know it, ia to return

home as well educated as possible, to be a com-

fort to dear papa,"
"
Yes, dear Lucilla," said the sympathetic

girl,
" and it is so good of you ;

but do tell me
about the Italian nobleman what did he look

like what did he say ?"
;<

0h, as for what he said, that is quite a
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different matter," said Lucilla; "but it is not

what they say, but the way they say it, that is

the fun. I did not give him the least encou-

ragement. As for that, I think, a girl can always

stop a man when she does not care for him. It

depends on whether you intend him to commit
himself or not," Miss Marjoribanks continued,
and fixed her eyes meditatively, but intently,

upon her friend's face.
" Whether I intend ? oh goodness, Lucilla !

how can you speak so ? as if I ever intended

anything," said her companion, confused, yet

flattered, by the possibility ;
to which the elder

sage answered calmly, with all the composure in

the world :

"
No, I never supposed you did

;
I was think-

ing of myself," said Lucilla, as if, indeed, that

was the only reasonable subject of thought.
"You know I have seen a good deal of the

world, one way and another, with going to spend
the holidays, and I could tell you quantities of

things. It is quite astonishing how much ex-

perience one gets. "When I was at Midhurst, at

Easter, there was my cousin Tom, who was quite
ridiculous

;
I declare he nearly brought things to

an^ explanation, Fanny which, of course, of all

things in the world I most wanted to avoid."
"
Oh, but why, Lucilla?" cried Fanny, full of

delight and wonder
;

" I do so want to know
what they say when they make explanations,
as you call them. Oh, do tell me, Lucilla,

why ?"
" My dear," said Miss Marjoribanks,

" a cousin

of my own ! and only twenty-one, and reading
for the bar ! In the first place, my aunt would
never have forgiven me, and I am very fond of

my aunt. It's so nice to like all one's relations.

I know some girls who can't bear theirs
;
and

then a boy not much older than myself, with

nothing but what his mother pleases! For-

tunately he did not just say the words, so I

escaped that time
; but, of course, I could under-

stand perfectly what he meant."
"But oh, Lucilla, tell me the words," cried

the persistent questioner; "do, there's a dar-

ling ! I am quite sure you have heard them
and I should so like to know exactly what they
say ;

do they go down on their knees? or do

they try to take your hand as they always do in

novels ? or what do they do ? .Oh, Lucilla, tell

me, there's a dear !"

"Nonsense," said Lucilla, "I only want you
to understand that I am not likely to fall into

any danger of that sort. My only ambition,

Fanny, as I have told you often, is to go home
to Carlingford and be a comfort to dear papa."

"Yes," said Fanny, kissing her devoted com-

panion, "and it is so good of you, dear; but
then you cannot go on all your life being a com-
fort to dear papa," said the intelligent girl, be-

thinking herself, and looking again with some

curiosity in Lucilla's face.

"We must leave that to Providence," said

Miss Marjoribanks, with a sense of paying a com-

pliment to Providence in intrusting it with such
a responsibility. "I have always been guided
for the best hitherto," she continued, with an
innocent and unintentional profanity, which
sounded solemn to her equally innocent com-
panion,

" and I don't doubt I shall be so till the
end."

From which it will be perceived that Miss

Marjoribanks was. of the numerous class of re-

ligionists who keep up civilities with heaven,
and pay all the proper attentions, and show their

respect for the divine government in a manner
befitting persons who know the value of their

own approbation. The conversation dropped at

this point ;
or Lucilla was too important a per-

son to be left to the undivided possession of an

inquisitive innocent like Fanny Middleton, who
was only sixteen, and had never had even a flir-

tation in her own person. There were no Car-

lingford girls at Mount Pleasant, except poor
little Rose Lake, the drawing-master's second

daughter, who had been received on Dr. Marjori-
banks's recommendation, and who heard the
little children their geography and reading, and

gave them little lessons in drawing, by way of

paying for her own education; but then Rose
was entirely out of Miss Marjoribanks's way, and
could never count for anything in her designs
for the future. The girls at Mount Pleasant

were good girls on the whole, and were rather

improved by the influence of Lucilla, who was

extremely good-natured, and, so long as her

superiority was duly acknowledged, wass
ready

to do anything for anybody so that Rose Lake
was not at all badly off in her inferior position.
She could be made useful too, which was a great

point in her favour
;
and Miss Marjoribanks, who

possessed by nature some of the finest qualities
of a ruler, instinctively understood and appreciat-
ed the instruments that came to her hand. As
for Rose, she had been brought up at the school

of design in .Carlingford, of which, under the

supervision of*Jbhe authorities who, in those days,
inhabited Maryborough House, Mr. Lake was the

master. Rose was the pride of the school in the

peaceable days before her mother died
;
she did

not know much else, poor child, except novels,
but her copies

" from the round" filled her father

with admiration, and her design for a Honiton-
lace flounce, a spirited composition of dragons'
tails and the striking plant called teazle, which
flourishes in the neighbourhood of Carlingford

(for Mr. Lake had leanings towards pre-Raphaeli-

tism), was thought by the best judges to show
a wonderful amount of feeling for art, and just
missed being selected for the prize. A girl with

such a talent was naturally much appreciated at

Mount Pleasant. She made the most charming
design for Miss Marjoribanks's handkerchief
"
Lucilla," in Gothic characters, enclosed in a

wreath of forget-me-nots, skilfully combined
with thistle leaves, which Rose took great pains
to explain were so much better adapted to or-

namentation than foliage of a less distinct cha-

racter; and the young draughtswoman was so

charmed by Lucilla's enthusiastic admiration,
that she volunteered to work the design in

the cambric, which was a much more serious

matter. This was on the eve of Miss Marjori-
banks's final departure from school. She was to

spend a year abroad, to the envy of all whom
she left behind

;
but for herself, Lucilla was not

elated. She thought it very probable that she

would ascend Mont Blanc as far as the Grands
Mulcts at least, and, of course, in spring, go up
Vesuvius, having got through the Carnival and

Miserere and all the balls in Rome
;
but none of

these things moved her out of her usual com-

posure. She took it all in the way of business,

as she had taken her French and her German
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and her singing and her political economy. As
she stepped into the steamboat at Dover which
was to convey her to scenes so new, Lucilla felt

more and more that she who held the reorgani-
sation of society at Carlingford in her hands was
a woman with a mission. She was going abroad
as the heir-apparent went to America and the

Holy Land, to complete her education, and fit

nerseH; by an examination of the peculiarities of

other nations, for an illustrious and glorious reign
at home.

CHAPTER III.

IT may be well to seize the opportunity of

Miss Marjoribanks's travels, through which it is

unnecessary to follow her, as they have nothing
particular to do with the legitimate history
of her great undertaking, to explain a little the

state of affairs in Carlingford before this dis-

tinguished revolutionary began her labours. It is

something like going back into the prehistoric pe-
riod those ages of the flint, which only ingenious

quarrymen and learned geologists can elucidate,
to recall the social condition of the town

before Miss Marjoribanks began her Thursday
evenings, before St. Roque's Chapel was built or

thought of, while Mr. Bury, the Evangelical
Rector, was still in full activity, and before old

Mr. Tufton, at Salem Chapel (who sometimes
drank tea at the Rectory, and thus had a kind
of clandestine entrance into the dim outskirts of

that chaos which was then called society), had
his first

" stroke." From this latter circumstance
alone the entirely disorganised condition of af-

fairs will be visible at a glance. It is true, Mr.

Vincent, who succeeded Mr. Tufton, was re-

ceived by Lady Western, in days when public

opinion had made great advances; but then

Lady Western was the most good-natured crea-

ture in the world, and gave an invitation, when
it happened to come into her head, without the

least regard for the consequences ; and, after all,

Mr. Vincent was very nice-looking and clever,
and quite presentable. Fortunately, however,
the period to which we allude was prior to the

entrance of Lady Western into Grange Lane.

She was a very pretty woman, and knew how
to look like a lady of fashion, which is always
of importance: but she was terribly inconse-

quent, as Miss Marjoribanks said, and her intro-

ductions were not in the least to be depended
upon. She was indeed quite capable of inviting
a family of retired drapers to meet the best

people in Grange Lane, for no better reason

than to gratify her proteges, which, of course,
was a proceeding calculated to strike at the

roots of all society. Fortunately for Carlingfbrd,
its reorganisation was in abler hands. Affairs

were in an utterly chaotic state at the perod
when this record commences. There was no-

thing which could be properly called a centre in

the entire town. To be sure, Grange Lane was

inhabited, as at present, by the best families in

Carlingford; but then, without organisation,
what good does it do to have a number of

people together? For example, Mr. Bury was

utterly unqualified to take any lead. Mrs. Bury

had been dead a long time, and the daughters
were married, and the Rector's maiden sister,

who lived with him, was entirely of his own
way of thinking, and asked people to tea-parties,
which were like Methodists' class-meetings, and
where Mr. Tufton was to be met with, and
sometimes other Dissenters, to whom the Rec-
tor gave what he called tho right hand of fellow-

ship. But he never gave anything else to soci-

ety, except weak tea and thin bread-and-butter,
which was fare, tho ladies said, which the gen-
tlemen did not relish. "I never can induce
Charles to go out to tea," said young Mrs. Wood-
burn, piteously ;

' : he won't, and there is an end
of it. After dinner he thinks of nothing but an

easy-chair and the papers ; and, my dear Miss

Bury, what can I do ?
" "

It is a great pity, my
dear, that your husband's carelessness should

deprive you of the benefit of Christian conversa-
tion

; but, to be sure, it is your duty to stay with

him, and I hope it will be made up to you at

home," Miss Bury would say. As for the Rec-

tor, his favourites were devoted to him
;
and as

he always saw enough of familiar faces at his

sister's tea-parties, he took no account of the

defaulters. Then there was Dr. Marjoribanks,
who gave only dinners, to which naturally, as
there was no lady in the house, ladies could not
be invited, and who, besides, was rather a draw-
back than a benefit to society, since he made the
men quite intolerable, and filled them with such

expectations in the way of cookery, that they
never were properly content with a good family
dinner after. Then the ladies, from whom some-

thing might justly have been expected in the

way of making society pleasant such as Mrs.
Centum and Mrs. Woodburn, for example, who
had everything they could desire, and the most
liberal housekeeping allowances were either

incapacitated by circumstances (which was a

polite term in use at Carlingford, and meant ba-

bies) or by character. Mrs. Woodburn liked

nothing so well as to sit by the fire and read

novels, and "take off" her neighbours, when
any one called on her

; and, of course, the lady
who was her audience on one occasion, left with
the comfortable conviction that next time she

would be the victim
;
a circumstance which, in-

deed, did not make the offender unpopular for

there were very few people in Carlingford who
could be amusing, even at the expense of their

neighbours but made it quite impossible that

she should ever do anything in the way of knit-

ting people together, and making a harmonious
whole out of the scraps and fragments of society.
As for Mrs. Chiley, she was old, and had not

energy enough for such an undertaking; and,

besides, she had no children, and disliked bustle

and trouble, and was of opinion that the Colonel

never enjoyed his dinner if he had more than four

people to help him to eat it
; and, in short, you

might have gone over Grange Lane, house by
house, finding a great deal of capital material,
but without encountering a single individual ca-

pable of making anything out of it. Such was
the lamentable condition, at the moment this

history commences, of society in, Carliugford.
And yet nobody could say that there were not

very good elements to make society with. When
you add to a man capable of giving excellent

dinners, like Dr. Marjoribanks, another man like

young Mr. Cavendish, Mrs. Woodburn's brother,
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who was a wit and a man of fashion, and be-

longed to one of the best clubs in town, and

brought down gossip with the bloom on it to

Grange Lane
;
and when you join to Mrs. Cen-

tum, who was always so good and so much out

of temper that it was safe to calculate on some-

thing amusing from her, the lacguid but trench-

ant humour of Mrs. "Woodburn not to speak of

their husbands, who were perfectly available for

the background, and all the nephews and cousins

and grandchildren, who constantly paid visits to

old Mr. Western and Colonel Chiley; and the

Browns, when they were at home, with their

floating suite of admirers
;
and the young ladies

who sang, and the young ladies who sketched,
and the men who went out with the hounds,
when business permitted them

;
and the people

who came about the town when there was an

election
;
and the barristers who made the cir-

cuit; and the gay people who came to the races;
not to speak of the varying chances of curates,

who could talk or play the piano, with which

Mr. Bury favoured his parishoners for he

changed his curates very often
;
and the occasional

visits of the lesser country people, and the coun-

try clergymen ;
it will be plainly apparent that

all that was wanting to Carlingford was a

master-hand to blend these different elements.

There had even been a few feeble preliminary

attempts at this great work, which had failed, as

such attempts always fail when they are premature
and when the real agent of the change is already
on the way ;

but preparations and presentiments
had taken vague possession of the mind of the

town, as has always been observed to be the

case before a great revolution, or when a man
destined to put his mark on his generation, as

the newspapers say, is about to appear. To be

sure, it was not a man this time, but Miss Mar-

joribanks ;
but the atmosphere thrilled and

trembled to the advent of the new luminary
all the same.

Yet, at the same time, the world of Carling-
ford had not the least idea of the real quarter
from which the sovereign intelligence which
was to develop it from chaos into order and har-

mony was, effectivement, to come. Some people
had hoped 'in Mrs. Woodburn before she fell

into her present languor of appearance and

expression ;
and a great many people hoped

in Mr. Cavendish's wife, if he married, as he
was said to intend to do

;
for this gentleman,

who was in the habit of describing himself, no

doubt, very truthfully, as one of the Cavendishes,
was a person of great consideration in Grange
Lane

;
and some hoped in a new Rector, for it

was apparent that Mr. Bury could not last very

long. Thus with the ordinary short-sightedness
of the humaii species, Carlingford blinded itself,

and turned its eyes in every direction in the

world rather than in that of the Swjpe moun-

tains, which were being climbed at that moment
by a large and blooming young woman, with

tawny short curls and alert decided movements
;

so little do we know what momentous issues

may hang upon the most possible accident 1

Had that energetic traveller slipped but an
inch further upon the mer de glace had she
taken that other step which she was with dif-

ficulty persuaded not to take on the Wengern
Alp there would have been an end of all the

hopes of social importance for Carlingford. But

the good fairies took care of Lucilla and her

mission, and saved her from the precipice and
the crevasses and instinctively the air at home
got note of what was coming, and whispered the
news mysteriously through the keyholes.

" Miss

Marjoribanks is coming home," the unsuspect-

ing male public said to itself as it returned from
Dr. Marjoribanks's dinners, with a certain distress-

ing, but mistaken presentiment, that these de-

lights were to come to an end
;
and the ladies

repeated the same piece of news, conjoining with
it benevolent intimations of their intention o
call upon her, and make the poor thing feel her-

self at home. "Perhaps she may be amusing,"
Mrs. Woodburn was good enough to add

; but
these words meant only that perhaps Lucilla,
who was coming to set them all right, was wor-

thy of being placed in the satirist's collection

along with Mrs. Centum and Mrs. Chiley. Thus,
while the town ripened more and more for her

great mission, and the ignorant human creatures,
who were to be her subjects, showed their usual

blindness and ignorance, the time drew nearer

and nearer for Miss Marjoribanks's return.

CHAPTER IV.

"MY daughter is coming home, Nancy," said

Dr. Marjoribanks. "You will have to make
preparations for her immediately. So far as I

can make out from this letter, she will arrive to-

morrow by the half-past five train."

"Well, sir," said Nancy, with the tone of a
woman who makes the best of a misfortune,

"
it

ain't every young lady as would have the sense
to fix an hour like that. Ladies is terrible tire-

some in that way ; they'll come in the middle o'

the day, when a body don't know in the world
what to have for them

;
or they'll come at night,

when a body's tired, and ain't got the heart to go
into a supper. There was always a deal of sense
in Miss Lucilla, when she hadn't got nothing in

her head."

"Just so," said Dr. Marjoribanks, who was
rather relieved to have got through the an-

nouncement so easily.
" You will see that her

room is ready, and everything comfortable
; and,

of course, to-morrow she and I will dine alone."
"
Yes, sir," said Nancy; but this assent was

not given in the decisive tone of a woman whose
audience was over; and then she was seized

with a desire to arrange in a more satisfactory
manner the cold beef on the side-board. When
she had secured this little interval for thought,
she returned again to the table, where her mas-

ter ate his breaktast, with a presentiment.
" If

you please, sir," said Nancy,
" not to give you

no vexation nor trouble, which every one knows
as it has been the aim o' my life to spare you, as

has so much on your mind. But it's best to

settle afore commencing, and then we needn't

have no heartburning. If you please, am I to

take my orders of Miss Lucilla, or of you, as I've

always been used to? In the missus's time,"

said Nancy, with modest confidence, "as was a

good missus, and never gave no trouble as long
as she had her soup and her jelly comfortable, it

was always you as said what there was to be for
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dinner. I dou't make no objection to doing up a

nice little luncheon for Miss Lucilla, and giving a

little more thought now and again to the sweets
;

but it ain't my part to tell you, sir, as a lady's

taste, and more special a young lady's, ain't to

be expected to be the same as yours and mine
as has been cultivated like. I'm not one as likes

contention," continued the domestic oracle, "but
I couldn't abear to see a good master put upon ;

and if it should be as Miss Lucilla sets her mind

upon messes as ain't got no taste in them, and

milk-puddings and stuff, like the most of the

ladies, I'd just like to know out of your own
mouth, afore the commencement, what I'm to

do?"
Dr. Marjoribanks was so moved by this appeal

that he laid down his knife and contemplated the

alarming future with some dismay.
"
It is to be

hoped Miss Lucilla will know better," he said.

"She has a great deal of good sense, and it is to

be hoped that she will be wise enough to consult

the tastes of the house."

But the Doctor was not to be let off so easily.
" As you say, sir, everything's to be hoped," said

Nancy, steadily; "but there's a-many ladies as

don't seem to rne to have got no taste to their

mouths
;
and it ain't as if it was a thing that

could be left to hopes. Supposin' as it comes to

that, sir, what am I to do ?"
"

"Well," said the Doctor, who was himself a

little puzzled, "you know Miss Lucilla is nine-

teen, Nancy, and my only child, and the natural

mistress of the house."

"Sir," said Nancy, austerely, "them is things
as ain't needful to name

;
that ain't the ques-

tion as I was asking. Supposin' as things come
to such a point, what am I to do ?''

"Bless me! it's half-past nine," said the Doc-

tor,
" and I have an appointment. You can

come just as usual when we are at breakfast,

that will be the best way," he said as he went
out at the door, and chuckled a little to himself

when he felt he had escaped.
" Lucilla is her

mother's daughter, it is true," he said to himself

when he had got into the safe seclusion of his

brougham, with a degree of doubt in his tone

which was startling, to say the least of it,
from

the lips of a medical man
;

" but she is my child

all the same," he added briskly, with returning

confidence; and in this conviction there was

something which reassured the Doctor. He
rubbed his hands as he bowled along to his ap-

pointment, and thought within himself that if she

turned out a girl of spirit, as he expected, it

would be good fun to see Lucilla's struggle with

Nancy for the veritable reins of government. If

Dr. Marjoribanks had entertained any positive

apprehensions that his dinners would be spoiled
in consequence, his amusement would have come
to an abrupt conclusion

;
but he trusted entirely

in Nancy and a little in Lucilla, and suffered his

long upper-lip to relax at the thought without

much fear.

Her father had not returned from the labours

of his long day when Lucilla arrived, but he

made his last visits on foot in order to be able to

send the brougham for her, which was a great

thing for the Doctor to do. There was, indeed, a

mutual respect between the two, who were not

necessary to each other's comfort, it is true, as

such near relations sometimes are
;
but who, at

the same time, except on the sole occasion of

Mrs. Marjoribanks's death, had never misunder-
stood each other, as sometimes happens. This
time Miss Marjoribanks was rather pleased, on
the whole, that the Doctor did not come to meet
her. At other times she had been a visitor

;
now

she had come into her kingdom, and had no de-

sire to be received like a guest. A sense of

coming home, warmer than she remembered to

have felt before, came into Lucilla's active mind
as she stepped into the brougham. Not that the
words bore any special tender meaning, notwith-

standing that it was the desire of her heart, well
known to all her friends, to live henceforward as
a comfort to dear papa, but that now at last she
was coming into her kingdom, and entering the
domain in which she intended her will to be
law. After living for a year with friends whose
arrangements (much inferior to those which she
could have made had she had the power) she had
to acquiesce in, and whose domestic economy
could only be criticised up to a certain point, it

was naturally a pleasure to Miss Marjoribanks to

feel that now at length she was emancipated,
and at liberty to exercise her faculty. There
were times during the past year when Lucilla had
with difficulty restrained herself from snatching
the reins out of the hands of her hosts, and show-

ing them how to manage. But impatient as she

was, she had to restrain herself; and make the

best of it. Now all that bondage was over.

She felt like a young king entering in secret a

capital which awaits him with acclamations.

Before she presented herself to the rejoicing

public, there were arrangements to be made and

ehings to be done
;
and Miss Marjoribanks gave a

rapid glance at the shops in George Street as

she drove past, and decided which of them she

meant to honor with her patronage. "When she
entered the garden it was with the same rapid

glance of reorganising genius that she cast her

eyes arou-nd it
;
and still more decided was the

look with which she regarded her own room,
where she was guided by the new housemaid,
who did not know Miss Lucilla. Nancy, who
knew no better (being, like most gifted persons, a

woman of one idea), had established her young
mistress in the little chamber which had been
Lucilla's when she was a child

;
but Miss Mar-

joribanks, who had no sentimental notions about

white dimity, shook her head at the frigid little

apartment, where, however, she was not at all

sorry to be placed at present ;
for if Dr. Marjori-

banks had been a man of the prevenant class, dis-

posed to make all the preparations possible for

his daughter, and arrange elegant surprises for

her, he would have thoroughly disgusted Lucilla,

who was bent on making all 'the necessary im-

provements in her own person. When she went
down to the drawing-room to await her father,

Miss Marjoribanks's look of disapprobation was

mingled with so much satisfaction and content

in herself that it was pleasant to behold. She
shook her head and shrugged her shoulders as

she paused in the centre of the large faded room,
where there was no light but that of the fire, which

burned brightly, and kept up a lively play of

glimmer and shadow in the tall glass over the

fireplace, and even twinkled dimly in the three

long windows, where the curtains hung stiff and
solemn in their daylight form. It was not an

uncomfortable sort of big, dull, faded, respectable

drawing-room, and if there had been a family in
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it, with recollections attached to every old otto-

man and easy-chair, no doubt it would have been

charming; but it was only a waste and howling
wilderness to Lucilla. When she had walked
from one end to the other, and verified all the

plans she had already long ago conceived for the

embellishment of this inner court and centre of

her kingdom, Lucilla walked with her unhesitat-

ing step to the fire, and took a match and lighted
all the candles hi the large old-fashioned candle-

sticks, which had been flickering in grotesque
shadows all over the roof. This proceeding threw
a flood of light on the subject of her considera-

tions, and gave Miss Marjoribanks an idea, in

passing, about the best mode of lighting, which
she afterwards acted upon with great success.

She was standing in this flood of light, regarding

everything around her with the eye of an en-

lightened critic and reformer, when Dr. Marjori-
banks came in. Perhaps there arose in the soul

of the Doctor a momentary thought that the

startling amount of eclairage which he witnessed
was scarcely necessary, for it is certain that he

gave a momentary glance at the candles as he
went up to greet his daughter ;

but he was far

too well-bred a man to suggest such an idea at

the moment. On the contrary, he kissed her
with a sentiment of real pleasure, and owned to

himself that, if she was not a fool, and could keep
to her own department, it might be rather

agreeable on the whole to have a woman in the

house. The sentiment was not enthusiastic, and
neither were the words of his salutation "

Well,
Lucilla

;
so this is you !" said the moderate and

unexcited father. "Yes, papa, it is me," said

Miss Marjoribanks,
" and very glad to get

home ;" and so the two sat down and discussed

the journey whether she had been cold, and
what state the railway was in till the Doctor

bethought himself that he had to prepare for

dinner. "
Nancy is always very punctual, and I

am sure you are hungry," he said
;

" so I'll go
up-stairs, with your permission, Lucilla, and

change my coat;" and with this the actual

arrival terminated, and the new reign began.
But it was only next morning that the young

sovereign gave any intimation of her future poli-

icy. She had naturally a great deal to tell that

first night ;
and though it was exclusively her-

self, and her own adventures and achievements,
which Miss Marjoribanks related, the occasion

of her return made that sufficiently natural;
and the Doctor was not altogether superior to

the natural prejudice which makes a man inter-

ested, even when they are not in themselves

particularly interesting, in the doings of his chil-

dren. She succeeded in doing what is certainly
one of the first duties of a woman she amused
her father. He followed her to the drawing-room
for a marvel, and took a cup of tea, though it-

was against his principles ; and, on the whole
Lucilla had the satisfaction of feeling that she
had made a conquest of the Doctor, which, of

course, was the grand and most essential

preliminary. In the little interval which he

spent over his claret, Miss Marjoribanks had
succeeded in effecting another fundamental duty
of woman she had, as she herself expressed it,

harmonised the rooms, by the simple method of

re-arranging half the chairs, and covering the
tables with trifles of her own a proceeding
which converted the apartment from an abstract

English drawing-room of the old school into Miss

Marjoribanks's drawing-room, an individual spot
of ground revealing something of the character
of its mistress. The Doctor himself was so
moved by this, that he looked vaguely round
when he came in, as if a little doubtful where
he was but that might only be the effect of the

sparkling mass of candles on the mantelpiece,
which he was too well-bred to remark upon the
first night. But it was only in the morning that
Lucilla unfolded her standard. She was down
to breakfast, ready to pour out the coffee, before
the Doctor had left his room. He found her, to

his intense amazement, seated at the foot of the

table, in the place which he usually occupied
himself before the urn and the coffee-pot. Dr.

Marjoribanks hesitated for one momentous in-

stant, stricken dumb by this unparalleled auda-

city; but so great was the effect of his daugh-
ter's courage and steadiness, that after that mo-
ment of fate he accepted the seat by the side

where everything was arranged for him, and to

which Lucilla invited him sweetly, though not
without a touch of mental perturbation. The
moment he had seated himself, the Doctor's eyes
were opened to the importance of the step he
had taken. "I am afraid I have taken your
seat, papa," said Miss Marjoribanks, with inge-
nuous sweetness. " But then I should have hac

to move the urn, and all the things, and

thought you would not mind." The Doctor saic

nothing but " Humph 1" and even that in

undertone
;
but he became aware all the same

that he had abdicated, without knowing it, and
that the reins of state had been smilingly with-

drawn from his unconscious hands.

When Nancy made her appearance the fact

became still more apparent, though still in the

sweetest way.
"
It is so dreadful to think papa

should have been bothered with all these things
so long," said Miss Marjoribanks.

" After this

I am sure you and I, Nancy, can arrange it

all without giving him the trouble. Perhaps
this morning, papa, as I am a stranger,- you will

say if there is anything you would like, and then
I shall have time to talk it all over with Nancy,
and find out what is best," and Lucilla smiled so

sweetly upon her two amazed subjects that the

humour of the situation caught the fancy of the

Doctor, who had a keen perception of the ridicu-

lous.

He laughed out, much to Nancy's consterna-

tion, who was standing by in open-eyed dismay.

"Very well, Lucilla," he said; 'you shall try

what you can do. I daresay Nancy will be glad
to have me back again before long ;

but in the

meantime I am quite content that you should

try,
1 ' and ho went off laughing to his brougham,

but came back again before Lucilla could take

Nancy in hand, who was an antagonist more

formidable.
" I forgot to tell you," said the Doc-

tor,
" that Tom Marjoribanks is coming on Cir-

cuit, and that I have asked him to stay here, as

a matter of course. I suppose he'll arrive to-

morrow. Good-bye till the evening."

This, though Dr. Marjoribanks did not in the

least intend it, struck Lucilla like a Parthian

arrow, and brought her down for the moment.

"Tom Marjoribanks!" she ejaculated in a kind

of horror.
" Of all people in the world, and at

this moment 1" but when she saw the open eyes

and rising colour of Nancy, the young dictator
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recovered herself for a conqueror in the first

moment of his victory has need to be wary. She
called Nancy to her in her most affectionate

tones as she finished her breakfast. "I sent

papa away," said Miss Marjoribariks,
" because I

wanted to have a good talk with you, Nancy.
I want to tell you my object in life. It is to be
a comfort to papa. Ever since poor mamma
died that is what I have been thinking of; .and
now I have come homo, ana I have made up
my mind that he is not to be troubled about

anything. I know what a good, faithful, valua-

ble woman you are, I assure you. You need
not think me a foolish girl who is not able to

appreciate you. The dinner was charming last

night, Nancy," said Lucilla, with much feeling ;

" and I never saw anything more beautifully
cooked than papa's cutlets to-day."

" Miss Lucilla, I may say as I am very glad I

have pleased you," said Nancy, who was not

quite conquered as yet. She stood very stiffly

upright by the table, and maintained her inte-

grity.
" Master is particular, I don't deny," con-

tinued the prime minister, who felt herself de-

throned. " I've always done my best to go in

with his little fancies, and 1 don't mean to say
as it isn't right and natural as you should be the

missis. But I ain't used to have ado with ladies,

and that's the truth. Ladies is stingy in a-many
things as is the soul of a good dinner to them
as knows. I may be valieyable or not, it ain't

for me to say ;
but I'm not one as can always

be kept to a set figger in my gravy-beef, and

my bacon, and them sorts of things. As for the

butter, I don't know as I could give nobody an

idea I I ain't one as likes changes, but I can't

abide to be kept to a set figger ;
and that's the

chief thing, Miss Lucilla, as I've got to say."
" And quite reasonable too," said Miss Marjori-

banks
;

"
you and I will work perfectly well to-

gether, Nancy. I am sure we have both the

same meaning ;
and I hope you don't think I

am less concerned about dear papa than about

the gravy-beef. He must have been very deso-

late, with no one to talk to, though he has been

so good and kind and self-sacrificing in leaving
me to get every advantage ;

but I mean to make
it up to him, now I've come home."

"
Yes, miss," said Nancy, somewhat mystified ;

"not but what master has had his little parties

now and again, to cheer him up a bit
;
and I

make bold to say, miss, as I have heard compli-

ments, which it was Thomas that brought 'em

down-stairs, as might go nigh to turn a body's

head, if it was vanity as I was thinking of; but

I ain't one as thinks of anything but the comfort

of the family," said Nancy, yielding in spite of

herself to follow the leadings of the higher will

in presence of which she found herself,
" and I'm

alwavs one as does my best, Miss Lucilla, if I

ain't worried nor kept to a set figger with my
gravy-beef."

" I have heard of papa's dinners," said Lucilla,

graciously,
" and I don't mean to let down your

reputation, Nancy. Now we are two women to

manage everything, we ought to do still better.

I have two or three things in my head that I

will tell you after
;
but hi the meantime I want

yon to know that the object of my life is to be a

comfort to poor papa ;
and now let us think

what we had better have for dinner," said the

new sovereign. Nancy was so totally unpre-

pared for this manner of dethronement that she

gave in like her master. She followed Miss Mar-

joribanka humbly into those details in which
Lucilla speedily proved herself a woman of ori-

ginal mind, and powers quite equal to her under-

taking. The Doctor's formidable housekeeper
conducted her young mistress down-stairs after-

wards, and showed her everything with the
meekness of a saint. Lucilla had won a second

victory still more exhilarating and satisfactory
than the first

; for, to be sure, it is no great cre-

dit to a woman of nineteen to make a man of

any age throw down his arms
;
but to conquer a

woman is a different matter, and Lucilla was
thoroughly sensible of the difference. Now, in-

deed, she could feel with a sense of reality that
her foundations were laid.

Miss Marjoribanks had enough of occupation
for that day, and for many daya. But her
mind was a little distracted by her father's

parting intelligence, and she had, besides, a
natural desire to view the country she had
come to conquer. "When she had made a care-

ful supervision of the house, and shifted her own
quarters into the pleasantest of the two best bed-

rooms, and concluded that the little bare dimity
chamber she had occupied the previous night
was quite good enough for Tom Marjoribanks,
Lucilla put on her hat and went out to make a
little reconnaissance. She walked down to the

spot where St. Roque's now stands, on her own
side of Grange Lane, and up on the other side

into G-eorge Street, surveying all the capabilities
of the place with a rapid but penetrating glance.
Dr. Marjoribanks's house could not have been
better placed as a strategic position, commanding
as it did all Grange Lane, of which it was, so to

speak, the key, and yet affording a base of com-
munication with the profaner public which Miss

Marjoribanks was wise enough to know a leader

of society should never ignore completely ; for, in-

deed, one of the great advantages of that brilliant

position is, that it gives a woman a right to

be arbitrary, and to select her materials ac-

cording to her judgment. It was more from
a disinclination to repeat herself than any
other motive that Lucilla, when she had con-

cluded this preliminary survey, went up into

Grove Street, meaning to return home that way.
At that hour in the morning the sun was shin-

ing on the little gardens on the north side of the

street, which was the plebeian side
;
and as it

was the end of October, and by no means warm,
Lucilla was glad to cross over and continue her

walk by the side of those little enclosures where
the straggling chrysanthemums propped each

other up, and the cheerful Michaelmas daisies

made the best of it in the sunshine that remained

to them. Miss Marjoribanks had nearly reached

Salem Chapel, which pushed itself forward amid
the cosy little line of houses, pondering in her

mind the unexpected hindrance which was about

to be placed in her triumphant path, in the shape
of Tom Marjoribanks, when that singular piece
of good fortune occurred to her which had so

much effect upon her career in Carlingford.

Such happy accidents rarely happen, except to

great generals or heroes of romance; and it

would have been, perhaps, a presumption on

the- part of Lucilla to place herself conspicuous-

ly in either of these categories. The fact is,

however, that at this eventful moment she was
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walking along under the shade of her pretty

parasol, not expecting anything, but absorbed

in many thoughts, and a little cast down in her

expectations of success by a consciousness that

this unlucky cousin would insist upon making
lore to her, and perhaps, even as she herself ex-

pressed it, saying the words which it had taken

all her skill to prevent him from saying before.

Not that we would have any one believe that

love-making in the abstract was disagreeable to

Miss Marjoribanks; but she was only nineteen,

well off and good-looking, and with plenty of

time for all that
;
and at the present moment she

had other matters of more importance in hand.

It was while occupied with these reflections, and
within three doors of Salem Chapel, in front of a

little garden where a great deal of mignonette
had run to seed, and where the Michaelmas
daisies had taken full possession, that Lucilla

was roused suddenly out of her musings. The

surprise was so great that she stopped short and

stood still before the house in the extremity of

her astonishment and delight. Who could it be

that possessed that voice which Miss Marjori-
banks felt by instinct was the very one thing

wanting a round, full, delicious contralto, pre-

cisely adapted to supplement without supplant-

ing her own high-pitched and much-cultivated

organ ? She stopped short before the door and
made a rapid observation even in the first mo-

ment of her surprise. The house was not ex-

actly like the other humble houses in Grove

Street. Two little blank squares hung in the

centre of each of the lower windows, revealed

to Lucinda's educated eye the existence of so

much "feeling" for art as can be satisfied with a

transparent porcelain version of a famous Madon-

na
;
and she eould even catch a glimpse, through

the curtains of the best room which, contrary
to the wont of humble gentility in Carlingford,

were well drawn back, and allowed the light to

enter fully of the glimmer of gilt picture-frames.
And in the little garden in front, half-buried

among the mignonette, were some remains of

plaster-casts, originally placed there for orna-

ment, but long since cast down by rain and

neglect. Lucilla made her observations with

the promptitude of an accomplished warrior,

and, before the second bar of the melody in-

doors was finished, had knocked very energeti-

cally.
"
Is Miss Lake at home?" she asked with

confidence of the little maid-servant who opened
the door to her. And it was thus that Lucilla

made her first bold step out of the limits of

Grange Lane for the good of society, and secured

at once several important personal advantages,
and the great charm of those Thursday evenings
which made so entire a revolution in the taste

and ideas of Carlingford.

CHAPTER V.

Miss MARJORIBANKS did not leave the contral-

to any time to recover from her surprise ;
she

went up to her direct where she stood, with her

song arrested on her lips, as she had risen hastily
from the piano. "Is it Rose?" said Lucilla, go-

ing forward with the most eager cordiality, and

holding out both her hands
; though, to be sure,

she knew very well it was not Rose, who was
about half the height of the singer, and was
known to everybody in Mount Pleasant to be

utterly innocent of a voice.
"
No," said Miss Lake, who was much aston-

ished and startled and offended, as was unfortu-

nately rather her custom. She was a young wo-
man without any of those instincts of politeness
which make some people pleasant in spite of

themselves; and she added nothing to soften

this abrupt negative, but drew her hands away
from the stranger and stood bolt upright, looking
at her, with a burning blush, caused by temper
much more than by embarrassment, on her face.

"Then," said Lucilla, dropping lightly into

the most comfortable chair she could get sight of

in the bare little parlour, "it is Barbara and
that is a great deal better

;
Rose is a good little

thing, but she is different, you know. It is so

odd you should not remember me; I thought

everybody knew me in Carlingford. You know
I have been a long time away, and now I have

come home for good. Your voice is just the

very thing to go with mine
;
was it not a lucky

thing that I should have passed just at the right

moment ? I don't know how it is, but somehow
these lucky chances always happen to me. I am
Lucilla Marjoribanks, you know."

"Indeed!" said Barbara, who had not the

least intention of being civil,
" I did not recog-

nise you in the least."
"
Yes, I remember you were always shortsight-

ed a little," said Miss Marjoribanks, calmly. "I
should so like if we could try a duet. I have

been having lessons in Italy, you know, and I am
sure I could give you a few hints. I always like,

when I can, to be of use. Tell me what songs

you have that we could sing together. You
know, my dear, it is not as if I was asking you
for mere amusement to myself; my grand object
in life is to be a comfort to papa

"

" Do you mean Dr. Marjoribanks ?" said the

uncivil Barbara. " I am sure he does not care in

the least for music. I think you must be making
a mistake

"

" Oh no," said Lucilla,
" I never make mis-

takes. I don't mean to sing to him, you know
;

but you are just the very person I wanted. As
for the ridiculous idea some people have that no-

body can be called on who does not live in Grange

Lane, I assure you I mean to make an end of

that. Of course I cannot commence just all in a

moment. But it would always be an advantage
to practise a little together. I like to know ex-

actly how far one can calculate upon everybody ,

then one can tell, without fear of breaking down,

just what one may venture to do."

"I don't understand in the least,," said Barbara,

whose pride was up in arms. "Perhaps you
think I am a professional singer?"

11 My dear, a professional singer spoils every-

thing," said Miss Marjoribanks ;
"it changes the

character of an evening altogether. There are so

few people who understand that. When you
have professional singers, you have to give your-

self up to music
;
and that is not my view in the

least. My great aim, as all my friends are aware,

is to be a comfort to dear papa."
"I wish you would not talk in riddles," said

Lucilla's amazed and indignant companion, in

her round rich contralto.
" I suppose you really
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are Miss Marjoribauks. I have always heard
that Miss Marjoribanks was a little

"

"There!" said Lucilk, triumphantly;
"
really

it is almost like a recitativo to hear you speak.
I am so glad. What have you got. there ? Oh,
to be sure, it's that duet out of the Trovatore.

Do let us try it
;
there is nobody here, and every-

thing is so convenient and you know it would
never do to risk a breakdown. Will you play
the accompaniment, or shall I ?" said Miss Mar-

joribanks, taking off her gloves. As for the draw-

ing-master's daughter, she stood aghast, lost in

such sudden bewilderment and perplexity that

she could find no words to reply. She was not in

the least amiable or yielding by nature
;
but Lu-

cilla took it so much as a matter of course that

Barbara could not find a word to say; and be-

fore she could be sure that it was real, Miss

Marjoribanks had seated herself at the piano.
Barbara was so obstinate that she would not

sing the first part, which ought to have, been
hers

;
but she was not clever enough for her an-

tagonist. Lucilla sang her part by herself gal-

lantly ;
and when it came to Barbara's turn the

second time, Miss Marjoribanks essayed the second
in a false voice, which drove the contralto off her

guard; and then the magnificent volume of sound
flowed forth, grand enough to have filled Lucilla

with envy ifshe had not been sustained by that sub-

lime confidence in herself which is the first neces-

sity to a woman with a mission. She paused a mo-
ment in the accompaniment to clap her hands after

that strophe was accomplished, and then resumed
with energy. For, to be sure, she knew by instinct

v/hat sort of clay the people were made of by
whom she had to work, and gave them their re-

ward with that liberality and discrimination which
is the glory of enlightened despotism. Miss Marjo-
ribanks was naturally elated when she had per-
formed this important and successful tour. She

got up from the piano, and closed it in her open,

imperial way.
u I do not want to tire you, you

know," she said; "that will do for to-day. I

told you your voice was the very thing to go
with mine. Give my love to Rose when she

comes in, but don't bring her with you when you
come to me. She is a good little thing but
then she is different, you know," said the bland
Lucilla

;
and she held out her hand to her cap-

tive graciously, and gathered up her parasol,
which she had left on her chair. Barbara Lake
let her visitor go after this, with a sense that she

had fallen asleep, and had dreamt it all; but,
after all, there was something in the visit which
was not disagreeable when she came to think it

o\ er. The drawing-master was poor, and he had
a quantity of children, as was natural, and Bar-

bara had never forgiven her mother for dying
just at the moment when she had a chance of

seeing a little of what she called the world. At
that time Mr. Lake and his portfolio of drawings
were asked out frequently to tea

;
and when he

had pupils in the family, some kind people asked
him to bring one of his daughters with him so

that Barbara, who ivas ambitious, had beheld
herself for a month or two almost on the thresh-

old of Grange Lane. And it was at this moment
of all others, just at the same time as Mrs. Mar.

joribanks finished her pale career, that poor Mrs.
Lake thought fit to die, to the injury of her

daughter's prospects and the destruction of her

hopes. Naturally Barbara had never quite for-

given that injury. It was this sense of having
been ill-used which made her so resolute about

sending Rose to Mount Pleasant, though the poor
little girl did not in the least want to go, and
was very happy helping her papa at the School
of Design. But Barbara saw no reason why Rose
should be happy, while she herself had to resign
her inclinations and look after a set of odious
children. To be sure, it was a little hard upon
a young woman of a proper ambition, who knew
she was handsome, to fall back into housekeep-
ing, and consent to remain unseen and unheard

;

for Barbara was also aware that she had a re-

markable voice. In these circumstances it may
be imagined that, after the first movement of
a passionate temper was over, when she had
taken breath, and had time to consider this sud-
den and extraordinary visit, a glimmer of hope
and interest penetrated into the bosom of the

gloomy girl. She was two years older than Miss

Marjoribanks, and as different in "style" as she
was in voice. She was not stout as yet, though
it is the nature of a contralto to be stout

;
but

she was tall, with all due opportunity for that de-

velopment which might come later. And then
Barbara possessed a kind of beauty, the beauty
of a passionate and somewhat sullen brunette,
dark and glowing, with straight black eyebrows,
very dark and very straight, which gave oddly
enough a suggestion of oblique vision to her eyes;
but her eyes were not in the least oblique, and
looked at you straight from under that black
line of shadow with no doubtful expression. She
was shy in a kind of way, as was natural to a

young woman who had never seen any society,
and felt herself, on the whole, injured and unap-
preciated. But no two things could be more dif-

ferent than this shyness which made Barbara
look you straight in the face with a kind of

scared defiance and the sweet shyness that plead-
ed for kind treatment in the soft eyes of little

Rose, who was plain, and had the oddest long-

ing to make people comfortable, and please them
in her way, which, to be sure, was not always
successful. Barbara sat down on the stool before

the piana, which Miss Marjoribanks had been so

obliging as to close, and thought it all over with

growing excitement. No doubt it was a little

puzzling to make out how the discovery of a fine

contralto, and the possibility of getting up un-

limited duets, could further Lucilla in the great
aim of her life, which was to be a comfort to her

dear papa. But Barbara was like a young sol-

dier of fortune, ready to take a great deal for

granted, and to swallow much that was myste-
rious in the programme of the adventurous gene-
ral who might lead her on to glory. In half an
hour her dreams had gone so far that she saw
herself receiving in Miss Marjoribanks's draw-

ing-room the homage, not only of Grange Lane,
but even of the county families who would be

attracted by rumours of her wonderful perform-

ance; and Barbara was, to her own conscious-

ness, walking up the middle aisle of Carlingford
Church in a veil of real Brussels, before little Mr.

Lake came in, hungry and good-tempered, from

his round. To be sure, she had not concluded

who was to be the bridegroom ;
but that was one

of those matters of detail which could not be pre-

cisely concluded on till the time.

Such was the immediate result, so far as this

secondary personage was concerned, of Lucilla's
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sterly impromptu ;
and it is needless to say that

accomplished warrior, who had her wits al-

mas
the accompl
ways about her, and had made, while engaged in

a simple reconnaissance, so brilliant and success-

ful a capture, withdrew from the scene still more

entirely satisfied with herself. Nothing, indeed,
could have come more opportunely for Lucilla,
who possessed in perfection that faculty of throw-

ing herself into the future, and anticipating
the difficulties of a position, which is so va-
luable to all who aspire to be leaders of
mankind. With a prudence which Dr. Mar-

joribanks himself would have acknowledged to

be remarkable " in a person of her age and sex,"
Lucilla had already foreseen that to amuse her

guests, entirely in her own person, would be at

once impracticable and " bad style." The first

objection might have been got over, for Miss

Marjoribanks had a soul above the ordinary
limits of possibility, but the second was unan-
swerable. This discovery, however, satisfied all

the necessities of the position. Lucilla, who
was liberal, as genius ought always -to be, was
perfectly willing, that all the young ladies in

Carlingford should sing their little songs while
she was entertaining her guests; and then at

the right moment, when her ruling mind saw it

was necessary, would occur the duet the one
duct which would be the great feature of the

evening. Thus it will be seen that another

quality of the highest order developed itself dur-

ing Miss Marjoribanks's deliberations
; for, to tell

the truth, she set a good deal of store by her

voice, and had been used to applause, and had
tasted the sweetness of individual success. This,

however, she was willing to sacrifice for the en-

hanced and magnificent effect which she felt

could be produced by the combination of the

two voices
;
and the sacrifice was one which a

weaker woman would have been incapable of

making. She went home past Salem Chapel by
the little lane which makes a line of communica-
tion between the end of Grove Street and the

beginning of Grange Lane, with a sentiment of

satisfaction worthy the greatness of her mission.

Dr. Marjoribanks never came home to lunch,
and indeed had a contempt for that feminine

indulgence ; which, to be sure, might be ac-

counted for by the fact, that about that time in

the day the Doctor very often found himself to

be passing close by one or other of the houses
in the neighbourhood which had a reputation for

good sherry or madeira, such as exists no more.

Lucilla, accordingly, had her lunch alone, served,

to her with respectful care by Nancy, who was
still under the impression of the interview of the

morning ;
and it occurred to Miss Marjoribanks,

as she sat at table alone, that this was an oppor-

tunity too valuable to be left unimproved ; for,

to be sure, there are few things more pleasant
than a little impromptu luncheon-party, where

everybody comes without being expected, fresh

from the outside world, and ready to tell all that

is going on
; though, on the other hand, it was a

little doubtful how it might work in Carlingford,
where the men had generally something to do,
and where the married ladies took their luncheon
when the children had their dinner, and presided
at the nursery meal. And as for a party of

young ladies, even supposing they had the cou-

rage to come, with no more solid admixture of
the more important members of society, Lucilla,

to tell -the truth, had no particular taste for that.
Miss Marjoribanks reflected as she ate and
indeed, thanks to her perfect health and her
agreeable morning walk, Lucilla had a very
pretty appetite, and enjoyed her meal in a way
that would have been most satisfactory to her

many friends that it must be by way of making
his visit, which was aggravating under all cir-

cumstances, more agravating still, that Tom
Marjoribanks had decided to come now, of all

times in the world. "If he had waited till

things were organised, he might have been of a
little use," Lucilla said to herself; "for at least
he could have brought some, of the men that
come on circuit, and that would have made a
little novelty; but, of course, just now it would
never do to make a rush at people, and invite
them all at once." After a moment's considera-

tion, however, Miss Marjoribanks, with her usual

candour, reflected that it was not in Tom Marjo-
ribanks's power to change the time of the Car-

lingford assizes, and that, accordingly, he was
not to be blamed in this particular at least.

" Of
course it is not his fault," she added, to herself,
"but it is astonishing how things happen with
some men always at the wrong moment

;
and it

is so like Tom." These reflections were inter-

rupted by the arrival of visitors, whom Miss

Marjoribanks received with her usual grace.
The first was old Mrs. Chiley, who kissed Lu-

ciila, and wanted to know how she had enjoyed
herself on the Continent, and if she had brought
many pretty things home. "My dear, you have

grown ever so much since the last time I saw
you," the old lady said in her grandmotherlj
way,

" and stout with it, which is such a com-
fort with a tall girl ;

and then your poor dear
mamma was so delicate. I have always been a
little anxious about you on that account, Lucil-

la; and I am so glad, my dear, to see you look-

ing so strong."
" Dear Mrs. Chiley," said Miss Marjoribanks,

who perhaps in her heart was not quite so grati-
fied by this compliment as the old lady intended,
"the great aim of my life is to be a comfort to

dear papa."
Mrs. Chiley was very much moved by this

filial piety, and she told Lucilla that story about
the Colonel's niece, Susan, who was such a good
daughter, and had refused three excellent offers,

to devote herself to her father and mother, with

which the public in Grange Lane were tolerably

acquainted.
" And one of them was a baronet,

my dear," said Mrs. Chiley. Miss Marjoribanks
did not make any decided response, for she felt

that it would be dangerous to commit herself to

such a height of self-abnegation as that
;
but the

old lady was quite pleased to hear of her travels

and adventures instead
;
and stayed so long that

Mrs. Centum and Mrs. "Woodburn, who happen-
ed to arrive at the same moment, found her still

there. Mrs. Chiley was a little afraid of Mrs.

Woodburn, and she took her leave hastily, with

another kiss; and Lucilla found herself face to

face with the only two women who could at-

tempt a rival enterprise to her own in Carling-
ford. As for Mrs. Woodburn, she had settled

herself in an easy-chair by the fire, and was fully

prepared to take notes. To be sure, Lueilla was
the very person to fall victim to her arts

;
for

that confidence in herself which, in one point of

view, gave grandeur to the character of Miss
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Marjoribanks, gave her also a certain naivete and

openness which the most simple rustic could not

have surpassed.
"I am sure bj her face she lias been telling

you about my niece Susan," said the mimic, as-

suming Mrs. Chiley's tone, and almost her ap-

pearance, for the moment,
" and that one of them

was a baronet, my dear. I always know from
her looks what she has been saying ; and ' the

Colonel was much as usual, but suffering a little

from the cold, as he always does in this climate.'

She must be a good soul, for she always has her

favourite little speeches written in her face."

"1 am sure I don't know," said Miss Marjori-

banks, who felt it was her duty to make an

example ;
there has always been one thing re-

marked of me all my life, that I never have had
a great sense of humour. I know it is singular,
but when one has a defect, it is always so much
better to confess it. I always get on very well

with anything else, but I never had any sense

of humour, you know
;
and I am very fond of

Mrs. Chiley. She has always had a fancy for

me from the time I was born
;
and she has such

nice manners. But then it is so odd I should

have no sense of humour," said Lucilla, address-

ing herself to Mrs. Centum, who was sitting on
the sofa by her.

" Don't you think it is very
odd?"

"I am sure it is very "nice," said Mrs. Cen-

tum. " I hate people that laugh at every-

thing. I don't see much to laugh at myself,
I am sure, in this distracting world

; any one

who has a lot of children and servants like me to

look after, finds very little to laugh at." And
she seized the opportunity to enter upon domestic

circumstances. Mrs. Woodburn did not answer
a word. She made a most dashing murderous
sketch of Lucilla, but that did the future ruler of

Carlingford very little harm
;
and then, by the

evening, it was known through all Grange Lane
that Miss Marjoribanks had snubbed the caricatu-

rist who kept all the good people in terror oftheir

lives. Snubbed her absolutely, aad took the

words out of her very mouth, was the report that

flew through Grange Lane
;
and it may be ima-

gined how Lucilla's prestige rose in consequence,
and how much people began to expect of Miss

Marjoribanks, who had performed such a feat

almost on the first day of her return home.

CHAPTER YI.

TOM MARJORIBANKS arrived that night, according
to the Doctor's expectation. He arrived, with

that curious want of adaptation to the circum-

stances which characterised the young man, at an

hour which put Nancy entirely out, and upset the

equanimity of the kitchen for twenty-four hours at

least. He came, if any one can conceive of such an

instance of carelessness, by the nine o'clock train,

just as they had finished putting to rights down-

stairs. After this, Miss Marjorrbanks's conclu-

sion, that the fact of the Carlingford assizes oc-

curring a day or two after her arrival, when as

yet she was not fully prepared to take advantage
of them, was so like Tom, may be partially under-

stood. And of course he was furiously hungry,
2

and could have managed perfectly to be in time
for dinner if he had not missed the train at Didcot

Junction, by some wonderful blunder of the

railway people, which never could have occurred
but for his unlucky presence among the passen-
gers. Lucilla took Thomas apart, and sent him
down-stairs with the most conciliatory message."
Tell Nancy not to put herselfabout, but to send

up something cold the cold pie, or anything she
can find handy. Tell her I am so vexed, but it

is just like Mr. Tom
; and he never knows what

he is eating," said Miss Marjoribanks. As for

Nancy, this sweetness did not subdue her in the
least. She said,

"
I'll thank Miss Lucilla to mind

her own business. The cold pie's for master's
breakfast. I ain't such a goose as not to know
what to send up -stairs, and that Tummas can tell

her if he likes." In the meantime the Doctor
waa in the drawing-room, much against his will,
with the two young people, spinning about the

room, and looking at Lucilla's books and knick-
knacks on the tables by way of covering his im-

patience. He wanted to carry off Tom, who was
rather a favourite, to his own den down-stairs,
where the young man's supper was to be served

;

but, at the same time, Dr. Marjoribanks could
not deny that Lucilla had a right to the greetings
and homage of her cousin. Ha could not help
thinking, on the whole, as he looked at the two,
what a much more sensible arrangement it would
have been if he had had the boy, instead of his

sister, who had been a widow for ever so long,
and no doubt had spoiled her son, as women al:

ways do
;
and then Lucilla might have passed

under the sway of Mrs. Marjoribanks, who no
doubt would have known how to manage her.

Thus the Doctor mused, with that sense of mild
amazement at the blunders of Providence, which
so many people experience, and without any idea

that Mrs. Marjoribanks would have found a task

a great deal beyond her powers in the manage-
ment of Lucilla. As for Tom, he was horribly

hungry, having found, as was to be expeeted, no

possible means of lunching at Didcot
; but, at

the same time, he was exhilarated by Lucilla's

smile, and delighted to think of having a week at

least to spend in her society.
"
I don't think I

ever saw you looking so well," he was saying;
" and you know my opinion generally on that

subject." To which Lucilla responded in a way
to wither all the germs of sentiment hi the

bud.

"What subject?" she said; "my looks? I

am sure they can't be interesting to you. You
are as hungry as ever you can be, and I can

see it in your eyes. Papa, he is famishing, and
I don't think he can contain himself any longer.

Do take him down-stairs, and let him have some-

thing to eat. For myself," Lucilla continued, in

a lower tone, "it is my duty that keeps me up.
You know it has always been the object of

my life to be a comfort to papa."
" Come along, Tom," said the Doctor. " Don't

waste your time philandering when your supper
is ready." And Dr. Marjoribanks led the way
down-stairs, leaving Tom, who followed him, in a

state of great curiosity to know what secret op-

pression it might be under which his cousin was

supported by her duty. Naturally his thoughts
reverted to a possible rival some one whom the

sensible Doctor would have nothing to say to;

and his very ears grew red with excitement at this
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idea. But, notwithstanding, ho ate a very satis-

factory meal in the library, where he had to an-

swer all sorts of questions. Tom had his tray at

the end of the table, and the Doctor, who had,

according to his hospitable old-fashioned habit,

taken a glass of claret to "keep him company,"
sat in his easy-chair between the fire and the

table, and sipped his wine, and admired its colour

and purity in the light, and watched with satis-

faction the excellent meal his nephew was mak-

ing. He asked him all about his prospects, and
what he was doing, which Tom replied to with
the frankest confidence. He was not very fond

of work, nor were his abilities anything out of

the common
;
but at the present moment Tom

saw no reason why he should not gain the Wool-
sack in time

;
and Dr. Marjoribanks gave some-

thing like a sigh as he listened, and wondered
much what Providence could be thinking of not

to give him the boy.
Lucilla meantime was very much occupied up-

stairs. She had the new housemaid up nominally
to give her instructions about Mr. Tom's room,
but really to take the covers off the chairs, and
see how they looked when the room was lighted

up : but the progress of decay had gone tpo far

to stand that trial. After all, the chintz, though
none of the freshest, was the best. When the

gentlemen came up-stairs, which Tom, to the

Doctor's disgust, insisted on doing, Lucilla was
found in the act of pacing the room pacing, not

in the sentimental sense of making a little pro-
menade up and down, but in the homely practical

signification, with a view of measuring, that she

might form an idea how much carpet was required.
Lucilla was tall enough to go through this pro-
cess without any great drawback in point of

grace the long step giving rather a tragedy-

queen effect to her handsome but substantial per-
son and long, sweeping dress. She stopped
short, however, when she saw them, and with-

drew to the sofa, on which she had established

her throne
;
and there was a little air of conscious

pathos on her face as she sa,t down, which im-

pressed her companions. As for Tom, he in-

stinctively felt that it must have something to do

with that mystery under which Lucilla was sup-

ported by her duty ;
and the irrelevant young

man conceived immediately a violent desire to

knock the fellow down
;
whereas there was no

fellow at all in the case, unless it might be Mr.

Holden the upholsterer, whose visits Miss Mar-

joribanks would have received with greater en-

thusiasm at this moment than those of the most

eligible eldest son in England. And then she

gave a little pathetic sigh.
"What were you doing, Lucilla?" said her

father, "rehearsing Lady Macbeth, I suppose.
At least you looked exactly like it when we
came into the room."

"No, papa," said Lucilla, sweetly; "1 was

only measuring to see how much carpet we
should want; and that, you know, and Tom's

coming, made me think of old times. You are

so much down-stairs in the library that you don't
feel it

;
but a lady haa to spend her life in the

drawing-room and then I always was so domes-
tic. It does not matter what is outside, I always
find my pleasure at home. I cannot help if it

has a little effect on my spirits now and

j,hen,"
said Miss Marjoribanks, looking down

upon her handkerchief, "to be always sur-

rounded with things that have such associa-
tions

"

"What associations?" said the amazed Doc-
tor. To be sure, he had not forgotten his wife

;

but it was four years ago, and he had got used to
her absence from her favourite sofa

; and, on the

whole, in that particular, had acquiesced in the

arrangements of Providence. "
Really, Lucilla,

I don't know what you mean."

"No, papa," said Miss Marjoribanks, with

resignation. "I know you don't, and that is

what makes it so sad. But talking of new car-

pets, you know, I had such an adventure to-day
that I must tell you quite one of my adventures

the very luckiest thing. It happened when I

was out walking ;
I heard a voice out of a house

in Grove Street, just the very thing to go with

my voice. That is not a thing that happens every
day," said Lucilla, "for all the masters have al-

ways told me that my voice was something quite
by itself. When I heard it, though it was in

Grove Street, and all the people about, I could
have danced for joy."

"It was a man's voice, I suppose," suggested
Tom Marjoribanks, in gloomy tones; and the
Doctor added, in his cynical way

"It's a wonderful advantage to be so pleased
about trifles. What number was it? For my
part, I have not many patients in Grove Street,"
said Dr. Marjoribanks.

"
I would find a voice to

suit you in another quarter, if I were you."
" Dear papa, it's such a pity that you don't

understand," said Lucilla, compassionately. "It
turned out to be Barbara Lake

; for, of counse, I

went in directly, and found out. I never heard a
voice that went so well with mine." If Miss

Marjoribanks did not go into raptures over the

contralto on its own merits, it was not from any
jealousy, of which, indeed, she was incapable,
but simply because its adaptation to her own
seemed to her by far its most interesting quality,
and indeed almost the sole claim it had to con-

sideration from the world.

"Barbara Lake?" said the Doctor. " There's

something in that. If you can do her any good,
or get her teaching or anything I have a regard
for poor Lake, poor little fellow 1 He's kept up
wonderfully since his wife died

;
and nobody ex-

pected it of him," Dr. Marjoribanks continued,
with a momentary dreary recollection of the time
when the poor woman took farewell of her chil-

dren, which indeed was the next day after that on
which his own wife, who had nobody in particu-
lar to take farewell of, faded out of her useless

life.

"Yes," said Lucilla, "I mean her to come
here and sing with me

; but, then, one needs to

organise a little first. I am nineteen how long
is it since you were married, papa ?"

"
Two-and-twenty years," said the Doctor, ab-

ruptly. He did not observe the strangeness of

the question, because he had been thinking for

the moment of his wife, and perhaps his face

was a trifle graver than usual, though neither of

his young companions thought of remarking it.

To be sure, he was not a young man even when
he married; but, on the whole, perhaps some-

thing more than this perfect comfort and respec-

tability, and those nice little dinners, had seemed
to shine on his horizon when he brought home
his incapable bride.

"
Two-and-twenty years 1" exclaimed Lucilla.
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" I don't mind talking before Tom, for he is one
of the family. The things are all the same as

they were when mamma came home, though I am
sure, nobody would believe it. I think it is going
against Providence, for my part. Nothing was
ever intended to last so long, except the things
the Jews, poor souls ! wore in the desert, perhaps.

Papa, if you have no objection, I should like

to choose the colours myself. There is a great
deal in choosing colours that go well with one's

complexion. People think of that for their

dresses, but not for their rooms, which are of so

much more importance. I should have liked

blue, but blue gets so soon tawdry. I think,"
said Miss Marjori banks, rising and looking at her-

self seriously in the glass, "that I have enough
complexion at present to venture upon a pale

spring green." %
This little calculation, which a timid young wo-

man would have taken care to do by herself, Lucil-

la did publicly, with her usual discrimination. The
Doctor, who had looked a little grim at first,

could not but laugh when he saw the sober look

of care and thought with which Miss Marjori-
banks examined her capabilities in the glass.
It was not so much the action itself that amused
her father, as the consummate ability of the young
revolutionary. Dr. Marjoribanks was Scotch, and
had a respect for "talent" in every development,
as is natural to his nation. He did not even

give his daughter the credit for sincerity which
she deserved, but set it all to the score of

her genius, which was complimentary, certainly,
in one point of view

;
but the fact was that

Lucilla was perfectly sincere, and that she did

what was natural to her under guidance of her

genius, so as always to be in good fortune, just
as Tom Marjoribanks, under the guidance of his,

brought discredit even upon those eternal ordi-

nances of English government which fixed the

time of the Carlingford assizes. Lucilla was quite
in earnest in thinking that the colour of the

drawing-room was an important matter, and that

a woman of sense had very good reason for

suiting it to her complexion an idea which ac-

cordingly she proceeded to develop and explain.
"For one can "change one's dress," said Miss

Marjoribanks,
" as often as one likes at least as

often, you know, as one has dresses to change ;

but the furniture remains the same. I am always
a perfect guy, whatever I wear, when I sit

against a red curtain. You men say that a woman
always knows when she's good-looking, but I am
happy to say I know when I look a guy. What
I mean is a delicate pale-green, papa. For my
part, I think it wears just as well as any other

colour
;
and all the painters say it is the very

thing for pictures. The carpet, of course, would
be a darker shade

;
and as for the chairs, it is not

at all necessary to keep to one colour. Both red

and violet go beautifully with green, you know.
I am sure, Mr. Holden and I could settle all about

it without giving you any trouble."

"Who told you, Lucilla," said the Doctor,
"that I meant to refurnish the house?" He
was even a little angry at her boldness, but at

the same time he was so much amused and

pleased in his heart to have so clever a daughter,
that all the tones that could produce terror were
softened out of his voice.

" I never heard that

was a sort of thing that a man had to do for his

daughter," said Dr. Marjoribanks; and I would

like to know what I should do with all that finery
when you get married as I suppose you will by-
and-by and leave me alone in the house ?"

"
Ah, that is the important question," said

Tom. As usual, it was Tom's luck
;
but then,

when there did happen to be a moment when he

ought to be silent, the unfortunate fellow could :

not help but speak.

"Perhaps I may marry some time," said> Miss
Marjoribanks, with composure ;

"
it would be

foolish, you know, to make any engagements;
but that will depend greatly upon how you be-

have, and how Carlingford behaves, papa. I

give myself ten years here, if you should be

very good. By twenty-nine I shall be going off

a little, and perhaps it may be tiring, for any-
thing I can tell. Ten years is a long time, and

naturally, in the meantime, I want to look as

well as possible. Stop a minute
;
I forgot to put

down the number of paces for the length. Tom,
please do it over again for me

;
of course, your

steps are a great deal longer than mine."
"Tom is tired," said the Doctor; "and there

are no new carpets coming out of my pockets.
Besides, he's going to bed, and I'm going down
stairs to the library. We may as well bid you
good-night."

These words, however, were addressed to
deaf ears. Tom, as was natural, had started

immediately to obey Lucilla, as he was in duty
bound ; and the old Doctor looked on with a little

amazement and a little amusement, recognising,
with something of the surprise which that dis-

covery always gives to fathers and mothers, that

his visitor cared twenty times more for what
Lucilla said than for anything that his superior
wisdom could suggest. He would have gone
off and left them as a couple of young fools, if

it had not occurred to him all at once, that since

this sort of thing had begun, the last person in

the world that he would choose to see dancing
attendance on his daughter was Tom Marjori-
banks. Oddly enough, though he had just been

finding fault with Providence for not giving him
a son instead of a daughter, he was not at all

delighted nor grateful when Providence put be-

fore him this simple method of providing him-

self with the son he wanted. He took a great
deal too much interest in Tom Marjoribanks to

let him do anything so foolish
;
and as for Lu-

cilla, the idea that, after all her accomplishments,
and her expensive education, and her year on

the Continent, she should marry a man who had

nothing, disgusted the Doctor. He kept his

seat accordingly, though he was horribly bored

by the drawing-room and its claims, and wanted

very much to return to the library, and get into

his slippers and his dressing-gown. It was rather

a pretty picture, on the whole, which he was

regarding. Lucilla, perhaps with a view to this

discussion, had put on green ribbons on the

white dress which she always wore hi the even-

ing, and her tawny curls and fresh complexion
carried off triumphantly that difficult colour.

Perhaps a critical observer might have said that

her figure was a little too developed and sub-

stantial for those vestal robes; but then Miss

Marjoribanks was young, and could bear it. She

was standing by, not far from the fire, on the

other side from the Doctor, looking on anxiously,

while Tom measured the room with his long

steps. "I neversaid you were to stride," said
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Lucilla; "take moderate steps, and don't be so

silly. I was doing it myself famously if you had
not come in and interrupted me. It is frightful

to belong to a family where the men are so

stupid," said Miss Marjoribanks, with a sigh of

real distress; for, to be sure, the unlucky Tom
immediately bethought himself to take small

steps like those of a lady, which all but threw
him on his well-formed though meaningless nose.

Lucilla shook her head with an exasperated look,

and contracted her lips with disdain, as he

passed her on his ill-omened career. Of course

he came right up against the little table on
which she had with her own hand arranged a

bouquet of geraniums and mignonette.
"
It is

what he always does," she said to the Doctor,

calmly, as Tom arrived at that climax of his fate
;

and the look with which she accompanied these

words, as she rang the bell smartly and prompt-

ly, mollified the Doctor's heart.

"I can tell you the size of the room, if that

is all you want," said Dr. Marjoribanks.
" I sup-

pose you mean to give parties, and drive me out

of my senses with dancing and singing. No,
Lucilla, you must wait till you get married that

will never do for me."
"Dear papa," said Lucilla, sweetly, "it is so

dreadful to hear you say parties. Every-
body knows that the only thing I care for in life

is to be a comfort to you ;
and as for dancing, I

saw at once that was out of the question.

Dancing is all very well," said Miss Marjori-

banks, thoughtfully ;

" but it implies quantities
of young people ar.d young people can never
make what /call society. It is Evenings I mean
to have, papa. I am sure you want to go down
stairs, and I suppose Tom would think it civil to

sit with me, though he is tired
;
so I will show

you a good example, and Thomas can pick up
the table and the flowers at his leisure. Good-

night, papa," said Lucilla, giving him her round
fresh cheek to kiss. She went out of the room
with a certain triumph, feeling that she had fully

signified her intentions, which is always an im-

portant matter
;

and shook hands in a con-

descending way with Tom, who had broken his

shins in a headlong rush to open the door. She
looked at him with an expression of mild despair,
and shook her head again as she accorded him
that sign of amity. "'If you only would look

a little where you are going," said Miss Marjori-
banks

; perhaps she meant the words to convey
an allegorical as well as a positive meaning, as

so many people have been found out to do and
then she pursued her peaceful way up-stairs.
As for the Doctor, he went off to his library

rubbing his hands, glad to be released, and

laughing softly at his nephew's abashed looks.
" She knows how to put him down at least," the

Doctor said to himself, well pleased ;
and he was

so much amused by his daughter's superiority to

the vulgar festivity of parties, that he almost

gave in to the idea of refurnishing the drawing-
room to suit Lucilla's complexion. He rubbed
his hands once more over the fire, and indulged
in a little laugh all by himself over that original
idea, " So it is Evenings she means to have 1"

said the Doctor
; and, to be sure, nothing could

be more iCi !.

hfln the curtains, and there were

bits of the carpet in which the pau^Z T,T
scarcely discernible. So that, on the whole, up
to this ooint there seemed to be a reasonable

prospect that Lucilla would have everything her
own way.

CHAPTER VII.

Miss MARJORIBANKS had so many things to
think of next morning that she found her cousin,
who was rather difficult to get rid of, much in

her way ; naturally the young man was briefless,
and came on circuit for the name of the thing,
and was quite disposed to dawdle the first

morning, and attach himself to the active foot-

steps of Lucilla
;
and for her part, she had things

to occupy her so ve/y much more important.
For one thing, one of Dr. Marjoribanks's little

dinner-parties was to take place that evening,
which would be the first under the new regime,
and was naturally a matter of some anxiety to

all parties. "I shall go down and ask Mrs.

Chiley to come with the Colonel," said Lucilla.
" I have always meant to do that. "We can't

have a full dinner-party, you know, as long as

the house is so shabby ; but I am sure Mrs.

Chiley will come to take care of me."
" To take care of you ! in your father's

house ! Do you think they'll bite ?
"

said the

Doctor, grimly ;
but as for Lucilla she was quite

prepared for that.

"I must have a chaperone, you know," she

said.
"
I don't say it is not quite absurd

;
but

then, at first/ 1 always make it a point to give in

to the prejudices of society That is how I have

always been so successful," said the experienced
Lucilla.

" I never went in the face of anybody's
prejudices. Afterwards, you know, when one is

known "

The Doctor laughed, but at the same time

he sighed. There was nothing to be said against
Mrs. Chiley, who had, on the whole, as women
go, a very superior training, and knew what a

good dinner was
;
but it was the beginning of

the revolution of which Dr. Marjoribanks, vague-

ly oppressed with the idea of new paper, new
curtains, and all that was involved in the en-

trance of Mr. Holden the upholsterer into the

house, did not see the end. He acquiesced, of

course, since there was nothing else for it
;
but it

must be confessed that the spectre of Mrs. Chiley

sitting at his right hand clouded over for the

Doctor the pleasant anticipation of the evening.
If it had been possible to put her at the head of

the table beside Lucilla, whom she was to come
to take care of, he could have borne it better

and to be sure it would have been a great deal

more reasonable; but then that was absolutely
out of the question, and the Doctor gave in with

a sigh. Thus it was that he began to realise the

more serious result of that semi-abdication into

which he had been beguiled. The female ele-

ment, so long peacefully ignored and kept at

a distance, had come in again in triumph and

taken possession, and the Doctor knew too well

by the experience of a long life what a restless

and troublesome element it was. He had begun
to feel that it had ceased to be precisely amusing
as he took his place in his brougham. It was

- T "". ! 'i n make an end of Tom,
good sport to see 1^1,... .

and put her bridle upon the stiff 4eC
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bat when it came to changing the character of

the Doctor's dinners, his intellect naturally got
more obtuse, and he did not see the joke.
As for Tom, he had to be disposed of sum-

marily.
" Do go away," Miss Marjoribanks said, in

her straightforward way.
" You can come back to

luncheon if you like
;

that is to say, if you can

pick up anybody that is very amusing, you may
bring him here about half-past one, and if any of

my friends have come to call by that time, I will

give you lunch
;
but it must be somebody very

amusing, or I will have nothing to say to you,"
said Lucilla. And with this dismissal Tom Mar-

joribanks departed, not more content than the

Doctor
; for, to be sure, the last thing in the

world which the poor fellow thought of was to

bring somebody who was very amusing, to injure
his chances with Lucilla. Tom, like most other

people, was utterly incapable of fathoming the

grand conception which inspired Miss Marjori-
banks. When she told him that it was the

object of her life to be a comfort to papa, he
believed it to a certain extent; but it never oc-

curred to him that that filial devotion, though
beautiful to contemplate, would preserve Lucilla's

heart from the ordinary dangers of youth, or that

she was at all in earnest in postponing all matri-

monial intentions until she was nine-and-twenty,
and had begun to "

go off" a little. So he went

away disconsolate enough, wavering between his

instinct of obedience and his desire of being in

Lucilla's company, and a desperate determination

never to be the means of injuring himself by pre-

senting to her anybody who was very amusing.
All Miss Marjoribanks's monde, as it happened,
was a little out of humour that day. She had

gone on so far triumphantly that it had now come
to be necessary that she should receive a little

check in her victorious career.

When Tom was disposed of, Miss Marjoribanks

put on her hat and went down Grange Lane to

carry her invitation to Mrs. Chiley, who naturally
was very much pleased to come. "

But, my dear,

you must tell me what to put on," the old lady
said.

" I don't think I have had anything new
since you were home last. I have heard so much
about Dr. Marjoribanks's dinners that I feel a

little excited, as if I was going to be made a free-

mason or something. There is my brown, you
know, that I wear at home when we have any-

body and my black velvet; and then there is

my French grey that I got for Mary Chiley's

marriage
"

" Dear Mrs. Chiley," said Lucilla,
"

it doesn't

matter in the least what you wear; there are only
to be gentlemen, you know, and one never dress-

es for gentlemen. You must keep that beautiful

black velvet for another time."

"Well, my dear," said Mrs. Chiley, "7 am

long past that sort of thing but the men think,

you know, that it is always for them we dress."
"
Yes," said Miss Marjoribanks,

" their vanity

is something dreadful but it is one of my prin-

ciples never to dress unless there are ladies. A
white frock, high in the neck," said Lucilla, with

sweet simplicity
" as for anything else, it would

be bad style."

Mrs. Chiley gave her young visitor a very cor-

dial kiss when she went away. "The sense she

has!
"

said the old lady; but at the same time

the Colonel's wife was so old-fashioned that this

contemptuous way of treating "The Gentlemen"

puzzled her unprogressive intelligence. She

thought it was superhuman virtue on Lucilla's

part, nearly incredible, and yet established by
proofs so incontestable that it would be a shame
to doubt it

;
and she felt ashamed of herself, she

who might have been a grandmother had such
been the will of Providence, for lingering five

minutes undecided between her two best caps.
"I daresay Lucilla does not spend so much time
on such vanity, and she only nineteen." said the

penitent old lady. As for Miss Marjoribanks, she
returned up Grange Lane with a mind at ease,
and that consciousness of superior endowments;
which gives amiability and expansion even to

the countenance. She did not give any money
to the beggar who at that period infested Grange
Lane, with her six children, for that was con-

trary to those principles of political economy
which she had studied with such success at

Mount Pleasant
;
but she stopped and asked her

name, and where she lived, and promised to in-

quire into her case.
" If you are honest and want

to .work, I will try to find you something to do,"
said Miss Marjoribanks ; which, to be sure, was a

threat appalling enough to keep her free from

any further molestation on the part of that inter-

esting family. But Lucilla, to do her justice, felt

it equally natural that beneficence should issue

from her in this manner as in that other mode of

feeding the hungry which she was willing to

adopt at half-past one, and had solemnly engaged
herself to fulfil at seven o'clock. She went up after

that to Mr. Holden's, and had a most interesting

conversation, and found among his stores a deli-

cious damask, softly, spiritually green, of which,
to his great astonishment, she tried the effect in

one of the great mirrors which ornamented the

shop.
"
It is just the tint I want," Lucilla said,

when she had applied that unusual test; and she

left the fashionable upholsterer of Carlingford in

a state of some uncertainty whether it was cur-

tains or dresses that Miss Marjoribanks meant to

have made. Perhaps this confusion arose from

the fact that Lucilla's mind was occupied in dis-

cussing the question whether she could not go
round by Grove Street, and try that duet again
with Barbara, and invite her to Grange Lane in

the evening to electrify the little company; or

whether, in case this latter idea might not be

practicable, she should bring Barbara with her to

lunch by way of occupying Tom Marjoribanks.
Lucilla stood at Mr. Holden's door for five se-

conds at least balancing the matter
;
but finally

she gave her curls a little shake, and took a

quick step forward, and without any more de-

liberation returned towards Grange Lane; for,

on the whole, it was better not to burst in full

triumph all at once upon her constituency, and

exhaust her forces at the beginning. If she con-

descended to sing something herself, it would in-

deed be a greater honour than her father's dinner-

party, in strict justice, was entitled to; and as

for the second question, though Miss Marjori-

banks was too happy in the confidence of her

own powers to fear any rivals, and though her

cousin's devotion bored her, still she felt doubtful

how far it was good policy to produce Barbara at

luncheon for the purpose of occupying Tom,
Other people might see her besides Tom, and her

own grand coup might be forestalled for anything
she could tell

;
and then Tom had some title

to consideration on his own merits, though he
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was the unlucky member of the family. He
might even, if he were so far left to himself

(though Miss Marjoribauks smiled at the idea)

fall in love with Barbara
; or, what was more

likely, driven to despair by Lucilla's indifference,

he might pretend to fall in love
;
and Lucilla re-

flected, that if anything happened she could never

forgive herself. This was the point she had ar-

rived at when she shook her tawny curls and set

out suddenly on her return home. It was nearly
one o'clock, and it was quite possible that Tom,
as well as herself, might be on the way to Grange
Lane

;
but Lucilla, who, as she said, made a

point of never going against the prejudices of

society, made up her mind to remain sweetly un-

conscious of the hour of luncheon, unless some-

body came to keep her company. But then Miss

Marjoribanks was always lucky, as she said. A
quarter of an hour before Tom applied for admis-

sion, Miss Bury came to pay Lucilla a visit. She
had been visiting in her district all the morning,
and was very easily persuaded to repose herself a

little
;
and then, naturally, she was anxious about

her young friend's spiritual condition, and the ef-

fect upon her mind of a year's residence abroad.

She was asking whether Lucilla had not seen

something soul-degrading and dishonouring to

religion in all the mummeries of Popery; and
Miss Marjoribanks, who was perfectly orthodox,
had replied to the question in the most satis-

factory manner; when Tom made his appearance,

looking rather sheepish and reluctant, and fol-

lowed by the "somebody amusing" whom Lu-

cilla had commissioned him to bring. He had

struggled against his fate, poor fellow ! but when
it happens to be a man's instinct to do what he

is told, he can no more resist it than if it was
a criminal impulse. Tom entered with his amus-

ing companion, who had been chosen with care,

and was very uninviting to look at
;
and by-and-

by Miss Bury, with the most puzzled looks,

found herself listening to gossip about the thea-

tres and all kinds of profane subjects.
" I think

they are going to hang that fellow that killed the

tailor," said the amusing man; "that will stir

you up a little in Carlingford, I should suppose.
It is as good as a play for a country town. Of

course, there will be a party that will get up a

memorial, and prove that a man so kind-hearted

never existed out of paradise ;
and there will be

another party who will prove him to be insane
;

and then at the end, all the blackguards within a

hundred miles will crowd into Carlingford, and

the fellow will be hanged, as he deserves to be
;

but I assure you it's a famous amusement for a

... country lown."
"
Sir," said Miss Bury, with a tremulous voice,

for her feelings had overcome her, "when you

speak of amusement, does it ever occur to you
what will become of his miserable soul ?"

" I assure you, wretches of that description
have no souls," said the young barrister,

" or else,

of course, I would not permit myself to speak so

freely. It is a conclusion I have come to not

rashly, bat after many opportunities ofobserving,"
the young man went on with solemnity ;

" on the

whole, my opinion is, that this is the great differ-

ence between one portion of mankind and the

other: that description of being, you may take

my word for it, has no soul."
"

I never take anybody's word for what is so

plainly stated in the Holy Scriptures," said Miss

Bury ;

"
I never heard any one utter such a ter-

rible idea. I am sure I don't want to defend a
a murderer," cried the Rector's sister, with agi-
tation; "but I have heard of persons in that un-
fortunate position coming to a heavenly frame of

mind, and giving every evidence of being truly
converted. The law may take their lives, but it

is an awful thing a truly dreadful thing," said
Miss Bury, trembling all over, "to try to take

away their soul."

"Oh, nonsense, Lucilla. By Jove! he does
not mean that, you know," said Tom, interposing
to relieve his friend.

" Do you believe in Jove, Mr. Thomas Marjo-
ribanks?" said Miss Bury, looking him in an

alarming manner full in the face.

The unfortunate Tom grew red and then he

grew green under this question and that awful
look.

"
No, Miss Bury, I can't say I do." he

answered, humbly; and the amusing man was
so much less brotherly than Tom that he burst
into unsympathetic laughter. As for Lucilla, it

was the first real check she had sustained in the

beginning of her career. There could not have
been a more unfortunate contretemps, and there
is no telling how disastrous the effect might have

been, had not her courage and coolness, not to

say her orthodoxy, been equal to the occasion.

She gave her cousin a look which was still more
terrible than Miss Bury's, and then she took
affairs into her own hands.

"
It is dreadful sometimes to see what straits

people are put to, to keep up the conversation,"
said Lucilla;

"
Tom, in particular, for I think he

has a pleasure in talking nonsense. But you
must not suppose I am of that opinion. I re-

member quite well there was a dreadful man
once here in jail for something, and Mr. Bury
made him the most beautiful character ! Every
creature has a soul. I am sure we say so in tho
Creed every day of our lives, and especially in

that long creed where so many people perish

everlastingly. So far from laughing, it is quite
dreadful to think of it," said Lucilla.

"
It is one

of my principles never to laugh about anything
that has to do with religion. I always think it

my duty to speak with respect. It has such a bad
effect upon some minds. Miss Bury, if you will

not take anything more, I think we had better

go up-stairs."
To think that Tom, whose luck, as usual, had

betrayed him to such an unlooked-for extent,
should have been on the point of following to the

drawing-roo/n, was more than Miss Marjoribanks
could comprehend ;

but fortunately his companion
had more sense, and took his leave, taking his

conductor with him. Miss Bury went up-stairs
in silence, sighing heavily from time to time. The

good woman was troubled in her spirit at the

evident depravity of the young men with whom
circumstances had constrained her to sit down at

table, and she was sadly afraid that such com-

panionship must have a debasing effect upon the

mind of that lamb of the flock who was now
standing before her. Miss Bury bethought her-

self of Dr. Marjoribanks's profane jokes, and the

indifference he had shown to many tilings in

which it was his duty to have interested himself,

and she could not but look with tender pity in

her young friend's face.
" Poor dear," said Miss Bury,

"
it is dreadful

indeed if this is the sort of society you are sub-
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jected to,. I could recommend to Dr. Marjori-
banks a most admirable woman, a true Christian,

who would take charge of things and be your
companion, Lucilla. It is not at all nice for you,
at your age, to be obliged to receive young men
like these alone."

"I had you," said Lucilla, taking both Miss

Bury's hands. "
I felt it was such a blessing. I

would not have let Tom stay for luncheon if you
had not been there

;
and now I am so glad, be-

cause it has shown me the danger of letting him

bring people. I am quite sure it was a special

providence that made you think of coming here

to-day/'
"Well, ray dear," said Miss Bury, who was

naturally mollified by this statement of the

question,
" I am very glad to have been of use

to you. If there is anything I desire in this life,

it is to be useful to my fellow-creatures, and to

do my work while it is called day. I should
not think the time lost, my dear Lucilla, if I could

only hope that I had impressed upon your mind
that an account must be given of every careless

word "

"
Oh, yes," said Lucilla,

" that is so true
;
and

besides, it is quite against my principles. I make
it a point never to speak ofanything about religion

except with the greatest respect ;
and I am quite

sure it was a special providence that I had you."
Miss Bury took her farewell very affectionately,

not to say effusively, after this, with her heart

melting over the ingenuous young creature who
was so thankful for her protection ;

but at the

same time she left Miss Marjoribanks a prey to

the horrible sensation of having made a failure.

To be sure, there was time to recover herself in

the evening, which was, so to speak, her first

formal appearance before the public of Carling-
ford. Tom was so ill-advised as to come in

when she was having her cup of tea before

dinner to fortify her for her exertions
;
and the

reception he met with may be left to the imagi-
nation. But, after all, there was little satisfac-

tion in demolishing Tom
;
and then Lucilla had

known from the beginning that the success of her

undertaking depended entirely on herself.

CHAPTER VIII.

THE evening passed off in a way which, if Miss

Marjoribanks had been an ordinary woman,
would have altogether obliterated from her mind

all recollection of the failure at lunch. To speak
first of the most important particular, the dinner

was perfect. As for the benighted men who had

doubted Lucilla, they were covered with shame,
and at the same time, with delight. If there had

been a fault in Dr. Marjoribanks's table under the

ancient regime, it lay in a certain want of variety,

and occasional over-abundance, which wounded
the feelings of young Mr. Cavendish, who was a

person of refinement. To-night, as that accom-

plished critic remarked, there was a certain air

of feminine grace diffused over everything and

an amount of doubt and expectation, unknown to

the composed feastings of old, gave interest to

the meal As for the Doctor, he found Mrs.

Chiley, at his right hand, not so great a bore as

he expected. She was a woman capable of ap-

preciating the triumphs of art that were set be-

fore her
;
and had indeed been trained to as high

a pitch of culture in this respect as perhaps is

possible to the female intelligence ;
and then her

pride and delight in being admitted to a partici-

pation in those sacred mysteries was beyond ex-

pression.
" My dear Lucilla, I feel exactly as if

I was going to be made a freemason
;
and as if

your dear good papa had to blindfold me, and
make me swear all sorts of things before he took
me down-stairs," she said, as they sat together

waiting for the commencement of the ceremony ;

and when the two ladies returned to the drawing-
room, Mrs. Chiley took Lucilla in her arms and

gave her a kiss, as the only way of expressing

adequately her enthusiasm.
" My love," said the

Colonel's wife, "I never realised before what it

was to have a genius. You should be very
thankful to Providence for giving you such a

gift. I have given dinners all my life that is,

all my married life, my dear, which comes to

almost the same thing, for I was only a baby
but I never could come up to anything like

that," said Mrs. Chiley, with tears in her eyes.
As for Miss Marjoribanks, she was so satisfied

with her success that she felt at liberty to

tranquillise her old friend.

"I am sure you always give very nice din-

ners," she said; "and then, you know, the

Colonel has his favourite dishes whereas, I

must say for papa, he is very reasonable for a

man. I am so glad you are pleased. It is

very kind of you to say it is genius, but I

don't pretend to anything but paying great
attention and studying the combinations.. There

is nothing one cannot manage if one only
takes the trouble. Come here to this nice

easy-chair it is so comfortable. It is so nice

to have a little moment to ourselves before

they come up-stairs."
" That is what I always say," said Mrs. Chiley ;

"but there are not many girls so sensible as

you, Lucilla. I hear them all saying it is so

much better French fashion. Of course, I am
an old woman, and like things in the old

style."
"I don't think it is because I am more

sensible," said Miss Marjoribanks, with modesty.
"I don't pretend to be better than other peo-

ple. It is because I have thought it all over,

you know and then I went through a course

of political economy, when I was at Mount
Pleasant," Lucilla said, tranquilly, with an air

of having explained the whole matter, which

much impressed her hearer.
" But for all that,

something dreadful happened today. Tom
brought in one of his friends with him, you
know, and Miss Bury was here, and they
talked I want to tell you, in case she should

say something, and then you will know what

to believe I never felt so dreadfully ashamed
in my life they talked

"

"My dear! not anything improper, I hope,"
cried the old lady, in dismay.

"Oh, no," said Lucilla; "but they began

laughing about some people having no souls,

you know as if there could be anybody with-

out a soul and poor Miss Bury nearly fainted.

You may think what a dreadful thing it was
for me."

" My dear child, if that was all," said Mrs.
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Chiley, reassured "as for everybody having a

soul, I am sure I cannot say. You never were
in India, to be sure

;
but Miss Bury should have

known better than to faint at a young man's

talk, and frighten you, my poor dear. She

ought to be. ashamed of herself at her age. Do
you think Tom has turned out clever ?" the old

lady continued, not without a little finesse, and

watching Lucilla with a curious eye.
"Not in the very least," said Miss Marjori-

banks, calmly ;

" he is just as awkward as he

used to be. It is dreadful to have him here just

now, when I have so many things to do and
then he would follow me about everywhere if I

would let him. A cousin of that sort is always
in the way."

" I am always afraid of a cousin, for my part,"
said Mrs. Chiley ;

"
and, talking of that, what

do you think of Mr. Cavendish, Lucilla ? He is

very nice in himself, and he has a nice property ;

and some people say he has a very good chance
to be member for Carliugford when there is an
election. I think that is just what would suit

you."
" I could not see him for the lamp," said Lu-

cilla
;

"
it was right between us, you know

but it is no use talking of that sort of thing just
now. Of course, if I had liked, I never need
have come home at all," Miss Marjoribanks
added, with composure; "and, now I have
come home, I have got other things to think of.

If papa is good, I will not think of leaving him
for ten years."

" Oh yes ;
I have heard girls say that before,"

said Mrs. Chiley; "but they always changed
their mmds. You would not like to be an old

maid, Lucilla
;
and in ten years

"

"
I should have begun to go off a little, no

doubt," said Miss Marjoribanks. "No, I can't

say I wish to be an old maid. Can they be

coming up-stairs already, do you think ? Oh, it

is Tom, I suppose," said Lucilla, with a little

indignation. But when They did make their

appearance, which was at a tolerably early

period for a return to the drawing-room was
quite a novelty for Dr. Marjoribanks's friends,
and tempted them accordingly Miss Marjori-
banks was quite ready to receive them. And
just before ten o'clock, when Mrs. Chiley began
to think of going home, Lucilla, without being
asked, and without indeed a word of preface,

suddenly went to the piano, and before anybody
knew, had commenced to sing. She was a great
deal too sensible to go into high art on this

occasion, or to electrify her father's friends with
her newly-acquired Italian, or even with Ger-

man, as some young ladies do. She sang them
a ballad out of one of those treasures of resusci-

tated ballads which the new generation had
then begun to dig out of the bowels of the
earth. There was not, to tell the truth, a great
deal of music in it, which proved Lucilla's dis-

interestedness.
"
I only sang it to amuse you,"

she said, when all the world crowded to the

piano; and for that night she was not to be
persuaded to further exertions. Thus Miss Mar-
joribanks proved to her little public that power
of subordinating her personal tastes and even
her vanity to her great object, which more than

anything else demonstrates a mind made to rule.
"
I hope next time you will be more charitable,

and not tantalise us in this way," Mr. Cavendish

said, as he took his leave
;
and Lucilla retired

from the scene of her triumph, conscious of hav-

ing achieved entire success in her first appear-
ance in Carlingford. She laid her head upon
her pillow with that sweet sense of an approv-
ing conscience which accompanies the footsteps
of the benefactors of their kind. But even Miss

Marjoribanks's satisfaction was not without its

drawbacks. She could not get out of her mind
that unhappy abortive luncheon and all its hor-

rors
;
not to speak of the possibility of her reli-

gious principles being impugned, which was
dreadful in itself ("for people can stand a man
being sceptical, you know," Miss Marjoribanks
justly observed,

" but everybody knows how
unbecoming it is to a woman and me who have
such a respect for religion!"), there remained
the still more alarming chance that Miss Bury,
who was so narrow-minded, might see some-

thing improper in the presence of the two young
men at Lucilla's maidenly table

; for, to be sure,
the Rector's sister was altogether incapable of

grasping the idea that young men, like old men
and the other less interesting members of the
human family, were simple material for Miss

Marjoribanks's genius, out of which she had a

great result to produce. This was the dread
that overshadowed the mind of Lucilla as she

composed herself to rest after her fatigues.
When she slept the sleep of the innocent, it still

pursued her into her dreams. She dreamed that

she stood at the altar by the side of the member
for Carlingford, and that Mr. Bury, with inflexi-

ble cruelty, insisted upon marrying her to Tom
Marjoribanks instead

;
and then the scene

changed, and instead of receiving the salutations

of Mr. Cavendish as M.P. for the borough, it was
the amusing man, in the character of the defeat-

ed candidate, who grinned and nodded at her,

and said from the hustings that he never would

forget the luncheon that had been his first intro-

duction to Carlingford. Such was the nightmare
that pursued Lucilla even into the sphere of

dreams.

When such a presentiment takes possession
of a well-balanced mind like that of Miss Marjo-
ribanks, it may be accepted as certain that some-

thing is likely to follow. Lucilla did her best to

disarm fate, not only by the sweetest submission

and dutifulness to the Doctor and his wishes,
but by a severe disregard of Tom, which drove
that unhappy young man nearly desperate. Far
from saying anything about luncheon, she even

ignored his presence at breakfast, and remained

calmly unconscious of his empty cup, until he
had to ask for some coffee in an injured and

pathetic voice, which amused Dr. Marjoribanks

beyond description. But even this did not prove
sufficient to propitiate the Fates. When they
were gone and it may be well to say that

Lucilla used this pronoun to signify the ffentlemen,

in greater or smaller number as it might happen
and she had finished all her arrangements,

Miss Marjoribanks decided upon going to Grove
Street to pay Barbara Lake a visit, and practise
some duets, which was certainly as innocent an

occupation for her leisure as could have been

desired. She was putting on her hat with this

object when the bell in the garden rang solemn-

ly, and Lucilla, whose curiosity even conquered
her good manners for the moment, hastening to

the window, saw Mr. Bury himself enter the
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this moment. "When the two faces had touched
each other in that loving and sisterly salutation,
their owners immediately separated, and regard-
ed each other from two opposite chairs, without
decided hostility, it is true, but with the watchful
air of two people whom the fates may range on
different sides, and whom it behoves to be mutu-

ally watchful. And Lucilla thought it the most

expedient coarse, under the circumstances, to be-

gin her investigations at once.
" I have come to make an inquisition," she

said
;

" I may as well confess it at once, for you
would find me out if I didn't. Mrs. "Woodburn,
where is Mr. Cavendish ? I am not going to put
up with it any longer. He must be written to,

and had back again. The only man that was to

be depended upon in Carlingford 1

"
said Lucilla

;

" and to think he should disappear like this, and
never say a word! "

Mrs. Woodburn fairly gasped in her compa-
nion's face. She could no more tell what this

meant, than if she had .been a person utterly un-

acquainted with human motives and ways of

working ; and, indeed, it was only the tricks of

the surface for which she had any real insight.

"My brother!" she exclaimed, with something
between an impulse of defence and denial, and a

quite opposite instinct of confidence. Had he

proposed, after all, without telling his sister?

Had Lucilla a right to ask the question she ut-

tered so frankly ? had he been prudent for once
in his life, and secured this sensible alliance and

prop to his position ? All these questions rushed
at lightning-speed through Mrs. Woodburn's
mind

;
but she was not so prompt as Miss Mar-

joribanks would have been under the circum-

stances, and all she did was to open her eyes
wide, and give a start on her chair, and say,

"My brother?" with a voice which trembled,
and was half-extinguished by surprise.

"Yes; Mr. Cavendish," said Lucilla. "Do
tell me his address. There is not a man in Car-

lingford who is good for anything, now that he
is gone. You must see that as well as I do.

As for flirting, I have always said he was the

only man that knew anything about it. Do tell

me where he is, and I will write to him
; or,

please, send him word for me, that absolutely he

must come back. "We are all dying for him, you
may say."

Mrs. "Woodburn had recovered a little, and
found a moment to think, but her faculties were
not so handy, except in her own particular way,
as might have been expected from such a clever

woman. She could even at that moment have
taken off Miss Marjoribanks to the life, but she

was in the most profound bewilderment as to

what Lucilla could mean
;

whether she was

really laying herself out to
" catch

" Mr. Caven-

lish, or whether she was merely talking non-

sense without any particular meaning; or

whether she was feigning indifference by way
of getting information

;
and the stupidest person

in Carlingford would have acquitted herself as

well as Mrs. Woodburn felt able to do in the

emergency. "I -should think he would rather

hear that some of you were willing to live for

him," she said, in a tremulous way; finding

nothing better to come to her lips than the

echo of an old compliment, which went against
her nature, but yet with an instinct of serving
her brother so far as it might be in her power.

"Not me," said Lucilla, frankly. "Some-

people once thought so, you know
;
but I can't

say I ever thought so. There never will be

anything about living or dying between him and
me. I hope we know better," said Miss Marjori-

banks; "besides, if I were so much as to think
of that sort of thing I should feel I was swin-

dling papa. Oh no
;
I assure you I am quite dis-

interested. I want him for my Thursday's. Do
write, and say he must come home."

" I don't like people to be too disinterested,"
said Mrs. Woodburn

;

" and I don't think Harry
would be at all glad to hear it. I wish he would
come back, I am sure. I am always bullying
him about it. I thought perhaps some of you
young ladies had been unkind to him,", said the
anxious sister, who had recovered her head, and

thought it might be possible to get at the secret,
if there was a secret, by means like this.

"
No," said Miss Marjoribanks ;

" I have not
been unkind to him

;
and there is nobody else I

know of," said the candid Lucilla,
"
unless poor

Barbara; and she will never be unkind, you
know. I will write him a letter if you will give
me his address. Is it true that somebody has
left him a great deal of money, and he is going
to change his name?"

" His name !" said Mrs. Woodburn, with a little

cry, like an imprudent woman; and then she
recovered herself. "I have not heard of any-
thing of the kind," she said, "and he would be
sure to tell me of it

;
but in Carlingford people

know things before they happen. I should be

very glad to know that somebody was going to

leave him a great deal of money ;
but I don't

know about the name "

"
Oh, I heard it only in a confused sort of

way," said Lucilla,
" or that he had changed his

name. I am sure I don't know if it was past or

present. Did he ever make any change to be

somebody's heir ? Oh, I beg your pardon ;
but

you know people do it every day."
Mrs. Woodburn had grown quite pale per-

haps because she began to see that there was
some method in these questions, perhaps with

simple and unreasonable fright at the suggestion.
She could not say a word for a moment, so

startling was the question ;
and then there wag

something in Lucilla's early visit, and in her in-

stant onslaught upon Mr. Cavendish, which was

alarming. She was so frightened and driven

into a corner that she could not tell how to an-

swer. It occurred to her all at once that per-

haps Mr. Cavendish had opened his heart to

Miss Marjoribanks, and had given her an inkling
of his secret

;
and what would Lucilla think if

she contradicted her brother ? Never was a

poor woman in a greater difficulty. All her fun

and her mimicry collapsed. She no more noticed

the peculiarities of Lucilla's look and manner
than if she had been an ordinary inhabitant of

Grange Lane. "Changed his name?" she

faltered, in a blank sort of interrogative way ;

and in spite of herself faltered and shook, and

conveyed to Lucilla the most perfect assurance

that what she supposed was true.
" When it is for a great deal of money there

is some sense in it
;
when it is only for a prettier

name it is dreadfully stupid. Don't you think

so ? As if we all could have pretty names !" said

Lucilla. "I should like so much to have a talk

with Mr. Cavendish. I picked up some very,
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very old friends of his the other day people
who used to know him long ago. I am sure he

would be interested if he were to know."
"I don't think it could be him," said Mrs.

Woodburn, with something like the instinct of

despair ;
"I don't remember any very old

friends he has
;

it is so long a time ago
" and

then the poor lady stopped short, as if she had

something choking her in her throat. "I don't

think it could be he."
" Not such a very long time," said Lucilla, in

her easy way. "It is dreadful to give him a

character for being old. Do write him, please,
and tell him about those people. He is sure to

be interested if you say it is a lady, and a

pretty woman, and a widow," continued Miss

Marjoribanks.
" She says he was once very

kind to her when her poor husband was alive."

Mrs. "Woodburn recovered herself a little, as

Lucilla spoke.
"
It must have been some other

Mr. Cavendish," she said.
"
Harry was so

much abroad so long away from home "

At that moment there was a sound in the house
of a heavy step, and Mr. Woodburn's whistle

became audible in the distance. Then the poor
woman, who had a secret, fixed haggard eyes

upon Miss Marjoribanks. She dared not say,
" Don't speak of this before my husband." She
dared not utter a word to awaken suspicion on
one side or the other. She knew very well that

if Mr. Woodburn heard of the existence of any
old friends of his brother-in-law, he would insist

upon having them produced, and u
paying them

some attention ;" and at the same time Mrs-

Woodburn could not so far confide in Lucilla as

to beg her to keep silent. This was what her

brother's poltroonery brought upon the unfor-

tunate woman. And when the emergency came
she was not as equal to it as she expected to be.

Her talents were not of a nature to do her any
good in such a strait. She collapsed entirely,
and looked round her in a flutter of fright and

despair, as if to find some means of escape.
But this terror all arose from the fact that she

did not know Miss Marjoribanks, who was gene-
rous as she was strong, and had no intention of

going to extremities. Lucilla got up from her

chair when she heard Mr. Woodburn's whistle

coming nearer.
"
I hear somebody coming," she

said, "and I must not stay, for I have quantities
of things to do. Only mind you tell Mr. Caven-
dish I have something quite serious to say to

him from his old friend
;
and from me, please to

tell him, that it is impossible to get on without

him," continued Lucilla, as Mr. Woodburn en-

tered the room. u There is not a soul that can
flirt or do anything. I should write to him my-
self if I knew his address."

And then, as was natural, Woodburn, with
his .usual absurdity, as his wife explained after-

wards, struck in with some boisterous badinage.
As for Mrs. Woodburn, in her mingled terror and

relief, she was too much excited to know what
he said. But when Lucilla, serenely smiling,
was gone, the mimic, with her nerves strung
to desperation, burst into the wildest comic tra-

vesty of Miss Marjoribanks's looks and manners,
and her inquiries about Harry, and sent her un-

suspicious husband into convulsions of laughter.
He laughed until the tears ran down his cheeks,
the unconscious simpleton ;

and all the time his

wife could have liked to throw him down and

trample on him, or put pins into him, or scratch
his beaming jovial countenance. Perhaps she
would have gone into hysterics instead if she had
not possessed that other safety-valve, for Mrs.
Woodburn had not that supreme composure and
self-command which belonged to Lucilla's higher
organisation. She wrote a long letter that after-

noon, and had a dreadful headache all the even-

ing after it, which, considering all things, was to
be expected under the circumstances, and was a
weak-minded woman's last resource.

~No headache, however, disturbed Miss Marjori-
banks's beneficent progress. She went home
conscious that, if she had not acquired any dis-

tinct information, she had at least gained a moral

certainty. And besides, she had measured the
forces of Mr. Cavendish's body-guard, and had
found them utterly unequal to any prolonged re-

sistance. All that was wanted was prudence and
care, and that good-look which was as much an
endowment in its way as the other qnalities by
which Lucilla might be said to have secured it.

She went home meditating her next step, and
with a certain enjoyment in the sense of difficulty
and the consciousness of how much skill and

power would be required to carry on three differ-

ent threads of innocent intrigue with the three

different persons in the drama, without ever let-

ting the general web get confused, or confound-

ing one strand with another. She had to frighten
the Archdeacon with the idea that Mrs. Mortimer

might marry the impostor, and she had to keep
the widow in the profoundest ignorance of this

suggestion, and she had to manage and guide
the impostor himself, to save his position, and
deliver him from his enemies, and make his

would-be persecutor for ever harmless. If by
chance she should forget herself for a moment,
and say to Mr. Beverley what she meant for

Mr. Cavendish, or betray her mode of dealing
with either to the third person interested, then

farewell to all her hopes. But when all that was

required was skill and self-possession and cou-

rage, Miss Marjoribanks knew herself too well to

be afraid.

She came in with that sense of having done
her duty which is so sweet to a well-regulated
mind. But it was not to that internal satisfac-

tion alone that Providence limited Lucilla's re-

ward. There are exceptional cases to be found
here and there even in this world, in which
virtue finds its just acknowledgment, and dis-

interested well-doing is recompensed as it de-

serves. While Miss Marjoribanks was still occu-

pied with the arrangement of her plans she was

interrupted by a visitor, who entered with a brow-

clouded by care, and yet exalted by the sense of

a charge and dignity which is not afforded to

every woman. It was Mrs. Centum who Urns'

came to unfold to Lucilla the new event which
was about to happen in Carlingford. Site had
a great deal to say first, as was natural, of the

dreadful vexation of such a thing happening in

holiday time when the boys were all at home,
and when she did not know what to do.

' But you know, Lucilla, it will be delightful
for all you young ladies to have the officers,"

said Mrs. Centum; "it keeps a place lively;

though, for my part, I always say in six months
there will not be a servant in the house that one

can depend upon. It is dreadful for servants

especially young ones, and if they are nice-
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looking, you know
;
but it is very nice for the

young ladies, and for all the picnics and dances
and everything

"

" What officers ?" said Lucilla, pricking up her

ears for to tell the truth, the very name of offi-

cers in a place like Carlingford, where nobody
could flirt but Mr. Cavendish, was as water in the

desert to Miss Marjoribanks's soul.
" Has not the Doctor told you ?" said Mrs.

Centum "but, to be sure, very few people
know as yet. Mr. Centum says it must be all

on your account, because you give such nice

parties but of course that is only his fun, you
know. However, I suppose somebody has told

Lord Palmerston of all those great buildings
that were meant for the factories, and of Car-

lingford being such a healthy place. And so

the General is coming to us to-morrow, Lucilla

General Travers, you know, that was in all

the papers for something he did in India
;

Charles used to know him 'at school. He is

quite handsome, and has ever so many medals
and things. It is a dreadful addition to one's

troubles in holiday time, you know; but, my
dear, I hope you will ask him to your Thurs-

days, and help us to make Carlingford pleasant
to him. It all depends upon him," said Mrs. Cen-

tum, solemnly ;

"
if he likes the place, and

thinks it will do, and finds nice society, whe-
ther it is here or at Hampton that they establish

the depot."
" At Hampton !" cried Miss Marjoribanks, na-

turally excited " the stupidest wretchedest
little place

" That is.just what Mr. Centum says," said the

visitor, with a sigh; "what I am nervous about

is the servants, Lucilla; and you know that

under-nurse of mine, what a nice steady girl she

has always been, and what a comfort but as

soon as the soldiers come it turns their heads. I

want you to tell me, if you'll be so very good,

Lucilla, how Nancy makes that pate that Mr.

Centum is so fond of. I know it is a good
deal to ask

;
but I am sure you are one to

stand by your friends
;
and if the General should

take a dislike to Carlingford through any fanlt of

mine, I never could forgive myself; and I want

you to ask him to your Thursdays, Lucilla

there's a dear."
" Dear Mrs. Centum," cried Miss Marjoribanks,

"
papa must call on the General and ask him

to dinner; as for my Thursdays, I always say

they are not parties; they are only evenings,"
said Lucilla, sweetly,

" and not worth a gentle-
man's while."

"And about the pate, Lucilla," said Mrs. Centum,

anxiously,
"

I hope you won't think it too much
of me to ask

; you are so clever, you know, and
so is Nancy : and what with the noise, and the

nursery dinners, and all those big boys home
from school

"

Mrs Centum fixed her eyes with true solicitude

on Lucilla-'s face. Miss Marjoribanks was magna-
nimous, but the pate in question was one of the

greatest triumphs of the Doctor's table. She

thought, and with truth, that it was a great deal

for any one to ask
;
but then it is true that genius

has duties as well as privileges ;
and to impress*,

upon mediocrity the benefit of loyally following
and copying superior intelligence, is of itself a

moral eft'ect of the greatest importance. And
besides, the woman who at such a moment

produced a live General in Carlingford, and held

out hopes of officers, was not a woman to be
denied.

"I will write it down for you," said Lucilla,

graciously,
"

if you think your cook will under-
stand

;
or perhaps Nancy might step in and show

her how if I can persuade Nancy. Dear Mrs.

Centum, I hope you will always feel sure that I

am ready to do anything for my friends."
"
Oh, thank you, dear," cried the grateful wo-

man
;

" I knew you were not one to mind
;
and

if Nancy would be so very kind I am sure

you will like the General," added Mrs. Centum,
with effusion

;

" he will live here, you know, if

the depot comes, and be such an addition 1 I said

to Charles, the moment he told me, That would

just be the very thing for Lucilla ! And he is

quite young-looking, and so nice and pleasant,"
she added, in the fulness of her enthusiasm and

gratitude. As for Miss Marjoribanks, she shook
her head, but nevertheless received the assur-

ance with a smile.

"It is not that sort of thing I am thinking of,"
said Lucilla;

"
if it had been, I need never have

come home
;
and now, after papa has been so

kind about, the drawing-room ;
but I am

always glad to hear of nice new people," said

Miss Marjoribanks; "and to meet a man that

has been in the world is such a pleasure to

papa."
With this benign acknowledgment of the Ge-

neral's merits, Lucilla received Mrs. Centura's

affectionate leavetakiugs. To be sure, she knew

nothing, and did not occupy herself much at that

moment about General Travers. But at the same
time Miss Marjoribanks, with her usual piety, re-

cognised the approval of Providence in this new
occurrence, and was naturally both encouraged
and exhilarated. It is but in rare cases, as has

been said, that the reward of virtue is given so

promptly, and with such beautiful discrimina-

tion : and there are even people in the world
who profess to have no faith in any prompt or

visible recompense. But Lucilla was not of that

new and heretical school. For her own part.

she felt it very natural that her exertions for the

good of her kind should thus be recognised and

acknowledged, and returned to her plans with

that sweet and exhilarating sense of moral har-

mony which an approving conscience, and an

approving heaven, and a sense of blessings
earned and goodness recompensed, are so well

calculated to give.

CHAPTER XXVII.

Miss MARJORIBANKS'S mind had scarcely sub-

sided out of the first exhilarating sense of a great

man}' things to do, and a truly important mis-

sion in hand, when little Rose Lake sought her

with that confession of family troubles, and

prayer for counsel and aid in the extremity,
which opened a new way and mode of working
to Lueilla. Rose was proud, poor little soul,

not only of her exceptional position, and that of

her family, as a family of artists, but also with

a constitutional and individual pride as one of

the natural conservators of the domestic honour,
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who would rather have died than have heard

the Lakes lightly spoken of, or upbraided with

debt or indecorum, or any other crime. She hac

been silent as long as she could about Barbara's

shortcomings, jealously concealing them from al

the world, and attacking them with a violence

which made her big elder sister, who was twice

as big and six times as strong as she, tremble
before her when they were alone. But little

. Rose had at length found things come to a poinl

beyond which her experience did not go. When
Barbara began to have secret meetings with a
man whose presence nobody was aware of, and

who did not come openly to the house to seek
her and persevered, in spite of all remon-

strances, in this clandestine career Rose could

not tell what more to do. A vague instinct of

greater evil behind impelled her. to some action,
and shame and pride combined at the same time
to keep her silent. She could not speak to her

father, because the poor man lost his head

straightway, and made piteous appeals to her
not to make a fuss, and threw the burden back

again upon her with a double weight ;
and be-

sides, he was only a man, though he was her

father, and Rose had the pride of a woman in

addition to her other prides. In these painful

circumstances, it occurred to her to consult Lu-

cilla, who had been, as has been recounted in

an early part of this history, a great authority at

Mount Pleasant, where her heroic belief in her-

self led, as was natural, others to believe in her.

And then Miss Marjoribanks was one of the peo-

ple who keep counsel
;
and Rose felt, besides,

that Lucilla had been injured, and had not

revenged herself, and that to put confidence in

her would be, to a certain extent, to make up
for the offence. All these motives, combined
with an intolerable sense of having upon her

shoulders a burden greater than she could bear,
drove the young artist at last to Grange Lane,
where Lucilla, as we have said, was still in the

state of mental exhilaration and excitement na-

turally consequent upon having a very import-
ant piece of work in hand.
"I don't know what to do," said Rose; "I

made up my mind I never would say a word to

any one. It is so strange she should have no

proper pride ! but you know, Lucilla, it is dread-

ful to think if anything should come of it ! though
I am sure I don't know what could come of it;

but they might run away, or something; and
then people are so fond of talking. I thought
for a long time, if I only knew some nice old

lady; but then I don't suppose there are any
nice old ladies in Carlingford," added the Prera-

phaelist, with a sigh.

"Oh, you -little monster!" cried Lucilla,

"there is Mrs. Chiley, the dearest old
;

but never mind, make haste and tell me all the

same."
"
Lucilla," said Rose, solemnly,

" we are not

great people like you ;
we are not rich, nor able

to have all we like, and everybody to visit us
;

but, all the same, we have our Pride. The ho-

nour of a family is just as precious whether peo-
ple live," said the young artist, with a certain

severity,
"
in Grove Street or in Grange Lane."

This exordium had its natural effect upon
Miss Marjoribanks ;

her imagination leaped for-

ward a long way beyond the reality which her

companion talked of so solemnly, and she changed

colour a little, as even a woman of her expe-
rience might be excused for doing in the pre-
sence of something terrible and disastrous so
near at hand.

"I wish you would not frighten me," said

Lucilla; "I am very sorry for you, you dear
little Rose. You are only a baby yourself, and

ought not to have any bother. Tell me all about

it, there's a dear."

But these soothing tones were too much for

Rose's composure. She cried, and her cheeks

flushed, and her dewy eyes enlarged and light-
ened when they had thrown off a little part of

their oppression in the form of those hot salt

tears. Miss Marjoribanks had never seen her
look so pretty, and said so to herself, with a

momentary and perfectly disinterested regret
that there was "

nobody
"

to see her a regret
which probably changed its character before

Rose left the house. But in the meantime Lu-
cilla soothed her and kissed her, and took off

her hat and shed her pretty curls off her fore-

head. These curls were not by any means so

strong and vehement in their twist as Miss

Marjoribauks's own, but hung loosely and softly
with the "sweet neglect" of the poet. "You
would look very nice if you would take a little

pains," Lucilla said, in her maternal way.
" You

must wear your hair just so on Thursday ;
and

now tell me all about it there's a dear."

"Lucilla, you know" said Rose, drying her

tears,
" she has taken to going out in the even-

ing, and I am sure she meets- him every night.
I can't be a spy on her, whatever she does, and
I can't lock her up, you know, or lock tne door,
or anything like that. I am not her mother,"
said the poor little sister, pathetically, with a

regretful sob. "And then she has taken to

make herself nice before she goes out. I don't

think she ever cared much for being nice not
for home, you know; but now she has pretty
collars and gloves and things, and I can't tell

where she gets them," cried Rose, her eyes

lighting up passionately.
" She has no money

to spend on such things. Lucilla, I should die

if I thought she would accept them from Mm."
"You dear old Rose, you don't know what

you are saying," said the experienced Lucilla
;

" most likely, if she meets a gentleman, she is

engaged to him
;
and They always give people

presents, you know. If you would only tell me
who it is."

"Lucilla, do not trifle with me," said Rose;
"it is much too serious for that engaged with-

out papa knowing of it, nor me! You know
very well that would be no engagement. I

sometimes think she is is fond of him," said

the reverent little maiden, whose voice changed
and softened under the influence of that suppo-

sition; "and then again I think it is only be-

cause he is rich," she went on, with new veho-

mence. "Oh, Lucilla, if you only knew how
dreadful it was to have such thoughts and there

is nobody to take care of her but me ! Papa
cannot be worried, for that would react upon
verything. An artist is not just like other

people. It is everybody's duty to leave him
andisturbed ;

and then, you know, he is only a

man, and does not understand
;
and if she won't

)ay any attention to me when I speak to her,

, Lucilla, tell me, what can I do?"
" Let me think," said Lucilla, gravely. "You
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garden, accompanied by a tall black figure in

deep and shabby mourning. All the tremors of

the night rushed back upon her mind at the

sight. She felt that the moment had arrived

for a trial of her courage very different from the

exertions which had hitherto sufficed her. No-

thing but the most solemn intentions could have

supported the Rector in that severe pose of his

figure and features, every line in which revealed
an intention of being "faithful;" and the accom-

panying mute in black, whose office the culprit
could not divine, had a veil over her face, and
wore a widow's dress. Miss Marjoribanks, it is

true, was not a woman to be discouraged by
appearances, but she felt her heart beat as she
collected all her powers to meet this mysterious
assault. She took off her hat with an instinctive

certainty that, for this morning at least, the duet
was impracticable, when she heard Mr. Bury's
steady step ascending the stairs

; but, notwith-

standing, it was with a perfectly cheerful polite-
ness that she bade him welcome when he came
into the room. " It is so good of you to come,"
Lucilla said

;

"
you that have so much to do. I

scarcely could believe it when I saw you come
in: I thought it must be for papa."

"I did hope to find Dr. Marjoribanks," said

the Rector,
" but as he is not at home, I thought

it best to come to you. This is Mrs. Mortimer,"
s*aid Mr. Bury, taking the chair Lucilla had indi-

cated with a certain want of observance of his

companion which betrayed to the keen percep-
tions of Miss Marjoribanks that she was a de-

pendant of some kind or other. The Hector was
a very good man, but he was Evangelical, and
had a large female circle who admired and swore

by him
; and, consequently, he felt it in a man-

ner natural that he should take' his seat first,

and the place that belonged to him as the prin-

cipal person present; and then, to be sure, his

mission was for Mrs. Mortimer's as well as Miss

Marjoribanks's
"
good." After this introduction,

the figure in black put up its veil, and revealed

a deprecating woman, with a faint sort of plead-

ing smile on her face. Probably she was mak-

ing believe to smile at the position in which she

found herself; but anyhow she took her seat

humbly on another chair at a little distance, and

waited, as Lucilla did, for the next golden
words that it might please the Rector to say.

" My sister told me what happened yesterday,"
said Mr. Bury.

" She is very sorry for you, Miss

Marjoribanks. It is sad for you to be left alone

so young, and without a mother, and exposed to

to temptations which it is difficult to with-

stand at your age. Indeed, at all ages, we have

great occasion to pray not to be led into tempta-
tion

;
for the heart of man is terribly deceitful.

After hearing what she had to say, I thought it

best to come up at once this morning and talk to

Dr. Marjoribanks. I am sure his natural good
sense will teach him that you ought not to be
left alone in the house."

"
I do not see how papa can help it," said Lu-

cilla.
"
I am sure it is very sad for him as well

;

'

but since dear mamma died there has been no-

body but me to be a comfort to him. I think he

begins to look a little cheerful now," Miss Marjo-
ribanks continued, with beautiful simplicity,

looking her adversary in the face.
"
Every-

body knows that to be a comfort to him is the

object of my life."

" That is a very good feeling," said the Rector," but it does not do to depend too much upon our

feelings. You are too young to be placed in a

position of so much responsibility, and open to so

much temptation. I was deeply grieved for Dr.

Marjoribanks when his partner in life was taken
from him

;
but my dear Miss Lucilla, now you

have come home, who stand so much in need of
a mother's care, we must try to find some one to
fill her place."

Lucilla uttered a scream of genuine alarm and
dismay ;

and then she came to herself, and saw
the force of her position. She had it in her

power to turn the tables on the Rector, and she
did not hesitate, as a weaker woman might have
done, out of consideration for anybody's feelings." Do you mean you have found some one for

him to marry ?" she asked, witli a look of artless

surprise, bending her earnest gaze on Mr. Bury's
face.

As for the Rector, he looked at Lucilla aghast
like a man caught in a trap.

" Of course not, of
course not," he stammered, after his first pause
of consternation

;
and then he had to stop again

to take breath. Lucilla kept up the air of amaze-
ment and consternation which had come natural-

ly at the first, and had her eyes fixed on him,
leaning forward with all the eager anxiety natu-
ral to the circumstances, and the unfortunate

clergyman reddened from the edge of his white
cravat to the roots of his grey hair. He was
almost as sensitive to the idea of having pro-

posed something improper as his sister could
have been, though indeed, at the worst, there

would have been nothing improper in it had
Dr. Marjoribanks made up his mind to another
wife.

"It is very dreadful for me that am so young
to go against you," said Lucilla; "but if it is

that, I cannot be expected to take any part in it

it would not be natural. It is the great object
of my life to be a comfort to papa; but if that is

what you mean, I could not give in to it. I am
sure Miss Bury would understand me," said Miss

Marjoribanks ;
and she looked so nearly on the

point of tears, that the Rector's anxious dis-

claimer found words for itself.

"Nothing of the kind, my dear Miss Lucilla

nothing of the kind," cried Mr. Bury; "such an
idea never came into my mind. I cannot ima-

gine how I could have said anything I can't

fancy what put such an idea Mrs. Mortimer,

you are not going away ?
"

^

Lucilla had already seen with the corner of her

eye that the victim had started violently, and
that her heavy veil had fallen over her face but

she had not taken any notice, for there are cases

in which it is absolutely necessary to have a

victim. By this time, however, the poor woman
had risen in her nervous, undecided way.

"I had better go I am sure I had better go,"

she said, hurriedly, clasping together a pair of

helpless bauds, as if they could find a little

strength in union. " Miss Marjoribanks will

understand you better, and you will, perhaps
understand Miss Marjoribanks

"

'

Oh, sit down, sit down," said Mr. Bury, who
was not tolerant of feelings.

"
Perhaps I ex-

pressed myself badly. What I meant to say

was, that Mrs. Mortimer, who has been a little

unfortunate in circumstances sit down, pray
had by a singular providence just applied to
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me when my sister returned home yesterday.
These things do not happen by chance, Lu-

cilla. We are taken care of when we are not

thinking of it. Mrs. Mortimer is a Christian

lady for whom I have the greatest respect. A
situation to take the superintendence of the

domestic affairs, and to have charge of you,
would be just what would suit her. It must
be a great anxiety to the Doctor to leave you
alone, and without any control, at your age.
You may think the liberty is pleasant at first,

but if you had a Christian friend to watch over

and take care of you What is the matter ?
"

said the Rector, in great alarm. It was only
that the poor widow who was to have charge of

Lucilla, according to his benevolent intention,

looked so like fainting, that Miss Marjoribanks

jumped up from her chair and rang the bell

hastily. It was not Lucilla's way to lose time

about anything ;
she took the poor woman by

the shoulders and all but lifted her to the sofa,

where she was lying down with her bonnet off

when the Rector came to his senses. To de-

scribe the feelings with which Mr. Bury con-

templated this little entr' acte, which was not in

his programme, would be beyond our powers.
He went off humbly and opened the window
when he was told, and tried to find the eau-de-

cologne on the table; while Thomas rushed

down-stairs for water at a pace very unlike his

usual steady rate of progress. As for Lucilla,

she stood by the side of her patient quite self-

possessed, while the Rector looked so foolish.

"She will be all right directly," Miss Marjori-
banks was raying; "luckily she never went

right off. When you don't go right off, lying
down is everything. If there had been any one
to run and get some water she would have got
over it; but luckily I saw it in time." What
possible answer Mr. Bury could make to this, or

how he could go on with his address in sight of

the strange turn things had taken, it would have
been hard to say. Fortunately for the moment,
he did not attempt it, but walked about in dis-

may, and put himself in the draught (with his

rheumatism), and felt dreadfully vexed and

angry with Mrs. Mortimer, who, for her part,
now she had done with fainting, manifested an
inclination to cry, for which Mr. Bury in his

heart could have whipped her, had that mode of

discipline been permitted in the Church of Eng-
land. Lucilla was merciful, but she could not

help taking a little advantage of her victory.
She gave the sufferer a glass of water, and the

eau-de-cologne to keep her from a relapse, and

whispered to her to lie quiet; and then she

came back and took her seat, and begged the

Rector not to stand in the draught.
" I don't think she is strong," said Miss

Marjoribauks, confidentially, when she had wiled
the disconcerted clergyman back to her side,
" her colour changes so ; she never would be able

for what there is to do here, even if papa would
consent to think of it. For my part I affi sure I

should be glad of a little assistance," said Lucilla,
" but I never like to give false hopes, and I don't
think papa would consent

;
she looks nice if she

was not so weak, poor thing! and there are

such quantities of things to be done here
;
but

if you wigh it, Mr. Bury, I will speak to papa," said

Miss Marjorib'anks lifting her eyes, which were
go open and straightforward, to the Rector's face.

To tell the truth, he did not in the least know
what to say, and the chances are he would not
have been half so vexed and angry, nor felt in so
unchristian a disposition with the poor woman on
the sofa, had he meant to do her harm instead of

good.
"
Yes, I should be glad if you wo.uld

mention it to Dr. Marjoribanks," he said, without

very well knowing what he said ; and got up to

shake hands with Lucilla, and then recollected
that he could not leave his protegee behind him,
and hesitated, and did not know what to do.

He was really grateful*without being aware of

it, to Miss Marjoribanks, when once again sho
came to his aid.

'

Please, leave her a little," said Lucilla, "and
I can make acquaintance with her, you know, in

case papa should be disposed to think of it
;

she
must lie still a little till it quite wears off. I

would ask you to stay to lunch if I was not
afraid of wasting your precious time "

Mr. Bury gave a little gasp of indignation, but
he did not say anything. On the whole, even

though smarting under the indignity of being
asked to lunch, as his sister had been, when pro-

bably there might be a repetition of the scene of

yesterday, he was glad to get safely out of the

house, even at the risk of abandoning his enter-

prise. As for a woman in want of a situation,
who had so little common sense as to faint at

such a critical moment, the Rector was dis-

posed to wash his hands of her; for Mr. Bury,
"
like them all," as Lucilla said, was horribly

frightened by a faint when he saw one, and after-

wards pretended to disbelieve in it, and called it

one of the things which a little self-command
could always prevent. When he was gone Miss

Marjoribanks felt the full importance of her vic-

tory ;
and then, though she had not hesitated

to sacrifice this poor woman when it was ne-

cessary to have a victim, that moment was over,
and she had no pleasure in being cruel; on
the contrary, she went and sat by her patient,
and talked, and was very kind to her

;
she made

her lie still and tell her story at her leisure, and
all about it.

"I knew it would hurt your feelings," Miss

Marjoribanks said, candidly,
" but I could not do

anything else and yo*u know it was Mr. Bury's
fault

;
but I am sure, if I can be of any use to you

"
It was thus that Lucilla added, without

knowing it, another complication to her fortunes
;

but then, to be sure, clearsighted as she was, sho

could not see into the future, nor know what was
to come of it. She told the Doctor in the even-

ing with the greatest faithfulness, and described

how Mr. Bury looked, and that she had said she

did not think papa would be disposed to think of

it ; and Dr. Marjoribanks was so much entertained

that he came up-stairs to hear the end, and took

a cup of tea. It was the third night in succession

that the Doctor had taken this step, though it

was against his principles ;
and thus it will be

seen that good came out of evil in a beautifully

distinct and appropriate way ; but, notwithstand-

ing, Miss Marjoribanks, though she had escaped
immediate danger, still felt in her heart the conse-

quences of having made a failure at the beginning
ofher career.
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CHAPTER IX.

IT was not till Miss Marjoribanks had surmount-
ed to a certain extent the vexation caused her

by her unlucky confidence iu Tom, that that un-

happy young man took the step which Lucilla

had so long dreaded, but which she trusted to

her own genius to hinder him from carrying into

'execution. Miss Marjoribanks had extricated

herself so triumphantly from the consequences
of that unhappy commencement of the very
charming luncheons which she gave in after

times, that she had begun to forget the culpa-

bility of her cousin. She had defeated the Hec-

tor in his benevolent intentions, and she had
taken up his protegee just at the moment when
Mr. Bury was most disgusted with the unfor-

tunate woman's weakness. Poor Mrs. MoHi-
mcr, to be sure, had fainted, or been near faint-

ing, at the most inopportune moment, and it was
only natural that the Rector should be annoyed ;

but as for Lucilla, who was always prompt in

her actions, and whose good-nature and liberality
were undoubted, she found her opportunity in

the failure of Mr. Bury's scheme. After the Rec-
tor had gone away, Miss Marjoribanks herself con-

ducted the widow home, and heard all her story;
and by this time Mrs. Mortimer's prospects were

beginning to brighten under the active and effi-

cient patronage of her new friend. This being
the case, Lucilla's good-humour was perfectly

restored, and she had forgiven Tom his mal-

adroitness.
" He cannot help it, you know," she

said privately to old Mrs. Chilcy: "I suppose
. some people are born to do ridiculous things."
And it was indeed as if he had intended to give
a practical illustration of the truth of this con-

clusion that Tom chose the particular moment he
did for driving Miss Marjoribanks to the ex-

tremity of her patience. The upholsterers were
in the house, and indeed had just finished put-

ting up the pictures on the new paper in the

drawing-room (which was green, as Lucilla had
determined it should be, of the most delicate

tint, and looked, as she flattered herself, exactly
like silk hangings) ;

and Mr. Holden himself

waited with a certain complaisance for Miss

Marjoribanks's opinion of the effect. He had no
doubt on the subject himself: but he was

naturally impressed, as most people were, with
that confidence in Lucilla's judgment which so

much facilitates the operations of those persons
who are born to greatness. It was precisely at

this moment that his evil genius persuaded Tom
Marjoribanks to interrupt Thomas, who was car-

rying Mr. Holden's message to his young mis-

tress, and to shut the library door upon the

external world. Lucilla had taken refuge in the

library during the renovation of the drawing-

^room ;
and she was aware that this was Tom's

"last day at Carlingford, and had no intention of

being unkind to him. To tell the truth, she had
at the bottom of her heart a certain regard
and impulse of protection and patronage towards

Tom, of which something might have come had
the unlucky fellow known how to manage. But,
at the same time, Miss Marjoribanks was aware
that things must be approaching a crisis up-
stairs, and was listening intently to the move-
ments overhead, and wondering why she was
not sent for. This was the moment of all others

at which Tom thought fit to claim a hearing ;

and the state of Lucilla's feelings may be easily

imagined when she saw him plant himself by
her side, all trembling, with his face alternately
red and white, and all the signs of a desperate
resolution in his countenance. For the first time
in her life a certain despair took possession of

Miss Marjoribanks's mind. The sounds had sud-

denly ceased up-stairs, as if the artists there

were making a pause to contemplate the effect

of their completed work which indeed was pre-

cisely the case and at the same time nobody
came to call her, important though the occasion

was. She made a last effort to emancipate her-

self before it was too late.
"
Ring, please, Tom," she said

;

" I want to

know if they have finished up-stairs. I am so

sorry you are going away; but you know it is

one of my principles never to neglect my duty.
I am sure they must be waiting for me if you
would only be kind enough to ring."

"Lucilla," said Tom, "you know I would do

anything in the world you liked to tell me
;
but

don't ask me to ring just now: I am going to

leave you, and there is something I must say to

you, Lucilla," said the young man, with agita-
tion. Miss Marjoribanks was seated near the

window, and she had a moral certainty that if

any of the Browns happened to be in that ridi-

culous glass-house where they did their photo-

graphy, they must have a perfectly good view of

her, with Tom in the background, who had

placed himself so as to shut her into the recess

of the window. This, coupled with the evi-

dence of her senses that the workmen up-stairs
had ceased their work, and that a slow footstep

traversing the floor now and then was all that

was audible, drove Lucilla to despair.

"Yes," she said, temporising a little, which
was the only thing she could do, "I am sure I

am sorry; but then, you know, with the house
in such a condition! Next time you come I

shall be able to enjoy your society," said the de-

signing young woman ;

" but at present I am so

busy. It is one of my principles, you know,
that things are never rightly done if the lady
of the house does not- pay proper attention.

They are sure to make some dreadful mistake

up-stairs if I don't look after them. I shall see

you again before you go."

"Lucilla, don't be so cruel !" cried the unlucky
Tom, and he caught her hand though they were
at the window; "do stop a moment and listen

to rne. Lucilla ! what does it matter about fur-

niture and things when a man's heart is burst-

ing?" cried the unfortunate lover; and just at

that moment Miss Marjoribanks could see that the

curtain was drawn aside a little ever so little

in the glass-house. She sat down again with a

sigh, and drew her hand away, and prepared
herself to meet her fate with heroism at least.

" What in the world can you have been doing?"
said Lucilla, innocently;

u
you used always to

tell me, I know, when you got into any difficulty ;

and I am sure if I can be of any use to you,
Tom . But as for furniture and things, they
matter a great deal, I assure you, to people's

happiness ;
and then, you know, it is the object

of my life to be a comfort to dear papa."
When she said this, Miss Marjoribanks settled

herself again in the recess of the window, so that

the Miss Browns could command a full view if

they chose ;
for Lucilla's courage was of the high-
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est order, and nothing, except, perhaps, a stra

tegical necessity of profound importance, would
have moved her to retreat before an enemy. As
for Tom, he was bewildered, to start with, by
this solemn repetition of her great purpose.

" I know how good you are, Lucilla," he said,

with humility; "but then my uncle, you know
I don't think he is a man to appreciate . Oh,
Lucilla ! why should you go and sacrifice to him
the happiness of your life ?"

"Tom," said Miss Marjoribanks, with some

solemnity,
"
I wish you would not talk to me of

happiness. I have always been brought up to

believe that duty was happiness ;
and everybody

has known for a long time that was the object
of my life. As for poor papa, it is the worse for

him if he does not understand
;
but that does not

make any difference to my duty," said the de-

voted daughter. She gave a little sigh as she

spoke, the sigh of a great soul, whose motives
must always remain to some extent unappre-
ciated

;
and the sight of her resignation and

beautiful perseverance overwhelmed her unlucky
suitor

;
for indeed, up to this moment, Lucilla still

entertained the hope of preventing Tom from, as

she herself described it,

"
saying the very words,"

which, to be sure, are awkward words to hear
and to say.

"
Lucilla^ when you are so good to my uncle,

you ought to have a little pity on me," said Tom,
driven to the deepest despondency. "How do

you think I can bear it, to see you getting every-

thing done here, as if you meant to stay all your
life when you know I love you?" said the un-

fortunate young man
;

" when you know I have

always been so fond of you, Lucilla, and always
looked forward to the time

;
and now it is

very hard to see you care so little for me."
<l

Tom," said Miss Marjoribanks, with indignant
surprise,

" how can you say I care little for you ?

you know I was always very fond of you, on the

contrary. I am sure I always stood your friend

at home, whatever happened, and never said a

word when you broke that pretty little pearl

ring I was so fond of, and tore the scarf my
aunt gave me. I wonder, for my part, how you
can be so unkind as to say so. "We have always
been the very best friends in the world," said

Lucilla, with an air of injury.
" I always .said

at school I liked you the best of all my cousins
;

and I am very fond of all my cousins." Miss

Marjoribanks concluded, after a little pause: "It
is so unkind to tell me that I don't care for

you."
Poor Tom groaned within himself as he listen-

ed. He did not know what to answer to Lucil-

la's aggrieved yet frank confession of her fond-

ness. Naturally it would have been much less

displeasing to Tom to understand that she hated

hhn, and never desired to see him any more.
But Miss Marjoribanks was far from entertaining
any such unchristian sentiments. She even be-

gan to forget her anxiety about what was going
on up-stairs in that delightful sense of power and
abundant resources with which she was master-

ing the present difficulty. She reflected in her-
self that though it was excessively annoying to
be thus occupied "at such a moment, still it was
nearly as important to make an end of Tom as to
see that the pictures were hung rightly ; for, to
be sure, it was always easy to return to the lat-

ter subject. Accordingly, she drew her chair a

little nearer to the window, and regarded Tom
with a calm gaze of benevolent interest which
was in perfect accordance with the sentiments
she had just expressed; a look in which a little

gentle reproach was mingled. "I have always
been like a sister to you," said Lucilla; "how
can you be so unkind as to say I don't care ?"

As for the unhappy Tom, he got up, as was
natural, and took a little walk in front of the

table, as a young man in trouble is apt to do.
"You know very well that is not what I mean,
Lucilla," he said, disconsolately. "It is you who
are unkind. I don't know why it is that ladies
are so cruel

;
I am not such a snob as to perse-

cute anybody. But what is the good of pretend-
ing not to know what I mean ?"

"
Tom, listen !" cried Miss Marjoribanks, rising

in her turn
;

"
I feel sure they must have finished.

There is Mr. Holden going through the garden.
And everybody knows that hanging pictures is

just the thing of all others that requires a per-
son of taste. If they have spoiled the room, it

will be all your fault."
"
Oh, for heaven's sake, never mind the room 1"

said Tom. "I never thought you would have
trifled with a man, Lucilla. You know quite
well what I mean

; you know it isn't a a new
thing," said the loVer, beginning to stammer and
get confused. " You know that is what I have
been thinking of all along, as soon as ever I had

anything to live on. I love you, Lucilla
; you

know I love you [ how can you trifle with ine

so?"
"
It is you who are trifling," said Miss Marjo-

ribanks, "especially when you know I have

really something of importance to do. You can
come up-stairs with me if you like. Of course
we all love each other. What is the good of

being relations otherwise ?" said Lucilla, calmly ;

"it is such a natural thing, you know. I sup-
pose it is because you are going away that you
are so affectionate to-day. It is very nice of you,
I am sure: but, Tom, I feel quite certain you have
uot packed your things," Miss Marjoribanks add-

ed, in an admonitory tone.
" Come along with

me up-stairs."
And by this time Lucilla's curiosity was be-

ginning again to get the upper hand. If she only
could have escaped, it would have been impos-
sible for her cousin to have renewed the conver-
sation

;
and luckily he was to leave Carlingford

the same evening ;
but then a man is always an

inconsequent creature, and not to be calculated

on. This time, instead of obeying as usual, Tom
having, s Miss Marjoribanks afterwards de-

scribed (but only in the strictest confidence),
" worked himself up to it" set himself directly
in her way, and seized upon both her hands.

"Lucilla," cried the unlucky fellow, "is it

possible that you really have misunderstood me
all this time? Do you mean to say that you
don't know ? Oh, Lucilla, listen just five minutes.
It isn't because I am your cousin. I wish to

heaven I was not your cousin, but some one you
had never seen before. I mean I want you to

consent to to to marry me, Lucilla. That is

what I mean. I am called to the bar, and I can
work for you, and make a reputation. Lucilla,
listen to what I have got to say."

Miss Marjoribanks left her hands in his with a
calmness which froze poor Tom's heart in his

breast. She did not even take the trouble to
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draw them away. -'Have you gone out of your
senses, Tom?" she asked, in her sensible way;
and she lifted her eyes to the face of the poor

young fellow who was in love, with an inquiring

look, as if she felt a little anxious about him.

"If you have any feeling as if fever was coming
on," said Lucilla,

"
I think you should go up-

stairs and lie down a little till papa comes in.

I heard there had been some cases down about

the canal. I hope it is not the assizes that have
been too much for you." When Miss Marjori-
banks said this, she herself took fast hold of

Tom's hands with a motherly grasp to feel if they
were hot, and looked into his eyes with a cer-

tain serious inspection,, which, under the circum-

stances, poor fellow! was enough to drive him
out of the little rationality he had left.

Tom was so far carried away by his frenzy
that he gave her a little shake in his impatience.
"You are trying to drive me mad, Lucilla!"

cried the young man. " I have got no fever. It

is only you who are driving me out of my senses.

This time you must hear me. I will not let you
go till you have given me an answer. I am
called to the bar, and I have begun my Career,"
said Tom, making a pause for breath. "

I knew

you would have laughed at me when I was de-

pending on my mother; but now all that is

over, Lucilla. I have loved you as long as I

can remember; and I always thought that you
cared for me a little. If you will have me,

there is nothing I could not do," said Tom,
who thoroughly believed what he was saying ;

and if you will not have me. I will not answer
for the consequences. If I go off to India, or if

I go to the bad "

u
Tom," said Lucilla, solemnly, and this time

she drew away her hands,
"

if you ever want to

get married, I think the very best thing you can
do is to go to India. As for marrying just now
at your age, you know you might as well jump
into the sea. You need not be vexed," said

Miss Marjoribanks in her motherly way. .

" I

would not speak so if I was not your best friend,

Tom. As for marrying me, you know it is ridi-

culous. I have not the least intention of marry-

ing anybody. If I had thought of that, I need

never have come home at all. As for your

going to the bad, I am not afraid of that. If

I were to let you carry on with such a ridiculous

idea, I should never forgive myself. It would be

just as sensible to go into a lunatic asylum at

once. It is very lucky for you -that you said this

to me,"- Lucilla went on,
" and not to one of

the girls that think it great fun to be married.

And if I were you, Tom, I would go and pack

my things. You know you are always too late;

and don't jump on your portmanteau and make
such a dreadful noise if it won't shut, but ring
the bell for Thomas. You know we are to dine

at half-past five to-day, to give you time for the

train."

These were the last words Tom Marjoribanks
heard as Lucilla left the room. She ran up to

the drawing-room without losing a minute, and

burst in upon the vacant place where Mr. Hoi-

den had stood so long waiting for her. To be

sure, Miss Marjoribanks's forebodings were so

far fulfilled that the St. Cecilia, which she meant
to have over the piano, was hung quite in the

other corner of the room, by reason of being just
the same size as another picture at the opposite

angle, which the workmen, sternly symmetrical,

thought it necessary to " match." But, after all,

that was a trifling defect. She stood in the mid-
dle of the room, and surveyed the walls, well

pleased, with a heart which kept beating very
steadily in her bosom. On the whole, perhaps,
she was not sorry to have had it out with Tom.
So far as he was personally concerned, Miss

Marjoribanks, being a physician's daughter, had

great faith in the vis medicatrix, and was not
afraid for her cousin's health or his morals, as a
less experienced woman might have been. If

she was angry with anybody, it was with her-

self, who had not taken sufficient precautions to

avoid the explanation.
"
But, after all, every-

thing is for the best," Lucilla said to herself,
with that beautiful confidence which is common
to people who have things their own way ;

and
she devoted her mind to the St. Cecilia, and paid
no more attention to Tom. It was not till more
than an hour after that a succession of dreadful

thumps were not only heard but felt throughout
the house. It was Tom, but he was not doing
any harm to himself. He was not blowing out
his brains or knocking his hoad against the wall
He was only jumping on hi.-; portmanteau, not-

withstanding that Lucilla had warned him against
such a proceeding and in lus state of mind the

jumps were naturally more frantic than usual.

When Lucilla heard it, she rang the bell, and
told Thomas to go and help Mr. Tom with his

packing ;
from which it will be seen that Miss

Marjoribanks bore no grudge against her cousin,

but was disposed to send him forth in friendship
and peace.

CHAPTER X

IT was nearly six weeks after this when all Miss

Marjoribanks's arrangements were completed, and
she was able, with satisfaction to herself, to be-

gin her campaign. It was just before Christmas,
at the time above all others when society has
need of a ruling spirit. For example, Mrs. Chi-

ley expected the Colonel's niece, Mary Chiley,who
had been married about six months before, and
who was not fond of her husband's friends, and
at the same time had no home of her own to go
to, being an orphan. The Colonel had invited

the young couple by way of doing a kind thing,
but he grumbled a little at the necessity, and
had never liked the fellow, he said and then

what were two old people to do to amuse them ?

Then Mrs. Centum had her two eldest boys home
from school, and was driven out of her senses

by the noise and the racket, as she confided to

her visitors.
"

It's all very well to make pretty

pictures about Christmas," said the exasperated
mother,

' but I should like to know how one

can enjoy anything with such a commotion going
on. I get up every morning with a headache,
I assure you ;

and then Mr. Centum expects me
to be cheerful when he comes into dinner

;
men

are so unreasonable. I should like to know
what they would do if they had what we have to

go through : to look after all the servants and

they are always out of their senses at Christ-
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mas and to see that the children don't have

too much pudding, and to support all the noise.

The holidays are the hardest work a poor woman
can have," she concluded with a sigh ;

and when
it is taken into consideration that this particular

Christmas was a wet Christmas, without any
frost or possibility of amusement out of doors,

English matrons in general will not refuse their

sympathy to Mrs. Centum. Mrs. "Woodburn

perhaps was equally to be pitied in a different

way. She had to receive several members of

her husband's family, who were, like Miss Mar-

joribanks, without any sense of humour, and who
stared, and did not in the least understand her

when she "took off" any of her neighbours;
not to say that some of them were Low Church,
and thought the practice sinful. Under these

circumstances it will be readily believed that

the commencement of Lucilla's operations was
looked upon with great interest in Carlingford.
It was so opportune that society forgot its usual

instincts of criticism, and forgave Miss Marjori-
banks for being more enlightened and enterpris-

ing than her neighbours \
and then most people

were very anxious to see the drawing-room, now
it had been restored. This was a privilege how-

ever, not accorded to the crowd. Mrs. Chiley
had seen it under a vow of secrecy, and Mr. Ca-

vendish owned to having made a run up-stairs
one evening after one of Dr. Marjoribanks's little

dinners, when the other convives were in the

library, where Lucilla had erected her temporary
throne. But this clandestine inspection met
with the failure it deserved, for there was no

light in the room except the moonlight, which
made three white blotches on the carpet where
the windows were, burying everything else in

the profoundest darkness
;
and the spy knocked

his foot against something which reduced him
to sudden and well-merited agony. As for Mrs.

Chiley, she was discretion itself, and would say

nothing even to her niece.
" I mean to work her

a footstool in water-lillies, my dear, like the one

I did for you when you were married," the old

lady said
;
and that was the only light she would

throw on the subject.
"
My opinion is that it

must be in crimson," Mrs. Woodburn said,

when she heard this,
'"

for I know your aunt's

water-lillies. "When I see them growing, I al-

ways think of you. It would be quite like

Lucilla Marjoribanks to have it in crimson for

it is a cheerful colour, you know, and quite differ-

ent from the old furniture
;
and that would al-

ways be a comfort to her dear papa." From this

it will be seen that the curiosity of Carlingford
was excited to a lively extent. M

many people
even went so far as to give the Browns a sitting

in their glass-house, with the hope of having

peep at the colour of the hangings at least.

But Miss Marjoribanks was too sensible a wo-
man to leave her virgin drawing-room exposed
to the sun when there was any, and to the

photographers, who were perhaps more danger-
ous. " I think it is blue, for my part," said

Miss Brown, who had got into the habit of

rising early in hopes of finding the Doctor's

household off its guard. "Lucilla was always
a great one for blue

;
she thinks it is becoming

to her complexion ;" which, indeed, as the

readers of this history are aware, was a matter
of fact. As for Miss Marjoribanks, she did her

best to keep up this agreeable mystery. "For

my part, I am fond of neutral tints," she her-

self said, when she was questioned on the sub-

ject ;

"
anybody who knows me can easily guess

my taste. I should have been born a Quaker,
you know, I do so like the drabs and greys,
and all those soft colours. You can have as

much red and green as you like abroad, where
the sun is strong, but here it would be a bad

style," said Lucilla
;
from which the most simple-

minded of her auditors drew the natural conclu-

sion. Thus all the world contemplated with
excitement the first Thursday which was to open
this enchanted chamber to their admiring ej^es.

"Don't expect any regular invitation," Miss

Marjoribanks said.
" I hope you will all come,

or as many of you as can. Papa has always
some men to dinner with him that day, you
know, and it is so dreadfully slow for me with
a heap of men. That is why I fixed on Thurs-

day. I want you to come every week, so it

would be absurd to send an invitation
;

and re-

member it is not a party, only an Evening," said

Lucilla. "I shall wear a white frock high, as

I always do. Now be sure you come."
~

"But we can't all go in high white frocks,"
said Mrs. Chiley's niece, Mary, who, if her

trousseau had been subtracted from the joys of

marriage, would not, poor soull have found

very much left. This intimation dismayed the

bride a little
; for, to be sure, she had decided

which dress she was to wear before Lucilla spoke.
"
But, my dear, you are married," said Miss

Marjoribanks ;

" that makes it quite different
;

come in that pretty pink that is so becoming.
I don't want to have any dowdies, for my part ;

and don't forget that I shall expect you all at

nine o'clock."

When she had said this, Miss Marjoribanks

proceeded on her way, sowing invitations and

gratification round her. She asked the youngest
Miss Brown to bring her music, in recognitior
of her ancient claims as the songstress of so-

ciety in Carlingford; for Lucilla had all that

regard for constituted rights which is so neces-

sary to a revolutionary of the highest class. She

had no desire to shock anybody's prejudices
wound anybody's feelings.

" And she lu

a nice little voice," Lucilla said to herself

with the most friendly and tolerant feelings. Tin

Miss Marjoribanks
"

prepared to establish

kingdom with a benevolence which was all

Utopian, not upon the ruins of other throne

but with the good-will and co-operation of th

lesser powers, who were, to be sure, too feeble

to resist her advance, but whose rights

was quite ready to recognise, and even to

mote, in her own way.
At the same time it is necessary here to ir

cate a certain vague and not disagreeable dan

which appeared to some experienced persons
shadow Lucilla's conquering way. Mr. Cavei

dish, who was a young man of refinement, nc

to say that he had a very nice property,
"

begun to pay attention to Miss Marjoribanks ii

what Mrs. Chiley thought quite a marked wa
To be sure, he could not pretend to the honour <

taking her in to dinner, which was not his pU
being a young man

;
but he did what was ne:

best, and manoeuvred to get the place on her

hand, which, in a party composed chiefly of me

was not difficult to manage. For, to tell th

truth, most of the gentlemen present were
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that special moment more interested in the din-

ner than in Lucilla. And after dinner it was Mr.

Cavendish who was the first to leave the room
;

and to hear the two talking about all the places

they had been to, and all the people they had

met, was as good as a play, Mrs. Chiley said.

Mr. Cavendish confided to Lucilla his opinions

upon things in general, and accepted the reproofs
which she administered (for Miss Marjoribanks
was quite unquestionable in her orthodoxy, and

thought it a duty, as she said, always to speak
with respect of religion) when his sentiments
were too speculative, and said,

" How charming is

divine philosophy 1

"
so as, for the moment, to

dazzle Lucilla herself, who thought it a very pret-

ty compliment. He came to her assistance when
she made tea, and generally fulfilled all the du-

ties which are expected of a man who is paying
attention to a young lady. Old Mrs. Chiley
watched the nascent regard with her kind old

grandmotherly eyes. She calculated over in her
own mind the details of his possessions, so far as

the public was aware of them, and found them on
the whole satisfactory. He had a nice property,
and then he was a very nice, indeed an unex-

ceptionable young man
;
and to add to this, it had

been agreed bitween Colonel Chiley and Mr.

Centum, and several other of the leading people
in Carlingford, that he was the most likely man
to represent the borough when old Mr. Chiltern,

who was always threatening to retire, fulfilled

his promise. Mr. Cavendish had a very hand-

some house a little out of Carlingford, where a

lady would be next thing to a county lady
Indeed quite a county lady, if her husband was
the Member for Carlingford. All these thoughts

passed through Mrs. Chiley's mind, and, as was

natural, in the precious moments after dinner,
were suggested in occasional words of meaning
to the understanding ear of Miss Marjoribanks.

"My dear Lucilla, it is just the position that

would suit you with your talents !

" the old

lady said
;
and Miss Marjoribanks did not say

No. To be sure, she had not at the present mo-
ment the least inclination to get married, as she

truly said; it would, indeed, to tell the truth,
disturb her plans considerably ;

but still, if such
was the intention of Providence, and if it was to

the Member for Carlingford, Lucilla felt that it

was still credible that everything might be for

the best. "But it is a great deal too soon to

think of anything of that sort," Miss Marjori-
banks would reply.

" If I had thought of that,
I need never have come home at all, and es-

pecially when papa has been so good about

everything." Yet for all that she was not un-

gracious to Mr. Cavendish when he came in first

as usual. To marry a man in his position would

not, after all, be deranging her plans to any
serious extent. Indeed, it would, if his hopes
were realised, constitute Lucilla a kind of queen
in Carlingford, and she could not but feel that,

under these circumstances, it might be a kind of

i duty to reconsider her resolution. And thus the

time passed while the drawing-room was under-

going renovation. Mr. Cavendish had been much
tantalised, as he said, by the absence of the piano,
which prevented them from having any music,
and Lucilla had even been tempted into a few
snatches of song, which, to tell the truth, some
of the gentlemen present, especially the Doctor
himself and Colonel Chiley, being old-fashioned,

preferred without the accompaniment. And thus
it was, under the most brilliant auspices, and
with the full confidence of all her future consti-

tuency, that Miss Marjoribanks superintended the

arrangement of the drawing-room on that mo-
mentous Thursday, which was to be the real be-

ginning of her great work in Carlingford.
" My dear, you must leave yourself entirely in

my hands," Lucilla said to Barbara Lake on the

morning of that eventful day. "Don't get impa-
tient. I daresay you don't know many people,
and it may be a little slow for you at first

;
but

everybody has to put up with that, you know, for

a beginning. And, by the by, what are you go-

ing to wear ?"
" I have not thought about it," said Barbara,

who had the painful pride of poverty, aggravated
much by a sense that the comforts of other

people were an injury to her. Poor soul ! she

had been thinking of little else for at least a week

past ;
and then she had not very much choice in

ber wardrobe
;

but her temperament was one
which rejected sympathy, and she thought it

would look best to pretend to be indifferent.

At the same time, she said this with a dull

colour on her cheeks, the colour of irritation
;

and she could not help asking herself why
Lucilla, who was not so handsome as she was,
had the power to array herself in gorgeous appa-
rel, while she, Barbara, had nothing but a white
frock. There are differences even in white frocks,

though the masculine mind may be unaware of

them. Barbara's muslin had been washed six

times, and had a very different air from the vestal

robes of her patroness. To be sure, Lucilla was
not taken in, in the least, by her companion's look

of indifference, and, to tell the truth, would have
been delighted to bestow a pretty dress upon
Barbara, if that had been a possible thing to do.

"There will be no dress," said Miss Marjori-

banks, with solemnity. "I have insisted
'

upon
that. You know it is not a party, it is only an

Evening. A white frock, high tliat is all I mean
to wear

;
and mind you don't lose patience. I shall

keep my eye on you ;
and after the first, I feel sure

you will enjoy yourself. Good-bye for the pre-
sent." Miss Marjoribanks went away to pursue
her preparations, and Barbara proceeded to get out

her dress and examine it. It was as important
to her as all the complicated paraphernalia of the

evening's arrangements were to Lucilla. To be

sure, there were greater interests involved in the

case of the leader
;

but then Barbara was the

soldier of fortune who had to open the oyster
with her sword, and she was feeling the point of

it metaphorically while she pulled out the breadths

of her white dress, and tried to think that they
would not look limp at night ;

and what her sen-

timents lost in breadth, as compared with Lucil-

la's, they gained in intensity, for for anything
she could tell her life might change colour by
means of this Thursday Evening; and such,

indeed, was her hope. Barbara prepared for her

first appearance in Grange Lane, with a mind

wound up to any degree of daring. It did not

occur to her that she required to keep faith with

Miss Marjoribanks in anything except the duet.

For other matters Barbara was quite unscrupu-

lous, for at the bottom she could not but feel that

any one who was kind to her was taking an

unwarrantable liberty. "What right had Lucilla

Marjoribanks to be kind to her ? as if she was
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not as good as Lucilla any day! and though it

might be worth her while to take advantage of

it for the moment, it was still an insult, in its way,
to be avenged if an opportunity ever should arise.

The evening came, as evenings do come

quite indifferently whether people are glad or

sorry; and it was with a calmness which the

other ladies regarded as next to miraculous, that

Miss Marjoribanks took Colonel Chiley's arm to

go to the dining-room. We say the other ladies,

for on this great occasion Mrs. Centum and
Mrs. "Woodburn were both among the dinner-

guests.
" To see her eat her dinner as if she

had nothing on her mind I" Mrs. Centum said in

amazement :
" as for me, though nobody can

blame me if anything goes wrong, I could enjoy

nothing for thinking of it. And I must say I

was disappointed with the dinner,'
1 she added,

with a certain air of satisfaction, in Mrs. "Wood-

burn's ear. It was when they were going up-
stairs and Lucilla was behind with Mrs. Chiley.
" The fuss the men have always made about

these dinners I and except for a few made dishes

that were really nothing, you know, I can't say
/ saw anything particular in it. But as for

Lucilla, I can't think she has any feeling," said

the banker's wife.
"
Oh, my dear, it is because you don't under-

stand," said Mrs. Woodburn. "She is kept up,

you know, by a sense of duty. It is all because
she has set her heart on being a comfort to her
dear papal"

Such, it is true, were the comments that were
made upon the public-spirited young woman
who was doing so much for Carlingford ;

but

then Lucilla only shared the fate of all the great
benefactors of the world. An hour later the

glories of the furniture were veiled and hidden
in a radiant flood of society, embracing all that

was most fair and all that was most distinguished
in Carlingford. No doubt this was a world of

heterogeneous elements
;
but then if there had

not been difficulties, where would have been the

use of Miss Marjoribanks's genius? Mr. Bury
and his sister, who had been unconsciously mol-

lified by the admirable dinner provided for them

down-stairs, found some stray lambs in the as-

sembly who were in need of them, and thus had
the double satisfaction of combining pleasure
with duty ;

and though there were several peo-

ple^ in the room whose lives were a burden to

them in consequence of Mrs. Woodburn's re-

markable gift, even they found it impossible not
to be amused by an occasional representation of
an absent individual, or by the dashing sketch
of Lucilla, which she gave at intervals in her

corner, amid the smothered laughter of the

audience, who were half-ashamed of themselves.
" She is never ill-tempered, you know," the

persons who felt themselves threatened in their

turn said to each other with a certain piteous

resignation ;
and oddly enough it was in general

the most insignificant people about who were
afraid of Mrs. Woodburn. It is needless to say
that such a dread never entered the serene in-

telligence of Miss Marjoribanks, who believed in

herself with a reasonable and steady faith. As
for old Mrs. Chiley, who had so many funny
little ways, and whom the mimic executed to

perfection, she also was quite calm on the sub-

ject.
" You know there is nothing to take off

in me," the old lady would say ;

" I always was

a simple body ;
and then I am old enough to be

all your grandmothers, my dear;" which was a

saying calculated, as Miss Marjoribanks justly
observed, to melt a heart of stone. Then the
Miss Browns had brought their photographs, in
which most people in Grange Lane were carica-

tured hideously, but with such a charming equal-
ity that the most exigeant forgave the wrong to
himself in laughing at his neighbours. Miss
Brown had brought her music too, and sang her
feeble little strain to the applause of her imme-
diate neighbours, and to the delight of those
who were at a distance, and who could talk

louder and flirt more openly under cover of the
music

;
and there were other young ladies who

had also come prepared with a little roll of songs
or "

pieces." Lucilla, with her finger as it were

upon the pulse of the company, let ihem all

exhibit their powers with that enlightened im-

partiality which we have already remarked in

her. When Mr. Cavendish came to her in his

ingratiating way, and asked her how she could

possibly let all the sparrows chirp like that when
the nightingale was present, Miss Marjoribanks
proved herself proof to the flattery. She said,
" Do go away, like a good man, and make your-
self agreeable. There are so few men, you
know, who can flirt in Carlingford. I have

always reckoned upon you as such a valuable
assistant. It is always such an advantage to

have a man who flirts," said Miss Marjoribanks.
This was a sentiment perhaps too large and

enlightened, in the truest sense of the word, to

meet, as it ought to have done, with the applause
of her audience. Most of the persons immediately
surrounding her thought, indeed, that it was a
mere Ion-mot to which Lucilla had given utter-

ance, and laughed accordingly; but it is need-
less to explain that these were persons unable
to understand her genius. All this time she
was keeping her eyes upon a -figure in the cor-

ner of a sofa, which looked as if it was glued
there, and kept staring defiance at the world in

general from under black and level brows.

Lucilla, it is true, had introduced Barbara Lake
in the most flattering way to Mrs. Chiley, and
to some of the young ladies present : but then
she was a stranger, and an intruder into those

regions of the blest, and she could not help feel-

ing so. If her present companions bad not whis-

pered among themselves,
" Miss Lake 1 whal

Miss Lake ? Good gracious ! Lake the drawing-
master's daughter!" she herself would still hav
reminded herself of her humble paternity. Bar-

bara sat as if she could not move from that cor

ner, looking out upon everybody with

eyes, which expressed nothing but defiance, an<

in her own mind making the reflections of bitt

poverty upon the airy pretty figures round her,

in all the variations of that costume which Mis

Marjoribanks had announced as the standard of

dress for the evening. Barbara's muslin, six

times washed, was not more different from the

spotless lightness of all the draperies round her,

than was her air of fright, and at the same time

of defiance, from the gay babble and pleasant
looks of the group which, by a chance combina-

tion, she seemed to form part of. She began
say to herself that she had much better go away,
and that there never could be anything in com-
mon between those frivolous creatures and her,

who was a poorjuan's daughter; and she began
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to get dreadfully exasperated with Lucilla, who
had beguiled her into this scene to make game
of her, as poor Barbara said

; though, so far from

making game of her, nobody took much notice,
after the first unsuccessful attempt at conversa-

tion, of the unfortunate young woman. It was
when she was in this unhappy humour that her

eye fell upon Mr. Cavendish, who was in the act

of making the appeal to Lucilla which we have

already recorded. Barbara had never as yet had
a lover, but she had read an unlimited number
of novels, which came to nearly the same thing,
and she saw at a glance that this was somebody
who resembled the indispensable hero. She
looked at him with a certain fierce interest, and
remembered at that instant how often in books
it is the humble heroine, behind backs, whom
all the young ladies snub, who wins the hero at

the last. And then Miss Marjoribanks, though
she sent him away, smiled benignan tly upon
him. The colour flushed to Barbara's cheeks,
and her eyes, which had grown dull and fixed

between fright and spite, took sudden expression
under her straight brows. An intention, which
was not so much an intention as an instinct,

suddenly sprang into life within her
;
and with-

out knowing, she drew a long breath of eager-
ness and impotence. He was standing quite
near by this time, doing his duty according to

Miss Marjoribanks's orders, and flirting with all

his might ;
and Barbara looked at him just as a

hungry schoolboy might be supposed to look at

a tempting apple just out of his reach. How
was she to get at this suitor of Lucilla's? It

would have given her so pure a delight to tear

down the golden apple, and tread on it, and

trample it to nothing ;
and then it came into her

head that ifmight be good to eat as well.

It was at this moment that Miss Marjoribanks,
who was in six places at once, suddenly touched
Barbara's shoulder. " Come with me a minute

;

I want to show you something," she said loud

out. Barbara, on her side, looked round with a

crimson countenance, feeling that her secret

thoughts must be written in her guilty eyes.
But then these were eyes which could be utterly
destitute of expression when they pleased, though
their owner, at present just at the beginning of

her experience, was not quite aware of the fact.

She stumbled to her feet with all the awkward-
less natural to that form of shyness which her

Draper and her temperament united to produce
her. She did all but put her foot through

tiss Brown's delicate skirt, and she had neither

natural disposition nor the acquired grace
rich can carry off one of those trifling offences

gainst society. Nevertheless, as she stood be-

Lucilla at the piano, the company in general
led a little thrill of curiosity. Who was she ?

girl with splendid black hair, with brows as

as if they had been made with a line, with

itense eyes which looked a little oblique under

lat straight bar of shadow. Her dress was limp,
it she was not such a figure as can be passed
rer even at an evening party; and then her

was a little flushed, and her eyes lit up with

ccitemeut. She seemed to survey everybody
ath that defiant look which was chiefly awk-
wardness and temper, but which looked like pride
when she was standing up at her full height, and
in a conspicuous position, where everybody
could see her. Most people concluded she was

3

an Italian whom Lucilla had picked up some-
where in her travels. As for Mr. Cavendish, he

stopped short altogether in the occupation which
Miss Marjoribanks had allotted to him, and drew
close to the piano. He thought he had seen the
face somewhere under a shabby bonnet in some
by-street of Carlingford, and he was even

sufficiently learned in female apparel to observe
the limpness of her dress.

This preface of curiosity had all been fore-

seen by Miss Marjoribanks, and she paused a

moment, under pretence of selecting her music,
to take the full advantage of it; for Lucilla,
like most persons of elevated aims, was con-
tent to sacrifice herself to the success of her
work

;
and then all at once, before the Car-

lingford people knew what they were doing,
the two voices rose, bursting upon the astonished

community like a sudden revelation. For it

must be remembered that nobody in Carlingford,

except the members of Dr. Marjoribanks's dinner-

party, .had ever heard Lucilla sing, much less

her companion ;
and the account which these

gentlemen had carried home to their wives
had been generally pooh-poohed and put down.
" Mr. Centum never listens to a note if he
can help it," said the banker's wife, "and how
could he know whether she had a nice voice
or not?" which, indeed, was a powerful argu-
ment. But this evening there could be no
mistake about it. The words were arrested on
the very lips of the talkers

;
Mrs. "Woodburu

paused in the midst of doing Lucilla, and, as we
have before said, Mr. Cavendish broke a flirtation

clean off at its most interesting moment. It is

impossible to record what they sang, for those

events, as everybody is aware, happened a good
many years ago, and the chances are that the

present generation has altogether forgotten the
duet which made so extraordinary an impression
on the inhabitants of Grange Lane. The ap-

plause with which the performance was received

reached the length of a perfect ovation. Barbara,
for her part, who was not conscious of having
ever been applauded before, flushed into splendid

crimson, and shone out from under her straight

eyebrows, intoxicated into absolute beauty. As
for Miss Marjoribanks, she took it more calmly.
Lucilla had the advantage of knowing what she

could do, and accordingly she was not surprised
when people found it remarkable. She consent-,

ed, on urgent persuasion, to repeat the last verse

of the duet, but when that was over was smiling-

ly obdurate. "Almost everybody can sing,"

said Miss Marjoribanks, with a magnificent de-

preciation of her own gift.
"
Perhaps Miss

Brown will sing us something ;
but as for me,

you know, I'm the mistress of the house." She
had to go away to attend to her guests, and she

left Barbara still crimson and splendid, triumph-

ing over her limp dr
v
ess and all her disadvantages

by the piano. Fortunately, for that evening
Barbara's pride and her shyness prevented her

from yielding to the repeated demands addressed

to her" by the admiring audience. She said to

Mr. Cavendish, with a disloyalty which that

gentleman thought piquant, that " Miss Marjori-
banks would not be pleased;" and the future

Member for Carlingford thought he could not do

better than obey the injunctions of the mistress

of the feast by a little flirtation with the gifted

unknown. To be sure, Barbara was not gifted
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in talk, and she was still defiant and contradic-

tory; but then her eyes were blazing with

excitement under her- level eyebrows, and she

was as willing to be flirted with as if she had
known a great deal better. And then Mr.

Cavendish had a weakness for a contralto.

"While this little by-play was going on, Lucilla

was moving about, the centre of a perfect tumult
of applause. No more complete success could
be imagined than that of this first Thursday Even-

ing, which was remarkable in the records of

Carlingford ;
and yet perhaps Miss Marjoribanks,

like other conquerors, was destined to build her

victory upon sacrifice. She did not feel any
alarm at the present moment

;
but even if she

had, that would have made no difference to

Lucilla's proceedings. She was not the woman
to shrink from a sacrifice when it was for the

promotion of the great object of her life
;
and

that, as everybody knew who knew Miss Mar-

joribanks, was to be a comfort to her dear

papa.

CHAPTER XT. .

" You have never told us who your unknown
was." said Mr. Cavendish. "I suppose she is

professional. Carlingford could not possibly

possess two such voices in private life."

"Oh, I don't know about two such voices,"
said Miss Marjoribanks;

" her voice suits mine,

you know. It is always a great thing to find

two voices that suit. I never would choose to

have professional singers, for my part. You
have to give yourself up to music when you do
such a thing, and that is not my idea of society.
I am very fond of music," said Lucilla

" ex-

cessively fond of it
;
but then everybody is not

of my opinion and one has to take so many
things into consideration. For people who give
one party in the year it does very well but

then 1 hate parties ;
the only pleasure in society

is, when one's friends come to see one without

any ado."
" In white frocks, high," said Mrs. Woodburn,

who could not help assuming Lucilla's manner
for the moment, even while addressing herself;
but as the possibility of such a lese-majeste did

not even occur to Miss Marjoribanks, she accepted
the observation in good faith.

" Yes
;

I hate a grand toilette when it is only
a meeting of friends," she said "

for the girls,

you know
;
of course you married ladies can

always do what you like. You have your hus-
bands to please," said Lucilla. And this was a
little hard upon her satirist, for, to tell the

truth, that was a particular of domestic duty to

which Mrs. Woodburn did not much devote her-

self, according to the opinion of Grange Lane.
" But about the contralto," said Mr. Cavendish,

who had come to call on Miss Marjoribanks under
his sister's wing, and desired above all things to

keep the peace between the two ladies, as indeed
is a man's duty under such circumstances. " You
are always statesmanlike in your views

;
but I

cannot understand why you let poor little Molly
Brown carry on her chirping when you had such
an astonishing force in reserve. She must have
been covered with confusion, the poor little soul."

"
Nothing of the sort," said Mrs. "Woodburn,

pursuing her favourite occupation as usual.
" She only said,

' Goodness me 1 how high Lucilla

goes I Do you like-that dreadfully high music?'
and made little eyebrows." To be sure, the
mimic made Miss Brown's eyebrows, and spoke
in her voice, so that even Lucilla found it a little

difficult to keep her gravity. But then Miss

Marjoribanks was defended by her mission, and
she felt in her heart that, representing public in-

terest as she did, it was her duty to avoid all

complicity in any attack upon an individual
;

and consequently, to a certain extent, it was her

duty also to put Mrs. Woodburn down.
"
Molly Brown has a very nice little voice,"

said Lucilla, with most disheartening gravity."
I like to hear her sing, for my part the only

thing is that she wants cultivation a little. It

doesn't matter much, you know, whether or not

you have a voice to begin with. It is cultivation

that is the thing," said Miss Marjoribanks, de-

liberately. "I hope you really thought it was a

pleasant evening. Of course everybody said so

to me
;
but then one can never put any faith in

that. I have said it myself ever so many times
when I am sure I did net mean it. For myself,
I don't give any importance to the first evening.

Anybody can do a thing once, you know
;
the

second and the third, and so on that is the real

test. But I hope you thought it pleasant so far

as it went."
" It was a great deal more than pleasant,"

said Mr. Cavendish
;

u and as for your con-

ception of social politics, it is masterly," the
future M.P. added, in a tone which struck Lu-
cilla as very significant ;

not that she cared par-

ticularly about Mr. Cavendish's meaning, but

still, when a young man who intends to go
into Parliament congratulates a young lady
upon her statesmanlike views and her concep-
tion of politics, it must be confessed that it looks
a little particular ;

and then, if that was what
he meant, it was no doubt Lucilla's duty to make
up her mind.

"
Oh, you know, I went through a course of

political economy at Mount Pleasant," she said,

with a laugh ;

" one of the Miss Blounta was
dreadfully strong-minded. I wonder, for my
part, that she did not make me literary ;

but

fortunately I escaped that."
" Heaven be praised 1

"
said Mr. Cavendish.

"I think you ought to be Prime-minister. That

contralto, of yours is charming raw material
;
but

if I were you, I would put her through an ele-

mentary course. She knows how to sing, but

she does not know how to move; and as for

talking, she seems to expect to be insulted. If

you make a pretty-behaved young lady out of

that, you will beat Adam Smith."
"
Oh, I don't know much about Adam Smith,"

said Miss Marjoribanks. "I think Miss Martha

thought him rather old-fashioned. As for poor
Barbara, she is only a little shy, but that will

soon wear off. I don't see what need she has to

talk or to move either, for that matter. I

thought she did very well indeed for a girl who
never goes into society. Was it not clever of me
to find her out the very first day I was in Car-

lingford ? It has always been so difficult to find

a voice that went perfectly with mine."
" For my part, I think it was a great deal

more than clever," said Mr. Cavendish
;

for Mrs.
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Woodburn, finding herself unappreciated, was
silent and making notes. "

It was a stroke of

genius. So her name is Barbara ? I wonder if

it would be indiscreet to ask where Mademoiselle
Barbara comes from, or if she belongs to any-
body, or lives anywhere. My own impression is

that you mean to keep her shut up in a box all

the week through, and produce her only on the

Thursday evenings. I have a weakness for a
fine contralto. If ,ehe had been existing in an

ordinary habitation like other people in Carling-
ford, I should have heard her, or heard of her.

It is clear to me that you keep her shut up in a
box."

"Exactly," said Lucilla, "I don't mean to

tell you anything about her. You may be sure,
now I have found her out, I mean to keep her
for myself. Her box is quite a pretty one, like

what Gulliver had somewhere. It is just time
for lunch, and you are both going to stay, I

hope ;
and there is poor Mary Chiley and her

husband coming through the garden. What a

pity it is he is such a goose 1"
" Yes

;
but you know she never would take

her uncle's advice, my dear," said the incorrigi-
ble mimic, putting on Mrs. Chiley's face-; "and
being an orphan, what could anybody do?
And then she does not get on with his family.

By the way," Mrs. "Woodburn said, falling into

her natural tone, if indeed she could be said to

have a natural tone K I wonder if anybody
ever does get on with her husband's family."
The question was one which was . a little grave
to herself at the moment

;
and this was the

reason why she returned to her identity for

there was no telling how long the Woodburns,
who had come for Christmas, meant to stay.

" I

shall be quite interested to watch you, Lucilla,
when it comes to be your turn, and see how you
manage," she went on, with a keen look at Miss

Marjoribanks ;
and Mr. Cavendish-laughed. He

too looked at her, and Lucilla felt herself in

rather a delicate position; not that she was

agitated, as might have been the case had the

future M.P. for Carlingford
"
engaged her affec-

tions," as she herself would have said. Fortu-

nately these young affections were quite free as

yet ;
but nevertheless, Miss Marjoribanks felt

that the question was a serious one, as coming
from the sister of a gentleman who was undeni-

ably paying her attention. She did not ,in the

least wish to alarm a leading member of a family
into which it was possible she might enter

;
and

then at the same time she intended to reserve

fully all her individual rights.
"I always make it a point never to shock

anybody's prejudices," said Miss Marjoribanks.
"I should do just the same with them as with

other people ;
all you have to do is to show from

the first that you mean to be good friends with

everybody. But then I
' am so lucky, I can

always get on with people," said Lucilla, rising"

to greet the two unfortunates who had come to

Colonel Chiley's to spend a merry Christmas, and
who did not know what to do with themselves.

And then they all went down-stairs and lunched

together very pleasantly. As for Mr. Cavendish,
he was "quite devoted," as poor Mary Chiley

said, with a touch of envy. To be sure, her

trousseau was still in its full glory; but yet life

under the conditions of marriage was not nearly
such fun as it had been when she was a young

lady, and had some one paying attention to

her: and she rather grudged Lucilla that climax
of existence, notwithstanding her own superior

standing and dignity as a married lady. And
Mrs. Woodburn too awoke from her study of the

stupid young husband to remark upon her
brother's behaviour : she had not seen the two
together so often as Mrs. Chiley had done, and

consequently this was the first time that the

thought had occurred to her. She too had been
born " one of the Cavendishes," as it was com-
mon to say in Carlingford, with a certain impos-
ing yet vague grandeur, and she was a little

shockedflike any good sister, at the first idea.

She watched Lucilla's movements and looks with
a quite different kind of attention after this idea
struck her, and made a rapid private calculation

as to who Dr. Marjoribanks's connections were,
and what he would be likely to give his daugh-
ter; so that it is evident that Lucilla did not de-

ceive herself, but that Mr. Cavendish's attentions

must have been marked indeed.

This was the little cloud which arose, as wo
have said, no bigger than a man's hand, over
Miss Marjoribanks's prosperous way. When the
luncheon was over and they had all gone, Lu-
cilla took a few minutes to think it over before
she went out. It was not that she was unduly
flattered by Mr. Cavendish's attentions, as might
have happened to an inexperienced young
woman

;
for Lucilla, with her attractions and

genius, had not reached the mature age of

nineteen without receiving the natural homage
of mankind on several clearly defined occasions.

But then the present case had various features

peculiar .to itself, which prevented Lucilla from

crushing it in the bud, as she had meant to do
with her cousin's ill-fated passion. She had to

consider, in the first place, her mission in Car-

lingford, which was more important than any-

thing else; but though Miss Marjoribanks had
vowed herself to the reorganisation of society in

her native town, she had not by any means
vowed that it was absolutely as Miss Marjori-
banks that she was to accomplish that renova-

tion. And then there was something in the

very idea of being M.P. for Carlingford which
moved the mind of Lucilla. It was a perfectly
ideal position for a woman of her views, and
seemed to offer the very field that was necessary
for her ambition. This was the reason, of all

others, which made her less careful to prevent
Mr. Cavendish from "

saying the words " than

she had been with Tom. To be sure, it would
be a trial to leave the drawing-room after it had

just been furnished so entirely to her liking not

to say to her complexion; but still it was a sac-

rifice which might be made. It was in this way
that Miss Marjoribanks prepared herself for the

possible modifications which circumstances might

impose. She did not make any rash resolution

to resist a change which, on the whole, might

possibly be "
for the best," but prepared herself

to take everything into consideration, and possi-

bly to draw from it a superior good : in short,

she looked upon the matter as a superior mind,
trained in sound principles of political economy,

might be expected to look upon the possible

vicissitudes of fortune, with an enlightened re-

gard to the uses of all things, and to the com-

parative values on either side.

Barbara Lake, as it happened, was out walk-
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ing at the very moment when Miss Marjoribanks
sat down to consider this question. She had

gone to the School of Design to meet Rose, with
an amiability very unusual in her. Rose had
made such progress, after leaving Mount Plea-

sant, under her father's care, and by the help of

that fine feeling for art which has been men-
tioned in the earlier part of this history, that the

charge of the female pupils in the School of De-

sign had been confided to her, with a tiny little

salary, which served Mr. Lake as an excuse for

keeping his favourite little daughter with him.

Nothing could be supposed more unlike Barbara
than her younger sister, who just came up to

her shoulder, and was twice as serviceable and
active and "

nice," according to the testimony of

all the children. Barbara had led her father a
hard life, poor man 1 the time that Rose was at

Mount Pleasant
; .but now that his assistant had

come back again, the poor drawing-master had
recovered all his old spirits. She was just coming
out of the School of Design, with her portfolio
under her arm, when Barbara met her. There
were not many pupils, it is true, but still

there were enough to worry poor Rose, who was
not an imposing personage, and who was daily
wounded by the discovery that after all there

are but a limited number of persons in this

world, especially in the poorer classes of the

community, and under the age of sixteen, who
have a feeling for art. It was utterly incon-

ceivable to the young teacher how her girls
could be so clever as to find "out each a different

way of putting the sublime features of the Bel-

veder Apollo out of the drawing, and she was
still revolving this difficult problem when her

sister joined her. Barbara, for her part, was
occupied with thoughts of a hero much more

interesting than he of Olympus. She was
flushed and eager, and looking very handsome
under her shabby bonnet; and her anxiety to

have a confidant was so great that she made a

dart at Rose, and grasped her by the arm under
which she was carrying her portfolio, to the

great discomposure of the young artist. She

asked, with a little anxiety,
" "What is the

matter ? is there anything wrong at home ?" and
made a rapid movement to get to the other

side.

"Oh, Rose," said Barbara, panting with
haste and agitation,

"
only fancy ;

I have just
seen him. I met him right in front of Masters's,
and he took off his hat to me. I feel in such a

way I can scarcely speak."
" Met who ?" said Rose for she was imper-

fect in her grammar, like most people in a mo-
ment of emergency ;

and besides, she shared to

some extent Miss Marjoribanks's reluctance to

shock the prejudices of society, and was dis-

turbed by the idea that somebody might pass and
see Barbara in her present state of excitement,
and perhaps attribute it to its true cause.
"Oh you stupid little thing!" said Barbara,

giving her " a shake "
by her disengaged arm.

"I tell you, him /the gentleman I met at Lu-
cilla Marjoribanks's. He looked as if he was
quite delighted to see me again ;

and I am sure
he turned round to see where I was going. He
couldn't speak to me, you know, the first time

;

though indeed I shouldn't be the least surprised
if he had followed at a distance, you know,
only to see where I live," said Barbara, turning

round and searching into the distance with her

eager eyes. But there was nobody to be seen
in the street, except some of Rose's pupils linger-

ing along in the sunshine, and very probably ex-

changing similar confidences. Barbara turned
back again with a touch of disappointment.

" I

am quite sure he will find out before long ;
and

don't forget I said so," she added, with a little

nod of her head.
" I don't see what it matters if he found out

directly," said Rose. "
Papa would not let any-

body come to our house that he did not approve
of; and then, you know, he will never have any-
thing to say to people who are patronising. I

don't want to hear any more about your fine gen-
tleman. If you were worried as I am, you would
think much more of getting home than of anybody
bowing to you in the street. One of the gentle-
men from Maryborough House once took off his hat
to me,'' said Rose with a certain solemnity.

" Of
course I was- pleased; but then I knew it was
my design he was thinking of my Honiton

flounce, you know. I suppose this other one
must have thought you had a pretty voice."

This time, however, it was an angry shake that

Barbara gave to her sister.
" I wish you would

not be such a goose," she said
;

" who cares about

your Honiton flounce ? He took off his hat be-

causebecause he admired me, I suppose and
then it was a great deal more than just taking
off his hat. He gave me such a look I Papa
has no sense, though I suppose you will blaze up
when I say so. He ought to think of us a little.

As for patronising, I should soon change that, I

can tell you. But then papa thinks of nothing
but paying his bills and keeping out of debt, as he

says, as if everybody was not in debt
;
and how

do you suppose we are ever to get settled in life ?

It would be far more sensible to spend a little

more, and go into society a little, and do us justice.

Only think all that that old Doctor is doing for

Lucilla
;
and there are four of us when the little

ones grow up," said Barbara, in a tone of injury.
"
I should like to know what papa is thinking of?

If mamma had not died when she did-"

"It was not poor mamma's fault," said Rose.
" I daresay she would have lived if she could
for all our sakes. But then you have always
taken a false view of our position, Barbara. We
are a family of artists,'' said the little mistress of

the School of Design.
"

She had pretty eyes,

very dewy and clear, and they woke up under
the excitement of this proud claim.

" When
pa is appreciated as he deserves, and when
illie has made anawe,"said Rose, with modest

confidence, "things will be different. But the

true strength of our position is that we are a

family of artists. We are everybody's equal,
and we are nobody's equal. We have a rank of

our own. If you would only remember this,

you would not grudge "anytiling to Lucilla Marjo-
ribanks

;
and then I am sure she has been very

kind to you,"
"
Oh, bother 1

"
said the unfeeling Barbara.

" You do nothing but encourage papa with your
nonsense. And I should like to know what right
Lucilla Marjoribanks has to be kind to me ? If I

am not as good as she, it is a very strange thing.
I should never take the trouble to think about
him if it was not that Lucilla believes he is pay-
ing her attention that is the great fun. It

would be delicious to take him from her, and

paW
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make game of her and her kindness. Goodness !

there he is again. I felt sure that he would try-

to find out the house."

And Barbara crimsoned higher than ever, and
held Eose fast by the arm, and called her atten-

tion by the most visible and indeed tangible

signs to the elegant apparition, like any other

underbred young woman. As for Rose, she was
a little gentlewoman born, and had a horror un-

speakable of her sister's bad manners. "When
Mr. Cavendish made a movement as if to ad-

dress Barbara, it was the pretty grey eyes of

Rose lifted to his face with a look of straightfor-
ward surprise and inquiry which made him re-

tire so hastily. He took off his hat again more

respectfully than before, and pursued his walk

along Grove Street, as if he had no ulterior in-

tention in visiting that humble part of the town.
As for Barbara, she held Rose faster than ever,
and almost pinched her arm to move her atten-

tion.
"
I knew he was trying to find out the

house," she said, in an exultant whisper.
" And

Lucilla thinks he is paying her attention 1

" For
to be sure when Miss Marjoribanks took to being
kind to Barbara, she conferred upon the contralto

at the same moment a palpable injury and griev-

ance, which was what the drawing-master's

daughter had been looking for, for several years
of her life. And naturally Lucilla, who was at

this moment thinking it all over under the soft

green shadows from her new hangings, was de-

prived of the light which might have been

thrown on her reflections, had she seen what was

going on in Grove Street. But the conditions of

humanity are such that even a woman of genius
cannot altogether over-step them. And Lucilla

still continued to think that Mr. Cavendish was

paying her attention, which, indeed, was also the

general opinion in Grange Lane.

CHAPTER XII.

THE second of her Thursday evenings found Miss

Marjoribanks, though secure, perhaps more anx-

ious than on the former occasion. The charm of

the first novelty was gone, and Lucilla did not

feel quite sure that her subjects had the 'good

I

sense to recognise all the benefits which she was

going to confer upon them. " It is the second

time that counts," she said in confidence to Mrs.

Chiley.
" Last Thursday they wanted to see the

drawing-room, and they wanted to know what
sort of thing it was to be. Dear Mrs. Chiley, it

is to-night that is the test," said Lucilla, giving a

nervous pressure to her old friend's hand
;
at least

a pressure that would have betokened the exist-

ence of nerves in any one else but Miss Mar-

joribanks, whose magnificent organisation was

beyond any suspicion of such weakness. But,

nevertheless, Mrs. Chiley, who watched her with

grandmotherly interest, was comforted to per-

ceive that Lucilla, as on the former occasion, had

strength of mind to eat her dinner.
" She wants

a little support, poor dear," the old lady said in

her heart
;

for she was a kinder critic than the

younger matrons, who felt instinctively that Miss

Marjoribanks was doing what they ought to have

done. She took her favourite's arm in hers as

they went up-stairs, and gave Mr. Cavendish
a kindly nod as he opened the door for them.
" He will come and give you his assistance as

soon as ever he can get away from the gentle-

men," said Mrs. Chiley, in her consolatory tone
;"

but, good gracious, Lucilla, what is the mat-
ter ?" The cause of this exclamation was a uni-

versal hum and rustle as of many dresses and

many voices; and, to tell the truth, when Miss

Marjoribanks and her companion reached the top
of the stairs, they found themselves lost in a

laughing crowd, which had taken refuge on the

lauding. "There is no room, Lucilla, Lucilla.

everybody in Carlingford is here. Do make a

little room for us in the drawing-room," cried

this overplus of society. If there was an envi-

able woman in Carlingford at that moment, it

certainly was Miss Marjoribanks, standing on the

top of her own stairs, scarcely able to penetrate

through the throng of her guests. Her self-pos-
session did not forsake her at this supreme mo-
ment. She grasped Mrs. Chiley once again with
a little significant gesture which pleased the old

lady, for she could not but feel that she was
Lucilla's only confidante in her brilliant but peril-
ous undertaking.

"
They will not be- able to get

in when they come up-stairs," said Miss Marjori-
banks

;
and whether the faint inflection in her

voice meant exultation or disappointment, her
old friend could not make up her mind. But the

scene changed when the rightful sovereign en-

tered the gay but disorganised dominion where
her subjects attended her. Before any one knew
how it was done, Miss Marjoribanks had re-estab-

lished order, and, what was still more important,
made room. She said, "You girls have no busi-

ness to get into corners. The corners are for the

people that can talk. It is one of my principles

always to flirt in the middle of the company,"
said Lucilla

;
and again, as happened so often,

ignorant people laughed and thought it a bon-mot.

But it is needless to inform the more intelligent

persons who understand Miss Marjoribanks, that

it was by no means a bon-mot, but expressed
Lucilla's convictions with the utmost sincerity.

Thus it happened that the second Thursday was
more brilliant and infinitely more gratifying than

the first had been. For one thing, she felt sure

that it was not to see the new furniture nor to

criticise this new sort of entertainment, but with

the sincerest intention of enjoying themselves,

that all the people had come
;
and there are mo-

ments when the egotism of the public conveys
the highest compliment that can be paid to the

great minds which take in hand to rule and

to amuse it. The only drawback was, that Bar-

bara Lake did not show the same modesty and

reticence as on the former occasion. Far from

being sensibly silent, which she had been so pru-

dent as to be on Miss Marjoribanks's first Thurs-

day, she forgot herself so far as to occupy a great

deal of Mr. Cavendish's valuable time, which he

might have employed much more usefully. She

not only sang by herself when he asked her.

having brought some music with her unseen by
Lucilla, but she kept sitting upon the stool be-

fore the piano ever so long afterwards, detaining

him, and, as Miss Marjoribanks had very little

doubt, making an exhibition of herself
;

for the

fact was, that Barbara, having received one good

gift from nature, had been refused the other, and

could not talk. When Lucilla, arrested in the
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midst of her many occupations, heard her prote-

gee's voice rising alone, she stopped quite short

with an anxiety which it was touching to be-

hold. It was not the jealousy of a rival can-

tatrice which inspired Miss.Marjoribanks's coun-

tenance, but the far broader and grander anxiety
of an accomplished statesman, who sees a rash

and untrained hand meddling with his most deli-

cate machinery. Lucilla ignored everything for

the moment her own voice, and Mr. Cavendish's

attentions, and every merely secondary and per-
sonal emotion. All these details were swallowed

up in the fear that Barbara would not acquit her-

self as it was necessary for the credit of the

house that she should acquit herself; that she

should not sing well enough, or that she should

sing too much. Once more Miss Marjoribanks

put her finger upon the pulse of the community
as she and they listened together. Fortunately,

things went so far well that Barbara sang her

very best, and kept up her prestige : but it was
different in the second particular; for, unluckily,
the contralto knew a great many songs, and
showed no inclination to stop. Nothing remained
for it but a bold coup, which Lucilla executed

with all her natural coolness and talent. "My
dear Barbara," she said, putting her hands on the

singer's shoulders as she finished her strain,

"that is enough for to-night. Mr. Cavendish

will take you down-stairs and get you a cup of

tea
;

for you know there is no room to-night
to serve it up-stairs." Thus Miss Marjoribanks

proved herself capable of preferring her great
work to her personal sentiments, which is ge-

nerally considered next to impossible for a wo-
man. She did what perhaps nobody else in

the room was capable of doing: she sent away
the gentleman who was paying attention to her,

in company with the girl who was paying atten-

tion to him
;
and at that moment, as was usual

when she was excited, Barbara was splendid,
with her crimson cheeks, and the eyes blazing
out from under her level eyebrows. This Miss

Marjoribanks did, not in ignorance, but with a

perfect sense of what she was about. It was the

only way of preventing her Evening from losing
its 'distinctive character. It was the Lamp of

sacrifice which Lucilla had now to employ, and
she proved herself capable of the exertion. But
it would be hopeless to attempt to describe the

indignation of old Mrs. Chiley, or the unmitigated
amazement of the company in general, which
was conscious at the same time that Mr. Caven-
dish was paying attention to Miss Marjoribanks,
and that he had been flirting in an inexcusable

manner with Miss Lake. " My dear, I would
have nothing to do with that bold girl," Mrs.

Chiley said in Lucilla's ear.
" I will go down

and look after them if you like. A girl like that

always leads tho gentlemen astray, you know.
Tnever liked the looks of her. Let me go down-
stairs and look after them, my dear. I am sure

I want a cup of tea."

"You shall have a cup of tea, dear Mrs.

Chiley," said Miss Marjoribanks "some of them
will bring you one

;
but I can't let you take any

trouble about Barbara. She had to be stopped,

you know, or she would have turned us into a

musical party ;
and as for Mr. Cavendish, he is

the best assistant I have. There are so few men
in Carlmgford who can flirt," said Lucilla, regret-

fully. Her eyes fell as she spoke upon young

Osmond Brown, who was actually at that mo-
ment talking to Mr. Bury's curate, with a disre-

gard of his social duties painful to contemplate.
Poor Osmond started when he met Miss Marjori-
bank's reproachful eye.

" But then I don't know how," said the discon-

certed youth, and he blushed, poor boy, being
only eighteen, and- not much more than a school-

boy. As for Lucilla, who had no intention of

putting up with that sort of thing, she sent off the

curate summarily for Mrs. Chiley's cup of tea.
" I did not mean you, my dear Osy," she said,

in her motherly tone. When you are a little

older we shall see what you can do
;
but you

are not at all disagreeable for a boy," she added,

encouragingly, and took Osmond's arm as she

made her progress down the room with an indul-

gence worthy of her maturer years ;
and even

Mrs. Centum and Mrs. Woodburn and the Miss

Browns, who were, in a manner, Lucilla's natural

rivals, could not but be impressed with this evi-

dence of her powers. They were like the Tuscan

chivalry in the ballad, who could scarce forbear a

cheer at the sight of their opponent's prowess.

Perhaps nothing that she could have done would
have so clearly demonstrated the superiority of

her genius to her female audience as that bold

step of stopping the music, which began to be too

much, by sending off the singer down-stairs,
under charge of Mr. Cavendish. To be sure the

men did not even find out what it was that awoke
the ladies' attention

; but, then, in delicate mat-

ters of social politics, one never expects to be un-

derstood by them.

Barbara Lake, as was to be expected, took a

very long time over her cup of tea
;
and even

when she returned up-stairs she made another

pause on the landing, which was still kept posses-
sion of by a lively stream of young people coming
and going. Barbara had very little experience,
and she was weak enough to believe that Mr.

Cavendish lingered there to have a little more of

her society all to himself
;
but to tell the truth,

his sentiments were of a very different description.
For 'by this time it must be owned that Barbara's

admirer began to feel a little ashamed of himself.

He could not but be conscious of Lucilla's magna-
nimity ;

and at the same time, he was very well

aware that his return with his present companion
would be watched and noted and made the sub-

ject of comment a great deal more amusing than

agreeable. When he did take~Barbara in at last,

it was with a discomfited air which tickled the

spectators beyond measure. And as his evil luck

would have it, notwithstanding the long" pause
he had made on the landing, to watch his oppor-

tunity of entering unobserved, Miss Marjoribanks
was the first to encounter the returning couple.

They met full in the face, a few paces from the

door exactly, as Mrs. Chiley said, as if it had
been Mr. and Mrs. Cavendish on their wedding
visit, and the lady of the house had gone to meet

them. As for the unfortunate gentleman, he

could not have looked more utterly disconcerted.

and guilty if he had been convicted of putting
the spoons in his pocket, or of having designs

upon the silver tea-service. He found a seat for

his companion with all the haste possible; and

instead of lingering by her side, as she had antici-

pated, made off on the instant, and hid himself

like a criminal in the dark depths of a group of

men who were talking together near the door.
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These were men who were hopeless, and good for

nothing but to talk to each other, and whom
Miss Marjoribanks tolerated in her drawing-room
partly because their wives, with an excusable

weakness, insisted on bringing them, and partly
because they made a foil to the brighter part of
the company, and served as a butt when anybody
wanted to be witty. As for Lucilla, she made
no effort to recall the truant from the ranks of the
Incurables. It was the only vengeance she took

upon his desertionr When he came to take leave
of her, she was standing with her hand in that of
Mrs. Chiley, who was also going away.

" I con-
fess I was a little nervous this evening," Miss

Marjoribanks was saying.
" You know it is

always the second that is the test. But I think,
on the whole, it has gone off very well. Mr.
Cavendish, you promised to tell me the truth

;

for you know I have great confidence in your
judgment. Tell me sincerely, do you think it

has been a pleasant evening?" Lucilla said, with
a beautiful earnestness, looking him in the face.

The guilty individual to whom this question
was addressed felt disposed to sink into the

earth, if the earth, in the shape of Mr. Holden's
beautiful new carpet, would but have opened to

receive him
; but, after all, that was perhaps not

a thing to be desired under the circumstances.
Mr. Cavendish, however, was a man of resources,
and not disposed to give up the contest with-
out striking a blow in his own defence.

"Not so pleasant as last Thursday," he said.

"I am not fit to be a lady's adviser, for I am
too sincere; but I incline to think it is the
third that is the test," said the future M.P.

;

and Lucilla made him, as Mrs. Chiley remarked,
the most beautiful curtsy; but then nothing
could be more delightful than the manner in

which that dear girl behaved through the whole
affair.

"If everybody would only help me as you
do I" said Miss Marjoribanks.

"
Good-night ;

I

am so sorry you have not enjoyed yourself.
But then it is such a consolation to meet with

people that are sincere. And I think, on the

whoie, it has gone off very well for the second,"
said Lucilla, "though I say it that should not

say it." The fact was, it had gone off so well
that the house could hardly be. cleared of the
amiable and satisfied guests. A series of the
most enthusiastic compliments were paid to Lu-
cilla as she stood in state in the middle of the

room, and bade everybody good-bye. ''Next

Thursday," she said, with the benevolent grace of

an acknowledged sovereign. And when they
were all gone, Miss Marjoribanks's reflections,
as she stood alone in the centre of her domains,
were of a nature very different from the usual

reflections which the giver of a feast is supposed
to make when all is over. But then as everybody
is aware, it was not a selfish desire for personal
pleasure, nor any scheme of worldly ambition,
which moved the mind of Lucilla. With such
motives it is only natural that the conclusion,
" All is vanity," should occur to the weary en-

tertainer in the midst of his withered flowers

and extinguished lights. Such ideas had nothing
in common with the enlightened conceptions of

Miss Marjoribanks. Perhaps it would be false

to say that she had suffered in the course of

this second Thursday, or that a superior intel-

ligence like Lucilla's could permit itself to feel

any jealousy of Barbara Lake
;
but it would be

vain to deny that she had been surprised.
And any one who knows Miss Marjoribanks
will acknowledge that a great deal was implied
in that confession. But then she had triumphed
over the weakness, and triumphantly proved that
her estimate of the importance of her work went
far beyond the influence of mere personal feeling.
In these circumstances Lucilla could contemplate
her withered flowers with perfect calmness, with-
out any thought that all was vanity. But then
the fact was, Miss Marjoribanks was accomplish-
ing a great public duty, and at the same time
had the unspeakable consolation of knowing
that she had proved herself a comfort to her
dear papa. To be sure the Doctor, after look-

ing on for a little with a half-amused conscious-
ness that his own assistance was totally unneces-

sary, had gradually veered into a corner, and
from thence had finally managed to escape down-
stairs to his beloved library. But then the sense
of security and tranquillity with which he esta-

blished himself at the fire, undisturbed by the gay
storm that ranged outside, gave a certain charm
to his retirement. He rubbed his hands and lis-

tened, as a man listens to the wind howling out-

of-doors, when he is in shelter and comfort. So
that, after all, Lucilla'a sensation of having ac-

complished her filial duties in the most effective

manner was to a certain extent justified, while at

the same time it is quite certain that nobody
missed Dr. Marjoribanks from the pleasant as-

sembly up-stairs.

CHAPTER XIII.

IT was thus that the reign of Miss Marjoribanks
became gradually established and confirmed in

Carlingford. It would be unnecessary to enter

into detail, or to redouble instances of that sin-

gular genius which made itself so fully felt to the

farthest limits of society, and which even indeed
extended those limits miraculously beyond the

magic circle of Grange Lane. Lucilla's powers
beguiled not Only the Powells and Sir John Rich-

mond's family, who were, as everybody knows,

fully entitled to be called county people, and
came only on the Thursdays when there was

moonlight to light them home, which was not so

much to be wondered at, since county society in

those parts was unusually heavy at that period ;

but even, what was more extraordinary, Miss

Marjoribanks made* a lodgment in the enemy's

country on the other side, and made a capture,
of all people m the world, of John Brown, who
lived in his father's big old house at the town end
of George Street, and had always laughed in his

cynical way at the pretensions of Grange Lane.

But then Lucilla had, as all the ladies admitted,
an influence over "the gentlemen," of which,
as was natural, they were slightly contemptuous,
even if perhaps envious, to some extent, of the

gift. For, to be sure, everybody knows that It

requires so little to satisfy the gentlemen, if a

woman will only give her mind to it. As for

Miss Marjoribanks herself, she confessed frankly
that she did her best to please Them.

" For you

know, after all, in Carlingford one is obliged to
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take them into consideration," she said, with a

natural apology.
" So many of you poor dear

people have to go where they like, and see the

people they want you to see," Miss Marjoribanks
added, fluttering her maiden plumes with a cer-

tain disdainful pity in the very eyes of Mrs. Cen-

tum and Mrs. Woodburn, who were well aware,
both of them, at the bottom of their hearts, that

but for Dr. Marjoribanks's dinners, their selfish

mates would find infinite objections to the Thurs-

day evening, which was now an institution in

Carlingford. And Lucilla knew it just as well as

they did, which gave a certain sense of conde-
scension and superiority to her frankness. " I

never pretend I don't try to please them," Miss

Marjoribanks said
;
and the matrons found them-

selves worsted as usual
; for,, to be sure, it was

not for Them, but for the good of the community
in general, that Lucilla exerted herself so success-

fully. Nothing indeed could have proved more

completely the disinterested character of Miss

Marjoribanks's proceedings than her behaviour
in respect to Mr. Cavendish, which filled every-

body with admiration. After the bold and de-

cisive action taken by Lucilla on the first occa-

sion when the flirtation between him and Bar-
bara Lake became apparent, the misguided young
man returned to a better frame of mind; perhaps
out of admiration for her magnanimity, perhaps
attracted by her indifference, as is the known
and ascertained weakness of the gentlemen. And
perhaps also Mr. Cavendish was ashamed of him-

self, as, in Mrs. Chiley's opinion at least, he had
so much reason to be. Anyhow, whatever the

cause, he behaved himself with the profoundest
decorum for several Thursdays in succession,
and treated the contralto with such overwhelm-

ing politeness as reduced poor Barbara out of

her momentary exultation into the depths of

humiliation and despair. Mr. Cavendish was
Lucilla's right hand for that short but virtuous

period, and fully justified Miss Marjoribanks's

opinion, which was founded at once upon reflec-

tion and experience, that to have a man who can
flirt is next thing to indispensable to a leader of

society; that is to say, if he is under efficient dis-

cipline, and capable of carrying out a grand con-

ception. Everything went on delightfully so long
as this interval lasted, and Lucilla herself did not
disdain to recompense her faithful assistant by
bestowing upon him various little privileges, such
as naturally appertain to a subject whose place
is on the steps of the throne. She took him into

her confidence, and made him to a certain extent
a party to her large and philanthropic projects,
and even now and then accepted a suggestion
from him with that -true candour and modesty
which so often accompany administrative genius.
While this continued, kind old Mrs. Chiley kept
caressing -them both in her old-womanly way.
She even went so far as to call Mr. Cavendish
"
my dear," as if he had been a grandson of her

own, and took her afternoon drive in her little

brougham past his house with a genial sense of

prospective property through Lucilla, which was
wonderfully pleasant. To be sure there was not

very much known in Carlingford about his con-
nections

;
but then everybody was aware that he

was one of the Cavendishes, and the people who
are not content with that must be hard indeed
to please. As for Mrs. Woodburn, ghe, it was
true, continued to "take off" Miss Marjoribanks;

but then, as Mrs. Chiley justly remarked, she was
a woman who would take off the Archbishop of

Canterbury or the Virgin Mary, if she had the

opportunity ;
and there was no fear but Lucilla,

if once married, would soon bring her to her

senses; and then Mr. Chiltern grew more and
more feeble, and was scarcely once in a fortnight
in his place in Parliament, which was a sacrifice

of the interests of the borough dreadful to con-

template. And thus it was in the interests of

Lucilla, notwithstanding that ladies are not eli-

gible for election under such circumstances, that

Mrs. Chiley carried on a quiet little canvass for

the future 'M. P.

All this lasted, alas! only too short a time.

After a while the level eyebrows and flashing

eyes and magnificent contralto of Barbara Lake

began to reassert their ancient power. Whatever

may be the predisposition of the Cavendishes in

general, this particular member of the race was
unable to resist these influences. Barbara had

managed to persuade Rose to persuade her father

that it was necessary for her to have a new dress
;

and Mr. Lake was more persuadable than usual,

being naturally pleased to be complimented,
when he went to give his lessons, on his daugh-
ter's beautiful voice. "Her talent has taken
another development from ours" he said, with
his little air of dignity, "but still she has the

artist temperament. All my children have been

brought up to love the beautiful;" and this argu-
ment had, of course, all the more effect upon him
when repeated by his favourite daughter. "And
then Barbara has such a noble head," said Rose;
"when nobody is looking at her she always
makes a fine composition. To be sure, when she

is observed she gets awkward, and puts herself

out of drawing; but that is not to be wondered
at. I don t want her to be fine, or to imitate

the Grange Lane people; but then, you know,

papa, you always say that we have a rank of our

own, being a family of artists," said Rose, holding

up her little head with a pretty arrogance which

delighted the father both in a paternal and a pro-
fessional point of view. " If one could only have
made a study of her at that moment," he said to

himself, regretfully; and he consented to Bar-

bara's dress. As for the contralto, whose sen-'

timents were very different from those of her

father and sister, she watched over the making
of the robe thus procured with a certain jealous
care which nobody unacquainted with the habits

of a family of artists could understand. Barba-

ra's talent was not sufficiently developed to per-
mit of her making the dress herself; but she

knew already by sad experience that Rose's

views of what was picturesque in costume were

peculiar, and not always successful. And then

it was only a new dress to Rose, whereas to

Barbara it was a supreme effort of passion and
ambition and jealousy and wounded amour

propre. Mr. Cavendish had paid a great deal of

attention to her, and she had naturally enter

tained dreams of the wildest and most magnifi-
cent character of riding in her carriage, as she

would herself have said, and dressing as nobody
else dressed in Carlingford, and becoming the

great lady of the town, and eclipsing utterly
Lucilla Marjoribanks, who had been so imperti-
nent as to patronise her. Such had been Barba-

ra's delicious dreams for a whole fortnight ;
and

then Mr. Cavendish, who had taken her up, put
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her down again, and went away from her side,
and delivered himself over, heart and soul, to

the service of Lucilla. Barbara had no intellect

to speak of, but she had what she called a heart

that is to say, a vital centre, formed by pas-

sions, all of which were set in motion by thaj
intense force of self-regard which belongs to

some of the lower organisations. Thus she ar-

rayed herself, not in simple muslin, but in all the

power of fascination which a strong will and
fixed purpose can add to beauty. And in her

excitement, and with the sense she had that this

was her opportunity, and that advancement and

grandeur depended upon the result of her night's

work, her level eyebrows, and flushing cheeks,
and black intense eyes, rose almost into positive

beauty. There was nobody in the room to com-

pare with her when she stood up to sing on that

memorable evening. The Miss Browns, for ex-

ample, were very pretty, especially Lydia, who
was afterwards married to young Richmond, Sir

John's eldest son; and they were much nicer

girls, and far more engaging than Barbara Lake,
who was not even a lady, Mrs. Chiley said.

But then her determination, though it was a poor

enough thing in itself, gave a certain glow and

passion to her coarser beauty which it would-

have been very difficult to explain. "When she

stood up to sing, the whole room was struck

with her appearance. She had her new dress

on, and though it was only white muslin like

other people's, it gave her the air of a priestess

inspired by so'me approaching crisis, and sweep-

ing forward upon the victim who was ready
to be sacrificed. And yet the victim that

night was far from being ready for the sacrifice.

On the contrary, he had been thinking it all

over, and had concluded that prudence and every
other reasonable sentiment pronounced on the

other side, and that in many ways it would be a

very good thing for him if he could persuade
Miss Marjoribanks to preside over and share his

fortunes. He had made up his mind to this with

all the more certainty that he was a man habitu-

ally prone to run otf after everything that at-

tracted him, in direct opposition to prudence
an inclination which he shared with his sister,

who, as everybody knew, had ruined poor Mr.

Woodburn's fortunes by
"
taking off" before his

very face the only rich uncle in the Woodburu

family. Mr. Cavendish, with this wise resolution

his mind, stood up in the very path of the con-

Ito as she followed Miss Marjoribanks to the

o, and, confident in his determination, even

owed himself to meet her eye which was

to say the least of it. Barbara flashed

pon him as she passed a blaze of intense oblique

tning from under her level brows or per-

ps it was only that straight black line which

it look oblique and then went on to her

ce. The result was such as might have been

ticipated from the character of the man
;
and

deed from that hour the history of his perver-

sion could be clearly traced by the interested

spectators. Barbara was in richer voice than

ever before, and all but obliterated even Lucilla,

though she too was singing her best
;
and thus

poor" Mr. Cavendish again fell into the suare.

That very night the flirtation, which had already

created so much talk, was resumed with more

energy than ever
;
and Barbara took Miss Mar-

joribanks's place at the piano, and sang song

after song in a kind of intoxication of triumph.
This, to be sure, was visible only to a small por-
tion of the guests who crowded Lucilla's draw-

ing-room. But the result was soon so visible

that all Carlingford became aware of it. To be

sure, the hero wavered so much that the excite-

ment was kept up for many weeks; but still

from the first nobody could have any reasonable
doubt as to how it was to end.

And it was while this process of seduction was
going on that the character of Miss Marjoribanks
revealed itself in all its native grandeur. Lucilla

had various kind friends round her to advise her,
and especially old Mrs. Chiley, whose indigna-
tion went beyond all bounds. " My dear, I

would never let her enter my door again
never !

"
cried the old lady ;

" I told you long
ago I never could bear her looks you know I

warned you, Lucilla. As for her singing, what
does it matter? You have a much prettier
voice than she has: everybody knows that a

soprano is perfect by itself, but a contralto is

only a second'
1 Mrs. Chiley said, with mingled

wrath and satisfaction ;

"
and, my dear, I should

never let her enter my house again, if it was me."
" Dear Mrs. Chiley," said Lucilla, who was

now, as usual, equal to the occasion, "it is so

nice of you to be vexed. You know I would
do anything to please you ; but, after all, there

are thousands and thousands of gentlemen, and
it is not so.easy to find a voice that goes with

mine. All my masters always said it was a quite

peculiar second I wanted
;
and suppose Barbara

is foolish, that is not to say I should forget my
duties," Miss Marjoribanks added, with a certain

solemnity; "and then, you know, she has no
mother to keep her right."
"And neither have you, my poor dear," said

Mrs. Chiley, kissing her protegee. As for Lucilla,

she accepted the kiss, but repressed the enthusi-

asm of partisanship with which her cause was

being maintained.
" I have you,"' she said, with artless grati-

tude; "and then I am different," added Lucilla.

Nothing but modesty of the most delicate de-

scription could have expressed the fact with such

a fine reticence. No doubt Miss Marjoribanks
was different

;
and she proved her superiority, if

anybody could have doubted it, by the most

beautiful behaviour. She took no more notice

of the unprincipled flirtation thus set agoing
under her very eyes, than if Mr. Cavendish and

Barbara Lake had been two figures in ginger-

bread. So far as anybody knew, not even a

flying female shaft fiom Lucilla's bow, one of

those dainty projectiles which the best of women
cast forth by times, had ever been directed

against the ungrateful young person who had

made so unprincipled a use of her admittance

into Grange Lane
;
and the faithless gallant had

not even the gratification of feeling that Lucilla

was " cool" to him. Whether this singular self-

denial cost Miss Marjoribanks any acute suffer-

ings, to be sure, nobody could tell, but Mrs.

Chiley still marked witli satisfaction that Lu-

cilla, poor dear, was able to eat her dinner," of

which she had so much need to support her

strength; and after she had eaten her dinner

Miss Majoribanks would go up-stairs and show
herself just as usual. She was in perfect voice,

and neither lost her colour, nor grew thin, nor

showed any of those external signs of a disap-
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pointment ia love with which most people are

familiar. "It might have been different, you
know, if my affections had been engaged," she

said to her "sole and sympathizing counsellor;
and Mrs. Chiley, who had had a great deal of

experience hi girls, became more and more of

opinion that such sense was all but superhuman.
Meantime the tide of public opinion ran very
high in Carlingford against Mr. Cavendish, who
had been so popular a little while before. If it

had been one of the Miss Browns, or a niece of

the Colonel's, or indeed anybody in Grange
Lane, people might have passed over it but one
of Mr. Lake the drawing-master's daughters 1

The only person indifferent was Mrs. Wood-

burn, who ought to have known better
;
but then

she was thoughtless, like her brother, and

thought it all the better, on the whole, that he

should transfer those atteutions which he had
been paying to Miss Marjoribanks, and which
in that quarter must have come to something, to

a little harmless amusement with Barbara, who,
after all, was very handsome, and had by times

a little air of obdurate stupidity which captivated
the mimic. As for anything coming of that,

Mrs. Woodburn rejected the idea with a sim-

plicity which was perfectly consistent with her

insight into other people's weaknesses. - She
could put on Barbara's stolid defiant look, and
even make her eyebrows square, and give some-

thing of an oblique gleam to her eyes, with the

most perfect skill and mastery of the character,
and at the same time be just as stolid as Barbara in

respect to what was going on at her very hand,
and to the consequences which must follow. She
did not want her brother to marry Miss Marjori-

banks, and yet she could not have said a word

against so unexceptionable a match
;
and accord-

ingly it was quite a satisfaction to her to see him
turned aside in so perfectly legitimate a manner.
She added to her repertory a sketch of Barbara,
at the moment when, yielding to Mr. Cavendish's

entreaties, she seated herself at the piano
"
for

just one song;" and being perfectly successful in

the representation, Mrs. Woodburn took no fur-

ther care about the matter. To be sure, the

hero was sufficiently experienced in such matters
to know how to get out of it when it should
be the proper time.

Thus the affair progressed which was to have
far more serious consequences than those thought-
less persons dreamed of. Barbara ascended again
to the heights of exultation and enchantment.

Perhaps she was even a little in love
; for, after

all, she was young, and grateful to the man
who thus distinguished her from the world. Yet,
on the whole, it is to be feared that his house
and his position in society, and -the prospect of

unlimited millinery, were more to her than Mr.
Cavendish. All these details were not perhaps
contemplated by himself as he devoted himself
to the handsome contralto. He had not begun
to dream, as Barbara had done for a long time,
of the wedding breakfast and the orange blos-

soms, or even of furnishing a new drawing-room
handsomer than Miss Alarjoribanks's, and giving
parties which should be real parties and not
mere Thursdays. None of these imaginations
occupied Mr. Cavendish as he followed Barbara's

plowing cheeks and flashing eyes to his undoing.
Hut then if he did not mean it she meant it; and.

after all, there are occasions in which the

woman's determination is the more important of
the two. So that, taking everything into con-

sideration, there can be no doubt that it was
very fortunate that Lucilla's affections were not

engaged. She behaved as nobody else in Carling-
ford was capable of behaving, and very few people
anywhere, according to Mrs. Chiley's admiring
belief. It was not for a vulgar antagonist like

Barbara Lake to touch Lucilla. The way in

which she asked her to lunch and went on prac-

tising duets with her was angelical it brought
the tears to Mrs. Chiley's eyes ;

and as for the
domestic traitor whom Miss Marjoribanks thus
contrived to warm in her magnanimous bosom,
she was sometimes so full of spite and disap-

pointment that she could neither eat her lunch
nor go on with her singing. For, to be sure, the
dearest climax of her triumph was wanting so

long as Lucilla took no notice
;
and so far from

taking any notice, Miss Marjoribanks was sweeter
and more friendly than usual in her serene, un-

consciousness. "I am so afraid you have caught
cold," Lucilla would say; "if you don't feel

clear in your lower notes, we can pass over this

passage, you know, for to day. You must see

papa before you go away, and he will order you
something ;

but my dear Barbara, you must take
care." And then Barbara could have eaten her

fingers instead of the gloves which she kept bit-

ing in her vexation. For to tell the truth, if

Miss Marjoribanks was not jealous, the victory .

was but half a victory after all.

CHAPTER XIV

IT was thus that Miss Marjoribanks went

through all the preliminary stages, and succeeded

finally in making a triumph out of what would

certainly have been a defeat, and a humbling
defeat, for anybody else. She was much too

sensible to deceive herself on the subject, or not
to be aware that to have a gentleman who was

paying attention to her withdrawn from her side

in this open manner in the sight of all the world,
was as trying an accident as can happen to a

woman. Fortunately, as Lucilla said, her affec-

tions were not engaged; but then, apart from
the affections, there are other sentiments which
demand consideration. Everybody in Carling-
ford (that is fo say, everybody who was any-

body) knew that Mr. Cavendish had been paying
her a great deal of attention, and the situation

was one which required the most delicate skill

to get through it successfully. Besides, Miss

Marjoribanks's circumstances were all the more

difficult, since up to this moment she had been

perfectly sincere and natural in all her proceed-

ings. Policy had been constantly inspired and
backed by nature in the measures Lucilla had
taken for the organisation and welfare of her

kingdom, and even what people took for the

cleverest calculation was in reality a succession

of happy instincts, by means of which, with the

sovereignty of true genius, Miss Marjoribauks

managed to please everybody by having her own
way. A little victory is almost necessary to be-

gin with, and it is a poor nature that does not

expand under the stimulus of victory ;
but now
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the young reformer had come to the second stage.

For, to be sure, that sort of thing cannot last for

ever
;
and this Lucilla, with the natural prevision

of a ruling mind, had foreseen from the begin-

ning. The shape in which she had feared defeat,
if a nature so full of resources could ever be said

to fear, was in that of a breakdown, when all

the world was looking to her for amusement, or

the sudden appearance of a rival entertainer in

Garlingford with superior powers: though the
last was but a dim and improbable danger,
the first was quite possible, and might have
arrived at any moment. Miss Marjoribanks
was much too sensible not to have foreseen

this danger in all its shapes, and even in a kind
of a way to have provided against it. But Pro-

vidence, which had always taken care of her, as

Lucilla piously concluded, had spared her the
trial in that form. Up to this moment it had

always providentially happened that all the prin-

cipal people in Carlingford were quite well and

disengaged on the Thursdays. To be sure, the

ladies had headaches, and the married gentlemen
now and then were out of temper in Grange
Lane as in other less favoured places ;

but these

social accidents had been mercifully averted on

Thursdays, perhaps by means of some special
celestial agency, perhaps only through that good-
luck which had been born with Lucilla. Not in

this vulgar and likely manner was the trial of

her strength to come. "When she was at the

height of her success, and full in- the eye of the

world, and knew that everybody was remarking
her, and that from the sauces for which the Doc-
tor's table was once so famed, but which even
Colonel Chiley no longer thought of identifying
as Dr. Marjoribanks's, to the fashion of the high
white frock in which Lucilla had taught the

young ladies of Carlingford to appear of an even-

ing, she was being imitated on every hand, at

that moment, when an ordinary person would
have had her head turned, and gone wild with
too much success, Miss Marjoribanks suddenly
saw her dragon approaching her. Just then,
when she could not put on a new ribbon, or do
her hair in a different style, without all Carling-
ford knowing of it at that epoch of intoxication

and triumph the danger came, sudden, appalling,
and unlocked for. If Lucilla was staggered by
the encounter, she never showed it, but met the

difficulty like a woman of mettle, and scorned to

flinch. It had come to be summer weather when
the final evening arrived upon which Mr. Caven-

dish forgot himself altogether, and went over to

the insiduous enemy whom Miss Marjoribanks
had been nourishing in her bosom. Fifty eyes
were upon Lucilla watching her conduct at that

critical moment fifty ears were on the strain to

divine her sentiments in her voice, and to catch

some intonation at least which -should betray her

consciousness of what was going on. But if Miss

Marjoribanks's biographer has fitly discharged
his duty, the readers of this history will have no

difficulty in divining that the curiosity of the

spectators got no satisfaction from Lucilla. Many
people even supposed she had not remarked any-

thing, her composure was so perfect. No grow-
ing red or growing pale, no harsh notes in her

voice, nor evidence of distracted attention, be-

trayed that her mind was elsewhere while she

was attending to her guests ;
and yet, to be sure,

she saw, just as other people did, that Barbara,

all flushed and crimson, with her eyes blazing
under their sullen brows, stood in a glow of tri-

umph at the open window, with Mr. Cavendish
in devoted attendance, a captive at her chariot-

wheels. Matters had been progressing to tins

point for some time
;
but yet the two culprits

had never before showed themselves so lost to all

sense of propriety. Instead of fainting or getting
pale, or showing any other symptoms of violent

despite, Lucilla went upon her airy way, indi-

rectly approaching this point of interest. When
she came up to that group, which Mrs. Chiley
kept regarding as if her kind old countenance,
garlanded in her prettiest cap, was a Medusa
head, Miss Marjoribanks made a pause, and all

Carlingford drew a long breath, and felt its heart
stand still, to observe the conflict. But then the

conflict was an utterly unequal one, and few

people could have any doubt of the result
"
Barbara," said Lucilla,

" do put your shawl on
when you go to the window. You will lose

your voice, and then what shall we all do ? Mr.

Cavendish, please to take her away from the

window, take her out of the draught. I wonder
what you can be thinking of to let her stand
there. I should like to know what you would
all say if she were to lose her voice."

And when she had said this, Lucilla plunged
once more into the vortex of her guests. If she
was affronted, or -if she was wounded, nobody
found it out

;
and when Mrs. Chiley offered the

tribute of her indignation and sympathy, it has

already been recorded how her young friend

responded to her.
"
Fortunately my affections

never were engaged," Lucilla said, and no
doubt that was a great advantage ;

but then, as

we have said, there are other things besides

affections to be taken into account when the

woman whom you have been kind to, snaps up
the man who has been paying attention to you,
not only before your eyes, but before the eyes of

all the world. The result of her masterly con-

duct on this occasion was that her defeat became,
as we have said, a triumph for Miss Marjoribanks.
To be sure, it is to be hoped that, in the sweets

of their mutual regard, the two criminals found

compensation for the disapproval of the specta-

tors; but nothing could be more marked than

the way in which Carlingford turned its cold

shoulder on its early favourite.
"

I never ima-

gined Cavendish was such a fool," Mr. Centum

said, who was a man of few words;
"

if he likes

that style of philandering, it is nothing to me, but

he need not make an idiot of himself." As for

Mr. Woodburn, he, as was natural, inflicted vica-

rious punishment upon his wife. "It must be

all your fault," he growled, when he was taking
her home, and had her at his mercy, with that

logic peculiar to a married man
;

"
you ought to

tell him he's making an ass of himself. Why the

deuce do you let him go on with that tomfoolery ?

He'll lose all his chances in life, and then, I hope,

you'll be satisfied. You women can never see

an inch before your own noses 1" cried the unci-

vil husband; which, it must be confessed, was

rather hard upon poor Mrs. Woodburn, who had

nothing to do with it, and had indeed calculated

upon perfecting her sketch of Barbara in the qui-

etness of the walk home
;
for as everybody lived

in Grange Lane, carriages were not necessary for

Miss Marjoribanks's gue'sts. They flitted out and

in in the moonlight with pretty scarfs thrown
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over their heads and laced handkerchiefs tied

under their chins, and made Grange Lane, be-

tween the two straight lines of garden-wall, like

a scene in a masquerade on the Thursday even-

ings. And while Mr. Cavendish was thus suffer-

ing by deputy the contempt of his former admi-

rers, Lucilla, by herself in the abandoned draw-

ing-room, was thinking over the evening with a

severe but on the whole satisfactory self-exami-

nation. After the first shock, which she had
encountered with so much courage, Miss Marjo-
ribanks was rather grateful than otherwise to

Providence, which had brought the necessary
trial upon her in this form. If it had been a break-

down and humiliating failure instead, how dif-

ferent would her sensations have been I and Lu-

cilla was quite conscious that such a thing might
have occurred. It might have occurred to her,

as it had done to so many people, to see Thurs-

day come round with a failure of all that made

Thursday agreeable. Lady Richmond might
have had her influenza that day, and little Henry
Centum his sudden attack, which had kept his

mother in conversation ever since, antl Mrs.

"Woodburn one of her bad headaches
;
and as for

the Miss Browns, there was nothing in the world
but Lucilla's habitual good fortune which pre-
vented them from having blacked their fingers
with their photography to such an extent as to

make them perfectly unpresentable. Or, to turn to

another chapter of accidents, the last duet which
Barbara had insisted upon singing without pro-

per practice,, might have broken down utterly.

None of these things had happened, and Lucilla

drew a long breath of gratitude as she thought
how fortunate she had been in all these particu-
lars. To be sure, it was necessary to have a

trial of one kind or other
;
and the modest but

intense gratification of having stood the test dif-

fused itself like a balm through her bosom. No
doubt she w'ould have felt, like most people, a

certain pleasure in snubbing Barbara
;
but then

there is, on the other hand, a sweetness in sacrific-

ing such impulses to the sacred sense of duty
and the high aims of genius which is still more
attractive to a well-regulated mind. Miss Mar-

joribanks herself put out the candles, and went
to her own room with that feeling of having ac-

quitted herself satisfactorily which many people
think to be the highest gratification of which the

mind is capable. After all, it was by no means
certain that Mr. Cavendish would be M.P. for

Carlingford. Mr. Chiltern might live for twenty
years, or he even might get better, which was
more unlikely ;

or supposing him to be comfort-

ably disposed of, nobody could say with any cer-

tainty that some man unknown at present in

Carlingford might not start up all of a sudden and

gain the most sweet voices of the shopkeepers,
who were, to be sure, the majority of the com-

munity, and quite outnumbered Grange Lane.

It was thus that Lucilla consoled herself as she

went to her maiden retirement; and it will be
seen that in all this she made very small account
of Barbara, who was at that moment hoping that

Miss Marjoribanks hated her, and making fancy
pictures of her rival's despair. But then there

could not be a moment's doubt that Barbara
Lake was a foeman quite unworthy of Lucilla's

steel

While all this was going on, Dr. Marjoribanks
remained an amused spectator, and chuckled a

little quietly, without saying anything to any-
body, over the turn affairs had taken. The
Doctor knew all about everybody in Carlingford,
and he had never been an enthusiast in favour of

Mrs. "Woodburn's brother, notwithstanding that
the young man had been received so warmly into

society as one of the Cavendishes. Perhaps Dr.

Marjoribanks being Scotch, and having a turn
for genealogy, found the description a little

vague ;
but at all events there can be no doubt

that he laughed to himself as he retired from the
scene of his daughter's trial. Perhaps the Doc-
tor thought, in a professional point of view, that

a little discipline of this description would be
useful to Lucilla. Perhaps he thought it would
be good for her to find out that though she had

managed to slip the reins out of his hands, and

get the control of affairs with a skill which
amused the Doctor, and made him a little proud
of her abilities, even though he was himself the

victim she could not go on always unchecked
in her triumphant career, but must endure like

other people an occasional defeat. No doubt,
had Lucilla been really worsted, paternal feeling
would have interposed, and Dr. Marjoribanks
would to some extent have suffered in her suffer-

ing ;
but then the case was different, and nobody

required, as it turned out, to suffer for Lucilla.

The Doctor was pleased she had shown so much
spirit, and pleased also to see how entirely she

had discomfited her antagonists, and turned the

tables upon the "young puppy," in whom he
had no confidence

;
and withal Dr. Marjoribanks

chuckled a little in his secret heart over the

event itself, and concluded that it would do Lucilla

good. She had vanquished Nancy, and by a
skilful jerk taken the reins out of his own ex-

perienced hands. It is true that, notwithstand-

ing all this, the Doctor was conscious that he
had been on the whole very wisely governed
since his abdication, but yet he was not sorry
that the young conqueror should feel herself

human
;
so that nobody except Mrs. Chiley felt

that mingled rage and disappointment with

which Barbara Lake had hoped to inspire Lucilla's

bosom
;
and Mrs. Chiley, so to speak, had nothing

to do with it. As for Barbara herself, she re-

turned home in a state of mingled spite and ex-

ultation and disgust, which filled her sister with

amazement.
" She is such an actor, you know," Barbara

said
;

" she never will give in to let you know
how she is feeling not if she can help it

;
but

for all that she must have felt it. Nobody could

help feeling it, though she carried it off so well.

I knew how it would be, as soon as I had on a
dress that was fit to be seen."

" What is it that she could not help feeling ?"

said Rose. "I suppose it is Lucilla you
mean ?"

,
" I should like to know what right she had to

be kind to me," cried Barbara, all glowing in her

sullen but excited beauty ;

" and invite me
there, and introduce me in her grand way, as if

she was any better than I am ! And then to

look at all her India muslins; but I knew it

would be different as soon as I had a decent

dress," said the contralto, rising up to contem-

plate herself in the little mirror over the mantel-

piece
This conversation took place in Mr. Lake's

little parlour, where Rose had been wailing for
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II
her sister, and where Barbara's white dress
made an unusual radiance in the dim and par-
tially-lighted room. Rose herself was all

shrouded up in her morning dress, with her

pretty round arms and shoulders lost to the com-
mon view. She had been amusing herself as
she waited by working at a corner of that great
design which was to win the prize on a later

occasion. Readers of this history who have
studied the earlier chapters will remember that
Rose's tastes in ornamentation were very clearly
defined for so young a person. Instead of losing
herself in vague garlands of impossible flowers,
the young artist clung with the tenacity of first

love to the thistle leaf, which had been the
foundation of her early triumphs. Her mind
was full of it even while she received and listened
to Barbara

;
whether to treat it in a national

point of view, bringing in the rose and sham-
rock, which was a perfectly allowable proceed-
ing, though perhaps not original or whether she
should yield to the " sweet feeling

" which had
been so conspicuous in her flounce, in the opinion
of the Marlborough-House gentlemen or whe-
ther, on the contrary, she should handle the sub-

ject in a boldly naturalistic way, and use her

spikes with freedom, was a question which

occupied at that moment all Rose's faculties.

Even while she asked Barbara what the subject
was on which Lucilla -might be supposed to be

excited, she was within herself thinking out this

difficult idea all the more difficult, perhaps,

considering the nature of the subject, since the

design in this case was not for a flounce, in

which broad handling is practicable, but for a
il.

" I wish you would not talk in that foolish

way," said Rose; "nobody need be any better

.han you, as you say. To be sure, we don't

ve in Grange Lane, nor keep a carriage ; but I

nsh you would recollect that these are only ac-

cidental circumstances. As for dress, I don't

see that you require it ; our position is so clearly
defined

;
we are a family of

"

'"
Oh, for goodness gracious sake, do be quiet

with your family of artists," cried Barbara.
"
Speak for yourself, if you please. I am not an

artist, and never will be, I can tell you. There
are better places to live in than Grange Lane

;

and as for keeping a carriage, I would never call

a little bit of a brougham a carriage, if it was me.

iucilla made believe to take no notice, but she

id not deceive me with that. She was as dis-

pointed as ever she could be I daresay now
e's sitting crying over it. I never would have

one straw if I had not wanted to serve

iucilla out I" cried the contralto with energy,
e was still standing before the glass pulling

er black hair about into new combinations, and

studying the effect; and as for Rose, she too

looked up, and, seeing her sister's face reflected

in the glass, made the discovery that there

was something like grimace in the countenance,
and paused in the midst of her meditations with
her pencil in her hand.

" Don't put yourself out of drawing," said

Rose
;

" I wish you would not do that so often.

When the facial angle is disturbed to that ex-

tent But about Lucilla, I think you are

excessively ungrateful. Gratitude is not a servile

sentiment," said the little Preraphaelite, with a

rising colour. "
It is a slavish sort of idea to

think any one has done you an injury by be-

ing kind to you. If that is the sort of thing
you are going to talk of, I think you had better

go to bed."

"Then I will, and I shan't tell you anything,"
said Barbara, angrily

"
you are so poor-spirited.

For my part, do you think I'd ever have gone to

help Lucilla and sing for her, and all that sort of

thing, if it had not been to better myself? Nor
I wouldn't have thought of him just at first, if it

hadn't been to spite her. And I've done it too.
I'd just like to look in at her room window and
see what she's about. I daresay she is crying
her eyes out, for all her looking as if she took no
notice. I know better than to think she doesn't
care. And, Rose, he's such a dear," said Barbara,
with a laugh of excitement. To be sure, what
she wanted was to be Mrs. Cavendish, and to
have a handsome house and a great many nice
dresses

;
but at the same time she was young,

and Mr. Cavendish was good-looking, and she
was a little in love, in her way, as well

"
I don't want to hear any more about it,"

said Rose, who was so much moved as to for-

get even her design. "I can't think how it is

you have no sense of honour, and you one of
the Lakes. I would not be a traitor for a dozen
Mr. Cavendishes I" cried Rose, in the force of her

indignation?
" He must be a cheat, since you

are a traitor. If he was a true man he would
have found you out."

" You had better be quiet, Rose," said Bar-
bara

;

"
you may be sure I shall never do any-

thing for you after we are married, if you talk

like that
;
and then you'll be sorry enough."

" After you are married I has he asked you to

marry him ?" cried Rose. She pushed away her

design with both her hands in the vehemence of
her feelings, and regarded her sister with eyes
which blazed, but which were totally different

in their blazing from those which burned under
Barbara's level eyebrows. It was too plain a

question to have a plain answer. Barbara only
lighted her candle in reply, and smiled and shook
her head.

"You don't suppose I am going to answer
after your insulting ways," she said, taking up
her candle

;
and she swept out of the room in

her white dress with a sense of pleasure in

leaving this point unsettled. To be sure, Mr.

Cavendish had not yet asked that important

question; but then the future was all before

them, and the way clear. As for Rose, she

clenched her little fists with a gesture that

would have been too forcible for any one who
was not an artist, and a member of a family
of artists.

" To think she should be one of us,

and not to know what honour means," said

Rose; "and as for this man, he must be a

cheat himself, or he would rind her out."

This was how Mr. Cavendish's defection

from Lucilla took place ;
and at the same time

it is a satisfaction to know that the event was
received by everybody very much as little Rose

Lake received it. And. as for Miss Marjori-

banks, if Barbara could have had the malicious

satisfaction of looking in at the window, she

would have been mortified to find that right-

minded young woman sleeping the sleep of the

just and innocent, arid enjoying repose as pro-

found and agreeable as if there had been no

Mr. Cavendish in the world, not to speak of
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Carlingford; which, to be sure, was a result

to be greatly attributed to Lucilla's perfect

health, and entire satisfaction with herself.

CHAPTER XV.

THIS event was of far too much importance in

the limited world of Grange Lane to pass over

without some of the many commentaries which
were going on upon the subject coming to the

ears of Miss Marjoribanks, who was the person

principally concerned. As for the Doctor, as we
have already said, he was so far lost to a sense of

his paternal duties as to chuckle a little within him-

self over the accident that had happened to Lucilla.

It had done her no harm, and Dr. Marjoribanks

permitted himself to regard the occurrence in a

professional point of view, as supplying a little

alternative which he could scarcely administer

himself; for it is well known that physicians
are seldom successful in the treatment of their

own families. He was more jocose than usual

at breakfast for some days following, and, on
the morning of the next Thursday, asked if

everybody was to come as usual, with a signi-

ficance which did not escape the young mistress

of the house.
" You know best, papa," she said, cheerfully,

as she poured him out his coffee
;

"
if there is

anybody who is ill and can't come, it must be

your fault but I did not hear that any one
was ill."

" Nor I," said the Doctor, with a quiet laugh ;

and he could not help thinking it would be good
sport to see Cavendish come into the drawing-
room all by himself without any support, and
make his appearance before Miss Marjoribanks,
and do his best to be agreeable, and with an
awful consciousness of his bad behaviour, and

nobody sufficiently benevolent to help him out.

The Doctor thought it would serve him right,

but yet he was not sufficiently irritated nor

sufficiently sympathetic to lose any of the hu-

mour of the situation
;
and it was with a little

zest, as for something especialiy piquant, that

he looked forward to the evening. As for Miss

Marjoribanks, she too recognised the importance
of the occasion. She resolved to produce that

evening a new plat, which had occupied a corner

of her busy mind for some time past. It was
an era which called for a new step in advance.

She sat down by the window to wait the ap-

pearance of Nancy, with various novel combi-
nations floating in her creative brain. Her first

chapter seemed to Lucilla's eyes to be achieved
and concluded. She had had much success, in

which a mind of correct sentiments could not

but find cause of satisfaction
;
and now was the

time to enter upon a second and still more im-

portant stage. "While she was revolving these
ideas in her mind, Nancy came in with more
than her usual briskness. It is true that Lu-
cilla had her household well in hand, and pos-
sessed the faculty of government to a remark-
able extent

;
but still, under the best of cir-

cumstances, it was a serious business to propose
a new dish to Nancy. Dr. Marjoribanks's fac-

totum was a woman of genius in her way, and

by no means unenlightened or an enemy ot

progress ;
but then she had a weakness common

to many persons of superior intelligence and de-
cided character. "When there was anythidg new
to be introduced, Nancy liked to be herself the

godmother of the interesting novelty; for, to
be sure, it was her place, and Miss Lucilla,

though she was very clever,, was not to be ex-

pected to understand what came in best with
the other dishes for a dinner. "I ain't one as

goes just upon fish and flesh and fowl, like

some as call themselves cooks," Nancy said.
" If I have a failing, it's for things as suits.

When it's brown, make it brown, and don't be
mean about the gravy-beef that's my prin-

ciple ;
and when it ain't brown, mind what

you're a-doing of and don't go and throw a

heap of entrys and things at a gentleman's head
without no 'armony. I always says to Miss
Lucilla as 'armony's the thing; and when I've

set it all straight in my mind, I ain't one as

likes to be put out," Nancy would add with a

gleam of her eye which betokened mischief.

Miss Marjoribanks was much too sensible not
to be aware of this peculiarity ;

and accordingly
she cleared her throat with something as near
nervousness as was possible to Lucilla before

she opened her lips to propose the innovation.

Miss Marjpribanks, as a general rule, did not

show much nervousness in her dealings with
her prime-minister, any more than in her de-

meanour towards the less important members
of society : and consequently Nancy remarked
the momentary timidity, and a flash of sym-
pathy and indignation took the place of the
usual impulse of defiance.

" I heard as master said, there was some gen-
tleman as wasn't a-com ing," said Nancy.

" Not
as one makes no difference in a dinner

;
but I

allays likes to know. I don't like no waste, for

my part. I ain't one as calk'lates too close, but
if there's one thing as I hates like poison, it's

waste. I said as I would ask, for Thomas ain't

as correct as could be wished. Is it one less

than usual, Miss Lucilla ?" said Nancy ;
and it

was Lucilla's fault if she did not understand the

profound and indignant sympathy in Nancy's
voice.

"Oh, no; it is just the usual number," said

Miss Marjoribanks. "It was only a joke of

papa's they are all just as usual " And
here Lucilla paused. She was thinking of the

dish she wanted, but Nancy thought she was

thinking of Mr. Cavendish, who had treated her

so badly. She studied the countenance of her

young mistress with the interest of a woman
who has had her experiences, and knows how
little They are to be depended upon. Nancy
murmured "Poor dear!" under her breath,
almost without knowing it, and then a brilliant

inspiration came to her mind. Few people have
the gift of interfering successfully in such cases,

but then to offer consolation is a Christian duty,

especially when one has the confidence that to

give consolation is in one's power.
"Miss Lucilla, I would say, as you've been

doing too much, if anybody was to ask me,"
said Nancy, moved by this generous impulse,
"

all them practisings and things. They're well

enough for young ladies as ain't got nothing else

to do
;
but you as has such a deal in your hands
If there was any little thing as you could
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mcy for dinner," said Nancy, in her most bland

ints
;

" I've set it all down as I thought
)uld be nicest, allays if you approves, Miss

icilla
;
but if there was any little thing as you

ild fancy
" " Poor dear, it's all as we can

she murmured to herself. The faithless

3uld not be brought back again ;
but Ariadne

light at least have any little thing she could

sy for dinner, which, indeed, is a very general
itment of such a case on the part of perplexed

rmpathizers who do not know what to say.
Lucilla was so excited for the moment by this

unusual evidence of her own good fortune, that

she almost spoiled all by sitting straight up and

entering with her usual energy into the discus-

sion but instinct saved Miss Marjoribanks from

this mistake. She lost no time in taking advan-

tage of the opportunity, and instead of having a

fight with Nancy, and getting a reluctant con-

sent, and still more reluctant execution of the

novelty, Lucilla felt that she was doing that

excellent woman a favour by naming her new
dish. Nancy approved so thoroughly as to be
enthusiastic. "I always said as she had a deal

of sense," she said afterwards, triumphantly.
" There ain't one young lady in a hundred as

knows what's good for her, like Miss Lucilla."

But notwithstanding this fervent declaration of

approval, Nancy, softened as she was, could not

but linger, when all was concluded, to give a

little advice.

"I wouldn't worrit myself with all them prac-

tisings, Miss Lucilla, if I was you," said her

faithful retainer.
"
They're a deal too much for

you. I've took the liberty, when all was cleaned

up, to go on the stair and listen a bit, and there

ain't nothing to equal it when you're a-singing by
yourself. I don't think nothing of them duets

and as for that bold-faced brazen thing
"

"Oh, Nancy, hush!" said Lucilla; "Miss
Lake has a beautiful voice. If she does "not

look quite like a lady, it is not her fault, poor

thing. She has no mamma to set her right, you
know. She is the best assistant I have she

and Mr. Cavendish," said Lucilla, sweetly ;
and

she gave Nancy a look which moved the faithful

servant almost to tears, though she was not

addicted to that weakness. Nancy retired with

the most enthusiatic determination to exert her-

self to the utmost for the preparation of the little

dish which Lucilla fancied. "But I wouldn't

worrit about them duets," she said again, as she

left the room. "I wouldn't, not if I was you,

Miss Lucilla, asking pardon for the liberty : as

for having no mamma, you have no mamma
yourself, and you the young lady as is most

thought upon in Carlingford, and as different

from that brazen-faced thing, with her red

cheeks "

"
Hush, oh hush, Nancy," Lucilla said, as she

sank back in her c'nair
;
but Miss Marjoribanks,

after all, was only human, and she was not so

distressed by these unpolished epithets applied

to her collaborateur as she might or perhaps

ought to have been. "Poor Barbara! I wish

she could only look a little bit like a lady," she

said to herself; and so proceeded with her pre-

parations for the evening. She had all her plans

matured, and she felt quite comfortable about

that Thursday which all her friends were think-

ing would be rather trying to Lucilla, To tell

the truth, when a thing became rather trying,

Lucilla's spirits rose. Mr. Cavendish's desertion
was perhaps, on the whole, more than compen-
sated for by the exhilaration of a difficulty to be
encountered. She too began to forecast, like her
father, the possibilities of the evening, and to
think of Mr. Cavendish coming in to dinner
when there was nobody to support him, and
not even a crowd of people to retire among.
"Would he run the risk of coming, under the
circumstances ? or, if he came, would he pros-
trate himself as he had done on a previous occa-

sion, and return to his allegiance ? This question
roused Lucilla to a degree of energy unusual
even to her who was always energetic. It was
then that the brilliant idea struck her of adjourn-
ing to the garden in the evening a practice
which was received with' such enthusiasm in

Carlingford, where the gardens were so pretty.
She put on her hat directly and went down-
stairs, and called the gardener to consult him
about it; and it was thus that she was em-
ployed when Mrs. Chiley rang the bell at the

garden-gate. If it had been anybody else in

Carlingford, Lucilla would have led her back
again to the house, and said nothing about
the subject of her conference with the garden-
er

;
for it is always best, as all judicious persons

are aware, not to forestall these little arrange-
ments which make so agreeable a surprise at the

moment; but then Mrs. Chiley was Miss Marjo-
ribanks's special confidant The old lady had
her face full of business that bright morning.
She listened to what her young friend proposed,
but without hearing it, and said, "Oh yes, my
dear, I am sure it will be charming," without the

very least notion what it was she applauded.
"Let us go in and sit down a moment, for I

have something to say to you, Lucilla," Mrs.

Chiley said; and when they had reached the

drawing-room and shut the door, the Colonel's

wife gave her favourite a kiss, and looked anx-

iously in her face.
" You have not been to see

me since Monday," said Mrs. Chiley. "I am
sure you are not well, or you could not have

stayed away so long; but if you did not feel

equal to going out, why did not you send for me,
Lucilla, my poor dear?

"
Though Miss Marjori-

banks's thoughts ,at that moment were full of

the garden, and not in the least occupied with
those more troublesome matters which procured
for her Mrs. Chiley's sympathy, she placed the

\ind old lady in the most easy chair, and sat

down by her, as Mrs. Chiley liked to see a young
creature do. Lucilla's affairs were too important
to be trusted to a young confidante of her own
age ;

but even a person of acknowledged genius
like Miss Marjoribanks is the better of some one

to whom she can open up her breast.

'Dear Mrs. Chiley 1" said Lucilla, "I am quite

well, and I meant to have come to see you to-

day."
' My poor dear I" said Mrs. Chiley again.

" You
say you are quite well, for you have such a spirit ;

but I can see what you have been going through.
[ don't understand how you can keep on, and
do so much. But it was not that that brought
me here. There is some one coming to Carling-

ford that I want you to meet, Lucilla. He is a

relation of Mary Chiley's husband, and as she

does not get on very well with them, you know,
I think it is our duty to be civil. And they say
he is a very nice man; and young enough,"
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said Mrs. Chiley, with a look of some anxiety,

pausing to see the effect produced upon Lucilla

by her words.

Miss Marjoribanks had not, as she once con-

fessed, a very vivid sense of humour, but she

laughed a little, in spite of herself, at the old

lady's anxious look.
<( Don't be sorry for me,"

she said; "I told you that fortunately my affec-

tions were not engaged. I don't want any new
gentleman introduced to me. If that was what
I was thinking of, I never need have come home,"
Lucilla said, with a little dignity ;

and yet, to be

sure, she was naturally curious to know who the
new man, who was very nice and young
enough, could be; for such apparitions were not
too plentiful in Carlingford ;

and it did not seem
in reason that an individual of this interesting

description could come out of Colonel Chiley's
house.

" My dear, he is a clergyman," said Mrs. Chiley,

putting her hand on Miss Marjoribanks's arm,
and speaking in a half whisper ;

"and you know
a nice clergyman is always nice, and you need
not think of him as a young man unless you like.

He has a nice property, and he is Rector of

Basing, which is a very good living, and Arch-
deacon of Stanmoro. He has come here to hold
a visitation, you know; and they say that if

Carlingford was made into a bishopric, he is al-

most sure to be the first bishop ;
and you know

a bishop, or even an archdeacon, has a very nice

position. I want to be civil to him for Mary
Chiley's sake, who is not on such terms as we
could wish with her husband's friends

;
and then

I suppose he will have to be a great deal in Car-

lingford, and I should like him to form a good im-

pression. I want you and your dear good papa
to come and meet him

; and then after that but
one thing is enough at a time," the old lady said,

breaking off with a nod and a smile. She too
had brought her bit of consolation to Lucilla;
and it was a kind of consolation which, when
administered at the right moment, is sometimes
of sovereign efficacy, as Mrs. Chiley was aware.

that is quite enough for me. It is very nice to

know a nice clergyman ;
but as for being a young

man, I can't see how that matters. If I had been

thinking of that, I need never but I should think

papa would like to meet him
;
and you know it

is the object of my life to please papa.""
Yes, my poor dear," said the Colonel's wife,

"and he would be hard-hearted indeed if he was
not pleased ;

but still we must consider you too
a little, Lucilla. You do everything for other

people, and you never think of yourself. But I
like to see you with nice people round you, for

my part," Mrs. Chiley added "
really nice peo-

ple, and not these poor-spirited, ungrateful
"

"Hush, hush!" said Lucilla; "I don't know
such nice people anywhere as there are in Car-

lingford. Some people are never pleased with
their neighbours, but I always get on so well
with everybody. It is my good luck, you know ;

and so long as I have you, dear Mrs. Chiley
"

"Ah, Lucilla!" said the old lady, "that is very
kind of you and you could not have anybody
that i.s fonder of you than I am

;
but still I am

an old woman, old enough to be your grand-
mother, my dear .and we have your future in-

terests to think of. As for all the vexations you
have had, I think I could find it in my heart to
turn that ungrateful creature to the door. Don't
let her come here any more. I like your voice a

great deal better when you are singing by your-
self and I am sure the Archdeacon would be of

my opinion," said Mrs. Chiley,- with a confidence
which was beautiful to behold. It was true she
had not seen her new hero as yet, but that only
left her so much more free to take the good of
him and his probable sentiments

;
for to persons

of frank and simple imagination a very little

foundation of fact is enough to build upon. No
doubt the Archdeacon would be of her opinion
when he knew all the features of the case.

" Dear Mrs. Chiley, it is so nice of you to be
vexed," said Lucilla, who thought it as well not
to enter into any farther argument.

"
Papa will

be delighted, I am sure, and I can come in the

evening. The Colonel likes to have only six

people, and you will be three to start with, so
there can't be any room for me at dinner; and
you know I don't mind about dinner. I shall

come in the evening and make tea for you and
if you think he would like to come next Thurs-

day" said Lucilla, graciously. This was how
it was eventually settled. Mrs. Chiley went home
again through Grange Lane in the sunshine, with
that little old-womanish hobble which Mrs. Wood-
burn executed with such precision, perfectly satis-

fied with her success, and indulging herself in

some pleasant visions. To be sure, a nice clergy-
man is always nice to know, even though nothing
more was to come of it

;
and a new man in the

field of such distinguished pretensions, would be
Lucilla's best defence against any sort of morti-

fication. As for Miss Marjoribanks herself, she
was thinking a great deal more of the new de-

tails for the approaching evening than of any-

thing else more distant, and consequently less

important ; but, on the whole, she was by no
means displeased to hear of the Archdeacon. In
such a work as hers, a skilful leader is always on
the outlook for auxiliaries

;
and there are circum-

stances in which a nice clergyman is almost as

useful to the lady of the house as a man who can

flirt. To be sure, now and then there occurs a
rare example in which both these qualities are

united in one person ;
but even in the most mo-

dest point of view, if he was not stupid or obsti-

nately Low-Church, there was nothing to despise
in the apparition of the Archdeacon thus sudden-

ly blown to her very door. "While she had the

seats placed in the garden (not too visibly, but

shrouded among the shrubs and round the trunks

of the trees), and chose the spot for a little illu-

mination, which was not to be universal, like a

tea-garden,but concentrated in one spot under the

big lime-tree, Lucilla permitted herself to specu-
late a little about this unknown hero. She did

not so much ask herself if He would be dark or

fair, according to the usage of young ladies, as

whether he would be High or Broad. But, how-

ever, that question, like various others, was still

hidden m the surrounding darkness.

This was how Mrs. Chiley did her best to

cheer up Lucilla in the discouragement from

which she supposed her young friend to be suf-

fering. It was perhaps a loftier expedient in

one way than Nancy's desire that she should

have something she would fancy for dinner
;
but

then there could not be any doubt as to the kind-
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jess which prompted both suggestions ; and,
after all, it is not what people do for you, but
the spirit in which they do it, which should be
taken into consideration, as Lucilla most justly
observed.

CHAPTER XVI.

THAT Thursday evening was one which all the

people in Grange Lane had unanimously conclud-
ed would be rather hard upon Miss Marjori-
banks. To be sure, when a crisis arrives there

is always a certain excitement which keeps one

up ;
but afterwards, when the excitement is over,

then is the time when it becomes really trying.
There was naturally, under these circumstances,
a larger assemblage than usual to watch the pro-

gress of the little drama, and how Lucilla would
behave

; for, after all, society would be excessive-

ly tame if it were not for these personal compli-

cations, which are always arising, and which are

so much better than a play. As for the Doctor

himself, the portion of the evening's entertain-

ment which particularly amused him was that

which preceded all the rest the reception given

by Lucilla to her guests at dinner, and especially
to the culprit, who came in quite alone, and found

nobody to sta*nd up for him. Mr. Cavendish,
who felt to the full the difficulty of his position,

and, to tell the truth, was a little ashamed of

himself, came late, in order to abridge his trial as

much as possible ;
but Lucilla's habitual good-for-

tune was not confined only to her own necessi-

ties, but seemed to involve everybody opposed to

her in a ceaseless ill-luck, which was very edify-

ing to the spectators. Mr. Cavendish was so

late that the other guests had formed into groups
round the room, leaving a great open space and
avenue of approach to the lady of the house in

the middle
;
and the audience, thus arranged,

was very impatient and unfavourabie to the lin-

gerer who kept them waiting for their dinner.

When he came in at last, instead of doing any-

thing to help him, everybody ceased talking and
looked on in stern silence as the wretched cul-

prit walked all the length of the room up to Lu-

cilla through the unoccupied space which expos-
ed him so unmercifully on every side. They all

stopped in the middle of what they were saying,
and fixed stony eyes on him, as the dead sailors

did on the Ancient Mariner. He had a very

good spirit, but still there are circumstances

which take the courage out of a man. To be

sure, Miss Marjoribanks, when he reached her at

last, received Mr. Cavendish with the utmost

grace and cordiality ;
but it is easy to imagine

what must have been the feelings of the unfortu-

nate young man. The Balaclava charge itself,

in the face of all the guns, could have been noth-

ing to the sensation of walking through that hor-

rible naked space, through a crowd of reproach-
ful men who were waiting for dinner; and it

was only after it was all over, and Mr. Cavendish

had safely arrived at Miss Marjoribanks's side, and

was being set at his ease, poor wretch, by her in-

comparable sweetness, that the Doctor, with a

certain grim smile on his countenance, came and
shook hands with his unfortunate guest.

" You
4

are late," Dr. Marjoribanks said, taking out the

great watch by which all the pulses of Grange
Lane considered it their duty to keep time, and
which marked five minutes after seven, as every-
body could see. It was ten minutes after seven

by the pretty French clock on the mantelpiece,
and at least twenty by the lowering countenances
of Dr. Marjoribanks's guests. Mr. Cavendish
made the best of his unhappy position, and threw
himself upon Lucilla's charity, who was the only
one who had any compassion upon him

;
for to

see Mrs. Chiley's forbidding countenance no one
could have believed that she had ever called him
"
my dear."

" Dinner is on the table, papa," Miss

Marjoribanks said, with a little reassuring nod to
the culprit who had made her his refuge ;

and
she got up and shook out her white draperies,
with a charitable commotion for which her faith-

less admirer blessed her in his heart. But the

place at her left hand was not left vacant for Mr.
Cavendish

; he had not the spirit to claim
it,

even had he had the time
;
and the consequence

was that he found himself next to his brother-in-

law at table, which was indeed a hard fate; As
for Lucilla, nobody had ever seen her in better

spirits or looks
;
she was quite radiant when the

famous dish made its appearance which Nancy
had elaborated to please her, and told the story
of its introduction to her two next neighbours,
in a half-whisper, to their immense amusement.
" "When the servants are gone I will tell you
what we are laughing at," she breathed across

the table to Mrs. Chiley, who was " more than

delighted," as she said, to see her dear Lucilla

keeping up so well
;
and when the dessert was

put upon the table, and Thomas had finally disap-

peared, Miss Marjoribanks kept her promise. "I
could not think how I was to get her to con-

sent," Lucilla, said, "but you know she thought
I was in low spirits, the dear old soul, and that

it would be a comfort to me." Though there

was often a great deal of fun at Dr. Marjoribanks's

table, nothing was ever heard there to compare
with the laughter that greeted Lucilla's narrative.

Everybody was so entirely aware of the suppos-
ed cause of the low spirits, and indeed was so

conscious of having speculated, like Nancy, upon
Miss Marjoribanks's probable demeanour at this

trying moment, that the laughter was not mere

laughter, but conveyed, at the same time, a con-

fession of guilt and a storm of applause and ad-

miration. As for Mr. Cavendish, it was alarm-

ing to look at him in the terrible paroxysm of

confusion and shame which he tried to shield un-

der the universal amusement. Miss Marjori-
banks left the dining-room that evening with the

soothing conviction that she had administered

punishment of the most annihilating kind, with-

out for a moment diverging from the perfect
sweetness and amiability with which it was her

duty to treat all her father's guests. It was so

complete and perfect that there was not another

word to be said either on one side or the other
;

and yet Lucilla had not in the least committed

herself, or condescended from her maiden digni-

ty. As for Dr. Marjoribanks, if he had chuckled

over it before, in anticipation, it may be suppos-
ed how he enjoyed now this perfect vindication

of his daughter's capacity for taking care of her-

self. The sound of the victory was even heard

up-stairs, where the young ladies at the open win-

dows were asking each other, with a little envy,
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what the men could be laughing at. There was,
as we have said, a larger assembly than usual

that night. For one thing, it was moonlight, and
all the people from the country were there;
and then public curiosity was profoundly con-

cerned as to how Lucilla was to conduct herself

on so trying an occasion. The laughter even

jarred on the sensitive feelings of some people
who thought, where a young girl's happiness was
concerned, that it was too serious a matter to be

laughed at
;
but then Miss Marjoribanks was not

a person who could be classed with ordinary

young girls, in the general acceptation of the

word.
It was when things were at this crisis, and all

eyes were directed to Lucilla, and a certain ex-

pectation was diffused through the company,
that Miss Marjoribanks made that proposal of ad-

journing to the garden, which was received with
so much applause. Lucilla's instinct, or rather

her genius, had warned her that something out of

the ordinary course of proceedings would be ex-

pected from her on that special occasion. She
could not get up and make a speech to her excit-

ed and' curious audience, neither could she, apro-

pos of nothing, tell over again the story which
had been received with such applause down-
stairs

;
and yet something was wanting. The

ordinary routine did not satisfy Lucilla's consti-

tuency, who had come with the laudable inten-

tion of observing her on a trying occasion, and

watching how she got through it.
" The air is so

delicious to-night that I had some seats placed in

the garden," Miss Marjoribanks said,
" and if you

all like we will sing to you up here, and give

3
rou as much music as ever you please. You
know I never would consent to be too musical

when everybody was in one room. It does not

matter so much when there are a suite ; but then

papa, you know, is only a professional man, and I

have but one drawing-room," said Lucilla, with

sweet humility. It was Lady Richmond to whom
she was addressing herself at the moment, who
was a lady who liked to be the great lady of the

party.
" It is only in summer that we can be a

little like you fine people, who have as many
rooms as you please. "When you are at a little

distance we will sing to you all the evening, if you
like."

"
But, my dear, are you sure you feel able for so

much exertion ?" said Lady Richmond, who was
one of those people 'who did not think a young
girl's happiness a thing to be trifled with

;
and she

looked with what she described afterwards as a

very searching expression in Miss Marjoribanks's
face.

" Dear Lady Richmond, I hope I am always
able for my duty," said that gentle martyr.
"
Papa would be wretched if he did not think we

were all enjoying ourselves
;
and you know it is

the object of my life to be a comfort to papa."
This was what the searching expression in

Lady Richmond's eyes elicited from Lucilla. The
sentiment was perhaps a little different from that

which she had conveyed to her delighted auditors
in the dining-room, but at the same time it was
equally true

;
for everybody in Carlingford was

aware of the grand object of Miss Marjoribanks's
existence. Lady Richmond went down to the

garden at the head of a bevy of ladies, and seated
herself under the drawing-room windows, and

pI;i-"-il a chair beside her own for Mrs. Chiley.

"I am afraid that dear girl is keeping up too

well," Lady Richmond said;
"

I never saw such
fortitude. All the young people say she does
not feel it

;
but as soon as I fixed my eyes on her

I saw the difference. You can always find out
what a girl's feelings are when you look into her

eyes."
"
Yes," said Mrs. Chiley, with a little doubt, for

she had been shaken in her convictions by the

universal laughter, though she was a little mysti-
fied herself by Lucilla's anecdote

;
and then she

had never been gifted with eyes like Lady Rich-

mond, which looked people through and through.
"She goes through a great deal, and it never
seems to do her any harm," the old lady said, with
a little hesitation.

"
It is such a comfort that she

has a good constitution, especially as her mother
was so delicate

;
and then Lucilla has such a

spirit
"

" But one may try a good constitution too far,"

said Lady Richmond ;

" and I am certain she is full

of feeling. It is sure to come out when she

sings, and that is why I came to this seat. I

should not like to lose a note. And do tell me
who is that horrid flirting disagreeable girl?"
added the county lady, drawing her chair a little

closer. By this time the garden was full of pretty

figures and pleasant voices, and under the lirne-

tree there was a glimmer of yellow light from
the lamps, and on the other side the moon was

coming up steadily like a ball of silver over the

dark outlines of Carlingford ;
and even the two

voices which swelled forth up-stairs in the fullest

accord, betraying nothing of the personal senti-

ments of their owners, were not more agreeable
to hear than the rustle and murmur of sound
which rose all over Dr. Marjoribanks's smooth
lawn and pretty shrubbery. Here and there a

group of the older people sat, like lady Richmond
and Mrs. Chiley, listening with all their might;
and all about them were clusters of girls and
their natural attendants, arrested in their pro-

gress, and standing still breathless, "just for this

bar," as young people pause in their walks and
talks to listen to a chance nightingale. And, to

be sure, whenever anybody was tired of the

music, there were quantities of corners to retire

into, not to speak of that bright spot full of

yellow light under the lime-tree. "Nobody but

Lucilla ever could have thought of anything so

delicious," somebody said, with an enthusiasm of

enjoyment. Most likely the speaker was very

young, or else very happy, and had no tempta-
tion to be moderate in her words

;
but anyhow

the sentiment circulated through the assembly,
and gained everywhere a certain acquiescence.
And then the two singers up-stairs gave so much

scope to curiosity.
" Do you think they are all

by themselves?" Lydia Brown was heard to

ask, with a little natural anxiety ;
and then the

livelier imaginations among the party set to work
to invent impossible tortures which the soprano

might inflict on the contralto. But, to tell the

truth, the two singers were by no means alone.

Half the gentlemen of the dinner-party, who
were past the sentimental age, and did not care

about moonlight, had gone up-stairs according to

their use and wont, and remained there, finding,

to their great satisfaction, room to move about, and

comfortable chairs to sit down in. They sat and

chatted in the corners in great content and good-

humour, while Lucilla and Barbara executed the
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most charming duets. Now and then old Colonel

Chiley paused to put his two hands softly together
and cry "Bravo!" but on the whole the gentle-
men were not much disturbed b.y the music.
And then there were a few ladies who were
subject to neuralgia, or apt to take bad colds in*
the head, who preferred being up-stairs. So
that if Lucilla had meant to pinch or maltreat
her rival, circumstances would have made it im-

possible. Miss Marjoribanks did nothing to Bar-

bara, except incite her to sing her very best
;
but

no doubt she was the means of inflicting con-
siderable pain on Mr. Cavendish, who stood at a
little distance, and looked and listened to both,
and perhaps had inward doubts as to the wisdom
of his choice. Such was the arrangement of the

personages of the social drama, and it was in

this way that everybody was occupied, when the
event occurred which at a later period awoke so
much excitement in Carlingford, and had so much
influence upon the future fate of some of the in-

dividuals whose history is here recorded. Every-
thing was as calm and cheerful and agreeable as
if Carlingford had been a social paradise, and Miss

Marjoribanks's drawing-room the seventh heaven
of terrestrial harmony. The sky itself was not
more peaceful, nor gave less indication of any tem-
pest than did the tranquil atmosphere below,
where all the people knew each other, and every-

body was friendly. Lucilla had just risen from the

piano, and there was a little pause, in which
iheers were audible from the garden, and Colonel

Chiley, in the midst of his conversation, patted
~iis two hands together ,

and it was just at that

loment that the drawing-room door opened, and
lomas came in, followed by a gentleman. The

gentleman was a stranger whom Miss Marjori-
banks had never seen before, and she made a

step forward, as was her duty as mistress of the

house. But when she had made that one step,
Lucilla suddenly stood still, arrested by some-

thing more urgent than the arrival of a stranger.
Mr. Cavendish, too, had been standing with his

face to the door, and had seen the new arrival.

He was directly in front of Lucilla, so near her

that he could not move without attracting her

ttention. "When Miss Marjoribanks took that

step in advance, Mr. Cavendish, as if by the same

ipulse, suddenly, and without saying a word,
irned right round like a man who . had seen

>mething terrible, at which he dared not take a

md look. He was too much absorbed at that

loment in his own feelings to know that he was

Graying himself to Lucilla, or even to be con-

iious that she was near him. His face was
lore than pale, it had a green ghastly look, as of

face from which all the blood had suddenly
withdrawn to reinforce the vital centre in

)me failing of nature. His under-lip hung down,
and two hollows which had never been seen there

before appeared in his cheeks. Miss Marjoribauks
was so taken by surprise that she stood still,

thinking no more of her duties, but regarding in

utter dismay and amazesaent the look of dead

stupefied terror which thus appeared so unex-

pectedly before her. Mr. Cavendish had turned

right round, turning his back upon a lady to

whom he had been talking the minute before.

But he was as unconscious of that as of the fact

that he had presented the spectacle of his mise-

rable surprise and alarm in the most striking way
to the one woman present who had a right to en-

tertain a certain grudge against him. He even
looked in her face with his hollow and haggard
eyes, in the intensity of his amazement and panic.

During this moment of unusual inaction on Lu-
cilla's part, the stranger had been led up to Colo-
nel Chiley, and had shaken hands with him, and
was entering into some explanations which Mi--s

Marjoribanks divined with her usual quick intel-

ligence ;
and then the old Colonel roused himself

up from his easy-chair, and leaned over to speak
to Dr. Marjoribanks, and showed symptoms of

approaching the lady of the house. All these
movements Lucilla followed breathlessly, with a

strange consciousness that only her presence of
mind stood between her faithless suitor and &
real stranger. To be sure, Barbara Lake chose
that moment of all others to show her power,
and made an appeal to Mr. Cavendish and his
taste in music, to which the unhappy man made
no response. Miss Marjoribanks saw there was
no time to lose. With a fearless hand she threw
down a great portfolio of music which happened
to be close to her, just at his feet, making a mer-
ciful disturbance. And then she turned arid

made her curtsy, and received the homage of Mr.
Archdeacon Beverley, who had arrived a day be-
fore he was expected, and had come to look after

his host, since his host had not been at home to
receive him.

" But you have broken your music-stand or

something, Lucilla," said the Colonel.
"
Oh, no

;
it is only a portfolio I can't think

what could make me so awkward," said Miss

Marjoribanks ;

" I suppose it was seeing some one
come in whom I didn't know." And then the
old gentleman, as was his duty, paid the Arch-
deacon a compliment on having made such a
commotion. " We used to have the best of it in

our day," said the old soldier; "but now you
churchmen are the men." Miss Marjoribanks
heard the door open again before this little

speech was finished. It was Mr. Cavendish, who
was going out with a long step, as if he with

difficulty kept himself from running; and he
never came back again to say good-night, or

made any further appearance either out of doors
or indoors. To be sure the Archdeacon made
himself very agreeable, but then one man never

quite makes up for another. Miss Marjoribanks
said nothing about it, not even when Mrs. Wood-
burn came up to her with a scared face, and in

full possession of her own identity, which of it-

self was an extraordinary fact, and proved that

something had happened ;
but it would be vain

to say that Lucilla was not much excited by this

sudden gleam of mystery. It gave the Arch-

deacon an extraordinary and altogether unex-

pected attraction
;
and as for Mr. Cavendish, it

was utterly inconceivable that a man in society,
whom everybody knew about, should give way
to such a panic. The question was, What did it

mean?

CHAPTER XVII.

THE arrival of Mr. Archdeacon Beverley in Car-

lingford was, for many reasons, an event of im-

portance to the town, and especially to society,
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which was concerned in anything that drew
new and pleasant people to Grange Lane. For
one thing, it occurred just at the time when that

first proposal of elevating Carlingford into a

bishopric, in order to relieve the present bishop
of the district of a part of his immense diocese,

had just been mooted
;
and supposing this con-

ception to be ever carried out, nobody could

have been more eligible as first bishop than the

Archdeacon, who was in the prime of life, and
a very successful clergyman. And then, not to

speak of anything so important, his presence
was a great attraction to the country clergy,

especially as he had come to hold a visitation.

Besides that, there were private reasons why
some of the families in Grange Lane should be
moved by the arrival of the Archdeacon. Not-

withstanding all this, it is impossible to deny
that Mrs. Chiley, his hostess, and even Miss

Marjoribanks herself, regarded the matter of his

first appearance with a certain displeasure. If

he had only had the good sense to stay at home,
and not come to seek his entertainers! To be
sure it is awkward to arrive at a house and find

that everybody is out
;
but still, as Mrs. Chiley

justly observed, the Archdeacon was not a baby,
and he might have known better.

"
Coming to

you the very first night, and almost in his

travelling things, to take the cream off every-

thing," the old lady said, with tears of vexation
in her eyes ;

" and after that, what have we to

show him in Carlingford, Lucilla?" As for Miss

Marjoribanks, she was annoyed, but she knew
the wealth of her own resources, and she was
not in despair, like her old friend. "They
never know any better," she said, sympatheti-

cally. "Dear Mrs. Chiley, there was nothing
else to be expected ; but, at the same time, I

don't think things are so very bad," said Lucilla;
for she had naturally a confidence in herself of

which even Mrs. Chiley's admiring faith fell

short. The Archdeacon himself took it quite

cheerfully, as if it was the most natural thing in

the world. "I have no doubt it was a very

pleasant party, if one could have got the key-
note," he said in his Broad-Church way, as if

there was nothing more to be said on the

subject, and Lucilla's Thursday was the merest

ordinary assembly. For there could be no doubt
that he was Broad-Church, even though his

antecedents had not proclaimed the fact. He
had a way of talking on many subjects which
alarmed his hostess. It was not that there was

anything objectionable in what he said for, to

be sure, a clergyman and an archdeacon may
say a great many things that ordinary people
would not like to venture on, but still it was

impossible to tell what it might lead to
;
for it is

not everybody who knows when to stop, as Mr.

Beverley in his position might be expected to do.

It was the custom of good society in Carlingford
to give a respectful assent, for example, to Mr.

Bury's extreme Low-Churchism as if it were

profane, as it certainly was not respectable, to

differ from the Rector and to give him as wide
a field as possible for his missionary operations
by keeping out of the way. But Mr. Beverley
had not the least regard for respectability, nor
for that respect for religion which consists in

keeping as clear of it as possible ;
and the way

in which he spoke of Mr. Bury's views wounded
some people's feelings. Altogether, he was, as

Mrs. Chiley said, an anxious person to have in

the house
;
for he just as often agreed with the

gentlemen in their loose ways of thinking, as
with the mere correct opinions by which the
wives and mothers who had charge of Their

morality strove hard to keep them in the right

way; and that was the reverse of what one

naturally expected from a clergyman. He was
very nice, and had a nice position-; and, under
all the circumstances, it was not only a duty to

pay attention to him, but a duty from which
results of a most agreeable character might
spring ;

but still, though she could not be other-

wise than kind, it would be impossible to say
that it was out of personal predilection that Mrs.

Chiley devoted herself to her guest. She
admitted frankly that he was not like what

clergymen were in her time. For one thing, he
seemed to think that every silly boy and girl

ought to have an opinion and be consulted, as if

they had anything to do with it which was

just the way to turn their heads, and make
them utterly insupportable. On the whole,

perhaps, the old lady was more charitable to

Mary Chiley, and understood better how it was
that she, brought up in sound Church principles,
did not get on so well as might be desired with
her husband's family, after a week of the Arch-
deacon. And yet he was a delightful person,
and full of information, as everybody admitted

;

and, to be sure, if Carliugford should be erected

into a bishopric, as would be only right and if

Mr. Beverley should happen to be appointed
bishop, as was highly probable then it would
be a pleasure to think that one had been kind to

Kim. At the same time, it must be admitted
that he showed a great want of taet in coming
to Miss Marjoribanks's Thursday, and thus

brushing, as it were, the very cream off his

introduction to Grange Lane. And Mrs. Chiley
still sighed a little over Mr. Cavendish, and

thought within herself that it was not his fault,

but that designing, artful creature, who was

enough to lead any man wrong. For it was

very clear to the meatiest capacity that nobody
could ever call the Archdeacon "

my dear," as,

with all his faults, it had been possible to call

Mr. Cavendish. And by this line of thought
Mrs. Chiley was led to regret Mr. Cavendish,
and to wonder what had become of him, and
what family affairs it could be that had taken
him so suddenly away.
A great many people in Carlingford were at

that moment occupied by the same wonders and

regrets. Some people thought he was frightened
to find how far he had gone with that Miss Lake,
and had left town for a little to be out of the

way; and some thought he must have been

speculating, and have lost money. To tell the

truth, it was very strange that he should have

disappeared so suddenly, just at the moment

too, when old Mr. Chiltern had one of his bad
attacks of bronchitis, which Dr. Marjoribanks
himself had admitted"1

might carry him off any
day. Nothing could bo more important to the

future interests of young Cavendish than to be

on the spot at this critical moment, and yet he

disappeared without telling anybody he was

going, or where he was going, which was on the

whole a perfectly unexplainable proceeding. His

very servants, as had been ascertained by some

inquiring mind in the community, were unaware
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his intention up to the very last moment
;
and

rtainly he had not said good-bye to anybody
before leaving Dr. Marjoribanks's garden on that

Thursday evening. Mr. Woodburn, who was not
a person of very refined perceptions, was the

only man who found his disappearance quite na-
tural.

" After making such a deuced ass of him-

self, by George ! what could the fellow do ?"

said his brother-in-law, who naturally enjoyed
the discomfiture of so near a connection

;
and this

was no doubt a providential circumstance for

Mrs. "Woodburn, who was thus saved from the

necessity of explaining or accounting for her bro-

ther's unexpected disappearance ;
but it failed to

satisfy the general community, who did not think
Mr. Cavendish likely to give in at the first blow
even of so distinguished an antagonist as Miss

Marjoribanks. Some of the more charitable inha-

bitants of Grange Lane concluded that it must
be the sudden illness of some relative which had
called him away; but then, though he was well
known to be one of the Cavendishes, neither he
nor his sister ever spake much of their connec-

tions; and, on the whole, public opinion fluc-

tuated between the two first suggestions which
seemed truest to nature at least, whether or not

they might be fully corroborated by fact which

were, either that Mr. Cavendish had taken fright,
as he might very naturally have done, at the

advanced state of his relations with Barbara
Lake

;
or that he had speculated, and lost mo-

ney. In either case his departure would have
been natural enough, and need not, perhaps,
have been accomplished with quite so much pre-

cipitation ;
but still such a community as that in

range Lane was in circumstances to compre-
nd how a young man might take fright and
,ve home, either because of losing a lot of mo-

sy, or getting entangled with a drawing-mas-
r's daughter. The immediate result, so far as

society was concerned, was one for which people
did not know whether to be most glad or sorry.
Mrs. Woodburn, who kept half the people in

Grange Lane in terror of their lives, seemed to

have lost all her inspiration now her brother was
away. She did not seem to have the heart to

take off anybody, which was quite a serious

matter for the amusement of the community.
To be sure some people were thankful, as sup-

ing themselves exempted from caricature;
t then unfortunately, as has been said, the

people who were most afraid for Mrs. Woodburn
were precisely those who were unworthy of her

trouble, and had nothing about them to give

occupation to her graphic powers. As for Miss

Marjoribanks, who had supplied one of the mi-

mic's most effective studies, she was so much
disturbed by the failure of this element of enter-

tainment that her legislative mind instantly
bestirred itself to make up for the loss. "'I have

always thought it so strange that I never had

any sense of humour," Lucilla said; "but it

would not do, you know, if all the world was
like me

;
and society would be nothing if every-

body did not exert themselves to the best of

their abilities.*" There was a mournful intonation

in Lucilla's voice as she said this
; for, to tell the

truth, since Mr. Cavendish's departure she had
been dreadfully sensible of the utter absence of

any man who could flirt. As for Osmond Brown
and the other boys of his -age, it might be pos-
sible to train them, but at the best they were

I
3
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only a provision for the future, and in the mean
time Miss Marjoribanks could not but be sensible
of her loss. She lamented it with such sincerity
that all the world thought her the most perfect
actress in existence. "

I have nothing to say
against any of you," Lucilla would say, contem-

plating with the eye of an artist the young men
of Grange Lane who were her raw material. " I

daresay you will all fall in love with somebody
sooner or later, and be very happy and good for

nothing; but you are no assistance in any way
to society. It is Mr. Cavendish I am sighing
for," said the woman of genius, with the candour
of a great mind

; and even Mrs. Woodburn was
beguiled out of her despondency by a study so

unparalleled. All this time, however, Lucilla
had not forgotten the last look of her faithless

admirer as he faced round upon her when Mr.
Archdeacon Beverley came into the room. She
too, like everybody else, wondered innocently
why Mr. Cavendish had gone away, and when
he was coming back again ;

but she never hinted
to any one that the Archdeacon had anything to
do with it

;
for indeed, as she said to herself, she

had no positive evidence except that of a look
that the Archdeacon had anything to do with it

By which it will be seen that Miss Marjoribanks's
prudence equalled her other great qualities. It

would be wrong to say, however, that her curi-

osity was not excited, and that in a very lively

way ; for, to be sure, the vague wonder of the

public mind over a strange fact, could never be

compared in intensity to the surprise and curi-

osity excited by something one has actually

seen, and which gives one, as it were, a share in

the secret, if indeed there was a secret, which
was a matter upon which Lucilla within herself

had quite made up her mind.
As for the Archdeacon, the place which he

took in society was one quite different from that

which had been filled by Mr. Cavendish, as,

indeed, was natural. He was one of those men
who are very strong for tho masculine side of

Christianity ;
and when he was with the ladies,

he had a sense that he ought to be paid atten-

tion to, instead of taking that trouble in his own
person. Miss Marjoribanks was not a woman to

be blind to the advantages of this situation, but

still, as was to be expected, it took her a little

time to get used to it, and to make all the use of

it which was practicable under the circumstances

which was all the more difficult since she was
not in the least "

viewy
"
in her own person, but

had been brought up in the old-fashioned ortho-

dox way of having a great respect for religion,

and as little to do with it as possible, which was
a state of mind largely prevalent in Carlingford.
But that was not in, the least Mr. Beverley's way
of thinking. It was when Lucilla's mind was
much occupied by this problem that she received

a visit quite unexpectedly one morning from

little Rose Lake, who had just at that time a

great deal on her mind. For it may easily be

supposed that Mr. Cavendish's sudden departure,
which bewildered the general public who had no

special interest in the matter, must have had a

still more overwhelming effect upon Barbara

Lake, whohad just been raised to the very highest

pinnacle of hope, closely touching upon reality,

when all her expectations collapsed and came to

nothing in a moment. She would not believe at

first that it could be true; and then, when it
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was no longer possible to resist the absolute

certainty of Mr. Cavendish's departure, her dis-

appointment found vent in every kind of violence

hysterics, and other manifestations of un-

reason and self-will. Rose had been obliged to

leave the Female School of Design upon her

papa's over-burdened shoulders, and stay at

home to nurse her sister. Perhaps the little

artist was not the best person to take care of a

sufferer under such circumstances
;

for she was
neither unreasonable nor self-willed to speak of,

though perhaps a little opinionative in her way
and could not be brought to think that a whole
household should be disturbed and disordered,
and a young woman in good health retire to her

room, and lose all control of herself, because a

young man, with whom she had no acquaintance
three months before,

'

had gone out of town

unexpectedly. Perhaps it was a want of feeling
on the part of the unsympathetic sister. She

gave out that Barbara was ill, and kept up a

most subdued and anxious countenance down-
stairs, for the benefit of the children and the

maid-of-all-work, who represented public opinion
in Grove Street

;
but when Rose went into her

sister's room, where Barbara kept the blinds

down, and had her face swollen with crying, it

was with a very stern countenance that her
little mentor regarded the invalid.

" I do not ask you to have a sense of duty,"
Rose said, with a certain fine disdain,

" but at

least you might have a proper pride." This
was all she took the trouble to say ;

but it must
be admitted that a great deal more to the same
effect might be read in her eyes, which were

generally so dewy and soft, but which could
flash on occasion. And then as the week drew
on towards Thursday, and all her representations

proved unavailing to induce Barbara to get up
and prepare herself for her usual duties, the scorn

and vexation and impatience with which the
dutiful little soul met her sister's sullen determi-

nation that " she was not able" to fulfil her ordi-

nary engagements, roused Rose up to a great
resolution. For her own part she' was one of

the people who do not understand giving in.
" What do you mean by lying there ?" she said,

pounding Barbara down small and cutting her
to pieces with infallible good sense and logic;
"
will that do any good ? You would try to

look better than usual, and sing better than

usual, if you had any proper pride. I did not
fall ill when my flounce was passed over at the

exhibition. I made up my mind that very even-

ing about the combination for my veil. I would
die rather than give in if I were you."
"Your flounce!" sobbed Barbara "oh you

unfeeling insensible thing! as if your h-heart
had anything to do with that. I only went to

s-spite Lucilla and I won't go no more oh,
no more now he's been and deserted me. You
can't understand my feelings g-go away and
leave me alone."

"Barbara," said Rose, with solemnity, "I
would forgive you if you would not be mean.
I don't understand it in one of us. If Mr. Caven-
dish has gone away, it shows that he does not
care for you; and you would scorn him, and
scorn to show you were thinking of him, if you
had any proper pride."

But all the answer Barbara gave was to turn

away with a jerk of annoyance the old easy-chair

in which she was lying buried, with her hands
thrust up into her black hair, and her eyes all

red
; upon which Rose left her to carry out her

own resolution. She was prompt in all her

movements, and she wasted no time on recon-

sideration. She went down into Grange Lane,
her little head erect> and her bright eyes regard-
ing the world with that air of frank recognition
and acknowledgment which Rose felt she owed
as an artist to her fellow-creatures. They were
all good subjects more or less, and the conscious-
ness that she could draw them and immortalise
them gave her the same sense of confidence in

their friendliness, and her own perfect com-
mand of the situation, as a young princess

might have felt, whose rank protected tier

like an invisible buckler. Rose, too, walked
erect and open-eyed in the confidence of her

rank, which made her everybody
T
s equal. It

was in this frame of mind that she arrived at

Dr. Marjoribanks's house, and found Lucilla,
who was very glad to see her. Miss Marjori-
banks was pondering deeply on the Archdea-
con at that moment, and her little visitor seemed
as one sent by heaven to help her out. For to

tell the truth, though Lucilla understood all

about Mr. Cavendish and men of his description,
and how to manage them and take full use of

their powers, even her commanding intelligence
felt the lack of experience in respect to such a case
as that of the Archdeacon,who required a different

treatment to draw him out. She was thinking
it over intently at the moment of Rose's arrival,
for Lucilla was not a person to give up the ad-

vantages of a novel position because she did not

quite understand it. She felt within herself that

there was no doubt a great effort might be pro-
duced if she could but see how to do it. And
it was Thursday morning, and there was no
time to lose.

"I came to speak to you about Barbara," said

Rose. "She is not fit to come out this morning.
I told her it was very ungrateful not to make an
effort after you had been so kind

;
but I am

sorry to say she has not a strong sense of

duty ;
and I don't think she would be able to

sing or do anything but look^stupid. I hope you
will not think very badly of her. There are

some people who can't help giving in, I suppose,"
said Rose, with an impatient little sigh.
"And so this is you, you dear little Rose!"

said Lucilla, "and I have never seen you before

since I came home and you always were such
a pet of mine at Mount Pleasant ! I can't think

why you never came to see me before
;
as for

me, you know, I never have any time. Poor

papa has nobody else to take care of him, and
it always was the object of my life to be a com-
fort to papa."

"Yes," said Rose, who was a straightforward
little woman, and not given to compliments.
" I have a great deal to do too," she said,

' and
th-en all my spare moments I am working at my
design. Papa always says that society accepts
artists for what they can give, and does not ex-

pect them to sacrifice their time," Rose con-

tinued, with her little air of dignity. To be sure

Miss Marjoribanks knew very well that society
was utterly unconscious of the existence of the

Lake family ;
but then there is always some-

thing imposing in such a perfectly innocent and

superb assumption as that to which the young
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Preraphaelite had just given utterance
;
and it

bc^-an to dawn upon Lucilla that here was ano-
tlier imperfectly understood but effective instru-

ment lying ready to her hand.
"I should like to see your design," said Miss

Marjoribanks, graciously. "You made such a

pretty little wreath for the corner of my hand-
kerchiefdon't you remember? all frogs' legs
and things. It looked so sweet in the old satin

stitch. What is the matter with poor Barbara?
I felt, sure she would catch cold and lose her
voice. I shall tell papa to go and see her. As
for to-night it will be a dreadful loss to be

sure, for I never could find a voice that went so

well with mine. But if you are sure she can't

come "

" When people have not a sense of duty," said

Rose, with an indignant sigh, "nor any proper
pride

' Some are so different. Barbara ought
to have been some rich person's daughter, with

nothing to do. She would not mind being of no
use in the world. It is a kind of temperament I

don't understand," continued the little artist.

All this, it is true, was novel to Miss Marjori-
banks, who had a kind of prejudice in favour of

the daughters of rich persons who had nothing
to do

;
but Lucilla's genius was broad and catho-

lic, and did not insist upon comprehending every-

thing, and it was at this moment that a new idea

flashed upon her with all the rapidity of an in-

tuition. She gave Eose a sudden scrutinising

look, and measured her mentally against the gap
she had to fill. No doubt it was an experiment,
and might fail signally ;

but then Miss Marjori-
banks was always at hand to cover deficiencies,

and she had that confidence in herself and her

good-fortune which is necessary to everybody
who greatly dares.

"You must come yourself this evening, you
dear old Rose," said Lucilla. "You know I al-

ways was fond of you. Oh yes, I know you can't

sing like Barbara. But the Archdeacon is com-

ing, who understands about art
;
and ifyou would

like to bring your design My principle has

always been, that there should be a little of

everything in society," said Miss Marjoribanks.
" I daresay you will feel a little strange at first

with not knowing the people, but that will soon

pass off and you must come."

When she had said this, Lucilla bestowed

upon little Rose a friendly schoolfellow kiss,

putting her hands upon the little artist's shoul-

ders, and looking her full in the face as she did

so. "I am sure you can talk," said Miss Marjo-
ribanks. She did not say "Go away now, and
leave me to my arrangements ;

" but Rose, who
was quick-witted, understood that the salute was
a dismissal, and she went away accordingly,

tingling with pride and excitement and plea-
sure and a kind of pain. The idea of practically

exemplifying, in her own person, the kind of

demeanour which society ought to expect from

an artist had not occurred to Rose
;
but destiny

having arranged it so, she was not the woman to

withdraw from her responsibilities. She said to

herself that it would be shabby for her who was
known to have opinions on this subject, to shrink

from carrying them out; and stimulated her

courage by recourse to her principles, as people
do who feel themselves bound to lay sacrifices on
the altar of duty. Notwithstanding this ele-

vated view of the emergency, it must be ad-

mitted that a sudden thought of what she would
wear had flushed to Rose's very finger-tips, with
a heat and tingle of which the little heroine was
ashamed. For, to be sure, it was Thursday
morning, and there was not a moment to be
lost. However, after the first thrill which this

idea had given her, Rose bethought herself once
more of her principles, and stilled her beating
heart. It was not for her to think of what she
was to put on, she who had so often proclaimed the

exemption of "a family of artists
" from the rules

which weigh so hard upon the common world.
" We have a rank of our own," she said to her-

self, but with that tremor which always accom-

panies the transference of a purely theoretical

and even fantastic rule of conduct into practical

ground "We are everybody's equal, and we
are nobody's equal and when papa begins to

be appreciated as he ought to be, and Willie has
made a Name " This was always the point
at which Rose broke off, falling into reverie that

could not be expressed in words
;~
but she had no

leisure to remark upon the chance "composi-
tions

"
in the street, or the effects of light and

shade, as she went home. A sudden and heavy
responsibility had fallen upon her shoulders, and
she would have scorned herself had she deserted

her post.

CHAPTER XVIII.

IT mny be imagined that Rose Lake was not the

only person who looked forward with excitement
to the evening of this Thursday, which was to

be, properly speaking, the Archdeacon's first

appearance in Carlingford. To be sure he had
dined at the Rectory, and also at Sir John Rich-

mond's, besides that there had been somebody
to dinner at Colonel Chiley's table almost every
day; but then there were only county people
at Sir John's, and Mr. Bury's guests naturally
counted for very little in Grange Lane

; indeed,
it was confidently reported that the Rector had
invited Mr. Tufton of Salem Chapel to meet the

Archdeacon, and that, but for the Dissenting
minister having more sense and knowing his

place, that unseemly conjunction would have
taken place, to the horror of all right-think-

ing people. So that Dr. Marjoribanks's was in

reality the first house where he had any chance

of seeing society in Carlingford. It would per-

haps be using too strong a word to say that Miss

Marjoribank's was anxious about the success of

her arrangements for this particular evening;

but, at the same time, it must be admitted that

the circumstances we're such as to justify a little

anxiety. Mr. Cavendish was gone, who, to do

him justice, was always agreeable, and his de-

parture disturbed the habitual party; and Mrs.

Woodburn had lost all her powers, as it seemed,
and sat at Dr. Marjoribanks's left hand, looking

just like other people, 'and evidently not to be in

the least depended on
;
and Lucilla was aware

that Barbara was not coming, which made, if

nothing else, a change in the programme of the

evening. No music, nobody to do the flirting,

nor to supply the dramatic by-play to which

Grange Lane had become accustomed; and a
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new man to be made use of, and at the. same

time to be pleased and fascinated, and made the

instrument of fascinating others. A young wo-

man of powers inferior to those of Miss Marjori-

banks would have sunk under such a weight of

responsibility, and there was no doubt that

Lucilla was a little excited. She felt that

everything depended upon her courage and self-

possession. If she but lost her head for a mo-
ment and lost command of affairs, everything

might have been lost
;
but then fortunately she

knew herself and what she could do, and had a

modest confidence that she would not lose her

head; and thus she could still eat her dinner

with the composure of genius, though it would
be wrong to deny that Lucilla was a little pale.

And then, as if all these things had not been

enough to discourage the lady of the house,
another discordant element was added by the

presence of Mr. Bury and his sister, whom it

had been necessary to ask to meet the Archdea-

con. The Rector, though he was
. very Low-

Church, had no particular objections to a good
dinner but he had a way of sneering at " the

flesh," even while taking all due pains to nour-

ish it, which roused Dr. Marjoribanks's temper.
Sometimes the Doctor would launch- a shaft of

medical w^t at his spiritual ruler, which Mr.

Bury had no means of parrying. "I have no

doubt," Dr. Marjoribanks would say, "that an

indigestion is an admirable way of mortifying
the flesh, as our excellent Rector says. Fasting
was the suggestion of a barbarous age ;

it must
have kept those anchorite fellows in an unchris-

tian strength of stomach. And it's far more phi-

losophical to punish the offending body, as Mr.

Bury does, by means of made dishes;" and
when he had thus disturbed his reverend guest's

enjoyment, the Doctor would go on with great
relish with his dinner. This, however, was not

the only danger to which the peace of the party
was exposed. For the Rector, at the same time,

regarded^Mr. Beverley with a certain critical sus-

piciousness, such as is seldom to be encountered

except among clergymen. He did not know
much about his clerical superior, who had only

recently been appointed to his archdeaconry;
but there was something in his air, his looks and

demeanour, which indicated what Mr. Bury con-

sidered a loose way of thinking. When the

Archdeacon made any remark the Rector would

pause and look up from his plate to listen to it,

with his fork suspended in the air the while
and then he would exchange glances with his

sister, who was on the other side of the table.

All this, it may be supposed, was a little discom-

posing for Lucilla, who had the responsibility of

everything, and who could now look for no as-

sistance among the ordinary members of her

father's party, who were, as a general rule,
much more occupied with the dinner than with

anything else that was going on. In this state

of affairs Miss Marjoribanks was very glad when
the Archdeacon, who occupied the post of honour

by her side, made a lively new beginning in the
conversation. It had not to call flagged before

not precisely flagged but still there were in-

dications of approaching exhaustion, such as can

always be perceived half-a-mile off by anybody
who has any experience in society; and when
the Archdeacon took up the ball with all the
liveliness of a man who is interested in a special

question, it will not be difficult to any lady who
has ever been in such circumstances to realise to

herself Miss Marjoribauks's sense of gratitude
and relief.

"By the by," said Mr. Beverley, "I meant
to ask if any one knew a man whom I'm sure I

caught a glimpse of the first day I was in Car-

lingford. Perhaps it was in the morning after I

arrived, to be precise. I can't recollect exactly.
If he lives about here, he ought to be known, for

he is a very clever amusing sort of a fellow. I

don't know if Carlingford is more blessed than oth-

er country towns with people of that complexion,"
said the Archdeacon, turning to Lucilla with a

smile. He was in no hurry, though he was a
little curious. The subject was not exciting to

him
;
and to be sure nothing could .be further

from his thoughts than that there was anybody
at the table who might have turned sick with

anxiety and suspense, and felt the pause he
made a horrible kind of torture. He paused and
turned to Miss Marjoribanks with the smile

which is a kind of challenge when it is ad-

dressed to a young lady, and meant to lead to a

lively little combat by the way. As for Lucilla,
she was conscious of an immediate thrill of curi-

osity, but still it was curiosity unmingled with any
excitement, and she had no particular objection
to respond.

"Everybody is nice in Carlingford," said Miss

Marjoribanks ;

" some people are always finding
fault with their neighbours, but I always get on
so well with everybody I suppose it is my
luck,'.' said Lucilla

; which, to be sure, was not

precisely an answer to the Archdeacon's ques-
tion. And there was somebody at the table all

the time who could have fallen upon her and
beaten her for putting off the revelation which
trembled on the lips of Mr. Beverley, and yet
would have given anything in the world to

silence the Archdeacon, and felt capable of rush-

ing at him like a fury and tearing his tongue out,
or suffocating him, to stop the next words that

he was going to say ;
and yet the s3me inconsis-

tent person was furious with Lucilla for post-

poning this utterance a little
;
and all the while,

so absolute are the restraints of society, every-

body at Dr. Marjoribanks's table sat eating their

dinner, one precisely like another, as if there had
been no such thing as mystery or terror in the

world.
" You must not expect me to believe in the

perfection of human society," said the Archdea-

con, going on in the same strain
;

" I would much
rather pin my faith to the amiable dispositions of

one young lady who always finds her neighbours

agreeable and I hope she makes no exception
to the rule," said the* Broad-Churchman in a

parenthesis, with a smile and a bow and then

he raised his voice a little: "The man I speak
of is really a very amusing fellow, you know,
and very well got up, and calculated to impose

upon ordinary observers. It is quite a curious

story; he ws the son of a trainer or something
of that sort about Newmarket. Old Lord Mon-
mouth took an extraordinary fancy to him, and

had him constantly about his place half brought
him up indeed, along with his grandson, you
know. He always was a handsome fellow, and

picked up a little polish ;
and really, for people

not quite used to the real thing, was as nearly
like a gentleman

"
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"Come now, I don't put any faith in that,"
said Mr. Woodburn. "I don't pretend to be
much of a one for fine company myself, but I

know a gentleman when I see him
;
a snob al-

ways overdoes
it, you know "

" I never said this man was a snob," said the

A.rchdeacon, with a refined expression 'of dis-

gust at the interruption flitting over his features;
"on the contrary, if he had only been honest,
he would have been really a very nice fel-

low "

"My dear sir," said Mr. Bury, "excuse me
for breaking in perhaps I am old-fashioned,
but don't you think it's a pity to treat the ques-
tion of honesty so lightly ? A dishonest person
has a precious soul to be saved, and may be a
most deeply interesting character

;
but to speak

of him as a very nice fellow, is pardon me I

think it's a pity; especially in mixed society,
where it is so important for a clergyman to be

guarded in his expressions," said the Rector.
When Mr. Bury began to speak, everybody else

at the table ceased talking, and gave serious at-

tention to what was going on, for the prospect of
a passage of arms between the two clergymen
was an opportunity too captivating to be lost.

''I hope Mr. Bury's dishonest friends will par-
don me," said the Archdeacon; "I. mean no
harm to their superior claims. Does anybody
know the man here, I wonder? his name was
Kavan, I think, or something like that an Irish

name. I assure you he was a very good-looking
fellow dark, good features, nearly six feet

high
"

"Oh please don't say any more," said Miss

Marjoribanks, and she could not quite have ex-

plained why she interrupted these personal de-

tails; "if you tell me what he is like I shall

fancy everybody I meet is him
;
Mr. Centum is

d;irk, and has good features, and is nearly six feet

high never mind what he is like you gentle-
men can never describe anybody ; you always
keep to generals ; tell us what he has done."

Somebody drew a long breath at the table

when the Archdeacon obeyed Miss Marjonbanks's
injunction. More than one person caught the

sound, but even Lucilla's keen eyes could not
make out beyond controversy from whom it pro-
ceeded. To be sure, Lucilla's mind was in a

most curious state of tumult and confusion. She
was not one of the people who take a long time

to form their conclusions; but the natural con-

clusion to which she felt inclined to jump in this

case was one so monstrous and incredible that

Miss Marjoribanks felt her only safeguard in the

whirl of possibilities was to reject it altogether,
and make up her mind that it was impossible ;

and then all the correspondences and apparent
corroborations began to dance and whirl about
her in a bewildering ring till her own brain

seemed to spin with them. She was as much
afraid lest the Archdeacon by some chance should

fall upon a really individual feature which the

world in general could identify, as if she had had

any real concern in the matter. But then, for-

tunately, there was not much chance of that
;
for

it was one of Lucilla's principles that men never
can describe each other. She listened, however,
with such a curious commotion in her mind, that

she did not quite make out what he was saying,
and only pieced it up in little bits from memo-
ry afterwards. Not that it was a very dreadful

story. It was not a narrative of robbery or

murder, or anything very alarming; but if it

could by any possibility turn out that the man
of whom Mr. Beverley was speaking had ever
been received in society in Carlingford, then it

would be a dreadful blow to the community, and
destroy public confidence for ever in the social
leaders. This was what Lucilla was thinking in
her sudden turmoil of amazement and apprehen-
sion. And then all this time there was another
person at table who knew all about it twenty
times better than Lucilla, and knew what was
coming, and had a still more intense terror lest
some personal detail might drop from the Arch-
deacon's lips which the public in general would
recognise. Notwithstanding, Mr. Beverley went
on quite composedly with his story, never dream-
ing for a moment that anybody was disturbed or
excited by it.

" He has a mark on his face,"
the Archdeacon said but here Miss Marjori-
banks gave a little cry, and held up both' her
hands in dismay,

" Don't tell us what marks he has on his face,"
said Lucilla.

"
I know that I shall think every

man who is dark, and has good features, aod is

si-x feet, must be him. I wonder if it could be
my cousin Tom

;
he has a little mark on his face

and it would be just like his dreadful luck,
poor fellow. Would it bo right to give up one's
own cousin if it should turn out to be Tom ?

"

said Miss Marjoribanks. The people who were
sitting at her end of the table laughed, but there
was no laughing in Lucilla's mind. And this

fright and panic were poor preparatives for the

evening, which had to be got through creditably
with so few resources, and with such a total re-

versal of the ordinary programme. Miss Marjori-
banks was still tingling with curiosity and alarm
when she rose from the table. If it should really
come to pass that an adventurer had been receiv-

ed into the best society of Carlingford, and that
the best judges had not been able to discriminate
between the false and true, how could any one

expect that Grange Lane would continue to con-
fide its most important arrangements to such in-

competent hands ?
'

Such was the dreadful question that occupied
all Lucilla's thoughts. So far as the adventurer
himself was concerned, no doubt he deserved

anything that might come upon him; but the

judgment which might overtake the careless

shepherds who had admitted the wolf into the
fold was much more in Miss Marjoribanks's mind
than any question of abstract justice. So that it

was not entirely with a philanthropical intention

hat she stopped Mr. Beverley and put an end to

his dangerous details. Now she came to think

of it, she began to remember that nobody of her

acquaintance had any mark on his face ; but still

it was best not to inquire too closely. It was
thus with a pre-occupied mind that she went up
io the drawing-room, feeling less in spirits for her

work than on any previous occasion. It was the

first of the unlucky nights, which every woman
of Lucilla's large and public^spirited views must
calculate upon as inevitable now and then. There
was no moon, and the Richmonds naturally were

absent, and so were the Miss Browns, who were

staying there on a visit for it was after the en-

gagement between Ljdia* and John
;
and Mr.

* It may be mentioned here that this was an en:r;j:n-

ment that tone of the Mends approved of, and that it
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Cavendish was away (though perhaps under the

circumstances that was no disadvantage) ;
and

Mrs. Woodburn was silenced
;
and even Barbara

Lake had failed her patroness.
"You are not in spirits to-night, Lucilla, my

poor dear," said Mrs. Chiley, as they went up-
stairs

;
and the kind old lady cast a fierce glance

at Mrs. Woodburn, who was going before them
with Miss Bury, as if it could be her fault.

" Dear Mrs. Chiley," said Miss Marjoribanks,
"
I am in perfect spirits ;

it is only the responsi-

bility, you know. Poor Barbara is ill, and we
can't have any music, and what if people should

be bored ? When one has real friends to stand

by one it is different," said Lucilla, with an into-

nation that was not intended for Mrs. Chiley,
' and I always stand by my friends."

If she meant anything by what she said there

was no time to enlarge upon it, for they were

just at the drawing-room door, where all the

heavy people were waiting to bo amused. Mrs.

Chiley held her young friend back for a moment
with those unreasonable partisan ideas of hers,

which were so different from Lucilla's broad and
statesmanlike way of contemplating affairs.

"
I am so glad that bold thing is not coming,"

said the kind old lady ;
"she deserves to be ill,

Lucilla. But don't go and over-excite yourself,

my poor dear. People must just amuse them-

selves in their own way. They are very well

off, I am sure, with this pretty room and a very
nice cup of tea,' and each other's things to look

at. Never mind the people, but go and find a

nice corner and have a chat with the Archdea-

con when he comes up stairs. I am sure that is

what he would like. And you know he is the

stranger and the person to be studied," said the

designing old woman. As for Lucilla, she made
no categorical response; she only opened the

door a little wider for Mrs. Chiley's entrance, and

arranged the ribbons of the old lady's cap, as she

followed her into the toom, in a caressing way.
"I daresay we shall do very well," Lucilla

said, feeling her courage rise within her in face

of the emergency ;
and thus she went her way

into the gay mob who were waiting for her, and

who had not the least idea when Miss Marjori-
banks made her appearance among them that she

had anything on her mind.

But the first group that met Lucilla's eye as

she went into the drawing-room was one which
made her start a little, self-possessed as she was.

This group was composed of, in the first place,
Barbara Lake in her crumpled white dress, which
she had not had any heart to think of, and which
was just as she had taken it off last Thursday even-

ing. Barbara herself showed to as little advan-

tage as her dress did. There was no expectation
about her to brighten her up. Her heavy black

eyebrows lowered like a dead line of resistance

and defiance, and her eyes gleamed underneath

sullenly oblique and dangerous. Her hair was

hastily arranged, her complexion muddy and

sombre, her eyelids red. It was as easy to see

that she had been crying, and that disappoint-
ment and spite and vexation had had the great-
est share in her tears, as if all the party had been
admitted to the little house in Grove Street, and
had heard the tempest going on. Though she

was the greatest possible comfort to Miss Marjoribanks's
mind that she had nothing to do with it either one way
or another, as she said.

had made up her mind that the was unable to go,
when her going was merely a necessary loyalty
to Lucilla, the fact that Rose had been invited
acted with a wonderfully stimulating effect upon
her sister. Then she began to think that, per-

haps, after all, he might have come back, and
that to be out of the way and leave the field

clear to Lucilla was all that her enemies wanted
for poor Barbara could not but think that she

must have enemies. And the mere idea that
Rose was asked roused her of itself. "I don't
know what she could mean by asking you, un-
less it was to spite me," said the sullen contralto.

"Oh yes, I daresay she will be very glad to get
rid of me; but I'll go to spite her," Barbara

cried, with a flash from under her lowering
brows; and it was this amiable motive which
had brought her out. She thought, if by any
chance Mr. Cavendish might happen to be there,
that the sight of her all crumpled and suffering
would be eloquent to his heart, for the poor girl's

knowledge of the world and " the gentlemen
"

was naturally very small. Thus she made her

appearance with her disappointment and rage
and vexation written on her face, to serve as a
beacon to all the young women of Carlingford,
and show them the necessity of concealing "their

feelings. Mrs. Chiley, who felt that Barbara
deserved it, and was resolved not to pity her,
seized the opportunity, and delivered quite a lit-

tle lecture to a group of girls on the subject of

the forsaken.
" A disappointment may happen to any young

person," Mrs. Chiley said,
" and so long as it is

not their fault nobody could blame them
; but,

my dears, whatever you do, don't show it like

that. It makes me ashamed for my sex. And
only look at Lucilla!" said the old lady, who,
to tell the truth, instead of looking ashamed,
looked triumphant. And, to be sure, Miss

Marjoribanks had regained all her pristine en-

ergy, and looked entirely like herself.

What was still more extraordinary, however,

was, that Mrs. Woodburn had quite emerged
from her momentary quietude, and was in a

corner, as usual, with a group of people round

her, from'whom stifled bursts of laughter were
audible.

" I am frightened out of my life when
I see that woman," said one of the Grange Lane

ladies, who was the very impersonation of

commonplace, and utterly unworthy the mi-

mic's while.
" She is taking some of us off

at this moment, I am quite sure."

"My dear, she is very amusing," said Mrs.

Chiley, drawing her lace shawl round her shoul-

ders with that little jerk which Mrs. Woodburn
executed to perfection.

"
I am quite easy in

my mind, for my part. There can't be much
to take off in an old woman that is old enough
to be all your grandmothers; and I am quite

pleased for Lucilla's sake." And then, it is

true, the girls laughed, and tried hard to hide

that they were laughing, for they had all heard

Mrs. Woodburn give that very speech with inimi-

table success. But it was in reality the Arch-

deacon of whom the mimic was giving a private
rehearsal at that moment. She was doing it

with a little exaggeration, and colouring strong-

ly, which perhaps was owing to an imperfect ac-

quaintance with the subject, and perhaps to

the little excitement which accompanied the

throwing off of the cloud which had en-

1
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veloped her. To be sure, nobody knew why
she should have been under a cloud, for mar-
ried sisters don't generally lose their spirits in

consequence of a brother's temporary absence
;

but still the general eye perceived the change.
"Now you look a little like yourself again,"
some one said to her.

" You might have been
out of town, like Mr. Cavendish, for anything
one has heard of you for a week past."
"I have been studying very closely," Mrs.

"Woodburn said
;

"
it is so important to gel the

key-note;" and this was how, more than by
anything he said or did himself, that Mr. Be-

verley's ways of expressing himself became fa-

miliar to the mind of Grange Lane.

All this time little Rose Lake had been stand-

ing by the table near her sister, noi feeling very
comfortable, if the truth must be told. Rose
had been obliged to solve the important ques-
tion of what she was to put on, by the

simple, but not quite satisfactory, expedient
of wearing what she had, as so many people
have to do. And her dress was, to say the least,

rather a marked contrast to the other dresses

round her. For when one is an artist, and

belongs to a family of artists, one is perhaps

tempted to carry one's ideas of what is ab-

stractly graceful even into the sacred conven-

tionalities of personal attire
;
and it is sad to

be obliged to confess that the success is gene-

rally much less apparent than one might have ex-

pected it to be, as many an unfortunate painter's

wife has found out to her cost. Among all the

Grange Lane girls there was not one who would
have looked, as Miss Marjoribanks herself said,

nicer than Rose if she had been dressed like other

people. To be sure, there were several hand-

somer, such as Barbara, for instance, who pos-
sessed a kind of beauty, but who was as far from

being nice as can be conceived
;
but then what

can be done with a girl who goes out for the

evening in a black dress trimmed with red, and
made with quaint little slashings at the shoulders

and round the waist of an architectural charac-

ter ? Rose's opinions in respect to effective orna-

mentation were, as has been said, very strongly
marked for so young a person ;

and though she

was perfectly neat, and not a crumple about

her,, still it must be confessed that her costume

altogether suggested, even to Lucilla, who was
not imaginative, one of the carnival demons
that she had seen in Italy. "When she went

up to her young visitor, veiling her altogether,

for the moment, in her own clouds of white, Miss

Marjoribanks made a furtive attempt to put some
of the tags out of the way ;

but this was an im-

practicable effort. "It was so nice of you to

come on such short notice," Lucilla said, put-

ting her hand affectionately on Rose's shoulder
;

but her eyes would wander while she was

speaking from her little schoolfellow's face to

her dreadful trimmings ;

" and I am so glad to
1 see Barbara is better. But you shan't be troubled

: to-night, for we are not going to have any music.

I am sure you are not able to sing," said Miss

Marjoribanks, addressing the elder sister
;
and all

this time she was insidiously fingering Rose's

tags, which were far too firmly secured to yield
to any such legerdemain. And then, as was na-

tural, Lucilla had to go away and attend to her

other guests ;
and the other people in the room

1 were too busy with their own talks and friends

to pay any attention to Rose, even had she not
been sister to Barbara, whom nobody felt dis-

posed to notice. Rose had brought a large port-
folio with her, containing not only the design in

which her own genius was launching forth, but
also some drawings which the little artist set
much less store by, and one surreptitious sketch,
which was by Willie, who had not yet made a
name. She thought, in her innocence, poor
child, as is natural to youthful professors of art
or literature, that such matters form the staple
of conversation in polite society, and that every-
body would be pleased and proud to have
heard of and seen, just before his debut, the
works of the coming man. " I have brought
some drawings," she said to Lucilla, putting
her hand upon the portfolio; and Lucilla had
said,

" You dear little Rose, how nice of you !

"

but that was all that had as yet passed
on the subject. Miss Marjoribanks regarded
with eyes of painful interest the young Prera-

phaelite's tags, but she paid no regard to the

portfolio, and never even asked to see its con-

tents. Rose, to be sure, might have sat down
had she pleased, but she preferred to keep her

place standing by her sister's side, with her
hand upon the portfolio, listening to all the people
talking. It was rather a disenchanting pro-
cess. All of them might have seen the port-
folio had they liked, and yet they went on

talking about the most unimportant matters
;

where they were going, and what they were to

wear, and what new amusements or occupations
had been planned for the morrow which two
words indeed seem to mean the same thing ac-

cording to the Carlingford young ladies. As
Rose Lake stood and listened, a few of her

childish illusions began to leave her. In the

first place, nobody said a syllable either about

art, literature, or even music, which gave the

lie to all her previous conceptions of conversa-

tion among educated people and then it be-

gan slowly to dawn upon Rose, that a life like

her own, full of work and occupation, which
she had been used up to this moment to think

a very good life, and quite refined and digni-
fied in comparison with most of the lives she

knew of, was in reality a very shabby and poor
existence, of which a young woman ought to be
ashamed when she came into society in Grange
Lane. When this discovery began to dawn upon
the little artist, it made her very hot and uncom-
fortable for the first moment, as may be supposed.
She who fiad thought of the Female School of

Design as of a Career, and considered herself a

little in the light of one of the pioneers of society
and benefactors of her kind ! but in Miss Marjori-

banks's drawing-room the Career seemed to change
its character

;
and then Rose began to think that

now she understood Barbara. It was, on the

whole, a painful little bit of experience ;
and

the more humbled she felt in herself, the more did

her little heart swell within her, with the inno-

cent pride grown bitter, and the happy compla-

cency of her scruples turned into a combative

self-assertion, which is not an uncommon pro-

cess with people who have cherished ideas about

the rank of artists. The world did not care

in the least for her being an artist, except per-

haps in so far as that fact gave a still more

absurd explanation to her absurd dress
;
and then

she had never been to a ball, and was not
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going to any ball, nor to the picnic on Satur-

day, nor to Mrs. Centura's on Monday, nor to

ride, nor to drive, nor to do anything that all

these young people were doing; and naturally
the sensation produced was not a very agree-
able one

; for, to be sure, she was only seven-

teen, and it went to her heart to be so alto-

gether out of accord with everything she heard
of in this new world. Thus she stood, losing
more and more the easy grace of her first attitude,
and getting morose and stiffand constrained, with
a sense of being absurd. This perhaps was why
Barbara had always stopped her when she began
to speak of their rank as artists. Barbara had
been more far-sighted than herself, and had but
followed the lead of the world. This was the

lesson Rose was learning as she stood up at

the end of the room, clearly marked out in her
black-and-red dress against the background and

entourage of white-robed angels. It had been
Barbara that knew best. It was a lesson a

little sharp, but still it was one which every-

body in her position has to find out, and which
it was very well for her to learn.

And it was just at this time that the gentle-
men came up from the dining-room. As for Bar-

bara, she roused up a little from her sullen silence,
and turned an eager took to the door, with a

lingering, desperate idea that, after all, he might
be there which was an act which shocked her

sister.
" If you would only have a proper pride !"

the impatient little mentor whispered ;
but Bar-

bara only heaved up her plump round shoulders,
and jerked her ear away. So far from having
proper pride, she rather wanted to show all the

Grange Lane people that she was looking for

him, that she was suffering from his loss, and
had hopes of his return, and came not for them,
or for Lucilla, but on his account

;
for Barbara

had no dreams of any possible good to be got
out of papa's being appreciated, or Willie mak-

ing a name
;
and even to be the deserted of Mr.

Cavendish was a more flattering distinction than
to be simply the drawing-master's daughter. But,
of course, there was no Mr. Cavendish there; and,
to tell the truth, his absence made itself most

distinctly felt at that critical moment. Then, for

the first time, the ordinary public found out how-
he had bridged over the chasm between the din-

ner-party who were satisfied and biases, and
wanted repose and the evening people, who
were all quite fresh, and looked for amusement.
The public, with its usual dulness of perception,
had ignored this, though Miss Marjoribanks had
known it from the very beginning, and now
there was nobody to take this delicate office.

The result was,, that ihe gentlemen were just fall-

ing into that terrible black knot all by themselves
about the door, and betaking themselves to the

subjects which were, as Lucilla justly remarked,
on a level with their capacities, when Miss Mar-

joribanks felt that the moment had arrived for

decisive action. The Archdeacon, to do him jus-

tice, had made a little effort to enter into general
society; for he was still "young enough," as
Mrs. Chiley said, to think it worth his while to

take in the younger and prettier section of the

community into the circle of his sympathies. But
it was here that the limited range of a Church-
man became apparent in comparison with the
broad and catholic tendencies of a man of the
world like Mr. Cavendish. A well-brought-up

young woman in general society cannot be ex-

pected on the spot to bring forward her theologi-
cal doubts or speculations for immediate solution

;

and that was the only kind of flirtation which
Mr. Beverley was properly up to. He made
one or two attempts, but without great success

;

and then the Archdeacon began to veer slowly
downward into the midst of the circle of black
coats which was slowly consolidating, and which
was the object of Miss Marjoribanks' s special
terror

;
and this being the case, Lucilla felt that

no time was to be lost. Though she had taken no
notice of the portfolio, and, to tell the truth, did
not care in the least about its contents, she had
no more forgotten that it was there than she for-

got any other instrument which could be put to

use. When it was evident that nothing else was
to be done, Miss Marjoribanks called the Arch-
deacon to her to the other end of the room. " I

want to show you something," said Lucilla. " I

am quite sure you know about art. Do come*
and look at Miss Lake's drawings ; they are

charming. This is Mr. Beverley, Rose, and you
must let him see what you have got in the port-
folio. He is quite a judge, you know

;
and she

is a little genius," said Lucilla. This speech
awoke a little flutter of amazement and conster-

nation in the assembly; but Miss Marjoribariks
knew what she was about. She opened up the

portfolio with her own hands, and brought forth

the drawing which was Willie's drawing, arid

which, to be sure, Lucilla knew nothing about.
"It was my luck, you know," as she said after-

wards; for Willie's drawing was wonderfully
clever, and quite in Mr. Beverley's way. And
then everybody got up to look at it, and made a
circle round the Archdeacon

;
and the Broad-

Churchman, who had at bottom no objection to

be mobbed and surrounded by a party of ladies,
exerted himself accordingly, and opened up to

such an extent, that the whole room thrilled

with interest. Thus Lucilla's look, as she mo-

destly called it, or rather her genius, triumphed
once more over the novel combination which had

perplexed her for the first moment. She drew a
little apart, well pleased, and looked on with that

sense of success and administrative power which
is one of the highest of mental enjoyments. She

contemplated the grouping affectionately, and felt

in her own soul the reassuring and delicious con-

sciousness that, having mastered such a difficulty

as this, she mightgo on with renewed confidence in

her own powers ;
and it was this soothing, and at

the same time exhilarating, sentiment which was

interrupted by the somewhat impatient gestures
of Mrs. Chiley, who at this moment caught Lu-
cilla's dress, and drew her to her side.

"My dear," said the old lady, hastily, "this

will never do. It is all very well to sacrifice

yourself, but you can't expect me to approve of

it when you carry it so far. Go and talk to him

yourself, Lucilla I What was the good of bring-

ing him here, and making a fuss about him, all

for that ? And you will see that other fantastic

little creature will be just as nasty as her sister,"

said Mrs. Chiley, who was so much excited that

she could scarcely restrain herself from speaking
out loud.

But Lucilla only smiled like an angel upon her

excited friend.
" Dear Mrs. Chiley," she said, in

a seraphic way, "the lady of the house must

always think of her guests first
;
and you know
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that the object of my life is to be a comfort to
dear papa."
Thus that evening came to a climax of suc-

cess and satisfaction so far as Miss Marjoribanks
was personally concerned

;
but it will be neces-

sary to turn over another leaf before describing
the very different sentiments of little Rose Lake
at the same crisis

; for, of course, no great work
was ever achieved without the sacrifice of a cer-

tain number of instruments, and the young Pre-

raphaelite was at this moment no better than a

graphic little pencil in the greater artist's hand.

CHAPTER XIX.

MR. ARCHDEACON BEVERLEY was tall and strong,
as was natural to a Broad-Churchman

;
and

when he took "Willie's drawing in his hand, and
held it up to his eyes, and began to express his

sentiments on the subject, it did not occur to him
that his shadow, both physical and moral, was
quite blotting out the little figure down at his el-

bow, whom he supposed to be the artist, and
whose face was crimson, and her heart beating,
and her whole frame in a tremble of eagerness
to disavow the honour, and secure the credit of

his work to "Willie, who had still his name to

make. As for Rose's explanations and descrip-

tions, they might as well have been uttered to a

collection of deaf people for any effect they had

upon the Archdeacon, who was discoursing about
the picture in his own way, ever so far up above
her or to his auditory, who were interested in

what he was saying because he said it, and not

because of any interest they had in the subject.
Rose stood trembling with impatience and a kind
of feminine rage, deep down in the circle of

white ladies, and under the shadow of the large
black figure in the midst of them. The Arch-
deacon might have stood very well for one of the

clerical heroes upon whose arm the modern he-

roine thinks it would be sweet to lean who
would guard her from the world, and support her

in trouble, and make his manly bosom a bulwark
for her against all injustice ; which, indeed, was
a way of thinking of Mr. Beverley which some of

the ladies surrounding him at that moment might
have been not disinclined to adopt, as, to be sure,

it was the conception of his character which Mrs.

Chiley would very fain have impressed on Miss

Marjoribanks. But as for Rose, on the contrary,
so far from thinking of clinging to- his arm, and

being supported thereby, her girlish impulse was
to spring upon that elbow, which was the only

point accessible to her stature, and box and pinch
him into listening to the indignant disclaimers,

the eager protestations, to which he gave no
manner of attention. But then it is well known
that the point of view from which circumstances

compel us to regard either a landscape or a per-

son, has everything to do with the opinion form-

ed upon it. Willie was the genius of the Lake

family, as may be divined, and he was just then

in London, working very hard, and thinking of

making a name with still more fervid though less

confident calculations than those of hi? little sis-

ter
;
and the idea that she- was appropriating his

glory, however unwillingly, and depriving him

for a moment of the honour due to him, drove-

Rose half frantic
; while, at the same time, Na-

ture had made her voice so soft, and toned it so

gently, that all her efforts cold not secure her-

self a hearing. As for the audience in general,
it was, on the contrary, quite enchanted with the
Archdeacon's elucidation. It was not so much
that he was entertaining, as that it was Aim, the

highest clerical dignitary who had been seen for a

long time about Carlingford, possibly its future

bishop, and a man who was said to have written
articles in the Reviews, and to be a friend of
Dean Howard's, and very well received in the

highest quarters. Such a man could not fail to

be an authority on the subject of art
; or, indeed,

on any other subject which it might be his plea-
sure to discuss.

"
I recognise here a wonderful absence of con-

ventionality," said the Archdeacon. "There is

good in everything; perhaps the want of any
picture-gallery in the neighbourhood of Carling-
ford, which I have been so sorry to observe "

"Oh, but I assure you Sir John has a very
nice collection of pictures," said one of Mr. Bev-

erley's audience,
" and dear Lady Richmond is so

kind in letting one bring one's friends to see them.
She is such a sweet woman don't you think so 1

I am sure my husband says
"

"Lady Richmond is a good, pure, gentle wo-

man," said the Archdeacon in his Broad-Church

way, summing up and settling the question;"
everybody must be the better for knowing her.

There is a great deal of very fine feeling for dra-

pery in that mantle and the boy's attitude is

remarkable. There is a freedom in that leg, for

example, which is extraordinary for a lady
" But it is not a lady," shrieked Rose, who was

getting incoherent, and with difficulty restrained

herself from seizing Mr. Beverley's elbow. The
Archdeacon this time gave a little glance down
at her, and his eye caught her red trimmings, and
he smiled a little he thought he knew what she

meant.
"Miss Lake declines to be mildly judged on the

score of being a lady," he said,
" and I quite

agree with her so we'll abandon that phrase-

ology. I confess that I was quite unprepared to

find such genius in Carlingford. It is a delight-
ful little town, but with no collection of pictures,
no gallery, no masters "

But here Rose, who could bear no longer,
made a dash at last at that elbow which repre-

sented to her for the moment all the arrogance
and superficial information of criticism.

"
Papa is

the master," cried Rose,
" and there are two

schools of design. We gained six prizes, and
Willie had all his first training

"

"
Precisely," said the Archdeacon, in his bland

tones.
" Schools of design are admirable things

in their way. They develop what one may call

the superficial talent which pervades the commu-

nity ;
but to find a real power, such as this may

develop into, in a town so destitute of the means
of instruction, says a great deal for human nature.

Centum, you are a connoisseur, you know what
I mean. Why you should not have a yearly
exhibition at Carlingford, for example, when there

is an amount of native talent which can produce
a sketch like this, I cannot conceive. Look how

finely characterised are the different figures ;
and

such depth of feeling in the accessories, this

piece of drapery, for example. I am sure all our
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thanks are due to Miss Lake for suffering us to

see her production. I should like you to exam-
ine it well, Centum," s:iid the Archdeacon and
then it passed to Mr. Centura's hand. To tell the

truth, Mr. Centum would have differed from Mr.

Beverley had he dared
;

for it is all very easy for

a stranger to speak about native talent
;
where-

as for a man who lives in the town, and may be

expected to foster a rising artist in a more sub-

stantial way than by mere praise, it is a very dif-

ferent matter. But then the banker knew that

to differ from the Archdeacon, a man who was in

the very best society, and indeed quite familiar

at Windsor, would be to make a summary end of

the reputation he himself enjoyed as a connois-

seur. So he drew near and looked at the draw-

ing, and echoed Mr. Beverley's sentiments but

naturally in a modiffed way.
" But as for a yearly exhibition, I don't know

what to say about that," said Mr. Centum,
"
for

you know we'd have to give a prize to tempt
a few of the fellows in London to send a picture
or two. All that is very easy in theory, but it

is much more difficult in practice. It's a very
clever drawing. I daresay your father touched
it up did he not ? I always said Lake was a

very clever fellow in his way but if it was the

very finest beginning ever made, it is only a

sketch, and one swallow does not make a sum-
mer

;
and then," said Mr. Centum, trying to

escape by a joke,
"
you know a young lady is

never to be calculated upon ; though, as a sketch,

nothing could be more promising," added the

man 'whose character was at stake
;
and then

the whole party burst into an animated discus-

sion of the chance of an exhibition at Carling-

ford, and the duty of fostering native talent.

Rose stood in the centre of the circle all this

time, while Willie's drawing passed from hand to

hand and all this talk went on, palpitating with
vexation and impatience, and keen feminine

rage, and unable to get anybody to listen to her.

Nobody cared the least in the world whether it

was or was not she who had done it. Nobody
knew anthiug about Willie

;
whether he made a

Name or not, who cared ? It was a very suc-

cessful expedient, so far as Lucilla's great work
was concerned, and rewarded her pains in a way
which it was delightful to contemplate ;

but
then there never was a great work in the world
which did not involve a few heartaches to the

instruments
;
and to be truly successful a person

of the highest order of administrative genius
must be indifferent to that. At the same time it

would be quite false to say that Miss Marjori-
banks contemplated any such accompaniment,
or had the least intention of wounding Rose,

who, on the contrary, was a great pet of hers
;

but Lucilla's eyes were naturally fixed upon her

own aim*, which was, it must be confessed, of

sufficient magnitude to justify a few sacrifices of

the rank and file. If a great monarch was to

count how many soldiers would be killed every
time it was necessary to his credit to fight a

great battle, what would become of the world ?

But then the misfortune was, that in this case

poor little Rose had been quite as intent upon
her little aim as was Lucilla, and did not under-
stand that she was there to be bowled over, and
to make way for the car of triumph. When she
had restored to her at last the precious drawing
which had gained so much praise, and which, by

this time, was a little frayed at the edges (but,
to be sure, that was only the mounting-board),
and looked as if it had seen service, instead of

being elated and triumphant as she was expected
to be, poor Rose could scarcely keep from cry-

ing. Not hers was to be the gratification of

helping Willie on his first step towards a Name.
On the contrary, she felt herself in the horrible

position of having usurped his credit, and done
him an injury, and put his drawing away in the

portfolio with inexpressible feelings, shutting it

down over her own poor little work and the veil

which had up to this moment held the principal
share in her thoughts. Alas, by this time poor
Rose had more serious matters to think of I

And when she made an attempt privately, when
there was some chance of being heard, to rectify
the mistake, her effort was equally unsuccess-
ful She took her chance when she saw Mr.
Centum alone, and stole up to him, and made
her little statement. "It was my brother's

drawing, not mine," she said; and the banker,
who had by this time forgotten all about

it,

opened his eyes and stared at her.
" Ah oh

it was your brother's," said Mr. Centum, with a
little yawn ;

and the impulse may be forgiven to

Rose if she could have seized upon this man
who considered himself a connoisseur, and givfen
him a good shake in her rage and vexation.
But then, to be sure, all that impatience did no

good; and Rose was not even grateful for the

kiss Lucilla gave her when she went away.
" Thank you so much for bringing that beautiful

drawing," Miss Marjoribanks said; and she
meant it quite sincerely, and felt that Rose and
her portfolio had helped her to her latest tri-

umph just as Barbara and her contralto had

helped in the earliest. And thus the two repre-
sentatives of the arts went home in their

wounded condition, after having served their

purpose. To be sure, Barbara richly deserv

her share of the pain ;
but at the same tim

Lucilla had gone over them both in her tri-

umphal chariot, and they had contributed much
to her victory. And then neither of them

philosophical enough to feel that to help on, even

by your own humiliation, the success of a grea
work is worth everj-body's while. Miss Marjori
banks had made use of them as society gen
rally makes use of art, and they unfortunate^
had taken it as the artist 'generally does tak
that supreme compliment. This was the othe

side of the picture which Lucilla looked upo
with such complacent eyes; and at the ve

same moment Mrs. Chiley, seeing matters fro

her point of view, confided to her husband he

vexation and annoyance at the way in whic"

her young friend neglected her opportuniti
"He is not like what clergymen were in ou

day," said the old lady, "but still he is ve

nice, and has a nice position, and it would ju
suit Lucilla

;
but to think of her going an

leaving him with these Lake girls, notwith

standing the lesson she has had I and I have

doubt the little one is just as designing and nasty
as the other. If it should come to anything, she

has only herself to blame," said Mrs. Chiley.
As for the Colonel, he took it more calmly, as

gentleman might be expected to do.
" You may trust a parson for that," said the

old soldier. "He knows what he is about.

You will never find him make such an ass of
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himself as young Cavendish did." But this

only made Mrs. Chiley sigh the more.
"Poor Mr. Cavendish I" said the old lady.

"I will never blame him, poor fellow. It was
-all that deceitful thing laying her snares for

him. For my part I never like to have anything
to do with those artist kind of people they are

all adventurers," said the Colonel's wife
;
and

she went to bed with this unchristian persuasion
in her mind. Thus the matter was regarded on
all sides with sentiments differing according to

the different points of view
;
and the only per-

son who looked at it abstractly, and contem-

plated not the accidents of the evening, but the

work itself, which was progressing in the face of

all kinds of social difficulties, was the master-
mind which first conceived the grand design of

turning the chaotic elements of society in Car-

lingford into one grand unity. One may be
charitable to the natural feelings of those who
have been shot at and ridden over in the course

of the combat
;
and one may even sympathise a

little with the disgust of the critic who can see

the opportunities which have been neglected
after the day was won

;
but in reality, it is only

the eye of the general who "has planned it who
can estimate the true importance of each indi-

vidual fight in the campaign. And when we
announce that Miss Marjoribanks herself was

satisfied, there remains little more to say.
As for the Archdeacon, he, as was natu-

ral, knew nothing about the matter. He
said again, with the natural obtuseness which
is so general among the gentlemen, that it

had been a very pleasant party. "She has

a fine clear candid nature," said Mr. Beverley ;

" I should think such a person must exer-

cise an influence for good on society;" which,
no doubt, was true enough. This

'

was how
Lucilla, by sheer dint of genius, triumphed
over all the obstacles that stood in her way ;

and
without music, without the county people, and
without Mr. Cavendish, still continued with

renewed eclat her weekly success. But though
she was satisfied with the evening, it would be

vain to deny that there were perturbations in the

mind of Miss Marjoribanks as she laid her head

upon her maiden pillow. She said to herself

again with profounder fervour, that fortunately
her affections had not been engaged ;

but there

were more things than affections to be taken

into consideration. Could it be possible that

mystery, and perhaps imposture, of one kind or

another, had crossed the sacred threshold of

Grange Lane ;
and that people might find out and

cast in Lucilla's face the dreadful discovery that

a man had been received in her house who was
not what he appeared to be ? When such an

idea crossed her mind, Miss Marjoribanks shiv-

ered under her satin quilt. Of course she could

not change the nature of the fact one way or

another
; but, at least, it was her duty to act

with great circumspection, so that if possible it

might not be found out for Lucilla appreciated

fully the difference that exists between wrong
and discovery. If any man was imposing upon
his neighbours and telling lies about himself, it

was his own fault; but if a leader of society
were to betray the fact of having received and

petted such a person, then the responsibility was
on her shoulders. It dismayed Miss Marjori-

banks, and at the same time it gave a tinge of

excitement to the future, in which there might
be, and no doubt were, crowds of unrevealed
Archdeacons and undiscovered men of the world
on their way to Carlingford, all knowing some-

thing about somebody, and bringing with them
an ever-recurring succession of difficulties and

triumphs. It was prudence that was the great
thing that was required, and not to give too

hasty heed to anything, nor to put one's self in

the wrong by any alarmist policy. Fortunately
the respectability of Dr. Marjoribanks's house
was enough to cover its guests with a shining
buckler. Thus Lucilla calmed down her own
apprehensions, and succeeded in convincing her-

self that if the impostor whom the Archdeacon
had seen had been really received in Grange
Lane, it was so much the worse for the impostor ;

but that, in the meantime, in the lack of evidence
it was much the best thing to take no notice.

If there was any one else in Carlingford who
regarded that past danger with a livelier horror

and a more distinct fear, certainly Miss Marjori-
banks had no way of knowing of it, and nobody
had been remarked in a despondent condition,

or, indeed, in anything but the highest spirits,

in the course of this Thursday, except the un-

grateful creature who had done so much mischief;
and tolerant as Lucilla was, it would have been

going beyond the limits of nature to have

expected that she could have been profoundly
sorry for Barbara Lake.

But at the same time poor Barbara, though she

was not an elevated character, had gone home in

a very sad state of mind. She had taken

courage to ask Mrs. Woodburn about her brother,
and Mrs. Woodburn had made the very briefest

and rudest response to her question, and had
" taken off" her woe-begone looks almost to her

very face. And no one had shown the least

sympathy for the forsaken one. She had not

even been called from her solitude to sing, which

might have been something, and it was Rose, as

she said to herself, who had attracted all the

attention
;

for like most selfish people, Barbara,

though keenly aware of her own wrongs, had
no eyes for the humiliation and pain to which
her sister had been subjected.

" I feel as if I

should never see him more," she said, quite sub-

dued and broken down, with a burst of tears, as

the two went home ^
and poor little Rose, who

was soft-hearted, forgot all her disapprobation in

sympathy.
" Never mind them, dear

; they have

no feeling. We must cling together all the closer,

and try to be everything to each other," Rose

said with eyes which were full, but which would

not shed any tears. Her mind was overflowing
with mortification and wounded pride, and at the

same time she said to herself, that all that was

nothing in comparison to the wound of the heart

under which Barbara was suffering. "Dear,
never mind, we will be everything to each other,"

said poor little romantic Rose; and the elder

sister, even in the depths of her dejection, could

have given her a good shake for uttering such an

absurd sentiment
;

for a great deal of good it

would do to be everything to each other as if

that could ever replace the orange blossoms and

the wedding tour, and the carriage and handsome

house, which were included in the name of

Cavendish! "And he was such a dear!" she

said to herself in her own mind, and wept, and

made her eyes redder and redder. If Mr. Caven-
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dish had known all that was going on in Carling-

ford that night, the chances are that he would
have been most flattered by those tears which

Barbara shed for him under the lamps in Grove

Street ;
but then it is to be hoped he 'would not

have been insensible either to the just reticence

and self-restraint which, mingling with Miss

Marjoribanks's suspicions, prevented her, as she

herself said, even in the deepest seclusion of her

own thoughts, from naming any name.

CHAPTER XX.

LUCILLA had triumphed, and did triumph, over

all the obstacles that presented themselves in her

way ;
and such was her power, that after a while

she even succeeded in convincing little Rose
Lake of the perfect reasonableness, and indeed

necessity, of sacrificing herself to the public in-

terests of the community.
" As for enjoying it,"

Miss Marjoribanks said,
" that is quite a different

matter. Now and then perhaps for a minute

one enjoys it
;
but that is not what I am thinking

of. One owes something to one's fellow crea-

tures, you know
;
and if it made the evening

go off well, I should not mind in the least to be

hustled up in a corner and contradicted. To be

sure, 1 don't remember that it ever happened to

me
;
but then I have such luck and you are

such a tiny little soul, you dear little Rose.

Not that I should like you to be any bigger,"
Lucilla added, contemplating that little specimen
of her raw material with a certain complacency.
"I like contrast, for my part; and I am sure I

give you full leave to box the Archdeacon's ears

next Thursday ;
or to tell him he does not know

anything in the world about art," said Miss Mar-

joribanks, thoughtfully, with a new combination

rising in her mind.
" Thank you, Lucilla," said Rose,

" but I shall

not come back again. I am much obliged to

you. It does not do for people who have work
to do. My time is all I have, and I cannot af-

ford to waste it, especially
"

" My dear child," said Miss Marjoribanks,
" how

are you ever to be an artist if you do not know
life? That is just the very reason why you
ought to go out into the world

;
and I don't see

for my part, that it matters whether it is pleasant
or not. To practise scales all day long is any-

thing but pleasant, but then one has to do it,

you know. I don't blame you," said Lucilla,
with tender condescension. " You are a dear

little thing, and you don't know any better
;
but

/went through Political Economy, and learnt all

about that
; you don't think I choose it for the

pleasure ? But you all know what is the object
of my life, and I hope I am not one to shrink

from my duty," Miss Marjoribanks added. And
it was difficult to reply to such a sublime decla-

ration. Little Rose left her friend with the con-

viction that it was her duty, too, to sacrifice her-

self for the benefit of society and the advance-
ment .of art. Such were the lofty sentiments
elicited naturally, as enthusiasm responds to en-

thusiasm, by Lucilla's self-devotion. Already,
although she was not much m.ore than twenty,
she had the consoling consciousness that she had

wrought a great work in Carliugford ;
and if Miss

Marjoribanks required a little sacrifice from her

assistants, she did not shrink from making the
same in her own person, as has been shadowed
forth in the case of Mr. Cavendish, and as will

yet, in the course of this history, be still more
seriously and even sadly evolved.

Three weeks had passed in this way, making
it still more and more visible to Lucilla how
much she had lost in losing Mr. Cavendish, of
whom nothing as yet had been heard, when sud-

denly, one day, about luncheon-time, at the hour
when Miss Marjoribanks was known to be at

home, the drawing-room door opened without

any warning, and the missing man walked in.

It was thus that Lucilla herself described the un-

expected apparition, which appeared to her to

have dropped from the clouds. She avowed af-

terwards to Mrs. Chiley that his entrance was so

utterly unexpected, so noiseless, and without

warning, that she felt quite silly, and could not
tell in the least how she behaved

; though the

friends of Miss Marjoribanks, it is to be hoped,
are too well acquainted with her promptitude of

mind and action to imagine that she in any way
compromised herself even under the surprise
the moment. As for Mr. Cavendish, he exibite

a certain mixture of timidity and excitement

which it was remarkable, and indeed rath*

flattering for any lady, to see in such an

complished man of the world. Miss Marjor
banks was not a person to deceive hersell

nor did she want experience in such matter

as has been already shown
;
but it would be vail

to deny that the conviction forced upon her mine

by the demeanour of her visitor was that it w*
a man about to propose who thus made his ui

looked-for appearance before her. She confe

afterwards to her confidential friend that he hi

all the signs of it in his looks and manners. " He

gave that little nervous cough," Lucilla saic

"and pulled his cravat just so, and stared hit

his hat as if he had it all written down there

and looked as They always look," Miss Mai
banks added, with a touch of natural contempt
Nor was this all the change in Mr. Cavendish'

appearance. He had managed miraculously
his month's absence to grow the most charminj
little mustache and beard, which were, to

sure, slightly red, like most people's. It gleame
into Miss" Marjoribanks's mind in a moment that

people did such things sometimes by way of dis

guising themselves
;

but if such had been Mi
Cavendish's intention, it had utterly failed, sin<

he seemed rather more like himself than befor

in Lucilla's opinion, and certainly was more likelj

to attract attention, since beards were not

usual in these days. They met on the very si

where Lucilla had seen him last, with that k
of insane terror on his handsome face. And
Archdeacon was still in Carlingford, if it was
who had occasioned such a panic. Mr. Cavendisl

came in as if he had never been absent, as if

had seen Miss Marjoribanks on the prevk

night, and had no fear of anything in the worL

but of failing to please her
;
and Lucilla fortu-

nately saw the nature of the position, and was

not to be put out even by such an emergency.
Of course, under the circumstances, to accept hit

was utterly out of the question ; but, at

same time, Lucilla did not feel it expedient, will

out much more distinct information, to put
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definitive and cruel negative on Mr. Cavendish's

hopes. As for Barbara Lake, that was a trifle

not worth thinking of
; and, notwithstanding

that there was something rather unaccountable in

his conduct, he was still the probable member for

Carlingford, just, as Mrs. Chiley so often said, the

position which, of all others, she would have
chosen for Lucilla; so that Miss Marjoribanks
was not prepared, without due consideration, to

bring the matter to a final end.

While Lucilla made this rapid summary of
affairs and took her stand in her own mind, Mr.
Cavendish had taken a chair and had opened the

conversation. He hoped he had not been entirely

forgotten, though a fortnight's absence was a
severe tax on anybody's memory.

" A fortnight I" said Miss Marjoribanks ;

" how
happy you must have been while you have been

away! for I assure you a month is a month at

Carlingford ;
and one does not get such ornaments

in two weeks," said Lucilla, putting her hand to

her chin, which made Mr. Cavendish laugh, and
look more nervous than ever.

"It is a souvenir ofwhere I have been," he
said. "I could imagine I had been gone two

years, judging by my own feelings. I am so

pleased you remember how long it is. I daresay
it looked a little droll running away so, but I

dared not trust myself with leavetakings," Mr.

Cavendish said, with an air of sentiment. "I
have been watching over a poor friend of mine
on his sickbed. He was once very good to me,
and when he sent for me I could not delay or

refuse him. I found he had telegraphed for me
when I got home the last Thursday evening I

was here," he continued, looking Lucilla full in

the face with the candour of conscious truth

though, to be sure, when people are stating a

simple fact, it is seldom that they take the pains,
to be so particular. "I started by the night-

train, and crossed the Channel while you were
all fast asleep. I wonder if any one gave me a

thought," continued Mr. Cavendish; and it was
still more and more impressed upon Lucilla that

he had all the signs of a man who had come to

propose.
" I cannot say about that night in particular,

but I am sure a great many people have given

you a thought," said Miss Marjoribanks. "We
have all been wondering what had become of

you, where you were, and when you were com-

ing back. So far as I am concerned, I have
toissed you dreadfully," said Lucilla, with her

usual openness ;
and she really thought for a mo-

ment that Mr. Cavendish in a sudden transport
was going down on his knees.

"
I scarcely hoped for so much happiness," he

said
;

arid though he kept up the tone proper to

good society, which might mean sport or earnest

according as the occasion served, there was a

certain air of gratitude and tenderness in his face

which sent Lucilla's active mind a-wondering.
" Ho is thinking of the music-stand," she said to

herself, and then went on with what she was

saying; for though Miss Marjoribanks had a very

good opinion of herself, it had not occurred to

her that Mr. Cavendish was very deeply in love

with Aer, at all events.
"
Ah, yes not only for the flirting, you know,

which Of itself is a dreadful loss
;
but then you

were so good in keeping the gentlemen to their

duty. I missed you dreadfully there has been
5

nobody at all to help me," said Lucilla. Her
tone was so genuinely plaintive that Mr. Caven-
dish grew more and more moved. He put down
his hat, he cleared his throat, he got up and
walked to the window evidently he was get-
ting up his courage for the last step.
"But 'I heard you had some distinguished

strangers here," he said, coming back to his seat
without having, as it appeared, made up his
mind. " My sister wrote that is to say I heard

I really don't remember how I got the news;
a dean, or bishop, or something ?"

" Oh yes, Mr. Archdeacon Beverley ;
he came

precisely the night you went away," said Lucilla.
"Didn't you see him? I thought you stayed till

after he came into the room. A nice clergyman
is very nice, you know

; but, after all, a man who
has some experience in society and we have
had no music to speak of since you went away.
Poor dear Barbara has had such a bad cold. In

short, we have all been at sixes and sevens; and
the Archdeacon "

"Oh, never mind the Archdeacon," said Mr."

Cavendish, and Miss Marjoribanks felt that he
had not winced at the name, though he did glance
up at her in spite of himself with a little gleam
from his eyes when she mentioned Barbara Lake.

Perhaps this was because he knew nothing about
the Archdeacon, perhaps because he was pre-

pared to hear the Archdeacon named. Lucilla
did not give him all the benefit of the uncertainty,
for she began to get a little impatient, and to

wonder, if the man had come to propose, as ap-

pearances suggested, why he did not do it and

get done with it ? which was a very reasonable

question. This time, however, it certainly was
coming. "I don't like nice clergymen," said Mr.

Cavendish,
"
especially not when you think them

nice. If I could really flatter myself that you
had missed me "

" We all did," said Lucilla
;

" there is no com-

pliment about it
;
and poor dear Barbara has had

such a cold
"

"Ah 1" said the unfortunate aspirant ;
and once

more he gave a doubtful glance at Lucilla de-

cidedly the name of Barbara had more effect upon
him than that of the Archdeacon. It seemed to

damp his fire and smother the words on his lips,

and he had to take another promenade to the

window to recover himself. After that, however,
he came back evidently wound up and deter-

mined
;
and his eyes, as he returned to Miss Mar-

joribanks's side, fell upon the music-stand by
means of which she had covered his fright and

flight (if it was not a mere hallucination on Lu-

cilla's part that he had been frightened and had

fled) on the night he left Carlingford. He came
back with the air of a man who means to delay
and deliberate no more.

"If I could flatter myself that you had missed

me," he said; "you not any one else I might
have the courage to ask "

It was at that precise moment of all moments
that Mrs. Chiley, whom they had not heard com-

ing up-stairs, though she was sufficiently audible,

suddenly opened the door. Mr. Cavendish, as

was natural, broke off in a moment with a face

which had turned crimson, and even Lucilla her-

self felt a little annoyed and put out, when, as in

duty bound, she got up to meet and welcome her

old friend. One thing was fortunate, as Miss

Marjoribanks afterwards reflected, that since it
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was to be interrupted, it had been interrupted
so early, before he could have put himself in any
ridiculous attitude, for example ;

for at such mo-
ments it is well known that some men go down

upon their knees or at least such is the ineradi-

cable belief of womankind. If Mr. Cavendish had
been on his knees though, to tell the truth, he
was not a very likely subject the position would
have been much more embarrassing. But as it

was, there was an end. He turned back again
to the window, biting his glove in the most fran-

tic way, and taking up his hat, while she, always
mistress of the position, advanced to the new-
comer with outstretched hands.

" I know you have come to have lunch with

me," said Lucilla. "You are always so nice

just when I wanted you ; for, of course. I dared
not have asked Mr. Cavendish to go down-stairs

if I had been all alone."
" Mr. Cavendish 1" cried the old lady, with a lit-

tle scream. u So he has really come back I I am
so glad to see you. I can't tell you how glad I

am to see you.; and, I declare, with a beard!

Oh, you need not blush for what I say. I am
old enough to be both your grandmothers, and I

am so glad to see you together again I" said Mrs.

Chiley, with an imprudent effusion of sentiment.

And it may be imagined what the effect of this

utterance was upon the suitor whose lovemaking
(if he was really going to make love) was thus

cut short in the
1

bud. He coughed more than

ever when he shook hands with the new-comer,
and kept fast hold of his hat with that despair-

ing grasp which is common to men in trouble.

And then he kept looking at the door, as if he

expected some one else to come in, or wanted to

escape ;
and so far from following up his inter-

rupted address by any explanatory or regretful

glances, he never even looked at Lucilla, which,
to be sure, struck her as odd enough.

"Miss Marjoribanks is very good," he said,
" and I am very glad to see you so soon after

my return, Mrs. Chiley though, of course, I

should have called
;
but I may have to go away

in a day or two
;
and I am afraid I cannot have

the pleasure of staying to lunch."
"
Oh, yes, you must stay," said Mrs. Chiley ;

" I want to hear all about it. Go away again in

a day or two? If I were Lucilla, I would not

let you go away. She is queen now in Carling-

ford, you know
;

and then poor old Mr. Chiltern

is so ill. I hope you won't think of going away.
They all said it was such a pity. Tell me where

you have been, and what you have been doing
all this time. We have missed you so dreadfully.
And now you look quite like a military man
with that beard."

" I have been nursing a sick friend on the Con-

tinent," said Mr. Cavendish "not very cheerful

work. I am sorry about Mr. Chiltern, but I

cannot help it. I have doubts now whether,
even if he were to die, I should offer myself. I

couldn't give pledges to all the shopkeepers about

my opinions," said the embarrassed man; and as

he spoke, he put his hat against his breast like a
buckler. "I must not detain you from your
lunch. Good-bye, Miss Marjoribanks ;

I am very
sorry I can't stay.""

But, dear me, stop a minute don't run away
from us," said Mrs. Chiley.

" Come and talk
v

it

all over with the Colonel, there is a dear and
don't do anything rash. Good-bye, if you will

go," said the old lady. She sat with a look of
consternation in her face, looking at Miss Mar-
joribanks, as he made his way down-stairs,
" Did I come in at a wrong time, Lucilla ?

"
said

Mrs. Chiley, in distress. "Have you refused

him, my dear? "What is the matter? I am so

dreadfully afraid I came in at the wrong time."
" Dear Mrs. Chiley," said Lucilla, sweetly,

"you can never come in at a wrong time
;
and

it is just as well, on the whole, that he didn't

for I was not prepared to give him any answer.
I am sure, on the contrary, it was quite provi-
dential," Miss Marjoribanks said

;
but it may be

doubted whether Lucilla's mind perfectly corre-

sponded to her words on this occasion, though she
was so amiable about it, as Mrs. Chiley after-

wards said. For even when a woman has not
her answer ready, she has always a certain curi-

osity- about a proposal ;
and then when such a

delicate matter is crushed in the bud like this,

who can tell if it will ever blossom again, and
find full expression? Miss Marjoribanks could
not be said to be disappointed, but unquestion-
ably she regretted a little that he had not been

permitted to say out his say. As for Mrs. Chiley,
when she understood all the rights of it, she was
afflicted beyond measure, and could not forgive
herself for the unlucky part she had played.

" If you had only said you were engaged," the
old lady exclaimed,

" or not at home or any-
thing, Lucilla ! You know you need never stand
on ceremony with me. No wonder he looked as

if he could eat me ! Poor fellow ! and I dare-

say he has gone away with his heart full," said

Mrs. Chiley, with the tenderest sympathy. She
could not get over it, nor eat any lunch, nor
think of anything else.

" Poor dear boy ! he
need not have been so put out with an old wo-
man like me. He might have known if he had

given me the least hint, or even a look, I would
have gone away," said the kind old woman.
" But you must be all the kinder to him when
he comes back, Lucilla. And, my dear, if I

were you, I would stay in this afternoon. He is

sure to come back, and I would not keep him in

pain."
"I don't think he will come back," Lucilla

could not help saying; for she had a conviction

that nothing more would come of it
;
but never-

theless she did stay in that afternoon, and re-

ceived several visits, bur saw nothing more of

Mr. Cavendish. It was rather vexatious, to tell

the truth
;

for to see a man so near the point and
not even to have the satisfaction of refusing him,
is naturally aggravating to a woman. But Miss

Marjoribauks had far too much philosophy as well

as good sense to be vexed on that account with

Mrs. Chiley, who could not forgive herself, and to

make up for the consequences of her unlucky
entry, would have done anything in the world.

The old lady herself returned in the afternoon to

know the result, and was doubly vexed and dis-

tressed to hear he had not come back.

"I ought to be on the Archdeacon's side, Lu-

cilla," she said, with tears in her eyes.
"

I know
I ought, when it was I that brought him here;
but I can't help feeling for the other, my dear.

He always was so nice a great deal nicer, to my
way of thinking, than Mr. Beverley ;

not to say
but that the Archdeacon is very agreeable,"
Mrs. Chiley added, recollecting herself; for in

matters of that description a woman of experi-
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ene'e is aware that she cannot be too particular
about what she says; and supposing that Mr.
Cavendish did not come back, it would never do
to prejudice Lucilla against the other candidate.
" I never blamed Mr. Cavendish about that
Lake girl," the old lady continued. "It was
not his fault, poor young man. I know he was
always devoted to you in his heart

;
and to think

he should come here the very first place as soon
as he returned I I only wish I had had one of

my headaches this morning, my dear, to keep me
indoors for an old Malaprop. I do indeed, Lu-
cilla. It would have served me right, and I

should not have minded the pain."
"But indeed I don't wish anything of the

sort," said Miss Marjoribanks. "I would not
have the best man in the world at the cost of one
of those dreadful headaches of yours. It is so

good of you to say so
;
but you know very well

it is not that sort of thing I am thinking of. If
I were to go off and marry just now, after all

that has been done to the drawing-room and

everything, I should feel as if I were swindling
papa ;

and it is the object of my life to be a com-
fort to him."

"
Yes, my dear," said Mrs. Chiley,

" but we
must not neglect your own interests for all that.

I think it is most likely he will come this even-

ing. He has just come from the Continent, you
know, where people do make calls in the even-

ing. I meant to have asked you to come down
to us, as we shall be all alone "

"All alone? Then where is the Archdea-
con ?

" asked Lucilla.
" He has gone out to Sir John's for a day or

two, my dear," said Mrs. Chiley, and she could

not understand the little gleam of intelligence
that shot into Lucilla's eye.

" He left word with
me for you that he would be sure to be back
before Thursday, but seeing Mr. Cavendish when
I came in made me forget all about it. He would
be quite distressed, poor man ! ifhe thought I had

forgotten to give you his message. I won't ask

you now to come down and cheer me up a little,

Lucilla. I think poor Mr. Cavendish is sure to

come this evening, and I will not stand in his

way again. But, my dear, you must send me a

little note after he has been. Now promise. I

shall be quite in suspense all night."
"Dear Mrs. Chiley, I don't think he will come,"

said Miss Marjoribanks.
u For my part, I think

it was providential your coming to-day for I am
sure I don't know what I should have said to

him. And it is so odd the Archdeacon should be

away just at this moment. I feel quite sure he
will not come to-night."

"There is nothing odd about the Archdeacon,"
said Mrs. Chiley. "It was for to-day he was

asked, you know; that is simple enough. If

you are sure that you prefer the Archdeacon, my
dear " the old lady added, with an anxious

look. But Lucilla cut short the inquiry, which
was becoming too serious, by bringing her kind

visitor a cup of tea.
" I hope you don't think I prefer any of them,"

said the injured maiden. " If I had been think-

ing of that sort of thing, you know, I need never

have come home. If they would only let one do
one's duty in peace and quiet," said Lucilla,

with a sigh ;
and to tell the truth, both the ladies

had occasion on that trying afternoon for the con-

solation of their cup of tea. But while they

were thus refreshing themselves, a conversation
of a very different kind, yet affecting the same
interests, was being carried on not very far off,

under the shelter of a little flowery arbour in

another of the embowered gardens of Grange
Lane, where the subject was just then being dis-

cussed from the other side.

CHAPTER XXI.

MR. WOODBURN'S house, everybody admitted,
was one of the nicest in Carlingford ;

but that
was not so visible out of doors as in. He was a

great amateur of flowers and fruit, and had his

garden lined on each side with green-houses,
which were no doubt very fine in their way, but
somewhat spoiled the garden, which had not in

the least the homely, luxuriant, old-fashioned
look of the other gardens, where, for the most
part, the flowers and shrubs grew as if they
liked it and were at home whereas Mr. Wood-
burn's flower-beds were occupied only by tenants
at will

;
but at one corner near the house there

was a little arbour, so covered up and heaped
over with clematis that even the Scotch gardener
had not the heart to touch it. The mass was so

perfect and yet so light that it was the most
perfect hiding-place imaginable : and nobody who
had not been in it could have suspected that
there was a possibility of getting inside. Here
Mrs. Woodburn and Mr. Cavendish were seated
on this particular afternoon

;
she very eager,

animated, and in earnest
;
he silent and leaning

his head on his two hands in a sort of downcast,
fallen way. Mrs. "Woodburn had one of her

lively eyes on the garden that nobody might
enter unseen, and for this once was "

taking off
"

no one, but was most emphatically and unques-
tionably herself.

" So you did not do it," she said.
" Why

didn't you do it ? when you knew so much de-

pended upon it 1 You know I did not wish for it

myself, at first. But now since this man has

come, and you have got into such a panic, and
never will have the courage to face it out "

" How can I have the courage to face it out ?"

said Mr. Cavendish, with a groan. "It is all

very easy for a woman to speak who has only to

criticise other people. If you had to do it your-
self

"

"
Ah, if I only had !" cried the sister.

" You
may be sure I would not make so much fuss.

After all, what is there to do ? Take your place
in society, which you have worked for and won
as honestly as anybody ever won it, and look

another man in the face who is not half so clever

nor so sensible as you are. Why, what can he

say ? If I only could do it, you may be sure I

should not lose anytime."
"Yes," said Mr. Cavendish, lifting his head.

To be sure, you're a mimic you can assume

any part you like
;
but I am not so clever. I

tell you again, the only thing I can do is to go

away
"

" Run away, you mean," said Mrs. Woodburn.
I should be foolish, indeed, if I were trusting to

your cleverness to assume a part. My dear good
brother, you would find it impossible to put your-
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self sufficiently in sympathy with another," cried

the mimic, in the Archdeacon's very tone, with a

laugh, and at the same time a little snarl of bhter

contempt.
"
Oh, for heaven's sake, Nelly, no foolery just

now," said Mr. Cavendish. "I don't understand

how you can be so heartless. To mimic a man
who has my position, my reputation,- my very
existence in his hands!"
"Have you murdered anybody?" said Mrs.

Woodburn, with intense scorn.
" Have you rob-

bed anybody ? If you have, I can understand
all this stuff. He is the very man to mimic, on
the contrary. I'd like to let you see him as he
was on that famous occasion when he delivered

his opinions on art in Lucilla's drawing-room.
Look here," said the mimic, putting one hand be-

hind an imaginary coat-tail, and with the other

holding up a visionary drawing to the light ;
but

this was more than her audience could bear.
" I think you must have vowed to drive me

crazy." cried the exasperated brother. "Put
aside for once that confounded vanity of yours
as if a man had always leisure to look at you
playing the fool." While he spoke in this unusual

way, he got up, as was natural, and took one or

two steps across the narrow space which was
shut in by those luxuriant heaps of clematis;
and Mrs. Woodburn, for her part, withdrew her

chair out of his way in equal heat and indignation.
" You have always the leisure to play the fool

yourselves, you men," she said.
"
Vanity, in-

deed ! as if it were not simply to show you that

one can laugh at him without being stricken

with thunder. But leave that if you like. 'You
know quite well if you married Lucilla Marjori-
banks that there would be no more about it.

There could be no more about it. Why, all

Grange Lane would be in a sort of way pledged
to you. I don't mean to say /am attached to

Lucilla, but you used to be, or to give yourself
out for being. You flirted with her dreadfully
in the winter, I remember, when those terrible

Woodburns were here," she continued, with a

shiver. "If you married Lucilla and got into

Parliament, you might laugh at all the arch-

deacons in the world.
"
It is very easy for a woman to talk," said the

reluctant wooer again.
" I can tell you something it is not easy to do,"

cried his sister. "It is frightfully hard for a

woman to stand by and see a set of men making
a mess of things, and not to dare to say a word
till all is spoiled. What is this Archdeacon, I

would like to know, or what could he say?
If you only would have the least courage, and
look him in the face, he would be disabled. As
if no one had ever heard of mistaken identity
before ! And in the meantime go and see Lucilla,
and get her consent. I can't do that for you ;

but I could do a great deal of the rest, if you
would only have a little pluck and not give in

like this."

"A little pluck, by George!" cried the un-

fortunate man, and he threw himself down again
upon his chair.

" I am not in love with Lucilla

Marjoribanks, and I don't want to marry her,"
he added, doggedly, and sat beating a tune with
his fingers on the table, with but a poorly-as-
sumed air of indifference. As for Mrs. Wood-
burn, she regarded him with a look of con-

tempt.

"
Perhaps you will toll me who you are in

love with," she said, disdainfully ;
"but I did not

ask to be taken into your confidence in such an

interesting way. What I wish to know is,

whether you want a wife who will keep your
position for you. I am not in the least fond of

her, but she is very clever. Whether you want
the support of all the best people in Carlin-rfbrd,
and connections that would put all that to silence,
and a real position of your own, which nobody
could interfere with, that is what I want to

know, Harry : as for the sentimental part, I am
not so much interested about that," said Mrs.

Woodburn, with a contemptuous smile. She was
young still, and she was handsome in her way
(for people who liked that style), and it jarred a
little on the natural feelings to hear a young wife

express herself so disdainfully ; but, to be sure,
her brother was not unaccustomed to that.

" You said once that Woodburn was necessary
to your happiness," he said, with a mixture of

scorn and appeal,
"
though I can't say I saw it,

for my part."
"Did I?" she said, with a slight shrug of her

shoulders
;

"
I saw what was necessary on an-

other score, as you don't seem to do. When a
man has nobody belonging to him, it is connec-
tions he ought to try for

;
and Lucilla has very

good connections; and it would be as good as

securing the support of Grange Lane. Do it for

my sake, Harry, if you won't do it for your own,"
said Mrs. Woodburn, with a change of tone.

"If you were to let things be said, and give peo-

ple an advantage, think what would become of

me. Woodburn would not mind so much if

somebody else were involved; but oh, Harry !

if he should find out he had been cheated, and he

only
"

" He was not cheated ! You were always a

great deal too good for him, Nelly," said Mr. Ca-

vendish, touched at last at an effectual point ;

;< and
as for his friends and family, and all that "

"
Oh, please, don't speak of them," said Mrs.

Woodburn, with a shudder
;

" but there are only
two of us in the world; and, Harry, for my
sake

"

At this appeal Mr. Cavendish got up again,
and began to pace the little arbour, two steps to

the wall, and two steps back again.
" I told

you I had almost done it, when that confounded
old woman came in," he said :

" that could not

be called my fault?"

"And she said she was both your grand-
mothers/' said the mimic, with a slightly hysteri-
cal laugh in Mrs. Chiley's voice.

"
I know how

she did it. She can't be there still, you know

go now and try."
" Let alone a little

;
don't hurry a fdlow,"

said her brother, somewhat sullenly ;

" a man
can't move himself up to the point of proposing
twice in one day."

" Then promise that you will do it to morrow,"
said Mrs. Woodburn. " I shall have to go in,

for there is somebody coming. Harry, before I

go, promise that you will do it to-morrow for my
sake."

"
Oh, bother!" said Mr. Cavendish

;
and it was

all the answer ho deigned to give before Mrs.

Woodburn was called away, notwithstanding the

adjuration she addressed to him. It was then

getting late, too late, even had he been dis-

posed for such an exertion, to try his fortunes
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again that day, and Lucilla's allusion had given
him a great longing to see Barbara once more
before his sacrifice was accomplished. Not that

it was such a great sacrifice, after all. For Mr.
Cavendish was quite aware that; Miss Marjori-
banks was a far more suitable match for him
than Barbara Lake, and he was not even dis-

posed to offer himself and his name and fortune,
such as they were, to the drawing-master's
daughter. But, to tell the truth, he was not a

person of fixed and settled sentiments, as he

ought to have been in order to triumph, as his

sister desired, over the difficulties of his position.

Perhaps Mrs. Woodburn herself would have
done just the same, had it been she from whom
action was demanded. But she was capable of

much more spirited and determined conduct in

theory, as was natural, and thought she could

have done a great deal better. Mr. Cavendish

lounged about the garden a little, with his hands
in his pockets, and then strayed out quite acci-

dentally, and in the same unpremeditating mood
made his way to Grove Street. He meant no-

thing by it, and did not even inquire of himself

where he was going, but only strolled out to take

the air a little. And, to be sure, it was better to

go up to the higher parts of the town than to

linger here about Grange Lane, where all the

people he knew might pass, and stop to talk, and
ask him where he had been, and worry his life

out. And surely he had had enough of bother

for one day. By this time it was getting dark,
and it was very pleasant in Grove Street, where
most of the good people had just watered their

little gardens, and brought out the sweetness of

the mignonette. Mr. Cavendish was not senti-

mental, but still the hour was not without its in-

fluence
;
and when he looked at the lights that

began to appear in the parlour windows, and
breathed in the odours from the little gardens, it

is not to be denied that he asked himself for a

moment what was the good of going through all

this bother and vexation, and whether love in a

cottage, with a little garden full of mignonette
and a tolerable amount of comfort within, was

not, after all, a great deal more reasonable than

it looked, at first sight? This, however, it must

be allowed, was no conclusion* arrived at on suf-

ficient premises, and with the calmness that be-

fitted such an important argument, but the mere

suggestion, by the way, of an impatient, undecided

mind, that did always what at the moment it

found most agreeable to do, and reflected after-

wards, when the moment of repentance, not of

reflection, had arrived. He had paused by in-

stinct under a lamp not yet lighted, which was
almost opposite Mr. Lake's house; and it was
not his fault if he saw at the upper window a

figure looking out, like Marianna, and sighing,

"He cometh not." Naturally the figure was

concerned to find out who he was, and he was
anxious to find out who was the figure.' And,
on the whole, it was in a very innocent man-

ner that this entirely natural curiosity was satis-

fied. First the window was opened a little a

very little, just enough to change the air and

Mr. Cavendish down below heard the voice of

Barbara singing softly up above, which
^

settled

the matter as to her identi'ty. As to his, Bar-

bara had never, from the first moment she

perceived him, had any doubt of that. Her
heart leaped back, as she thought, to its right

place when she first caught sight of that
blessed apparition ;

and with her heart came
the orange-flowers, and the wedding break-

fast, and the veil of real Brussels for which
Barbara had so much wept. She tried to sing
something that would convey hope and assur-
ance to her timid lover; but her mind was far

from being a prompt one, as has been said.

Thus it was all in the most natural way that it

came about. When Mr. Cavendish felt quite
sure who it was, he took off his hat, which was
only civil, and made a step or two forward

;
and

then Barbara took the extreme step of going
down to the door. No doubt it was an extreme

step. Nothing but a great public aim, like that
of Miss Marjoribanks, could have justified such a
measure

;
but then Barbara, if she had not a

great public, had at least a decided personal,

purpose, and obeyed the impulse of that mingled
inclination towards another, and determination
to have her own way, which in such a mind
calls itself passion, and which sometimes, by
sheer force of will, succeeds better than either

genius or calculation. She went down to the

door, all palpitating with renewed hope, and, at

the same time, with the dread that he might
escape ller in the moment which was necessary
for her passage down-stairs. But when she

opened the door, and appeared with her cheeks

glowing, and her eyes blazing, and her heart

thumpmg in her breast, in the midst of that

quiet twilight, the object of her hopes was still

there. He had even advanced a little, with an
instinctive sense of her approach ;

and thus they
met, the street being comparatively quiet just

then, arid the mignonette perfuming the air. To
be sure, the poetry of the situation was of a

homely order, for it was under a lamp-post in-

stead of a tree that the lover had placed himself;
and it was not the dew, but the watering, that

brought out the odour of the mignonette ;
but

then neither of the two were very poetical per-

sonages, and the accessories did perfectly well for

them.

"Is it you, Mr. Cavendish ? Goodness ! I

could not think who it was," cried Barbara, out

of breath.
"
Yes, it is I. I thought, if I had an opportu-

nity, I would ask how you were before I go
away again," said the imprudent man. He did

not want to commit himself, but at the same
time he was disposed to take the benefit of his

position as a hero on the eve of departure.
" I

heard you had been ill."

"
Oh, no, not ill," said Barbara

;
and then she

added, taking breath, "I am quite well, now.

"Won't you come in ?"

This was the perfectly simple and natural

manner in which it occurred. There was no-

body in, and Barbara did not see, any more than

her lover did, why she should sacrifice any of

her advantages. They were, on the whole, quite

well-matched, and stood in need of no special

protection on either side. Though naturally

Barbara, who felt by this time as if she could

almost see the pattern of the real Brussels, had

a much more serious object in view than Mr.

Cavendish, who went in only because it was a

pleasant thing to do at the moment, and offered

him a little refuge from himself and his delibera-

tions, and the decision which it was so necessary
to come to. Thus it happened that when Mr. Lake
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and Rose came in from the evening walk they
had been taking together, they found, to their

great amazement, Barbara in the little parlour,

singing to Mr. Cavendish, who had forgotten all

about Grange Lane, and his dangers, and his

hopes of better fortune, and was quite as much
contented with the mellow contralto that de-

lighted his ears, and the blazing scarlet bloom,
and black level brows that pleased his eyes, as

anybody could have desired. To bo sure, ho had
not even yet given a thought to the wedding-
breakfast, which was all arranged already in the

mind of the enchantress who thus held him in.

thrall
;
but perhaps that may be best accounted

for by referring it to one of those indefinable

peculiarities of difference that exist between the

mind of woman and that of man.
When Mr. Lake and his daughter came in

from their walk, and their talk about Willie, and
about art, and about the "

effects
" and "

bits
"

which Rose and her father mutually pointed out

to each other, to find this unexpected conjunc-
tion in the parlour, their surprise, and indeed

consternation, may be imagined. But it was

only in the mind of Rose that the latter senti-

ment existed. As for Mr. Lake, he had long
made up his mind how. as he said,

" a man of

superior position
"
ought to be received when he

made his appearance in an artist's house. Per-

haps, to tell the truth, he forgot for the moment
that his visitor was young, and his daughter very
handsome, and that it was to visit Barbara, and
not himself, that Mr. Cavendish had come. The
little drawing-master would not suffer himself to

be seduced by thoughts which were apart from

the subject from carrying out his principles.
When Mr. Cavendish rose up confused, with a
look of being caught and found out, Mr. Lake
held out his hand Jto him with perfect suavity
"I have the pleasure of knowing you only by
sight," said the innocent father,

" but I am very

glad to make your acquaintance in my own house ;"

and as this was said with the conscious dignity
of a man who knows that his house is not just an

ordinary house, but one that naturally the patri-
cian portion of the community, if they only knew
it, would be glad to seek admittance to, the con-

sequence was that Mr. Cavendish felt only the

more and more confused.
"
I happened to be passing," he explain-

ed, faintly,
" and having heard that Miss

Lake, whom I have had the pleasure of meet-

ing
"

"
I assure you," said the drawing-master,

" that I hail with satisfaction the appearance of
a gentleman whose intelligence I have heard so

much of. We artists are a little limited, to be

sure; for life, you know, is short, and art is

long, as the poet says ^ and our own occupa-
tion requires so much of our thoughts. But still

we are sympathetic, Mr. Cavendish. We can
understand other subjects of study, though we
cannot share them. Yes, Barbara has been a
little poorly but she does not look as if there

was much the matter with her to-night. Ask
for the lamp, Rose," said Mr. Lake, with a little

grandeur. There was no light in the room ex-

cept the candles at the piano, which lighted that
corner and left the rest of the apartment, small
aa it was, in comparative shade. There was

ling ma.unilieent in the idea of adding the

lamp to that illumination
; but then it is true

that, as Mr. Lake himself said, "every artist is

a prodigal in his heart."

Rose had been standing all this time with her
hat on, looking at Mr. Cavendish like a little

Gorgon. What did he want here ? How had
he been admitted? She scorned to go and in-

terrogate the maid, which involved a kind of

infidelity to her sister, but all the same she
looked hard at Mr. Cavendish with a severity
which had on the whole a reasuring effect upon
him. For, to tell the truth, the benign reception
which he was receiving from Mr. Lake, instead of

setting the visitor at his ease, made him nervous
;

for he was not in the least aware of the heroic soul
which existed in the drawing-master's limited

person. Mr. Cavendish thought nothing but
that he was being

"
caught," according to his

own vulgar theory. He thought Barbara's fa-

ther was cringing to him, and playing the usual

mean part of an interested parent who means to

secure a good match for his daughter. But as

for Rose, she evidently, either from jealousy or

some other reason, was not in the plot. She
stood apart and scowled, as well as she knew
how, upon the intruder. " I suppose, papa,"
said Rose,

" Mr. Cavendish wished to hear Bar-

bara sing, and she has been singing. She is

always very good-natured in that way; but as

we have none of us anything particular to do, I

don't see what need we have for a lamp."
At this trenchant speech Mr. Cavendish rose.

He was quite grateful to the little Preraphaelite
for her incivility. It made him feel less as if he
had committed himself, and more as if he were
an intruder, which was the more agreeable sug-

gestion of the two under the present circumstan-

ces.
" You remind me that I should thank Miss

Lake for letting me come in and hear once more
her lovely voice," he said. "I am at present

only a visitor in Carlingford, and indeed in Eng-
land I may have to leave again in a day or two

good-bye. If I am still here, I shall hope to

meet you on Thursday." And then he pressed
Barbara's hand, who, to tell the truth, was very
reluctant to let him go away.

" If you must go
" she said, so low that her

father could not hear her, though the^ vigilant

suspicious little Rose caught the sound, and came
a step nearer, like a little dragon, as Barbara was

disposed to think she was.
"
I must go," murmured Mr. Cavendish; "but

I shall see you we shall meet." He dared not

say another word, so alarming were the looks of

the small Medusa, whose countenance he could

see behind Barbara regarding the parting. As
for Mr. Lake, he too regarded it with a momen-

tary curiosity. He did not quite understand how
it was that his daughter and his visitor could

know each other well enough to communicate in

this undertone.

"I am sorry to see so little of you," said Mr.

Lake.
* " I am afraid it is my little girl's brusque

way of speaking that hastens your going. I as-

sure you we were quite unoccupied, and would
have been very happy perhaps we may bo more
fortunate at another time;" and with that the

drawing- master gave a dignified dismissal to his

surprising visitor. It was Rose herself who saw
Mr. Cavendish to tlie door, which she opened
for him with ;ui utter disregard of his excuses

aiul attempts to do that office for himself. She

would not even shake hands, but made him the
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most majestic curtsy that was ever executed by
a personage five feet high, under the influence
of which Mr. Cavendish went away humbled,
and, he could scarcely tell why, ashamed of him-
self. When Rose cam^ back to the parlour, still

with her hat on, she found that Barbara had gone
to the window, and was looking out at the edge
of the blind which was all that was wanted to

put a climax to her guardian's exasperation.

"Papa," said Rose, "I should like to know in

your presence, or I should like you to ask Bar-
bara herself, what is the meaning of all that has

.been going on to-night.'
J

Mr. Lake turned right round at this appeal
with an expression of utter amaze and bewilder-

ment, which at another moment would have
struck Rose with the profoundest delight as a

study; and as for Barbara, without any more
ado she burst into a flood of passionate tears.

"
Oil, you nasty envious thing ! oh, you jealous,

disagreeable thing!" sobbed the elder sister;" to send him away and spoil everything with

your airs! when he was as near just as near"
but here Barbara's voice lost itself in her tears.

"My dear, what does this mean?" said Mr.
Lake.

"It means, papa, that she has encouraged him
to come, and invited him in, and been singing
to him," cried Rose. "To think she should be
one of us, and have no proper pride ! If he was
fond of her, he would tell her so, and ask your
permission; but she is laying herself out to please
him, and is content that they should all jeer at
her iu Lucilla's parties, and say she is trying to

itch him. I thought I could have died of shame
rhen I saw him here to-night; and compromis-
ig you, as if that was why you were so civil.

[f it were for her good do you think I would
jve'r interfere?" cried Barbara's guardian angel.
At this point Rose herself would have liked ex-

sively to cry, if the truth must be told
;
but

Jarbara had already appropriated that facile mode
""

expression, and the little artist scorned to copy.
LS for Mr. Lake, he turned from one to the other

his daughters with unmitigated consternation

id dismay.
" It was all your coming in," sobbed Barbara,

"if you had only had the sense to see it. That
what he meant. If I was singing, it was

just to pass the time; I know that was what he
ime for. And you to send him away with your

urs!" cried the injured young woman. All this

iade up a scene entirely novel to the amazed

ther, who felt it his duty to put a stop to it,

md yet could not tell what to say.

"Girls," he began, with a trembling voice,
1

this is all perfectly new to me. I don't under-

id. If Mr. Cavendish, or or any one, wishes

pay his addresses to my daughter, it is, of

mrse, his business to apply to me in the first

lace. Barbara, don't cry. You know how I

lisliko to hear you cry," said the poor man, gra-

lually losing his head. "Don't make a fuss,

for heaven's sake, girls, can't you say at

once whatyou mean, and don't worry me to death ?

Ah, if your poor mother had but been spared!"
cried the unfortunate widower; and he had five

daughters altogether, poor soul! and it was so

easy to drive him out of his senses. At this point
Rose intervened, and did what she could to calm
matters down. Barbara, still sobbing, retired to

her chamber; the boys came in from their cricket,

and the little children had to be put to bod
;
and

there was no one to' attend to all these matters,
in the absence of the eldest sister, except the
little mistress of the school of design, so that

naturally all further explanation was postponed
for this night.

CHAPTER XXII.

IT was thus that Mr. Cavendish, without parti-
cularly meaning it, impressed upon two interest-

ing and amiable young women on the same day
the conviction that he was about to propose,
without in either case realising that expectation.
Atter this last exploit he went home with his
head more confused, and his will more undecided,
than ever. For he had one of those perverse
minds which cling to everything that is forbid-

den; and the idea that he ought not to have
gone near Barbara Lake, that he ought not to
see her again, nor address her in any special way,
worried and annoyed him horribly. If such a

thing had been permissible in England as ihat a
man might marry one wife for his liking and
another for his interests, the matter might have
been compromised by proposing to them both

;

and there cannot be a doubt that Lucilla, in such
a case, would very soon have triumphed over
her handsome, sullen, passionate rival. But then
such a way of conciliating a man with himself
does not exist in the British Islands, and conse-

quently was not to be thought of. And to

be sure, every time he came to think of it, Mr.
Cavendish saw more and more clearly what a
fool ho would be to marry Barbara, who was
evidently so ready to marry him. The same

thing could not with any confidence be predi-
cated of Miss Marjoribanks, though, if she were
to accept him, and her father were to con-

sent, nothing could be better for his interests.

All this he felt, and yet an unconquerable
reluctance kept him back. His history was not

quite spotless, and there were chapters in it

which he thought it would kill him to have

brought before the public of Carlingford; but

still he was far from being a bad fellow in his

way. And down at the bottom of his heart, out

of everybody's sight, and unacknowledged even

by himself, there was one little private nook full

of gratitude to Lucilla. Though he scarcely
knew what was passing at the moment, he knew,
when he came to think of it, that she had saved

him from the effects of his first panic at the un-

expected appearance of Mr. Beverley. Perhaps
it was partly this consciousness that made him

so embarrassed in her presence ;
and he could

not find it in his heart, with this sense of grati-

tude, to deceive her, and say he loved her, and

ask her to marry him. To be sure, if Mr. Cav-

endish had been a very acute observer, he might
have felt that Lucilla was quite able to take care

of herself in such an emergency, and was at the

least a match for him, however seductive he

might appear to others
;
but then, few people are

acute observers in a matter so entirely personal
to themselves. He felt furious with himself as

he went home, and thought how foolish he had

been ever to go near Barbara Lake in the pre-
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eeiit position of affairs; and yet ho could not

help feeling that it was more delightful to him to

see the colour blaze into her cheeks, and the

soi g rise like a bird from her full crimson lips,

and that flush of excitement and triumph come
from her eyes, than it could have been in any
case to have been admitted to the same degree
of intimacy with Lucilla, who was not in the

least intoxicated by his presence. Thus the un-

fortunate man was torn asunder, not so much by
love and duty, as by inclination and interest,

thcugh the inclination was not strong^nough to

have allowed of any great sacrifice, nor the inter-

est sufficiently certain to have repaid the exer-

tion. This only made it the more difficult to de-

cide; and in his circumstances, and with the

panic that pursued him, he did not feel it possi-
ble to adopt the only wise policy that remained
to him, and wait.

As Mr. Cavendish was thus making his way
Lome, horribly vexed and annoyed with himself,

and avoiding Grange Lane as if the plague was
in it, Miss Marjoribanks sat in her drawing-rootn
alone, and thought the matter over. Certainly
she had not expected him that evening, but still,

when she heard ten o'clock strike, and felt that

his coming was now absolutely impossible, she
was a little not exactly disappointed, but an-

noyed at herself for having felt a sort of expecta-
tion. Lucilla was not a person to hide her senti-

ments, or even to conceal a fact which was disa-

greeable to her amour propre. She had too

thorough and well-founded a confidence in the

natural interest of the world in all belonging to

her to do that
;
so when ten o'clock had done

striking, she opened her blotting-book and took

one of her pretty sheets of paper, with
L-eilla

on it in delicate rose-tinted letters, the L very

large, and the concluding letters very small, and
dashed off her note to Mrs. Chiley. The Misses

Blount's at Mount Pleasant had been one of the

very first establishments to forsake the hand-

writing which was all corners, in favour of the

bold running hand of the present female genera-
tion

;
and it was accordingly in a very free and

strongly characterised manuscript, black with
much ink, that Miss Marjoribanks wrote

"DEAREST MRS. CHILEY, I never expected
him to come, and he has not. I daresay he never
meant it. I am so glad. It was Providence
that sent you at that particular moment to-day.

Always in haste, with fond love, your most truly
affectionate LUCILLA."

*

And when she had sent Thomas with this

note, Miss Marjoribanks felt her mind relieved.

Not that it had been much distressed before, but
when she had put it in black and white, and con-

cluded upon it, her satisfaction was more com-

plete ;
and no such troublous thoughts as those

which disturbed the hero of this day's transac-

tions no such wild tears as poured from the

eyes of Barbara Lake interfered with the maid-

enly composure of Lucilla's meditations. Not-

withstanding all that people say to the contrary,
there is a power in virtue which makes itself felt

in such an emergency. Miss Marjoribanks could
turn from Mr. Cavendish, who had thus failed

to fulfil the demands of his position, to the serene
idea of the Archdeacon, with that delightful con-

sciousness of having nothing to reproach herself

with, which is balm to a well-regulated mind.
She had done her duty, whatever happened. She
had not injudiciously discouraged nor encouraged
the possible member for Carlingford ;

and at the
same time she was perfectly free to turn her atten-
tion to the possible bishop ;

and neither in one
case nor the other could anybody say that she
had gone a step too far, or committed herself in

any way whatever. While these consoling reflec-

tions were passing through Lucilla's mind, Dr.

Marjoribanks came up-stairs, as had grown to be
his custom lately. Sometimes h took a cup of

tea, though it was against his principles, and
sometimes he only sat by while his daughter had

hers, and amused himself with her chat before he
went to bed. He was later than usual to-night,
and naturally the tea-tray had disappeared some
time before. As for Lucilla, she did not for a
moment permit her own pre-occupation to inter-

fere with the discharge of her immediate duty,
which was unquestionably to be amusing and

agreeable, and a comfort to her dear papa.
"So you had Cavendish here to-day?" said

the Doctor. "What brought him here? What
has he been doing ? Since you and he are on such

good terms, I hope he gave you an account of

where he has been."
" He has been nursing a sick friend on the

Continent," said Lucilla, with that largeness of

geographical expression which is natural to the

insular mind. " Who are Mr. Cavendish's friends,

papa?
" added Miss Marjoribanks, with confiding

simplicity ;
and it was beautiful to see how the

daughter looked up into her father's face, with
that angelic confidence in his knowledge on all

subjects which is so rarely to be met with in the

present generation. But it was not a question to

which the Doctor found it easy to respond.
" Who are his friends ?

"
said Dr. Marjoribanks.

" He's one of the Cavendishes, they say. We
have all heard that. I never knew he had any
friends

;
which is, after all, next best to having

very good ones," said the philosophical old Scotch-

man; and there, as it appeared, he was quite
content to let the matter drop.

"
I like to know who people belong to, for my

part," said Lucilla.
" The Archdeacon, for exam-

ple, one knows all about his friends. It's a great
deal nicer, you know, papa. Not that it matters

in the least about the Cavendishes "

"
Well, I should have thought not, after the

way you made an end of him," said the Doctor.
"
I hope he doesn't mean to begin that nonsense

over again, Lucilla. He is a good fellow enough,
and I don't mind asking him to my house, but it

is quite a different thing to give him my daugh-
ter. He spends too much money, and I can't see

what real bottom he has. It may all flare up and

come to nothing any day. Nobody can have any

certainty with an expensive fellow like that,"

said Dr. Marjoribanks. "There is no telling

where he draws his income from
;

it isn't from

land, and it isn't from business
;
and if it's money

in the Funds "

"Dear papa," said Lucilla, "if he had the

Bank of England, it would not make any differ-

ence to me. I am not going to swindle you,
after you have had the drawing-room done up,

arid everything. I said ten years, and I mean
to keep it,

if nothing very particular happens."
Miss Marjoribanks added prudently,

" Most like-

ly I shall begin to go off a little in ten yeara.
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And -all I think of just now is to do my duty,
and be a little comfort to you."

Dr. Marjoribanks indulged in a faint "humph,"
under his breath, as he lighted his candle; for,

as has been already said, he was not a man to feel

so keenly as some men might have felt the enthu-

siasm of filial devotion which beautified Lucilla's

life. But at the same time he had that respect
for his daughter's genius, which only experience
could have impressed upon him-; and he did not

venture, or rather he did not think it necessary,
to enter into any further explanations. Dr. Mar-

joribanks did not in the least degree share the

nervousness of Mr. Cavendish, who was afraid

of deceiving Lucilla. As for her father, he felt a

consoling conviction that she was quite able to

conduct her own affairs, and would do him no
discredit in any matrimonial engagements she

might form. And at the same time he was
amused by the idea that he might be swindled
in respect to the drawing-room, if she married

at this early moment. He took it for wit, when
it was the most solid and sensible reality ;

but

then, fortunately, the points in which he misap-

prehended her redounded as much to Luciila's

credit, as those in which he seized her meaning
clearest, so that on every side there was some-

thing gained.
And when Miss Marjoribanks too retired to

her maidenly chamber, a sentiment of general
content and satisfaction filled her mind. It is

true that for the moment she had experienced a

natural womanly vexation, to see a proposal

nipped in the bud. It annoyed her not so much
on personal as on general principles; for Lucilla

was aware that nothing could be more pernicious
to a man than when thus brought to the very

point to be thrown back again, and never per-
mitted to produce that delicate bloom of his

affections. It was like preventing a rose from

putting forth its flowers, a cruelty equally pre-

judicial to the plant and to the world. But when
this pang of wounded philanthropy was over,

Miss Marjoribanks felt in her heart that it was
Providence that had sent Mrs. Chiley at that

special moment. There was no telling what em-

barrassments, what complications she might not

have got into, had Mr. Cavendish succeeded in

unbosoming himself. Np doubt Lucilla had a

confidence that, whatever difficulties there might
have been, she would have extricated herself

from them with satisfaction and even eclat, but

still it was better to avoid the necessity. Thus
it was with a serene conviction that " whatever

is, is best," that Miss Marjoribanks betook her-

self to her peaceful slumbers. There are so many
people in the world who hold, or who are tempt-
ed to hold, an entirely different opinion, that it is

pleasant to linger over the spectacle of a mind
so perfectly well- regulated. Very different were

the sentiments of Mr. Cavendish, who could not

sleep for the ghosts that kept tugging at him on

every side
;
and those of Barbara Lake, who felt

that for her too the flower of her hero's love had
been nipped in the bud. But, to be sure, it is

only natural that goodness and self-control should

have the best of it sometimes even in this un-

certain world.

CHAPTER XXIII.

THE Archdeacon returned to Carlingford before

Thursday, as he had anticipated ;
but in the in-

terval Mr. Cavendish had not recovered his

courage so far as to renew his visit to M;

joribanks, or to face the man who had alarmed
him so much. Everybody in Grange L;in>; re-

marked at the time how worried poor Mrs. Wood-
burn looked. Her eyes lost their brightness,
which some people thought was the only beauty
she had, and her nerves and her temper both
failed her, no one could tell why. The personal
sketches she made at this moment were trucu-

lent and bitter to an unheard-of degree. She
took off Mr. Beverley with a savage force which
electrified her audience, and put words into his

mouth which everybody admitted were exactly
like him, if he could ever be imagined to have
fallen into, the extraordinary circumstances in

which the mimic placed him. In short, Mrs.
Woodburn made a little drama out of the Arch-
deacon. She brought him into personal contact

with an offensive stranger, and made the most
elaborate study of his dignified indignation, his

growing wrath, and the final sublime manifesta-

tion of physical force with which he overcame
his enemy. "I hope I have not given up my
manhood by becoming a priest," Mrs. Wood-
burn's hero said, in the Archdeacon's very voice.
" A gentleman should surely know how to use

his natural weapons as well as a coalheaver. It

is one way of getting one's self in sympathy
with one's fellow-creatures." To be sure, Mr.

Beverley knew nothing about this, and showed
some surprise now and then at the restrained

laughter which he heard in the corners; but

when anybody spoke of Mrs. Woodburn, he

showed an instinctive want of confidence. " I

have not studied her sufficiently to give an opi-
nion of her," he said, which was certainly the

very reverse of her deliverance upon him. To
tell the truth, she had rather studied him too

much, and gave too keen an edge to his charac^

teristic qualities, as is natural to all literary por-

traiture, and even went so far that, in the end,

people began to ask whether she had any per-
sonal spite against him.

"She don't know him," Mr. Woodburn said,

when he heard some faint echo of this suggestion.
"She's clever, and it carries her away, you
know. She enters into it so, she don't know
how far she is going ;

but I can answer for it she

never saw the Archdeacon before
;

and Hal
isn't here to give her the key-note, as she says.

He has met everybody, I believe, one place or

another," the simple man said, with a little natu-

ral pride ;
for in his heart he was vain of his

fashionable brother-in-law. As for Mr. Caven-

dish himself, it began to be understood that he

was with a friend who was sick, on the Conti-

nent; and soon for news had a wonderful ten-

dency to increase and grow bigger as it spread
in Grange Lane that his friend was dying, and

that a probable large increase of fortune to the

popular favourite would be the result, which

was very well as an addition, and did credit to

the imagination of Carlingford. He had disap-

peared completely once more after the eventful

day which we have described, carrying out in

the fullest way Lucilla's prediction, but striking

Barbara Lake "with bitter disappointment
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Marjoribanks had a great many things to occupy

her, but Barbara had nothing except the humble

duty of looking after her little brothers and sis-

ters, and attending to her father's comfort, which
had never been occupations particularly to her

mind. And then Barbara was aware that, if

she neglected her duties, Rose, on her return

from the School of Design, would do them, though
with a fierce little outbreak of indignation, which
the elder sister felt she could bear

;
and accord-

ingly, Barbara did little else but brood oyer
his sudden disappearance and spent her time

at the window looking for his return. Natu-

rally Lucilla conducted herself in a much more
rational and dignified manner. She made her-

self very agreeable to the Archdeacon, who un-

bended very much, and grew very nice, as Mrs.

Chiley herself allowed. "
But, my dear, I am

uneasy about his opinions," the old lady said.

He certainly had a very free way of talking, and
was ready to discuss anything, and was not ap-

proved of by Mr. Bury. But still he had very
good connections and a nice position, and had

always a chance of being Bishop of Carlingford ;

and in marriage it is well known that one never
can have everything one wants. So that, on the

whole, even Mrs. Chiley did not see what differ-

ence his opinions made, so far as Lucilla was
concerned. When Miss Marjoribanks went down
to Colonel Chiley's in the evening, and made tea

for the old people like a daughter of the house,
Mr. Beverley was always disposed to go over
to the enemy, as the old Colonel said. No
doubt he had enough of Colonel Chiley, who had
not received a new idea into his mind since

the battle of "Waterloo, and did not see what

people had to do with such nonsense. And-
then the Archdeacon would very often walk
home with the young visitor. In all this time,
as was natural, Mr. Beverley heard Mr. Caven-
dish's name a hundred times, and regretted, like all

the world, that so eminent a member ofthe Carling-
ford commonwealth should be absent during the

time of his visit; but at the same time, Lucilla

took great care to avoid all personalities, and

kept a discreet silence even about the gifts and

accomplishments of her almost-lover. Mrs. Chi-

ley sighed, poor soul, when she saw how her

young friend avoided this subject, and thought
sometimes that he was forgotten, sometimes that

the poor dear was breaking her heart for him
;

but it is needless to say that neither of these

suppositions was in the least true.

And then it began to be considered rather odd
in Carlingford that the Archdeacon should pay
such a long visit. Mrs. Chiley no doubt was

very kind and hospitable, and exceedingly glad
to receive such a distinguished clergyman ;

but
when a man has been six weeks in anyone's house,
and shows no inclination of going, it is natural

that people should feel a little surprised. His
visitation was over, and he had dined with every-

body, and studied the place and its characteris-

tics, and entered into everything that was going
on. The only thing, indeed, that he did not
seem to think of, was going away. If it had
been Mr. Cavendish, the chances are that he
would have made himself so much one of the

family, that his departure would have been felt

as a domestic calamity ;
but the Archdeacon, as

was to be expected, was very different from
Mr. Cavendish. So long as he was in the house

it was impossible to forget either his position or

his ways of thinking, or the absence of any real

connection between himself and his hosts. He
did not combat or contradict anybody, but he
would give a faint smile when the Colonel
uttered his old-fashioned sentiments, which drove
the old soldier frantic.

" As if I was not able

to form an opinion, by Jove I" Colonel Chiley
said

; while, on the other hand, the Archdeacon
was quite ready to enter into the young people's
absurd theories, and discuss the very Bible itself,

as if that were a book to be discussed. As for

the Rector, he turned his head away when he

passed Colonel Chiley's door, and .Miss Bury
made visits of condolence and sympathy.

" You
must feel it a great responsibility having Mr.

Beverley with you," the Rector's sister would

say, though naturally without any distinct ex-

planation of her meaning ;
and then she would

look at Mrs. Chiley and sigh.

"Oh, I am sure it is a great pleasure," Mrs.

Chiley answered, not willing to let down the

prestige of her guest.
" He is very nice, and

takes a great deal of interest in everything ;
and

then, you know, he is a connection of ours.

The Colonel's niece, Mary Chiley
"

"Yes, I know," said Miss Bury. "Poor

thing I she looked suffering the last time I saw
her. I hope she has found the true consolation

to support her,, now she has entered into the

troubles.of life."

"Well, yes, I hope so," said Mrs. Chiley, a
little doubtfully; "but you know one does not

feel the troubles of life very severely at her age ;

and I don't think I should have called a baby a
trouble when I was like her. I never had any,

you know, and I used to fret over it a great
deal

;
but the Colonel never liked the nois"e of

children, and I suppose it is all for the best."

"One may always be sure of that," said Miss

Bury, in her instructive way.
" I suppose the

Archdeacon is going soon," she added
;

" he has

been here a long time now. I almost wonder he
likes to be so long absent from his parish. Two
months is it not?"
"Oh no not quite six weeks," said Mrs.

Chiley, briskly.
" I hope he may be persuaded to

stay some time longer. I look upon it as quite
a compliment to Carlingford ;

for to be sure ho

would not stay if he had not some attraction," said

the imprudent woman. And this was precisely
what Miss Bury wanted, as any one of acute

perceptions might have seen from the first.

"It must be a great responsibility for you,"
said the Rector's sister, with a sigh, pressing
Mrs. Chiley's hand. "If it should turn out

badly, you know . Of course, my brother

and I don't agree with Mr. Beverley on all

points though I am sure I hope he is quite con-

scientious; but I do feel for you with such a

responsibility," said Miss Bury, with a look that

made the old lady nervous in spite of herself.

Thus, notwithstanding all her sense of the duties

of hospitality, and her anxiety about Lucilla's

interests, she could not but feel that it would be

rather a relief to get so formidable a guest fairly

out of the house. It is uncomfortable, it must be

allowed, to entertain in your house anybody,

particularly a clergyman of whom your Rector

does not approve ;
and there could be no doubt

that the Archdeacon was not like the clergymen
that Mrs. Chiley had been accustomed to.

" And
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he could come back another time," she said to

herself, by way of conciliating her own weari-
ness with her visitor's advantage and the interests
of Lucilla. But notwithstanding these reflections
on Mrs. Chiley's part, and notwithstanding the
Colonel's less amiable growl, uttered every morn-

ing
" Does that parson of yours never mean to

go away?" the Archdeacon showed no intention
of budging. It was poor Mrs. Chiley who had
all the brunt to bear, to exhaust herself in

civilities and to be upbraided with "that parson
of yours

" whereas he was not in the least her

parson, nor even the kind of man she approved
of as a clergyman. All this, however, the brave
old woman bore with fortitude for Lucilla's sake :

certainly it must be Lucilla who kept him in Car-

lingford if it were not something else.

Things were in this- condition, Mr. Cavendish

having again, disappeared into utter darkness,
and Carlingford beginning to enter warmly into
the question, whether or not Mr. Beverley was
paying attention to Lucilla, when it happened to

Miss Marjoribanks one morning to meet the
Archdeacon in a little lane running betweenGrove
Street and Grange Lane. Opening from this

lane was a little door in the wall, which admit-
ted to a little garden very bright with flowers of

the simplest old fashioned kinds, with a little

. house planted at its extremity, which had pre-
tensions to be an old-fashioned and quasi-rural

cottage, on the score of being very rickety, un-

comfortable, and badly arranged. But it must
be a very impracticable erection indeed which'
does not look tolerable under the bright sunshine
on a summer noon, at the end of a pretty garden

'

where children are playing and birds sing-

ing, and a woman or two about. Lucilla was
standing at the door of this little closed-up her-

mitage,, almost filling up the opening with her

crisp summer draperies, and affording only a very
partial and tempting glimpse of its flowers and
shrubs and whitewashed walls inside; and
when Mr. Beverley came up to Miss Marjori-
banks he felt his curiosity excited. "

Is it Arrai-

da's garden, or the Elysian fields?" said the

Archdeacon; and he made a dead stop before

the door, not knowing any more than any other

blind mortal what he was going to find in-

side.
" I don't know anything about Armida," said

Miss Marjoribanks ;

"
unfortunately they were all

Cambridge in their ways of thinking at Mount
Pleasant, and our classics got dreadfully ne-

glected. But you may come in if you like

at least I think you may come in, if you will

promise not to frighten the children. I am
sure they never saw an Archdeacon in their

lives,"
" Are there children ?" said Mr. Beverley,

with a doubtful air
; for, to tell the truth, he had

come to the age at which men think it best to

avoid children, unless, indeed, they happen to

have a personal interest in them
;

and he
stretched his neck a little to see in over Miss

Marjoribanks's head.
" There are a whole lot of children and a pret-

ty governess," said Lucilla.
" It is a school, and

,

I am so much interested in it. I may call it my
school, for that matter. I came to know her in

the funniest way ;
but I will tell you that an-

other time. And it was just my luck, as usual.

She is so nice, and quite a lady. If you will

not say you are an Archdeacon, to frighten the
children, I will let you come in."

"You shall call me whatever you like," said
Mr. Beverley; "when I am with the lady-
patroness, what does it matter what I call my-
self? Let me see how you manage your educa-
tional department. I have already bowed before
your genius in the other branches of govern-
ment

;
but this ought to be more in my own

way."
"
I don't think you care for visiting schools,"

said Lucilla. " I know you think it is a bore
;

but she is so nice, and so nice-looking; I am
sure you will be pleased with her. I am quite
sure she is a lady, and has seen better days.""

Oh, those dreadful women that have seen
better days," said the Archdeacon; "I think
Mrs. Chiley has a regiment of them. It is hard
to know how to get one's self into sympathy
with those faded existences. They till me with
an infinite pity ;

but then what can one do ?
If one tries to recall them to the past, it sounds
like mockery and if one speaks of the present,
it wounds their feelings. It is a great social

difficulty," said Mr. Beverley; and he fixed his

eyes on the ground and entered meditatively,
without looking where he was going, in his
Broad-Church way.
"Dear Mrs. Chiley is so kind," said Lucilla,

who was a little puzzled for the moment, and did
not know what to say.

" Mrs. Chiley is a good, pure, gentle woman,"
said the Archdeacon, in a tone which settled the

question, and from which there was no appeal ;

and no doubt it was a perfectly true, though not
a very distinct characterisation. Thus they
went in together into the bright little garden,
thinking of nothing particular, and loitering as

people do who do not know what is coming.
There was something that morning in Mr. Be-

verley's tone and manner which struck Lucilla
as something more than usual. She was not a

young woman to attach undue importance to
Looks and tones

;
but the Archdeacon's manner

was so softened and mellowed, and his eyes had
so much expression in them, and he looked at

Lucilla with such marked regard, that it was
impossible for her not to recognise that a crisis

might be approaching. To be sure, it was not

by any means so near as that crisis manque
which had so lately passed over her head in re-

spect to Mr. Cavendish. But still Miss Marjori-
banks could not but remark the signs of a slowly-

approaching and most likely more important
climax; and as she remarked it, Lucilla natu-

rally by anticipation prepared herself for the

coming event that thus threw a shadow upon
aer. She did not make up her mind to accept
Mr. Beverley any more than she had made up
ler mind to accept Mr. Cavendish; but she

thought it only her duty to him and to herself,
and to .society in general, to take his claims into

!ull consideration. And no doubt, if these claims
lad seemed to her sufficiently strong to merit

such a reward, Miss Marjoribanks had it in her
to marry the Archdeacon, and make him an
admirable wife, though she was not at the pre-
sent moment, so far as she was aware, absolutely
what foolish people call in love with him. At the

same time, as was only natural, she made herself

all the more agreeable to Mr. Beverley from her

sense of the dawn of tenderness with which he

I
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regarded her. And in this way they went up
the broad central path which traversed the little

garden, neither looking to the left nor the right,

but presenting all that appearance of being

occupied with each other, which, especially to a

female observer, is so easy of interpretation.

For, to be sure, the Archdeacon had not the

remotest idea into whose house he was going,
nor who it was whom he was about to see.

But as it happened, Lucilla's protegee, who
had seen better days, had just then finished one
of her lessons, and sent her little pupils out into

the garden. She was preparing for the next lit-

tle class, when, raising her eyes accidentally, she
saw Miss Marjoribanks coming through the gar-
den with the Archdeacon by her side. She was
the same person whom Mr. Bury had brought to

Lucilla with the idea of recommending her to

Dr. Marjoribanks as a companion and chaperone
for his daughter; but since then Mrs. Morti-

mer's appearance had considerably changed.
She had grown younger by ten years during the

period of comparative comfort and tranquillity
which Lucilia's active help and championship
had procured for her. Her house, and her gar-

den, and her little scholars, and the bloom on
her cheeks, and the filling-up of her worn frame,
were all Miss Marjoribanks's doing. In the in-

tervals of her legislative cares Lucilla; had run
about all over Carlingford searching for pupils,
and at the same moment had cut and stitched
and arranged, and papered walls, and planted
flower-beds, for the feeble creature thus thrown

upon her. This was a side of Lucilla's character
which certainly she did nothing to hide from the

public, but which, at the same time, she never
made any fuss about; and it was an endless

pleasure to her to find a protegee so perfectly
content to be " done for," and do as she was told

to do. It was thus that the poor faded widow,
who was sensitive and had feelings, and forgot
herself so far as to faint, or nearly to faint, just
at the most unlucky moment possible, when the
Rector's character and dignity demanded supe-
rior self-control on her part, had found her youth
again and her good looks under Lucilla's shadow.
When she looked up and saw the two approach-
ing, Mrs. Mortimer's first impulse was to smile
at the conjunction ;

but the next moment she had

dropped the books out of her hands, and was
standing gazing out like a woman in a dream,
with the colour all gone out of her cheeks, and
even out of her lips, in the surprise of the mo-
ment. It was only surprise and a kind of dis-

may; it was not terror, like that which Mr.
Cavendish had exhibited at the same apparition.
She dropped into her chair without knowing it,

and probably would have fainted this time also,
if something more urgent than mere "feelings"
had not roused her up. As it was, it happened
very happily for her that she had thus a little

preparation. When she saw that her patroness
was leading Mr. Bevefley up to the door, and that
in a minute more he would inevitably be brought
to her very side, Mrs. Mortimer roused up all

her strength. She gathered up her books in her
hand without knowing very well what she was
doing, and, taking virtue from necessity, went
desperately out to meet them. It was Miss
Marjoribanks who first saw her, white and tot-

tering, leaning against the trellis of the little

porch, and Lucilla could not but give a little cry

of alarm and wonder. What kind of man could
this be, who thus struck down another victim
without even so much as a glance ? It was just
then that the Archdeacon raised his eyes, and
saw standing before him, among the faded roses,
the woman whom he had been approaching so

indifferently the faded existence that had seen
better days. He saw her, and he stood stock-

still, as if it was she who was the basilisk, and
the look of pleased interest went out of his face
in a moment. In that moment he had become
as unconscious of the presence of Lucilla as if

he had never in his life softened his voice to her

ear, or talked nonsense to please her. His eyes
did not seem big enough to take in the figure
which stood shrinking and looking at him in the

porch. Then he made one long step forward,
and took hold of her, sleeve not her hand as
if to convince himself that it was something real

he saw. He showed no joy> nor satisfaction, nor

anything but sheer amaze and wonder, at this

unexpected appearance, for he had not had time
to prepare himself as she had. " Am I dream-

ing, or is it you?" he said, in a voice that

sounded as different from the voice with which
he had been speaking to Lucilla, as if years had

elapsed between the two. And it would be vain

to describe the amazement and singular sense
that the earth had suddenly given way under
her feet, with which Miss Marjoribanks stood by
and looked on.

CHAPTER XXIY.

Miss MARJORIBANKS was naturally the first to

recover her senses in fhis emergency. Even she,

self-possessed as she was, felt, to be sure, the na-

tural giddiness inseparable from such a strange
reversal of the position. But she did not lose

her head like the others. She looked at her

protegee standing white and tremulous in the

shadow of the little porch, and on the Arch-

deacon, whose manly countenance had paled
to a corresponding colour. A man does not

seize a woman by the sleeve and ask,
"
Is it

youf without some reason for an address so

destitute of ordinary courtesy; and Lucilla was

sufficiently versed in such matters to know that

so rude and impersonal an accost could be only
addressed to some one whose presence set the

speakers heart beating, and quickened the blood

in his veins. It was odd, to say the least, after

the way in which he had just been speaking to

herself; but Miss Marjoribanks, as has been al-

ready said, was not the woman to lose her

head. She recovered herself with the second

breath she drew, and took her natural place.

"I can see that you have something to say to

each other," said Lucilla.
" Mrs. Mortimer,

ask Mr. Beverley to walk in. Never mind me.

I want to speak to these little Lakes. I shall

see you presently," Miss Marjoribanks added,

nodding pleasantly to the Archdeacon and she

went away to the other end of the garden,

calling to the children with that self-possession

which is the gift only of great minds. But

when Lucilla found herself at a safe distance,

and saw the Archdeacon stoop to go in under
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the porch, it cannot be denied that her mind
was moved by the sight. It was she who had
seen after the putting-up of that trellis, and the

arrangement of the Wisteria, which had been

sprawling over the front of the house, uncared
for. If there was any place in the world where
she should have been free from such a shock, it

certainly should have been here, in this spot,
which she had, so to speak, created. Naturally
the unfitness of these surroundings to witness a
revolution which was so unlooked-for and dis-

agreeable struck Lucilla. If she had' to be

again humiliated, and to submit once more to

see another preferred to her, it certainly should
have been under other circumstances than these.

When we admit that such a thought did pass
through the mind of Miss Marjoribanks, it will

sufficiently prove to all who know her that

Lucilla found her position sufficiently aggra-

vating. She had exerted herself for Mrs. Mor-
timer as nobody else in Carlingford would have
exerted themselves. She had not only found pu-

pils and a means of living for the widow, which,

perhaps, a committee of ladies might have done
at the end of a year, had it been put into their

hands : but Miss Marjoribanks had done it at

once, and had taken charge of that timid and
maladroit individual herself, and set her up,
and done everything for her. It was Dr. Mar-

joribanks's gardener, under Lucilla's orders, who
had arranged and planted the garden, and trained

over the porch those long branches of Wisteria

which had just brushed the Archdeacon's cle-

rical hat as he went in; and in the act of re-

furnishing her drawing-room, Miss Marjoribanks
had managed to procure, without costing any-

body anything except a little trouble, as she her-

self said, many accessories, which gave an air of

comfort to the little parlour, in which, no doubt,
at that moment, Mr. Beverley and Mrs. Mortimer
were explaining themselves. Lucilla had a great
deal too much good sense to upbraid anybody with

ingratitude, or even to make any claim upon that

slippery quality ;
but she knew at the same time

that the widow was the very last person from

whom a new discomfiture should come, and that

to enter in under that trellis, which had, so to

speak, been created by her own hand, when
he left her, was, on the Archdeacon's part, an

aggravation of the change in his sentiments

which it was difficult to bear. She walked along
the garden path very briskly under the influence

ofthese thoughts, and it was not in nature to do

otherwise than snub the children when she joined
them. Lucilla was a woman of genius, but she

was not faultless
;
and when she found Ethelinda

and Ethelfreda Lake, the two twins, the one with

her clean frock all muddy and stained, the other

with the front breadth torn right up the middle,
it is scarcely to be wondered at if she lost her pa-
tience. "You little nasty untidy things!" she

said,
"
I should like to know who you expect is

to go mending up and washing every .day for

you ? It will not be Barbara, I am sure," Miss

Marjoribanks added, with a fine intonation of

scorn, of which the culprits were insensible
;
and

she gave Ethelinda a shake, who was sittiffg on
the wet ground, all muddy with recent watering,
and who, beside, was the one who most resem-

bled Barbara. When this temporary ebullition

had taken place, Lucilla began gradually to right
herself. It was a grand sight, if anybody had

been there to witness it, or ifanybody could have
seen into Miss Marjoribanks's maiden bosom;
but the spectacle of a great mind thus recovering
its balance is one which can rarely be visible ex-

cept in its results. While she set the children to

rights, and represented to Mrs. Mortimer's little

servant, who was in the garden furtively on a

pretence of cabbages, the extreme folly, and in-

deed idiocy, of letting them get to the water and
make a mess of themselves, Lucilla was in reality

coming to herself. Perhaps she spoke with a
little more energy than usual

;
but the offenders

were so well aware of their guilt, and so tho-

roughly satisfied of the justice of the reproof ad-

dressed to them, that no other explanation was
necessary ;

and little by little, Miss Marjori-
banks felt herself restored to her natural calm.

" You know I don't like to scold you," she

said
;

" but what would anybody say ? nice

clean frocks, that I am sure were put on fresh

this morning and you, Mary Jane "

"
Please, Miss, it was only for a young cabbage.

Missis is fond of a bit of vegetable," said the little

maid. "I knew she'd not say nothing; and

just as I told 'em all to have done and be good
and nobody knew as you was here," said Mary
Jane. There was something even in that small

and humble testimony to Lucilla's sovereignty
which helped on the process which was ope-

rating in her mind. She regained bit by bit that

serene self-consciousness which places the spirit

above the passing vexations of the world. What
did it matter what other people might be doing
or saying? Was not she still Lucilla Marjori-
banks? and when one had said that, one had
said all.

"
It is time you were all going home to

your dinners," said Lucilla; "and I have asked

Mrs. Mortimer to give you a half-holiday. As
for you, you little Linda, you are not fit to

be seen
;
and I am sure if I were your sister

I should send you off to bed. Now get all your
hats and things and run away ;

and if you are not

awfully good to-morrow, I shall never ask for an-

other half-holiday again."

Saying which, Miss Marjoribanks herself saw
the hats brought out, and the little scholars

sent away. She took matters into her own
hand with the confidence of a superior nature.

"After all the long talk they are having she

will not be able for her scholars to-day," Lu-

cilla said to herself, with magnanimity ;
and she

again made the tour of the garden, inspecting

everything, to see that all was in order. With

every step that she took, Miss Marjoribanks be-

came more and more herself. As we have al-

ready said, it was a grand and inspiring sight;

but then, to be sure, as in the former case, her

affections, fortunately, were not engaged. She

was not in love with the Archdeacon, any more

than she had been in love with Mr. Cavendish
;

though it is true love is not everything. And to

think how he had been looking and talking not

much more than half an hour ago, aud to reflect

that now he had most likely forgotten her very

existence, and was explaining himself, and plac-

ing that position which would have just suited

Lucilla at the feet of the object of her bounty,
was enough, to have driven a young woman
of ordinary mind half out of her senses with

disgust and indignation. But, fortunately, Lu-

cilla's mind was not an ordinary one; and
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every step she took round the garden restored

her more and more entirely to herself. Instead

of conceiving: any jealous dislike to Mrs. Mor-

timer, she had already, as has been stated, exerted

herself with her usual benevolence to leave her

free for the rest of the day. "After all, it is

not her fault if she knew him before, or if he
was in love with her," Lucilla said to herself.

And when she had arrived at this perfectly true

and profoundly philosophical conclusion, it may
be said that the crisis was at an end.

But then where personal offence and indig-
nation (if the natural shock of Miss Marjori-
banks's feelings could be called by such hard

names) ended, bewilderment and curiosity be-

gan. Who could this Archdeacon be who had

frightened the most popular man in Carling-
ford out of the place, and whose unlooked-

for appearance had driven Mrs. Mortimer
back out of her recovered good looks and
cheerfulness into pallor and trembling? To
be sure, Lucilla knew quite well who he was,
the second son of Mr. Beverley of Trent Valley, a

family as well known as any family in England.

Plverybody knew all about the Archdeacon : his

career from his youth up was as clearly traceable

as if he had been killed in a railway accident

and had had his memoir published in the ' Times.'

There was nothing in the smallest degree secret

or mysterious about him
;
and yet how could it

come about that the sight of him should frighten
Mr. Cavendish out of his senses, and make Mrs.

Mortimer, who was utterly unconnected with Mr.

Cavendish, all but faint, as she had done on a

former occasion ? "Was it his mission to go about
the world driving people into fits of terror or agi-
tation ? To be sure, he was a Broad-Churchman,
and not the type of clergyman to which Lucilla

in her heart inclined
;
but still a man may be

Broad Church, and speak a little freely on re-

ligious matters, without being a basilisk. As these

thoughts went through her mind, Miss Marjori-
banks's eyes could not help observing that the

branches of the pear-tree, which was all that the

garden contained in the shape of fruit, had come
loose from the wall, and were swaying about great-

'

ly to the damage of the half-grown pears ;
not to

say that it gave a very untidy look to that corner.
" I must send Crawford down this evening to

fasten it up," Lucilla said to herself, and then

went on with what she was thinking ;
and she

made one or two other remarks of the same de-

scription in a parenthesis as she made her tour.

After all, it is astonishing how many little things

go wrong when the man or woman with a hun-
dred eyes is absent for a few days from the helm
of affairs. It was nearly a week since Miss Mar-

joribanks had been round Mrs. Mortimer's garden,
and in that time the espalier had got detached,
some of the verbenas were dead in the borders,
and the half of the sticks that propped up the

dahlias had fallen, leaving the plants in miserable

confusion. Lucilla shook her head over this, as

she asked herself what mysterious influence there

could be in the Archdeacon. For her own part,
she was not in the slightest degree afraid of him,
nor could she confess to having felt agitated even
when he walked with her into this fated garden ;

but there could be no doubt of the seriousness
of the effect produced by his appearance on the
two others. "

They have broken half of the

props, the little nuisances," Lucilla said to her-

self as she pursued her musings. For her large
mind was incapable, now it had recovered its

serenity, of confining itself, unless with a very
good reason, to one sole subject. When she had
finished her inspection, and saw that nobody had
yet appeared at the door, Miss Marjoribanks col-

lected the books which the children had left lying
in the summer-house, and put them under cover

;

for, to tell the truth, it looked a little like rain
;

and having done this, and looked all round her to

see if anything else required her immediate care,
and seeing once more that nobody was coming,
Lucilla carried philosophy to its highest practical

point by going away, which is, perhaps, a height
of good sense which may be thought too much
for humanity. It was' not too much for Miss

Marjoribanks's legislative soul and knowledge of

human nature for in thus denying herself she
was perfectly aware of her advantages, and of

the inevitable result. She knew, just as well as

if she had already received it, that Mrs. Mortimer
would write her a little three-cornered note,
marked Private, as soon as the Archdeacon was
gone ;

and she thought it was highly probable
that Mr. Beverley himself would come to give
some explanation. With that tranquil assurance
in her mind, Lucilla turned her face towards

Grange Lane. She began to have a kind of con-

viction, too, since this had happened, either that

Carlingford would not be raised into a bishopric,
or that the Archdeacon at least would not be the

first bishop. It was difficult to give any ground
for this idea, but it came into her mind with a
kind of- quiet certainty ;

and with this convic-

tion, in which she recognised that beautiful self-

adjusting balance of compensations which keeps
everything right in the world, Lucilla, quite re-

covered from her shock, had on the whole a

pleasant walk home.
As for the two who were shut up together in

Mrs. Mortimer's parlour, their state of mind was
far from partaking of the virtuous peace and sere-

nity which filled Miss Marjoribauks's bosom. It

was more than an hour before the Archdeacon
went away ;

and when Mrs. Mortimer had a little

collected her faculties, the result arrived which had
been foreseen by Lucilla. In the first place, ter-

ror seized the widow as to what had become of

the pupils, whom all this time she had forgotten,
and deep was her gratitude when she had ascer-

tained that her protecting genius had sent them

away. But with that gratitude came a sudden
recollection of the manner in which. Mr. Bever-

ley and Miss Marjoribanks had been coming to-

gether up the garden path, before the mistress of

the house showed herself. Mrs. Mortimer wrung
her hands when she recollected the looks and at-

titude of the two, and the rumour which had
reached her ears that the Archdeacon was paying
attention to Miss Marjoribanks. What was she

to do ? was her miserable presence here to dis-

pel perhaps the youthful hopes of her benefac-

tress, and make a revolution in Lucilla's pros-

pects? The poor woman felt herself ready to

sink into the earth at the thought. She went to

the window and looked out disconsolately into

the rain for it had come on to rain, as Lucil

la supposed it would and felt like a crea-

ture in a cage, helpless, imprisoned, miserable,

not knowing what to do with herself, and the

cause of trouble to her best friends. A little

house in a garden may look like a little paradise
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in the sunshine, and yet feel like a dungeon
when a poor woman all alone looks out across

her flowers in the rain, and sees nothing but the

wall that shuts her in, and thinks to herself that

she has no refuge nor escape from it nobody to

tell her what to do, nothing but her own feeble

powers to support her, and the dreadful idea that

she has done harm and can do no good to her

Dnly protector.' To be sure, to be there in her
own house, poor enough certainly, but secure,
and no longer driven lonely and distressed about
the world, was a great matter. But yet, after

all, the walls that shut her in, the blast of white,

sweeping, downright rain, which seemed to cut

her -off from any succour outside, and the burden
of something on her mind which by herself she

was quite unable to bear, was a hard and painful
combination

;
and wringing one's hands, and

feeling one's mind ready to give way under a new
and unexpected burden, could not advance mat-
ters in the. slightest degree. She was not strong-

winded, as has been already proved ; nor, in-

leed, had she the ordinary amount of indifference

:o other people, or confidence in herself, which
stands in the place of self-control with many
Deople. After she had wrung her hands and
ooked out again and again with a vague instinct

)f perhaps finding some suggestion of comfort

outside, Mrs. Mortimer relapsed by necessity into

;,he one idea that had been a support to her for so

many months past. All that she could do was
10 consult Lucilla it might be to wound Lucilla,
or anything she could 'tell; but when a poor
:reature is helpless and weak, and has but one
riend in the world who is strong, what can she

ilo but apply to her sustainer and guardian?
hen, after beating about wildly from one point

another, she arrived ultimately, as might have
en predicted, and -indeed as Miss Marjoribanks
d expected from the first, at that conclusion,
ere remained the further difficulty of the means
communication. Lucilla had settled quite

Imly in her own mind that it would be by the

edium of a three-cornered note, a matter in

lich there was no difficulty whatever, for the

dow was sufficiently fluent with her pen ;
but

en Lucilla had not thought of Mary Jane, who
as the only possible messenger. It was to this

>int now that Mrs. Mortimer's ideas addressed

emselves. At that moment the rain poured
wn fiercer than ever, the bricks of the un-

vered wall grew black with the wet, and the
risteria crouched and shivered about the porch
if it wanted to be taken indoors. And then

get wet, and perhaps catch cold, was a thing

ary Jane conscientiously avoided, like the rest

the world
;
and it was with a sense of alarm

reri stronger than that excited by the possibility
*

injuring Lucilla, that Mrs. Mortimer very

3ntly and modestly rang her bell

I don't think it rains quite so heavily," said

le timid experimentalist, feeling her heart beat

j she made this doubtful statement.
" Have

3u a pair of goloshes, Mary Jane ?"

"No," said the little handmaiden, with pre-

mtion
;

"
and, please, if it's for the post, it rains

orse nor ever
;
and I don't think as mother

ould like
"

"
Oh,- it is not for the post," said Mrs. Morti-

er
;

"
it is for Miss Marjoribanks. You can take

ine, and then you will not get your feet wet.

go out so very little
; you may have them to

keep Mary Jane. And you can take the big
shawl that hangs in the passage, and an um-
brella. I don't think it is so heavy as it was."

Mary Jane regarded the rain gloomily from the

window
;
but her reluctance was at an end from

the moment she heard that it was to Miss Mar-

joribanks she was going. To be sure the dis-

tance between the Seronissime Nancy and Tho-

mas, and the other inmates ofthe Doctor's kitchen,
and Mrs. Mortimer's little handmaiden, was as

great as that which exists between an English
duke and the poorest little cadet of a large
family among his attendant gentry ; but, corre-

spondingly, the merest entrance into that higher
world was as great a privilege for Mary Jane, as
the Duke's notice would be to the Squire's

youngest son. She kept up a momentary show
of resistance, but she accepted the goloshes, and
even after a moment agreed in her mistress's

trembling assertion about the rain. And this

was how the three-cornered note got conveyed
to its destination in the heaviest of the storm,
between three and four o'clock in the afternoon.

Mrs. Mortimer still sat at her window, wringing
her hands from time to time, with her head ach-

ing and her heart beating, and a dreadful ques-
tion in her mind as to what Lucilla would say;
or whether perhaps she might reject altogether,
in her natural indignation, the appeal made to
her

; which was an idea which filled the widow
with inexpressible horror. While- at the same
moment Miss Marjoribanks sat looking for that

appeal which she knew was sure to come. The
rain had set in by this time with an evident in-

tention of lasting, and even from the windows of

Dr. Marjoribanks's drawing-room the prospect of

the garden walls and glistening trees was suf-

ficiently doleful. Nobody was likely to call,

nothing was doing; and Lucilla, who never

caught cold, had not the least fear of wetting
her feet. And besides, her curiosity had been

rising every moment since her return
;
not to

say that the widow's pathetic appeal,
" Come to

me, my dearest Lucilla. I have nobody whom I

can talk to in the world but you I" had its natu-
ral effect upon a mind so feeling. Miss Marjori-
banks got up as soon as she had read the note,
and changed her dress, and put on a great water-

proof cloak. Instead of thinking it a trouble, she
was rather exhilarated by the necessity. "Be
sure you make your mistress a nice cup of tea as

soon as we get there," she said to Mary Jane.
' She must want it, I am sure, if she has not had

any dinner
;

"
for the little maid had betrayed the

fact that Mrs. Mortimer could not eat anything,
and hdd sent away her dinner, which was natu-

rally an alarming and wonderful occurrence to

Mary Jane. The widow was still sitting at the

window when Lucilla appeared tripping across

the wet garden in her waterproof cloak, if not a

ministering angel, at least a substantial prop and

support to the lonely woman who trusted in her,
and yet in the present instance feared her. But

anything more unlike a disappointed maiden,
whose wooer had been taken away from her,
Under her very eyes, could not have been seen.

On the contrary, Miss Marjoribanks was radiant,
with rain-drops glistening on her hair, and what
Mrs. Chiley called "a lovely colour." If there

was one thing in the world more than another
which contented Lucilla, it was to be appealed
to and called upon for active service. It did her
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heart good to take the management of incapable

people, and arrange all their affairs for them,
and solve all their difficulties. Such an office

was more in her way than all the Archdeacons in

the world.
" I saw you knew him the moment I looked

at you," said Lucilla.
" I have seen other peo-

ple look like that when he appeared. Who is he,

for goodness' sake ? I know quite well, of

course, who he is, in the ordinary way ;
but do

tell me what has he done to make people look
like that whenever he appears ?"

Mrs. Mortimer did not directly answer this

question she fixed her mind upon one part of it,

like an unreasonable woman, and repeated
"Other people ?" with a kind of interrogative gasp.

"Oh, it was only a gentleman," said Lucilla,
with rapid intelligence ;

and then there was a
little pause.

" He has been here for six weeks,"
Miss Marjoribanks continued: "

you. must have
heard of him

;
indeed you would have heard him

preach if you had not gone off after these

Dissenters. Did you really never know that

he was here till to-day?"
" I did not think of him being Archdeacon

he was only a curate when I used to know
him," said poor Mrs. Mortimer, with a sigh.

"
Tell me all about it," said Lucilla, with in-

genuous sympathy ;
and she drew her chair close

to that of her friend, and took her hand in a pro-

tecting, encouraging way
" You know, what-

ever you like to say, that it is quite safe with
me."

" If you are sure you do not mind," said the

poor widow. "
Oh, yes, I have heard what

people have been saying about him and and

you, Lucilla
;
and if I had known, I would have

shut myself up, I would have gone away for ever
and ever I would "

"My dear," said Miss Marjoribanks, with a

little severity,
" I thought you knew me better.

If I had been thinking of that sort of thing, I

never would have come home at all
;
and when

you know how kind papa has been about the

drawing-room and everything. Say what you
were going to say, and never think of me."

"Ah, Lucilla, I have had my life," said the

trembling woman, whose agitation was coming
to a climax "

I have had it, and done with it
;

and you have been so good to me; and
if,

after

all, I was to stand between you and and and

anybody
" But here Mrs. Mortimer

broke down, and could say no more. To be

sure, she did not faint this time any more than
she did on the first occasion when she made
Miss Marjoribanks's acquaintance ;

but Bucilla

thought it best, as then, to make her lie down on
the sofa, and keep her quite quiet, and hasten

Mary Jane with the cup of tea.
" You have been agitated, and you have not

eaten anything," said Lucilla.
"
I am going to

stay with you till half-past six, when I must run
home for dinner, so we have plcnt}'- of time

;
and

as for your life, I don't consider you gone off at

all yet, and you are a great deal younger-looking
than you were six months ago. I am very glad
the Archdeacon did not come until you had got
back your looks. It makes such a difference to
a man," Miss Marjoribanks added, with that al-

most imperceptible tone of contempt which she
was sometimes known to use when speaking of
Their absurd peculiarities. As for Mrs. Mortimer,

the inference conveyed by these words brought
the colour to her pale cheeks.

"It will never come to that," she said, "no
more than it did in old days; it never can, Lu-
cilla

;
and I don't know that it is to be wished.

I couldn't help being put out a little when I saw
him, you know; but there is one thing that he

never, never will persuade me," said the widow.
Lucilla could but look on m surprise and even
consternation, while Mrs. Mortimer thus ex-

pressed herself. A warm flush animated the

pale and somewhat worn face and a gleam of

something that looked absolutely like resolution,
shone in the yielding woman's mild eyes. Was
it possible that even she had one point upon
which she could be firm? Miss Marjoribanks
stood still, petrified, in the very act of pouring
out the/tea.

" If it is only one thing, if I were you I would

give in to him," said Lucilla, with a vague sense
that this sort of self-assertion must be put a stop
to, mingling with her surprise.

"Never," said Mrs. Mortimer again, with a
still clearer gleam of resolution.

" In the first

place, I have no right whatever to anything more
than my uncle gave me. He told me himself I.

was to have no more
;
and he was very, very kind

to poor Edward. You don't know all the circum-

stances, or you would not say so," she cried, with
a sob. As for Miss Marjoribanks, if it is possible
to imagine her clear spirit altogether lost in be-

wilderment, it would have been at that moment
;

but she recovered as soon as she had administer-

ed her cup of tea,
" Now tell me all about it," said Lucilla, again

sitting down by the sofa; and this time Mrs.

Mortimer, to whom her excitement had given a

little spur and stimulus, did not waste any more
time.

" He is my cousin," she said
;

" not my real

cousin, but distant and I will not deny that

long, long ago when we were both young, you
know, Lucilla

"

"Yes, yes, I understand," said Miss Marjori-

banks, pressing her hand.
" He was very nice in those days," said Mrs.

Mortimer, faltering; "that is, I don't mean to

say he was not always nice, you know, but only
I never had either father or mother. I

was living with my uncle Garret my uncle on
the other side

;
and he thought he should have

made me his heiress
;
but instead of that, he left

his money, you know, to him ; and then he was

dreadfully put out, and wanted me to prosecute
him and change the will; but I never blamed

him, for my part, Lucilla he knows I never

blamed him and nothing he said wouM make
me give in to go to the law with him "

"
Stop a minute," said Lucilla,

" I am not

quite sure that I understand. Who was it he

wanted you to go to law with ? and was it to the

Archdeacon the money was left ?"

"Oh, Lucilla!" said the widow, with a mo-

mentary exasperation,
"
you, who are so quick,

and pick up everything, to think you should not

understand me when I speak of a thing so im-

portant. Of course it was not to Charles Bcver-

ley the money was left: if it had been left to

him, how could he have wanted me to go to law ?

It has always been the question between us,"

said Mrs. Mortimer, once more lighting up with

exceptional and unwonted energy. ''He said 1
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was to indict him for conspiracy ;
and I declare

to you, Lucilla, that he was not to blame. Uncle
Garrett might be foolish, but I don't say even
that he was foolish : he was so good to him, like

a son; and he had no son of his own, and I was
only a girl. He never was anything to me,"
said Mrs. Mortimer, wiping her eyes "never,
whatever Charles may choose to say ;

but if ever
I was sure of anything in the world, I am sure
that he was not to blame."

Lucilla's head began to whirl
;
but after her

first unsuccessful essay, she was wise enough not
to ask any more direct questions. She made all

the efforts possible, with ears and eyes intent, to

disentangle this web of pronouns, and failing,
waited on in the hope that time and patience
would throw a little light upon them. "

I sup-
pose Mr. Beverley thought he was to blame ?"

she said, when the narrator paused to take
breath.

" Is not that what I am saying ?" said Mrs.

Mortimer. "
It was through that it was all

broke off. I am sure I don't know whether he
has regretted it or not, Lucilla. It is not always
very easy to understand a gentleman, you know.
After I was married to poor Edward, naturally
I never had any more correspondence with him

;

and to see him to-day without any warning, and
to find him just as bent as he was upon making me
prosecute, and just as full of bad feeling, and

speaking as if there was some reason more than

truth and justice why I should be so determined.

No, Lucilla," said Mrs. Mortimer, raising herself

up on the sofa, "it is just the same thing as ever,
and the same obstacle as ever, and it never will

i

come to that.
11

'You are agitating yourself)" said Miss Marjo-

banks; "lie down there's a dear and keep
uite still, and see whether we cannot make

iything better of it. . Tell me what would you
> to law with him for ?

"
Lucilla continued,

ith the natural humility of imperfect compre-
ssion. It was perhaps the first time in her life

at such a singular chance had happened to

iss Marjoribanks, as to have a matter explained
her, and yet be unable to understand.

"He says he could be indicted for conspiracy,
for having too much influence over him, and

aking him do what he liked. But he was very
)od to him, Lucilla, and to my poor Edward

;

nd when I was married to him "

Goodness gracious I were you married to

m as well ?
"

cried Lucilla, fairly losing the

read and her balance in this confusing circle.

rs. Mortimer grew pale, and rose quite up
rom the sofa, and went with the air of an in-

ulted woman to seat herself in her usual chair.

"I don't know why you should address me
she said.

" He is nothing to me, and never

as. It is an insult to me to think that I must

ave a personal reason for refusing to do a wick-

. and unjust thing. I could give up anything,"
id the widow, losing a little of her dignity,

id growing again pathetic.
"

I would give in

a moment if it was any fancy of mine you
now I would

;
but when I am sure it would

wicked and unjust
"

" I am sure I am not the person to bid you do

iything unjust or wicked," said Lucilla, who,
the utter confusion of her faculties, bdgan to

el offended in her turn.
" Then I beg you will never speak to me of it

again I" cried Mrs. Mortimer. " How is it pos-
sible that either he or you can know the rights
of it as I do, who was in the house at the time,
and saw everything ? He may say what he

likes, but I know there was no conspiracy ;
he

was just as much surprised as you could be, or

Charles, or anybody. Of course it was fur his

advantage nobody denies that but you don't
mean to say that a man is to reject everything
that is for his advantage ?

"
said the widow,

turning eyes of indignant inquiry upon her

visitor; and Miss Marjoribanks for once was so

utterly perplexed that she did not know how to

respond.
" But you said when you were married to him,"

said Lucilla, who felt that the tables were turned

upon her for the moment. "I am sure I beg
your pardon for being so stupid ;

but whom were
you married to?" This was said in the most

deprecating tone in the world, but still it irritat-

ed Mrs. Mortimer, whose mind was all unhinged,
and who somehow felt that she was not finding
in Miss Marjoribanks the help and support to

which her clear and detailed explanation entitled

her. Though her head was aching dreadfully,
she sat up more upright than ever in her chair.

" I don't think you can mean to insult me,
Miss Marjoribanks," said the widow,

"
after being

so kind. Perhaps I have been trying you too
much by what I have said

; though I am sure I
would have given up everything, and gone away
anywhere, rather than be the cause of anything
unpleasant. You know that it was my poor
dear Edward I was married to

; you know I have
a a horror," said Mrs. Mortimer, faltering, "in
the general of second marriages."

"
Oh, yes," said Lucilla,

" but there are always
exceptions, you know; and when people have
no children, nor anything and you that were so

young. I always make exceptions, for my part ;

and if you could only get over this one point,"
Miss Marjoribanks added, making a dexterous

strategical movement. But Mrs. Mortimer only
shook her head.

" I don't think I am hard to get on with," she

said,
" but my poor Edward always said one must

make a stand somewhere. He used to say I was
so easy to be persuaded. He was glad to see I

had a point to make a stand on, instead of being
disagreeable about it, or thinking he was any-

thing to me. And oh, Lucilla, he was so kind to

him," said the widow, with tears in her eyes.
"We met him quite by chance, and he was so

kind. I will never forget it,
if I should live a

hundred years. And why should Charles be in

such a way ? He never did him any harm 1 If

any one was injured, it was me, and I never felt

myself injured neither did Edward. On the

contrary, he always did him justice, Lucilla,"

Mrs. Mortimer continued, fixing a pathetic look

upon her friend. What could Lucilla do ? She
was burning to take it all in her own hands, and

arrange it somehow, and unite the two lovers

who had been so long separated ;
but unless she

could understand what the point was on which
Mrs. Mortimer made her stand, what could she do .

"I never could understand," said the widow,
who began to feel her heart sick with the disap-

pointment of that hope which she had fixed in

Miss Marjoribanks.
"
why he should take it so

much to heart. Poor Edward never thought of

such a thing! and why he should be so set
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against poor Mr. Kuvan, and so Lucilla !

oh, tell me, do you see anything ? what do you
mean ?

"

" So it is Mr. Kavan he wants to prosecute,"
said Miss Marjoribanks ;

and she drew a long
breath as she emerged from her difficulties. Cer-

tainly the work before her was no trifle
;
but still

it began to grow intelligible, which was the first

grand advance on the way.
Mrs. Mortimer uttered a sigh, and pressed her

two hands together, and gave her companion a

pathetic look, as people naturally do when they
are talking to somebody who will not understand.

"I have been telling you of nothing else ever

since you came in," she said, with an air of resigna-
tion.

"
But, Lucilla, dear, forgive me oh for-

give me, if it is too much for you," she added, in

a moment after, as another idea struck her. "
It

was not with the idea of of anything coming of

it, you know
;

it will never come to that not
now

;
I don't know if it is to be wished. I am

sure he is quite free so far as I am concerned. It

was not with that idea I asked for your advice,

Lucilla," said the poor woman, in piteous tones.

If Miss Marjoribanks had pressed her, and insist-

ed upon knowing what was the idea which had
moved her friend to ask her advice, Mrs. Morti-

mer would no doubt have found it very hard to

reply ;
but Lucilla had no such cruel intentions

;

and the widow, notwithstanding her piteous
denial of any motive, now that her mind was
cleared, and she had caught the comprehension
of her auditor, began to regard her with a cer-

tain instinct of hope.
As for Miss Marjoribanks, her ideas went for-

ward at a bound to one grand finale of reconcili-

ation and universal brotherhood. She saw the

tools under her hands, and her very fingers itch-

ed to begin. Large and varied as her experience
was, she had never yet had any piece of social

business on so important a scale to manage, and
her eyes sparkled and her heart beat at the idea.

Instead of shrinking from interference, her spirits
rose at the thought. To vanquish the Archdda-

con, to pluck out from the darkness, and rehabili-

tate and set at his ease the mysterious adventu-

rer, whom, to be sure, she could not say she knew
for Lucilla was very careful, even in her own

thoughts, not to commit herself on this subject
and to finish off by a glorious and triumphant
marriage not her own, it is true, but of her mak-

ing, which was more to the purpose. Such was
the programme she made out for herself with the

speed of lightning, the moment she had laid hold
of the clue which guided her through the laby-
rinth. It would be too lengthy a matter to go
into all her tender cares for the widow's comfort

during the rest of her stay, and the pains and

delicacy with which she managed to elicit further

particulars, and to make out her brief, so to

speak, while she cheered up and encouraged the

witness. Miss Marjoribanks jumped to the con-
clusion that "poor Edward "had been, after all,

but a temporary tenant of the heart, which was
now again free for the reception of the Archdea-
con, if he could be got to accept the conditions.
When half-past six arrived, and Thomas came
for her with the great umbrella, she went off

quite resplendent in her waterproof cloak, and
utterly indifferent to the rain, leaving Mrs. Morti-
mer worn out, but with a glimmer of hope in her
mind. Such was the great work which, without

a moment's hesitation, Lucilla took upon her

shoulders. She had no more fear of the result

than she had of wetting her feet, which was a

thing Mrs. Mortimer and Thomas were both con-

cerned about. But then Lucilla knew her own
resources, and what she was capable of, and pro-
ceeded upon her way with that unconscious calm
of genius which is always so inexplicable to the

ordinary world.

CHAPTER XXV.

IT was the most unlucky moment for the weather
to change, being the middle of July, and as near

as possible to St. Swithin's day ;
but the season

had been so delightful up to that time that no-

body in Carlingford at least had any reason to

complain. So far as Miss Marjoribanks was con-

cerned, she was rather glad, on the whole, that the

next day was wet, and that she could not go out

all the morning, nor was likely to be interrupted

by visitors. She had all her plans to settle and
mature for the great enterprise which she had
taken in hand. By this time, so far from feeling

any personal interest in the Archdeacon, or con-

sidering herself injured by his sudden desertion,

that little episode had gone out of Lucilla's mind
as completely as if it had never been. In one

point, however, Miss Marjoribanks's conviction

remained firm
;

it was impressed upon her mind
that Carlingford would not be made into a bishop-

ric, or, if made into a bishopric, that it was not

Mr. Beverley who would be chosen to occupy
the new see. It was one of those instinctive

certainties which are not capable of explanation,
which was thus borne in upon her spirit, and she

could not have felt more sure of it had she seen

it under the Queen's own hand arid seal. "While

she went about her usual morning occupations,
her mind was full of her great and novel under-

taking. Mr. Beverley was not a man to be

revolutionised in a moment
;
and many people

would have shrunk from the attempt to work in

a few days or weeks, with no better arms than

those of acquaintance, a change which the influ-

ence of love had not been able to do in so many
years. But it was not in Lucilla's nature to be

daunted- by a difficulty so unimportant. There

was, thank heaven, some difference between her-

self and the widow, who, in a strait, could think

of nothing better to do, poor soul ! than to faint
;

and Miss Marjoribanks had the advantage of

never as yet having been beaten, whereas Mrs.

Mortimer had undergone numberless defeats, as

was natural. The hardest matter in the whole

business, however, was the identification of the

Mr. Kavan whom the Archdeacon thought ho

had seen in Carlingford, and was not afraid to

speak of as a clever rascal and adventurer. Mr.

Beverley had never seen the fellow again, as he

had told Lucilla not many days back, arid Miss

Marjoribanks had been unfeignedly glad to hear

it; but now matters had changed. In the course

of her reflections, she decided that it would now
be better that these two men, if possible, should

meet and recognise each other, and that the busi-

ness should once for all be definitively settled.

If all the offence he had committed against soci-
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ety was to have had a large sum of money left

him by a childless old man, Lucilla saw no rea-

son why this mysterious culprit should conceal

himself; and even if he had taken a little liberty
with his name, that was not a crime his name
was his own surely, if anything was his own.
At the same time Miss Marjoribanks took pains
to impress upon herself, as it is to be hoped a

friendly audience will also have the goodness to

do, that she had no real foundation for her suspi-
cions as to the identity of this personage, and

might turn out to be completely mistaken. He
might have made no change whatever on his

name
;
he might be flourishing in some other

quarter of England or the world, with all his

antecedents perfectly well known, and uncon-
scious of anything to be ashamed about

; which,
to tell the truth, was, as Lucilla confessed to her-

self, a much more likely hypothesis than the sup-

position which had taken such possession of her
mind. But then Miss Marjoribanks had a just
faith in her instincts, and in those brief but tell-

ing pieces of evidence which supported her con-

clusion. She was thinking over this important
branch of the subject with the greatest care and

devotion, when, looking out by chance into the

rain, she saw the Archdeacon crossing the gar-
den. Perhaps it was just as well that she thus

had warning and a moment to prepare for his

visit not that Lucilla was a person to be taken
at disadvantage ;

but still, in a matter so prac-
tical and pressing, it was always better to be

prepared.
Mr. Beverley came in with an air and expres-

sion so different from that which he had borne
in their intercourse no farther gone than yester-

day, that, notwithstanding the corresponding re-

solution in her own mind, Miss Marjoribanks
could not but regard him with mingled admira-

tion and surprise. She judged him as the general
world so often judged herself, and gave him cre-

dit for skill and courage in taking his position,
when the fact was he was only preoccupied and

natural, and did not think of his position at all.

;t did not occur to the Archdeacon that he had
sinned towards Lucilla. He thought it right to

explain to her his extreme surprise at the sight
of Mrs. Mortimer, and possibly to make her

aware, at the same time, of his grievances, in so

ar as Mrs. Mortimer was concerned; but per-

laps Mr. Beverley was, on the whole, innocent

of those intentions which Mrs. Chiley had attri-

juted to him, and which even Lucilla, more

clear-sighted, had seen dawning in their last in-

terview : for, to be sure, this is one of the ques-
tions which the female intellect is apt to judge in

different light from that in which it is regarded

by a man. The Archdeacon, accordingly, came
m preoccupied, and with a cloud on his brow,
and not the smallest appearance of penitence or

deprecation; by which demeanour he gained,
without deserving it, the respect, and to a certain

extent the admiration, of Lucilla. His expres-
sion was not that of a man repentant, but of a

man aggrieved. He had a cloud upon his coun-

tenance, and a certain air of offence and temper ;

ind when he sat down, he breathed a short im-

oatient sigh.
Thank you for receiving me so early," he

;aid.
" I called yesterday afternoon, but found

'7ou out. You must have had very particular
)usiness to take you out in that rain," Mr. Bever-

ley continued, with subdued exasperation; for

naturally, being a clergyman, he was a little im-

patient to find, when it was he who wanted her,

any of his female friends out of the way.
"
Yes," said Lucilla, who thought it was best

to open her battery boldly and at once. "
I was

spending the afternoon with poor Mrs. Mortimer ;

poor dear, she is so solitary 1

" and to meet Mr.

Beverley's ill-temper. Miss Marjoribanks put on
her most heavenly air of sympathy, and rounded
her words with a soft sigh, as different from his

as a flute is from a trumpet. It was with an ex-
clamation of impatience that the Archdeacon
replied

"Poor Mrs. Mortimer!" he cried; "I don't

know whether you are aware how much her

obstinacy has cost me
;
and herself, I suppose,"

he added, in a parenthesis.
" Not to depreciate

your kindness, or the truly human and Christian

way in which you have conducted yourself
fancy what my feelings naturally must have been
to find her an object of charity actually of cha-

rity ! I don't mean to say," said Mr. Beverley,

controlling himself,
" that it is degrading to accept

succour when given as from man to man quite
the contrary ;

but you will excuse me from enter-

ing into the general question. She knew per-

fectly well that if I had known where she was
if she had consented to yield to me on one

point solely on one point
"

" And she such an obstinate woman 1

"
said

Miss Marjoribanks, with fine scorn. " How
could you ever think of such a thing ? A wo-
man that never gives in to anybody. If you
knew her as well as I do "

The Archdeacon glanced up with a momentary
intense surprise, as if it was within the possibili-
ties that such a change might have taken place
in the widow's nature

;
and then he caught Lu-

cilla's eye, and grew red and more aggrieved
than ever.

"Mrs. Mortimer happens to be a relative of

mine," he said, in his authoritative voice.
"
I

have known her from her youth. I am better

instructed in all her affairs than she can possibly
be. When I urge her to any step, however
much it may be against her inclinations, she

ought to know that it can only be for her good.
I beg your pardon, Miss Marjoribanks. It will

give me great grief to find that you, upon whose

superior good sense I have so much calculated,
should support her in her folly. I know how
much she owes to you

"

"
Oh, no, she does not owe me anything," said

Lucilla.
" It was just my luck, you know. I

knew she would turn out to be a lady. I don't

want to stand up for her if she is wrong ; but I

have only heard her side. When you tell about it,

I shall be able to form an opinion," Miss Marjori-
banks added, prudently; "for of course every-

thing has two sides."
" Most things," said Mr. Beverley, "but this

is precisely one of the things which have not two
sides. Nothing except some sort of infatuation

or other but never mind, you shall hear the

facts," said the Archdeacon, once more making
an effort upon himself.

" Her uncle, Mr. Gar-

rett, was above eighty. Why Providence should

have let him live to such an age to do so much
mischief, heaven alone knows. Some different

rule seems to exist up there about those matters,

from what we find to answer on earth," the
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Broad-Churchman said, with a certain air of dis-

approval. "He had this young fellow to see

him and then to live with him, and took some sort

of idiotic fancy to him
;
and when the will was

made, it was found that, with the exception of a

small sum to Helen, everything was left to this

impostor. No, I can't say I have any patience
with her folly. How could any man have two

opinions on the subject ? He was neither relat-

ed to him nor connected with him," cried Mr.

Beverley, with a momentary inclination, as Lucilla

thought, to get aground among the pronouns, as

Mrs. Mortimer had done.
" I do not suspect my

cousin," the Archdeacon continued, with an air

so severe and indignant that it was evident he
\vas contradicting his own sentiments,

" of having
any partiality for such a person ;

but certainly
her obstinacy and determination are such "

"Hush, please," said Lucilla; "you are only

laughing when you use such words. Now, tell

me one thing, and don't be angry if it is a stupid

question If there was any one that knew her

and you, and perhaps him, and was to try don't

you think it might be arranged ?"

"By money?" said the Archdeacon; and he
smiled one of those disagreeable smiles which

youthful writers describe by saying that his lip

curled with scorn.
" You take me for Mortimer, I

suppose, who could go into that sort of a compro-
mise? I suppose he did give them money before

before she was left a widow," said Mr. Bever-

ley, grinding his teeth slightly with a savage
expression. "No, Miss Marjoribanks. Where
everlasting truth and justice are concerned, I

do not understand how things can be arranged."
After such a truculent statement, what was the

peacemaker to do? She left the fire to blaze

out by itself for a minute or two, and then she

came down upon the enemy on another wind.

"I am sure I am very sorry," said Lucilla,

softly,
" to think you should be so fond of her

and she so fond of you, and nothing but this

standing in the way ;"
and then she is too good

for this world, and never thinks of herself. I

often think, if anything was to happen to me
and my life is no safer than other people's

lives," said Miss Marjoribanks, with a sigh
"what would become of her, poor dear! I am
sure, if I knew of any way As for obstinate,

you know it is not in her' to be obstinate. She
thinks she is right, and you think you are right ;

and I suppose neither of you will give in," cried

Lucilla.
" What is anybody to do ?"

" If any one gives in, it should be she," said

the Archdeacon. " For my part, I will never
stand by and consent to such a robbery, never.

In these matters, at least, a man must be a better

judge than a woman. If you are her friend you
will persuade her of her duty," Mr. Beverley
added; and he did not show so much as a symp-
tom of yielding. To say that Miss Marjoribanks
was not discouraged would be more than the

truth
;
but she was still at the beginning of her

forces, and no thought of giving in was in her

courageous soul.
"

I will tell you what occurs to me," said

Lucilla, frankly. "Let us find out something
about him. Do you know anything about him?
If she were to hear that he was, as you say, an

impostor, you know, and a villain ? What is his

name? Where does he live? Is he a very,

very wicked man ?" said Miss Marjoribanks, and

she looked up with that ingenuous look of appeal
which was always so touching in her, to the

Archdeacon's face.

As for Mr. Beverley, in his haste and excite-

ment he gave vent to two very contradictory
stateme'nts.

" She knows all about him. I

don't know .anything about him," he said with
some heat. "I mean she knows as much as I

do, though she draws such a different conclusion.

I am sure I saw him in Carlingford the first day
I was here. For anything I can tell, she knows
more of him than I do," said the Broad-Church-

man, with a sudden flash of jealousy and anger.
It occurred to Lucilla then for the first time
that she had found the grand clue to the

whole.
" That would be dreadful," said Miss Marjori-

banks, "if she knew him, and was keeping him
out of the way till you were gone. I did not
think of that. If such a thing should be the case,
fond as I am of Mrs. Mortimer, I never could

go near her any more," said Lucilla, sadly.
"
Oh, don't say you think so, please. I

should have to give her up, and that would
be dreadful; for I owe it to papa, when he

gives me so much liberty, to be very careful.

Oh, Mr. Beverley, don't say you think so,"

cried Lucilla, deeply moved. She put her

handkerchief to her eyes, and yet she kept watch

upon the Archdeacon through one of the corners.

He had got up by this time, and was walking
about the room like any other man in trouble.

To throw any suspicion on the widow, or sepa-
rate her from so effectual a protection, was the

very last thing he had any inclination to do : for,

to tell the truth, he made that jealous suggestion

only in order to receive an indignant denial, and
to be assured that such a thing was impossible.
But then Mr. Beverley did not know whom he

had to deal with, nor that he was not the fir

man whom Miss Marjoribanks had reduced to his

proper place.
"If that was the case," said Lucilla, dryi

her eyes "dreadful as it is to think of it c

Mr. Beverley, if such a thing were the cas

it would be far better for her to marry him, ai

then she would have all the fortune withoi

prosecuting. If things have gone so far, thou

it is miserable to think of it, and to believe

she could be so unkind," said Miss Marjoribanl
with a sob,

" and so double-minded, and
deceitful to me "

"In heaven's name what are you thinking of
c

t

said the Archdeacon. He had grown as pale
he was before red, and came to a dead stop
front of Lucilla, and stood lowering and inenac

ing over her. His shadow was so big and strong,

and stood so directly, between her and* the wii

dow, that Miss Marjoribanks's heart gave
bound of something like alarm.

" Dear Mr. Beverley," said Lucilla,
"
try

compose yourself. It would bo a dreadful

to me, but I should endeavour to bear it. If we
love her, we should, on the contrary, urge her

to do it," said the young moralist, with sol
" however hard it may be to us. It would be

better than than dreadful concealment and

misery, it would be better than knowing and

not telling, as you say. Oh, Mr. Beverley, if you
are sure that is the case, let us both go to

her, and beg her to marry him. I could

never, never see her again," sobbed Lucilla,
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"but she would be happy, and that would be
the end of all."

The Archdeacon, though he was not a weak-

ling, was altogether stunned by this address. He
sank into the nearest chair, and drew it closer

to Lucilla, and looked perfectly flabby and ghast-

ly in his white tie, with his alarmed countenance.
"For the sake of all that is sacred," said Mr.

Beverley, bending forward towards her, "tell

me what foundation you have tell me all you
know?"
Now was the critical moment, and Lucilla felt

it. If Mrs. Chiley, for example, had only advised
herself to come in then instead of interrupting

people's proposals, and driving a likely suitor to

desperation! But such happy chances do not
occur at the real crises of life. What she wanted

was, naturally, not to explain herself, but to let

that arrow rankle in her opponent's heart until

it should have served her purpose. All that she
said in answer to Mr. Beverley's appeal was to

hide her face in her handkerchief, which was the

only means that occurred to her for the moment
of gaining a little time for reflection.

"It is so hard to have such thoughts put into

one's head," said Lucilla,
" of a person who has

been one's friend. And she always looked so

nice and so true! I never thought she would
deceive any one. I thought she was so transpa-

rent, you know. Oh, Mr. Beverley, it is so dread-

ful to be disappointed in one's friends ! I wish
I had never heard of it I wish you had never
told me. I almost wish, though it is dreadful to

say such a thing, that you had never come to

Carlingford and found it all out."
" My dear Miss Marjoribanks," said the Arch-

deacon, solemnly,
" I implore you, as the great-

est kindness you can do me, to tell me all you
know."

"Indeed, I don't know what I know," said

Lucilla, partially raising her face out of her hand-

kerchief;
"
I don't think I know anything, for my

part. I always thought if one could rely upon
any one, it was her for truthfulness, and for

yieldingness, and doing what any one asked her.

I did think so
;
and I am all in a whirl to think,

after all, she should be obstinate and deceiving,
and yet look so different!" said Lucilla. "But
if it lias come to that, we must be firm, Mr.

Beverley. Ifyou ask my opinion, I say she should

be allowed to marry him. That would solve

everything, you know," Miss Marjoribanks add-

ed, with sad decision.
" She would get all the

fortune without going to law, and she would be

settled, and off one's mind. That would be my
final advice, if everything has happened as you
say."

Mr. Beverley was driven as nearly out of his

senses by this counsel, as it was possible for a

man of ordinary self control and warm temper to

be. He got up again and made a stride to and

fro, and wiped the moisture from his forehead,

which, as Lucilla remarked at the moment, had
a Low-Church look, which she would not have

expected from him. But, on the other hand, he

gave vent to some stifled and unintelligible ex-

clamations which, whatever they might be, were
not blessings. Then he came to himself a little,

which was what Miss Marjoribanks was most
afraid of, and stood over her, large and imposing
as before.

"Tell me, for heaven's sake, what you mean!"'

cried the Archdeacon. " You do not think, sure-

ly, that I for a moment meant to imply that
Helen would waste a thought upon such a mis-

creant. Good heavens, marry him ! You must
be raving; She would as soon think of going
for a soldier," said Mr. Beverley, with a hoarse and

perfectly unmirthful laugh, "or doing anything
else that was mad and unnatural. That is how
you women stand up for your friends always
ready to suggest something inconceivably horri-

ble and debasing! Happily you always go too

far," he added, once more wiping his forehead.

It was a very Low-Church, not to say Dissenter-

ish, sort of thing to do, and it unconsciously re-

duced her adversary's dignity in Miss Marjori-
banks's opinion, besides affording a proof that he
was not nearly so much convinced of what he

said, as he professed to be, in his secret heart.

"Mr. Beverley, I think you forget a little," said

Lucilla, with dignity.
" I know nobody but your-

self who has any suspicions of Mrs. Mortimer.
If it had been anybody but you, I should have

laughed at them. But to return to the question,"
Miss Marjoribanks added, with calm grace ;

" I

always used to be taught at Mount Pleasant, that

feelings had nothing to do with an abstract sub-

ject. I don't see, for my part, now you have
mentioned it, why she should not marry him.
It would arrange the money matter without any
trouble

;
and I have always heard he was very

nice," said the bold experimentalist, fixing her

eyes calmly upon the Archdeacon's face.
"
I am

sure I should never have thought of it, if it had
been left to me

;
but speaking calmly, I don't see

the objections, now it has been proposed. Oh,
it is only the bell for luncheon that Thomas is

ringing. Is it actually half-past one ? and I ex-

pect some people," said Lucilla. She got up as

she spoke and went to the mirror, and looked at

herself with that beautiful simplicity which was
one of Miss Marjoribanks's distinguishing fea-

tures. "When one has been crying it always
shows," she said, with a little anxiety. As for

Mr. Beverley, his state- of mind, as the news-

papers say, could better be imagined than de-

scribed.
" I must go away," he said, taking up his hat.

" I don't feel capable of meeting strangers after

this exciting conversation. Miss Marjoribanks,"
continued the Archdeacon, taking her hand, and

holding it fast over his hat to give emphasis to

his address,
"
at least I can trust to you not to

breathe a word to Mrs. Mortimer not a sylla-

ble of the horrible suggestion which has got

utterance, I don't know how. I may surely trust

to your honour," Mr. Beverley said, with empha-
sis; but by this time Miss Marjoribanks consi-

dered it time to bring the crisis to an end.
" I wish you would stay to luncheon," she said

;

" there are only one or two of my friends. As
for honour, you know you gentlemen say that w-j

have no sense of honour," said Lucilla, airily;
" and to think that two women could be together
and not talk of what might perhaps be a mar-

riage
"

At this moment some one rang the door-bell.

Lucilla knew perfectly well that it was only the

baker,, but it could not be expected that the

Archdeacon should be similarly initiated into the

secrets of the house. He thought, as was natu-

ral, that it was the people she expected, and

almost wrung her hand as he let it go.
" You
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will let me see you again first," he said, in a tone

of entreaty.
" Before you see her, you will let

me see you again. For heaven's sake, don't re-

fuse me," cried Mr. Beverley. If anybody had
but heard him! as Lucilla said to herself the

minute he was gone. And the truth was that

Thomas did hear him, who had just opened the

door to tell his young mistress that her luncheon
was waiting, and whom the Archdeacon did all

but knock down-stairs in his sudden and unlook-

ed-for exit. The impression naturally conveyed
to Thomas by these words was of the clearest

and most distinct description. He was even
known to say afterwards, "As he never knew a

gentleman as spoke more plain." But Mr. Bever-

ley rushed down-stairs, without thinking of Tho-

mas, in a most unenviable frame of mind, into

the rain. He was more afraid of meeting Miss

Marjoribanks's friends than a man of his size and

principles should have been afraid of meeting
anybody; but then there is a vast distinction,
as everybody is aware, and no one more than
the Archdeacon, between physical and moral

strength.
As for Lucilla, her tears and anxieties passed

off in a miraculous manner as soon as her visitor

was gone. She went down-stairs and ate her

luncheon with the serenest brow and a most

agreeable lady-like appetite. And it was not a

rib, as may perhaps be supposed, that she was

expecting people for at that hour Miss Marjori-
banks always did expect people, who, to be sure,

might be kept back by the rain, but whom she
was always justified in looking for. Perhaps, on
the whole, notwithstanding her warm sense of

the duties of hospitality, Lucilla was glad that it

rained so heavily, and that nobody came. She
had a great deal to think of as she took her

maidenly and delicate repast. The first step had
been taken, and taken triumphantly. Hence-

forward, whatever the Archdeacon's illusions

might be, he could no longer stand calm upon
his eminence, and conclude that it was he, and
he alone, who could raise the widow from her

lowly estate. To be sure, Lucilla knew that no
such idea as that of marrying her uncle's heir

would ever present itself to Mrs. Mortimer
;
and

that at least so far as Miss Marjoribanks's in-

formation went such a thought was equally
removed from the mind of the personage un-

known, whom Mr. Beverley denounced as an im-

postor. But that did not in the least affect the

value of the suggestion as an instrument to

be used against the Archdeacon, who was big

enough to defend himself, and on whose ac-

count the young philanthropist had no corn*

punctions. But after that first step had been

taken, and even successfully, all the real diffi>

culties began, and Lucilla knew no more as yet
how she was to find and identify, not to say
assail and vanquish, the other side, the mys-
terious Mr. Kavan, the man whom the Archdea-
con abused and the widow defended, than even
the greatest military genius knows at the com-
mencement of the first campaign how to conduct
the second. This was what she considered so

closely as she sat alone in the dull afternoon. She
aid not go to Mrs. Mortimer, because it was im-

possible that every day could be a half-holiday,
and because, on the whole, she judged it'best not
to subject herself, in the present undeveloped
state of the position, to much questioning; but

she sent her a little note to satisfy her mind, tell-

ing her to keep herself easy, and not to let the
Archdeacon bully her, and to confide in the de-

votion of her affectionate Lucilla. "When she had
thus satisfied the immediate demands of friend-

ship, Miss Marjoribanks took her work and sat

down to reflect. Nothing could be more exciting
than the position in which she found herself

;
but

the difficulties were only such as stimulated her

genius ;
and then it was not any selfish advan-

tage, but the good of her neighbour in its most
sublime manifestation the good ofher neighbour
who had injured her, and been insensible to her

attractions, which, according to the world in gen-
eral, is the one thing unpardonable to a woman
which Lucilla sought. And it was not even

the scriptural coals of fire she was thinking of as

she pondered her great undertaking in her mind.
The enterprise might not be free from a touch of

human vanity, but it was vanity of a loftier de-

scription: the pleasure of exercising a great

faculty, and the natural confidence of genius in

its own powers.

CHAPTER XXY1.

THE fruit of Lucilla's long and mature reflection

was, that, next morning being fine and all the

clouds dispersed, she went out with her usual firm

step and self-possession, and, what was rather

unusual with her, except on necessary occasions

of ceremony, knocked at Mrs. Woodburn's door.

Mrs. Woodburu and Miss Marjoribanks had

never, as people say, taken to each other. They
were as different in their ways as it is possible
to imagine. The mimic was a little indolent,
and would not take the trouble to make any ex-

ertions for the good of the community, except in

the exercise of her peculiar talent, though she had
been known, when excited, to go through real

fatigue for that
;
but she had none of the steady

force, the persevering energy or, to sum up all

in one word, the genius of Miss Marjoribanks,

who, for her part, recognised the twe of such an

instrument of entertainment as Mrs. Woodburn

possessed without appreciating it in her own
person ;

for Lucilla had in reality no sense of hu-

mour, as she candidly admitted, with that con-

sciousness of her own faults, and slight disposi-

tion to consider them virtues, which is common
to persons of great endowments It was accord-

ingly with a slight sense of effort on both sides

that they met thus in the familiarity of en early

visit, at a moment when people doing their duty
to each other in a ceremonial way would not

have thought of calling. She was aware that

Mrs. Woodburn -regarded her, even when she kiss-

ed her in the most neighbourly and affectionate

manner, with a look which seemed to say,
" What can she want, coming here so early ?"

As for Lucilla, she was too wise to pretend that

it was a mere visit of regard. She was too

wise, and her interlocutor was too clever,

and prone to catch every touch of expression,

though Miss Marjoribanks flattered herself she

had sufficient experience to enable her to dismiss,

when there was occasion for it, all expression
from her face. But such was not her policy at
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know I can't tell all in a moment. It is Mr.
Cavendish, I suppose, though you won't say so.

Now just wait a moment, and let me think."
" I once thought of going to him," said Rose

;

"perhaps he might be generous, and go away.
An artist can do many things that other people
can't do. "We have an exceptional position,"
the Preraphaelist went on, faltering a little, and
not feeling quite so sure of the fact on that spe-
cial occasion. " I thought of going and begging
of him, if it was on my knees "

" My dear,'' said Lucilla, with great serious-

ness, "if you did, I think it is most likely he
would fall in love with you, and that would not
mend the matter

;
and I am sure Barbara would

give you poison. I will tell you what we must
do. I would not do it for everybody ;

but you
know I was always very fond of you, you dear
little Rose. You shall ask me for to-morrow

evening to come to tea."

"To come to tea!" echoed poor Rose, in dis-

may. She had been waiting for Lucilla's advice
with a great deal of anxiety ;

but at the present
moment it would be vain to conceal that the

proposed expedient seemed to her altogether in-

adequate for the emergency. The light went
out of her face as she opened her eyes wide and
fixed them on Lucilla

;
and for one moment, one

desperate moment, Rose was disloyal, and lost

faith in the only person who could help her
;

which, perhaps, under the circumstances, was
not a thing to cause much surprise.

" My dear, you may be sure I would not pro~-

pose it, if I did not feel it was the best thing to

do," said Lucilla, with great gravity.
(t
It hap-

pens precisely that I want to see Mr. Cavendish,
and if he is at home he never shows himself,
and I have been wondering how I could find

him. I shall make him walk home with me,"
said Miss Marjoribanks, "so you need not be

uneasy, Rose, about the trouble I am taking.
I am doing it to serve myself as well as you.
"We shall say eight o'clock, if that is not too

late."
*'
But, Lucilla

"
said Rose, with consterna-

tion
;
and then she stopped short, and could not

tell what more to say.
"You don't understand it?" said Miss Mar-

joribanks ;

" I don't think it was to be expected
that you should understand it. A little thing
like you has no way of knowing the world.

When Barbara knows I am there, she will be

sure to bring him to the very door; she will

want me to see that he is with her
;
and you may

leave the rest to me," said Lucilla.
" For my

part, I have something very particular to say to

Mr. Cavendish. It is my luck," Miss Marjori-

banks added,
" for I could not think how to get

to see him. At eight o'clock to-morrow even-

ing
"

"Yes." said Rose; but perhaps it was still

doubtful how far she understood the mode of

operations proposed. Lucilla's prompt and facile

genius was too much for the young artist, and

there was, as she herself would have said, an

entire want of "keeping" between her own
sense of the position, tragical and desperate as

;that was, and any state of matters which could
i be ameliorated by the fact of Miss Marjoribanks

.looming to tea. It had been Rose's only hope,

[and now it seemed all at once to fail her
;

and

yet, at the same time, that instinctive faith in

Lucilla which came naturally to every one under
her influence struggled against reason in Rose's
heart. Her red soft lips fell apart with the hur-
ried breath of wonder and doubt

;
her eyes, still

expanded, and clearer than usual after the'ir tears,
were fixed upon Lucilla with an appealing ques-
tioning look

;
and it was just at that moment

when Rose was a great deal too much absorbed
in her disappointment and surprise, and lingering
hope, to take any notice of strange sounds or

sights, or of anybody coming, that Thomas ;11 at

once opened the door and showed Mrs. Centum
into the room.

Now it would have mattered very little for

Mrs. Centum who, to be sure, knew Lucilla per-

fectly well, and would never have dreamed for a
moment of identifying such a trifling little per-
son as Rose Lake in any way with Miss Marjori-
banks

;
but then Mrs. Centum happened at that

precise moment to be bringing the new arrival,
the stranger on whom so much depended Gene-
ral Travers himself to be introduced to Lucilla

;

and it was not the fault either of Rose or the
General if it was on the young mistress of the
Female School of Design that the warrior's first

glance fell. Naturally the conversation had run

upon Miss Marjoribanks on the past evening, for

Mrs. Centum was full of the enthusiasm and ex-
citement incident to that pate which Lucilla had
so magnanimously enabled her to produce.

"
Is

she pretty ?
" General Travers had demanded,

as was to be expected.
" We 11," Mrs. Centum

had replied, and made a long pause"
" would

you call Lucilla pretty, Charles?" and Charles
had been equally dubious in his response ; for,

to be sure, it was a dereliction from Miss Marjori-
banks's dignity to call her pretty, which is a tri-

fling sort of qualification. But when the Gene-
ral entered the drawing-room,

1

which might be
called the centre of Carlingford, and saw before

him that little dewy face, full of clouds and sun-

shine, uncertain, unquiet, open-eyed, with the red

lips apart, and the eyes clear and expanded with
recent tears a face which gave a certain senti-

ment of freshness and fragrance tp the atmo-

sphere like the quiet after a storm he did not

understand what his hosts could mean. "
I call

her very pretty," he said, under his breath, to

his interested and delighted chaperone ;
and we

are surely justified in appealing to the readers of

this history, as Lucilla, who was always reason-

able, afterwards did to herself, whether it could

be justly said, under all the circumstances, that

either Rose or the General were to blame?
The little artist got up hurriedly when she

awoke to the fact that other visitors had come
into the room, but she was not at all interested

in General Travers, whom Rose, with the uncon-

scious insolence of youth, classified in her own
mind as an elderly gentleman. Not that he was
at all an elderly gentleman ;

but then a man of

forty, especially when he is a fine man and ade-

quately developed for his years, has at the first

glance no great attraction for an impertinent of

seventeen. Rose did not go away without

receiving another kiss from Lucilla, and a part-

ing reminder.
" To-morrow at eight o'clock;

and mind you leave it all to me, and don't worry."
said Miss Marjoribanks; and Rose, half ashamed,

put on her hat and went away, without so much
is remarking the admiration in the stranger's eyes,

nor the look of disappointment with which he
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saw her leave the room. Rose thought no more
of him than if he had been a piece of furniture

;

but as for the General, when he found himself

obliged to turn to Lucilla and make himself

agreeable, the drawback of having thus had his

admiration forestalled and drawn away from its

legitimate object was such, that he did not find

her at all pretty ; which, after all, on a first inter-

view at least, is all They think about, as Miss

Marjoribanks herself said.
" "We must do all we can to make Carlingford

agreeable to the General," said Mrs. Centum.
"You know how much depends upon it,

Lucilla. If we can but make him like the place,

only think what an advantage to society and
we have such nice society in Carlingford," said

the injudicious woman, who did not know what
to say.

"Nothing very particular," said Miss Marjori-
banks. " I hope General Travers will like ws;
but as for the officers, I am not so sure. They all

flirt, you know
;
and that is almost as bad as

having nobody that can flirt
;
which is my posi-

tion," Lucilla added, with a sigh,
" as long as Mr.

Cavendish is away."
"

Lucilla," cried Mrs. Centum, a little shocked,
" one would think to hear you that you were the

greatest coquette possible ;
and on the contrary

she is quite an example to all our young ladies,

I assure you, General
;
and as for flirting

"

"Dear Mrs. Centum,"^ said Lucilla, sweetly,
" one has always to do one's duty to society. As
for me, I am different, you know. And I don't

mean to say that the officers would not be a

great acquisition," Miss Marjoribanks continued,
with her usual politeness ;

" but then too many
young people are the ruin of society. If we were
to run all to dancing and that sort of thing, after

all the trouble one has taken "
said Lucilla.

Perhaps it was not quite civil
;
but then it must

be admitted, that to see a man look blankly in

your face as if he were saying in his mind,
" Then

it is only you, and not that pretty little thing,
that is Miss Marjoribanks ! ." was about as exas-

perating a sensation as one is likely to meet with.

Lucilla understood perfectly well General Tra-

vers's look, and for the moment, instead of making
herself agreeable, it was the contrary impulse that

moved her. She looked at him, not blankly, as

he looked at her, but in a calmly considerate way,
as she might have looked at Mr. Holden the up-

holsterer, had he proposed a new kind of tapis-

serie to her judgment.
" One would be always

delighted, of course, to have General Travers,'
1

said Miss Marjoribanks,
" but I am afraid the offi-

cers would not do."

As for Mrs. Centum, she was quite incapable
of managing such a terrible crisis. She felt it,

indeed, a little hard that it should be her man
who was defied in this alarming way, while Mr.

Cavendish and the Archdeacon, the two previous

candidates, had both been received so sweetly.
To be sure, it was his own fault

;
but that did

not mend matters. She looked from one to

the other with a scared look, and grew very red,
and untied her bonnet

;
and then, as none of

these evidences of agitation had any effect upon
the other parties involved, plunged into the heat
of tin- conHict without considering what she was
about to say.

"
Lucilla, I am surprised at you," said Mrs.

Centum, "-whf>n you know how you have gone

on about Mr. Cavendish when you know what
a fuss you have made, and how you have told

everybody
"

"By the by, who is Mr. Cavendish?" said

General Travers, interposing with that holy hor-

ror of a quarrel between women which is com-
mon to the inferior half of creation. "I wonder
if he is a fellow one used to meet everywhere.

1*

One never could get any satisfaction who he be-

longed to. He never pretended to be one of

the Devonshire Cavendishes, you know. I don't

know if he had any family at all, or relations, or

that sort of thing. In most cases a man gets on

just as well without them, in my opinion. I

wonder if this fellow you are talking of is he ?"
" Oh no," said Mrs. Centum. " I hope you

will meet him before you leave Carlingford. He
has a sister married here

;
but we have always

understood he was one of the Cavendishes. I
am sure Mrs. "Woodburn always gives herself out
for somebody," she continued, thinking better of

it, and beginning to let the interesting suspicion
enter her mind

; for, to be sure, they were about
of a standing, and the banker's wife had some-
times felt a little sore at the idea that her neigh
bour possessed distinctions of family which we
denied to herself. "It is true, none of her rela

tions ever come to see her," said Mrs. Centum,
and she began to forget the General," and Lu
cilia's reception of him, in this still more interes

ing subject. It was the first time that the

thenticity of the Cavendishes had been attacke

in Carlingford ; and, to be sure, what is the

of having fine connections if they cannot

produced ? While Mrs. Centum pondered a sug.

gestion so interesting, Lucilla, on her part,
took advantage of the occasion, and descend
from the calm heights of dignity on which s

had placed herself. And the General, who w
a well-bred man, had got over for the momen
the unlucky impression made upon him by tk

fresh face of little Rose Lake.
" Mr. Cavendish is very nice," said Miss Ma

joribanks. "I am very ifond of all my own
lations, but I don't care about other people';
Of course he is one of the Cavendishes. I don'

see how he can help it, when that is his nam
I should think it was sure to be the samo.

should be so obliged to you if you would brin

him back to Carlingford. I don't kno\v, I

sure, why he is so obstinate in staying away.
"Perhaps somebody has been unkind to him,

said the General, feeling it was expected of hi
" I am sure / have not been unkind to him,

said Lucilla.
" He is such a loss to me. If

are going to do us the pleasure of coming
Thursday Oh, I am sure we shall feel qui

honoured, both papa and I I will show
how badly off I am. It is not a party in

least, and we don't dance," said Miss Ma
banks, "that is why I am a little uncerta

about the officers. It is one of my princip
that too many young people are the ruin of so-

ciety; but it is hard work sometimes, when one

is not properly supported," Lucilla added, with

a gentle sigh.
" If I can be of any use," said the amused

soldier.
"

I don't pretend to be able to. replace

Cavendish, if it is Cavendish
;
but "

"No," said Miss Marjoribanks, with resig-

nation,
"

it is not easy to replace him. He
has quite a talent, you know

;
but I am sure it
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41 very kind of you, and we shall be delighted
to have such an acquisition," Lucilla continued,
after a pause, with a gracious smile

;
and then

she led her guests down-stairs to lunch, which
was every way satisfactory. As for the General,
it cannot be doubted that he had the worst of it,

as was natural, in this little encounter, and felt

himself by no means such a great personage in

Carlingford as his hospitable entertainers had

persuaded him he should be. Mrs. Centum de-

clared afterwards that she could not form the
least idea what Lucilla meant by it, she .who
was generally so civil to everybody. But it is

not necessary to say that Miss Marjoribanks
knew perfectly well what she was doing, and
felt it imperatively necessary to br,ing down
General Travers to his proper level. Carling-
ford could exist perfectly well without him and
his officers

;
but Lucilla did not mean that the

society she had taken so much pains to form
should be condescended to by a mere soldier.

And then, after all, she was only human, and it

was not to be expected she could pass over the

blank look with which her visitor turned to her-

self, after having by evil fortune cast his eyes

upon Rose Lake. At the same time, Miss Mar-

joribanks, always magnanimous, did not blame

Rose, who had no hand whatever in the matter
;

and if she avenged herself in a lady-like and sa-

tisfactory manner, it is not to be supposed that it

was simply a sense of offence which actuated

Lucilla. She did it, on the contrary, on strictly

philosophical principles, having perceived that

Mrs. Centum was spoiling her General, and that

it was absolutely necessary that he should be

disabused.

"When they left, Mrs. Centum was almost

afraid to put the question that trembled on her

lips. She uttered it at last, faltering, and with a

very doubtful expression, for she could not con-

ceal from herself the fact that the General had
been snubbed. "How do you like Lucilla?"

she said, in the most humble way ;
and then

she turned away her face. She could bear it,

whatever it might be. She said to herself that

so long as the children were well, and the holi-

days about over, she could bear anything; and
what did it matter to her about the officers ?

but at the same time she preferred to avert her

face when she received the blow.
" I am sure Miss Marjoribanks is a person for

whom I shall always entertain the highest re-

spect," said the General, and he gave a little

laugh.
' Was that pretty little creature a sister

of hers ? or a friend ? or what ? I don't know
when I have seen anything so pretty," said the

unsuspecting man ;
and then Mrs. Centum turned

round upon him with a kind of horror.
" That Lucilla's sister I why, she has no sis-

ter
;

I told you so
;
she is an only child, and

will have everything. She will be quite an heir-

ess," cried Mrs. Centum,
"

if the old Doctor

were to die
; though, I am sure, poor dear man,

I hope he will not die. There is no other medi-

cal man in the town that one can have the least

confidence in, except Dr. Rider; and then he

;is so young, and can't have much experience
with children. Her sister indeed ! It was little

Rose Lake, the drawing-master's daughter," said

Mrs. Centum, with cruel distinctness. The Gene-
ral only said,

" Oh !" but it was in a crestfallen

tone
;

for to be snubbed by one lady, and struck

with sudden enthusiasm for another, who, after

all, was not a lady to speak of, but only a draw-

ing-master's daughter, was rather hard upon the

poor man. Thus it was the soldier, who in ordi-

nary circumstances ought to have been the most
successful, who began in the most cruel and un-
comfortable way his campaign in Carliugford.

CHAPTER XXVIII.

Miss MARJORIBANKKS, except for her habitual

walk, did not go out much that day. She was
too much occupied with what she had in hand.
She could not conceive for Lucilla naturally
took a reasonable view of affairs in general, and
did not account for the action of any such un-
known quantity as love, for example why Mr.
Cavendish should conceal himself so carefully
from society in Carlingford, and yet run all the
risk of meeting Barbara Lake in the evenings.
It seemed to Lucilla inconceivable, and yet it

was impossible not to believe it. Mr. Cavendish,
though she had seen him on the very verge of a

proposal, did not present himself to her mind in

the aspect of a man who would consider the
world well lost for any such transitory passion ;

neither, as was natural, did Barbara Lake appear
to Lucilla the least like a person calculated to

call forth that sentiment
;
but nevertheless it

must be true, and the only way to account for it

was by thinking, after all, what fools They
were, and what poor judges, and how little to be

depended on, when women were concerned.

Miss Marjoribanks was determined to lose no
more time, but to speak to Mr. Cavendish, if it

was Mr. Cavendish, and she could get the

chance, quite plainly of the situation of affairs

to let him know how much she knew, and to

spur him up to come forward like a man and
brave anything the Archdeacon 9ould do. Had
it been any small personal aim that moved Lu-

cilla, no doubt she would have shrunk from such

a decided step ;
but it was, on the contrary, the

broadest philanthropical combination of Christian

principles, help to the weak and succour to the

oppressed, and a little, just a very little, of the

equally Evangelical idea of humbling the proud
and bringing down the mighty. She was so

much occupied with her plans that it was with

a little difficulty she roused herself to keep up
the conversation with her father at dinner, and

be as amusing and agreeable as ordinary ;
which

indeed was more than ordinarily her duty, since

Dr. Marjoribanks came in, in a fractious and dis-

turbed state of mind, discontented with things in

general. The truth was, he had got a letter

from Tom Marjoribanks from India, where that

unlucky young man had gone. It was all very
well and natural and proper to go to India, and

Lucilla had felt, indeed, rather satisded with

herself for having helped forward that desirable

conclusion, especially after the Doctor had taken

pains to explain to her, not knowing that she

had any share in it, that it was the very best

thing for Tom to do. For it has been already

said that Dr. Marjoribanks, though he liked Tom,
and thought it very odd that Providence should

have given the girl to him, and the boy to his in-
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capable sister-in-law, who did not in the least

know how to manage him, had no desire to have

his nephew for a son-in-law. Going to India

was very right and proper, and the best thing to

do
;

for a man might get on there, even at the

bar, who would have no chance here ; but after

he had made one step in the right direction, it

was only natural that all sorts of misfortunes

should happen to Tom. He was wrecked, as

was to be expected, and he lost his boxes, with
the greater part of his outfit, either at that un-

happy moment, or in the Desert, or at an after

part of his unlucky career
;
and the object of the

letter which Dr. Marjoribanks had just received-

was to get money to make up for his losses.

Tom, who was a very good son, did not want to

vex his mother, and accordingly it was his uncle

whom he applied to, to sell out a portion of the

money he had in the Funds. " She would think

I was ruined, or that it was my fault, or at least

that I meant to spend all ray money," wrote

Tom, "and you understand, uncle, that it is not

my fault."
" Confound him I it is never his

fault," said Dr. Marjoribanks, as if that could

possibly be brought against the unfortunate

young man as a crime.
" No papa, it is his luck," said Lucilla

; "poor
Tom! but I should not like to take a passage
in the same boat with him if I was the other

people. Though I am sure he is not a bit to

blame."
"
I hope he does not mean to go on like this,"

said the Doctor. "He will soon make ducks
and drakes of his five thousand pounds. A
young fellow like that ought to mind what he's

doing. It is a great deal easier to throw money
away than to lay it by."

"
Papa, it is his luck," said Miss Marjoribanks ;

u
it is all put into a system in political economy,

you know. For my part, I am always the other

way. It is very funny before you get used to it
;

but you know there has to be a balance in every-

thing, and that is how it must be."

"I don't think it at all funny," said Dr. Mar-

joribanks,
" unless your good luck and his bad

were to be joined together ;
which is not an ex-

pedient I fancy." "When he said this the Doctor

gave a sharp glance at his daughter, to see if by
any chance that might perhaps be what she was

thinking of; but naturally the maiden candour
and unsuspecting innocence of Lucilla was proof
to such glances. She took no notice at all of the

implied suspicion. But though it was very ab-

surd for anybody to think that she would have
married him, it was not in Miss Marjoribanks's
nature to be disloyal to Tom.

" I think he is quite right about his mother,

papa," said Lucilla; "she would never under-

stand it, you know ;
she would think the world

was coming to an end. I would not for any-

thing take a passage in the same boat with him,
but he is nice in his way, poor fellow ! I won-
der what he has ever done to have such dreadful

luck but I hope you are going to do what he
asks you :" and with this calm expression of
her interest Miss Marjoribanks went up-stairs.
When the Doctor became thus aware of his

daughter's sentiments, it seemed to him that he
was more at liberty to be kind to his nephew. He
had never been able to divest himself of a little

lurking dread, an inherent idea which was so
obstinate that it felt like a prophecy, that some-

how or other, after costing her father so muck,
and making such a difference in the house, Lu-

cilla, who on the whole was a dear production,
would fall to Tom's share, with all Dr. Marjori-
banks's other possessions; and the Doctor saw
no reason why he should work and lay up money
for a boy whom Providence, with a wonderful
want of discrimination, had bestowed, not upon
him, but upon Mrs. John Marjoribanks. How-
ever, when that question was settled and done

with, his heart began to relent to Tom the un-

lucky, who after all, when the son-in-law hypo-
thesis was fully dismissed, was his natural born

nephew, and, as Lucilla said, very nice in his

way, poor fellow! The Doctor began to write
him a letter, and softened more and more with

every line he wrote
;
but as for Lucilla, she had

something more immediately important to occu-

py her up-stairs.
The fact was that Miss Marjoribanks had found

a shadowy figure in black in the corner of one of

the sofas when she came into the drawing-room
a figure with a veil down, and a large shawl, and

a tremulous air. It was very seldom that Mrs.

Mortimer took courage to visit nor young pa-
troness

;
and to go out at night, except some-

times to Salem Chapel when there was a meeting,
and when the timid woman represented to h
self that it was her duty, was a thing unknc
to her. But yet, nevertheless, it was Mrs.

timer who sat waiting for Lucilla. They
not met since that momentous interview
which the widow revealed her history to Mis

Marjoribanks's sympathetic ears, and the

woman had been able to bear no longer tt

solitude of her cottage, and her garden-wal
and her little pupils, and Mary Jane. To kno\
that something was going on outside that con-

cerned her, to hear the waves, as it were, beat

ing round the walls of her prison, and never
have even so much as a peep at them, whs

they were about, if the tide was beginning
turn, or the wind to change, or the lifeboat

appear, was more than Mrs. Mortimer, even wit

all her training to patience, could put up with

and accordingly she had made a frantic

out, under cover of night, to see if there

anything to see, and hear if there was anythir
to hear.

"You don't know how dreadful it is to kc

staring at the walls all day and never see

change," said the widow. "It is very stupic
and silly, but you know I cannot help it. I

to fancy always that something wonderful
be going on on the other side."

" That is because you don't go out enough,'
said Lucilla.

" You know how often I have saic

you should go out once every day ;
and then

would see that everything outside was very mi
the same as everything within."

"Oh Lucilla! don't say so," said Mrs. Me
mer; "and besides, he has been again, and
could see }

rou had been saying something to hii

He spoke as if I understood it all when I did

understand a word of it
;
and he spoke of him,

you know, and was quite solemn, and 'warned

me to think well of it, and not do anything
as if I had anything to think about, or

going to do anything I Tell me what you said

him, Lucilla
;
for I am sure, by the way he spoke,

he must have taken him for himself, and perhaps

you for me."
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" Who did he take for himself, I wonder ?
"

said Lucilla*
" As for you and me, dear Mrs.

Mortimer, we are so different that he could never
take us for each other, whatever the circum-
stances might be."

"
Ah, yes, Lucilla I we are different," said the

poor widow. "You have all your own people to

take care of you, and you are not afraid of any-
body ;

but as for me, I have not a creature in

the world who cares what becomes of me ;" and
as she made this forlorn statement, it was only
natural that the poor woman should cry a little.

This was no doubt the result of the four garden-
walls that closed in so tightly, and the aggravat-
ing little pupils; but Miss Marjoribanks felt it

was not a state of feeling that could be allowed
to go on.

" You ought not to speak like that
;
I am sure

there are a great many people who are interest-

ed in you ;
and you have always Me," said Lu-

cilla, with a certain reproachful tenderness. As
for Mrs. Mortimer, she raised her head and dried

her eyes when Miss Marjoribanks began to speak,
and looked at her in a somewhat eager, inquiring

way ;
but when Lucilla uttered those last reas-

suring words, it is undeniable that the widow's
countenance fell a little. She faltered and grew
pale again, and only cried the more perhaps
with gratitude, perhaps with disappointment.
And when she said, "I am sure you are very

kind, Lucilla," which was all the poor soul could

utter, it was in a very tremulous undecided voice.

The fact that she had always the sympathy and

co-operation of such a friend as Miss Marjori-

banks, did not seem to have the exhilarating ef-

fect upon her that it ought to have had. It did

not apparently do any more for her than the

similar assurance that Lucilla was coming to tea

did for Rose Lake. But then, like every other

benefactor of the human race, Miss Marjoribanks
was aware that the human mind has its moments
of unbelief. It was a discouraging experience
to meet with

;
but she never permitted it serious-

ly to interrupt her exertions for the good of her

kind.
" You should not have so poor an opinion of

your friends," said Lucilla, who after all was giv-

ing only a stone wlren her suppliant asked for

bread. " You know how much interested we all

are in you ;
and for me, anything I can do "

"
Oh, Lucilla, you are very kind

; nobody
could be kinder," cried Mrs. Mortimer, with com-

punction.
" It is very nice to have friends. I do

not know what I should do without you, I am
sure

;
but then one cannot live upon one's

friends
;
and then one knows, when they go

away?" said the widow, with more feeling than

distinctness of expression, "that they all go

away to something of their own, and pity you or

forget you ;
but you always stay there, and have

nothing of your own to go away to. I am not

grumbling, but it is hard, Lucilla
;
and then you

who are young, and happy, and at home, I don't

think it is possible you can understand."

"My dear," said Miss Marjoribanks, "it is

quite easy to understand, and I know exactly
what you mean. You want me to tell you all

about Mr. Beverley, and what I said to him, and
what he has in his mind. If he is the something
of your own you would like to go away to, I

think it is a pity. I am sure he has a temper,
and 2 would not marry him for my part. But'if

you mean me, I have nothing to go away to,"
said Lucilla, with a little scorn. " I should be
ashamed not to be enough for myself. "When I

leave you it is not to enjoy myself, but to think
about you and to plan for you ;

and all that you
want to know is about him !

"
said Miss Marjori-

banks, piercing through and through the thin ar-

mour of her incapable assailant. Naturally all

the widow's defences fell before this ruthless re-

sponse. She cried with a mingled sensation of
shame at being found out, and penitence for being
so ungrateful, and a certain desolate distress with
her own incapacity and want of power to defend
herself. It was an acute variety of feminine

anguish on the whole. The idea that she, a ma-
ture woman, a married woman and widow, who
ought to have been done with all these variites,

should have been found out by a young girl to be

thinking about a gentleman, struck 'poor Mrs.

Mortimer with as sharp a sense of shame as if

her wistful preoccupation had been a crime. In-

deed the chances are, if it had been a crime, she
would not have been nearly so much ashamed of

it. She hid her face in her hands and blushed
down to the very edge of her black dress and

up into the glooms of her widow's veil
;
and all

the self-defence she was capable of was a faint
"
Oh, Lucilla I

" a mere appeal of weakness with-
out reason a virtual throwing of herself in

acknowledged guilt at her judge's feet.

"Thomas is coming with the tea," said Miss

Marjoribanks.
" Come into my room and take

off your bonnet. What is the good of worrying
yourself when you know I have taken it into my
own hands? Spoiling your eyes with crying,
and making everybody uncomfortable, never does

the least good ; and, besides, one never knows
what harm one might do one's self," s/iid Lucilla,

seriously. "I don't think you gone off at all,

for my part ;
but if you don't take proper care

I shall give you some rose-water, and you
will be all right after you have had a cup of

tea,"
"
Oh, no

;
it will be best to go home. I am

such a poor creature now. I am not good for

anything. Let me go home, Lucilla," said poor
Mrs. Mortimer. But Lucilla would not let her

go home
;
and by the time tea was ready, and

Dr. Marjoribanks had come up-stairs, she had so

managed to sooth her visitor's nerves, and console

her spirits, that the Doctor himself grew compli-

mentary. He was so civil, in fact, that Luciila

felt slightly startled, and on the whole thought
it was as well that the Archdeacon was at hand,

and affairs in a promising way ;
for it was doubt-

ful whether even Miss Marjoribauks's magnani-

mity could have got over any ridiculous exhi-

bition of interest on the part of her father,

who certainly was old enough to know better.

Even to see him taking Mrs. Mortimer's tea

to her, and congratulating her upon her im-

proved looks, and felicitating himself and the

world in general on the fact that Carlingford

agreed with her, was aggravating to his daughter
more aggravating, though it is strange to say

so, than even the blank looks of General Travers

in the morning, or his transference of the homage
intended for herself to little Rose Lake

;
that was

no more than a blunder, and Lucilla felt a conso-

latory conviction, that so far as incivility went,

the General had received a very satisfactory set-

off. But to see Dr. Marjoribanks exerting him-
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self in such an unheard-of way made her open
her eyes. If he were still accessible to such

influences, nobody could answer for anything
that might happen ;

and the widow was so grate-
ful for his kindness, that at one moment it was
all that Lucilla could do to keep her lips shut

fast, and restrain herself from a tempting allusion

which would have made an end of Mrs. Mortimer.

It was the first time that Lucilla's protegee had
ventured to come thus familiarly and uninvited to

her friend's house
; and the Doctor, who knew no

special reason for the visit, expressed his satisfac-

tion with a warmth which was quite uncalled for,

and hoped that Lucilla might often " have the

advantage of her company;" and actually be-

trayed symptoms of a disposition to
" see her

home," if Miss Marjoribanks had not already
made provision for that emergency. "When the

visitor had finally departed, under the charge of

Thomas and Mary Jane, the father and daugh-
ter regarded each other, for the first time, with
dubious glances for, so far as Lucilla was con-

cerned, it was a revelation to her of a new and

altogether unsuspected danger; and the Doc-

tor, for his part, was very conciliatory, and showed
a certain consciousness of having committed
himself which made matters twenty times

worse.

"Really, Lucilla, your friend is a credit to

you," said Dr. Marjoribanks.
" It was a stroke

of talent to pick her up as you did, and make
a woman of her and a pretty woman too," he

added, incautiously ;
as if he, at his age, had any-

thing to do with that.

"lam so glad you think so, papa," said Lu-

cilla, in her dutiful way. "I don't think my-
self that she has gone off at all to speak of. In

some lights, she might pass for being no older than
I am if she was very well dressed, you know

;

and it really does not matter what age a woman
is if she keeps her looks. I should be very

glad to see her nicely married, for my part ;
she

is one of the people who ought to be married,"
Miss Marjoribanks continued, with an inflection

of compassionate tolerance in her voice. As
for the Doctor, he mistook her as usual, and
took her tone of pity and kindly patronising dis-

dain for another instance of his daughter's po-

licy and high art
;
whereas the truth was she was

quite in earnest, and meant every word she said.

And then Dr. Marjoribanks's sense of humour
was keener than that of Lucilla. After this

the conversation flagged slightly, for Miss Marjori-
banks had undeniably received a shock. In the

midst of her benevolent preoccupation and care

for other people, it had suddenly dawned upon
her that her own stronghold might be attacked,
and the tables turned upon her in'the twinkling
of an eye. There are days of discouragement in

the most triumphant career, and this was one of

those uncomfortable moments. Her faith in her-

self did not fail her for an instant; but the
faith of her natural born subjects the creatures

of her bounty had visibly failed her. Neither
Rose Lake nor Mrs. Mortimer had shown that

confidence in Lucilla's genius which experience
and loyalty both called upon them to show.
When Dr. Marjoribanks had gone down-stairs
to resume the case which he was writing out for

the
'

Lancet,' Lucilla passed through one of

those moments of sublime despondency which
now and then try the spirits of the benefactors of

their race. A few tears came to her eyes as she
reflected upon this great problem. Without such
trials genius would not fully know itself nor be

justly aware of its own strength. For no temp-
tation to give up her disinterested exertions
had any effect upon the mind of Miss Marjori-
banks

;
and even her sense of pain at the unbe-

lief of her followers was mingled with that pity
for their weakness which involves pardon. Even
when they wounded her she was sorry for them.
It was nature that was in fault, and not the-

fallible human creatures who had it not in

them to believe in the simple force of genius.
When Lucilla had shed these few tears over her

subjects' weakness and want of faith, she rose up
again in new strength from the momentary down-
fall. It was, as we have said, a sublime mo-
ment. The idea of giving them up, and leaving
their affairs to their own guidance, never for an
instant penetrated into her heroic mind

;
but she

was human, and naturally she felt the prick
of ingratitude. "When the crisis was over she"

rose up calmly and lighted her caudle, and went
to her room with a smile upon her magnanimous
lips. As she performed that simple action, Lu-
cilla had lifted up the feeble widow, and taken
the family of Lakes, and Mr. Cavendish, and even
the burly Archdeacon himself, upon her shoulders

They might be ungrateful, or even unaware, of !

she was doing for them
;
but they had the

preme claim of Need upon Strength ;
and Mij

Marjoribanks, notwithstanding the wound th<

had given her, was loyal to that appeal, ai

to her own consciousness of superior Power.
At the same time, it would not be just to omi

all mention of a consolatory recollection which
occurred to Lucilla in this moment of her weak-
ness. At such a crisis the mind of genius may
be supported by a matter very trifling in itself.

Even at the instant when the moisture sprang
her eyes, Miss Marjoribanks said to her

"Poor Tom!" and felt that the bitterness,
certain extent, had evaporated out of her tears.

He was a long way off, and Lucilla would hai

thought it madness indeed to connect herself i

any way with the fortunes of her unlucky
sin

; yet it gave her a certain support to thinl

that, amid all the want of faith she was encoui

tering, Tom believed in her, heart and soul,

was an insignificant matter, so far as any prs
cal result was concerned, if, indeed, anything
be called insignificant which gives strength to

great mind in a moment of discouragement. She

said " Poor Tom 1" and felt as if for the moment
she had something to lean on, and was comforted.

We mention this fact rather as a contribution

the history of those phenomena of the hur

mind, which have as yet escaped the met

physician, than as an actual circumstance

the life of Miss Marjoribanks. She was a wor
of genius, and he only a very simple, unlucky
low

;
and yet a sensation of comfort came to '.

cilia's heart when she said " Poor Tom !"

CHAPTER XXIX

Miss MARJORIBANKS prepared her toilette the next

evening, to take tea with the Lakes, with greater

iiseu.

ngto
jrself,

to a
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care than she would have spent upon a party of

much greater pretensions. She was, to bo sure,
dressed as usual, in the white dress, high, which
she had brought into fashion in Carlingford; but
then that simple

^
evening toilette required

many adjuncts which were not necessary OB
other occasions, seeing that this time she was
going to walk to her destination, and had in her
mind the four distinct aims of pleasing Rose, of

dazzling Barbara, of imposing upon Mr. Caven-

dish, and, finally, of being, as always, in harmo-

ny with herself. She was as punctual to the
hour and minute of her engagement as if she had
been a queen ; and, indeed, it was with a demea-
nour as gracious that she entered the little house
in Grove Street, where, naturally, there had been
also sundry preparations made for her visit. Mr.
Lake himself, who had postponed his usual walk,
and was taking his tea an hour later than usual,
received his young visitor with all the suavity
natural to him

;
and as for Barbara, she did the

honours with a certain suppressed exultation

and air of triumph, which proved to Lucilla that

her plan was indeed an inspiration of genius.
As for Rose, it would be impossible to describe

what were her sensations. Her faith still failed

her at that momentous hour. She was sceptical
of Lucilla, and naturally of all the world, and re-

garded everybody with jealous scrutiny and ex-

pectation and distrust, as was natural to a young
conspirator. She was profoundly excited and
curious to know what Miss Marjoribanks meant
to do

;
and at the same time she did not believe

hi Miss Marjoribanks, and was almost disposed
to betray and interfere with her, if such treachery
had been possible. It was Rose Lucilla specially
came to visit, and yet Rose was the only one

who was cool to her, and did not seem fully

to appreciate her condescension
;
but then, hap-

pily, Miss Marjoribanks was magnanimous, and
at the same time had a design to support her,

which was much more comprehensive and of

larger application than anything that had enter-

ed into the mind of Rose Lake.
" I am proud to see you in my house, Miss Mar-

joribanks," said Mr. Lake "I have always con-

sidered your excellent father one ofmy best friends.

I am not able to give my children the same advan-

tages, but I have always brought them up not to

have any false pride. We have no wealth
;
but

we have some things which cannot be purchased

by wealth," said the drawing-master, with mild

grandeur ;
and he looked round upon the walls

of his parlour, which were hung with his own

drawings, and where one of Willie's held the

place of honour. In all Carlingford there was
no other house that enjoyed a similar distinc-

tion
; and, consequently, it was with a delicious

sense of chivalrous deference, yet equality, that

the exceptional man of Grove Street received

the young sovereign of Grange Lane.
" I am so glad to come, Mr. Lake," said Lucilla.

"It is so nice to be among such old friends;

and, besides that, you know there never was any
voice that suited mine like Barbara's

;
and that

dear old Rose was always my pet at Mount
Pleasant. I should have come long ago if any-

body had ever asked me," said Miss Marjori-
banks. And as for Mr. Lake, he was so over-

powered by this implied reproach upon his

hospitality that he scarcely knew how'to reply.

"My dear Miss Marjoribanks, if you have not

7

been asked it has been from no want of < :

will," said Mr. Lake, anxiously.
"
I do not know

what the girls can have been thinking of. You
see Rose's genius takes another line

;
and. Bar-

bara, naturally, has a great many things to think

of; but in the future, I hope
"

"
Oh, yes; I shall come without being asked,"

said Lucilla. And when the tea came it was all

she could do to keep herself quiet, and remem-
ber that she was a visitor, and not take it out of
the incapable hands of Barbara, who never gave
her father the right amount of sugar in his tea,

To tell the truth, Barbara's thoughts were occu-

pied by a very different subject ;
and even- Rose

had but little attention to spare for her papa's
comforts at that special moment. But Lucilla's

larger mind embraced everything. She sat with
her very fingers itching to cut the bread and
butter for him, and give him a cup of tea as he
liked it; and asked herself, with indignation,
what was the use of that great .creature, with
her level eyebrows and her crimson bloom, who
could not take the trouble to remember that

three lumps was what Mr. Lake liked. Miss

Marjoribanks had never taken tea with him be-
fore

;
but his second cup, had she dispensed it,

would have been exactly to his taste which
was a thing Barbara had not learned to make it

in all these years. No wonder that a certain

sense of contemptuous indignation arose for one

moment, even in the calm and impartial bosom
of genius. Perhaps Rose would not have done
much better

;
but then Rose was good for some-

thing else, which was always a set-off on the

other side. Thus it will be seen that Lucilla

had a respect for use, even of a kind which in

her own person she did not much appreciate, as

became a person of a truly enlightened mind ;
but

a creature who was of no earthly good irritated

her well-regulated spirit ; for, to be sure, the pos-
session of a fine contralto (which is, at the same

time, not fine enough to be made use of profession-

ally) is not a matter of sufficient moment in this

world to excuse a young woman for not knowing
how to give her father a comforable cup of tea,

It was nearly nine o'clock before Mr. Lake
went out for his walk, and by that time it was
almost dark, and the lamp outside was lighted,

which was not far from the door. Lucilla had
taken a seat near the window, with the view of

witnessing everything ;
and it cannot be denied

that she felt a little excited when Barbara went
out of the room after her father, leaving Rose

alone with her guest. Miss Marjoribanks's heart

gave a beat or two the more in the first minute,

though before the next had passed, it had fallen

into its usual measure. There were no candles

as yet in the parlour, and naturally Grove Street

or at least the bit of it which lay before the

window, lighted by the lamp outside, and relieved

against a little square of bluish-green sky which

intervened between Miss Hemmings's house and

that of old Mr. Wrangle on the opposite side was

very clear to the interested spectator. There

was nobody visible but an organ-man, who was

grinding a popular melody very dolorously out of

his box, in what Rose would have called the mid-

dle distance
;
and beyond, Miss Jane Hemmings

looking out of the long staircase window, and

three little boys in different attitudes below,

that is, if one did not count a tall figure which,

perhaps with the view of listening to the music
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of the organ, was coming and going in a limited

circuit round the light of the lamp.
" How convenient it is to have the lamp so

near," said Lucilla. "Oh, don't light any can-

dles, please; it is so nice to sit in the dark.

Where is Barbara, I wonder? Let us have
some music, and put down that dreadful organ.
I hope she has not gone out. And where are

you, you sulky little Eose ?"
" She has gone up-stairs," said Rose, who be-

gan to feel all the enormity of her conduct in

thus betraying her sister. "I hate sitting in the

dark. I hate being a spy; come in from the

window, Lucilla, now you are here "

"My dear Rose," said Miss Marjoribanks, "I
think you forget a little. For my part I do not

understand what being a spy means. Barbara

knows very well I am here. I s.hould scorn to

take an advantage of anybody, for my part. If

she does not bring him past the very window,
and under my eyes Ah, yes, that is just what
I thought," said Lucilla, with gentle satisfaction.

But by this time poor little Rose had roused her-

self into an innocent fury.
"What is just as you thought?" said Rose,

laying an impatient grasp on Miss Marjoribanks's
arm. "Come in from the window, Lucilla, this

moment this moment I Oh, me, to think it

should be my doing I Oh, Lucilla, don't be so

mjsan and shabby and wretched. I tell you to

come in come in directly ! If you do not shut

the window, and come and sit here in the corner

I will never, never speak to you again I"

Miss Marjoribanks, as was natural, took no
notice of this childish fury. She was sitting just
where she had been sitting all the evening, with-

in sight of the street lamp and the organ-grinder,
and Miss Jane Hemmings at the staircase win-

dow; just where Barbara had placed her, and
where that young woman calculated on finding

her, when she made a promenade of triumph up
the partially-lighted street by the side of her clan-

destine suitor. Perhaps Barbara had seen Miss

Jane as well, and knew that public opinion was
thus watching over her; but at all events she

was not at all ashamed of herself, or indignant
at being spied upon. On the contrary, it was a

kind of apotheosis for Barbara, only second to the

grand and crowning triumph which would be

accomplished in Carlingford church under the

shadow of that veil of real Brussels, which grew
more and more real every day. Thus neither

the actors in the drama, nor the principal specta-

tor, were in the smallest degree disturbed by
horror or shame or sense of guilt, excepting al-

ways the fanciful litttle Rose, who suffered for

everybody; who could have wished that the

earth wonld open and swallow up Barbara and
her lover; who could have slaughtered Lucilla

on the spot, and given herself over to any kind

of torture for her treachery. Naturally nobody
paid any sort of attention to Rose. Barbara, for

her part, took her admirer's arm in the twilight
with a swelling of exultation, which the gaining
of the very highest prize in the department of

ornamental art could scarcely have conveyed to

the bosom of the little artist; and Lucilla put
back her small assailant softly with her hand,
and smoothed down her ruffled plumes.

" My dear, it is Miss Hemmings that is spying,"
said Lucilla; "and poor Barbara would be so

disappointed if I were to go away from the win-

dow. Have patience jurt a little longer there's
a dear. It is all exactly as I thought."
And then there followed a pause, which was

a terrible pause for Rose. The organ-grinder
stopped his doleful ditty, and there was scarcely
any sound to be heard in the street except the

footsteps approaching and retiring, the measured
tread of two people occupied with each other,

going now more slowly, now more quickly, as
the humour seized them, or as their conversation

grew in interest
; even the sound of their voices

came by times to the auditors Barbara's with
an occasional laugh or tone of triumph, and the
other deeper, with which Rose had but little ac-

quaintance, but which was perfectly known to

Lucilla. All this time, while her companion sat

panting in the dark corner, Miss Marjoribanks
was looking to the joints of her harness, and feel-

ing the edge of her weapons. For, after all, it"

was no small enterprise upon which she was
going forth. She was going to denounce the
faithless knight to his face, and take him out of

the hands of the enchantress, and show him his

true dangers, and at the same time vindicate his

honour. A more disinterested enterprise was
never undertaken by any knight-errant ;

and yet,
at the same time, Lucilla could not help enter

taining a certain involuntary contempt for the

man who had deserted her own standard to put
himself under that of Barbara Lake, and who was

being paraded up and down here without know-
ing it, to gratify the vanity of his new sovereign,
and make an exhibition of his weakness. Lucille

would have been more than mortal if she had nc

felt the difference between her own rule, whic
would have been all for his good, and the purely

egotistical sway of Barbara; but this pity min-

gled with disdain in Miss Marjoribanks's nia<rn;

nimous mind. She sat quite still for so long that

Barbara grew quite intoxicated with her triumph
"It is perhaps the last time," Lucilla said to her-

self, with a movement of compassion; and tht

breadth of her human sympathy was such that

she waited till the very latest moment, and 1(

the deluded young woman have the full enjoy-
ment of her imaginary victory. Then Miss Mar

joribanks rose with a certain solemnity, and put
on her hat, and gave an unappreciated kiss

Rose, who kept in her corner. "Good-night;
am going," said Lucilla. The words were sim-

ple enough, but yet they rang in Rose's ears like

the signal ofa conspiracy. When the calm leade

of the expedition went forth, sensible of the ir

portance of her mission, but tranquil as

minds always are in a moment of danger,

got up too and followed, trembling in every limt

She was capable of having thrown herself uj
the spears in her own person in a sudden
of indignation and passion ;

but she was not

pable of waiting till the right moment, and meet

ing her antagonists in reasonable combat. Mi

Marjoribanks went out deliberately, without anj

unnecessary haste, sweeping into the dusky tv
'

light with her virginal white draperies. It we
a very ordinary scene, and yet, even in the mi(

of her excitement, Rose could not help observing

involuntarily its pictorial qualities if only any

painter could have transferred to his canvass the

subdued musical hum of surrounding life,
the

fragrance of the migriionette, and the peacefu"
stillness of the summer night. For there was

sky green-blue, looking across, lambent and wi
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ful, from the vacant space between Miss Hem-
mings's and Mr. Wrangle's, and the dusky twi-

light shadows below, and the yellow gleam of
the lamp, and Barbara's exalting triumphant
figure, and the white robes of the avenging an-

gel. Rose could not have observed all this if

she had not been stilled into a kind of breathless
awe by the solemn character of the situation,
which struck her as being somehow like one of
Millais's pictures. As for the lovers, they had
just turned at the moment that Miss Marjori-
banks came out, and consequently met her

straight in the face, as she stood suave and smil-

ing at the little garden door.
"
It is Mr. Cavendish," said Lucilla; "I am so

glad ;
I have been hoping and trying to see you

for ever so long ;
and as soon as ever I heard

you talking I felt sure it was your voice."

This was the greeting she addressed to Bar-
bara Lake's lover. For his part, he stood before

her, growing red and growing pale, struck dumb
by the unlooked-for meeting, and with such a
sense of being ashamed of himself, as never be-

fore had entered his mind, though, no doubt, he
had done worse actions in his day. Even Bar-

bara had not calculated upon this open encoun-

ter; and instead of giving him any assistance,
as was a woman's duty in such a case, she only
tossed her head, and giggled with an embarrass-
ment which was more pride than shame. As for

Mr. Cavendish, he would have liked to disappear
under the pavement, if it had been possible. For
once he and Rose were agreed. If a gulf had

opened before him, h would have jumped into

it without ever pausing to ask himself why.
And yet all the time Miss Marjoribanks was

standing close by him, looking as placid as if she

had been in her own drawing-room, and expect-

ing his reply to her friendly observations. When
he realised that he ought to say something, Mr.

Cavendish felt that he had as much need to wipe
his forehead as ever the Archdeacon had. He
turned hot and cold, and felt his mind and his

tongue frozen, and could not find a word to say.
With a sudden horror he woke up, like one of

Comus's revellers, and found himself changed into

the likeness of the creature he consorted with.

If he had found an ass's head on his shoulders,

he could not have felt more startled and horri-

fied than when he heard himself, in the imbeci-

lity of the moment, giggle like Barbara, and an-

swer to Lucilla's remark, "Ohl yes, it was my
voice."

" I am very sorry to separate you from Bar-

bara," said Miss Marjoribanks; "but she is at

home, you know, and I want so much to talk to

you. Barbara, good-night; I want Mr. Caven-

dish to walk home with me. Rose, don't stand

in the garden and catch cold
;
thank

you, dear,

for such a pleasant evening," said Lucilla, press-

ing another kiss upon her little friend's unwilling
cheek. When she had done this, she put out

her hand to Barbara, and passed her, sweeping
her white garments through the narrow gate-

way. She took Mr. Cavendish's arm as if he had

been a young brother come to fetch her. "Let
us go round by the chapel," said Miss Marjori-

banks, I have so much to say to you. Be sure to

practise for Thursday, Barbara, and bid your
papa good-night for me." This was how she

carried off Mr. Cavendish finally out of Barbara's

very fingers, and under her very eyes.

When the two sisters were left standing toge-
ther at the door, they could do nothing but stare
at each other in the extremity of their amaze-
ment Rose, for her part, stood there but a mo-
ment, and then% feeling by far the guiltiest and
most miserable of the whole party, ran up-stairs
to her own room and cried as if her heart would
break. Barbara, on the contrary, who was past
crying, stood still at the door, and watched Lu-
cilla's white dress disappearing on the way to

Grange Lane with indescribable emotions. A
young woman cannot call the police, or appeal
to the crier, when it is her lover whom she has
lost

;
but to see him carried off by the strong

hand to watch him gradually going away and
disappearing from her eyes to hear his steps
withdrawing into the distance was such a trial

as few are called upon to bear. She stood and
looked after him, and could not believe her eyes.
And then it was all so sudden an affair of a
moment. Barbara could not realise how the
world had turned round, and this revolution had
been effected

;
one minute she had been lean-

ing on his arm triumphant, making a show and
exhibition of him in the pride of her heart,

though he did not know it
;
and the next was

not she standing here watching him with a blank
countenance and a despairing heart, while Lu-
cilia had pounced upon him and carried him off

in her cruel grasp ? The blow was so sudden,
that Barbara stood speechless and motionless till

the two departing figures had vanished in the
darkness. Would he come back again to-mor-

row, or was he gone for ever and ever ? Such
were the thoughts of the forsaken maiden, as

she stood, paralysed under this sudden change
of fortune, at her fathers door. If some cruel

spectator had thrown into the fire that veil of

Brussels with which her imagination had so long
played, and Barbara had stood heart-struck,

watching the filmy tissue dissolve into ashes

before her eyes, her sense of sudden anguish
could not have been more acute

;
and yet, after

all, Barbara's pangs were nothing to those of

Mr. Cavendish, as he felt Miss Marjoribanksls

light touch on his arm, and felt his doomed feet

turn in spite of himself in the most dangerous
direction, and became conscious that he was

being led beyond all possibility of resistance,

back to Grange Lane and to his fate.

To be sure it was dark, which was one conso-

lation
;
but it was not dark enough to conceal

Lucilla's white dress, nor the well-known form

and lineaments of the young monarch of Grange
Lane, in whose company nobody could pass un-

observed. Mr. Cavendish could have faced

danger by sea and land with the average amount
of courage ;

but the danger of the walk down
the little street, which afterwards led to St.

Roque's, and up the embowered stillness of

Grange Lane, was more than he was equal to.

He could not be sure of making a single step by
these garden-walls without meeting somebody
who knew him somebody whose curiosity

might ruin him in Carlingford ;
or even without

the risk of encountering in the face that arch-

enemy, who would not go away, and whose

presence had banished him from the place. It

may be supposed that, under these terrible cir-

cumstances, Mr. Cavendish's thoughts of Bar-

bara, who had got him into this scrape, were

far from lover-like. He was a man universally
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popular among ladies, aud who owed a great
deal of the social consideration which he prized
so highly, to this fact

;
and yet the most gentle

sentiment in his mind at that moment, was a

"Confound these women!" which he breathed

to himself, all low and deep, as he went slowly

along by Lucilla's side. As for Miss Marjori-

bariks, as may be supposed, her thoughts were
of a very much more serious description than

anything her unlucky cavalier was thinking of,

and a minute or two passed in silence before she

could make up her mind to speak.
" I have been thinking a great deal about you

lately, and wishing very much to see you," said

Lucilla.
" Did not Mrs. Woodburn tell you ?

I think I should have written to you had I

known your address."
" And I am sure you would have made me

the happiest of men," said the victim, 'with rue-

ful politeness.
" "What had I done to deserve

such a privilege? But my sister did not tell

me
;
she left me to hear it from your own

"

"
Yes," said Miss Marjoribanks, with a certain

solemnity, interrupting him
;

"I have been

thinking a great deal and hearing a great deal

about you, Mr. Cavendish." When she had said

this Lucilla sighed, and her sigh found a terrible

echo in her hearer's bosom. She knew that he
turned green in the darkness as he gave an
anxious look at her. But he was too much
alarmed to give her an opportunity of studying
his face.

"Hearing of me," he said, and tried to laugh ;

" what have my kind friends been saying ?" and
for one moment the sufferer tried to delude him-

self that it was some innocent gossip about Bar-

bara which might be circulating in Grange Lane.

"Hush," said Lucilla, "don't laugh, please;
for I want to have a very serious talk. I have
been hearing about you from some very, very
old friends, Mr. Cavendish not anything about

this, you know," Miss Marjoribanks added, wav-

ing her hand in the direction of Grove Street.

And then Barbara Lake and everything con-

nected with her vanished like a shadow from
the unfortunate man's mind. It was horribly

ungrateful on his part, but it was, as Miss Mar-

joribanks would have said, just what might have
been expected, and how They always behave.
He had no longer any time or patience for the

object which had been giving occupation and
interest to his solitude. He woke up in a mo-

ment, and gave a passing curse to his folly, and
faced the real danger as he best could.

" You must be making a mistake, Miss Mar-

joribanks," he said, with some bitterness; "it

should have been, very, very old enemy. I

know who it is. It is that Archdeacon you ladies

make such a fuss about. It is he who has been

telling lies about me," said Mr. Cavendish. He
breathed a deep hard breath as he spoke, and
the blood came back to his face. Perhaps for

the first moment he felt satisfied, and breathed
freer after it was over

;
but at the same time it

was very dreadful to him to feel that he was
found out, and that henceforward Grange Lane
would shut its doors and avert its countenance.
" If you take his word for it, I may give in at

once," he continued, bitterly. "A parson will

say anything; they are as bad as as women."
This the poor man said in his despair, because he
did not know what he was saying ;

for in reality

he knew that women had been his best friends,
and that he had still a chance, if the judgment
was to rest with them.
"You are very ungrateful to say so," said Miss

Marjoribanks, "but it is only because you are

excited, I suppose. No, Mr. Cavendish, it was
not the Archdeacon

;
on the contrary, it was a

lady, and she said nothing but good of you,"
said Lucilla

;
and then there was a pause. As

for Mr. Cavendish, it would be altogether impos-
sible to describe the state of his mind. He was
like a man suddenly reprieved, but giddy with
the shock, and feeling the halter still round his

neck, and knowing that he had himself under-
mined the ground on which he was standing. It

was Lucilla who supported him in the shock of

the moment, for all his self-command could not

keep him from a momentary shiver and stagger
when he found that things were not so bad as he

thought.
" A lady, and she said nothing but good !" he

muttered, under his breath
;
and then he made

an effort to recover himself. "Pardon me, I

cannot guess who my unknown friend may be.

It is very soothing to one's feelings to be spoken
well of by a lady," said Mr. Cavendish, and he

laughed -again in a discordant unsteady way.
As for Lucilla, she regarded him through all these

fluctuations with a natural pity, and at the same
time with the calmness of a knowledge which
was aware of all and had nothing more to dis-

cover
;
and at the end Mr. Cavendish, in the

midst of his agitation, perceived her calm, and
the absence of wonder and curiosity in her face,

and began to perceive that he had something
very serious to deal with more serious even
than he had at first supposed.
"I am going to tell you all about it," said

Miss Marjoribanks,
" but in the mean time wait

a minute and let me speak to you. First I have

something to say."
It was for this they stopped short at the foot

of Grange Lane just where the land was already

parcelled out for St. Roque's. "What Lucilla was

going to say was too important to be spoken
while walking, and naturally she withdrew her

hand from Mr. Cavendish's arm. They were
both so much absorbed that they did not see

anybody coming, nor indeed had any attention tc

spare for external affairs. The blood had de-

serted Mr. Cavendish's face, and he was once

more green with anxiety and inquietude. He
stood facing her, feeling that the crisis of his fat

had come, and not knowing whether it was al

solute despair or a faint dawning of hope tl

possessed him. If he had been the most pas

sionate of lovers, and if she had held in her hai

the -dreadful alternative between rapture

misery, there could not have been a more raj

and absorbing attention in Mr. Cavendish's face.

"I want to tell you, first of all, that you must

have confidence in me," said Lucilla; "you-
must have confidence in me. We can do no-

thing without that. I know everything, Mr.

Cavendish," Miss Marjoribanks added compas-

sionately
"
everything ; but nobody else knows

it. I hope I can arrange everything if it is
"

in my hands. This is what I wanted to tell you
first of all Before everything, you must ha\

confidence in me."

What- Mr. Cavendish might have answered

this solemn appeal it would be vain to imagine;
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for the truth was, he was stopped before he could
utter a word. He was stopped and seized by
the hand, and greeted with a frankness which
was, perhaps, all the more loud and cordial from
what appeared to the new-comer the comic cha-

*racter of the situation. "
It is Cavendish, by

Jove 1" the intruder exclaimed, waving his hand
to some people who were coming on behind him.
" I beg a thousand pardons for disturbing you,
my dear fellow

;
but they all talk about you so,

that I was determined to make sure it was you.
Good heavens, Miss Marjoribanks !" General
Travers added, taking off his hat. It was Mr.
and Mrs. Centum who were coming down behind
him she with a light shawl thrown over her

head, tempted out by the beauty of the evening ;

and Lucilla saw in a moment the consequences
of this encounter, and how it would be over all

Carliugford before to-morrow morning that she
and Mr. Cavendish were betrothed at the very
least. Miss Marjoribanks had all her wits about

her, as ever, fortunately for both.
"
Yes, it is me," she said, calmly ;

" I have
been taking tea with the Lakes, and I made Mr.
ivendish give me his arm home. He did not

ce being found out, to be sure, but he could not

Ip himself; and we all know about that," Lu-
la added, with a smile, taking once more the

ifortunate man's arm. " Oh yes, we all know,"
lid Mrs. Centum, with a laugh; but yet, not-

withstanding, everybody felt sure that it was all

Lucilla's cleverness, and that Barbara Lake was
a myth and fiction. And it was thus that, with

Miss Marjoribanks leaning on his arm, and Ge-
neral Travers, in all the warmth of renewed

friendship, guarding him on the other side, Mr.

Cavendish, whose head was in a whirl of excite-

ment, and who did not know what he was doing,
was led back in triumph past Colonel Chiley's

very door, where the Archdeacon was lying in

wait to crunch his bones, back from all his aber-

rations into the very heart of Grange Lane.

I CAVENDISH was led back to his own house

; evening by General Travers, whose claim

of acquaintance was too decided to be rejected.

He never knew very well what passed between

the moment when Miss Marjoribanks began to

expound to him the urgent necessity that he

should confide in her, and the moment in which
he found himself in his own house, admitted

eagerly by the surprised and anxious servants,

and conducted by the energetic soldier. That he

had taken leave of Lucilla at her own door, that

he had watched her white dress sweep away
into the dark garden with a faint sense that it

was his only remaining protector who thus left

him, and that after that he had smoked a horrible

cigar with Mr. Centum, and been brought home

by the old acquaintance who had turned up
at so unlucky a moment, was all that the poor
man was aware of. And yet it is to be supposed
that on the whole he behaved himself very much
like other people, since General Travers had no

distinct idea that his company was undesirable,

or that his cordial recognition was anything but

CHAPTER XXX.

welcome. The General, indeed, took it as quite
natural, under the circumstances, that Cavendish
should be a little confused. A man who is no

longer a very young man, and lias a character to

support, does not care to be found mooning with
the object of his affections on a summer evening,
like a boy of twenty ;

and General Travera was
perfectly aware that he had thus a very good
joke against Cavendish. "It is worth a man's
while to set up a bachelor establishment in the

country," the General said.
"
By Jove! i

I could do it. It makes a fellow feel Arcadian,
and ready for anything ;

" and for his own part
he was very ready to seize upon his former ac-

quaintance, a man who belonged to his club, and
had a chance to know what he was talking about" As for Charlie Centum," the soldier said,

" what
between business and matrimony, he has grown
the greatest guy imaginable ;

and I can't go off

directly, you know
;
and then there's always this

business about the dep6t. It's immense luck to-

find you here, Cavendish," General Travers added,
with flattering cordiality ;

and if poor Mr. Caven-
dish was not grateful, it certainly was not his

friend's fault. He led the way into his house
with a glum countenance and a sinking heart,

though fortunately the latter was not visible. It

was a very nice house, fitted up with all that

luxury of comfort which a man who has, as Mrs.
Centum said, "only himself to look to," can
afford to collect around him. Mr. Cavendish had

only himself and he had made his habitation

perfect, though, on the whole, he did not pass a

very great deal of his time at home. He had
some nice pictures and a good library, though he
was not particularly given to the arts

;
and he

had an admirable cellar, as all the gentlemen
owned in Carlingford, though, for his own part,
he was very moderate in that point, and did not

give himself any airs on the subject Mr. Cen-

tum, on the contrary, was one of the men who
talk about vintages, and raise expectations never
to be carried out. And General Travers could

not but feel the force of the contrast as he sat

deep into the night and " talked over every-

thing," with the man whom by that time he felt

convinced was one of his best friends.

As for Mr. Cavendish, it would be very difficult

to describe his feelings, He had been knocking
about in all sorts of poor places, making clandes-

tine visits to his sister, and hovering round the

more than suburban simplicity of Grove Street,

and the sense of being once more enveloped and
surrounded by all that was pleasant to the eye
and comfortable to the outer man was wonder-

fully consolatory and agreeable. But his mind

was in a dreadfully harassed condition all the

same. He was preoccupied to the last degree,

wondering what Miss Marjoribanks really knew,
and how far he had betrayed himself, and 10

what extent it would be safe, as- she herself said,

to confide in Lucilla
;
and at the same time ho

was obliged to listen to and show a certain inter-

esi in the General's stories, and to make now
and then a painful effort of mind to recall some

of the mutual friends referred to, whose names

and persons had in the mean tune slipped out of

his memory. All the babble of the club, which

General Travers felt must be so refreshing to the

ears of a rusticated member, fell as flat upon Mr.

Cavendish, whose mind was full of other matters,

as if it had been the merest old woman's gossip,
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which, to be sure, it slightly resembled in some

points. The gallant General made himself so

agreeable that he nearly drove the unfortunate

man out of his senses, and, when he had ex-

hausted all other means of aggravation, returned

with fresh zest to the sentimental circumstances

in which, as he supposed, he had found his com-

panion out.
"
Very sensible I call it," said General Tra-

vers. "To be candid, I don't call her strictly

handsome, you know
;
she's too big for that

and I don't suppose she's of any family to speak
of

; though perhaps you don't mind that trifling

circumstance
;
but a woman that will dress well

and light up well, and knows how to give a man
a capital dinner, by Jove I and no doubt has a

pretty little bit of money into the bargain I

respect your taste, Cavendish," said the friendly

critic, with effusion
;
and somehow this applause

irritated its recipient more than all that had gone
before.

"I am sure I am much obliged to you," said

. Mr."Cavendish, "though, unfortunately, I don't

merit your approbation. Miss Marjoribanks is a

great friend of mine, but she wouldn't have me,
and I don't mean to ask her. At the same time,
she has very good connections

;
and that is not

the way to talk of a girl of twenty. She is

worth a dozen of your fast young ladies." said

the sufferer, with some heat. He was not in the

least in love with Lucilla, and indeed had a cer-

tain dread of her at this present moment
;
but

he could not forget that she had once stood by
him in his need and, besides, he was glad of

any subject on which he could contradict his

visitor. "I daresay her family is better than

either yours or mine. Scotch, yon know," said

Mr. Cavendish, trying to laugh. As for the Ge-

neral, he leaned back in his chair with an in-

dulgent air, and stroked his mustache.

"Beg your pardon meant no offence," he said,
" For my part, I don't see that it matters, if a

woman is good-looking and has something, you
know. For instance, there was a pretty little

thing a charming little thing Lake, or some-

thing like that
"

"Ah!" said Mr. Cavendish. It was a fright-
ful want of self-control

;
but he 'had been a long

time at full strain, and he could not help it. It

did not occur to him, for the moment, that nobody
in his senses would have applied the term "

little

thing
"
to Barbara

; and, after all the slow aggra-
vation that he had been submitting to, the idea of

this insolent soldier interfering in Grove Street

was beyond his power of endurance. As for the

General, the tone of this exclamation was such

that he too turned round on his chair, and said,

"Yes?" with equally unmistakable meaning,
startled, but ready for the emergency, whatever
it might be.

Thus the two looked at each other for a

second, friends in the ordinary acceptation of the

word, and, yet, perhaps, on the eve of becoming
enemies. Mr. Cavendish had, up to that moment,
pretty nearly forgotten Barbara Lake. It was a

piquant sort of occupation when he had nothing
else to do, and when the world, according to his

morbid fancy, was on the eve of turning its back

upon him but from the moment when he had
said between his teeth " confound these women I"

and had felt the excitement of the approaching
crisis, Barbara, and her crimson cheeks, and her

level eyebrows, and her contralto, had gone alto-

gether out of his mind. At the same time a man
may feel himself at liberty to forget a woman
when other matters of more immediate interest
are absorbing his attention, and yet be driven
furious by the idea suddenly presented to him*
that somebody else, who has nothing earthly to
do with it, is about to interfere. Mr. Cavendish,
however, recovered himself while the General sat

staring at him, and began to see how ridiculous
his defiance was.

" Well? go on. I did not say anything," he
said, and lighted another cigar. Yet he did not
face his companion as a friendly listener should,
but began to beat measure to an irritating imagi-
nary air on the table, with a certain savage ener-

gy by moments, as if he were beating time on the
General's head.

" Then why do you stop a fellow short like

that?" said General Travers; "I was going to
tell you of some one I saw the other day in the
house of your your friend, you know. She was
under Miss Marjoribanks's wing, that was how I

saw her and I hope you are not playing the gay
deceiver, my friend

;
a little thing, round-faced,

hazel-eyed a little soft rosebud sort of creature,"
said the General, growing eloquent,

"
By Jove,

Cavendish, I hope you don't mean to make
yourself disagreeable. These sort of looks, you
know "

*' It was Rose, I suppose," said Mr. Cavendish,
relieved in a moment

; and, to tell the truth, he
could not help laughing. The more eloquent
and angry the General grew, the more amused
and contemptuous grew his entertainer. He was
so tickled by the position of affairs, that he actual-

ly forgot his anxieties for the moment. "No
doubt it was Rose, "he repeated and laughed;
Rosef what anybody could see in that little

dragon I And then the contrast between the

soldier, who prided himself on his knowledge of
the world, and liked to talk of position, &c., to
the annoyance of those who had none, and the

amusement of those who happened to possess
that valuable qualification and the mistress of

the Female School of Design, filled Mr. Cavendish
with amusement: perhaps all the more because
he himself was in a similar scrape; but, at all

events, being in the same position, he ought not
to have found it so ridiculous as he seemed to do.

As for General Travers, he was as much disposed
to be angry as, a moment before, Mr. Cavendish
had been.

"
It might be Rose," he said,

" or Lily either,
for anything I can tell

;
but there is nothing

laughable in it that I can see. You seem to be

perfectly au courant, at all events which I hope
is quite satisfactory to Miss Marjoribanks," said

the soldier; and then he resumed after a disa-

greeable little pause, "I suppose everybody meets
there on Thursday, according to what they tell

me. "What do you do with yourself, Cavendish,
in a general way ? So far as I can see, there

ain't very much attraction. These steady-going
dinners are enough to kill any man ; always ex-

cepting your friend's," said General Travers,
with a slight sneer. "

It's to-morrow, ain't it ?

Thursday?" and he looked, with what seemed to

his victim an insulting consciousness, in poor
Caveudish's face. But in reality, the General did

not mean to be insulting, and knew nothing
whatever of the horrible internal pang which
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t his companion when it was thus recalled to

im that it was to-morrow, a fact which, up to

lis moment, had not occurred to the unfortunate,
'o-morrow

;
and not even to-morrow to-day

by this time it was two o'clock in the morn-
,
and the unwelcome intruder was wasting

e little time he had for deciding what he should
Once more his own personal anxieties,

hich he had put aside for a moment at the sud-
n dictate of jealousy, surged over everything,

nd swallowed up all lesser, sensations. To-mor-
row ! and by this time everybody knew that he
was in Carlingford, and he could not stay away

im the weekly assembly without attracting
neral attention to himself, and throwing open
e flood-gates of suspicion. What was he to do ?

Id he turn his back on the enemy once for

1,
and run away and break off his connection

ith Carlingford? or should he dare everything
and face the Archdeacon, and put his trust in

Lucilla, as that high-minded young woman had
invited him to do ? With these thoughts in his

mind, it may be supposed that Mr. Cavendish

gave but a very mingled attention to the babble
of his visitor, who found the wine so good and the

cigars exquisite, and perhaps had begun to be a
little moved out of his ordinary lucidity by their

effect,

said tt

ide

X

" You've got a nice little house, Cavendish,'
id the General,

" but it's too small for a married

man, my boy. These women are the very deuce
for turning a man out of his comfortable quarters.
You'll have to go in for boudoirs and those sort

of things ; and, by George ! you'll be an ass if you
do, with a snug little box like this to retire into,"
said the philosophical warrior ;

and poor Caven-
dish smiled a ghastly smile, with the strongest
inclination all the time to take him by the collar

and turn him out of doors. But then he was a
warrior and a general officer, and a member of

the same club, and six feet high all which par-

ticulars, not to speak of the sacred rights of hos-

pitality, made it somewhat difficult to carry this

idea out.

'Don't you think Centum will be sitting
for you ?" he said, mildly ;

u
it's past two

clock; and it's Thursday morning," the victim

said, with a sigh. The last words were an

involuntary utterance of his own despair, but

fortunately they struck General Travers's vein

of humour, which happened to be lively at

the moment, and worked the desired but unex-

pected result. The General laughed loud and

long, and declared that he respected a man who
was above-board, and meant to look respectable
for Miss Marjoribanks's sake

;
and then he pour-

ed a mighty libation to Lucilla, and took an af-

fectionate leave of her supposed lover. The
General made a great commotion in the decorous

quiet of Grange Lane when he knocked at Mr.

Centum's door. Though it was nearly three

o'clock in the morning, nothing but his inherent

dread of a woman would have prevented him
from knocking up the banker to share his hilari-

ty; but Mrs. Centum, in her night-cap, peace-

ably asleep as she was at the moment, daunted
the soul of the gallant soldier; and naturally his

recollection was not very perfect next day.
" I

had something very funny to tell you ; but, by
Jove! I forget what it was," General Travers
said next morning when he met his host at

breakfast
;
and thus Mr. Cavendish was spared

the laugh which the two might have had against
him. But for his part he shut his door upon his

departing guest, without any sense, poor fellow,
of having done or said anything in the least fun-

ny. He said, "Thank heaven !" with a kind of

groan of relief when his troublesome visitor was
gone. And then he went back again into his

library, where they had been sitting. Perhaps
he never fully appreciated before the comfort of

everything, the handsome house which he had
enjoyed so long without thinking anything of it,

and all the pleasant luxurious accessories of life.

He had been doing without them for a week or
two, and he had not liked it; and yet at that
moment it seemed to Mr. Cavendish that he could
rather be content to lose them all at a stroke,
to make it known in Carlingford that he was
ruined and had lost his fortune, than that Car-

lingford should find out that he was not, after all,
one of the Cavendishes, nor the person it took
him for. But, alas! all his fortune could not

bring reality to these pretensions, nor hinder tho

exposure to which he looked forward with such
horror. It is true that he was an adventurer, but
he was not a base one

;
nor had he done anything

dishonourable either to gain his fortune or to

captivate the good opinion of society, which had
become so important to him. But there are ac-
tual crimes that would be sooner forgiven to a
man than the folly of having permitted himself to
be considered one of the Cavendishes, and hav-

ing set his heart on making a figure in that mild

provincial world. Mr. Cavendish knew enough
of human nature to know that a duchess or a
lord-chamberlain would forgive more readily than
Mr. and Mrs. Centum any such imposition upon
them, and intrusion into their exclusive circle.

And then his sister, who could not run away!
For her sake it seemed to him that he had better
rush off at once, and sell his house and furni-

ture and horses, and give up Carlingford. As he

thought of that, all the advantages of Carlingford
came upon him stronger than ever. Perhaps a
man who has always been used to be recognised as
one of the members of a local aristocracy, would
not have seen anything half so precious as Mr.
Cavendish saw in the fact of being everywhere
known and acknowledged as a constitutent part
of Grange Lane

; recognised by the county
people, and by the poor people, and pointed out
as he passed by one and another to any stranger
who might happen to be so ignorant as not to

know Mr. Cavendish. To people who are not
used to it, there is a charm in this universal ac-

aiowledgment And then he had more need
of it than most men have ; and, when Carlingford

signed his patent of gentility, and acknowledg-
ed and prized him, it did an infinite deal more
than it had any intention of doing. To keep its

regard and recognition he would have done any-

hing, given up the half or three parts, or even,
on emergency, all he had. Perhaps he had an
undue confidence in tho magnanimity of society,
and was too sure that in such a case it would be-

mve with a grandeur worthy of the occasion
;

Dut still he was quite right in thinking that it

could forgive the loss of his fortune sooner than

lis real offence. And now it was Thursday
morning, the day of trial, and what was he to

do?
When a man has thoughts like these to enter,

tain him, nothing can be more useless than to go
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to bed, although in ordinary circumstances, at

three o'clock in the morning, that is about the

only thing one can do. Poor Mr. Cavendish,

however, was not quite free to act as he thought

proper. He had been a long time away from

home, and he did not feel himself in a position
to shock his servants' feelings with impunity.
He went to his room accordingly, like a martyr,

carrying all his difficulties with him, and those

unpleasant companions naturally made a night
of it when they thus had him all to themselves.

"When sheer fatigue and exhaustion procured him
a moment's sleep, it was only getting deeper and

deeper into trouble
;
for then it was theArchdea-

con who had planted a heavy foot on his neck,
or General Travers, who, with still more fatal

force, had found out the way to G-rove Street.

"When Mr. Cavendish awoke, he said to himself
" Confound these women !

" with more fervour

than ever- but, at the same time, he swore a

mighty oath to himself that he would horsewhip
the fellow who ventured to come in his way.
Barbara Lake might be no great things, but at

least it was to him, ^and no one else, that she

belonged. Such was the complication that

afforded him a little outlet for his temper in

the midst of the dreadful difficulties of his po-

sition, and the question which was constantly

renewing itself in his thoughts, as to whether
he should go or stay. The idea of presenting
himself in the centre of society in Miss Marjori-
banks's drawing-room, and being met by the

Archdeacon, and held up to public contempt
there and then, with all the world looking

on, and even Travers, who would carry the nar-

rative out of Carlingford, was something too hor-

rible to be contemplated ;
and yet how was he

to escape? He was still in this state of mind,
driven backwards and forwards by every new
wind, when the morning came, and when Miss

Marjoribanks's note was put into his hand.

For the truth was, that, after long considera-

tion, Lucilla had determined that the matter was
one which could not be permitted to stand over.

She was of too energetic a temperament to let

things linger on in an uncertain way when they
could be made an end of, and brought to a con-

clusion
;
and then, as nobody can predict what

sudden and unexpected turn human affairs may
take, it was always possible that, if Miss Marjori-
banks did not make an end of the business dra-

matically, and to the satisfaction of everybody
concerned, it might be foundsome fine day to have

resolved itself by means of some one of those

illegitimate and incomplete expedients which
abound in ordinary life. It was with this view
that Miss Marjoribanks took the step of writing
to Mr. Cavendish. She had written in the sacred

retirement of her own maiden chamber, when,
all the world was still

; perhaps at the moment
when General Travers was, as he would himself

have vulgarly called it, "chaffing" Cavendish

about the beautiful and disinterested friendship
which united him to the young sovereign of

Grange Lane. But naturally such poor raillery
was far from the virginal thoughts of Lucilla at

that retired and sacred hour
;
and we may ven-

ture to add, that the elevating influence of the

maiden's bower in which she composed it, and
of that tranquil moment of meditation and soli-

tude, breathed in every line, and gave force to

every sentiment of the letter which Mr. Caven-

dish tore open with an excited hand. Perhaps
he was too anxious and curious to give it the
solemn perusal which it ought to have received.

"Mr DEAR MR. CAVENDISH, It was very
unlucky that we should have been interrupted
this evening at such an important moment, when
I had so much to say to you. But I think the
best thing I can do is to write, feeling quite sure
that when you know all you cannot possibly
mistake my motives. Everybody has retired,
and I am quite alone, and the silence* seems to
me full of meaning when I think that the fate

of a person for whom I have so great a regard
may be hanging upon it. I might be afraid of

writing to you so frankly, if I did not feel quite
sure that you would appreciate my intention.

Dear Mr. Cavendish, it is not the Archdeacon
who has said anything. He does not know it is

you ; therefore, of course, he could not soy any-
thing directly bearing upon you. But then, you
know, if he were to meet you by hazard, as he
is sure to do some day and for my part I rather
think he is fond of Grove Street you would be

exposed at once, and everything would be lost,

for we all know the prejudices that exist in Car-

liugford. I have another plan of operations to

propose to you, which I feel quite sure is for

your good, and also naturally for the good of

anybody to whom you may intend to unite your
fortunes. I feel quite sure that it is far safer to

adopt a bold resolution, and to have it over at

once. Come to dinner to-morrow. If you may
happen to find an enemy, you will find also an
unlooked-for friend

; and, so far as I am con-

cerned, you know that you may calculate on my
support. I do not wonder at your being anx-
ious about it, but if you will only have full con-

fidence in me and a little in yourself, believe me
it will be all over in a night. If there had ever
been anything between you and me, as these

stupid people suppose, I might have felt hesita-

tion in writing to you like this; but when I

know a thing to be right, I hope I will never be
afraid to do it. I have been called upon to do

many things that are not common for girls of my
age, and perhaps that is why I made up my mind
at once to set this all straight for you. Or*ce

more I repeat, dear Mr. Cavendish, have con-

fidence in me. Come to-morrow evening as if

nothing had happened; and take my word for

it that all will go well. Your friend,
" LUCILLA MARJORIBANKS.

tc P.S. If you would like to come and talk it

over with me to-morrow, I shall be at home till

twelve o'clock
;
but unless it will be a satisfaction

to your own mind, it is not necessary for me, for

I have all my plans laid."

It would be quite out of the question to at-

tempt any explanation of Mr. Cavendish's feel-

ings when he read this letter. His utter be-

wilderment, his terror, his rage, his final helpless
sense that it would be utterly hopeless for him,
or half-a-dozen men, to enter the field against
this curious complication of unknown friends

and open enemies and generous protectors, took

* It is only Justice to Miss Marjoribanks to say that

she was not addicted to fine writing ;
but then she was

a person who liked to have everything in keeping, and

naturally an emergency such as the present does not

come every day, and requires to be treated accordingly.
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away from him the last remnant of courage.
He did not know what to do or to think. He
swallowed his coffee with a sense of despair, and
sent the rest of his breakfast away untasted

;

thus betraying, without intending it, his emotions
to his kitchen. "

It stands to reason as there's
*

a cause for it," Mr. Cavendish's domestics con-
cluded in committee of the whole house

; though,
surely, if ever man had good reason for not

eating his breakfast, it was he. When he had
gone over it all again till his head had grown
utterly confused and his thoughts were all topsy-
turvy, Mr. Cavendish took a sudden resolution.
He went up-stairs and changed his dress with a
certain solemnity. He made a toilette more
careful than if he were going, as he once had
gone, to propose. It was like Nelson going into

gala uniform for a battle. And then he went
out to discover, if possible, what was coming to
him. The difference was, that in this battle no
honour, but only a possible salvage of reputation
and fortunate escape, was to be gained.

CHAPTER XXXI.

is possible that some people may think Mr.
Cavendish's emotions too acute for all the dan-

ger to which he was exposed; but no doubt

every alarm gets intensified when a man broods
on it, and thinks of nothing else for weeks at a
time. All that he had to do at the present mo-
ment was to walk into Carlingford by che most

frequented way, and to go up Grange Lane,
where every house was open to him, and where

nobody was so great a favourite as he. There
were as many chances in his favour that he would
not in that friendly neighbourhood encounter his

one enemy, as there is for every mati who goes
into action that the bullet which is predestined
to strike somebody will not be directed to him

;

but then Mr. Cavendish had not the excitement
of personal conflict, nor the kind of security
which is given by sharing a risk with a great

many other people. And to see everything

smiling and serene around, and .yet to know that

the most deadly danger may arrive to you at any
innocent opening or round the first street-corner,
is a kind of risk which naturally tells upon the

nerves more than a more open peril. Mr.

Cavendish met Dr. Marjoribanks, and the Doctor

was good enough to stop his brougham and keep
him in conversation for five minutes with his

back to the foe, if foe there was approaching;
and then he met Mrs. Chiley, who all but kissed

him, and was so glad to see him again, and so

pleased that he was in time to make acquaintance
with the Archdeacon, and so sure that Lucilla

would be quite happy now he had come back.
"
Perhaps I ought not to say so, but I know she

has missed you," said the injudicious old lady;
and she took both his hands and held the misera-

ble man in a kind of pillory, from whence he

gazed with despairing eyes over her shoulder,

feeling sure that now was the fatal moment, and
that his enemy must vbe coming. But fortune

still favoured him, as it happened. He had the

presence of mind to say,
" I am going to call on

Miss Marjoribanks ;

" and Mrs. Chiley dropped

his hands on the instant as if they burned her,
and patted him on the arm and sent him away.
"She is sure to be in just now, and I am so

glad; and, my dear, you need not mind MH-. fur
I am both your friends, you know," Mrs. Chiley
said. But when he was delivered from that

danger, something still more formidable awaited
the unfortunate man. He could not believe his

eyes at first, nor conceive it possible that Fate
would have such a spite against him

;
but there

was no mistaking the crumpled dress, any more
than the straight eyebrows and flashing oblique
glances that had already found him out. Of all

the horrible chances in the world, it was Bar-

baraBarbara, who had a right to think he had
deserted her on a previous night, and with
whom his next interview could not be otherwise
than stormy who thus appeared like a lion in
'his way. When he saw what awaited him, Mr.
Cavendish lost courage. His heart sank down
into unfathomable depths. He did not know
what he could say to her to shorten the inevi-
table interview, nor how he could escape, nor
how hinder her from discovering that it was
Lucilla he was going to see; and he had no
longer any doubt in his mind that while he was
thus engaged the Archdeacon must inevitably
appear. If he had had time to think of ordi-

nary subjects, he would have been sufficiently

annoyed at the idea of an interview with Bar-
bara in broad daylight on the sacred soil of

Grange Lane, where all the world could or might
be spectators ;

but such a merely prudential sen-
timent was entirely swallowed up to-day in
much more urgent considerations. He would
have been content just now, in the horror of the

moment, to plight his troth to Barbara by way
of getting. rid of her, and leaving his path clear;
but he could not stop her or himself from ad-

vancing, and dared not give any vent to the

panic which was consuming his soul.
"
Oh, I am sure I never thought of seeing you

here, Mr. Cavendish," said Barbara, with a toss

of her head. She would have done a great deal
to secure her wavering lover, but she could not
be amiable at a moment when she had him at a

disadvantage.. "Perhaps you are going to see
Miss Marjoribanks," said the foolish young wo-
man. To tell the truth, she did not suspect him
of any such treachery ; but, naturally, her heart

was beating louder than usual, and she had the
best position of the two, or thought she had, and
chose what she supposed the most aggravating
thing to say.

But it is always hard to tell what a man may
do when he is in a state of despair. Mr. Caven-
dish looked her in the face with the composure of

desperation, though she did not know th;r

that he was able to think of was how to got rid

of her soonest, and to be able to continue his

way.
"
Yes, I am going to see Miss Marjori-

banks," he said, with a face which extremity ren-

dered stolid and impassible. As for poor Barbara,
her colour changed in a moment. The very least

that she had a right to expect was that he should
have asked her pardon, put himself at her feet

;

and her mingled spite and humiliation and morti-

fication at this response were beyond telling. Her
cheeks blazed with sudden rage, her passion was
so furious that she actually did what he wanted
and stood out of his way, and made him an im-

perious sign to pass on and leave her. But even
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then she did not expect to be taken at her word.

When Mr. Cavendish took off his hat in that

heartless way and passed on, Barbara stood aghast,
not able to believe her senses. Had he really

passed and left her, she who had done so much
for him ? Had he actually gone over to her ad-

versary before her very eyes ? She stood stock-

still when he left her, gazing after him, blazing
with rage and despite, and scarcely able to keep
herself from shrieking out the torrent of re-

proaches and vituperations that were in her mind.

IShe made no attempt whatever to hide her wrath
or jealous curiosity from any eyes that might be

there to see
;
but to be sure she had, as her sis-

ter said, no proper pride. If Mr. Cavendish had
carried out his intentions, the chances are that

Barbara, driven desperate, would have rushed

after him, and found some means of breaking in

upon his interview with Lucilla; but after all this

badgering, he had not the courage to carry out

his intentions. He looked down the long sun-

shiny line of Grange Lane with a sickening sense

that any of these doors might open at any mo-

ment, and his fate rush out upon him. There
was not a soul to be seen, but that only made it

all the more likely to poor Mr. Cavendish's dis-

tempered fancy that somebody was coming. He
had not even a single thought at leisure to give
to Barbara, and never asked himself whether or

not she was standing watching him. All his senses

and faculties were engaged forecasting what

might happen to him before he could reach Dr.

Marjoribanks's house. He was approaching it

from the lower end of Grange Lane, and conse-

quently had everything to risk
;
and when Mr.

Centura's door opened, and all the nurses and all

the children poured out, the unfortunate man felt

his heart jump, and drop again, if possible, lower
than ever. It was this that drove him, instead

of going on to Lucilla, to take refuge in his sis-

ter's house, where the door happened to be open.
He rushed in there, and took breath, and was
safe for the instant. But Barbara, for her part,

watching him, divined none of Mr. Cavendish's

reasons. Her heart too gave a jump, and her

wrath cooled down miraculously. No doubt it

was a little impatience at being questioned which
had made him answer as he did. He had not

gone to Lucilla he had not. deserted her stand-

ard, who had always met him half-way, and done
so much for him. Barbara calmed down as she

saw him enter at Mrs. Woodburn's door. After

having thus witnessed his safe exit, she felt at

liberty to go back and return to her own affairs,

and prepare her toilette for the evening ;
for it

moved her very little less than Mr. Cavendish
to know that it was Thursday, and that 'there

was no telling what might happen that night.
As for the hero of all this commotion, he went

and buried himself in Mrs. Woodburn's back

drawing-room, and threw himself on the sofa in

the dark corner, and wiped his forehead like the

Archdeacon. It was not his fault if events had
overwhelmed him. If he had not met in succes-

sion Dr. Marjoribanks and Mrs. Chiley and Bar-

bara, he would have gone right to Lucilla with-
out stopping to question himself further, but he
could not bear all this accumulation. Panic had
seized upon him, and this panic wrought more
effectually than all argument. It was so terrible

to live under such a shadow, that he felt it must
be put an end to. If only he were left at rest for

this moment, he felt that he could make up his

mind to take the perilous leap at night, and dare

anything.
"
It can't be worse than ruin," he

said to himself, and tried not to think that for his

sister it might be something even worse than ruin.

But the first thing of all was to get a little rest

in the meantime, and hide himself, and forget
the nightmare that was seated on his shoulders.
When Mrs. Woodburn came to him in haste, and
saw his careful dress and pale looks, she was
frightened for the moment. She thought it pos-
sible for one second that despair had driven him
out of his wits, and that there might be, for any-
thing she could tell, a little bottle of prussic acid
in his waistcoat pocket. That was her first idea,
and her second was that he was going to carry
out at last his most wise and laudable resolution

of proposing to Miss Marjoribanks, and that it

was this, naturally a serious and hazardous en-

terprise, which made him look so pale.
"
Harry, if you are going to Lucilla 1 "said

Mrs. Woodburn
;

" wait and rest yourself a little,

and I will get you a glass of wine. Keep still
;

there's some Tokay," said the anxious sister.
" Don't you go and worry yourself. You shall

nobody. I'll bring it you with my own hand."

"Oh, confound the Tokay!
"

said MY. Cave
dish.

"
I know what Woodburn's Tokay is

that mattered. Look here, I want to speak
you. I was going to Lucilla, but I'm not up to

Oh, not in the way you think 1 Don't be a ft

like everybody. I tell you she wouldn't hav
me, and I won't ask her. Read this, which i

much more to the purpose," Mr. Cavendish

ed, taking out Miss Marjoribanks's letter. H
watched her, while she read it, with that so

of contempt and superiority which a man nat

rally feels who has advanced much beyond th

point in any special matter at which his interl

cutor is still stationary. He even smiled at

cry of horror and amazement, and found the ag
tation she showed ridiculous.

" Don't make
row about it," he said, regaining his colour as h
sister lost hers.

"
It's all right. I can't ask L

cilia Marjoribanks to have me after that, but
mean to put my trust in her, as she says. I w
going to ask her to explain; but after all,

thinking of it, I don't see the good of expla
tions," said Mr. Cavendish, with lofty tra

quillity.
" The fact is, she is right, Nelly, an

stand or fall, we'll have it out to-night."
But Mrs. Woodburn was scarcely in a con

dition to reply, much less to give any advi
" Oh good heavens, what does she know ?" cri

the trembling woman, quite reduced to her o

identity for the moment. "What do you su

pose she can know ? She gave me a dreadfi

fright, coming and asking about you and y
name. And then she never was a great frie

of mine and if she should say anything
Woodburn 1 Oh, Harry, go away, go away, an

don't face her. You know you slighted her, a

she is laying a snare for us. Oh, Harry, i

awayl She can't do you much harm, but she

could ruin me, and any little peace I have I

Woodburn would never never forgive Wood-
burn would be frantic, you know. It has alwa
been he that made a fuss about the Cavendish

and, good heavens I to be in a girl's power,
and she one that you have slighted, Harry 1 Oh,
for heaven's sake, for pity's sake, if you care any
thing for me "

S
i
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"Hold your tongue, Nelly," said Mr. Caven-
dish.

" Don't make a row. What on earth is the
use of heaven's-saking? I tell you I am going
to make an end of it. If I were to run away
now, it would turn up again at some other cor-

ner, and some other moment. Give me a pen
and a bit of paper. I will write a note, and say
I am coming. I don't want any explanations.
If it's all a mistake, so much the better

;
but I'm

going to face it out to-night."
It was some time before Mrs. Woodburn re-

covered her senses; but in the mean time her
brother wrote Lucilla his note, and in sight of
his sister's agitation felt himself perfectly com-

posed and serene and manful. It even made
him complaisant a little to feel the difference
that there was, when the emergency really ar-

rived at last, between his own manly calm and
her womanish panic. But then it was for her-

self that she was afraid, lest her husband should
find out that she was not one of the Cavendishes.
"You must have been giving yourself airs on
the subject," Mr. Cavendish said, as he fastened

up his note. " I never was so foolish as that,
for my part;" and naturall}

7 the more he admired
his own steadiness and courage, the steadier and
more courageous he grew or at least so he felt

for the moment, with her terror before his eyes.
"If you do go," said Mrs. "Woodburn at last,

"
oh, Harry, for goodness' sake, mind that you

deny everything. If you confess to anything it

will all be proved against you; don't allow a

single thing that's said to you. It's a mistaken

identity, you know that is what it is; there

was a case in the papers just the other day. Oh,
Harry, for heaven's sake don't be weak ! deny
everything ; you don't know anything about it

you don't know what they mean you can't

understand "

" It is I that have to do it, Nelly," said Mr.

Cavendish, more and more tranquil and superior.
" You must let me do it my way ;" and he was
very kind and reassuring to her in his com-

posure. This was how things ought to be
;
and

it was astonishing how much he gained in his

own mind and estimation by Mrs. "Woodburn's

panic. Being the stronger vessel, he was of

course superior to all that. But somehow when
he had got back to his own house again, and had
no longer the spectacle of his sister's terror be-

fore him, the courage began to ooze out of Mr.
Cavendish's finger-points ;

he tried hard to sti-

mulate himself up to the same point, and to re-

gain that lofty and assured position ;
but as the

evening approached, matters grew rather worse
than better. He did not turn and flee, because

flight, in the present alarmed and touchy state of

public opinion, would have equally been de-

struction
;
and nobody could answer for it how

far, if he failed to obev her, Miss Marjoribanks's
discretion might go. And thus the eventful even-

ing fell, and the sun went down, which was to

Mr. Cavendish as if it might be the last sun he

should ever (metaphorically) see while, in the

mean time, all the other people dressed for din-

ner as if nothing was going to happen, and as if

it was merely a Thursday like other Thursdays
which was coming on Grange Lane.

CHAPTER XXXII.

LUCILLA waited till twelve o'clock, as she had
said, for Mr. Cavendish's visit; and so mingled
are human sentiments, even in the mind of a

person of genius, that there is no doubt she was
at onco a little disappointed, and that Mr. Caven-
dish gained largely in her estimation by not

coming. Her pity began to be mingled by a
certain respect, of which, to tell the truth, ho
was not worthy; but then Miss Marjoribanks
did not know that it was circumstances, and not

self-regard, or any sense of dignity, that had
kept him back. With the truest consideration,
it was in the dining-room that Lucilla had placed
herself to await his visit

;
for she had made up

her mind that he should not be disturbed this

time by any untimely morning caller. But as
she sat at the window and looked out upon the

garden, and was tantalised by fifty successive

ringings of the bell, none of which heralded her

expected visitor, a gentler sentiment gradually
grew in Lucilla's mind. Perhaps it would not
be just to call it positively regret ;

but yet she
could not help a kind of impression that if the
Archdeacon had never come to Carlingford, and
if Mr. Cavendish had never been so weak as to

be drawn aside by Barbara Lake, and if every-
thing had gone as might have been expected
from first appearances that, on the whole, it

might have been well. After all, he had a great
many, good qualities. He had yielded to panic
for the moment, but (as far as Lucilla knew) he
was now girding up his loins to meet the emer-

gency in a creditable way; and
if, as has been

just said, nothing had come in the way if there

had been no Archdeacon, no Mrs. Mortimer, no
Barbara if Mr. Chiltern had died, as was to

have been expected, and Mr. Cavendish been
elected for Carlingford then Lucilla could not

help a momentary sense that the arrangement
altogether might have been a not undesirable

one. Now, of course, all that was at an end. By
dexterous management the crisis might be
tided over, and the worst avoided

;
but Lucilla

became regretfully conscious that now no fate

higherthan Barbara was possible for the unfor-

tunate man who might once, and with hope,
have aspired to herself. It was very sad, but

there was no help for it. A certain tenderness

of compassion entered Miss Marjoribanks's
bosom as she realised this change. It would be
hard if a woman did not pity a man thus shut

out by hard fate from any possibility of ever be-

coming the companion of her existence a man

who, on the whole, had many capabilities, yet
whose highest fortune in life could not mouut
above Barbara Lake I The thought filled Lucil-

la's heart with gentle regret It was sad, but it

was inevitable
;
and when Mr. Cavendish's note

was brought to her, in which he said only, and

very briefly, that though not sure whether he

understood the meaning of her letter, he should

certainly do himself the pleasure of accepting, as

usual, her kind invitation, Miss Marjoribanks's

regret grew more and more profound. Such a

man who had been capable of appreciating her-

self, to think that, having known her, he should

decline upon Barbara I The pity was entirely

disinterested, for nobody knew better than Lu-

cilla that, under the circumstances, no other ar-

rangement was possible. He might marry the
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drawing-master's daughter, but Miss Marjoribanks
was too well aware of her duty to her friends,

and to her position in society, to have given her

consent to his marriage with anybody's daughter
in Grange Lane. But still it was a pity nobody
could say that it was not a pity a man so

visibly capable of better things.

Lucilla, however, could not afford to waste
her morning in unprofitable regrets. An evening
so critical and conclusive had to be provided for

in many different ways. Among other things,
she had to invite, or rather command, the pre-
sence of a guest whom, to tell the truth, she had
no particular desire to see. The Archdeacon was

only a man when all was said, and might
change his mind like other men

;
and to bring

Mrs. Mortimer to Grange Lane in the evening,

looking interesting, as, to be sure, she could look

by times, after that unpleasant exhibition of Dr.

Marjoribanks's feelings, was .naturally a trial to

Lucilla. Mr. Beverley had drawn back once

before, and that when Mrs. Mortimer was young,
and no doubt a great deal more attractive than
at present; and now that she was a widow,
forlorn and faded, it would be no wonder if he
were to -draw back, especially, as Lucilla ac-

knowledged to herself, when he saw the ancient

object of his affections in her own society, and

among all the fresh young faces of Grange Lane :

and if the Archdeacon should draw back, and
leave the field open, and perhaps the Doctor,
who ought to know better, should step in

when she had got so far, Lucilla rose up and
shook out her draperies, as if by way of shaking
off the disagreeable idea.

" At all events, I have
to do my duty," she said to herself, And thus it

was with that last and most exquisite refinement

of well-doing, the thought that she might pos-

sibly be going to harm herself in benefiting

others, that Miss Marjoribanks heroically put on
her hat, and issued forth in the dinner-hour of

the little pupils, to invite her last and most impor-
tant guest.

This period of suspense was not by any means
a happy or comfortable period for Mrs. Mortimer.

The poor widow was living in a constant expec-
tation ot something happening, whereas her only
true policy was to have made up her mind that

nothing would ever happen, and shaped herself

accordingly to her life. Instead of eating her

dinner as she ought to have done at that hour of

leisure, and fortifying herself for the weary after-

noon's work, she was sitting as usual at the win-
dow when Miss Marjoribanks came to the door.

And if it was a tedious business looking out

of the window when the rain was drenching the

four walls of the garden and breaking down the

flowers, and reducing all the poor little shrubs to

abject misery, it could not be said to be much
more cheerful in the sunshine, when pleasant
sounds came in over that enclosure voices and

footsteps of people who might be called alive,
while this solitary woman was buried, and had

nothing to do with life. Such a fate may be

accepted when people make up their minds to it
;

but when, so far from making up one's mind, one
fixes one's thoughts upon the life outside, and
fancies that every moment the call may come,
and one may find one's place again in the active

world, the tedium grows more and more insup-

portable. As for Lucilla, naturally she could not
see any reason why Mrs. Mortimer should sit at

the window why she could not content herself
and eat her dinner instead.

" There are a great many people in Carling-
ford who have not nearly such a pleasant look

out," Lucilla said; "for my part, I think it is

very pretty garden. The "Wisteria has gro
quite nice, and there is a little of everything," sai

Miss Marjoribanks ; and, so far as that went,
was no doubt the best judge, having done it

herself.
"
Oh, yes, it is very pretty ;

and I am sure I-ai

very grateful to Providence for giving me such

home," said the widow; but she sighed, pc

soul, as she said it
; for, to tell the truth, thougl

she was not so young as she once was, it take

some people a long time to find out that the

themselves are growing old, and have done wit

life. And then outside, in that existence whk
she could hear but could not see, there was or

figure which was wonderfully interesting to

Mrs. Mortimer
;
which is a complication which h*

a remarkable effect on the question of contei

or discontent.
" You ought to take a walk every day," sai

Miss Marjoribanks,
" that is what is the mat

with you ; but, in the mean time, there is some-

thing else I want you to do. This is Thursday,
you know, and I have, always some people

Thursday. It is not a party it is only
Evening and no dress to speak of. Your blac

silk will look quite nice, and be all that is nee

sary. Black is very becoming to some people,'
said Lucilla, reflectively. She looked at Mi
Mortimer with her head a little on one side,

saw in a moment, with the rapid glance of genius

just what she wanted. "And some lace for

your head," Miss Marjoribanks added. "
I don't

think you have gone off at all, and I ar

sure you will look very nice. It is at nir

o'clock."

"This evening, Lucilla I" said Mrs. Mortime

faintly ;

" but you know I never go out I ar

not fit for society. Oh, don't ask me, pk
Since poor Edward died "

"Yes," said Lucilla,
"

it must have been

great loss, I am sure
; though I can't say I mil

going into a room alone, as some people do
;

bi

you know you can avoid that, if you like, by
ing early. Come at eight, and there will be

body in the drawing-room, and you can chc

your own corner. Put it quite back at the

of your head," said Miss Marjoribanks, with

little anxiety.
" I could show you how if I

the lace. I do so want you to look nice. 01

never mind the fashion. "When one has a

of one's own, it is always twenty times bet

Put it as you used to wear it before

were married; and then, with that nice

silk
"

"
Oh, Lucilla, don't ask me," said the

" I shall not know how to talk, nor look,

anything; and then I know nobody;
then

"

"My dear, you have always me," said Lucilla,

with tender reproach.
" I am so sorry I can't stop

any longer. I leave it quite to your own taste

about the lace. And you will find people yoi

know, you may be quite sure of that. Kerne

ber not later than nine o'clock
;
and come

eight if you don't like to come into the room by

yourself. Good-bye now. I want you to look

very nice to-night," Miss Marjoribanks added,
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giving her friend an affectionate kiss
;

"
you must,

for my sake."
"
But, Lucilla

"
cried Mrs. Mortimer.

It was vain to make any further protest, how-
ever, for Lucilla was gone, having, in the first

place, communicated her requirements to Mary
Jane, who was not likely to forget, nor to let her
mistress be. late. "And mind she is nice,'

1
'

1

said

Miss Marjoribanks, emphatically, as sho went out
at the door. It was necessary she should be
nice

;
without that the intended situation which

Lucilla was preparing the grand finale of her
exertions would fall flat, and probably fail of its

effect. For this it was necessary that the widow
should look not only pretty, but interesting, and
a little pathetic, and all that a widow should look

when first dragged back into society. Miss

Marjoribanks gave a momentary sigh as she

emerged from the garden door, and could not but
feel conscious that in all this she might be pre-

paring the most dread discomfiture and downfall

for herself. Even if it passed over as it ought to

do, and nobody was charmed but the Archdeacon,
who was the right person to be charmed, Lucilla

felt that after this she never could have that entire

confidence in her father which she had had up to

this moment. The incipient sentiment Dr. Mar-

joribanks had exhibited was one that
(

struck at

the roots of all faith in him as a father ;'and every

person of sensibility will at once perceive how

painful such a suggestion must have been to the

mind of a young woman so entirely devoted as

was Miss Marjoribanks to the consolation and

comfort of her dear papa.
Lucilla was not allowed to spend the rest of

this momentous afternoon in maturing her plans,

as might have been necessary to a lesser intelli-

gence ;
and when the refreshing moment came at

which she could have her cup of tea before pre-

paring for the fatigues of the evening, it was
Mrs. Chiley who came to assist at that ceremony.
The old lady came in with an important air, and

gave Lucilla a long, lingering kiss, as old ladies

sometimes do when they particularly mean it.

" My dear, I am not going to stay a moment, but

I thought you might have something to tell me,"
the kind old woman said, arranging herself in

her chair with the satisfaction of a listener who

expects to be confided in. As for Lucilla, who
had no clue to Mrs. Clriley's special curiosity, and

who had a good many things on her mind just at

that moment which she rather preferred not to

talk about, she was for once struck by veritable

astonishment, and did not know what to say.
" Dear Mrs. Chiley, what should I have to tell

you?" said Miss Marjoribanks. "You know

very well where I should go the very first mo-

ment if anything happened ;" and by way of

staving off more particular questions, she took

her old friend a cup of tea.
"
Yes, my dear, I hope so," said Mrs. Chiley,

but at the same time her disappointment was
evident.

"
It is very nice, thank you your tea

is always nice, Lucilla but it was not that I was

thinking of. I can't understand how it is, I am
sure. When I saw him to-day with my own

eyes, and could not help seeing how anxious he

was looking ! I hope, I do hope, you have not

been so cruel as to refuse him, Lucilla and all

for something that is not his fault, poor fellow, or

that could be explained, you may be sure."

As for Miss Marjoribanks, she grew more and

more surprised. She put away the kettle with-
out filling the teapot, and loft her own cup stand-

ing untasted, and went and sat down on th.-

stool by Mrs. Chiley's feet "Tell me whom I

have refused this time, for I don't know any-
thing about it," said Lucilla; and then her
visitor burst forth.

"
It must be all that creature's fault ! i

me he was coming here
;
and to tell the truth, I

stood and watched him, for you know how in-

terested I am, my dear; and then a little while
after he met that Barbara. Oh, Lucilla, why
were you ever so foolish as to have her
I told you how it would end when you brought
those artist people about your house. They are
all a set of adventurers !" cried Mrs. Chiley.

"
I

saw them meet, and I was so disgusted that I

did not know what I was doing ;
but ho passed

her as nicely as possible. Just a civil word, you
know, and then he was past. Just as I would
have done myself ;

for it is always best not to be
uncivil to anybody. I could see her standing as
if she had been struck with lightning ; and na-

turally, Lucilla, I never thought anything else

than that he had come here, and that all waa
right between you. Oh, my dear, I hope you
are sure you have not refused him," Mrs. Chiley
said, piteously ;

"
anyhow, Lucilla, you need not

mind telling me. I may be sorry, but I will not
blame you, my dear."

" I have not refused anybody," said Lucilla,
with a modest innocence that it was a pleasure
to see; "but, dear Mrs. Chiley," she continued,

raising her drooping eyelids,
"
I think you make

a mistake about Mr. Cavendish. My own opi-
nion is that Barbara would make him a very
nice wife. Oh, please, don't be angry I I don't

mean to say, you know, that I think her quite
what one would call nice for one's self. But
then the gentlemen have such strange ways of

thinking. Many a girl whom we could not put
up with is quite popular \\tith Them," said Miss

Marjoribanks, with a certain mild wonder at the

inexplicable creatures whom she thus condescend-

ed to discuss.
" I suppose they have a different

standard, you know
;
and for my part, I would

advise Mr. Cavendish to marry Barbara; I think

it is the best thing he could do."
" Lucilla !" cried Mrs. Chiley, almost with a

shriek of horror. She thought, as was perhaps
natural, that there was some pique in what her

young companion said
;
not doing Miss Marjori-

banks justice as indeed few people did for

that perfect truthfulness which it was Lucilla's

luck always to be able to maintain. Mrs. Chiley

thought it was her young friend's maidenly pride
and determination not to take up the part of a

woman slighted or jilted.
; ' You may refuse him,

my dear, if your heart is not against him," said

the old lady ;

" but I would not be so hard upon
him as that, poor fellow. You may 8a;

you please, -but I always will think him nice,

Lucilla. I know I ought to be on the Archdea-

con's side," said Mrs. Chiley, putting her hand-

kerchief to her eyes ;

" but I am an old woman,
and I like ray old friends best. Oh, Lucilla, it is

not kind of you to keep up appearances with me.

I wish you would give way a little. It would do

you good, my darling; and you know I might be

both your grandmothers, Lucilla," she cried, put-

ting her arm round her favourite. As for Miss

Marjoribanks, she gave her old friend a close em
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brace, which was the only thing that even her

genius could suggest to do.

"I have always you" said Lucilla, with touch-

ing eloquence ;
and then she freed herself a little

from Mrs. Chiley's arms. "I don't say, perhaps,
that everybody will receive her

;
but I mean to

make an effort, for my part; and I shall cer-

tainly tell Mr. Cavendish so if he ever speaks of

it to me. As for Mr. Beverley, he is going to be

married too. Did not you hear ? He told me all

about it himselfone day," said Miss Marjoribanks ;

" and I will ask him to-night if I may not teU

you who the lady is. It is quite a little romance,
and I hope we shall have two marriages, and it

will make it quite gay for the winter. When
you know all about it," Lucilla added, tenderly,

by way of breaking the shock, "I am sure you
will be pleased."
But instead of being pleased, Mrs. Chiley was

speechless for the moment. Her fresh old

cheeks grew ashy with dismay and horror. " The
Archdeacon, too," she cried, gasping for breath.

"Oh, Lucilla, my dear! and you?" cried the
old lady, overwhelmed. She held Miss Marjori-
banks fast, and sobbed over her in the despair of
the momeut. To think, after all the pains that
had been taken, and all the hopes and all the

speculations, that neither the one nor the other
was coming to anything !

" If it should be that

General, after all and I cannot abide him,"
sobbed Lucilla's anxious friend. But Miss Mar-

joribanks's genius carried her through this trial,

as well as through all the others which she had

yet encountered on her way.
" Dear Mrs. Chiley!" said Lucilla,

rt
it is so

good of you to care
;
but if it had been that I

was thinking of, I need never have come home
at all, you know

;
and my object in life is just

what it has always been, to be a comfort to

papa."
Upon which Mrs. Chiley kissed her young

friend once more with lingering meaning.
" My

dear, I don't know what They mean," she said,
with indignation ;

"
everybody knows men are

great fools where women are concerned but I

never knew what idiots they were till now
;

and you are too good for them, my darling !

"

said Mrs. Chiley, with indignant tenderness. Per-

haps Miss Marjoribanks was in some respects of
the same way of thinking. She conducted her

sympathetic friend to the garden door, when it

came to be time for everybody to go and dress,
with a certain pathetic elevation in her own per-

son, which was not out of accord with Mrs.

Chiley's virtuous wrath. To have Mrs. Mortimer
and Barbara Lake preferred 10 her did not wound
Lucilla's pride one can be wounded in that way
only by one's equals. She thought of it with a
certain mild pity and charitable contempt. Both
these two men had had the chance of having
her, and this was how they had chosen ! And
there can be little wonder if Miss Marjoribanks's
compassion for them was mingled with a little

friendly and condescending disdain.
It was, however, an ease to Lucilla's mind

that she had let Mrs. Chiley know, and was so
far free to work out her plans without any fear of

misconception. And on the whole, her old
friend's tender indignation was not disagreeable
to Miss Marjoribanks. Thus it was, without any
interval of repose to speak of, that her lofty en-

ergies went on unwearied to overrule and guide

the crisis which was to decide so many people's
fate.

CHAPTER XXXIII.

DR. MARJORIBANKS was not a man to take very
much notice of trivial external changes ;

and he
knew Lucilla and her constitution, and, being a
medical man, was not perhaps so liable to pa-
rental anxieties as an unprofessional father might
have been

;
but even he was a little struck by

Miss Marjoribanks's appearance when he came into

the drawing-room. He said,
" You are flushed,

Lucilla? is anything going to happen ?
" with the

calmness of a man who knew there was not
much the matter but yet he did observe that

her colour was not exactly what it always was.
" I am quite well, papa, thank you," said Lucilla,

which, to be sure, was a fact the Doctor had
never doubted; and then the people began to

come in, and there was no more to be said.

But there could be no doubt that Luciila had
more colour than' usual. Her pulse was quite

steady, and her heart going on at its ordinary

rate; but her admirable circulation was never-

theless so far affected, that the ordinary rose-

tints of her complexion were all deepened. It

was not so distinctly an improvement as it would
have been had she been habitually pale ;

but
still the flush was moderate, and did Miss Mar-

joribanks no harm. And then it was a larger

party than usual. The Centums were there,
who were General Travers's chaperons, and so

were the Woodburns, and of course Mrs. Chiley,
which made up the number of ladies beyond
what was general at Dr. Marjoribanks's table.

Lucilla received all her guests with the sweetest

smiles and all her ordinary ease and self-posses-

sion, but at the same time her mind was not

free from some excitement. She was on the eve
of a crisis which would be the greatest failure or

the greatest success of her public life, and na-

turally she anticipated it with a certain emotion.

But at the same time Miss Marjoribanks gave
proof of her superiority in the . absolute control

she had over her feelings. As for Mr. Cavendish,
he had sufficient sense to come very early, and to

get into a dark corner and keep himself out of

the way ;
for though he was screwed up to the

emergency, his self-possession was nothing to that

of Lucilla. On the whole, it was perhaps Mrs.

Woodburn who suffered the most. ]Jer height-
ened colour was more conspicuous than that of

Miss Marjoribanks, because as a general rule she

was pale. She was pale, almost white, and had
dark eyes and dark hair, and possessed precisely
all the accessories which make a sudden change
of complexion remarkable; and the effect this

evening was so evident that even her husband
admired her for a moment, and then stopped
short to inquire,

"
By George ! had she begun to

paint ?" to which question Mrs. Woodburn na-

turally replied only by an indignant shrug of her

white shoulders and aversion of her head. She

would not have been sorry, perhaps, for this

night only, if he had believed that it was rouge,

and not emotion. Of all the people at Dr. Marjori-

banks's table, she perhaps was the only one really

to be pitied. Even Mr. Cavendish, if vanquish-
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General Travers has been here,'
1

she said, reserv-

ing the question ;
and so in the uncertain light,

when nobody was sure who was his neighbour,
the procession filed down-stairs.

To enter the dining-room, all brilliant and

shining as it was, radiant with light and flowers

and crystal and silver, and everything that makes
a dinner-table pretty to look upon, was, as Mrs.

Centum said, "quite a contrast." A close ob-

server might have remarked, as Mrs. Woodburn
and Lucilla took their places, that both of them,
instead of that flush which had been so notice-

able a short time before, had become quite pale.
It was the moment of trial. Poor Mr. Caven-

dish, in his excitement, had taken just the place
he ought not to have taken, immediately under
the lamp at the centre of the table. During the

moment when the unsuspecting Archdeacon said

grace with his eyes decorously cast down, Miss

Marjoribanks owned the ordinary weakness of

humanity so much as to drop her fan and her

handkerchief, and even the napkin which was

arranged in a symmetrical pyramid on her plate.
Such a sign of human feebleness could but en-

dear her to everybody who was aware of the

momentous character of the crisis. When these

were all happily recovered and everybody seated,
Lucilla kept- her eyes fixed upon the Archdea-
con's face. It was, as we have said, a terrible

moment. When he raised his head and looked
round him, naturally Mr. Beverley's eyes went
direct to the mark like an arrow

;
he looked,

and he saw at the centre of the table, surrounded

by every kind of regard and consideration, full

in the light of the lamp, his favourite adventurer,
the impostor whom he had denounced the first

time he took his place by Miss Marjoribanks's
side. The Archdeacon rose to his feet in the

excitement of the discovery ;
he put his hand

over his eyes as if to clear them. He said,
" Good God !

" loud out, with an accent of hor-

ror which paralysed the two people lower down
than himself. As for Miss Marjoribanks, she

was not paralysed she who had not k>st a single

glance of his eyes or movement of his large per-
son. Lucilla rose to the height of the position.
She put her hand upon his arm sharply, and with
a certain energy.

" Mr. Beverley, Thomas is

behind you with the soup," said Miss Marjori-
banks. The Archdeacon turned round to see

what it was, conscious that somebody had spoken
to him, but as indifferent to his companion and
to civility as he was to Thomas and the soup.
"What?" he said, hoarsely, interrupting his

scrutiny for the moment. But when he had met
Miss Marjoribanks's eye the Archdeacon sat

down. Lucilla did not liberate him for a moment
from that gaze. She fixed her eyes upon his

eyes, and looked at him as -people only look

when they mean something.
" If you tell me

what surprised you so much, perhaps I can ex-

plain," said Miss Marjoribanks. She spoke so

that nobody could hear but himself; and in the

mean time General Travers at her left hand was
making himself excessively agreeable to Mrs.

Woodburn, and no doubt occupying all her atten-

tion; and Lucilla never turned her eyes for a
moment from the Archdeacon's face.

"I beg your pardon," said Mr. Beverley. "I
was confounded by what I saw. Good heavens !

it is not possible I can deceive myself. I under-
stand your alarm. I am not going to make a
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disturbance and break up your party. I can.

wait,'' the Archdeacon said, drawing a rapid
forcible breath. "Miss Marjoribanks; do you
know who that man is?"

" Oh yes," said Lucilla, softening into a smile,
"
Perfectly, I assure -you. He is one of papa's

guests, and very much respected in Carlingford ;

and he is one of my very particular friends,"

Miss Marjoribanks added. She laughed as she

spoke, a kind of laugh which is only appropriate
to one subject, and which is as good, any day,
as a confession, and the flush was so obliging as

to return at that moment to her ingenuous coun-

tenance.
" TVe have known each other a long

time," Lucilla went on after that pretty pause;
and then she raised her confiding eyes, which
had been cast down, once more to the Arch-
deacon's face. "You can't think how nice he is,

Mr. Beverley," said Miss Marjoribanks. She

clasped her hands together, just for a moment, as

she did so, with an eloquent meaning which it

was impossible to mistake. The Archdeacon, for

his part, gazed at her like a man in a dream.
"Whether it was true or whether he was being
made a fool of more completely than ever man
before was or whether he was the viqfrn of an

optical or some other kind of delusion,-^he poor
man could not tell. He was utterly stricken

dumb, and did not know what to say. He ac-

cepted the soup humbly, which Thomas set

before him, though it was a white soup, an effe-

minate dish, which went utterly in the face of his

principles. And then he looked at the innocent

young creature at his side in that nutter of happy
confusion. It was a terrible position for the

Broad-Churchman. After such a tacit confession

he could not spring from his seat and hurl the

impostor out of the room, as in the first place he
had a mind to do. On the contrary, it was with
a voice trembling with emotion that he spoke.

" My dear Miss Marjoribanks," said the Arch-

deacon,
" I am struck dumb by what you tell me.

Good heavens ! that it should have come to this
;

and yet I should be neglecting my duty if I kept
silent. You do not you cannot know who he
is."

" Oh yes," said Lucilla, with another little

laugh
"
everything and how he used to know

Mrs. Mortimer, and all about it. He has no se-

crets from me," said Miss Marjoribanks. She

caught Mr. Cavendish's eye at the moment, who
was casting a stealthy glance in her direction,
and who looked cowed and silenced and unquiet
to the most miserable degree; and^she gave him
a little reassuring nod, which the Archdeacon
watched with an inward groan. What was he
to do? He could not publicly expose the man
who had just received that mark of confidence
from his yoting hostess, who knew everything.

Perhaps it was one of the greatest trials of

Christian patience and fortitude which the Arch-

deacon, who was not great, as he himself would
have said, in the passive virtues, had undergone
in all the course of his life. He was so utterly
subdued and confounded that he ate his soup,
and never found out what kind of soup it was.
That is, he consumed it in large spoonfuls without

being aware, by way of occupying his energies
and filling up the time.

" You cannot mean it," he said, after a pause.
"You must be imperfectly informed. At least
let me talk to your father. You must hear all

the rights of the story. If you will let me speak
half-a-dozen words to to that person, Miss Mar-

joribanks. I am sure he will leave the place ; he
will give up any claim "

"Oh yes, please talk to him," said Miss Mar-

joribanks, "it will be so nice to see you friends.

Nothing would make me so happy. You know
I have heard all about it from you and from Mrs.
Mortimer already, so I am sure there cannot be
much more to tell

;
and as for papa, he is very

fond of Mr. Cavendish," said Lucilla, with an im-

perceptible elevation of her voice.

"Is it he whom you call Mr. Cavendish?" said

the Archdeacon. He too had raised his voice
without knowing it, and several people looked

up, who were not at the moment engaged in ac-

tive conversation of their own. The owner of
that name, for his part, also turned his face to-

wards the upper end of the table. He was sick

of the suspense and continued endurance, and by
this time was ready to rush upon his fate.

"Pid anyone call me?" he said; and there
was a little pause, and the company in general
fixed its regard upon those three people with a
sense that sonfething remarkable was going on

among them, though it could not tell what or

why.
"The Archdeacon wants to make your ac-

quaintance," said Miss Marjoribanks. "Mr. Ca-
vendish Mr. Beverley. There, you know each
other

;
and when we are gone you can talk to

each other, if you like," Lucilla added; "but in

the mean time you are too far off. and /want the
Archdeacon. He is so much liked in Carling-
ford," she continued, lowering her voice.

" You
can't think how glad we are to have him back

again. I am sure i( you only knew him bet-

ter
"

said Miss Marjoribanks. As for the

Archdeacon, words could not give any idea of

the state of his mind. He ate his dinner sternly
after that, and did not look at anything but his

plate. He consumed the most exquisite plats,
the tenderest wings of chicken and morsels of

pate, as if they had been his personal enemies.

For, to tell the truthrbe felt the tables altogether
turned upon him, and was confounded, and did

not know what it could mean.
It was the General who took up Mr. Beverley's

abandoned place in the conversation. The gal-
lant soldier talked for two with the best will in

the world. He talked of Cavendish, and all the

pleasant hours they had spent together, and what
a good fellow he was, and how much the men in

the club would be amused to hear of his domes-

ticity. It was a kind of talk very natural to a
man who found himself placed at table between
his friend's sister, and, as he supposed, his friend's

future bride. And naturally the Archdeacon got
all the benefit. As for Lucilla, she received it

with the most perfect grace in the world, and
saw all the delicate points of the General's wit,

and appreciated him so thoroughly that he felt

half inclined to envy Cavendish. "
By Jove !

he is the luckiest fellow I know," General Travers

said; and probably it was the charms of his in-

telligent and animated conversation that kept the

ladies so long at table. Mrs. Chiley, for her part,

did not know what to make of it. She said after-

wards that she kept looking at Lucilla until she

was really quite ashamed
;
and though she was

at the other end of the table, she could sec that

the poor dear did not enjoy her dinner. It hap-

'
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pened, too, that when they did move at last, the

drawing-room was fuller than usual. Everybody
had come that evening Sir John, and some
others of the county people, who only came now
and then, and without any exception everybody
in Carlingford. And Lucilla certainly was not

herself for the first half-hour. She kept close to

the door, and regarded the staircase with an
anxious countenance. When she was herself at

the helm of affairs, there was a certain security
that everything would go on tolerably but no-

body could tell what a set of men left to them-
selves might or might not do. Perhaps, after all,

this was the most dreadful moment ofthe evening.
Mrs. Mortimer was in the drawing-room, hidden

away under the curtains of a window, knowing
nobody, speaking to nobody, and in a state of

mind to commit suicide with pleasure; but Miss

Marjoribanks, though she had cajoled her into

that martyrdom, took no notice of Mrs. Mortimer*
She was civil, it is true, to her other guests, but
there could not be a doubt that Lucilla was hor-

ribly preoccupied, and in a state of mind quite
unusual to her. " I am sure she is not well,"
Mrs. Chiley said, who was watching her from
afar.

" I saw that she did not eat any dinner"
and the kind old lady got up slowly and extri-

cated herself from the crowd, and put herself in

motion as best she could, to go to her young
friend's aid.

It was at this moment that Lucilla turned
round radiant upon the observant assembly. The
change occurred in less than a moment, so sud-

denly that nobody saw the actual point of revo-

lution. Miss Marjoribanks turned round upon the

company and took Mr. Cavendish's arm, who had

just come up-stairs.
" There is a very, very old

friend of yours in the corner who wants to see

you," said Lucilla; and she led him across the

room as a conqueror might have led a captive.
She took him through the crowd, to whom she

dispensed on every side her most gracious glances.
"I am coming directly," Miss Marjoribanks said

for naturally she was called on all sides. What
most people remarked at this moment was, that

the Archdeacon, who had also come in with the
other gentlemen, was standing very sullen and

lowering at the door, watching that triumphal
progress. And it certainly was not Lucilla's fault

if Mrs. Chiley and Lady Richmond, and a few
other ladies, were thus led to form a false idea

of the state of affairs.
" I suppose it is all right

between them at last," Lady Richmond said, not

thinking that Barbara Lake was standing by and
heard her. According to appearances, it was all

perfectly right between them. Miss Marjori-

banks, triumphant, led Mr. Cavendish all the

length of the room to the corner where the

widow sat among the curtains, and the Archdea-
con looked on with a visible passion, and jealous

rage, which were highly improper in a clergyman,
but yet which were exciting to see. And this

was how the little drama was to conclude, ac-

cording to Lady Richmond and Mrs. Chiley, who,
on the whole, were satisfied with the conclusion.

But, naturally, there were other people to be con-

sulted. There was Mr. Beverley, whom Miss

Marjoribanks held in leash, but who was not yet
subdued

;
and there was Dr. Marjoribanks, who

began to feel a little curiosity about his daugh-
ter's movements, and did not make them out;
and there was Barbara Lake, who had begun to

blaze like a tempest with her crimson cheeks and
black bold eyes. . But by this time Lucilla was
herself again, and felt the reins in her hands.
When she had deposited Mr. Cavendish in safety,
she faced round upon the malcontents and upon
the observers, and on the world in general, Row
that her mind was at rest, and everything under
her own inspection? she felt herself ready arid

able for all.

CHAPTER XXXIV.

Miss MARJORIBANKS'S guests, or at least the

greater part of them, were at this moment en-

joying themselves as usual
;
but yet there were

a few who felt that something was going on
more than met the eye. As for Lucilla herself,

she had left all her cares behind her in the recess

behind the window-curtains, and was flitting

about as usual, and proving herself the soul of

the
part^;

but still the eyes of some few initiated

ones sought the dark corner in which Mr. Ca-
vendish had disappeared as into an ogre's den.

The clearest and most apparent explanation of

the matter was, that Miss Marjoribanks was re-

conciled to her earliest suitor, and that the Arch-

deacon, who was also known in Grange Lane to

have been paying attention to Lucilla, was beside

himself with jealous fury. It was very improper
for a clergyman, but still it was a piquant spec-
tacle and then nobody could be sure what had
become of Mr. Cavendish, or that he was not

being ill-used and trampled upon behind backs.

As for the Archdeacon, he was standing before

the fireplace with Dr. Marjoribanks and a host of

other gentlemen. Mr. Beverley's countenance

was covered with clouds and darkness. He
stood, not with the careless ease of a man amus-

ing himself, but drawn up to his full height and

breadth, a formidably muscular Christian, in a

state of repression and restraint which it was
painful, and at the same time pleasing, to see.

The Berserker madness was upon him, and yet
such are the restraints of society, that a young
woman's eye was enough to keep him down
Lucilla's eye, and the presence of a certain num-
ber of other frivolous creatures in white muslin,
and of some old women, as he irreverently called

them, who were less pleasant, but not more im-

posing. He was an Archdeacon, and a leading
man of his party, whose name alone would have

conferred importance upon any "movement,"
and whom his bishop himself not to speak of

the clergy whom he charged in his visitation

addresses like a regiment of cavalry stood a

little in awe of. Yet such are the beneficial

restraints of society, that he dared not follow his

natural impulses, nor even do what he felt to be

his duty, for fear of Miss Marjoribanks, which
was about the highest testimony to the value of

social influence that could be given. At the

same time, it was but natural that under such

circumstances the Archdeacon should feel a cer-

tain savage wrath at the bond that confined him,
and understand better than usual the false and

tyrannical conventionalism called society. And
it was at this moment, of all times in the world,
that General Travers, like a half-educated brute
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as (according to Mr. Severn's ideas) he was,

took the liberty of calling his attention to what

the soldier called " a lot of pretty girls."
" And

everything admirably got up, by Jove!" he add-

ed
;
not having the remotest idea what effect so

simple an observation might produce.
"
Yes, it is admirably got up/' said the Arch-

deacon, with a snarl of concealed ferocity.
" You

never said anything more profoundly true. It is

all got up, the women, and the decorations, and
the gaiety, and 'all this specious seeming. And
these are creatures made in the image of Grod I"

said the Broad-Churchman "the future wives

and mothers of England. It is enough to make
the devils laugh and the angels weep I"

It may bo supposed that everybody was
stricken with utter amazement by this unlooked-

for remark. Dr. Marjoribanks, for his part, took

a pinch of snuff, which, as a general rule, he only
did at consultations, or in the face of a difficulty ;

and as for the unlucky soldier who had called it

forth, there can be no doubt that a certain terror

filled his manly bosom
;

for he naturally felt as

if ho must have said something extraordinary to

call forth such a response.
" I never was accused before of saying any-

thing profoundly true," the General said, and he

grew pale.
" I didn't mean it, I'm sure, if that

is any justification. "Where has Cavendish va-

nished to, I wonder ?" the soldier added, looking
round him, scared and nervous for it was evi-*

dent that his only policy was to escape from

society in which he was thus liable to commit
himself without knowing how.

" Female education is a monstrous mistake,"
said Mr. Beverley "always has been, and, so

far as I can see, always will be. "Why should

we do our best to make our women idiots ?

They are bad enough by nature. Instead of

counterbalancing their native frivolity by some
real instruction good heavens!" The critic

paused. It was not that his emotions were too

much for him
;

it was because the crowd opened
a moment, and afforded him a glimpse of a figure
in black silk, with the lace for which Miss Mar-

joribanks had stipulated falling softly over a

head which had not quite lost its youthful grace.
He gave a glance round him to see if the coast

was clear. Lucilla was out of the way at the

other end of the room, and he was free. He
made but one stride through the unconscious as-

sembly which he had been criticising so severely,
and all but knocked down little Rose Lake, who
was not looking- at the Archdeacon, though she

stood straight in his "way. He might have

stepped over her head without knowing it, so

much was he moved. All the gay cro"wd gave
way before him with a cry and nutter; and

Lucilla, for her part, was out of the way 1

But there are moments when to be out of the

way is the highest proof of genius. Miss Marjori-
banks had just had a cup of tea brought her,
of which she had great need, and her face was
turned in the other direction : but yet she was
aware that the Archdeacon had passed like a

Berserker through those ranks which were not
the ranks of his enemies. She felt without see-

ing it that the "wind of his going" agitated his

own large coat-tails and heavy locks, and made
a perfect hurricane among the white muslin.
Lucilla's heart beat quicker, and she put down
her tea, though she had so much need of it.

She could not swallow the cordial at such a mo-
ment of excitement. But she never once turned
her head, nor left off her conversation, nor be-

trayed the anxiety she felt. Up to this time
she' had managed everything herself, which was
comparatively easy ;

but she felt by instinct that
now was the moment to make a high effort and
leave things alone. And it may be added that

nothing but an inherent sense of doing the right
thing under the circumstances could have in-

spired Miss Marjoribanks to the crowning
achievement of keeping out of the way.
When Mr. Beverley arrived in front of the two

people who were seated together in the recess of

the window, he made no assault upon them, as
his manner might have suggested. On the con-

trary, he^ placed himself in front of them, with
his back to the company, creating thus a most
effectual moral and physical barrier between the
little nook where his own private vengeance and
fate were about to be enacted, and the conven-
tional world which he had just been denouncing.
The Archdeacon shut the two culprits off from
all succour, and looked down upon them, cast-

ing them into profound shade. By this time he
was as calm as passion could make him. "I
don't know what combination of circumstances
has produced this meeting," he said, "but the

time is ripe for it, and I am*-glad it has hap-
pened." Mrs. Mortimer gave a little cry of ter-

ror, but her companion, for his part, sat quite
dumb and immovable. The moment had arrived

at last, and perhaps he too was -glad it had
come. He sat still, expecting to see the earth

crumble under his feet, expecting to hear the
humble name he had once borne proclaimed
aloud, and to hear ridicule and shame poured
upon the impostor who had called himself one
of the Cavendishes. But it was no use strug-

gling any longer. He did not even raise his

eyes, but sat still, waiting for the thunderbolt to*

fall.

But to tell the truth, the Archdeacon, though
a torrent of words came rushing to his lips, felt

a difficulty how to begin. "I don't understand
how it is that I find you here with the . man
who has ruined your prospects," he said, witli a

slight incoherence, and then he changed the

direction of his attack. "But it is you with
whom I have to do," he said

; "you, sir, who
venture to introduce yourself into society with
with your victim by your side. Do you not
understand that compassion is impossible in such
a case, and that it is my duty to expose you ?

You have told some plausible story here, I sup-

pose, but nothing can stand against the facts.

It is my duty to inform Dr. Marjoribanks that it

is a criminal who has stolen into his house
and his confidence that it is a conspirator who
has ventured to approach his daughter that it

is
"

" A criminal? a conspirator?" said Mr. Caven

dish, and he looked in his accuser's face with an

amazement which, notwithstanding his rage,

struck the Archdeacon. If he had called him
an impostor, the culprit would have quailed and
made no reply. But the exaggeration saved

him. After that first look of surprise, he rose to

his feet and confronted the avenger, who saw
he had made a blunder without knowing what
it was. " You must be under some strange mis-

take," he said.
" What do you accuse me of?
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t know nothing about crime and conspiracy.
Either you are strangely mistaken, or you have

forgotten what the words mean."

"They are words which I mean to prove,"
said the Archdeacon

;
but there can be no doubt

that his certainty was diminished by the sur-

prise with which his accusation was received.

It checked his first heat, and it was with a

slightly artificial excitement that he went on,

trying to work himself up again to the same

point.
" You who worked yourself into a

wretched old man's confidence, and robbed ah

unoffending woman," said Mr. Beverley; and
then in spite of himself he stopped short

;
for it

was easier to say such things to a woman who
contradicted without giving much reason, than
to a man who, with an air of the utmost aston-

ishment, stood regarding his accuser in the face.
" These are very extraordinary accusations,"

said Mr. Cavendish. "Have you ever con-

sidered whether you had any proof to support
them ?" He was not angry to speak of, because
he had been entirely taken by surprise, and
because at the same time he was unspeakably
relieved, and felt that the real danger, the dan-

ger which he had so much dreaded, was past and

gone, and indeed never had actually existed.

He recovered all his coolness from the moment
he found out it that was not a venial imposition

practised upon society, but a social crime of the

ugliest character, of which he was accused. He
was innocent, and he could be tranquil on that

score.
" As for robbing Mrs. Mortimer," he

added, with a little impatience,
" she knows, on

the contrary, that I have always been most
anxious and ready to befriend her "

"To befriend Her!" cried the Archdeacon,
restored to all his first impetuosity. He could

not swear Uecause it was against his cloth and
his principles ;

but he said,
" G-ood heavens !" in

a tone which would have perfectly become a

much less mild expletive. "It is better we
should understand each other thoroughly," he
said. "I am not in a humour for trifling. I

consider it is her fortune which enables you to

make an appearance here. It is her money you
are living upon, and which gives you position,
and makes you presume as as you are doing

upon my forbearance. Do you think it possible
that I can pass over all this, and let you keep
what is net yours ? If you choose to give up
everything, and retire from Carliugford, and
withdraw all your pretensions <. It is not my
part," said Mr. Beverley, with solemnity, taking

breath,
"
to deal harshly with a penitent sinner.

It is my duty, as a clergyman, to offer you at

least a place of repentance. After that
"

But he was interrupted once more. Mrs.

Mortimer made her faint voice heard in a re-

monstrance. "Oh, Charles, I always told you
I had no right to anything!" cried the terrified

widow
;

but that was not what stopped the

Archdeacon. It was because his adversary

laughed that he stopped short. No doubt it was
the metallic laugh of a man in great agitation,
but still Mr. Beverley's ear was not fine enough
at that moment to discriminate. He paused as

a man naturally pauses at the sound of ridicule,

still furious, yet abashed, and half conscious of a

ludicrous aspect to his passion and turned his

full face to his antagonist, and stood at bay.*
"It is a modest request, certainly," Mr. Caven-

dish said.
" Give up all I have and all I am, and

perhaps you will forgive me ! You must think

me a fool to make such a proposal ;
but look here,

1 '

said the accused, energetically; "I will tell you
the true state of affairs, if for once you will listen.

I do it, not for my sake, nor for your sake, but for

the sake of of the women involved," he added

hastily ;
and it was well for him that, instead of

looking at the shrinking widow beside him as he
said so, his eye had been caught by the eager
eye of his sister, who was watching from her cor-

ner. With that stimulus he went on, calming
himself down, and somehow subduing and impos-
ing upon the angry man by the mere act of en-

countering him fairly and openly.
" I will tell

you what are the actual circumstances, and you
can see the will itself if you will take the trouble,"
said the defendant, with a nervous moderation and
self-restraint, in which there was also a certain

thrill of indignation.
" The old man you speak

of might have left his money to a more worthy
person than myself, but he never meant to leave
it to his grand-niece ;

and she knew that. She
was neither his companion nor his nurse. There
was nothing between them but a few drops of
blood. For my part, I gave him but, to be

sure, it would not interest you to know how I

spent my youth. You came upon the scene
like a man in a passion," Mr. Cavendish said,

with an abrupt laugh, which this time was more

feeble, and proved that his composure was giving

way,
" and misjudged everything, as was natural.

You are doing the same again, or trying to do it.

But you are a clergyman, and when you insult a
man "

"I am ready to give him satisfaction," said

the Broad-Churchman, hotly, and then he made
a pause, and that sense of ridicule which is latent

in every Englishman's mind, came to the Arch-
deacon's aid. He began to feel ashamed of

himself, and at the same time his eye caught
his own reflection in a mirror, and the clerical

coat which contrasted so grotesquely with his offer

of "
satisfaction." Mr. Beverley started a little,

and changed' his tone. "This has lasted long

enough," he said, in his abrupt imperious way.
" This is not the place nor the time for such a dis-

cussion. We shall meet elsewhere," the Arch-
deacon added, austerely, with a significance which
it is impossible to describe. His air and his

words were full of severe and hostile meaning,
and yet he did not know what he meant any more
than Mr. Cavendish did, who took him at his

word, and retired, and made an end of the inter-

view. Whatever the Archdeacon meant, it was
his adversary who was the victor. Re went off,

threading his way through the curious specta-
tors with a sense of relief that almost went the

length ofecstasy. He might have been walking on
his head for anything he knew. His senses were
all lost and swallowed up in the overwhelming
and incredible consciousness of safety. Where
were they to meet elsewhere ? With pistols in a

corner of Carlingford Common, or perhaps with

their fists alone, as Mr. Beverley was Broad-

Church ? When a man has been near ruin and
has escaped by a hairbreadth, -he may be permit-
ted to be out of his wits for a few minutes after-

wards. And the idea of fighting a duel with a

dignitary of the Church so tickled Mr. Cavendish,
that he had not the prudence to keep it to him-

himself.
" You will stand by me if he calls me
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out?" he said io General Travers as he passed;
and the air of utter consternation with winch

the warrior regarded him, drove Mr. Cavendish

into such agonies of laughter, that he .had to

retire to the landing-place and suffocate himself

to subdue it. If any man had said to him that

he was hysterical, the chances are that it was
he who would have called that man out, or at

least knocked him down. But he had to steal

down-stairs afterwards and apply to Thomas for

a cordial more potent than tea; for naturally,
when a man has been hanging over an abyss
for ever so long, it is no great wonder if he

loses his head and balance when he suddenly
finds himself standing on firm ground, and feels

that he has escaped.
As for the Archdeacon, when the other was

gone, he sat down silently on his abandoned
chair. He was one of the men who take pride
in seeing both sides of a question ;

and to tell

the truth, he was always very candid about dis-

puted points in theology, and ready to entertain

everybody's objection ;
but it was a different

thing when the matter was a matter of fact.

He put down his face into his hands, and tried

to think whether it was possible that what he
had just heard might be the true state of the

case. To be sure, the widow who was seated

half-fainting by his side had given him the same
account often enough, but somehow it was more
effective from the lips of a man who confronted

him than from the mild and weeping woman
whom he loved better than anything else in the

world, but whose opinion on any earthly (or

heavenly) subject had not the weight of a straw

upon him. He tried to take that view of it; and
then it occurred to him that nothing was more
ludicrous and miserable than the position of a man
who goes to law without adequate reason, or

without proof to maintain his cause. Such a hor-

rible divergence from everything that was just
and right might be, as that the well-known and

highly-esteemed Archdeacon Beverley might be
held up for the amusement and edification of the

country in a ' Times' leader, which was a martyr-
dom the Archdeacon would have rather liked

than otherwise in a worthy cause, but not for a

wretched private business connected with money.
He sighed as he pondered, feeling, as so many
have felt, the difficulties which attend a good
man's progress in this life how that which "is

.just is not always that which is expedient, and
how the righteous have to submit to many in-

conveniences in order that the adversary may
have no occasion to blaspheme. In this state

of mind a man naturally softens towards a ten-

der and wistful sympathiser close at hand. He
sighed once more heavily, and lifted his head,
and took into his own a soft pale hand which
was visible near him among the folds of black
silk.

" So you too have been brought into it, Helen,"
the Archdeacon said, pathetically;

" I did not ex-

pect to see you here."
"

It was Lscilla," said Mrs. Mortimer, timidly;
"it was not any wish of mine. Oh, Charles! if

you would let me speak. If you will but forget
all this, and think no more about it, and I will do
my best to make you a " Here the poor wo-
man stopped short all at once. What she meant
to have said was, that she would make him a good
wife, which nature and truth and the circumstan-

ces all prompted her to say as the only possible
solution to the puzzle. But when she had got so

far, the poor widow stopped, blushing and tingling
all over with a sense of shame, more overwhelm-

ing than if she had done a wicked action. It

was nothing but pure honesty and affection that

prompted her to speak ;
and yet, if it had been

the vilest sentiment in human nature, she would
not have been so utterly ashamed. " That was
not what I meant to say 1" she cried, with sharp
and sudden wretchedness

;
and was not the least

ashamed of telling a downright lie instead.

But, to tell the
'

truth, the Archdeacon was
paying uo particular attention. He had never
loved any other woman

;
but he was a little in-

different as to what innocent nonsense she might
please to say. So that her confusion and mi- *

sery, and even the half offer of herself which
occasioned these feelings, were lost upon him.
He kept .her hand and caressed it in the mitlst

of his own thoughts, as if it was a child's head
he was patting.

" My poor Helen," he said,

coming back to her when he found she had

stopped speaking, "I don't see why you should
not come, if this sort of thing is any pleasure to

you ;
but afterwards

"
he said reflectively.

He went to that sort of thing often himself,

and rather liked it, and did not think of any
afterwards

;
but perhaps the case of a weak

woman was different, or perhaps it was only
that he happened to be after his downfall in a

pathetic and reflective state of mind.
"Afterwards?" said Mrs. Mortimer. She did

not take the word in any religious or philosophi-

cal, but in its merest matter-of-fact meaning, and
she was sadly hurt and wounded to see that he
had not even noticed what she said, much as she

had been ashamed of saying it. She drew away
her hand with a quick movement of despite and

mortification, which filled Mr. Beverley with sur-

prise. "Afterwards I shall go back to my little .

house and my school, and shut myself in, and

never, never come back again, you may be sure,"
said the widow, with a rush of tears to her eyes.

Why they did not fall, or how she kept herself

from fainting she who fainted so easily she

never, on reviewing the circumstances, could tell
;

and Miss Marjoribanks always attributed it to the

fact that she was absent, and theje was no eau-

de-cologne on the table. But whatever the cause

might be, Mrs. Mortimer did not faint
;
and per-

haps there never was anything so like despair
and bitterness as at that moment in her mild lit-

tle feminine soul.
" Kever come back again ?" said the Archdea-

con, rousing up a little
;
and then he put out his

large hand and took back the other, as if it had
been a pencil or a book that he had lost. All

this, let it be known, was well in the shadow,
and could not be seen by the world in general to

teach the young people a bad lesson. " Why
should not you come back ? I am going away
too," said Mr. Beverley; and he stopped short,

and resisted the effort his prisoner made to with-

draw. Oddly enough, at that moment his Rec-

tory rose suddenly before him as in a vision his

Rectory, all handsome and sombre, without a

soul in it, room after room uninhabited, and not

a sound to be heard, except that of his own foot

or his servant's. It was curious what connection

there could be between that and the garden, with

its four walls, and the tiny cottage covered with
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"Wisteria. Such as it was, it moved the Arch-
deacon to a singular, and, considering the place
and moment, rather indecorous proceeding. In-

stead of contenting himself with the resisting

hand, he drew the widow's arm within his as

they sat together. "I'll tell you what we must

do, Helen," he said, confidentially
" we mutt go

back to Sunningdale together, you and I. I

don't see the ^ood of leaving you by yourself
here. You can make what alterations you like

when you get to the Rectory ;
and I shall let

that that person alone, if you wish it, with
his ill-gotten gear. .He will never come to any
good," said the Archdeacon, with some satis-

faction
;
and then he added in a parenthesis,

as if she had expressed some ridiculous doubt on
the subject,

" Of course I mean that we should

be married before we go away." It was in this

rapid and summary manner that the whole busi-

ness was settled. Naturally his companion had

nothing to say against such a reasonable arrange-
ment. She had never contradicted him in her

life about anything but one thing ;
and that be-

ing set aside, there was no possible reason why
she should begin now.

CHAPTER XXXV.

THIS was how the crisis came to an end, which
had been of .so much interest to the parties

immediately affected, though as for Carlingford
in general, or even Grange Lane, it passed al-

most unperceived, attracting wonderfully little

attention. Mrs. Woodburn had one of her ner-

vous attacks next morning, and was very ill, and
alarmed Dr. Marjoribanks ;

but at her very worst
moment the incorrigible mimic convulsed her

anxious medical adviser and all her attendants

by a sudden adoption of the character of Mrs.

Mortimer, whom she must have made a careful

study of the previous night.
<; Tell him to tell

him to go down-stairs," cried the half-dead pa-
tient

;

" I want to speak to him, and he is not to

hear
;

if he were not so thoughtless, he would
offer him some lunch at least," Mrs. Woodburn
said, pathetically, with closed eyes and a face as

pale as death. " She never did anything better

in her life," Dr. Marjoribanks said afterwards;
and Mr. Woodburn, who was fond of his wife in

his way, and had been crying over her, burst into

such an explosion of laughter that all the ser-

vants were scandalised. And the patient im-

proved from that moment. She was perfectly

well, and in the fullest force a week afterwards,
when she came to see Lucilla, who had also been

slightly indisposed for a day or two. When
Thomas had shut the door, and the two were

quite alone, Mrs. Woodburn hugged Miss Marjori-
banks with a fervour which up to that moment
she had never exhibited. "

It was only neces-

sary that we should get into full sympathy with

each other as human creatures," she said, lifting

her finger like the Archdeacon
;
and for all the

rest of that autumn and winter Mrs. Woodburn
kept society in Carlingford in a state of inex-

tinguishable laughter. The odd thing was that

Miss Marjoribauks, who had been one of her fa-

vourite characters, disappeared almost entirely

from her repertory. Not quite altogether, be-

cause there were moments of supreme tempta-
tion which the mimic could not resist

;
but as a

general rule Lucilla "was the only woman in Car-

lingford who escaped the universal critic. No
sort of acknowledgment passed between them of

th obligations one had to the other, and, what
was still more remarkable, no discussion of the

terrible evening when Lucilla had held the Arch-
deacon with her eye, and prevented the volcano
from exploding. Perhaps Mrs. Woodburn, for

her part, would have been pleased to have had
such an explanation, but Miss Marjoribanks knew
better. She knew it was best not to enter upon
confidences which neither could ever forget, and
which might prevent them meeting with ease in

the midst of the little world which knew nothing
about it. What Lucilla knew, she knew, and
could keep to herself; but she felt at the same
time that it was best to have no expansions on
the subject. She kept it all to herself, and made
the arrangements for Mrs. Mortimer's marriage,
and took charge of everything. Everybody said

that nothing could be more perfect than the

bride's toilette, which was as nice as could be,
and yet not like a real bride after all

;
a differ-

ence which was only proper under the circum-

stances
;
for she was married in lavender, poor

soul, as was to be expected.
" You have not

gone off the least bit in the world, and it is quite
a pleasure to see you," Lucilla said, as she kissed

her that morning and naturally all Carlingford
knew that it was owing to her.goodness that the

widow had been taken care of and provided for,

aud saved up for the Archdeacon. Miss Marjori-

banks, in short, presided over the ceremony as if

she had been Mrs. Mortimer's mother, and super-
intended the wedding breakfast, and made herself

agreeable to everybody. And in the meantime,
before the marriage took place, most people in

Carlingford availed themselves of the opportu-

nity of calling on Mrs. Mortimer. "
If she

should happen to be the future bishop's lady, and
none of us ever to have taken any notice of

her," somebody said, with natural dismay. Lu-
cilla did not discourage the practical result of this

suggestion, but she felt an instinctive certainty in

her mind that now Mr. Beverley would never be

bishop of Carlingford, and indeed that the chances
were Carlingford would never be elevated into a

bishopric at all.

It was not until after the marriage that Mr.
Cavendish went away. To ,be gure, he was not

absolutely present at the ceremony, but there can
be no doubt that the magnificent parure which
Mrs. Mortimer received the evening before her

marriage,
" from an old friend," which made

everybody's mouth water, and which she herself

contemplated with mingled admiration and dis-

may, was sent by Mr. Cavendish. "Do you
think it could be from him ; or only from him ?"

the bride said, bewildered and bewildering.
" I

am sure he might have known I never should

require anything so splendid." But Lucilla, for

her part, had no doubt whatever on the subject ;

and the perfect good taste of the offering made
Miss Marjoribanks sigh, thinking once more how
much that was admirable was wasted by the fatal

obstacle which prevented Mr. Cavendish from

aspiring to anybody higher than Barbara Lake.
As for the Archdeacon, he too found it very easy
to satisfy his mind as to the donor of the emeralds.
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Ho put them away from him severely, and did

not condescend to throw a second glance at their

deceitful splendour.
" Women are curiously con-

stituted," said Mr. Beverley, who was still at the

height of superiority, though he was a bride-

groom. "I suppose those sort of things give
them pleasure things which neither satisfy the

body nor delight the soul."
" If it had been something to eat, would it

Lave pleased you better ?" said Lucilla, moved for

once in her life to be impertinent, like an ordinary

girl. For really when a man showed himself so

idiotic as to despise a beautiful set of emeralds,
it went beyond even the well-known tolerance

and compassionate good-humour with which Miss

Marjoribanks regarded the vagaries of " the gen-
tlemen." There is a limit in all things, and this

was going too far.
;

'I said, to satisfy the body, Miss Marjori-

banks," said the Archdeacon, "which is an office

very temporarily and inadequately performed by
something to eat. I prefer the welfare of my fel-

low-creatures to a few glittering stones even

when they are round Her neck," Mr. Beverley

added, with a little concession to the circumstan-

ces. Jewellery is robbery in a great town where
there is always so much to be done, and so little

means of doing it
;
to secure health to the people,

and education-
"

"Yes," said Miss Marjoribanks, who knew in

her heart that the Archdeacon was afraid of her.

"It is so nice of you not to say any of those

dreadful sanitary words and I am sure you
could make something very nasty and disagreea-
ble with that diamond of yours. It is a beautiful

diamond
;

if I were Helen I should make you
give it me," said Lucilla, sweetly ;

and the Arch-
deacon was so much frightened by the threat

that he turned his ring instinctively, and quench-
ed the glitter of the diamond in his closed

hand.
" It was a present," he said, hastily, and went

away to seek some better occupation than tilting

with the womankind, who naturally had posses-
sion of the bride's little house and everything in

it at that interesting moment. It was the last

evening of Lucilla's reign, and she was disposed
to take the full good of it. And though Mrs.

Mortimer's trousseau was modest, and not, as

Lydia Bro\vn repeated, like that of a real bride,
it was still voluminous enough to fill the room to

overflowing, where it was all being sorted and

packed under Miss Marjoribanks^s eye.
"
It is a very nice diamond indeed," said Lu-

cilla
;

"
if I were you I should certainly make him

give it to me rings are no good to a gentleman.
They never have nice hands, you -know, though
indeed when they have nice hands," said Miss

Marjoribanks, reflectively, "it is a great deal

worse, for they keep always thrusting them
under your very eyes. It is curious why They
should be so vain. They talk of women 1" Lu-

,cilla added, with natural derision
;

"
but, my dear,

lY I were you I would make him give it me
;
a

nice diamond is always a nice thing to have."

"Lucilla," said the widow, "I am sure I

don't know how to thank you for all you have
done for me

; but, dear, if you please, I would
not talk like that 1 The gentlemen laugh, but I

am sure they don't like it all the same ;" for indeed
the bride thought it her duty, having won the

prize in her own person, to point out to her

young friend how, to attain the same end, she

ought to behave.
Miss Marjoribanks did not laugh, for her sense

of humour, as has been said, was not strong, but
she kissed her friend with protecting tenderness.

"My dear, if that had been what 1 was thinking
of I need never have come home," said Lucilla

;

and her superiority was so calm and serene, that

Mrs*. Mortimer felt entirely ashamed of herself for

making the suggestion. The \tidow was simple-
minded, and, like most other women, it gratified
her to believe that here and there, as in Miss

Marjoribanks's case, there existed one who was
utterly indifferent to the gentlemen, and did not
care whether they were pleased or not; which
restored a little the balance of the world to the

widow-bride, who felt with shame that she cared
a great deal, and was quite incapable of such
virtue. As for Lucilla herself, she was not at

that moment in conscious enjoyment of the

strength of mind for which her friend gave her
credit. On the contrary, she could not help a
certain sense of surprised depression as she

superintended the packing of the boxes. The
man had had it in his power to propose to her,
and he was going to be married to Mrs. Morti-

mer ! It was not that Lucilia was wounded or

disappointed, but that she felt it as a wonderful

proof of the imperfection and weakness of human
nature. Even in the nineteenth century, which
has learnt so much, such a thing was possible !

It filled her with a gentle sadness as she had the

things put in, and saw the emeralds safely deposit-
ed in their resting-place. Not that she cared for

the Archdeacon, who had thus disposed of him-
self

;
but still it was a curious fact that such a

thing could be.
-

Altogether it must be admitted that at this

special moment Miss Marjoribanks occupied a
difficult position. She had given the Archdeacon
to understand that Mr. Cavendish was a "

very

particular friend;" and even when the danger
was past, Lucilla scorned to acknowledge her

pious prevarications. During all this interval she

continued so gracious to him that everybody was

puzzled, and Mrs. "Woodburn even insisted on her

brother, after all, making his proposal, which
would be better late than never.

" I am sure she is fond of you,"^said the

softened mimic,
" and that sort of thing doesn't

matter to a woman as it does to a man
;

for it

has been already said that Mrs. Woodburn, not-

withstanding her knack of external discrimina-

tion, had very little real knowledge of character.

Yet even at moments Mr. Cavendish himself, who
ought to have known better, was half tempted to

believe that Lucilla meant it
;
and the effect upon

Dr. Marjoribanks was still more decided than

upon Mr. Cavendish. He thought he saw in his

daughter the indications ofthat weakness which is

sometimes so surprising in women, and it disturb-

ed the Doctor's serenity ;
he actually tried to snub

Lucilla on sundry occasions, with that wonderful

fatuity which in certain cases is common to men.

The last instance of this vain attempt occurred

when the two were alone, when dessert had just
been placed on the table, and Thomas had left the

room.
" I hope when this marriage is over people

will recover their senses. I hear of nothing
else," Dr. Marjoribanks said. He took some
chestnuts as he spoke, and burned his fingers,
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which did not improve his temper.
" That sort

of rubbish, I suppose, is much more interesting
than attending to your natural duties," the

Doctor added, morosely, which was not a kind

of address which Miss Marjoribanks was used to

hear.

"Dear papa," said Lucilla,
"

if I attended to

my duties ever so much I could not keep you
from burning your fingers. There are some

things that people must do for themselves," the

dutiful daughter added, with a sigh. Nobody
could doubt who knew Lucilla that she would
have gladly taken the world on her shoulders,
and saved everybody from those little misadven-
tures

;
but how could she help it if people abso-

lutely would not take care of themselves ?

The Doctor smiled grimly, but he was not

satisfied. He was, on the contrary, furious in a

quiet way.
" I don't need at this time of day to

be told how clever you are, Lucilla," said her

father, "and I thought you had -been superior
to the ordinary folly of women "

"
Papa, for heaven's sake !" cried Miss Marjo-

ribanks. She was really alarmed this 'time, and
she did not hesitate to let it be apparent.

" I

do not mean to say that I always do precisely

v^hat
I ought to do," said Lucilla; "nobody

does that I know of; but I am sure I never did

anything to deserve that. I never was superior,
and I hope I never shall be; and I know I

never pretended to it," she said, with natural

horror; for the accusation, as everybody will

perceive, was bard to bear.

The Doctor laughed again, but with increased

severityv "We understand all that," he said.
" I am not in the secret of your actions, Lucilla.

I don't know what you intend, or how far you
mean to go. The only thing I know is that I

see that young fellow Cavendish a great deal

oftener in the house and about it than I care to

see him
;
and I have had occasion to say the

same thing before. I know nothing about his

means," said Dr. Marjoribanks; "his property

may be in the Funds, but I think it a great deal

more likely that he speculates. I have worked
hard for my money, and I don't mean it to go in

that way, Lucilla. I repeat, I am not in the

secret of your proceedings
"

" Dear papa! as if there was any secret," said

Lucilla, fixing her candid eyes upon her father's

face.
"
I might pretend I did not understand

you if there was anything in what you say, but
I never go upon false pretences when I can help
it. I am very fond of Mr. Cavendish," she con-

tinued, regretfully, after a pause.
" There is

nobody in Carlingford that is so nice; but I

don't see whom he can marry except Barbara

Lake." Miss Marjoribanks would have scorned

to conceal the unfeigned regret which filled her

mind when she uttered these words. M am
dreadfully sorry, but I don't see anything that

can be done for him," she said, and sighed once

more. As for the Doctor, he forgot all about his

chestnuts, and sat and stared at her, thinking in

his ignorance that it was a piece of acting, and
not knowing whether to be angry or to yield
to the amusement which began to rise in his

breast.
" He may marry half-a-dozen Barbara Lakes,"

said Dr. Marjoribanks, "and I don't see what
reason we should have to interfere : so long as

he doesn't want to marry you
"

" That would be impossible, papa," said Lu-

cilla, with pensive gravity.
" I am sure I am

very, very sorry. She has a very nice voice,
but a man can't marry a voice, you know ;

and
if there was anything that I could do I am
not sure that ho ever wished for that either,"
Miss Marjoribanks added, with her usual can-

dour. "It is odd, but for all that it is true."

For it was a moment of emotion, and she could
not help giving utterance to the surprise with
which this consideration naturally filled her mind.
"What is odd, and what is true?" said Dr.

Marjoribanks, growing more and more bewil-

dered. But Lucilla only put aside her plate and

got up from her chair.

"Not anymore wine, thank you," she said.
" I know you don't want me any more, and I

have so much to do. I hope you will let me in-

vite Barbara here when they are married, and

pay her a little attention, for nobody likes her

in Grange Lane, and it would be so hard upon
him. The more I think of it^ the more sorry I

am," said Lucilla
;

" he deserved better than

that, papa; but as for me, everybody knows
what is my object in life."

Thus Miss Marjoribanks left the table, leaving
her father in a singular state of satisfaction and

surprise. He did not believe a word of what
she had been saying, with that curious perver-

sity common to the people who surrounded Lu-

cilla, and which arose not so much from doubt
of her veracity as from sheer excess of confidence

in her powers. He thought she had foiled him
in a masterly manner, and that she was only,
as people say, amusing herself, and had no
serious intentions; and he laughed quietly to

himself when she left him, in the satisfaction of

finding there was nothing in it. Miss Marjori-

banks, for her part, went on tranquilly with the

arrangements for the marriage ;
one by one she

was disembarrassing herself from the complica-
tions which had grown round her during the

first year of her reign in Carlingford ;
and now

only the last links of the difficulty remained to

be unrolled.

The explanation she had with Mr. Cavendish
himself was in every way more interesting. It

happened pretty late one evening, when Lucilla

was returning with her maid from the widow's
little cottage, which was so soon to be deserted.

She was just at that moment thinking of the

Wisteria which had grown so nicely, and of all

the trouble she had taken with the garden. No-

body could tell who might come into it now,
"after she had done so much for it; and Miss

Marjoribanks could not but have a momentary
sense that, on the whole, it was a little ungrate-
ful on the part of Mrs. Mortimer, when every-

body had taken such pains to make her com-
fortable. At this moment, indeed, Lucilla was

slightly given to moralising, though with her

usual wisdom she kept her meditations to her-

self. She was thinking with a momentary vexa-
tion of all the plants that had been put into the

beds, and of so much time and trouble lost

when Mr. Cavendish came up to her. It was a
cold evening, and there-was nothing in common
between this walk and the walk they had taken

together from Grove Street to Grange Lane on
an earlier occasion. But this time, so far from

being reluctant to accompany her, Mr. Cavendish
came to her side eagerly. The maid retired a
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little behind, and then the two found themselves <

-y in that most perfect of all positions for mutual

confidence a street not too crowded and noisy,

all shrouded in the darkness, and yet twinkling

with the friendly lights of an autumn evening.

Nothing could have been more perfect than their

isolation from the surrounding world, if they

thought proper to isolate themselves
;
and yet

it was always there to be taken refuge in if the

confidence should receive a check, or the mind

of the chance companions change.
" I have been trying to catch a glimpse of

you for a long time," said Mr. Cavendish, after

they had talked a little in the ordinary way, as

everybody was doing in Grange Lane, about the

two people henceforward to be known in Carling-

ford as the "
Beverleys." "But you are always

so busy serving everybody. And I have a

great deal to say to you that I don't know how
to say."

'' Then don't say it, please," said Lucilla.
"
It

is a great deal better not. It might be funny, you
know

;
but I am not disposed to be funny to-night.

I am very glad about Mrs. Mortimer, to be sure,

that she is to be settled so nicely, and that they
are going to be married at last. But, after all,

when one thinks of it, it is a little vexatious.

Just when her house was all put to rights, and
the garden looking so pretty, and the school pro-

mising so well," said Lucilla
;
and there was a

certain aggrieved tone in her voice.
" And it is you who have done everything for

her, as for all the rest of us," said Mr. Cavendish,

though he could not help laughing a little
;
and

then he paused, and his voice softened in the

darkness by Lucilla's side.
" Do not let us

talk of Mrs. Mortimer," he said.
" I sometimes

have something just on my lips to say, and I do

not know whether I dare say it. Miss Marjori-
banks "

And here he came to a pause. He was flut-

tered and frightened, which was what she, and
not he, ought to have been. And at the bottom
of his heart he did not wish to say it, which gave
far more force to his hesitation than simply a

doubt whether he might dare. Perhaps Lucilla's

heart fluttered too, with a sense that the moment
which once would not have been an unwelcome

moment, had at last arrived. Her heart, it is

true, was not very particularly engaged ;
but still

she was sensible of all Mr. Cavendish's capaci-

ties, and was "
very fond" of him, as she said;

and her exertions on his behalf had produced
their natural effect, and moved her affections a

little. She made an involuntary pause for the

hundredth part of a minute, and reckoned it all

up again, and asked herself whether it were pos
sible. There was something, in the first place,

becoming and suitable in the idea that she, who
was the only person who knew his secret, should

take him and it together and make the -best ol

them. And Lucilla had the consciousness that

she- could indeed make a great deal of Mr. Caven-
dish. Nobody had ever crossed her path oi

whom so much could be made
;
and as for any

further danger of his real origin and position

being found out and exposed to the world, Miss

Marjoribanks was capable of smiling at that
when the defence would be in her own hands
She might yet accept him, and have him elected

member for Carlingford, and carry him trium-

phantly through all his difficulties. For a smal

part nay, even for the half of a minute Lucilla

paused, and made a rapid review of the circum-

stances, and reconsidered her decision. Perhaps
"f Mr. Cavendish had been really in earnest, that

which was only a vague possibility might have

become, in another minute, a fact and real. It

was about the first time that her heart had found

anything to say in the matter
;
and the fact was

that it actually fluttered in her reasonable bosom,
and experienced a certain malaise which wag
quite new. to her. Was it possible that she
could be in love with Mr. Cavendish ? or was it

merely the excitement of a final decision which
made that unusual commotion far away down
at the bottom of Lucilla's heart ?

However that might be, Miss Marjoribanks
triumphed over her momentary weakness. She
saw the possibility, and at the same moment she
saw that it could not be

;
and while Mr. Caven-

dish hesitated, she, who was always prompt and

ready, made up her mind.
"
I don't know what I have done in particular,

either for her or the rest of you," she said, ignor-

ing the other part of her companion's faltering

address, "except to help to amuse you; but I

am going to do something very serious, and I

hope you will show you are grateful, as you say
though I don't know what you have to be

grateful about by paying great attention to me.
Mr. Cavendish, I am going to give you good ad-

vice," said Lucilla
; and, notwithstanding her

courage, she too faltered a little, and felt that it

was rather a serious piece of business that she
had taken in hand.

"Advice?" Mr. Cavendish said, like,an echo
of her voice

;
but that was all he found time to

say.
""We are such old friends, that I know you

won't be vexed," said Lucilla; "and then we
understand each other. It is so nice when two

people understand each other; they can say
quantities of .things that strangers cannot say.
Mr. Cavendish, you and Barbara are in love,"
said Lucilla, making a slight pause, and looking
in his face.

" Miss Marjoribanks !" cried the assaulted man,
in the extremity of his amazement and horror.

As for Lucilla, she came a little closer to him, and
shook her head in a maternal, semi-reproving way.

"Don't say you are not," said Miss Marjori-

banks; "you never could deceive me not in

anything like that. I saw it almost as soon as

you met. They are not rich, you know, but they
are very nice. Mr. Lake arid Rose," said Lu-

cilla, with admirable prudence, keeping oft' the

difficult subject of Barbara herself,
" are tho two

very nicest people I know; and everybody says
that Willie is dreadfully clever. I hope you will

soon be married, and that you will be very happy,"
she continued, with an effort. It was a bold thing
to say, and Lucilla's throat contracted a little, as

if to prevent the words from getting utterance
;

but then she was not a person, when she knew
a thing was right, to hesitate about doing it;, and
in Miss Marjoribanks's mind duty went before all,

as has already been on several occasions said.

After this a horrible silence fell upon the two
a silence, which like darkness, could be felt.

The thunderbolt fell upon the victim's unprotect-
ed head without any warning. .The idea that

Lucilla would talk to him about Barbara Lake
was the very last that could have entered Mr.
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Cavendish's mind. He was speechless with rage
and mortification and despite. He took it for an
insult inflicted upon him in cold blood, doing Lu-
cilla as much injustice as the other people who
took the candid expression of her sentiments for

a piece of acting. He was a gentleman, not-

withstanding his doubtful origin, and civilised

down to his very finger-tips ;
but he would have

liked to have knocked Miss Marjoribanks down,
though she was a woman. And yet, as she was
a -woman, he dared not for his life make any de-

monstration of his fury. He walked along by her

side down into the respectable solitude of Grange
Lane, passing through a bright bit of G-eorge

Street, and seeing askance, by the light from
the shop windows, his adviser walking beside

him, with the satisfaction of a good conscience

in her face. This awful silence lasted until they
reached Dr. Marjoribanks's door.

" Thank you for coming with me so far," said

Lucilla, holding out her hand. "I suppose I

must not ask you to come in. though papa would
be delighted to see you. I am afraid you are

very angry with me," Miss Marjoribanks added,
with a touch of pathos ;

" but you may be sure

I would always stand by you ; and I said it be-

cause I thought it was for the best."

"On the contrary, I am much obliged to

you," said Mr. Cavendish, with quiet fury,

"and deeply touched 'by the interest you take

in my happiness. You may be sure I shall

always be grateful for it
;
and for the offer of

your support," said the ungrateful man, with the

most truculent meaning. As for Miss Marjori-

banks, she pressed quite kindly the hurried hand
with which he touched hers, and went in, still

saying,
"
Good-night." She had done her duty,

whatever might come of it. He rushed home
furious ;

but she went to a little worsted-work
with a mind at peace with itself and all men.

She was gentler than usual even to the maids,
who always found Miss Marjoribanks a good
mistress, and felt a little sad in the solitude of

her genius. For it is true that to be wiser and
more enlightened than one's neighbours is in most
cases a weariness to the flesh. She had made a

sacrifice, and nobody appreciated it. Instead of

choosing a position which pleased her imagina-
tion, and suited her energies, and did not go
against her heart, Lucilla, moved by the wisest

discretion, had decided, not without regret, to

give it up. She had sacrificed her own inclina-

tion, and a sphere in which her abilities would
have had the fullest scope, to what she believed

to be the general good ;
and instead of having

the heroism acknowledged, she was misunder-

stood and rewarded with ingratitude. When
Miss Marjoribanks found herself alone in the

solitude of her drawing-room, and in the stfll

greater solitude, as we have said, of her genius,
she felt a little sad, as was natural. But at the

same moment there came into Lucilla's mind a

name, a humble name, which has been often pro-
nounced in the pages of this history, and it gave
her once more a certain consolation. A sympa-
thetic presence seemed to diffuse itself about her

in her loneliness. There are moments when the

faith of a very humble individual may save a

great soul from discouragement ;
and the con-

sciousness of being believed in once more came
with the sweetest and most salutary effect upon
Lucilla's heart.

CHAPTER XXXVI.

IT was the very day after the marriage, and two
or three days after this conversation, that Mr.

Cavendish left Carlingford. He went to spend
the winter in Italy, which had long been " a

dream " of his, as he explained to some of the

young ladies most of whom had the same
"
dream," without the enviable power of carrying

it out. He made very brief and formal adieux
to Lucilla, to the extreme amazement of all the

surrounding world, and then disappeared, leaving
just at that moment after the excitement of the

marriage was over, when Grange Lane stood
most in need of somebody to rouse its drooping
spirits a wonderful blank behind him. Lucilla

said much less about her feelings on this occasion

than she was in the habit of doing, but' there

could be no doubt that she felt it, and felt it

acutely. And the worst of it was, that it was
she who was universally blamed for the sudden
and unexplained departure of the most popular
man in Carlingford. Some people thought he
had gone away to escape from the necessity of

proposing to her
;
and some of more friendly and

charitable disposition believe.d with .Mrs. Chiley
that Lucilla had refused him; and some, who
were mostly outsiders, and of a humble class,

were of opinion that Miss Marjoribanks had ex-

ercised all her influence to send Mr. Cavendish
out of the way of Barbara Lake. It was with

this impression that Rose made her way one of

those foggy autumn mornings through the fallen

leaves with which the garden was carpeted, to

see if any explanation was to be got from Lucilla.

The art-inspectors from Maryborough House had

just paid their annual visit to Carlingford, and
had found the Female School of Design in a con-

dition which, as they said in their report,
" war-

ranted the warmest encomiums," and Rose had
also won a prize for her veil, in the exhibition at

Kensington of ornamental art. These were tri-

umphs which would have made the .little artist

overwhelmingly happy, if they had not been neu-

tralised by other circumstances
;
but as it was,

they only aggravated the difficulties of the posi-
tion in- which she found herself. She came to

Lucilla in a bonnet a circumstance which of

itself was solemn and ominous, for generally that

portentous article of dress, which was home-made
and did not consist with cheerful dispositions,
was reserved by Rose for going to church

;
and

her soft cheeks were pale, and the hazel eyes
more dewy than usual, though it was rain, and
not dew, that had been falling from them during
those last painful days.

"I am ashamed to ask you such a question,"
said Rose

;

" but I want you to tell me, Lucilla,
if you know why Mr. Cavendish has gone away.
She will not come and ask you herself, or rather I

would not let her come
;

for she is so passionate,
one does not know what she might not do. You
have behaved a little strange, Lucilla," said the

straightforward Rose. " If he cared for her, and
she cared for him, you had no right to come and
take him away."

" My dear, I did not take him away," said

Miss Marjoribanks. I had to talk to him about
some business

;
that was all. It is disgraceful

of Barbara to bother yon. about it, who are only a

baby, and oughtn't to know anything."
"Lucilla!" cried Rose, with flashing eyes, "I
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am seventeen, and I will not put up with it any

longer. It. is all your fault. "What right had

you to come and drag us to your great parties ?

We are not as rich as you, nor as fine, but we
have a rank of our own," cried the little artist.

" You have a great deal more money, but we
have some things that money cannot buy. You
made Barbara come and sing, and put things
into her head

;
and you made me come, though I

did not want to. Why did you ask us to your

parties, Lucilla ? It is all your fault !"

Lucilla was in a subdued state of mind, as may
have been perceived, and answered quite meekly.
"I don't know why you should all turn, against
me like this," she said, more sadly than surprised.
"It is unkind of you to say it was my fault. I

did not expect it from you, when I have so many
vexations," Miss Marjoribanks added. She sat

down as she spoke, after being repulsed by Rose,
with an air of depression which was quite un-

usual to her
;

for to be blamed and misunder-

stood on all sides was hard for one who was al-

ways* working in the service of her fellow-crea-

tures, and doing everything for the best.

As for Rose, her heart smote her on the in-

stant.
" Have you vexiations, Lucilla ?" she

said, in her innocence. ItSvas the first time such
an idea had entered into her mind.

"I don't think I have anything else," said

Lucilla
; though even as f^ie said it, she began

to recover her spirits.
" I do all I can for my

friends, and they are never pleased ;
and when

anything goes wrong, it is always my fault."
"
Perhaps if you were not to do so much "

Rose began to say, for she was in her a way a

wise little woman; but her heart smote her

again, and she restrained the truism, and then

after a little pause she resumed her actual busi-

ness. "I am ashamed to ask you, but do you
know where Mr. Cavendish is, Lucilla?" said

Rose. "She is breaking her heart because he
has gone away."

" Did he never go to say good-bye, nor any-

thing?" asked Miss Marjoribanks. She was

sorry, for it was quite the contrary of the advice

she had given, but still it would be wrong to

deny that Mr. Cavendish rose still higher in Lu-
cilla's opinion when she heard it.

" I don't know
any more than everybody knows. He has gone
to Italy, but he will come back, and I suppose
she can wait," Miss Marjoribanks added, with

perhaps a touch of contempt.
" For my part, I

don't think she will break her heart."

"It is because you do not know her," said

Rose, with some indignation for at seventeen
a broken heart comes natural.

"
Oh, Lucilla, it

is dreadful, and I don't know what to do 1" cried

the little artist, changing her tone.
" I am a

selfish wretch, but I cannot help it. It is as good
as putting an end to my Career; and just after

my design has been so successful and when
papa was so proud and when I thought I

might have been a help. It is dreadful to think
of one's self when her heart is breaking ;

but I

shall have to give up everything ;
and I I can't

help feeling it, Lucilla," cried Rose, with a sud-
den outburst of tears.

All this was sufficiently unintelligible to Miss

Marjoribanks, who was not the least in anxiety
about Barbara's breaking heart. " Tell me what
is the matter, and perhaps we can do something,"
said Lucilla, forgetting how little her past exer-

tions had been appreciated ;
and Rose, with equal

inconsistency, dried her tears at the sound of Miss

Marjoribanks's reassuring voice.

"I know I am a wretch to be thinking of my-
self," she said.

" She cannot be expected to stay
and sacrifice herself for us, after all she has suffer-

ed. She has made up her mind and advertised
in the 'Times,' and nothing can change it now.
She is going out for a governess, Lucilla."

"
Going for a what ?" said Miss Marjoribanks,

who could not believe her ears.

"For a governess," said Rose, calmly; for

though she had been partly brought up at
Mount Pleasant, she had not the elevated idea of
an instructress of youth which might have been

expected from a pupil of that establishment.
" She has advertised in the '

Times,'
" Rose added,

with quiet despair,
" with no objections to travel.

I would do anything in the world for Barbara,
but one can't help thinking of oue'e self some-

-times, and there is an end of my Career." When
she had said this she brushed the last tear off her

eyelashes, and sat straight up, a little martyr and
heroic victim to duty.

" Her eye, though fixed

on empty space, beamed keen with honour;"
but still there was a certain desperation in the

composure with which Rose regarded, after the

first outburst, the abandonment of all her hopes.
"She is a selfish thing," said Lucilla, indig-

nantly; "she always was a selfish thing. I

should like to know what she can teach anybody ?

If I were you and your papa, I certainly would
not let her go away. I don't see any reason in

the world why you should give in to her and let

her stop your your Career, you know why
should you? I would not give in to her for one

moment, if I were your papa and you."
" Why should I ?" said Rose; "because there

is nobody else to do anything, Lucilla. Fleda
and Dreda are such two little things ;

and there

are all the boys to think of, and poor papa.
It is of no use asking why. If I don't do

it, there will be nobody to do it," said Rose,
with big tears coming to her eyes. Her
Career was dear to her heart, and those two tears

welled up from the depths ;
but then there would

be nobody else to do it a consideration which

continually filters out the people who are good
for anything out of the muddy current of the

ordinary world.
" And your pretty drawings, and the veil, and

the School of Design I" cried Lucilla. "You
dear little Rose, don't cry. It never can be per-

mitted, you know. She cannot teach anything,
and nobody will,have her. She is a selfish thing,

though she is your sister
;
and if I were your

papa and you
"

"It would be no good," said Rose. " She will

go, whatever anybody may say. She does not

care," said the little martyr, and the two big tears

fell, making two big round blotches upon the

strings of that bonnet which Lucilla had difficulty

in keeping her hands off. But when she had

thus expressed her feelings, Rose relented ovef

her sister. "She has suffered so much here;
how can any one ask her to sacrifice herself to

us?" said the young artist, mournfully.
" And I

am quite happy" said Rose, "quite happy; it

makes all the difference. It is her heart, you
know, Lucilla; and it is only my Career.'

1

And this time the tears were dashed away by
an indignant little hand. Barbara's Jieart,

if she
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had such an organ, had never in its existence

cost such bitter drops. But as for Lucilla, what
could she do ? She could only repeat,

" If I was

your papa and you," with a melancholy sense

that she was here balked and could do no more.

For even the aid of Miss Marjoribanks was as

nothing against dead selfishness and folly, the

two most invincible forces in the world. Instead

of taking the business into her own hands, and

carrying it through triumphantly as she had
hitherto been in the habit of doing, Lucilla could

only minister to the sufferer, and keep up her

courage, and mourn over the Career thus put in

danger. Barbara's advertisement was in the

newspapers, and her foolish mind was made up ;

and the hope that nobody would have her was a

forlorn hope, for somebody always does have the

incapable people, as Miss Marjoribanks was well

aware. And the contralto had been of some use

in Grange Lane and a little in Grove Street, and
it would be difficult, either in the one sphere or

the other, to find any one to fill her place. It

was thus amid universal demolition that Christ-

mas approached,, and Miss Marjoribanks ended
the first portion of her eventful career.

CHAPTER XXXYII.

ONE fytte of Lucilla's history is here ended, and
another is to be told. We have recorded her

beginning in all the fulness of youthful confidence

and undaunted trust in her own resources
;
and

have done our best to show that in the course of

organizing society Miss Marjoribanks, like all

other benefactors of their kind, had many sacri-

fices to make, and had to undergo the mortification

of finding out that many of her most able efforts

turned to other people's profit and went directly

against herself. She began the second period of

.her career with, to some certain extent, that

sense of failure which is inevitable to every high

intelligence after a little intercourse with the

world. She had succeeded in a great many
things, but yet she had not succeeded in all

;
and

she had found out that the most powerful exer-

tions in behalf of friends not only fail to procure
their gratitude, but sometimes convert them into

enemies, and do actual harm
;
which is a discovery

which can only be made by those who devote

themselves, as Miss Marjoribanks had done, to

the good of the human species. She had done

everything for the best, and yet it had not always
turned out for the best

;
and even the people who

had been most ready to appeal to her for assist-

ance in their need, had proved the readiest to

accuse her when something disagreeable happen-

ed, and to say, "It was your fault." In the

second stag^of her progress Miss Marjoribanks
found herself, with a great responsibility upon her

shoulders, with nearly the entire social organisa-
tion of Carlingford depending upon her; and, at

the same time, with her means of providing for

the wants of her subjects sensibly diminished,
and her confidence in the resources of the future

impaired to an equal degree. One thing was

sure, thit she had taken the work upon her

shoulders, and that she was not the woman to

draw back, whatever the difficulties might be.

She did not bate a jot of her courage, though the

only buoyancy of hope had departed, never to

return. It is true that she. was not so joyful and

triumphant a figure as when she conquered Nan-

cy, and won over Dr. Marjoribanks, and electri-

fied Mr. Holden by choosing curtains which suit-

ed her complexion; but with her diminished

hopes and increased experience and unabated

courage, no doubt Miss Marjoribanks presented a

still nobler and more imposing aspect to every-

body who had an eye for moral grandeur, though
it would be difficult to tell how many of such

worthy spectators existed in Grange Lane.
There was, as our readers are aware, another

subject also on which Lucilla had found her po-
sition altered. It was quite true that, had she
been thinking of that, she n^ver need have come
home at all

;
and that in accepting new furniture

for the drawing-room, she had to a certain extent

pledged herself not to marry immediately, but to

stay at home, and be a comfort to her dear papa.
This is so delicate a question, that it is difficult to

treat it with the freedom necessary for a full de-

velopment of a not unusual state of mind. Most

people are capable of falling in love only once or

twice, or at the most a very few times, in their

life
;
and disappointed and heartbroken suitors

are not so commonly to be met with as perhaps
could be wished. But, at the same time, there

can be little doubt that the chief way in which

society is supposed to signify its approval and
admiration and enthusiasm for a lady, is by mak-

ing dozens of proposals to her, as may be ascer-

tained from all the best-informed sources. When
a woman is a great beauty, or is very brilliant

and graceful, or even is only agreeable and amus-

ing, the ordinary idea is, that the floating men of

society, in number less or more according to the

lady's merits, propose to her, though she may not

perhaps accept any of them. In proportion as

her qualities rise towards the sublime, these vic-

tims are supposed to increase
;
and perhaps, to

tell the truth, no woman feels herself set at her

true value until some poor man, or set of men,
have put, as people say, their happiness into her

hands. It is, as we have said, a delicate subject
to discuss

;
for the truth is, that this well-known

and thoroughly established reward of female ex-

cellence had not fallen to Miss Marjoribanks's
lot. There was Tom, to be sure, but Tom did

not count. And as for the other men who had
been presented to Lucilla as eligible candidates

for her regard, none of them had given her this

proof of their admiration. The year had passed

away, and society had laid no tribute of this de-

scription upon Lucilla's shrine. The Archdeacon
had married Mrs. Mortimer instead, and Mr. Cav-
endish had been led away by Barbara Lake !

After such an experience nothing but the inhe-

rent sweetness and wholesome tone of Miss Mar-

joribanks's character could have kept her from

that cynicism and disbelief in humanity which is

so often the result of knowledge of the world.

As for Lucilla, she smiled as she thought of it.

not cynically, but with a sweetly melancholy
smile. What she said to herself was, Poor men !

they had had the two ways set before them, and

they had not chosen the best. It made her

sad to have this proof of the imperfection of

human nature thus thrust upon her, but it did

not turn her sweet into bitter, as might have
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been the case with a more ordinary mind.

Notwithstanding that this universal reward,
which in other cases is, as everybody knows,

given so indiscriminately, and with such libe-

rality, had altogether failed in her case, Lucilla

still resumed her way with a beautiful constancy,
and went forward in the face of fate undaunted

and with a smile.

It was thus that she began the second period
of her career. Up to this moment there had
never been a time in which it was not said in

Carlingford that some one was paying attention

to Miss Marjoribanks ;
but at present no one was

paying attention to her. There were other mar-

riages going on around her, and other prelimina-
ries of marriage, but nobody had proposed to

Lucilla. Affairs were in this state when she

took up her yoke again boldly, and set out anew

upon her way. It was a proof of magnanimity
and philanthropy which nobody could have ask-

ed from her, if Lucilla had not been actuated by
higher motives than 'those that sway the com-

mon crowd. "Without any assistance but that of

her own genius without the stimulating ap-

plause of admirers, such as a woman in such

circumstances has a right to calculate upon
with no sympathising soul to fall back upon, and

nothing but a dull level of ordinary people be-

fore her, Miss Marjoribanks, undaunted, put on

her harness and resumed her course. The diffi-

culties she had met only made her more friendly,

more tender, to those who wrere weaker than her-

self, and whom evil fortune had disabled in the

way. When Barbara Lake got her situation,

and went out for a governess, and Eose's fears

were realised, and she had with bitter tears to

relinquish her Career, Lucilla went and sat whole
afternoons with the little artist, and gave her the

handiest assistance, and taught her a great many
things which she never could have learned at the

School of Design. And the effect of this self-ab-

negation was, that Lucilla bore General Travers's

decision, and gave up all hope of the officers,

with a stout-heartedness which nobody could

have looked for, and did not hesitate to face her

position boldly, and to erect her standard, and to

begin her new campaign, unaided and unappre-
ciated as she was. People who know no better

may go away upon marriage-tours, or they may
fly off to foreign travel, or go out as governesses,
when all things do not go just as they wish.

But as for Miss Marjoribanks, she stood bravely
at her post, and scorned to flinch or run away.
It was thus that was commenced, amid mists of

discouragement, and in an entire absence of all

that was calculated to stimulate and exhilarate,
the seoend grand period, which was destined to

conclude under very different circumstances, of

Lucilla's life.

CHAPTER XXXVIII.

IT would be vain to follow Lucilla in detail

through her consistent and admirable career;
nor is it necessary to say that she went on steadi-

ly in face of all her discouragements, with that

mixture of success and failure which comes na-

tural to all human affairs. The singular thing

about it was, that the years passed on, and that

she was permitted by the world in general to

fulfil her own promise and .prophecy about re-

maining ten years at home to be a comfort to her
dear papa. She had been nineteen when she

began her career, and she was nine-and-twenty
when that little episode occurred with young Dr.

Rider, before he was married to his present wife.

There would have been nothing in the least un-

suitable in a marriage between Dr. Rider and
Miss Marjoribanks, though people who were the

best informed never thought either of them had

any serious meaning ; but, of course, the' general

public, having had Lucilla for a long time before

their eyes, naturally added on seven or eight years
to her age, and concluded her to be a great deal

older than the young doctor, though everybody
allowed that it would have been a most advan-

tageous match for him in every possible point of

view. But, however, it did not come to any-
thing, no more than a great many other nibbles of

the same kind did. The period arrived at which
Lucilla had thought she might perhaps have be-

gun to go off in her looks, but still there was no
immediate appearance of any change of name or

condition on her part. Many people quite- con-

gratulated themselves on the fact, as it was im-

possible to imagine what might be the social

condition of Grange Lane without Miss Marjori-

banks; but it is doubtful whether Lucilla con-

gratulated herself. She was very comfortable,
no doubt, in every way, and met with little

opposition to speak of, and had things a great
deal more in her own hands than she might have

had, had there been a husband in the case to

satisfy; but notwithstanding, she had come to

an age when most people have husbands, and
when an independent position in the world be-

comes necessary to self-respect. To be sure,

Lucilla was independent; but then there is a

difference, as everybody knows. And Miss Mar-

joribanks could not but feel that the world had
not shown that appreciation of her, to which, in

her earlier days, she looked forward with so lit-

tle fear. The ten years, as they had really gone
by, were very different from the ten years she

had looked forward to, when, in the triumph of

her youth, she named that period as the time

when she might probably begin to go 'off, and
would be disposed to marry. By this time the

drawing-room carpets and curtains had faded a

little, and Lucilla had found out that the delicate

pale green which suited her complexion was not

to call a profitable colour; and nobody could

have thought or said that to marry at this period
would be in the least degree to swindle the Doc-

tor. Thus the moment had arrived to which she

looked forward, but the man had not arrived

with it. Ten years had passed, during which she

had been at the head of society in Grange Lane,
and a great comfort to her dear papa ;

and now,
if there remained another development for Lucil-

la's character, it was about time that it should

begin to show itself. But at the same time, the

main element necessary for that new develop-
ment did not seem at present likely to be found

in Grange Lane.

Unless, indeed, it might happen to be found in

the person of Mr. Ashburton, who was so often

in Carlingford that he might be said to form a

part of society*there. It was he who was re-

lated to the Richmonds, who, as everybody
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knows, were a family much respected in the

county. He had been at the bar, and even be-

gun to distinguish himself, before old Miss

Penrhyn died and left him. the Firs. He had

begun to distinguish himself, but he \ had not, it

appeared, gone so far as to prevent him from

coming down to his new property and settling

upon it, and taking his place as a local nota-

bility. He was not a man who could be ex-

pected to care for evening parties in a provincial
town

;
but he never refused to dine with Dr.

Marjoribanks, and was generally popular up-

stairs, where he always paid a little attention to

Lucilla, though nothing very marked and notice-

able. Mr. Ashburton was not like Mr. Caven-

dish, for instance (if anybody remembered Mr.

Cavendish), a'man whose money might be in the

Funds, but who more probably speculated.

Everybody knew everything about him, which
was an ease to the public mind. The Firs was as

well known as Carlingford steeple, and how
much it was worth a-year, and everything about

it
;
and so was the proprietor's pedigree, which

could be traced to a semi-mythical personage
known as old Penrhyn, whose daughter was Sir

John Richmond's grandmother. The Firs, it is

true, had descended in the female line, but still

it is something to know where a man comes

from, even on one side. Mr. Ashburton made
himself very agreeable in the neighbourhood,
and was never above enlightening anybody on a

point of law. He used to say that it was kind
to give him something to do, which was an

opinion endorsed practically by a great many
people. It is true that some of his neighbours
wondered much to see his patience, and could

not make out why he chose to rusticate at the

Firs at his age, and with his abilities. But either

he never heard these wonderings, or at least he
never took any notice of them. He lived as if

lie liked it, and settled down, and presented to

all men an aspect of serene contentment with
his sphere. And it would be difficult to say
what suggestion or association it was which

brought him all of a sudden into Miss Marjori-
banks's head, one day, when, seeing a little com-
motion in Master's shop, she went in to hear what
it was about. The cause of the commotion was
an event which had been long expected, and

which, indeed, ten years before, had been looked

on as a possible thing to happen any day. The
wonder was, not that old Mr. Chiltern should

die, but that he should have lived so long. The
ladies in Master's cried,

" Poor dear old man I"

and said to each other, that however long it

might have been expected, a death always
seemed sudden at the last. But, to tell the truth,

the stir made by this death was rather pleasant
than sad. People thought not of the career

which was ended, but of the one which must
now begin, and of the excitement of an election,

which was agreeable to look forward to. As for

Lucilla, when she too had heard the news, and
had gone on upon her way, it would be vain to

assert that a regretful recollection of the time

when Mr. Cavendish was thought a likely man
to succeed Mr. Chiltern did not occur to her.

But when Miss Marjoribanks had dismissed that

transitory thought, Mr. Ashburton suddenly
came into her head by one of those intuitions

which have such an effect upon the mind that

receives them. Lucilla was not of very marked

political opinions, and perhaps was not quite
aware what Mr. Ashburton's views were on the

Irish Church question, or upon parliamentary
reform

;
but she said after, that it came into her

mind in a moment, like a flash of lightning, that

he was the man. The idea was so new and so

striking, that she turned back and went, in the

excitement of the moment, to suggest it to Mrs.

Chiley, and see what her old friend and the

Colonel would say. Of course, if such a thing
was practicable, there was no time to lose. She
turned round quickly, according to her prompt
nature

;
and such was her absorbed interest in

the idea of Mr. Ashburton, that she did not
know until she had almost done it, that she was
walking straight into her hero's arms.

"Oh, Mr. Ashburton!" said Lucilla, with a
little scream,

"
is it you ? My mind was quite

full of you. I could not see you for thinking.
Do come back with me, for I have something
very particular to say

"

"To me ?" said Mr. Ashburton, looking at her
with a smile and a sudden look of interest

;
for it

is always slightly exciting to the most philo-

sophical mortal to know that somebody else's

mind is full of him. "What you have said

already is so flattering
"

"
I did not mean anything absurd," said Miss

Marjoribanks.
" Don't talk any nonsense, please.

Mr. Ashburton, do you know that old Mr. Chil-

tern is dead ?"

Lucilla put the question solemnly, and her

companion grew a little red as he looked at her.

"It is not my fault," he said, though he still

smiled; and then he grew redder and redder,

though he ought to have been above showing
these signs of emotion

;
and looked at her curi-

ously, as if he would seize what she was going
to say out of her eyes or her lips before it was said.

"
It is not anything to laugh about," said

Lucilla.
" He was a very nice old man

;
but he

is dead, and somebody else must be Member for

Carlingford: that was why I told you that my
mind was full of you. I am not in the least

superstitious,".said Miss Marjoribanks, solemnly :

"but when I stood there there, just in front

of Mr. Holden's you came into my mind like

a flash of lightning. I was not thinking of you
in the least, and you came into my mind like

like Minerva, you know. If it was not an inti-

mation, I don't know what it was. And that

was why I ran against you, and did not see you
were there. Mr. Ashburton, it is you who must
be the man," said Lucilla. It was not a thing
to speak lightly about, and for her part she spoke
very solemnly ;

and *as for Mr. Ashburton; his

face flushed deeper and deeper. He stood quite
still in the excitement of the moment, as if she
had given him a blow.

" Miss Marjoribanks, I don't know how to

answer you," he cried; and then he put out

his hand in an agitated way and grasped her

hand. " You are the only creature in Carling-
ford, man or woman, that has divined me/' he

said, in a trembling voice. It was a little public
at the top of Grange Lane, where people were
liable to pass at every moment ;

but still Miss

Marjoribanks accepted the pressure of the hand,

which, to be sure, had nothing whatever to do
with love-making. She was more shy of such
demonstrations than she had been in her con-

fident youth, knowing that in most cases they
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never came lo anything, and at the same time

that the spectators kept a vivid recollection of

them
;
but still in the excitement of the moment,

Miss Marjoribauks accepted and returned in a

womanly way the pressure of Mr. Ashburton's

hand.

"Come in and let us talk it over," Lucilla

said, feeling that no time was to be lost. It

was a conference very different from that which,
had Mr. Chiltern been so well advised as to die

ten years before, might have been held in Dr.

Marjoribanks's drawing-room over his successors

prospects ;
but at the same time there was some-

thing satisfactory to the personal sentiments of

both in the way in which this conversation had
come about. When Lucilla took off her hat and
sat down to give him all her attention, Mr. Ash-

burton could not but feel the flattering character

of the interest she was taking in him. She was
a woman, and young (comparatively speaking),
and was by no means without admirers, and

unquestionably took the lead in society ;
and to

be divined by such a person was perhaps, on
the whole, sweeter to the heart of the aspirant
than if Colonel Chiley had found out his secret,

or Dr. Marjoribanks, or even the Rector : and
Lucilla for her part had all that natural pleasure
in being the first to embrace a new interest

(which might or might not have very important

results), which was natural under the circum-

stances. "Let us talk it all over," she said,

giving Mr. Ashburton a chair near her own.
"If I believed in spirit-rapping, you know, I

should be sure that was what it meant. I was
not thinking of you in the least, and all at once,
like a flash of lightning Mr. Ashburton, sit

down and tell me what is the first thing that

must be done ?"

"If I could ask you to be on my committee,
that would be the first thing to be done," said

Mr. Ashburton,
" but unfortunately I can't do

that. Let me tell you in the first place how
very much I am obliged

"

" Don't say that, please," said Miss Marjori-

banks, with her usual good sense,
"
for I have

done nothing. But papa can be on the commit-

tee, Mr. Ashburton, and old Colonel Chiley, who
is such a one for politics ;

and of course Sir John
that will be a very good beginning ;

and after

that "

" My dear^Miss Marjoribanks,
1 ' Mr. Ashburton

said, with a* smile, and - a little hesitation,
"
Sir

John takes exactly the other side in politics;
and I am afraid the Doctor and the Colonel are

not of the same way of thinking ;
and then my

opinions
"

"If they are not of the same way of thinking,
we must make them," said Lucilla

;

"
after hav-

ing such an intimation, I am not going to be put
oft' for a trifle

;
and besides, what does it matter

about opinions ? I am sure I have heard you
all saying over and over that the thing was to

have a good man. Don't go and make speeches
about opinions. If you begin with that, there is

no end to it," said Miss Marjoribanks.
"
I know

what you gentlemen are. But if you just say
distinctly that you are the best man "

"
It would be an odd thing to say for one's

self," said Mr. Ashburton, and he laughed; but,
to tell the truth, he was not a man of very quick
understanding, and at the first outset of the

thing he did not understand Lucilla
;
and he

was a little just a very little disappointed.
She had divined him, which was a wonderful

proof of her genius ;
but yet at the bottom she

was only an ignorant woman after all.

"I see it all quite clear what to do," said

Miss Marjoribanks.
" You must have the Colo-

nel and Sir John, and everybody. I would not

pay the least attention to Tories or Whigs, or

anything of that sort. For my part I don't see

any difference. All that has to be said about it

is simply that you are the right man. Papa
might object to one thing and the Colonel might
object to another, and then if Sir John, as you
say, is of quite another way of thinking
But you are the man for Carlingford all the
same

;
and none of them can say a word against

that," said Lucilla, with energy. She stopped
short, with her colour rising and her eyes
brightening. She felt herself inspired, which
was a new sensation, and very pleasant ;

and
then the idea of such a coming struggle was
sweet to Miss Marjoribanks, and the conviction

burst upon her that she was striking out a per-

fectly new and original line.

As for her candidate, he smiled, and hesitated,
and paid her pretty little compliments for a few
minutes longer, and said it was very good of her
to interest herself in his fortunes. All which
Lucilla listened to with great impatience, feeling
that it had nothing to do with the matter in

hand. But then after these few minutes had

elapsed the meaning of his fair adviser, as he
called her, began to dawn upon Mr. Ashburton's
mind. He began to prick up his mental ears, so

to speak, and see that it was not womanish
ignorance, but an actual suggestion. For, after

all, so long as he was the man for Carlingford,
all the rest was of little importance. He took

something out of his pocket, which was his

address to the constituency of Carlingford (for

being anxious on the subject, he had heard of

Mr. Chiltern's death an hour or two before any-
body else), and chokefull of political sentiments.
In it he described to the electors what he would
do if they sent him to Parliament, as carefully
as if their election could make him Prime Minis-
ter at least

;
and naturally a man does not like

to sacrifice such a confession of faith.
" I should

like to read it to you," he said, spreading it out
with affectionate care

;
but Lucilla had already

arranged her plans, and knew better than that.
" If you were to read it to me," said Miss

Marjoribanks,
" I should be sure to be convinced

that you were quite right, and to go in with you
for everything, and then I should be no good,

you know. If it were to drive papa and bir

John and the Colonel all to their own ways of

thinking, we never should make any progress.
I would never mind about anybody's ways of

thinking, if I were you. After all," said Lu-

cilla, with a fine satire, of which she was uncon-

scious,
" what does it matter what people think ?

I suppose when it comes to doing anything, the

Whigs and the Tories are just the same. Mr.

Ashburton, it is a man that is wanted," said

Miss Marjoribanks, with all the warmth of sud-

den conviction. She felt a little like Joan of

Arc as she spoke. When an army has the aid

of a sacred maiden to bring inspiration to its

counssls, the idea of going on in the old formal

way is no longer to be tolerated. And such was
the force of Lucilla's conviction, that Mr. Ash-
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burton, though he felt a little affronted, and
could not but look with fond and compunctious
regret upon his address, yet began more and
more to feel that there was justice in what she said.

"I will think over what you say," he said,

rather stifflyj and put up his address for it was
natural, when he had done her such an honour
as to offer to read it to her, that he should be
affronted by 'her refusal. It was a bold experi-
ment on Lucilla's part, but then she was carried

out of herself at the moment by this singular
flash of inspiration. "I will think over what

you say," Mr. Ashburton continued
;

" and if

my judgment approves At all events I shall

not issue this till I have.thought ij; all over. I

am sure I am extremely obliged to you for your
interest." And here he stopped short, and
looked as if he were going to get up and go
away, which would have spoiled all

"You are going to stop to lunch," said Lu-

cill*;
"
somebody is sure to come in. And you

know you must not lose any opportunity of see-

ing people. I am so glad to-night is Thursday.
Tell me just one thing, Mr. Ashburton, before

any one comes. There is one thing that is really

important, and must be fixed upon. If we were
to. make any mistake, you know "

"What?" said the candidate, eagerly "about
the Income-tax ? I have expressed myself very
clearly

"

Lucilla smiled compassionately, and with the

gentlest tolerance, at this wild suggestion.
" I

was not thinking of the Income-tax,'' she said,
with that meekness which people assume when
it is of no use being impatient.

" I was think-

ing what your colours were to be. I would not
have anything to do with the old colours, for

my part they would be as bad as opinions, you
know. You may laugh, but I am quite in ear-

nest," said Miss Marjoribanks. As for Mr. Ash-

burton, he did not begin to laugh until he had
fixed upon her that gaze of utter amazement
and doubt with ,,which on many similar occasions

ordinary people had regarded Lucilla thinking
she was joking, or acting, or doing something
quite different from the severe sincerity which
was her leading principle. She was so used to

it, that she waited with perfect patience till her

companion's explosion of amusement was over.

He was thinking to himself what a fool she was,
or what a fool he was to think of taking a wo-
man into his counsels, or what curious unintelli-

gible creatures women were, made up of sense

and foHy ;
and all the time he laughed, which

was a relief to his feelings. Miss Marjoribanks
laughed a little too, to keep him in countenance,
for she was always the soul of good-nature ;

and
then she repeated,

" Be sure you tell me what
our colours are to be "

" I am sure I don't know anything about

colours," said the candidate,
"
any more than you

dp about opinions. I think they are equally un-

important, to say the least. I shall adopt the

colours of my fair counsellor," Mr. Ashburton

added, laughing, and making a mock bow to her,

and getting his hat as he did so for he had

naturally calmed down a little from the first

enthusiasm with which he had hailed the woman
who divined him, and he did not mean to stay,.

' " The blue and the yellow are the old colours,"
said Lucilla, thoughtfully,

" and you are the new
man, you know, and we must not meddle with

these antiquated things. Do you think this

would do? " As she spoke she took up a hand-
ful of ribbons which were lying by, and put them

up to her face with an air of serious deliberation

which once more disturbed Mr. Ashburton's gra-

vity. And yet, when a young woman who is

not at all bad-looking, puts up a rustling, gleam-
ing, knot of ribbons to her hair and asks a man's

opinion of the same, the man must be a philoso-

pher or a wretch indeed who does not give a glance
to see the effect. The candidate for Carlingford
looked and approached, and even, in the tempta-
tion of the moment, took some of the long stream-
ers in his hand. And he began to think Miss

Marjoribanks was very clerer, and the most amus-

ing companion he had met with for a long time.

And her interest in him touched his heart
; and,

after all, it is no drawback to a woman to be ab-
surd by moments. His voice grew quite soft and

caressing as he took the end ofribbon into his hand.
11 If they are your colours they shall be mine,"

he said, with a sense of patronage and protection
which was very delightful ;

and the two were still

talking and laughing over the silken link thus form-
ed between them, when the people came in whom
Lucilla was expecting to lunch, and who were
naturally fulLof Mr. Chiltern's death, which, poor
old man ! was so sudden at the last. Mr. Ashburton

stayed, though he had not intended it, and made
himself very pleasant. And Lucilla took no
pains to conceal her opinion that the thing was
neither to consider Whigs nor Tories, but a good
man. And Major Brown, who had come with his

daughters, echoed this sentiment so warmly that
Mr. Ashburton was entirely convinced of the

justice of Miss Marjoribanks's ideas. " We
can't have a tip-topper, you know," Major Brown
said, who was not very refined in his expres-
sions;

" and what I should like to see is a man
that knows the place and would look after Car-

lingford. That's what we're all looking for."

Mr. Ashburton did not declare himself to Major
Brown, but he dashed off his new address ten
minutes after he had taken leave of Miss Marjori-

banks, and put the other one in the fire like a

Christian, and telegraphed for his agent to town.

Lucilla, for her part, made an effort equally great
and uncompromising. She took the ribbon Mr.
Ashburton had played with, and cut it up into

cockades of all descriptions. It was an early
moment, but still there was no time to be lost

with a matter of such importance. And she
wore one on her breast and one in her hair when
Mr. Ashburton's address was published, and all

the world was discussing it.
" Of course they

are his colours that is why I wear them," said

Lucilla. " I shall always think there was some-

thing very strange in it. Just after I had heard
of poor old Mr. Chiltern's death, as I was pass-

ing Holden's when I was not in the least

thinking of him he came into my mind like a -

flash of lightning, you know, if I had been

very intimate with poor old Mr. Chiltern, or if I

oelieved in spirit-rapping, I should think that

was it. He came into my head without my even

;hinking of him, all in a moment, with his very
lat on and his umbrella, like Minerva wasn't it

Minerva?" said Miss Marjoribanks. And she
;ook up Mr. Ashburton's cause openly, and un-
furled his standard, and did not even ask her
Other's opinion. "Papa knows about politics,
)ut he has not had an intimation, as I have,"
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said Lucilla. And, naturally, she threw all the

younger portion of Grange Lane, which was ac-

quainted with Mr. Ashburton, and looked for-

ward eagerly to a little excitement, and liked the

idea of wearing a violet and green cockade, into

a nutter of excitement. Among these rash

young people there were even various individu-

als who took Lucilla's word for it, and knew that

Mr. Ashburton was very nice, and did not see

that anything more was necessary. To be sure,

these enthusiasts were chiefly women, and in no
cases had votes; but Miss Marjoribanks, with'

instinctive correctness of judgment, decided that

there were more things to be thought of than the

electors. - And she had the satisfaction of seeing
with her own eyes and hearing with her own
ears the success of that suggestion of her genius.

Carlingford had rarely been more excited by any
public event than it was by the address of the

new candidate, who was in the field before any-

body else, and who had the boldness to come
before them without uttering any political creed.

"The enlightened electors of Carlingford do not

demand, like other less educated constituencies,
a S}

rstem of political doctrines cut and dry, or a

representative bound to give up his own judg-

ment, and act according to arbitrary promises,"
said the daring candidate : "what they want is

an honest man, resolved to do his duty by .his

country, his borough, and his constituency ;
and

it is this idea alone which has induced me to

solicit your suffrages." This was what Mr. Ash-
burton said in his address, though at that mo-
ment he had still his other address in his pocket,
n which he had entered at some length into his

distinctive personal views. It was thus that an

independent candidate, unconnected with party,
took the field in Carlingford, with Miss Marjori-

banks, like another Joan of Arc, with a knot of

ribbons, violet and green, in her hair, to inspire
and lead him on.

CHAPTER XXXIX.

LIFE with most people is little more than a suc-

cession of high and low tides. There are times

when the stream runs low, and when there is

nothing to be seen but the dull sandbanks, or

even mudbanks, for months, or even years toge-
ther

;
and then all at once the waters swell, and

come rushing twice a-day like the sea, carrying
life and movement with them. Miss Marjori-
banks had been subject to the eaux mortes for a

long time
;
but now the springtides had rushed

back. A day or two after Mr. Ashburton had
been revealed to her as the predestined member,
something occurred, not in itself exciting, but
which was not without its ultimate weight upon
the course of affairs. It was the day when aunt
Jemima was expected in Grange Lane. She
was aunt Jemima to Lucilla; but the Doctor
called her Mrs. John, and was never known to

address her by any more familiar title. She was,
as she herself described it, a widow lady, and
wore the dress of her order, and was the mother
of Tom Marjoribanks. She was not a frequent
visitor at Carlingford, for she and her brother-in-

law had various points on which they were not

of accord. The Doctor, for his part, conld not
but feel perennially injured that the boy had
fallen to the lot of Mrs. John, while he had only
a girl even though that girl was Lucilla

;
and

aunt Jemima could not forgive him for the rude

way in which he treated her health, which was
so delicate, and his want of sympathy for many
other people who were delicate too. Even when
she arrived, and was being entertained with the
usual cup of tea, fears of her brother-in-law's

robustness and unsympathetic ways had begun
to overpower her. "

I hope your papa does not
ask too much from you, Lucilla," she said, as she
sat in her easy-chair, and took her tea by the fire

in the cozy room which had been prepared for

her. "I hope he does not make you do too

much, for I am sure you are not strong, my
dear. Your poor mamma, you know " and
Mrs. John looked with a certain pathos at her

niece, as though she saw signs of evil in Lucilla's

fresh complexion and substantial frame.

"I am pretty well, thank you, aunt Jemima,"
said Miss Marjoribanks ;

" and papa lets me do

pretty much what I like : I am too old now, you
know, to be told what to do."

"Don't call yourself old, my dear," said aunt

Jemima, with a passing gleam of worldly wis-
dom "one gets old quite soon enough. Are
you subject to headaches, Lucilla, or pains in the
limbs? Your poor marnma "

"Dear aunt Jemima, I am as well as .ever I
can be," said Miss Marjoribanks.

" Tell me
when you heard from Tom, and what he is doing.
Let me see, it is ten years since he went away.
I used to write to him, but he did not answer

my letters not as he ought, you know. I sup-

pose he has found friends among the Calcutta

ladies," said Lucilla, with a slight but not unap-
parent sigh.
"He never says anything to me about Cal-

cutta ladies," said Tom's mother; "to tell the

truth, I always thought before he went away
that he was fond of you I must have been mis-

taken, as he never said anything ;
and that was

very fortunate at all events."

"I am sure I am very thankful he was not
fond of me," said Lucilla, with a little natural

irritation, "for I never could have returned it.

But I should like to know why that was so for-

tunate. I can't see that it would have been such
a very bad thing for him, for my part."

"
Yes, my dear," said aunt Jemima, placidly,

"
it would have been a very bad thing ;

for you
know, Lucilla, though you get on very nicely

here, you never could have done for a poor man's
wife."

Miss Marjoribanks's bosom swelled when she
heard these words it swelled with that profound
sense of being unappreciated and misunderstood,
which is one of the hardest trials in the way of

genius ;
but naturally she was not going to let

her aunt see her mortification. "I don't mean
to be any man's wife just now," she said, making
a gulp of it

" I am too busy electioneering; we
are going to have a new member in dear old Mr.

Chiltern's place. Perhaps he will come in this

evening to talk things over, and you shall see

him," Lucilla added, graciously. She was a little

excited about the candidate, as was not unna-

tural more excited, perhaps, than she would
have been ten years ago, when life was young ;

and then it was not to be expected that she
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could be pleased with aunt Jemima for thinking
it was so fortunate

; though even that touch of

wounded pride did not lead Miss Marjoribanks
to glorify herself by betraying Tom.

" My brother-in-law used to be a dreadful Ra-

dical," said aunt Jemima; "I hope it is not one
of those revolutionary men

;
I have seen your

poor uncle sit up arguing with him till I thought

they never would be done. If that is the kind

of thing, I hope you will not associate yourself
with it, Lucilla. Your papa should have more
sense than to let you. It does not do a young
woman any good. I should never have per-
mitted it if you had been my daughter," added
Mrs. John, with a little heat for, to tell the

truth, she too felt a slight vexation on her part
that the Doctor had a girl when she had none,
even though not for twenty girls would she have

given up Tom.
Miss Marjoribanks looked upon the weak wo-

man who thus ventured to address her with
indescribable feelings; but after all she was not

so much angry as amused and compassionate.
She could not help thinking to herself, if she had
been Mrs. John's daughter, how perfectly docile

aunt Jemima would have been by this time, and
how little she would have really ventured to

interfere. "It would have been very nice," she

said, with a meditative realisation of the possi-

bility
"
though it is very odd to think how one

could have been one's own cousin I should

have taken very good care of you, I am sure."

"You would have done no such thing," said

Mrs. John; you would have gone off and mar-

ried
;
I know how girls do. You have not mar-

ried here, because you have been too comfortable,
Lucilla. You have had everything your own
way, and all that you wanted, without any of

the bother. It is very strange how differently

people's lots are ordered. I was married at

seventeen, and I am sure I have not known
what it was to have a day's health "

"Dear.aunt Jemima!" said her affectionate

niece, kissing her, "but papa shall see if he
cannot give you something, and we will take

such care of you while you are here."

Mrs. John was softened in spite of herself; but
still she shook her head. "

It is very nice of you
to say so. my dear," she said, "and it's pleasant
to feel that one has somebody belonging to one

;

but I have not much confidence in your papa.
He never understood my complaints. I used to

be very sorry for your poor mamma. He never
showed that sympathy but I did not mean to

blame him to you, Lucilla. I am sure he is a

very good father to you."
" He has been a perfect old angel," said Miss

Marjoribanks ;
and then the conversation came

to a pause, as it was time to dress for dinner.

Mrs. John Marjoribanks had a very nice room
and everything that was adapted to make her

comfortable
;
but she too had something to think

of when the 'door closed upon Lucilla, and she

was left with her maid and her hot water and her

black velvet gown. Perhaps it was a little in-

consistent to wear a black velvet gown with her

widow's cap it was a question which she had

long debated in her mind before she resigned her-

self to the temptation but then it always looked
so well, and was so very profitable! and Mrs.

John felt that it was incumbent upon her to keep
up a respectable appearance for Tom's sake.

Tom was very much in her mind at that mo-

ment, as indeed he always was
;

for though it

was a long time ago, she could not get the idea

out of her head that he must have said something
to Lucilla before he went off to India, and he had
a way of asking about his cousin in his letters

;

and though she would have done anything to

secure her boy's happiness, and was on the whole
rather fond of her niece, yet the idea of the ob-

jections her brother-in-law would have to such
a match excited to the uttermost the smoulder-

ing pride which existed in aunt Jemima's, heart.
He was better off, and had always been better

off, than her poor John and he had robust health
and an awful scorn of the coddling, to which, as
he said, she had subjected his brother, and he
had mone}r enough to keep his child luxuriously
and make her the leader of Carlingford society,
while her poor boy had to go to India and put
himself in the way of all kinds of unknown dis-

eases and troubles. Mrs. John was profoundly
anxious to promote her son's happiness, and
would gladly have given every penny she had to

get him married to Lucilla,
"
if that was what he

wanted," as she justly said; but to have the

brother-in-law object to him, and suggest that he
was not good enough, was the one thing she
could not bear. She was thinking about this,
and whether Tom really had not said anything,
and whether Lucilla cared for him, and what
amid all these perplexities she should do, while
she dressed for dinner

; and, at the same time,
she felt her palpitation worse than usual, and
knew Dr. Marjoribanks would smile his grim
smile if she complained, so that her visit to

Grange Lane, though Lucilla meant to take such
care of her, was not altogether unmingled delight
to Mrs. John.

But, nevertheless, Dr. Marjoribanks's dinner-

table was always a cheerful sight, even when it

was only a dinner-party of three
;

for then natu-

rally they used the round table, and were as snug
as possible. Lucilla wore her knot of green and
violet ribbons on her white dress, to her aunt's

great amazement, and the Doctor had all the air

of a man who had been out in the world all day
and returned hi the evening with something to

tell which is a thing which gives great anima-
tion to a family party. Mrs. John Marjoribanks
had been out of all that sort of thing for a long
time. She had been living quite alone in a
widowed forlorn way, and had half forgotten
how pleasant it was to have somebody coming
in with a breath of fresh air about him and the

day's budget of news and it had an animating
effect upon her, even though she was not fond
of her brother-in-law. Dr. Marjoribanks inquired
about Tom in the most fatherly way, and what
he was about, and how things were looking for

him, and whether he intended to come home.
" Much better not," the Doctor said,

" I should

certainly advise him not, if he asked me. He
has got over all the worst of it, and no.w is his

time to do something worth while."
" Tom is not one to think merely of worldly

advantages," said his mother, with a fine instinct

of opposition which she could not restrain. " I

don't think he would care to waste all the best

part of his life making money. I'd rather see
him come home and be happy, for my part, even
if he were not so rich

"

"If all men were happy that came home,"
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said the Doctor, and then he gave a rather grim
chuckle.

" Somebody has come home that you
did not reckon on, Lucilla. I am sorry to spoil

sport; but I don't see how you are to get out of

it. There is another address on the walls to-day

besides that one of yours
"

"Oh, I hope there will be six addresses!"

cried Miss Marjoribanks ;

"
if we had it all our

own way it would be no fun; a Tory, and a

Whig, and a did you say Radical, aunt Jemima ?

And then, "what is a Conservative ?" asked Lu-

cilla, though certainly she had a very much bet-

ter notion of political matters than aunt Jemima

had, to say the least.
"
I wonder how you can encourage any poor

man to go into Parliament," said Mrs. John; "so

trying for the health as it must be, and an end
to everything like domestic life. If it was my
Tom I would almost rather he stayed in India.

He looks strong, but there is never any confi-

dence to be put iu young men looking strong.

Oh, I know you do not agree with me, Doctor;
but I have had sad reason for my way of think-

ing," said the poor lady. As for the Doctor, he

did not accept the challenge thus thrown to him.

Tom Marjoribanks was not the foremost figure
in the world in his eyes, as the absent wanderer

was in that of his mother
;
and he had not yet

unburdened himself of what he had to say.

. "I am not saying anything in favour of going
into Parliament," said the Doctor. "I'd sooner

be a bargeman on the canal if it was me. I am
only telling Lucilla what she has before her. I

don't know when I have been more surprised.
Of course you were not looking for that," said

Dr. Marjoribanks. He had kept back until the

things were taken off the table, for he had a

benevolent disinclination to spoil anybody's din-

ner. Now, when all the serious part of the meal
was over, he tossed the 'Carlingford Gazette'

across the table, folded so as she could not miss

what he wanted her to see. Lucilla took it up
lightly between her finger and thumb

;
for the

Carlingford papers were inky and badly printed,
and soiled a lady's hand. She took it up deli-

cately without either alarm or surprise, knowing
very well that the Blues and the Yellows were
not likely without a struggle to give up to the

new standard, which was violet and green. But
what she saw on that inky broadsheet over-

whelmed in an instant Miss Marjoribanks's self-

possession. She turned pale, though her com-

plexion was, if possible, fresher than ever, and'

even shivered in her chair, though her nerves

were so steady. Could it be a trick to thwart
and startle her ? or could it be true ? She lifted

her eyes to her father with a look of horror-strick-

en inquiry, but all that she met in return was a

certain air of amusement and triumph, which
struck her at the tenderest point. He was not

sorry nor sympathetic, nor did he care at all for

the sudden shock she had sustained. On the

contrary, he was laughing within himself at the

utterly unexpected complication. It was cruel,
but it was salutary, and restored her self-com-

mand in a moment. She might have given way
under kindness, but this look of satisfaction over
her

discomfiture brought Lucilla to herself.
"
Yes, I thought you would be surprised," sa\d

Dr. Marjoribanks, dryly; and he took his first

glass of claret with a slow relish and enjoyment,
which roused every sentiment of self-respect and

spark of temper existing in his daughter's mind.
" If you had kept your own place it would not
have mattered

;
but I don't see how you are to

get out of it. You see young ladies should let

these sort of things alone, Lucilla." This was
all the feeling he showed for her in her unex-

pected dilemma. Miss Marjoribanks's heart

gave one throb, which made the green and
violet ribbons jump and thrill; and then she
came to herself, and recognised,- as she had
so often done before, that she had to fight
her way by herself, and had nobody to look

to. Such a thought is dreary enough some-

times, and there are minds that sink under it;

but at other times it is like the touch of the

mother earth which gave the giant back his

strength, and Lucilla was of the latter class of

intelligence. When she saw the triumph with
which her embarrassment was received, and that

she had no sympathy nor aid to look for, she re-

covered herself as if by magic. Let what would
come in her way, nothing could alter her cer-

tainty that Mr. Ashburton was the man for

Carlingford ;
and that determination not to be

beaten, which is the soul of British valour,

sprang up in an instant in Miss Marjoribanks's
mind. There was not even the alternative of

victory or Westminster Abbey for Lucilla. If

she was ever to hold up her head again, or have

any real respect for herself, she must win. All

this passed through her head in the one bewil-

dering moment, while her father's words were
still making her ears tingle, and that name,
printed in big inky letters, seemed to flutter iu

all the air round her. It was hard to believe

the intelligence thus conveyed, and harder

still to go on in the face of old friendships, and
the traditions of her youth ;

but still duty was
dearer than tradition, and it was now a necessity
to fight the battle to the last, and at all risks to

win.
" Thank you all the same, papa, for bringing

me the paper," said Lucilla,
"

It would have

been a great deal worse if I had not known of it

before I saw him. I am sure I am very glad for

one thing. He can't be married or dead, as peo-

ple used to say. I am quite ashamed to keep

you so long down-stairs, aunt Jemima, when I

know you must be longing for a cup of tea but

it is somebody come back whom nobody ex-

pected. Tell him I shall be so glad to see him,

papa though I have no reason to be glad, for

he was one of my young friends, you know, and

he is sure to think I have gone off." As she

spoke, Lucilla turned aunt Jemima, to whom she

had given her arm, quite round, that she might
look into the great glass over the mantel-piece :

" I don't think I am quite so much gone off as I

expected to be," said Miss Marjoribanks, with

candid impartiality ;

"
though of course he will

think me stouter but it does not make any
difference about Mr. Ashburton being the right

man for Carlingford." She said the words with

a certain solemnity, and turned Mrs. John, who
was so much surprised as to be speechless, round

again, and led her up-stairs. It was as if they
were walking in a procession of those martyrs
and renouncers of self, who build up the founda-

tions of society ;
and it would not be too much

to say that under her present circumstances, and

in the excitement of this singular and unex-

pected event, such was the painful but sub-
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lime consciousness which animated Lucilla's

breast.

As for Dr. Marjoribanks, his triumph was
taken out of him by that spectacle. He closed

the door after the ladies had gone, and came
back to his easy-chair by the side of the fire, and
could not but feel that he had had the worst of

it. It was actually Mr. Cavendish who had
come home, and whose address to the electors

of Carlingford, dated from Dover on his return to

England, the Doctor had just put into his daugh-
ter's hand. But, wonderful and unlocked for as

was the event, Lucilla, though taken unawares,
had not given in, nor shown any signs of weak-
ness. And the effect upon her father of her last

utterance and confession was such that he took

up the paper again and read both addresses,
which were printed side by side. In other days
Mr. Cavendish bad been the chosen candidate of

Grange Lane
;
and the views which he expressed

(and he expressed his views very freely) were

precisely those of Dr. Marjoribanks. Yet when
the Doctor turned to Mr. Ashburton's expression
of his conviction that he was the right man for

Carlingford, it cannot be denied that the force

of that simple statement had a wonderful effect

upon his mind an effect all the greater, perhaps,
in comparison with the political exposition made

by the other unexpected candidate. The Doc-
tor's meditations possibly took a slumbrous tone
from the place and the moment at which he pur-
sued them

;
for the fact was that the words he

had just been hearing ran in his head all through
the reading of the two addresses. Mr. Caven-
dish would think Lucilla had gone off; but yet
she had not gone off so much as might have
been expected, and Mr. Ashburton was the man
for Carliugford. Dr. Marjoribanks laughed qui-

etly by himself in his easy- chair, and then went
back to Mr. Cavendish's opinions, and ended

again, without knowing it, in a kind of odd

incipient agreement with Lucilla. The new
candidate was right in politics ; but, after all,

Mr. Ashburton was a more satisfactory sort of

person. He was a man whom people knew eve-

rything about, and a descendant of old Penrhyn,
and had the Firs and lived in it, and spent about
so much money every year honestly in the face

of the world. "When a man conducts himself in

this way, his neighbours can afford to be less ex-

acting as to his political opinions. This compa-
rison went on in the Doctor's thoughts until the

distinction between the two grew confused and
faint in that ruddy and genial glow of firelight
and lamplight and personal well-being which is

apt to engross a man's mind after he has come in

out of the air, as people say, and has eaten a good
dinner, and feels himself comfortable

;
and at

last all that remained in Dr. Marjoribanks's mind
was that Mr. Cavendish would think Lucilla had

gone off, though she had not gone off nearly so

much as might have been expected ;
at which

he laughed with an odd sound, which roused

him, and might have induced some people to

think he had been sleeping, if, indeed, anybody
had been near to hear.

But this news was naturally much more seri-

ous to Miss Marjoribanks when she had got up-
stairs, and had time to think of it. She would
not have been human if she had heard without
emotion of the return of the man whom she had
once dreamed of as member for Carlingford, with

the addition of other dreams which had not been

altogether without their sweetness. He had re-

turned now and then for a few days, but Lucilla

knew that he had never held up his head in

Grange Lane since the day when she advised
him to marry Barbara Lake. And now, when
he had bethought himself of his old ambition,
had he possibly bethought himself of other hopes
as well ? And the horrible thing was, that she
had pledged herself to another, and put her seal

upon it that Mr. Ashburton was the man for

Carlingford ! It may be supposed that, with
such a complication in her mind, Miss Marjori-
banks was very little capable of supporting aunt
Jemima's questions as to what it was about, and
who was Mr. Cavendish, and why was his return
of consequence to Lucilla ? Mrs. John was con-

siderably alarmed and startled, and began to

think in earnest that Tom was fond of his cou-

sin, and would never forgive his mother for letting
Lucilla perhaps marry some one else, and settle

down before her very eyes.
' If it is a very particular friend, I can under-

stand it," Mrs. John said, with a little asperity ;

but that was after she had made a great many
attempts, which were only partially successful, to

find it all out.

"Dear aunt Jemima," said Lucilla, "we are

all particular friends in Carlingford society is so

limited, you know; and Mr. Cavendish has
been a very long time away. He used to be of

such use to me, and I am so fond of him," Miss

Marjoribanks said, with a sigh ;
and it may be

supposed that Mrs. John's curiosity was not less-

ened,by such a response.
" If you are engaged to any one, Lucilla, I

must say I think I ought to have been told,"
said Tom's mother, with natural indignation.
"
Though I ought not to blame you for it, per-

haps. It is a sad thing when a girl is deprived
of a mother's care

;
but still I am your nearest

relation
"

" My dear aunt, it is something about the elec-

tion," said Miss Marjoribanks.
" How could I

be engaged to a man who has been away ten

years ?"
" Tom has been away ten years," said Mrs.

John, impetuously ;
and then she blushed, though

she
i
was past the age of blushing, and made

haste to cover her imprudence.
" I don't see

what you can have to do with the election," she

said, with suspicion, but some justice; "and I

don't feel. Lucilla, as if you were telling me
all"

"I have the favours to make, aunt Jemima,"
said Lucilla "

green and violet. You used to

be so clever at making bows, and I hope you
will help me ; papa, you know, will have to be
on Mr. Ashburton's committee," Miss Marjori-
banks added

;
and then, in spite of herself, a sigh

of doubt and anxiety escaped her bosom. It

was easy to say that "
papa would be on Mr.

Ashburton's committee, you know," but nobody
had known that Mr. Cavendish was coming to

drive everything topsy-turvy ;
and Lucilla, though

she professed to know only who was the man for

Carlingford, had at the same time sufficient poli-

tical information to be aware that the sentiments

propounded in Mr. Cavendish's address were also

Dr. Marjoribanks's sentiments
;
and she did not

know the tricks which some green and violet

spirit in the dining-room was playing with the
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Doctor's fancy. Perhaps it might turn out to be

Mr. Cavendish's committee which her father

would be on
;
and after she had pledged herself

that the other was the man for Carlingford I Lu-

cilla felt that she could not be disloyal and go
back from her word, neither could she forget the

intimation which had so plainly indicated to her

that Mr. Ashburton was the man
;
and yet, at

the same time, she could not but sigh as she

thought of Mr. Cavendish. Perhaps he had grown
coarse, as men do at that age, just as Lucilla

herself was conscious that he would find her

stouter. Perhaps he had ceased to flirt, or be of

any particular use of an evening ; possibly even

he might have forgotten Miss Marjoribanks but

naturally that was a thing that seemed unlikely
to Lucilla, If he had but come a little earlier, or

for ever stayed away! But while all these

thoughts were going through her mind her fin-

gers were still busy with the violet and green
cockades which aunt Jemima, after making sure

that Mr. Ashburton was not a Radical, had be-

gun to help her with. And they sat and talked

about Mrs. John's breathing, which was so bad,
and about her headaches, while Lucilla by
snatches discussed the situation in her mind.

Perhaps, on the whole, embarrassment and per-

plexity are a kind of natural accompaniment to

life and movement
;'
and it is better to be driven

out of your senses with thinking which of two

things you ought to do than to do nothing what-

ever, and be utterly uninteresting to all the

world. This at least was how Lucilla reasoned

to herself in her dilemma
;
and while she reason-

ed she used up yard upon yard of her green rib-

bon (for naturally the violet bore but a small pro-

portion to the green). Whatever she might have
to do or to suffer however her thoughts might
be disturbed or her heart distracted it is unne-

cessary to add that it was impossible to Lucilla

either to betray or to yield.

CHAPTER XL.

IT was a very good thing for Lucilla that Mrs.

John was so much of an invalid, notwithstanding
that the Doctor made little of her complaints.
All that Dr. Marjoribanks said was with that

remnant of Scotch which was often perceptible
in his speech that her illness were a fine thing to

occupy her, and he did not know what she would
do without them a manner of speaking which

naturally lessened his daughter's anxiety, though
her sympathetic care and solicitude were undi-

minished. And no doubt, when she had been
once assured that there was nothing dangerous
in her aunt's case, it was a relief to Miss Marjori-
banks at the present juncture that Mrs. John got
up late and always breakfasted in her own room.
Lucilla went into that sanctuary after she had

given her father his breakfast, and heard all

about the palpitation and the bad night aunt Je-
mima had passed ;

and then when she had con-
soled her suffering relative by the reflection that
one never sleeps well the first night or two, Miss

Marjoribanks was at liberty to go forth and at-

tend a little to her own affairs, which stood so
much in need of being attended to. She had had

no further talk with the Doctor on the subject,
but she had read over Mr. Cavendish's address,
and could not help seeing that it went dead

against her candidate
;
neither could Lucilla re-

main altogether unaffected by the expression
of feeling in respect to

" a place in which I have

spent so many pleasant years, and which has so

many claims on my affections," and the touching
haste with which the exile had rushed back as
soon as he heard of the old member's death. If

it touched Miss Marjoribanks, who was already
pledged to support another interest, what might
it not do to the gentlemen in Grange Lane who
were not pledged, and who had a friendship for

Mr. Cavendish ? This was the alarming thought
that had disturbed her sleep all night, and re-

turned to her mind with her first awakening ;

and when she had really her time to herself, and
the fresh morning hours before her, Lucilla be-

gan, as everybody ought to do, by going to the

very root and foundation, and asking herself what,

beyond all secondary considerations, it was right
to do. To change from one side to the other and

go back from her word was a thing abhorrent to

her
;
but still Miss Marjoribanks was aware that

there are certain circumstances in which honesty
and truth themselves demand what in most cases

is considered an untruthful and dishonest pro-

ceeding. In order to come to a right decision,
and with a sense of the duty she owed to her

country which would have shamed half the elec-

tors in England, not to say Carlingford, Lucilla,
who naturally had no vote, read the two address-

es of the two candidates, and addressed herself

candidly and impartially to the rights of the sub-

ject. Mr. Cavendish was disposed, as we have

said, to be pathetic and sentimental, and to speak
of the claims the borough had upon his affections,

and the eagerness with which he had rushed
home at the earliest possible moment to present
himself to them. If poor old Mr. Chiltern had
been King Bomba, or a gloomy Oriental tyrant,

keeping all possible reformers and successors

banished from his dominions, the new candidate

could not have spoken with more pathos. It

was a sort of thing which tells among the ima-

ginative part of the community, or so, at least,

most people think
;
and Miss Marjoribanks was

moved by it for the first moment
;
but then her

enlightened mind asserted its rights. She said to

herself that Mr. Cavendish might have come home
at any hour, by any steamboat

;
that Calais and

Boulogne,, and even Dieppe, were as open to him
as if he had been an actual refugee, and that

consequently there was nothing particular to be

pathetic about. And then, if the town had such

claims on his affections, why had he stayed so

long away? These two rationalistic questions

dispersed the first attendrissement which had be-

gun to steal over Lucilla's mind. "When she

came to this conclusion, her difficulties began to

clear. She had no reason to go back from her

engagements and reject that intimation which
had so impressed it on her, that Mr. Ashbur-
ton was the man. It was a sacrifice which an-

cient truth and friendship did not demand, for

verity was not in the document sLe had just been

reading, and that appeal to sentiment was no-

thing more than what is generally called hum-

bug.
" He might have been living here all the

time," Lucilla said to herself; "he might had
had much stronger claims upon our affections;
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if he had wanted, he might have come back ages

ago, and not let people struggle on alone."

When this view of the subject occurred to her,

Lucilla felt more indignation than sympathy.
And then, as Dr. Marjoribanks had done, she

turned to the calm utterance of her own candi-

date the man who was the only man for Car-

lingford and that sweet sense of having given
sound counsel, and of having at last met with

some one capable of carrying it out which makes

up for so many failures, came like balm to Lu-

cilla's bosom. There was -nothing more neces-

sary ;
the commotion in her mind calmed down,

and the tranquillity of undisturbed conviction

came in its place. .

And it was with this sense

of certainty that she put on her bonnet and is-

sued forth, though it snowed a little, and was a

very wintery day, on Mr. Ashburton's behalf, to

try her fortune in G-range Lane.

She went to Mrs. Chiley's, who was now very

old, poor old lady I and feeble, and did not like

to leave her sofa. Not but what she could leave

the sofa, she said to her friends, but at that time of

the year, and at her time of life, it was comfort-

able. The sofa was wheeled to the side of the

fire, and Mrs. Chiley reclined upon it, covered

with knitted rugs of the brightest colours, which
her young friends all worked for her. The last

one arrived was what used to be called an Aff-

ghanistan blanket, done in stripes of all sorts of

pretty tints, which was a present from Mrs. Bev-

erley.
" Her work, she says, Lucilla," said the

old lady; "but we know what sort of soft daw-

dling woman she is, and it must have been the

Archdeacon's nieces, you know." But still it

had the place of honour at present, covering Mrs.

Chiley's feet, and affording something to talk

about when any one came in. And by her side

was a little table, upon which stood one China

rose in a glass of water a pale rose, almost as

pale as her soft old cheeks, and chilled like them

by the approaching frost. And the fire burned

with an officious cheerfulness at her elbow, as if

it thought nothing of such accidental circumstan-

ces as winter and old age. To be sure this was
a reflection which never came into Mrs. Chiley's

head, who was, on the contrary, very thankful

for the fire, and said it was like a companion.
" And I often think, my dear, how do the poor

people get on, especially if they are old and sick,

that have no fires to keep them cheerful in this

dreadful weather," the kind old lady would say.

She did say so now when Lucilla came in, glow-

ing with cold and her rapid walk, and with a

flake or two ofsnow slowly melting on her sealskin

cloak. Perhaps it was not a sentiment the Col-

onel agreed with, for he gave a humph and a

little hoist of his shoulders, as if in protest, being
himself a good deal limited in his movements,
and not liking to own it, by the wintry torpor
within his big old frame, and the wintry weather
outside.

" Come and tell us all the news, Lucilla, my
darling," Mrs. Chiley said, as she drew down her

young friend's glowing face to her own, and

gave her one of her lingering kisses
;

" I felt

sure you would come and tell us everything. I

said it would not be like Lucilla if she didn't.

We know nothing but the fad, you know not

another word Make haste and tell us every-

thing, my dear."

But I don't know anything," said Miss Mar-

joribanks.
" Of course yo\i mean about Mr. Ca-

vendish. I saw it in the papers, like everybody
else, but I don't know anything more."
And then Mrs. Chiley's countenance fell. She

was not very strong, poor old lady, and she
could have cried, as she said afterwards.

"
Ah,

well, I suppose there is not time," she said after

a little pause ;
"I suppose he has not got here

from Dover yet one always forgets the distance.
I calculated it all over last night, and I thought
he would get home by the eleven train

;
but

these trains are never to be calculated upon, you
know, my dear. I am a little disappointed, Lu-
cilla. Poor dear I to think how he must have
rushed home the first moment I could have
cried when I read that address."

" I don't see why any one should cry," said
Lucilla. "I think he makes a great deal too
much of that ; he might have come ever so many
years ago, if he had liked. Poor Mr. Chiltern did
not banish him

; poor old man! he might have
been here for years."

Upon which the Colonel himself drew a little

nearer, and poked the fire.
" I am glad to see

you are so sensible, Lucilla." he said.
"
It's the

first rational word I have heard on the subject.
She thinks he's a kind of saint and martyr ;

a

silly young fellow that runs off among a set of

Frenchmen because he can't get everything his

own way and then he expects that we are all

to go into transports of joy, and give him our

votes," Colonel Chiley added, smashing a great

piece of coal with the poker, with a blow full of

energy, yet showing a slight unsteadiness in it,

which sent a host of blazing splinters into the

hearth. He was a man who wore very well,
but he was not so steady as he once was, and

nowadays was apt, by some tremulous, move-

ment, to neutralise the strength which he had
left.

Mrs. Chiley, for her part, was apt to be made
very nervous by her husband's proceedings.
She was possessed by a terror that the splinters
some day would jump out of the hearth on to the

carpet, and fly into the corners,
" and perhaps

burn us all up in our beds," as she said. She

gave a little start among her cushions, and

stooged down to look over the floor.
" He will

never learn that he is old," she said in Lucilla's

ear, who instantly came to her side to see what
she wanted

;
and thus the two old people kept

watch upon each other, and noted with a curious

mixture of vexation and sympathy, each other's

declining strength.
"For my part, I would give him all my votes,

if I had a hundred," said Mrs. Chiley, "and so

will you, too, when you hear the rights of it.

Lucilla, my dear, tell him I hope you are not

going to forsake old friends."
"
No," said Miss Marjoribauks-^but she spoke

with a gravity and hesitation which did not fail

to reach Mrs. Chiley's ear "I hope I shall never

desert my old friends
;
but I think all the same

that it is Mr. Ashburton who is the right man
for Carlingford," she said, slowly. She said it

with reluctance, for she knew it would shock her

audience, but at the same time she did not shrink

from her duty ;
and the moment had now ar-

rived when Lucilla felt concealment was impos-
sible, and that the truth must be said.

As for Mrs. Chiley, she was so distressed that

the tears came to her eyes ;
and even the Colonel
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laughed, and did not understand it. Colonel

Chiley, though he was by no means as yet on

Mr. Cavendish's side, was not any more capable

than his neighbours of understanding Miss Mar-

joribanks's single-minded devotion to what was

just and right ;
and why she should transfer her

support to Ashburton, who was not a ladies'

man, nor, in the Colonel's opinion, a marrying

man, nor anything at all attractive, now that the

other had come back romantic and repentant to

throw his honours at her feet, was beyond his

power of explanation. He contented himself

with saying "humph;" but his wife was not so

easily satisfied. She took Lucilla by the hand
and poured forth a flood of remonstrances and

prayers.
"I do not understand you, Lucilla," said Mrs.

Chiley.
u He whom we know so little about

whom, I am sure, you have no reason to care for.

And where could you find anybody nicer than

Mr. Cavendish? and he to have such faith in

us. and to come rushing back as soon as he was
able. I am sure you have not taken everything
into consideration, Lucilla. He might not per-

haps do exactly as could have been wished be-

fore he went away ;
but he was young, and be

was led astray ;
and I do think you were a little

hard upon him, my dear; but I have always said

I never knew anybody nicer than Mr. Cavendish.

And what possible reason you can have to care

about that other man "

'

It was like a special Intimation," said Lucil-

la, with solemnity.
" I don't see how I could

neglect it, for rny part. The day the news came
about poor old Mr. Chiltern's death I was out,

you know, and heard it; and just at one spot

upon the pavement, opposite Mr. Holden's. it

came into my mind like a flash of lightning that

Mr. Ashburton was the man. I don't care in the

least for him, and I had not been thinking of

him. or anything. It came into my head all in a

moment. If I had been very intimate with poor
dear old Mr. Chiltern, or if I believed in spirit-

rapping, I should think it was a message from

him.
11

Lucilla spoke with great gravity, but she did

not impress her audience, who were people of

sceptical minds. Mrs. Chiley, for her part, was
almost angry, and could scarcely forgive Lucilla

for having made her give grave attention to such

a piece of nonsense. "If it had been him," she

said, with some wrath,
" I don't see how hav-

ing been dead for a few hours would make his

advice worth having. It never was good for

anything when he was alive. And you don't

believe in spirit-rapping. I hope. I wonder how
you can talk such nonsense," the old lady said

severely. And Colonel Chiley, who had been a

little curious too, laughed and coughed over the

joke; for the two old people were of the old

school, and of a very unbelieving frame of mind.
"
I knew you would laugh," said Miss Marjori-

banks,
" but I cannot help it. If it had been im-

. pressed upon your mind like that, you would
have been different. And, of course, I like Mr.
Cavendish*much the best. I am so glad I have no

vote," said Lucilla
;

"
it does not matter to any-

body what I think
;
but if I had anything to do

with it, you know I could not stand up for Mr.

Cavendish, even though I am fond of him, when
I felt sure that Mr. Ashburton is the man for

Carlingford nobody could ask me to do that."

There followed a pause upon this declaration
;

for Miss Marjoribanks, though she had no vote,
was a person of undoubted influence, and such a
conviction on her part was not to be laughed at.

Even Colonel Chiley, who was undecided in his
own mind, was moved by it a little.

" What
does the Doctor think?" he asked. " Ashburton
doesn't say a word about his principles that I can
see

;
and the other, you know "

" Dear Colonel Chiley," cried Lucilla,
" he is

not going to be Prime Minister
;
and I have al-

ways heard you say, as long as I can remember,
that it was not opinions, you know, but a good
man that people wanted. I have heard peo-
ple talking politics for hours, and I always re-

member you saying that, and thinking it was the

only sense; but, of course, I don't understand

politics," Lucilla added, with humility. As for

the Colonel, he took up the poker, perhaps to

hide a little pleasant confusion, and again drew
near the fire.

"
By George ! I believe Lucilla is in the right,"

he said, with a certain agreeable consciousness.

Perhaps he did not quite recollect at what mo-
ment of his life he had originated that sentiment,
but he thought he could recollect having said it

;

and it was with the view of carrying off the
bashfulness of genius, and not because the coals

had any need of it, that he took up the poker
a proceeding which was always regarded with
alarm and suspicion by his wife.

" The fire is very nice," said Mrs. Chiley.
" I

hate to have the fire poked when it does not
want it. Lucilla, if you make him go over to

that Mr. Ashburton's side, you will have a great
deal to answer for, and I will never forgive you.
My dear, you must be dreaming a man that is

as dry as a stick, and not one-hundredth nor one-

thousandth part so nice
"

" I shan't say another word," said Lucilla
;

" I

shan't stay any longer, for I can't help it, and you
would be angry with me. People can't help
what they believe, you know. There is poor lit-

tle Oswald Brown, who has doubts, and can't go
into the Church, and will ruin all his prospects,
and nobody can help it

"

"
If I were his mother, I should help it," cried

Mrs. Chiley.
" I promise you he should not talk

of his doubts to me. A bit of a lad
;
and what

is good enough for all the bishops, and every-

body in their senses, is not good enough for him !

If that is the kind of example you are going to

follow, Lucilla
"

: 'Dear Mrs. Chiley," said Miss Marjoribanks,

"everybody knows what my Church principles
are

;
and perhaps you will come round to think

with me
;
but I am not going to say any more about

t now. I am so glad your rheumatism is better

this morning ;
but you must wrap up well, for it

s so cold, oh, so cold, out of doors 1"

When Lucilla had thus dismissed the subject,
she came to her old friend's side and bent over

ler in her sealskin cloak, to say good-bye. Mrs.

Dhiley took her by both hands as she thus stood

with her back to the old Colonel, and drew her

down close, and looked searchingly into her eyes.
"
If you have any particular reason, Lucilla, you

ought to tell me that would make such a differ-

ence," said the old lady.
" I always tell you

everything," said Miss Marjoribanks with evasive

fondness, as she kissed the soft old withered

cheek; and naturally, with the Colonel behind.
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who was standing up before the fire shadowing
over them both, and quite unaware of this little

whispered episode, it would have been impossible
to say more had there been ever so much to say.
But it had been a close encounter in its way,
and Lucilla was rather glad to get off without

any further damage. She did not feel quite suc-

cessful as she went out
;
but still she had left a

very wholesome commotion behind her
;
for Colo-

nel Chiley could not but feel that the sentiment

which she had quoted from himself was a very

just sentiment. "
By George ! Lucilla was in

the right of it," he said again, after she was

gone ;
and in fact went through a process very

similar to that which had modified the senti-

ments of Dr. Marjoribanks on the previous night.
Mr. Cavendish was a young fellow who had
rushed off among a set of Frenchmen, because Lu-
cilla Marjoribanks would not have him, or because
he could not marry Barbara Lake in addition, or

at least somehow because he failed of having his

own way. It was all very well for him to come
back and make a commotion, and be sentimen-

tal about it. But what if, after all, Ashburton,
who had the Firs, and lived there, and spent his

money like a Christian, was the man for Carling-
ford? The Colonel's mind still wavered and
veered about; yet it had received an impulse
which was by no means unworthy of considera-

tion. As for Mrs. Chiley, she laid back her head

upon her pillows and painfully questioned with
herself whether Lucilla could have any particular
reason for taking Mr. Ashburtou's part so warmly.
She thought with justice that Miss Marjoribanks
was looking brighter and better, and had more of

her old animation than she had shown for a long
time -which arose from the simple fact that she

had something in hand, though the old lady

thought it might have a more touching and deli-

cate motive. If that was the case, it would make
a great difference. Mrs. Chiley was no,- longer
able to go out in the evening, and had to be de-

pendent on other people's observation for a know-

ledge of what happened and she was wounded

by a sense that her young friend had not been

appreciated as her worth deserved. If Mr. Ash-
burton had the sense to see what was for his own
advantage, it would be a frightful thing, as Mrs.

Chiley said to herself, if Lucilla's friends should

fly in his face. And though it was a hard trial

to give up Mr. Cavendish, still if anything of the

kind had happened Thus it will be evi-

dent that Lucilla's visit, though it was not a long

one, nor the least in the world an argumentative
visit, was not without its fruit.

She went up Grange Lane again cheerful and
warm in her sealskin coat. It was a thing that

suited her remarkably well, and corresponded
with her character, and everybody knows how
comfortable they are. The snow-flakes fell softly,

one at a time, and melted away to nothing upon
her sleeves and her shoulders without leaving any
trace, and Lucilla, with the chill air blowing in

her face, and those feathery messengers in the

air, could not but feel that her walk and the gene-
ral readiness which she felt to face all kinds of ob-

jections and difficulties, and to make a sacrifice

of her own feelings, had in them a certain mag-
nanimous and heroic element. For after all she

had no particular reason, as Mrs. Chiley said.

Mr. Ashburton was a dry man, and of very little

use in a social point of view, and had never paid

her any attention to speak of, nor at all put him-

self forth as a candidate for her favour. If he
had done so, she would not have felt that thrill of

utter disinterestedness which kept her as warm
within as her sealskin did without. There was
not a soul to be seen in Grange Lane a.t that

moment in the snow, which came on faster and

faster, but one of Mr. Wentworth's (who at that

time was new in St. Roque's) grey sisters, and
another lady who was coming down, as quickly
as Lucilla was going up, by the long line ofgarden
walls. The gentlemen were either at business or '

at their club, or keeping themselves snug indoors
;

and it was only those devoted women who braved
the elements outside. The figure in the grey
cloak was occupied simply with the poor people,
and that is not our present business; but the

other two were otherwise inspired. Mr. Caven-

dish, who had lately arrived, had not been able to

make up his mind to face the weather
;
but his

sister was of a different way of thinking. She
was not of half the capacity of Lucilla, but still

she felt that something ought to be done, and that

there was not a moment to be lost. When she

saw it was Miss Marjoribanks that was advancing
to meet her, a momentary chill came over Mrs.

Woodburn. She was thinking so much pf her

own errand that she could not but jump at the

idea that nothing less important could have in-

duced Lucilla to be out of doors on such a day ;

and her heart beat loud as the two drew near each

other. "Was it an unexpected and generous

auxiliary, or was it a foe accomplished and formi-

dable ? For one thing, she was not coming out

of Mr. Centum's, where Mrs. Woodburn herself

was going, which at least was a relief. As they
came nearer the two ladies instinctively looked

to their weapons. They had met already in many
a little passage of arms, but nothing like this had
ever occurred to them before. If they were to

work in union, Mrs. Woodburn felt that they
would carry all before them

;
and if not, then it

must be a struggle unto the death.
"
Is it really you, Lucilla ?" she said

;

"
I could

not believe my eyes. What can have brought

you out of doors on such a day ? You that have

everything your own way, and no call to exert

yourself-:
"

" I have been to see Mrs. Chiley," said Lucilla,

sweetly; "when the weather is bad she sees

nobody, and she is always so pleased to have me.

Her rheumatism is not so bad, thank you though
I am sure if this weather should last

"

"You would see Mrs. Beverley's blanket,"
said Mrs. Woodburn, who was a little nervous,

though perhaps that might only be the cold;
" but we know what sort of woman she is, and
it must have been the Archdeacon's nieces, my
dear. Do turn back with me a moment, Lucilla

;

or I shall go with you. I want to speak to you.
Of course you have heard of Harry's coming
home?"-
"I saw it in the papers," said Miss Marjori-

banks, whose perfect serenity offered a curious

contrast to her companion's agitation. "I am
sure I shall be very glad to see him again. I

hope he will come to dinner on Thursday as he

used to do. It will be quite nice to see him in

his old place."
"
Yes," said Mrs. Woodburn;

" but that was not

what I was thinking of. You know you used

always to say he ought to be in Parliament
;
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and he has always kept thinking of it since he

went away and thinking, I am sure, that it

would please you," said the poor woman, falter-

ing; for Lucilla listened with a smile that was

quite unresponsive, and did not change counte-

nance in the least, even at this tender suggestion.
" Ho has come home with that object now, you
know, now that poor old Mr. Chiltern is dead

;

and I hope you are going to help us, Lucilla,"

said Mrs. Woodburn. Her voice quite vibrated

with agitation as she made this hurried, perhaps
injudicious, appeal, thinking within herself at the

same moment what would Harry say if he knew
that she was thus committing him. As for Lucilla,
she received it all with the same tranquillity as

if she expected it, and was quite prepared for

everything that her assailant had to say.
" I am sure I wish I had a vote," said Lucilla

;

" but I have no vote, and what can a girl do ?

I am so sorry I don't understand about politics.

If we were going in for that sort of thing, I don't

know what there would be left for the gentlemen
to do."

"You have influence, which is a great deal

better than a vote," said Mrs. "Woodburn; "and

they all say there is nobody like a lady for elec-

tioneering and a young lady above all
;
and then

you know Harry so well, and can always draw
him out to the best advantage. I never thought
he looked so nice, or showed his talent so much,
as when he was with you," said the eager advo-

cate. She was only wrapped in a shawl herself,

and when she looked at Lucilla's sealskin coat,

and saw how rosy and comfortable she looked,
and how serene and immovable, poor Mrs.

Woodburn was struck with a pang of envy. If

Miss Marjoribanks had married ten years ago, it

might have been she now who would have had
to stand trembling with anxiety and eagerness

among the falling snow, knowing sundry rea-

sons why Mr. Cavendish should be disposed to

go into Parliament more substantial than that of

gratifying a young lady, and feeling how much

depended on her ability to secure support for

him. This, as it happened, had fallen to his

sister's share instead, and Lucilla stood oppo-
site to her looking at her, attentive and polite,

and unresponsive. If Harry had only not been
such a fool ten years ago ! for Mrs. "Woodburn

began to think now with aunt Jemima, that

Lucilla did not marry because she was too com-

fortable, and, without any of the bother, could

have everything her own way.
"
It is so cold," said Miss Marjoribanks,

" and
I do think it is coming on to snow very fast. I

don't think it is good to stand talking. Do come
in to lunch, and jthen we can have a long chat

;

for I am sure nobody else will venture out to-

day."
"

I wish I could come," said Mrs. "Woodburn;
" but I have to go down to Mary Centura's, and
hear all about her last new housemaid, you know.
I don't know what servants are made of for my
part. They will go out in their caps and talk

to the young men, you know, in a night that is

enough to give any one their death," the mimic
added, with a feeble exercise of her gift which it

was sad to see. " But Harry will be sure to

come to call the first time he goes out, and you
vritt not forget what I have said to you, Lucilla ?"

and with this Mrs. Woodburn took her young
friend's hand and looked in her face with a

pathetic emphasis which it would be impossible
to describe.

" Oh no, certainly not," said Miss Marjoribanks,
with cheerful certainty; and then they kissed
each other in the midst of the falling snow. Mrs.
Woodburn's face was cold, but Lucilla's cheek
was warm arid blooming as only a clear con-
science and a sealskin cloak could have made it

;

and then they went their several ways through
the wintry solitude. Ah, if Harry had only not
been such a fool ten years ago 1 Mrs. Woodburn.
was not an enthusiastic young wife, but knew
very well that marriage had its drawbacks, and
had come to an ago at which she could appre-
ciate the comfort of having her own way with-
out any of the bother. She gave a furtive glance
after Lucilla, and could not but acknowledge to

herself that it would be very foolish of Miss Mar-

joribanks to marry, and forfeit all her advantages,
and take somebody else's anxieties upon her

shoulders, and never have any money except
what she asked from her husband. Mrs. Chiley,
to be sure, who was more experienced than Mrs.

Woodburn, and might have been her grandmo-
ther, took a different view of the subject ;

but this

was what the middle-aged married woman felt,

who had, as may be said, two men to carry on
her shoulders, as she went anxiously down
Grange Lane to conciliate Mrs. Centum, wrap-
ping her shawl about her, and feeling the light
snow melt beneath her feet, an.d the cold and
discomfort go to her heart. She had her hus-

band to keep in good humour, and her brother

to keep up and keep to the mark, and to do
what she could to remedy in public the effects

of his indolent Continental habits, and carry,
if it was possible, the election for him all with
the horrid sense upon her mind that if at any
time the dinner should be a little less cared for

than usual, or the children more noisy, Woodburn
would go on like a savage. Under such circum-

stances, the poor woman, amid her cares, may be
excused if she looked back a little wistfully at

Lucilla going home all comfortable and in-

dependent and light-hearted, with no cares,

nor anybody to go on at her, in her sealskin

coat.

This was how Lucilla commenced that effec-

tive but decorous advocacy which did Mr. Ash-
burton so much good in Carlingford. She did not

pretend to understand about politics, or to care

particularly about Reform or the Income-tax
;
but

she expressed with quiet solemnity her convic-

tion that it was not opinions but a. good man
that was wanted

;
that it was not a prime minis-

ter they were going to elect, and that Mr. Ash-
burton was the man for Carlingford.

"
By

George! Lucilla is in the right of it," Colonel

Chiley said; "that was always my opinion;"
and the people in Grange Lane began very soon

to echo the Colonel's sentiments. As for Miss

Marjoribanks, nobody had any occasion to
"
go

on" about any neglect on her part of her house-

hold duties. Dr. Marjoribanks's dinners were

always excellent, and it was now, as ever, a pri-

vilege to be admitted to his table, and nothing
could be more exemplary than the care Lucilla

took of aunt Jemima, who had always such bad

nights. Even on that snowy morning she went
in from her more important cares, with a com-

plexion freshened by the cold, and coaxed Mrs.

John into eating something, and made her as com-
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fortable as possible at the drawing-room fireside.
"
Now, tell me all about Tom," Lucilla said,

when she had got her work and settled herself

comfortably for a quiet afternoon for the snow
had come on heavier than ever, and unless jt

might be a sister of charitj, or such another

sister not of charity, as Lucilla had already en-

countered, nobody was like to stir abroad or to

disturb the two ladies in their work and their

talk. Lucilla had some very interesting worsted-

work in hand for her part, and the drawing-room
never looked more cozy, with somebody to talk to

inside, and the wintry world and driving snow
without. And as for aunt Jemima, such an
invitation as Miss Marjoribanks had just given
lifted her into a paradise of content. She took
Lucilla at her word, and told her, as may be

supposed, all about Tom, including many things
which she was quite acquainted with and knew
by heart

;
and at the same time there was a

something implied all through, but never ob-

trusively set forth, which was not displeasing
to the auditor. Miss Marjoribanks listened with
affectionate satisfaction, and asked a great many
questions, and supplied a great many reminis-

cences, and entered quite into the spirit of the con-

versation. And the two spent a very pleasant
afternoon together," so pleasant that Mrs. John
felt quite annoyed at the reflection that it must
come to an end like everything else that is good,
and that she must get herself once more into her

velvet gown and dine with her brother-in-law.

If Providence had only given her the girl in-

stead of the Doctor, who would no doubt have

got on quite well without any children
;
but

then, to be sure, if Lucilla had been hers to

start with, she never could have married Tom.
For this was the extravagant hope which had

already begun to blossom in his mother's breast.

To be sure a woman might marry Tom, who was
too comfortable at home to think of marrying just

anybody who might make her an offer. But it

was not easy to tell how Lucilla herself felt on
this subject. Her complexion was so bright
with her walk, her sensations so agreeable after

that warm, cheerful, pleasant afternoon, her posi-

tion so entirely everything that was to be desired,
and her mind so nobly conscious of being use-

ful to her kind and country, that even without

any additional argument, Miss Marjoribanks had
her reward, and was happy. Perhaps a touch

more exquisite might have come in to round
the full proportions of content; but if so, no-

body could make altogether sure of it. For,
to tell the truth, Lucilla was so well off that

it was not necessary to invent any romantic

source of happiness to account for the light of

well-being and satisfaction that shone in her

eyes.

CHAPTER XLI.

THE result of Miss Marjoribanks's wise precau-
tion and reticence was that Sir John Richmond
and the Doctor and Colonel Chiley were all on
Mr. Ashburton's committee. They might not

agree with his principles ;
but then when a man

does not state any very distinct principles, it is

difficult for any one, however well disposed, to

disagree witli him
;
and the fact that he was the

man for Carlingford was so indisputable, that

nobody attempted to go into the minor matters.
" Mr. Ashburton is a gentleman known to us

all," Sir John said, with great effect, in his nomi-

nation speech; and it was a sentence which
went to the hearts of his audience. The other

candidate had been a long time from home, and
it was longer still since anybody in Carlingford
could be said to have benefited by his residence

there. He had had all his things down from

town, as Mr. Holden, the upholsterer, pithily
remarked and that made a great difference to

start with. As for Mr. Ashburton, though it is

true nobody knew what he thought about Re-
form or the Income-tax, everybody knew that

he lived at the Firs, and was supplied in a cre-

ditable way by G-eorge Street tradesmen. There

was no mystery whatever about him. People
knew how much he had a-year, and how much
he paid for everything, and the way in which
his accounts were kept, and all about him.

Even when he had his wine direct from the

growers (for naturally his own county could

not supply the actual liquor), it was put in Car-

lingford bottles, and people knew the kinds he

had, and how much, and a hundred agreeable
details. And then, "he was a gentleman as

was always ready to give his advice," as some
of the people said. All this furnished an im-

mense body of evidence in his favour, and made
Sir John's remark eloquent. And then Carling-

ford, as a general rule, did not care the least in

the world about Reform. There were a few

people who had once done so, and it was re-

marked in Grove Street that Mr. Tozer had once

been in a dreadful state of mind about it. But
he was quite tranquil on the subject now, and so

was the community in general. And what was

really wanted, as Lucilla's genius had seen at a

glance, was not this or that opinion but a good
man.
But at the same time it would be vain to deny

that Miss Marjoribanks looked forward to a pos-
sible visit from Mr. Cavendish with a certain

amount of anxiety. She was not frightened, for

she knew her own powers ;
but she was a little

excited and stimulated by the idea that he might
come in at any minute, bringing back a crowd
of recollections with him

;
and it was a perpetu-

al wonder to her how he would take the inevi-

table difference, whether he would accept it as

natural, or put on the airs of an injured man.

Lucilla did not go out the two afternoons after

her meeting with Mrs. "Woodburn, partly that

she might not miss him if he called for it was
better to have it over; but Mr. Cavendish did

not come on either of these days. After that,

of course, she did not wait for him any longer.

But on the third or fourth day, when she was in

Miss Brown's photographing room (the eldest

Miss Brown was not married, and was a mother

to the younger girls, and always ^enthusiastic
about sitters), Mr. Ashburton called' about busi-

ness, and Thomas came to fetch Miss Marjori-
banks. .She was sitting with the greatest good-
nature for half-a-dozen pictures, knowing in her

secret heart all the time that she would look a

perfect fright, and that all Carlingford would see

her grinning with imbecile amiability out of the

hazy -background of Miss Brown's cartes. Lu-

cilla knew this, and had hitherto avoided the
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process with success
;
but now she gave in

;
and

as the Major was there, of course they talked of

the coming election, which, indeed, at present
was almost the only topic of conversation in

Grange Lane.
" Of course, you are on Mr. Ashburton's com-

mittee," said Lucilla; "you must be, or going to

be. after what you said the other day at

lunch "

"What did I say?" asked Major Brown, with

an air of dismay ; for, to tell the truth, his heart

inclined a little towards poor Mr. Cavendish, who
was an old neighbour, and to whom Major Brown
could not but think the Marjoribanks and others

had behaved rather cruelly. But then in these

electioneering matters one never knows what
one may have done to compromise one's self

without meaning it
;
and the Major was a little

anxious to find out what he had said.

"Dear Major Brown," said Lucilla, seriously,
"I am so sorry if you did not mean it. I am
sure it was that as much as anything that in-

fluenced Mr. Ashburton. He was turning it all

over in his mind, you know, and was afraid the

people he mosc esteemed in Carlingford would
not agree with him, and did not know what to

do
;
and then you said, "What did it matter about

opinions, if it was a good man ? that was what
decided him," said Miss Marjoribanks, with sad

yet gentle reproachfulness.
" I am so sorry if

you did not mean what you said
"

" Good heavens ! I don't remember saying any-

thing of the sort," said Major Brown. "I I am
sure I never thought of influencing anybody. It

is true enough about a good man, you know;
but if I had imagined for an instant that any
one was paying attention By George ! it

was you that said it, Lucilla I remember now."
"Please don't make fun of me," said Miss Mar-

joribanks,
" as if anybody cared what / say about

politics. But I know that was what decided poor
Mr. Ashburton. Indeed, he told me so

;
and

when he finds you did not mean anything
"

"But, good heavens! I I did mean some-

thing," cried the accused, with dismay. And he

grew quite inarticulate in his confusion, and red
in the face, and lost his head altogether, while
Lucilla sat calmly looking on with that air of

virtue at once severe and indulgent, which pities,

and blames, and hopes that perhaps there is not
so much harm done as might have been expect-
ed. This was the position of affairs whenThomas
came to say that Miss Marjoribanks was wanted,
as she had told him to do when her candidate
came

; for, to be sure, it was only next door. It

was terrible to hear the soft sigh she gave when
she shook hands with Major Brown. "I hope he
will not feel it so much as I think

;
but I should

be afraid to tell him," said Lucilla; and she went

away, leaving the good man in a state of bewil-

derment and embarrassment and doubt, which
would have been much more unpleasant if he had
not felt so flattered at the same time.

" I never
meant to influence anybody, I am sure," he said,
with a comical mixture of complacence and dis-

may, when Lucilla was gone.
"
I have always

said, papa, that you don't think enough of the

weight people give to your opinion," Miss Brown
replied, as she gave the final bath to her nega-
tives

;
and they both left off work with a certain

glow of comforted amour propre, and the most
benevolent sentiments towards Mr. Ashburton,

who, to tell the truth, until he got his lesson from
Miss Marjoribanks, had never once thought about
the opinion of Major Brown.
He was sitting with aunt Jemima when Lu-

cilla came in, and talking to her in a steady sort
of way. Nothing could have made Mr. Ashbur-
ton socially attractive, but still there are many
people to whom this steady sort of talk is more
agreeable than brilliancy. When a man is bril-

liant there is always a doubt in some minds whe-
ther he is trustworthy, or sincere, or to be relied

upon; but an ordinary common-sense sort of
talker is free from such suspicion. Mr. Ashburton
was very sorry to hear that Mrs. John Marjori-
banks had bad nights, and suggested that it

might be nervous, and hoped that the air of Car-

lingford would do her good, and was very glad
to' hear that her son was getting on so well in

India; and aunt Jemima "could not help approv-
ing of him, and feeling that he was a person of

substance and reflection, and not one of those

fly-away young men who turn girls' heads, and
never mean anything. Lucilla herself gained
something in Mrs. John's eyes from Mr. Ashbur-
ton's high opinion ;

but at the same time it was
quite clear that he was not thinking of anything
sentimental, but was quite occupied about his

election, as a man of sense should be. Lucilla

came in with a fine bloom on her cheeks, but still

with a shade of that sadness which had had so

great an effect upon Major Brown. She had taken
off her hat before she came in, and dropped into

her chair with an air of languor and fatigue which
was quite unusual to her. "It makes such a

difference in life when one has something on
one's mind," said Lucilla, and she sighed, as was
but natural

;
for though that did not affect the

energy of her proceedings, she knew and remem-
bered at moments of discouragement how seldom
one's most disinterested exertions are appreciated
at the end".

"You want your lunch, my dear," said Mrs.

John.
"
Perhaps I do," said Miss Marjoribanks, with

a mournfully affectionate smile.
"
I have been

sitting to Maria Brown. She has taken six, and
I am sure they are every one more hideous than
the other; arid they will go all over England,

you know, for the Browns have hosts of people

belonging to them
;
and everybody will say,

' So
that is Miss Marjoribanks.' I don't think I am
vain to speak of," said Lucilla,

" but that sort of

thing goes to one's heart."

"These amateurs are terrible people," said

Mr. Ashburton, in his steady way ;

" and

photographs are a regular nuisance. For my
part

"

" Don't say that," said Miss Marjoribanks.
" I

know what you are going to say ;
and you must

sit to her, please. I have said already she must
do one of you ;

and I will tell you presently about

the Major. But wait and talk to aunt Jemima
a little, for I am so tired," said Lucilla. She was

lying back negligently in her seat, with that air

of languor which so many young ladies excel in,

but which was for her a novel indulgence. Her
hand hung over the arm of her chair as if there

was no longer any force in it. Her head fell

back, her eyes were half closed
;

it was a mo-
ment of abandonment to her sensations, such as

a high-principled young woman like Miss Mar-

joribanks seldom gives way to. But Lucilla
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went into it conscientiously, as into everything
she did, that she might regain her strength for

the necessary duties that were before her.

And it was at this moment that Thomas ap-

peared at the door with a suspicion of a grin

appearing at the corners of his sober mouth,
and announced Mr. Cavendish, who came in be-

fore an ordinary woman would have had time

to open her eyes. This was the moment he had
chosen for his first visit

;
and yet it was not

he who had chosen it, but fate, who seemed to

have in this respect a spite against Lucilla. It

was not only the embarrassing presence of his

rival, but the fact that neither of the two people
in the room knew or had ever seen Mr. Caven-

dish, that put a climax to the horror of the situa-

tion. She alone knew him, and had to take

upon herself to present and introduce him, and

bridge over for him the long interval of absence,
and all this with the sense of being in the ene-

my's interest, and to a certain extent false to Mr.

Cavendish! Lucilla rose at once, but she was
not a woman to make pretences. She did not

throw off all in a moment her fatigue, and dash

into spasmodic action. She held out her hand

silently to Mr. Cavendish, with a look which

spoke only affectionate satisfaction in a friend's

return. She did not even speak at all for the

first moment, but contented herself with a look,

which indeed, if he had been younger and less

preoccupied, would no .doubt have touched his

very heart.

"So you have really come back," she said.
" I am so glad ! after all that people said about

your being married and dead and ever so many
stupid things. Oh ! don't look at me, please. It

doesn't matter with a gentleman, but I know as

well as if you had told me that you think me
dreadfully gone off

"

" / entertain such a profane idea !" said Mr.

Cavendish
;
but he was considerably embarrassed,

and he. was a great deal stouter, and altogether
different from what he used to be, and he had
not the light hand of his youth for a compliment.
And then he sat down on the chair.Thomas had

given him
;
and he looked uncomfortable, to say

the least of it
;
and he was getting large in di-

mensions and a little red in the face, and had by
no means the air of thinking that it didn't matter

for a gentleman. As for Miss Marjoribanks, it

would be impossible to say what mists of illu-

sion dropped away from her mind at the sight of

him. Even while she smiled upon the new-

comer, she could not but ask herself, with mo-

mentary dismay Had she really gone off as

much in the same time ?

"I have been looking for you," Miss Marjori-
banks resumed; "I waited in for you Tuesday
and "Wednesday, and it is so odd you should have
come just at this minute. Aunt Jemima, this is

Mr. Cavendish, whom you have heard so much
about and don't go please, Mr. Ashburton you
two must know each other. You will be hear-

ing of each other constantly ;
and I suppose you

will have to shake hands or something on the

hustings so it will be much the best to begin it

here."

But the two candidates did not shake hands
;

they bowed to each other in an alarming way,
which did not promise much for their future

brotherliness, and then they both stood bolt up-
right and stared at Miss Marjoribanks, who had

relapsed, in the pleasantest way in the world,
into her easy-chair.

"
Now, please sit down and talk a little," said

Lucilla
;

" I am so proud of having you both to-

gether. There never has been anybody in the

world that I have missed so much as you you
knew that when you went away, but you didn't

mind. Mr. Ashburton is very nice, but he is of

no use to speak of in an evening," said Miss

Marjoribanks, turning a reflective glance upon her
own candidate with a certain sadness

;
and then

they both laughed as if it was a joke ;
but it was

no joke, as one of them at least must have
known.

"
Lucilla," said Mrs. John, with consternation,

" I never heard anybody talk as you do
;
I am

sure Mr. Ashburton is the very best of society,
and as for Mr. Cavendish "

"Dear aunt Jemima," said Lucilla, "would
you mind ringing the bell ? I have been sitting
to Maria Brown, and I am almost fainting. I

wish you gentlemen would sit to her
;

it would

please her, and it would not do you much harm
;

and then for your constituents, you know "

"I hope you don't wish me to look like one of
Maria Brown's photographs to my constituents,"
said Mr. Cavendish

;

" but then I am happy to say
they all know me pretty well." This was said

with a slight touch of gentlemanly spite, if there
is such a thing; for after all, he was an old

power in Carlingford, though he had been so long
away.

"Yes," said Lucilla, reflectively, "but you
are a little changed since then

;
a little perhaps

just a little stouter, and "

" Gone off?" said Mr. Cavendish, with a laugh ;

but he felt horribly disconcerted all the same,
and savage with Miss Marjoribanks, and could
not think why "that fellow" did not go away.
What had he to do in Lucilla's drawing-room?
what did he mean by sitting down again and

talking in that measured way to the old lady, as

if all the ordinary rules of good breeding did not

point out to him that he should have gone away
and left the field clear ?

"
Oh, you know it does not matter for a gentle-

man," said Lucilla
;
and then she turned to Mr.

Ashburton " I am sure the Major wants to see

you, and he thinks that it was he who put it

into your head to stand. He was here that day
at lunch, you know, and it was something he

said
"

"
Quite true," said Mr. Ashburton in his busi-

ness way.
"

I shall go to see him at once.

Thank you for telling me of it, Miss Marjoribanks ;

I shall go as soon as I leave here."

And then Mr. Cavendish laughed. "This is

what I call interesting," he said.
" I hope Mr.

Ashburton sees the fun
;
but it is trying to an

old friend to hear of that day at lunch, you know.
I remember when these sort of allusions used to

be pleasant enough ; but when one has been

bani&hed for a thousand years
"

"Yes," said Lucilla, "one leaves all that be-

hind, you know one leaves ever so many things
behind. I wish we could always be twenty, for

my part. I always said, you know, that I should

be gone off in ten years."
" Was it the only fib you ever told that you

repeat it so ?" said Mr. Cavendish
;
and it was

with this pretty speech that he took her down
stairs to the well-remembered luncheon. "But
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you have gone off in some things when you have

to do with a prig like that," he said in her ear, as

they went down together, "and cast off old

friends. It was a thing a fellow did not expect
of you"

" I never cast off old friends," said Miss Mar-

joribanks.
" "We shall look for you on Thursday,

you know, all the same. Must you go, Mr. Ash-
burton? when lunch is on the table? But then,
to be sure, you will be in time at the Browns',"
said Lucilla, sweetly, and she gave the one rival

her hand while she held the arm of the other, at

the door of the dining-room, in which Mr. Ash-
burton had gallantly deposited aunt Jemima be-

fore saying good-bye. They were both looking
a little black, though the gloom was moderate in

Mr. Ashburton's case
;

but as for Lucilla, she

stood between them a picture of angelic sweet-

ness and goodness, giving a certain measure of

her sympathy to both Woman the Reconciler,

by the side of those other characters of Inspirer
and Consoler, of which the world has heard.

The two inferior creatures scowled with polite-
ness at each other, but Miss Marjoribanks smiled

upon them both. Such was the way in which she
overcame the difficulties of the meeting. Mr.
Ashburton went away a little annoyed, but still

understanding his instructions, and ready to act

upon them in that businesslike way he had, and
Mr. Cavendish remained faintly reassured in the

midst of his soreness and mortification, by at least

having the field to himself and seeing the last

(for the present) of his antagonist which was a

kind of victory in its way.
"I thought I knew you better than to think

you ever would have anything to do with that

sort of thing," said Mr. Cavendish. " There are

people, you know, whom I could have imagined
but a prig like that." He became indeed quite

violent, as aunt Jemima said afterwards, and
met with that lady's decided disapproval, as may
be supposed.

" Mr. Ashburton is very well bred and agree-

able," Mrs. John said, with emphasis.
" I wish

all the young men I see nowadays were as

nice."
"
Toung men !

" said Mr. Cavendish. " Is

that what people call young nowadays ? And
he must be insane, you know, or 'he would
never dream of representing a town without say-

ing a single word about his principles. I dare-

say he thinks it is original," said the unhappy
man. He thought he was pointing out his rival's

weakness to Lucilla, and he went on with energy"
I know you better than to think you can

like that milk-and-water sort of thing."
"
Oh, I don't pretend to know anything about

politics," said Lucilla. I hear you gentlemen
talk, but I never pretend to understand. If we
were not to leave you that all to yourselves, I

don't know what you could find to do," Miss

Marjoribanks added compassionately ;
and as she

spoke she looked so like the Lucilla of old, who
had schemed and plotted for Mr. Cavendish, that
he could not believe in her desertion in his

heart.
" That is a delusion like the going off," he

said. " I can't believe you have gone over to the

enemy. "When I remember how I have been

roving about all those ten years, and how differ-

ent it might have been, and whose fault it all

This Mr. Cavendish said in, a low voice, but it

did not the less horrify aunt Jemima, who felt

prepared for any atrocity after it. She would
have withdrawn, in justice to her own sense of

propriety ;
but then she thought it was not im-

possible that he might propose to Lucilla on the

spot, or take her hand or something, and for pro-
priety's sake she stayed.

"
Yes," said Lucilla and her heart did for one

little moment give a faint thump against her
breast. She could not help thinking what a dif-

ference it might have made to him, poor fellow,
had he been under her lawful and righteous
sway these ten years. But as she looked at him
it became more and more apparent to Miss Mar-

joribanks that Mr. Cavendish had gone off,

whatever she herself might have done. The
outlines of his fine figure had changed consider-

ably, and his face was a little red, and lie had the
look of a man whose circumstances, spiritual and
temporal, would not quite bear a rigid examina-
tion. As she looked at him her pity became
tinged by a certain shade of resentment, to think
that after all it was his own fault. She could

not, notwithstanding her natural frankness of

expression, say to him " You foolish soul, why
didn't you marry me somehow, and make a man
of yourself?" Lucilla carried honesty very tar,
but she could not go as far as that.

"
Yes," she

said, turning her eyes upon him with a sort of
abstract sympathy, and then she added softly" Have' you ever seen Her again ?

" with a lower-

ing of her voice.

This interesting question, which utterly bewil-
dered aunt Jemima, drove Mr. Cavendish wild
with rage. Mrs. John said afterwards that she
felt a shiver go through her as she took up the

carving-knife, though it was only to cut some
cold beef. He grew white all at once, and press-
ed his lips tightly together, and fixed his eyes
on the wall straight before him. " I did not

think, after what I once said to you, Miss Marjori-
banks, that you would continue to insult my
judgment in that way," he said, with a chill

which fell upon the whole table, and took the
life out of everything, and dimmed the very fire

in the chimney. And after that the conversation
was of a sufficiently ordinary description until

they went back again into the drawing-room, by
which time Mr. Cavendish seemed to have con-
cluded that it was best to pocket the affront.

" I am going to begin my canvass to-morrow,"
he said.

" I have not seen anybody yet. I have

nobody but my sister to take me in hand, you
know. There was once a time when it might
have been different

" and he gave Lucilla a
look which she thought on the whole it was
best to meet.

"
Yes," said Miss Marjoribanks, with cruel

distinctness,
"
there was a time when you were

the most popular man in Grange Lane every-

body was fond of you. I remember it as if it

had been yesterday," said Lucilla, with a sigh.
" You don't give a man much encouragement,

by Jove!" said the unlucky candidate. "You
remember it like yesterday ! It may be vanity,
but I flatter myself I shall still be found tne

most popular man in Grange Lane."
Miss Marjoribanks sighed again, but she did

not say anything. On the contrary she turned
to aunt Jemima, who kept in the background .'in

alarmed and alert spectator, to consult her about
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a shade of wool and just then Mr. Cavendish,

looking out of the window, saw Major Brown
conducting his rival through his garden, and

shaking hands with him cordially at the door.

This was more than the patience of the other

candidate could bear. A sudden resolution, hot

and angry, as are the resolutions of men who
feel themselves to have a failing cause, came into

his mind. He had been badgered and baited to

such an extent (as he thought) that he had not

time to consider if it was wise or not. He, too,

had sat to Maria Brown, and commanded once
the warmest admiration of the household. He
thought he would put it to the test, and see if

after all his popularity was only a thing to be
remembered like yesterday and it was with
this intention that he bade a hurried good-bye to

Lucilla, and rushing out, threw himself upon the

troubled waves of society, which had once been
as smooth as glass to the most popular man in

Grange Lane.

CHAPTER XLII.

MR. CAVENDISH thought he had been an object
of admiration to Maria Brown, as we have said.

He thought of it with a little middle-aged com-

placency, and a confidence that this vague senti-

ment would stand the test he was about to apply-
to it, which did honour to the freshness of his

heart. With this idea it was Miss Brown he
asked for as he knocked at the Major's door

;
and

he found them both in the drawing-room, Maria

with gloves on to hide the honourable stains of

her photography, which made her comparatively
useless when she was out of her " studio

" and
her father walking about in a state of excitement,
which was, indeed, what Mr. Cavendish expected.
The two exchanged a guilty look when they saw
who their visitor was. They looked as people

might well look who had been caught in the

fact and did not know how to get over it. They
came forward, both of them, with a cowardly
cordiality and eagerness to welcome him u How
very good of you to come to see us so soon I

"

Miss Brown said, and fluttered and looked at

her father, and could not tell what more to say.
And then a dead pause fell upon them such a

pause as not unfrequently falls upon people who
have got through their mutual greetings almost

with an excess of cordiality. They stopped short

all at once, and looked at each other, and smiled,
and made a fatal conscious effort to talk of some-

thing.
"
It is so good of you to come so soon,"

Miss Brown repeated ;

"
perhaps you have been

to see Lucilla," and then she stopped again,

slightly tremulous, and turned an appealing gaze
to her papa.

" I have come to see you," said Mr. Cavendish,

plucking up all his courage. "I have been a

long time gone, you know, but I have not for-

gotten Carlingford ;
and you must forgive me for

saying that I was very glad to hear I might still

come to see Miss Brown. As for Lydia?" said

the candidate, looking about him with a smile.
"
Ah, Lydia," said her sister, with a -sigh,

" her eldest is eight, Mr. Cavendish. We don't

seje her so often as we should like marriage

makes such a difference. Of course it is quite
natural she should be all for her own family
now."

"
Quite natural," said Mr. Cavendish, and then

he turned to the Major.
" I don't fhink there

are quite so many public changes as I expected
to see. The old Rector always holds out, and the

old Colonel; and you have not done much that I

can see about the new paving. You know what
I have come home about, Major; and I anrsure
I can count upon you to support me," the can-

didate said, with a great deal more confidence
than he felt in his voice.

Major Brown cleared his throat
;
his heart was

moved by the familiar voice, and he could not

conceal his embarrassment. " I hope nothing
will ever occur," he said,

"
to make any differ-

ence in the friendly feelings I am sure I shall

be very glad to welcome you back permanently
to Carlingford. You may always rest assured
of that," and he held out his hand. But he grew
red as he thought of his treachery, and Maria, who
was quaking over it,

did not even try to say a

word to help him and as for Mr. Cavendish, he
took up his position on the arm of the sofa, as

he used to do. But he had a slim youthful
figure when he used to do it, and now the atti-

tude was one which revealed a certain dawning
rotundity, very different, as Maria afterwards

said, from one's idea of Mr. Cavendish. He was
not aware of it himself, but as these two people
looked, their simultaneous thought was how
much he had changed.

"Thank you, you are very kind," said Mr.
Cavendish. "I have been a little lazy, I am
afraid, since I came here; but I expect my
agent down to-night, and then, I hope you'll
come over to my place and have a talk with
Woodburn and Centum and the 'rest about it.

I am a poor tactician, for my part. You shall

contrive what is best to be done, and I'll carry
it out. I suppose I may expect almost to walk
over," he said. It was the confidence of despair
that moved him. The more he saw that his

cause was lost, the more he would make it out

that he was sure to win which is not an unusual
state of mind.

"I I don't know, I am sure," said poor
Major Brown. " To tell the truth, I though
I can safely say my sympathies are always with

you, Cavendish I have been so unfortunate as

to commit myself, you know. It was quite in-

voluntary, I am sure, for I never thought my
casual expression of opinion likely to have any
weight

"

"
Papa never will perceive the weight that is

attached to his opinion," said Miss Brown.
" I was not thinking of it in the least, Maria,"

said the modest Major ;

" but the fact is, it seems
to have been that that decided Ashburton to

stand
;
and after drawing a man into such a

thing the least one can do is to back him out in

it. Nobody had an idea then, you know, that

you were coming back, my dear fellow. I assure

you, if I had known "

" But if even you had known, you know you
never meant it, papa," said Maria. And Mr.

Cavendish sat on the arm of the sofa, and put
his hands deep into his pockets, and dropped his

upper lip, and knit his eyebrows a little, and
listened to the anxious people excusing them-

He did not make any answer one way
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or another. He was terribly mortified and dis-

appointed, and it went against his pride to make

any further remonstrances. "When they had

done, he got down off his seat and took his

right hand out of his pocket and offered it to

Miss Brown, who, putting her own into it, poor
soul ! with the remembrance of 'her ancient

allegiance, was like to cry.

"Well," he said*, "if that is the case, I sup-

pose I need not bother you any longer. You'll

give me your good wishes all the same. I used

to hear of Ashburton sometimes, but I never
had the least idea he was so popular. And
to tell the truth I don't think he's any great

things to brag of though I suppose it's not to

be expected / should appreciate his qualities,"

Mr. Cavendish added, with a laugh. As for

Miss Brown, it was all she could do to keep
from crying as he went away. She said she

could see, by the way he left the drawing-room,
that he was a stricken deer; and yet, notwith-

standing this sympathetic feeling, she could not

but acknowledge, when Miss Marjoribanks men-
tioned it,

that to have been such a handsome

man, he was inconceivably gone off.

Mr. Cavendish went up Grange Lane with his

hands in his pockets, and tried to think that he
did not care

;
but he did care all the same, and

was very bitter in his mind over the failure of

friends and the vanity of expectations. The last

time he had walked past those garden walls he
had thought himself sure of the support of Car-

lingford, and the personal esteem of all the peo-

ple in all the houses he was passing. It was
after the Archdeacon had broken 'down in his

case against the man whom he called an ad-

venturer, and when Mr. Cavendish felt all the

sweetness of being a member of an oligarchy,
and entitled to the sympathy and support of his

order. Now he went along the same path with
his hat over his ears and his hands in his pock-
ets, and rage and pain in his heart. "Whose fault

was it that his friends had deserted him and

Carlingford knew him no more ? He might as

well have asked whose fault it was that he was

getting stout and red in the face, and had not

the same grace of figure nor ease of mind as he
used to have ? He had come very near to set-

tling down and becoming a man of domestic

respectability in this quiet place, and he had just

escaped in time, and had laughed over it since,
and imagined himself, with much glee, an old

fogie looking after a lot of children. But the

fact is that men do become old fogies even when
they have no children to look after, and lose

their figure and their elasticity just as soon and

perhaps a little sooner in the midst of what is

called life than in any milder scene of enjoyment.
And it would have been very handy just now to

have been sure of his election without paying
much for it. He had been living fast, and

spending a great deal of money, and this, after

all, was the only real ambition he had ever had
;

and he had thought within himself that if he
won he would change his mode of life, and turn
over a new leaf, and become all at once a differ-

ent man. "When a man has made such a resolu-

tion, and feels not only that a mere success but a
moral reformation depends upon his victory, he

may be permitted to consider that he has a right
to win

;
and it may be divined what his state of

mind was when he had made the discovery that

even his old friends did not see his election to
be of any such importance as he did, and
could think of a miserable little bit of self-

importance or gratified vanity more than of
his interests even the women who had once
been so kind to him ! He had just got so far in
his thoughts when he met "Mr. Centum, who
stared for a moment, and then burst into one
of his great laughs as he greeted him. " Good
Lord ! Cavendish, is this you ? I never expected
to see you like that I

" the banker said in hia
coarse way. "You're stouter than I am, old

fellow; and such an Adonis as you used to be !"

Mr. Cavendish had to bear all this without giv-

ing way to his feelings, or even showing them
any more than he could help it. Nobody would
spare him that imbecile suggestion as to how
things used to be. To be growing stouter than
Centum without Centura's

.
excuse of being a

well-to-do householder and father of a family,
and respectable man from whom stoutness was
expected, was very bitter to him

;
but he had to

gulp it down, and recollect that Centum was as

yet the only influential supporter, except his

brother-in-law, whom he had in Carlingford.
" "What have you been doing with yourself

since you came that nobody has seen you ?
"
said

Mr. Centum. " If you are to do any good here,

you know, we shall have to look alive."

"I have been ill," said-the unfortunate candi-

date, with a little natural loss of temper.
" You

would not have a man to trudge about at this

time of year in all weathers when he is ill."
" I would not be ill again, if I were you, till

it's all over," said Mr. Centum. " "We shall have
to fight every inch of our ground; and I tell

you that fellow Ashburton knows what he's

about he goes at everything in a steady sort of

way. He's not brilliant, you know, but he's

sure "

"Brilliant!" said Mr. Cavendish, "I should
think not. It is Lucilla Marjoribanks who is

putting him up to it. You know she had an old

grudge at- me."
"
Oh, nonsense about Lucilla," said Mr. Cen-

tum. " I can tell you Ashburton is not at all

a contemptible adversary. He is going to work
in the cunninge&t way not a woman's sort of

thing ;
and he's not a ladies'-man like you," the

banker added with a laugh.
" But I am afraid

you can't go in for that sort of thing as you
used to do, Cavendish. You should marry, and

settle, and become a steady member of society,
now you've grown so stout." This was the kind

of way in which he was addressed even by his

own supporter, who uttered another great laugh
as ho went off upon his busy way. It was a sort

of thing Mr. Cavendish was not used to, and ho

felt it accordingly. To be sure he knew that he

was ten years older, and that there were several

things which he could not do with the same faci-

lity as in his youth. But he had saved up Car-

lingford in his imagination as a spot in which he

would always be young, and where nobody
should find out the difference; and instead of

that, it was precisely in Carlingford that he was
fated to hear how changed he was, with a frank-

ness which only old friends would have been

justified in using. As for Lucilla Marjoribanks,
she was rather better looking than otherwise, and

absolutely had not gone off. It did not occur to

Mr. Cavendish that this might be because Lucilla
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at present was not still so old as he had been ten

years ago, in the period which he now considered

his youth. He was rather disposed, on the con-

trary, to take a moral view, aud to consider that

it was her feminine incapacity for going too far,

which had kept years and amusements from hav-

ing their due effect upon Miss Marjoribanks.
And, poor fellow, he had gone too far. He had
not been as careful in his life as he might have
been had he stayed at Carlingford ;

and now he
was paying the penalty. Such was the edifying
state of mind which he had come to when he
reached the top of Grove Street. And there

a waft of soft recollections came across his mind.
In the absence of all sympathy he could not

help turning back to the thought of the enchan-
tress of old who used to sing to him, and listen to

him, and storm at him. Probably he would have
ended by strolling along the familiar street, and

canvassing for Mr. Lake's vote, which would
have done him no good in Carlingford, but just
then Dr. Marjoribanks stopped in his brougham.
The Doctor was looking very strange that morn-

ing, though nobody had particularly remarked
it perhaps because he smoothed his counte-

nance when he was out of the brougham, which
was his refuge when he had anything to think

about. But he stopped suddenly to speak to Mr.

Cavendish, and perhaps he had not time to per-
form that ceremony. He looked dark and cloudy,
and constrained, and as if he forced himself to

speak ; which, to be sure, under the circumstances,
was not so very strange.

" I am very glad to see you," the Doctor said,
"
though you were a day too late, you know.

"Why didn't you give us warning before we all

went and committed ourselves? If we had
"known that you were coming

"

"
Ah, that's what old Brown said," said Mr.

Cavendish, with a slight shrug of his shoulders
;

which was imprudent, for the Major was not so

old as the Doctor, and besides was a much less

important man in Grange Lane.
" So you have been to see old Brown," said

Dr. Marjoribanks, in his dry way.
" He always

was a great admirer of yours. I can't wish you
luck, you know, for if you win we lose

"

"
Oh, I don't want you to wish me luck. I

don't suppose there can be much comparison be-

tween my chance and that of a new man whom
nobody ever heard of in my time,'

1

said the can-

didate for Carlingford. "I thought you Scotch-

men, Doctor, always liked to be on the winning
side."

" We've a way of making our side the winning
side," said Dr. Marjoribanks, grimly, for he was

touchy where his nationality was concerned.
" Health all right, I hope?

1 ' he added, looking at

Mr. Cavendish with that critical medical glance
which shows that a verbal response is quite un-

necessary. This time there was in the look a
certain insinuation of doubt on the subject,
which was not pleasant.

" You are getting

stout, I see," Dr. Marjoribanks added not laugh-
ing, but as if that too was poor Mr. Cavendish's
fault.

"
Yes, I'm very well," he answered, curtly ;

but the truth was that he did not feel sure that

he was quite well after he had seen the critical

look in Dr. Marjoribanks's eye.
" You young men always go too fast," said the

Doctor, with a strange little smile
;
but the term

at least was consolatory ;
and after that Dr.

Marjoribanks quite changed his tone. "Have
you heard Woodburn talking of that great crash

in town?" he said "that India house, you
know I suppose it's quite true ?

"

"
Quite true," said Mr. Cavendish, promptly,

and somehow he felt a pleasure in saying it.
" I

got all the particulars to-day in one of my letters

and lots of private people involved, which is

always the way with these old houses," he added,
with a mixture of curiosity and malice " wi-

dows, and all sorts of superannuated folks."
"
It's a great pity," said the Doctor :

" I knew
old Lichfield once, the chief partner I am very
sorry to bear it's true ;" and then the two shook

hands, and the brougham drove on. As for Mr.

Cavendish, he made up his mind at once that the

Doctor was involved, and was not sorry, and felt

that it was a sort of judicial recompense for his

desertion of his friends. And he went home to

tell his sister of it, who shared in his sentiments.

And then it was not worth while going out any
more that day for the electioneering agent, who
knew all about it, was not coming till the last

train.
" I suppose I shall have to work when he

is here," Mr. Cavendish said. And in the mean
time he threw himself into an easy-chair. Per-

haps that was why he was getting so stout.

And in the mean time the Doctor went on

visiting his patients. When he came back to his

brougham between his visits, and went bowling
along in that comfortable way, along the familiar

roads, there was a certain glumness upon his

face. He was not a demonstrative man, but
when he was alone you could tell by certain lines

.about the well-worn cordage of his countenance
whether all was right with the Doctor

;
and it

was easy to see just at this moment that all was
not right with him. But he did not say anything
about it when he got home ;

on the contrary, he
was just as usual, and told his daughter all about
his encounter with Mr. Cavendish.

" A man at

his time of life has no right to get fat it's a sort

of thing I don't like to see. And he'll never be
a ladies' man no more, Lucilla," said the Doctor,
with a gleam of humour in his eye.

" He is exactly like George the Fourth, papa,"
said Miss Marjoribanks ;

and the Doctor laughed
as he sat down to dinner. If he had anything on
his mind he bore it like a hero, and gave no

sign ;
but then, as Mrs. John very truly remarked,

when a man does not disclose his annoyances
they always tell more upon him in the end.

CHAPTER XLIII.

THERE were a great many reasons why this

should be a critical period in Miss Marjoribanks's
life. For one thing, it was the limit she had

always proposed to herself for her term of young-

ladyhood ;
and naturally, as she outgrew the age

for them, she felt disposed to put away childish

things. To have the control of society in her

hands was a great thing; but still the mere

means, without any end, was not worth Lucilla's

while and her Thursdays were almost a bore to

her in her present stage of development. They
occurred every week, to be sure, as usual

;
but
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the machinery was all perfect, and went on by
itself, and it was not in the nature of things that

sucn a light adjunct of existence should satisfy

Lucilla, as she opened out into the ripeness of

her thirtieth year. It was this that made Mr.

Ashburton so interesting to her, and his election

a matter into which she entered so warmly, for

she had come to an age at which she might have

gone into Parliament herself had there been no

disqualification of sex; and when it was almost

a necessity for her to make some use of her

social influence. Miss Marjoribanks had her own
ideas in respect to charity, and never went upon
ladies' committees, nor took any further share

than what was proper and necessary in parish
work

;
and when a woman has an active mind,

and still does not care for parish work, it is a

little hard for her to find a "
sphere." And Lu-

cilla, though she said nothing about a sphere,
was still more or less in that condition of mind
which has been so often and so fully described to

the British public when the ripe female intelli-

gence, not having the natural resource of a nur-

sery and a husband to manage, turns inwards,
and begins to

" make a protest
"
against the ex-

isting order of society, and to call the world to

account for giving it no due occupation and
to consume itself. She was not the woman to

make protests, nor to claim for herself the doubt-

ful honours of a false position ;
but she felt ah

1

the same that at her age she had outlived the

occupations that were sufficient for her youth.
To be sure, there were still the dinners to attend

to, a branch of human affairs worthy of the

weightiest consideration, and she had a house of

her own, as much as if she had been half-a-dozen

times married
;
but still there are instincts which

go even beyond dinners, and Lucilla had become
conscious that her capabilities were greater than
her work. She was a Power in Carlingford, and
she knew it

;
but still there is little good in the

existence of a Power unless it can be made use

of for some worthy end.

She was coming up Grange Lane rather late

one evening, pondering upon these things

thinking within herself compassionately of poor
Mr. Cavendish, a little in the same way as he
had been thinking of her, but from the opposite

point of view. For Lucilla could not but see

the antithesis of their position, and how he was
the foolish apprentice who had chosen his own
way and was coming to a bad end, while she

was the steady one about to ride by in her Lord

Mayor's coach.
t
And Miss Marjoribanks was

thinking at the same time of the other candidate,
whose canvass was going on so successfully ;

and

that, after the election and all the excitement
was over, she would feel a blank. There could
be no doubt she would feel a blank and Lucilla

did not see how the blank was to be filled up as

she looked into the future
; for, as has been said,

parish work was not much in her way, and for a

woman who feels that she is a Power, there are

so few other outlets. She was a little disheart-

ened as she thought it all over. Gleams of pos-
sibility, it is true, crossed her mind, such as that
of marrying the member for Carlingford, for

instance, and thus beginning a new and more
important career

;
but she was too experienced

a woman not to be aware by this time, that pos-
sibilities which did not depend upon herself alone
had better not be calculated upon. And there

did occur to her, among other things, the idea of

making a great Experiment which ctiuld be car-
ried out only by a woman of genius of marry-
ing a poor man, and affording to Carlingford and
England an example which might influence un
born generations. Such were the thoughts that
were passing through her mind, when to her

great surprise, she came up to her father, walking
up Grange Lane over the dirty remains of the
snow for there was a great deal of snow that

year. It was so strange a sight to see Dr. Mar-

joribanks walking that at the first glance Lucilla

was startled, and thought something was the

matter; but of course, it all arose from a per-

fectly natural and explainable cause.

"I have been down to see Mrs. Chiley," said

the Doctor
;

" she has her rheumatism very bad

again ;
and the horse has been so long out that

I thought I would walk home. I think the old

lady is a little upset about Cavendish, Lucilla.

He was always a pet of hers."
" Dear Mrs. Chiley ! she is not very bad, I

hope ?
"
said Miss Marjoribanks.

" Oh no. she is not very bad," said the Doctor,
in a dreary tone.

" The poor old machine is just
about breaking up, that is all. We can cobble it

this once, but next time perhaps
"

11 Don't talk in such a disheartening way,
papa," said Lucilla. "lam sure she is not so

very old."
" We're all pretty old, for that matter." said

the Doctor
;

" we can't run on for ever, you
know. If you had been a boy like that stupid
fellow Tom, you might have carried on my prac-

tice, Lucilla and even extended it, I shouldn't

wonder," Dr. Marjoribanks added, with a little

grunt, as who should say that is the way of the

world.

"But I am not a boy," said Lucilla, mildly;
"and even if I had been, you know, I might
have chosen another profession. Tom never had

any turn for medicine that I ever heard of "

"I hope you know pretty well about all the

turns he ever had with that old woman," said

the Doctor, pulling himself up sharply,
"
always

at your ear. I suppose she never talks of any-

thing else. But I hope you have too much sense

for that sort of thing, Lucilla Tom will never

be anything but a poor man if he were to live a

hundred years."

''Perhaps not, papa," said Lucilla, with a lit-

tle sigh. The Doctor knew nothing about the

great social experiment which it had entered

into Miss Marjoribanks's mind to make for the

regeneration of her contemporaries and the good
of society, or possibly he might not have distin-

guished Tom by that particular title. Was it he,

perhaps, who was destined to be the hero of a

domestic drama embodying the best principles of

that Moral Philosophy which Lucilla had studied

with such success at Mount Pleasant ? She did

not ask herself the question, for thrags had not

as yet come to that point, but it gleamed upon
her mind as by a side-light.

"I don't know how you would get on if you
were poor," said the Doctor.

"
I don't think that

would suit you. You would make somebody a

capital wife, I can say that for you, Lucilla, thai

hud plenty of money and a liberal disposition like

yourself. But poverty is another sort of thing,

I can tell you. Luckily you're old enough to

have got over all the lovc-in-a-cottage ideas if
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you ever had them," Dr. Marjoribanks added.

He was a worldly man himself, and he thought
his daughter a worldly woman ;

and yet, though
he thoroughly approved of it, he still despised
Lucilla a little for her prudence, which is a para-
doxical state of mind not very unusual in the

world.
" I don't think I ever had them," said Lucilla

"not that kind of poverty. I know what a

cottage means; it means a wretched man, al-

ways about the house with his feet in slippers,

you know what poor dear Mr. Cavendish would
come to if he was poor

"

The Doctor laughed, though he had not seem-
ed up to this moment much disposed for laugh-

ing.
" So that is all your opinion of Cavendish,"

he said
;

" and I don't think you are far wrong
either; and yet that was a young fellow that

might have done better," Dr. Marjoribanks said

reflectively, perhaps not without a slight prick
of conscience that he had forsaken an old friend.

'"Yes," said Lucilla, with a certain solemnity
" but you know, papa, if a man will not when

he may
" And she sighed, though the Doc-

tor, who had not been thinking of Mr. Cavendish's

prospects in that light, laughed once more
;
but

it was a sharp sort of sudden laugh without much
heart in it. He had most likely other things of

more importance in his mind.
"
"Well, there have been a great many off and on

since that time," he said, smiling rather grimly.
" It is time you were thinking about it seriously,
Lucilla. I am not so sure about some things
as I once was, and I'd rather like to see you well

settled before It's a kind of prejudice a man
has," the Doctor said abruptly, which, whatever
he might mean by it, was a dismal sort of speech
to make.

"Before what, papa?" asked Lucilla, with a

little alarm.
" Tut before long, to be sure," he said, impa-

.tieutly.
" Ashburton would not be at all amiss

if he liked it and you liked it
;
but it's no use

making any suggestions about those things. So

long as you don't marry a fool
"
Dr. Marjori-

banks said, with energy.
" I know that is, of

course, I've seen what that is
; you can't expect

to get perfection, as you might have looked for

perhaps at twenty ;
but I advise you to marry,

Lucilla. I don't think you are cut out for a sin-

gle woman, for my part."
" I don't see the good of single women," said

Lucilla,
" unless they are awfully rich

;
and I don't

suppose I shall ever be awfully rich. But, papa,
so long as I can be a comfort to you

"

"Yes," said the Doctor, with that tone which
Lucilla could remember fifteen years ago, when
she made the same magnanimous suggestion,
" but I can't live for ever, you know. It would
be a pity to sacrifice yourself to me, and then

perhaps next morning find that it was a useless

sacrifice. It very often happens like that when
self-devotion is carried too far. You've behaved

very well, and shown a great deal of good sense,
Lucilla more than I gave you credit for when
you commenced I may say that; and if there

was to be any change, for instance
"

"What change?" said Lucilla, not without
some anxiety ;

for it was an odd way of talking.
to say the least of it; but the Doctor had come
to a pause, and did not seem disposed to resume.

"
It is not so pleasant as I thought walking

10

over this snow," he said.
" I can't give that up,

that I can see. And there's more snow in the

air if I'm any judge of the weather. There go
in go in

;
don't wait for me

;
but mind you

make haste and dress, for I want my dinner. I

may have to go down to Mrs. Chiley again to-

night."
It was an odd way of talking, and it was odd

to break off like this
;
but then, to be sure, there

was no occasion for any more conversation, since

they had just arrived at their own door. It made
Lucilla uneasy for the moment, but while she
was dressing she managed to explain it to her-

self, and to think, after all, it was only natural

that her papa should have seen a little into the

movement and commotion of her thoughts ;
and

then poor dear old Mrs. Chiley being so ill, who
was one of his own set, so to speak. He was

quite cheerful later in the evening, and enjoyed
his dinner, and was even more civil than usual

to Mrs. John. And though he did not come up
to tea, he made his appearance afterwards with
a flake of new-fallen snow still upon his rusty

grey whiskers. He had gone to see his patient

again, notwithstanding the silent storm outside.

And his countenance was a little overcast this

time, no doubt by the late walk, and the serious

state Mrs. Chiley was in, and his encounter with
the snow.
"Oh yes, she is better," he said. "I knew

she would do this time. People at our time of

life don't go off in that accidental kind of way.
When a woman has been so long used to living,
it takes her a time to get into the way of dying.
She might be a long time thinking about it yet,
if all goes well "

"Papa, don't speak like that," said Lucilla.

"Dying I I can't bear to think of such a thing.
She is not so very old."

"Such things will happen whether you can
bear to think of them or not," said the Doctor.
"
I said you would go down and see her to-mor-

row. We've all held out a long time the lot

of us. I don't like to think of the first gap my-
self, but somebody must make a beginning, you
know."

"The Chileys were always older than you,"
said Mrs. John. " I remember in poor Mrs. Mar-

joribanks's time : they were quite elderly then,
and you were just beginning. When my Tom
was a baby

"

"We were always of the same set," said the

Doctor, interrupting her without hesitation. " Lu-

cilla, they say Cavendish has got hold of the Rec-
tor. He has made believe to be penitent, you
know. That is cleverer than anything you could

have done. And if he can't be won back again
it will be serious, the Colonel says. You are to

try if you can suggest anything. It seems," said

the Doctor, with mingled amusement and satire,

and a kind of gratification,
" that Ashburton has

great confidence in you."
"
It must have been the agent," said Lucilla.

"I don't think any of the rest of them are equal
to that. I don't see, if that is the case, how we
are to win him back. If Mr. Ashburton had
ever done anything very wicked, perhaps

"

" You are safe to say he is not penitent any-
how," said Dr. Marjoribanks, and he took his

candle and went away with a smile. But either

Mr. Ashburton's good opinion of Lucilla, or some
other notion, had touched the Doctor. He was
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wrong to omit all mention of this feverish bustle

of thinking which came into Lucilla's mind in

her solitude. Of all that she had to bear, it was
the thing that vexed and irritated and distressed

her the most as if,
she said to herself indig-

nantly, she ought to have been able to think of

anytiling 1 And the chances are that Lucilla,

for sheer duty's sake, would have said, if any-

body had asked, that of course she had not

thought of anything as yet ;
without being

aware that the mere shock, and horror, and

profound commotion had a great deal more to

do than anything else in producing that flutter-

ing crowd of busy, vexatious speculations which
had come, without any will of hers, into her

heart.

It looked a dreadful change in one way as she
looked at it without wishing to look at it in the

solitude of her own room, where the blinds were
all down, and the snow sometimes came with a

little thump against the window, and where it

was so dark that it was a comfort when night
came, and the lamp could be lighted. So far as

Carlingford was concerned, it would be almost
as bad for Miss Marjoribanks as if she were her

father's widow instead of his daughter. To
keep up a position of social importance in a

single woman's house, unless, as she had herself

lightly said so short a time since, she were aw-

fully rich, would be next to impossible. All that

gave importance to the centre of society the

hospitable table, the open house had come to

an end with the Doctor. Things could no more
be as they had once been, in that respect at

least. She might stay in the house, and keep
up to the furthest extent possible, to her, its old

traditions; but even to the utmost limit to which
Lucilla could think it right to go it could never
be the same. This consciousness kept gleaming
upon her as she sat in the dull daylight behind
the closed blinds, with articles of mourning
piled about everywhere, and the grey dimness

getting into her very eyes, and her mind dis-

tressed by the consciousness that she ought to

have been unable to think
;
and the sadness of

the prospect altogether was enough to stir up
a reaction, in spite of herself, in Miss Marjori-
banks's mind.
And on the other side she would no doubt be

very well off, and could go wherever she liked,

and had ho limit, except what was right and

proper and becoming, to what she might please
to do. She might go abroad if she liked, which

perhaps is the first idea of a modern English
mind when anything happens to it, and settle

wherever she pleased, and arrange her mode of

existence as seemed good in her own eyes. She
would be an heiress in a moderate way, and aunt
Jemima was by this time absolutely at her dis-

posal, and could be taken anywhere ;
and at

Lucilla's age it was quite impossible to predict
what might not happen to a woman in such a

position. When these fairer possibilities gleamed
into Lucilla's mind, it would be difficult to de-

scribe the anger and self-disgust with which she

reproached herself for perhaps it was the first

time that she had consciously failed in maintain-

ing a state of mind becoming the occasion
;
and

though nobody but herself knew of it, the pain
of the accusation was acute and bitter. But
how could Miss Marjoribanks help it? the mind
travels so much quicker than anything else, and

goes so far, and makes its expeditions in such
subtle, stealthy ways. She might begin by think-

ing of her dear papa, and yet before she could

dry tier eyes might be off in the midst of one of
these bewildering speculations. For everything
was certain now so far as he was concerned

;
and

everything was so uncertain, and full of such un-
known issues for herself. Thus the dark days
before the funeral passed by and everybody was
very kind. Dr. Marjoribanks was one of the

props of the place, and all Carlingford bestirred

itself to do him the final honours
;
and all her

friends conspired how to save Lucilla from all

possible trouble, and help her over the trial
;
and

to see how much he was respected was the great-
est of all possible comforts to her, as. she said.

Thus it was that among the changes that

everybody looked for, there occurred all at once
this change which was entirely unexpected, and

put everything else out of mind for the moment.
For to tell the truth, Dr. Marjoribanks was one
of the men who, according to external appear-
ance, need never have died. There was nothing
about him that wanted to be set right, no sort

of loss, or failure, or misunderstanding, so far as

anybody could see. An existence in which he
could haye his friends to dinner every week, and
a good house, and good wine, and a very good
table, and nothing particular to put him out of

his way, seemed in fact the very ideal of the best

life for the Doctor. There was nothing in him
that seemed to demand anything better, and it

was confusing to try to follow him into that

which, no doubt, must be in all its fundamentals
a very different kind of world. He was a just
man and a good man in his way, and had been
kind to many people in his lifetime but still he
did not seem to have that need of another recti-

fying completer existence which most men have.

There seemed no reason why he should die a

man who was so well contented with this lower

region in which many of us fare badly, and where
so few of us are contented. This was a fact

which exercised a very confusing influence, even
when they themselves were not aware of it, on

many people's minds. It was hard to think of

him under any other circumstances, or identify
him with angels and spirits which feeling on
the whole made the regret for him a more poig-
nant sort of regret.
And they buried him with the greatest signs

of respect. People from twenty miles off sent

their carriages, and all the George Street people
shut their shops, and there was very little busi-

ness done all day. Mr. Cavendish and Mr. Ash-
burton walked side by side at the funeral, which
was an affecting sight to see

;
and if anything

more could have been done to show their respect
which was not done, the corporation of Carling-
ford would have been sorry for it. And the snow
still lay deep in all the corners, though it had
been trampled down all about the Doctor's

house, where the lamp was not lighted now of

nights; for what was the use of lighting the

lamp, which was a kind of lighthouse in its way,
and meant to point out succour and safety for Uie

neighbours, when the physician himself was lying

beyond all hope of succour or aid ? And all the

Grange Lane people retired in a sympathetic,
awe-stricken way, and decided, or at least the

ladies did, to see Lucilla next day, if she was
able to see them, and to find out whether she was
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going to make an effort, or what she meant to

do. And Mrs. Chiley was so much better that

she was able to be up a little in the evening,

though she scarcely could forgive herself, and still

could not help thinking that it was she who had

really been sent for, and that the doctor had been
taken in mistake. And as for Lucilla, she sat in

her room and cried, and thought of her father's

hand upon her shoulder that last unusual ca-

ress which was more touching to think of than a
world of words. He had been fond of her and

proud of her, and at the last moment he had
showed it. And by times she seemed to feel

again that lingering touch, and cried as if her
heart would break : and yet, for all that, she
could not keep her thoughts steady, nor prevent
them from wandering to all kinds of profane, out-

of-door matters, and to considerations of the

future, and estimates .of her own position. It

wounded her sadly to feel herself in such an in-

appropriate state of mind, but she could not help
it

;
and then the want of natural light and air

oppressed her sorely, and she longed for the

evening, which felt a little more natural, and

thought that at last she might have a long talk

with aunt Jemima, who was a kind of refuge in

her present loneliness, and gave her a means of

escape at the same time from all this bustle and
commotion of unbecoming thoughts.

This was enough surely for any one to have to

encounter at one time; but that very night
another rumour began to murmur through Car-

lingford a rumor more bewildering, more incre-

dible still, than that of the Doctor's death, which
the town had been obliged to confirm and ac-

knowledge, and put its seal to. When the thing
was first mentioned, everybody (who could find

it in their heart to laugh) laughed loud in the

face of the first narrator with mingled scepticism
and indignation. They asked him what he meant

by it, and ridiculed and scoffed at him to his

face.
" Lucilla will be the richest woman in

Grange Lane," people said; "everybody in Car-

lingford knows that." But after this statement
had been made, the town began to listen. It

was obliged to listen, for other witnesses came
in to confirm the story. It never might have
been found out while the Doctor lived, for he
had a great practice, and made a great deal of

money; but now that he was dead, nothing
could be hid. He was dead, and he had made
an elaborate will, which was all as just and

righteous as a will could be
;

but after the will

was read, it was found out that everything named
in it had disappeared like a bubble. Instead of

being the richest, Dr. Marjoribanks was one of

the poorest men in Carlingford, when he shut

his door behind him on that snowy night. It

was a revelation which took the town perfectly

by storm, and startled everybody out of their

senses. Lucilla's plans, which she thought so

wicked, went out all of a sudden, in a certain

dull amaze and dismay, to which no words could

give any expression. Such was the second in-

conceivable reverse of fortune which happened
to Miss Marjoribanks, more unexpected, more

incomprehensible still than the other, in the very
midst of her most important activities and hopes.

CHAPTER XLY.

WHEN the first whisper of the way in which
she was as people say

"
left," reached Lucilla,

her first feeling was incredulity. It was con

veyed to her by aunt Jemima, who came to her
in her room after the funeral with a face blanch-

ed with dismay. Miss Marjoribanks took it foi

grief ; and, though she did not look for so much
feeling from Mrs. John, was pleased and comfort-
ed that her aunt should really lament her poor
papa. It was a compliment which, in the soften-

ed and sorrowful state of Lucilla's mind, went to

her heart. Aunt Jemima came up and kissed

her in a hasty excited way, which showed genu-
ine and spontaneous emotion, and was not like

the solemn pomp with which sympathising friends

generally embrace a mourner; and then she
made Lucilla sit down by the fire and held her

hands. " My poor child," said aunt Jemima
"
my poor, dear, sacrificed child ! you know, Lu-

cilla, how fond I am of you, and you can always
come to me ''

" Thank you, dear aunt Jemima," said Miss

Marjoribauks, though she was a little puzzled.
" You are the only relative I have, and I knew
you would not forsake me. What should I do
without you at such a time ? I am sure it is what
dear papa would have wished "

"
Lucilla," cried Mrs. John, impulsively,

" I

know it is natural you should cry for your father
;

but when you know all, you that never knew
what it was to be without money that nevej
were straitened even, or obliged to give up things,
like most other young women. Oh, my dear,

they said I was to prepare you, but how can I

prepare you ? I feel as if I never could forgive

my brother-in-law
;
that he should bring yon up

like this, and then "

" What is it?
"

said Miss Marjoribanks, drying
her tears. "If it is anything new tell me, but

don't speak so of of What is it? say it

right out."

"Lucilla," said aunt Jemima, solemnly, "you
think you have a great deal of courage, and now
is your time to show it. He has left you without
a farthing he that was always thought to be so

rich. It is quite true what I am saying. He has

gone and died and left nothing, Lucilla. Now
I have told you; and oh, my poor, dear, in-

jured child," cried Mrs. John, with fervour, "as

long as I have a home there will be room in it

for you."
But Lucilla p'ut her aunt away softly when

she was about to fall upon her neck. Miss Mar-

joribanks was struck dumb
;
her heart seemed

to stop beating for the moment. "
It is quite im-

possibleit cannot be true," she said, and gave
a gasp to recover her breath. Then Mrs. John
came down upon her with facts, proving it to be
true showing how Dr. Marjoribanks's money
was invested, and how it had been lost. She
made a terrible muddle of it, no doubt, but Lucil-

la was not very clear about business details any
more than her aunt, and she did not move nor say
a word while the long, involved, endless narrative

went on. She kept saying it was impossible in

her heart for half of the time, and then she crept
nearer the fire and shivered and said nothing
even to herself, and did not even seem to listen,

but knew that it must be true. It would be vain

to attempt to say that it was not a terrible blow
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to LuciUa; her strength was weakened already

by grief and solitude and want of food, for she

could not find it in her heart to go on eating her

ordinary meals as if nothing had happened ;
and

all of a sudden she felt the cold seize her, and
drew closer and closer to the fire. The thoughts
which she had been thinking in spite of herself, and

for which she had so greatly condemned herself,

went out with a sudden distinctness, as if it had
been a lamp going out and leaving the room in

darkness, and a sudden sense of utter gloom and
cold and bewildering uncertainty came over Lu-
cilla. When she lifted her eyes from the fire,

into which she had been gazing, it almost sur-

prised her to find herself still in the warm room
where there was every appliance for comfort, and
where her entire wardrobe of new mourning
everything, as aunt Jemima said, that a woman
could desire was piled up on the bed. It was

impossible that she could be a penniless creature,
left on her own resources, without father or sup-

porter or revenue
;

and yet good heavens 1

could it be true ?

"If it is true, aunt Jemima," saidLucilla, "I
must try to bear it; but my poor head feels all

queer. I'd rather not think any more about it

to-night."
" How can you help thinking about it, Lucilla ?"

cried Mrs. John. " I can think of no'thing else
;

and I am not so much concerned as you."

Upon which Lucilla rose and kissed aunt Jemi-

ma, though her head was all confused and she had
noises in her ears.

"
I don't think we are much

like each other, you know," she said.
" Did you

hear how Mrs..Chiley was ? I am sure she will be

very sorry ;" and with that Miss Marjoribanks soft-

ened and felt a little comforted, and cried again
not for the money, but for her father.

" Ifyou are

going down-stairs, I think I will come down to

tea, auut Jemima," she said. But after Mrs. John
had gone away full of wonder at her philosophy,
Lucilla drew close to the fire again and took her

head between her hands and tried to think what
it meant. Could it be true ? Instead of the heir-

ess, in a good position, who could go abroad or

anywhere and do anything she liked, was it pos-
sible that she was only a penniless single woman
with nobody to look to and nothing to live on ?

Such an extraordinary incomprehensible revolu-

tion might well make any one feel giddy. The
solid house and the comfortable room, and her

own sober brain, which was not in the way of

being put off its balance, seemed to turn round
and round as she looked into the fire. Lucilla

was not one to throw the blame upon her father

as Mrs. John had done. On the contrary she was

sorry, profoundly sorry, for him, and made such
a picture to herselfof what his feelings must have

been, when he went into his room that night and
knew that all his hard-earned fortune was gone,
that it made her weep the deepest tears for

him that she had yet shed. " Poor papa I

" she
said to herself; and as she was not much given to

employing her imagination in this way, and real-

ising the feeling of others, the effect was all the

greater now. If he had but told her, and put off

a share of the burden from his own shoulders on to

hers who could have borne it! but the Doctor
had never done justice to Lucilla's qualities. This,
amid her general sense of confusion and dizziness

and insecurity, was the only clear thought that

struck Miss Marjoribanks; and that it was very

cold and must be freezing outside
;
and how did

the poor people manage who had not all her

present advantages ? She tried to put away this

revelation from her, as she had said to aunt

Jemima, and keep it for a little at arm's length, and

get a night's rest in the mean time, and so be able
to bring a clear head to the contemplation of it to-

morrow, which was the most judicious thing to

do. But when the mind has been stimulated by
such a shock, Solomon himself, one would suppose,
could scarcely, however clearly he might per-
ceive what was best, take the judicious passive

way. When Lucilla got up from where she was

crouching before the fire she felt so giddy that

she could scarcely stand. Her head was all

queer, as she had said, and she had a singing in

her ears. She herself seemed to have changed
along with her position. An hour or two be-

fore, she could have answered for her own steadi-

ness and self-possession in almost any circumstan-

ces, but now the blood seemed to be running a

race in her veins, and the strangest noises hum-
med in her ears. She felt ashamed of her weak-

ness, but she could not help it
;
and then she was

weak with grief and excitement and compara-
tive fasting, which told for something, probably,
in her inability to bear so unlooked-for a blow.

But Miss Marjoribanks thought it was best to

go down to the drawing-room for tea, as she had
said. To see everything just as it had been, ut-

terly indifferent and unconscious ofwhat had- hap-

pened, made her cry, and relieved her giddiness

by reviving her grief; and* then the next minute
a bewildering wonder seized her as to what would
become of this drawing-room, the scene of her tri-

umphs; who would live in it, and whom the

things would go to, which made her sick and

brought back the singing in her ears. But on
the whole she took tea very quietly with aunt

Jemima, who kept breaking into continual snatch-

es of lamentation, but was always checked by
Lucilla's composed looks.

'

If she had not heard

this extraordinary news, which made the world
turn round with her, Miss Marjoribanks would
have felt that soft hush of exhaustion and grief
subdued which, when the grief is riot too urgent,
comes after all is over; and even now she felt a
certain comfort in the warm firelight and the

change out of her own roojn where she had
been living shut up, with the blinds down, and
the black dresses everywhere about, for so many
dreary days.
John Brown, who had charge of Dr. Marjori-

banks's affairs, came next day and explained

everything to Lucilla. The lawyer had had one
short interview with his client after the news came,
and Dr. Marjoribanks had borne it like a man.
His face had changed a little, and he had sat down,
which he was not in the habit ofdoing, and drawn
a kind of shivering long breathy and then he had

said, "Poor Lucilla!
"

to himself: This was all

Mr. Brown could say about the effect the shock

had on the Doctor. And there was something
in this very scanty information which gave Lucil-

la a new pang of sorrow and consolation. " And
he patted me on the shoulder that last night,"
she said, with tender tears; and felt she" had

never loved her father so well in all her life

which is one of the sweeter uses of deatli which

many must have experienced, but which belonged
to a more exquisite and penetrating kind of emo-

tion than was common to Lucilla.
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" I thought he looked a little broken when he
went out," said Mr. Brown,

' but full of pluck
and spirit, as he always was. '

I am making a

good deal of money, and I may live long enough
to lay by a little still,' were the last words he
said to me. I remember he put a kind of emphasis
on the may. Perhaps he knew he was not so

strong as he looked. He was a good man, Miss

Marjoribanks, and there is nobody that has not

some kind thing to tell of him," said the law-

yer, with a certain moisture in his eyes ;
for

there was nobody in Carlingford who did not

miss the old Doctor, and John Brown was very
tender-hearted in his way.

" But nobody can know what a good father he

was," said Luctlla, with a sob
;
and she meant it

with all her heart, thinking chiefly of his hand
on her shoulder that last night, and of the "Poor
Lucilla !" in John Brown's office

; though, after

all, perhaps, it was not chiefly as a tender father

that Dr. Marjoribanks shone, though he gave his

daughter all she wanted or asked for. Her grief
was so true, and so little tinctured by any of that

indignation over the unexpected loss, which aunt
Jemima had not been able to conceal, that John
Brown was quite touched, and felt his heart

warm to Lucilla. He explained it all very fully
to her when she was composed enough to under-

stand him
;
and as he went through all the details

the giddiness came back, and once more Miss

Marjoribanks felt the world running round, and
heard his statement through the noises in her ears.

All this settled down, however, into a certain

distinctness as John Brown, who was very clear-

headed and good at making a concise statement,
went on; and gradually the gyrations became
slower and slower, and the great universe be-

came solid once more, and held to its moorings
under Lucilla's feet, and she ceased to hear that

supernatural hum and buzz. The vague shadows
of chaos and ruin dispersed, and through them she

saw once more the real aspect of things. She was
not quite penniless. There was the house, which
was a very good house, and some little corners and

scraps of money in the funds, which were Lucilla's

very own, and could not be lost
;
and last of all

there was the business the best practice in Car-

lingford, and entire command of Grange Lane.
"But what does that matter?" said Lucilla;

"
if poor papa had retired indeed, as I used to beg

him to do, and parted with it But everybody
has begun to send for Dr. Rider already," she said,

in an aggrieved voice
;
and then for the first time

John Brown remembered, to his confusion, that

there was once said to be "
something between "

Miss Marjoribanks -and Dr. Rider; which compli-
cated the affair in the most uncomfortable way.

'

Yes," he said, "and of course that would
make it much more difficult to bring in another
man

;
but Rider is a very honourable young fel-

low, Miss Marjoribanks
"

" He is not so very young," said Lucilla.
" He

is quite as old as I am, though no one ever would
think so. I am sure he is honourable, but
what has that to do with it ? And I do think Mrs.

Chiley might have done without anybody else :

for a day or two, considering when it was "

And here she stopped to cry, unreasonably, but

yet very naturally ;
for it did feel hard that in the

house to which Dr. Marjoribanks's last visit had
been paid, another doctor should have been called

ia next day.

" What I meant to say,'' said John Brown,
'

was, that Dr. Rider, though he is not rich, and
could not pay a large sum of money down, would
be very glad to make some arrangement. He is

very anxious about it, and he seemed himself

to think that if you knew his circumstances you
would not be disinclined to But as I did

not at all know "

Lucilla caught, as it were, and met, and forced

to face her, her informant's embarrassed, hesitating
look. " You say this," said Miss Marjoribanks,
" because people used to say there was something
between us, and you think 1 may have some

feeling about it. But there never was anything
between us. Anybody with a quarter of an eye
could have seen he was going out of his senses

about that little Australian girl. And I am rather

fond of men that are in love it shows they have
some goo'd in them. But it is dreadful to talk of

such things now," said Lucilla, with a sigh of

self-reproach.
"
If Dr. Rider has any arrange-

ment to propose, I should like to give him the

preference, please. You see they have begun to

send for him already in Grange Lane."
"
I will do whatever you think proper," said

John Brown, who was rather scared, and very
much impressed by Miss Marjoribanks's candour.

Dr. Rider had been the first love of Mr. Brown's
own wife, and the lawyer had a curious kind of

satisfaction in thinking that this silly young fel-

low had thus lost two admirable women, and
that probably the little Australian was equally
inferior to Miss Marjoribanks and Mrs. Brown.
He ought to have been grateful that Dr. Rider

had left the latter lady to his own superior dis-

crimination and so he was
;
and yet it gave him

a certain odd satisfaction to think that the Doctoi

was not so happy as he might have been. He
went away fully warranted to receive Dr. Rider'?

proposition, and even, to a certain extent, to de-

cide upon it and Lucilla threw herself back in

her chair in the silent drawing-room, from which
aunt Jemima had discreetly withdrawn, and be-

gan to think over the reality of her position ae

she now saw it for the first time.

The sense of bewildering revolution and change
was over; for, strangely enough, the greater a

change is the more easily the mind, after the first

shock, accepts and gets accustomed to it. It wa?
over, and the world felt steady once more under
Lucilla's feet, and she sat down, not precisely
amid the ruins of her happiness, but still in the

presence of many an imagination overthrown to

look at her real position. It was not, after all,

utter proverty, misery, and destitution, as at the
first glance she had believed. According to what
John Brown had said, and a rapid calculation

which Lucilla had herself made in passing, some-

thing approaching two hundred a-year would be
left to her just a small single woman's revenue,
as she thought to herself. Two hundred a-year !

All at once there came into Miss Marjoribauks's
mind a sudden vision of the two Miss Ravens-

woods, who had lived in that pretty set of rooms
over Elsworthy's shop, facing into G-range Lane,
and who had kept a lady's maid, and asked the
best people in the place to tea, upon a very similar

income, and how their achievements had been
held up to everybody as a model of what genteel
economy could do. She thought of them, and her
heart sank within her

;
for it was not in Lucilla's

nature to live without a sphere, nor to disjoin her-
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self from er fellow-creatures, nor to give up en-

tirely the sovereign position she had held for so

many years. Whatever she might ultimately do,

it was clear that, in the mean time, she could not

make up her mind to any such giving up of the

battle as that. And then there was the house.

She might let it to the Riders, and add probably
another hundred a-year to her income

;
for though

it was an excellent house, and worth more than

a hundred a-year, still there was no competition
lor houses in Grange Lane, and the new Doctor

was the only probable tenant. And, to tell the

truth, though Lucilla was very reasonable, it went
to her heart at the present moment to think of

letting the house to the new Doctor, and having
the patients come as usual, and the lamp lighted
as of old, and nothing changed except the central

figure of all. She ought to have been above such

sentimental ideas when a whole hundred pounds
a-year was in question ;

but she was not, which
of itself was a strange phenomenon. If she could

have made up her mind to that, there were a

great many things that she might have done. She

might still have gone abroad, and to some extent

taken a limited share in what was going on in

some section of English society on the Continent.

Or she might have gone to one of the mild centres

of a similar kind of life in England. But such a

prospect did not offer many attractions to Miss

Marjoribanks. If she had been rich, it would have
been different. Thus there gradually dawned

upon her the germ of the plan she ultimately adopt-

ed, and which was the only one that commended
itself to her feelings. Going away was expen-
sive and troublesome at the best

;
and even at

Elsworthy's, if she could have made up her mind
to such an expedient, she would have been charg-
ed a pound a-week for the rooms alone, not to

speak of all kinds of extras, and never having
the satisfaction of feeling yourself in your own
place. Under all the circumstances, it was im-

pressed upon Lucilla's mind that her natural

course was to stay still where she was, and make
no change. Why should she make any change ?

The house was her own, and did not cost any-

thing, and if Nancy would but stand by her and
one good maid It was a venture

;
but still

Lucilla felt as if she might be equal to it. Though
she was no mathematician, Miss Marjoribanks
was very clever at mental arithmetic in a practical
sort of way. She put down lines upon lines of

figures in her head while she sat musing in her

chair, .and worked them out with wonderful

skill and speed and accuracy. And the more she

thought of it, the more it seemed to her that this

was the thing to do. Why should she retreat

and leave her native soil and the neighbourhood
of all her friends because she was poor and in trou-

ble ? Lucilla was not ashamed ofbeing poor nor
even frightened by it, now thaj; she understood
what it was any more than she would have
been frightened, after the first shock, had her

poverty even been much more absolute. She
was standing alone at this moment as upon
a little island of as yet undisturbed seclusion
and calm, and she knew very well that outside
a perfect sea of good advice would surge round
her as soon as she was visible. In these circum-
stances Lucilla took by instinct the only wise
course : she made up her mind there and then
with a perfect unanimity which is seldom to be

gained when counsellors are admitted. And what

she decided upon, as was to be expected from
her character, was not to fly from her misfortune
and the scene of it, but to confront fate and take

up her lawful burden and stay still in her own
house. It was the wisest and the easiest, and
at the same time the most heroic course to adopt,
and she knew beforehand that it was one which
would be approved of by nobody. All this

Lucilla steadily faced and considered and made
up her mind to while she sat alone

; although
silence and solitude and desolation seemed to

have suddenly come in and taken possession all

around her of the once gay and brilliant

room.
She had just made her final decision when she

was rejoined by her aunt, who, everybody said,

was at this trying moment like a mother to Lu-
cilla. Yet aunt Jemima, too, had changed a lit-

tle since her brother-in-law's death. She was

very fond of Miss Marjoribanks, and meant every
word she had said about giving her a home, and
still meant it. But she did not feel so certain

now as she had done about Tom's love for his

cousin, nor at all anxious to have him come home
just at this moment

;
and for another thing, she

had got a way of prowling about the house and

looking at the furniture in a speculative, auction-

eering sort of way. "It must be all sold, of

course," aunt Jemima had said to herself, "and
I may as well look what things would suit me

;

there is a little chiffonier that I have always
wanted for my drawing-room, and Lucilla would
like to see a few of the old things about her, poor
dear." With this idea Mrs. John gave herself a

great deal of unnecessary fatigue, and gave much
offence to the servants by making pilgrimages all

over the house, turning up at the most unlikely

places and poking about in the least frequented
rooms. It was a perfectly virtuous and even
amiable thing to do, for it was better, as she rea-

soned, that they should go to her than to a stran-

ger, and it would be nice for Lucilla to feel that

she had some of the old things about her; but
then such delicate motives are seldom appreciat-
ed by the homely critics down-stairs.

It was with something of this same air that

she came into the drawing-room, where Lucilla

was. She could not help laying her hand in a

suggestive sort of way on a small table which
she had to pass, as if she were saying to herself

(as indeed she was saying), "The veneer has

been broken off at that side, and the foot is mend-
ed

;
it will bring very little

;
and yet it looks well

when you don't look too close." Such were the

ideas with which aunt Jemima's mind was filled.

But yet she came forward with a great deal of

sympathy and curiosity, and forgot about the

furniture in presence of her afflicted niece.
" Did he tell you anything, Lucilla ?

"
said Mrs.

John
;

" ofcourse he must have told yotf some-

thing but anything satisfactory, I mean."
" I don't know if you can call it satisfactory,"

said Lucilla, with a sudden rush of softer thoughts ;

" but it was a comfort to hear it. He told me
something about dear papa, aunt Jemima. After

he had heard of that, you know all that he said

was, Poor Lucilla ! And don't you remember
how he put his hand on my shoulder that last

night? I am so so glad he did it," sobbed

Miss Marjoribanks. It may be supposed it was
an abrupt transition from her calculations ;

but

after all it was onlv a different branch of the same
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subject; and Lucilla. in all her life had never

before shed such poignant and tender tears.

"He might well say, Poor Lucilla !

"
said Mrs.

John "
brought up as you have been, my dear

;

and did not you hear anything more important ?

I mean, more important in a worldly point
of view," aunt Jemima added, correcting herself;
" of course, it must be the greatest comfort to

hear something about your poor papa."
And then Lucilla unfolded John Brown's fur-

ther particulars to her surprised hearer. Mrs.

John lived upon a smallish income herself, and
she was not so contemptuous of the two hun-

dred a-year. "And the house," she said "the
house would bring you in another hundred, Lu-

cilla. The Riders, I am sure, would take it di-

rectly, and perhaps a great part of the furniture

too. Three hundred would not be so bad for a

single woman. Did you say anything about the

furniture, my dear ?
" aunt Jemima added, half

regretfully, for she did feel that she would be

sorry to lose that chiffonier."
" I think I shall stay in the house," said Lu-

cilla; "you may think it silly, aunt Jemima, but

I was born in it, and
"

"
Stay in the house 1

"
Mrs. John said, with a

gasp. She did not think it silly, but simple mad-

ness, and so she told her niece. If Lucilla could

not make up her mind to Elsworthy's, there was

Brighton and Bath and Cheltenham, and a

hundred other places where a single woman
might be very comfortable on three hundred a-

year. And to lose a third part of her income for

a piece of sentiment was so utterly unlike any
conception aunt Jemima had ever formed of her

niece. It was unlike Miss Marjoribanks ;
but

there are times of life when even the most rea-

sonable people are inconsistent. Lucilla, though
she felt it was open to grave criticism, felt only
more confirmed in her resolution by her aunt's

remarks. She heard a voice aunt Jemima could

not hear, and that voice said, Stay !

CHAPTER XLYI.

IT must be allowed that Lucilla's decision caused

very general surprise in Carlingford, where peo-

ple had been disposed to think that she would be

rather glad, now that things were so changed,
to get away. To be sure it was not known for

some time
;
but everybody's idea was that, being

thus left alone in the world, and in circumstances

so reduced, Miss Marjoribanks naturally would go
to live with somebody. Perhaps with her aunt,
who had something, though she was not rich;

perhaps, after a little, to visit about among her

friends, ofwhom she had so many. Nobody doubt-

ed that Lucilla would abdicate at once, and a

certain uneasy, yet delicious, sense of freedom
had already stolen into the hearts of some of the

ladies in Grange Lane. They lamented, it is true,
the state of chaos into which everything would

fall, and the dreadful loss Miss Marjoribanks
would be to society ;

but still, freedom is a noble

thing, and Lucilla's subjects contemplated their

emancipation with a certain guilty delight. It

was, at the same time, a most fertile subject of dis-

cussion in Carlingford. and gave rise to all those

lively speulations and consultations, and oft-

renewed comparing ofnotes, which take the place
of bets in the feminine community. The Carling-
ford ladies as good as betted upon Lucilla, whe-
ther she would go with her aunt, or pay Mrs. Bev-

erley a visit at the Deanery, or retire to Mount
Pleasant for a little, where those good old Miss

Blunts were so fond of her. Each of these opinions
had its backers, if it is not profane to say so

;
and

the discussion which of them Miss Marjoribanks
would choose waxed very warm. It almost put
the election out of people's heads; and indeed
the election had been sadly damaged in interest

and social importance by the sad and most unex-

pected event which had just happened in Grange
Lane.

But when the fact was really known, it would
be difficult to describe the sense of guilt and hor-

ror which filled many innocent bosoms. The
bound of freedom had been premature liberty
and equality had not come yet, notwithstanding
that too early unwise elan of republican satisfac-

tion. It was true that she was in deep mourning,
and that for a year, at least, society must be left to

its own devices
;
and it was true, also, that she

was poor which might naturally be supposed
a damper upon her energies but, at the same

time, Carlingford knew its Lucilla. As long as

she remained in Grange Lane, even though retired

and in crape, the constitutional monarch was still

present among her subjects; and nobody could

usurp her place or show that utter indifference to

her regulations which some revolutionaries had
dreamed of. Such an idea would have gone di-

rect in the face of the British Constitution, and
the sense of the community would have been dead

against it. But everybody who had speculated up-
on her proceedings disapproved of Lucilla in her

most unlooked-for resolution. Some could not

think how she could bear it, staying on there when

everything was so changed; and some said it

was a weakness they could never have believed

to exist in her
;
and somer for there are spiteful

people everywhere breathed the names of Cav-

endish and Ashburton, the rival candidates, and
hinted that Miss Marjoribanks had something
in her mind to justify her lingering. If Lucilla

had not been supported by a conscious sense of

rectitude, she must have broken down before this

universal disapprobation. Not a soul in the

world except one supported her in her resolution,

and that was perhaps, of all others, the one least

likely to be able to judge.
And it was not for want of opportunity to go

elsewhere. Aunt Jemima, as has been seen, did

not lose an instant in offering the shelter of her

house to her niece
;
and Mrs. Beverley wrote the

longest, kindest, most incoherent letter, begging
her dear Lucilla to come to her immediately for a

long visit, and adding, that though she had to go
out a good deal into society, she needn't mind,
for that everything she could think of would be

done to make her comfortable ;
to which Dr. Bev-

erly himself, who was now a dean, added an equal-

ly kind postscript, begging Miss Marjoribanks to

make her home at the Deanery
" until she saw

how things were to be."
" He would have found

me a place, perhaps," Lucilla said, when she

folded up the letter and this was a terrible mode
of expression to the genteel ears of Mrs. John.

"I wish you would not use such words, my
dear," said aunt Jemima;

" even if you had been

as poor as you thought, my house would always
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have been a home for you. Thank heaven I have

enough for both
; you never needed to have

thought, under any circumstances, of taking a a

situation. It is a thing I could never have con-

sented to," which was a very handsome thing
of aunt Jemima to say.

" Thank you, aunt," said Lucilla, but she sigh-
ed

; for, though it was very kind, what was Miss

Marjoribanks to have done with herself in such a

dowager establishment? And then Colonel Chiley
came in, who had also his proposal to make.

" She sent me," the Colonel said; "it's been a

sad business for us all, Lucilla; I don't know
when I have feH anything more

; and, as for her,

you know she has never held up her head
since

"

"Dear Mrs. Chiley 1" Miss Marjoribanks said,

unable to resist the old affection; "and yet I

heard she had sent for Dr. Rider directly," Lucil-

la added. She knew it was quite natural, and

perhaps quite necessary, but then it did seem hard
that his own friends should be the first to replace
her dear papa.

"
It was I did that," said the Colonel. " What

was a man to do ? I was horribly cut up, but I

could not stand and -see her making herself

worse
;
and I said, you had too much sense to

mind "

"So I ought," said Lucilla, with penitence,
" but when I remembered where he was last,

the very last place
"

It was hard upon the Colonel to stand by and
see a woman cry. It was a thing he could never

stand, as he had always said to his wife. He took

tne poker, which was his favourite resource, and
made one of his tremendous dashes at the fire,

to give Lucilla time to recover herself, and then

he turned to aunt Jemima, who sat pensively

by
" She sent me," said the Colonel, who did not

think his wife needed any other name " not that

I would not have come of my own accord we
want Lucilla to go to us, you see. I don't know
what plans she may have been making, but we're

both very fond of her she knows that. I think,
if you have not settled upon anything, the best

that Lucilla can do is to come to us. She'll be
the same as at home, and always somebody to

look after her "

The old Colonel was standing before the fire,

wavering a little on his long unsteady old legs,

and looking wonderfully well preserved, and old

and feeble
;
and Lucilla, though she was in mourn-

ing, was so full of life and force in her way.
It was a curious sort of protection to offer her,
and yet it was real protection, and love and suc-

cour, though, heaven knows! it might not per-

haps last out the year.
"
I am sure, Colonel Chiley, it is a very kind

offer," said aunt Jemima, "and I would have
been thankful if she could have made up her mind
to go with me. But I must say she has taken a

very queer notion into her head a thing I should
never have expected from Lucilla she says she
will stay here."

"Here? ah eh what does she mean by
here ?

: '

said the Colonel.

"Here, Colonel Chiley, in this great big melan-

choly house. I have been thinking about it,

and talking about it till my head goes round and
round. Unless she were to take Inmates," said
aunt Jemima, in a resigned and doleful voice.

As for the Colonel he was petrified, and for a long
time had not a word to say.

"Here! By Jove, I think she must have
lost her senses," said the old soldier.

"
Why,

Lucilla, I I thought wasn't there something
about the money being lost? You couldn't

keep up this house under a fifteen hundred a-

year at least
;
the Doctor spent a mint of money ;

you must be going out of your senses. And
to have all the sick people coming, and the bell

ringing of nights. Bless my soul! it would kill

anybody," said Colonel Chiley.
" Put on your

bonnet, and come out with me
; shutting her up

here, and letting her cry, and so forth I don't

say it ain't natural I'm terribly cut up myself
whenever I think of it

;
but it's been too much

for her head," said the Colonel, with anxiety
and consternation mingling in his face.

" Unless she were to take Inmates, you know,"
said aunt Jemima, in a sepulchral voice. There
was something in the word that seemed to carry
out to a point of reality much beyond anything
he had dreamt of, the suggestion Colonel Chiley
had just made.

"Inmates! Lord bless my soul! what do you
mean, ma'am ?

"
said the old soldier.

"
Lucilla,

put on your bonnet directly, and come and have a
little fresh air. She'll soon be an inmate herself

if we leave her here," the Colonel said. They
were all very sad and grave, and yet it was a droll

scene
;
and then the old hero offered Lucilla his

arm, and led her to the door.
" You'll find me

in the hall as soon as you are ready," he said, in

tones half gruff, half tender, and was glad to go
down-stairs, though it was cold, and put on his

greatcoat with the aid of Thomas, and stand warm-

ing the tips of his boots at the hall fire. As for

Lucilla, she obeyed him without a word
;
and it

was with his unsteady but kind old arm to lean

upon that she first saw how the familiar world
looked through the mist of this strange change
that had come over it, and through the blackness

of her crape veil.

But though she succeeded in satisfying her

friends that she had made up her mind, she did

not secure their approval. There were so many
objections to her plan.

" If you had been rich

even, I don't think I should have approved of it,

Lucilla," Mrs. Chiley said, with tears; "and I

think we could have made you happy here." So
the good old lady spoke, looking round her pretty

room, which was so warm and cheery and bright,

and where the Colonel, neat and precise as if he
had come out of a box, was standing poking the

fire. It looked all very solid and substantial,

and yet it was as unstable as any gossamer that

the careless passenger might brush away. The
two good people were so old that they had for-

gotten to remember they were old. But neither

did Lucilla think of that. This was really what
she thought and partly said

<; I am in my own house, that wants no expense
nor changing, and Nancy is getting old, and

does not mind standing by me. And it is not so

much trouble after all keeping everything nice

when there is no gentleman coming in, and no-

thing else to do. And, besides, I don't mean to

be Lucilla Marjoribanks for ever and ever." This

was the general scope, without going into all

the details, of what Lucilla said.

But, at the same time, though she was so hap-

py as not to be disturbed in her decision, or made
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uncomfortable, either by lamentation or remon-

strance, and had no doubt in her mind that she was

doing right, it was disagreeable to Miss Marjori-
banks to go thus in the face of all her friends.

She went home by herself, and the house did look

dreary from the outside. It was just as it had al-

ways been, for none of the servants were dismiss-

ed as yet, nor any external change made
;
but

still a look as if it had fallen asleep a look as if

it too had "died somehow, and only pretended to

be a house and home was apparent, in the aspect
of the place ;

and when the servants were gone,
and nobody remained except Lucilla and her faith-

ful Nancy, and a young maid which must be the

furthest limit of Miss Marjoribanks's household,
and difficult enough to maintain upon two hun-
dred a-year what would it look like? This

thought was more discouraging than any remon-
strances

;
and it was with a heavy heart that Lu-

cilla re-entered her solitary house. She told Tho-
mas to follow her up-stairs ;

and when she sank,
tired, into a chair, and put up her veil before com-

mencing to speak to him, it was all she could do to

keep from crying. The depressing influences of

this sad week had told so much on her, that she

was quite fatigued by her walk to see Mrs. Chiley ;

and Thomas, too, knew why he had been called,

and stood in a formal manner before her with his

hands crossed, against the closed door. When
she put back her thick black veil, the last climax
of painful change came upon Miss Marjoribanks.
She did not feel as if she were Lucilla

;
so discou-

raged and depressed and pale, and tired with her

walk as she was, with all sorts of projects and

plans so quenched out of her; almost if she had
been charged with being somebody else, the impu-
tation was one which she could not have denied.

"Thomas," she said, faintly, "I think I ought
to speak to you myself about all that has happen-
ed we are such old friends, and you have been
such a good kind servant. You know I shan't be
able to keep up

"

"And sorry we all was, Miss, to hear it," said

Thomas, when Lucilla's utterance failed.
" I am

sure there never was a better master, though
particular ;

and for a comfortabler house "

" If I had been as poor papa expected to leave

me," said Miss Marjoribanks, after a little pause,
"
everything would have gone on as usual

;
but

after your long service here, and so many people
as know you, Thomas, you will have no difficulty
in getting as good a place ;

and you know that

anything I can say
"

"Thank you, Miss,
1

'

said Thomas; and then he
made a pause.

"
It was not exactly that as I

was thinking of; I've set my h(;art, this many a

day, on a little business. If you would be so

kind as to speak a word for me to the gentleman
as has the licensing. There ain't nobody as knows
bettei how "

"What kind of a business, Thomas?\ said

Lucilla, who cheered up a little in ready interest,
and would have been very glad if she could have
taken a little business too.

.

"
Well, Miss, a kind of a quiet public-house,

if I don't make too bold to name it," said Thomas,
with a deprecating air

" not one of them drink-

ing-places, Miss, as, I know, ladies can't abide
;

but many a man, as is a very decent man, wants
his pint o' beer now and again, and their little

sort of clubs of a night as well as the gentlefolks ;

and it's my opinion, Miss, as it's a man's dooty to

see as that sort of thing don't go too far, and yet
as his fellow-creatures has their bit of pleasure,"
said Thomas, who naturally took the defensive

side.

"I am sure you are quite right," said Lucilla,

cheering up more and more, and instinctively,
with her old statesman-like breadth ofview, throw-

ing a rapid glance upon the subject to see what

capabilities there might be in it; "and I hope
you will try always to exercise a good influence

What is all that noise and shouting out of

doors?"
"It's one of the candidates, Miss," said Tho-

mas,
" as is addressing of the bargemen at the

top o' Prickett's Lane."
" Ah !

"
said Lucilla

;
and a deep sigh escaped

from her bosom. " But you cannot do anything
of that kind, you know, Thomas, without a wife."

"
Yes, Miss," said Thomas, with great confu-

sion and embarrassment
;

" that was just what I

was going to say. Me and Betsy
"

"
Betsy 1" said Lucilla, with dismay; for it

had been Betsy she had specially fixed upon as

the handy, willing, cheerful maid who, when
there was no gentleman coming in, and little else

to do, might keep even this big house in order.

She sighed ;
but it was not in her power, even if

she had desired it, to put any restriction upon
Betsy's wishes. And it was not without a

momentary envy that she received the intelli-

gence. It was life the housemaid was about to

enter on active life of her own, with an object
and meaning clogged by Thomas, no doubt,
who did not appear to Lucilla as the bright spot in

the picture but still independent life
;
whereas

her mistress knew ofnothing particularly interest-

ing in her own uncertain future. She was rous-

ed from her momentary meditation by the distant

shouts which came from the top of Prickett's

Lane, and sighed again, without knowing it, as

she spoke.
"
It's a pity you had not got your little inn,"

said Lucilla, for the sake of euphony,
" six months

or a year ago, for then you might have voted

for Mr Ashburton, Thomas. I had forgotten about

the election until now."
'

" Not as that needn't stand in the way, Miss,"
said Thomas, eagerly; "there's Betsy's brother

as has it now, and he ain't made up his mind
about his vote

;
and if he knowed as it would be

any comfort to you
"

"Of course it will be a comfort to me !

"
said

Miss Marjoribanks ;
and she got up from her chair

with a sense that she was still not altogether use-

less in the world.
" Go and speak to him direct-

ly, Thomas
;
and here's one of Mr Ashburton's

colours that I made up myself; and tell him that

there can be no doubt he is the man for Carling-

ford
;
and send up Nancy to me. And I hope

Betsy and you will be very happy," said Lucilla.

She had been dreadfully down, but the rebound

was all the more grateful.
" I am not done with

yet, and, thank heaven! there must always be

something to do," she said to herself when she

was alone. And she threw off her shawl, and

began to make the drawing-room look like itself;

not that it was not perfectly in order, and as neat

as a room could be
;
but still the neatness savour-

ed of Betsy, and not of Lucilla. Miss Marjori-

banks, in five minutes, made it look like that cosy

empire of hospitality and kindness, and talk and

wit, and everything pleasant, that it used to be
;
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and then, when she had finished, she sat down
and had a good cry, which did not do her any
harm.
Then Nancy appeared, disturbed in her prepara-

tions for dinner, and with her arras wrapped in

her apron, looking glum and defiant. Hers was
not the resigned and resourceful preparation for

her fate which had appeared in Thomas. She
came in, and put the door ajar, and leant her back

against the sharp edge. She might be sent off

like the rest, if that was Miss Lucilla's meaning
her that had been in the house off and on for

more than thirty years; but if it was so, at least

she would not give up without unfolding a bit of

her mind.

"Come in," said Lucilla, drying her eyes
" come in and shut the door

; you had better come
and sit down here, Nancy, for I have a great deal

to say, and I want to speak to you as a friend."

Nancy shut the door, but she thought to her-

self that she knew what all this meant, and made
but a very little movement into the room, look-

ing more forbidding than ever. " Thank you all

the same, Miss Lucilla, but I ain't too old to stand,"
she said

;
and stood firm to meet the shock, with

her arms folded under her apron, thinking in her

heart that it was about one of the almshouses,
her horror and hope, that her young mistress

was going to speak.
"
Nancy," said Lucilla,

" I want to tell you
what I am going to do. I have to make up my
mind for myself now. They all go against me,
and one says I should do this and another says
I should do that; but I don't think anybody
knows me so well as you do. Don't stand at

the door. I want to consult you as a friend. I

want to ask you a question, and you must answer
as if you were before a judge I have such confi-

dence in you."

Nancy's distrust and defiance gave way a little

before this appeal. She came a step nearer,

and let the apron drop from her folded arms.

"What is it, Miss Lucilla? though I aiu't pre-

tending to be one to advise," she said, building a
kind of intrenchment round her with the nearest

chairs.
" You know how things are changed," said

Lucilla, "and that I can't stay here as I used to

do. People think I should go and live with

somebody ;
but / think, you know if I was one

of those ladies that have a faithful old servant to

stand by them, and never to grumble, nor make
a fuss, nor go back on the past, nor go in for

expensive dishes one that wouldn't mind cook-

ing a chop or making a cup of tea, if that was
all we could afford why, I think, Nancy

"

But Nancy could not hear any more. She made
a little rush forward, with a kind of convulsive

chuckling that was half sobbing and half laugh-
ter.

" And me here !" cried Dr. Marjoribanks's
famous cook, who had spent a fortune on her

gravy beef alone, and was one of the most expen-
sive people in Carlingford "me as has done for

you all your days I mo as would if it was but a
roast potato!" cried the devoted woman. She
was in such a state of hysterical flutter and excite-
ment that Lucilla had to take her almost into her
arms and put the old woman into a chair and
bring her to, which was an occupation quite in

Miss Marjoribanks's way." But I shall only have two hundred a-year,"
said Lucilla. "Now don't be rash; there will

have to be a maid to keep things tidy, and that is

every farthing I shall have. You used to spend
as much in gravy beef," said Miss Marjoribanks
with a sigh.

"
Oh, Miss Lucilla, let bygones be bygones,"

said Nancy, with tears. "If I. did, it wasn't
without many a little something for them as was
too poor to buy it for themselves for I never
was one as boiled the senses out of a bit of meat

;

and when a gentleman is well-to do, and hasn't

got no occasion to count every penny The
Doctor, I will say for him, was never one as
asked too many questions. Give him a good
dinner on his own table, and he wasn't the gentle-
man as grudged a bit of broken meat for the

poor folks. He did a deal of good as you nor no
one never know'd of, Miss Lucilla," said Nancy,
with a sob.

And then his daughter and his faithful old ser-

vant cried a little in company over Dr. Marjori-
banks's vacant place. What could a man have
more? Nobody was made altogether desolate

by his death, nor was any heartbroken, but they
wept for him honestly, though the old woman
felt happy in her sorrow. And Lucilla, on her
knees before the fire, told Nancy of that exclama-
tion the Doctor had made in John Brown's office,

and how he had put his hand on her shoulder

that last night.
" All he said was Poor Lucilla !

"

sobbed Miss Marjoribanks; "he never thought
of himself nor all his money that he had worked
so hard for;" and once more that touch of some-

thing more exquisite than was usual to her went

sharply down into Lucilla's heart and brought up
tenderer and deeper tears.

She felt all the better for it after, and was even
a little cheerful in the evening, and like herself;
and thus it will be seen that one person in Car-

lingford not, it is true, a popular oracle, but of

powerful influence and first-rate importance in

a practical point of view gave the heartiest ap-

probation to Miss Marjoribanks's scheme for her

new life.

CHAPTER XLVIL

LUCILLA'S calculations were fully justified by
the result. Twenty times in a day she recognis-
ed the wisdom of her own early decision, which

was made while she was still by herself, and be-

fore anybody had come in to advise her. If she

bad left it over until the time when, though much

shaken, she was understood to be able to see her

Wends, it is just possible that the whirlwind of po-

pular opinion which raged about her might have

exercised a distracting influence even upon Miss

Marjoribauks's clear head and steady judgment.
For even now, though they saw her in her own
louse, in her mourning, people would not believe

that it was true, and that Lucilla actually intend-

d to make " no change ;" and all that tide of good
advice which had been flowing through Carling-
ford ever since the Doctor's death in the form of

opinion, now rushed in upon her, notwithstand-

ng that all the world knew that she had made

up her mind. "Everybody says you are going
to stay on, but we do hope it is not true, Lucilla,''

ler friends said in many voices. "It is dreadful

br us to lose you, but you never could bear it,
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dear." And this was repeated so often that i

Miss Marjoribanks had been weak-minded, she

must have ended by believing not only that it

was more than she was equal to, but more than
she ought to be equal to which was a more

touching argument still.

"You are excited now," Miss Brown said,

who had a great deal of experience in family trou

bles
;

" one always is at such a time
;
but when

things have settled down in their ordinary way,
then you will find it is more than you can bear. I

think it is always best to make a change. If you
were to travel a little, you know

"

"
But, my dear, I am poor," said Lucilla.

"
It doesn't require so much money when you

know how to set about it," said her adviser;
" and there are so many people who would be glad
to'have you, Lucilla I And then you might settle

a little at Caen or Tours, or some of those nice

places, where there is such capital English

society, and everything so cheap ; or, if you
thought your health required it, at Pau or Nice,

you know. You are looking quite pale, and I

don't think you were ever very strong in the chest,

Lucilla; and everything is so different on the

Continent one feels it the moment one crosses

the Channel
;
there is something different in the

very air."
" It smells different, I know," said Lucilla,

meekly ;
and then the conversation was interrupt-

ed by that afternoon cup of tea, which Nancy
could not be got to think was an extravagance,
and round which, to tell the truth, the Grange
Lane ladies began to resume their habit of gather-

ing though Miss Marjoribanks, of course, was
still quite unequal to society as in the old times.

" And unless it is for a very short time, Lucilla,"

Mrs. Centum said, who had joined them, "you
never can keep it up, you know. / could not

pretend to afford Nancy for my part ;
and when

a cook is extravagant she may promise as faithful-

ly as you please, and make good resolutions, and
all that

;
but when it is in her, Lucilla I am sure

one or two receipts she has given me have been

quite ridiculous. You don't like to give in, I

know, but you'll be driven to give in
;
and if she

does not get you into debt as well as you will be

very lucky. I know what it is. "With my fami-

ly, you know, a week of Nancy would make an
end of me."

" And the worst of all is," said Lady Richmond,
who had driven in expressly to add her mite

to the treasure of precious counsel, of which Miss

Marjoribanks was making so little use,
" that I

am sure Lucilla is over-estimating her strength.
She will find after that she is not equal to it, you
know

;
all the associations and the people com-

ing at night to ask for the Doctor and and all

that. I know it would kill me."
" Dear Lady Richmond," said Lucilla, making

a desperate stand, and setting, as it were, her

back against a rock,
" don't you think I can bear

it best here where you are all so kind to me
;
and

where everybody was so fond of of him ? You
can't think what a comfort it is to me," said Lu-

cilla, with a sob,
"
to see all the hatbands upon the

gentlemen's hats."

And then there was a pause, for this was
an argument against which nobody could find

anything to say." For my part, I think the only thing she can
do is to take Inmates," said aunt Jemima. " If

I were obliged to leave she would be so very lone-

ly. I have known ladies do it who were in a very

good position, and it made no difference
; people

visited them all the same. She could say,
' la

consequence of changes in the family,' or,
' A lady

who has a larger house than she requires :' which
I am sure is quite true. It goes to one's heart

to think of all these bedrooms and only one lady
to sleep in them all when so many people are

so hampered for want of room. Or she might
say, Tor the sake of society;' for, I am sure,

if I should have to go away
"

"But I hope you are not going away. It

would be so sad for Lucilla to be left alone," said

Lady Richmond, who took a-serious view of eve-

rything,
" at such a time."

"
Oh, no!" aunt Jemima said, faltering a little;

and then a pink blush, which seemed strangely
uncalled for in such a mild little tea-party, came
over her mature countenance

;

" but then one can
never tell what may happen. I might have other

duties my son might make a call upon my time.

Not that I know of anything at present," she

added, hurriedly,
" but I never can. bind myself

on account of Tom "

And then she caught Lucilla's eye, and grew
more confused than ever. "What could she have
to be confused about ? If Tom did make a call

upon her time, whatever that might mean, there

was nothing in it to call a blush upon his mother's

face. And the fact was, that a letter had come
from Tom a day or two before, of which, contrary
to all her usual habits', aunt Jemima had taken
no notice to Lucilla. These were things which
would have roused Miss Marjoribanks's curiosity
if she had been able to think about anything, as .

she said. But her visitors were taking their cup
of tea all the time, in a melancholy, half-sympa-

thetic, half-disapproving way, and they could not

be expected to see anything particularly interest-

ing in aunt Jemima's blush.

And then Rose Lake came in from Grove Street,

who was rather an unusual visitor, and whose

appearance, though they were all very kind and

gracious to her, rather put the others to flight ;

br nobody had ever quite forgotten or forgiven
Barbara's brief entrance into society and flirtation

with Mr Cavendish, which might be said to have
been the beginning of all that happened to him
n Grange Lane. As for Mrs. Centum, she took

ler leave directly, and .pressed Lucilla's hand, and
could not help saying in her ear that she hoped
the other was not coming back to Carlingford to

throw herself in poor Mr. Cavendish's way.
"
It

would do him so much harm," Mrs. Centum said,

anxiously; "but oh! I forgot, Lucilla, you are

on the other side."
' I am on no side now" said Miss Marjoribanks,

with plaintive meaning; "and Barbara was as

old as I am, you know, and she must have gone
off."

" I have no doubt she has gone off," said Mrs.

Centura, with righteous indignation.
" As old as .

you, Lucilla! She must be ten years older at

east; and such a shocking style of looks ifmen
were not so infatuated ! And you have not gone
off at all, my poor dear," she added, with all the

warmth of friendship ! And then they were join-

ed at the door by the county lady, who was the

next to go away.
' My dear, I hope you will be guided for the

>est," Lady Richmond said as she went away ;
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but she gave a deep sigh as she kissed Lucilla,

and looked as if she had very little faith in the

efficacy of her own wish. Maria Brown had
withdrawn to another part of the drawing-room
with aunt Jemima, so that Lucilla was, so to

speak, left alone with Rose. And Rose, too, had
come with the intention of giving advice.

"
I hear you are going to stay, Lucilla," she

said.
" and I did not think I would be doing my

duty if I did not tell you what was in my mind.
/ can't do any good to anybody, you know;
but you who are so clever, and have so much in

your power
''

" I am poor now," said Miss Marjoribanks ;

" and as for being clever, I don't know about
that. I never was clever about drawing or Art
like you."

"Oh, like me!" said poor little Rose. whos.e
Career had been sacrificed ten years ago, and
who was a little misanthropical now, and did not
believe even in schools of design ;

" I am not so

sure about the moral influence of Art as I used
to be except High Art, to be sure; but we
never have any High Art down here. And oh,
Lucilla ! the poor people do want something done
for them. If I was as clever as you, with a great
house all to myself like this, and well off, and
with plenty of influence, and no ties

"
said

Rose, with energetic emphasis. She made a pause
there, and she was so much in earnest that the
tears came into her eyes.

" I would make it a
House of Mercy, Lucilla ! I would show all these

poor creatures how to live and how to manage, if

I was as clever as you ;
and teach them and their

children, and look after them, and be a mother to

them !

"
said Rose

;
and here she stopped short,

altogether overcome by her own magnificent con-

ception of what her friend could or might do.

Aunt Jemima and Miss Brown, who had drawn
near out of curiosity, stared at Rose as if they
though she had gone mad

;
but Lucilla, who was

of a larger mind and more enlightened ideas;
neither laughed nor looked horrified. She did not
make a very distinct* answer, it was true, but she
was very kind to her new adviser, and made her
a fresh cup of tea, and even consented, though
in an ambiguous way, to the principle she had

just enunciated. " If you won't be affronted, my
dear," Lucilla said,

"
I do not think that Art

could do very much in Carlingford; and I am
sure any little thing that I may be of use for

"

But she did not commit herself any further, and
Rose too found the result of her visit unsatisfac-

tory, and went home disappointed in Lucilla.

This was how the afternoon passed ;
and at the

end of such a day, it may well be imagined how
Miss Marjoribauks congratulated herself on hav-

ing made up her mind before the public, so to

speak, were admitted For Rose was followed

by tie Rector, who, though he did not propose
in so many words a House of Mercy, made no
secret of his conviction that parish-work was the

only thing that could be of any service to Lucilla
;

and that, in short, such was the inevitable
and providential destination of a woman who had
" no ties." Indeed, to hear Mr. Bury, a stranger
would have been disposed to believe that Dr.

Marjoribanks had been, as he said,
"
removed,"

and his fortune swept away, all in order to indi-

cate to Lucilla the proper sphere for her energies.
In the face of all this it will be seen how entirely
Miss Marjoribanks'3 wisdom in making her deci-

sion by herself before her advisers broke in upon
her, was justified. She could not set her back

against her rock, and face her assailants, as Fitz-

James did.

" Come one, come all, this rock shall fly
From its firm base as soon as I,"

might have been her utterance
;
but she was not

in a defiant mood. She kissed all her counsel-
lors that day (except, of course, the Rector), and
heard them out with the sweetest patience ;

and
then she thought to herself how much better it

was that she had made up her mind to take her
own way.

Notwithstanding, all this commotion of public
opinion about her made a certain impression upon
Miss Marjoribanks's mind. It was not unpleasant
to feel that, for this moment at least, she was the
centre of the thoughts of the community, and that

almost everybody in Carlingford had taken 'the
trouble to frame an ideal existence for her, accord-

ing as he or she regarded life. It is so seldom
that any one has it in his power, consciously and

evidently, to regulate his life for himself, and
make it whatever he wants it to be. And then,
at the same time, the best that she could make of

it would, after all, be something very limited and

unsatisfactory. In her musings on this subject,
Lucilla could not but go back a great many times
to that last conversation she had with her father,
when she walked up Grange Lane with him that

night over the thawed and muddy snow. The
Doctor had said she was not cut out for a single
woman

;
and Lucilla, with candour, yet a certain

philosophical specuJativeness, had allowed that

she was not unless, indeed, she could be very
rich. If she had been very rich, the prospect
would no doubt have been, to a certain extent,
different. And then, oddly enough, it was Rose
Lake's suggestion which came after this to Lu-
cilla's mind. She did not smile at it as some peo-

ple might expect she_ would. One thing was

quite sure, that she had no intention of sinking
into a nobody, and giving up all power of acting

upon her fellow-creatures
;
and she could not help

being conscious of the fact that she was able to

be of much use to her fellow-creatures. If it had
been Maria Brown, for instance, who had been

concerned, the whole question would have been

one of utter unimportance, except to the hero-

ine herself; but it was different ID Miss Marjori-
banks's case. The House of Mercy was not a

thing to be taken into any serious consideration
;

but still there was something in the idea which Lu-

cilla could not dismiss carelessly as her friends

could. She had no vocation, such as the foundress

of such an establishment ought to have, nor did

she see her way to the abandonment of all projects
for herself, and that utter devoaon to the cause

of humanity which would be involved in it
;
but

yet, wlfen a woman happens to be-full of energy
and spirit, and determined that whatever she

may be she shall certainly not be a nonentity,
her position is one that demands thought. She
was very capable of serving her fellow-creatures,

and very willing and well disposed to serve

them; and yet she was not inclined to give
herself up entirely to them, nor to relinquish
her personal prospects vague though these

might be. It was a tough problem, and one

which might have caused a most unusual dis
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turbance in Lucilla's well-regulated mind, had
not she remembered all at once what deep
mourning she was in, and that at present no
sort of action, either of one kind or another,
could be expected of her. There was no need
for making a final decision, either about the

parish-work, or about taking Inmates, as aunt
Jemima proposed, or about any other single

suggestion which had been offered to her
;
no

more than there was any necessity for asking
what her cousin Tom's last letter had been

about, or why his mother looked so guilty and
embarrassed when she spoke of him. Grief has
its privileges and exemptions, like other great

principles of life
;
and the recoUection that she

could not at present be expected to be able to

think about anything, filled Lucilla's mind with
the most soothing sense of consolation and re-

freshing calm.

And then other events occurred to occupy
her friends

;
the election for one thing, began to

grow a little exciting, and took away some of

the superfluity of Grange Lane. Mr. Ashbur-
ton had carried ah

1

before him at first
;
but since

the Rector had come into the field, the balance

had changed a little. Mr. Bury was very Low-
Church

;
and from the moment at which he was

persuaded that Mr. Cavendish was a great peni-
tent, the question as to which was the Man for

Carlingford had been solved in his mind in the

most satisfactory way. A man who intrenched
himself in mere respectability, and trusted in

his own good character, and considered himself

to have a clear conscience, and to have done his

duty, had no chance against a repentant sinner.

Mr. Cavendish, perhaps, had not done his duty
quite so veil ;

but then he was penitent, and

everything was expressed in that word. The
Rector was by no means contemptible, either as

an adversary or a supporter and the worst of

it was, that in embracing Mr. Cavendish's

claim% he could scarcely help speaking of Mr.
Ashburton as if he was in a very bad way.
And feeling began to rise rather high in Car-

lingford. If anything could have deepened the

intensity of Miss Marjoribanks's grief, it would
have been to know that all this was going on,
and that affairs might go badly with her candi-

date, while she was shut up, and could give no
aid. It was hard upon her, and it was hard

upon the candidates themselves one of whom
had thus become generally disapproved of, with-

out, so far as he knew, doing anything to de-

serve it
;
while the other occupied the still more

painful character of being on his promotion a

repentant man, with a character to keep up. It

was nq^wonder that Mrs. Centum grew pale at

the ve$ idea of such a creature as Barbara
Lake throwing herself in poor Mr Cavendish's

way. A wrong step one way or other a

relapse into the ways of wickedness might
undo in a moment all that had cost so much
trouble to do. And the advantage of the Rec-

tor's support was thus grievously counterbal-

anced by what might be called the uncertainty
of it especially as Mr. Cavendish was not, as

his committee lamented secretly among them-

selves, a man of strong will or business habits,

in whom implicit confidence could be placed. He
might get restive, and throw the Rector over

just at the critical moment
;
or he might relapse

into his lazy Continental habits, and srve up

church-going and other good practices. But

still, up to this moment, he had shown very tol-

erable perseverance ;
and Mr. Bury's influence

thrown into his scale had equalized matters

very much, and made the contest very exciting.
All this Lucilla heard, not from Mr. Cavendish,
but from her own candidate, who had taken to

calling in a steady sort of way. He never went
into any effusions of sympathy, for he was not
that kind of man; but he would shake hands
with her, and say that people must submit to

the decrees of Providence
;
and then he would

speak of the election and of his chances. Some-
times Mr. Ashburton was despondent, and then
Lucilla cheered him up ;

and sometimes he had

very good hopes.
"I am very glad you are to be here," he said

on one of these occasions.
"
It would have

been a great loss to me if you had gone away.
I shall never forget our talk about it here that

day, and how you were the first person that

found me out."

"It was not any cleverness of mine," said

Lucilla.
"
It came into my mind all in a moment,

like spirit-rapping, you know. It seems so

strange to talk of that now ; there have been
such changes since then it looks like years."

"
Yes," said Mr. Ashburton, in his steady

way.
" There is nothing that really mases time

look so long; but we must all bow to these

dispensations, my dear Miss Marjoribanks. I

would not speak of the election, but that I

thought it might amuse you. The writs are out

now, you know, and it takes place on Monday
week."

Upon which Miss Marjoribanks smiled upon
Mr. Ashburton, and held out her hands to him
with a gesture and look which said more than

words. " You know you will have all ray best

wishes," she said
;
and the candidate was much

moved more moved than at such a moment he
had thought it possible to be.

" Jf I succeed, I know whom I shall thank

the most," he said, fervently ;
and then, as this

was a climax* and it would have been a kind of

bathos to plunge into ordinary details after it,

Mr. Ashburton got up, still holding Lucilla's

hand, and clasped it almost tenderly as he said

good-bye. She looked very well in her mourn-

ing, though she had not expected to do so
;

for

black was not Lucilla's style. And the fact was,
that instead of having gone off, as she herself

said, Miss Marjoribanks looked better than ever

she did, and was even embellished by the natu-

ral tears which still shone by times in her eyes.

Mr. Ashburton went out in a kind of bewilder-

ment after this interview, and forgot his overcoat

in the hall, and had to come back for it, which

was a confusing circumstance ;
and then he went

on his way with a gentle excitement which was

not unpleasant
" "Would she, I wonder ?

" he

said to himself, as he went up Grange Lane.

Perhaps he was only asking himself whether

Lucilla would or could be present along with

Lady Richmond and her family at the window of

the Blue Boar on the great day ;
but if that was it,

the idea had a certain brightening and quicken-

ing influence upon his face and his movements.

The doubt he had on the subject, whatever it

was, was not a discouraging, but a piquant, sti-

mulating, exciting doubt. He had all but pro-

posed the question to his committee when he
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went in among them, which would have filled

these gentlemen with wonder and dismay. But

though he did not do that, he carried it home
with him, as he trotted back to the Firs to din-

ner. Mr. Ashburton took a walk through his

own house that evening, arid examined all its

capabilities with no particular motive, as he
was at pains to explain to his housekeeper ;

and

again he said to himself, "Would she, I won-
*

der ?" before he retired for the night ;
which was

no doubt an unusual sort of iteration for so sen-

sible a man, and one so fully occupied with the

most important affairs, to make.
As for Lucilla, she was not in the way of

asking herself any questions at that moment.
She was letting things take their course, and not

interfering; and consequently, nothing that

happened could be said to be her fault. She
carried this principle so far, that even when
aunt Jemima was herself led to open the subject,
in a hesitating way, Miss Marjoribanks never
even asked a single question about Tom's last

letter. She was ia mourning, and that was

enough for her. As for appearing at the window
of the Blue Boar with Lady Eichmond, if that

was what Mr. Ashburton was curious about, he

might have saved himself the trouble of any
speculations on the subject. For though Miss

Marjoribanks would be very anxious about the

election, she would indeed have been ashamed
of herself could her feelings have permitted her

to appear anywhere in public so soon. Thus,
while Mr. Ashburton occupied himself much
with the question which had taken possession of

his mind, Lucilla took a good book, which seemed
the best reading for her in her circumstances, and
when she had looked after all her straitened

affairs ia the morning, sat down sweetly in the
afternoon quiet of her retirement and seclusion,
and let things take their way.

CHAPTER XLVIIT

As the election approached, it became gradually
the one absorbing object of interest in Carling-
ford. The contest was so equal that everybody
took a certain share in it, and became excited

as the decisive moment drew nigh. Most of the

people in Grange Lane were for Mr. Ashburton,
but then the Rector, who was a host in himself,
was for Mr. Cavendish; and the coquetting of

the Dissenting interest, which was sometimes
drawn towards the liberal sentiments of the for-

mer candidate, but sometimes could not help re-

flecting that Mr. Ashburton "dealt" in George
Street; and the fluctuations of the bargemen,
who were, many of them, freemen, and a very
difficult part of the population, excited the most
vivid interest. Young Mr. Wentworth, who had
but lately come to Carlingford, had already be-

gun to acquire a great influence at Wharfside,
where most of the bargees lived, and the steady
ones would no doubt have been largely swayed
by him had his inclinations been the same as the
Rector's ; but Mr. Wentworth, perversely enough,
had conceived that intuitive repugnance for Mr.
Cavendish which a high-principled and not very
tolerant young man often feels for the middle-

aged individual who still conceives hiuself to
have some right to be called young, and whose
antecedents are not entirely beyond suspicion.
Mr. Wentwortlvs disinclination (and he was a
man rather apt to take his own way) lay like a

great boulder across the stream of the Rector's

enthusiasm, and unquestionably interrupted it a
little. Both the candidates and both the commit-
tees had accordingly work enough to do up to

the last moment. Mr. Cavendish all at once be-

came a connoisseur in hams, and gave a magnifi-
cent order in the most complimentary way to

Tozer, who received it with a broad smile, and
"booked" it, as he said. "It ain't ham he's

awanting," the butterman- said, not without
amusement

;
for Tozer was well to do, and, ex-

cept that he felt the honour of a mark of confi-

dence, was not to be moved one way or another

by one order. "If he dealt regular, it might be
different. Them's the sort of folks as a man
feels drawn to," said the true philosopher. Mr.

Ashburton, on the other side, did not make the

impression which his friends thought he ought
to have made in Prickett's Lane

;
but at least

nobody could say that he did not stick very close

to his work. He went at it like a man night
and day, and neglected no means of carrying it

to a successful issue; whereas, as Mr. Centum
and Mr. Woodburn mourned in secret to each

other, Cavendish required perpetual egging on.

He did not like to get up in the morning, and

get early to his work. It went against all his

habits as if his habits mattered in the face of

so great, an emergency ;
and in the afternoon it

was hard to prevent him from lounging into

some of his haunts, which were utterly out of

the way of business. He would stay in Maa-
ters's for an hour at a time, though he knew Mr.

Wentworth, who was Masters's great patron, did

not care for him, and that his favour for such a

Tractarian sort of place was bitter to the Rector.

Anything for a little idleness and waste of time,

poor Mr. Centum said, who was two stone lighter

on the eve of the election than when the can-

vass began. Such a contrast would make any
man angry. Mr. Cavendish was goaded into

more activity as the decisive moment approach-

ed, and performed what seemed to himself un-

paralleled feats. But it was only two days be-

fore the moment of fate when the accident hap-

pened to him which brought such dismay to all

his supporters. Our own opinion is, that it did

not materially affect the issue of the contest one

way or the other
;
but that was the reverse of the

feeling which prevailed in Grange Lane.

It was just two days before the election, and

all seemed going on sufficiently well. Mr. Ca-

vendish had been meeting a Dissenting commit-

tee, and it was on leaving them that he found

himself at the corner of Grove Street, where, un-

der ordinary circumstances, he had no occasion

to be. At a later period he was rather fond of

saying that it was not of his own motion that he

was there at all, but only in obedience to the

committee, which ordered him about like a nig-

ger. The spring afternoon was darkening, and

the Dissenters (almost wholly unimpressed by
his arguments, and remarking more strongly

than ever where Mr. Ashburton "dealt," and

how thoroughly everybody knew all about him)
had all dispersed. It was but natural when Mr.

Cavendish came to the corner of Grove Street,
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,
in other days, he had played a very dif-

ferent part, that certain softening influences should

take possession of his soul.
" What a voice she

had, by Jove !

" he said to himself;
"
very differ-

'

ent from that shrill pipe of Lucilla's." To tell

the truth, if there was one person in Carlingford
whom he felt a resentment against, it was Lu-
cilla. She had never done him any harm to

speak of, and once she had unquestionably done
him a great deal of good. But, on the other

hand, it was she who first was candidly con-

scious that he had grown stout, and who all

along had supported and encouraged his rival.

It was possible, no doubt, that tl\is might bo

pique; and, mixed with his anger for her sins

against him, Mr. Cavendish had, at the same

time, a counterbalancing sense that there still

remained to him in his life one supereminently
wise thing that he still could do and that was,
to go down Grange Lane instantly to the Doc-
tor's silenced house, and go down on his knees,
or do any other absurdity that might be neces-

sary to make Lucilla marry him; after which
act he would henceforward be, pecuniarily and
otherwise (notwithstanding that she was poor),
a saved man. It did not occur to him that Lu-

cilla would never have married him, even had
he 'gone down on his knees; but perhaps that

would be too much to ask any man to believe

of any woman ;
and his feeling that this was the

right thing to do, rather strengthened than other-

wise the revolt of his heart against Lucilla. It

was twilight, as we have said, and he had done
a hard day's work, and there was still an hour

before dinner which he seemed to have a right
to dispose of in his own way ;

and he did hesi-

tate at the corner of Grove Street, laying himself

open, as it were, to any temptation that might
offer itself. Temptations come, as a general rule,

when they are sought; and thus, on the very
eve of the election, a grievous accident happen-
ed to Mr. Cavendish. It might have happened
at any time, to be sure, but this was the most

inopportune moment possible, and it came ac-

cordingly now.
For as he made that pause, some one passed

him whom he could not but look after with

a certain interest. She went past him with a

whisk, as if she too was not without reminis-

cences. It was not such a figure as a romantic

young man would be attracted" by on such a sud-

den meeting, and it was not attraction but re-

collection that moved Mr. Cavendish. It was
the figure of a large woman in a large shawl, not

very gracefully put on, and making her look very

square about the shoulders and bunchy at the

neck
;
and the robe that was whisked past him

was that peculiar kind of faded silk gown which
looks and rustles like tin, or some other thin

metallic substance. He made that momentary
pause at the street corner, and then he went on

slowly, not following her, to be sure, but merely,
as he said to himself, pursuing his own course

;

for it was just as easy to get into Grange Lane

by the farther end as by this end. He went

along very slowly, and the lady before him walk-

ed quickly, even with something like a bounce
of excitement, and went in at Mr. Lake's door

long before Mr. Cavendish had reached it. "When
he came up on a level with the parlour window,
Which was partially open though the evening
Was so cold, Mr. Cavendish positively started,

11

notwithstanding the old associations which had
been rising in his mind; for there was pouring
forth from the half-open window such a volume
of melody as had not been heard for years in

Grove Street Perhaps the voice had lost some
of its freshness, but in the surprise of the mo-
ment the hearer was not critical

;
and its volume

and force seemed rather increased than other-

wise. It has been already mentioned in this his-

tory that a contralto had a special charm for Mr.
Cavendish. He was so struck that he stood
stock-still for the moment, not knowing what to

make of it; and then he wavered for another

moment, with a sudden sense that the old alle-

gorical crisis had occurred to him, and that Plea-

sure, in a magnificent gush of song, wooed him
on one side, while Duty, with stHT'small voice,
called him at the other. He stood still, he
wavered for fifty seconds perhaps the issue was
uncertain, and the victim was still within reach
of salvation

;
but the result in such a case de-

pends very much upon whether a man really
likes doing his duty, which is by no means an
invariable necessity. Mr. Cavendish had in the

abstract no sort of desire to do his unless when he
could not help it, and consequently his resistance

to temptation was very feeble. He was standing
knocking at Mr. Lake's door before half the

thoughts appropriate to the occasion had got
through his mind, and found himself sitting on the

little sofa in Mr. Lake's parlour as he used to do
ten years ago, before he could explain to himself

how he came there. It was all, surely, a kind of

enchantment altogether. He was there he who
had been so long away from Carlingford he
who had been so deeply offended by hearing his

name seriously coupled with that of Barbara
Lake he who ought to have been anywhere in

the world rather than here upon the eve of Ms
election, when all the world was keeping watch
over his conduct. And it was Barbara who sat

at the piano singing singing one of the same

songs, as if she had spent the entire interval in

that occupation, and never had done anything
else all these years. The sensation was so

strange that Mr. Cavendish may be excused for

feeling a little uncertainty as to whether or not
he was dreaming, which made him unable to

answer himself the graver question whether or
not he was doing what he ought to do. He did

not seem to be able to make out whether it was
now or ten years ago whether he was a young
man free to amuse himself, or a man who was

getting stout, and upon whom the eyes of an
anxious constituency were fixed. And then,
after being so virtuous for a length of tune, a
forbidden pleasure was sweet.

Mr. Cavendish's ideas, however, gradually
arranged themselves as he sat in the corner of

the little haircloth sofa, and began to take in

the differences as well as the bewildering resem-
blances of the present and past. Barbara, like

himself, had changed. She did not insult him,
as Lucilla had done, by fresh looks and mis-

chievous candour about "going off." Barbara
had gone off, like himself, and, like himself, did

not mean to acknowledge it. She had expanded
all over, as was natural to a contralto. Her
eyes were blacker and more brilliant in a way,
but they were eyes which owned an indescri-

bable amount of usage; and her cheeks, too,

wore the deep roses of old, deepened and fixed
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by wear and tear. Instead of feeling ashamed
of himself in her presence, as he had done in

Lucilla's, Mr Cavendish felt somehow consoled

and justified and sympathetic. "Poor soul!"

he said to himself, as he sat by while she was

singing. She, too, had been in the wars, and
had not come out scatheless. She did not re-

proach him, nor commiserate him, nor look at

him with that mixture of wonder and tolerance

and pity which other people had manifested.

She did not even remark that he had grown
stout. He was not a man fallen, fallen, fallen

from his high estate to Barbara. She herself

had fallen from the pinnacles of youth, and Mr.

Cavendish was still a great man in her eyes.
She sang for him as she had sung ten years

ago, and received him with a flutter of sup-

pressed delight, and in her satisfaction was full

of excitement. The hard-worked candidate

sank deeper and deeper into the corner of the

sofa and listened to the music, and felt it very
soothing and pleasant, for everybody had united

hi goading him on rather than petting him for

the last month or two of his life.

"Now, tell me something about yourself," he

said, when the song was over, and Barbara had
turned round, as she used to do in old times, on
her music-stool; "I hear you have been away,
like me."
"Not like you," said Barbara, "for you went

because you pleased, and I went "

"Why did you go?
" asked Mr. Cavendish.

"Because I could not stay here any longer,"
said Barbara, with her old vehemence

;

" be-

cause I was talked about, and looked down up-
on, and "Well, never mind, that's all over
now

;
and I am sure I am very glad to see you,

Mr. Cavendish, as a friend"
And with that something like a tear came

into her eye. She had been knocked about a

good deal in the world, and though she had not
learned much, still she had learned that she was
young no longer, and could not indulge in the

caprices of that past condition of existence.

Mr. Cavendish, for his part, could not but smile

at this intimation that he was to be received as

a friend, and consequently need not have any
fear of Barbara's fascinations, as if a woman
of her age, worn and gone off as she was, could
be supposed dangerous ;

but still he was touch-

ed by her tone.

"We were once very good friends, Barbara,'
said the inconsistent man

;

" we have lost sight
of each other for a long time, as people do in

this world; but we were once very good
friends."

"Yes," she said, with a slight touch of an-

noyance in her voice
;

" but since we have lost

sight of each other for so long, I don't see why
you should call me Barbara, It would be much
more becoming to say Miss Lake."

Mr. Cavendish was amused, and he was
touched and flattered. Most people had been
rather forbearing to him since he came back

putting up with him for old friendship's sake,
or supporting his cause as that of a reformed

man, and giving him, on the whole, a sort of

patronising, humiliating countenance; and to
find somebody in whose eyes he was still the

paladin of old times, the Mr. Cavendish whom
people in Grange Lane were proud of, was balm
to his wounded soul.

" I don't know how I am to learn to say Misa
Lake when you are just as good to me as

ever, and sing as you have just been doing,"
tie said.

" I suppose you say so because you
find me so changed ?

"

Upon which Barbara lifted her black eyes
and looked at him as she had scarcely done be-
fore. The eyes were as bright as ever, and
they were softened a little for the moment out
of the stare that seemed to have grown habit-
ual to them

;
and her crimson cheeks glowed as

of old
;
and though she was untidy, and looked

worn, and like a creature much buffeted about

by wind and, waves, she was still what connois-
seurs in that article call a fine woman. She
looked full at Mr. Cavendish, and then she cast
down her eyes, as if the sight was too much
for her. "I don't see any difference," she said,
with a certain tremor in her voice

;
for he was

a man of whom, in the days of her youth, she
had been fond in her way.
And naturally Mr. Cavendish was more

touched than ever. He took her hand, and
called her Barbara again without any reproof;
and he saw that she trembled, and that his pre-
sence here made to the full as great an impres-
sion as he had ever done in his palmiest days.
Perhaps a greater impression; for their old
commerce had been stormy, and interrupted by
many a hurricane; and Barbara then had, or

thought she might have, many strings to her

bow, and did not believe that there was only
one Mr. Cavendish in the world. Now all that
was changed ;

and if this old hope should re-

vive again, it would not be allowed to die away
for any gratification of temper. Mr. Cavendish
did not remember ever to have seen her tremble

before, and he too was fond of her in his way.
This curious revival did not come to anything

of deeper importance, for of course just then
Rose came in from her household affairs, and
Mr. Lake to tea

;
and the candidate recollected

that it was time for dinner. But father and
sister also gave him, in their different ways, a
rather flattering reception. Mr. Lake had al-

ready pledged him his vote, and was full of
interest as to how things were going on, and
enthusiastic for his success

;
and Rose scowled

upon him as of old, as on a dangerous charac-

ter, whose comings and goings could not be
seen without apprehension ;

which was an un-

expected pleasure to a man who had been
startled to find how very little commotion his

presence made in Grange Lane. He pressed
Barbara's hand as he went away, and went to

his dinner with a heart which certainly beat

lighter, and a more pleasant sense of returning
self-confidence, than he had felt for a long
time. When he was coming out of the house,
as a matter of course he met with the chief of
his Dissenting supporters, accompanied (for Mr.

Bury, as has been said, was very Low-Church,
and loved, wherever he could do it, to work in

unison with Ins Dissenting brethren) by the

Rector's church-warden, both of whom stopped
with a curiously critical air to speak to the Can-

didate, who had to be every man's friend for

the time being. The look in their eyes sent an

icy chill through and through him, but still the

forbidden pleasure had been sweet. As he
walked home, he could not help thinking it

over, and going back ten years, and feeling a
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little doubtful about it, whether it was then or
now. And as he mused, Miss Marjoribanks,
whom he could not help continually connecting
and contrasting with the other, appeared to him
as a kind of jealous Queen Eleanor, who had a

right to him, and could take possession at any
time, should she make the effort; while Bar-
bara was a Rosamond, dilapidated indeed, but

always ready to receive and console him in her
bower. This was the kind of unconscious sen-

timent he had in his mind, feeling sure, as he

mused, that Lucilla would be very glad to marry
him, and that it wouldxbe very wise on his part
to ask her, and was a thing which might still

probably come to pass. Of course he could not
see into Miss Marjoribanks's mind, which had
travelled such a long way beyond him. He
gave a glance up at the windows as he passed
her door, and felt a kind of disagreeable satis-

faction in seeing how diminished the lights were
in the once-radiant house. And Lucilla was so

fond of a great deal of light I but she could not
afford now to spend as much money upon wax
as a Continental church might do*. Mr. Caven-
dish had so odd a sense of Lucilla's power over

him, that it gave him a certain pleasure to think

of the coming down of her pride and diminution

of her lights.
But the fact was, that not more than ten mi-

nutes after he had passed her door with this

reflection, Lucilla, sitting with ner good book
on the table and her work in her hand, in the

room which was not so well lighted as i used
to be, heard that Mr. Cavendish had been met
with coming out of Mr. Lake's, and that Bar-

bara had been singing to him, and that there

was no telling what might have happened. "A
man ain't the man for Carlingford as takes up
with that sort," Thomas said, indignantly, who
had come to pay his former mistress a visit,

and to assure her of his brother-in-law's vote.

He was a little more free-spoken than of old,

being now set up, and an independent house-

holder, and calling no man master
;
and he was

naturally indignant at an occurrence which, re-

garded in the light of past events, was an insult

not only to Carlingford, but to Lucilla. Miss

Marjoribanks was evidently startled by the

news. She looked up quickly as if she had
been about to speak, and then stopped herself

and turned her back upon Thomas, and poked
the fire in a most energetic way. She had
even taken the hearth-brush in her hand to

make all tidy after this onslaught, but that was
a thing that went to Thomas's heart.

"I couldn't stand by and see it, Miss Lu-

cilla," said Thomas; "it don't feel natural;"
and there was actually a kind of moisture in

his eye as he took that domestic implement out

of her hand. Mr. Cavendish pitied Lucilla for

having less light than of old, and Thomas for

being reduced so low as to sweep her own
hearth. But Lucilla was very far from pitying
her own case. She had been making an effort

over herself, and she had come out of it tri-

umphant ;
after reading so many good books, it

is not to be wondered at if she felt herself a

changed and softened and elevated character.

She had the means in her hands of doing her
candidate's rival a deadly mischief, and yet, for

old friendship's sake, Lucilla made up her mind
to forbear.

"I will give it to you, Thomas," she said,
with dignity, holding the hearth-brush, which
was in such circumstances elevated into some-

thing sublime, "if you will promise never, until

after the election never to say a word about
Mr. Cavendish and Miss Lake. It was quite

right to tell me, and you are very kind about
the hearth

;
but yott must promise never to say

a syllable about it, not even to Nancy, until the
election is over

;
or I will never give it you.

nor ask you to do a single thing for me again."
Thomas was so much struck with this ad-

dress that he said "Good Lord!" in sheer

amazement; and then he made the necessary
vow, and took the hearth-brush out of Lucilla's

hand.
" No doubt he was asking for Mr. Lake's vote,"

said Miss Marjoribanks. "They say every-
body is making great exertions, and you know
they are both my friends. I ought to be

pleased whoever wins. But it is impressed on

my mind that Mr. Ashburton will be the man,"
Lucilla added, with a little solemnity,

"
and,

Thomas, we must give them fair-play."
It would be vain to assert that Thomas un-

derstood this romantic generosity, but he was
taken by surprise, and had relinquished his

own liberty in the matter, and had nothing fur-

ther to say. Indeed he had so little to say
down-stairs, that Nancy, who was longing for

a little gossip, insulted and reviled him, and
declared that since he took up with that Betsy
there never was a sensible word to be got out
of his head. And all the time the poor man
was burning with this bit of news. Many a
man has bartered his free-will under the in-

fluence of female wiles, or so at least history
would have us believe

;
but few have done it

for so poor a compensation as that hearth-brush.

Thomas withdrew sore at heart, longing for this

election to be over, and kept his word like an

honest man; but notwithstanding, before the

evening was over, the fatal news was spreading
like fire to every house in Grange Lane.

CHAPTER XLIX.

IT is probable that Mr. Cavendish considered

the indulgence above recorded all the more ex-

cusable in that it was Saturday night. The
nomination was to take place on Monday, and
if a man was not to be supposed to be done

with his work on the Saturday evening, when
could he be expected to have a moment of re-

pose? He had thought as he went home for

naturally, while putting himself so skilfully in

the way of temptation, such questions had not

entered into his mind that the fact of to-mor-

row being Sunday would effectually neutralise

any harm he could have been supposed to have
done by a visit so simple and natural, and that

neither his sister nor his committee, the two

powers of which he stood in a certain awe,
could so much as hear of it until the election

was over, and all decided for good or for evil.

This had been a comfort to his mind, but it was
the very falsest and most deceitful consolation.

That intervening Sunday was a severer cala-
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mity for Mr. Cavendish than- half-a-dozen ordi-

nary days. The general excitement had risen so

high, and all the chances on both sides had been

so often discussed and debated, that something
new was as water in the desert to the thirsting

constituency. The story was all through Grange
Lane that very night, but Carlingford itself,

from St. Roque's to the wilderness of the North

End, tingled with it next morning. It is true, the

Rector made no special allusion to it in his ser-

mon, though the tone of all his services was so

sad, and his own fine countenance looked so

melancholy, that Mr. Bury's devoted followers

could all see that he had something on his mind.
But Mr. Tufton at Salem Chapel was not so reti-

cent. He was a man quite famous for his ex-

tempore gifts, and who rather liked to preach
about any very recent public event, which it

was evident to all hearers could not have found

place in a "
prepared

" discourse
;
and his ser-

mon that morning was upon wickedness in high
places, upon men who sought the confidence of

their fellows only to betray it, and offered to

the poor man a hand red with his sister's (meta-

phorical) blood. But it would be wrong to say
that this was the general tone of public opin-
ion in Grove Street

;
most people, on the con-

trary, thought of Mr. Cavendish not as a wolf

thirsting for the lamb's blood, but rather him-
self as a kind of lamb caught in the thicket,
and about to be offered up in sacrifice. Such
was the impression of a great many influential

persons who had been wavering hitherto, and

inclining on the whole to Mr. Cavendish's

liberal principles and supposed Low-Church
views. A man whose hand is red metaphori-
cally with ypur sister's blood is no doubt a high-

ly objectionable personage ;
but it is doubtful

whether, under the circumstances, an enlight-
ened constituency might not consider the man
who had given a perfectly unstained hand to so

thoroughly unsatisfactory a sister as more ob-

jectionable still
;
and the indignation of Grange

Lane at Barbara's reappearance was nothing to

the fury of George Street, and even of Wharf-

side, where the bargees began to scoff openly.

Society had nothing worse to say than to quote
Mrs. Chiley, and assert that " these artist peo-

ple were all adventurers
;

" and then Grange
Lane in general could not forget that it

" had
met "

Barbara, nor dismiss from its considera-

tion her black eyes, her level brows, and her

magnificent contralto; whereas in the other

region the idea of the Member for Carlingford

marrying "that sort!
" cast all the world into

temporary delirium. It was a still more deadly
offence to the small people than to the great.
And the exceptional standing which poor Mr.
Lake and his daughter Rose used to lay claim

to the "rank of their own" which they pos-
sessed as artists was a pretension much more
disagreeable to the shopkeepers than to society
in general. Thus in every sense Mr. Cavendish.
had done the very worst for himself by his ill-

timed indulgence ;
and his guilt was about the,

same with most of his critics whether he meant
perfectly well and innocently, or entertained the
most guilty intentions ever conceived by man.
And all his misfortunes were increased by

the fact that the intervening day was a Sunday.
Barbara Lake herself, who did not know what
people were saying, and who, if she had known,

would not have cared, came to church, as was
natural, in the morning; and under pretence
that the family pew was full, had the assurance,
as people remarked, to come to the middle aisle,
in that same silk dress which rustled like tin,
and made more demonstration than the richest

draperies. The pew-opener disapproved of her
as much as everybody else did, but she could
not turn the intruder out

;
and though Barbara

had a long time to wait, and was curiously in-

spected by all the eyes near her while she did

so, the end was that she got a seat in her rust-

ling silk not very far from where Lucilla sat in

deep mourning, a model of every righteous ob-

servance. As for poor Barbara, she too .was

very exemplary in church. She meant nobody
any harm, poor soul. She could not help the

flashing of those big black eyes, to which the

level line above them gave such a curious ap-

pearance of obliqueness nor was it to be ex-

pected that she should deny herself the use of

her advantages, or omit to " take the second "

in all the canticles with such melodious liquid
tones as made everybody stop and look round.

She had a perfect right to do it
;
indeed it was

her duty, as it is everybody's duty, to aid to the

best of "their ability in the church-music of their

parish, which was what Lucilla Marjoribanks
persisted in saying in answer to all objections.
But the effect was great in the congregation, and
even the Rector himselfwas seen to change colour

as his eye fell upon the unlucky young woman.
Mr. Cavendish, for his part, knew her voice the

moment he heard it, and gave a little start, and
received such a look from his sister, who was

standing by him, as turned him to stone. Mrs.

Woodburn looked at him, and so did her hus-

band, and Mr. Centum turned a solemnly inquir-

ing reproachful gaze upon him from the other

side of the aisle.
"
Oh, Harry, you will kill me

with vexation! why, for goodness' sake, did

you let her come ?
" his sister whispered when

they had all sat down again.
" Good heavens !

IIOAV could I help it ?
"
cried poor Mr. Cavendish,

almost loud enough to be heard. And then by
the slight, almost imperceptible, hum around

him, he felt that not only his sister and his com-

mittee, but the Rector and all Carlingford, had
their eyes upon him, and was thankful to look

up the lesson, poor man, and bury his face in it.

It was a hard punishment for the indiscretion

of an hour.

But perhaps of all the people concerned it

was the Rector who was the most to be pitied.

He had staked his honour upon Mr. Cavendish's

repentance, and here was he going back pub-

licly to wallow in the mire and it was Sunday,
when such a worldly subject ought not to be

permitted to enter a good man's mind; much
less to be discussed and acted upon as it ought to

"be if anything was to be done
;
for there was little

more than this sacred day remaining in which
to undo the mischief which a too great confi-

dence in human nature had wrought. And
then, to tell the truth, the Rector did not know
how to turn back. It would have been hard,

very hard, to have told all the people who con-

fided in him that he had never had any stronger
evidence for Mr. Cavendish's repentance than

he now had for his backsliding ;
and to give in,

and let the other side have it all their own way
and throw over the candidate with whom he
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had identified himself, was as painful to Mr.

Bury a-s if, instead of being very Low-Church,
he had been the most muscular of Christians.

Being in this state of mind, it may be supposed
that his sister's mild wonder and trembling
speculations at lunch, when they were alone

together, were well qualified to raise some

sparks of that old Adam, who, though well kept
under, still existed in the Rector's, as in most
other human breasts.

"
But, dear Edward, I would not quite con-

demn him," Miss Bury said. "He has been
the cause o' a good deal of remark, you know,
and the prwr girl has been talked about, fie

may think it is his duty to make her amends.
For anything we can tell, he may have the most
honourable intentions "

"
Oh, bother his honourable intentions I

" said

the Rector. Such an exclamation from him
was as bad as the most dreadful oath from an

ordinary man, and very nearly made Miss Bury
drop from her chair in amazement. Things must
have gone very far indeed when the Rector
himself disregarded all proprieties and the sa-

credness of the day in such a wildly-daring fash-

ion. For to tell the truth, in his secret heart

Mr. Bury was himself a little of the way of

thinking of the people in G-rove Street. Strictly

speaking, if a man has done anything to make a

young woman be talked about, every well-

principled person ought to desire that he
should make her amends

;
but at the same time

at such a crisis there was little consolation in

the fact that the candidate one was supporting and

doing daily battle for had honourable intentions

in respect to Barbara Lake. If it had been Rose

Lake, it would still have been a blow
;
but Rose

was unspeakably respectable, and nobody could

have said a syllable on the subject : while Barbara,
who came to church in a tin gown, and rustled

up the middle aisle in it, attracting all eyes, and
took such a second in the canticles that she over-

whelmed the choir itself Barbara, who had made

people talk at Lucilla's parties, and had been ten

years away, wandering over the face of the earth,

nobody could tell where governessing, singing,

play-acting, perhaps, for anything that anybody
could tell ! A clergyman, it is true, dared not

have said such a thing, and Mr. Bury's remorse
would have been better could he have really be-

lieved himself capable even of thinking it
;
but

still it is certain that the unconscious, unexpressed
idea hi his mind was, that the honourable inten-

tions were the worst of it that a candidate might
be a fool or even an junrepentant sinner, and
after all it would be chiefly his own concern.; but

that so much as to dream of making Barbara

Lake the Member's wife was the deepest insult

that could be offered to Carlingford. The Rector

carried his burden silently all day, and scarcely

opened his lips, as all his sympathetic following
remarked

;
but before he went to bed he made a

singular statement, the complete accuracy of

which an impartial observer might be disposed to

doubt, but which Mr. Bury uttered with profound'

sincerity, and with a sigh of self-compassion.
" Now I understand Lucilla Marjoribanks," was
what the good man said, and he all but puffed
out the candle he had just lighted, with that

sigh.

Lucilla, however, in her own person took no

part in it at all, one way or other. She shook

hands very kindly with Barbara, and hoped she
would come and see her, and made it clearly ap-

parent that she at least bore no malice.
" I am

very glad I told Thomas to say nothing about

it," she said to aunt Jemima, who, not knowing
the circumstances, was at a loss to understand
what it signified. And then the two ladies

walked home together, and Miss Marjoribanks
devoted herself to her good books. It was
almost the first moment of repose that Lucilla had
ever had in her busy life, and it was a repose
not only permitted but enjoined.

Society, which had all along expected so much
from her, expected now that she could not find

herself able for any exertion
;
and Miss Marjori-

banks responded nobly, as she had always done,
to the requirements of society. To a mind less per-

fectly regulated, the fact that the election which
had been so interesting to her was now about,
as may be said, to take place without her, would
have been of itself a severe trial; and the sweet

composure with which she bore it was not one of

the least remarkable phenomena of the present
crisis. But the fact was that this Sunday was on
the whole an oppressive day. Mr. Ashburton
came in for a moment, it is true, between ser-

vices
;
but he himself, though generally so steady,

was unsettled and agitated. He had been

braving the excitement well enough until this last

almost incredible accident occurred, which made
it possible that he might not only win, but win

by a large majority. "The Dissenters have all

held out till now, and would not pledge them-

selves," he said to Lucilla, actually with a tremble
in his voice; and then he told her. about Mr.
Tufton's sermon and the wickedness in high
places, and the hand imbrued metaphorically in

his sister's blood. .
" I wonder how he could say so," said Lucilla,

with indignation.
"
It is just like those Dissent-

ers. What harm was there in going to see her ?

I heard of it last night, but even for your interest

I would never have spread such mere gossip as

that."

"No certainly it is mere gossip," said Mr.
Ashburton

;

" but it will do him a great deal of

harm all the same," and thence once more he got
restless and abstracted. "I suppose it is of no
use asking you if you would join Lady Rich-

mond's party at the Blue Boar ? You could have
a window almost to yourself, you know, and
would be quite quiet."

Lucilla shook her head, and the movement was
more expressive than words.

" I did not think

you would," said Mr. Ashburton
;
and then he

took her hand, and his looks too became full of

meaning. "Then I must say adieu," he said

"adieu until it is all over. I shall not have a

moment that I can call my own this will be an
eventful week for me."

"You mean an eventful day," said Lucilla;
for Mr. Asfeburton was not such an novice as to

be afraid of the appearance he would have to

make at the nomination. He did not contradict

her, but he pressed her hand with a look which
was equivalent to kissing it, though he was not

romantic enough to go quite that length. "When
he was gone, Miss Marjoribanks could not but

wonder a little what he could mean by looking
forward to an eventful week. For her own part,

she could not but feel that after so much excite-

ment things would feel rather flat for the rest of
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the week, and that it was almost wrong to have

an election on a Tuesday. Could it be that Mr.

Ashburton had some other contest or candidate-

ship in store for himself which he had not told

her about ? Such a thing was quite possible ;

but what had Lucilla in her mourning to do with

worldly contingencies? She went back to her

seat in the corner of the sofa and her book of

sermons, and read fifty pages before tea-time
;
she

knew how much, because she had put a mark in

her book when Mr. Ashburton came in. Marks
are very necessary things generally in sermon-

books
;
and Lucilla could not but feel pleased to

think that since her visitor went away she had

got over so much ground.
To compare Carlingford to a volcano that night

(and indeed all the next day, which was the day
of nomination) would be a stale similitude

;
and

yet in some respects it was like a volcano. It

was not the same kind of excitement which arises

in a town where politics run very high if there

are any towns nowadays in such a state of unso-

phisticated nature. Neither was it a place where

simple corruption could carry the day; for the

freedmen of Wharfside were, after all, but a small

portion of the population. It was in reality a

quite ideal sort of contest a contest for the best

man, such as would have pleased the purest-
minded philosopher. It was the man most fit to

represent Carlingford for whom everybody was

looking, not a man to be baited about parish-rates
and Reform Bills and the Irish Church a man
who lived in, or near the town, and "dealt regu-
lar" at all the best shops ;

a man who would not

disgrace his constituency by any unlawful or in-

judicious sort of love-making who would attend

to the town's interest and subscribe to its charities,

and take the lead in a general way. This was
what Carlingford was looking for, as Miss Marjori-

banks, with that intuitive rapidity which was
characteristic ofher genius, had at once remarked

;

and when everybody went home from church and

chapel, though it was Sunday, the whole town
thrilled and throbbed with this great question.

People might have found it possible to condone a

sin or wink .at a mere backsliding ;
but there were

few so bigoted in their faith as to believe that the

man who was capable of marrying Barbara Lake
could ever be the man for Carlingford ;

and thus

it was that Mr. Cavendish, who had been flourish-

ing like a green bay-tree, withered away, as it

were, in a moment, and the place that had known
him knew him no more.

The hustings were erected at that central

spot, just under the windows of the Blue Boar,
where Grange Lane and G-eorge Street meet,
the most central point in Carlingford. It was
so near that Lucilla could hear the shouts and
the music and all the divers noises of the elec-

tion, but could not, even when she went into

the very corner of the window and strained her

eyes to the utmost, see what was going on,
which was a very trying position. We will not

linger upon the proceedings or excitement of

Monday, when the nomination and the speeches
wero made, and when the show of hands was
certainly thought to be in Mr. Cavendish's
favour. But it was the next day that was the
real trial. Lady Richmond and her party drove

past at a very early hour, and looked up at Miss

Marjoribanks's windows, and congratulated them-
selves that they were so early, and that poor dear

Lucilla would not have the additional pain of

seeing them go past. But Lucilla did see them,
hough, with her usual good sense, she kept
behind the blind. She never did anything ab-

surd in the way of early rising on ordinary
occasions : but this morning it was impossible,
to restrain a certain excitement, and though it

did her no good, still she got up an hour earlier

than usual, and listened to the music, and heard
the cabs rattling about, and could not help it if

tier heart beat quicker. It was perhaps a more

important crisis for Miss Marjoribanks than for

any other person, save one, in Carlingford ;
for

of^course it would be foolish to attempt to as-

sert that she did not understand by this time
what Mr. Ashburton meant: and it may be

imagined how hard it was upon Lucilla to be

thus, as it were, hi the very outside row of the

assembly to hear all the distant shouts and

sounds, everything that was noisy and inarti-

culate, and conveyed no meaning, and to be out

of reach of all that could really inform her as to

what was going on. She saw from her window
the cabs rushing past, now with her own violet-

and-green colours, now with the blue-and-yel-
low. And sometimes it seemed to Lucilla that

the blue-and-yellow predominated, and that the

carriages which mounted the hostile standard

carried voters in larger numbers and more
enthusiastic condition. The first load of barge-
men that came up Grange Lane from the

further end of "Wharfside were all Blues
;
and

when a spectator is thus held on the very edge
of the event in a suspense which grows every
moment more intolerable, especially when he or

she is disposed to believe that things in general

go on all the worse for his or her absence, it is

no wonder if that spectator becomes nervous,
and sees all the dangers at their darkest.

What if, after ah
1

,
old liking and friendship had

prevailed over that beautiful optimism which
Lucilla had done so much to instil into the

minds of her townsfolk? What if something
more mercenary and less elevating than the

ideal search for the best man, in which she had

hoped Carlingford was engaged, should have

swayed the popular mind to the other side ?

All these painful questions went through Lu-

cilla's mind as the day crept on
;
and her sus-

pense was much aggravated by aunt Jemima,
who took no real interest in the election, but

who kept saying every ten minutes- "I wonder
how the poll is going on I wonder what that is

they are shouting is it
' Ashburton for ever !'

or ' Cavendish for ever 1' Lucilla ? Tour ears

should be sharper than mine
;
but I think it is

Cavendish!" Lucilla thought so too, and her

heart quaked within her, and she went and

squeezed herself into the corner of the window,
to try whether it was not possible to catch a

glimpse of the field of battle
;
and her perseve-

rance was finally rewarded by the sight of the

extremity of the wooden planks which formed

the polling-booth ;
but there was little satisfac-

tion to be got out of that. And then the continued

dropping of aunt Jemima's questions drove her

wild "My dear auut," she said at last, "I can

see nothing and hear nothing, and you know as

much about .what is going on as I do" which,
it will be acknowledged, was not an answer
such as one would have expected from Lucilla^

perfect temper and wonderful self-control.
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The election went on with all its usual com-
motion while Miss Marjoribanks watched and
waited. Mr. Cavendish's committee brought
their supporters very well up in the morning
no doubt by way of making sure of them, as

somebody suggested on the other side
;
and for

some time Mrs. Woodburn's party at Masters's
windows (which Masters had given rather

reluctantly by way of pleasing the Rector) look-

ed in better spirits and less anxious than Lady
Richmond's party, which was at the Blue Boar.

Towards noon Mr. Cavendish himself went up
to his female supporters with the bulletin of the

poll the same bulletin which Mr. Ashburton
had just sent down to Lucilla, These were the
numbers

;
and they made Masters triumphant,

while silence and anxiety fell upon the Blue
Boar :

Cavendish,

Ashburton,

283

275

When Miss Marjoribanks received this disas-

trous intelligence, she put the note in her

pocket without saying a word to aunt Jemima,
and left her window, and went back to her
worsted-work

;
but as for Mrs. Woodburn, she

gave her brother a hug, and laughed, and cried,
and believed in it, like a silly woman as she
was. "

It is something quite unlocked for, and
which I never could have calculated upon," she

said, thrusting her hand into an imaginary
waistcoat, with Mr. Ashburton's very look and

tone, which was beyond measure amusing to all

the party. They laughed so long, and were so

gay, that Lady Richmond solemnly levelled her

opera-glass at them with the air of a woman
who was used to elections, but knew how such

parvenus have their heads turned by a promi-
nent position.

" That woman is taking some of

us off," she said;
" but if it is me, I can bear it.

There is nothing so vulgar as that sort of thing,
and I hope you never encourage it in your pre-

sence, my dears."

Just at that moment, however, an incident

occurred which took up the attention of the

ladies at the windows, and eclipsed even the

interest of the election. Poor Barbara Lake
was interested, too, to know if her friend would
win. She was not entertaining any particular

hopes or plans about him. Years and hard

experiences had humbled Barbara. The Brus-
sels veil which he used to dream of had faded
as much from her memory as poor Rose's Honi-
ton design, for which she had got the prize.
At the present moment, instead of nourishing
the ambitious designs which everybody laid to

her charge, she would have been content with
the very innocent privilege of talking a little to

her next employers about Mr. Cavendish, the

member for Carlingford, and his visits to her

father's house. But at the same time she had
once been fond of him, and she took a great
interest in him, and was very anxious that

he should win. And she was in the habit,
like so many other women, of finding out,
as far as she could, what was going on, and

going to see everything that there might be
to see. She had brought one of her young
"brothers with her, whose anxiety to see
the fun was quite as great as her own;
and she was arrayed in the tin dress her best

available garment which was made long, ac-

cording to the fashion, and which, as Barbara
scorned to tuck it up, was continually getting
trodden on, and talked about, and reviled at, on
that crowded pavement. The two parties' of
ladies saw, and even it might be said heard, the

sweep of the metallic garment which was un-

dergoing such rough usage, and which was her

best, poor soul. Lady Richmond had alighted
from her carriage carefully tucked up, though
there were only a few steps to make, and there
was no lady in Carlingford who would have
swept

" a good gown
" over the stones in such

a way ;
but then poor Barbara was not precisely

a lady, and thought it right to look as if it did

not matter. She went up to read the numbers
of the poll in the sight of everybody; and
she clasped her hands together with ecstatic

satisfaction as she read; and young Carmine,
her brother, dashed into the midst of the fray,
and shouted "Cavendish for ever! hurrah for

Cavendish !

" and could scarcely be drawn back

again to take his sister home. Even when she

withdrew, she did not go home, but went slowly
up and down Gra'nge Lane with her rustling
train behind her, with the intention of coming
back for further information. Lady Richmond
and Mrs. Woodburn both lost ah

1

thought of the
election as they watched

;
and lo ! when their

wandering thoughts came back again, the tide

had turned.

The tide had turned. Whether it was Bar-

bara, or whether it was fate, or whether it was
the deadly unanimity of these Dissenters, who,
after ah1

their wavering, had at last decided for

the man who " dealt
"
in George Street no one

could tell; but by two o'clock Mr. Ashburton'
was so far ahead that he felt himself justified
in sending another bulletin to Lucilla so far

that there was no reasonable hope of the oppo-
site candidate ever making up his lost ground.
Mrs. Woodburn was not a woman to be content

when reasonable hope was over she clung to

the last possibility desperately, with a perti-

nacity beyond ah
1

reason, and swore in her
heart that it was Barbara that had done it, and
cursed her with her best energies ; which, how-

ever, as these are not melodramatic days, was
a thing which did the culprit no possible harm.
When Barbara herself came back from her

promenade in Grange Lane, and saw the al-

tered numbers, she again clasped her hands

together for a moment, and looked as if she

were going to faint
;
and it was at that moment

that Mr. Cavendish's eyes fell upon her, as ill

fortune would have it. They were all looking
at him as if it was his fault

;
and the sight of

that sympathetic face was consoling to the de-

feated candidate. He took off his hat before

everybody; probably, as his sister afterwards

said, he would have gone and offered her his

arm had he been near enough. How could

anybody wonder, after that, that things had

gone against him, and that, notwithstanding all

his advantages, he was the loser in the fight ?

As for Lucilla, she had gone back to her

worsted-work when she got Mr. Ashburton's

first note, in which his rival's name stood above

his own. She looked quite composed, and aunt

Jemima went on teasing with her senseless

questions. But Miss Marjoribanks put up with

it all; though the lingering progress of these
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hours from one o'clock- to four, the sound of

cabs furiously driven by, the distant shouts,

the hum of indefinite din that filled the air, ex-

citing every moment a keener curiosity, and

giving no satisfaction or information, would
have been enough to have driven a less large

intelligence out of its wits. Lucilla bore it,

doing as much as she could of her worsted-

work, and saying nothing to nobody, except,

indeed, an occasional word to aunt Jemima,
who would have an answer. She was not

walking about Grange Lane saying a kind of

prayer for the success of her candidate, as Bar-

bara Lake was doing; but perhaps, on the

whole, Barbara had the easiest time of it at

that moment of uncertainty. When the next

report came, Lucilla's fingers trembled as she

opened it, so great was her emotion
;
but after

that she recovered herself as if by magic. She

grew pale, and then gave a kind of sob, and
then a kind of laugh, and finally put her
worsted-work back into her basket, and threw
Mr. Ashburton's note into the fire.

" It is all right," said Lucilla.
" Mr. Ashbur-

ton is a hundred ahead, and they can never
make up that. I am so sorry for poor Mr.
Cavendish. If he only had not been so impru-
dent on Saturday night 1

"

"I am sure I don't understand you," said

aunt Jemima. " After being so anxious about
one candidate, how can you be so sorry for the

other ? I suppose you did not want them both
to win ?

"

"Yes, I think that was what I wanted," said

Lucilla, drying her eyes; and then she awoke
to the practical exigencies of the position.
" There will be quantities of people coming to

have a cup of tea, and I must speak to Nancy,"
she said, and went down-stairs with a cheerful

heart. It might be said to be as good as decid-

ed, so far as regarded Mr. Ashburton; and
when it came for her final judgment, what was
it that she ought to say?

It was very well that Miss Marjoribanks's

unfailing foresight led her to speak to Nancy ;

for the fact was, that after four o'clock, when
the polling was over, everybody came in to tea.

All Lady Richmond's party came, as a matter
of course, and Mr. Ashburton himself, for a few

minutes, bearing meekly his new honours
;
and

KO many more people besides, that but for

knowing it was a special occasion, and that

"our gentleman" was elected, Nancy's mind
never could have borne the strain. And the
tea that was used was something frightful. As
for aunt Jemima, who had just then a good
many thoughts of her own to occupy her, and
did not care so much as the rest for all the
chatter that was going on, nor for all those de-

tails about poor Barbara and Mr. Cavendish's
looks which Lucilla received with such interest,
she could not but make a calculation in passing
as to this new item of fashionable expenditure
into which her niece was plunging so wildly.
To be sure, it was an occasion that never might
occur again, and everybody was so excited as
to forget even that Lucilla was in mourning,
aud that such a number of people in the house
so soon might be more than she could bear.
And she was excited herself, and forgot that
she was not able for it. But still aunt Jemima,
sitting by, could not help thinking, that even

five o'clock teas of good quality and unlimited
amount would very soon prove to be impracti-
cable upon two hundred a-year.

CHAPTER L.

MB. ASHBURTON, it may be supposed, had but
little time to think on that eventful evening ;

and yet he was thinking all the way home, as
he drove back in the chilly spring night to his
own house. If his further course of action had
been made in any way to depend upon the
events of this day, it was now settled beyond
all further uncertainty ;

and though he was not
a man in his first youth, nor a likely subject for a
romantic passion, still he was a little excited by
the position in which he found himself. Miss

Marjoribanks had been his inspiring genius, and
had interested herself in his success in the warm-
est and fullest way ;

and if ever a woman was
made for a certain position, Lucilla was made to

be the wife of the Member for Carlingford. Long,
long ago, at the very beginning of her career,
when it was of Mr. Cavendish that everybody
was thinking, the ideal fitness of this position had
struck everybody. Circumstances had changed
since then, and Mr. Cavendish had fallen, and a
worthier hero had been placed in his stead; but

though the person was changed, the 'circum-

stances remained unaltered. Natural fitness was
indeed so apparent, that many people would have
been disposed to say that it was Lucilla's duty
to accept Mr. Ashburton, even independent of

'

the fact that in other respects also he was per-

fectly eligible. But with, all this the new Mem-
ber for Carlingford was not able to assure himself
that there had been anything particular in Lucil-

la's manner to himself. With her as with Car-

lingford, it was pure optimism. He was the best

man, and her quick intelligence had divined it

sooner than anybody else had done. Whether
there was anything more in it, Mr. Ashburton
could not tell. His own impression was, that

she would accept him; but if she did not, he
would have no right to complain of "encourage-
ment," or to think himself jilted. This was
what he was thinking as he drove home : but at

the same time he was very far from being in a

desponding state of mind. He felt nearly as sure

that Lucilla would be his wife, as if they were

already standing before the Rector in Carlingford
Church. He had just won one victory, which

naturally made him feel more confident of win-

ning another; and even without entertaining

any over-exalted opinion of himself, it was evi-

dent that, under all the circumstances, a woman
of thirty, with two hundred a-year, would be a
fool to reject such an offer. And Lucilla was
the very furthest in the world from being a fooL

It was in every respect the beginning of a new
world to Mr. Ashburton, and it would have been

out of nature had he not been a little excited.

After the quiet life he had led at the Kirs, biding
his time, he had now to look forward to a busy
and important existence, half of it spent amid the

commotion and ceaseless stir of town. A new
career, a wife, a new position, the most impor-
tant Li his district not much wonder if Mr.
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Ashburton felt a little excited. He was fatigued
at the same time, too much fatigued to be dis-

posed for sleep ;
and all these united influences

swayed him to a state of mind very much unlike

his ordinary sensible calm. All his excitement cul-

minated so in thoughts of Lucilla, that the New
Member felt himselftruly a lover. Late as the hour

was, he took up a candle and once more made a

survey all alone of his solitary house. Nothing
could look more dismal than the dark rooms,
where there was neither light nor fire the great
desert drawing-room, for example, which stood

unchanged as it had been in the days of his

grandaunts, the good old ladiea who had be-

queathed the Firs to Mr. Asliburton. He had
made no change in

it, and scarcely ever used it,

keeping to his library and dining-room, with the

possibility, no doubt, always before him of pre-

paring it in due course of time for his wife. The
moment had now arrived, and in his excitement
he went into the desolate room with his candle,
which just made the darkness visible, and tried

to see the dusky curtains and faded carpet, and
the indescribable fossil air which everthing had.

There were the odd little spider-legged stands,

upon which the Miss Penrhyns had placed their

work-boxes, and the old sofas on which they had

sat, and the floods of old tapestry-work with
which they had decorated their favourite sitting-
room. The sight of it chilled the Member for

Carlingford, and made him sad. He tried to turn
his thougnts to the time when this same room
should be fitted up to suit Lucilla's complexion,
and should be gay with light and with her pre-
sence. He did all he could to realize the
moment when, with a mistress so active and

energetic, the whole place would change its

aspect, and glow forth resplendent into the

twilight of the county, a central point for all.

Perhaps it was his fatigue which gained upon
him just at this moment, and repulsed all livelier

thoughts ;
but the fact is, that however willing

Lucilla might turn put to be, her image was coy,
and would not come. The more Mr. Ashburton
tried to think of her as in possession here, the

more the grim images of the two old Miss

Penrhyns walked out of the darkness and asserted

their prior claims. They even seemed to have

got into the library before him when he went

back, though there his fire was burning, and his

lamp. After that there was nothing left for a

man to do, even though he had been that day
elected Member for Carlingford, but to yield to

the weakness of an ordinary mortal, and go to

bed.

Thoughts very different, but even more dis-

turbing, were going on at the same time in

Grange Lane. Poor Mr. Cavendish, for one

thing upbraided by everybody's looks, and
even by some people's words feeling himself

condemned, censured, and despised on all sides

smarting under his sister's wild reproaches
and her husband's blunt commentary thereupon
had slunk away from their society after dinner,

not seeing now why he should bear it any longer.
"
By Jove I if it had only been for her sake, you

might have left over your philandering for

another night," Mr. Woodburn had said, in his

coarse way ;
and it was all Mr. Cavendish could

do to refrain from saying that one time and
another he had done quite enough for her sake,
but he did not see any reason why he should

put up with it any longer. He strolled out of

doors, though the town was still in commotion,
and could not but think of the sympathetic coun-

tenance which had paled to-day at sight of the
numbers of the poll. She, by Heaven! might
have had reason to find fault with him, and she
had never done so : she had never perceived that

he was stout, or changed from old times. As he
entertained these thoughts, his steps going down
Grange Lane gradually quickened, but he did
not say to himself where he was going. He
went a very roundabout way, as if he did not
mean it, as far as St. Roque's, and then up by
the lane to the far-off desert extremity of Grove
Street. It was simply to walk off his excitement
and disappointment, and free himself from criti-

cism for that evening at least
;
but as he walked

he could not help thinking that Barbara, if she
were well dressed, would still be a fine woman,
that her voice was magnificent in its way, and
that about Naples, perhaps, or the baths of Lucca,
or in Germany, or the south of France, a man
might be able to get on well enough with such
a companion, where society was not so exacting
or . stiff-starched as in England. And the end

was, that the feet of the defeated candidate car-

ried him, ere ever he was aware, with some kind
of independent volition of their own, to Mr.

Lake's.^ door and it may be here said once for

all, that this visit was decisive ofMr. Cavendish's
fate.

This will not be regarded as anything 'but a

digression by such of Lucilla's friends as may be
solicitous to know what she was making up her
mind to under the circumstances

;
but the truth

is that Lucilla's historian cannot, any more than
Miss Marjoribanks herself could, refrain from a
certain regret over Mr. Cavendish. That was
what he came to, poor man ! after all his experi-
ences

;
a man who was capable of so much better

tilings a man even who, if he had made a right
use of his opportunities, might once have had as

good a chance as any other ot marrying Lncilla

herself. If there ever was an instance of chances
thrown away and lost opportunities, surely here
was that lamentable example. And thus, poor
man ! all his hopes and all his chances came to an
end.

As for Miss Marjoribanks herself, it would be
vain to say that this was not a very exciting
moment for her. If there ever could be said to

be a time when she temporarily lost the entire

sway and control of herself and her feelings, it

would be at this crisis. She went about all

that evening like a woman in a dream. For the

first time in her life she not only did not know
what she would do, but she did not know what
she wanted to do. There could now be no mis-

taking what Mr. Ashburton's intentions were.

Up to a very recent time Lucilla had been able

to take refuge in her mourning, and conclude

that she had no present occasion to disturb

herself. But now that calm was over. She
could not conceal from herself that it was hi

her power by a word to reap all the advantages
of the election, and to step at once into the only

position which she had ever felt might be su-

perior to her own in Carlingford. At last this

great testimonial of female merit was to be laid

at her feet. A man thoroughly eligible in every

way moderately rich, well connected, able to

restore to her all, and more than all, the advan-
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tages which she had lost at her father's death

a man, above all, who was Member for Carling-

ford, was going to offer himself to her accept-

ance, and put his happiness in her hands;
and while she was so well aware of this,

she was not at all so well aware what answer
she would make him. Lucilla's mind was in

such a commotion as she sat over her embroid-

ery, that she thought it strange indeed that it

did not show, and could not understand how
aunt Jemima could sit there so quietly opposite

her, as if nothing was the matter. But, to tell

the truth, there was a good deal the matter

with aunt Jemima too, which was perhaps the

reason why she saw no signs of her compa-
nion's agitation. Mrs. John Marjoribanks had
not been able any more than her niece to shut
her eyes to Mr. Ashburton's evident meaning,
and now that matters were visibly coming to a

crisis, a sudden panic and horror had seized

her. What would Tom say? If she stood by
and saw the prize snapped up under her very
eyes, what account could she give to her son
of her stewardship? how could she explain
her silence as to all his wishes and intentions,
her absolute avoidance of his name in all her
conversations with Lucilla ? While Miss Marjori-
banks marvelled that the emotion in her breast

could be invisible, and at aunt Jemima's insensi-

bility, the bosom of that good woman was
throbbing with equal excitement. Sometimes
each made an indifferent remark,- and panted
after it as if she had given utterance to the
most exhausting emotions; but so great was
the preoccupation of both, that neither observed
how it was faring with the other. Perhaps, on

thejvhole, it was aunt Jemima that suffered the

most
;
for her there was nothing flattering, noth-

ing gratifying, 110 prospect of change or increased

happiness, or any of the splendours of imagina-
tion involved. All that could happen to her
would be the displeasure of her son and his

disappointment ;
and it might be her fault, she

who could have consented to have been chopped
up in little pieces, if that would have done Tom
any good ;

but who, notwithstanding, was not
anxious for him to marry his cousin, now that

her father's fortune was all lost and she had
but two hundred a-year. They had a silent cup
of tea together at eight o'clock, after that noisy
exciting one at five, which had been shared by
half Carlingford, -as aunt Jemima thought. The
buzz of that impromptu assembly, in which

everybody talked at the same moment, and no-

body listened, except perhaps Lucilla, had all

died away into utter stillness
;
but the excite-

ment had not died away ;
tiiat had only risen to

a white heat, silent and consuming, as the two
ladies sat over their tea.

"Do you expect Mr. Ashburton to-morrow,
Lucilla?" aunt Jemhna said, after a long
pause.

"Mr. Ashburton?" said Lucilla, with a

slight start; an^d, to tell the truth, she was
glad to employ that childish expedient to gain a
little time, and consider what she should say." Indeed I don't know if he will have time to

come. Most likely there will be a great deal to
do."

" If he does come," said Mrs. John, with a
sigh

" or when he does come, I ought to say,
for you know very well he will come. Lucilla

I suppose there is no doubt that he will have
something very particular to say."

"I am sure I don't know, aunt Jemima," said
Miss Marjoribanks; but she never raised her

eyes from her work, as she would have done hi

any other case.
"Now that the election is over,

you know "

" I hope, my dear, I have been long enough
in the world to know all about that," aunt
Jemima said, severely, "and what it means
when young ladies take such interest in elec-

tions ;" and then some such feeling as the doghad
in the manger a jealousy of those who sought
the gift though she herself did not want it

came over Mrs. John, and at the same time a
sudden desire to clear her conscience and make
a stand for Tom. She did it suddenly, and went
further than she meant to go; but then she
never dreamt it would have the least effect.

" I
would not say anything to disturb your mind,
Lucilla, if you have made up your mind

;
but

when you receive your new friends, you might
think of other people who perhaps have been
fond of you before you ever saw them, or heard
their very name."

She was frightened at it herself before the
words were out of her mouth, and the effect it

had upon Miss Marjoribanks was wonderful.
She threw her embroidery away, and looked
Tom's mother keenly in the face. "I don't

think you know anybody who is fond of me,
aunt Jemima," she said; "I don't suppose

anybody is fond of me. Do you ?
"
said Lueilla.

But by that time aunt Jemima had got tho-

roughly frightened, both at herself and hei

companion, and had nothing more to say.
"I am sure all these people to-day have been

too much for you," she said. "I wonder whal

they could ah
1

be thinking of, for my part, flock-

ing in upon you like that, so soon after ]

thought it was very indelicate of Lady Kich-
mond. And Lucilla, my dear, your nerves are

quite affected, and I am sure you ought to go
to bed."

Upon which Miss Marjoribanks recovered
herself in a moment, and folded up her worsted-
work. "I do feel tired," she said, sweetly,
" and perhaps it was too much. I think I will

take your advice, aunt Jemima. The excite-

ment keeps one up for the moment, and then ii

tells after. I suppose the best thing is to go to

bed."

"Much the best, my dear," aunt Jemima

said, giving Lucilla a kiss
;
but she did not take

her own advice. She took a long time to think

it all over, and sat up by the side of the decay-

ing fire until it was midnight an hour at which
a female establishment like this should surely
have been all shut up and at rest. And Lucilla

did very much the same thing, wondering
greatly what her aunt could tell her if she had
a mind, and having the greatest inclination in

the world to break into her chamber, and see,

at any risk, what was in Tom's last letter. If

she could have seen that, it might have thrown

some light on the problem Lucilla was discuss-

ing, or given her some guidance through hei

difficulties. It was just then that Mr. Ashbur
ton was inviting her image into the fossil draw

ing-room, and finding nothing but the grin:

shades of the MissPenrhyns answer to his call

Perhaps this was because Lucilla's image &
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that moment was called upon more potently
from another quarter in a more familiar voice.

But after this exhausting day and late sitting

up, everybody was late in the morning, at least

in Grange Lane. Miss Marjoribanks had slept
little all night, and she was not in a more
settled state of mind when the day returned
which probably would bring the matter to a

speedy decision. Her mind was like a country
held by two armies, one of which by turns

swept the other into a corner, but only to bo
driven back in its turn. After the unaccount-
able stupidity of the general public after all the

Cavendishes, Beverleys and Riders who had once
had it in their power to distinguish themselves

by at least making her an offer, and who had
not done it here at last, in all good faith, hon-

esty, and promptitude, had appeared a man
superior to them all a man whom she would
have no reason to be ashamed of in any particu-

lar, sensible like herself, public-spirited like her-

self a man whose pursuits she could enter into

fully, who had a perfectly ideal position to offer

her, and in whose person, indeed, all sorts of

desirable qualities seemed to meet. Miss Mar-

joribanks, when she considered all this, and

thought over all their recent intercourse, and
the terms of friendship into which the election

had brought them, felt, as any other sensible

person would have felt, that there was only one
answer which qould be given to such a man.
If she neglected or played with his devotion,
then certainly she never would deserve to have
another such possibility afforded to her, and
merited nothing better than to live and die a

single woman on two hundred a-year. But

then, on the other hand, there would rush forth

a crowd of quick-coming and fantastic sugges-
tions which took away Lucilla's breath, and
made her heart beat loud/ What if there might
be " other people

" who had been fond of her
before she ever heard Mr. Ashburton's name ?

"What if there might be some one in the world
who was ready, not to offer her his hand and
fortune in a reasonable way, as Mr. Ashburton
no doubt would, but to throw himself all in a

heap at her feet, and make the greatest fool of

himself possible for her sake ? Miss Marjori-
. banks had been the very soul of good sense all

her days, but now her ruling quality seemed to

forsake her. And yet she could not consent to

yield herself up to pure unreason without a

struggle. She fought manfully, womanfully
against the weakness which hitherto must have
been lying hidden in some out-of-the-way corner
in her heart. Probably if Mr. Ashburton had
asked her all at once amid the excitement of

the election, or at any other unpremeditated
moment, Lucilla would have been saved all this

self-torment
;
but it is hard upon a woman to

have a proposal hanging over her head by a

hair, as it were, and to look forward to it with-

out any uncertainty or mystery, and have full

time to make up her mind. And there was no

accounting for the curious force and vividness

with which that strange idea about "other

people," upon which aunt Jemima would throw
no light, had come into Lucilla's head.

She was still in the same frightful chaos of

uncertainty when Mr. Ashburton was shown
into the drawing-room. She had not even
heard him ring, and was thus deprived of the

one possible moment of coming to a decision

before she faced and confronted her fate. Miss

Marjoribanks's heart gave a great jump, and then
she recovered herself, and rose up without fal-

tering, and shook hands with him. She was all

alone, for aunt Jemima had not found herself

equal to facing the emergency ;
and there was

not the least possibility of evading or postpon-
ing, or in any way running away from it now.
Lucilla sat down again upon her sofa where she
had been sitting, and composed herself with a
certain despairing tranquillity, and trusted in

Providence. She had thrown herself on other

occasions, though never at an equally impor-
tant crisis, upon the inspiration of the moment,
and she felt it would not forsake her now.

" I should be sorry the election was over,"
said Mr. Ashburton, who was riaturally a little

agitated too, "if I thought its privileges were
over, and you would not let me come . I

shall always think I owe my success to you ;

and J would thank you for being so "kind so

very kind to me, if
"

"Oh dear, no; pray don't say so," cried

Lucilla.
" I only felt sure that you were the

best man the only man for Carlingford."
"I wish I might prove the best man for

something else," said the candidate, nervously ;

and then he cleared his throat.
" I would say

you had been kind if I did not hope if I was
not so very anxious that you should be some-

thing more than kind. It may be vain of me,
but I think we could get on together. I think

I could understand you, and do you justice .

Lucilla! what is the matter? G-ood heavens I

is it possible that I have taken you quite by
surprise ?"

What caused this question was, that- Miss

Marjoribanks had all at once changed colour,
and given a great start, and put her hand to her

breast, where her heart had taken such a leap
that she felt it in her throat. But it was not

because of what Mr. Ashburton was saying;
it was because of one of the very commonest
sounds of everyday existence a cab driving
down Grange Lane

;
but then it was a cab driv-

ing in such a way that you could have sworn
there was somebody in it in a terrible hurry,
and who had just arrived by the twelve o'clock

train.

"Oh no, no," said Miss Marjoribanks; "I
know you have always done me more than jus-

tice, Mr. Ashburton, and so have all my friends
;

and I am sure we always will get on well

together. I wish you joy with all my heart, and
I wish you every happiness; and I always

thought, up to this very last moment "

Lucilla stopped again, and once more put her

hand to her breast. Her heart gave another

jump, and, if such a thing were possible to a

heart, went off from its mistress altogether, and
rushed down-stairs bodily to see who was

coming. Yet with all her agitation, she had
still enough self-control to lift an appealing
look a look which threw herself upon his

mercy, and implored his forbearance to Mr.

Ashburton's face.

As for the Member for Carlingford, he was

confounded, and could not tell what to make of

it. What was it she had thought up to the very
last moment ? Was this a refusal, or was she

only putting off his claim, or was it something
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altogether independent of him and his inten-

tions that agitated Lucilla to such an unusual

extent ? While he sat in his confusion trying
to make it out, the most startling sound inter-

rupted the interview. The old disused bell

that had so often called Dr. Marjoribanks up at

night, and which hung near the door of the old

Doctor's room, just over the drawing-room,

began to peal through the silence, as if rung by
a hand too impatient to notice what it was with
which it made its summons.

"
Papa's bell !

" Miss Marjoribanks cried, with
a little sliriek

;
and she got up trembling, and

then dropped upon her seat again, and in her

agitated state burst into tears. And Mr. Ash
burton felt that, under these most extraordi-

nary circumstances, even so sensible a woman
as Lucilla might be justified in fainting, embar-

rassing and uncomfortable as that would be.

"I* will go and see what it means," he said,

with still half the air of a man who had a right
to go and see, and was, as it were, almost hi his

own house. As he turned round, the night-bell

pealed wildly below in correction of the mis-

take. It was evident that somebody wanted
admission who had not a moment to lose, and
who was in the habit of pulling wildly at what-
ever came in his way. Mr. Ashburton went out

of the room to see who it was, a little amused
and a little alarmed, but much annoyed at

Dottom, as was only natural, at such an inter-

ruption. He did not very well know whether
he was accepted or rejected ;

but it was equally
his duty hi either case to put a stop to the ring-

ing of that ghostly bell He went away, mean-

ing to return immediately and have it out and
know his fate. And Lucilla, whose heart had
come back, having fully ascertained who it was,
and was now choking her with its beating, was
left to await the new event and the new-comer
alone.

CHAPTEE LI.

MR. ASHBURTON went away from Lucilla's side,

thinking to come back again, and clear every-

thing up ;
but he did not come back. Though

he heard nothing, and saw nothing, that could

throw any distinct light on the state of her mind,

yet' instinct came to his aid, it is to be supposed,
in the matter. He did not return : and Lucilla

sat on her sofa with her hands clasped together
to support her, and her heart leaping hi her

very mouth. She was in a perfect frenzy of

suspense, listening with her whole heart and
soul

;
but that did not prevent the same crowd

of thoughts which had been persecuting her for

twenty-four hours from keeping up their wild
career as before. What reason had she to sup-
pose that "any one" had arrived? Who could
arrive in that accidental way, without a word
of warning ? And what possible excuse had
she to offer to herself for sending the new mem-
ber for Carlingford a man so excellent and
honourable and eligible away ? The minutes,
or rather the seconds, passed over Miss Mar-

joril tanks like hours, as she sat thus waiting,
not daring to stir, lost the slightest motion might

keep from her ears some sound from below, till

at last the interval seemed so long that her heart

began to sink, and her excitement to fail. It
could not be any one if it had been any one,
something more must have come of it before
now. It must have been Lydia Richmond
coming to see her sister next door, or somebody
connected with the election, or
When she got as far as this, Lucilla's heart

suddenly mounted up again with a spring into
her ears. She heard neither words nor voice,
but she heard something which had as great
an effect upon her as either could have had.
On the landing half way up the stairs, there
had stood in Dr. Marjoribanks's house from time
immemorial a little old-fashioned table, with a

large china-bowl upon it, in which the cards of
visitors were placed. It was a great bowl, and
it was always full, and anybody rushing up-
stairs in a reckless way might easily upset table

and cards and all hi their progress. This was
what happened while Lucilla sat listening.
There was a rumble, a crash, and a sound as
of falling leaves, and it made her heart, as we
have said, jump into her ears.

"
It is the table

and all the cards," said Lucilla, and in that mo-
ment her composure came back to her as by a
miracle. She unclasped her hands, which she
had been holding pressed painfully together by
way of supporting herself, and she gave a long
sigh . of unutterable relief, and her whirl of

thought stopped and cleared up with an instan-

taneous rapidity. Everything seemed to be

explained by that sound
;
and nothing could be

more wonderful than the change which passed
upon the looks and feelings of Lucilla, in the
interval between the drawing up of that cab
and the rush of Tom Marjoribanks at the draw-

ing-room door.

For after the commotion on the staircase Lu-
cilla had no further doubt on the subject. She
even had the strength to get up to meet him,
and hold out her hands to him by way of wel-
come but found herself, before she knew, how,
in the arms of a man with a beard, who was so

much changed in his own person that he ven-
tured to kiss her, which was a thing Tom Mar-

joribanks, though her cousin, had never dared
to do before. He kissed her such was his .

audacity ;
and then he held her at arm's length

to have a good look at her
;
and then, according

to all appearance, would have repeated his first

salutation
;
but that Lucilla had come to herself

and took the guidance of affairs at once into her
own hand.
"Tom!" she said, "of course it is you; no-

body else would have been so impertinent.
When did you come ? Where did you come
from ? Who could ever have thought of your
appearing like this, in such an altogether unex-

pected
"

"
Unexpected !

" said Tom, with an astonished

air.
" But I suppose you had other things to

think of. Ah, Lucilla, I could not write to you.
I felt I ought to be beside you trying if there

was not something I could do. My mother told

you of course
;
but I could not trust myself to

*

write to you."
Then Lucilla saw it all, and that aunt Jemima

had meant to do Mr. Ashburton a good turn.

And she was not grateful to her aunt, however
kind her intentions might have been. But Tom
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was holding her hand, and looking into her face

while this thought passed through her mind, and
Miss Marjoribanks was not the woman, under

any circumstances, to make dispeace.
" I am sure I am very glad," said Lucilla.

" I

would say you were changed, but only of course
that would make you think how I am changed ;

and though one knows one has gone off
"

"I never saw you look so nice ah
1

your life,"

cried Tom, energetically ;
and he took hold of

both her hands, and looked into her face more
and more. To be sure he had a kind of right,

being a cousin, and newly returned after so long
an absence, but it was embarrassing all the same.

"Oh, Tom, don't say so," cried Lucilla; "if

you but knew how different the house is, and

everything so altered and dear papa !

"

It was only natural, and it was only proper
that Miss Marjoribanks should cry, which indeed
she did with good-will, partly for grief, and

partly because of the flutter of agitation, and

something like joy, in which she was, and which,
considering that she had always frankly owned
that she was fond of Tom, was quite natural too.

She cried with honest abandonment, and did not
take much notice what her cousin was doing to

comfort her, though indeed he applied himself

to that benevolent office in the most anxious

way.
" Don't cry, Lucilla," he said,

" I can't bear
it. It don't look natural to see you cry. My
poor uncle was an old man, and you were always
the best daughter in the world."

"
Oh, Tom I sometimes I don't think so,"

sobbed Lucilla; "sometimes I think if I had
sat up that last night And you don't

know how good he was. It was me he was
thinking of and never himself. When he heard
the money was lost, all that he said was, poor
Lucilla! You rang his bell, though it is the

night-bell, and nobody ever touches it now. I

knew it could be nobody but you, and to see

you again brings up everything so distinctly.

Oh, Tom ! he was always very fond of you."
"
Lucilla," said Tom Marjoribanks,

"
you know

I always had a great regard for my uncle.

Bnt it was not for him I came back. He was
never half so fond of me as I am of you. You
Know that as well as I do. There never was a
time that I would not have gone to the other end
of the world if you had told me

;
and I have

done it as near as possible. I went to India

because you sent me away. And I have come
back "

" You have not come back only for an hour,
I hope ?

"
said Miss Marjoribanks, with momen-

tary impatience ; "you are not obliged to talk

of everything all in a moment and when one
has not even got over one's surprise "at seeing

you. When did you come back ? When did

you have anything to eat? You want your
breakfast or your lunch or something ;

and Tom !

the idea of sitting here talking to me, and talk-

ing nonsense, when you have not seen your own
mothei I She is in her room, you unnatural boy ;

the blue room, next to what used to be yours.
To think aunt Jemima should be in the house,
and you should sit here talking nonsense to

me.!
"

"This minute," said Tom, apologetically; but
he drew his chair in front of Miss Marjoribanks,
BO that she could not get away.

" I have come

back to stay as long as you will let me," he
said

;

" don't go away yet. Look here, Lucilla
;

if you had married, I would have tried to bear

it; but as long as you are not married, I can't

help feeling as if there might be a chance for

me yet. And that is why I have come home.
I met somebody coming down-stairs "

"Tom," said Miss Marjoribanks, "it is dread-
ful to see that you have come back just as tire-

some as ever. I always said, I would not mar-

ry for ten years; If you mean to think I have
never had any opportunities

"

"Lucilla," said Tom, and there was decision
in his eye,

"
somebody came down-stairs as I

came in. I want to know whether it is to be
him or me I

"

" Him or you !

"
said Lucilla, in dismay.

Blunderer as he was, he had gone direct to the

very heart of the question, and it was impossi-
ble not to tremble a little in the presence of
such straightforward clear-sightedness. Miss

Marjoribanks had risen up to make her escape
as soon as it should be possible, but she was
so much struck by Tom's unlooked-for perspi-

cuity, that she sat down again in her consterna-
tion.

" I think you are going out of your mind,"
she said.

" What do you know about the gen-
tleman who went down-stairs ? I am not such
a wonderful beauty, nor such a witch, that

everybody who sees me should want to to

marry me. Don't talk any more nonsense, but
let me go and get you something to pat."

"
They would if they were of my way of

thinking," said the persistent Tom. "Lucilla,

you shan't go. This is what I have come
home for. You may as well know at once, and
then there can be no mistake about it. Mr
poor uncle is gone, and you can't be left by
yourself in the world. Will you have him or

me?"
"I am not going to be tyrannised over like

this," said Lucilla, with indignation, again ris-

ing, though he still held her hands. " You talk

as if you had just come for a call, and had

everything to say in a moment. When a man
comes off a long journey it is his breakfast he

wants, and not a not anything else that I

know of. Go up to your mother, and let me
go."

" Will you have him or me? "
repeated Tom.

It was not wisdom, it was instinct, that made
him thus hold fast by his text

;
and as for Lu-

cilla, nothing but the softened state in which
she was, nothing but the fact that it was Tom
Marjoribanks who had been ten years away,
and was always ridiculous, could have kept her
from putting down at once such an attempt to

coerce her. But the truth was, that Miss Mar-

joribanks did not feel her own mistress at that

moment, and perhaps that was why he had the

audacity to repeat,
" Will you have him or me?"

Then Lucilla found herself fairly driven to

bay.
" Tom !

" she said, with a solemnity that

overwhelmed him for the moment, for he thought
at first, with natural panic, that it was himself

who was being rejected, "I would not have him
if he were to go down on his knees. I know
he is very nice and very agreeable, and the

best man; and I am sure I ought to do it," said

Miss Marjoribanks, with a mournful sense of

her own weakness ;

" and everybody will ex-

pect it of me-f but I am not going to have him,
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and I never meant it, whatever you or anybody
may say."
When Lucilla had made this decisive utterance

she turned away with a certain melancholy ma-

jesty to go and see after lunch for he had loosed

her hand and fallen back in consternation, think-

ing for the moment that it was all over. Miss

Marjoribanks sighed, and turned round, not think-

ing of Tom, who was safe enough, but with a

natural regret for the member for Carlingford, who
now, poor man, was as much out of the question
as if he had been dead and buried. But before

she had reached the door Tom had recovered

himself. He went up to her in his ridiculous way
without the slightest regard either for the repast
she was so anxious to prepare for him, or for his

mother's feelings, or indeed for anything else in

the world, except the one thing which had

brought him, as he said, home.
"
Then, Lucilla, after all, it is to be me," he

said, taking her to him, and arresting her pro-

gress as if she had been a baby ;
and though he

had such a beard, and was twice as big and strong
as he used to be, there were tears in the great
fellow's eyes. "It is to be me after all," said

Tom, looking at her in a way that startled Lucilla.
"
Say it is to be me !"

Miss Marjoribanks had come through many a

social crisis with dignity and composure. She
had never yet been known to fail in an emer-

gency. She had managed Mr. Cavendish, and, up
to the last moment, Mr. Ashburton, and all the

intervening candidates for her favour, with perfect
self-control and command of the situation. Per-

haps it was because, as she had herself said, her

feelings had never been engaged. But now, when
it was only Tom he whom, once upon a time,
she had dismissed with affectionate composure,
and givea such excellent advice to, and regarded
in so motherly a way all Lucilla's powers
seemed to fail her. It is hard to have to wind up
with such a confession after having so long enter-

tained a confidence in Miss Marjoribanks which

nothing seemed likely to impair. She broke down
just at the moment when she had most need
to have all her wits about her. Perhaps it was her

past agitation which had been too much for her

perhaps it was the tears in Tom Marjoribanks's

eyes. But the fact was that Lucilla relinquished
her superior position for the time being, and suffer-

ed him to make any assertion he pleased, and was
so weak as to cry, for the second time, too which,
of all things in the world, was surely the last

thing to have been expected of Miss Marjoribanks
at the moment which decided her fate.

Lucilla cried, and acquiesced, and thought of
her father, and of the Member for Carlingford,
and gave to each a tear and a regret ;

and she
did not even take the trouble to answer any
question, or to think who* it was she was leaning
on. It was to be Tom after all after all the

archdeacons, doctors, generals, members of par-
liament after the ten years and more in which
she had not gone off after the poor old Doctor's

grudge against the nephew whom he did not
wish to inherit his wealth, and aunt Jemima's
quiet wiles, and attempt to disappoint her boy.
Fate and honest love had been waiting all the
time till their moment came; and now it was not
even necessary to say anything about it. The
fact was so clear that it did not require stating.
It was to be Tom after all.

To do him justice, Tom behaved at this moment,
in which affairs were left in his hands, as if he
had been training for it all his life. Perhaps it

was the first time in which he had done anything
absolutely without a blunder. He had wasted
no time, and no words, and left no room for con-

sideration, or for that natural relenting towards
his rival which was inevitable as soon as Mr. Ash-
burton was off the field. He had insisted, and
he had perceived that there was but one alterna-

tive for Lucilla. Now that all was over, he took
her back to her seat, and comforted her, and
made no offensive demonstrations of triumph.

1 After all it is to be me," he repeated ;
and it

was utterly impossible to add anything to the elo-

quent brevity of this succinct- statement of the

case.

"Tom," said Miss Marjoribanks, when she
had a little recovered, "if it is to be you, that

is no reason why you should be so unnatural.

Go up directly and see your mother. What
will aunt Jemima think of me if she knows I

have let you stay talking nonsense here ?
"

"Yes, Lucilla this moment," said Tom; but
all the same he showed not the slightest inclina-

tion to go away. He did not quite believe in it

as yet, and could not help feeling as if, should he
venture to leave her for a moment, the whole fa-

bric of his incredible good fortune must dissolve

and melt away. As for Lucilla, her self-possession

gradually came back to her when the crisis was

over, and she felt that her involuntary abdica-

tion had lasted long enough, and that it was full

time to resume the management of affairs.
" You shall go now" she said, drying her eyes,

" or elso you cannot stay here. I did think of

letting you stay in the house, as aunt Jemima is

with me
;
but if you do not mean to go and see

your mother, I will tell Nancy to send your
things up to the Blue Boar. Ring the bell,

please ;
if you will not ring the bell, I can do it

myself, Tom. You may say what you like, but I

know you are famishing ;
and aunt Jemima is in

the blue room, next door to oh, here is Nan-

cy. It is Mr. Tom, who has come home," said

Lucilla, hastily, not without a rising colour
;
for

it was hard to explain why, when his mother

was in the blue room all this time, he should

have stayed here.

"Yes, Miss Lucilla so I heard," said Nancy,

dropping a doubtful curtsy. And then only Tom
was persuaded, and bethought himself of his

natural duty, and rushed up-stairs. He seized

Nancy's hand, and shook it violently as he

passed her, to her great consternation. The
moment of his supremacy was over. It was to

be Tom after all
;
but Lucilla had recovered her

self-possession, and taken the helm in her hand

again, and Tom was master of the situation no

more.
"
Yes, it is Mr. Tom," said Lucilla, shaking

her head with something between -a smile and a

sigh. "It could be nobody but him that would

ring that bell and upset all the cards. I hope
he has not broken dear papa's punch-bowl that

he used to be so fond of. He must have some-

thing to eat, Nancy, though he is such an awk-

ward boy."
" I don't see nothing like a boy in him," said

Nancy; "he's big and stout, and one o' them

awful beards. There's been a deal of changes
since he went away ;

but if he's new corned off
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tliat terrible journey, it is but natural, as you
say, Miss Lucilla, that he should want some-

thing to eat."

And then Miss Marjoribanks made various

suggestions, which were received still doubt-

fully by her prime-minister. Nancy, to tell the

truth, did not like the turn things were taking.
Lucilla's maiden household had been on the
whole getting along very comfortably, and there

was no telling how long it might have lasted

without any new revolution. To be sure, Mr.
Ashburton had looked dangerous, but Nancy
had seen a great many dangers of that kind
blow over, and was not easily alarmed. Mr.

Tom, however, was a very different person;
and Nancy was sufficiently penetrating to see
that something had happened. Therefore, she
received very coldly Lucilla's suggestions about
lunch. "

It ain't like the old times," she said

at last,
" when there was always something as

one could put to the fire in a hurry ;" and Nan-
cy stood turning round the handle of the door
in her hand, and contemplating the changed
state of affairs with a sigh.

"That would be all very true, if you were
like anybody else," said Lucilla; "but I hope
you would not like to send Mr. Tom off to the
Blue Boar. After all, perhaps it is better to

have a a gentleman in the house. I know you
always used to think so. They are a great deal

oftrouble
;
but for some things you know

"

said Lucilla
;
and then Mr. Tom is not just like

other people : and whatever happens, Nancy,
you are an old dear, and it shall never make
any difference between you and me."
When she had said these words, Lucilla

gave her faithful servant a hug, and sent her
off to look after Tom Marjoribanks's meal

;
and

then she herself went half way down-stairs and

picked up the cards that were still scattered

about the landing, and found with satisfaction

that the doctor's old punch-bowl was not
broken. All Tom's things were lying below in

the hall heaps of queer Indian-looking bag-
gage tossed down anyhow in a corner, as if

the owner had been in much too great a hurry
to think of any secondary circumstances. " And
it was there he met poor Mr. Ashburton," said

Lucilla to herself, with a certain pathos. There
it was indeed that the encounter had taken

place. They had seen each other but for a mo-

ment, but that moment had been enough to

send the Member for Carlingford away deject-

ed, and to impress upon Tom's mind the alter-

native that it was either to be "him or me."
Miss Marjoribanks contemplated the spot with
a certain tender sentimental interest, as any

fntle
moralist might look at a field of battle,

hat feelings must have been in the minds of

the two as they met and looked at each other !

"What a dread sense of disappointment on the
one side

;
what sharp stimulation on the other !

Thus Lucilla stood and looked down from her own
landing upon the scene of that encounter full

of pensive interest. And now it was all over,
and Mr. Ashburton had passed away as com-

pletely as Mr. Chiltern, who was in his grave,
poor man ;

or Mr. Cavendish, who was going to

marry Barbara Lake. The thought of so sud-
den a revolution made Lucilla giddy as she
went thoughtfully up-stairs. Poor Mr. Ash-
burton 1 It hardly seemed real even to Miss

Marjoribanks when she sat down again in the

drawing-room, and confessed to herself that,
after all, it was to be Tom.
But when he came down-stairs again with

his mother, Lucilla was quite herself, and had

got over all her weakness. Aunt Jemima, for

her part, was in a very agitated state of mind.
Tom had come too soon or Mr. Ashburton too

late, and all the fruits of her little bit of treach-

ery were accordingly lost; and, at the sams

time, the treachery itself remained, revealed at

least to one person in the very clearest light.
It did not seem possible to aunt Jemima that

Lucilla would not tell. If she had not done it

now, in the excitement of the moment, at least

it would come out some time when she was least

expecting it, and her son's esteem and confi-

dence would be lost. Therefore it was with a

very blank countenance that Mrs. John Marjo-
ribanks came down-stairs. She dared not say
a word, and she had to kiss her niece, and take

her to her maternal bosom, Tom looking on all

the while
;
but she gave Lucilla a look that was

pitiful to see. And when Tom finally was dis-

missed to his room, to open his trunks, and
show the things he had brought home, aunt
Jemima drew near her future daughter with
wistful guiltiness. There was no comfort to

her in the thought of the India shawl, which
her son had gone to find. Any day, any hour,
Lucilla might tell

;
and if she were put on her

defence, what could she say ?
"
Lucilla," said the guilty woman, under her

breath,
" I am sure you think it very strange.

I don't attempt to deceive you. I can't tell you
how thankful and glad I am that it has all

ended so well
;
but you know, Lucilla, in the

first place, I did not know what your feelings
were

;
and I thought, perhaps, that if anything

would tell, it would be a surprise, and
then "

" Did you, aunt Jemima ?
" said Miss Marjori-

banks, with gentle wonder.
" I thought you had

been thinking of Mr. Ashburton, for my part."
"And so I was, Lucilla," said the poor lady,

with great relief and eagerness.
" I thought he

was coming forward, and of course he would
have been a far better match than my Tom. I

had to think for you both, my dear. And then
I never knew what your feelings were, nor if

you would care
;
and then it was not as if there

had been a day fixed
"

" Dear aunt Jemima," said Miss Marjoribauks,
"if you are pleased now, what does it matter?

but I do hope you are pleased now ?
"

And Mrs. John took her niece into her arms

again, this time with better will, and cried.
" I

am as happy as ever I can be," said the incon-

sistent mother. "I always knew you were
fond of each other, Lucilla

;
before you knew it

yourselves, I saw what would come of it. But

my poor brother-in-law And you will make

my boy happy, and never turn him 'against
his mother," cried the repentant sinner. Lucilla

was not the woman to resist such an appeal.
Mrs. John had meant truly enough towards her

in other ways, if not in this way; and Miss

Marjoribanks was fond of her aunt, and it ended
in a kiss of peace freely bestowed, and a vow
of protection and guidance from the strong to

the weak, though the last was only uttered in

the protectress's liberal heart.
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CHAPTER LII.

Miss Marjoribanks had time to consider

the prospect which had thus so suddenly
opened before her, it also had its difficulties,

like everything else in the world. Her mar-

riage now could not be the straightforward
business it might have been had it been Mr.
Ashburton instead of Tom. In that case she
would have gone to an established house and
life to take her place in the one and her share
in the other, and to find the greater part of her

surroundings and duties already fixed for her,
which was a thing which would have very
greatly simplified the matter. But Tom,, who
had dashed home from India at full speed as
soon as he heard of his uncle's death, had left

his profession behind him at Calcutta, and had
nothing to do in England, and was probably too
old to resume his (non-) practice at the bar,
even if he had been in the least disposed to do

so; while, at the same time, an idle man a
man to be found everlastingly at home would
have been insupportable to Lucilla. Miss Mar-

joribanks might feel disposed (for everybody's
good) to assume the sovereign authority in her
own house, but to marry anybody that would
be merely an appendage to her was a thing not
to be thought of; and as soon as the first pre-
liminaries were arranged her active mind sprang
up with redoubled vigour from the strange
whirl which it had been in. Her intelligence
had suspended, so to speak, all its ordinary

operations for twenty-four hours at least; while
it was busy investigating the purely personal

question ;
from the moment when the Member

for Carlingford was finally elected until Tom
Marjoribanks rung the night-bell at the old Doc-
tor's door, Lucilla's thought? had been in that

state of over'stimulation which is almost as bad
as having no power of thought at all. But as

soon as the pressure was removed- as soon as it

was all over, and the decision made, and no fur-

ther question was possible, then Miss Marjori-
banks's active mind sprang up as with redoubled

energy. It was not only a new beginning, but
there was everything to settle. Her mind was
full of it while her hands were busy putting away
all the Indian presents which Tom had brought

presents which were chronological in their

character, and which he had begun to accumulate
from the very beginning of his exile. It could
not but be touching to Lucilla to see how he had

thought of her for all these years ;
but her mind

being, as everybody is aware, of a nobler, practi-
cal kind, her thoughts, instead of dallying with
these tokens of the past, went forward with
serious solicitude into the future. The marriage
could not take place until the year was out;
and there was, accordingly, time to arrange
everything, and to settle all the necessary preli-

minaries to a point as near perfection as is pos-
'
sible to merely human details. Tom, no doubt,
was very urgent and pressing, and would have

precipitated everything, and had the whole
business concluded to-morrow, if he could have
had his way. But the fact was that, having
once given in to him in the memorable way
which we have already recorded, Lucilla did not

now, so far as the final arrangements were
concerned, make much account of Tom's wishes.
Tleaven be praised, there was one of the two

who knew what was right and proper, and was
not to be moved from the correct path by any
absurd representations. Miss Marjoribanks was
revolving all these important questions when she
laid her hands by chance, as people say, upon
the 'Carlingford Gazette,' all damp and inky
which had just been laid upon the library table.

It contained, of course, all the news of the elec-

tion, but Lucilla was too well acquainted with
that beforehand to think of condescending to

derive her information from a newspaper. She
looked at the advertisements with an eye which
saw all that was there without pausing upon any-
thing in particular. She saw the usual notice

about marmalade oranges, and the announcement
that young Mr. Vincent, who afterwards made
himself so well known in Carlingford, was to

preach the next Sunday in Salem Chapel, and all

the other important novelties in the place. Sud-

denly, however, Lucilla's eye, which, if it could
ever be said to be vacant, had been regarding
vacantly the list of advertisements, kindled up,
and all its usual energy and intelligence came
back to it. Her thoughtful face woke up as
from a dream. Her head, which had been droop-

ing in pensive meditation, grew erect her whole

figure expanded. She clasped her hands to-

gether, as if in the fervour of the moment,
nobody else being present, she could not refrain

from shaking hands with herself, and giving vent
to self-congratulation. "It is a special provi-

dence," said Lucilla to herself, with her usual

piety ; and then she folded up the paper, in a
little square with the announcement in the mid-

dle, which had struck her so much, and placed it

where Tom could not fail to see it when he came

in, and went up-stairs with a new and definite

direction given to her thoughts. This was how
it must be ! Lucilla, for her part, felt no diffi-

culty in discerning the leadings of providence,
and she could not but appreciate the readiness

with which her desires were attended to, and the

prompt clearing up of her difficulties. There are

people whose inclinations providence does not

seem to superintend with such painstaking
watchfulness

;
but then, no doubt, that must be

their own fault.

And when Tom came in, they had what aunt

Jemima called "one of their discussions" about

their future life, the only thing in which worth

consideration, so far as Tom was concerned,
seemed to be the time when they should be

married, which occupied at present all that he-

ro's faculties. "Everything else will arrange
itself after, you know," he said, with calm con-

fidence
;

" time enough for all the rest. The

thing is, Lucilla, to decide when you will leave

off those formalities, and let it be. Why
shouldn't it be now 1 Do you think my uncle

would wish to keep us unhappy all for a matter

of form?"
" My dear Tom, I am not in the least unhap-

py," said Lucilla, interrupting him sweetly
"nor you either, unless you tell dreadful sto-

ries; and as for poor, dear papa," Miss Marjori-
banks added with a sigh, "if we were to do

exactly as he wished I don't think it would ever

be* If you were not so foolish you would not

oblige me to say such things. Tom, let us

leave off talking nonsense the thing that we
both want is something to do."

"That is what / want," said Tom quickly.
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" but as for you, Lucilla, you shall do nothing
but enjoy yourself and take care of yourself.
What should you have to do? "

Miss Marjoribanks regarded her betrothed
with mild and affectionate contempt as he thus
delivered himself of his foolish sentiments.
"
It is of no use trying to make him understand,"

she said with an air of resignation.
" Do you

know that I have always been doing something,
and responsible for something, all my life ?

"

"Yes, my poor darling," said Tom, "I know;
but now you are in my hands I mean to take

care of you, Lucilla
; you shall have no more

anxiety or trouble. What is the good of a man
if he can't save the woman he is fond of from
all that ?

" cried the honest fellow and Lucilla

could not but cast a despairing glance round

her, as if appealing to heaven and earth. What
was to be done with a man who had so little

understanding of her, and of himself, and of the
eternal fitness of things ?

"My dear Tom," she said once more, mildly,
"we may have lost some money but we are

very well off, and Providence has been very
kind to us. And there are a great many
poor people in the world who are not so well

off. I have always tried to be of some use
to my fellow-creatures," said Lucilla, "and I

don't mean, whatever you may say, to give it

up now."

"My dearest Lucilla, if it was the poor you
were thinking of! I might have known it was
something different from my stupid notions,"
cried Tom. This kind of adoration was new
to Lucilla, notwithstanding her many expe-
riences. And he thought it so good of her to

condescend to be good, that she could not help
thinking a little better of herself than ordinary,

though that, perhaps, was not absolutely need-
ful

;
and then she proceeded with the elucida-

tion of her views.
" I have been of some use to my fellow-crea-

tures in my way," said Miss Marjoribanks mod-

estly, "but it has been hard work, and peo-

ple are not always grateful, you know. And
then things are a good deal changed in Carling-
ford. A woman may devote herself to putting
some life into society, and give up years of her

time, and and even her opportunities and all

that and do a great deal of good ;
but yet if she

is put aside for a moment, there is an end of it.

I have been doing the best I could for Carling-
ford for ten years," said Lucilla, with a little

natural sadness, "and if any one were to ex-

amine into it, where is it all now ? They have

only got into the way of looking to me for

everything; and I do believe if you were to go
up and down from Elsworthy's to St. Roque's,

though you might find people at dinner here

and there, you would not find a shadow of what
could really be called society in all Grange
Lane."

Lucilla paused, for naturally her feelings were
moved

;
and Tom bent over her with tender and

respectful devotion
;
and a single tear a tear

of compassion for her fellow-creatures and sym-
pathy for herself filled Miss Marjoribanks's eye.

" After working at it for ten years !

" said Lu-

cilla,
" and now, since poor papa died, who was

always full of discrimination This is what will

come of it, Tom," she added, solemnly "they
will go back to their old ridiculous parties, as

12

if they had never seen anything better; and

they will all break up into little cliques, and
make their awful morning calls and freeze one
another to death. That will be the end of it all,

after one has slaved like a like a woman in a

mill," said the disappointed reformer,
" and

given up ten years."" My poor darling !

"
cried Tom, who would

have liked to go and challenge Carlingford forth-

with for being so insensible to his Lucilla's de-
votion and cherishing maternal care.

" But if it had been the poor," said Miss Mar-
joribanks, recovering her spirits a little,

"
they

could not have helped being the better for

what one did for them. They might continue
to be as stupid as ever, and ungrateful, and all

that, but if they were warm and comfortable,
instead of cold and hungry, it would always
make a difference. Tom, I will tell you what
you will do ifyou want to please me. You will

take all our money and realise it, you know,
whatever that means and go off directly, as
fast as the train can carry you, and buy an Es-
tate."

"An estate!" cried Tom, in consternation;
and the magnitude of the word was such, and
Lucilla was so entirely in earnest, that he

jumped from his chair and gazed at her, as if

constrained, notwithstanding his amazement, to
rush off instantly and obey.

"I did not mean just this moment," Tsaid Lu-
cilla

;

"
sit down and we can talk it all over, Tom.

You know it would be something for you to do
;

you cannot just go living on like this at your
age; you could improve the land, you know,
and do all that sort of thing and the people
you could leave to me."

"
But, Lucilla," said Tom, recovering a little

from his consternation,
"

it is not so easy buy-
ing an estate. I mean all that I have to be
settled upon you, in case of anything happen-
ing. Land may be a safe enough investment,

but, you know, very often, Lucilla the fact is

it doesn't pay."
" We could make it pay," said Miss Marjori-

banks, with a benevolent smile, "and besides

there are estates and estates. I don't want

you to go and throw away your money. It

was in the '

Carlingford Gazette '

this morning,
and I can't help feeling it was a special provi-
dence. Of course you never looked at it in the

paper, though I marked it for you. Tom, it is

Marchbank that I want you to buy. You
know how papa used to talk of it. He used to

say it was just a nice little property that a gen-
tleman could manage. If he had been spared,"
said Lucilla, putting her handkerchief to her

eyes, "and these wicked dreadful people had
not failed, nor nothing happened, I know he
would have bought it himself. Dear papa 1 and
he would have given it to me

;
and most likely,

so far as one can tell, it would have come to

you at the last, and you would have been Mar-

joribanks of Marchbank, like our great-great-

grandpapa; and that is what I want you to

do."

Lucilla's proposition, as it thus unfolded

itself, took away Tom Marjoribanks's breath,
for notwithstanding that it came from a

(young) lady, and was confused by some

slightly unintelligible conditions about doing good
to one's fellow-creatures, it was not any trifling
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or romantic suggestion. Tom, too, could remem-

ber Marchbank, and his uncle's interest in it,

and the careful way in which he explained to

the ignorant that this was the correct pronun-
ciation of his own name. "While Lucilla made
her concluding address, Tom seemed to see him-

self a little fellow, with his eyes and his ears

very wide open, trotting about with small steps
after the Doctor, as he went over the red brick

house and neglected gardens at Marchbank : it

was only to be let then, and had passed through

many hands, and was in miserable case, both

lands and house. But neither the lands nor the

house were bad of themselves, and Tom was,
like Lucilla, perfectly well aware that something

. might be made of them. The idea gave a new
direction to his thoughts. Though he had been

brought up to the bar he had never been a lover

of town, and was in reality, like so many young
Englishmen, better qualified to be something in

the shape of a country gentleman than for any
other profession in the world, and he had left

his profession behind, and was in most urgent
want of something to do. He did not give in

at once with a lover's abject submission, but

thought it over for twenty-four hours at all his

spare moments, when he was smoking his even-

ing cigar in the garden, and studying the light
in his lady's window and when he ought to

have been asleep, and again in the morning when
he sallied forth, before Miss Marjoribanks's blinds

were drawn up or the house had fairly awoke.
He was not a man of brilliant ability, but he
had that sure and steady eye for the real secret

of a position which must have been revealed to

every competent critic by the wonderful clear-

sightedness with which he saw, and the wise

persistence with which he held to the necessity
of an immediate choice between himself and Mr.
Ashburton. He had seen that there was but
that alternative, and he had suffered no delay
nor divergence from the question in hand. And
it was this same quality which had helped him
to the very pretty addition to his small patri-

mony which he had meant to settle on Lucilla,
and which would now make the acquisition of
Marchbank an easy thing enough. And though
Tom had looked wise on the subject of invest-

ment in land, it was a kind of investment in every
way agreeable to him. Thus Lucilla's arrow
went straight to the mark straighter even than
she had expected ;

for besides all the other and
more substantial considerations, there was to

Tom's mind a sweet sense of poetic justice in

the thought that, after his poor uncle's failure,
who had never thought him good enough for

Lucilla, it -should be he and no other who
would give this coveted possession to his cou-
sin. Had Marchbank been in the market in

Dr. Marjoribanks's time, it was he, as Lucilla

herself said, who would have bought it; but in

such a case, so far as the Doctor was concerned,
there would have been little chance for Tom.
Now all that was changed, and it was in Tom's
hands that the wealth of the family lay. It was

. he who was the head, and could alone carry out
what j.ucilla's more original genius suggested.
If the Doctor could but have seen it, he who
had formed plans so very different! but per-
haps l.y that time Dr. Marjoribanks had found

put
that Providence after all had not been so

ill advised as he once thought in committing to

his care such a creative intelligence as that of

Lucilla, and withholding from him "the boy."
As for Miss Marjoribanks, after she had made

up her mind and stated her conviction, she gave
herself no further trouble on the subject, but took
it for granted, with that true wisdom which is un-

fortunately so rare among women. She did not
talk about it over much or display any feverish

anxiety about Marchbank, but left her sugges-
tion to work, and had faith in Tom. At the
same time the tranquillising sense of now know-
ing, to a certain extent, what lay before her
came into Lucilla's mind. It would be a new
sphere, but a sphere in which she would find

herself at home. Still near enough to Carling-
ford to keep a watchful eye upon society and

give it the benefit of her experience, and yet at

the same time translated into a new world,
where her influence might be of untold advan-

tage, as Lucilla modestly said, to her fellow-

creatures. There was a village, not far from
the gates at Marchbank, where every kind of

village nuisance was to be found. There are

people who are very tragical about village

nuisances, and there are other people who
assail them with loathing, as a duty forced

upon their consciences
;
but Lucilla was neither

of the one way of thinking nor of the other.

It gave her the liveliest satisfaction to think of

all the disorder and disarray of the Marchbank
village. Her fingers itched to be at it to set

all the crooked things straight and clear away
the rubbish, and set everything, as she said, on
a sound foundation. If it had been a model

village, with prize flower-gardens and clean as

Arcadia, the thought of it would not havo

given Miss Marjoribanks half so much pleasure.
The thought of all the wretched hovels and
miserable cottages exhilarated her heart. "

They
may be as stupid and ungrateful as they like,"
she said to herself,

" but to be warm and com-
fortable instead of cold and hungry always
makes a difference." Perhaps it was not the

highest motive possible, and it might be more

satisfactory to some people to think of Lucilla

as actuated by lofty sentiments of philanthropy ;

but to persons acquainted with Miss Marjori-
banks's character, her biographer would scorn

to make any pretence. What would be the

good of a spirit full of boundless activity and
benevolent impulses if there was nobody to

help ? what would be the use of self-devotion

if the race in general stood in no need of chari-

table ministrations I Lucilla had been of use to

her fellow-creatures all her life-; and though she

was about to relinquish one branch of useful-

ness, that was not to say that (she should be

prevented from entering into another. The
state of the Marchbank village did her good to

the very bottom of her soul. It justified her to

herself for her choice of Tom, which, but for

this chance of benefiting her country, might
perhaps have had the air of a merely selfish

personal preference. Now she could regard it

in a loftier light, and the thought was sweet to

Lucilla
;
for such a beautiful way of helping her

neighbour would no doubt have been to a cer-

tain extent impracticable amid the many occu-

pations of the Member's wife.

Perhaps the most difficult thing in Miss Mar-

joribanks's way at this otherwise satisfactory
moment was the difficulty she found in persuad-
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ing society, first of the reality, and then of the

justice, of the step she had taken. Most of

them, to tell the truth, had forgotten all about
Tom Marjoribanks. It is true that when Lu-
cilla's intentions and prospects were discussed
in Grange Lane, as they had been so often, it

was not uncommon for people to say, "There
was once a cousin, you know;" but nobody had
ever given very much heed to the sugges-
tion. When LuciUa went to tell Mrs. Chiley
of what had happened, she was but inade-

quately prepared for the surprise with which
her intelligence would be received. For it

all seemed natural enough to Miss Marjori-
banks. She had gone on very steadily for a

long time, without thinking particularly about

anybody, and disposed to accept the most

eligible and satisfactory person who happened
to present himself; but all the time there had
been a warm corner in her heart for Tom.
And then the eligible person had not come, and
she had been worried and wearied, and had had
her losses, like most other people. And it had

always been pleasant to remember that there

was one man in the world who, if she but held
out a finger to him But then the people in

Grange Lane were not capable of discrimination

on such a delicate subject, and had never, as

was to be expected, had the smallest insight
into Lucilla's heart.

"You have something to tell me, Lucilla?"
said old Mrs. Chiley. "You need not say no,
for I can see in your eyes. And how lucky it

is the Colonel is out, and we can have it all to

ourselves. Come here and sit by me, and tell

me all every word."
"Dear Mrs. Chiley," said Lucilla, "you can

always see what one means before one says a
word. And it has all happened so suddenly;
but the very first thing I thought of doing was
to come and tell you."

Mrs. Chiley gave her young friend, who was
leaning over her, a hug, which was the only
answer which could be made to so touching a

speech, and drew Lucilla down upon a low
chair that had been placed by the side of her
sofa. She kept Miss Marjoribanks's hand in her

own, and caressed it, and looked at her with
satisfaction in every line of her face. After

waiting so long, and having so many disap-

pointments, everthing was going to turn out so

entirely as it ought to do at last.
" I think I know what you are going to tell

me, my dear," said Mrs. Chiley; "and I am so

pleased, Lucilla. I only wonder you did not

give me a hint from the very first. You re-

member I asked you when you came here that

snowy afternoon. I was a hard-hearted old

woman, and I daresay you were very vexed
;

but I am so glad to think that the Colonel never
stood out against him, but gave his consent that

very day."
This was the moment, if there ever was such

a moment, when Lucilla lost courage. Mrs.

Chiley was so entirely confident as to what was
coming, and it was something so different that
was really coming ;

and it was hard upon Miss

Marjoribanks to feel that she was about to dis-

appoint everybody's expectations. She had to

clear her throat before she spoke she who
was generally so ready for every emergency;
and she could not help feeling for -the moment

as if she was a young girl who had run away
with somebody, and deceived all her anxious
friends.

"Dear Mrs. Chiley, I am afraid I am not

going to say what you expected," said Lucilla.
" I am very comfortable and happy, and I think
it's for the best

;
and I am so anxious that you

should like him
;
but it is not the person you

are thinking of. It is
"

Here the old lady, to Lucilla's surprise, rose

up upon her pillows and threw her arms around

her, and kissed her over again, and fell a-crying.
"I always said how generous you were, Lu-

cilla," cried Mrs. Chiley.
" I knew it from the

first. I was always fond of him, you know;
and now that he has been beaten, poor dear,
and disappointed, you've gone and made it up
to him! Lucilla, other people may say what

they like, but it is just what I always expected
of you!"

This unlocked for burst of enthusiasm took
Lucilla entirely by surprise. She could not say
in reply that Mr. Cavendish did not want her
to make it up to him

;
but the fact that this

was the only alternative which occurred to Mrs.

Chiley filled Miss Marjoribanks with a sense of

something like positive guilt. She had de-

ceived everybody, and raised false expectations,
and how was she to explain herself? It was
with humility and embarrassment that she

spoke.
" I don't know what you will say when you

hear who it really is," she said. "He has been
fond of me all this time, though he has been so

far away. He went to India because I sent

him, and he came back as soon as ever he
heard about what had happened. And what
could I do ? 1 could not be so ungrateful or so

hard-hearted again as to send him away ?
"

"Lucilla, who is it?
"
said Mrs. Chiley, grow-

ing pale, for she generally had a little wintry
bloom on her cheek like the China roses she

was so fond of. "Don't keep me like this in

suspense."
"Dear Mrs. Chiley," said Lucilla, with the

brevity of excitement, "I don't see what other

person in the world it could be but my cousin

Tom."
Poor Mrs. Chiley started, so that the sofa and

Lucilla's chair and the very room shook. She
said herself afterwards that she felt as if some-

body had discharged a pistol into her breast.

She was so shocked and startled that she threw
off all her coverings and the Affghanistan
blanket Mrs. Beverley had sent, and put her

tottering feeble old feet to the floor and then

she took her young friend solemnly by both
her hands.

"
Oh, Lucilla, my poor dear!

" she cried, "you
have gone and done it without thinking what

you were doing. You have taken it into your
head that it was all over, and that there was

nothing more to look for. And you are only

nine-and-twenty, Lucilla
;
and many a girl mar-

ries very well better than common long after

she's nine-and twenty ;
and I know for a fact

oh! my poor dear child, I know for a certain

fact that Mr. Ashburton was coming forward.

He as good as said it to Lady Richmond, Lucilla

He as good as said, as soon as the election was
over and now you have gone and got impa-

tient, and thrown yourself away !

"
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Miss Marjoribanks was quite carried away for

the moment by this flood of sorrowful elo-

quence. She was silenced, and had nothing to

answer, and accepted it as in some respect a

just penalty for the disappointment she was

causing to everybody. She let Mrs. Chiley say
out her say, and then she restored the old lady
to her sofa, and made her comfortable, and
covered her up with all her wraps and blankets.

Though she ran on in a feeble strain ah
1

the
time weeping and lamenting, Lucilla took no
notice. She wrapped her old friend up, and put
her pillows just as she liked them, and sat

down again on her low chair, and by that time
the poor old lady had sunk into a faint sob of
vexation and disappointment, and had given her
remonstrances up.
"Now, I will tell you all about it," said Miss

Marjoribanks. "I knew you would be sur-

prised; and if it would be any comfort to you,
dear Mrs. Chiley, to know that Mr. Ashburton
did "

" And you refused him, Lucilla?" Mrs. Chi-

ley asked, with horror in her face,
"
Ought I to have accepted him when there

was somebody I liked better ?
"

said Lucilla,

with the force of conscious virtue
;

"
you used

always to say just the contrary. One great
thing that supported me was, that you would
be sure to understand. I did not know it at

the time," said Miss Marjoribanks. with sweet
confidence and simplicity,

" but I see it all now.

Why it never came to anything before, you
know, was that I never could in my heart
have accepted anybody but Tom."

Mrs. Chiley turned round with an unaffected

surprise, which was not unmingled with awe.

Up to this moment she had -been under the im-

pression that it was blindness, and folly, and

stupidity of the Gentlemen which had kept it

from ever coming to anything. It was alto-

gether a new light that broke upon her, con-

fusing, though on the whole satisfactory; but
for the moment she was struck dumb, and had
no answer to make.

"I never knew it myself until lately," said

Miss Marjoribanks with confidential tenderness," and I don't think I could tell it to anyone but

you. Dear Mrs. Chiley, you have always taken
such an interest in me ! I sent him away, you
know, and thought I was only fond of him be-
cause he was my cousin. And then there were
all the others, and some of them were very
nice

;
but always when it came to the point

And it never came into my head that Tom was
at the bottom of it never, till the other day."

Mrs. Chiley was still so much confounded by
this unexpected revelation that it was some
time before she could find her voice ; and even
then the light penetrated slowly into her

mind, and it was only by degrees that she ac-

cepted the new fact thus presented to her
;
that

it was not the gentlemen who were to blame
that it was all Lucilla's or rather Tom Marjori-
banks's fault.

" And Mr. Ashburton, Lucilla ?
" she asked

faintly.
" I am very sorry," said Miss Marjoribanks,

"very very sorry; but I don't think I can
blame myself that I gave him encouragement,
you know. I may have been foolish at other

times, but I am sure I was very careful with

him. It was the election that was to blame. I

spoke very frankly to him," Lucilla added, "for
I knew he was a man to do me justice ;

and it

will always be a comfort to me to think that we
had our our explanation, you know, before I

knew it was Tom."
"
Well, Lucilla, it is a great change," said Mrs.

Chiley, who could not reconcile herselfto the new
condition of affairs. "I don't mean to pretend
that I can make up my mind to it all at once. It

seems so strange that you should have been set-

ting your heart on some one all these ten years,
and never saying a word

;
I wonder how you could

do it. And when people were always in hopes
you would marry at home, as it were, and re-

main in Carlingford. I am sure your poor dear

papa would be as much astonished as anybody.
And I suppose now he will take you away to

Devonshire, where his mother lives, and we
shall never see you any more."
And once more Mrs. Chiley gave a little sob.

" The Firs would almost have been as good as

Grange Lane," she said,
" and the Member for

Carlingford, Lucilla!" As for Miss Marjori-

banks, she knelt down by the side of the sofa

and took her old friend, as well as the blankets
and pillows would permit, into her arms.

" Dear Mrs. Chiley, we are going to buy
Marchbank and settle," said Lucilla, weeping a

little for company. "You could not think I

would ever go far away from you. And as for

being Member for Carlingford, there are Mem-
bers for counties too," Miss Marjoribanks said in

her excitement. It was an exclamation which
came out unawares, and which she never in-

tended to utter
;
but it threw a gleam of light

over the new world of ambition and progress
which was open to Lucilla's far-seeing vision ;

and Mrs. Chiley could not but yield to the spell
of mingled awe and sympathy which thrilled

through her as she listened. It was not to be

supposed that what Lucilla did was done upon
mere unthinking impulse, and when she thought
of Marchbank, there arose in Mrs. Chiley's

mind " the low beginnings of content."

"But, Lucilla," the old lady said with solem-

nity, as she gave her a last kiss of reconciliation

and peace,
"

if all Grange Lane had taken their

oaths to it, I never could have believed, had you
not told me, that, after all, it was to be Tom 1"

CHAPTER LILT.

THIS was the hardest personal encounter which
Miss Marjoribanks was subjected to

;
but when

the news circulated in Grange Lane there was
first a dead pause of incredulity and amaze-

ment, and then such a commotion as could be

compared to nothing except a sudden squall at

sea. People who had been going peaceably on
their way at one moment, thinking of nothing,
were to be seen the next buffeted by the wind
of Rumour and tossed about on the waves of As-
tonishment. To speak less metaphorically (but
there are moments of emotion so overwhelm-

ing and unprecedented that they can be dealt

with only in the language of metaphor) every
household in Grange Lane, and at least half of
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the humbler houses in Grove Street, and a large

proportion of the other dwelling-places in Car-

lingford, were nearly as much agitated about
Lucilla's marriage as if it had been a daughter
of their own. Now that he was recalled to

their minds in such a startling way, people be-

gan to recollect with greater and greater dis-

tinctness that "there was once a cousin, you
know," and to remember him in his youth, and
even in his boyhood when he had been much in

Carlingford. And by degrees the Grange Lane

people came to find that they knew a great
deal about Tom, and to remind each other of
the abrupt end of his last visit, and of his go-

ing to India immediately after, and of many a
little circumstance in Lucilla's looks and gen-
eral demeanour which this denouement seemed
to make plain. Lady Richmond, though she
was a little annoyed about Mr. Ashburton's dis-

appointment, decided at once that it was best

to ignore that altogether, and was quite glad to

think that she had always said there must be

somebody.
" She bore up a great deal too well

against all her little disappointments," said the

county lady, when discussing the matter.

"When a girl does that one may be always
sure there is somebody behind and you know
I always said when she was not just talk-

ing or busy that there was a preoccupation in

Lucilla's eye." This was a speech which Mrs.

"Woodburn, as might have been expected, made
a great deal of but, notwithstanding, it had its

effect in Grange Lane. Going back upon their

recollections most people were able to verify
the fact that Miss Marjoribanks had borne her
little disappointments very well, and that there

was sometimes a preoccupation in her eye. The
first was beyond dispute, and as for the second
it was a thing which did not require a very
great stretch of imagination to suppose and
the unexpected sensation of finding at last a

distinct bit of romance to soften Lucilla's glory
and bring her to the level of ordinary human-

ity, was pleasant to most people. If she had
married Mr. Ashburton it would have been (so far

as anything connected with Miss Marjoribanks
could be) a commonplace conclusion. But now
she had upset everybody's theories, and made
an altogether original and unlooked-for ending
for herself, which was a thing to have been ex-

pected from Lucilla, though nobody could have
foreseen the special turn which her originality
would take, but nothing could have come in

more appropriately after the election, when peo-

ple felt the blank of ordinary existence just be-

ginning to settle down upon them again. It

kept all Carlingford in conversation for a longer
time than might be supposed in these busy
days, for there was not only the fact itself, but

what they were to do, and where they were
to go, to be discussed. And then Tom him-

self began to be visible about Grange Lane
;

and he had heaps of Indian things among his

baggage, and recollected so affectionately the

people he used to know, and dispensed his curi-

osities with such a liberal hand, that the heart

of Carlingford was touched. He had a way of

miscalculating distances, as has been said, and
exercised some kind of magnetic influence upon
all the little tables and unsteady articles of fur-

niture round him, which somehow seemed to

fall if he but looked at thein. But, on the other

I hand, John Brown, who had in hand the sale

of Marchbauk, found him the most straightfor-
ward and clear-headed of clients. The two had
all the preliminaries arranged before any other

intending purchaser had time to turn the mat-
ter over in his mind. And Tom had the old

brick house full of workmen before anybody
knew it was his. When the summer had fairly
commenced he went over and lived there, and
saw to everything, and went so far as to fit up
the drawing-room with the same well-remem-
bered tint of pale green which had been found
ten years ago to suit so well with Lucilla's com-

plexion. It was perhaps a little hazardous to

repeat the experiment, for green, as everybody
knows, is a very trying colour; but it was a

most touching and triumphant proof that to

Tom, at least, Lucilla was as young as ever, and
had not even begun to go off. It was Mr. Hoi-
den who supplied everything, and he was natur-

ally proud of the trust thus reposed in him, and
formed the very highest opinion of his customer;
and it was probably from his enthusiasm on the

subject that might be traced originally that sin-

gular revolution of sentiment in Grange Lane,
which suddenly woke up all in an instant witb?-

out knowing how, to recognise the existence

of Mr. Marjoribanks, and to forget the undu'j

familiarity which had ventured upon the name
Tom.
When Lucilla went over in the most proper

and decorous way, under the charge of aunt

Jemima, to see her future home, the sight of
the village at Marchbauk was sweet to her eyes.
That it was not by any means sweet to any
other sense did but enhance Miss Marjoribanks's
satisfaction.

" A year after this," she said to

herself, and her bosom swelled; for to realise

clearly how much she had it in her power to

do for her fellow-creatures was indeed a pleas-
ure. It occupied her a great deal more than
the gardens did, which Tom was arranging so

carefully, or even than the kitchen, which she

inspected for the information of Nancy ;
for at

that time the drawing-room was not fitted up.
Lucilla's eyes went over the moral wilderness
with the practical glance of a statesman, and, at

the same time, the sanguine enthusiasm of a

philanthropist. She saw of what it was capa-

ble, and already, in imagination, the desert

blossomed like a rose before her beneficent

steps, and the sweet sense of well-doing rose

in her breast. And then to see Tom at March-
bank was to see his qualities. He was not a
man of original mind, nor one who would be

likely to take a bold initiative. Considering all

the circumstances, that was a gift which was

scarcely to be wished for
;
but he had a perfect

genius for carrying out a suggestion, which, it

need scarcely be added, was a faculty which,

considering the good fortune which Providence
had so long reserved for him, made his charac-

ter as near perfect as humanity permits. Lu-
cilla felt, indeed, as she drove away, that appro-
bation of Providence which a well-regulated

mind, in possession of most things which it

desires, might be expected to feel. Other delu-

sive fancies had one time and another swept
across her horizon; but after all there could

be no doubt that only thus could she have
been fitly mated, and full development afforded

to all the treasures of her sprit. As the car-
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riage passed The Firs she sighed and put down
her veil with a natural sentiment, but still she

felt it was for the best. The Member for Car-

lingfordmustbo a busy man, occupied about his

own affairs, and with little leisure for doing

good to his fellow-creatures except in a parlia-

mentary way. "And there are members for

counties as well," Lucilla, in the depths of her

soul, said to herself. Then there rose up be-

fore her a vision of a parish saved, a village

reformed, a county reorganised, and a trium-

phant election at the end, the recompense and
crown of all, which should put the government
of the country itself, to a certain extent, into

competent hands. This was the celestial vision

which floated before Miss Marjoribanks's eyes as

she drove into Carlingford, and recollected, not-

withstanding occasional moments of discourage-

ment, the successful work she had done, and
the good she had achieved in her native town.

It was but the natural culmination of her career

that transferred her from the town to the

County, and held out to her the glorious task

of serving her generation in a twofold way,
among the poor and among the rich. If a mo-

mentary sigh for Grange Lane, which was about
to lose her, breathed from her lips, it was sweet-

ened by a smile of satisfaction for the county
which was about to gain her. The lighter pre-
face of life was past, and Lucilla had the com-
fort of feeling that its course had been full of

benefit to her fellow-creatures
;
and now a larger

sphere opened before her feet, and Lucilla felt

that the arrangements of Providence were on
the whole full of discrimination, and that all

was for the best, and she had not lived in vain.

This being the case, perhaps it is not necessary
to go much further into detail. Mr. Ashburton
never said anything about his disappointment, as

might have been expected. When he did men-
tion that eventful day at all, he said that he had

happened accidentally to be calling on Miss Mar-

joribanks the day her cousin came home, and saw
at once the state of affairs

;
and he sent her a very

nice present when she was married. After all,

it was not her fault. If Providence had ordained

that it was to be Tom, how could Lucilla fly in

the face of such an ordinance; and, at the same

time, there was to both parties the consoling
reflection, that whatever might happen to them
as individuals, the best man had been chosen for

Carlingford, which was an abiding benefit to all

concerned. Under all the circumstances, it was
to be looked for that Miss Marjoribanks's spirits
should improve even in her mourning, and that

the tenacity with which she ciung to her father's

house should yield to the changed state of affairs.

This was so much the case, that Lucilla took heart
to show Mrs. Rider all over her childhood's home,
and to point out all the conveniences to her, and
even, with a sigh, to call her attention to the bell

which hung over the Doctor's bedroom door.
"
It breaks my heart to hear it," Miss Marjoribanks

said
;

" but still Dr. Rider will find it a great
convenience." It was a very nice house

;
and

so the new Doctor's wife, who had not been used
to anything so spacious, was very willing to say ;

and instead of feeling any grudge against the
man who was thus in every respect to take her
father's place, so sweet are the softening influences

of time and personal well-being, that Lucilla, who
was always so good-natured, made many little

arrangements for their comfort, and even left the

carpets, which was a thing nobody could have

expected of her, and which aunt Jemima did not

scruple to condemn. "
They are all fitted," Lucilla

said,
" and if they were taken up they would be

spoiled ;
and besides, we could have no use for

them at Marchbank." It was a very kind thing
to do, and simplified matters very much for the

Riders, who were not rich. But aunt Jemima,
in the background, could not but pull Lucilla's

sleeve, and mutter indistinct remarks about a

valuation, which nobody paid any particular
attention to at the moment, as there were so

many tilings much more important to think of

and to do.

And the presents that came pouring hi from

every quarter were enough to have made up
for twenty carpets. Lucilla got testimonials, so

to speak, from every side, and all Carlingford
interested itself, as has been said, in all the de-

tails of the marriage, as if it had been a daughter
of its own. " And yet it is odd to think that,

after all, I never shall be anything but Lucilla

Marjoribanks," she said, in the midst of all her

triumphs, with a certain pensiveness. If there

could be any name that would have suited her

better, or is surrounded by more touching associa-

tions, we leave it to her other friends to find out;
for at the moment of taking leave of her, there

is something consoling to our own mind in the

thought that Lucilla can now suffer no change of

name. As she was in the first freshness of her

youthful daring, when she rose like the sun upon
the chaos of society in Carlingford, so is she now
as she goes forth into the County to carry light
and progress there. And in this reflection there

is surety comfort for the few remaining malcon-

tents, whom not even his own excellent qualities,

arid Lucilla's happiness, can reconcile to the fact

that after all it was Tom.

THE END.
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A WORD OF APOLOGY FOR MY TITLE.

BEFORE I begin my story, let me crave my reader's indulgence for a brief

word of explanation, for which I know no better form than a parable.

There is an Eastern story I forget exactly where or by whom told of a

certain poor man, who, being in extreme distress, and sorely puzzled as to how
to eke out a livelihood, bethought him to give out that he was a great magician,

endowed with the most marvelous powers among others, that of tracing out

crime, and detecting the secret history of all guilty transactions. Day after day
did he proclaim to the world his wonderful gifts, telling his fellow-citizens what

a remarkable man was among them, and bidding them thank Destiny for the

blessing of his presence. Now, though the story has not recorded whether

their gratitude was equal to the occasion, we are informed that the Calif heard

of the great magician, and summoned him to his presence, for it chanced just at

the moment that the royal treasury had been broken into by thieves, and gems
of priceless value carried away.

" Find out these 'thieves for me," said the Calif,
" or with your own head pay

the penalty of their crime."
" Grant me but forty days, O king," cried he,

" and I will bring them all be-

fore you."
So saying, he went away, but no sooner at home and in the solitude of his

own house, than he tore his beard, beat his breast, and humbling his head to the

ground, cried out,
" Son of a burnt father was I, not to be content with poverty

and a poor existence ! Why did I ever pretend to gifts that I had not, or dare

to tell men that I possessed powers that were not mine ? See to what vain-

glory and boastfulness have brought me. In forty days I am to die an igno-

minious death !"

Thus grieving and self-accusing, the weary hours passed over, and the night

closed in only to find him in all the anguish of his sorrow
;
nor was it the least

poignant of his sufferings, as he bethought him that already one of his forty

days was drawing to its close, for in his heart he had destined this period to

enjoyment and self-indulgence.

Now, though aspiring to the fame of a magician, so little learning did he pos-
sess that it was only by recourse to a contrivance he was able to reckon the

days as they passed, and calculate how much of life remained to him. The ex-

pedient he hit upon was to throw each night into an olive-jar a single date, by

counting which at any time he could know how many days had elapsed.
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While his own conscience smote him bitterly for the foolish deception he had

practiced, there were, as it happened, others who had consciences too, and some-

what more heavily charged than his own. These were the thieves who had

stolen the treasure, and who firmly believed in the magician's powers. Now it

so chanced that on the very instant he was about to throw his first date into the

jar, one ofthe robbers had crept noiselessly to the window, and, peering through
the' half-closed shutter, watched what was doing within. Dimly lighted by a

single lamp, the chamber was half shrouded in a mysterious gloom ;
still the

figure of a man could be descried, as with gestures of sorrow and suffering he

approached a great jar in the middle of the room and bent over it. It was

doubtless an incantation, and the robber gazed with all eagerness ;
but what

was his terror as he beheld the man drop something into the jar, exclaiming, as

he did so, in a loud voice,
" Let Allah be merciful to us ! there is one of them !"

With the speed of a guilty heart he hurried back to his confederates, saying,
" I

had but placed my eye to the chink when he knew that I was there, and cried,
' Ha ! there is one of them !'

"

It is not necessary that I should go on to tell how each night a new thief

stole to the window at the same critical moment to witness the same ceremony,
and listen to the same terrible words

;
as little needful to record how, when the

last evening of all closed in, and the whole robber band stood trembling with-

out, the magician dropped on his knees, and, throwing in the tale of his dates,

cried out,
" There are all of them !" The application of the tory may not be

very flattering when I say that you, good reader, are the Calif; the mock ma-

gician is myself. Our tale will probably from time to time reveal who may be

" ONE OF THEM."
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CHAPTER I.

A PIAZZA AFTER SUNSET.

ONE of the most depressing and languid of all

objects is the aspect of an Italian city in the full

noon of a hot summer's day. The massive

buildings, fortress-like and stern, which show no
touch of life and habitation

;
the glaring streets,

untraversed by a single passer ;
the wide Piazza,

staring vacantly in the broiling sun
;
the shop

doors closed, all evidencing the season of the

siesta, seem all waiting for the hour when long
shadows shall fall over the scorched pavement,
and some air faint though it be of coming
night recall the population to a semblance of

active existence.

With the air of a heated wayfarer, throwing
open his coat to refresh himself, the city, then,

flings wide jalousie and shutter, and the half-

baked inhabitant strolls forth to taste the "bel
fresco." It is the season when nationalities are

seen undisturbed by the presence of strangers.
No travelers are now to be met with

;
the heavy

rumbling or the traveling carriage no longer
thunders over the massive causeway ;

no postill-
ion's whip awakes the echoes of the Piazza; no
landlord's bell summons the eager household to

the deep-arched doorway. It is the People alone

are abroad that gentle Italian people, quiet-

looking, unoffensive as they are. A sort of lan-

guid grace, a kind of dignified melancholy, per-
vades their demeanor, not at all unpleasing;
and if the stranger come fresh from the west of

Europe, with its busy turmoil and zeal of money
getting, he can not but experience a sense of

calm and relief in the aspect of this easily satis-

fied and simple population. As the gloom of

evening thickens the scene assumes more of life

and movement. Vendors of cooling drinks, iced

lemonades, and such-like, move along with gay
flags flaunting over the brilliant urn-like copper
that contains the refreshing beverage. Water-

melons, in all the gushing richness of color, are

at every corner, and piles of delicious fruit lie

under the motley glare from many a paper lan-

tern. Along the quays and bridges, on wide ter-

races or jutting bastions, wherever a breath of

fresh air can be caught, crowds are seated, quiet-

ly enjoying the cool hour. Not a sound to be

heard, save the incessant motion of the fan,
which is to this season what is the cicala to the

hot hour of noon. One can not help feeling
struck by the aspect of a people come thus to

blend like the members of one large family.
There they are, of every age and of every con-

dition, mingling with a sort of familiar kindli-

ness that seems like a domesticity.
In all this open-air life, with its inseparable

equality, one sees the embers of that old fire

which once kindled the Italian heart in the days

of their proud and glorious Republics. They
are the descendants of those who, in the self-

same spots, discussed the acts of doges and sen-

ates, haughty citizens of states the haughtiest of

all their age and now
Whether come by chance, or detained by some

accident, two English travelers were seated one

evening in front of the Cafe Doney, at Florence,
in contemplation of such a scene as this, listless-

ly smoking their cigars ; they conversed occasion-

ally in that "staccato" style of conversation

known to smokers.

One was an elderly, fine-looking man, of that

hale and hearty stamp we like to think English ;

the young fellow at his side was so exactly his

counterpart in lineament and feature, that none
could doubt 'them to be father and son. It is

true that the snow-white hair of one was repre-
sented by a rich auburn in the other, and the

quiet humor that lurked about the father's

mouth was concealed in the son's by a handsome

mustache, most carefully trimmed and curled.

The cafe behind them was empty, save at a

single table, where sat a tall, gaunt, yellow-
cheeked man, counting and recounting a num-
ber of coins the waiter had given him in change,
and of whose value he seemed to entertain mis-

givings, as he held them up one by one to the

light and examined them closely. In feature he
was acute and penetrating, with a mixture of

melancholy and intrepidity peculiarly character-

istic; his hair was long, black, and wavelcss,
and fell heavily over the collar of his coat be-

hind; his dress was a suit of coffee-colored

brown coat, waistcoat, and trowsers
;
and even

to his high-peaked conical hat the same tint ex-

tended. In age he might have been any thing
from two-and-thirty to forty or upward.

Attracted by an extraordinary attempt of the

stranger to express himself in Italian to the wait-

er, the young Englishman turned round, and

then, as quickly leaning down toward his father,

said, in a subdued voice,
' '

Only think ;
there he

is again ! The Yankee we met at Meurice's, at

Spa, Ems, the Rhigi, Como, and Heaven knows
where besides ! There he is talking Italian, own
brother to his French, and with the same success

too !"

"Well, well, Charley," said the other, good-

humoredly, "it is not from an Englishman can

come the sneer about such blunders. We make
sad work of genders and declensions ourselves

;

and as for our American, I rather like him, and
am not sorry to meet him again."
"You surely can not mean that. There's not

a fault of his nation that he does not, in one

shape or other, represent ; and, in a word, he is

a bore of the first water."

"The accusation of boredom is one of those

ugly confessions which ennui occasionally makes
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of its o\vn inability to be interested. Now, for

my part, the Yankee does not bore me. He is a

sharp, shrewd man, always eager for informa-

tion."
* I'd call him inquisitive," broke in the youn-

ger.
"There is an honest earnestness, too, in his

manner a rough vigor
"

" That*recalls stump-oratory, and that sledge-
hammer school so popular 'down west.'

"

" It is because he is intensely American that

I like him, Charley. I heartily respect the hon-
est zeal with which he tells you that there are

no institutions, no country, no people to be com-

pared with his own."
' ' To me, the declaration is downright offens-

ive
;
and I think there is a wide interval between

prejudice and an enlightened patriotism. And
when I hear an American claim for his nation a

pre-eminence not alone in courage, skill, and in-

ventive genius, but in all the arts of civilization

and refinement, I own I'm at a loss whether to

laugh at or quarrel with him."
" Take my advice, Charley, don't do either ;

or, if you must do one of the two. better even the

last than the first."

Half stung 4>y the tone of reproof in these

v/ords, and half angry with himself, perhaps, for

his own petulance, the young man flung the end
of his cigar away, and walked out into the street.

Scarcely, however, had he done so when the sub-

ject of their brief controversy arose, and ap-

proached the Englishman, saying, with a drawl-

ing tone and nasal accent,
" How is your health,

stranger? I hope I see you pretty well ?"
"
Quite so, I thank you," said the other, cor-

dially, as he moved a chair toward him.

"You've made a considerable tour of it"

(pronounced
'

tower')
" since we met, I reckon.

You were bound to do Lombardy, and the silk-

worms, and the rice-fields, and the ancient cities,

and the galleries, and such like and you've
done them?"
The Englishman bowed assent.
' '

Well, sir, so have I, and it don't pay. No,
it don't. It's noways pleasing to a man with a

right sense of human natur' to see a set of half-

starved, squalid loafers making a livin' out of old

tombs and ruined churches, with lying stories

about martyrs' thumb-nails and saints' shin-

bones. That won't make a people, sir, will it ?"

"But you must have seen a great deal to in-

terest you, notwithstanding."
"At Genoa, sir. I like Genoa they're a

wide-awake active set there. They've got trade,

sir, and they know it."

"The city, I take it, is far more prosperous
than pleasant, for strangers?"
"Well now, sir, that ere remark of yours

strikes me as downright narrow, and, if I might
be permitted, I'd call it mean illiberal. Why
should you or I object to people who prefer their

own affairs to the pleasant task of amusing us ?"
"
Nay, I only meant to observe that one might

find more agreeable companions than men in-

tently immersed in money-getting."
"Another error, and a downright English er-

ror, too
;

for it's one of your national traits,

stranger, always to abuse the very thing that you
do best. What arc you as a people but a hard-

working, industrious, serious race, ever striving
to do this a little cheaper, and that a little quick-

er, so as to beat the foreigner, and with all that

you'll stand up and say there ain't nothing on
this universal globe to be compared to loafing !"" I would hope that you have not heard this

sentiment from an Englishman ?"

"Not in them words not exactly in them
terms, but from the same platform* stranger.
Why, when you want to exalt a man for any
great service to the state, you ain't satisfied with
making him a loafer for a lord is just a loafer,
and no more nor no less but you make his son
a loafer, and all his descendants forever. What
would you say to a fellow that had a fast trotter,
able to do his mile, on a fair road, in two forty-
three, instead of keeping him in full working
condition, and making him earn his penny, would
just turn him out in a paddock to burst himself
with clover, and the same with all his stock, for

no other earthly reason than that they were the
best blood and bone to be found any where ?

There ain't sense or reason in that, stranger, is

there ?"

"I don't think the parallel applies.""
Maybe not, sir

;
but you have my meaning ;

perhaps'l piled the metaphor too high; but as

John Jacob Byles says, 'If the charge has hit

you, it don't signify a red cent what the wad-

ding was made of.'
"

"I must say that you are less than just in

your estimate of our men of leisure," said the

Englishman mildly.
"I ain't sure of that, sir; they live too much

together, like our people down south, and that's

not the way to get rid of prejudices. They've
none of that rough-and-tumble with the world
as makes men broad-minded, and marciful, and

forgiving ;
and they come at last to that wicked-

est creed of all,' to think themselves the super-
fine salt of the earth. Now there ain't no super-
fine salt peculiar to any rank or class. Human
natur' is good and bad every where ay, sir, I'll

go further, I've seen good in ariigger!"
"I'm glad to hear you say so," said the En-

glishman, repressing, but not without difficulty,
a tendency to smile.

"Yes, sir, there's good among all men, even
the Irish."

"I feel sorry that you should make them an
extreme case."

"Well, sir," said he, drawing a long breath,

"they're main ugly main ugly, that's a fact.

Not that they can do us any mischief. Our
Constitution is a mill where there's never too

much water the more power, the more we
grind; and even if the stream do come down
somewhat stocked with snags and other rubbish

upon it, the machine is an almighty smasher,
and don't leave one fragment sticking to the oth-

er when it gets a stroke at 'era. Have you nev-

er been in the States, stranger ?"

"Never. I have often planned such a ram-

ble, but circumstances have somehow or other

always interfered with the accomplishment."

"Well, sir, you're bound to go there, if only
to correct the wrong impressions of your literary

people, who do nothing but slander and belie

us."

"Not latterly, surely. You have nothing to

complain of on the part of our late travelers."

"I won't say that. They don't make such a

fuss about chewing, and whittling, and the like,

as the first fellows
;
but they go en a sneering
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about political dishonesty, Yankee sharpness, and
trade rogueries, taat ain't noways pleasing and
what's more, it ain't fair. But as /say, sir, go
and see for yourself, or, if you can't do that,

send your son. Isn't that young man there your
son?"
The young Englishman turned and acknowl-

edged the allusion to himself by the coldest im-

aginable bow, and that peculiarly unspeculative
stare so distinctive in his class and station.

"I'm unreasonable proud to see you again,

sir," said the Yankee, rising.

"Too much honor!" said the other, stiffly.

"No it ain't no honor whatever. It's a

fact, though, and that's better. Yes, sir, I like

yott/"
The young man merely bowed his acknowl-

edgment, and looked even more haughty than
before. It was plain, however, that the Ameri-
can attached little significance to the disdain of

his manner, for he continued in the same easy,
unembarrassed tone :

"Yes, sir, I was at Lucerne that morning
when you flung the boatman into the lake that

tried to prevent your landing out of the boat.

I saw how you buckled to your work, and I said

to myself, 'There's good stuff there, though he
looks so uncommon conceited and proud.'

"

"Charley is ready enough at that sort of thing,"
said the father, laughing heartily ; and, indeed,
after a moment of struggle to maintain his grav-

ity, the young man gave way and laughed too.

The American merely looked from one to the

other, half sternly, and as if vainly trying to as-

certain the cause of their mirth. The elder En-

glishman was quick to see the awkwardness of

the moment, and apply a remedy to it.

"I was amused, "said he, good-humoredly,
"at the mention of what had obtained for my
son your favorable opinion. I believe that it's

only among the Anglo-Saxon races that pugnac-
ity takes place as a virtue."

"Well, sir, if a man hasn't got it, it very lit-

tle matters what other qualities he possesses.

They say courage is. a bull-dog's property; but

would any one like to be lower than a bull-dog ?

Besides, sir, it is what has made you great, and
us greater."

There was a tone of defiance in this speech

evidently meant to provoke a discussion, and the

young man turned angrily round to accept the

challenge, when a significant look from his fa-

ther restrained him. With a few common-place
observations dexterously thrown out, the old

man contrived to change the channel of conver-

sation, and then, reminded by his watch of the

lateness of the hour, he apologized for a hasty
departure, and took his leave.

"
Well, was I right ?" said the young man, as

he walked along at his father's side. "Is he
not a bore, and the worst of all bores, too a

quarrelsome one?"
"I'm not so sure of that, Charley. It was

plain he didn't fancy our laughing so heartily,
and wanted an explanation which he saw no
means of asking for

;
and it was, perhaps, as a

sort of reprisal he made that boastful speech ;

but I am deeply mistaken if there be not much
to like and respect in that man's nature."
"There may be some grains of gold in the

mud of the Arno there, if any one would spend
a life to search for them." said the youth, con-

temptuously. And with this ungracious speech
; the conversation closed, and they walked on in

silence.

CHAPTER II.

THE VILLA CAPRINA.

IT was a few days after the brief scene we have

just recorded that the two Englishmen were

seated, after sunset, on a little terraced plateau
in front of an antiquated villa. As they are des-

tined to be intimate acquaintances of our reader
in this tale, let us introduce them by name, Sir

William Heathcote and his son Charles.

With an adherence to national tastes which
are rapidly fading away, they were enjoying their

wine after dinner, and the spot they had selected

for it was well chosen. From the terrace when;

they sat, a perfect maze of richly-wooded glens
could be seen, crossing and recrossing each other

in every direction. From the depths of some
arose the light spray of boiling mountain tor-

rents
; others, less wild in character, were mark-

ed by the blue smoke curling up from some hum-
ble homestead. Many a zigzag path of trellis

vines straggled up the hill-sides, now, half buried
in olives, now, emerging in all the grotesque

beauty of its own wayward growth. The tall

maize and the red lucerne grew luxuriantly be-

neath the fig and the pomegranate, while 'here

and there the rich soil, rent with heat, seemed
unable to conceal its affluence, and showed the

yellow gourds and the melons bursting up
through the fruitful earth. It was such a scene,

as at once combined Italian luxuriance with the

verdant freshness of a Tyrol landscape, and of

which the little territory that once called itself

the Duchy of Lucca can boast many instances.

As background to the picture, the tall mount-
ains of Carrara, lofty enough to be called Alps,
rose, snow-capped and jagged, in the distance,
and upon their summits the last rays of the set-

ting sun now glowed with the ruddy brilliancy of

a carbuncle.

These Italian landscapes win one thoroughly
from all other scenery, after a time. At first

they seem hard and stern
;
there is a want of

soft distances
;

the eye looks in vain for the

blended shadows of northern landscape and that

rustic character so suggestive of country life
;

but in their clear distinctness, their marvelous

beauty of outline, and in that vastness of view

imparted by an atmosphere of cloudless purity,
there are charms indisputably great.
As the elder Englishman looked upon this

fair picture, he gave a faint sigh, and said, "I
was thinking, Charley, what a mistake we make
in life in not seeking out such spots as these

when the world goes well with us, and we have
our minds tuned to enjoyment, instead of com-

ing to them careworn and weary, and when, at

best, they only distract us momentarily from our

griefs."
"And my thought," said the younger, "was,

what a blunder it is to come here at all. This
villa life Avas only endurable by your Italian no-

ble, who came here once a year to squabble with

his 'Fattore' and grind his peasants. He came
to see that they gave* him his share of oil and
didn't water his miserable wine

;
he neither had
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society nor sport. As to our English country-
house life, what can compare with it!"

" Even that we have over-civilized, making it

London in every thing London hours, London

company, topics, habits, tastes, all smacking of

town life. Who, I ask you, thinks of his country

existence, nowadays, as a period of quietness
and tranquil enjoyment? Who goes back to

the shade of his old elms to be with himself or

some favorite author that he feels to like a dear

friend ?"
" No

;
but he goes for famous hunting and the

best shooting in Europe, it being no disparage-
ment to either that he gets back at evening to a

capital dinner and as good company as he'd find

in town."

"May is of my mind," said Sir William, half

triumphantly ;
"she said so last night."

"And she told me exactly the reverse this

morning," said the younger.
" She said the mo-

notony of this place was driving her mad. Scene-

ry, she remarked, without people, is pretty much
what a panorama is compared to a play."

"May is a traitress, and here she comes to

make confession to which of us she has been

false," said Sir William, gayly, as he arose to

place a chair for the young girl who now came
toward them.

" I have heard you both, gentlemen," said she,

with a saucy toss of her head, "and I should

like to hear why I should not agree with each

and disagree afterward, if it so pleased me."
"Oh! if you fall back upon prerogative

"

began Sir William.
" I have never quitted it. It is in the sover-

eignty of my woman's will that I reconcile opin-
ions seemingly adverse, and can enjoy all the

splendors of a capital and all the tameness of a

village. I showed you already how I could ap-

preciate Paris; I mean now to prove how charm-
ed I can be with the solitudes of Marlia."

"Which says, in plain English,"said the young
man,

" that you don't care for either."

"Will you condescend to be a little more gal-

lant than my cousin, sir," said she, turning to

Sir William,
" and at least give me credit for

having a mind and knowing it ?"

There was a pettish half-seriousness in her tone

that made it almost impossible to say whether

she was amused or angry, and to this also the

changeful expression of her beautiful features

contributed, for, though she smiled, her dark

gray eyes sparkled like one who invited a con-

tradiction. In this fleeting trait was the secret

of her nature. May Leslie was one of Fortune's

spoiled children one of those upon whom so

many graces and good gifts had been lavished,
that it seemed as though Fate had exhausted

her resources, and left herself no more to be-

stow.

She had surpassing beauty, youth, health, high

spirits, and immense wealth. By her father's

will she had been contracted in marriage with
her distant relative, Charles Heathcote, with the

proviso that if, on attaining the age of nineteen,
she felt averse to the match, she should forfeit a
certain estate in Wales, which had once belong-
ed to the Heathcotes, and contained the old. res-

idence of that family.
Sir William and his son had been living in the

retirement of a little German capital, when the

tidings of this wardship reached them. A num-

ber of unfortunate speculations had driven the
Baronet into exile from England, and left him
with a pittance barely sufficient to live in the
strictest economy. To this narrow fortune Charles
Heathcote had come back, after serving in a most
extravagant Hussar regiment, and taken his part
in the famous charge of Balaklava, and the dash-

ing soldier first heard, as he lay wounded in the

hospital, that he must leave the service, and re-

tire into obscurity. If it had not been for his

strong affection for his father, Charles would
have enlisted as a private soldier, and taken his

chance for future distinction, but he could not
desert him at such a moment, nor separate him-
self from that share of privation which should be
henceforth borne in common

;
and so he came

back, a bronzed, brave soldier, true-hearted and

daring, and, if a little stem, no more so than

might be deemed natural in one who had met
such a heavy reverse on the very threshold of
life.

Father and son were at supper in a little ar-

bor of their garden, near Weimar, when the post

brought them the startling news that May Leslie,
who was then at Malta, would be at Paris in a
few days, where she expected to meet them.
When Sir William had read through the long
letter of the lawyer, giving an account of the
late General Leslie's will, with its strange con-

dition, he handed it to his son, without a word.
The young man read it eagerly : his color

changed once or twice as he went on, and his

face grew harder and sterner ere he finished.

"Do you mean to accept this wardship?" asked

he, hurriedly.
"There are certain reasons for which I can

not decline it, Charley,
"
said the other, mildly.

"All my life long I have been Tom Leslie's

debtor, in gratitude, for as noble a sacrifice as

ever man made. We were both suitors to your
mother, brother officers at the time, and well re-

ceived in her father's house. Leslie, however,
was much better looked on than myself, for I was
then but a second son, while he was the heir of a

very large estate. There could not have been a
doubt that his advances would have outweighed
mine in a father and mother's estimate, and as

he was madly in love, there seemed nothing to

prevent his success. Finding, however, in a con-

versation with your mother, that her affections

were mine, he not only relinquished the place in

my favor, but, although most eager to purchase
his troop, suffered me, his junior, to pass over his

head, and thus attain the rank which enabled me
to marry. Leslie went to India, where he mar-

ried, and we never met again. It was only seme
seven or eight months ago I read of his being
named governor of a Mediterranean dependen-

cy, and the very next paper mentioned his death,
when about to leave Calcutta."

"It is, then, most probable that when making
this will, he had never heard of our reverses in

fortune?" said the young man.
"It is almost certain he had not, for it is

dated the very year of that panic which ruined

me."

"And, just as likely, might never have left such

a will, had he known our altered fortunes?"

"I'm not so sure of that : at all events, I can

answer for it that no change in our condition

would have made Tom Leslie alter the will if he

had once made it in our favor."
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" I have no fancy for the compact, read it how

you may," said Charles, impatiently; "nor can

I say which I like least, the notion of marrying a

woman who is bound to accept me, or accepting
a forfeit to release her from the obligation."

"I own it is embarrassing," said Sir William,
after a moment's hesitation in choosing a suit-

able word.
"A downright indignity, I'd call it," said the

other, warmly, "and calculated to make the

man odious in the woman's eyes, whichever lot

befell him."
"The wardship must be accepted, at all events,

"

said Sir William, curtly, as he arose and folded

up the letter.

"You are the best judge of that
;
for if it de-

pended upon me
"
Come, come, Charley," said Sir William, in

his tone of habitual kindness,
" this life of quiet

obscurity and poverty that we lead here has no
terrors for me. I have been so long away from

England, that if I went back to-morrow I should
look in vain for any of my old companions. I

have forgotten the habits and the ways of home,
and I have learned to submit myself to twenty
things here which would be hardships elsewhere,
but I don't like to contemplate the same sort of

existence for you : I want to speculate on a very
different future

;
and if if Nay, you need

not feel so impatient at a mere conjecture.""
Well, to another point," said the young man,

hastily.
" We have got, as you have just said,

to know that we can live very comfortably and

contentedly here, looking after our celery and

seakale, and watching our silver groschen; are

you so very certain that you'd like to change all

this life, and launch out into an expensive style
of living, to suit the notions of a rich heiress,

and, what' is worse again, to draw upon her re-

sources to do it ?"
" I won't deny that it will cost me severely,

but, until we see her and know her, Charley, un-
til we find out whether she may be one whose

qualities will make our sacrifices easy
"

"Would you accept this charge if she were

perfectly portionless, and without a shilling in

the world?"
"If she were Tom Leslie's daughter, do you

mean?"
"
Ay, any one's daughter."

" To be sure I would, boy ;
and if I were only

to consult my own feelings in the matter, I'd say
that I'd prefer this alternative to the other."

"Then I have no more to say," said the other,
as he walked away.

Within a month after this conversation, the

little cottage was shut up, the garden wicket

closed with a heavy padlock, and to any chance

inquirer after its late residents, the answer re-

turned was, that their present address was Place

Vendome, Paris.
" Tell me your company," said the old adage ;

but, alas ! the maxim had reference to other

habits than our present day ones. With what

company now does not every man mix? Bish-

ops discuss crime and punishment with ticket-of-

leave men; fashionable exquisites visit the re-

sorts of thieves
;
"swell people" go to hear mad-

rigals at Covent Garden
;
and as for the Ring,

it is equally the table-land to peer and pickpock-
et. If, then, you would hazard a guess as to a
man's manners, nowadays, ask not his company,

but his whereabouts. Run your eye over the ad-

dresses of that twice-remanded insolvent, rang-

ing from Norfolk Street, Strand, to Berkeley

Square,with Boulogne-sur-Mer, St. John'sWood,
Cadiz, the New Cut, Bermondsey, and the Edge-
ware-road, in the interval, and say if you can

not, even out of such slight materials, sketch off

his biography.
" The style is the man," says the adage ;

and
we might with as much truth say, "the street is

the man." In his locality is written his ways
and means, his manners, his morals, his griefs,

joys, and ambitions. We live in an age prolific
in this lesson. Only cast a glance at the daily
sacrifices of those who to reside within the periph-

ery of greatness, submit to a crushing rent and
a comfortless abode. Think of him, who, to date

his note "
Street, Berkeley Square," denies

himself honest indulgence, all because the world

has come to believe that certain spots are the

"Regions of the Best," and that they who live

there must needs be that grand English ideal

respectable.
Dear me, what unheard-of sacrifices does it

demand of humble fortunes to be Respectable !

what pinching, and starving, and saving ! what
self-denial and what striving ! what cheerless lit-

tle dinner-parties to other Respectables ! what

dyeing of black silks and stoving of old ostrich

feathers ! And how and wherefore have we wan-
dered off in this digression ? Simply to say that

Sir William Heathcote and his ward were liv-

ing in a splendid quarter of Paris, and after that

rambled into Germany, and thence' to Como and
down to Rome, very often delighted with their

choice of residence, enjoying much that was en-

joyable, but still, shall we own it, never finding
the exact place they seemed to want, nor exact-

ly the people with whom they were willing to

live in intimacy. They had been at Baden in

the summer, at Como in the late autumn, ajt

Rome in the winter, at Castellamare in the spring

every where in its season, and yet somehow
And so they began to try that last resource of

bored people places out of the season and places
out of common resort and it was thus that they
found themselves at Florence in June and in

Marlia in July.

CHAPTER III.

TRAVELING ACQUAINTANCE.

ABOUT the same hour of the same evening
which we have just chronicled, a group of per-
sons sat under some spreading chestnut-trees be-

side a brawling little rivulet at the Bagni do

Lucca. They were travelers, chance acquaint-
ances thrown together by the accidents of the

road, and entertained for each other those varied

sentiments of like and dislike, those mingled dis-

trusts, suspicions, and beliefs which, however un-

consciously to ourselves, are part of the educa-

tion traveling impresses, and which, when long

persevered in, make up that acute, but not al-

ways amiable individual, we call
" an old trav-

eler."

We are not about to present them all to our

reader, and will only beg to introduce to his no-

tice a few of the notabilities then present. Place

aux dames! then, and first of all, we beg at-
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tendon to the dark-eyed, dark-haired, and very

delicately-featured woman who in half-mourn-

ing, and with a pretty but fantastically costumed

child beside her, is working at an embroidery-
frame close to the river. She is a Mrs. Penthony
Morris, the wife or the widow both opinions

prevail of a Captain Penthony Morris, killed

in a duel, or in India, or alive in the Marshalsea,
or at Baden-Baden, as may be. She is striking

looking, admirably dressed, has a most beautiful

foot, as you may see where it rests upon the rail

of the chair placed in front of her, and is, . alto-

gether, what that very smartly dressed, much-

beringed, and essenced young gentleman near

her has already pronounced her, "a stunning
fine woman." He is a Mr. Mosely, one of those

unhappy young Londoners whose family fame is

ever destined to eclipse their own gentility, for

he is immediately recognized, and drawlingly do
men inquire some twenty times a day, "Ain't
he a son of Trip and Mosely's, those fellows in

Bond Street ?" Unhappy Trip and Mosely !

why have you rendered yourselves so great and
illustrious? why have your tasteful devices in

gauze, your "sacrifices" in chalis, your "last

new things in grenadine," made such celebrity
around you, that Tom Mosely,

" out for his

travels," can no more escape the shop than if he
were languishing at a customer over a "sweet
article in white tarlatane?" In the two com-
fortable arm-chairs, side by side, sit two indu-

bitable specimens, male and female, of the An-

glo-Saxon family: Mr. Morgan, that florid man,
wiping his polished bald head, and that fat lady

fanning with all her might. Are they not En-

glish ? They are ' '

out,
"
and, judging from their

recorded experiences, only dying to be "in" again.
4 ' Such a set of cheating, lying, lazy set of ras-

cals are these Italians ! Independence, sir
;
don't

talk to me of that humbug ! What they want is

English travelers to fleece and English women to

marry." Near to these, at full length, on two

chairs, one of which reclines against a tree at an

angle of about forty degrees, sits our Yankee ac-

quaintance, whom we may as well present by
his name, Leonidas Shaver Quackinboss ;

he is

smoking a "
Virginian" about the size of a mar-

shal's baton, and occasionally sipping at a "cob-

bler," which with much pains he has com-

pounded for his own drinking. Various others

of different ranks and countries are scattered

about, and in the centre- of all, at a small table

with a lamp, sits a short, burly figure, with a

strange mixture of superciliousness and drollery
in his face, as though there were a perpetual
contest in his nature whether he would be im-

pertinent or amusing. This was Mr. Gorman
O'Shea, Member of Parliament for Inchabogue,
and for three weeks a Lord of the Treasury when
O'Connell was king.

Mr. O^Shea is fond of public speaking. He
has a taste for proposing, or seconding, or re-

turning thanks that verges on a passion, so that

even in a private dinner with a friend he has
been known to arise and address his own com-

panion in a set speech, adorned with all the

graces and flowers of post-prandial eloquence.
Upon the present occasion he has been, to his

great delight, deputed to read aloud to the com-

pany from that magic volume by which the Con-
tinent is expounded to Englishmen, and in whose

pages they are instructed in every thing from

passports to pictures, and drilled in all the mys-
teries of money, posting, police regulation*,
domes, dinners, and divine service by a clergy-man of the Established Church. In a word, he
is reciting John Murray.
To understand the drift of the present meeting,

we ought to mention that, in the course of a
conversation started that day at the table d'hote,
it was suggested that such of the company as
felt disposed might make an excursion to Marlia
to visit a celebrated villa there, whose gardens
alone were among the great sights of Northern

Italy. All had heard of this charming resi-

dence
;
views of it had been seen in every print-

shop. It had its historical associations from a

veiy early period. There were chambers where
murders had been committed, conspiracies held,
confederates poisoned. King and Kaisar had
passed the night there

;
all of which were duly

and faithfully chronicled in "John," and im-

pressively recited by Mr. Gorman O'Shea in the

richest accents of his native Doric. " There you
have it now," said he, as he closed the volume

;

"and I will say, it hasn't its equal any where
for galleries, ten-aces, carved architraves, stuc-

coed ceilings and frescoes, and all the other bald-

erdash peculiar to these places."

"Oh, Mr. O'Shea, what profanation!" inter-

posed Mrs. Morris; "walls immortalized by
Giotto and Cimabue !"

"Haven't they got stunning names of their

own?" broke in Quackinboss. "That's one of
the smartest dodges to secure fame. You must
be something out of the common. There was a
fellow up at Syracuse toAvnland, Measles, North

Carolaina, and his name was Flay Hams; they
called him Flea"

"That ceiling of the great hall was a work
of Guide's, you said ?" inquired Mrs. Morris.

""A pupil of Guide's, a certain Simone Affret-

ti, who afterward made the designs for the Twelve

Apostles in the window of the chapter-room at

Sienna," read out Mr. O'Shea.
" Who can vouch for one word of all that, sir?"

burst in Mr. Morgan, with a choleric warmth.
"Who is to tell me, sir, that you didn't write

that, or Peter Noakes, or John Murray himself,
if there be such a man?"
"I can vouch for the last," said a pale, gen-

tle-looking young fellow, who was arranging the

flies in a fishing-book under a tree at a little dis-

tance. "If it will relieve you from any embar-
rassments on the score of belief, I can assist you
so far."

If there was a faint irony in this speech, the

mild look of the speaker and his softened accents

made it seem of the very faintest, and so even

the bluff Mr. Morgan himself appeared to ac-

knowledge.
"As you say so, Mr. Layton, I will consent

to suppose there is such a man
;
not that the

fact, in the slightest degree, touches my original

proposition."

"Certainly not, Tom," chimed in Mrs. Mor-

gan, in a thick voice, like one drowning.
"But if you doubt Guido, you may doubt

Raphael, Titian, Michael Angelo," burst in Mrs.

Morris, with a holy terror in her voice.

"Well, ma'am, I'm capable of all that, and

worse."

What that "worse" was there is no saying,

though possibly Mr. Mosely was trying to guess
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at it in the whisper he ventured to Mrs. Morris,
and which made that lady smile incredulously.

' '
I now, sir, rise to put the original motion,

"

said O'Shea, assuming that parliamentary tone

which scandal pretended he displayed every
where but in the House: "is it the opinion of

this committee that we should all go and visit

the Villa Caprini ?"

"Are we quite sure it is to be seen?" inter-

posed Mr. Layton; "it may be occupied, and

by persons who have no fancy to receive stran-

gers."
"The observation strikes me as singularly

narrow and illiberal, sir," burst in Morgan, with

warmth. "Are we of the nineteenth century to

be told that any man I don't care how he calls

himself has a vested right in the sight or in-

spection of objects devised, and designed, and

completed centuries before he was born?"
"Well put, Tom remarkably well put,"

smothered out Mrs. Morgan.
"Will you say, sir" assumed he, thus cheer-

ed on to victory
"

will you say, sir, that if these

objects, frescoes, bas-reliefs, or whatever other

name you give them, have the humanizing in-

fluence you assume for them which, by the

way, I am quite ready to dispute at another op-

portunity with you or that other young gentle-
man yonder, whose simpering sneer would seem
to disparage my sentiment

"

"If you mean me, sir," took up Mr. Mosely,
" I wasn't so much as attending to one word you
said."

"No, Tom, certainly not," burst in Mrs. Mor-

gan, answering with energy some suddenly ejac-
ulated purpose of her wrathy spouse.
"I simply meant to say," interposed Layton,

mildly,
' ' that such a visit as we propose might

be objected to, or conceded in a way little agree-
able to ourselves."

' 'A well-written note, a gracefully worded re-

quest, which nobody could do better than Mr.
Alfred Layton

"
began Mrs. Morris, when a

dissenting gesture from that gentleman stopped
her. " Or perhaps," continued she,

" Mr. Gor-
man O'Shea would so far assist our project ?"

"My motion is to appear at the bar of the

house I mean at the gate-lodge sending in

our names, with a polite inquiry to know if we

may see the place," said Mr. O'Shea.

"Well, stranger, I stand upon your platform,"
chimed in Qnackinboss ;

"I'm in no manner of

ways
'

posted' up in your Old World doings, but

I'd say that you've fixed the question all

straight."

"Show-places are show-places; the people
who take them know it," blurted out Mr. Mor-

,gan. "Ay, and, what's more, they're proud of it.
"

"They are, Tom," said his wife, authorita-

tively.
" If you'd give me one of them a present, for

the living in it, I'd not take it. No, sir, I'd not,"
reiterated Morgan, with a fierce energy.

' ' What
is a man in such a case, sir, but a sort of ap-
praiser, a kind of agent to show off his own fur-

niture, telling you to remark that cornice, and
not to forget that malachite chimney-piece."
"Very civil of him, certainly," said Layton,

in his low, quiet voice, which, at the same time,
seemed to quiver with a faint irony.

^"No, sir, not civil, only boastful
;
mere purse-

pride, nothing more."

"Nothing, Tom absolutely nothing.''
"What's before the house this evening the

debate looks animated ?" said a fine bright-eyed

boy of about fourteen, who lounged carelessly on

Layton's shoulder as he came up.
"It was a little scheme to visit the Villa

Caprini, my lord," said Mosely, not sorry to

have the opportunity of addressing himself to a

person of title.

"How jolly, eh, Alfred! What say you to

the plan?" said the boy, merrily.

Layton answered something, but in a tone too

low to be overheard.
"
Oh, as to that," replied the boy, quickly, "if

he be an Englishman who lives there surely some
of us must know him."
"The very remark I was about to make, my

lord," smiled in Mrs. Morris.

"Well, then, we agree to go there, that's the

main thing," said O'Shea. "Two carriages, I

suppose, will hold us
;
and as to the time, shall

we say to-morrow?"
To-morrow was unanimously voted by the

company, who now set themselves to plot the

details of the expedition, amid which not the

least knotty was who were to be the fellow-travel-

ers with Mr. and Mrs. Morgan, a post of danger

assuredly not sought for with any heroic intre-

pidity, while an equally eager intrigue was on
foot about securing the presence of the young
Marquis of Agincourt and his tutor Mr. Layton.
The ballot, however, routed all previous machin-

ations, deciding that the young peer was to

travel with the Morgans and Colonel Quackin-

boss, an announcement which no deference to

the parties themselves could prevent being re-

ceived with a blank disappointment, except by
Mr. Layton, who simply said,

"We shall take care to be in time, Mrs. Mor.

gan ;" and then, drawing his pupil's arm withiq

his own, strolled negligently away.

CHAPTER IV.

VISITORS.

"I FORETOLD all this," said Charles Heath-

cote, peevishly, as a sen'ant presented a number
of visiting-cards with a polite request from the

owners to be allowed to visit the villa and its

gardens.
" I often warned you of the infliction

of inhabiting one of these celebrated places,

|

which our inquisitive countrymen ivill see and
their wives will write about."

"Who are they, Charley?" said May, gayly.
"Let us see if we may not know some of them."

" Know them. Heaven forbid ! Look at the

equipages they have come in, only cast an eye at

the two leathern conveniences now before the

door, and say is it likely that they contain any
acquaintances of ours ?"

"How hot they look broiling down there!

But who are they, Charley?"
"Mrs. Penthony Morris never heard of her;

Mi*. Algernon Mosely possibly the Bond Street

man; Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Rice Morgan, of

Plwmnwrar however that be pronounced ; Mr.

Layton and friend discreet friend, who will not

figure by name ;
Mr. Gorman O'Shea, by all the

powers ! and, as I live, our Yankee again !"

"Not Quackinboss, surely?" broke in Sir

William, good-humoredly.
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"Yes. There he is: U.S.A., Colonel Leoni-

das Shaver Quackinboss: and there's the man,
too, with his coat on his arm, on that coach-

box."
"I'll certainly vote for my Transatlantic

friend," said the baronet, "and consequently for

any party of which he is a member."
"As for me," cried May, "I've quite a curi-

osity to sec him
;

not to say that it would be

downright churlishness to refuse any of our

countrymen the permission thus asked for."

"Be it so. I only stipulate for not playing
cicerone to our amiable visitors; and the more

surely to escape such an indignity, I'm off till

dinner."

"Let Fenton wait on those gentlemen," said

the baronet, "and go round with them through
the house and the grounds. Order luncheon

also to be rsady." There was a little, a very
little irritation, perhaps, in his voice, but May's
pleasant smile quickly dispelled the momentary
chagrin, and his good-humored face was soon

itself again.
If I have not trespassed upon my reader's pa-

tience by minute descriptions of the characters I

have introduced to him, it is in the expectation
that their traits are such as, lying lightly on the

surface, require little elucidation. Nor do I ask

of him to bestow more attention to their features

than he would upon those of traveling acquaint-
ances with whom it is his fortune to journey in

company for a brief space.

Strange enough, indeed, is that intimacy of

traveling acquaintanceship! familiar, without

friendship frank, without being cordial. Curi-

ous pictures of life might be made from these

groups thrown accidentally together in a steam-

boat, or railroad, at the gay watering-place, or

the little fishing-village in the bathing season.

How free is all the intercourse of those who
seem to have taken a vow with themselves never

to meet each other again ! with what humorous
zest do they enjoy the oddities of this one,
or the eccentricities of that, making up little

knots and cliques, to be changed or dissolved

within the day, and actually living on the event-

ualities of the hour for their confidences ! The
contrasts that would repel in ordinary life, the

disparities that would discourage, have actually
invited intimacy ;

and people agree to associate,
even familiarly, with those whom, in the recog-
nized order of their daily existence, they would
have as coldly repelled.

There was little to bind those together whom
we have represented as seated under the chest-

nut-trees at the Bagni de Lucca. They enter-

tained their suspicions, and distrusts, and mis-

givings of each other to a liberal extent
; they

wasted no charities in their estimate of each
other

; and, wherever posed by a difficulty, they
did not lend to the interpretation any undue
amount of generosity ; nay, they even went far-

ther, and argued from little peculiarities of dress,

manner, and demeanor, to the whole antecedents
of him they criticised, and took especial pains in

their moments of confidence to declare that they
had only met Mr. for the first time at

Ems, and never saw Mrs. "till they
were overtaken by the snow-storm on the Splu-
gen."

Such-like was the company who now, headed

by the obsequious butler, strolled leisurely

through the spacious saloons of the Villa Ca-
prini.
Who is there, in this era of universal vaga-

bondage, has not made one of such groups?
Where is the man that has not strolled, "John
Murray" in hand, along his Dresden, his Venice
or his Eome? staring at ceilings, and gazing
ruefully at some discolored frescoes grieved to

acknowledge to his own heart how little he could
catch of a connoisseur's enthusiasm or an anti-

quarian's fervor wondering within himself
wherefore he could not feel like that other man,
whose raptures he was reading, and with sore

misgivings that some nice sense had been omit-
ted in his nature. Wonderfully poignant and

painful things are these little appeals to an inner
consciousness. How far such sentiments were
distributed among those who now lounged and
stared through salon and gallery, we must leave
to the reader's own appreciation. They looked

pleased, convinced, and astonished, and, be it

confessed, "bored" in turn; they were called

upon to admire much they did not care for, and
wonder at many things which did not astonish

them
; they were often referred to histories which

they had forgotten, if they ever knew them, and
to names of whose celebrity they were ignorant ;

and it was with a most honest sense of relief

they saw themselves reach the last room of the

suite, where a few cabinet pictures and some
rare carvings in ivory alone claimed their atten-

tion.
" A 'Virgin and Child,' by Murillo," said the

guide.
"The ninth 'Virgin and Child,' by all that's

holy," said Mr. O'Shea. "The ninth we have
seen to-day."
"The blue drapery, ladies and gentlemen,"

continued the inexorable dcscriber, "is particu-

larly noticed. It is
'

glazed
'

in a manner only
known to Murillo."

"I'm glad of it, and I hope the secret died
with him," cried Mr. Morgan.

"
It looks for

all the world like a bathing-dress."
"The child squints. Don't he squint?" ex-

claimed Mcsely."
Oh, for shame !" cried Mrs. Morris. "Mr.

Layton is quite shocked with your profane crit-

icism."

"I did not hear it, I assure you," said that

gentleman, as he arose from a long and close

contemplation of a "
St. John," by Salvator.

"'St. John preaching in the Wilderness!'"
said Quackinboss ;

" too tame for my taste. lie

don't seem to roll up his sleeves to the work
does he?"

"It's not stump-oratory, surely?" said Lay-
ton, with a quiet smile.

"Ain't it, though ! Well, stranger, I'm in a

con-siderablc unmixed error if it is not ! You'd

like to maintain that because a man doesn't rise

up from a velvet cushion and lay Ins hand upon
a grand railing, all carved with grotesque intri-

cacies, all his sentiments must needs be common-

place and vulgar; but I'm here to tell you. sir,

that you'd hear grander things, nobler things,

and greater things, from a moss-covered old troe-

stump in a western pine-forest, by the mouth of

a plain, hardy son of hard toil, than you've often

listened to in what you call your place in Par-

liament. Now that's a fact !"

There was that amount of energy in the way
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these words were uttered that seemed to say, if
: history ;

but he followed the rest with a droop-
carried farther, the discussion might become con-

j
ing head and an air of half melancholy resigna-

tentious.

Mr. Layton did not show any disposition to
'

him.

accept the gage of battle, but turned to seek for

his pupil.
" You're looking for the marquis, Mr. Lay-

ton," 'asked Mrs. Morris, "ain't you? I think

you'll find him in the shrubberies, for he said all

this only bored him, and he'd go and look for a

cool spot to smoke his cigar."
"That's what it all comes too," said Morgan,

as soon as Layton had left the room
;

"
that's

tion that was not by any means unusual with

CHAPTER V.

ACCIDENTS AND THEIR CONSEQUENCES.

WHEN the young marquis had made his

cape from the sight-seeing, and all its attendant

inflictions, he was mainly bent on what he wouldthe whole of it! You pay a fellow a 'double

first' somsthing or other from Oxford or Cam- himself have called being "very jolly" that is

bridge five hundred a year to go abroad with to say, going his own way unmolested, strolling
the road he fancied, and following out his own
thoughts. Not that these same thoughts abso-

your son, and all he teaches him is to choose a
cheroot."

"And smoke it, Tom," chimed in Mrs. Mor- lutely needed for their exercise or development
gan. any extraordinary advantages of solitude and re-

" There ain't no harm in a weed, sir, I hope ?" tirement. He was no deep-minded sage, revolv-

said Quackinboss. "The thinkers of this earth ing worlds to come no poet, in search of the in-

are most of 'em smoking men. What do you spiring influence of nature no subtle politician,

say, sir, to Humboldt, Niebuhr, your own Bui- balancing the good and evil ofsome nice legisla-

wer, and all our people, from John C. Calhoun tion. He was simply one of those many thousand
to Daniel Webster ? When a man puts a cigar England yearly turns out from her public schools

between his lips, he as good as says, 'I'm a re- of fine, dashing, free-hearted, careless boys, Avhose

fleeting I'm not in no ways to be broke in most marked feature in character is a Avholesome

upon.' It's his own fault, sir, if he doesn't think, horror of all that is mean or shabby. Less than
for he has in a manner shut the door to keep out a year before he had been a midshipman in her
intruders.

"
j

majesty's gun-boat Afusquito ; the death of an
"
Filthy custom !" muttered Mr. Morgan, with elder brother had made him a marquis, with the

a garbled sentence, in which the word " Amer- future prospect of several thousands a year.
ica" was half audible. He had scarcely seen or known his brother, so

" What's this he's saying about eating this he grieved very little for his loss, but he sorrow-

Italian fellow?" said Mr. Mosely, as a servant
j

ed sincerely over the change of fortune that call-

addressed him in a foreign language. I
ed him from his sea life and companions to an

"It's a polite invitation to a luncheon," said
I
"on-shore" existence, and instead of the gun-

Mrs. Morris, modestly turning to her fellow-trav-
j

room and its gay guests, gave him the proprieties
elers for their decision. of station and the requirements of high rank.

"Do any of us know our host?" asked Mr.
j

One of his guardians thought he ought to go into

O'Shea. " He is a Sir William Heathcote." the Guards; another, advised a university ;
both

"There was a director of the Central Trunk
j

agreed upon a tutor, and Mr. Layton was found,
Line of that name, who failed for half a million

;

a young man of small fortune, whose health, in-

sterling," whispered Morgan; "shouldn't won-
j

jured by over-reading for honors, required change
of scene and rest. They had been companions
for a very short^time, but had, as the young lord

would have said, "hit it off" admirably togeth-
er that is to say, partly from a just apprecia-
tion of his pupil, and partly out of a natural in-

dolence of disposition, Layton interfered very

der if it were he.
' ' All the more certain to give us a jolly feed,

if he be !" chuckled Mosely. "I vote we ac-

cept."
"That of course," said Mrs. Morris.
"
Well, I know him. I reckon," drawled out

Quackinboss, "and I rayther suspect, you owe little with him, gave him no troublesome tasks,

this here politeness to my company. Yes, sir !" i imposed no actual studies, but contented himself

said he, half fiercely, to O'Shea, upon whose
face a sort of incredulous smile was breaking
"yes, sir!"

' '

Being our own countryman, sit -an English-
man I suspect," said Mr. Morgan, with warmth,
"that the hospitality has been extended on
wider grounds."
"But why should we dispute about the mat-

ter at all," mildly remarked Mrs. Morris. "Let
us say yes, and be grateful."

"There's good sense in that," chimed in Mose-

ly, "and I second it."

"Carried with unanimity," said O'Shea, as,

turning to the servant, he muttered something in
broken French.

"
Well, I'm sure, I never !" mumbled Quack-

inboss to himself; but what he meant, or to what
new circumstance in his life's experience he al-

luded, there is unhappily no explanation in this

with a careful watch over the boy's disposition,

a gentle, scarce perceptible correction of his

faults, and an honest zeal to develop any gener-
ous trait in his nature, little mindful of the dis-

appointments his trustfulness must incur. Lay-
ton's theory Was that we all become wise' too

early in life, and that the world's lessons should

not be too soon implanted in a fresh, unsuspect-

ing nature. His system was not destined to be

sorely tested in the present case. Harry Mont-

serrat, Marquis of Agincourt, was a fortunate

subject to illustrate it by. There never was a less

suspectful nature
;
he was frank, generous, and

brave
;
his faults were those of a hot, fiery tem-

per, and a disposition to resent, too early and
too far, what with a little patience he might have

tolerated or even forgiven.
The fault, however, which Layton was more

particularly guardful against, was a certain over-
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consciousness of his station and its power, which

gradually began to show itself.

In his first experience of altered fortune he did

nothing but regret the past. It was no compen-
sation to him for his careless sea life, with all its

pleasant associations, to become of a sudden in-

vested with station, and treated with what he

deemed over-deference. His reefer's jacket was

pleasanter "wear" than his padded frock-coat;
the nimble boy who waited on him in the gun-
room he thought a far smarter attendant than

his obsequious valet
; and, with all his midship-

man's love of money-spending and squandering,
the charm of extravagance was gone when there

were no messmates to partake of it
;
nor did his

well-groomed nag, and his well-dressed tiger,

suggest one half the enjoyment he had often felt

in a pony ride over the cliffs of Malta, with some
others of his mess, where falls were rife and tum-

bles frequent. These, I say, were first thoughts,
but gradually others took their places. The en-

ervation of a life of ease began soon to show it-

self, and he felt the power of a certain station.

In the allowance his guardian made him, he had
a far greater sum at his disposal than he ever

possessed before
;
and in the title of his rank he

soon discovered a magic that made the world

beneath him very deferential and very obliging.

"That boy has been very ill brought up, Mr.

Layton ;
it will be your chief care to instill into

him proper notions of the place he is to occupy
one of these days," said an old earl, one of his

guardians, and who was most eager that every
trace of his sea life should be eradicated.

"Don't let him get spoiled, Layton, because

he's a lord," said the other guardian, who was
an old admiral. ' ' There's good stuff in the lad,

and it would be a thousand pities it should be

corrupted."

Layton did his best to obey each ;
but the task

had its difficulties. As to the boy himself, the

past and the present, the good and the evil, the

frank young middy and the rich lordling, warred

and contended in his nature; nor was it very
certain at any moment which would ultimately

gain the mastery. Such, without dwelling more

minutely, was he who now strolled along through

shrubbery and parterre, half listless as to the way,
but very happy withal, and very light-hearted.

There was something in the scene that recall-

ed England to his mind. There were more trees

and turf than usually are found in Italian land-

scape, and there was, half hidden between hazel

and alder, a clear, bright river, that brawled and
fretted over rocks, or deepened into dark pools,

alternately. How the circling eddies of a fast-

flowing stream do appeal to young hearts ! what
music do they hear in the gushing waters ! what
a story is there in that silvery current as it courses

along through waving meadows, or beneath tall

mountains, and along some dark and narrow

gorge, emblem of life itself in its light and shade,
its peaceful intervals and its hours of struggle
and conflict!

Forcing his way through the brushwood that

guarded the banks^ the boy gained a little ledge
of rock, against which the current swept with

violence, and then careered onward over a shal-

low, gravelly bed till lost in another bend of the

.stream. Just ns Apincourt reached the rock he

Fpied a fishing-rod deeply and securely fastened .

in one of its fissures, but whose taper point was
'

now bending like a whip, and springing violently
under the struggling efforts of a strong fish. He
was nothing of an angler. Of honest "Izaak"
and his gentle craft he absolutely knew naught,
and of all the mysteries of hackles and green
drakes he was utterly ignorant ;

but his sailor in-

stinct could tell him when a spar was about to

break, and this he now saw to be the-casc. The
strain was great, and every jerk now threatened
to snap either line or rod. He looked hurriedly
around him for the fisherman, whose interests

were in such grave peril; but seeing no one

near, he endeavored to withdraw the rod. While
he thus struggled, for it was fastened with care,
the efforts of the fish to escape became more and
more violent, and at last, just as the boy had suc-

ceeded in his task, a strong spring from the fish

snapped the rod near the tip, and at the same
instant snatched it from the youth's hand into

the stream. Without a second's hesitation, Ag-
incourt dashed into the river, which rose nearly
to his shoulders, and, after a vigorous pursuit,
reached the rod, but only as the fish had broken
the strong gut in two, and made his escape up
the rapid current.

The boy was toilfully clambering up the bank,
with the broken rod in his hand, when a some-
what angry summons in Italian met his cars.

It was time enough, he thought, to look for the

speaker when he had gained dry land, so he pa-

tiently fought his way upward, and at last, out

of breath and exhausted, threw himself full

length in the deep grass of the bank.

"I believe I am indebted to you, sir, for my
smashed tackle and the loss of a heavy fish be-

sides ?" said Charles Heathcote, as he came up
to where the youth was lying, his voice and
manner indicating the anger that moved him.

" I thought to have saved the rod and caught
the fish too," said the other, half-indolently;
"but I only got a wet jacket for my pains."
"I rather suspect, young gentleman, you are

more conversant with a measuring-yard than a

salmon-rod," said Heathcote, insolently, as he

surveyed the damaged fragments of his tackle.

"What do you mean by that, sir?" cried the

boy, springing with a bound to his feet, and ad-

vancing boldly toward his adversary.-
"
Simply that it's not exactly the* sort of sport

you follow in Bond Street," retorted Heathcote,
whose head was full of Mosely "and Trip, "and
felt certain that a scion of that great house was
before him.

" You must be a rare snob not to know a gen-
tleman when you see him," said Agincourt, with

an insolent defiance in his look.

"Perhaps I'd be a better judge if I saw him
after a good washing," said Heathcote, who,
with one hasty glance at the river, now turned a

fierce eye on the youth.

Apincourt's gun-room experiences had not

taught him to decline an offered battle, nnd he

threw off his cap to show that he was rcsuly and

willing to accept the challenge, when suddenly

Layton sprang between them, crying out,

"What's the meaning of all this ?"

"The meaning is, that your young friend

there has taken the liberty, first, to smash my
fishing gear, and then to be very insolent to me,
and that I had very serious intentions of send-

ing him to look for the one and pay forfeit for

the other."
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; '

Yes, I broke his rod, and I'll pay for it, or,

if he's a gentleman, I'll beg his pardon, or fight

him,
"
said the boy, in a tone of ill-repressed an-

ger.
"When there is an evident mistake some-

where," said Layton, gently, "it only needs a

moment of forbearance to set it right."

"Here's how it all happened," broke in the

boy, eagerly. And in a few words he related

his chance arrival at the spot, how he had seen

the rod in what he deemed imminent danger,
and how, with the best intentions, he had inter-

fered to save it.

"I beg you to accept all my excuses for what
I have said to you," said Heathcote, with a

frank and manly courtesy. "I am quite
ashamed of my ill-temper, and hope you'll for-

give it."

"To be sure, I will, but what about the rod

you can't easily get such another in these

parts?"
The boy looked eagerly at Layton as he spoke.

Layton as quickly gave an admonitory glance
of caution, and the youth's instinctive good
breeding understood it.

" I think you came over with a party of

friends to see the Villa," said Heathcote, to re-

lieve the awkward pause between them.

"Not friends, exactly; people of our hotel."

Heathcote smiled faintly, and rejoined:
" Some of our pleasantest acquaintances come

of chance intimacies don't you think so ?"

"Oh, for the matter of* that, they're jolly

enough. There's a wonderful Londoner, and a
rare Yankee, and there's an Irishman would
make the fortune of the Haymarket."
"You must own, Harry, they are all most

kind and good-natured to you," said Layton, in

a tone of mild half-rebuke.

"Well, ain't I just as what shall I call it?

polite and the like to them ? Ay, Layton,
frown away as much as you like, they're a rum
lot."

' '
It is young gentlemen of this age who now-

adays are most severe on the manners and hab-
its of those they chance upon in a journey, not

at all aware that as the world is all new to them,
their criticism may have for its object things of

every-day frequency."
The youth looked somewhat vexed at this re-

proof, but said nothing.
"I have the same unlucky habit myself,"

said Heathcote, good-humoredly.
" I pronounce

upon people with wonderfully little knowledge
of them, and no great experience of the world
neither

;
and case in point your American

acquaintance is exactly one of those I feel the

very strongest antipathy to. We have met at

least a dozen times during the winter and au-

tumn, and the very thought of rinding him in a

place would decide me to leave it."

It was not Layton's business to correct what
he deemed faulty in this sentiment, but in the

sharp glance he threw toward his pupil he seem-
ed to convey his disapproval of it.

"'My Coach,' Mr. Layton, is dying to tell us
both we are wrong, sir," said the boy; "he
likes the 'kernal.'" And this he said with a
nasal twang whose imitation was not to be mis-
taken.

Though Heathcote laughed at the boy's mim-
icry, his attention was more taken by the ex-

pression "my Coach," which not only revealed

the relations of tutor and pupil between them,
but showed, by its familiarity, that the youth
stood in no great awe of his preceptor.

Perhaps Layton had no fancy for this liberty
before a stranger; perhaps he felt ashamed of

the position itself; perhaps he caught something
in Heathcote's quick glance toward him what-

ever it was he was irritated and provoked, and

angrily bit his lips without uttering a word.

"Oh, here come the sight-seers ; they are do-

ing the grounds, and the grottoes, and the marble

fountains,
"
cried the boy, as a large group came

out from a flower-garden and took their way to-

ward an orangery. As they issued forth, how-

ever, Mrs. Morris stopped to caress a very large
St. Bernard dog, who lay chained at the foot of

an oak-tree. Charles Heathcote had not time
to warn her of her danger when the animal

sprang fiercely at her. Had she not fallen sud-

denly backward she must have been fearfully

mangled ;
as it was she received a severe wound

in the wrist, and, overcome by pain and terror

together, sank fainting on the sward.

For some time the confusion was extreme.

Some thought that the dog was at liberty, and
fled away in terror across the park ;

others aver-

red that he was, must be, mad, and his bite fatal
;

a few tried to be useful, but Quackinboss hurried

to the river, and, filling his hat with water,

sprinkled the cold face of the sufferer and washed
the wound, carefully binding it up with his hand-
kerchief in a quick, business-like way, that show-
ed he was not new to such casualties.

Layton, meanwhile, took charge of the little

girl, whose cries and screams were heart-rending.
"What a regular day of misfortunes this,"

said Agihcourt, as he followed the mournful

procession while they carried the still fainting

figure back to the house. "I fancy you'll not

let another batch of sight-seers into your grounds
in a hurry."
"The ill-luck has all befallen our guests,"

said Heathcote. "Our share of the mishap is

to be associated with so much calamity."
All that care and kindness could provide wait-

ed on Mrs. Morris as she was carried into the

Villa and laid on a bed. May Leslie took all

upon herself, and, while the doctor was sent for,

used such remedies as she had near. It was at.

once decided that she should not be removed,
and after some delay the company departed
without her

;
the day that had dawned so pleas-

antly thus closing in gloom and sadness, and
the party so bent on amusement returning home-
ward depressed and dispirited.

"They're mean vicious, these Alp dogs, and
never to be trusted," said Quackinboss.

"Heroines will be heroines," said Mrs. Mor-

gan, gruffly.
' ' Or rather won't be heroines when the occa-

sion comes for it. She fainted off like a school-

girl," growled out Morgan.
"I should think she did," muttered Mosely,

"when she felt the beast's teeth in her."

"A regular day of misfortunes," repeated

Agincourt.
"And we lost the elegant fine luncheon, too,

into the bargain," said O'Shea. "Every one

seemed to think it wouldn't be genteel to eat

after the disaster."

"It is the fate of pleasure parties," said
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Layton, moodily. And so they jogged on in

silence.

And thus ended a day of pleasure, as many
have ended before it.

Assuredly they who plan picnics are not ani-

mated by the spirit of an actuary. There is a

marvelous lack of calculation in their composi-

tion, since, of all species of entertainment, there

exists not one so much at the mercy of accident,

so thoroughly dependent for success on every

thing going right. Like the Walchercn expe-

dition, the "wind must not only blow from the

right point, but with a certain graduated amount
of force.

" What elements of sunshine and shade

what combinations of good spirits, and good

temper, and good taste what guidance, and
what moderation what genius of direction, and
what "respect for minorities!" We will not

enter upon the material sources of success,

though, indeed, it should be owned they are

generally better looked to and more cared for

than the moral ingredients thus massed and

commingled.
It was late when the party reached the Bagni,

and wishing each other a half-cold good-night,

separated.
And now, one last peep at the villa, where we

have left the sufferer. It was not until evening
that the Heathcotes had so far recovered from
the shock of the morning's disaster, and its con-

sequences, as to be able to meet and talk over

the events, and the actors in them.

"Well," said Sir William, as they all sat round

the tea-table,
" what do you say to my Yankee,

now ? Of all that company, was there one that

showed the same readiness in a difficulty, a quick-
witted aptitude to do the right thing, and at the

same time so unobtrusively and quietly, that

when every thing was over it was hard to say
who had.done it?"

"/call him charming. I'm in ecstasies with

him,
"
said May, whose exaggerations of praise or

censure were usually unbounded.
" I'm quite ready to own he ' came out' strong

in the confusion," said Charles, half unwillingly ;

"but it was just the sort of incident that such a

man was sure to figure well in."
" Show me the man who is active and ready-

minded in his benevolence, and I'll show you
one who has not to go far into his heart to search

for generous motives. I maintain it, Quaekin-
boss is a fine fellow !" There was almost a touch

of anger in Sir William's voice as he said these

words, as though he would regard any dispar-

agement of the American as an offense to him-

self.

"I think Charley is a little jealous," said May,
with a sly malice

;
"he evidently wanted to car-

ry the wounded lady himself, when that great
giant interposed, and, seizing the prize, walked
away as though he were only carrying a baby."

"/fancied it was the tutor was 'disappointed,"
said Charles

;

" and the way he devoted his cares
to the little girl, when deprived of the mamma,
convinced me he was the party chiefly interest-
ed."

"Which was the tutor?" asked May, hastily.
"You don't mean the man with all the velvet on
his coat ?"

"No, no; that was Mr. O'Shea, the Irish M.P.,
who, by the way, paid you the most persevering
attention."

"A hateful creature, insufferably pretentious
and impertinent. The tutor was, then, the pale
young man in black ?"

"A nice, modest fellow," broke in Sir Wil-

liam; "and a fine boy that young Marquis of

Agincourt. I'm glad you asked him up here,
Charles. He is to come on Tuesday, is he
not?"

"Yes, I said Tuesday, because I can't get my
tackle to rights before that

;
and I promised to

make him a fly-fisher. I owe him the repara-
tion."

'You included the tutor, of course, in your
imitation?" asked his father.

'No. How stupid ! I forgot him altogether.
"

' Oh ! that was too bad," said May.
' Indeed !" cried Charles, turning toward her

with a look of such malicious significance that

she blushed deeply, and averted her head.
"Let us invite them all up here for Tuesday,

May," said Sir William. "It would be very
unfair if they were to carry away only a disa-

greeable memory of this visit. Let us try and
efface the first unhappy impression."

"All right," said Charles
;
"and I'll dash off

a few lines to Mr. Layton, I think his name is,

to say that we expect he will favor us with his

company for a few days here. Am I not gener-

osity itself, May ?" said he, in a low whisper, as

he passed behind her chair.

A blush still deeper than the first, and a look

of offended pride, were her only answer.

"I must go in search of these good people's

cards, for I forget some of their names," said

Charles,
"
though I believe I remember the im-

portant ones."

This last sally was again directed toward May,
but she, apparently, did not hear it.

"Who knows but your patient up stairs may
be well enough to meet her friends, May ?" said

Sir William.

"Perhaps so. I can't tell," answered she,

vaguely ;
for she had but heard him imperfectly,

and scarcely knew what she was replying.
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CHAPTER VI.

I

THE MEMBER FOR IN'CHABOGUE.

MR. O'SiiEA lay in his bed at the Bagni d

Lucca. It was late of the afternoon, and he hac

not yet risen, being one of those who deem, to

travesty the poet,

That the best of all ways,
To shorten our days,

la to add a few hours to the night, my dear.

In other words, he was ineffably bored and wea-

ried, sick of the place, the people, and himself,

and only wearing over the time as one might do
the stated term of an imprisonment. His agent,
Mr. Mahony, the celebrated Mr. Miles Mahony,
who was agent for all the Irish gentlemen of Mr.

O' Shea's politics, and who had either estates very
much encumbered, or, no estates at all had
written him that letter, which might be stereo-

typed in every agent's office, and sent off indis-

criminately by post, at due intervals, to any of

the clients, for there was the same bead-roll of

mishaps and calamities Ireland has been suffer-

ing under for centuries. Take any traveler or

guide-book experience of the land, and it is a

record of rain that never ceased. The Deluge
was a passing April shower compared to the na-

tional climate. Ask any proprietor, however,
more especially if a farmer, and he would tell

you, "We're ruined, entirely ruined, with the

drought" perhaps he'd have called it "druth."
"If the rain doesn't fall before twenty-four hours,
there will be no potatoes, no grass, no straw, the

wheat won't fill, the cattle will be destroyed,"
and so on : just as if the whole population was
not soaked through like a wet sponge, and the

earth a sludge of mud and swamp, to which Hol-
land seemed a sand-bank in comparison ! Then
came the runaway tenants, only varied by those

who couldn't be induced to "run" on any terms.

There was the usual "agrarian outrage," with
the increased police force quartered on the bar-

ony in consequence, and perhaps a threat of a

special commission, with more expense besides.

There was the extract of the judge's charge, say-
ing that he never remembered so "heavy a cal-

endar," the whole winding up with an urgent
appeal to send over ten or twenty pounds to re-

pair the chapel or tho priest's house, or contrib-

ute to some local object, "at your indifference to

which there is very great discontent at this mo-
ment."
A pleasant postscript also mentioned that a

dissolution ofParliament was daily expected, and
that it would be well you'd "come home and
look after the borough, where the Tories were

working night and day to increase their influ-

ence."

"Bad luck to them for Tories!" muttered he,
as he threw the crumpled document from him.
"I'd have been well off to-day if it wasn't for

them. There's no telling the money the contest-

ed elections cost me, while, to make out that I

was a patriot, I couldn't take a place, but had to

go on voting and voting out of the purity of my
motives. It was an evil hour when I took to

politics at all. Joe ! Joe I" cried he aloud, fol-

lowing up the appeal with a shrill whistle.

"Tear and ages, sure the house isn't on fire !"

said a man, rushing into the room with an air

and manner that little indicated the respect due
from a servant to his master

;
"not to say," add-

B

ed he, "that it's not dacent or becomin'to whis-

tle after me, as if I was a tarrier or a bull-dog."
" Hold your prate, will you?" said Mr. O'Shea.
1 Why would I ? Tis humiliated I am before

all in the place."
"Will you hold your prate?" muttered his

master, in a deeper tone, while, stretching forth

his hand, he seemed in search of any missive to

hurl at his mutinous follower.

"If I do, then, it's undher protest, mind that.

I put it on record that I'm only yieldin' to the
'
vis magiory.'

"

"What o'clock is it?" yawned out O'Shea.
" It wants a trifle of four o'clock."

"And the day what's it like?"

"Blazin' hot hotter than yesterday hotter
than New Orleens, Mr. Quackinbosh says."
"D n Mr. Quackinbosh, and New Orleens

too !" growled out O'Shea.
"With all my heart. He's always laughing

at what he calls my Irish, as if it wasn't bettQr
than his English !"

"Any strangers arrived?"
"Devil a one. Ould Pagnirii says he'll be

ruined entirely there never was such a set, he

says, in the house before nothing called for but
the reg'lar meals, and no wine but the drink of

the country, that isn't wine at all."
" He's an insolent scoundrel!"
" He is not. He is the dacentest man I seen

since I came to Italy."
"Will you hold your prate, or do you want

me to kick you down stairs?"

"I do not!" said he, with a stern doggedness
that was almost comic.
"Did you order breakfast?"
' ' I did, when I heard you screech out. ' There

he is,' says ould Pan; 'I wish he'd be in the

same hurry to call for his bill.'"
' ' Insolent rascal 1 Did you blacken his eve ?"

"I did not."

"What did you do, then?"
" I did nothing."
"What did you say? you're ready enough

with a bad tongue when it's not called for what
did you say ?"
"I said people called for their bills when they

were lavin' a house, and too lucky you'll be, says

I, if he pays it when he calls for it."

This seemed too much for Mr. O'Shea's endur-

ance, for he sprang out of bed and hurled a heavy
old olive-wood inkstand at his follower. Joe,

apparently habituated to such projectiles, speedi-

ly ducked his head, and the missive struck the

frame of an old looking-glass, and carried away
a much ornamented but very frail chandelier at

his side.
" There's more of it," sai'd Joe. "Damage to

furniture in settin'-room, forty-six pauls and a
half." With this sage reflection he pushed the

fragments aside with his foot, and then, turning
to the door, he took from the hands of a waiter

the tray containing his master's breakfast, ar-

ranging it deliberately before him with the most
unbroken tranquillity of demeanor.

"Didn't you say it was chocolate I'd have in-

stead of coffee?" said O'Shea, angrily.
" I did not

; they grumble enough about send-

ing up any thing, and I wasn't goin' to provoke
them," said Joe, calmly.
"No letters, I suppose, but this?"

"Sorra one."
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<: What's going on below?" asked he, in a

more lively tone, as though dismissing an un-

pleasant theme. "Any one come any thing
doing?"

" Nothing ; they're all off to that villa to

spend the day, and not to be back till late at

night."

"Stupid fun, after all; the road is roasting,
and the place, when you get there, not worth the

trouble ;
but they're so proud of visiting a bar-

onet, that's the whole secret of it, those vulgar

Morgans and that Yankee fellow."

These mutterings he. continued while he went
on dressing, and though not intended to be ad-

dressed to Joe, he was in no wise disconcerted

when that free-and-easy individual replied to

them.
'"Your masters not coming with us, I be-

lieve,' said Mrs. Morgan to me. ' I'm sure, how-

ever, there must have been a mistake. It's so

strange that he got no invitation.'
" ' But he did, ma'am,' says I,

' he got a card

like the rest.'
"

"Well done, Joe; a lie never choked you.
Go on," cried O'Shea, laughing.
'"But you see, ma'am,' says I, 'my master

never goes any where in that kind of promiscu-
ous way. He expects to be called on and trated

with "difterince," as becomes a member of Par-
liament '

" ' For Ireland ?' says she.
" '

Yes, ma'am,' says I.
' We haven't as many

goats there as in other parts I'm tould of, nor

the females don't ride straddle-legs, with men's
hats on thim.'

"

"You didn't say that?" burst in O'Shea, with

a mock severity.
" I did, and more a great deal more. What

business was it of hers that you were not asked

to the pic-nic? What had she to say to it?

Why did she follow me down the street the oth-

er morning, and stay watching all the time I

was in at the banker's, and though, when I came

out, I made believe I was stuffin' the bank-notes
into my pocket, I saw by the impudent laugh on
her face that she knew I got nothing?"

"By the way, you never told me what Twist
and Trover said."

" I did."

"Well, what was it? Tell it again," said

O'Shea, angrily.
"Mr. Trover said, 'Of course, whatever your

master wants; just step in there and show it to

Mr. Twist
;' and Mr. Twist said,

' Are you here

again,' says he, after the waniin' I gave you?
Go back and tell your master 'tis takin' up his

two last bills he ought to be, instead of passin'
more.'

" 'Mr. Trover, sir,' says I, 'sent me in.'
"
'Well, Mr. Twist sent you out again,' says

he, 'and there's your answer.'

"'Short and sweet,' says I, goin' out, and

pretending to be putting up the notes as I went."
"Did you go down to the other fellow's

Macapes ?"

"I did; but as he seen me coming out of the
other place, he only ballyragged me, and said,
^Vc only discount for them as has letters of
credit on us.'

" '

Well,' says I, 'but who knows that they're
not coming in the post now ?'

" ' We'll wait till we see them,' says he.

'"By my conscience,' says 1, 'I hope you'll
not eat your breakfast till they come.' And so
I walked away. Oh dear ! isn't it a suspicious
world?"

"It's a rascally world!" broke out O'Shea,
with bitterness.

"It is!" assented Joe, with a positive energy
there was no gainsaying.

"Is Mr. Layton gone with the rest this morn-
ing ?"

4 ' He is, and the marquis. They're a horseback
on two ponies not worth

fifty shiHing apiece."
"And that counter-jumper Mosely, I'll wa-

ger he, too, thinks himself first favorite for the
heiress.

1 '

"Well, then, in the name of all that's lucky,
why don't you thry your own chance ?" said Joe,
coaxingly.

"Isn't it because I did try that they have left

me out of this invitation? Isn't it because they
saw I was like to be the winning horse that they
scratched me out of the race ? Isn't it just be-
cause Gorman O'Shea was the man to carry oft*

the prize that they wouldn't let me enter the
lists?"

"There's only two more as rich as her in all

England," chimed in Joe,
" and one of them will

never marry any but the Emperor of Roosia."
" She has money enough !" muttered O'Shea.
"And neither father nor mother, brother, sis-

ter, kith or kin," continued Joe, in a tone of ex-
ultation that seemed to say he knew of no such

good luck in life as to stand alone and friendless

in the world.

"Those Heathcotes are related to her."

"No more than they are to you. I have it all

from Miss Smithcrs, the maid. ' We're as free

as air, Mr. Rouse,' says she
;
'wherever we have

a ' '

conceit,
" we can follow it.

'

That's plain talk-

ing, anyhow."
"Would you marry Smithers, Joe?" said his

master, with a roguish twinkle in his eye.

"Maybe, if I knew for what; though, by my
conscience, she's no beauty !"

"I meant, of course, for a good considera-

tion."

"Not on a bill, though money down hard

money."
"And how much of it?" asked O'Shea, with

a knowing look.
" The price of that place at Kinsale."

"The 'Trout and Triangle,' Joe?" laughed
out his master. "Are you still yearning after

being an innkeeper in your native town ?"

"I am just that," replied Joe solemnly. "Tis
what I'd rather be than Lord Mayor of Dublin!"

"Well, it is an honorable ambition, no doubt

of it. Nothing can be more reasonable, besides,

than a man's desire to fill that station in life

which, to his boyish ideas, seemed high and en-

viable." This speech Mr. O'Shea delivered in

a tone by which he occasionally turned to re-

hearse oratorical effects, and which, by some

strange sympathy, always appeared to please his

follower. "Yes, Joe," continued he, "as the

poet says, 'The child is father of the man.'"
"You mane the man is father of the child,"

broke in Joe.
" I do not, booby ;

I meant what I have said,

and what Wordsworth said before me."
"The more fool he, then. It's nobody's fa-

ther he'd be. Arrah ! that's the way you always
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spoil a fine sintiment with something out of a

poet. Poets and play-actors never helped a man
out of a ditch !"

"Will you marry this Smithers, if that be her
name?" said O'Shea, angrily.

"For the place
"

"I mean as much."
"I would, if I was treated '

raysonable,
"

said he, pausing for a moment in search of the

precise word he wanted.
Mr. O'Shea sighed heavily ;

his exchequer con-
tained nothing but promises; and none knew
better than his follower what such pledges were
worth.

"It would be the making of you, Joe," sait

he, after a brief silence, "if I was to marry this

heiress.
"

"Indeed it might be," responded the other.

l"It would be the grand event of your life,

that's what it would be. What could I not do
for you ? You might be land-steward you might
be trader-agent, bailiff, driver eh?"

"Yes," said Joe, closing his eyes, as if he de-

sired to relish the vision undisturbed by external

distractions.
"

I have always treated you as a sort of friend,
Joe you know that."

"I do, sir. I do, indeed."

"And I mean to prove myself your friend,
too. It is not the man who has stuck faithfully

by me that I'd desert. Where's my dressing-

gown?"
" She was torn under the arm, and I gave her

to be mended; put this round you," said he,

draping a much befrogged pelisse over his mas-
ter's shoulders.

" These are not my slippers, you stupid ass.
"

"They are the ouldones. Don't you remem-
ber shying one of the others, yesterday, at the

organ-boy, and it fell in the river and was lost?"

Mr. O'Shoa's brow darkened as he sat down to

his meal. " Tell Pan,
"
said he,

" to send me up
some broth and a chop about seven. I must keep
the house to-day, and be indisposed. And do

you go over to Lucca, and raise me a few Naps
on my '

rose-amethyst' ring. Three will do
five would be better, though."
Joe sighed. It was a mission he had so often

been charged with and never came well out of,

since his master would invariably insist on hear-

ing every step of the negotiation, and as unfail-

ingly revenged upon his envoy all the imperti-
nences to which the treaty gave rise.

"Don't come back with any insolent balder-

dash about the stone being false, or having a

flaw in it. Holditch values it 'at two hundred
and thirty pounds; and, if it wasn't a family

ring, I'd have taken the money. And mind you
don't bo talking about whose it is it's a gentle-
man waiting for his letters

"

"Sure I know," burst in Joe; "his remit-

tances, that ought to be here every day."
"Just so: and that merely requires a few

Naps
"

"To pay his cigars
"

' ' There's no need ofmore explanation. Away
with you: and tell Bruno I'll want a saddle-

horse to-morrow, to be here at the door by two
o'clock."

Joe took his departure, and Mr. O'Shea was
left to his own meditations.

It may seem a small cause for depression of

1

spirit, but, in truth, it was always a day of deep
humiliation to Mr. O'Shea when his necessities

compelled him to separate himself from that

cherished relic, his great-grandmother's ring. It

had been reserved in his family, as a sort of

charm, for generations ;
his grand-uncle Luke

had married on the strength of it
;
his own fa-

ther had flashed it in the eyes of Bath and Chel-

tenham, for many a winter, with great success
;

and he himself had so significantly pointed out
incorrect items in his hotel bills with the fore-

finger that bore it, that landlords had never

pressed for payment, but gone away heart-full

of the man who owned such splendor.
It would be a curious subject to inquire how

many men have owed their distinction or suc-

cess in life to some small adjunct, some adventi-

tious appendage of this kind
;
a horse, a picture,

a rare bronze, a statue, a- curious manuscript, a

fragment of old armor, have made their owners

famous, when they have had the craft to merge
their identity in the more absorbing interest of

the wondrous treasure. And thus the man that

owns the winner of the Derby, a great cup carved

by Cellini, or a chef-d'oeuvre ofClaude or Turner,

may repose upon the fame of his possession, iden-

tified as he is with so much greatness. Oh ! ye
possessors of show places, handsome wives, rare

gardens, or costly gems, in what borrowed brav-

ery do ye meet the world ! Not that in this hap-

py category Mr. O'Shea had his niche
; no, he

was only the owner of a ring a rose-amethyst
ring whose purity was perhaps not more above

suspicion than his own. And yet it had done
him marvelous service on more than one occasion.

It had astonished the bathers at St. Leonard, and
dazzled the dinner company atTunbridge Wells

;

Harrowgate had winked under it, and Malvern

gazed at it with awe
;
and society, so to say, was

divided into those who knew the man from the

ring, and those who knew the ring from the man.

CHAPTER VII.

MRS. PENTHONY MORRIS.

OUR reader has been told how Mrs. Penthony
Morris stormed the Villa Caprini, established her-

self, child, maid, and Skye terrier within its walls,
and became, ere many days went over, a sort of
influence in the place. It is not in chemistry
alone that a single ingredient, minute, and scarce

perceptible, can change the property and alter all

the quality of the mass with which it is mingled.
Human nature exhibits phenomena precisely

alike, and certain individuals possess the mar-
velous power of tinging the world they mix in

with their own hue and color, and flavoring so-

ciety with sweet or bitter, as temper induces

them. The first and most essential quality of

such persons is a rapid an actually instinctive

appreciation of the characters they meet, even

3assingly, in the world's intercourse. They have
lot to spell out temperaments slowly and labori-

ously. To them men's natures are not written

n phonetic signs or dark symbols, but in letters

arge and legible. They see, salute, speak with

you, and they understand you. Not, perhaps,
is old friends know you, with reference to this or

hat minute trick of mind or temper, but, with a

ar wider range of your character than even old
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friends have taken, they know your likes and dis-

likes, the things you fear and hope, the weak

points you would fortify, and sometimes the

strong ones you would mask in a word, for all

the purposes of intercourse, they are able to esti-

mate your strength and weakness, and all this ere,

perhaps, you have noted the accents of their voice

or the color of their eyes.
The lady of whom it is now our business to

speak was one of this gifted class. Whence she

came, and how she became such, we are not

about to enter upon. She had had her share of

trials, and yet was both young and good-look-

ing; her good looks in no wise evidencing the

vestiges of any sorrow. Whether a widow-
ed or deserted wife, she bore bereavement ad-

mirably ; indeed, so far as one coujd see, she

professed a very rare ethical philosophy. Her

theory was, the world was a very nice world,
the people in it very nice people ;

Life itself a

very nice thing; and that people, generally

speaking, only needed their own consent to be

very happy and contented. She had, it is true,

some very able adjuncts to carry out her system.
There was scarcely an acquirement that she did

not possess reasonably well
;
she spoke several

languages, sang, rode, drew, played billiards

most gracefully, and could manufacture the most

charming cigarettes that ever were smoked.
Some of these are envied qualities, and suggest

envy ;
but against this she was careful to guard,

and this by a very simple method indeed. In
whatever she did, tried, or attempted, she always
asked your advice. She had carefully studied

the effect of the imputed superiority of those

who counsel their neighbors, and she saw in its

working one of the most tangible of all human
weaknesses. The tendency to guide and direct

others is a very popular one. Generous people

practice it out of their generosity ; gentle natures

indulge in the practice in very sympathy. To
stern moralists it is an occasion for the hard les-

sons they love to inculcate. The young are

pleased with its importance, the old are gratified

to exercise their j ust prerogative.
' ' Tell me how

do you do this," or "Teach me how to correct

that," "What would you advise in my place?"
or "What reply would you give to that?" are

appeals that involve a very subtle flattery. Ev-

ery man, and more decisively, too, every woman,
likes to be deemed shrewd and worldly-wise.
Now Mrs. Morris had reflected deeply over this

trait, and saw to what good account care and
watchfulness might turn it. He who seeks to

be guided by another makes his appeal in a guise
of humility, besides, which is always a flattery,

and when this is done artfully, with every aid

from good looks and a graceful manner, success

is rarely wanting ;
and lastly, it is the only form

of selfishness the world neither resents nor repu-
diates.

He who comes to you with a perfectly finished

tale of his misfortunes, with "Finis" written on
the last volume of his woes, is simply a bore

;

whereas he who approaches you while the ca-

tastrophe yet hangs impending, has always an
interest attached to him. He may marry the

heiress yet, he may be arrested on that charge
of forgery, obtain that Cross of the Bath, or be

shot in that duel
; you are at least talking to a

man Fortune has not done with, and this much
is something.

Mrs. Morris had been little more than a fort-

night domesticated at the Villa Caprini, where
her weakness still detained her, and yet she had
contrived to consult Sir William about her for-

tune, invested, almost entirely, in "Peruvians,"
which her agent, Mr. Halker, had told her were

"excellent;" but whether the people of that

name, or the country, or the celebrated bark,
was the subject of the investment, she really pro-
fessed not to know.
To May Leslie she had confided the great se-

cret of her heart an unpublished novel
;
a story

mainly comprised in the sad events of her own
life, and the propriety of giving which to the

world was the disputed question of her exist-

ence.

As to Charles, she had consulted him how
best to disembarrass herself of the attentions of

Mr. Mosely, who was really become a persecutor.
She owned that in asking his counsel she could

not impart to him all the circumstances which
he had a right to be possessed of she appealed
to his delicacy not to question her. So that

whether wife or widow, he knew not what ishe

might be, and, in fact, she even made of the ob-

scurity another subject of his interest, and so in-

volved him in her story that he could think of

nothing else. She managed each of these con-

fidences with such consummate skill, that each

believed himself her one sole trusted friend, de-

positary of her cares, refuge of her sorrows
;
and

while thus insinuating herself into a share of

their sympathy, she displayed, as though by mere

accident, many of her attractions, and gave her-

self an opportunity of showing how interesting
she was in her sorrow, and how fascinating in

her joy !

The Heathcotes father, son, and niece were

possessed of a very ample share of the goods of

fortune. They had health, wealth, freedom to live

where and how they liked. They were well dis-
*

posed toward each other, and toward the world
;

inclined to enjoy life, and suited to its enjoy-
ment. But somehow, pretty much like some
mass of complicated machinery, which by default

of some small piece of mechanism a spring,

screw, or a pinion the more stands idle and in-

ert all its force useless, all its power unused,
they had no pui*suit did nothing. Mrs. Morris
was exactly the motive power wanting, and by
her agency interests sprang up, occupations were

created, pleasures invented. Without bustle,
without even excitement, the dull routine of the

day grew animate
;
the hours sped glibly along.

Little Clara, too, was no small aid to this change.
In the quiet monotony of a grave household u

child's influence is magical. As the sight of a

butterfly out at sea brings up thoughts of shady

alleys and woodbine-covered windows, of "the

grass and the flowers among the grass," so will

a child's light step and merry voice throw a

whole flood of sunny associations over the sad-

colored quietude of some old house. Clara WHS

every one's companion, and every where with

Charles as he fished, with May Leslie in the

flower-garden, with old Sir William in the

orangery, or looking over pictures beside him in

the long-galleried library.
Mrs. Morris herself was yet too great on inva-

lid for an active life. Her chair would be wheel-

ed out into the lawn, under the shade of an im-

mense weeping ash, and there, during the day,
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as to some "general staff," came all the "re-

ports" of what was doing each morning. News-

papers and books would be littered about her,
and even letters brought her to read, from dear

friends, with whose names conversation had
made her familiar. A portion of time was,

however, reserved for Clara's lessons, which no

plan or project was ever suffered to invade.

It may seem a somewhat dreary invitation if

we ask our readers to assist at one of these morn-

ings. Pinnock, and Mrs. Barbauld, and Mag-
nail, arc, perhaps, not the company to their taste,

nor will they care to cast up multiplications, or

stumble through the blotted French exercise.

Well, we can only pledge ourselves not to exag-
gerate the infliction of these evils. And now to

our fask. It is about eleven o'clock of a fine

summer's day, in Italy ;
Mrs. Morris sits at her

embroidery-frame, under the long-branched wil-

low
; Clara, at a table near, is drawing, her long

silky curls falling over the paper, and even inter-

fering with her work, as is shown by an impa-
tient toss of her head, or even a hastier gesture,
as with her hands she flings them back upon her
neck.

"It was to Charley I said it, mamma," said

she, without lifting her head, and went on with
her work.
"Have I not told you, already, to call him

Mr. Charles Heathcote, or Mr. Heathcote, Cla-
ra?"
"But he says he won't have it."

"What an expression
' won't have it !'

"

"Well, I know," cried she, with impatience;
and then laughingly said, "I've forgot, in a hur-

ry, old dear Lindley Murray."
"I beg of you to give up that vile trash of

doggerel rhyme. And now, what was it you said

to Mr. Heathcote ?"
"I told him that I was an only child,

' A vio-

let on a grassy bank, 'in sweetness all alone,' as

the little book says."" And then he asked about your papa ;
if you

remembered him ?"

"No, mamma."
"He made some mention, some allusion to

papa?"
"Only a little sly remark of how fond he must

be of we, or / of him."
"And what did you answer?"
"I only wiped my eyes, mamma; and then

he seemed so sorry to have given me pain, that

he spoke of something else. Like Sir Guyon,
" l He talked of roses, lilies, and the rest,

The shady alley, and the upland swelling;
Wondered what notes birds warbled in their nest,
What tales the rippling river then was telling.

1 "

"And then you left him and came away?"
said her mother.

"
Yes, mamma. I said it was my lesson time,

and that you were so exact, and so punctual,
that I did not dare to be late."

"Was it then he asked if mamma had always
been your governess, Clara ?"

"No; it was May asked that question. May
Leslie has a very pretty way of pumping, mam-
ma, though you'd not suspect it. She began
with the usual ' Are you very fond of Italy ? or

don't you prefer England ? and then, what part
of England?'"

Mrs. Morris bit her lip, and colored slightly ;

and then, laying her work on her lap, stared

steadfastly at the girl, still deeply intent on her

drawing.
"I like them to begin that way," continued

Clara. "It costs no trouble to answer such

bungling questions; and whenever they push me
closer, I've an infallible method, mamma it

never fails."

"What's that?" asked her mother, dryly." I just say, as innocently as possible,
'
I'll run

and ask mamma
;
I'm certain she'll be delighted

to tell you.' And then, if you only saw the

shame and confusion they get into, saying,
' On

no account, Clara dearest. I had no object in

asking. It was mere idle talking,' and so on.

Oh dear! what humiliation all their curiosity
costs them !"

" You try to be too shrewd, too cunning, Miss

Clara," said her mother, rebukingly. "It is a
knife that often cuts with the handle. Be sat-

isfied with discovering people's intentions, and
don't plume yourself about the cleverness in find-

ing them out, or else, Clara" and here she

spoke more slowly "or else, Clara, they will

find you out, too."

"Oh, surely not, while I continue the thought-

less, guileless little child mamma has made me,"
said she. And the tears rose to her eyes, with
an expression of mingled anger and sorrow it

was sad to see in one so young.
" Clara !" cried her mother, in a voice of an-

gry meaning ;
and then, suddenly checking her-

self, she said, in a lower tone, "let there be
none of this."

" Sir William asked me how old I was, mam-
ma."
"And you said ?"

"I believed twelve. Is it twelve? I ought
to know, mamma, something for certain

;
for I

was eleven two years ago, and then I have been
ten since that; and when I was your sister at

Brighton, I was thirteen."

',' Do you dare
" But ere she said more the

child had buried her head between her hands,
and, by the convulsive motion of her shoulders,
showed that she was sobbing bitterly. The
mother continued her work, unmoved by this

emotion. She took occasion, it is true, when
lifting up the ball of worsted which had fallen,
to glance furtively toward the child

; but, except

by this, bestowed no other notice on her.

"Well," cried the little girl, with a half-wild

laugh, as she flung back her yellow hair, "An-
derson says,

u ; On joy comes grief on mirth comes sorrow;
We laugh to-day, that we may cry to-morrow.'

And I believe one is just as pleasant as the oth-

er eh, mamma? You ought to know."
" This is one of your naughty days, Clara, and

I had hoped we had seen the last of them," said

her mother, in a gr#ve, but not severe tone.

"The naughty days are much more like to

see the last of me," said the child, half aloud,
and with a heavy sigh.

"Clara," said her mother, in the same calm,

quiet voice,
"

I have made you my friend and my
confidante, at an age when any other had treat-

ed you with strict discipline and reserve. You
have been taught to see life as my sad experi-
ence revealed it to me, too too late."

"And for me, too too soon!" burst in the

child passionately.
"Here's poor Clara breaking her heart over
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her exercise," burst in Sir William, as he came
forward

;
and stopping over the child, kissed her

twice on the forehead. " Do let me have a fa-

vor to-day, and let this be a holiday."
"Oh yes, by all means," cried she, eagerly,

clapping her hands.
" ' The lizard can lie in the sun, and bask

'Mid the odor of fragrant herbs ;

Little knows he of a wearisome task,
Or the French irregular verbs.

" l The cicala, too, in the long deep grass,
All day sings happily,
And I'd venture to swear,
H e has never a care

For the odious rule of three.

u l And as for the bee,
And his industry

' "

"Oh, what a rhyme," laughed in Mrs. Morris.
* *

Oh, let her go on,
"
cried Sir William . "Go

on, Clara."
" ' And as for the bee,
And his industry,

I distrust his toilsome hours
;

For he roves up and down,
Like a u man upon town,"

With a natural taste for flowers.'

"There, mamma, no more not another the

whole day long, I promise you," cried she, as

she threw her arms around her neck and kissed

her affectionately.
u '

Oh, these doggerel rhymes
Are like nursery chimes,
That sang us to sleep long ago.'

"I declare, I'm forgetting already, so I'll go
and look for Charley, and help him to tie green-

drakes, and the rest of them."
"What a strange child!" said Sir William, as

he looked fondly after her as she fled across the

lawn.

"I have never seen her so thoroughly happy
before," said Mrs. Morris, with a faint sigh.

"This lovely place, these delicious gardens,
these charming old woods, the Villa itself, so full

of objects of interest, have made up a sort of

fairy-tale existence for her which is positive en-

chantment. It is, indeed, high time we should

tear ourselves away from fascinations which will

leave all life afterward a very dull affair."
"
Oh, that day is very distant, I should hope,"

said he, with sincere cordiality ;

"
indeed, my

ward and myself were, this very morning, plot-

ting by what pretext, by what skillful devices, we
could induce you to spend your autumn with us."

Mrs. Morris covered her face, as if to conceal

her emotion
;
but a faint sob was still audible

from beneath her handkerchief. "Oh!" cried

she, in a faint and broken voice, "if you but

knew in what a wounded heart you have poured
this balm ! if I could tell what I can not tell

you at least, not yet No, no, Sir William, we
must leave this. I have already written to my
agent about letters for Alexandria and Cairo.

You know," she added, with a sad smile, "the
doctors have sentenced me to Egypt for the win-
ter."

"These fellows are mere alarmists. Italy is

the best climate in the world, or, rather, it has
all the climates in the world; besides, I have
some wonderful counsel to give you about your
bonds. I intend that Miss Clara shall be the

great heiress of her day. At all events, you
shall settle it with May." And so, with that

dread of a scene, a sort of terror about every
thing emotional not very unnatural in gentle-
men of a certain time of life, and with strong

sanguineous temperaments Sir William hurried

away and left her to her own reflections.
Thus alone, Mrs. Morris took a letter from her

pocket, and begun to read it. Apparently the
document had been perused by her before, for
she passed hastily over the first page, scarcely
skimming the lines with her eye. It was as if

to give increased opportunity 'for judgment on
the contents that she muttered the words as she
read them. They ran thus :

"A month or six weeks back our proposal
might have been accepted, so at least Collier

thinks; but he is now in funds, has money in

abundance, and you know what hd is at such'mo-
mcnts. When. Collier went to him at his lodg-
ings in King Street, he found him in high spir-

its, boasting that he occupied the old quarters- of
the French Emperor that he had even succeed-
ed to his arm-chair and his writing-table.

' A
splendid augury, Tom,

'

said he, laughing.
' Who

knows but I, too, shall be "restored" one of these

days.' After some bantering, he stopped sud-

denly, and said, 'By the way, what the devil

brings you here ? Isn't it something about Loo ?

They say you want to many her yourself, Col-
lier is that true?' Not heeding C.'s denial,

given in all solemnity, he went on to show that

you could be no possible use to Collier that he
himself could utilize your abilities, nnd give your
talents a fitting sphere ; whereas, in Collier's set

you would be utterly lost. C. said it was as good
as a play to hear his talk of all the fine tilings

you might have done, and might yet do, in con-

cert,
' Then there's Clara, too,

'

cried he, again ;

'

she'll make the greatest hit of our day. She
can come out for a season at the Haymarkct,
and she can marry whoever she likes.' Once in

this vein, it was very hard to bring him back to

any thing like ft bargain. Indeed, Collier says
he wouldn't hear of any but immense terms-

ridiculed the notion of your wanting to be free,

for mere freedom's sake, and jocularly said,
'Tell me frankly, whom does sJie want to marry,
or who wants to many her? I'm not an unrea-
sonable fellow if I'm treated on "the square."

'

Collier assured him that you only desired liberty,
that you might take your own road in life.

' Then let her take it, by all means,' cried he.
'
I am not molesting her never have molested

her, even when she went so far as to call herself

by another name
;
she needn't cry out before

she's hurt;' and so on. C. at last brought him
to distinct terms, and he said,

' She shall cut the

painter for five thousand
; she's worth to me ev-

ery guinea of it, and I'll not take less.' Of
course Collier said these were impossible condi-

tions; and then they talked away about other

matters. You know his boastful way, and how
little reliance can be laid on any statement he

makes; but certain it is, Collier came away fully

impressed with the flourishing condition of his

present fortune, his intimacy with great people,
and his actual influence with men in power.
That this is not entirely fabulous, I have just re-

ceived a most disagreeable proof. When Collier

rose to go away, he said,
'

By 'the way, you occa-

sionally see Nick Holmes; well, just give him a

hint to set his house in order, for they are going
to stop payment of that Irish pension of his. It

appears, from some correspondence of Lord Corn-
wallis that has just turned up, Nick's

]
rnsion
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was to be confirmed for a stated term of years,
and that he has been in receipt of it for the last

six years without any right whatever. It is very
hard on Nick,

'

said he,
'

seeing that he sold him-
self to the devil, not at least to be his own mas-
ter in this world. I'm sorry for the old dog on

family grounds, for he is at least one of my fa-

ther-in-laws.' I quote his words as Collier gave
them, and to-day I have received a Treasury or-

der to forward to the Lords a copy of the letter

or warrant under which I receive my pension.
I mean simply to refer them to my evidence on
Shehan's trial, where my testimony hanged both
father and son. If this incident shows nothing

else, it demonstrates the amount of information
he has of what is doing or to be done in Down-
ing Street. As to the pension, I'm not much
afraid

; my revelations of 1808 would be worse
than the cost of me in the budget.

"If I find that nothing can be done with Lud-

low, I don't think I shall remain here longer, and
the chances are that I shall take a run as far as

Baden, and who says not over the Alps after ?

Don't be frightened, dear Loo, we shall meet at

the same table d'hote, drink at the same public

spring, bet on the same card at rouge-et-noir, and
I will never betray either of us. Of your Heath-

cotes, I can learn next to nothing. There was a

baronet of the name who ruined himselfby search-

es after a title an earldom, I believe- and rail-

road speculations, but he died, or is supposed to

have died, abroad. At all events, your present
owners of the name keep a good house, and treat

you handsomely, so that there can be no great
mistake in knowing them. Sufficient for the

day is the evil as the old saying is
;
and it is a

wise one, if we understand how to apply it.

"
I have been twice with Hadsori and Reames,

but there is nothing to be done. They say that

the town does not care for a wife's book against
her husband

; they have the whole story better

told, and on oath, in the Divorce Court. A
*eally slashing volume of a husband against his

wife might, however, take
;
he could say a num-

ber of things would amuse the public, and have

a large sympathy with him. These are Hadson's
or Reames's words, I don't know which, for they

always talk together. How odd that you should

have thought of the ballet for Clara just as I had

suggested it ! Of course, till free of Ludlow. it

is out of the question. I am sorry to seal and
send off such a disagreeable letter, .dear Louisa,
but who knows the sad exigencies of this weary
world better than your affectionate father,

"N. HOLMES.
" I accidentally heard yesterday that there was

actually a Mrs. Penthony Morris traveling some-

where in Switzerland. Washington Irving, I be-

lieve, once chanced upon a living Ichabod Crane,
when he had flattered himself that the name was
his own invention. The complication in the

present case might be embarrassing. So bear it

in mind."

"Tant pis pour elle, whoever the other Mrs.

Morris may be," said she, laughing, as she fold-

ed up the letter, and -half mechanically regarded
the seal. "You ought to change your crest, re-

spectable father mine,
" muttered she

;
"the wags

might say that your portcullis was a gallows."
And then, with a weary sigh, she closed her

eyes, and fell a-thinking.

That quiet, tranquil, even-tempered category
of mankind, whose present has few casualties,
and whose future is, so far as human foresight can

extend, assured to them, can form not the slight-
est conception of the mingled pleasure and pain
that checker the life of " the adventurer." The
man who consents to gamble existence has all

the violent ecstasies ofjoy and grief that wait on

changeful fortunes. " Shall I hit upon the right
number this time? Will red win once more?
Is the run of luck, good or ill, or, it may be, ex-
hausted ?" These are the questions ever rising
to his mind, and what contrivance, what prepara-
tion, what spirit of exigency, do they evoke!
Theirs is a hand-to-hand conflict with Fate

they can subsidize no legions, skulk behind no

parapets in open field must the Avar be carried

on
;
and what a cruel war it becomes when every

wound festers into a crime !

This young and pretty woman, on whose fair

features not a painful line was traced, and whose

beautifully-chiseled mouth smiled with a sem-
blance of inward peace, was just then revolving

thoughts little flattering to humanity generally.
She had, all young as she was, arrived at the

very ungracious conclusion, that what arc called

the good arc mere dupes, and that every step in

life's ladder only lifts us higher and higher out

of the realm of kindly sympathies and affections.

Reading the great moralist in a version of their

own, such people deem all virtue "vanity," and
the struggles and sacrifices it entails "vexation
of spirit." Let us frankly own that Mrs. Morris
did not lose herself in any Avorld of abstractions

;

she was eminently practical, and would no more
have thrown away her time in speculations on

humanity generally than would a whist-player,
in the crisis of the odd trick, have suffered his

mind to wander away to the manufactory where
the cards were made, and the lives and habits

of those who made them.
And now she had to think over Sir William,

of whom she was half afraid
;
of Charles, whom

she but half liked
;
and of May, whom she half

envied. There were none of them very deep or

difficult to read, but she had seen enough of life

to know that many people, like fairy tales, are

simple in perusal, but contain some subtle maxim,
some cunning truth, in their moral. Were these

of this order'? She could not yet determine
;

how, therefore, should we? And so we leave

her.

CHAPTER VIII.

P OR T-NA-WH APPLE.

ALTHOUGH time has not advanced, nor any
change of season occurred to tinge the landscape
with colder hues, we are obliged to ask our read-

er's company to a scene as unlike the sunny land

we have been sojourning in as possible. It is .a

little bay on the extreme north coast of Ireland,

closely landlocked by rugged cliffs, whose basalt

formation indicate a sort of half-brotherhood

with the famed Causeway. Seen from the tall

precipices above, on a summer's day, when a

vertical sunlight would have fallen on the strip

of yellow crescent-like beach along which white-

crested waves slowly came and went, the spot
was singularly beautiful, and the one long, low,
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-white cottage which faced the sea would have

seemed a most enviable abode, so peaceful, so

calm it looked. Closely girt in on three sides

by rocky cliffs whose wild, fantastic outlines pre-
sented every imaginable form, now rising in

graceful pinnacles and minarets, now standing
out in all the stern majesty of some massive fort-

ress or donjon keep, some blue and purple heaths

might be seen clothing the little shelves of rock,

and, wherever a deeper cleft occurred, some tall,

broad-leaved ferns : but, except these, no other

vegetation was to be met with. Indeed, the

country for miles around displayed little else

than the arid yellowish grass that springs from

light sandy soil, the scant pasturage of mountain

sheep. Directly in front of the bay, and with a

distinctness occasionally startling, might be seen

rising up from the sea a mass of stately cliffs,

which seemed like a reflection of the CauscAvay.
This was Staffa, something more than thirty odd
miles off, but which, in the thin atmosphere of a
calm day, might easily be traced out from the

little cove of Port-na-Whapple.
Port-na-Whapple had once been a noted spot

among fishermen
;
the largest "takes" of salmon

and of the finest fish on the coast had been

made there. For three or four weeks in the

early autumn the little bay was the scene of a
most vigorous activity, the beach covered with

rude huts of branches and boat canvas, the strand

crowded with people, all busily engaged salting,

drying, or packing the fish
;

boats launching,
or standing in, deep-laden with their speckled

freight; great fires blazing in every sheltered

nook, where the cares of household were carried

on in common, for the fishermen who frequented
the place lived like one large family. They
came from the same village in the neighborhood,

and, from time out of mind, had resorted to this

bay as to a spot especially and distinctively their

own. They had so identified themselves with

the place, that they were only known as Port-na-

Whapple men
;
a vigorous, stalwart, sturdy race

of fellows were they, too, that none molested or

interfered with willingly.
About forty years before the time we .now

speak of, a new proprietor had succeeded to the

vast estate, which had once belonged to the Mark-

Kers, and he quickly discovered that the most
valuable part of his inheritance consisted in the

fishing royalties of the coast. To assert a right
to what nobody had ever believed was the actual

property of any one in particular, was not a very

easy process. Had the Port-na-Whapple men
been told that the air they breathed, or the salt

sea they traversed, were heritable, they could as

readily have believed it, as that any one should
assert his claim to the strip of sandy beach where

they and their fathers before them had fished for

ages.
Sir Archibald Bercsford, however, was not a

man to relinquish a claim he had once preferred ;

he had right and parchment on his side, and he
cared very little for prescription, or what he called

the prejudices of a barbarous peasantry. He
went vigorously to work, served the trespassers
with due notice to quit, and proceeded against
the delinquents at sessions. For years and years
the conflict lasted, with various and changeful
successes. Now, the landlord would seem tri-

umphant, he had gained his decree, taken out

his execution against the nets, the boats, and the

tackle, but when the hour of enforcing the law
arrived, his bailiffs had been beaten ignominious-
ly from the field, and the fishermen left in full

possession of the territory. Driven to despera-
tion by the stubborn resistance, Sir Archy de-
termined on a bolder stand. He erected a cot-

tage on the beach, and established himself there
with a strong garrison of retainers well armed,
and prepared to defend their rights. Port-na-

Whapple was at length won, and although some
bloody affrays did occasionally occur between the
rival parties, the fishermen were compelled to
abandon the station and seek a livelihood else-

where.

With a confidence inspired by some years of

security, Sir Archy diminished .his garrison, till

at length it was his habit to come down to the

bay accompanied by only a single servant. The
old feud appeared to have died out

;
not indeed

that the landlord met those signs of respect frcm
his tenantry which imply good understanding
between them; no welcome met him when he

came, no regrets followed him when he departed,
and even few of the country people accorded the

courtesy of touching their hat as they met him
passingly on the road. He was a "hard man,"
however, and cared little for such slights. At
length it was a season when he had exceeded
his usual stay at the coast there came a period
of great distress among the fishermen. Day after

day the boats went out and returned empty. It

was in vain that they passed days and nights at

sea, venturing far out upon that wild northern
ocean the most treacherous in existence in

vain they explored the bays, more perilous still

than the open sea. Their sole subsistence was
derived from the sea, and what was to be done ?

Gaunt famine was stamped on many a hardy
face, and strong men dragged their limbs la/ily
and languidly, as if in sickness. As Sir Archy
had never succeeded in obtaining a tenant for

the royalty of Port-na-Whapple, he amused him-
self gaffing the salmon, which he frcm time to

time sent as presents to his friends; and even

now, in this season of dearth, many a well-filled

hamper found its way up the steep cliffs to be

dispatched to some remote corner of the king-
dom. It was on one of these days that an enor-

mous fish far too big for any basket was care-

fully encased in a matting, and sent off by the

Colcraine coach, labeled,
" the largest ever gaffed

at Port-na-Whapple." Many an eye, half-glazed
with hunger, saw the fish, and gazed on the su-

perscription as it was sent into the village, and
looks of ominous meaning were cast over the

deep cliffs toward the little cottage below. The
morning after this, while Sir Archibald's servant

was at the post for his letters, a boat rowed into

the little cove, and some men, having thrown out

the anchor, waded ashore.

"What brings you here, fellows?" cried Sir

Archy, haughtily, as he met them on the beach.
" We are come to gaff a bigger fish than yours

o' yesterday," said the foremost, striking him on
the forehead with the handle of the gaff; and he

passed the spear through his heart while he yet
reeled under the blow.

Notwithstanding the most active exertions of

the Government of the day and the local magis-

trature, the authors of the foul deed were never

discovered, and although there could be no doubt

they were well known to a large population, none
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betrayed them. More strange still, from that

day and hour not a fish was ever taken at Port-

na-Whapple ! The property had fallen into

Chancery, and the interests of the claimants not

being very closely guarded, the fishermen were

again at liberty to fish wherever they pleased.
The privilege was of no value

;
the fish had de-

serted the spot, and even when they swarmed at

'Carrig-a-rede, and all along the shore, not one
ever was taken there ! That the place was deem-
ed "

uncannie," and that none frequented it, need
not cause any wonder, and so the little cottage
fell into ruin, the boat-house was undermined by
the sea and carried away, and even of the little

boat-pier only a few bare piles now remained to

mark the place, when at length there arrived from
Dublin a doctor to take charge of the Ballintray

Dispensary, and not being able to find a habita-

ble spot in the village, he was fain to put the old

cottage in repair, little influenced by the super-
stition that attached to the unholy place.
He was an elderly man, whose family consist-

ed of his wife and a single servant, and who,
from the day of his first arrival, showed a de-

cided repugnance to forming acquaintance with

any, or holding other intercourse with his neigh-

bors, than what the cares of his profession re-

quired. In person he was tall, and even stately ;

his features those of a man once handsome, but

now disfigured by two red blotches over the eyes,
and a tremulousness of the nether lip, indications

of long years of dissipation, which his watery eye
and shaking hand abundantly confirmed. Ei-

ther, too, from a consciousness of his infirmity,
or a shame not less deeply rooted, he never met
the eyes of those he addressed, but turned his

gaze either askance or to the ground, giving him
then an expression very different from the look

he wore when alone and unobserved. At such
times the face was handsome but haughty, a
character of almost defiant pride in the eye,
while the angles of the mouth were slightly
drawn down, as one sees in persons of proud
temperament. A few words will suffice for so

much of his history as the reader need know.
Herbert Layton had the proud distinction of be-

ing a Fellow of Trinity College, Dublin, at the

age of twenty-one, and, three years .later, won,
against many distinguished competitors, the chair

of medicine in the university. His whole aca-

demic career had been a succession of triumphs,
and even able men made this excuse for not ob-

taining honors, that they were "in Layton's di-

vision." His was one of those rare natures to

which acquirements the most diverse and op-

posite are easy. The most critical knowledge of

the classics was combined in him with a high
soaring acquaintance with science, and while he
carried away the gold medal for verse composi-
tion, the very same week announced him as prize-
man for microscopic researches. And while he
thus swept the college of honors, he was ever

foremost in all athletic games and manly exer-

cises. Indeed, the story goes that the gown in

which he won his fellowship had been hastily
thrown over the jacket of the cricketer. If the

blemish served to afflict those who felt the truest

friendship for him, it rather contributed to exag
gerate the prestige of his name that he was

haughty and even overbearing in manner; not

meanly condescending to be vain of his successes

and the high eminence he had won far from it
;

no man treated such triumphs with such super-
cilious levity, boldly declaring that they were
within the reach of all, and that it was a simple

question of application to any his proud de-

meanor had its source in a certain sense of self-

reliance, and a haughty conviction that the occa-

sion had not come might never come to show
the world the great

"
stuff that was in him ;" and

thus, many a rumor ran, "Layton is sorry for

having taken to medicine; it can lead to noth-

ing ;
at the Bar he must have gained every

eminence entered Parliament risen, Heaven
knows to what, or where. Layton can not con-
ceal his dissatisfaction with a career of no high
rewards." And thus they sought for the expla-
nation of that demeanor which hurt the pride of

many and the sympathy of all.

Partly from the aggressive nature of the pas-
sion of self-esteem, nev^f satisfied if, with each

day, it has not.made further inroad, partly, per-

haps, from the estrangement of friends, wearied
out by endless pretensions, Layton at last lived

utterly companionless and alone. His habits of

hard work made this the less remarkable
;
but

stories were soon abroad that he had abandoned
himself to drink, and that the hours believed to

be passed in study were in reality spent in de-

bauch and intoxication. His appearance but un-

happily gave some corroboration to the rumor.
He had grown careless in his dress, slouching in

his walk
;

his pale, thoughtful face was often

flashed with a glow exercise never gives ;
and

his clear, bright eye no longer met another's with

boldness. He neglected, besides, all his collegi-
ate duties, his pupils rarely could obtain sight of

him, his class-room was always deserted, a brief

notice "that the Regius Professor was indisposed,
and would not lecture, "remaining affixed to the

door for the entire session.

While this once great reputation was thus

crumbling away, there arose another, and, the

time considered, a far more dangerous imputa-
tion. It was the terrible period of 1807, and men
said that Layton was deep in all the designs of

the Emmet party. So completely was the insur-

rection limited to men of the very humbler walks

in life, so destitiite was the cause of all support
from persons of station or influence, that it is

scarcely possible to picture the shock almost

passing belief of the world when this report be-

gan to gain currency and credit. Were the pub-
lic to-morrow to learn that some great and trust-

ed political leader was found out to be secretly
in the pay of France or Russia, it would not ex-

cite more incredulous horror than at that day
was caused by imputing rebellious projects to

Herbert Layton.
The honor of the University was too deeply

involved to suffer such a charge to be rashly cir-

culated. The board summoned the Regius Pro-

fessor to attend before them. He returned his

reply to the summons on the back of a letter con-

stituting him a member of the "United Irish-

men,
"
the great rebel association of the day. As

much out of regard to their own fame as in pity
for a rashness that might have cost him his life,

they destroyed the document and deprived him
of his fellowship.
From the day that he wandered forth a ruin-

ed, houseless, destitute man, little is known of

him. At long intervals of time men would say,

"Could that have been poor Herbert, that, 'Lay-
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ton,' taken up by the police for drunkenness, or

accused of some petty crime? Was it he who
was charged with sending threatening letters to

this one, or making insolent demands on that ?"

Another would say,
" I could swear I saw Lay-

ton as a witness in one of those pot-house trials

where the course of law proceedings is made the

matter of vulgar jest.
" Another met him hawk-

ing quack medicines in a remote rural district.

It is not necessary we should follow him
through these changes, each lower than the last

in degradation. We arrive by a bound at a pe-
riod when he kept a small apothecary's shop in

a little village of North Wales, and where, with

seeming reformation of character, he lived dis-

creetly, and devoted himself assiduously to the

education of an only son.

By dint of immense effort, and sacrifices the

most painful, he
succeeded

in entering his boy
at Cambridge ;

but in*iis last year, his means
failing, he had obtained a tutorship for him no
less a charge than that .of the young Marquis of

Agincourt an appointment to which his college
tutor had recommended him. Almost immedi-

ately after this, a vacancy occurring in the little

village of Ballintray for a dispensary doctor, Lay-
ton applied for the appointment, and obtained it.

Few, indeed, of the electors had ever heard of

his name, but all were astonished at the ample
qualifications tendered by one willing to accept
such humble duties. The rector of the parish,
Dr. Millar, was, though his junior, perhaps, the

only one well conversant with Layton's story,
for he had been his contemporary at the Univer-

sity.

On the two or three occasions on which they
met, Dr. Millar never evinced by the slightest al-

lusion any knowledge of the other's antecedents.

He even, by adroit reference to English life and

habits, in contradistinction to Irish, seemed to

infer that his experiences were more at home
there

;
and whatever might have been Layton's

own secret promptings, there was nothing in the

clergyman's manner to provoke the slightest con-
straint or awkwardness.
The reader is now sufficiently informed to ac-

company us to the little cottage on the beach of

Port-na-Whapple. It is a warm autumnal aft-

ernoon, the air calm and still, but the great sea

comes heaving in, wave swelling after wave, as

though moved by a storm. Strange contrast to

that loud thundering ocean the little peaceful

cottage, whose blue smoke rises in a thin, straight
column into the air. The door is open, and a
few ducks, with their young brood, are waddling
up and down the blue stone step, as though edu-

cating their young in feats of difficulty and dar-

ing. On a coarse wooden perch within the hall

sits a very old gray parrot, so old that his feath-

ers have assumed a sort of half woolly look, and
his bleared eyes only open at intervals, as though
he had seen quite enough of this world already,
and could afford to take it easily. In the atti-

tude of the head partially thrown forward and

slightly on one side, there is a mock air of

thought and reflection, marvelously aided by a
habit the creature has of muttering to hims'elf

such little broken ends of speech as he possesses.

Layti >n had bought him a great many years back,
having fancied he could detect a resemblance in

him to a once famed vice-provost of Trinity, aft-

er whom he called him " Doctor Barret," a"name

the bird felt proud of, as well he might, and
seemed even now, in his half dotage, to warm up
on hearing it. Through the open door of a lit-

tle room adjoining might be seen a very pale,

sickly woman, who coughed almost ince'ssimtly
as she bent over an embroidery-frame. Though
not much more than middle-aged, her hair was
perfectly white, and deep discolorations the
track of tears for many a day marked her
worn cheeks.

On the opposite side of the hall, in a small
room whose furniture was an humble truckle-

bed, and a few shelves with physic-bottles, the
doctor was engaged at his toilet, if, by so preten-
tious a term, we may record the few preparations
he was making to render his every-day appear-
ance more presentable. As he stood thus in

trowsers and shirt, his broad chest and powerful
neck exposed, he seemed to testify even yet to

the athletic vigor of one who was known as the
best hurlcr and racket-player of his day. Ik-

had been swimming along stretch far out' to sea,
and the air and exercise together had effaced

many of those signs of dissipation which his face

usually wore, while in his voice there was a frank

boldness that only came back to him at some rare

intervals.

"I can fancy, Grace," cried he, loud enough
to be heard across the hall,

' ' that Millar is quite

proud of his condescension. The great rector

of fhe parish, man of fortune besides, stooping to

invite the dispensary doctor! Twelve hundred

per annum associating with eighty ! To be sure
lie says, 'You will only meet two friends and

neighbors of mine' as though to intimate, 'I

am doing this on the sly ;
I don't mean to make

you a guest on field-days.'
"

She muttered something, speedily interrupted

by a cough, and he not caring to catch her words,
went on :

"It is a politeness that cuts both ways, and
makes me as uncomfortable as him. This waist-

coat has a beggarly account of empty button-

holes, and as for my coat, nothing but a dim
candlelight would screen its deficiencies. I was
a fool to accept !" cried he, impatiently.

"Don't go, Tom! don't go!" screamed the

parrot, addressing him by. a familiar sobriquet.
"And why not, Doctor?" saidLayton, laugh-

ing at the apropos.
"Don't go ! don't go !" repeated the bird.

"Give me your reasons, old boy, and not im-

possible is it I'll agree with you. What do you
say, Grace?" added he, advancing to the door
of his room the better to catch her words.

"It is to them the honor is done, not to you,"
said she, faintly, and as though the speech cost

her heavily.

"Very hard to persuade the rector of that

very hard to convince the man of silver side-

dishes and cut decanters that he is not the pa-
tron of him who dines off delf and drinks out of

pewter. Is this cravac too ragged, Grace? I

think I'd better wear my black one."
"
Yes, the black one," said she, coughing pain-

fully.

"After all, it is no grand occasion a little

party of four."

"What a swell ! what a swell !" shrieked the

parrot." Ain't I? By Jove," laughed Layton, "the
Doctor is marvelous in his remarks to-day."
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"There, I have done my best with such scanty
'

properties,'
" said he, as he turned away from

the glass.
" The greatest peril to a shabby man

is the self-imposed obligation to show he is better

than he looks. It is an almost invariable blun-

der."

She muttered something inaudibly, and, as

usual, he went on with his own thoughts.
"One either assumes a more dictatorial tone,

or takes more than his share of the talk, or is

more apt to contradict the great man of the com-

pany at least /do."
"Don't go, Tom! don't! don't!" called out

Doctor Barret.

"Not go? after all these splendid prepara-
tions!'' said Layton, with a laugh. "After

yourself exclaiming
' What a swell !'"

"It'll never pay never pay never pay!"
croaked out Poll.

"That I'm sure of, Doctor. I never knew
one of these politic things that did

;
but yet we

go on through life practicing them in the face of

all their failure, dancing attendance at levees,

loitering in ante-chambers, all to be remembered

by some great man who is just as likely to hate

the sight of us. However, this shall be my last

transgression."
The faint female voice muttered some indis-

tinct words about what he "owed to himself,"
and the "rightful station that belonged to him,"
but he speedily cut the reflection short as he said,
' ' So long as a man is poor as I am, h* can only
hold his head high by total estrangement from
'the world. Let him dare to mix with it, and his

threadbare coat and patched shoes will soon con-

vince him that they will extend no equality to

him who comes among them in such beggarly
fashion. With what authority, I ask, can he

speak, whose very poverty refutes his sentiments,
and the simple question stands forth unanswer-
able :

' If this man knew so much, why is he as

we see him?"
' ' This is, then, to say that misfortune is never

unmerited. Surely you do not mean that, Her-
bert?" said she, with an eagerness almost pain-
ful.

" It is exactly what I would say That for all

the purposes of worldly judgments upon men,
there is no easier rule than to assume that they
who fail deserve failure. Richelieu never asked
those who sought high command,

' Are you skill-

ful in the field? are you clever in strategy?' but
'Are you lucky?'

"

A deep sigh was her only answer.
"

I wonder who Millar's fourth man is to be ?

Colonel Karstairs I know is one
;
a man of im-

portance to me, Grace," said he; laughing; "a
two-guinea subscriber to the dispensary ! How
I wish I were in a more fitting spirit of submis-
siveness to my betters ; and, by ill fortune, this

is one of my rebellious days !"

"Don't go, Tom! Don't go, I say!" yelled
out Poll.

"
Prophet of evil, and evil prophet, hold your

tongue! I will go," said he, sternly, and as if

answering a responsible adviser ;
and setting his

hat on, with a certain air of dogged defiance, he
left the house.

His wife arose, and with feeble steps tottered

to the door of the cottage to look after him. A
few steps brought him to the foot of the cliff, up
the steep face of which a zig-zag path led up-

ward for fully four hundred feet, a narrow track

trodden by the bare feet of hardy mountaineers,
into some semblance of a pathway, but such as

few denizens of towns would willingly have
taken. Layton, however, stepped along like one
whose foot was not new to the heather; nay, the

very nature of the ascent, the bracing air of the

sea, and something in the peril itself of the way,
seemed to revive in the man his ancient vigor;
and few, seeing him from the beach below, as he

boldly breasted the steep bluff, or sprang lightly
over some fissured chasm, would have deemed
him one long since past the prime of life one,
who had spent more than youth, and its ambi-

tions, in excess.

At first, the spirit to press onward appeared to

possess him entirely, but ere he reached the half

ascent he turned to look down on the yellow
strip of strand, and the little cottage, up to whose

very door-sill now the foam seemed curling.
Never before had its isolation seemed so com-

plete. Not a sail was to be seen seaward, not
even a gull broke the stillness with his cry ;

a

low, mournful plash, with now and then a rum-

bling half thunder, as the sea resounded within
some rocky cavern, were the only sounds, hnd

Layton sat down on a mossy ledge, to drink in

the solitude in all its fullness. Amid thoughts
of mingled pain and pleasure, memories of long-

past struggles, college triumphs and college

friendships, came dreary recollections of dark re-

verses, when the world seemed to fall back from

him, and leave him to isolation. Few had ever

started with more ambitious yearnings few with
more personal assurances of success. Whatever
he tried he was sure to be told, "7"%e?-elies your
road, Layton ;

that is the path will lead you to

high rewards." He had, besides strange inex-

plicable gift that prestige of superiority about

him that made men cede the place to him, as if

by prescription.
' ' And what had come of it all ?

what had come of it all ?" he cried out aloud,

suddenly awaking out of the past to face the

present.
" Why have I failed?" asked he wild-

ly of himself. "Is it that others have passed
me in the race ? Have my successes been dis-

covered to have been gained by trick or fraud ?

Have my acquirements been pronounced mere

pretensions ? These, surely, can not be alleged
of one whose fame can be attested by almost ev-

ery scientific and literary journal of the empire.

No, no ! the exj,1 mation is easier the poet was

wrong Fortune is a Deity, and some men are

born to be unlucky."
With a sudden start he arose, and rallied from

these musings. -He quickly bethought himself

of his engagement, and continued his way up-
ward. When he reached the table-land at top
it wanted but a few minutes of five o'clock, and
five was the hour for which he was invited, and
there was yet two miles to walk to the Rectory.

Any one who has lived for a considerable space

estranged from society and its requirements, will

own to the sense of slavery impressed by a return

to the habits of the world. He will feel that

every ordinance is a tyranny, and the necessity
of being dressed for this, or punctual for that, a

downright bondage.
Thus chafing arid irritable, Layton walked

along. Never was man less disposed to accept

hospitality as a polite attention, and more than

once did he halt, irresolute whether he should
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not retrace his steps toward home. ' ' No man,
"

thought he,<" could get offmore cheaply. They
would ascribe it all to my ignorance. What
should a poor devil with eighty pounds a year

know of politeness ? and when I had said, / had

forgotten the invitation, they would forget me /"

Thus self-accusing and self-disparaging, he

reached the little avenue gate, which by a trim

gravel walk led up to the parsonage. The neat

lodge, with its rustic porch, all overgrown with a

rich japonica the well-kept road, along whose

sides two little paved channels conducted the wa-

ter the flower plats at intervals in the smooth

emerald turf, were all assurances of care and

propriety ;
and as Layton marked them, he mut-

tered, "This is one of the lucky ones."

As Layton moved on with laggard step, he

halted frequently to mark some new device or

other of ornamental gardening. Now it was a

tasteful group of rock-work, over which grace-

fully creepers hung in festoons; now it was a

little knot of flowering shrubs, so artfully inter-

mingled as to seem as though growing from a

single stem
;
now a tiny fish-pond could be de-

scried through the foliage ;
even the rustic seats

placed at points of commanding view seemed to

say how much the whole scene had been planned
for enjoyment, and that every tint of foliage, ev-

ery undulation of the sward, every distant glimpse

caught through a narrow vista, had all been art-

fully contrived to yield its share of pleasure.
"I wonder," muttered he, bitterly, to himself

"I wonder, when this man preaches on a Sun-

day against wealth and its temptations, remind-

ing others that out of this world men take noth-

ing, but go out upon their new pilgrimage naked
and poor, does he ever turn a thought to all these

things, so beautiful now, and with that vitality

that will make them beautiful, years and years
after he himself has become dust ? I have little

doubt," added he, hurriedly, "that he says all

this, and believes it too. Here am I, after just
as many determinations to eat no man's salt, nor

sit down to any board better than my own here

I am to-day creeping like a poor parasite to a

great man's table ay, he is a great man to me!
11 How strange is the casuistry, too, with which

humble people like myself persuade themselves

that they go into the world against their will
;

that they do so purely from motives of policy,

forgetting all the while how ignoble is the mo-
tive they lay claim to.

" The old Roman moralist told us that poverty-
had no heavier infliction in its train than that it

made men ridiculous, but I tell him he is wrong.
It makes man untrue to themselves, false to their

own hearts, enemies to their own convictions, do-

ing twenty things every day of their lives that

they affect to deem prudent, and know to be

contemptible. I wish my worthy host had left

me unnoticed !"

He was at last at the door, and rang the bell

witli the impatient boldness of one chafing and

angry with himself. There was a short delay,
for the servants were all engaged in the dining-

room, and Layton rang again.
"Doctor Millar at home?" asked he, sternly,

of the well-powdered footman who stood before

him.

"Yes, sir; he's at dinner."
"At dinner ! I was invited to dinner!"
"I know, sir; and the doctor waited for half

an hour beyond the time
;
but he has only gone

in this moment."
It is just possible, in Layton's then frame of

mind, that he had turned away and left the

house, never to re-enter it, when a 1

slight cir-

cumstance determined him to the opposite. This
was the footman's respectful manner as he took
the hat from his hand, and threw wide the door
for him to pass onward. Ay, it is ever so !

Things too trivial and insignificant for notice in

this Jife are every hour influencing our actions
and swaying our motives. Men have stormed a

breach for a smile, and gone out in black despair
with life just for a cold word or a cold look. So
much more quickly does the heart influence than
the head, even with the very cleverest among us.

As Layton entered the dining-room, his host

rose to receive him, and, with a polished cour-

tesy, apologized for having gone to table before

his arrival.
" I gave you half an hour, doctor,

and I would have given you longer, but that I

am aware a physician is not always master of

his time. Colonel Karstairs you are acquaint-
ed with. Let me present you to Mr. Ogden.
Doctor Layton, Mr. Ogden."
There is no manner that so impresses the world

with the idea of self-sufficiency and pretension as

that of the bashful man contending against his

own diffidence
;
and this same timidity, that one

would imagine so easily rubbed off by contact

with the world, actually increases with age, and,
however Jflossed over by an assumed ease and a

seeming indifference, lives to torment its possess-
or to his last day. Of this Layton was an un-

happy victim
;
and while imbued with a con-

summate self-esteem, he had a painful conscious-

ness of the criticism that his manner and breed-

ing might call forth. The result of tlus conflict

was to render him stern, defiant, and even over-

bearing traits which imparted their character

even to his features in first intercourse with

strangers.
"I don't know how Halford managed it, "said

Mr. Ogden. as he reseated himself at table, "but
I've heard him say that his professional engage-
ments never lost him a dinner."

Simple as were these words, they contained a

rebuke, and the air of the man that uttered them
did not diminish their significance.

Mr. Ogden was a thin, pale, pock-marked man,
with an upstanding head of gray hair, a very

high and retreating forehead, and a long upper

lip one of those men in whom the face, dispro-

portionately large for the head, always gives the

impression of a self-sufficient nature. He had a

harsh, sharp voice, with an articulation of the

most painful accuracy, even his commonplaces
being enunciated with a sort of distinct impress-

iveness, as though to imply that his copper was

of more value than another man's gold. Nor
was this altogether a delusion ;

he had had a

considerable experience of mankind and the

world, and had contrived to pass his bad money
on them as excellent coin of the realm. He was

'

and it is very distinctive in its mark one of

those men who always live in a class above their

own, and, whatever be the recognition and the

acceptance they have there, are ever regarded by
their rightful equals as something peculiarly privi-

leged and superior.

"My Lo'rd" would have called him a useful

man; his friends all described him as "influcn-
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tial.'' But ho was something greater than either

he was a successful man. We are constantly
told that the efficiency of our army is mainly ow-

ing to the admirable skill and ability of its petty
officers. That to their unobtrusive diligence,

care, and intelligence, we are indebted for all

those qualities by which a force is rendered man-

ageable, and victories are won. Do we not see

something very similar in our Bureaucracy ? Is

riot our Government itself almost entirely in the

hands of "petty officers?" The great minister

who rises in his place in Parliament the exponent
of some grand policy, the author of some extens-

ive measure, is, after all, little more than the

mouthpiece of some "Mr. Ogden," in Downing-
street; some not very brilliant or very states-

man-like personage, but a man of business hab-

its, every-day intelligence, and long official tradi-

tion's one of those three or four men in all En-

gland who can say to a minister,
"
It can't be

done," and yet give no reason why.
The men of this Ogdcn stamp are, in reality,

great influences in a country like ours, where

frequent changes of government require that the

traditions of office should be transmitted through
something higher and more responsible than
mere clerks. They are the stokers Avho keep the

fires alight and the steam up till a new captain
comes aboard, and, though neither commanders
nor pilots, they do manage to influence the course

of the ship, by the mere fact that they can dimin-

ish the force of her speed or increase its power
without any one being very well aware of how or

wherefore.

Such men as these are great people in that

dingy old house, whose frail props without are

more than emblems of what goes on within. Of
their very offices men speak as of the Holy of

Holies
; places where none enter fearlessly save

secretaries of state, and at whose door inferior

mortals wipe' their feet with heart-sinking fear

and lowness of spirit, rehearsing not unfrequent-

ly the abject words of submissiveness with which

they are to approach such greatness.
It is curious, therefore, to see one of these men

in private life. One wishes to know how M.
Houdin will look without his conjuring rod, or

what Coriolanus will do in plain clothes
; for,

after all, he must come into the world unattend-

ed with his belongings, and can no more carry

Downing-street about with him than could Al-

bert Smith carry "China" to a dinner-party.
And now the soup has been brought back, and

the fish, somewhat cold and mangled, to be sure,
has been served to Doctor Layton ;

the servant

has helped him to an admirable glass of sherry,
and the dinner proceeds pleasantly enough not,

however, without its casualties. But of these the

next chapter will tell us.

CHAPTEK IX.

A DINNER AT THE RECTORY.

THERE are men who have specialities for giv-

ing admirable "little dinners," and little dinners
are unquestionably the ne plus ultra of social en-

joyment. To accomplish these there are far

more requirements necessary than the world usu-

ally wots of. They are not the triumphs ofgreat

houses, with regiments of yellow plush and gold

candelabra; they affect no vast dining-rooms,
nor a private band. They are, on the contrary,
the prerogatives of moderate incomes, middle-

aged or elderly hosts, usually bachelors, with
small houses furnished in the perfection of com-
fort without any display, but where every thing,
from the careful disposal of a fire-screen to the

noiseless gait o/ the footman, shows you that a
certain supervision and discipline prevail, even

though you never hear an order and rarely see a
servant.

Where these people get their cooks, I never
could make out ! It is easy enough to under-
stand that fish and soup, your sirloin and your
woodcock, could be well and carefully dressed,
but who devised that exquisite little entree ?

what genius presided over that dish of maccaro-

ni, that omelette, or that souffle? Whence, be-

sides, came the infinite taste of the whole meal,
with its few dishes, served in an order of artist-

ic elegance ? And that butler, too
;
how quiet,

how observant, how noiseless his ministration !

how steady his decanter hand I Where did they
find him? And that pale sherry, and that Cha-

blis, and that exquisite cup ofMocha ? Don't tell

me that you or I can have them all as good, that

you know his wine-merchant, and have the re-

ceipt for his coffee. You might as well tell me
you could sing like Mario because you employ
his hair-dresser. No, no

; they who accomplish
these things are peculiar organizations. They
have great gifts of order and system, the nicest

perceptions of taste, considerable refinement, and
no small share of sensuality. They possess a
number of high qualities in miniature, and are,
so to say, "great men seen through the wrong
end of a telescope."
Of this the Reverend Doctor Millar was a

pleasing specimen. With that consciousness cf

having done every thing possible for your com-
fort which makes a good host, he had a racy
gratification in quietly watching your enjoyment.
Easily and unobtrusively marking your taste

for this or preference for that, he would con-

trive that your likings should be gratified, as

though by mere accident, and never let you
know yourself a debtor for the attentions bestow-

ed upon you. It was his pride to havela perfect
establishment: would that all vanity\were as

harmless and as pleasurable to others ! And
now to the dinner, which, in our digression, >ve

are forgetting.

"Try these cutlets, Doctor," interposed the

host.
" It is a receipt I brought back with me

from Provence
;
I think you'll find them good."

"An over-rich, greasy sort of cuisine is the

Proven9ale,
" remarked Ogden.

"And yet almost every good cook of France
comes from that country," said Layton.
Ogden raised his large double eye-glass to

look at the man who thus dared to "cap" a re-

mark of his.

"I wish we could get out of the bastard French

cookery all the clubs give us nowadays," said

the Colonel. "You neither see a good English

joint, nor a well-dressed entree."

"An emblem of the alliance," said Layton,
"where each nation spoils something of its own
in the effort to be more palatable to its neigh-
bor."

"Apparently then, Sir, the great statesmen
who have promoted this policy are not fortunate
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enough to enjoy. your sanction?" said Ogden,
with an insolent air.

*.Mv sanction is scarcely the word for it.

They have not certainly my approval."
"I hope you like French wines though, Doc-

tor," said tlie host, eager to draw the conversa-

tion into some easier channel. " Taste that

Sauterne."
"It only wants age to be perfect," said the

Doctor, sipping.
" All these French white wines

require more time than the red.
"

Ogden again looked through his glass at the

dispensary doctor who thus dared to give judg-
ment on a question of such connoisseurship ;

and then, with the air of one not easily imposed
on, said :

"You have traveled much abroad, perhaps?"
Layton bowed a silent assent.
" I think I saw a German diploma among the

papers you forwarded to our committee ?" said

Karstairs.

"Yes, I am a doctor of medicine of Gottin-

gcn."
" A university, I verily believe, only known to

Englishmen through Canning's doggerel," said

Ogden.
"I trust not, Sir. I hope that Blumenbach's

name alone would rescue it from such oblivion."

"I like the Germans, I confess," broke in the

Colonel. "I served with Arentschild's Hanove-

rians, and never knew better or pleasanter fel-

lows."

"Oh, I by no means undervalue Germans!"
said Ogden.

" I think we, at this very moment,
o\ve them no small gratitude for suggesting to us

the inestimable practice of examination for all

public employment."
"In my mind, the greatest humbug of an age

of humbug !

"
said Layton, fiercely.

"
Xay, Doctor, you will, I'm certain, recall your

words when I tell you that my friend here, Mr.

Ogden, is one of the most distinguished pro-
moters of that system."
"The gentleman would confer a far deeper

obligation upon me by sustaining than by Avith-

drawing his thesis," said Ogden, with a sarcastic

smile.

/ "To undertake the task of sustaining the

cause of ignorance against knowledge," said Lay-
ton, quietly, .

" would be an ungrateful one al-

ways. In the present case, too, it would be like

pitting myself against that gentleman opposite.
I decline such an office."

"
So, then, you confess that such would be

your cause, Sir?" said Ogden, triumphantly.

"No, Sir; but it would partake so much the

appearance of such a struggle, that I can not ac-

cept it. What I called a humbug was the at-

tempt to test men's fitness for the public service

by an examination, at which the most incapable
might distinguish himself, and the ablest not

l>;iss. The system of examination begot the sys-
tem of 'grinding' a vulgar term for a more vul-

gar practice, and a system the most fatal to all

liberal education, limiting study to a question-
and-answer formula, and making acquirements
only desirable when within the rubric of a Gov-
ernment commission. Very different would have
been the result if the diploma of certain recog-
nized educational establishments had been re-

quired as qualification to serve the State; if the
law ran,

' You shall be a graduate of this univer-

sity, or that college, or possess the licentiate de-

gree of that school.'
"

"Your observations seem, then, rather direct-
ed against certain commissioners than the sys-
tem they practice ?" said Ogden, sarcastically."

Scarcely, Sir. My experience is very limit-

ed. I never met but one of them !"

The Colonel laughed heartily at this speech
he couldn't help it

;
and even the host, mortified

as he was, gave a half-smile. As for Ogden, his

pale face grew a shade sicklier, and his green
eyes more fishy.
"To question the Post-office clerk or the

landing waiter," continued Layton, with fresh

warmth for when excited he could rarely con-
trol himself "to test some poor aspirant for

eighty pounds per annum in his knowledge of

mathematics or his skill in physical geography,
while you make governors that can not speak cor-

rectly, and vice-governors whose dispatches are

the scorn of Downing-street ;
to proclaim that

you want your tide-waiter to be a moral philoso-

pher, but that the highest offices of the state may
be held by any political partisan active enough,
troublesome enough, and noisy enough to make
himself worth purchase; you demand logarithms
and special geometry from a clerk in the Cus-

toms, while you make a mill-owner a cabinet

minister on the simple showing of his persever-

ing : and your commissioners, too '

Quis cus-

todiet ipsos custodes !'
"

"You probably, however, submitted to be ex-

amined once on a time for your medical degree ?"

asked Ogden.
"Yes, Sir

;
and that ordeal once passed, I had

ample leisure to unlearn the mass of useless rub-

bish required of me, and to address myself to

the real cares of my profession. But do you
suppose that if it were demanded of me to sub-

ject myself to another examination to hold the

humble post I now fill, I should have accepted
it?"
" I really can not answer that question," said

Ogden, superciliously.
"Then I will, Sir. I would not have done

so. Eighty pounds a year is a very attractive

bribe, but it may require too costly a sacrifice to

win it."
' ' The neighborhood is a very poor one,

" struck

in Millar, "and, indeed, if it had not been for

the strenuous exertions of my friend Colonel

Karstairs here, we should never have raised the

forty pounds which gives us the claim fur as

much more in the presentments."
" And yet you got two hundred and thirty for

a regatta in June last !" said Layton, with a qui-
et smile.

"The way of the world, Doctor; the way of

the world ! Men are never stingy in what re-

gards their own amusements !"

"That is the port, Doctor, the other is La-

fitte," said the Rector, as he saw Layton hesitate

about a choice.

And now the talk took a capricious turn, as it

will do occasionally in those companies where

people are old-fashioned enough to "sit" after

dinner, and let the decanter circulate. Even here,

however, conversation could not run smoothly.

Ogden launched into the manufacture of wines,
the chemistry of adulterations, and the grape
disease, on every one of which Layton found

something to correct him some slip or error to
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set right an annoyance all the more poignant,
that Karstairs seemed to enjoy it heartily. From
fabricated wines to poisons the transition was

easy, and they began to talk of certain curious

trials wherein the medical testimony formed the

turning-point of conviction. Here, again, Lay-
ton was his superior in information, and made
the superiority felt. Of what the most subtle

tests consisted, and wherein their fallacy lay, he
was thoroughly master, while his retentive mem-
ory supplied a vast variety of curious and inter-

esting illustration.,

Has our reader ever "assisted" at a scene

where the great talker of a. company has unex-

pectedly found himself confronted by some un-

known, undistinguished competitor, who, with
the pertinacity of an actual persecution, will fol-

low him through all the devious windings of an

evening's conversation, ever present to correct,

contradict, amend, or refute ? In vain the hunt-
ed martyr seeks out some new line of country,
or starts new game ;

his tormentor is ever close

behind him. Ogden wandered from law to lit-

erature. He tried art, scientific discovery, re-

ligious controversy, agriculture, foreign travel,
the drama, and field sports ;

and Layton follow-

ed him through all always able to take up the

theme and carry it beyond where the other had
halted. If Millar underwent all the tortures of

an unhappy host at this, Karstairs was in ecsta-

sy. He had been spending a week at the Kec-

tory in Ogden's company, and it seemed a sort

of just retribution now that this dictatorial per-

sonage should have met his persecutor. Layton,
always drinking deeply as the wane came to him,
and excited by a sort of conflict, which, for years
back, he had never known, grew more and more

daring in his contradictions, less deferential, and
less fearful of offending. Whatever little re-

sei-ve he had felt at first, oozad away as the even-

ing advanced. The law of physics is the rule

of morals, and as
1

the swing of the pendulum is

greater in proportion to the retraction, so the

bashful man, once emancipated from his reserve,
becomes the most daringly aggressive of mortals.
Not content with refuting, he now ridiculed

;
his

vein of banter was his richest, and he indulged
it in all the easy freedom of one who defied re-

prisals. Millar tried once or twice to interpose,
and was at last fain to suggest that, as the de-
canters came round untouched, they should ad-

journ to coffee.

Ogden rose abruptly at the intimation, and,
muttering something inaudible, led the way into

the drawing-room.
" You have been too hard upon him, Doctor,"

whispered Karstairs, as he walked along at Lay-
ton's side.

" You should be more careful
;
he is

a man'of note on the other side of the Channel
;

he was a Treasury Lord for some six months

once, and is always in office somewhere. I see

you are really sorry for this yourself.""
Sorry ! I'm sorry to leave that glorious Ma-

deira, which I know I shall never taste again,"
said Layton, sternly.
"Are you a smoker, Doctor Layton?" said

the host. "If so, don't forget this house gives
all a bachelor's privileges. Try these cheroots ?"

"Liberty Hall!" chimed in the Colonel, with
a vacant laugh.

" Not a bad name for your dining-room, Mil-

lar," said Ogden, bitterly.

A slight shrug was the parson's answer.
"

Is this man a frequent guest here?" he ask-

ed again, in a low whisper.
"It is his first time. I need scarcely say, it

shall be his last," replied Millar, as cautiously.
"I felt for you, Millar. I felt what pain'he

must have been giving you, though, for myself, I

pledge you my word, if was most amusing ;
his

violence, his presumption, the dictatorial tone in

which he affirmed his opinions were high com-

edy. I was half sorry when you proposed coffee."

Under pretense of admiring some curiously
carved chessmen, Karstairs had withdrawn the

Doctor into a small room adjoining ; but, in re-

ality, his object was the friendly one of suggest-

ing greater caution and more reserve on his part.
"I don't say," whispered he "I don't say

that you weren't right, and he wrong, in every
thing. 1 know nothing about false quantities in

Latin, or German metaphysics, or early Christian

art. You may be an authority in all of them.
All I say is, he is a great Government official,

and you are a village doctor."

"That was exactly why I couldn't let slip the

opportunity," broke in Layton. "Let me tell

you an incident I once witnessed in my old days
of coach traveling. I was going up from Liver-

pool to London in the Umpire, that wonderful,
fast coach that astonished the world, by making
the journey in thirty-six hours. I sat behind
the coachman, and was struck by the appearance
of a man on the box-seat, who, though it was
the depth of winter, and the day one of cutting
sleet and cold wind, wore no upper cpat, or any
protection against the weather. He was, as you
may imagine, speedily wet through, and present-
ed in his dripping and soaked habiliments as

sorry a spectacle as need be. In fact, if any
man's external could proclaim want and priva-

tion, his did. These signs of poverty, however,
could not screen him from the application of
' Won't you remember the coachman, Sir ?' He,
with no small difficulty, for he was nearly be-

numbed with cold, extricated a sixpence from
his pocket and tendered it. The burly driver

flung it contemptuously back to him with insult,

and sneeringly asked him how he could dare to

seat himself on the box when he was traveling
like a pauper? The traveler never answered a

word
;
a slight flush once, indeed, showed how

the insult stung him, but he never uttered a syl-

lable.
" 'If I had you down here for five minutes,

I'd teach you as how you'd set yourself on the

box-seat again !' cried coachee, whose passion
seemed only aggravated by the other's submis-

sion. Scarcely were the words spoken, when the

ing traveler began to descend from the

He was soon on the ground, and almost

;

as he touched it, the coachman rushed upon him.

It was a hand-to-hand conflict, which, however,
could not have lasted four minutes. The stran-

ger not only 'stopped' every blow -of the other,

but followed each 'stop' by a well-sent-in one

of his own, dealt with a force that, judging from

his size, seemed miraculous. With closed eyes,

a smashed jaw, and a disabled wrist, the coach-

man was carried away ;
while the other, as he

drank off a glass of cold water, simply said,
' If

that man wishes to know where to find me again,

tell him to ask for Tom Spring, Crane Alley,

Borough Road !'
"

drippii
coach.
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Karstairs followed the anecdote with interest,

but somehow, for he was not a very brilliant man,

though "an excellent officer," missed the appli-

cation. "Capital excellent by Jove!" cried

he. "I'd have given a crown to have seen it."

Layton turned away in half ill-humor.

"And so it was Tom Spring himself," said

the Colonel. "Who'd have guessed it?"

Layton made no reply, but began setting the

chessmen upon the board at random.
"
Is this another among your manifold accom-

plishments, Sir ?" asked Ogden, as he came up to

the table.

"I play most games," said Layton, careless-

ly; "but it's only at billiards that I pretend to

any skill."

"I'm a very unworthy antagonist," said Og-
den; "but perhaps you will condescend to a

game with me at chess, I mean?"
"With pleasure," said Layton, setting the

pieces at once. He won the first move, and just
as he was about to begin, he stopped, and said,
"I wish I knew your strength."
"The players give me a knight, and generally

beat me," said Ogden.
"Oh! I understand. Will you allow me to

fetch a cheroot? I move king's knight's pawn
one square." He arose as he spoke, and walked
into the adjoining room.

Ogden moved his queen's pawn.
Layton, from the adjoining room, asked the

move, and then said, "king's bishop to knight's
first square;" meanwhile continuing to search

for a cigar to his liking.
" Do you purpose to continue the game with-

out seeing the board?" asked Ogden, as he bit

his lip with impatience.
"Not if you prefer otherwise," said Layton,

who now came back to his place, with his cigar

fully lighted.
" You see what an inexorable enemy I have,

Millar," said Ogden, with an affected laugh;
" he will not be satisfied unless my defeat be ig-

nominious."
" Is it so certain to be a defeat, George ?" said

the Rector. "Chess was always your great

game. I remember how the Windsor Club en-

tertained you on the occasion of your victory over

that Swiss player, Eshwald."
"And so you have beaten Eshwald," broke in

Layton, hastily. "We must give no quarter
here." And with this he threw away his cigar,
and bent down over the board.

" We shall only disturb them, Karstairs
;
come

alone into the drawing-room, and let us talk

parish business," said the. Rector. "Our little

dinner has scarcely gone off so well as I had ex-

pected," said Millar, when they were alone.
"

I

meant to do our Doctor a service by asking him
to meet Ogden, who has patronage and influence

in every quarter ;
but I suspect that this evening

will be remembered grievously against him."
"I confess I was highly amused at it all, and

not sorry to see your friend Ogden so sorely bait-

ed. You know well what a life he has led us
here for the last week."
"A hard hitter sometimes, to be sure," said

the Rector, smiling ;

" but a well-meaning man,
and ahvpys ready for a kind action. I wish

Layton had used more moderation more defer-

ence toward him."
"Your Madeira did it all, Millar. Why did

you give the fellow such insinuating tipple as
that old '31 wine?''

"I can't say that I was not forewarned," con-
tinued Millar. ' ' I was told, on his coming down
to our neighborhood, to be careful of him. It

was even intimated to me that his ungovernable
and overbearing temper had wrecked his whole
fortune in life

;
for of course one can easily see

such a man ought not to be sentenced to the

charge of a village dispensary."
"No matter how clever you are, there must be

discipline ;
that's what I've always told the young-

sters in my regiment."
The Rector sighed : it was one of those hope-

less little sighs a man involuntarily heaves when
he finds that his companion in a tete-a-tete is al-

ways "half an hour behind the coach."
"I intended, besides," resumed Millar, "that

Ogden should have recommended to the Govern-
ment the establishment of a small hospital do\vn
here

;
an additional fifty or sixty pounds a year

would have been a great help to Layton."
"And ofcourse he'll do it, when you ask him,

"

said the hearty Colonel. "Now that he has seen

the man, and had the measure of his. capacity,
he'll be all the readier to serve him."
"The cleverest of all my school and college

companions sacrificed his whole career in life by
shooling the pheasant a great Minister had just
' marked. '

Pie was about to be invited to spend a
week at Drayton ; but the invitation never came."

"I protest, Millar, I don't understand that

sort of thing."
" Have you never felt, when walking very fast,

and eagerly intent upon some object, that if an
urchin crossed your path, or came rudelv against

you, it was hard to resist the temptation of giv-

ing him a box on the ear ? I don't mean to say
that the cases are parallel, but great people do
somehow acquire a habit of thinking that the

road ought always to be cleared for them, and

they will not endure whatever interferes with

their wishes."
" But don't you think if you gave Layton a

hint "

' ' Isn't that like it ? Hear that
"

A loud burst of laughter from the adjoining
room cut short the colloquy, and Layton's voice

was heard in a tone of triumph, saying, "I saw

your plan I even let you follow it up to the

last, for I knew you were checkmated."

"I'm offmy play I have not touched a chess-

man these three years," said Ogden, pettishly.

"Nor I for three times three years; nor was
it ever my favorite game."

"I'm coming to crave a cup of tea from you,

Millar," said Ogden, entering the drawing-room,
flushed in the cheek, and with a flurried manner.

"Who won the game?" asked the Colonel,

eagerly.
"Doctor Layton was the conqueror; but I

don't regard myself as an ignoble foe, notwith-

standing," said *Ogden, with a sort of look of ap-

peal toward the Doctor.

"I'll give you a bishop and play you for
'

He stopped in some confusion, and then, with an

effort at a laugh, added, "1 was going to say

fifty pounds, quite forgetting that it was possible

you might beat me."
"And yet, Sir, I have the presumption to

think that there are things which I could do fully

as well as Doctor Layton."
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Layton turned hastily round from the table,

where, having half iilled a large glass with bran-

dy, he was about to fill up with soda-water
;
he

set down the unopened soda-water bottle, and

drinking oft* the raw spirit at a draught, said,
"What are they? let's hear them, for I take

the challenge ;
these gentlemen be my witnesses

that I aecepted the gage before I knew your
weapon." Here he replenished his glass, and
this time still higher than before, and drank it

oft'.
" You have, doubtless, your speciality, your

pet subject, art or science, what is it? or have

you more than one ? You're not like the, fellow

that Scott tells us could only talk of tanned
leather eh, Millar, you remember that anec-
dote?"
The Rector started with that sort of spasm

that unobtrusive men feel when first accosted

familiarly by those almost strangers to them.
" Better brandy than this I never tasted," said

Layton, now filling out a bumper, while his hand
shook so much that he spilled the liquor over the

table
; "and, as Tom Warrendar used to say, as

he who gives you unpleasant advice is bound in

"honor to lend" you money, so he who gives you
light claret, if he be a man of honor, will con-
sole you with old brandy, afterward; and you
are a man of honor, Millar, and a man of con-

science, and so is our Colonel here albeit noth-

ing remarkable in other respects ;
and as for that

public servant, as he likes to call himself the

public servant, if I must be candid the public
servant is neither more nor less than " Here
he stretched out his arm to its full length to give

by the gesture greater emphasis to what he was
about to utter, and then staring half wildly, half

insolently around him, he sank down heavily into

a deep arm-chair, and as his arms dropped list-

lessly beside him, fell back insensible.
' ' I will say that I never felt deeper obligation

to a brandy-bottle ;
it is the first enjoyable mo-

ment of the whole evening," said Ogden, as he
sat doAvn to the tea-table.

In somewhat less than half an hour afterward

Layton awoke with a sort of start, and looked

wildly and confusedly around him. What, or

how much he remembered of the events of the

evening, is not possible to say, as, with a sudden

spring to his feet, he took his hat, and with a
short "good night," left the house, and hurried

down the avenue.

CHAPTER X.

THE LABORATORY.

THERE was a small closet-like room in Lay-
ton's cottage which he had fitted up, as well as

his very narrow means permitted, as a labora-

tory. Every thing in it was, of course, of the

very humblest kind, soda-water flasks were fash-

ioned into retorts, and even blacking-jars held

strange chemical mixtures. Here, however, he

spent most of his time in the search of some in-

gredient by which he hoped to arrest the prog-
ress of all spasmodic disease. An accidental
benefit he had himself derived from a certain
salt of ammonia had suggested the inquiry, and
for years back this had constituted the main ob-

ject of all his thoughts. Determined, if his dis-

covery were to prove a success, it should burst

C

upon the world in all its completeness, he had
never revealed to any one but his son the object
of his studies. Alfred, indeed, was made par-

ticipator of his hopes and ambitions; he had
seen all the steps of the inquiry, and understood

thoroughly the train of reasoning on which the

theory was based. The young man's patience in

investigation, and his powers of calculation, were
of immense value to his father, and Layton deep-
ly regretted the absence of the one sole assistant

he could or would confide in. A certain impa-
tience, partly constitutional, partly from habits

of intemperance, had indisposed the old man to

those laborious calculations by which chemical

discovery is so frequently accompanied, and these

he threw upon his son, who never deemed any
labor too great, or any investigation too weari-

some, if it should save his father some part of his

daily fatigue. It was not for months after Al-
fred's departure that Layton could re-enter his

study, and resume his old pursuits. The want
of the companionship that cheered him, and the

able help that seconded all his efforts, had so

damped his ardor, that he had, if not abandoned
his pursuit, at least deferred its prosecution in-

definitely. At last, however, by a vigorous ef-

fort he resumed his old labor, and in the inter-

est of his search he soon regained much of his

former ambition for success.

The investigations of chemistry have about

them all the fluctuating forttmes of a deep and
subtle game. There are the same vacillations

of good and bad luck
;
the same tides of hope

and fear
;
the almost certain prospect of success

dashed and darkened by failure
;
the grief and

disappointment of failure dispelled by glimpses
of bright hope. So many are the disturbing in-

fluences, so subtle the causes which derange ex-

periment, where some infinitesimal excess or de-

ficiency, some minute accession of heat or cold,

some chance adulteration in this or that ingredi-

ent, can vitiate a whole course of inquiry, re-

quiring the labor of weeks to be all begun again,
that the pursuit at length assumes many of the

features of a game, and a game only to be won

by securing every imaginable condition of suc-

cess.

Perhaps this very character was what impart-
ed to Lay ton's mind one of the most stimulating
of all interests

;
at all events, he addressed him-

self to his task like one who, baffled and repulsed
as he might be, would still not acknowledge de-

feat. As well from the indefatigable ardor he

showed, as from the occasional bursts of boastful

triumph in anticipation of a great success in

store, his poor ailing wife had grown to fancy
that his pursuit was something akin to those

wonderful researches after the elixir vitas, or the

philosopher's stone. She knew as little of his

real object as of the means he employed to at-

tain it, but she could see the feverish eagerness
that daily gained on him, mark his long hours

of intense thought, his days of labor, his nights

of wakefulness, and her fears were that these

studies were undermining his strength and break-

ing up his vigor.
It was, then, with a grateful joy at her heart

she saw him invited to the Rectory admitted

once more to the world of his equals, and the

notice of societv. She had waited hour by hour

for his return 'home, and it was already day-
break ere she heard him enter the cottage, and
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repair to his own room. AYho knows what deep
and heartfelt anxieties were hers as she sought
her bed at last? what sorrowful forebodings

might not have oppressed her ? what bitter tears

have coursed along her worn checks ? for his

step was short and impatient as he crossed the

little hall, and the heavy slam of his door, and
the harsh grating of the lock, told that he was
ruffled and angry.
The morning wore on heavily drearily to her,

as she watched and waited, and at last she crept

noiselessly to the door, and tapped at it gently.
' ' Who's there ? Come in !" cried he, roughly.
"I came only to ask if yon would not have

your breakfast? "said she, timidly. "It is al-

ready near eleven o'clock.
"

*' So late, Grace ?" said he, with a more kind-

ly accent, as he offered her a seat. "I don't

well know how the time slipped over; not that I

was engaged in any thing that interested me I

do not believe I have done any thing whatever

no, nothing,
" muttered he, vaguely, as his wearied

eye ranged over the table.

"You are tired to-day, Herbert, and you need

rest," said she, in a soft, gentle tone. "Let this

be a holiday."" Mine arc all holidays now, "replied he, with
an effort at gayety. Then suddenly, with an al-

tered voice, he added, "I ought never to have

gone there last night, Grace. I knew well what
would come of it. I have no habits, no tem-

per, no taste for such associates. What other

thoughts could cross me, as I sat there, sipping
their claret, than of the cold poverty that await-

ed me at home ? what pleasure to me could that

short hour of festivity be, when I knew and felt I

must come back to this ? And then, the misery,
the insult of that state of watchfulness, to see

that none took liberties with me, on the score of

my humble station."
" But surely, Herbert, there is not any one

"

"I don't know that," broke he in. "He
who wears finer linen than you is often a terri-

ble tyrant, on no higher or better ground. If

any man has been taught that lesson, / have !

The world has one easy formula for its guidance.
If you be poor, you must be either incompetent
or improvident, or both

; your patched coat and

shabby hat are vouchers for one or the other,

and sleek success does not trouble itself to ask

which."
"The name of Herbert Layton is a sure guar-

antee against such depreciation," said she, in a

voice tremulous with pride and emotion.
" So it might, if it had not earned a little ex-

tra notoriety in police courts," said he, with a

laugh of intense bitterness.
" Tell me of your dinner last night," said she,

eager to withdraw him from the vein she ever

dreaded most. "Was your party a pleasant
one ?"

" Pleasant ! no, the very rcvcr.se cf pleas-
ant ! We had discussion instead of conversa-

tion, and in lieu of those slight differences of

sentiment which flavor talk, we had stubborn

contradictions. All my fault, too, Grace. I was
in one of my unhappy humors, and actually for-

got I was a dispensary doctor and in the pres-
ence of an ex-Treasury Lord, with great influ-

ence and high acquaintances. You can fancy,
Grace, how boldly I dissented from all he said."

"But if you were in the right, Herbert "

"Which is exactly what I was not; at least,
I was quite as often in the wrong. My amuse-

;
ment was derived from seeing how powerless he
was to expose the fallacies that outraged him.
He was stunned by a fire of blank cartridge, ami
obliged to retreat before it. But now that it's

all over, I may find the amusement a costly one.
And then, I drank too much wine "

She gave
a heavy sigh, and turned away to hide her look.

"Yes," resumed he, with a fierce bitterness in

his tone, "the momentary flush of self-esteem
Dutch courage, though it be is a marvelous

temptation to a poor, beaten-down, crushed spiv-

it, and wine alone can give it
;
and so I drank,

and drank on."

"But not to excess ?" said she, in a half-bro-

ken whisper.
"At least to unconsciousness. I know noth-

ing of how or when I quitted the Rectory, nor
how I came down the cliffs and reached this in

safety. The path is dangerous enough at noon-

day with a steady head and a cautious foot, and

yet last night assuredly I could not boast of

either."

Another and a deeper sigh escaped her, de-

spite her efforts to stifle it.

"Ay, Grace, the Doctor was right when he
said to me,

' Don't go there.' How well if I had
but taken his advice ! I am no longer lit for

.such associates. They live lives of easy security

they have not the cares and struggles of a dai-

ly conflict for existence
;
we meet, therefore, on

unequal grounds. Their sentiments cost them
no more care than the French roll upon their

breakfast-table. They can afford to be wrong as

they can afford debt
;

but the poor wretch like

myself, a bare degree above starvation, has as

little credit with fine folk as with the huckster.

I ought never to have gone there ! Leave me
now," added he, half sternly; "let me see if

these gases and essences will not make me forget

humanity. No, I do not care for breakfast I

can not eat !"

With the same noiseless step she had entered,
she now glided softly from the room, closing the

door so gently, that it was only when he looked

round that he was aware of being alone. For a
moment or two he busied himself with the ob-

jects on the table
;
he arranged phials and re-

torts, he lighted his stove, and stood fanning the

charcoal till the red mass glowed brightly, and

then, as though forgetting the pursuit he was

engaged in, he sat down upon a chair, and sank

into a dreamy reverie.

Another low tap at the door aroused him from

his musings, and the low voice he knew so well

gently told him it was his morning to attend the

dispensary, a distance fully three rnilcs off. More
than one" complaint had been already made of

his irregularity and neglect, and, intending to

pay more attention in future, he had charged his

wife to keep him mindful of his duties.

"You will scarcely reach Ballintray before

one o'clock, -Herbert, "said she, in her habit uully
timid tone.

' ' What if I should not try ? What if I throw

up the beggarly office at once ? What if I burst

through this slavery of Patrons, and Chairmen,
and Boards ? Do you fancy we should starve,

Grace ?"

"Oh no, Herbert," cried she, eagerly; "I
have no fears for our future."
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"Then your courage is greater than mine,"
said he, bitterly, and with one of the sudden

changes of humor which often marked him.
" Can't you anticipate how the world would

pass sentence on me, the idle debauchee, who
would not earn his livelihood, but must needs

forfeit his subsistence from sheer indolence? ay,
and the world would be right, too. He who
breaks stones upon the high-road will not per-
form his task the better because he can tell the

chemical constituent of every fragment beneath
his hammer. Men want common work from
common workmen, and there are always enough
to be found. I'll set out at once."
With this resolve, uttered in a tone she never

gainsaid or replied to, he took his hat and left

the cottage.
There is no more aggressive spirit than that

of the man who, with the full consciousness of

great powers, sees himself destined to fill some
humble and insignificant station, well knowing
the while the inferiority of those who have con-

quered the high places in life. Of all the dis-

qualifying elements of his own character, his

unsteadiness, his Avant of thrift, perseverance, or

conduct, his deficiency in tact or due courtesy,
his stubborn indifference to others of all these

he will take no account as he whispers to his

heart, "I passed that fellow at school ! I beat

this one at college ! how often have I helped
yonder celebrity with his theme ! how many
times have I written his exercise for that great

dignitary !" Oh, what a deep well of bitterness

lies in the nature of one so tried and tortured,
and how cruel is the war that he at last wages
with the world, and, worse again, with his own
heart !

Scarcely noticing the salutations of the coun-

try people as they touched their hats to him on
the road, or the more familiar addresses of the

better-to-do farmers as they passed, Layton strode

onward to the little village wliere his dispensary
stood.

" Yer unco late, Docther, this morning,
" said

one, in that rebukeful tone the northern Irish-

man never scruples to employ when he thinks he
has just cause of complaint.

"
It's na the way to heal folk to keep them

waitin' twa hours at a closed door," said an-

other.
"

I'se warrant he's gleb eneuch to call for his

siller when it's due to him," said a third.

"My gran'mither is just gane hame
;

she

would na bide any longer for yer comin'," said a

pert-looking girl, with a saucy toss of her head.
"

It's na honest to take people's money and

gie naething for it," said an old white-haired

man on crutches
;

' ' and I'll just bring it before

the Board."

Layton turned an angry look over the crowd,
but never uttered a word. Pride alone would
have prevented him from answering them, had
he not the deeper motive that in his conflict with
himself he took little heed .of what they said.

"Where's the key, Sandy?" cried he, impa-
tiently, to an old cripple who assisted him in the

common work of the dispensary.
The man came close and whispered some-

thing secretly in his ear.
" And carried the key away, do you say ?"

asked Layton, eagerly." Just so, Sir. There was anither wi' him

a stranger and he was mare angry than his

Kev'rance, and said,
' What can ye expec' ? Is

it like that a man o' his habits could be intrust-

ed with such a charge as this ?'
"

"And Doctor Millar what did he reply?"" Na much
;
he just shook his head this way,

and muttered, 'I hoped for better I hoped for

better !' 1 dinna think they'd have taken away
the key, but that old Jonas Graham came up at

the time, and said,
'
It's mare than a month

since we seen him' yourself he meant ' down
here, and them as has the strength for it would
rather gae all the gait to Coleraine than tak'

their chance o' him.' For a* that," said Sandy," I opened the dispensary door, and was sarvin'

out salts and the like, when the stranger said,
' Is it to a cretur like that the people are to trust

their health? Just turn the key in the door,

Millar, and you'll certainly save some one from

being poisoned this morning.' And so he did,
and here we arc." And poor Sandy turned n

rueful look on the snrroundcrs as he finished.
" I can't cure you as Kings used to cure the

evil, long ago, by royal touch, good people," said

Layton, mockingly ;

" and your Guardians, or

Governors, or whatever they call themselves,
have shut me out of my own premises. I am a
Priest cut off from his Temple."

" I'm na come here to ask for charity," said a
stout old fellow, who stood alongside of a shaggy
mountain pony ;

"I'm able to pay ye for a' your
docther's stuff; and your skill besides."

"Well spoken, and like a man of.independ-

ence," said Layton. "Let us open the treaty
with a gill of brandy, and you shall tell me your
case while I am sipping it." And with these

words he led the way into a public-house, follow-

ed by the farmer, leaving the crowd to disperse
when and how they pleased.
Whatever the nature of those ailments now so

confidentially imparted, they were long enough in

narration not only to require one, or two, or three

gills, but a full bottle of strong mountain whisky,
of which it is but fair to say the farmer took his

share. Layton's powers as a talker were not long
in exercise" ere they gained their, due influence

over his companion. Of the very themes the

countryman deemed his own, he found the Doc-
tor knew far more than himself; while by his

knowledge of life and human nature generally,
he surprised his listener, who actually could not

tear himself away from one so full of anecdote

and observation.

Partly warned by the lateness of the hour
for already the market was over and the streets

deserted and partly by the thick utterance of

his companion, whose heavy, bloodshot eye and
sullen look now evidenced how deeply he had ex-

ceeded, the farmer at last arose to go away.
"You're not 'flitting,' as you call it herea-

bouts,
"
said Layton, half stupidly.

' ' You're not

thinking of leaving me alone to my own compa-

ny, are you ?"
" I maun be thinkin' of home ;

it's more than

twalve miles o' a mountain that's afore me.

There's na anither but yoursel had made me for-

get it a' this while," said the farmer, as he button-

ed his coat and prepared for the road. " Just tell

me now what's to pay for the bit o' writin' ye

gav' me."
"You've had a consultation, my friend not

a visit, but a regular consultation. You've not *
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been treated like the outer populace, and only

heard the oracles from afar, but you have been

suffered to sit down beside the Augur, to ques-

tion him, and to drink with him. Pay nothing

to pay ! I'll cure your boy, there's my word on't.

These cases are specialities with me. Bell used

to sav, 'Ask Layton to look at that fellow in

such a ward; he's the only one of us understands

this sort of thing. Layton will tell us all about

it.' And I'm Layton! Ay, Sir, this poor,

shabby, ill-dressed fellow that you see before

you, is that same Herbert Layton ;
so much for

brains and ability to work a man's way in life !

Order another quart of Ha whisky, man that's

my fee
;

at least it shall be to-day. Tell them
to send me pen, ink, and paper, and not disturb

me
;

tell them, besides no, never mind, / '11 tell

them that ! And now, good day, my honest fel-

low. You've been wy physician to-day, as much
as / have been yours. Yon have cured a sick

heart cheated it, at least out of one paroxysm,
and so, a good journey, and safe home to you.
Send me news of your boy, and good-by." And
his head dropped as he spoke ;

his arms fell

heavily at his sides; and he appeared to have
sunk into a profound sleep. The stupor was but

brief; the farmer was not well out of the village

when Layton, calling for a basin of cold water,

plunged his face and part of his head in it, baring
his brawny throat, and bathing it with the re-

freshing liquid. As he was thus -employed, he

caught sight of his face reflected in a much-
cracked mirror over the fireplace, and stood gaz-

ing for a few seconds at his blotched and bloated

countenance.
"A year or two left still, belike," muttered

he. "Past insuring, but still seaworthy, or, at

least" and here his voice assumed an intense

mockery in tone "at least, capable of more

shipwreck !" The sight of the writing materials

on the table seemed to recall him to something
he had half forgotten, and, after a pause of re-

flection, he arranged the paper before him and
sat down to write.

With the ease of one to whom composition
was familiar, he dashed off a somewhat long let-

ter; but, though he wrote with gi'eat rapidity,

he recurred.from time to time to the whisky-bot-

tle, drinking the strong spirits undiluted, and, to

all seeming, unmoved by its potency. "There,"
cried he, as he finished, "I have" scuttled my
own ship ;

let's see what will come of it."

He called for the landlord to give him wax
and a seal. Neither were to be had, and he was
fain to put up with a wafer. The letter closed

and addressed, he set out homeward
; scarcely,

however, beyond the outskirts of the village, than

he turned away from the coast and took the road

toward the Rectory. It was now the early even-

ing, one of those brief seasons when the wind
lulls and a sort of brief calm supervenes in the

boisterous climate of northern Ireland. Along
the narrow lane he trod, tall foxgloves and va-

riegated ferns grew luxuriantly, imparting a halt-

shade to a scene usually desolate and bare
;
and

Layton lingered along it as though its calm se-

clusion soothed him. At last he found himself
at a low wall, over which a style led to a little

woodland path. It was the Rectory ;
who could

mistake its trim neatness, the order and elegance
which pervaded all its arrangements? Taking
this path, he walked leisurely onward, till he

came to a small flower-garden, into which three
windows opened, their sashes reaching to the

ground. While yet uncertain whether to advance
or retire, he heard Ogden's sharp voice from with-
in the room. His tone was loud, and had the
vibration of one speaking in anger.

" Even on

your own showing, Millar, another reason for

getting rid of him. You can't be ambitious, I

take it, of newspaper notoriety, or a controversy
in the public papers. Now, Layton is the very-
man to drag you into such a conflict. Ask for

no explanations, inquire for no reasons, but dis-

miss him by an act of your Board. Your Colonel
there is the chairman

;
he couldn't refuse what

you insist upon, and the thing will be done with-

out your prominence in it."

Millar murmured a reply, but Layton turned

away without listening to it, and made for the

hall door. " Give this to your master," said he,

handing the letter to the servant, and turned

away.
The last flickerings of twilight guided him

down the steep path of the cliff, and, wearied and

tired, he reached home.
" What a wearisome day you must have had,

Herbert," said his wife, as she stooped for the

hat and cane he had thrown beside him en sit-

ting down.
"I mustn't complain, Grace," said he, with .1

sad sort of smile. "It's the last of such fatigues."

"How, or what do you mean?" asked she,

eagerly.
"I have given it up. 'I have resigned my

charge of the dispensary. Don't ask my reasons,

girl," broke he in, hastily, "for I scarcely know
them myself. All I can tell you is, it is done."

"I have no doubt you were right, Herbert,"

began she.
' ' I feel assured "

"Do you? Then, by Heaven! you have a

greater confidence in me than 1 have in myself.
I believe I was more than two parts drunk when
I did it, but doubtless the thought will sober me
when I awake to-morrow morning ;

till when,
I do not mean to think of it."

"You have not eaten, I'm sure."
" I can not eat just yet, Grace

; give me a cup
of tea, and leave me. I shall be better alone for

a while."

CHAPTER XI.

A REMITTANCE.

" A LETTER a long letter from Alfred," said

Layton's wife, as she knocked at his door on the

following morning. "It has been lying for four

days at the office in Coleraine. Only think,

Herbert, and I fretting and fretting over his si-

lence."

"Is he well?" asked he, half gruffly.

"Quite well, and so happy ;
in the midst of

kind friends, and enjoying himself, as he says he

thought impossible when absent from his home.

Pray, read ir, Herbert. It will do you infinite

good' to see how cheerfully he writes."
"
No, no ;

it is enough that I know the boy is

well. As to being happy, it is the affair of an

hour, or a day, with the luckiest of us."

"There are so many kind messages to you,
and so many anxious inquiries about the labo-

ratory. But you must read them. And then
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there is a Bank order he insists upon your hav-

ing. Poor fellow ! the first money he has ever

earned
"

" How much is it, Grace ?" asked he, eagerly." It is for twenty pounds, Herbert," said she,

with a faltering accent, which, even weak as it

was, vibrated with something like reproach.
"Never could it be more welcome," said he,

carelessly.
" It was thoughtful, too, of the boy 5

just as if he had known all that has happened
here." And with this he opened the door, tak-

ing hurriedly from her hand the letter and the

money-order. "No; not this. I do not want
his letter, "said he, handing it back to her, while

he muttered over the lines of the Bank check.

"Why did he not say or order ?" said he, half

angrily.
' ' This necessitates my going to Cole-

raine myself to receive it. It seems that I was

overrating his thoughtfulness, after all."
"
Oh, Herbert !" said she, pressing both her

hands over her heart, as though an acute pain
shot through it.

"I meant what I have said," said he, rough-
ly; "he might have bethought him what are

twelve weary miles of road to one like me, as

well as that my clothes are not such as suit appear-
ance in the streets of a town. It was not thought-
ful of him, Grace."
"The poor dear boy's first few pounds; all

that he could call his own "

" I know that," broke he in, harshly ;
"and in

what other way could they have afforded him a

tithe of the pleasure? It was a wise selfish-

ness suggested the act
;

that is all you can say
of it."

"
Oh, but let me read you how gracefully and

delicately he has done it, Herbert ;
how mindful

he was not to wound one sentiment "

"'Pay to Herbert Layton, Esquire'
" read

he, half aloud, and not heeding her speech.
" He

ought to have added ' M.D.
;'

it is as 'the Doc-
tor' they should know me. down here. Well, it

has come right opportunely, at all events. I be-

lieve I was the owner of some fifteen shillings in

the world."
A deep, tremulous sigh was all her answer.

"Fifteen and ninepencc," muttered he, as he

counted over the pieces in his hand. " Great
must be the self-reliance of the man who, with

such a sum for all his worldly wealth, insults his

patrons and resigns his office eh, Grace ?"

There was in his tone a blended mockery and
seriousness that he often used, and which, by the

impossibility of answering, always distressed her

greatly.
"It is clear you do not think so," said he,

harshly.
" It is evident you take the vulgar

view of the incident, and condemn the act as one
dictated by ill-temper and mere resentment.

The world is always more merciful than one's

own fireside, and the world will justify me."
"When you have satisfied your own con-

science, Herbert
"

"
I'll take good care to make no such appeal,"

broke he in.
"
Besides," added he, with a bitter

levity, "men like myself have not one, but fifty

consciences. Their after-dinner conscience is

not their waking one next morning ;
their con-

science in the turmoil and bustle of life is not

their conscience as they lie out there on the

white rocks, listening to the lazy plash of the

waves. Not to say that, after forty, every man's

conscience grows casuistical somewhat the-

worse for wear, like himself."

It was one of Layton's pastimes to sport thus
with the feelings of his poor wife, uttering at

random sentiments that he well knew must pain
her deeply ;

and there were days when this spir-
it of annoyance overbore his reason and mastered
all his self-control.

"What pleasant little sketches Alfred gives
of his traveling acquaintances !" said she, open-
ing the letter, and almost asking to be invited to

read it.

"These things have no value from one as

untried in life as ho. is," broke he in, rudely.
"One only learns to decipher character by the

time the world has become very wearis*ome.

Does he tell you how he likes his task? How
does he fancy bear-leading ?"

" He praises Lord Agincourt very much. He
calls him a fine, generous boy, with many most

attaching qualities."

"They are nearly all such in that class in

very early life, but, as Swift says, the world is

full of promising princes and bad kings."
"Lord Agincourt would appear to be sincere-

ly attached to Alfred."
" So much the worse

;
such friendships inter-

fere with the work of tuition, and they never en-

dure after it is over. To be sure, now and then

a tutor is remembered, and if he has shown him-
self discreet about his pupil's misdeeds, reserved

as to his short-comings, and only moderately re-

bukeful as to his faults, such virtue is often re-

warded with a Bishopric. What have we here,
Grace? Is not that a row-boat rounding the

point yonder, and heading into the bay ?"

So rare an event might well have caused as-

tonishment, for since the place had been desert-

ed by the fishermen the land-locked waters of

the little cove had never seen the track of a boat.

"Who can it be?" continued he; "I see a

round hat in the stern-sheets. Look, he is point-

ing where they are to land him, quite close to

our door here." Stimulated by an irrepressible

curiosity, Herbert arose and walked out, but

scarcely had he reached the strand when he
was met by Colonel Karstairs.

"I couldn't trust my gouty ancles down thnt

precipice, Doctor," cried he out, "and although

any thing but a good sailor, I came round here

by water. What a charming spot you have

here, when one does reach it !"
"

It is pretty ;
and it is better it is solitary,"

said Layton, coldly ;
for somehow he could not

avoid connecting the Colonel with a scene very

painful to his memory.
"I don't think I ever saw any thing more

beautiful," said Karstairs, as he gazed around
him. "The wild, fantastic outlines of those

rocks, the variegated colors of the heath blos-

som, the golden strand, and the cottage itself,

make up a fairy scene."
" Let me show you the interior, though it dis-

pel the illusion," said Layton, as he moved to-

ward the door.

"I hope my visit is not inconvenient," said

Karstairs, as he entered and took a scat; "and
I hope, besides, when you hear the object of it,

you will, at least, forgive me." He waited for

a reply of some sort, but Layton only bowed his

head stiffly, and suffered him to continue: "I
am a sorry diplomatist, Doctor, and have not the
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vaguest idea of how to approach a point of any

difficulty ;
but what brought me here this morn-

ing was simply this : you sent that letter" here

he drew one from his pocket, and handed it to

Layton "to our friend the Rector."
" Yes

;
it is my hand, and I left it myself at

the parsonage."
"Well, now, Millar has shown it to no one

but myself indeed, he placed it in my hands fhown
after reading it consequently, its contents are

unknown save to our two selves
;

there can,

therefore, be no difficulty in your withdrawing it.

You must see that the terms you have employed
toward him are not such as are not civil, I

mean
;
in fact, they are not fair. He is an ex-

cellent fellow, and sincerely your friend besides.

Now, don't let a bit of temper get the mastery
over better feelings, nor do not, out of a mo-

mentary pique, throw up your appointment.
None of us, nowadays, can afford to quarrel
with his bread-and-butter

;
and though you are

certainly clever enough and skillful enough not

to regard such an humble place as this, yet, re-

member you had a score of competitors when

you looked for it. Not to say that we all only
desire to know how to be of service to you, to

make your residence among us agreeable, and
and all that sort of thing, which you can under-
stand far better than I can say it!" Nor, to do
the valiant Colonel justice, was this a very diffi-

cult matter, seeing that, in his extreme confu-

sion and embarrassment, he stammered and stut-

tered at every word, while, to increase his diffi-

culty, the manner of Layton was cold and al-

most stately.
"Am I to suppose, Sir," said he, at length,

"that you are here on the part of Doctor Mil-
lar?"

"No, no
; nothing of the kind. Millar knows,

of course, the step I have taken : perhaps he con-

curs in it indeed, I'm sure he does. He is your
sincere well-wisher, Doctor a man who really
wants to be your friend."

"Too much honor," said Layton, haughtily.
"Not to say how arduous the task of him who
would protect a man against himself; and such
I opine to be the assumed object here."

"I'm sure, if 1 had as much as suspected how
you would have taken my interference," said the

Colonel, more hurt by Layton's tone than by his

mere words, "I'd have spared myself my mis-

sion."

"You had no right to have anticipated it, Sir.

It was very natural for you to augur favorably
of any intervention by a Colonel a C.B., with

other glorious distinctions in regard to a poor
dispensary doctor, plodding the world wearily,
with a salary less than a butler's. You had only
to look down the cliff, and see the humble cot-

tage where he lived, to calculate what amount
of resistance could such a man offer to any pro-
posal that promised him bread."
"I must say I wish you would not mistake

me," broke in Karstairs, with warmth.
"I am not stating any thing with reference to

you, Sir
; only with respect to those judgments

the world at large would pronounce upon me."
"Am I to conclude, thon," said the Colonel,

rising, and evidently in anger "Am I to con-

elude, then, that this is your deliberate act that

you wish to abide by this letter that you see

nothing to recall nor retract in its contents ?"

Layton bowed an assent.
" This is too bad too bad," muttered the Col-

onel, as he fumbled for his gloves, and dropped
them twice over in his confusion. "I know
well enough where the sting lies : you are angry
with Ogdcn you suspect that he has been med-
dling. Well, it's no affair of mine

; you are the
best judge. Not but a little prudence might have
shown you that Qgden was a dangerous man to

offend a very dangerous man; but of course

you know best. I have only to ask pardon for

obtruding my advice unasked, a stupid act al-

ways, but I'm right sorry for it."

"I am very grateful for the intention, Sir,"
said Layton, with dignity.

"That's all I can claim," muttered the Colo-

nel, whose confusion increased every moment.
"It was a fool's errand, and ends as it ought.

Good-by!"
Layton arose, and opened the door with a re-

spectful air.

Karstairs offered his hand, and, as he grasped
the other's warmly, said, "I wish you would let

me talk this over with your wife, Layton."
The Doctor drew haughtily back, and, with a

cold stare of astonishment, said, "I have address-

ed you by your title, Sir; / have mine. At all

events, there is nothing in your station nor in my
own to warrant this familiarity."
"You arc quite right perfectly right and I

ask pardon." It was a liberty never to be re-

peated, and the bronzed, weather-beaten face of

the old soldier became crimson with shame as he
bowed deeply and passed out.

Layton walked punctiliously at his side till he
reached the boat, neither uttering a word

;
and

thus they parted. Layton stood for a moment
gazing after the boat. "Perhaps he thought that

Karstairs would turn his head again toward the

shore
; perhaps who knows ? he hoped it. At

all events, the old Colonel never once looked

back, and the boat soon rounded the point and
was lost to view.

There are men so combative in their natures

that their highest enjoyment is derived from con-

flict with the world men whose self-esteem is

never developed till they sec themselves attack-

ing or attacked. Layton was one of this unhap-
py number, and it was with a sort of bastard her-

oism that he strolled back to the cottage, proud
in the thought of how he stood, alone and friend-

less, undeterred by the enmity of men of a cer-

tain influence and station.

He was soon in his laboratory and at work,
the reaction imparting a great impulse to his en-

ergy. He set to work with unwonted vigor and
determination. Chemical investigation has its

good and evil days : its periods when all goes

well, experiments succeed, tests answer, and re-

sults respond to what was looked for
;
and oth-

ers when disturbing causes intervene, gases es-

cape, and retorts smash. This was one of the

former; and the subtle essence long sought after

by Layton, so eagerly desired, and half despair-
ed of, seemed at last almost within reach. A
certain salt, an ingredient very difficult of prep-

aration, was, however, wanting to his further

progress, and it was necessary that he should

provide himself with it ere he advanced any far-

ther. To obtain this without any adulterating

admixture, and in all purity, was essential to

success, and he determined to set out immedi-
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ately for Dublin, where he could himself assist

in its preparation.
"What good luck it was, Grace,'' said he, as

he entered the room where she sat awaiting din-

ner for him "what good luck that the boy
should have sent us this money. I must go up
to Dublin to-morrow, and without it I must have

given up the journey."
"To Dublin!" said she, in a half-frightened

voice, for she dreaded not without reason the

temptations he would be exposed to when acci-

dentally lifted above his usual poverty.

"Ay, girl; I want a certain 'cyanuret' of

which you have never heard, nor can help me to

any knowledge of, but which a Dublin chemist
that I know of will assist me to procure ;

and
with this salt I purpose to make myself a name
and reputation that even Mr. Ogden will not
dare to dispute. I shall, I hope, have discover-

ed what will render disease painless, and deprive
operation of all its old terrors. If my calcula-

tions be just, a new era will dawn upon medical

science, and the physician come to the sick man
as a true comforter. My discovery, too, is no

empiric accident for which I can give no reason,
nor assign no cause, but the result of patient in-

vestigation, based upon true knowledge. My
appeal will be to the men of science, not to pop-
ular judgments. I ask no favor I seek no pat-

ronage. Herbert Layton would be little likely
to find either; but we shall see if the name will

not soar above both favor and patronage, and
rank with the great discoverers, or, better again,
with the great benefactors of mankind."

Vainglorious and presumptuous as this speech
was uttered, too, in a tone boastful as the words
themselves it was the mood which Layton's
wife loved to sec him indulge. If for nothing
else than it was the reverse of the sardonic and
bitter raillery he often practiced a spirit of scoff

in which he inveighed against the world and
himself it possessed for her an indescribable

charm. It represented her husband, besides, in

what she loved to think his true character that

of a noble, enthusiastic man, eagerly bent upon
benefiting his fellows. To her thinking, there

was nothing of vanity no overweening conceit

in all these foreshadowihgs of future fame
; nay,

if any thing, he understated the claims he would
establish upon the world's gratitude.
With what eager delight, then, did she listen !

how enchanting were the rich tones of his voice

as he thus declaimed !

"How it cheers my heart, Herbert, when I

hear you speak thus how bright every thing
looks when you throw such sunlight around

you!"" ' Is this the debauchee is this the fellow we
have been reading of in the reports from Scot-

land Yard?' methinks I hear them whispering to

each other. Ay, and that haughty University,
ashamed of its old injustice, will stoop to share

the lustre of the man it once expelled."

"Oh, think of the other and the better part
of your triumph !" cried she, eagerly." The best part of all will be the vengeance on
those who have wronged me. What will these

calumniators say when it is a nation does hom-
age to my success?"

"There are higher and better rewards than
such feelings," said she, half reproachfully.
"How little you know of it," said he, in his

tone of accustomed bitterness. "The really

high and great rewards of England arc given to

wealth, to political intrigue, to legal success. It's

your banker, your orator, or your scheming bar-

rister, who win the great prizes in our State Lot-

tery. Find out some secret by which life can
be restored to the drowned, convert an atmos-

phere of pestilence into an air of health and vig>

or, discover how an avalanche may be arrested

in its fall, and, if you be an Englishman, you
can do nothing better with your knowledge than
sell it to a company, and make it marketable

through shareholders. Philanthropy can be

quoted on 'Change like a Welsh tin-mine or a

patent fuel company ;
and if you could raise the

dead, make a ' limited liability' scheme of it be-

fore you tell the world your secret."
' '

Oh, Herbert, it was not thus you were wont
to speak."

"No, Grace," said he, in a tone of gentle, sor-

rowful meaning, "but there is no such misan-

thrope as the man who despises himself." And
with this he hastened to his room and locked
the door. It was while carelessly and recklessly
he.scattered the harsh words by which he grieved
her most that he now and then struck some
chord that vibrated with a pang of almost an-

guish within him, uttering aloud some speech
which from another he would have resented with
a blow. Still, as the criminal is oftentimes

driven to confess the guilt whose secret burden
is too heavy for his heart, preferring even the

execration of mankind to the terrible isolation

of secrecy, so did he feel a sort of melancholy
satisfaction in discovering how humbly and

meanly he appeared before himself.

"A poor man's pack is soon made, Grace,"
said he, with a sad smile, as he cntei'ed the room,
where she was busily engaged in the little prep-
arations for his journey. ,

"
Tom, don't go ! don't go! don't!" screamed

out the parrot, wildly.

"Only listen to the creature," said he; "he's
at his warnings again. I wish he would conde-
scend to be more explanatory and less oracular."

She only smiled, without replying.
"Not but he was right once, Grace," said Lay-

ton, gravely.
' ' You remember how he counsel-

ed me against that visit to the Rectory."
"Don't! don't!" croaked out the. bird, in a

low, guttural voice.

"You are too dictatorial, Doctor, even for a

vice-provost. I will go."
"All wrong! all wrong !" croaked the parrot.

"By Jove! he has half shaken my resolu-

tion," said Layton, as he sat down and drew hi:?

hand across his brow. "I wish any one would

explain to me why it is that he who has all his

life resented advice as insult, should be the slave

of his belief in omens." This was uttered in a

half soliloquy, and he went on : "I can go back to

at least a dozen events wherein I have had to rue

or rejoice in this faith."

"I too would say, Don't go, Herbert," said

she, languidly.
"How foolish all this is," said he, rising;

" don't you know the old Spanish proverb, Grace,
' Good Luck often sends us a message, but very

rarely calls at the door herself?' meaning, that

we must not ask Fortune to aid us without our

contributing some effort of our own. I will go,

Grace. Yes, I will go. No more auguries,
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Doctor," said he, throwing a handkerchief play-

fully over the bird and then withdrawing it
;
a

measure that never failed to enforce silence.

"This time, at least," said he, "I mean to he

my own oracle."

CHAPTER XII.

A FELLOW-TRAVELER ON THE COACH.

THE morning was raw, cold, and ungenial, as

Layton took his outside seat on the coach for

Dublin. For sake of shelter, being but poorly

provided against ill weather, he had taken the

seat behind the coachman, the place beside him

being reserved for a traveler who was to be taken

up outside the town. The individual in ques-
tion was alluded to more than once by the driver

and the guard as "the Captain," and in the

abundance of fresh hay provided for his feet, and
the care taken to keep his scat diy, there were

signs of a certain importance being attached to

his presence. As they gained the foot of a hill,

where the road crossed a small bridge, they found

the stranger awaiting them, with his carpet-bag;
he had no other luggage, but in his own person
showed unmistakable evidence of being well pre-

pared for a journey. He was an elderly man,
short, square, and thick-set, with a rosy, cheerful

countenance, and a bright, merry eye. As he

took off his hat, punctiliously returning the

coachce's salute, he showed a round, bald head,

fringed "around the base by a curly margin of

rich brown hair. So much Layton could mark
;

all signs, as he read them, of a jovial tempera-
ment and a healthy constitution

;
nor did the

few words he uttered detract from the impres-
sion

; they were frank and cheerful, and their

tone rich and pleasing to the ear.

The stranger's first care on ascending to his

place was to share a very comfortable rug with

his neighbor, the civility being done in a way
that would have made refusal almost impossible ;

his next move was to inquire if Layton was a

smoker, and, even before the answer, came the

offer of a most fragrant cigar. The courtesy of

the offered snuff-box among our grandfathers is

now replaced by the polite proffer of a cigar, and,

simple as the act of attention is in itself, there

are some men who are perfect masters in the

performance. The Captain was of this catego-

ry ;
and although Layton was a cold, proud, off-

standing man, such was the other's tact, that, be-

fore they had journeyed twenty miles in compa-
ny, an actual intimacy had sprung up between
them.
There is no pleasanter companionship to the

studious and reading man than that of a man
of life and the world, one whose experience,
drawn entirely from the actual game of life, is

full of incident and adventure. The Captain
had traveled a great deal and seen much, and
there was about all his observations the stamp
of a mind that had learned to judge men and
things by broader, wider rules than are the

guides of those who live in more narrow spheres.
It was in discoursing on the political condition

of Ireland, that they reached the little village of

Cookstown, about a mile from which, on a slight

eminence, a neat cottage was observable, the trim
laurel hedge that separated it from the road be-

ing remarkable in a country usually deficient in
such foliage.

"A pretty spot," remarked Layton, careless-

ly,
"
and, to all seeming, untenanted."

"
Yes, it seems empty," said the other, in the

same easy tone.
" There's never been any one livin' there, Cap-

tain, since that," said the coachman, turning
round on his seat, and addressing the stranger.

"Since what?" asked Layton, abruptly.
"He is alluding to an old story, a very old

story now," rejoined the other. "There were
two men a father and son named Shehan,
taken from that cottage in the year of Emmctt's

unhappy rebellion, under a charge of high trea-

son, and hanged."
"I remember the affair perfectly ;

Curran de-

fended them. If I remember aright, too, they
were convicted on the evidence of a noted in-

former."
' ' The circumstance is painfully impressed on

my memory, by the fact that I have the misfor-

tune to bear the same name
;
and it is by my

rank alone that I am able to avoid being mis-
taken for him. My name is Holmes."
"To be sure," cried Layton, "Holmes was

the name
;
Curran rendered it famous on that

day."
The coachman had turned round to listen to

this conversation, and at its conclusion touched
his hat to the Captain as if in polite acquies-
cence.

By the time they had reached Castle Blayney,
such had been the Captain's success in ingratiat-

ing himself into Layton's good opinion, that the

Doctor had accepted his invitation to dinner.
" We shall not dine with the coach travelers,"

whispered the stranger, "but at a small house
I'll show you just close by. I have already or-

dered my cutlet there, and there will be enough
for us both."

Never was speech less boastful
;

a most ad-
mirable hot dinner was ready as they entered the

little parlor, and such a bottle of port as Layton
fancied he had never'tasted the equal. By good
luck, there was ample time to enjoy these excel-

lent thing's, as the mail was obliged to await at

this place for an hour or more the arrival of a

cross-post. A second and a third brother of the

same racy vintage succeeded, and Layton, warm-
ed by the generous wine, grew open and confi-

dential, not only in speaking of the past, but also

to reveal all his hopes for the future, and the ob-

ject of his journey. Though the Captain was

nothing less than a man of science, he could

fathom sufficiently the details the other gave to

see that the speaker was no ordinary man, and
his discovery no small invention.

"Ay," said the Doctor, as, carried away by
the excitement of the wine, he grew boastful and

vain, "you'll sec, Sir, that the man who sat shiv-

ering beside you on the outside of the mail with-

out a greatcoat to cover him, will, one of these

days, be recognized as among the first of his na-

tion, and along with Hunter, and Bell, and Bro-

die, will stand the name of Herbert Layton!"
"You had a very distinguished namesake once,

a Fellow of Trinity
"
Myself, Sir, none other. I am the man !"

cried he, in a burst of triumphant pride. "I
am that is, I was the Regius Professor of

Medicine; I was Gold Medalist in 18
;

then
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Chancellor's Prizeman
;

the following year I

beat Stack and Naper you've heard of them, I'm

sure, on the Fellowship bench
;

I carried away
the Verse prize from George WolfFe

;
and now,

this day ay, Sir, this day I don't think I'd

have eaten if you had not asked me to dine with

you.""
Come, come," said the Captain, pushing the

decanter toward him, "there are good days
coming. Even in a moneyed point of view, your
discovery is worth some fifteen or twenty thou-
sand pounds."

" I'd not sell it for a million
;

it shall be with-

in the reach of the humblest peasant in the land
the day I have perfected the details. It shall be
for Parliament the two Houses of the nation

to reward me, or I'll never accept a shilling."
"That's a veiy noble and high-spirited re-

solve. I like you for it I respect you for it,"
said the Captain, warmly.
"I know well what had been my recognition

if I had been born a German or a Frenchman.
It is in England alone scientific discovery brings
neither advancement nor honor. They pension
the informer that betrays his confederates, and

they leave the man of intellect to die, as Chat-
terton died, of starvation in a garret. Isn't that

true ?"
" Too true too true, indeed !" sighed the

Captain, mournfully.
"And as to the Ireland of long ago," said

Layton, "how much more wise her present day
rulers are than those who governed her in times

past ! and whose great difficulty was to deal with
a dominant class, and to induce them to abate

any of the pretensions which years of tried loyal-

ty would seem to have confirmed into rights. I

speak as one who was once a ' United Irish-

man,'
"
said he.

Laying down the glass he was raising to his

lips, the Captain leaned across the table and

grasped Layton's hand, and although there was

nothing in the gesture which a by-stander could

have noticed, it seemed to convey a secret signal,
for Layton cried out exultingly,

" A brother in the cause !"
" You may believe how your frank, outspoken

nature has won upon me," said he, "when I

have confided to you a secret that would, if re-

vealed, certainly cost me my commission, and

might imperil my life
;
but I will do more. Lay-

ton, I will tell you that our fraternity exists in

full vigor not here, but thousands of miles away
and England will have to reap in India the

wrongs she has sown in Ireland."

"With this I have no sympathy," burst in

Layton, boldly. "Our association at least, as

I understood it was to elevate and enfranchise

Ireland, not humiliate England. It was well

enough for Wolfe Tone and men of his stamp to

take this view, but Nielson and myself were dif-

ferently minded, and we deemed that the empire
would be but the greater when all who served it

were equals."
Was it that the moment was propitious was

it that Layton's persuasive power was at its high-
est was it that the earnest zeal of the man had
carried conviction with his words? however it

happened, the Captain, after listening to a long
and well-reasoned statement, leaned his head

thoughtfully on his hand, and said,
" I wish I had known you in earlier days, Lay-

ton. You have placed these things before me in

a point I have never seen them before, nor do I

believe that there are ten men among us who
have. Grant me a favor," said he, as if a sud-
den thought had just crossed him.
"What is it," asked Layton." Come and stay a week or two with me at my

little cottage at Glasncvin
;
I am a bachelor, and

live that sort of secluded life that will leave you
ample time for your own pursuits."" Give me a corner for my glass bottles and a

furnace, and I'm your man," said Layton, laugh-

ingly.
' ' You shall make a laboratory of any thing but

the dinner-room, "cried Holmes, shaking hands
on the compact, and thus sealing it.

The guard's horn soon after summoned them
to their places, and they once more were on the

road.

The men who have long waged a hand-to-hand

combat with fortune, unfriended and uncheered,

experience an intense enjoyment when comes
the moment in which they can pour out all their

sorrows and their selfishness into some confiding
ear. It is no ordinary pleasure with them to

taste the sympathy of a willing listener. Lay-
ton felt all the ecstasy of such a moment, and he

told not alone of himself, and his plans, and his

hopes, but of his son Alfred, what high gifts the

youth possessed, and how certain was he, if com-
mon justice should be but accorded to him, to

win a great place in the world's estimation.

"The Captain" was an eager listener to all

the other said, and never interrupted,. save to

throw in some passing word of encouragement,
some cheering exhortation to bear up bravely and

courageously.

Layton's heart warmed with the words of en-

coivragement, and he confided many a secret

source of hope that he had never revealed be-

fore. He told how, in the course of his labors,

many an unexpected discovery had burst upon
him

; now, some great fact applicable to the

smelting of metals
; now, some new invention

available to agriculture. They were subjects, he

owned, ha had not pursued to any perfect re-

sult, but briefly committed to some rough notes,

reserving them for a time of future leisure.

"And if I can not convince the world," said

he. laughingly, "that they have neglected and

ignored a great genius, I hope, at least, to make

you a convert to that opinion."
"You see those tall elms yonder?" said

Holmes, as they drew nigh Dublin. "Well,
screened beneath their shade, lies the little cot-

tage I have told you about. Quiet and obscure

enough now, but'l'm greatly mistaken if it will

not one day be remembered as the spot where

Herbert Layton lived when he brought his great

discovery to completion."
"Do you really think so ?" cried Layton, with

a swelling feeling about the heart as though it

would burst his side.
"
Oh, if I could only come

to feel that hope myself! How it would repay
me for all I have gone through ! How it would

reconcile me to my own heart !"
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CHAPTER XIII.

HOW THEY LIVED AT THE VILLA.

THE Heathcotes had prolonged their stay at

Madia a full month beyond their first intention.

It was now November, and yet they felt most

unwilling to leave it. To be sure, it was the No-

vember of Italy in one of its most favored spots.

The trees had scarcely begun to shed their leaves,

and were only in that stage of golden and purple
transition that showed the approach of winter.

The grass was as green, and the dog-roses as

abundant, as in May ; indeed, it was May itself,

only wanting the fire-flies and the violets. One
must have felt the languor of an Italian summer,
with its closed-shutter existence, its long days of

reclusion, without exercise, without prospect, al-

most without light, to feel the intense delight a

bright month of November can bring, with its

pathways dry, its rivulets clear, its skies cloud-

less and blue to be able to be about again, to

take a fast canter or a brisk walk, is enjoyment
great as the first glow of convalescence after sick-

ness. Never are the olive-trees more silvery;
never does the leafy fig. or the dark foliage of

the orange, contrast so richly with its golden
fruit. To enjoy all these was reason enough why
the Heathcotes should linger there; at least,

they said that was their reason, and they be-

lieved it. Layton, with his pupil, had estab-

lished himself in the little city of Lucca, a sort

of deserted, God-forgotten old place, with tum-

ble-down palaces, with strange iron "grilles" and

quaint old armorial shields over them
;
he said

they had gone there to study, and he believed it.

Mr. O'Shea was still a denizen of the Panini

Hotel at the Bagni from choice, he said, but

he did not believe it; the Morgans had gone
back to Wales : Mr. Mosely, to Bond-street : and

Quackinboss was off to
" do" his Etruscan cities,

the ' '

pottery, and the rest of it ;" and so were

they all scattered, Mrs. Penthony Morris and
Clara being, however, still at the Villa, only wait-

ing for letters to set out for Egypt. Her visit

had been prolonged by only the very greatest

persuasions.
" She knew well too bitterly did

she know what a blank would life become to

her when she had quitted the dear Villa." "What
a dreary awaking was in store for them.

" ' 'What
a sad reverse to poor CJara's bright pictures of

existence." "The dear child used to fancy it

could be all like this!" "Better meet the 'mis-

cry at once than wait till they could not find

strength to tear themselves away." Such-like

were the sentiments uttered, sometimes tearfully,
sometimes in a sort of playful sadness, always
vciy gracefully, by the softest of voices, accom-

panied by the most downcast of long-fringed

eyelids.
"I am sure I don't know how May will man-

age to live without her," said Charles, who, be
it confessed, was thinking far more of his own
sorrows than his cousin's

;
while he added, in a

tone of well-assumed indifference,
" We shall all

miss her !"
* ' Miss her," broke in Sir William :

"
by George !

her departure would create a blank in the so-

ciety of a city, not to speak of a narrow circle in

a remote country-house." As for May herself,
she was almost heart-broken at the thought of

separation. It was not alone the winning graces
of her manner, and the numberless captivations

she possessed, but that she had really such a
"knowledge of the heart," she had given her
such an insight into her own nature, that, but
for her, she had never acquired ;

and poor May
would shudder at the thought of the ignorance
with which she had been about to commence the

voyage of life, until she had fortunately chanced
upon this skillful pilot. But for Mrs. Morris it

was possible, nay, it was almost certain, she
should one day or other have married Charles
Heathcote united herself to one in every way
unsuited to her,

" a good-tempered, easy-na'tured",
indolent creature, with no high ambitions a
man to shoot and fish, and play billiards, and
read French novels, but not the soaring intellect,
not the high intelligence, the noble ascendency
of mind that should win such a heart as yours,

May." How strange it was that she should never
before have recognized in Charles all the blem-
ishes and short-comings she now detected in his

character! How singular that she had never
remarked how selfish he was, how utterly ab-
sorbed in his own pursuits, how little deference
he had for the ways or wishes of others, and

then, how abrupt, almost to rudeness, his man-
ners ! To be sure, part of this careless and easy
indifference might be ascribed to a certain sense

of security; "he knows you are betrothed to

him, dearest
;
he is sure you must one day be

his wife, or, very probably, he would be very dif-

ferent more of an ardent suitor, more eager and
anxious in his addresses. Ah, there it -is! men
are ever so, and yet they expect that we poor
creatures are to accept that half fealty as a full

homage, and be content with that small measure
of affection they deign to accord us ! That ab-

surd Will has done it all, dear child. It is one
of those contracts men make on parchment, quite

forgetting that there are such things as human
affections. You must marry him, and there's an
end of it!"

Now Charles, on his side, was very fond of

his cousin. If he wasn't in love with her, it was
because he didn't very well understand what be-

ing in love meant: he had a notion, indeed, that

it implied giving up hunting and coursing, hav-

ing no dogs, not caring for the Derby, or even

opening Punch or smoking a cigar. Well, he

could, he believed, submit to much, perhaps all,

of these, but he couldn't, at least he didn't fancy
he could, be "

spooney." He came to Mrs. Mor-
ris with confessions of this kind, and she under-

took to consider his case.

Lastly, there was Sir William to consult her

about his son and his ward. He saw several

nice and difficult points in their so-called en-

gagement which would require the delicate hand
of a clever woman

;
and where could he find one

more to the purpose than Mrs. Penthony Morris?

With a skill all her own, she contrived to have

confidential intercourse almost every day with

each of the family. If she wished to see Sir

William, it was only to pretend to write a letter,

or look for some volume in the library, and she

was sure to meet him. May was always in her

own drawing-room, or the flower-garden adjoin-

ing it
;
and Charles passed his day rambling list-

lessly about the stables and the farm-yard, or

watching the peasants at their work beneath the

olive-trees. To aid her plans, besides, Clara

could always be dispatched to occupy and engage
the attention of some other. Not, indeed, that
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Clara was as she used to be. Far from it. The

merry, light-hearted, capricious child, with all

her strange and wayward ways, was changed
into a thoughtful, pensive girl, loving to be alone

and unnoticed. So far from exhibiting her for-

mer dislike to study, she was now intensely eager
for it, passing whole days and great part of the

night at her books. There was about her that

purpose-like intentness that showed a firm re-

solve to learn. Nor was it alone in this desire

for acquirement that she was changed, but her

whole temper and disposition seemed altered.

She had grown more gentle and more obedient.

If her love of praise was not less, she accepted it

with a more graceful modesty, and appeared to

feel it rather as a kindness than an acknowledged
debt. The whole character of her looks, too,

had altered. In place of the elfin sprightliness
of her ever-laughing eyes, their expression was
soft even to sadness

;
her voice, that once had

the clear ringing of a melodious bell, had grown
low, and with a tender sweetness that gave to

each word a peculiar grace.
"What is the matter with Clara?" said Sir

William, as he found himself, one morning, alone

with Mrs. Morris in the library.
" She never

sings now, and she does not seem the same happy
creature she used to be."

"Can you not detect the cause of this, Sir

William?
1 '

said her mother, with a strange sparkle
in her eyes.
"I protest I can not. It is not, surely, that

she is unhappy here ?"
"
No, no, very far from that."

" It can not be ill health, for she is the very

picture of the contrary."

"No, no," said her mother again.
"What can it be?"

"Say, rather, who?" broke in Mrs. Moms,
"and I'll tell you."
"Who, then ? Tell me by all means."
"Mr. Layton. Yes, Sir William, this is Ids

doing. I have remarked it many a day back.

You are aware, of course, how sedulously he en-

deavors to make himself acceptable in another

quarter ?"
" What do you mean ? What quarter? Sure-

ly you do not allude to my ward?"
"You certainly do not intend me to believe

that you have not seen this, Sir William?"
"I declare not only that I have never seen,

but -never so much as* suspected it. And have

you seen it, Mrs. Morris?"
" Ah ! Sir William, this is our woman's privi-

lege, though really in the present case it did not

put the faculty to any severe test."

For a moment or two he made no reply, and
then said,

" And Charles has Charles remarked

it?"

"I really can not tell you. His manner is

usually so easy and indifferent about every thing,

that, whether it comes of not seeing or never car-

ing, I can not pretend to guess."
"I asked the young man here, because he

was with Lord Agincourt," began Sir William,
who was most eager to offer some apologies to

himself for any supposed indiscretion.
"
Agin-

court's guardian, Lord Sommerville, and myself
have bad some unpleasant passages in life, and
I wished to show the boy that toward him I bore

no memory of the ills I received from his uncle.

In fact, I was doubly civil and attentive on that

account
;
but as for Mr. Layton isn't that his

name ?"
" Yes

;
Alfred Layton.""

Layton came as the lad's tutor noth-

ing more. He appeared a pleasing, inoffensive,
well-bred young fellow. But surely, Mrs. Mor-
ris, my ward has given him no encourage-
ment?"

"Encouragement is a strong word, Sir Wil-

liam," said she, smiling archly ;
"I believe it is

only widows who give encouragement."
"Well, well," said he, hurriedly, and not car-

ing to smile, for he was in no jesting mood,
" has

she appeared to understand his attentions?"
"Even young ladies make DO mistakes on that

score," said she, in the same bantering tone.

"And I never to see it !" exclaimed he, as he
walked hurriedly to and fro. "But I ought to

have seen it, eh, Mrs. Morris? I ought to have
seen it. I ought, at least, to have suspected that

these fellows are always on the look-out for such
a chance as this. Now I suppose you'll laugh
at me for the confession, but my attention was

entirely engaged by watching our Irish friend."
" The great O'Shea !" exclaimed Mrs. Morris,

laughing.

"And, to tell you the truth, I never could ex-

actly satisfy myself whether he came here to ogle

my ward, or win Charley's half-crowns at bil-

liards."
" I imagine, if you asked him, he'd say he was

in for the '

double'event,
' "

said she, with a laugh.
"And then, Mrs. Morris," added he, with a

sly smile,
"

if I must be candid, I fancied, or

thought I fancied, his attentions had another ob-

ject."
"Toward me!" said she, calmly, but in an

accent as honest, as frank, and as free from all

concern, as though speaking of a third per-
son. "

Oh, that is quite true. Mr. Layton also

made his little quiet love to me as college men
do it, and I accepted the homage of both, feeling
that I was a sort of lightning-conductor that

might rescue the rest of the building."
Sir William laughed as much at the arch

quietness of her manner as her words. "How
blind I have been all this time," burst he in, an-

grily, as he reverted to the subject of his chagrin.
" I suppose there's not another man living would
not have seen this but myself."

"No, no," said she, gently; "men are never
nice observers in these matters."

"Well, better late than never, eh, Mrs. Mor-
ris ? Better to know it even now. Forewarned

as the adage says eh?"
In these little broken sentences he sought to

comfort himself, while he angled for some con-

solation from his companion ;
but she gave him

none not a word, nor a look, nor a gesture.
" Of course I shall forbid him the house."

"And make a hero of him from that moment,
and a martyr of her," quietly replied she. "By
such a measure as this you would at once con-

vert what may be possibly a passing flirtation

into a case of love."

"So that I am to leave the course free, and

give him every opportunity to prosecute his

suit?"
" Not exactly. But do not erect barriers just

high enough to be surmounted. Let him come
here just as usual, and I will try if I can not en-

tangle him in a little serious flirtation with my-
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self, which certainly, if it succeed, will wound

May's pride, and cure her of any weakness for

him."
Sir William made no reply, but he stared at

the speaker with a sort of humorous astonish-

ment, and somehow her cheek flushed under the

look.

"These are womanish artifices, which you men
hold cheaply, of course

;
but little weapons suit

little wars, Sir William, and such are our cam-

paigns. At all events, count upon my aid till

Monday next."
" And why not after ?"

"Because the Peninsular and Oriental packet
touches at Malta on Saturday, and Clara and I

must be there in time to catch it."
" Oh no

;
we can not spare you. In fact, we

arc decided on detaining you. May would break

up house here and follow you to the Pyramids
the Upper Cataracts any where, in short. But
leave us you must not."

She covered her face with her handkerchief,
and never spoke, but a slight motion of her

shoulders showed that she was sobbing. "I
have been so uncandid with you all this time,"
said she, in broken accents. "I should have told

you all every thing. I ought to have confided

to you the whole sad story of my terrible bereave-

ment and its consequences ;
but I could not.

No, Sir William, I could not endure the thought
of darkening the sunshine of all the happiness I

saw here by the cloud of my sorrows. When I

only saw faces of joy around me, I said to my
heart, 'What right have I, in my selfishness,

to obtrude here ?' And then, again, I bethought

me,
' Would they admit me thus freely to their

hearth and home if they knew the sad, sad sto-

ry ?' In a word," said she, throwing down the

handkerchief, and turning toward him with soft

and tearful eyes, "I could not risk the chance of

losing your affection, for you might have cen-

sured, you might have thought me too unforgiv-

ing too relentless !"

Here she again bent down her head, and was
lost in an access of fresh affliction.

Never was an elderly gentleman more puzzled
than Sir William. He felt that he ought to of-

fer consolation, but of what nature, or for what

calamity, he couldn't even guess. It was an

awkward case altogether, and he never fancied

awkward cases at any time. Then he had that

unchivulric sentiment that elderly gentlemen oc-

casionally will have a sort of half distrust of

"injured women." This was joined to a sense

of shame that it was usually supposed by the

world men of his time of life were always the

ready victims of such sympathies. In fact, he
disliked the situation immensely, and could only
muster a few commonplace remarks to extricate

himself from it.

"You'll let me tell you every thing; I know

you will," said she, looking bewitchingly soft and
tender through her tears.

' ' Of course I will, my dear Mrs. Morris, but
not now not to-day. You are really not equal
to it at this moment."

"True, I am not !" said she, drying her eyes ;

"but it is a promise, and you'll not forget it."

"You only do me honor in the confidence,"
said he, kissing her hand.
"A thousand pardons!" cried a rich brogue.

And at the same moment the library door was

closed, and the sound of retreating steps was
heard along the corridor.

"That insufferable O'Shea!" exclaimed she.
" What will he not say of us ?"

CHAPTER XIV.

THE BILLIARD-ROOM.

MR. O'SHEA had a very happy knack at bil-

liards. It was an accomplishment which had
stood him more in stead in life than even his

eloquence in the House, his plausibility in the

world, or his rose-amethyst ring. That adven-
turous category of mankind, who have, as Cur-
ran phrased it, the title-deeds of their estates un-
der the crown of their hats, must, out of sheer

necessity, cultivate their natural gifts to a high-
er perfection than that well-to-do, easy-living
class for whom fortune has provided "land and
beeves," and are obliged to educate hand, eye,
and hearing to an amount of artistic excellence
of which others can form no conception. Now,
just as the well-trained smger can modulate his

tones, suiting them to the space around him, or
as the orator so pitches his voice as to meet the
ears of his auditory, without any exaggerated
effort, so did the Member for Inch measure out
his skill, meting it to the ability of his adversary
with a graduated nicety as delicate as that of a
chemist in apportioning the drops of a precious
medicament.

It was something to sec him play. There was
a sort of lounging elegance a half purpose-like
energy, dashed with indolence a sense of pow-
er, blended with indifference a something that

bespoke the caprice of genius, mingled with a

spirit that seemed to whisper that, after all,

"cannons" were only vanity, and "hazards"
themselves but vexation of spirit. He was,
though a little past his best years, a good-looking
fellow a thought too pluffy, perhaps, and more
than a thought too swaggering and pretentious ;

but, somehow, these same attributes did not de-
tract from the display of certain athletic graces
of which the game admits, for, after all, it was

only Antinous fallen a little into flesh, and seen
in his waistcoat.

It was mainly to this accomplishment he owed
the invitations he received to the Villa. Charles

Heathcote, fully convinced of his own superiority
at the game, was piqued and irritated at the oth-

er's success; while Sir William was, perhaps,
not sorry that his son should receive a slight les-

son on the score of his self-esteem, particularly
where the price should not be too costly. The
billiard-room thus became each evening the re-

sort of all in the Villa. Thither May Leslie

fetched her work, and Mrs. Morris her crochet

needles, and Clara her book
;
while around the

table itself wore met young Heathcote, Lord

Agincourt, O'Shea, and Layton. Of course the

stake they played for was a mere trifle a mere
nominal prize, rather intended to record victory
than reward the victors just as certain taxes

arc maintained more for statistics than revenue
and half-crowns changed hands without cost-

ing the loser an after-thought; so at least the

spectators understood, and all but one believed.

Her quiet and practiced eye, however, detected
in Charles Heathcote's manner something more
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" He is a most brilliant billiard-player," said

May, smiling courteously, with a glance toward
the recess of the window, where Layton was
leaning over Clara's chair and reading out of
the book she held in her hand. "How I wish

you would give me some lessons," added she,
still slyly stealing a look at the window.

' ' Charmed only too happy. You overwhelm
me with the honor, Miss Leslie, and my name is

not O'Shea if I do not make you an admirable

player, for I have remarked already you have

great correctness of eye."
"Indeed!"

"Astonishing; and with that, a wonderfully
steady hand."
" How you flatter me !"

"Flatter? ah, you little know me, Miss Lcs.

lie !" said he, as he passed before her. .

May blushed, for at the moment Layton had
lifted his eyes from the book and turned them
full upon her. So steadfastly did he continue to

look, that her cheek grew hotter and redder, and
a something like resentment seemed to possess
her

;
while he, as though suddenly conscious of

having in some degree committed himself, held

down his head in deep confusion.

May Leslie arose from her seat, and, with a

haughty toss of her head, drew nigh the table.

"Are you going to join us, May?" cried the

boy, merrily.
" I'm going to take my first lesson, if Mr.

O'Shea will permit me," said she; but the tone

of her voice vibrated less with pleasure than re-

sentment.

"I'm at my lessons, too, May," cried Clara
from the window. "Is it not kind of him to

help me ?"

"Most kind most considerate!" said May,
abruptly; and then, throwing down the cue on
the table, she said, "I fancy I have a headache.
I hope you'll excuse me for the present." And
almost ere Mr. O'Shea could answer, she had
left the room.. Clara speedily followed her, and
for a minute or two not a word was uttered by
the others.

"I move that the House be counted," cried

the Member for Inch. "What has come over

them all, this evening ? Do you know, Layton ?"

"Do / know? Know what?" cried Alfred,

trying to arouse himself out of a reverie.

"Do you know that Inch-o'-brogue has not

left me five shillings out of my last quarter's al-

lowance ?" said the boy.
"You must pay for your education, my lad,"

said O'Shea. " I didn't get mine for nothing.

Layton there can teach you longs and shorts, to

scribble nonsense-verses, and the like, but for the

real science of life,
' how to do them as has done

you,' you must come to fellows like me."
"
Yes, there is much truth in that," said Lay-

ton, who, not having heard one word the other

had spoken, corroborated all of it, out of pure
distraction of mind.
The absurdity was too strong for Agincourt

and O'Shea, and they both laughed out.

"Come," said O'Shea, slapping Layton on the

shoulder, "wake up, and roll the balls about.

I'll play you your own game, and give you five-

and-twenty odds. There's a sporting otfer !"
" Make it to ?e," broke in Agincourt.
" So I would, if you weren't pumped out, my

noble Marquis."
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"And could you really bring yourself to win

a boy's pocket-money a mere boy?" said Lay-
ton, now suddenly aroused to full consciousness,

and coming so close to O'Shea as to be inaudible

to the other.
" Smallest contributions thankfully received,

is my motto," said O'Shea. " Not but, as a mat-

ter of education, the youth has gained a deuced

sight more from me than you /"
" The reproach is just," said Layton, bitterly.

"I have neglected my trust grossly neglected
it and in nothing more than suffering him to

keep your company."" Oh ! is that your tone ?" whispered the oth-

er, still lower. "Thank your stars for it, you
never met a man more ready to humor your
whim."

" What's the 'Member' plotting?" said Agin-
court, coming up between them. " Do let me
into the plan."

"It is something he wishes to speak to me
about to-morrow at eleven o'clock, "said Layton,
with a significant look at O'Shea,

" and which is

a matter strictly between ourselves."
" All right,

"
said Agincourt, turning back to

the table again,, while O'Shea, with a nod of as-

sent, left the room.
"We must set to work vigorously to-morrow,

Henry," said Layton, laying his hand on the

boy's shoulder. "You have fallen into idle ways,
and the fault is all my own. For both our sakes,

then, let us amend it."

"Whatever you like, Alfred," said the boy,

turning on him a look of real affection
;

"
only

never blame. yourself if you don't make a genius
of me. I was always a stupid dog !"

"You are a true-hearted English boy," mut-
tered Layton, half to himself, "and well de-

served to have fallen into more careful hands
tlian mine. Promise me, however, all your ef-

forts to repair the past."
" That I will," said he, grasping the other's

hand, and shaking it in token of his pledge.
" But I still think," said he, in a slightly broken

voice, "they might have made a sailor of me;
they'll never make a scholar !"

"We must get away we must leave this,"
said Layton, speaking half to himself.

" I'm sorry for it," replied the boy. "I like

the old Villa, and I like Sir William and Char-

icy, and the girls, too ! Ay, and I like that

trout-stream under the alders, and that jolly bit

of grass land where we have just put up the hur-

dles. I say, Layton," added he, with a sigh, "I
wonder when shall we be as happy as we have
been here ?"

" Who knows?" said Layton, sorrowfully.
" I'm -sure / never had such a pleasant time

of it in my life. Have you ?"
" If I don't know that is, I believe not. I

mean, never," stammered out Layton, in confu-

sion.

"Ha! I fancied as much. I thought you
didn't like it as well as 7 did."

"Why so !" asked Layton, eagerly."
It was May put it into my head the other

morning. She said it was downright cruelty to

make you come out and stop here; that you
couldn't, with all your politeness, conceal how
much the place bored you !"

'"' She said this ?"

"Yes; and she added, that if it were not for

Clara, with her German lessons and her little

Venetian barcarolles, you would have been driv-
en to desperation."
"But you could have told her, Henry, that I

delighted in this place that I never had passed
such happy days as here."

" I did think so when we knew them first, but

latterly it seemed to me that you were somehow
sadder and graver than you used to be. You
didn't like to ride with us

; you seldom came
down to the river

; you'd pass all the morning in

the library ; and, as May said, you only seemed

happy when you were giving Clara her lesson in

German."
"And to whom did May say this?"
" To me and to Clara."

"And Clara did she make any answer?"
"Not a word. She got very pale, and seem-

ed as though she would burst out a crying.
Heaven knows why ! Indeed, I'm not sure the
tears weren't in her eyes as she hurried away ;

and it was the only day I ever saw May Leslie

cross.
"

"/never saw her so," said Layton, half re-

bukefully.
"Then you didn't see her on that day, that's

certain ! She snubbed Charley about his riding,
and wouldn't suffer Mrs. Morris to show her

something that had gone wrong in her embroid-

ery; and when we went down to the large draw-

ing-room to rehearse our tableau that scene

you wrote for us she refused to take a part,
and said,

' Get Clara
;

she'll do it better !'
"

' ' And it was thus our little theatricals fell to

the ground," said Layton, musingly; "and I
never so much as suspected all this !"

"Well," said the boy, with a hesitating man-
ner, "I believe I ought not to have told you.
I'm sure she never intended I should

;
but some-

how, after our tiff
"

"And did you quarrel with her?" asked Lay-
ton, eagerly.
"Not quarrel exactly; but it was What our

old commander used to call a false-alarm fire
;

for I thought her unjust and unfair toward yon,
and always glad when she could lay something
or other to your charge, and I said so to her

frankly."
"And she?"
" She answered me roundly enough.

' When
you are a little older, young gentleman,' said

she, 'you'll begin to discover that our likings
and dislikings are not always under our own
control.' She tried to be very calm and cool as

she said it, but she was as pale as if going to

faint before she finished."
" She said truly," muttered Layton to himself;

"our impulses are but the shadows our vices or

virtues throw before them." Then laying his

arm on the boy's shoulder, he led him away, to

plan and plot out a future course of study, and

repair all past negligence and idleness.

Ere we leave this scene, let us follow Mrs.

Morris, who, having quitted the house, quickly
went in search of Charles Heathcotc. There

was that in the vexed and angry look of the

young man, as he left the room, that showed her

how easy it would be in such a moment to be-

come his confidante. Through the traits of his

resentment she could read an impatience that

could soon become indiscretion. "Let me only
be the repository of any secret of his mind,"
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muttered she "I care not what and I ask

nothing more. If there be one door of a house

open be it the smallest it is enough to enter

by."
She had not to go far in her search. There

was a small raised terrace at the end of the gar-
den a favorite spot witli him and thither she
had often herself repaired to enjoy the secret

luxury of a cigar for Mrs. Morris smoked
whenever opportunity permitted that indulgence
without the hazard of forfeiting the good opin-
ion of such as might have held the practice in
disfavor. Now, Charles Heathcote was the only
confidant of this weakness, and the mystery,
small as it was, had served to establish a sort of
bond between them.
"I knew I should find you here," said she,

stealing noiselessly to his side, as, leaning over
the terrace, he stood deep in thought.

" Give
me a cigar."
He took the case slowly from his pocket, and

held it toward her in silence.
' ' How vastly polite ! Choose one for me, Sir,

"

said she, pettishly.

"They're all alike," said he, carelessly, as he
drew one from the number, and offered it.

"And now a light," said she,
"
for I see yours

has gone out, without your knowing it. Pray
do mind what you're doing ; you've let the match
fall on my foot. Look there !"

And he did look, and saw the prettiest foot
and roundest ankle that ever Parisian coquetry
had done its uttermost to grace; but he only
smiled, half languidly, and said, "There's no
mischief done to either of us !" the last words
being muttered to himself. Her sharp ears,

however, had caught them
;
and had he looked

at her then, he would have seen her face a deep
crimson. "Is the play over? Have they left

the billiard-room ?" asked he.

"Of course it is over," said she, mockingly."
Sportsmen rarely linger in the preserves where

there is no game."
' 'What do you think of that same Mr. O'Shea ?

You rarely mistake people. Tell me frankly
your opinion of him," said he, abruptly." He plays billiards far better than you," said

she, dryly.
"I'm not talking of his play, I'm asking what

you think of him."
"He's your master at whist, e'cartc', and pi-

quet. I think he's a better pistol shot
;
and he

says he rides better."
" I defy hhn. He's a boastful, conceited fel-

low. Take his own account, and you'll not find

his equal any where. But still, all this is no an-
swer to my question."

"Yes but it is, though. When a man pos-
sesses a very wide range of small accomplish-
ments in a high degree of perfection, I al\vays
take it for granted that he lives by them."

"Just what I thought exactly what I sus-

pected," broke he in, angrily. "I don't know
how we ever came to admit him here, as we
have. That passion May has for opening the
doors to every one, has done it all."

" If people will have a menagerie, they must
make up their mind to meet troublesome ani-

mals, now and then," said she, dryly.
"And then," resumed he, "the absurdity is,

if I say one word, the reply is,
'

Oh, you are so

jealous!'
"

"Naturally enough," was the cool remark.

"Naturally enough! And why naturally
enough? Is it of such fellows as Layton or
O'Shea I should think of being jealous ?"
"I think you might," said she, gravely.

"They are, each of them, very eager to succeed
in that about which you show yourself sufficient-

ly indifferent; and although May is certainly
bound by the terms of her father's will, there arc
conditions by which she can purchase her free-

dom."
"Purchase her freedom! And is that the

way she regards her position?" cried he, trem-

bling with agitation.
" Can you doubt it ? Need you do more than

ask yourself? How do you look on your own
case ? And yet you are not going to bestow a

great fortune. I'm certain, that do what you
will, your heart tells you it is a slave's bar-

gain."
"Did May tell you so?" said he, in a voice

thick with passion. .

"No."
"Did she ever hint as much?"
"No."
"Do you believe that any one ever dared to

say it?"

"As to that, I can't say; the world is very
daring, and says a great many naughty things,
without much troubling itself about their cor-

rectness."

"It may spare its censure on the present oc-

casion, then."

"Is it that you will not exact her compli-
ance?"
"I will not."

"How well I read you," cried she, catching

up his cold and still reluctant hand between both

her own "how truly I understood your noble,

generous nature. It was but yesterday I was

writing about you to a very dear friend, who had
asked me when the marriage was to take place,
and I said, 'If I have any skill in deciphering
character, I should say, Never? Charles Heath-
cote is not the man to live a pensioner on a wife's

rental
;
he is far more likely to take service again

as a soldier, and win a glorious name among
those who are now reconquering India. His dar-

ing spirit chafes against the inglorious idleness

of his present life, and I'd not wonder any morn-

ing to see his place vacant at the breakfast-

table, and to hear he had sailed for Alexan-
dria.'

"

"You do me a fuller justice than many who
have known me longer," said he, pensively." Because I read you more carefully because
I considered you without any disturbing ele-

ment of self-interest
;
and if I was now and then

angry at the lethargic indolence of your daily

life, I used to correct myself, and say,
' Be pa-

tient
;

his time is coming ;
and when the hour

has once struck for him, he'll dally no longer !'
"

"And my poor father
"

"Say, rather, your proud father, for he is the

man to appreciate your noble resolution, and feel

proud of his son."
" But to leave him to desert him "

"It is no eternal separation. In a year or

two you will rejoin him, never to part again.
Take my word for it, the consciousness that his

son is accomplishing a high duty will be a strong
fund of consolation for absence. It is to mistake
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him to suppose that he could look on your pres- i

ent life without deep regret."

"Ah! is that so?" cried he, with an expres- j

sion of pain.
" He has never owned as much to me; but I

j

have read it in him, just as I have read in you, ;

that you are not the man to stoop to an igno-
,

minions position to purchase a life of ease and

luxury."
" You were right there !*' said he, warmly.
" Of course I was. I could not be mistaken."

"You shall not be, at all events," said he,

hurriedly. "How cold your hand is. Let us

return to the house." And they walked back in
'

silence to the door.

CHAPTER XV.

MRS. PENTIIONT MORRIS AT HER WRITING-TABLE.

IT was late on that same night very late.

The Villa was all quiet and noiseless as Mrs.

Morris sat at her writing-table, engaged in a

very long letter. The epistle does not in any

way enter into our story. It was to her father,

in reply to one she had just received from him,
and solely referred to little family details with

which our reader can have no interest, save in a

passing reference to a character already before

him, and of whom she thus wrote :

"And so your alchemist turns out to be the

father of my admirer, Mr. Alfred Layton. I can

sincerely say your part of the family is the more

profitable, for I should find it a very difficult

problem to make five hundred pounds out of

mine ! Nor can I sufficiently admire the tact

with which you rescued even so much from such

a wreck ! I esteem your cleverness the more,
since shall I confess it, dear papa ? I thought
that the man of acids and alkalies would turn

out to be the rogue, and you the dupe ! Let me
hasten, therefore, to make the ' amende honora-

ble, 'and compliment you on your new character

of chemist.
" In your choice, too, of the mode of disem-

barrassing yourself of his company, you showed
an admirable wisdom

;
and you very justly ob-

serve, these are not times when giving a dog a
bad name will save the trouble of hanging him,
otherwise an exposure of his treasonable princi-

ples might have sufficed. Far better was the

method you selected, while, by making him out

to be mad, you make yourself out to be benevo-

lent. You have caught, besides, a very popular
turn of the public mind at a lucky conjuncture.
There is quite a vogue just now for shutting up
one's mother-in-law, or one's wife, or any other

disagreeable domestic ingredient, on the plea of

insanity ;
and a very clever physician, with what

is called 'an ingenious turn of mind,' will find

cither madness or arsenic in any given substance.

You will, however, do wisely to come abroad, for

the day will come of a reaction, and 'the lock-

up' system will be converted into the 'let-loose,'
and a sort of doomsday arrive when one will

be confronted with very unwelcome acquaint-
ances."

As she had written thus far, a very gentle
voice at her door whispered, "May I come in,

dearest?"

"Oh, darling, is it you?" cried Mrs. Morris,

throwing a sheet of paper over her half-written

epistle. "I was just writing about you. My
sweet May, I have a dear old godmother down
in Devonshire who loves to hear of those who
love me ; and it is such a pleasure, besides, to
write about those who are happy."
"And you call me one of them, do you ?" said

the girl, with a deep sigh.
" I call you one who has more of what makes

up happiness than any I have ever known. You
are very beautiful nay, no blushing, it is a
woman says it so handsome, May, that it is

downright shame of Fortune to have made you
rich, too. You should have been left to your
beauty, as other people are left to their great con-

nections, or their talents, or their Three per
Cents; and then you are surrounded by those

who love you, May a very commendable thing
in a world which has its share of disagreeable

people ; and, lastly, to enjoy all these fair gifts,

you have got youth."
"I shall be nineteen on the fourth of next

month, Lucy," said the other, gravely ;

" and it

was just about that very circumstance that I.

came to speak to you."
Mrs. Morris knew thoroughly well what the

speech portended, but she looked all innocence
and inquiry.
"You are aware, Lucy, what my coming of

age brings with it?" said the girl, half pettishly.
"That you become a great millionaire, dear-

est a sort of female Rothschild, with funds and
stocks in every land of the earth."

"I was not speaking of money. I was allud-

ing to the necessity of deciding as to my own fate

in life. I told you that by my father's will I am
bound to declare that I accept or reject Charles
Heathcote within six months after my coming
of age."

" I do not, I confess, see any thing very trying
in all that, May. I conclude that you know

enough of your own mind to say whether you
like him or not. You are not strangers to each

other. You have been domesticated together
"

"That's the very difficulty," broke in May.
"There has been intimacy between us, but noth-

ing like affection familiarity enough, but no
fondness."

"Perhaps that's not so bad a feature as you
deem it," said the other, dryly.

" Such a tame
table-land prospect before marriage may all the

better prepare you for the dull uniformity of

wedded life."

May gave a slight sigh, and was silent, while

the other continued :

"Being very rich, dearest, is, of course, a

great resource, for you can, by the mere in-

dulgence of your daily caprices, give yourself a

sort of occupation, and a kind of interest in

life."

May sighed again, and more heavily.

"I know this is not what one dreams of, my
dear May," resumed she, "and I can well im-

agine how reluctant you arc to seek happiness
in toy terriers or diamond ear-rings ;

but remem-
ber what I told you once before was the great
lesson the world taught us, that every joy we

compass in this life is paid, for dearly, in some

shape or other, and that the system is one great
scheme of compensations, the only wisdom being,
to be sure you have got at last what you have

paid for."
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"I remember your having said that," said

May, thoughtfully.u Yes
;

it was in correction of a great mistake

you had made, May, when you were deploring
the fate of some one who had contracted an un-

equal marriage. It was then that I ventured to

tell you, that what the world calls a misalliance

is the one sure throw for a happy union."
"But you didn't convince me!" said May,

hastily.

"Possibly not. I could not expect you to

look on life from the same sad eminence I have
climbed to; still I think you understood me
when I showed you that as air and sunlight are

blessings which we enjoy without an effort, so

affection, gained without sacrifice, elicits no high
sense of self-esteem none of that self-love,
which is but the reflex of real love."

" Charles would, then, according to your the-

ory, be eminently happy in marrying me, for, to

all appearance, the sacrifice would be considera-

ble," said May, with a half bitter laugh.
" My theory only applies to vs, dear May; as

for men, they marry from a variety of motives,
all prompted by some one or other feature of

their selfishness : this one for fortune, that for

family influence, the other because he wants a

home, and so on."

"And not for love at all?" broke in May.
"Alas, dearest, the man who affords himself

the pleasure of being in love, is almost always
unable to indulge in any other luxury. It is

your tutor creature, there, like Layton, falls in

love !"

May smiled, and turned away her head
;
but

the crimson flush of her cheek soon spread over

her neck, and Mrs. Morris saw it.

"Yes," resumed she, as if reflecting aloud,
" love is the one sole dissipation of these student

men, and, so to say, it runs through the dull-col-

ored woof of their whole after-life, like a single

gold thread glittering here and there at long in-

2rvals, and it gives them those dreamy fits of

'inative bliss which their quiet helpmates

istfully ascribe to some intellectual triumph,
aid it is in these the poor curate forgets his ser-

mon, and the village doctor his patient, thinking
of some moss-rose he had plucked long ago!"

Do you believe that, Loo?" asked the girl,

jrly.

I know it, dear ; and, what's more, it is these

men are the best of husbands, the kindest

the tenderest. The perfume of an early love

jps the heart pure for many a long year after,

us take Layton, for instance."
* But why Mr. Layton ? What do we know
ut him ?"

Not much, certainly ;
but enough to illus-

ite our meaning. It is quite clear he is des-

itely in love."

"With whom, pray?" asked May. And her

became crimson as she spoke.
" With a young lady who can not speak of

im without blushing," said Mrs. Morris, calmly,
ind continued: "At first sight it does seem a

very cruel thing to inspire such a man with a

"lopeless passion, yet, on second thought, we see

.'hat a stream of sunlight this early memory
throw over the whole bleak landscape of his

after-life. You are his torture now, but you will

be his benefactor in many a dark hour of the

dreary pilgrimage before him. There will be
D

touches of tenderness in that ode he'll send to

the magazine : there will be little spots of sweet

melancholy in that village story ;
men will never

know whence they found their way into the cu-
rate's heart. How little aware are they that

there's a corner there for old memories, embalm-
ed among holier thoughts a withered rose-leaf

between the pages of a prayer-book !"

May again sighed, and with a tremor in the
cadence that was almost a sob.

" So that," resumed the other, in a more flip-

pant voice, "you can forgive yourself for your
present cruelty, by thinking of all the benefits

you are to bestow hereafter, and all this without

robbing your rightful lord of one affection, one

solitary emotion, he has just claim to. And that,

my sweet May, is more than you can do with

your worldly wealth, for, against every check you
send your banker, the cashier's book will retain

the record."

"You only confuse me with all this," said

May, pettishly.
" I came for counsel."

' ' And I have given you more I have given

you consolation. I wish any one would be as

generous with me.!"

"Oh, you are not angry with me!" cried the

girl, earnestly.

"Angry! no, dearest; a passing moment of

selfish regret is not anger, but it is of you, not
of me, I would speak ;

tell me every thing. Has
Charles spoken to you?"
"Not a word. It may be indifference, or it

may be that, in a sense of security about the fu-

ture, he does not care to trouble himself."

"Nay, scarcely that, "said the other, thought-

fully.

"Whatever the cause, you will own it is not

very flattering to me," said she, flushing deeply.
"And Mr. Layton is Ae possessed of the same

calm philosophy ? Has he the same trustful re-

liance on destiny?" said Mrs. Morris, who, ap-

parently examining the lace border of her hand-

kerchief, yet stole a passing glance at the other's

face.

"How can you ask such a question ? What
is he to me, or I to him ? If he ever thought of

me, besides, he must have remembered that the

difference of station between us presents an in-

surmountable objection."
"As if Love asked for any thing better,"

cried Mrs. Morris, laughingly. "Why dearest,
the passion thrives on insurmountable objections,

just the way certain fish swallow stones, not for

nutriment, but to aid digestion by a difficulty.

If he be the man I take him for, he must hug an
obstacle to his heart as a Heaven-sent gift. Be
frank with me, May," said she, passing her arm

affectionately round her waist
;

" confess honest-

ly that he told you as much."

"No; he never said that," muttered she, half

reluctantly.
" What he said was, that if dispar-

ity of condition was the only barrier between us

if he were sure, or if he could even hope, that

worldly success could open an avenue to my
heart "

" That he'd go and be Prime Minister of En-

gland next session,

'If doughty deeds

My lady please !'

That was his tone, was it ? Oh, dear ! and I

fancied the man had something new or original

about him. Truth is, dearest, it is in love as in
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war there are nothing but the same old weap-
ons to fight with, arid we are lost or won, just as

our great-great-grandmothers were before us."
"

I wish you would be serious, Lucy," said the

girl, half rebukefully.
" Don't you know me well enough by this

time to perceive that I am never more thought-
ful than in what seems my levity ? and this on

principle, too
; for, in the difficulties of life, Fan-

cy will occasionally suggest a remedy Reason had
never hit upon, just as sportsmen will tell you
that a wild, untrained spaniel will often flush a
bird a more trained dog had never 'marked.'

And now, to be most serious, you want to choose

between the eligible man who is sure of you, and
the most unequal suitor who despairs of his suc-

cess. Is not that your case ?"

May shook her head dissentingly.
"
Well, it is sufficiently near the issue, for our

purpose. Not so ? Come, then, I'll put it dif-

ferently. You are balancing whether to refuse

your fortune to Charles Heathcote or yourself to

Alfred Layton ;
and my advice is, do both."

May grew very pale, and, after an effort to say
something, was silent.

"Yes, dearest, between the man who never

pledges to pay, and him who offers a bad prom-
issory note, there is scant choice, and I'd say,
take neither."

"I know how it will wound my dear old

guardian, who loves me like a daughter," began
May. But the other broke in :

" Oh ! there are scores of things one can do
in life to oblige one's friends, but marriage is not

one of them. And then, bethink you, May, how
little you have seen of the world

;
and surely

there is a wider choice before you than between
a wearied lounger on half-pay and a poor tutor."

"Yes, a poor tutor if you will, but of a name
and family the equal of my own," said May,
hastily, and with a dash of temper in the words.

" Who says so ? Who has told you that ?"
" He himself. He told me that though there

were some painful circumstances in his family

history he would rather not enter upon, that in

point of station he yielded to none in the rank
of untitled gentry. He spoke of his father as a

man of the very highest powers.
"

" Did he tell you what station he occupied at

this moment ?"
' ' No. And do you know it ?"

"Yes," said Mrs. Morris, gravely.
"Will you not tell me, Lucy?" asked May,

eagerly." No
;
there is not any reason that I should.

You have just said,
' What is Mr. Layton to me,

or I to him ?' and in the face of such a confes-

sion why should I disparage him ?"
"

So, then, the confession would disparage
him ?"

"It might."
" This reserve is not very generous toward

me, I must say,
"
said the girl, passionately.

"It is from generosity to you that I maintain

it," said the other, coldly." But if I were to tell you that the knowledge
Interests me deeply that by it I may, possibly,
be guided in a most eventful decision ?"

"
Oh, if you mean to say, 'Alfred Layton has

asked me to marry him, and my reply depends
upon what I may learn about his family and
their station

' "

"
No, no

;
I have not said that," burst in

May.
"Not said, only implied it. Still, if it be

what you desire me to entertain, I will have no
concealments from you."
"I can not buy your secret by a false pre-

tense, Loo ; there is no such compact as this be-
tween Layton and myself. Alfred asked me "

"Alfred!" said Mrs. Morris, repeating the
name after her, and with such a significance sis

sent all the color to the girl's cheek and forehead
"Alfred ! And what did Alfred ask you?"
"I scarcely know what I am saying," cried

May, as she covered her face with her hands.
" Poor child !" said Mrs. Morris, tenderly,

" I
can find my way into your heart without your
breaking it. Do not cry, dearest. I know as

well all that he said as if I had overheard him

saying it ! The world has just its two kinds of

suitors, the one who offers us marriage in a sort

of grand princely fashion, and the other who,
beseechingly proclaiming his utter unworthiness,
asks us to wait to wait for an uncle or a step-
mother's death to wait till he has got this place
in the colonies, or that vicarage in Bleakshire

to wait till he has earned fame and honor, and
Heaven knows what till, in fact, he shall have
won a wreath of laurel for his brows, and we
have attained to a false plait for ours !" She

paused a second or two to see if May would

speak, but as she continued silent, Mrs. Morris
went on :

" There are few stock subjects people
are more eloquent in condemning than what are

called long engagements. There are some doz-

en of easy platitudes that every one has by heart

on this theme
;
and yet, if the truth were to be

told, it is the waiting is the best of it the mar-

riage is the mistake ! That faint little flicker-

ing hope that lighted us on for years and years
is extinguished at the church door, and never re-

lighted after; so that, May, my advice to you is,

never contract a long engagement until you have
made up your mind not to marry at the end of

it ! My poor, poor child ! why are you sobbing
so bitterly ? Surely I have said nothing to caus<y

you sorrow?"

May turned away without speaking, but her

heaving shoulders betrayed how intensely she

was weeping.

"May I see him may / speak with him,

May ?" said Mrs. Morris, drawing her arm af-

fectionately around her waist.
" To what end with what view ?" said the

girl, suddenly, and almost haughtily.
"Now that you ask me in that tone, May, I

scarcely know. I suppose I meant to show him
how inconsiderate, how impossible his hoprs
were

;
that there was nothing in his station or

prospects that could warrant this presumption.
I suppose I had something of this sort on my
mind

; but, I own to you now, your haughty
glance has completely routed all my wise resolu-

tions."
"
Perhaps you speculated on the influence of

that peculiar knowledge of his family history

you appear to be possessed of?" said May, with

some pique.
"
Perhaps so," was the dry rejoinder.

"And which you do not mean to confide to

me ?" said the girl, proudly.
" I have not said so. So long as you main

tained that Mr. Layton was to you nothing be-
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yond a mere acquaintance, my secret, as you
have so grandly called it, might very well rest in

my own keeping. If, however, the time were
come that he should occupy a very different

place in your regard
"

"Instead of saying 'were come,' Loo, just

say, 'If the time might come,'" said May, tim-

idly."
Well, then,

'
if the time might come,' I might

tell all that I know about him."
" But then it might be too late. I mean, it

might come when it could only grieve, and not

guide me."
"
Oh, if I thought that, you. should never know

it ! Be assured of one thing, May : no one ever

less warred against the inevitable than myself.
"When I read, 'No passage this way,' I never
hesitate about seeking another road."

" And I mean to go mine, and without a

guido either !" said May, moving toward the

door.

"So I perceived some time back," was the

dry reply of Mrs. Morris, as she busied herself

with the papers before her.
" Good night, dear, and forgive my interrup-

tion," said May, opening the door.

"Good night, and delightful dreams to you,"
said Mrs. Morris, in her own most silvery ac-

cents. And May was gone.
The door had not well closed when Mrs. Mor-

ris was again, pen in hand, glancing rapidly over

what she had written to catch up the clew. This
was quickly accomplished, and she wrote away
rapidly. It is not "in our brief" to read that

letter; nor would it be "evidence." Enough,
then, that we say it was one of those light, spark-

ling little epistles which are thrown off in close

confidence, and in which the writer fearlessly

touches any theme that offers. She sketched off

the Heathcotes with a few easy graphic touches,

giving a very pleasant portraiture of May her-

self, ending with these words:
" Add to all these attractions a large estate

and a considerable sum in the funds, and then

say, dear pa, is not this what Ludlow has so long
2en looking for ? I am well aware of his pleas-

ant habit of believing nothing, nor any one, so

that you must begin by referring him to Doctors'

Commons, where he can see the will. General

Leslie died in 18
,
and left Sir William Heath-

cote sole executor. When fully satisfied on the

money question, you can learn any thing farther

from me that you wish
;
one thing only I stipu-

late for, and that is, to hold no correspondence

myself with L. Of course, like as in every thing

else, he'll not put any faith in this resolution
;

but time will teach him at last. The negotiation
must be confided to your own hands. Do not

employ Collier, nor any one else. Be secret,

and be speedy, for I plainly perceive the young
lady will marry some one immediately after

learning a disappointment now impending. Re-

member, my own conditions are : all the letters,

and that we meet as utter strangers. I ask

(nothing

more, I will accept nothing less. As

regards Clara, he can not, I suspect, make any
difficulty ;

but that may be a question for ulteri-

or consideration. Clara is growing up pretty,
but has lost all her spirits, and will, in a few
months more, look every day of her real age. I

am sadly vexed about this; but it comes into

the long category of the things to be endured."

The letter wound up with some little light and

flippant allusions to her father's complaints about

political ingratitude :

"I really do forget, dear papa, which are our

friends; but surely no party would refuse your
application for a moderate employment. *The

only creature I know personally among them is

the Colonial Sec., and he says, 'They've left me
nothing to give but the Bishoprics.' Better that,

perhaps, than nothing ;
but could you manage

to accept one ? that is the question. There is an
Irish M.P. here a certain O'Shca who tells

me there are a variety of things to give in the

West Indies, with what he calls wonderful pick-
ings meaning, I suppose, stealings. Why net
look for one of these ? I'll question my fripjid the
Member more closely, and give you the result.

" It was odd enough, a few months ago, (VS.,
never suspecting to whom he was talking, siM,
' There was an old fellow in Ireland, a certain

Nick Holmes, could tell more of Government
rogueries and rascalities than any man living ;

and, if I were he, I'd make them give me the

first good thing vacant, or I'd speak out.' Dear

papa, having made so much out of silence, is it

not worth while to think how much eloquence
might be worth ?

"Your affectionate daughter, LUCY M."

CHAPTER XVL
A SICK-ROOM.

IT was a severe night of early winter one of

those stormy intervals in which Italy seems to

assume all the rigors of some northern land,
with an impetuosity derived from her own more
excitable latitude. The rain beat against the

windows with distinct and separate plashes, and
the wind rattled and shook the strong walls with

a violence that seemed irresistible.

In a large old room of a very old palace at

Lucca, Alfred Layton walked to and fro, stop-

ping every now and then to listen to some height-
ened effort of the gale without, and then resum-

ing his lonely saunter. There were two large and

richly ornamented fireplaces, and in one of them
a small fire was burning, and close to this stood

a table with a shaded lamp, and by these frail

lights a little brightness was shed over this por-
tion of the vast chamber, while the remainder

was shrouded in deep shadow. As the fitful

flashes of the wood fire shone from time to time

on the walls, little glimpses might be caught of

a much-faded tapestry, representing some scenes

from the ^Eneid
;
but on none of these did Lay-

ton turn an eye or bestow a thought, for he was

deep in sorrowful reflections of his own cares

too heavy to admit of any passing distraction.

He was alone, for Agincourt had gone to spend
the day at the "

Caprini," whither Alfred would

have accompanied him, but for a letter which

the morning's post had brought to his hand?,
and whose contents had overwhelmed him with

sorrow.

It was from his mother, written from a sick-

bed, and in a hand that betokened the most ex-

treme debility. And oh ! what intense expres-
sion there is in these weak and wavering lines,

wherein the letters seem to vibrate still with the

tremulous motion of the fevered fingers ! what
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a deep significance do we attach to every word

thus written ! till at length, possessed of every

syllable and every stop, we conjure up the scene

where all was written, and feel as though we
heard the hurried breathing of the sick-room.

She had put oft' writing week after week, but

now could defer no longer. It was upward of

two months since his father had left her to go to

Dublin, and, from the day he went, she had

never heard from him. A paragraph, however,
in a morning paper, though not giving his name,
unmistakably alluded to him as one who had

grievously fallen from the high and honorable

station he had once occupied, and spoke of the

lamentable reverse that should show such a man
in the dock of a police-court on the charge of in-

sulting and libeling a public character in a rib-

ald handbill. The prisoner was so hopelessly
sunk in drunkenness, it added, that he was re-

moved from the court, and the examination post-

poned.
By selling one by one the little articles of furni-

ture she had, she contrived hitherto to eke out a

wretched support, and it was only when at last

these miserable resources had utterly failed her

that she was driven to grieve her son with her

sad story. Nor was the least touching part of

her troubles that in which she spoke of her straits,

to avoid being considered an object of charity by
her neighbors. The very fact of the Rector hav-

ing overpaid for a few books he had purchased
made her discontinue to send him others, so sens-

itive had misery made her. And yet, strangely

enough, there did not exist the same repugnance
to accept of little favors and trifling kindnesses

from the poor people about her, of whom she

spoke with a deep and affectionate gratitude.

Her whole heart was, however, full of one thought
and one hope to see her dear son before she

died. It was a last wish, and she felt as though

indulging it had given her the energy which had

prolonged her life. Doubts would cross her mind
from time to time if it were possible for him to

come if he could be so far his own master as to

be able to hasten to her and even if doing so,

he could be yet in time; but all these would

give way before the strength of her hope.
"That I should see you beside my bed that

you should hold my hand as I go hence will be

happiness enough to requite me for much sor-

row !" wrote she. "But if this may not be, and
that we are to meet no more here, never forget

that in my last prayer your name was mingled.
and that when I entreated forgiveness for my-
self, I implored a blessing for you!"
"That letter was written on the Monday be-

fore
;
and where had he been on that same Mon-

day evening?" asked he of himself. " How had
he been occupied in those same hours when she

was writing this? Yes, that evening he was
seated beside May Leslie at the piano, while she

played and sang for him. They had been talk-

ing of German song-writers, and she was recall-

ing here and there such snatches of Uhland and
Schiller as she could remember; while Clara,

leaning over the back of his chair, was mutter-

ing the words when May forgot them, and in an
accent the purest and truest. What a happy
hour was that to him ! and to her how wretched

how inexpressibly wretched as, alone and

friendless, she wrote those faint lines !"

Poor Layton felt very bitterly the thougl.t that,

while he was living in an easy enjoyment of life,
his mother, whom he loved dearly, should be in

deep want and suffering.
In the easy carelessness of a disposition inher-

ited from his father, he had latterly been spend-
ing money far too freely His constant visits to

Marlia required a horse, and then, with all a

poor man's dread to be thought poor, he was ten

times more liberal to servants than was called

for, and even too ready to join in whatever in-

volved cost or expense. Latterly, too, he had
lost at play ;

small sums to be sure, but they were
the small sums of a small exchequer, and they
occurred every day, for, at the game of Poof,

poor Layton's ball was always the first on the re-

tired list; and the terrible Mr. O'Shea, who ob-

served a sort of reserve with Charles Heathcote,
made no scruple of employing sharp practice
with the tutor.

He emptied the contents of his purse en the

table, and found that all his worldly wealth was
a trifle over fifteen pounds, and of this he was
indebted to Charles Heathcote some three or

four the losses of his last evening at the Ca-

prini. What was to be done? A journey to

Ireland would cost fully the double of all he pos-

sessed, not to say that, once there, he would re--

quire means. So little was he given to habits

of personal indulgence, that he had nothing

absolutely nothing to dispose of save his watch,
and that was of little value

;
a few books, in-

deed, he possessed, but their worth, even if he

could obtain it, would have been of no service.

With these embarrassing thoughts of his poverty
came also others, scarcely less fraught with dif-

ficulty. How should he relieve himself of his

charge of Lord Agincourt ? There would be no
time to write to his guardians and receive their

reply. He could not leave the boy in Italy ;

nor dare he, without the consent of his relatives,

take him back to England. How to meet these

difficulties he knew not, and time was press-ing

every hour of moment to him. Was there

one, even one, whose counsel he could ask, or

whose assistance he could bespeak ? He ran

over the names of those around him, but against

such, in turn, some insuperable objection pre-
sented itself. There possibly. had been a time

he might have had recourse to Sir William,

frankly owning how he was circumstanced, and

bespeaking his aid for the moment; but of lale

the old Baronet's manner toward him had been

more cold and reserved than at first studiously

courteous, it is true, but a courtesy that excluded

intimacy. As to Charles, they had never been

really friendly together, and yet there was :i

familiarity between them that made a better un-

derstanding more remote than ever.

While he revolved all these troubles in his

head, he walked up and down his room with the

feverish impatience of one to whom rest was tor-

ture. At last, even the house seemed too nar-

row for his restless spirit, and, taking his hat, he

went out, careless of the swooping rain, nor mind-

ful of the cold and cutting wind as it swept down
from the last spur of the Apennines. As the

chill rain drenched him, there seemed almost a

sense of relief in the substitution of a bodily suf-

fering to the fever that burned in his brain, and

seeking out the bleakest part of the old ramparts,
lie stood breasting the storm, which had now in-

' creased to a perfect hurricane.
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" The rain can not beat upon one more friend-

less and forlorn," muttered he, as he stood shiv-

ering there; the strange fascination of misery
suggesting a sort of bastard heroism to his spirit.

"The humblest peasant in that dreary Campag-
na has more of sympathy and kindliness than I

have. He has those poor as himself and power-
less to aid, but willing to befriend him." There
was even in his days of depression a fierce revolt

in his nature against the position he occupied in

the world. The acceptance on sufferance, the

recognition accorded to his pupil being his only
claim to attention, were painful wounds to a

haughty temperament, and, with the ingenuity
of a self-tormentor, he ascribed every reverse he
met in life to his false position. He accepted it,

no doubt, to be able to help those who had made
such sacrifices for him, and yet even in this it

was a failure. There lay his poor mother, dy-
ing of very want, in actual destitution, and he
could not help could not even be with her !

Though his wet clothes, now soaked with half-

frozen drift, sent a deadly chill through him, the

fever of his blood rendered him unconscious of

it, and his burning brain seemed to defy the

storm, while in the wild raging of the elements
he caught up a sort of excitement that sustained

him. For more than two hours he wandered
about in that half-phrensied state, and at length,
benumbed and exhausted, he turned homeward.
To his surprise, he perceived, as he drew near,
that the windows were all alight, and the red

glow of a large wood fire sent its mellow glare
across the street; but greater was his astonish-

ment on entering to see the tall figure of a man
stretched at full length on three chairs before the

fire, fast asleep, a carpet-bag and a traveling-
cloak beside him.

Never was Layton less disposed to see a

stranger and play the host to any one, and he

shook the sleeper's shoulder in a fashion that

speedily awoke him ; who, starting up with a

bound, cried out, "Well, Britisher, I must say
this is a kinder droll way to welcome a friend."

"Oh, Colonel, is it you?" said Layton.

Pray forgive my rudeness. But coming in as

I did, without expecting any one, wet and some-

what tired
" He stopped and looked vacantly

about him, as though not clearly remembering
where he was.

Quack inboss had, however, been keenly ex-

amining him while he spoke, and marked in his

wildly excited eyes and Hushed cheeks the signs

of some high excitement. "You ain't noways
right; you're wet through, and cold besides,"
said he, taking his hand in both his own. " Do
you feel it ?"

"Yes
;
that is I feel as if I had lost my

way," muttered he, with long pauses between

the words.

"There's nothing like bed and a sound sleep
for that," said the other, gently ; while, taking

Layton's arm, he led him quietly along toward

the half-open door of his bedroom. Passively

surrendering himself to the other's care, Alfred

made no resistance to all he dictated, and, re-

moving his dripping clothes, he got into bed.

"It is here the most pain is now, "said he,

placing his palm on his temple, "here, and in-

side my head."
"

I wish I could talk to that servant of yours;
he don't seem a very bright sort of crcctur, but

I could make him of use." With this muttered
remark Quackinboss walked back into the sitting-

room, where Layton's man wa? now extinguish-

ing the lights and the fire. "You have to keep
that lire in, I say fire great fire hot water.

Understand me?"
"Strissimo! si," said the Tuscan, bowing

courteously.
"
Well, then, do you fetch some lemons lem-

ons. You know lemons, don't you?"
A shrug was the unhappy reply." Lemong lemong ! You know them?"
" Limoni ! oh si !" And he made the sign of

squeezing them
;
and then, hastening out of the

room, he speedily reappeared with lemons and
other necessaries to concoct a drink.

" That's it bravo, that's it ! Brew it right

hot, my worthy fellow," said Quackinboss, with

a gesture that implied the water was to be boil-

ed immediately. He now rctumed to Layton,
whom he found sitting np in the bed, talking

rapidly to himself, but with all the distinctness

of one perfectly collected.

"By Marseilles I could reach Paris on Tues-

day night, and London on Wednesday. Isn't

there a daily packet for Genoa?" asked he. as

Quackinboss entered.

"Well, I guess there's more than's good of

'em," drawled out the other;
"

ill-found, ill-

manned, dirty craft as ever I put foot in !"

"Yes, but they leave every day, don't they?"
asked Layton, impatiently.
"I ain't posted up in their doin's, nor I don't

want to, that's a fact. We went ashore with a

calm sea and a full moon, coming up from Ci-

vita-Vecchia "

Layton burst into a laugh at the strange pro-
nunciation a wild, unearthly sort of laugh, that

ended in a low, faint sigh, after which he lay
back like one exhausted.

"I'm a goin' to take a little blood from you.
I am !" said Quackinboss, producing a lancet

which, from its shape and size, seemed more con-

versant with horse than human practice.

"I'll not be bled! How am I to travel a

journey of seven, eight, or ten days and nights,

if I'm bled?" cried the sick man, angrily.
"I've got to bleed you, and I'll do it!" paid

Quackinboss, as, taking out his handkerchief,
he tore a long strip, like a ribbon, from its bor-

der.
" Francesco Francesco !" screamed out Lay-

ton, wildly, "take this man away; he has no

right to be here. I'll not endure it. Leave me

go leave me !" screamed he, angrily.

There was that peculiar something about the

look of Quackinboss that assured Francesco it

would be as well not to meddle with him
; and,

like all his countrymen, he was quick to read an

expression and profit by his knowledge. Even
to the sick man, too, did the influence extend,

and the determinate, purpose-like tone of his

manner enforced obedience without even an ef-

fort.

"I was mystery-man for three years among
the Choctaws," said he, as he bound up Lay-
ton's arm,

" and I'll yield to no one livin' how

to treat a swamp fever, and that's exactly what

| you've got." While the blood trickled from the

open vein he continued to talk on in the same

strain. "I've seen a red man anoint hisself all

over with oil, and set fire to it, and then another
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stood by with a great blanket to wrap him up
afore he was more thau singed, and it always
succeeded in stoppin' the fever. It brought it

out to the surface like. Howsomever, it's only
an Indian's fixin', and I don't like it with a white

man. How d'ye feel now better?"

A muttering, dissatisfied sound, but half artic-

ulate, seemed to say, "No better."

"It ain't to be expected yet," said Quackin-
boss.

" Lie down, and be quiet a bit."

Although the first effect of the bleeding seem-

ed to calm the sufferer and arrest his fever, the

symptoms of the malady came back in full force

afterward, and, ere day broke, he was raving

wildly. At one moment he fancied he was at

work in the laboratory with his father, and he
ran over great calculations of mental arithmetic

with a marvelous volubility ;
then he was back

in his chambers at Trinity, but he could not find

his books : they were gone lost no, not lost, he

suddenly remembered that he had sold them
sold them to send a pittance to his poor sick moth-
er. "It's a sad story, every part of it,

"
whispered

he in Quackinboss's ear, while he clutched him

closely with his hands. "It was a great man
was lost, mark you ;

and in a p;reat shipwreck
even the fragments of the wreck work sad de-

struction, and of course none will say a word for

him. But remember, Sir, I am his son, and will

not hear a syllable against him, from you nor

any other." From this he abruptly broke off to

speak of O'Shea, and his late altercation with

him. "I waited at home all the morning for

him, and at last got a note to say that he had

forgotten to tell me of an appointment he had
made to ride out with Miss Leslie, but he'll be

punctual to the hour to-morrow. So it's better

as it is, Colonel, for you'll be here, and can act

as my friend won't you? Your countrymen
understand all these sort of things so well. And
then, if I be called away suddenly to England,
don't tell them," whispered he, mysteriously
" don't tell them at the Villa whither I've gone :

they know nothing of me nor of my family
never heard of my ruined father, nor my poor,

sick, destitute mother, dying of actual want
think of that while I was playing the man of

fortune here, affecting every extravagance yes,
it was you yourself said so

;
I overheard you in

the garden, asking why, or how was it, with such

ample means, I would become a tutor."

It was not alone that these words were uttered

in a calm and collected tone, but they actually !

recalled to the American a remark he had once
made about Layton. "Well," said he, as if !

some apology was called for, "it warn't any busi-
j

ness of mine, but I was sorry to see it."

"But you didn't know you couldn't know," ;

cried the other, eagerly,
" that I had no choice

; |

my health was breaking. I had overworked my |

head
;

I couldn't go on. Have you ever tried

what it is to read ten hours a day ? Answer me
that."

" No
;
but I've been afoot sixteen out of the

twenty-four, for weeks together, on an Indian
trail

; and that's con-siderable worse, I take it."

"Who cares for mere fatigue of body?" said

Layton, contemptuously.
"And who says its mere fatigue of body?"

rojoincd the other, "when every sense a man
has is strained and stretched to breakin', his ear
to the earth, and his eyes rangin' over the swell

of the prairies, till his brain aches with the
strong effort

; for, mark ye, Choctaws isn't Paw-
nees : they're on you with a swoop, just like a
white squall in the summer-time." There is no
saying how far Quackinboss, notwithstanding
all his boasted skill in physic, might have been
tempted to talk on about a theme he loved so

well, when he was suddenly admonished, by the

expression of Layton's face, that the sick man
was utterly unconscious of all around him. The
countenance had assumed that peculiar stern and
stolid gaze which is so markedly the character-
istic of an affected brain.

"There," muttered Quackinboss to himself,
"I've been a talkin' all this time to a poor cree-
tur as is ravin' mad all I've been doin' is to
make him worse."

CHAPTER XVII.

A MASTER AND MAN.

WHO owns the smart tandem that trips along
so flippantly over the slightly frosted road from
the Bagni toward Lucca ? What genius, cun-

ning in horseflesh, put that spicy pair together,

perfect matches as they are in all but color, for

the wheeler is a blood chestnut, and the leader a

bright gray, with bone and substance enough for

hunters ? they have a sort of lithe and wiry ac-
tion that reminds one of the Hungarian breed,
and so, indeed, a certain jaunty carriage of the

head, and half wild-looking expression of the

eye bespeak them. The high dog-cart, however,
is unmistakably English, as well as the harness,
with its massive mountings and broad straps.
What an air of mingled elegance and solidity

pervades the entire. It is, as it were, all that
such an equipage can pretend to compass light-

ness, speed, and a dash of sporting significance,

being its chief characteristics.

It is not necessary to present you to the port-

ly gentleman who holds the ribbons, all encased
as he is in box-coats and railway wrappers ; you
can still distinguish Mr. O'Shea, and as unmis-

takably recognize his man Joe beside him. The
morning is sharp, clear, and frosty, but so per-

fectly still, that the blue smoke of Mr. O'Shea's

cigar hangs floating in the air behind him, as the
nimble nags spin along at something slightly
above thirteen miles an hour. Joe, too, solaces

himself with the bland weed, but in a more prim-
itive fashion, from a short "dudeen" of native

origin : his hat is pressed down firmlv over his

brows, and his hands, even to the wrists, deeply
encased in his pockets, for Joe, be it owned, is

less amply supplied with woolen comforts than
his master, and feels the morning sharp.

"Now, I call this a very neat turn-out; the

sort of thing a man might not be ashamed to

tool along through any town in Europe," said,

O'Shca.
'

" You might show it in Sackville Street," said

Joe, proudly.
" Sackville Street," rejoined O'Shca, in an nc-

cent of contemptuous derision. "Is there any
use, I wonder, in bringing you all over the

world ?"

"There is not," said the other, in his most

dogged manner.
"If there was," continued O'Shea, "you'd
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know that Dublin had no place among the great
cities of Europe that nobody went there none
so much as spoke of it. I'd just as soon talk of

Macroom in good society."
"And why wouldn't you talk of Macroom?

What's the shame in it ?" asked the inexorable

Joe.
" There would be just the same shame as if I

was to bring you along with me when I was ask-

ed out to dinner!"
" You might do worse," was the dry reply.
"I'm curious to hear how."
"
Troth, you might ;

and easy, too," said Joe,

sententiously.
These slight passages did not seem to invite

conversation, and so, for above a mile or two,
nothing was spoken on either side. At last Mr.
O'Shea said :

"I think that gray horse has picked up a
stone

;
he goes tenderly near side."

"He does not; he goes as well as you do,"
was Joe's answer.

" You're as blind as a bat, or you'd see he
goes lame," said O'Shea, drawing up."

There, he's thrown it now
;

it was only a bit

of a pebble," said Joe, as though the victory was
still on his side.

"
Upon my life, I wonder why 1 keep you at

all, "burst out O'Shea, angrily.
4 'So do I

;
and I wonder more why I stay."" Does it never occur to you to guess why ?"

"No; never."

"It has nothing to say to being well fed, well

lodged, well paid, and well cared for ?"

"No; it has not," said Joe, gravely; "the
bit I ate I get how I can

;
these is my own

clothes, and sorrow sixpence I seen o' your money
since last Christmas."
"Get down get down on the road this in-

stant. You shall never sit another mile beside
me."
"I will not get down. "Why would I, in a

strange counthry, and not a farthin' in my pock-
et!"

" Have a civil tongue, then, and don't provoke
me to turn you adrift on the world."

" I don't want to provoke you."
" What beastly stuff is that you are smok-

ing ?" said O'Shea, as a whole cloud from Joe's

pipe came wafted across him.
"Tisn't bastely at all. I took it out of your

own bag this morning."
"Not out of the antelope's skin?" asked

O'Shea, eagerly.

"Yes; out of the hairy bag with the little

hoofs on it."

A loud burst of laughter was O'Shea's reply,

and, for several seconds, he could not control his

mirth.
" Do you know what you're smoking ? It's

Russian chamomilc !"

"Maybe it is."

"I got it to make a bitter mixture."
"

It's bitther, sure enough, but it has a notion
of tobacco, too."

O'Shea again laughed out, and longer than
before.

"It's just a chance that you weren't poison-
ed," said he at last.

" Here here's a cigar for

you, and a real Cuban, too, one that young
Heathcote never fancied would grace your lips."
Joe accepted the boon without acknowledg-

ment
; indeed, he scrutinized the gift with an air

of half-depreciation.
"You don't seem to think much of a cigar,"

said O'Shea, testily.
"When 1 can get no betther," said Joe, biting

off the end.

O'Shea frowned and turned away. It was evi-

dent that he had some difficulty in controlling

himself, but he succeeded, and was silent. The
effort, however, could not be sustained very long,
and at last he said, but in a slow and measured

tone,
" Shall I tell you a home-truth, Master Joe ?"

"Yes, if you like."

"It is this, then: it is that same ungracious
and ungrateful way, which you, and every one
like you in Ireland, receive benefits, disgusts ev-

ery stranger."
"Benefits!"

"Yes, benefits I said benefits."
"
Sure, what's our own isn't benefits," rejoin-

ed Joe, calmly.
" Your own ? May I ask if the contents of

that bag were your own ?"
" Tis at the devil I'm wishing it now,

"
said

Joe, putting his hand on his stomach. "'Tis
tearin' me to pieces, it is, bad luck to it !"

O'Shea was angry, but such was the rueful ex-

pression of Joe's face that he laughed out again.
" Now he's goin' lame, if you like !" cried Joe,

with a tone of triumph that said, "All the mis-

haps are not on my side."

O'Shea pulled up, and knowing, probably, the

utter inutility of employing Joe at such a mo-

ment, got down himself to see what was amiss.
"
No, it's the oft' leg," cried Joe, as his master

was carefully examining the near one.

"I suppose he must have touched the frog on
a sharp stone," said O'Shea, after" a long and
fruitless exploration." I don't think so," said Joe

;

"
'tis more like

to be a dizazc of the bone one of thim dizazes

of the fetlock that's never cured."

A deeply uttered malediction was O'Shea's

answer to the pleasant prediction.
"I never see one of them recover," resumed

Joe, who saw his advantage ;
"but the baste will

do many a day's slow work in a cart."

"Hold your prate, and be hanged to you !"

muttered O'Shea, as between anger and stoop-

ing, he was threatened with a small apoplexy.
" Move them on gently for a few yards, till I get
a look at him."
Joe leisurely moved into his master's place,

and bestowed "the rug very comfortably around

his legs. This done, with a degree of detail and

delay that seemed almost intended to irritate, he

next slowly arranged the reins in his fingers, and

then, with a jerk of his whip-hand, sending out

the lash in a variety of curves, he brought the

whipcord down on the leader with a "
nip" that

made him plunge, while the wheeler, understand-

ing the hint, started off at full swing. So sud-

den and unexpected was the start, that O'Shea
had barely time to spring out of the way to es-

cape the wheel. Before, indeed, he had thor-

oughly recovered his footing, Joe had swept

past a short turning of the road, leaving nothing
but a light train of dust to mark his course.

"
Stop! pull up! stop! confound you!" cried

O'Shea, with other little expletives that print is

not called on to repeat, and then, boiling with
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passion, he set off in pursuit. When he had

gained the angle of the road, it was only to catch

one look at his equipage as it disappeared in the

distance : the road dipping suddenly showed him

little more than a torso of the "faithful Joe,"

diminishing rapidly to a head, and then vanish-

ing entirely.

"What scoundrel! what a rascal!" cried

O'Shca, as he wiped his forehead
;
and then,

with his fist clenched and upraised, "registered
a vow," as Mr. O'Connell used to say, of unlim-

ited vengeance. If this true history docs not re-

cord the full measure of the heart-devouring an-

ger of O'Shea, it is not from any sense of its be-

ing undeserved or unreasonable, for, after all,

worthy reader, it might have pushed even your

patience to have been left standing, of a sharp
November morning, on a lonely road, while your
carriage was driven off by an insolent "flunkey."
As he was about midway between the Bagni

and the town of Lucca, to which he was bound,
he half hesitated, whether to go on or to return.

There was shame in either course. Shame in

going back to recount his misadventure
;
shame

in having to call Joe to a reckoning in Lucca be-

fore a crowd of strangers, and that vile popula-
tion of the stable-yard, with which, doubtless,

Joe would have achieved popularity before his

master could arrive.

Of a verity the situation was embarrassing,
and in his muttered comments upon it might be

read how thoroughly his mind took in every

phase of its difficulty. "How they'll laugh at

me up at the Villa. It will last Sir William
for the winter; he'll soon hear how I won the

trap from his son, and he'll be ready with the

old saw, 'Ah! ill got, ill gone!' How young
Heathcote will enjoy it

;
and the widow if she

be a widow won't she caricature me, as I stand

hallooing out after the runaway rascal? Very
hard to get out of all this ridicule without some-

thing serious to cover it. That's the only way
to get out of a laughable adventure ; so, Master

Layton, it's all the worse for you this morning."
In this train of thought was he deeply immersed
as a peasant drove past in his light "calcsina."

O'Shca quickly hailed the man, and bargained
with him for a seat to Lucca.

Six weary miles of a jolting vehicle did not

contribute much to restore his calm of mind, and
it was in a perfect phrensy of anger he walked
into the inn-yard, where lie saw his carriage now
standing. In the stables his horses stood, sheet-

ed up, but still dirty and travel-stained. Joe
was absent. "He had been there five minutes

ago he was not an instant gone he had never

left his horses till now taken such care of them

watered, fed, groomed, and clothed them he
was a treasure there was not his like to be

found." These, and such-like, were the eulo-

gies universally bestowed by the stable constit-

uency upon one whom O'Shea was at the same
time consigning in every form to the infernal

gods ! The grooms and helpers wore a half grin
on their faces as he passed out, and again he

muttered,
" All the worse for you, Layton ; you'll

have to pay the reckoning."
lie was not long in finding the Barsotti Palace,

when- Lnyton lodged ;
an old tumble-down place

it was, with a grass-grown, mildewed court, and
some fractured statues, green with damp, around
it. The porter, inducting with a gesture of his

thumb where the stranger lived, left O'Shea to

plod up the stairs alone.

It was strange enough that it should then have
occurred to him, for the first time, that he had
no definite idea about what he was coming.
Layton and he had, it is true, some words, and

Layton had given him time and place to con-
tinue the theme ; but in what way ? To make
Layton reiterate in cold blood something he
might have uttered in anger, and would probably
retract, if called upon courteously : this would
be very poor policy. While, on the other hand,
to permit him to insinuate any thing on the
score of his success at play might be even worse

again. It was a case for very nice management,
and so O'Shea thought, as, after arriving at a
door bearing Layton's name on a visiting-card,
he took a turn in the lobby to consider his course
of proceeding. The more he thought over it,

the more difficult he found it
;
in fact, at last he

saw it to be one of those cases in which the

eventuality alone can decide the line to take, and
so he gave a vigorous pull at the bell, determined
to begin the campaign at once.

The door was not opened immediately, and he

repeated his summons still louder. Scarcely had
the rope quitted his hand, however, when a

heavy bolt was drawn back, the door was thrown

wide, and a tall athletic man, in shirt and trow-

sers, stood before him.

"Well, stranger, you arn't much distressed

with patience, that's a fact," said a strongly na-
sal accent, while the speaker gave a look of very
fierce defiance at the visitor.

"Am I speaking to Colonel Quackinboss ?"

asked O'Shea, in some surprise.
"
Well, Sir, if it ain't him, it's some one in

his skin, I'm thinkin'."

"My visit was to Mr. Layton," said the oth-

er, stiffly.
" Is he at home ?"

"Yes, Sir; but he's not a goin' to see you."
"I came here by his appointment."
"That don't change matters a red cent,

stranger ; and, as I said a'ready, he ain't a goin'
to see you."

"Oh, then I'm to understand that he ha

placed himself in your hands ? You assume tc

act for him ?" said O'Shea, stiffly.

"Well, if you like to take it from that plat-

form I'll offer no objection," said Quackinboss,

gravely.
"Am I, or am I not, to regard you as hi;

friend on this occasion?" said O'Shea, author-

itatively.
"I'll tell you a secret, stranger: you'll not be

your own friend if you don't speak to me in an-

other tone of voice. I ain't used to be hallooed

at, I ain't."

"One thing at a time, Sir," said O'Shea.
" When I have finished the business which

brought me here, I shall be perfectly at your
service."

"Now I call that talkin' reasonable. Step

inside, Sir, and take a seat," said Quackinboss,
whose manner was now as calm as possible.

Whatever irritation O'Shca really felt, he con-

trived to subdue it in appearance, as he followed

the other into the room.

O'Shea was not so deficient in tact that he

could not see his best mode of dealing with the

American was to proceed with every courtesy
and deference, and so, as he seated himself oppo-
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site him, he mentioned the reason of his coming
there without any thing like temper, and stated

that from a slight altercation such a difference

arose as required either an explanation or a

meeting.
"He can't go a shooting with you, stranger;

he's struck down this morning," said Quackin-
boss, gravely, as the other finished.

"Do you mean he's ill?"
" I s'pose I do, when I said he was down, Sir."
" This is most unfortunate," broke in O'Shea.

"My duties as a public man require my being
in England next week. I hoped to have settled

this little matter before my departure. I see

nothing for it but to beg you will, in writing a
few lines will suffice corroborate the fact of my
having presented myself here, according to ap-
pointment, and mention the sad circumstances

by which our intentions, for I believe I may
speak of Mr. Layton's as my own, have been frus-

trated."

"Well, now, stranger, we are speakin' in con-
fidence here, and I may just as well observe to

you that, of all the weapons that fit a man's

hands, a pen is the one I'm least ready with.

I'm indifferent good with fire-arms or a bowie,
but a pen, you see, cuts the fingers that hold it,

just as often as it hurts the enemy, and I don't

like it."

"But surely, where the object is merely to test-

ify to a plain matter of fact
"

"There ain't no such things on the 'arth as

plain matters of fact, Sir," broke in Quackinboss,

eagerly.
" I've come to the middle period of

life, and I never met one of 'em !"

O'Shea made a slight, very slight, movement
of impatience at these words, but the other re-

marked it, and said,

"We'll come to that presently, Sir. Let us

just post up this account of Mr. Layton's, first

of all."
" I don't think there is any thing farther to

detain me here," said O'Shea, rising with an air

of stiff' politeness.
"Won't you take something, Sir won't you

liquor ?" asked Quackinboss, calmly.
" Excuse me

;
I never do of a morning."

"I'm sorry for it. I was a thinkin', maybe,

you'd warm up a bit with a glass of something

strong. I was a hopin' it's the cold of the day
chilled you."
"Uo you mean this for insult, Sir?" said

O'Shea. "I ask you, because, really, your use

of the English language is of a kind to warrant

the question."
"That's where I wanted to see you, Sir.

You're coming up to a good boilin' point now,

stranger," said Quackinboss, with a pleased look.

"Is he mad is he deranged?" muttered

O'Shea, half aloud.
"
No, Sir. We Western men are little liable

to insanity ;
our lives are too much abroad and

open-air lives for that. It's your thoughtful,

reflective, deep men as wears a rut in their mind
with thinkin', them's the fellows goes mad."

O'Shea's stare of astonishment at this speech

scarcely seemed to convey a concurrence in the

assertion, and he made a step toward the door.
"
If you're a goin', I've nothing more to say,

Sir," said Quackinboss.
"I can not see what there is to detain me

here!" .said the other, s*ernlv.

"There ain't much, that's a fact," was the

cool reply. "There's nothing remarkable in

them bottles
;

it's new brandy and British gin ;

and, as for myself, Sir, I can only say I must
give you a bill payable at sight whenever we
may meet again, I mean for just now this

young man here can't spare me. I'm his nurse,

you see. I hope you understand me?"
"I believe I do."

"Well, that's all right, stranger, and here's

my hand on't." And even before O'Shea was
well aware, the other had taken his hand in his

strong grasp and was shaking it heartily. O'Shc:i

found it very hard not to laugh outright, but

there was a meaning-like determination in the

American's manner that showed it was no mo-
ment for mirth. It was, however, necessary to

say something to relieve a very awkward pause,
and so he observed,
"I hope Mr. Layton's illness is not a serious

one. I saw him, as I thought, perfectly well

two days back."

"He's main bad, Sir very sick very sick in-

deed."
" You have a doctor, I suppose ?"

"No, Sir. I have some experience myself,
and I'm just a treatin' him by what I picked up
among people that have very few apothecaries
the Mandan Indians."

"Without being particular, I must own I'd

prefer a more civilized course of physic," said

O'Shea, with a faint smile.

"Very likely, stranger; and if you had a dis-

pute, you'd rather, mayhap, throw it into a law

court, and leave it to three noisy fellows to quar-
rel over

;
while /'d look out for two plain fellows,

with horny hands and honest hearts, and say,
' What's the rights o' this, gentlemen?'

"

"I wish you every success, I'm sure," said

O'Shea, bowing.
"The same to you, Sir," said the other, in a

sing-song tone. "Good-by."
When O'Shea had reached the first landing,

he stopped, and, leaning against the wall, laughed

heartily. "I hope I'll be able to remember all

he said," muttered he, as he fancied himself

amusing some choice company by a personation
of the Yankee. "The whole thing was as good
as a play ! But," added he, after a pause, "I'm
not sorry it's over, and that I have done with

him!" Very true and heartfelt was this last re-

flection of the Member for Inch a far more

honest recognition than even the hearty laugh
he had just enjoyed and then there came an

uneasy after-thought, that asked, "What could

he mean by talking of a long bill, payable at

some future opportunity? Surely he can't im-

agine that we're to renew all this if we ever meet

again. No, no, Colonel, your manners and your
medicine may be learned among the Mandans,
but they won't do here with us ?" And so he

issued into the street, not quite reassured, but

somewhat more comforted.

So occupied was his mind with the late scene,

that he had walked fully halfway back to his inn

ere he bestowed a thought upon Joe. Wise men
were they who suggested that the sentence of a

prisoner should not immediately follow the con-

clusion of his trial, but ensue a'fter the interval

of some two or three days. In the impulse of a

mind fully charged with a long narrative of guilt

there is a' force that seeks its expansion in sever-
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ity ;
whereas in the brief respite of even some

hours, there come doubts, and hesitations, and

regrets, and palliations. In a word, a variety of

considerations unadmitted before find entrance

now to the mind, and are suffered to influence it.

Now, though Mr. O'Shea's first and not very
unnatural impulse was to give Joe a sound

thrashing and then discharge him, the interval

we have just described moderated considerably
the severity of this resolve. In the first place,

although the reader may be astonished at the

assertion, Joe was one very difficult to replace,

since, independently of his aptitude to serve as

groom, valet, or cook, he was deeply versed in

all the personal belongings of his master. He
had been with him through long years of diffi-

culty, and aided him in various ways, from cor-

rupting the virtuous freeholders of Inchabogue
to raising an occasional supply on the rose-ame-

thyst ring. Joe had fought for him and lied for

him, with a zealous devotion not to be forgotten.

Not, indeed, that he loved his master more, but

that he liked the world less, and Joe found a

sincere amount of pleasure in seeing how tri-

umphantly their miserable pretensions swayed
and dominated over mankind. And, lastly, he
had another attribute, not to be undervalued in

an age like ours he had no wages ! It is not
to be understood that he served O'Shea out of

some sense of heroic devotion or attachment :

no; Joe lived, as they say in India, on "loot."
When times were prosperous that is, when bil-

liards and blind-hookey smiled, and his master's

pockets came home small Californias of half-

crowns and even sovereigns, Joe prospered also.

He drank boldly and freely from the cup when
brimful, but the" half-empty goblet he only sipped
at : when seasons of pressure set in, Joe's exist-

ence was maintained by some inscrutable secret

of his own
; for, be it known, that on O'Shea's

arrival at an hotel, his almost first care was to

announce, "You will observe my servant is on
board wages; he pays for himself;" and Joe
would corroborate the myth with a bow. Be-
think yourself, good reader, had you been the

Member for Inch, it might have been a question
whether to separate from such a follower.

By the fluctuation of O'Shea's fortunes, Joe's

whole conduct seemed moulded : when the world
went well with his master, his manner grew
somewhat almost respectful ;

let the times grow
worse, Joe became indifferent

;
a shade lower,

and he was familiar and insolent
; and, by long

habit, O'Shea had come to recognize these

changes as part of the condition of a varying
fortune.

Little wonder was it that Joe grew to speak
of his master and himself as one, complaining,
as he would,

" We never got sixpence out of our

property. "Pis the ruin of us paying that annu-

ity to our mother;" and so on.

Now these considerations, and many others

like them, weighed deeply on O'Shea's mind as

he entered the room of the hotel, angry and

irritated, doubtless, but far from decided* as to

how he should manifest it. Indeed, the delib-

eration was cut short, for there stood Joe before
him.

"
I thought I was never to see your face again,"

said O'Slica, scowling at him. "How dare you
have the insolence to appear before me- ?

"
l>n't it well for you that I'm alive? Ain't

Appear before you, indeed! I'd like to know
who you'd be appearin' before, if I was mur-
thered with them bitthers you gave me ?"

"Lying scoundrel ! you think to turn it all off
in this manner. You commit a theft first, and
if the offense had killed you, it's no more than

you deserved. Who told you to steal the con-
tents of that bag, Sir?"
"The devil, I suppose, for I never felt pain

like it twistin', and tearin', and torturin' me,
as if you had a pinchers in my inside, and were

nippin' me to pieces!"
"I'm glad of it heartily glad of it."

"I know you are I know you well. 'Tis a

corpse you'd like to see me this minute."
" So that I never set eyes on you, I don't care

what becomes of you."
"That's enough enough said. I'm goin'.""
Go, and be !"

"No I won't. I'll go and earn my livin'
;
and

I'll have my carakter, too eleven years last

Lady-day; and I'll be paid back to my own
counthry ;

and I'll have my wages up to "Satur-

day next
;
and the docthcr's bill, here, for all the

stuff I tuk since I came in; and when you arc

ready with all this, you can ring for me." And
with his hands clasped over his stomach, and in

a half-bent position, Joe shuffled out and left his

master to his own reflections.

The world is full of its strange vicissitudes, and
in nothing more remarkably than the way people
are reconciled, ignore the past, and start afresh

in life to incur more disagreements, and set to

bickering again. Great kings and kaisers in-

dulge in this pastime ; profound statesmen and

politicians do very little else: what wonder,
then, if the declining sun saw the smart tan-

dem slipping along toward the Bagni, with the

O'Shea and his man sitting side by side in

pleasant converse ! They were both smoking,
and seemed like men who enjoyed their pictur-

esque drive, and the inspiriting pace they trav-

eled at.

"When I'll singe these 'cat hairs' off, and
trim him a little about the head, he'll look twice

as well," said Joe, with his eye on the leader.

"It's a pity to see a collar on him."
"We'll take him down to Home, and show

him off over the hurdles," said his master, joy-

fully.

"I was just thinkin' of that this minute; wasn't

that strange, now ?"

"We'll have to go, for they're going to break

up house here, and go off to Rome for the win-

ter."

"How will we settle with Pan?" said Joe,

thoughtfully.
" A bill, I suppose."
Joe shook his head doubtingly. "I'm afraid

not."

"Go I will, and go I must," said O'Shea, res-

olutely.
" I'm not going to lose the best chance

I ever had in life for the sake of a beggarly inn-

keeper."
" Why would you ? Sure, no one would ask

you ! For, after all, 'tis only drivin' away, if

we're put to it. I don't think he'd overtake us."
' Not if we went the same pace you did this

morning, Joe," said O'J-'hea, laughing; and Joe
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joined pleasantly in the laugh, and the event

ceased to be a grievance from that instant.

CHAPTER XVIII.

MRS. MORRIS AS COUNSELOR.

THE breakfast at the Villa Caprini always
seemed to recall more of English daily life and
habit than any other event of the day. It was
not only in the luxuriously spread table, and the

sideboard arrayed with that picturesque pro-
fusion so redolent of home, but there was that

gay and hearty familiarity so eminently the tem-

per of the hour, and that pleasant interchange
of news and gossip, as each tore the envelope of

his letter, or caught some amusing paragraph in

his paper.
Mrs. Penthony Morris had a very wide corre-

spondence, and usually contributed little scraps
of intelligence from various parts of the Conti-
nent. They were generally the doings and say-

ings of that cognate world, whose names require
no introduction, and even those to whom they
are unfamiliar would rathqr hear in silence than
own to the ignorance. The derelicts of fashion

are the staple of small-talk
; they arc suggestive

of all the little social smartness one hears, and
of that very Brummagem morality which assumes
to judge them. In these Mrs. Morris reveled.

No paragraph of the Morning Post was too mys-
teriously worded for her powers of interpreta-
tion

;
no asterisks could veil a name from her

piercing gaze. Besides, she had fashioned a sort

of algebraic code of life which wonderfully as-

sisted her divination, and being given an un-

happy marriage, she could foretell the separation,

or, with the data of a certain old gentleman's
visits to St. John's-wood, could predict his will

with an accuracy that seemed marvelous. As
she sat, surrounded with letters and notes of all

sizes, she varied the tone of her intelligence so

artfully as to canvass the suffrage of every list-

ener. Now it was some piece of court gossip,
some " scandal of Queen Elizabeth," now a curi-

ous political intrigue, and now, again, some

dashing exploit of a young soldier in India. But
whether it told of good or evil fortune, of some

deeply interesting event, or some passing trivial-

ity, her power of narrating it was considerable,

as, with a tact all her own, she selected some
one especial individual as chief listener. After a

number of short notices of London, Rome, and

Paris, she tossed over several letters carelessly,

saying,
"I believe I have given you the cream of my

correspondence. Stay, here is something about

your old sloop the Mtuqwto, Lord Agincourt ;

would you like to hear of how she attacked the

forts at the mouth of the oh, how shall I attack

it? the Bhageebhahoo ? This is a midship-
man's letter, written the same evening of the ac-

tion."

Though the question was addressed very point-

edly, the boy never heard it, but sat deeply en-

gaged in deciphering a very jagged handwriting
in a letter before him. It was one of those

scratchy, unfinished specimens of penmanship
which are among the luxuries persons of condi-

tion occasionally indulge in. Seeing his preoc-

cupation, Mrs. Morris did not repeat her ques-

tion, but suffered him to pursue his researches

undisturbed. He had just begun his breakfast

when the letter arrived, and now he ceased to eat

any thing, but seemed entirely engrossed by his

news. At last, he arose abruptly, and left the

room.
"I hope Agincourt has not got any bad ti-

dings," said Sir William; "he seems agitated
and uneasy."

" I saw his guardian's name Sommcrville
on the envelope," said Mrs. Morris. "It is,

probably, one of those pleasant epistles which
wards receive quarterly to remind them that even
minors have miseries."

The meal did not recover its pleasant tone

after this little incident, and soon after they all

scattered through the house and the grounds,
Mrs. Morris setting out for her usual woodland

walk, which she took each morning. A half

glance the boy had given her as he quitted the

room at breakfast-time, induced her to believe

that he wanted to consult her about his letter,

and so, as she entered the shrubbery, she was
not surprised to find Lord Agincourt there be-

fore her.

"I was just wishing it might be your footstep
I heard on the gravel," said he, joining her.

"May I keep you company?"" To be sure, provided you don't make love to

me, which I never permit in the forenoon.''
"
Oh, 1 have other thoughts in my head," said

he, sighing drearily ;

" and you are the very one
to advise me what to do. Not, indeed, that I

have any choice about that, only how to do it,

that's the question."
"When one has the road marked out, it's

never very hard to decide on the mode of the

journey," said she. "Tell me what your
troubles are."

"Troubles you may well call them," said he,

with a deeper sigh. "There, read that if you
can read it for the old earl does not grow more

legible bv being older."
" 'Crews Court,'" read she aloud; "hand-

some old abbey it must be," added she, remark-

ing on a little tinted sketch at the top of the

letter.

"Yes, that's a place of mine. I was born

there," said the boy, half proudly.
"It's quite princely."
"

It's a fine old thing, and I'd give it all this

minute not to have had that disagreeable letter."

'"My dear Henry,'" began she, in alow,

muttering voice,
" 'I have heard with with'

not abomination oh no,
' astonishment with

astonishment, not unmixed with' it can't be

straw is it straw? no, it is 'shame not un-

mixed with shame, that you have so far forgiven

forgotten' oh, that's it' what was done to

yourself.'
"

"No. 'What was due to yourself,'" inter-

rupted he; "that's a favorite word of his, and

so I know it."

"'To become the the' dear me, what can

this be with the vigorous G at the beginning?
'to become' is it really the Giant? 'to be-

come the Giant'
"

The boy here burst into a fit of laughing, and

taking the letter from her, proceeded to read it

out.

"I have spelt it all over five times," said he,

"and I know it by heart. 'I have heard with

astonishment, not unmixed with shame, that
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you have so far forgotten what was due to your-
self as to become the Guest of one who for so

many years was the political opponent and ever

personal enemy of our house. Your ignorance
of family history can not possibly be such as that

you are unaware of the claims once put forward

by this same Sir William Heathcote to your fa-

ther's peerage, or of the disgraceful law proceed-

ings instituted to establish his pretensions.' As
if I ever heard a word of all this before ! as if I

knew or cared a brass button about the matter !"

burst he in.
" ' Had your tutor' here comes

in my poor coach for his turn," said Agincourt
" ' had your tutor but bestowed proper attention

to the instructions written by my own hand for

his guidance' we never could read them
;
we

have been at them for hours together, and all

we could make out was,
' Let him study hazard,

roulette, and all other such games ;'
which rath-

er surprised us, till we found out it was 'shun,'
and not '

study,
' and '

only frequent the fast so-

ciety of each city he visits,' which was a mistake

for 'first.'"
"
Certainly the noble Lord has a most ambig-

uous calligraphy," said she, smiling;
" and Mr.

Layton is not so culpable as might be imag-
ined."

"Ah !" cried the boy, laughing,
" I wish you

had seen Alfred's face on the day he received

our first quarter's remittance, and read out :

'You may drag on me like a mouse, if you
please,' which was intended to be,

' draw upon
me to a like amount, if you please ;'

and it was
three weeks before we could make that out!

But let me go on where was I ? oh, at '

guid-
ance' :

' Recent information has, however, shown
me that nothing could have been more unfor-

tunate than our choice of this young man, his

father being one of the most dangerous individ-

uals known to the police, a man familiar with

the lowest haunts of crime, a notorious swindler,
and a libeler by profession. In the letter which
I send off by this day's post to your tutor I have
inclosed one from his father to myself. It is

not very likely that he will show it to you, as it

contains the most insolent demands for an in-

crease of salary "as some slight, though inad-

equate, compensation for an office unbecoming
my son's rank, insulting to his abilities, and even

damaging to his acquirements." I give you this

in his own choice language, but there is much
more in the same strain. The man, it would

appear, has just come out of a lunatic asylum,
to which place his intemperate habits had

brought him
;
and I may mention, that his first

act of gratitude to the benevolent individual who
had undertaken the whole cost of his mainte-
nance there was to assault him in the open
street, and give him a most savage beating.

Captain Hone, or Holmes a distinguished offi-

cer, as I am told is still confined to his room
from the consequences.'

"

" How very dreadful !" said Mrs. Morris, calm-

ly.
"
Shocking treatment ! for a distinguished

officer, too !"
" Dreadful fellow he must be," said the boy.

"What a rare fright he must have given my
old guardian ! But the end of it all is, I'm to

leave Alfred, and go back to England at once.
I wish I was going to sea again ;

1 wish I was
off thousands of miles away, and not to come
home for years. To part with the kind, good

fellow, that was like a brother to mo, this way
how can I do it? And do you perceive, he
hasn't one word to say against Alfred ? It's only
that he has the misfortune of this terrible father.

And, after all, might not that be any one's lot ?

You might have a father you couldn'"t help being
ashamed of."

" Of course," said she
;

" I can fancy such a
case easily enough."

"I know it will nearly kill poor Alfred; he'll

not be able to bear it. He's as proud as he is

clever, and he'll not endure the tone of the Earl's
letter. Who knows what he'll do? Can you
guess?"
"Not in the least. I imagine that he'll sub-

mit as patiently as he can, and look out for an-
other situation."

"
Ah, there you don't know him !" broke in the

boy; "he can't endure this kind of thing. He
only consented to take me because his health was

breaking up from hard reading ;
he wanted rest

and a change of climate. At first he refused al-

together, and only gave way when some of his

college dons over-persuaded him."
She smiled a half assent, but said nothing.
"Then there's another point," said he, sud-

denly :
" I'm sure his Lordship has not been very

measured in the terms of his letter to him. I

can just fancy the tone of it; and I don't know
how poor Alfred is to bear that."

"My dear boy, you'll learn one of these days
and the knowledge will come not the less soon

from your being a Peer that all the world is

either forbearing or overbearing. You must be

wolf or lamb
;
there's no help for it."

"Alfred never told me so," said he, sternly.
"It's more than likely that he did not know !

There are no men know less of life than these

college creatures; and there lies the great mis-

take in selecting such men for tutors for our

present-day life and its accidents. Alexandra
Dumas would be a safer guide than Herodotus

;

and Thackeray teach you much more than Soc-

rates."

"If I only had in my head one half of what
Alfred knew, I'd be well satisfied," said the boy.

"Ay, and what's better still, without his think-

ing a bit about it."

"And so," said she, musingly, "you are to go
back to England?"

" That does not seem quite settled, for he says,
in a postscript, that Sir George Rivers, one of

the Cabinet, I believe, has mentioned some gen-

tleman, a 'member of their party,' now in Italy,
and who would probably consent to take charge
of me till some further arrangement could be

come to."
" Hold your chain till a new bear-leader turn-

ed up !" said she, laughing.
" Oh dear ! I won-

der when that wise generation of guardians will

come to know that the real guide for the crea-

tures like you is a woman. Yes, you ought to

be traveling with your governess some one

whose lady-like tone and good manners would

insensibly

"

instill quietness, reserve, and rever-

ence in your breeding, correct your bad French,
and teach you to enter or leave a room without

seeming to be a housebreaker !"
"

I should like to know who does that?" ask-

ed ho, indignantly.
"
Every one of you young Englishmen, wheth-

I er you come fresh from Brapenose, or the Mess
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cf the Forty-something, you have all of you the

same air of bashful bull-dogs !"
"
Oh, come, this is too bad; is this the style

of Charles Heathcote, for instance ?"

"Most essentially it is
;
the only thing is that,

the bull-dog element predominating in his nature,
he appears the less awkward in consequence."

" I should like to hear what you'd say of the

O'Shea."
"
Oh, Mr. O'Shea is an Irishman, and their

ways bear the same relation to general good
breeding that rope-dancing does to waltzing."

"I'll take good care not to ask you for any
description of myself," said he, laughingly.
"You are very wrong, then, for you should

have heard something excessively flattering,
7 '

was her reply.
" Shall I tell you who your new

protector is to be?" cried she, after a moment's

pause ;

" I have just guessed it : the O'Shea him-
self!"

"O'Shea! impossible; how could you imag-
ine such a thing?"

" I'm certain I'm right. He is always talking
of his friend Sir George Rivers he calls him
Rivers who is Colonial Secretary, and who is

to make him either Bishop of Barbadoes or a

Gold Stick at the Gambia
;
and you'll see if I'm

not correct, and that the wardship of a young
scapegrace lordling is to be the retaining fee of

this faithful follower of his party. Of course,
there will be no question of tutorship ;

in fact, it

would have such an unpleasant resemblance to

the farce and Mr. O'Toole, as to be impossible.
You will simply be traveling together. It will

be double harness, but only one horse doing the

work !"

"I never can make out whether you are in

jest or in earnest," said he, pettishly.

"I'm always in earnest when I'm jesting;
that's the only clew I can give you."

" But all this time we have been wandering

away from the only thing I wanted to think of:

how to part with dear Alfred. You have told

me nothing about that."

"These are things which, as the French say,

always do themselves, and, consequently, it is

better never to plan or provide for
;
and remem-

ber, as a maxim, whenever the current is carry-

ing you the way you want to go, put in your oar

as little as possible. And as to old associations,

they are like old boots : they are very pleasant

wear, but they won't last forever. There, now,
I have given you quite enough matter to think

over; and so, good-by."
As Agincourt turned his steps slowly toward

the house, he marveled with himself what amount
of guidance she had given him.

CHAPTER XIX.

JOE'S DIPLOMACY.

MR. O' SHEA'S man was not one to put his

light under a bushel; so, when he received at

he post-office a very portentous-looking letter,

leavily sealed, and marked " On Her Majesty's

Service," he duly stopped the two or three En-

glish loungers he saw about to show them the

document, on pretense of asking if any demand
for postage could be made

;
if it had not been

wrongfully detained
;

if they thought it had been

opened and read
;
and so on all these inquiries

having for their object to inform the general pub-
lic that the Member for Inch was in close rela-

tion and correspondence with Downing Street.

In sooth, the letter had as significant an ex-
ternal as any gentleman in pursuit of a place

might have desired. In color, texture, and fash-

ion, there was nothing wanting to its authentici-

ty, and it might, without any disparagement to

its outside, have named Mr. O'Shea a Governor
of the Bahamas, or a Mahogany Commissioner
at Ruatan. It was, in fact, a document that,
left negligently in the way, might have made a
dun appeasable and a creditor patient. There
were few men it might not in some degree have

imposed on, but of that few the O'Shea himself
was one. He knew well too well that it fore-

told neither place nor employment ;
that it was

the shell of a very small kernel
; nothing more,

in short, than a note from an old friend and

school-fellow, then acting as the Private Secre-

tary of a Cabinet Minister one who, indeed,

kept his friend O'Shea fully informed as to every
thing that fell vacant, but, unhappily, accompa-
nied the intelligence with a catalogue of the ap-

plicants, usually something like the list of the

Smiths in a Directory.
So little impatient was O'Shea for the con-

tents, that he had half eaten his breakfast, and
looked through launch, before he broke the seal.

The inclosure was from the hand of his friend

Tom Radwell, but whose peculiar drollery it was
to correspond in the form of a mock dispatch.
The note, therefore, though merely containing

gossip, was written with all attention to margin
and calligraphy, and even in places affected the

solemn style of the Office. It was headed "Se-
cret and Confidential," and opened thus :

"
SIR, By your dispatch of the 18th ultimo,

containing four inclosures three protested bills,

and your stepmother's I O for 1 8 5s. I am in-

duced to believe that no material change lias oc-

curred in the situation of your affairs a circum-

stance the more to be deplored, inasmuch as her

Majesty's Government can not at this moment,
with that due regard imposed on them for the

public service, undertake either to reconsider

your claims, or by any extraordinary exercise of

the powers vested in them by the Act of Teddy
the Tiler, chap. 4, sees. 9 and 10, appoint you in

the way and manner you propose. So much,

my dear Gorman, old Rivers declared to me this

morning, confidentially adding : I wish that Irish

party would understand that, when we could buy
them altogether in a basket, as in O'Connell's

day, the arrangement was satisfactory; but to

have to purchase them separately each potato

by himself is a terrible loss of time, and leads

to no end but higgling. Why can't you agree

among yourselves make your bargain and then

divide the spoils quietly? It is the way your
forefathers understood the law of commonage,
and nobody ever grumbled that his neighbor had
a cow or a pig too many ! The English of all

this is, they don't want you just now, and they
won't have* you, for you're an article that never

kept well, and even "when bonded, your loss bji

leakage is considerable.
"
Every Irishman I ever met makes the same

mistake of offering himself for sale when the

commodity is not wanted. If you see muffs and
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boas in Regent Street in July, ain't they always
ticketed ' a great sacrifice ?' Can't you read the

lesson ? But so it is with you. You fancy you'll

induce people to gravel a bad road by putting up
a turnpike.

" I'm sorry to say all this to you, but I see

plainly politics will not do any longer as a pur-
suit, "it is not only that all appointments are

so scrutinized nowadays, but that every man's

name in a division is weighed and considered in

a fashion that renders a mere majority of less

moment than the fact of how it was composed.
If I can not manage something for you in the

West Indies, you must try Cheltenham.
"Rivers has just sent for me.
"'What of your friend O'Shca? Didn't

you tell me he was in the north of Italy?'
"

'Yes,' said I;
' he's getting up the Italian

question. He has accumulated a mass of facts

which will astonish the House next session.'
" ' Confound his facts !' muttered he. ' Here

has been Lord Sommerville with me, about some

young ward of his. I don't well understand what
he wants, or what he wishes me to do

;
but the

drift is, to find some one a gentleman, of course

who would take charge of the boy for a short

time
;
he is a Marquis, with large expectations,

and one day or other will be a man of mark.'

"I tried the dignity tone, but old Rivers in-

terrupted me quickly :

"
'Yes, yes, of course. Mere companionship,

nothing more. Sound O'Shea upon it, and let

me hoar.'
"
Here, then, my dear Gorman, is the '

open-
ing' you so long have looked for

;
and if you can

not turn such a position to good profit, who can?
Nor are you the man I take you for, if you're
not married into the family before this day
twelvemonth ! There is no time to be lost, so

telegraph back at once. A simple
' Yes' will do,

if you accept, which I sincerely hope you will.

All the minor arrangements you may safely trust

to we."

When Mr. O'Shea had read thus far, he arose,
and walking with head erect and well thrown-
out chest toward the looking-glass, he desii'ed to
" take stock" of his appearance, and to all sem-

blance was not displeased at the result. He was

autumnalizing, it is true
;

tints were mellowing,
colors more sombre

; but, on the whole, there

was nothing in the landscape, viewed at due dis-

tance, and with suitable light, to indicate much

ravage from Time. Your hard-featured men,
like mountains in scenery, preserve the same ap-

pearance unchanged by years. It is your genial

fellow, with mobile features, that suffers so terri-

bly from age. The plow of Time leaves deep
furrows in the arable soil of such faces. As in

those frescoes which depend altogether on color,

the devastations of years arc awfully felt
;
when

black degenerates into gray, mellow browns grow
a muddy yellow, and the bright touches that

"accentuated" expression are little else than un-

meaning blotches ! If the Member for Inch had
not traveled far upon the dreary road, I am
bound in truth to own that he had begun the

jourm-y. A light, faint silvering showed on his

whiskers, like the first touch of snow on an Al

pine fern in October. The lines that indicated

a ready aptitude for fun had deepened, and

grown more marked at the angles at the mouth

a sad sign of one whose wit was less genial
and more biting than of yore. Then worst of
all he had entered upon the pompous lustre

wherein men feel an exaggerated self-import-
ance, imagine that their opinions are formed,
and their character matured. Nothing is so

trying as that quarantine period, and both men
and women make more egregious fools of them-
selves in it than in all the wild heyday of early

youth.
Mr. O'Shea, however, was an Irishman, and,

in virtue of the fact, he had a light, jaunty, semi-
careless way with him, which is a sort of elec-

troplate youth, and looks like the real article,

though it won't prove so lasting.

"I must have a look into the Peerage," said

he, as he turned to the bulky volume that records

the alliances and the ages of the "upper ten

thousand :''

'"Lady Maria Agusta Sofronia Montscrrat,
born' oh, by the powers, that won't do !

' born
1804.' Oh, come, after all, it is not so bad;
' died in '40. Charlotte Rose Leopoldinc, died

in infancy. Henrietta Louisa, born 1815; mar-
ried in 1835 to Lord Julius de Raby; again
married to Prince Beerstenshoften von Hahns-

markt, and widowed same year, 1846.' I'll put
a mark against her. And there's one more,
' Juliana cle Vere, youngest daughter, born '26'

that's the time of day ! born '26, and no
more said. The paragraph has yet to be filled

with,
' Married to the O'Shea, Member of Parlia-

ment for Inchabogue, High Sheriff of Tippeiuiry,
and head of the ancient cept known as O'Meadn-
lin Shamdoodhlin Nabokish O'Shea' I wonder
if they'd put it in 'formerly Kings of Tulloch
Reardhin and Bare-ma-bookle, and all the coun-
tries west of the Galtee Mountains.' If pedigree
would do it, O'Shea may call himself first favor-

ite! And now, Miss Leslie," continued lie,

aloud, "you have no time to lose; make your
bidding quickly, or the O'Shea will be knocked
down to another purchaser. As Eugene Aram
says,

' I'm equal to either fortune.'
"

""Well, "said Joe, entering the room, r.nd ap-

proaching his master confidentially, "is it a

place ?"

"Nothing of the kind
;
a friendly letter from

a member of the Cabinet, "replied he, carelessly.
"Devil take them! It isn't a friendship we

want it's something to live on."

"You are a low-minded, mercenary creature,''

said O'Shea, oratorically. "Is our happiness in

this life, our self-respect, our real worth, depend-
ent upon the accident of our station, or upon the

place we occupy in the affections of men what

we possess of their sympathy and love ? I look

around me, and what do I see ?"
" Sorra bit of me knows," broke in Joe.

Unmindful of the interruption, O'Shea con-

tinued :

" I see the high places occupied by the

crafty, the subtle, and the scheming."
"

I wish we had one of them,
" muttered Joe.

"I sec that humble merit shivers at the door,

while insolent pretension struts proudly in."

"Ay, and more power to him, if he's able,"

grumbled out the other.

"I see more," said O'Shea, raising his voice,

and extending his arm at full length "I see a

whole nation eight millions of men great, glo-

rious, and gifted men whose genius has shetl

I a lustre over the dull swamp of their oppress-

.
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ors' nature, but who one day, rising from her
ashes

"

" Ah ! by my conscience, I knew it was com-

in'; and I said to myself, 'Here's the phay-
nix!'"

"
Rising from her ashes like the Megatherion

of Thebes. Where are you now, Master Joe?"
said he, with an insolent triumph in his look.

" I'd just as soon have the phaynix," said Joe,

doggedly. "Goon."
" How can I go on? How could any man?

Demosthenes himself would stand confused in

presence of such vulgar interruptions. It is in

such temperaments as yours men of genius meet
their worst repulses. You are at once the ./me
naturiB of humanity, and the pestilential atmos-

phere that poisons that poisons
"

"Oh! there you are 'pounded!' Poisons
what?"

"Poisons the pellucid rills which should fer-

tilize the soul of man! I'm never pounded.
O'Connell himself had to confess that he never
saw my equal in graceful imagery and figurative
embellishment. '

Listening to O'Shea,
'

says he,
'is like watching a juggler with eight balls fly-

ing round and about him. You may think it im-

possible he'll be in time, but never one of them
will he fail to catch.

'

That's what / call ora-

tory. Why is it, I ask, that, when I rise in the

House, you'd hear a pin drop?"
"
Maybe they steal out on their tiptoes," said

Joe, innocently.

"No, Sir, they stand hushed, eager, anxious,
as were the Greeks of old to catch the words of

Ulysses. I only wish you saw old P work-

ing away with his pencil while I'm speaking."
"
Making a picture of you, maybe !"

"You are as insolent as you are ignorant
one of those who, in the unregenerate brutality
of their coarse nature, repel the attempts of all

who would advocate the popular cause. I have
said so over and over again. If you would con-

stitute yourself the friend of the people, take care

to know nothing of them
;
neither associate with

them, nor mix in their society : as Tommy Moore
said of Ireland,

'
It's a beautiful country to live

out of.'
"

"And he was a patriot!" said Joe, contempt-

uously.
"There are no patriots among those who soar

above the miserable limits of a nationality. Gen-
ius has no concern with geographies. To think

for the million you must forget the man."

Say that again. I like the sound of that,"

Joe, admiringly.
'If any thing could illustrate the hopeless-
of your class and condition in life,

"
contin-

d O'Shea, "it is yourself. There you are,

ily, hourly associated with one whose senti-

ents you hear, whose opinions you learn, whose

judgments you record
;
one eagerly sought after

in society, revered in private, honored in the sen-

ate
;
and what have you derived from these un-

paralleled advantages ? What can you say has

been the benefit from these relations?"

"It's hard to say," muttered Joe, "except,

maybe, it's made me a philosopher."
"A philosopher! you a philosopher!"" Ay ;

isn't it philosophy to live without wages,
and work without pay? 'Tis from yourself I

heerd that the finest thing of all is to despise

money."

"So it is so it would be, I mean, if society
had not built up that flimsy card edifice it calls

civilization. Put out my blue pelisse with the

Astracan collar, and my braided vest: I shall

want to go over to the Villa this morning. But,
first of all, take this to the telegraph-office,

' The
O'Shea accepts.'"
"Tear and ages! what is't we've got?" asked

Joe, eagerly." ' The O'Shea accepts' four words, if they
charge for the 'O.' Let me know the cost at

once."

"But why don't you tell where we're going?
Is it Jamaica or Jerusalem?"

"Call your philosophy to your aid, and be-

anxious for nothing," said O'Shea, pompously."
Away ! lose no more time."

If Joe had been the exponent of his feelings,
as he left the room he would probably have em-

ployed his favorite phrase, and confessed himself

"humiliated." He certainly did feel acutely the

indignity that had been passed upon him. To
live on a precarious diet and no pay was bad

enough, but it was unendurable that his master
should cease to consult with and confide in him.

Among the shipwrecked sufferers on a raft, gra-
dations of rank soon cease to be remembered, and
of all equalizers there is none like misery ! Now,
Mr. O'Shea and his man Joe had, so to say,

passed years of life upon a raft. They had been
storm-tossed and cast away for many a day. In-

deed, to push the analogy farther, they had morn
than once drawn lots who should be first devour-

ed that is to say, they had tossed up whose
watch was to go first to the pawnbroker. Now,
was it fair or reasonable, if his master discovered

a sail in the distance, or a headland on the hori-

zon, that he should conceal the consoling fact,

and leave his fellow-sufferer to mourn on in mis-

ery ? Joe was deeply wounded he was insulted

and outraged.
From the pain of his personal wrongs he was

suddenly aroused by the telegraph clerk's de-

mand for thirty francs.
"
Thirty francs for four words?"

"You might send twenty for the same sum,"
was the bland reply.

"Faix, and so we will," said Joe. " Give me
a pen and a sheet of paper.

"

His first inspirations were so full of vengeance,
that he actually meditated a distinct refusal of

whatever it was had been offered to his master,
and his only doubt was how to convey the inso-

lent negative in its most outrageous form. His

second and wiser thoughts suggested a little di-

plomacy, and though both the consideration and
the mode of effectuating it cost no small time

and labor, we shall spare the reader's patience,
and give him the result arrived at after nearly
an hour's exertion, the message transmitted by
Joe running thus :

"Send the fullest particulars about the pay
and the name of the place we're going to.

"O'SlIKA."

" I don't think there will be many secrets after

I sec the answer to that
;
and see it I will, if I

tear it open!" said Joe, sturdily, as he held his

way back to the inn.

A rather warm discussion ensued on the sub-

ject of his long absence, O'Shea remarking that
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for all the use Joe proved himself he might as

well be without a servant, and Joe rejoining that,

for the matter of pay and treatment, he might
be pretty nearly as well off if he had no master

;

these polite passages being interchanged while

the O'Shea was busily performing with two hair-

brushes, and Joe equally industriously lacing his

master's waistcoat, with an artistic skill that the

valet of a corpulent gentleman alone attains to,

as Joe said a hundred times.

"I wonder why I endure you, "said O'Shea,
as he jauntily settled his hat on one side of his

head, and carefully arranged the hair on the

other.
" And you'll wondher more when I'm gone,

why I didn't go before, "was Joe's surly rejoin-
der.

"How did you come by that striped cravat,

Sir." asked O'Shea, angrily, as he caught sight
of Joe in front.

"
I took it out of the drawer."

"It's mine, then!"
"

It was wonst. I didn't suppose you'd wear
it after what the widow woman said of you up
at the Villa that Mrs. Morris: 'Here's the

O'Shea,' says she, 'masquerading as a zebra;'
as much as to say it was another baste you was
in reality."
"She never dared to be so insolent."
" She did

;
I heard it myself."

"
I don't believe you; I never do believe one

word yewi say."
; That's exactly what I hear whenever I say

you're a man of fine fortune and good estate
;

they all cry out,
' What a lying rascal he is !'

"

O'Shea made a spring toward the poker, and
Joe as rapidly took up a position behind the

dressing-glass.
"Hush !" cried O'Shea, "there's some one at

the door."
And a loud summons at the same time con-

firmed the words. With a ready instinct Joe

speedily recovered himself, and hastened to open
it.

"Is your master at home ?" asked a voice.

"Oh, Heathcote, is it you ?" exclaimed O'Shea
;

"just step into the next room, and I'll be with

you in a second or two. Joe, show Captain
Heathcote into the drawing-room."
"I wondher what's the matter with him?"

said Joe, confidentially, as he came back. " I

never see any one look so low."
" So much the better," said O'Shea, merrily ;

"it's a sign he's coming to pay money. When
a man is about to put you off with a promise, he

lounges in with an easy, devil-may-care look,
that seems to say,

'
It's all one, old fellow, wheth-

er you have an I O or the ready tin.'
"

"There's a deal of truth in that," said Joe,

approvingly, and with a look that showed how
pleasurable it was to him to hear such words of

wisdom.

CHAPTER XX.

A DREARY FORENOON.

O'SHEA swaggered into the room where Heath-
cote was standing to await him, in the attitude

of one who desired to make his visit as brief as

might be.

" How good of you to drive over to this dreary
spot," began the Member, jauntily, "where the
blue devils seem to have their especial home.
I'm hipped and bored here as I never was before.

Come, sit clown
;
have you breakfasted ?"" Three hours ago."

"Take some luncheon, then a glass of sher-

ry, at least."

"Nothing thanks it's too early."
"Won't you have even a weed ?" said he,

opening a cigar-box.
"I'm provided," said the other, showing the

half of a still lighted cigar.
" I came over this

morning, hoping to catch you at home, and make
some sort of settlement about our little transac-
tions together."

"My dear fellow, you surely can't think it

makes any matter between us. I hope you
know that it is entirely a question for your own
convenience. No man has more experience of
what it is to be 'hit hard, 'as they say. When
I first came out, I got it. By Jove, didn't I get

it, and at both sides of the head, too. It was

Mopus's year, when the Yorkshire Lass ran a

dead heat with Skyrocket for the Diddlesworth.
I stood seventeen to one, in thousands! think of

that seventeen thousand pounds to one against
the filly. It was thought so good a thing that

Naylor old Jerry as they used to call him of-

fered me a clean thousand to let him take half
the wager. But these are old stories now, and

they only bore you ;
in fact, it was just to show

you that every man has his turn "

"I own frankly," broke in Heathcote, "I am
far too full of selfish cares to take a proper in-

terest in your story. Just tell me if these figures
are correct ?" And he turned to look out for a

particular page in a small book.
" Confound figures ! I wish they never were

invented. If one only thinks of all the hearty
fellows they've set by the ears, the close friend-

ships they have severed, the strong attachments

they have broken, I declare one would be justified
in saying it was the devil himself invented arith-

metic."
" I wish he'd have made it easier when he was

about it, "said Heathcote.

"Excellent, by Jove! how good! 'made it

easier' capital !" cried O'Shea, laughing with a
boisterous jollity that made the room ring.

" I

hope I'll not forget that. I must book that ' mot'
of yours.

"

Heathcote grew crimson with shame, and, in

an angry impulse, pitched his cigar into the lire.

"That's right," broke in O'Shea; "these an-

far better smoking than your cheroots these are

Hudson's 'Grand Viziers,' made especially for

Abbas Pasha's own smoking."
Heathcote declined coldly, and continued his

search through his note-book.

"It was odd enough," said O'Shea, "just as

you came in I was balancing in my own mind
whether I'd go over to the Villa, or write to you/'

; ' Write to me!" said the other, reddening.
''Don't be scared; it was not to dun you.

No
;
I was meditating whether it was quite fair

of me to take that trap and the nags. You like

that sort of thing ;
it suits you, too. Now, I'm

sobering down into the period of Park phaetons
and George the Fourths : a low step to get in,

and a deep, well-cushioned seat, with plenty of

leg room
;

that's more my style. As Holditch
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says,
' The O'Shea wants an arm-chair upon C

springs, and Collinge's patent.' Free and easy
that, from a rascally coachmakcr, eh ?"

"I don't want the horses. I have no use for

them. I'm not quite clear whether you valued

the whole thing at two hundred and fifty or three

hundred and fifty."

"We said, two fifty," replied O'Shea, in his

silkiest of tones.

"Be it so," muttered Heathcote
; "I gave two

hundred for the chestnut horse at Tattersall's."
' ' He was dear too dear,

" was the dry reply."
Esterhazy called him the best horse he ever

bred."
" He shall have him this morning for a hund-

red and twenty."
"Well, well," burst in Heathcote,

u we are
not here to dispute about that. I handed you,

well as I remember, eighty, and two hundred
and thirty Naps."
"More than that, I think," said O'Shea,

thoughtfully, and as if laboring to recollect clear-

ty-
"I'm certain I'm correct," said Heathcote,

haughtily. "I made no other payments than
these two eighty, and two hundred and thirty."
"What a memory I have, to be sure!" said

O'Shea, laughingly.
' ' I remember now, it was

a rouleau of fifty that I paid away to Layton was

running in my head."
Heathcote's lip curled superciliously, but it was

only for a second, and his features w'cre calm as

before. "Two thirty and eighty make three

hundred and ten, and three fifty
"

"Two fifty for the trap !" broke in O'Shea.
' ' Ah ! to be sure, two fifty, make altogether

ive hundred and sixty Naps., leaving, let me
-ninety-four sixty-one one hundred and

reive
"

"A severe night that was. You never won a

jame !" chimed in O'Shea.
" One hundred and twelve and seventy,

laking three hundred and thirty-seven in all.

HI I right ?"
" Correct as Cocker, only you have forgotten

your walk against time, from the fish-pond to

"le ranger's lodge. What was it ten Naps.,

twenty?"
"Neither. It was five, and I paid it!" was
e curt answer.
" Ain't I the stupidest dog that ever sat for a

trough ?" said O'Shea, bursting out into one of

lis boisterous laughs.
" Do you know, I'd have

in quite willing to have bet you a cool hund-
'

about that?"
" And you'd have lost," said Heathcote, dryly.
" Not a doubt of it, and deserved it, too," said

le, merrily.
; I have brought you here one hundred and

ifty," said Heathcote, laying down three rou-

jaux on the table, "and, for the remainder, my
note at three months. I hope that may not prove
iconvenient !"

"Inconvenient, my boy! never say the word.

Tot to mention that fortune may take a turn one

of these days, and all this California find its way
back to its own diggings."
"I don't mean to play any more."
"Not play any more ! Do you mean to say

that, because you have been once repulsed, you'll

never charge again ? Is that your soldier's

pluck?"
E

"There is no question here of my soldier's

pluck. I only said I'd not play at billiards."

"May I ask you one thing? How can you
possibly expect to attain excellence in any pur-
suit, great or small, when you are so easily
abashed ?"

"May I take the same liberty with you, and
ask how can it possibly concern any one but my-
self that I have taken this resolution ?"

"There you have me! a hazard and no mis-
take ! I may be your match at billiards, but
when it comes to repartee you are the better

man, Heathcote."
Coarse as the flattery was, it was not unpleas-

ing. Indeed, in its very coarseness there was a
sort of mock sincerity, just as the stroke of a

heavy hand on your shoulder is occasionally
taken for good fellowship, though you wince un-
der the blow. Now Heathcote was not only
gratified by his own smartness, but after a mo-
ment or two he felt half sorry he had been so

"severe on the poor fellow." He had over-

shotted his gun, and there was really no neces-

sity to rake him so heavily ;
and so, with a sort

of blundering bashfulness, he said,

"You're not offended you're not angry with
me?"

"Offended! angry! nothing of the kind. I

believe I am a peppery sort of fellow at least,

down in the west there they say as much of me
but once a man is my friend once that I feel

all straight and fair between us he may bowl

me over ten times a day, and I'll never resent it."

There was a pause after this, and Heathcote

found his position painfully awkward. He did

not fancy exactly to repudiate the friendship
thus assumed, and he certainly did not like to

put his name to the bond
;
and so he walked to

the window and looked out with that half hope-
less vacuity bashful men are prone to.

"What's the weather going to do?" said he,

carelessly.
" More rain ?"

' ' Of course, more rain ! Among all the hum-

bugs of the day, do you know of one equal to

the humbug of the Italian climate ? Where's
the blue sky they rave about?"
"Not there, certainly," said Heathcote, laugh-

ing, as he looked up at the leaden-colored cano-

py that lowered above them.

"My father used to say," said O'Shea, "that

it was all a mistake to ta'lk about the damp cli-

mate of Ireland
;

the real grievance was, that

when it rained it always rained dirty water !"

The conceit amused Heathcote, and he laugh-
ed again. "There it comes, now, and with a

will, too !" And at the same instant, with a

rushing sound like hail, the rain poured down
with such intensity as to shut out the hills direct-

ly in front of the windows.

"You're caught this time, Heathcote. Make
the best of it, like a man, and resign yourself to

eat a mutton-chop here with me at four o'clock
;

and if it clears in the evening, I'll canter back

with you."
"No, no, the weather will take up this is

only a shower. They'll expect me back to din-

ner, besides. Confound it, how it does come
down!"

"Oh, faith!" said O'Shea, half mournfully.
"I don't wonder that you're less afraid of the

rain than a bad dinner."

"No, it's not that nothing of the kind,"
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broke in Heatbcote, hurriedly; "at another

time I should be delighted ! Who ever saw such

rain as that !"
" Look at the river, too. See how it is swollen

already."
"Ah! I never thought of the mountain tor-

rents," said Heathcote, suddenly.

"They'll be coming down like regular cata-

racts by this time. I defy any one to cross at

Borgo even now. Take my advice, Heathcote,
and reconcile yourself to old Pan's cookery for

to-day."
"What time do you dine ?"

"What time will suit you? Shall we say
four or five ?"

"Four, if you'll permit me. Four will do

capitally."
"That's all right. And now I'll just step

down to Panini myself, and give him a hint

about some Burgundy he has got in the cellar."

Like most men yielding to necessity, Heath-

cote felt discontented and irritated, and no sooner

was he alone than he began to regret his having

accepted the invitation. What signified a wet-

ting? He was on horseback, to be sure, but he

was well mounted, and it was only twelve miles

an hour, or an hour and a quarter's .sharp can-

ter
;
and as to the torrents, up to the girths, per-

haps, or a little beyond it could scarcely come
to swimming. Thus he argued with himself as

lie walked to and fro, and chafed and fretted us

he went. It was in this irritated state O'Shca
found him when he came back.

"We're all right. They've got a brace of

woodcock below stairs, and some Pistoja mutton
;

and as I have forbidden oil and all the grease-

pots, we"ll manage to get a morsel to eat."
" I was just thinking how stupid I was to to

to put you to all this inconvenience," said he,

hastily changing a rudeness into an apology,
" Isn't it a real blessing for me to catch you ?"

cried O'Shea. "Imagine me shut up here by

myself all day, no one to speak to, nothing to do,

nothing to read tut that old volume of the ' Wan-
dering Jew,

'

that I begin to know by heart, or,

worse again, that speech of mine on the Italian

question, that whenever I've nearly finished it

the villains are sure to do something or other

that destroys all my predictions and ruins my ar-

gument. What would have become of me to-

day if you hadtft dropped in ?"

Heathcote apparently did not feel called upon
to answer this inquiry, but walked the room

moodily, with his hands in his pockets.
O'Shea gave a little faint sigh such a sigh as

a .weary pedestrian may give, as, turning the an-

gle of the way, he sees seven miles of straight
road before him, without bend or curve. It was
now eleven o'clock, and five dreary hours were
to bc_passed before dinner-time.

Oh, my good reader, has it been among your
life experiences to have submitted to an ordeal

of this kind to be caged up of a wet clay with
an unwilling guest, whom you are called on to

amuse, but know not how to interest; to feel

that you are bound to employ his thoughts, with
the sad consciousness that in every pause of the
conversation he is cursing his hard fate at being
in your company; to know that you must deploy
all the resources of your agreeability without
even a chance of success, your very efforts to

amuse constituting in themselves a boredom? It

is as great a test of temper as of talent. Poor1

O'Shea, one can not but pity you ! To be sure,

j

you are not without little aids to pass time, in the

I
shape of cards, dice, and such like. I am not

quite sure that a traveling roulette-table is not
somewhere among your effects. But of what use
are they all now ? None would think of a lec-

ture on anatomy to a man who had just suffered

amputation.
No, no ! play must not be thought of it must

be most sparingly alluded to even in conversa-
tion and so what remains? O'Shea was not
without reminiscences, and he "went into them
like a man." He told scenes of early Trinity
College life

; gave sketches of his contempora-
ries, one or two of them now risen to eminence ;

he gave anecdotes of Gray's Inn, where he had
eaten his terms

;
of Templar life, its jollities and

its gravities ;
of his theatrical experiences, when

he wrote the "Drama" for two weekly periodic-
als

;
of his like employ when he reported prize-

fights, boat-races, and pigeon-matches for Bell's

Life. He then gave a sketch, of his entrance

into public life, with a picture of an Irish elec-

tion, dashed off spiritedly and boldly ;
but all he

could obtain from his phlegmatic listener was a
faint smile at times, and a low muttering sound,
that resolved itself into,

" What snobs !"

At last he was in the House, dealing with great
names and great events, which he ingeniously
blended up with Bellamy's and the oyster sup-

pers below stairs
;
but it was no use they, too,

were snobs ! It was all snobbery every where.

Freshmen, Templars, Pugilists, Scullers, County
Electors, and House of Commons celebrities- all

snobs !

O'Shea then tried the Turf disparagingly, as

a great moralist ought. They were, as he said,
a "bad lot;" but he knew them well, and they
" couldn't hurt him.'

4 He had a variety of curi-

ous stories about racing knaveries, and could

clear up several mysterious circumstances, which
all the penetration of the "King" had never suc-

ceeded in solving. Heathcote, however, was un-

appeasable; and these, too trainers, jockeys,

judges, and gentlemen thy were all snobs !

It was only two o'clock, and there were two

more mortal hours to get through before dinner.

With a bright inspiration he bethought him of

bitter beer. Oh, Bass ! ambrosia of the barrack-

room, thou nectar of the do-nothings in this life,

how gracefully dost thou deepen dullness into

drowsiness, making stupidity but semi-conscious!

What a bond of union art thou between tlwse

who have talked themselves out, and would, with-

out thy consoling froth, become mutually odious !

Instead of the torment of suggestiveness which

other drinks inspire, how gloriously lethargic arc

all thy influences, how mind-quelling, and how

muddling !

There is, besides, a vague notion prevalent
with your beer drinker, that there is some secret

of health in his indulgence that he is undergo-

ing a sort of tonic regimen, something to make
him more equal to the ascent of Mont Blanc, or

the defeat of the Zouaves, and he grows in self-

esteem as he sips. It is not the 'boastful sentiment

begotten of Champagne, oi"the defiant courage of

port, but a dogged, resolute, resistant spirit, stout

in its nature, and bittcy to the last !

And thus they s'ipped, and smoked, and said

little to eaqh otjher, ;and .the hours stole over, and
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the wintry clay darkened apace, and, at last, out

of a drowsy nap over the fire, the waiter awoke
them, to say dinner was on the table.

" You were asleep!" said O'Shea to his com-

panion.
"Yes, 'twas your snoring set me off!" replied

Heathcote, stretching himself, as he walked to

the window. "
Raining just as hard as ever !"

" Come along," said the other, gayly. "Let
us see what old Pan has done for us."

CHAPTER XXI.

MR. O'SHEA UPON POLITICS, AND THINGS IN GEN-
ERAL.

IT was a most appetizing little dinner that was
now set before the O'Shea and Charles Heath-
cote. The trout frem Castellano, and the mut-
ton from Pistoja, were each admirable

;
and a

brace of woodcocks, shot in the first snow-9torm
on the Carrara mountains, were served in a
fashion that showed the cook had benefited by
English teachings.
"There are worse places than this, after all?"

said O'Shca, as he sat at one side of the fire,

Heathcote opposite, and a small table liberally
covered with decanters between them.

"Wonderful Burgundy this," said Heathcote,
gazing at his glass in the light. "What does

he call it?"

"He calls it Lafitte. These fellows think all

red wines come from the Bordeaux country.
Here it is marked seven francs."

"Cheap at double the price. My governor
will take every bottle of it."

"Not before I leave, I hope," said O'Shea,

laughing. "I trust he'll respect what they call

vested interests."
"
Oh, by the way," said the other, indolently,

"you are going?"
"Yes. Our party are getting uneasy, and I

am constantly receiving letters pressing me to

return to England."
"Want you in the House, perhaps?" said

Heathcote, as he puffed his cigar in lazy enjoy-
ment.

"Just so. Yon see, a parliamentary session

is a sort of campaign in which every arm of war-

fare is needed. You want your great guns for

the grand battles, your dashing cavalry charges
for emergencies, and your light skirmishers to

annoy the enemy and disconcert his advance."

"And which are you?" asked the other, in a

tone of bantering indiiference.

"Well, I'm what you might can" a mounted
rifleman a dash of the dragoon with a spice of

the sharpshooter."
"
Sharp enough I take it," muttered Heath-

cote, who bethought him of the billiard-table,

and the wonderful "hazards" O'Shea used to ac-

complish.
" You understand," resumed the Member, con-

fidentially, "I don't come out on the Budget, or

Reform, or things of that kind
;
but I lie by

till I hear some one make a blunder or a mis-

hike, no matter how insignificant, and then I'm

down on him, generally with an anecdote some-

thing he reminds me of and for which I'm

sure to have the laugh against him. It's so

easy, besides, to make them laugh ;
the worst

jokes are always successful in the House of

Commons."
"Dull fellows, I suppose?" chimed in Ileath-

cote.
"
No, indeed

;
not that. Go down with six

or eight of them to supper, and you'll say you
nerer met pleasantcr company. 'Tis being caged
up there altogether, saying the same things over
and over, that's what destroys them."

"It must be a bore, I take it?" sighed out
Heathcote.

"I'll tell you what it is, "said O'Shea, as, in

a voice of deepest confidence, he leaned over t lie-

table and spoke "I'll tell you what it is. Did

you ever play the game called Brag, with very
little money in your pocket?"

Heathcote nodded what might mean assent

or the opposite.
"That's what Parliament is,

" resumed 0' Shea.
"You sit there, night after night, year after year,

wondering within yourself,
' Would it be safe for

me to play this hand? shall I venture now?'
You know well that if you do back your luck
and lose, that it's all up with you forever, so

that it's really a mighty serious thing to risk it.

At last, maybe, you take courage. You think

you've got the cards; it's half-past two o'clock;
the House is thin, and everyone tired and sleepy.

Up you get on your legs to speak. You're not
well down again, till a fellow, from the back

benches, you thought sound asleep, gets up and
tears all you said to tatters

; destroys your facts,

scatters your inferences, and maybe laughs at

your figures of speech."
"Not so pleasant, that," said Heathcote, lan-

guidly.
"Pleasant! it's the devil!" said O'Shea, vio-

lently: "for you hear the pens scratching away
up in the reporter's gallery, and you know it will

be all over Europe next morning."
" Then why submit to all this?" asked Heath-

cote, more eagerly.
"Just as I said a while ago: because you

might chance upon a good card, and '

brag' on
it for something worth while. It's. all luck."

"Your picture of political life is not fascina-

ting, "said Heathcote, coldly.
"After all,

1

do you know, I like it," resumed
O'Shea. "As long as you've a seat in the

House, there's no saying when you mightn't be

wanted
;
and then, when the session's over, and

you go down to the country, you are the terror

of all the fellows that never sat in Parliament.

If they say a word about public matters, you put
them down at once with a cool * I assure you,

Sir, that's not the view we take of it in the

House.'"
" I'd say, 'What's that to me? "

" No you wouldn't not a bit of it
; or, if you

did, nobody would mind you, and for this reason

it's the real place, after all. Why do you pay
S-torr and Mortimer more than another jeweler ?

Just because you're sure of the article. There

now, that's how it is!"

"There's some one knocking at the door, I

think," said Heathcote; but at the same instant

Joe's head appeared inside, with a request to be
admitted. "'Tis the telegraph," said he, pre-

senting a packet.
"I have asked for a small thing in Jamaica
some ten or twelve hundred a year" whis-

pered O'Shea to his friend. "I suppose this is
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the reply." And at the same time he threw the

portentous envelope carelessly on the table.

Either Heathcote felt no interest in the sub-

ject, or deemed it proper to seem as indifferent

as his host, for he never took any further notice

of the matter, but smoked away as before.

"You needn't wait," said O'Shea to Joe, who
still lingered at the door. " That fellow is burst-

ing with curiosity now," said he, as the man re-

tired
;
"he'd give a year's wages to know what

was inside that envelope."
"Indeed!" sighed out Heathcote, in a tone

that showed how little he sympathized with such

eagerness.
If O'Shea was piqued at this cool show of in-

difference, 'he resolved to surpass it by appearing
to forget the theme altogether ;

and pushing the

bottle across the table, he said,
" Did I ever tell

you how it was I first took to politics?"

"No, I think not," said Heathcote, listlessly.

"Well, it was a chance, and a mere chance:
this is the way it happened. Though I was bred

to the Bar I never did much at the law : some

say, that an agreeable man, 'with a lively turn

in conversation, plenty of anecdote, and a rich

fancy, is never a favorite with the attorneys ;
the

rascals always think that such a man will neArer

make a lawyer, and though they'll listen to his

good stories by the hour in the Hall, devil a
brief they'll give him, nor so much as a ' decla-

ration.'
"

Well, for about five years I walked
about in wig and gown, joking, and quizzing,
and humbugging all the fellows that were get-

ting business, and taking a circuit now and then,
but all to no good; and at last I thought I'd

give it up, and so my friends advised me, say-

ing,
' Get something under the Government, Gor-

man
;
a snug place with a few hundreds a year,

and be sure take any thing that's offered you to

begin with.'

"Now, there was a room in Dublin Castle

it's the second down the corridor off the private
stairs that used to be called the Poker-room.
It may be so still for any thing I know, and for

this reason : it was there all the people expect-

ing places or appointments were accustomed to

wait. It was a fine, airy, comfortable room, with

a good carpet, easy-chairs, and always an ex-

cellent fire
;
and here used to meat every day of

their lives the same twenty or five-and-twenty

people, one occasionally dropping off, and anoth-

er coming in, but so imperceptibly and gradual-

ly, that the gathering at last grew to be a sort

of club, where they sat from about eleven till

dark every day, chatting pleasantly over public
and private events. It was thus found necessary
to give it a kind of organization, and so we
named for President the oldest that is, the

longest expectant of place who, by virtue of his

station, occupied the seat next the fire, and alone,
of all the members, possessed the privilege of

poking it. The poker was his badge of office
;

and the last act of his official life, whenever pro-
motion separated him from us, was to hand the

poker to his successor, with a solemn dignity of

manner and a few parting words. I verily be-

lieve that most of us got to be so fond of the

club, that it was the very reverse of a pleasure,
when we had to leave it, to become, maybe, a

Police Inspector at Skibbereen, Postmaster at

Tory Island, or a Gauger at Innismagee ;
and

so we jogged on, from one Viceroy to another,

very happy and contented. Well, it was the
: time of a great Marquis I won't say who,' but
he was the fast friend of O'Connell and we all

;

of us thought that there would be plenty of fine

things giving away, and the Poker-room was
crammed, and I was the President, having as-
cended the throne two years and a half before.
It was somewhere early in March

;
a cold, raw

day it was. I had scarcely entered the club,
! than a messenger bawled out,

' Gorman O'Shen
Mr. Gorman O'Shea.' 'Here he is,' said I.

'Wanted in the Chief Secretary's office,' said he,

'immediately.' I gave a knowing wink to the

company around the fire, and left the room.
Three mortal hours did I stand in the ante-room

below, seeing crowds pass in and out before I was

j

called in
;
and then, as I entered, saw a little

I wizened, sharp-faced man standing with his back
to the fire paring his nails. He never so much
as looked at me, but said, in a careless, mutter-

ing sort of way.
'V You're the gentleman who wishes to go as

|

resident magistrate to Oackatoro, ain't you ?'
"
'Well, indeed, Sir, I'm not quite" sure,' I

bsgan.
"'Oh yes you are,' broke he in. 'I know

all about you. Your name has been favorably
mentioned to the office. You are Mr. O'Gor-
man '

" ' Mr. Gorman O'Shea,' said I, proudly.
"'The same thing, Gorman O'Shea. I re-

member it now. Your appointment will be
made out : five hundred a year, and a retiring

pension after six years ; house, and an allowance
for monkeys.'
"'A what?' asked I.

'"The place is much infested with a large

species of ourang-outang, and the Governor gives
so much per head for destroying them. Mr.

Simpson, in the office, will give you full informa-
tion. You are to be at your post by the 1st of

August.'
"
'Might I make bold to ask where Whacka-

tory is ?'

"'Oackatoro, Sir,' said he, proudly, 'is the

capital of Fighi. I trust I need not say where
that is.'

"
'By no means,' said I, modestly ; and, mut.

tering my thanks for the advancement, I backed
i out, almost deranged to think that I didn't know

j

where I was going.
" ' Where is it ? What is it ? How much is

it, O'Shea?' cried thirty ardent voices as I cn-
'

tered the club.
"

'It's five hundred a year,' said I, 'without

counting the monkeys. It's a magistrate's place ;

but may a goosebeny-skin make a nightcap for

me if I know where the devil it is !'

" 'But you have accepted!' cried they out all

together.
" ' I have,' said I

;
'I'm to be at Fighi, wherc-

ever that is, by the 1st of August. And n<nv,
'

said I, turning to the fire, and taking up the

poker, there is nothing for me to do but resign
'

this sacred symbol of my office into the hands of

my successor.'
" ' Where'sO'Dowd?' shouted out the crowd.

And they awoke out of a pleasant sleep a little

old fellow that never missed his day for two

years at the club.

"'Gentlemen,' said I, in a voice trembling
with feeling,

' the hour is come when my destiny
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is to separate me from you forever
;
an hour

that is equally full of the past and the future,
and has even no small share of present emotions.
If ever there were a human institution devised

to cement together the hearts and affections of

men, to bind them into one indissoluble mass, and
blend their instincts into identity, it is the club
Ave have here. Here we stand, like the departed
spirits at the Styx, waiting for the bark of Char-
on to ferry us over. To what, however? Is it

to some blessed elysium of a Poor Law Commis-
sioner's place, or is it to some unknown fate in a
distant land, with five hundred a year and an
allowance for monkeys? That's the question,
there's the rub ! as Hamlet says.

'

After dilating
at large on this, I turned to O'Dowd. 'To your
hands,' said I, 'I commit this venerable relic:

keep it, guard it, honor it, and preserve it. Re-
member,' said I, 'that when you stir those coals

it is the symbol of keeping alive in the heart the

sparks of an undying hope; that though they
may wet the slack and water the cinders of our

nature, the fire within us will still survive, red,

glowing, and generous. Isn't that as fine as

great, glorious, and free, I ask you ?'
" ' Who is that fellow that's talking there, with

a voice like Lablache ?' asked a big man at the

door
;
and then, as the answer was whispered in

his ear, he said,
' Send him out here to me.'

"Out I went, and found myself face to face

with O'Connell.
" 'I want a man to stand for Drogheda to-

morrow
;
the gentleman I expected can not ar-

rive there possibly before three. Will you ad-

dress the electors, and speak till he comes ? If

he isn't there by half-past three, you shall be re-

turned!'
" ' Done !' said I. And by five o'clock on the

following evening Gorman O'Shea was at the

top of the poll, and declared Member for Drog-
heda ! That was, I may say, the first lift I ever

got from Fortune. May I never!" exclaimed

O'Shea, half angrily "may I never, if he's not

asleep and snoring! These Saxons beat the

world for stupidity."
The Member now suddenly bethought him

that it would be a favorable moment to read his

telegram, and so he tore open the envelope, and
held it to the light. It was headed as usual,
and addressed in full, showing that no parsimo-

ny defrauded him of his full title. The body of

the dispatch was, however, brief enough, and
contained only one word,

" Bosh !" It was

clear, bold, and unmistakable " Bosh !" Could

insolence go farther than that? To send such

a message a thousand miles, at the cost of one

pound fourteen and sixpence !

"What the deuce? you've nearly upset the

table !" cried Heathcote, waking suddenly up, as

O'Shea, with a passionate gesture, had thrown

one of the decanters into the other's lap.

"I was asleep, like yourself, I suppose," said

the Member, roughly. "I must say, we are

neither of us the very liveliest company."
"It was that yarn of yours about attacking

monkeys with a poker, or some stuff of that kind,
set me off," yawned Heathcote, drearily. "I
had not felt the least sleepy till then."

"
Here, let us fill our glasses, and drink to the

jolly time that is coming for us," said O'Shea,
with all his native recklessness.

" With all my heart
;
but I wish I could guess

from what quarter it's coming," said Heathcote,

despondingly.
If neither felt much disposed to converse, they

each drank deeply, and although scarcely more
than a word or two would pass between them,

they sat thus, hour after hour, till it was long
past midnight.

It was after a long silence between them that

Heathcote said, "1 never tried so hard in my
life to get drunk, without success. I find it

won't do, though ;
I'm just as clear-headed and

as low-spirited as when I started."

"Bosh!" muttered O'Shea, half dreamily.
"It's no such thing!" retorted Heathcote.

"At any ordinary time one bottle of that strong

Burgundy would have gone to my head; and

see, now I don't feel it."
"
Maybe you're fretting about something. It's

perhaps a weight on your heart
"

"That's it!" sighed out the other, as though
the very avowal were an inexpressible relief to

him.
"Is it for a woman ?" asked O'Shea.
The other nodded, and then leaned his head

on his hand.

"Upon my conscience, I sometimes think

they're woi'se than the Jews, "said the Member,
violently ;

" and there's no being
'

up to them.'
"

"It's our own fault, then," cried Heathcote;
"because we never play fairly with them."
"Bosh!" muttered O'Shea again.
"I defy you to deny it," cried he, angrily.
"I'd like a five-pound note to argue it either

way," said O'Shea.
As if offended by the levity of the speech,

Heathcote turned away and said nothing.
" When you get down to Rome, and have some

fun over those ox-fences, you'll forget all abour

her, whoever she is," said O'Shea.
"I'm for England to-morrow, and for Indir.

next week, if they'll have me."

"Well, if that's not madness "

"No, Sir, it is not," broke in Heathcote, angri-

ly ;
"nor will I permit you or any other man to

call it so."

"What I meant was, that when a fellow had

your prospects before him, India oughtn't to

tempt him, even with the offer of the Governor-

Generalship."
"
Forgive me my bad temper, like a good fel-

low," cried Heathcote, grasping the other's hand
;

"but, in honest truth, I have no prospects, no

future, and there is not a more hopeless wretch

to be found than the man before you."
O'Shea was very near saying "Bosh!" once

more, but he coughed it under.

Like all bashful men who have momentarily
given way to impatience, Charles Heathcote was

over eager to obtain his companion's good will,

and so he dashed at once into a full confession

of all the difficulties that beset, and all the cares

that surrounded him. O'Shea had never known

accurately, till now, the amount of May Leslie's

fortune, nor how completely she was the mistress

of her own fate. Neither had he ever heard of

that strange provision in the will which imposed
a forfeit upon her if unwilling to accept Charles

Heathcote as her husband a condition which

he shrewdly judged to be the very surest of all

ways to prevent their marriage.
"And so you released her?" cried he, as

Heathcote finished his narrative.
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" Released her ! No. I never considered that

she was bound. How could I?"
"
Upon my conscience,'' muttered the O'Shea,

"it is a hard case a mighty hard case to see

one's way in ; for if, as you say, it's not a worthy

part for a man to compel a girl to be his wife

just because her father put it in his will, it's very
cruel to lose her only because she has a fine

property.
"

"It is for no such reason,
"
broke in Heath-

cote, half angrily.
" I was unwilling I am un-

willing that May Leslie should be bound by a
contract she never shared in."

"That's all balderdash!" cried O'Shea, with

energy.
"What do you mean, Sir?" retorted the other

passionately.
"What I mean is this," resumed he: "that

it's all balderdash to talk of the hardship of do-

ing things that we never planned out for our-

selves. Sure, ain't we doing them every mo-
ment of our lives ? Ain't I doing something
because you contrived it ? and ain't you doing
something else because I left it in your way ?"

"It comes to this, then, that you'd marry a

girl who didn't care for you, if the circumstances

were such as to oblige her to accept you ?"

"Not absolutely not unreservedly," replied
O'Shea.

' '

Well, what is the reservation ? Let us hear

it."

"Her fortune ought to be suitable."

"Oh, this is monstrous !"
' ' Hear me out before you condemn me. In

marriage, as in every thing else, you must take

it out in malt or in meal ; don't fancy that you're

going to get love and money too. It's only in

novels such luck exists."

"I'm very glad I do not share your senti-

ments,
"
said Charles, sternly.

"They're practical, any way. But now to

another point. Here we are, sitting by the fire

in all frankness and candor. Answer me fairly

two questions: Have you given up the race?"

"Yes."

"Well, then, have you any objection if I enter

for the stakes myself?
" You ! Do you mean that you would propose

for May Leslie?" cried he, in amazement.
"I do; and, what's more, I don't despair of

success either."

An angry flush rose to Heathcote's face, and
for a moment it seemed as if his passion was
about to break forth

;
but he mastered it, and,

rising slowly, said : "If I thought such a thing

possible, it would very soon cure me of one sor-

row." After a pause, he added :
" As for me, I

have no permission to give or to withhold. Go,

by all means, and make your offer. I only ask

one thing: it is, that you will honestly tell me
afterward how it has been received."

"That I pledge my word to. Where do you
stop in Paris ?"
"At the Windsor."
' '

Well, you shall have a dispatch from me, or

see myself there, by Saturday evening ;
one or

the other I swear to."

"Agreed. I'll not wish you success, for that

would be hypocritical, but I'll wish you well over

it!" And with this speech, uttered in a tone of

jeering sarcasm, Heathcote said good-by, and de-

parted.

CHAPTER XXII.

THE PUBLIC SERVANT ABROAD.

WE scarcely thought that the distinguished
public servant, Mr. Ogden, was likely to occupy
once more any portion of our readers' attention

;

and yet it so fell out that this useful personage,
being on the Continent getting up his Austria
and Northern Italy for the coming session, re-
ceived a few lines from the Earl of Sommerville,
half mandatory, half entreating, asking him to
find out the young Marquis of Agincourt, and
take him back with him to England.
Now the Earl was a great man, for he was fa-

ther-in-law of a Cabinet Minister, and related to

half the leaders of the party, so that Mr. Ogden,
however little the mission suited his other plans,
was fain at once to accept it, and set out in search
of his charge.
We need not follow him in his pursuit through

Lombardy and the Legations, down to Tuscany
and Lucca, which latter city he reached at th'e

close of a cold and dreary day of winter, cheered
to him, however, by the certainty that he had at

length come up with the object of his chase.
It was a habit with Quackinboss, whenever he

sent out Layton's servant on an errand, to leave
the house door ajar, that the sick man might not
be disturbed by the loud summons of the bell ;

and so, on the evening in question, was it found

by Mr. Ogden, who, after some gentle admoni-
tions by his knuckles, and some preparatory
coughs, at hist groped his way into the interior,
and eventually entered the spacious sitting-room.
Quackinboss had dined, and was seated at his

wine beside an ample fire-place, with a blazing
wood fire. An old-fashioned screen sheltered
him from the draught of the ill-fitting windows,
while a comfortable buffalo rug was stretched
under his feet. The Colonel was in his second

cigar, and in the drowsy mood of its easy enjoy-
ment, when the harsh accents of Mr. Ogden's
voice startled him, by asking, "Can you inform
me if Lord Agincourt lives here ?"

"You're a Britisher now, I expect?" said the

Colonel, as he slowly puffed out a long volume
of smoke, but never moved from his seat.

"My question having the precedence, Sir, it

will be, perhaps, more regular to answer it first,"
said Ogden, with a slow pertinacity.

"Well, I ain't quite sure o' that, stranger,"
drawled out the other. " Mine was a sort of an

amendment, and so might be put before the orig-
inal motion."
The remark chimed in well with the humor

of one never indisposed to word-fencing, and so

he deferred to the suggestion, told his name and
his object in coming, "And now, Sir," added he,
"I hope not to be deemed indiscreet in asking
an equal candor from you.'.'

"You ain't a doctor?" asked Quackinboss.
"
No, Sir; not a physician, at least."

"That's a pity," said Quackinboss, slowly, as

he brushed the ashes off his cigar.
' '

Help your-

self, stranger : that's claret, t'other's the country
wine, and this is cognac all three bad of their

kind
; but, as they say here to every thing,

' Come
si fa, eh? Come si fa!'"

"It is not from any disparagement of your
hospitality, Sir," said Ogden, somewhat pom-
pously, "that I am forced to recall you to my
first question."
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" Come si fa !" repeated Quackinboss, still ru-

minating over the philosophy of that expression,
one of the very few he had ever succeeded in

committing to memory.
"Am I to conclude, Sir, that you decline giv-

ing me the information I ask?"
"I ain't in a witness-box, stranger. I'm a

sittin' at my own fireside. I'm a srnokin' my
Virginian, where I've a right to, and if you choose
to come in neighborly-like, and take a liquor
with me, we'll talk it over, whatever it is

;
but

if you think to come Holy Office and the Inquisi-
tion over Shaver Quackinboss, you've caught the

wrong squirrel by the tail, Britisher, you have!"
" I must say, Sir, you have put a most forced

and unfair construction upon a very simple cir-

cumstance. I asked you if the Marquis ofAgin-
court resided here?"
"And so you ain't a doctor?" said Quackin-

boss, pensively.

"No, Sir; I have already told you as much."
"Bred to the law, belike?"

"I have studied, Sir, but not practiced as a

lawyer."
"Well, now, I expected you was !" said Quack-

inboss, with an air of self-satisfaction.
" You

chaps betray yourselves sooner than any other

class in all creation; as Flay Harris says: 'A
lawyer is a fellow won't drink out of the bung-
hole, but must always be for tapping the cask

for himself.' You ain't long in these parts ?"
"
No, Sir

;
a very short time indeed," said Og-

den, drearily.
" You needn't sigh about it, stranger, though

it is main dull in these diggin's ! Here's a peo-

ple that don't understand human natur'. What
I mean, Sir, is, human natur' means going a-

head
;
doin' a somewhat your father and your

grandfather never so much as dreamt of. But
what are these critturs about ? Jest showin' the

great things that was done centeries before they
was born what pictures, and statues, and monu-
ments their own ancestors could make, and of

which they are jest showmen, nothing more !"

"The Arts are Italy's noblest inheritance,"
said Ogden, sententiously.

"That ain't my platform, stranger. Civiliza-

tion never got any thing from painters or sculp-
tors. They never taught mankind to be truth-

ful, or patient, or self-denyin', or charitable. You

may look at a bronze Hercules till you're black

in the face, and it will never make you give a cent

to a lame cripple. I'll go further again, stran-

ger, and I'll say that there ain't any thing has

thrown so many stumblin'-blocks before pro-gress
as what you call the Arts, for there ain't the

equal o' them to make people idlers. What's all

that loafing about galleries, I ask ye, but the

worst of all idling ? If you want them sort of

emotions, go to the real article, Sir. Look at an

hospital, that's more life-like than Gerard Dow
mid his dropsical woman ay, and may touch

your heart, belike, before you get away."
1 *

Though your conversation interests me much,

Sir, you will pardon my observing that I feel

myself an intruder."
"
No, you ain't

;
I'm jest in a talkin' humor,

and I'd rather have you than that Italian crittur,

as don't understand me."
" Even the flattery of your observation, Sir,

can not make me forget that another object claims

my attention."

" For I've remarked,
" resumed Quackinboss,

as if in continuation of his speech, "that a for-

eigner, that don't know English, wearies after

a while in listcnin', even though you're a tellin'

him very interestin' things."
"I perceive, Sir," said Ogden, rising, "that

I have certainly been mistaken in the address.
I was told that at the Palazzo Barsotti

"

"Well, ^ou're jest there; that's what they
call this ramshackle old crazy consarn. Their

palaces, bein' main like their nobility, would be
all the better for a little washin' and smartenin'

up."
"You can, perhaps, however, inform me where

Lord Agincourt does live ?"

"Well, he lives, as I may say, a little promis-
cuous. If he ain't here, it's because he's there !

You understand ?"
"I can not say very confidently that I do un-

derstand," said Ogden, slowly.
"It was well as you wasn't a practicin' law-

yer, Britisher, for you ain't smart ! that's a fact.

No, Sir; you ain't smart!"
"Your countrymen's estimate of that quality

has a high standard, Sir," said Ogden, haughtily.
"What do you mean by my countrymen?"

asked the other, quickly.
"I ventured to presume you were an Ameri-

can," said Ogden, with a supercilious smile.
"
Well, stranger, you were main right ; though

darn me con-siderablc if I know how you dis-

covered it. Don't you be a goin', now that we're

gettin' friendly together. Set down a bit. May-
be you'd taste a morsel of something?"

"Excuse me; I have just dined."

"Well, mix a summut in your glass. It's a
rare pleasure to me, stranger, to have a chat

with a man as talks like a Christian. I'm tired

of 'come si fa' that's fact, Sir."

"I regret that I can not profit by your polite

invitation, "said Ogden, bowing stiffly. "I had
been directed to this house as the residence of

Lord Agincourt and his tutor, and as neither of

them live here
"

"Who told you that? There's one of them
a-bed in that room there; he's caught swamp-
fever, and it's gone up to the head. He's the

tutor poor fellow."

"And the Marquis?"
"The Marquis! he's a small parcel to have

such a big direction on him, ain't he? He's at

a Villa, a few miles off; but he'll be over here

to-morrow morning."
"You are quite sure of that?" asked Ogden.
' '

Yes, Sir,
" said Quackinboss, drinking off his

glass, and nodding, in token of salutation.
" I must beg you to accept my excuses for this

intrusion on my part," began Ogden.
"Jest set you down there again; there's a

point I'd like to be cleared up about. I'm sure

you'll not refuse me. Jest set down."
^

Ogden resumed his seat, although with an air

and manner of no small disinclination.

"No wine, thank you. Excuse me," said he,

stiffly, as Quackinboss tried to fill his glass.

"You remarked a while ago," said Quackin-

boss, slowly, and like a man weighing all his

words, "that I was an American born. Now,
Sir, it ain't a

very likely thing that any man who
was ever raised in the States is a goin' to deny
it. It ain't, I say, very probable as he'd say I'm

a Chinese, or a Mexican, or a Spaniard ; no,
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nor a Britisher. Whatever we do in this life,

stranger, one thing, I suppose, is pretty certain

We don't say the worst of ourselves. Ain't

that your platform, Sir?"

"I agree to the general principle."

"Agreein', then, to the gen'ral principle,

here's where we go next,. for I ain't a goin' to let

vou off. Britisher I've got a harpoon in you
now, and I'll tow you after me into snoal water

;

see if I don't. Agreein', as we say, to the gen-
'ral principle, that no man likes to make his face

blacker than it need be, what good could it do

me to say that I wasn't born a free citizen of the

freest country of the universe?"

"I am, really, at a loss to see how I am in-

terested in this matter. I have not, besides, that

perfect leisure abstract discussion requires. You
will forgive me if I take my leave." He moved

hastily toward the door as he spoke, followed by
Quackinboss, whose voice had now assumed the

full tones and the swelling modulations of pub-
lic oratory.

"That great land, sanctified by the blood of

the pilgrim fathers, and whose proudest boast it

is, that from the first day, when the star-spangled
banner of Freedom dallied with the wind and
scorned the sun, waving its barred folds over

the heads of routed enemies to that glorious

consummation, when, from the rugged plains of

New England to the golden groves of Florida^
"

"Good-by, Sir good evening," said Ogden,

passing out and gaining the landing-place.
" One universal shout, floating over the At-

lantic waters, proclaimed to the Old World that

the '

Young' was alive and kickin'
"

"Good-night," cried Ogden, from the bottom
of the stairs

;
and Quackinboss re-entered his

chamber and banged the door after him, mutter-

ing something to himself about Lexington and

Concord, Columbus and Quincy Adams.

CHAPTER XXIII.

BROKEN TIES.

IT was a sorrowful morning at the Villa Ca-

pvini on the 22d of November. Agincourt had
come to take his last farewell of his kind friends,

half heart-broken that he was not permitted even

to see poor Layton before he went. Quackin-
boss, however, was obdurate on the point, and
would suffer no one to pass the sick man's door.

Mr. Ogden sat in the carriage as the boy dashed

hurriedly into the house to say "Good-by."
Room after room he searched in vain. No one

to be met with. What could it mean? the

drawing-room, the library, all empty !

" Are they all out, Fcnton?" cried he, at last.

"No, my Lord, Sir William was here a mo-
ment since, Miss Leslie is in her room, and Mrs.

Morris, I think, is in the garden."
To the garden he hurried off at once, and

just caught sight of Mrs. Morris and Clara, as,

side by side, they turned the angle of an alley.
" At last !" cried he, as he came up.with them.

"At last I have found some one. Here have I

been this half-hour in search of you all, over

house and grounds. Why, what's the matter?
what makes you look so grave?"
"Don't you know? haven't you heard?" cried

Mrs. Morris, with a sigh.

"Heard what?"
" Heard that Charles has gone off started for

England last night, with the intention of joining
the first regiment ordered for India."
"I wish to Heaven he'd have taken me with

him !" cried the boy, eagerly.

"Very possibly, "said she, dryly; "but Charles
was certainly to blame for leaving a home of

happiness and affection in this abrupt way. I
don't see how poor Sir William is ever to get
over it, not to speak of leaving May Leslie. I

hope, Agincourt, this is not the way you'll treat

the young lady you're betrothed to."

"I'll never get myself into any such scrape,

depend on't. Poor Charley !"
"
Why not poor May?" whispered Mrs. Morris.

"Well, poor May, too, if she cared for him;
but I don't think she did."

"Oh, what a shame to say so! I'm afraid

you young gentlemen are brought up in great
heresies nowadays, and don't put any faith in

love."

Had the boy been an acute observer, he would
have marked how little the careless levity of the

remark coincided with the assumed sadness of

her former manner, but he never noticed this.

"Well," broke in the boy, bluntly, "why not

marry him, if she cared for him ? I don't sup-

pose you'll ask me to believe that Charley would
have gone away if she hadn't refused him ?"

"What a wily serpent it is !" said Mrs. Morris,

smiling; "wanting to wring confidences from
me whether I will or no."

"No. I'll be hanged if I am wily am I,

Clara?"
What Clara answered was not very distinct,

for her face was partly covered with her hand-

i
kerchief.

"There, you see Clara is rather an unhappy
witness to call to character. You'd better come
to me for a reputation,"said Mrs. Morris, laugh-

ingly.
"It's no matter, I'm going away now," said

he, sorrowfully.
"
Going away where ?"

"
Going back to England ; they've sent a man

to capture me, as 'if I was a wild beast, and lie's

there at the door now precious impatient, too,

1

1 promise you, because I'm keeping the post-
horses waiting."

"
Oh, make him come in to luncheon. He's

a gentleman isn't he ?"
" I should think he is ! A great political

1

swell, too, a something in the Admiralty, or the

Colonies, or wherever it is.
"

"Well, just take Clara, and she'll find out

May for you, and send your traveling companion

|

into the garden here. 'I'll do the honors to him
till lunch-time." And Mrs. Morris now turned

into a shady walk, to think over what topics she

should start for the amusement of the great offi-

cial from Downing Street.

If we were going to tell talcs of her which

wr> are not we might reveal how it happened
that she had seen a good deal of such sort of

people, at one era of her life, living in a Blue-

Book atmosphere, and hearing much out of

"Hansard." We merely mention the fact; as

to the how, it is not necessary to refer to it. Not

\

more are we bound to say why she did not retain

I for sueh high company what,.in French, is called,
I "the most distinguished consideration" why,
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on the contrary, she thought and pronounced
them the most insupportable of all bores. Our
readers can not fail to have remarked and ap-

preciated the delicate reserve we have unvary-
ingly observed toward this lady a respectful

courtesy that no amount of our curiosity could

endanger. Now,
"
charming women," of whom

Mrs. M. was certainly one, have a great fondness
for little occasional displays of their fascinations

upon strangers. Whether it is that they are

susceptible of those emotions of vanity that sway
smaller natures, or whether it be merely to keep
their fascinations from rusting by want of exer-

cise, is'hard.to say, but so is the fact, and the en-

joyment is all the higher when, by any knowl-

enge of a speciality, they can astonish their

chance acquaintance. For what Lord Agin-
court had irreverently styled the "great political

swell," she therefore prepared herself, with such
memories as some years of life had stored for

her. "He'll wonder," thought she, "where I

came by all my Downing Street slang. I'll cer-

tainly puzzle him with my cant of office." And
so thinking, she walked briskly along in the clear

.frosty air over the crisped leaves that strewed the

walk, till she beheld a person approaching from
the extreme end of the alley.
The distance between them was yet consider-

able, and yet how was it that she seemed to fal-

ter in her steps, and suddenly, clasping her heart

with both hands, appeared seized with a sort of

convulsion? At the same instant she threw a

terrified glance on every side, and looked like

one prepared for sudden flight. To these emo-

tions, more rapid in their course than it has taken

time to describe them, succeeded a cold, determ-

ined calm, in which her features regained their

usual expression, though marked by a paleness
like death.

The stranger came slowly forward, examining
the trees and flowers as he passed along, and

peering with his double eye-glass to read the

names attached to whatever was rarest. Affect-

ing to be gathering flowers for a bouquet, she

stooped frequently, till the other came near, and

then, as he removed his hat to salute her, she

threw back her veil, and stood, silent, before

him.
"Madam! Madam!" cried he, in a voice of

such intense agony as showed that he was almost

choked for utterance. "How is this, Madam ?"

said he, in a tone of indignant demand.
" How

is this?"

"I have really no explanation to offer, Sir,"

said she, in a cold, low voice. "My astonish-

ment is as great as your own
;

this meeting is

not of my seeking. I need scarcely say so much."
"

I do not know that ! by Heaven I do not !"

cried he, in a passion.
"You are surely forgetting, Sir, that we are

no longer any thing to each other, and thus for-

getting the deference due to me as a stranger ?"
" I neither forget nor forgive !" said he, sternly.
"
Happily, Sir, you will not be called upon to

do either. I no longer bear your name
"

"Oh that you had never borne it!" cried he,

in agony.
"There is at least one sentiment we agree in,

Sir would that I never had !" said she, and a

slight very slight tremor shook the words as

she spoke them.
" Tell me at once, Madam, what do you mean

by this surprise ? I know all your skill in acci-

dents what does this one portend ?"

"You are too flattering, Sir, believe me," said

she, with an easy smile.
"

I have plotted noth-

ing I have nothing to plot at least in which

you are concerned. The unhappy bond that

once united us is loosed forever; but I do not
see that even harsh memories are to suggest bad
manners."

" I am no stranger to your flippancy, Madam.
You have made me acquainted with all your
merits."

"You were going to say virtues, George con-
fess you were?" said she, coquettishly.

"Gracious mercy, woman! can you dare
"

"My dear Mr. Ogden," broke she in, gently,
" I can dare to be that which you have just told

me was impossible for you forgetful and for-

giving."
"
Oh, Madam, this is indeed generous !" said

he, with a bitter mockery.
"Well, Sir, it were no bad thing if there were

a little generosity between us. Don't fancy that

all the forgiveness should come from you ; don't

imagine that / am not plaintiff as well as de-

fendant." Then, suddenly changing her tone to

one of easy indifference, she said, "And so your
impression is, Sir, that the Cabinet will undergo
no change."

She looked hurriedly round as she spoko, and
saw Sir William Heathcote coming rapidly to-

ward them.
" Sir William, let me present to you Mr. Og-

den, a name you must be familiar with in the

debates," said she, introducing them.
" I hope Lord Agincourt has not been correct

in telling me that you are pressed for time, Mr.

Ogden. I trust that you will give us at least a

day."
"Not an hour, not a minute, Sir. I mean,"

added he, ashamed of his violence, "I have not

an instant to spare."
"You'll scarcely profit by leaving us this

morning," resumed Sir William. "The tor-

rents between this and Massa are all full, and

perfectly impassable."

"Pray accept Sir William's wise counsels,

Sir," said she, with the sweetest of all smiles.

A stern look, and a muttered something in-

audible, was all his reply.
"What a dreary servitude must political life

be, when one can not bestow a passing hour

upon society," said she, plaintively.
" Mr. Ogden could tell us that the rewards are

worthy of the sacrifices," said Sir William,

blandly.
"Are they better than the enjoyments of

leisure, the delights of friendship, or the joys of

home?" asked she, half earnestly.

"By Heaven, Madam!" cried Ogden, and
then stopped ;

when Sir William broke in :

"Mrs. Morris is too severe upon public men.

They are rarely called on to make such sacrifices

as she speaks of."

While thus talking, they had reached the ter-

race in front of the house, where Agincourr was

standing between May and Clara, holding a hand
of each.

"Are you ready?" asked Ogden, abruptly.
"
Ready ;

but very sorry to go," said the boy,

bluntly.
" May we not offer you some luncheon, Mr.
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Ogden ? You will surely take a glass of wine

with us ?"
"
Nothing, Sir, nothing. Nothing beneath the

same roof with this woman," muttered he, be-

low his breath
;
but her quick ears caught the

words, and she whispered,
"An unkind speech, George most unkind!"
While Agincourt was taking his last affection-

ate farewells of the girls and Sir William, Mr.

Ogden had entered the carriage, and thrown

himself deeply back into a corner. Mrs. Moms,
however, leaned over the door and looked calm-

ly, steadfastly at him.
" Won't you say good-by ?" said she, softly.

A look of insulting contempt was all his an-

swer.
" Not one kind word at parting ? Well, I am

better than you; here's my hand." And she

held out her fair and taper fingers toward him.

"Fiend not woman!" was his muttered ex-

pression, as he turned away.
"And a pleasant journey," said she, as if

finishing a speech ;
while turning, she gave her

hand to Agincourt: "Yes, to be sure, you may
take a boy's privilege, and give me a kiss at part-

ing," said she
;
while the youth, blushing a deep

crimson, availed himself of the permission.
"There they go," said Sir William, as the

horses rattled down the avenue; "and a finer

boy and a grumpier companion it has rarely
been my lot to meet with. A thousand par-

dons, my dear Mrs. Morris, if he is a friend of

yours."" I knew him formerly," said she, coldly.
" I

can't say I ever liked him."
''I remember his name, "said Sir William, in

a sort of hesitating way; "there was some

story or other about him either his wife ran

away, or he eloped with somebody's wife."
" I'm sure it must have been the former," said

Mrs. Morris, laughing. "Poor gentleman, he

does not give one the impression of a Lothario.

But who have we here? The O'Shea, I de-

clare ! Look to your heart, May, dearest
;
take

my word for it, he never turned out so smartly
without dreams of conquest." Mi'. O'Shea can-

tered up at the same moment, followed by Joe
in a most accurate "get-up" as groom, and dis-

mounting, advanced, hat in hand, ta salute the

party.
There are blank days in this life of ours in

which even a pleasant visitor is a bore times in

which dullness and seclusion are the best compa-
ny, and it is any thing but a boon to be broken

in upon. It was the O'Shea's evil fortune to

have fallen on one of these. It was in vain he

recounted his club gossip about politics and party
to Sir William in vain he told Mrs. Morris the

last touching episode of town scandal irt vain,

even, did lie present a fresh bouquet of lily-of-

the-valley to May ;
each in turn passed him on to

the other, till he found himself alone with Clara,
who sat sorrowfully over the German lesson Lay-
ton was wont to help her with.

"What's the matter with you all?" cried he,
half angrily, as he walked the room from end to

end. " Has there any misfortune happened ?"
"
Charley has left us, Agincourt is just gone,

the pleasant house is broken up ;
is not that

enough to make us sad?" said she, sorrowfully.
"If you ever read Tommy Moore you'd know

it was only another reason to make the most of

the friends that were left behind," said he, ad-

justing his cravat at the glass, and giving him-
self a leer of knowing recognition.

" That's the
time of day, Clara !"

She looked at him somewhat puzzled to know
whether he had alluded to his sentiment, his

whiskers, which he was now caressing, or the
French clock on the mantelpiece.
. "Is that one of Layton's?" said he, carelessly
turning over a water-colored sketch of a Luc-
chese landscape.

"Yes," said she, replacing it carefully in a

portfolio.
"He won't do many more of them, I suspect."
"How so? why? what do you mean?"

cried she, grasping his arm, while a death-like

paleness spread over her features.

"Just that he's going as fast as he can.
What's the mischief ! is it fainting she is?"

With a low, weak sigh the girl had relaxed
her hold, and, staggering backward, sunk sense-

less on the floor. O'Shea tugged violently at the

bell : the servant rushed in, and immediately
after Mrs. Morris herself; but by this time Clara
had regained consciousness, and was able to ut-

ter a few words.
"I was telling her of Layton's being so ill,"

began he, in a whisper, to Mrs. Morris.

"Of course you were," said she, pettishly.
" For an inconvenience, or an indiscretion, what
can equal an Irishman?"
The speech was uttered as she led her daugh-

ter away, leaving the luckless O'Shea alone to

ruminate over the politeness.
" There it is !" criod he, indignantly. "'From

the Times, down to the widow Morris, it's the

same story the Irish ! the Irish ! and it's no
use fighting against it. Smash the Minister in

Parliament, and you'll be told it was a speech
more adapted to an Irish House of Commons;
break the Sikh squares with the bayonet, and
the cry is

'

Tipperary Tactics.' Isn't if a wonder
how we bear it ! I ask any man, did he ever
hear of patience like ours?"*

It was just as his indignation had reached
this crisis that May Leslie hurriedly came into

the room to search for a locket Clara had drop-

ped when she fainted. While O'Shea assisted

her in her search, he bethought whether the fa-

vorable moment had not arrived to venture on
the great question of his own fate. It was true,
he was still smarting under a national disparage-

ment; but the sarcasm gave a sort of reckless

energy to his purpose, and he muttered,
"
Now,

or never, for it !"

"I suppose it was a keepsake," said he, as he

peered under the tables after the missing object.
" I believe so. At least, the poor child at-

taches great value to it."

"Oh dear!" sighed O'Shea. "If it was an
old bodkin that was given me by one I loved,
I'd go through fire and water to get possession
of it."

" Indeed !" said she, smiling at the unwonted

energy of the protestation.
"I would," repeated he, more solemnly. "It's

not the value of the thing itself I'd ever think

of. There's the ring was wore by my great-

grandmother Ram, of Ram's Mountain, and

though it's a rose-amethyst, worth three hundred

guineas, it's only as a family token it has merit

in my eyes."
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Now this speech, discursive though it seemed,
was artfully intended by the Honorable Mem-
ber, for while incidentally throwing out claims
to blood and ancestry, it cunningly insinuated
what logicians call the "a fortiori" how the
man who cared so much for his grandmother
would necessarily adore his wife.

"We must give it up, I see," said May." She has evidently not lost it here."

"And it was a heart, you say!" sighed the
Member.

"Yes, a little golden heart with a ruby clasp."
"Oh dear! And to think that I've lost my

own in the self-same spot !"
" Yours ! Why, had you a locket, too ?"

"No, my angel!" cried he, passionately, as
he clasped her hand, and fell on his knee before

her, "but my heart a heart that lies under

your feet this minute ! There, don't turn away
don't ! May I never, if I know what's come

over me these two months back ! Night or day,
it is the one image is always before me one
voice always in my ears."

"How tiresome that must be," said she, laugh-
,ing merrily. "There, pray let go my hand;
this is only folly, and not in very good taste

either."
"

Folly, you call it ? Love is madness, if you
like. Out of this spot I'll never stir till I know
my fate. Say the word, and I'm the happiest
man or the most abject creature You're laugh-
ing again I wonder how you can be so cruel !"

4 '

Really, Sir, if I regard your conduct as only
absurd, it is a favorable view of it," said she, an-

grily.

"Do, darling of my soul! light of my eyes!
loadstar of my whole destiny! do take a favor-

able view of it," said he, catching at her last

words.

"I have certainly given you no pretense to

make me ridiculous, Sir," said she, indignantly.
"Ridiculous! ridiculous!" cried he, in utter

amazement. "Sure it's my hand I'm offering

you. What were you thinking of?"

"I believe I apprehend you aright, Sir, and
have only to say, that, however honored by your
proposal, it is one I must decline."

" Wouldn't you tell me why, darling ?

Wouldn't you say your reasons, my angel ?

Don't shake your head, my adored creature, but

turn this way, and say,
'

Gorman, your affection

touchas me : I see your love, for me
;
but I'm

afraid of you ; you're light, and fickle, and in-

constant
; you're spoiled by flattery among the

women, and deference and respect among the

men. What can I hope from a nature so pam-
pered ?'

"

"No, in good truth, Mr.O'Shea, not one of

these objections have occurred to me; my an-

swer was dictated by much narrower and more
selfish considerations. At all events, Sir, it is

final
;
and I need only appeal to your sense of

good-breeding never" to resume a subject I have
told you is distasteful to me." And with a

heightened color, and a glance which certainly
betokened no softness, she turned away and left

him.

"Distasteful! distasteful!" muttered he over

her last words. " Women ! women ! women !

there's no knowing ye the devil a bit! What
you'd like, and what you wouldn't, is as great a

secret as the philosopher's stone ! Heigho !"

sighed he, as he opened his cravat, and drew in
a long breath. "I didn't take a canter like

that, these five years, and it has sent all the
blood to my head. I hope she'll not mention it.

I hope she won't tell it to the widow," muttered

he, as he walked to the window for air. "She's
the one would take her own fun out of it. Upon
my conscience, this is mighty like apoplexy,"
said he, as, sitting down, he funned himself with
a book.

" Poor Mr. O'Shea!" said a soft voice
; and,

looking up, he saw Mrs. Morris, as, leaning-over
the back of his chair, she bent on him a look
half quizzical and half compassionate. "Poor
Mr.O'Shea!"

" Why so ? How?" asked he, with an affect-

ed jocularity.

"Well," said she, with a faint sigh, "you're
not the first man has drawn a blank in the lot-

ery."
"I suppose not, "muttered lie, half sulkily.
"Nor will it prevent you trying your luck an-

other time," said she, in the same tone.

"What did she say? How did she mention
it ?" whispered he, confidentially." She didn't believe you were serious at first

;

she thought it a jest. Why did you fall on your
knees? it's never done now, except on the

stage."
" How did /know that ?* cried he, peevishly.

"One ought to be proposing every day of the

week to keep up with the fashions."
" If you had taken a chair at her side, a little

behind hers, so as not to scrutinize her looks too

closely, and stolen your hand gently forward, as

if to touch the embroidery she was at work on,
and then, at last, her hand, letting your voice

grow lower and softer at each word, till the syl-
lables would seem to drop, distilled, from your
heart "

"The devil a bit of that I could do at all,"

cried he, impatiently. "If I can't make the

game off the balls," said he, taking a metaphor
from his billiard experiences, "I'm good for noth-

ing. But will she come round ? Do you think

she'll change ?"

"No; I'm afraid not," said she, shaking her

head.

"Faix! she might do worse," said he, reso-

lutely. "Do you know that she might do
worse ? If the mortgages was off, O'Shea-Ville

is seventeen hundred a year ; and, for family, we
beat the county."

"I've no doubt of it," replied she, calmly.
"There was ancestors of mine hanged by

Henry the Second, arid one was strangled in pris-

on two reigns before," said he, proudly. "The
O'Sheas was shedding their blood for Ireland

eight centuries ago! Did you ever hear of

Mortagh Dhub O'Shea ?"

"Never!" said she, mournfully.
"There it is," sighed he, drearily; "mush-

rooms is bigger, nowadays, than oak-trees." And
with this dreary reflection he arose and took his

hat.

"Won't you dine here? I'm sure they ex-

pect you to stop for dinner," said she
;
but wheth-

er a certain devilry in her laughing eye made
the speech seem insincere, or that his own dis-

trust prompted it, he said,

"No, I'll not stop; I couldn't eat a bit if I

did."
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"Come, come, you musn't take it to heart in

this way, "said she, coaxingly.
"Do you think you could do any thing for

me?" said he, taking her hand in his; "for, to

tell the truth, it's my pride is hurt. As we say
in the House of Commons, now that my name is

on the Bill, I'd like to carry it through. You
understand that feeling?"

"Perhaps I do," said she, doubtfully, while,

throwing herself into a chair, she leaned back,
so as to display a little more than was absolutely
and indispensably necessary of a beautifully
rounded ankle and instep. Mr. O'Shea saw it,

and marked it. There was no denying she was

pretty pretty, too, in those feminine and deli-

cate graces which have special attractions for men
somewhat hackneyed in life, and a "

little shoul-

der-sore with the collar" of the world. As the

member gazed at the silky curls of her rich au-

burn hair, the long fringes that shadowed her

fair cheeks, and the graceful lines of her beauti-

ful figure, he gave a sigh one of those sighs a

man inadvertently heaves when contemplating
some rare object in a shop-window, which his

means forbid him to purchase. It was only as

he heaved a second and far deeper one, that she
looked up, and with an arch drollery of expres-
sion all her own, said, as if answering him, "Yes,
you are quite right ;

but you know you couldn't

afford it."
" What do you mean not afford what ?" cried

he, blushing deeply.
"Nor could /either," continued she, heedless

of his interruption.

"Faith, then," cried he, with energy, "it was

just what I was thinking of."

"But after all," said she, gravely, "it wouldn't

do; privateers must never sail in company. I

believe there's nothing truer than that."

He continued to look at her, with a strange
mixture of admiration and astonishment.

"And so," said she, rising, "let us -part good
friends, who may hope each to serve the other

one of these days. Is that a bargain ?" And
she held out her hand.

"
I swear to it!" cried he, pressing his lips to

her fingers. "And now that you know my sen-

timents
"

"Hush!" cried she, with a gesture of warn-

ing, for she heard the voices of servants in the

corridor. " Trust me
;
and good-by !"

" One ought always to have an Irishman

among one's admirers," said she, as, once more

alone, she arranged her ringlets before the glass ;

"if there's any fighting to be done, he's sure not

to fail you."

CHAPTER XXIV.

A DAT IN EARLY SPRING.

THAT twilight of the year called spring, most

delightful of all seasons, is scarcely known in

Italy. Winter dies languidly away, and sum-
mer bursts forth at once, and in a few days the
trees arc clothed in full foliage, the tall grass
is waving, and panting lizards sun themselves on
the rocks over which so lately the mountain tor-

rent was foaming. There are, however, a few

days of transition, and these are inoxpressibly
delicious. The balmy air scented with the rose

and the violet stirs gently through the olive-

trees, shaking the golden limes amid the dark
leaves, and carrying away the sweet perfume on
its breath

;
rivulets run bright and clear through

rocky channels, mingling their murmurs with
the early cicala. The acacia sheds its perfume
on the breeze a breeze so faint, as though it

loved to linger on its way ;
and so, above, the

lazy clouds hang upon the mountains, or float in

fragments out to sea, as day wears on. What
vitality there is in it all ! the rustling leaves, the

falling water, the chirping birds, the softly plash-
ing tide, all redolent of that happy season the

year's bright youth.
On such a day as this Alfred Layton strolled

languidly through the grounds of Marlia. Three
months of severe illness had worn him to a

shadow, and he walked with the debility of one
who had just escaped from a sick-room. The
place .was now deserted. The Heathcotes had
gone to Rome for the winter, and the Villa was
shut up and untenanted. It had been a cher-

ished wish of poor Layton to visit the spot as

soon as he could venture abroad
;
and Quackin-

boss. the faithful friend who had nursed him
through his whole illness, had that day yielded
to his persuasion and brought him there.

Who could have recognized the young and
handsome youth in the broken-down, feeble,
careworn man who now leaned over the palings
of a little flower-garden, and gazed mournfully
at a. rustic bench beneath a lime-tree ? Ay,
there it was, in that very spot, one chapter of

his life was finished. It was there she had re-

fused him ! He had no right, it is true, to have

presumed so highly ;
there was nothing in his

position to warrant such daring; but had she

not encouraged him ? That was the question ;

he believed so, at least. She had seen his de-

votion to her, and had not repulsed it. Nay,
more, she had suffered him to speak to her of

feelings and emotions, of hopes, and fears, and

ambitions, and only they are led to speak who
talk to willing ears. Was this encouragement,
or was it the compassionate pity of one, to him,
so friendless and alone? May certainly knew
that he loved her. She had even resented his

little passing attentions to Mrs. Morris, and was

actually jealous of the hours he bestowed on
Clara

;
and yet, with all this, she had refused

him, and told him not to hope that, even with

time, her feeling toward him should change.
" How could it be otherwise?" cried he to him-
self. "What was I, to have pretended so high-

ly ? Her husband should be able to offer a sta-

tion superior to her own. So thought she, too,

herself. How her words ring in my ears even

yet :
' I do love rank ?' Yes, it was there, on

that spot, she said it. I made confession of my
love, and she, in turn, told me of hers ; and it

was the world, the great and gorgeous prize, for

which men barter every thing. And then her

cold smile, as I said,
' What is this same rank

you prize so highly; can I not reach it win it?'

I will not waste youth in struggle and conflict,'

said she. 'Ha!' cried I, 'these words are not

yours. I heard them one short week ago. I

know your teacher now. It was that false-

hearted woman who gave you these precious
maxims. It was not thus you spoke or felt

when I first knew you, May.' 'Is it not well,'

said she,
' that we have each grown wiser ?' I
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heard no more. I have no memory for the pas-
sionate words I uttered, the bitter reproaches I

dared to make her. We parted in anger, never

to meet again ;
and then poor Clara, how I hear

her faint, soft voice, as she found me sitting there

alone, forsaken, as she asked me,
'

May I take
these flowers ?' and oh-! how bitterly she wept as I

I snatched them from her hand, and scattered
|

them on the ground, saying, 'They were not
meant for you !'

' Let me have one, dear Al-

fred,' said she, just then
;
and she took up a lit-

tle jasmine flower from the walk. 'Even that

you despise to give is dear to me? And so I

kissed her on the forehead, and said,
'

Good-by.
'

Two partings never to meet again !" He cov-

ered his face with his hands, and his chest heaved

heavily.
"It's main dreary in these diggin's here," cried

Quackinboss, as he came up with long strides.
" I've been a lookin' about on every side to find

some one to open the house for us, but there

ain't a crittur to be found. What's all this

about ? You haven't been a cryin', have you ?"

Alfred turned away his head without speaking.
"I'll tell you what it is, Layton," said he,

earnestly, "there's no manner of misfortune can
befall in life that one need to fret over, but the

death of friends, or sickness
; and, as these are

God's own doin', it is not for us to say they're

wrong. Cheer up, man
; you and I are a goin'

to fight the world together."
"You have been a true friend to me," said

Layton, grasping the other's hand, while he held
his head still averted.

"Well, I mean to, that's a fact; but you
must rouse yourself, lad. We're a goin' cross

seas, and among fellows that, whatever they do
with their spare time, give none of it to grief.

WT
ho ever saw John C. Calhoun cry ? Did any

one ever catch Dan Webster in tears ?"
" I wasn't crying," said Layton ;

"I was only
saddened to see again a spot where I used to be

so happy. I was thinking of bygones."
" I take it bygones is very little use if they

don't teach us something more than to grieve
over 'em

; and, what's more, Layton it sounds

harsh to say it but grief, when it's long per-
sisted in, is downright selfishness, and nothing
else."

Layton slipped his arm within the other's to

move away, but as he did so he turned one last

look toward the little garden.
"I see it all now," said Quackinboss, as they

walked along; "you've been and met a sweet-

heart down here once on a time, that's it. She's

been what they call cruel, or she's broke her

word to you. Well, I don't suppose there's

one man livin' of what might be called real

men as hasn't had something of the same ex-

perience. Some has it early, some late, but it's

like the measles, it pushes you main hard if you
don't take it when you're young. There's no

bending an old bough you must break it."

There was a deep tone of melancholy in the

way the last words were uttered that made Lay-
ton feel his companion was speaking from the

heart.

"But it's all our own fault," broke in Quack-
inboss, quickly; "it all comes of the way we

.
treat 'em."

" How do you mean?" asked Layton, eagerly.
"I mean, "said the other, resolutely, "we treat

'em as reasonable beings, and they ain't. No,
Sir, women is like Red-men, they ain't to be per-

suaded, or argued with, they're to be told what
is right for 'em, and good for 'em, and that's all.

What does all your courting and coaxing a gal,
but make her think herself something better than
all creation? Why, you keep a tellin' her so all

day, and she begins to believe it at last. Now,
how much better and fairer to say to her,

' Here's
how it is, miss, you've got to marry me, that's

how it's fixed.' She'll understand that."
" But if she says, 'No, I won't ?'

"

"No, no," said Quackinboss, with a half-bit-

ter smile, "she'll never say that to the man as

knows how to tell her his mind. And as for

that courtship, it's all a mistake. Why, wonu-n

won't^eonfess they like a man, just to keep the

game a movin'. I'm blest if they don't like it

better than marriage."

Layton gave a faint smile, but, faint as it was,

Quackinboss perceived it, and said :

"Now, don't you go a persuadin' yourself
these are all Yankee notions, and such-like.

I'm a talkin' of human natur', and there ain't

many as knows more of that article than Leoni-
das Shaver Quackinboss. All you Old World
folk make one great mistake, and nothing shows
so clearly as how you're a worn-out race, used

up, and done for. You live too much with your
emotions and your feelin's. Have you never re-

marked that when the tap-root of a tree strikes

down too far it gets into a cold soil ? And from
that day for'ard you'll never see fruit or blos-

som more. That's just the very thing you're a

doin'. You ain't satisfied to be active, and

thrivin', and healthful, but you must go a specu-
latin' about why you are this, and why you ain't

t'other. Get work to do, Sir, and do it."

"It is what I intend," said Layton, in a low

voice.

"There ain't nothing like labor," said Quack-
inboss, with energy ;

" work keeps the devil out

of a man's mind, for, somehow, there's nothing
that black fellow loves like loafing. And, when-

ever I see a great, tall, well-whiskered chap
leaning over a balcony in a grand silk dressing-

gown, with a gold-stitched cap on his head, and

he a yawning, I say to myself, 'Maybe I don't

know who's at your elbow now ;'
and when I sec

one of our strapping Western fellows, as he has

given the last stroke of his hatchet to a pine-

tree, and stands back to let it fall, wiping the

honest sweat from his brow, as his eyes turn up-
ward over the tree-tops to something higher than

them, I say to my heart,
' All right there, he

knows who it was gave him the strength to lay
that sixty-foot stem so low.'

"

"You say truly," muttered Layton.
"I know it, Sir; I've been a loafing myself

these last three years, and I've run more to seed

in that time than in all my precious life
;
but I

mean to give it up."
".What are your plans?" asked Layton, not

sorry to let the conversation turn away from

himself and his own affairs.

"My plans! They are ours, I hope," said

Quackinboss. "You're a coming out with me
to the States, Sir. We fixed it all t'other night,

I reckon ! I'm a goin' to make your fortune
;

or, better still, to show you how to make it for

yourself."

Layton walked on in moody silence, while
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Quackinboss, with all the zealous warmth of con-

viction, described the triumphs and success he

was to achieve in the New World.
A very few words will suffice to inform our

reader of all that he need know on this subject.

During Layton's long convalescence, poor Quack-
inboss felt his companionable qualities sorely
taxed. At first, indeed, his task was that of

consoler, for he had to communicate the death

of Alfred's mother, which occurred in the early

days of her son's illness. The Rector's letter, in

conveying the sad tidings, was every thing that

kindness and delicacy could dictate, and, with

scarcely a reference to his own share in the be-

nevolence, showed that all care and attention

had waited upon her last hours. The blow, how-

ever, was almost fatal to Layton ;
and the thought

of that forlorn, deserted death-bed, clung to him

by day, and filled his dreams by night.

Quackinboss did his utmost, not very skillfully
nor very adroitly perhaps, but with a hearty sin-

cerity, to combat this depression. He tried to

picture a future of activity and exertion a life

of sterling labor. He placed before his compan-
ion's eyes the objects and ambitions men usually
deem the worthiest, and endeavored to give them
an interest to him. Met in all his attempts by
a dreary, hopeless indifference, the kind-hearted
fellow reflected long and deeply over his next
resource

;
and so one day, when Layton's recov-

ered strength suggested a hope for the project,
he gave an account of his own neglected youth,
how, thrown when a mere boy upon the world,
he had never been able to acquire more than a

smattering of what others learn at school. "I
had three books in the world, Sir a Bible, Rob-
inson Crusoe, and an old volume of Wheatson's

Algebra. And from a readin' and readin' of 'em
over and over, I greAv to blend 'em all up in my
head together. And there was Friday, just as

much a reality to me as Father Abraham
;
and

I thought men kept all their trade reckonings
by simple equations. I felt, in fact, as if there

was no more than these three books in all cre-

ation, and out of them a man had to pick all the

wisdom he could. Now, what I'm a thinkin' is,

that though I'm too old to go to school, maybe as

how you'd not refuse to give me a helpin' hand,

by readin' occasionally out of those languages I

only know by name ? Tcachin' an old fellow

like me is well-nigh out of the question ;
but

when a man has got a long, hard-earned experi-
ence of human natur', it's a main pleasant thing
to know that oftentimes the thoughts that he is

struggling with have occurred to great minds,
who know how to utter them

;
and so many an

impression comes to be corrected, or mayhap
confirmed, by those clever fellows, with their

thoughtful heads."

There was one feature in the project which
could not but gratify Layton ;

it enabled him to

show his gratitude for the brotherly affection he
had met with, and he accepted the suggestion at

once. The first gleam of animation that had
lighted his eyes for many a day was when plan-
ning out the line of reading he intended them
to follow. Taking less eras of history than some
of the great men who had illustrated them, he
thought how such characters would be sure to

interest one whose views of life were eminently
practical, and so a great lawgiver, a legislator, a

great general, or orator, was each evening select-

ed for their reading. If it were not out of our
track we might tell here how much Layton was
amused by the strange, shrewd commentaries of
his companion on the characters of a classic age ;

or how he enjoyed the curious resemblances

Quackinboss would discover between the celebri-
ties of Athens and Rome and the great men of
his own country. And many a time was the
reader interrupted by such exclamations as,

"Ay, Sir, just what J. Q. Adams would have
said!" or, "That's the way our John Randolph
would have fixed it!"

But Quackinboss was not satisfied with the

pleasure thus afforded to himself, for, with na-
tive instinct, he began to think how all such
stores of knowledge and amusement might be
utilized for the benefit of the possessor.
"You must come to the States, Layton," he

would say. "You must let our people hear
these things. They're a main sharp, wide-awake

folk, but they ain't posted up about Greeks and
Romans. Just mind me, now, and you'll do a
fine stroke of work, Sir. Give them one of

those pleasant stories out of that fellow there,
Herod Herod what d'ye call him ?"

"Herodotus?"

"Ay, that's he; and then a slice out of

one of those slapping speeches you read to me
t'other night. I'm blessed if the fellow didn't

lay it on like Point Dexter himself; and wind

up all, with what we can't match, a comic scene

from Aristophanes. You see I have his name
all correct

;
and I ain't christened Shaver if you

don't fill your hat with Yankee dollars in every
second town of the Union."

Layton burst out into a hearty laugh at what
seemed to him a project so absurd and impossi-
ble

;
but Quackinboss, with increased gravity,

continued :

"Your British pride, mayhap, is offended by
the thought of lecturin' to us Western folk

;
but

I'm here to tell you, Sir, that our own first men
ay, and you'll not disparage them are a doin'

it every day. It's not play-actin' I'm speaking
of. They don't go before a crowded theatre to

play mimic with face, or look, or voice, or ges-
ture. They've got a something to tell folk

that's either ennobling or instructive. They've
got a stoiy of some man, who, without one jot
more of natural advantages than any of those

listening there, made himself a name to be
blessed and remembered for ages. They've to

show what a thing a strong will is when united

with an honest heart
;
and how no man, no mat-

ter how humble he be, need despair of being
useful to his fellows. They've got many a lesson

out of history to give a people who are just as

ambitious, just as encroaching, and twice as war-

like as the Athenians, about not neglecting pri-

vate morality in the search after national great-

ness. What is the lecturer but the pioneer to

the preacher ? In clearing nway ignorance and

superstition, ain't he making way for the army
of truth that's coming up ? Now I tell you, Sir,

that ain't a thing to be ashamed of!"

Layton was silent
;
not convinced, it is true,

but restrained, from respect for the other's ardor,

from venturing on a reply too lightly. Quack-
inboss, after a brief pause, went on :

"Well, it is possible what I said about the

profit riled you. Well, then, don't take the dol-

lars
;
or take them, and give them, as some of
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our Western men do, to some object of public

good if you're rich enough."
" Rich enough ! I'm a beggar,

"
broke in Lay-

i, bitterly. "I'm at this instant indebted toton

you for more than, perhaps, years of labor may
enable me to repay."
"I put it all down in a book, Sir," said Quack-

inboss, sternly, "and I threw it in the fire the

first night you read out Homer to me. I said to

myself, 'You are well paid, Shaver, old fellow.

You never knew how your heart could be shaken

that way, and what brave feelings were lying
there still, inside of it.'

"

"
Nay, dear friend, it is not thus I'm to acquit

my debt. Even the moneyed one
"

" I tell you what, Layton," said Quackinboss,

rising and striking the table with his clenched

fist, "there's only one earthly way to part us,

and that is by speaking to me of this. Once,
and forever, I say to you, there's more benefit to

a man like me to be your companion for a week,
than for you to have toiled, and fevered, and
sweated after gold, as I have done, for thirty
hard years."" Give me a day or two to think over it," said

Layton, "and I'll tell you my resolve."
" With all my heart ! Only, I would ask you

not to take my showing of its goodness, but to

reason the thing well out of your own clear

head. Many a just cause is lost by a bad law-

yer, remember that." And thus the discussion

ended for the time.

The following morning, when they met at

breakfast, Layton took the other's hand, and
said:

"I've thought all night of what you've said,

and I accept not without many a misgiving as

regards myself, but I accept."
" I'd not take ten thousand dollars for the en-

gagement, Sir," said Quackinboss, as he wrung
Layton's hand. "No, Sir, I'd not take it, for

oven four cities of the Union."

Although thus the project was ratified between

them, scarcely a day passed that Layton did not

experience some compunction for his pledge.

Now, it was a repugnance to the sort of enter-

prise he was about to engage in, the criticisms

to which he was to expose himself, and the pub-

licity he was to confront ;
nor could all his com-

panion's sanguine assurances of success compen-
sate him for his own heartfelt repugnance to try
the ordeal.

"After all," thought he, "failure, with all its

pangs of wounded self-love, will only serve to

show Quackinboss how deeply I feel myself his

debtor when I am content to risk so much to re-

pay him."
Such was the bondhehad signed, such his strug-

gles to fulfill its obligations. One only condition

Jie stipulated for he wished to go to Ireland be-

fore setting out for the States, to see the last

resting-place of his poor mother ere he quitted
Ms country, perhaps forever. Doctor Millar, too,
had mentioned that a number of letters were

among the few relics she had left, and he desired,
for many reasons, that these should not fall into

strangers' hands. As for Quackinboss, he agreed
to every thing. Ideed, he thought, that as

there was no use in reaching the States before

"the Fall," they could not do better than ram-
ble about Ireland, while making some sort of

preparation for the coming campaign.

" How sad this place makes me !" said Lay-
ton, as they strolled along one of the leaf-strewn

alleys.
" I wish I had not come here."

"That's just what I was a thinkin' myself,"
said the other. "I remember comiiig back all

alone once over the Michigan prairie, which I
had traveled about eight months before with a
set of hearty companions, and whenever I'd come
up to one of the spots where our tent used to be

pitched, and could mark the place by the circle
of greener grass, with a burnt-up patch where the
fire stood, it was all I could do not to burst out
a cryin' like a child ! It's a main cruel thing to

go back alone to where you've once been h:ippy
in, and there's no forgettin' the misery of it rv<"r

after."

"That's true," said Layton; "the pleasant
memories are erased forever. Let us go."

CHAPTER XXV.

BEHIND THE SCENES.

IT is among the prerogatives of an author to

inform his reader of many things which go on
"behind the scenes" of life. Let me therefore

ask your company, for a brief space, in a small
and not ill-furnished chamber, which, deep in

the recesses of back scenes, dressing-rooms, scaf-

folding, and machinery, is significantly entitled,

by a painted inscription, "Manager's Room."
Though the theatre is a London one, the house
is small. It is one of those West-end specula-
tions which are occasionally graced by a com-

pany of French comedians, a monologist, or a

conjuror. There is all the usual splendor before

the curtain, and all the customary squalor be-

hind. At the present moment for it is growing
duskish of a November day, and rehearsal is just
over the general aspect of the place is dreary

enough. The box fronts and the lustre are cased

in brown holland, and, though the curtain is up,
the stage presents nothing but a chaotic mass of

disjointed'sceneiy and properties. Tables, chairs,
musical instruments, the half of a boat, a throne,
and a guillotine, lie littered about, amid which a

ragged supernumerary wanders, broom in hand,
but apparently hopeless of where or how to begin
to reduce the confusion to order.

The manager's room is somewhat more hab-

itable, for there is a good carpet, warm curtains,

and an excellent fire, at which two gentlemen
are seated, whose jocund tones and pleasant faces

are certainly, so far as outward signs go, fair

guarantees that the world is not dealing very

hardly with them, nor they themselves much dis-

gusted with the same world. One of these the

elder, a middle-aged man somewhat inclined to

corpulency, with a florid cheek, and clear, dark

eye_is the celebrated Mr. Hyman Stocmar ;
cel-

ebrated, I say, for who can take up the morning

papers without reading his name and knowing
his whereabouts ? As thus :

" We are happy to

be able to inform our readers that Mr. Stocmar
is perfectly satisfied with his after season at the
;

Regent's*.
' Whatever other managers may say,

Mr. Stocmar can make no complaint of courtly

indifference. Her Majesty has four times with-

in the last month graced his theatre with her

presence. Mr. Stocmar is at Madrid, at Vienna,
at Naples. Mr. Stocmar is in treaty with Signor
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Urlaccio of Turin, or Mademoiselle Voltarina of

Venice. He has engaged the Lapland voyagers,

sledge-dogs and all, the Choctaw chiefs, or the

Californian lecturer, Boreham, for the coming
winter. Let none complain of London in No-

vember so long as Mr. Hyman Stocmar caters for

the public taste ;" and so on. To look at Stoc-

mar's bright complexion, his ruddy glow, his

well-filled waistcoat, and his glossy ringlets for,

though verging on forty, he has them still
" cur-

ly" you'd scarcely imagine it possible that his

life was passed among more toil, confusion, diffi-

culty and distraction, than would suffice to kill

five out of any twenty, and render the other fif-

teen deranged. I do not mean alone the wor-

ries inseparable from a theatrical direction the

fights, the squabbles, the insufferable pretensions
he must bear, the rivalries he must reconcile, the

hates he must conciliate, that terrible existence

of coax and bully, bully and coax, fawn, flatter,

trample on, and outrage, which goes on night
and day behind the curtain but that his whole

life in the world is exactly a mild counterpart of

the same terrible performance ;
the great people,

his patrons, being fifty times more difficult to

deal with than the whole corps itself the dictat-

ing Dowagers and exacting Lords, the great
man who insists upon Mademoiselle So-and-So

being engaged, the great lady who will have no
other box than that occupied by the Kussian em-

bassy, the friends of this tenor and the partisans
of that, the classic admirers of grand music, and
that larger section who will have nothing but

comic opera, not to mention the very extreme

parties who only care for the ballet, and those

who vote the "Traviata" an unclean thing.
What are a lover's perjuries to the lies such a

man tells all day long? lies only to be reckon-

ed by that machine that records the revolutions

of a screw in a steamer. His whole existence is

passed in promises, excu'ses, evasions, and expla-
nations

; always paying a small dividend to truth,

he barely escapes utter bankruptcy, and by a

plausibility most difficult to distrust, he obtains a

kind of half credit that of one who would keep
his word if he could.

By some strange love of compensation, this

man, who sees a very dark side of human nature

sees it in its low intrigues, unworthy pursuits,

falsehoods, and depravities who sees even the

"great" in their moods of meanness this man,
I say, has the very" keenest relish for life, and

especially the life of London. He knows every

capital of Europe: Paris, from the Chaussee
d'Antin to the Boulevard Mont-Parnasse

;
Vien-

na, from the Hof to the Volksgarten ; Rome,
from the Piazza di Spagna to the Ghetto

;
and

yet he would tell you they are nothing, all

of them, to that area between Pall-Mall and the

upper gate of Hyde Park. He loves his clubs,

his dinners, his junketings to Richmond or Green-

wich, his short Sunday excursions to the country,

generally to some great artiste's villa near Ful-

ham or Chiswick, and declares to you that it is

England alone offers all these in perfection. Is

it any explanation ? does it give any clew to this

gentleman's nature, if I say that a certain aqui-
line character in his nose, and a peculiar dull

lustre in the eye, recall that race who, with all

the odds of a great majority against them, enjoy
a marvelous share of this world's prosperity?

Opposite to him sits one not unworthy even

from externals of his companionship. He is a

very good-looking fellow, with light brown hair,
his beard and mustaches being matchless in tint
and arrangement ;

he has got large, full blue

eyes, a wide, capacious forehead, and that style
of head, both in shape and the way in which it is

set on, which indicate a frank, open, and cour-

ageous nature. Were it not for a little over-at-
tention to dress, there is no "snobbery" about
him, but there is a little too much velvet on his

paletot, and his watch trinkets are somewhat in

excess, not to say that the gold head of his cane
is ostentatiously large and striking. This is Cap-
tain Ludlow Paten, a man about town, known to
and by every body, very much asked about in
men's circles, but never by any accident met in
ladies' society. By very young men he is ea-

gerly sought after. It is one of the best things
coming of age has in its gift is to know Paten
and be able to ask him to dine. Older ones rel-

ish him full as much
;
but his great popularity is

with a generation beyond that again : the medie-

vals, who walk massively and ride not at all
;
the

flprid, full-cheeked, slightly-bald generation, who
grace club windows of a morning and the cou-
lisses at night. These arq his "set" par excel-

lence, and he knows them thoroughly. As for

himself, or his family, no one knows, or indeed
wants to know, any thing. The men he associ-

ates with chiefly in life are all "cognate num-
bers," and these are the very people who never
trouble their heads about a chance intruder

among them
; and, although some rumor ran

that his father was a porter at the Home-office,
or a tailor at Blackwall, none care a jot on the
matter : they want him

;
and he couldn't be a

whit more useful if his veins ran with all the
blood of all the Howards.
There is a story of him, however, which, though

I reveal to you, is not generally known. He was
once tried for a murder. It was a case of poison
ing in Jersey, where the victim was a well-known
man on the Turf, and who was murdered by the

party he had invited to spend a Christmas 'with

him. Paten was one of the company, and in-

cluded in the accusation. Two were hanged ;

Paten and another, named Collier, acquitted.
Paten's name was Hunt, but he changed it at

once, and, going abroad^ entered the Austrian

service, where, in eight years, he became a lieu-

tenant. This was enough for probation and rank,
and so he returned to England as Captain Lud-
low Paten. Stocmar, of course, knew the story ;

there were half a dozen more, also, who did, but

they each and all knew that poor Paul was inno-

cent that there wasn't a fragment of evidence

against him that he lost actually lost by
Hawke's death

;
that he was carried tipsy to bed

that night two hours before the murder; that ho

was so overcome the next morning by his de-

bauch that he was with difficulty awakened ;
that

the coroner thought him a downright fool, he

was so stunned by the event; in a word, though
he changed his name to Paten, and now wore a

tremendous beard, and affected a slightly foreign

accent, these were disguises offered up to the

mean prejudices of the world rather than pre-
cautions of common safety and security.

Though thus Paten's friends had passed this

bill of indemnity in his favor, the affair of Jersey
was never alluded to, by even his most intimate

among them. It was a page of history to be
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carefully wafered up till that reckoning when all

volumes are ransacked, and no blottings nor

erasures avail ! As for himself, who, to look at

him, with his bright countenance, to hear the

jocund ring of his merry laugh who could ever

imagine such a figure in a terrible scene of trag-

edy ? What could such a man have to do with

any of the dark machinations of crime, the death-

struggle, the sack, the silent party that stole

across the grass at midnight, and the fish-pond ?

Oh no ! rather picture him as one who, meeting
such details in his daily'paper, would hastily turn

the sheet to seek for pleasanter matter
;
and so it

was he eschewed these themes in conversation,
and even when some celebrated trial would for

the moment absorb all interest, giving but one

topic in almost every circle, Paten would drop
such commonplaces on the subject as showed he
cared little or nothing for the event.

Let us now hear what these two men are talk-

ing about, as they sat thus confidentially over the

fire. Stocmar is the chief speaker. He does
not smoke of a morning, because many of his

grand acquaintances are averse to tobacco
;
as

for Paten, the cigar never leaves his lips.

"Well, now for his story !" cried Paten. "I'm
anxious to hear about him."

' ' I'm sorry I can't gratify the curiosity. All
I can tell you is where I found him. It was in

Dublin. They had a sort of humble Cremorne
there a place little resorted to by the better

classes
; indeed, rarely visited save by young subs

from the garrison, milliners, and such other lost

sheep ;
not very wonderful, after all, seeing that

the rain usually contrived to extinguish the fire-

works. Having a spare evening on my hands, I

went there, and, to my astonishment, witnessed
sorns of the most extraordinary displays in fire-

works I had ever seen. Whether for beauty of

design, color, and precision, I might declare them
unequaled. 'Who's your pyrotechnist?' said I

to Barry, the proprietor." 'I can't spare him, Mr. Stocmar,* said he,
I entreat you don't carry him off from me.'

" ' Oh !' cried I,
'
it was mere curiosity prompt-

'

the question. The man is well enough here,
it he wouldn't do for us. We have got Gio-

illi, and Glari
'

' Not fit to light a squib for him,' said he,

ling up in his enthusiasm for his man. ' I
11 you, Sir, that fellow would teach Giomelli,

~. every Italian of them all. He's a great man,
-a genius. He was, once on a time, the

sat Professor of a University ;
one of the very

scientific men of the kingdom, and if it

for' here he made a sign of drinking
i'd perhaps be this day sought by the best in

land.'
"
Though interested by all this, I only gave a
of incredulous laugh in return, when he went

'If I was quite sure you'd not take him
away if you'd give me your word of honor for

it I'd just show him to you, and you'd see
even tipsy as he's sure to be if I'm exaggera-
ting.'

' ' What is he worth to you, Barry ?' said I.
' ' He's worth not to reckon private engage-

ments for fireworks in gentlemen's grounds, and
the like he's worth from seven to eight pounds
a week. '

" ' And you give him ?'

" '

Well, I don't give him much. It wouldn't do
to give him much

;
he has no self-control no re-

straint. He'd kill himself actually kill himself.'
" ' So that you only give him ?'

" 'Fourteen shillings a week. Not but that

I am making a little fund for him, and occasion-

ally remitted his wife he had a wife a pound
or so, without his knowledge.'

"
'Well, he's not too dear at that,' said I.

'Now let me see and speak with him, Barry,
and if I like him, you shall have a fifty-pound
note for him. You know well enough that I

needn't pay a sixpence. I have fellows in my
employment would track him out if you were to

hide him in one of his rocket-canisters
;
so just

be reasonable, and take a good offer.'
" He was not very willing at first, but he yield-

ed after a while, and so I became the owner of

the Professor, for such they called him."
"Had he no other name ?"

"Yes; an old parrot, that he had as a pet,
called him Tom, and so we accepted that name

;

and as Tom, or Professor Tom, he is now known
among us."

"Did you find, after all, that you made a good
bargain?"
"I never concluded a better, though it has its

difficulties
;

for as the Professor is almost an
idiot when perfectly sober, and totally insensible

when downright drunk, there is just a short twi-

light interval between the two, when his facul-

ties are in good order."
" What can he do at this favorable juncture ?"
" What can he not ? is the question. Why it

was he arranged all the scores for the orchestra

after the fire, when we had not a scrap left of the

music of the ' Maid of Cashmere.' It was he in-

vented that sunrise, in the last scene of all, with

the clouds rolling down the mountains, and all

the rivulets glittering as the first rays touch them.

It was he wrote the third act of Linton's new

comedy the catastrophe and all were his. It

was he dashed off that splendid critique on Ris-

tori, that set the town in a blaze
;
and then he

went home and wrote the parody on '

Myrra'
for the Strand, all, the same night, for I had wa-

tered the brandy, and kept him in the second

stage of delirium till morning."
"What a chancel By Jove! Stocmar, you

are the only fellow ever picks up a gem of this

water!"
"It's not every man can tell the stone that

will pay for the cutting, Paten, remember that.

I've had to buy this experience of mine dear-

ly enough."
"Are you not afraid that the others will hear

of him, and seduce him by some tempting offer ?"
' ' I have, in a measure, provided against that

contingency. He lives here, in a small crib,

where we once kept a brown bear
;
and he never

ventures abroad, so that the chances are he will

not be discovered."

"How I should like to have a look at him."
"
Nothing easier. Let us see, what o'clock is

it ? Near fire. Well, this is not an unfavorable

moment ; he has just finished his dinner, and

not yet begun the evening." Ringing the bell

as he spoke, he gave orders to a supernumerary
to send the Professor to him.

While they waited for his coming, Stocmar

continued to give some further account of his life

and habits, the total estrangement from all com-
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panionship in which he lived, his dislike to be

addressed, and the seeming misanthropy that an-

imated him. At last the manager, getting im-

patient, rang once more, to ask if he were about

to appear.
"
Well, Sir," said the man, with a sort of un-

willingness in his manner, "he said as much as

that he wasn't coming; that he had just dined,
and meant to enjoy himself without business for

a while."
" Go back and tell him that Mr. Stocmar

has something very important to tell him
;
that

five minutes will be enough. You see the stuff

he's made of?" said the manager, as the man
left the room.

Another, and nearly as long a delay ensued,
and at last the dragging sound of heavy slipshod
feet was heard approaching ;

the door was rude-

ly opened, and a tall old man, of haggard ap-

pearance and in the meanest rags, entered, and,

drawing himself proudly up, stared steadfastly
at Stocmar, without even for an instant noticing
the presence of the other.

"I wanted a word, just one word with you,
Professor,

"
began the manager, in an easy, fa-

miliar tone.

"Men do not whistle even for a dog, when
he's at his meals, "said the old man, insolently.

"They told you I was at my dinner, didn't

they ?"
' '

Sorry to disturb you, Tom ; but, as two min-
utes would suffice for all I had to say

"

"Reason the more to keep it for another oc-

casion," was the stubborn reply.
" We are too late this time," whispered Stoc-

mar across toward Paten
;
"the fellow has been

at the whisky-bottle already."
With that marvelous acuteness of hearing that

a brain in its initial stage of excitement is occa-

sionally gifted with, the old man caught the

words, and, as suddenly rendered aware of the

presence of a third party, turned his eyes on Pa-
ton. At first the look was a mere stare, but

gradually the expression grew more fixed, and
the bleared eyes dilated, while his whole features

became intensely eager. With a shuffling but

hurried step he then moved across the floor, and

coming close up to where Paten stood, he laid

his hands upon his shoulders, and wheeled him

rudely round, till the light of the window fell full

upon him.

"Well, old gent," said Paten, laughing,
"

if

we are not old friends, you treat me very much
as though we were."
A strange convulsion, half smile, half grin,

passed over the old man's face, but he never ut-

tered a word, but stood gazing steadily on the

other.

"You are forgetting yourself, Tom," said Stoc-

mar, angrily. "That gentleman is not an ac-

quaintance of yours."
"And who told you that?" said the old man,

insolently. "Ask himself if we are not?"
" I'm afraid I must give it against you, old

boy," said Paten, good-humoredly. "This is

the first time I have had the honor to meet you."
"It is not," said the old man, with a solemn

and even haughty emphasis.
"I could scarcely have forgotten a man of

such impressive manners," said Paten. "Will

you kindly remind me of where and how you
imagine us to have met?"

" I will,
"
said the other, sternly. "You shall

hear the where and the how. The where was in
the High Court, at Jersey, on the eighteenth of

January, in the year 18
; the how, was my be-

ing called on to prove the death, by corrosive

sublimate, of Godfrey Hawke. Now, Sir, what
say you to my memory is it accurate, or
not?"
Had not Paten caught hold of a heavy chair,

he would have fallen
;
even as it was, he swayed

forward and backward like a drunken man.
"And you you were a doctor in those days,

it seems," said he, with an affected laugh, t lint

made his ghastly features appear almost horrible.
"Yes

; they accused me of curing folk, just as

they charged you with killing them. Calumni-
ous world that it is lets no man escape !"

"After all, my worthy friend," said Paten, as
he drew himself haughtily up, and assumed,
though by a great effort, his wonted ease of man-
ner, "you are deceived by some chance resem-

blance, for I know nothing about Jersey, and just
as little of that interesting little incident you
have alluded to."

"This is even more than you attempted on
the trial. You never dreamed of so bold a stroke
as that there. No, no, Paul Hunt, I know you
well : that's a gift of mine drunk or sober, it

has stuck to me through life I never forget a
face never !"

"Come, come, old Tom," said Stocmar, as he
drew forth a sherry decanter and a large glass
from a small recess in the wall, "this is not the
kindliest way to welcome an old friend or make
a new one. Taste this sherry, and take the bot-

tle back with you, if you like the flavor." Stoc-
mar's keen glance met Paten's eyes, and as

quickly the other understood his tactic.
' ' Good wine, rare wine, if it wasn't so cold on

the stomach," said the old man, as he tossed off

the second goblet. Already his eyes grew wild
and bloodshot, and his watery lip trembled.
"To your good health, gentlemen both," said

he, as he finished the decanter. "I'm proud
you liked that last scene. It will be finer before

I've done with it
;
for I intend to make the lava

course down the mountain, and be seen fitfully
as the red glow of the eruption lights up the pic-
ture."

"With the bay and the fleet all seen in the

distance, Tom, "broke in Stocmar.
"Just so, Sir; the lurid glare as the news-

paper fellows will call it over all. Nothing
like Bengal-lights and Roman-candles

; they are

the poetry of the modern drama. Ah ! Sir, no
sentiment without nitrate of potash; no poetry
if you haven't phosphorus." And with a drunk-
en laugh, and a leer of utter vacancy, the old

man reeled from the room and sought his den

again.
" Good Heavens, Stocmar ! what a misfor-

tune!" cried Paten, as, sick with terror, he drop-

ped down into a chair.

"Never fret about it, Paul. That fellow will

know nothing of what has passed when he wakes
to-morrow. His next drunken bout and I'll

take care it shall be a deep one will let such a

flood of Lethe over his brain, that not one single
recollection will survive the deluge. You saw

why I produced the decanter?"

"Yes; it was cleverly done, and it worked
like magic. But only think, Stocmar, if any
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one had chanced to be here it was pure chance
that there was not and then

"

"Egad! it might have been as you say,"
said Stocmar

;

" there would have been no stop-

ping the old fellow; and had he but got the

very slightest encouragement, had been off at

score.''

CHAPTER XXVI.

A DARK REMEMBRANCE.

ON a sea like glass, and with a faint moon-
light streaking the calm water, the Vivid, Her

Majesty's mail-packet, steamed away for Ostend.

There were very few passengers aboard, so that

it was clearly from choice two tall men, wrapped
well up in comfortable traveling-cloaks, contin-

ued to walk the deck, till the sandy headlands
of Belgium could be dimly descried through the

pinkish gray of the morning. They smoked and
conversed as they paced up and down, talking in

low, cautious tones, and even entirely ceasing to

speak when by any chance a passing sailor came
within earshot.

"It is, almost day for day, nine years since I

crossed over here," said one, "and certainly a

bleaker future never lay before any man than on
that morning!"

" Was she with you, Ludlow?" asked the oth-

er, whose deep voice recalled the great Mr. Stoc-

mar. " Was she with you ?"
" No

;
she refused to come. There was noth-

ing I didn't do, or threaten to do
;
but in vain.

I menaced her with every sort of publicity and

exposure. I swore I'd write the whole story

giving a likeness of her from the miniature in

my possession. That I'd give her letters to the

world in fac-simile of her own hand
;
and that,

while the town rang with the tragedy, as the

newspapers called it, they should have a dash of

melodrama or high comedy too, to heighten the

interest. All in vain
;
she braved every thing

defied every thing."
" There are women with that sort of mascu-

line temperament
"

"
Masculine, you call it!" cried the other,

scoffingly ;

' '

you never made such a blunder in

your life. They are entirely and essentially

womanly. You'd break twenty men down,
smash them like rotten twigs, before you'd suc-

ceed in turning one woman of this stamp from
her fixed will. I'll tell you another thing, too,

Stocmar," added he, in a lower voice :
"
they do

not fear the world the way men do. Would you
believe it ? Collins and myself left the island in

a fishing-boat, and she the woman went cool-

ly on board the mail-packet with her maid and

child, and sat down to breakfast with the pas-

sengers, one of whom had actually served on the

jury."
" What pluck ! I call that pluck."
"It's more like madness than real courage,"

said the other, peevishly ;
and for some minutes

they walked on side by side without a word.
"If I remember rightly," said Stocmar, "she

was not put on her trial ?"

"No; there was a great discussion about it,

and many blamed the Crown lawyers for not

including her
; but, in truth, there was not a

shadow of evidence to be brought against her.

His treatment of her might have suggested the

possibility of any vengeance."
"Was it so cruel?"
" Cruel is no word for it. There was not an

insult, nor an outrage, spared her. She passed
one night in the deep snow in the garden, and
was carried senseless into the house at morning,
and only rallied after days of treatment. Uc
fired at her another time."

"Shot her!"

"Yes, shot her through the shoulder sent the

bullet through here because she would not
write to Ogden a begging letter, entreating him
to assist her with a couple of hundred pounds."
"Oh, that was too gross!" exclaimed Stoc-

mar.
"He told her, 'You've cost me fifteen hun-

dred in damages, and you may tell Ogden he
shall have you back again for

fifty.'
"

"And she bore all this?"

"I don't know what you mean by bearing it.

She did not stab him. Some say that Hawke
was mad, but I never thought so. He had boast-

ful fits at times, in which he would vaunt all his

villainies, and tell you of the infamies he had
done with this man and that

;
but they were

purely the emanations of an intense vanity,
which left him unable to conceal any thing. Im-

agine, for instance, his boasting how he had done
the ' Globe' office out of ten thousand, insured on
his first wife's life drowned when bathing. I

heard the story from his own lips, and I'll never

forget his laugh as he said,
' I'd have been in a

hole if Maiy hadn't.'
"

" That was madness, depend on't."
" No

;
I think not. It was partly vanity, for

he delighted above all things to create an effect,

and partly a studied plan to exercise an influ-

ence by actual terror, in which he had a consid-

erable success. I could tell you of a score of

men who would not have dared to thwart him
;

and it was at last downright desperation drove

Tom Towers and Wake to" he hesitated, fal-

tered, and, in a weak voice, added "to do it !'

%

" How was it brought about?" whispered Stoc-

mar, cautiously.
Paten took out his cigar-case, selected a cigar

with much care, lighted it, and, after smoking
for some seconds, began : "It all happened this

way : we met one night at that singing-place in

the Haymarket. Towers, Wake, Collins, and my-
self were eating an oyster supper, when Hawke
came in. He had been dining at the Rag, and
had won largely at whist from some young cav-

alry swells, who had just joined. He was flush-

ed and excited, but not from drinking, for he

said he had not tasted any thing but claret-cup

at dinner.
' You're a mangy-looking lot,' said

he, 'with your stewed oysters and stout,' as he

came up.

*
'

Why, frozen-out gardeners are fine

gentlemen in comparison. Are there no rob-

beries going on at the Ottoman nothing doing
down at Grimshaw's ?'

" ' You're very bumptious about belonging to

the Rag, Hawke,' said Towers ;

* but they'll serve

you the same trick they did me one of these

days.'"
'No, Sir, they'll never turn me out, 'said

Hawke, insolently.
" ' More fools they, then,' said the other

;

' for

you can do ten things for one that I can
;
and

what's more, you have done them.'

i
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" ' And will again, old boy, if that's any com-
fort to you,' cried Hawke, finishing off the other's

malt. '

Waiter, fetch me some cold oysters, and

score them to these gentlemen,' said he, gayly,

taking his place among us. And so we chaffed

away, about one thing or another, each one con-

tributing some lucky or unlucky hit that had
befallen him

;
but Hawke always bringing up

how he had succeeded here, and what he had
won there, and only vexed if any one reminded
him that he had been ever '

let in' in his life.
" 'Look here, 'cried he, at last

; 'ye're an un-
common seedy lot, very much out at elbows, and
so I'll do you a generous turn. I'll take ye all

over to my cottage at Jersey for a week, house
and grub you, and then turn you loose on the isl-

and, to do your wicked will with it.'

" 'We take your offer we say, Done!' cried

Collins.
" ' I should think you do ! You've been sleep-

ing under the colonnade of the Haymarket these

last three nights,' said he to Collins, 'for want
of a lodging. There's Towers chuckling over

the thought of having false keys to all my locks
;

and Master Paul, yonder,' said he, 'grinning at

me, is in love with my wife. Don't deny it,

man
;
I broke open her writing-desk t'other day,

and read all your letters to her : but I'm a gen-
erous dog; and what's better,' added he, with
an insolent laugh, 'one as bites, too eh, Paul!
don't forget that.'

" ' Do you mean the invitation to be real and
bona fide ?' growled out Towers

;

' for I'm in no

jesting humor.'
" 'I do,' said Hawke, flourishing out a hand-

ful of bank-notes
;

' there's enough here to feed

five times as many blacklegs; and more costly

guests a man can't have.'
" 'You'll go, won't you?' said Collins to me,

as we walked home together afterward.
"

'Well,' said I, doubtingly, 'I don't exactly
see my way.'" '

By Jove !' cried he,
'

you are afraid of him.'
" 'Not a bit,' said I, impatiently. 'I'm well

acquainted with his boastful habit
;
he's not so

dangerous as he'd have us to believe.'
" ' But will you go ? that's the question,

'

said

he, more eagerly."
'Why are you so anxious to know?' asked

I, again.
"

'I'll be frank with you,' said he, in a low,
confidential tone. ' Towers wants to be certain

of one thing. Mind, now,' added he,
' I'm sworn

to secrecy, and I'm telling you now what I sol-

emnly swore never to reveal
;
so don't betray me,

Paul. Give me your hand on it.' And I gave
him my hand.
"Even after I had given him this pledge he

seemed to have become timorous, and for a few
minutes he faltered and hesitated, totally unable
to proceed. At last he said, half inquiringly :

" ' At all events, Paul, you can not like

Hawke?'
" 'Like him ! there is not the man on earth I

hate as I hate him /'

'"That's exactly what Towers said: "Paul
detests him more than we do." '

"The moment Collins said these words the
whole thing flashed full upon me. They were

plotting to do for Hawke, and wanted to know
how far I might be trusted in the scheme.

"'Look here, Tom,' said I, confidentially;

' don't tell me any thing. I don't want to be

charged with other men's secrets
; and, in re-

turn, I'll promise not to pry after them. ' ' Make
your little game," as they say at Ascot, and don't
ask whether I'm in the ring or not. Do you un-
derstand me ?'

" ' I do, perfectly,' said he. ' The only point
Towers really wanted to be sure of is, what of
her ? What he says is, there's no telling what a
woman will do.'

" 'If I were merely to give an opinion,' said I,

carelessly, 'I'd say, no danger from that quar-
ter: but, mind, it's only an opinion.'" ' Wake says you'd many her,' said he, blunt-

ly, and with an abruptness that showed he had
at length got courage to say what he wanted.

" 'Tom Collins,' said I, seriously, 'let us play
fair; don't question me, and I'll not question

you.'
" 'But you'll come along with us ?' asked he,

eagerly.
'"I'm not so sure of that, now,' said I; 'but

if I do, it's on one only condition.'

"'And that is?'

'"That I'm to know nothing, or hear noth-

ing, of whatever you're about. I tell you dis-

tinctly that I'll not pry any where, but in return,
treat me as a stranger on whose discretion you
can not trust.'

" 'You like sure profits and a safe venture, in

fact,' said he, sneeringly.
" '

Say one half of that again, Collins,' said I.

'and I'll cut with the whole lot of you. I ask
no share. I'd accept no share in your gains
here.'

" ' But you'll not peach on us, Paul ?' said he,

catching my hand.
"

'Never,' said I, 'as long as you are on the

square with me.''

"After this, he broke out into the wildest

abuse of Hawke, making him out as it was not
hard to do the greatest villain alive, mingling
the attack with a variety of details of the vast

sums he had latterly been receiving. 'There

are,' he said, 'more than two thousand in hard
cash in his hands at this moment, and a number
of railway shares and some Peruvian bonds, part
of his first wife's fortune, which he has just re-

covered by a lawsuit.' So close and accurate
were all these details, so circumstantial every

part of the story, that I perceived the plan must
have been long prepared, and only waiting for a
favorable moment for execution. With this talk

he occupied the whole way, till I reached my
lodgings.

" 'And now, Paul,' said he, 'before we part,

give me your word of honor once more. '

' ' ' There's my pledge,
'

said I,
' and there's my

hand. So long as I hear nothing, and see noth-

ing, I know nothing.' And AVC said good-night,
and separated.

" So long as I was talking with Collins," con-

tinued Paten "so long, in fact, as I was taking

my own side in the discussion I did not sec any

difficulty in thus holding myself aloof from the

scheme, and not taking any part whatever in the

game played out before me ; but when I found

myself alone in my room, and began to conjure

up an inquest and a trial, and all the searching
details of a cross-examination, I trembled from
head to foot. I remember to this hour how I

walked to and fro in my room, putting questions
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to myself aloud, and in the tone of an examining
counsel, till my heart sickened with fear; and
when at last I lay down, wearied but not sleepy,
on my bed, it was to swear a solemn vow that

nothing on earth should induce me to go over to

ersey.
'The next day I was ill and tired, and I kept

my bed, telling my servant to let no one disturb

me on any pretext. Towers called, but was not

admitted. Collins came twice, and tried hard
to see me, but my man was firm, so that Tom
was fain to write a few words on a card, in pen-
cil :

' H. is ill at Limmer's
;
but it is only del.

tremens, and he will be all right by Saturday.
The boat leaves Blackwall at eleven. Don't
fail to be in time.' This was Thursday. There
was no time to lose, if I only knew what was
best to be done. I'll not weary you with the
terrible tale of that day's tortures

;
how I thought

over every expedient in turn, and in turn reject-
ed it

; now, I would go to Hawke, and tell him

rery thing ; now, to the Secretary of State at

the Home-office
; now, to Scotland-yard, to in-

form the police ;
then I bethought me of trying

to dissuade Towers and the others from the proj-
ect

;
and at last I resolved to make a '

bolt' of

it, and set out for Ireland by the night mail, and
hid in some secluded spot till all was over.

ibout four o'clock I got up, and throwing on

dressing-gown, I walked to the window. It

,'as a dark, dull day, Avith a thin rain falling,
id few persons about

;
but just as I was turning

iway from the window I saw a tall, coarse-look-

ing fellow pass into the oyster-shop opposite,

jiving a glance up toward me as he went
;
the

icxt minute a man in a long camlet cloak left

ic shop, and walked down the street; and,
mffled though he was from head to foot, I knew

it was Towers.
"

I suppose my conscience wasn't all right, for

sank down into a chair as sick as if I'd been a
lonth in a fever. I saw they had set a watch

me, and I knew well the men I had to deal

rith. If Towers orWake so much as suspected

they'd make all safe before they ventured

irther. I looked out again, and there was the

ig man, with a dark blue woolen comforter

Hind his throat, reading the advertisements on
closed shutter, and then strolling negligently

long the street. Though his hat was pressed
lown over his eyes, I saw them watching me as

le went
;
and such was my terroi', that I fancied

'ley were still gazing at me after he turned the

Drner.
"
Fully determined now to make my escape, I

t down and wrote a few lines to Collins, saying
lat a relation of mine, from whom I had some
mil expectations, was taken suddenly ill, and

for me to come over and see him, so that I

ras obliged to start for Ireland by that night's

mail. I never once alluded to Jersey, but con-

cluded with a kindly message to all friends, and
a hasty good-by.

"Desiring to have my servant out of the way,
I dispatched him with* this note, and then set

about making my own preparations for depart-
ure. It was now later than I suspected, so that

I had barely time to pack some clothes hastily
into a carpet-bag, and cautiously descending the

stairs with it in my hand, opened the street door
and issued forth. Before I had, however, gone
ten yards from the door, the large man was at

my side, and in a gruff voice offered to carry my
bag. I refused as roughly, and walked on to-

ward the cab-stand. I selected a cab, and said

Euston-square ;
and as I did so the big fellow

mounted the box and sat down beside the driver.
I saw it was no use, and affecting to have for-

gotten something at my lodgings, I got out, paid
the cab, and returned home. How cowardly !

yould say. No, Stocmar, I knew my men
;

it

was not cowardly. I knew that however they
might abandon a project, or forego a plan, they
would never, never forgive a confederate that

tried to betray them. No, no," muttered he,
below his breath

;
"no man shall tell me it was

cowardice.
" When I saw that there was no way to draw

back, I determined to go forward boldly, and even

eagerly, trusting to the course of events to give
me a chance of escape. I wrote to Collins to

say that my relative was better, and should not

require me to go over
; and, in short, by eleven

o'clock on the appointed Saturday, we all assem-
bled on the deck of the St. Helier, bound for

Jersey.
"Never was a jollier party met for an excur-

sion of pleasure all but Hawke himself; he
came aboard very ill, and went at once to his

berth. He was in that most pitiable state, the

commencing convalescence of delirium tremens,
when all the terrors of a deranged mind still

continue to disturb and distress the recovering
intellect. As we went down one by one to see

him, he would scarcely speak, or even notice us.

At times, too, he seemed to have forgotten the

circumstance which brought us all there, and he
would mutter to himself, 'It was no good job

gathered all these fellows together. Where can

they be going to? What can they be after?'

We had just sat down to dinner, when Towers
came laughing into the cabin. 'What do you
think,' said he to me, 'Hawke has just told me
confidentially? He said, "I'm not at all easy
about that lot on deck" meaning you all.

" The
devil doesn't muster his men for mere drill and

parade, and the moment I land in the island I'll

tell the police to have an eye on them.
" ' We

laughed heartily at this polite intention of our

host, and joked a good deal over the various im-

putations our presence might excite. From this

we went on to talk over what was to be done if

Hawke should continue ill, all being agreed that,

having come so far, it would be impossible to

forego our projected pleasure, and at last it war,

decided that I, by virtue of certain domestic re-

lations ascribed to me, should enact the host, and

do the honors of the house, and so they filled

bumpers to the Regency, and I promised to be a

mild Prince.

'"There's the thing for Godfrey,' said Tow-

ers, as some grilled chicken was handed round ;

and taking the dish from the waiter, he carried

it himself to Hawke, and remained while he ate

it.
' Poor devil !' said he, as he came back,

* he

seems quite soft-hearted about my little atten-

tions to him. He actually said, "Thank you,

old fellow."
' "

Perhaps our reader will thank us if we do not

follow Paten through a narrative in which the

minutest detail was recorded, nor any, even the

most trivial, incident forgotten, graven as they

were on a mind that was to retain them to the

last. All the levities they indulged in during
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the vovagc which was, in fact, little other than

an orgie from the hour they sailed to that they

landed, dashed with little gloomy visits to that

darkened sick-berth where Hawke lay all were

remembered, all chronicled.

The cottage itself The Hawke's Nest, as it

was whimsically called he described with all

the picturesque ardor of an artist. It was truly
a most lovely spot, "nestled down in a cleft be-

tween the hills, and so shut in from all wintry
influences, that the oranges and myrtles overgrew
it as though the soil were Italy. The grounds
were of that half-park, half-garden order, which
combines green sward and flowering border, and
masses into one beauteous whole the glories of

the forest tree with the spray-like elegance of the

shrub. There was a little lake, too, with an isl-

and, over whose leafy copper beeches a little

Gothic spire appeared an imitation of some

richly ornamented shrine in Moorish Spain.
What was it that in this dark story would still

attract him to the scenery of this spot, making
him linger and dally in it as though he could not

tear himself away ? Why would he loiter in de-

scription of some shady alley, some woodbine-
trellised path, as though the scene had no other

memories but those of a blissful bygone? In

fact, such was the sort of fascination the locality
seemed to exercise over him, that his voice grew
softer, the words faltered as he spoke them, and
once he drew his hand across his eyes, as though
to wipe away a tear.

" Was it not strange, Stocmar," broke he sud-

denly in, "I was never able to see her one mo-
ment alone ? She avoided it in fifty ways !

Hawke kept his room for two days after we ar-

rived, and we scarcely ever saw her, and when
we did, it was hurriedly and passingly. Godfrey,
too, he would send for one of us always one,
mark you, alone

;
and after a few muttering

words about his suffering, he'd be sure to say,
* Can you tell me what has brought them all

down here-? I can't get it out of my head that

there ain't mischief brewing.' Now each of us

in turn had heard this speech, and we conned it

over and over again.
'
It's the woman has put

this notion in his head,' said Towers. 'I'll take

my oath it came from her. Look to that, Paul

Hunt,' said he to me, 'for you have influence in

that quarter.' I retorted angrily to this, and

very high words passed between us
;
in fact, the

altercation went so far, that, when we met at din-

ner, we never addressed or noticed each other.

I'll never forget that dinner. Wake seemed to

range himself on Towers's side, and Collins look-

ed half disposed to take mine
; every thing that

was said by one, was sure to be capped by some

sharp impertinence by another, and we sat there

interchanging slights and sneers and half-covert

insolences for hours.

"If there had been a steamer for Southamp-
ton I'd have started next morning. I told Col-

lins so when I went to my room
;
but he was

much opposed to this, and said,
' If we draw back

now, it must be with Towers and Wake all or

none !' We passed nearly the entire night in

discussing the point, and could not agree on it.

"
I suppose that Hawke must have heard how

ill we all got on together. There was a little

girl a daughter by his first wife always in and
out of the room where we were

;
and though in

appearance a mere infant, the shrewdest, craftiest

ittle sprite I ever beheld. Now this Clara, I

suspect, told Hawke every thing that passed. I
mow for certain that she was in the flower-gar-
den, outside the window, during a very angry al-

icrcation between Towers and myself and when
[ went up Afterward to see Hawke he knew the
whole story.

" What a day that was ! I had asked Loo to
et me speak a few words with her alone, and,
after great hesitation, she promised to meet me
in the garden in the evening. I had determined
on telling her every thing. I was resolved to

break with Towers and Wake, and I trusted to

her clear head to advise me how best to do it.

The greater part of the morning Towers was up
in Hawke's room; he had always an immense
influence over Godfrey; he knew things about
him none others had ever heard of, and, when he
came down stairs, he took the doctor it was

your old Professor, that mad fellow into the li-

brary, and spent full an hour with him. When
Towers came out afterward he seemed to have

got over his angry feeling toward me, and coming
up in all seeming frankness, took my arm, and
led me out into the shrubbery.
"'Hawke is sinking rapidly,' said he; 'the

doctor says he can not possibly recover.'
" 'Indeed!' said I, amazed. 'What does he

call the malady ?'

" 'He says it's a break-up a general smash

lungs, liver, brain, all destroyed ;
a common

complaint with fellows who have lived hard.' He
looked at me steadily, almost fiercely, as he said

this, but I seemed quite insensible to his gaze.
' He'll not leave her a farthing,' added he, after

a moment.
"'The greater villain he, then,' said I. 'It

was for him she ruined herself.'
"

'Yes, yes, that was all true enough once
but now, Master Paul now, there's another st(

ry, you know.'
" 'Ifyou mean under the guise of a confident

to renew the insults you dared to pass upon ir

yesterday,' said I, 'I tell you at once I'll n(

bear it.'

"'Can't you distinguish between friendshi]
and indifference?' said he, warmly. 'I don'

ask you to trust me with your secrets, but let us

talk like men, not like children. Hawke intends

to alter his will to-morrow. It had been ma(
in her favor

;
at least, he left her this place her

and some small thing he has in Wales; he's

going to change every thing and leave all to tl

girl.'
" 'It can't be a considerable thing after all,

1

said I, peevishly, and not well knowing what
"

said.
" 'Pardon me,' broke he in

;

' he has won fa

more than any of us suspected. He has in hai

cash above two thousand pounds in the house,
mass of acceptances in good paper, and sevei

bonds of first-rate men. I went over his pap
this morning with him, and saw his book, t(

for the Oaks a thing, I suppose, he had

shown to any living man before. He has let u

all in there, Paul he has, by Jove ! for while

telling us to put all upon Jeremy, he's going
win with Proserpine!'

' '

I confess the baseness of this treachery sick-

ened me.
" ' " How Paul will storm, and rave, and cm

me, when he finds it out," said he
;
"but thei
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was no love lost between us." He never liked

you, Hunt never.'
" '

It's not too late yet,' said I,
' to hedge about

and save ourselves.'
" '

No, there's time still, especially if he "
hops

the twig." Now,' said he, after a long pause,
'
if by any chance he were to die to-night, she'd

be safe she'd at least inherit some hundreds a-

year, and a good deal of personal property.'
" ' There's no chance of that, though,' said I,

negligently.
" ' Who told you so, Paul ?' said he, with a

cunning cast of his eye.
* That old drunken

doctor said he'd not insure him for twenty-four
hours. A rum old beast he is ! Do you know
what he said to me a while ago? "Captain,"

lid he,
" do you know any thing about chemis-

?" "Nothing whatever," said I. "Well,"
dd he, with a hiccup for he was far gone in

|uor "albumen is the antidote to the muriate
;

and if you want to give him a longer line, let
"

im have an egg to eat."
' "

" Good Heavens ! Do you mean that he sus-

pected
"

" He was dead drunk two minutes afterward,
and said that Hawke was dying of typhus, and

it he'd certify it under his hand. ' But no
tatter about him,' said he, impatiently.

' If

[awke goes off to-night, it will be a good thing
for all of us. Here's this imp of a child!' mut-
;red he, below his breath

;

'
let us be careful.

'

id so we parted company, each taking his own
d.

"I walked about the grounds alone all day
need not tell you with what a heavy heart and
loaded conscience and only came back to

inner. We were just sitting down to table,
rhen the door opened, and, like a corpse out of

lis grave, Hawke stole slowly in, and sat down

imong us. He never spoke a word, nor looked

any one. I swear to you, so terrible was the

>parition, so ghastly and so death-like, that I

[most doubted if he were still living.

"'Well done, old boy! there's nothing will

you such good as a little cheering up,' cried

towers.

She's asleep,
'

said he, in a low, feeble voice,

and so I stole down to eat my last dinner with

rou.'

Not the last for many a year to come,' said

Wake, filling his glass.
* The doctor says you

are made of iron.'
" 'A man of mettle, I suppose,' said he, with

a feeble attempt to laugh.
" ' There ! isn't he quite himself again ?' cried

Wake. '

By George ! he'll see us all down yet !'

" *

Down, where ?' said Hawke, solemnly. And
the tone and the words struck a chill over us.

" We did not rally for some time, and when
we did, it was with an effort forced and unnatu-

ral. Hawke took something on his plate, but ate

none of it, turning the meat over with his fork in

a listless way. His wine, too, he laid down when
half way to his lips, and then spat it out over the

carpet, saying to himself something inaudible.

"'What's the matter, Godfrey? Don't you
like that capital sherry?' said Towers.

'

'No,' said he, in a hollow, sepulchral voice.
" ' We have all pronounced it admirable,' went

on the other.
" '

It burns every thing burns,' said the sick

man.

"I filled him a glass of iced water and hand-
ed it to him, and Towers gave me a look so full

of hate and vengeance, that my hand nearly let

the tumbler drop." 'Don't drink cold water, man !' cried Tow-
ers, catching his arm

;

' that is the worst thing
in the world for you.'" 'It won't poison me, will it?' said Hawke.
And he fixed his leaden, glazy gaze on Towers.

" * What the devil do you mean?' cried he,

savagely. This is an ugly jest, Sir.'
" The sick man, evidently more startled by the

violence of the manner than by the words them-
selves, looked from one to the other of us all

round the table.
" '

Forgive me, old fellow,' burst in Towers,
with an attempt to laugh ;

' but the whole of
this day, I can't say why or how, but every tiling
irritates and chafes me. I really believe that we
all eat and drink too well here. We live, like

fighting-cocks, and, of course, are always ready
for conflict.'

"We all did our best to forget the unpleasant
interruption of a few minutes back, and talked

away with a sort of over-eagerness. But Hawke
never spoke ;

there he sat, turning his glazed,

filmy look from one to the other, as though in

vain trying to catch up something of what went
forward. He looked so ill so fearfully ill, all the

while, that it seemed a shame to sit carousing
there around him, and so I whispered to Collins,
but Towers overheard me, and said,

" 'All wrong. You don't know what tough
material he is made of. This is the very thing
to rally him eh, Godfrey,' cried he, louder.
' I'm telling these fellows that you'll be all the

better for coming down among us, and that when
I have made you a brew of that milk-punch you
are so fond of

'

" 'It won't bum my throat, will it?' whined
out the sick man.

" ' Burn your throat ! not a bit of it
;
but warm

your blood up, give energy to your heart, and
brace your nerves, so that before the bowl is fin-

ished you'll sing us " Tom Hall ;" or, better still,

"That rainy day I met her

" That rainy day I met her,
When she tripped along the street,

And with petticoat half lifted,

Showed a dainty pair of feet"

How does it go ?' said he, trying to catch the

tune.

"A ghastly grin an expression more horrible

than I ever saw on a human face before was

Hawke's recognition of this appeal to him, and

beating his fingers feebly on the table, he seem-

ed trying to recall the air.

" 'I can't stand this any longer,' whispered
Wake to me

;

' the man is (lying !'

" ' Confound you for a fool !' said Towers, an-

grily.
' You'll see what a change an hour will

make in him. I've got the receipt for that milk-

punch up in my room. I'll go and fetch it.'

And with this he arose, and hastily left the room.
" ' Where's Tom ?' said the sick man, with a

look of painful eagerness.
' Where is he ?'

"'He's gone for the receipt of the milk-

punch ;
he's going to make a brew for you !'

said I.
" ' But I won't take it. I'll taste nothing

more,' said he, with a marked emphasis. 'I'll

take nothing but what Loo gives me,' muttered
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he, below his breath. And we all exchanged
significant looks with each other.

" ' This will never do,' murmured Wake, in a

low voice.
'

Say something tell a story but

let us keep moving.'
" And Collins began some narrative of his

early experiences on the Turf. The story, like

all such, was the old burden of knave and dupe
the man who trusted and the man who cheat-

ed. None of us paid much attention to the de-

tails, but drank away at our wine, and sent the

decanters briskly round, when suddenly, at the

mention of a horse being found dead in his stall

on the morning he was to have run, Hawke broke

in witli
' Nobbled ! Just like me !'

"Though the words were uttered in a sort of

reverie, and with a bent-down head, we all were
struck dumb, and gazed ruefully at each other.

'Where's Towers all this time?' said Collins to

me in a whisper. I looked at my watch, and
saw that it was forty-four minutes since he left

the room. I almost started up from my seat

with terror, as I thought what this long absence

might portend. Had he actually gone off, leav-

ing us all to the perils that were surrounding us ?

Was it that he had gone to betray us to the law?
I could not speak from fear when the door open-
ed, and he came in and sat down in his place.

Though endeavoring to seem easy and uncon-

cerned, I could mark that he wore an air of tri-

umph and success that he could not subdue.
" ' Here comes the brew,' said he, as the serv-

ant brought in a large smoking bowl of the fra-

grant mixture.
" '

I'll not touch it !' said Hawke, with a reso-

lute tone that startled us.
" ' What ! after giving me more than half an

hour's trouble in preparing it,' said Towers.
'

Come, old fellow, that is not gracious.'
" 'Drink it yourselves,' said Hawke, sulkily.
" ' So we will, after we have finished this Bur-

gundy,' said Towers. 'But, meanwhile, what
will you have. It's poor fun to sit here with an

empty glass.' And he filled him out a goblet of

the milk-punch and placed it before him. ' Here's

to the yellow jacket with black sleeves,' said he,

lifting his glass ;

' and may we see him the first

"round the corner." '

" 'First "round the corner!"' chorused the

rest of us. And Hawke, catching up the spirit

of the toast, seized his glass and drank it off.

" '
I knew he'd drink his own colors if he had

one leg in the grave !' said Towers.
" The clock on the mantelpiece struck ten at

this moment. It was the hour I was to meet
her in the shrubbery ;

and so, pretending to go
in search of my cigar case, I slipped away and
left them. As I was passing behind Hawke's

chair, he made a gesture to me to come near

him. I bent down my head to him, and he said,
'
It won't do this time

;
she'll not meet you, Paul.'

These were the last words I ever heard him

speak."
When Paten had got thus far, he walked away

from his friend, and, leaning his arm on the bul-

wark, seemed overwhelmed with the dreary ret-

rospect. He remained thus for a considerable

time, and only rallied as Stocmar, drawing his

arm within his, said,
" Come, come, this is no

fresh sorrow now. Let me hear the remainder."
" He spoke truly," said he, in a broken voice.

" She never came ! I walked the grounds for

above an hour and a half, and then I came back
toward the cottage. There was a light in her
room, and I whistled to attract her notice, and
threw some gravel against the glass, but she only
closed the shutters, and did not mind me. I can
not tell you how my mind was racked between
the actual terror of the situation and the vague
dread of some unknown evil. What had pro-
duced this change in her ? Why had she broken
with me ? Could it be that Towers had seen
her in that long interval he was absent from the

table, and, if so, to what intent ? She always
hated and dreaded him

;
but who could tell what

influence such a man might acquire in a mo-
ment of terrible interest ? A horrible sense of

jealousy not the less maddening that it was
shadowy and uncertain now filled my mind

;

and would you believe it ? I thought worse of
Towers for his conduct toward me than for the
dreadful plot against Hawke. Chance led me,
as I walked, to the bank of the little lake, where
I stood for some time thinking. Suddenly a

splash too heavy for the spring of a fish star-

tled me, and immediately after I heard the
sound of some one forcing his way through the
close underwood beside me. Before I had well

rallied from my astonishment, a voice I well
knew to be that of Towers cried out,

" 'Who's there ? who are you ?'

"I called out, 'Hunt Paul Hunt!'
" 'And what the devil brings you here, may

I ask ?' said he, insolently, but in a tone that
showed he had been drinking deeply.

' ' It was no time to provoke discord
;

it was
moment that demanded all we could muster of
concession and agreement, and so I simply told

how mere accident had turned my steps in this

direction.
" 'What if I said I don't believe you, Paul

Hunt ?
'

retorted he, fiercely.
' What if I said that

I see your whole game in this business, and know
every turn and every trick you mean to play us ?'

" ' If you had not drunk so much of Godfrey's

Burgundy, 'said I, 'you'd never have spoken this

way to an old friend.
'

' ' ' Friend be !

'

cried he, savagely.
' I know

no friends but the men who will share danger
with you as well as drink out of the same bottle.

Why did you leave us this evening ?'
'' '

I'll be frank with you, Tom,' said I. 'I
had made a rendezvous with Louisa; but she

never came.'

"'Why should she?' muttered he, angrily.
' Why should she trust the man who is false tc

his pals?'" ' That I have never been,' broke I in. 'Ask
Hawke himself. Ask Godfrey, and he'll tell

you whether I have ever dropped a word against

you.'
" 'No he wouldn't, 'said he, doggedly.
" 'I tell you he would,' cried I. 'Let us go

to him this minute.'

'"I'd rather not, if the choice were given me,'
said he, with a horrid laugh.

" 'Do you mean, 'cried I, in terror 'do you
mean that it is all over ?'

" 'All over!' said he, gravely, and as though
his clouded faculties were suddenly cleared.
*

Godfrey knows all about it, by this time,' mut-
tered he, half to himself.

" 'Would to Heaven we had never come here !'

burst I in, for my heart was breaking with an-
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guisli and remorse. * How did it happen, and
where ?'

" ' In the chair where you last saw him. "We

thought he had fallen asleep, and were for hav-

ing him carried up to bed, when he gave a slight
shudder and woke up again. "Where's Loo?"
cried he, in a weak voice

;
and then, before we

could answer, he added, "Where's Hunt?"
" ' "Paul was here a moment ago; he'll be

back immediately."
"'He gave a laugh such a laugh I hope

never to hear again. Cold as he lies there now,
that terrible grin is on his face yet. "You've
done it this time, Tom," said he to me, in a whis-

per. "What do you mean?" said I. "Death!"
said he

;

"
it's all up with me your time is com-

ing." And he gave a ghastly grin, sighed, and
it was over.'

" We both sat down on the damp ground, and
never spoke for nigh an hour. At last Tom
said,

' We ought to be back in the house, and

trying to make ourselves useful, Paul.'

"I arose, and walked after him, not knowing
well whither I was going. When we reached
the little flower-garden, we could see into the

dining-room. The branch of wax-candles were
still lighted, but burnt down very low. All had
left

;
there was nothing there but the dead man

sitting up in his chair, with his eyes staring, and
his chin fallen. 'Craven-hearted scoundrels!'

cried Towers. ' The last thing I said was to

call in the servants, and say that their master

had fainted; and see, they have run away out

of sheer terror. Ain't these hopeful fellows to

go before the coroner's inquest?' I was trem-

bling from head to foot all this while, and had
to hold Towers by the arm to support myself.
' You are not much better !' said he, savagely.
' Get to bed, and take a long sleep, man. Lock

your door, and open it to none till I come to

you.' I staggered away as well as I could, and
reached my room. Once alone there, I fell on

my knees and tried to pray, but I could not. I

could do nothing but cry cry, as though my
heart would burst

;
and I fell off asleep, at last,

with my head on the bedside, and never 'awoke

till the next day at noon. Oh !" cried he, in a

tone of anguish, "do not ask me to recall more
of this dreadful story ;

I'd rather follow the oth-

ers to the scaffold, than I'd live over again that

terrible day. But you know the rest the whole

world knows it. It was the ' Awful Tragedy in

Jersey' of every newspaper of England ;
even to

j

the little cottage in the print-shop windows, the I

curiosity'of the town was gratified. The Pulpit
j

employed the theme, to illustrate the life of the
,

debauchee
;
and the Stage repeated the inci- .

dents in a melodrama. With a vindictive in-

quisitiveness, too, the Press continued to pry aft-

er each of us, whither we had gone, and what

had become of us. I myself, at last, escaped fur-

ther scrutiny by the accidental circumstance of

a pauper, called Paul Hunt, having died in a

poor-house, furnishing the journalist who record-

ed it one more occasion for moral reflection and

eloquence. Collins lived, I know not how, or

where. She sailed for Australia, but I believe

never went beyond the Cape."
"And you never met her since?"
" Never."
" Nor have you held any correspondence to-

gether ?" I

"None, directly. I have received some mes-

sages ;
one to that purport I have already told

you. Indeed, it was but t'other day that I knew
for certain she was in Europe."
"What was she in appearance what style

and manner of person ?"

"You shall guess before I tell you," said Pa-
ten, smiling sadly.
"A dark-eyed, dark-haired woman brunette
tall with a commanding look thin lips and

strongly-marked chin."

"Here," said he, approaching the binnacle

lantern, and holding out a miniature he hud
drawn from his breast " here

; you can recog-
nize the accuracy of your description."

" But can that be like her ?"

"It is herself; even the careless ease of the

attitude, the voluptuous indolence of the

is all her own."
"But she is the very type of feminine softness

and delicacy. I never saw eyes more full of

gentle meaning, nor a mouth more expressive of

womanly grace."
"There is no flattery in the portrait; nay, it

wants the great charm she excelled in that

ever changeful look, as thoughts of joy or sad-

ness would flash across her."

"Good Heavens!" cried Stocmar. "How
hard it is to connect this creature, as she looks

here, with such a story !"

"Ah, my friend, these have been the cruel

ones, from the earliest times we hear of. The
more intensely they are womanly, the more un-

relenting their nature."

"And what do you mean to do, Ludlow ? for

I own to you I think she is a hard adversary to

cope with."
"

I'll marry her, if she'll have me."
"Have you ? Of course she will."

"She says not; and she generally keeps her

word."
"But why should you wish to marry her,

Ludlow ? You have already told me that

you know nothing of her means, or how she

lives
; and, certainly, the memories of the jMt

give small guarantee for the future. As for

myself, I own to you, if there was not another

woman "

"
Nay, nay," broke in Paten, "you have never

seen her never spoken to her."

"You forget, my dear fellow, that I have pass-
ed a life in an atmosphere of mock fascinations

;

that tinsel attractions and counterfeit graces
would all fail with 7e."

"But who says they are factitious?" cried Pa-

ten, angrily. "The money that passes from

hand to hand, as current coin, may have some

alloy in its composition a chemist might rail

base, but it will not serve to stamp it as fraudu-

lent. I tell you, Stocmar, it is the whole for-

tune of a man's life to be associated with such a

woman. They can mar or make you."
"More likely the first," muttered Stocmar.

And then added aloud,
" And as to her fortune,

you actually know nothing?"

"Nothing beyond the fact that there's money
somewhere. The girl or she, I can't say which,

has it."

"And of course, in your eyes, it's like a pool

at ecarte : you don't trouble your head who are

the contributors?"

"Not very much if I win, Stocmar!" said he,
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resuming at once all the wonted ease of his jovial

manner.
Stocmar walked the deck in deep thought.

The terrible tale he had just heard, though not

new in all its details, had impressed him fearful-

ly,
while at the same time he could not conceive

how a man so burdened with a horrible past
could continue either to enjoy the present or

speculate on the future.

At lust he said, "And have you no dread of

recognition, Ludlow? Is the danger of being
known and addressed by your real name not al-

ways uppermost with you?"
"No, not now. When I first returned to En-

gland, after leaving the Austrian service, I al-

ways went about with an uneasy impression upon
me a sort of feeling that when men looked at

me they were trying to remember where, and

when, and how, they had seen that face before;
but up to this none have ever discovered me ex-

cept Dell, the detective officer, whom I met one

night at Cremorne, and who whispered me soft-

ly,
'

Happy to see you, Mr. Hunt. Have you
been long in England ?' I affected at first not to

understand him, and touching his hat politely,

he said,
'

Well, Sir Jos. Dell. If you remem-

ber, I was there at the inquest.' I invited him to

share a bottle of wine with me at once, and we

parted like old friends. By the way," added he,
"there was that old pyrotechnist of yours that

drunken rascal he knew me, too."
' '

Well, you're not likely to be troubled with

another recognition from him, Ludlow."
" How so ? Is the fellow dead ?"
" No

;
but I've shipped him to New York by

the Persia. Truby, of the Bowery Theatre, has

taken a three years' lease of him, and of course

cocktails and juleps will shorten even that."
" That is a relief, by Jove !" cried Paten. < ' I

own to you, Stocmar, the thought of being known

by that man lay like a stone on my heart. Had
you any trouble in inducing him to go?"

"Trouble? No. He went on board drunk;
he'll be drunk all the voyage, and he'll land in

America in the same happy state."

Paten smiled pleasantly at this picture of beati-

tude, and smoked on. "There's no doubt about

it, Stocmar," said he, sententiously, "we all of us

do make cowards of ourselves quite needlessly,

imagining that the world is full of us, canvassing
our characters and scrutinizing our actions, when
the same good world is only thinking of itself and
its own affairs."

"That is true in part, Ludlow. But let us

make ourselves foreground figures, and, take my
word for it, we'll not have to complain of want
of notice."

Paten made a movement of impatience at this

speech, that showed how little he liked the senti-

ment, and then said :

"There are the lights of Ostend. What a

capital passage we have made ! I can't express
to you," said he, with more animation, "what a
relief it is to me to feel myself on the soil of the

Continent. I don't know how it affects others,
but to me it seems as if there were greater scope
and a freer room for a man's natural abilities

there."
" I suppose you think we are cursed with 're-

spectability' at home?"
"The very thing I mean," said he, gayly ;" there's nothing I detest like it."

"Colonel Paten," cried the steward, collect-

ing his fees.

"Are you Colonel?" asked Stocmar, in a
whisper.
"Of course I am, and very modest not to be

Major-General. But here we are, inside the har-
bor already."

Were we free to take a ramble up the Rhine
country, and over the Alps to Como, we might,
perhaps, follow the steps of the two travelers AVC
have here presented to our reader. They were

ultimately bound for Italy, but in no wise tied by
time or route. In fact, Mr. Stocmar's object was
to seek out some novelties for the coming season.
"Nihil humanum a me alienum puto" was his

maxim. All was acceptable that was attractive.

He catered for the most costly of all publics, and
who will insist on listening to the sweetest voices,
and looking at the prettiest legs in Europe. He
was on the look-out for both. What Ludlow Pa-
ten's object was the reader may, perhaps, guess
without difficulty ;

but there was another "trans-
action" in his plan not so easily determined.
He had heard much of Clara Hawke to give
her her true name of her personal attractions

and abilities, and he wished Stocmar to see and

pronounce upon her. Although he possessed no

pretension to dispose of her whatever, he held
certain letters of her supposed mother in his keep-
ing which gave him a degree of power he be-

lieved irresistible. Now, there is a sort of limit-

ed liability slavery at this moment recognized in

Europe, by which theatrical managers obtain a
lease of human ability, for a certain period, un-
der nonage, and of which Paten desired to derive

profit by letting out Clara as dancer, singer, com-

edian, or "figurante," according to her gifts;
and this, too, was a purpose of the present jour-

ney.
The painter or the sculptor, in search of his

model, has no higher requirements than those of

form and symmetry; he deals solely with ex-

ternals, while the impresario must carry his in-

vestigations far beyond the category of personal
attractions, and soar into the lofty atmosphere
of intellectual gifts and graces, bearing along
with him, at the same time, a full knowledge of

that public for whom he is proceeding ;
that

fickle, changeful, fanciful public, who sometimes,
out of pure satiety with what is best, begin to

long for what is second-rate. What consum-
mate skill must be his who thus feels the pulse
of fashion, recognizing in its beat the indications

of this or that tendency, whether "society" soars

to the classic "Norma," or descends to the taw-

dry vulgarisms of the " Traviata." No man ever

accepted more implicitly than Mr. Stocmar the

adage of "Whatever is, is best." The judgment
of the day with him was absolute. The "world"
a tovjours raison, was his creed. When that

world pronounced for music, he cried, "Long
live Verdi!" when it decided for the Ballet, his

toast was,
' '

Legs against the field !

"
Now, at

this precise moment, this same world had taken

a turn for mere good looks if it be not heresy
to say "mere" to such a thing as beauty and
had actually grown a little wearied of roulades

and pirouettes ; and so Stocmar had come abroad,
to see what the great slave-market of Europe
could offer him.

Let us suppose them, therefore, pleasantly
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meandering along through the Rhine-land, while

we turn once more to those whom we have left

beyond the Alps.

CHAPTER XXVII.

THE FRAGMENT OF A LETTER.

THE following brief epistle from Mrs. Morris

to her father will save the reader the tedious

task of following the Heathcote family through
an uneventful interval, and at the same time

bring him to that place and period in which we
wish to see him. It is dated Hotel dltalie,
Florence :

" DEAR PAPA, You are not to feel any shock
or alarm at the black margin and wax of this

epistle, though its object be to inform you that I

am a widow, Captain Penthony Morris having
died some eight months back in Upper India;
but the news has only reached me now. In a

word, I have thought it high time to put an end
to this mythical personage, whose cruel treat-

ment of me I had grown tired of recalling, and,
I conclude, others of listening to. Now, al-

though it may be very hard on you to go into

mourning for the death of one who never lived,

yet I must bespeak your grief, in so far as sta-

tionery is concerned, and that you write to me
on the most wobegone of cream-laid, and with

the most sorrow-struck of seals.

"There was, besides, another and most co-

gent reason for my being a widow just now.

The Heathcotes are here, on their way to Rome,
and, like all English people, eager to go every

where, do every thing, and know every body;
the consequence is eternal junketing and daily

dinner-parties. I need not tell you that in such

a caravansary as this is, some one would surely
turn up who should recognize me ;

so there was

nothing for it but to kill Captain M. and go into

crape and seclusion. As my bereavement is

only a sham, I perform the affliction without

difficulty. Our mourning, too, becomes us, and,

every thing considered, the incident has spared
us much sight-seeing and many odious acquaint-
ances.

"As it is highly important that I should see

and consult you, you must come out here at

once. As the friend and executor of poor
' dear

Penthony,' you can see me freely, and I really

want your advice. Do I understand you aright

about Ludlow ? If so, the creature is a greater

fool than I thought him. Marrying him is pure-

ly out of the question. Of all compacts, the con-

nubial demands implicit credulity ;
and if this

poor man's tea were to disagree with him, he'd

be screaming out for antidotes before the serv-

ants, and I conclude that he can not expect me

to believe in him. The offer you have made him
on my part is a great and brilliant one, and, for

the life of me, I can not see why he should hesi-

tate about it, though I, perhaps, suspect it to be

this. Like most fast men a very shallow class,

after all his notion is, that life, like a whist-

party, requires an accomplice. Now, I would

beg him to believe this is not the case, and that

for two people who can play their cards so well

as we can, it is far better to sit down at separate

tables, where no suspicion of complicity can at-

tach to us. I, at least, understand what suits

my own interest, which is distinctly and emphat-
ically to have nothing to do with him. You say
that he threatens threatens to engulf us both.

If he were a woman, the menace would frighten

me, but men are marvelously conservative in

their selfishness, and so I read it as mere threat.

"It is, I will say, no small infliction to carry
all this burden of the past through a present

rugged enough with its own difficulties. To
!',! 1 that one can be compromised, and, if com-

promised, ruined at any moment to walk with

a half-drawn indictment over one to mingle in

a world where each fresh arrival may turn out

accuser is very, very wearisome, and I long for

security. It is for this reason I have decided on

marrying Sir William instead of his son. Tho
indiscretion of a man of his age taking a wife of

mine will naturally lead to retirement and re-

elusion from the world, and we shall seek out

some little-visited spot where no awkward memo-
ries are like to leave their cards on us. I have

resigned myself to so much in life, that I shall

submit to all this with as good a grace as I have
shown in other sacrifices. Of course L. can

spoil this project he can upset the boat but he

ought to remember, if he does,, that he was never

a good swimmer. Do try and impress this upon
him

;
there are usually some flitting moments of

every day when he is capable of understanding a
reason. Catch one of these, dear pa, and profit

by it. It is by no means certain that Miss L.

would accept him
; but, certainly, smarting as

she is under all manner of broken ties, the mo-
ment is favorable, and the stake a large one.

Nor is there much time to lose, for it seems that

young Heathcote can not persuade the Horse
Guards to give him even a '

Cornetcy,' and is in

despair how he is to re-enter the service
;
the in-

evitable consequence of which will be a return

home here, and, after a while, a reconciliation.

It is only wise people who ever know that the

science of life is opportunity, every thing being

possible at some one moment, which, perhaps,
never recurs again.
"I scarcely know what to say about Clara.

She has lost her spirits, though gained in looks,

and she is a perfect mope, but very pretty withal.

She fancies herself in love with a young college

man lately here, who won all the disposable
hearts in the place, and might have had a share

even in mine, if he had asked for it. The

greater fool he that he did not, since he wanted

exactly such guidance as I could give to open
the secret door of success to him. By the way,
has his father died, or what has become of him?
In turning over some papers t'other day, the

name recurred with some far from pleasant rec-

ollections associated with it. Scientific folk used

to tell us that all the constituents of our mortal

bodies became consumed every seven years of

life. And why, I would ask, ought we not to

start with fresh memories as well as muscles, and

ignore any past beyond that short term of exist-

ence ? I am perfectly convinced it is carrying

along bygones, whether of events or people, that

constitutes the greatest ill of life. One so very
seldom repents of having done wrong, and is so

very, very sorry to have lost many opportunities

of securing success, that really the past is all

sorrow.

"You have forgotten to counsel me about
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Clara. The alternative lies between the stage

and a convent Pray say which of the two, in

these changeful times, gives the best promise of

permanence ;
and believe me,

"Your affectionate daughter, LOUISA."

CHAPTER XXVIII.

THE O'SHEA AT HIS LODGINGS.

A VERT brief chapter will suffice to record the

doings of two of our characters, not destined to

perform very foreground parts in the present
drama. We mean Mr. O'Shea and Charles

Heathcote. They had established themselves

in lodgings in a certain locality called Manches-

ter-buildings, much favored by some persons
who haunt the avenues of "the House," and are

always in search of "our Borough Member."
Neither the aspect of their domicile, nor their

style of living, bespoke flourishing circumstances.

O'Shea, indeed, had returned to town in cash,

but an unlucky night at the "Garottoman" had
finished him, and he returned to his lodgings
one morning at daybreak two hundred and seven-

teen pounds worse than nothing.
Heathcote had not played ; nay, he had lived

almost penuriously ;
but in a few weeks all his

resources were nigh exhausted, and no favorable

change had occurred in his fortunes. At the

Horse Guards he had been completely unsuc-

cessful. He had served, it is true, with distinc-

tion, but, as he had quitted the army, he could

not expect to be restored to his former rank,

while, by the rules of the service, he was too old

to enter as a subaltern. And thus a trained

soldier, who had won fame and honor in two

campaigns, was, at the age of twenty-six, de-

cided to be superannuated. It was the chance

meeting of O'Shea in the street, when this di-

lemma was mentioned, that led to their ultimate

companionship, for the Member at once swore
to bring the case before the House, and to make
the country ring from end to end with the enor-

mity. Poor Heathcote, friendless and alone at

the moment, caught at the promise, and a few

days afterward saw them domesticated as chums
at No.

,
in the locality already mentioned.

" You'll have to cram me, Heathcote, with the
whole case. I must be able to make an effective

speech, narrating all the great exploits you have

done, with every where you have been, before I

come to the grievance, and the motion for '
all

the correspondence between Captain Heathcote
and the authorities at the Horse Guards, respect-
ing his application to be reinstated in the army.'
I'll get a special Tuesday for the motion, and I'll

have Ilowley in to second me, and maybe we
won't shake the Treasury benches ! for you see

the question opens every thing that ever was, or
could be, said about the army. It opens Horse
Guards cruelty and irresponsibility, those Bashi-
Bazouks that rule the sen-ice like despots; it

opens the purchase system from end to end; it

MS the question of promotion by merit; it

opens the great problem of retirement and super-
annuation. By my conscience! I think I could
bring the Thirty-nine Articles into it, if I was
vexed."

Tin- Member for Inch had all that persuasive
power u ready tongue and an unscrupulous tem-

per supply, and speedily convinced the young
soldier that his case would not alone redound to

his own advancement, but become a precedent,
which should benefit hundreds of others equally
badly treated as himself.

It was while thus conning over the project,
O'Shea mentioned, in deepest confidence, the
means of that extraordinary success which, he
averred, had never failed to attend all his efforts

in the House, and this was, that he never ven-
tured on one of his grand displays without a

previous rehearsal at home
;
that is, he assem-

bled at his own lodgings a supper company of

his most acute and intelligent friends young
barristers, men engaged on the daily or weekly
press the smart squib-writers and caricaturists

of the day alive to every thing ridiculous, and

unsparing in their criticism
;
and by these was

he judged in a sort of mock Parliament formed

by themselves. To each of these was allotted the

character of some noted speaker in the House,
who did his best to personate the individual by
every trait of manner, voice, and action, while a

grave, imposing-looking man, named Doran, was
a capital counterfeit of the "

Speaker."
O'Shea explained to Heathcote, that the great

advantage of this scheme consisted in the way it

secured one against surprises ;
no possible inter-

ruption being omitted, nor any caviling objection

spared to the orator. "You'll see," he added,
"that after sustaining these assaults, the attack

of the real fellows is only pastime."
The day being fixed on, the company, num-

bering nigh twenty, assembled, and Charles
Heathcote could not avoid observing that their

general air and appearance was scarcely senato-

rial. O'Shea assured him gravity would soon
succeed to the supper, and dignity come in with

the whisky-punch. This was so far borne out,
that when the cloth was removed, and a number
of glasses and bottles were distributed over the

blackened mahogany, a grave and almost austere

bearing was at once assumed by the meeting.
Doran also took his place as Speaker, his cotton

umbrella being laid before him as the mace.
The orders of the day were speedily disposed of,

and a few questions as to the supply of potables

satisfactorily answered, when O'Shea arose to

bring on the case of the evening a motion "for

all the correspondence between the authorities

of the Horse Guards and Captain Heathcote, re-

specting the application of the latter to be rein-

stated in the service."

The Secretary-at-War, a red-faced, pimply
man, sub-editor of a Sunday paper, objected to

the production of the papers ;
and a smart spar-

ring-match ensued, in which O'Shea suffered

rather heavily, but at last came out victorious,

being allowed to state the grounds for his ap-

plication.
O'Shea began with due solemnity, modestly

assuring the House that he wished the task had

fallen to one more competent than himself, and

more conversant with those professional details

which would necessarily occupy a large space in

the narrative.

"Surely the Honorable Member held a com-
mission in the Clare Fencibles."

"Was not the Honorable Member's father a

band-master in the Fifty-fourth ?" cried another.
" To the insolent interruptions which have met

me," said O'Shea, indignantly
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"Order ! order!"
"Am I out of order, Sir?" asked he of the

Speaker.
' '

Clearly so," replied that functionary.
' ' Ev-

ery interruption, short of a knock-down, is par-

liamentary."
"I bow to the authority of the Chair, and I

say that the ruffianly allusions of certain Honor-
able Members pass by me like the idle wind that

I regard not."
" Where's that from ? Take you two to one

in half-crowns you can't tell," cried one.

"Done!" "Order! order!" "Spoke!" with

cries of "Go on!" here convulsed the meeting;
after which O'Shea resumed his discourse.

"When, Sir," said he, "I undertook to bring
under the notice of this House, and consequently
before the eyes of the nation, the case of a dis-

tinguished officer, one whose gallant services in

the tented field, whose glorious achievements be-

fore the enemy have made his name famous in

ail the annals of military distinction, I never an-

ticipated to have been met by the howls of fac-

tion, or the discordant yells of disappointed and

disorderly followers mere condottieri of the

contemptible tyrant who now scowls at me from
the cross-benches."

Loud cheers of applause followed this burst of

indignation.
An animated conversation now ensued as to

whether this was strictly parliamentary; some

averring that they "had heard worse," others

deeming it a shade too violent, O'Shea insisting

throughout that there never was a sharp debate

in the House without far blacker insinuations,

while, in the Irish Parliament, such courtesies

were continually interchanged, and very much
admired.

"Wasn't it Lawrence Parsons who spoke of

the '

highly-gifted blackguard on the other side ?'
"

and "Didn't John Toler allude to the 'igno-
rant and destitute spendthrift who now sat for

the beggarly borough of Athlone?' "
cried two or

three advocates of vigorous language.
"There's worse in Homer," said another, set-

tling the question on classical authority.
The discussion grew warm. What was, and

what was not, admissible in language was eager-

ly debated; the interchange of opinion, in a

great measure, serving to show that there were

few, if any, freedoms of speech that might not be

indulged in. Indeed, Heathcote's astonishment

was only at the amount of endurance exhibited

by each in turn, so candid were the expressions

employed, so free from all disguise the depreca-

tory sentiments entertained.

In the midst of what had now become a com-

plete uproar, and while one of the orators, who,

by dint of lungs, had overcome all competitors,
was inveighing against O'Shea as "a traitor to

his party, and the scorn of every true Irishman,"
a fresh arrival, heated, and almost breathless,

rushed into the room.
"It's all over," cried he; "the Government

is beaten. The House is to be dissolved on

Wednesday, and the country to go to a general
election."

Had a shell fallen on the table the dispersion
could not have been more instantaneous. Bar-

risters, reporters, borough agents, and penny-a-
liners, all saw their harvest-time before them,
and hurried away to make their engagements;

and, in less than a quarter of an hour, O'Shea
was left alone with his companion, Charles Heath-
cote.

"Here's a shindy!" cried the ex-M.P., "and
the devil a chance I have of getting in again, if

I can't raise five hundred pounds."
Heathcote never spoke, but sat ruminating

over the news.
" Bad luck to the Cabinet !" muttered O'Shea.

"Why would they put that stupid clause into

their Bill ? Couldn't they wait to smuggle it in

on a committee ? Here I am clean ruined and

undone, just as I was on the road to fame and
fortune. And I can't even help a friend!" said

he, turning a pitiful look at Heathcote.

"Don't waste a thought about me!" said

Heathcote, good-humoredly.
" But I will !" cried O'Shea. "

I'll go down
to the Horse Guards myself. Sure I'm forget-

ting already," added he, with a sigh, "that we're

all 'out;' and now, for a trifle of five hundred,
there's a fine chance lost as ever man had. You
don't know any body could accommodate one

with a loan of course, on suitabli terms?"

"Not one not one!"
"Or who'd do it on a bill at three months,

with our own names?"
"None!"
"Isn't it hard, I ask isn't it cruel just as I

Avas making a figure in the House? I was the
'

rising man of the party' so the Post called me
and the Freeman said,

' O'Shea has only to be

prudent, and his success is assured.' And wasn't

I prudent ? Didn't I keep out of the divisions

for half the session ? Who's your father's bank-

er, Heathcote?"

"Drummonds, I believe; but I don't know
them."

" Murther ! but it is hard ! five hundred only
five hundred. A real true-hearted patriot, fresh

for his work, and without engagements, going for

five hundred ! I see you feel for me, my dear

fellow," cried he, grasping Heathcote's hand.
" I hear what your heart is saying this minute :

'

O'Shea, old boy, if I had the money, I'd put it

in the palm of your hand without the scratch of

a pen between us.'
"

"I'm not quite so certain I should,"muttered
the other, half sulkily.

' ' But I know you better than you know your-

self, and I repeat it. You'd say,
' Gorman O' Shea,

I'm not the man to see a first-rate fellow lost for

a beggarly five hundred. I'd rather be able to

say one of these days, "Look at that man on

the Woolsack or, maybe, Chief Justice in the

Queen's Bench well, would you believe it ? if I

hadn't helped him one morning with a few hund-

reds, it's maybe in the Serpentine he'd have

been, instead of up there." ' And as we'd sit

over a bottle ofhock in the bay-window at llich-

mond, you'd say, 'Does your Lordship remem-
ber the night when you heard the House was up,
and you hadn't as much as would pay your fare

over to Ireland?'"
"I'm not so certain of that either," was the

dry response of Heathcote.

"And of what are you certain
:
then?" cried

O'Shea, angrily; "for I begin to believe you
trust nothing, nor any one."

"I'll tell you what I believe and believe

firmly, too which is, that a pair of fellows so

completely out at elbows as you and myself, had
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far better break stones on a high road for a shil-

ling a day than stand cudgeling their wits how

to live upon others."
" That is not my sentiment at all suum cuique

stone-breaking to the hard-handed; men of

our stamp, Heathcote, have a right a vested

right to a smoother existence."

"Well, time will tell who is right," said Heath-

cote, carelessly, as he put on his hat and walked

to the door. A half-cold good-by followed, and

they parted.
Hour after hour he walked the streets, unmind-

ful of a thin misty rain that fell unceasingly.

He was now completely alone in the world, and

there was a sort of melancholy pleasure in the

sense of his desolation. "My poor father !" he

would mutter from time to time; "if I could

only think that he would forget me ! if I could

but bring myself to believe that after a time he

would cease to sorrow for me." He did not

dare to utter more, nor even to himself declare

how valueless he deemed life, but strolled list-

lessly onward* till the gray streaks in the murky
sky proclaimed the approach of morning.
"Was it with some vague purpose, or was it by

mere accident, that he found himself standing at

last near the barracks at Knightsbridge, around

the gate of which a group of country-looking

young fellows was gathered, while here and there

a sergeant was seen to hover, as if speculating
on his prey ? It was a time in which more than

one young man of station had enlisted as a pri-

vate, and the sharp eye of the crimp soon scanned

the upright stature and well-knit frame of Heath-

cote.

"Like to be a dragoon, my man?" said he,

with an easy, swaggering air.

"I have some thought of it," said the other,

coldly.
"You've served already, I suspect," said the

sergeant, in a more respectful tone.
" For what regiment are you enlisting?" asked

Heathcote, coldly, disregarding the other's in-

quiry.
"Her Majesty's Bays could you ask better?

But here's my officer."

Before Heathcote had heard the words, his

name wras called out, and a slight, boyish figure
threw his arms about him.

"
Charley, how glad I am to see you," crie.d he.

"
Agincourt ! is this you ?" said Heathcote,

blushing deeply as he spoke.

"Yes, I have had my own way at last; and
I'm going to India, too."

" I am not," said Heathcote, bitterly. "They'll
not have me at the Horse Guards

;
1 am too old,

or too something or other for the service, and
there's nothing left me but to enter the ranks."

"Oh, Charley, "cried the other, "if you knew
of the breaking heart you have left behind you !

if you only knew how she loves you !"

Was it that the boyish accents of these few
words appealed to Heathcote's heart with all the

simple force of truth ? was it that they broke in

upon his gloom so unexpectedly a slanting

sun-ray piercing a dark cloud? But so it is,

that he turned away, and drew his hand across

" I was off for a day's hunting down in Leices-

ter-hire," said Agincourt. "I sent the nags
away yesterday. Come with me, Charley ;

we
shall be back again to-morrow, and you'll see if

my old guardian won't set all straight with the
War-office people for you. Unless," added he,
in a half-whisper, "you choose in the mean
while to put your trust in what I shall tell you,
and go back again."

" I only hope that I may do so," said Heath-
cote, as he wrung the other's hand warmly,

" and
I'd bless the hour that led me here this morn-
ing."

It was soon arranged between them that Agin-
court should drive round by Heathcote's lodgings
and take him up, when he had packed up a few

things for the journey. O'Shea \vas so sound

asleep that he could scarcely be awakened to

hear his companion say
'

'Good-by." Some vague,
indistinct idea floated before him that Heathcote
had fallen upon some good fortune, and as he
shook his hand, he muttered,
"Go in and win, old fellow; take all you can

get, clear the beggars out, that's my advice to

you." And with these sage counsels he turned
on his pillow, and snored away once more.

* ' Wasn't that Inch-o'-brogue I heard talking
to you?" asked Agincourt.

"Yes. The poor fellow, like myself, is sorely
hard up just now."

" My old governor must get him something.
We'll think of him on our return

;
so jump in,

Charley, or we shall be late for the train."

How contagious was that happy boy's good-
humor, and how soon did his light-heartedness

impart its own quality to Heathcote's spirits.

As they whirled along through the brisk fresh

air of the morning, the youth recounted all that

passed with him since they met no very great or

stirring events were they, it is true, but they
were his and they were his first experiences of

dawning manhood; and oh, let any of us, now
plodding along wearily on the shady side of life,

only bethink us of the joyful sunshine of our

youth, when the most commonplace incidents

came upon us with freshness, and we gloried in

the thought of having a "part," an actual char-

acter to play, in that grand drama they call the

World.
We would not, if we could, recall his story ;

we could not hope that our reader would listen

as pleasurably as did Heathcote to it
; enough

that we say that they never felt the miles go
over, nor, till their journey was ended, had a

thought that they were already arrived at their

destination.

CHAPTER XXIX.

OLD LETTERS.

THE little cottage at Port-na-Whapple, to

which Alfred Layton had repaired to collect the

last few relics of his poor mother, had so com-

pletely satisfied all his longings for quiet seclu-

sion, that he lingered on there in a sort of dreamy
abstractedness far from unpleasing. Quackin-
boss was with him, but never was there a com-

panion less obtrusive. The honest American

delighted in the spot ;
he was a fisherman, and

soon became acquainted with all the choice

places for the take of salmon, while he often-

times strolled inland, and whipped the mountain

streams with no small success. In fact, the gun,
the rod, and a well-trained greyhound amply
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supplied all the demands of the household
;
and

never was there a life less crossed by outward

cares than theirs. Whether the Colonel believed

or not that Layton was deeply engaged in his

studies, he affected to think so, and made a point
of interfering as little as possible with the other's

time. If by a chance word now and then he
would advert to their projected trip to America,
he never pressed the theme, nor seemed in any
way to evince over-eagerness regarding it. In-

deed, with a delicacy of truest refinement, he
abstained from ever making Layton feel himself

constrained by the deep obligations he owed him,
so that nothing could be freer than their inter-

course
;
the only theme of gloom between them

being the fate of Layton's father, of which, not-

withstanding all their efforts, they could obtain

no tidings. From the day when he quitted the

asylum, and was pronounced "cured," nothing
was known of him. Doctor Millar had assisted

in all their inquiries with a most friendly interest,
and endeavored to induce Alfred to accept the

hospitalities of the vicarage ;
but this he declined,

making weak health his apology. The Vicar,

however, did not cease to show his constant at-

tention, feeling deeply interested in the youth.
In nothing did he evince this sentiment more
than the trouble he gave himself to collect the

scattered papers and documents of the old Pro-
fessor. The old man accustomed ever to an
existence of emergency was in the habit of

pledging his private papers and his own writings
for small sums here and there through the coun-

try ;
and thus researches which had cost months

of labor, investigations of deepest import, were
oftentimes pawned at a public for a few shillings.

Scarcely a day went over without some record

being brought in by a fanner or a small village
tradesman

;
sometimes valueless, sometimes of

great interest. Now and then they would be vio-

lent and rebellious pasquinades against men in

power his supposed enemies versified slanders

upon imaginary oppressors.
Neither imbued with Alfred's taste, nor influ-

enced by the ties of blood, Quackinboss took a

pleasure in poring over these documents which
the young man could not feel. The Professor,
to him, seemed the true type of intellectual pow-
er, and he had that bold recklessness of all con-

sequences which appealed strongly to the Yankee.
He was, as he phrased it, an

"
all-mighty smash-

er," and would have been a rare man for Con-

gress ! All Alfred's eagerness to possess himself
of his father's papers was soon exceeded by the
zeal of Quackinboss, who, by degrees, abandoned

gun and rod to follow out his new pursuit. If

he could not estimate the value of deep scientific

calculations and researches, he was fully alive to

the sparkling wit and envenomed satire of the

various attacks upon individuals
;
and so enam-

ored was he of these effusions, that many of the

verse ones he had committed to memory.
Poor Alfred! what a struggle was his, as

Quackinboss would recite some lines of fearful

malignity, asking him the while "if all English
literature could show such another "tarnal
screamer' as his own parent? Warn't he a
'

right-down scarification ? Didn't he scald the
hides of them old hogs in the House of Lords ?

Well, I'm blessed if Mr. Clay could a done
it better!" To the young man's mild sugges-
tions that his father's fame would rest upon very

different labors, Quackinboss would hastily offer

rejoinder, "No, Sir, chemicals is all very well,

but human natur' is a grander study than acids

and oxydes. What goes on in a man's heart is

a main sight harder reading than salts and sedi-

ments."
The Colonel had learned in the course of his

wanderings that a farmer, who inhabited one of

the lone islands off the coast, was in possession
of an old writing-desk of the Professor the

pledge for a loan of three pounds sterling a sum
so unusually large as to imply that the property
was estimated as of value. It was some time be-

fore the weather admitted of a visit to the spot,
but late of a summer's evening, as Alfred sat

musingly on the door-sill of the cottage, Quack-
inboss was seen approaching with an old-fash-

ioned writing-desk under his arm, while he called

out,
" Here it is; and without knowin' the con-

tents, I'd not swap the plunder for a raft of

timber!"
If the moment of examining the papers was

longed for by the impatient Quackinboss with an
almost feverish anxiety, what was his blank dis-

appointment at finding that, instead of being the

smart squibs or bitter invectives he delighted in,

the whole box was devoted to documents relat-

ing to a curious incident in medical jurisprudence,
and was labeled on the inner side of the lid,

"Hawke's case, with all the tests and other pa-

pers."
"This seems to haAre been a great criminal

case," said Alfred, "and it must have deeply
interested my father, for he has actually drawn
out a narrative of the whole event, and has even

journalized his share in the story.
" '

Strange scene that I have just left,' wrote

he, in a clear, exact hand. 'A man very ill

seriously, dangerously ill in one room, and a

party his guests all deeply engaged at play in

the same house. No apparent anxiety about his

case scarcely an inquiry; his wife if she be

his wife, for I have my misgivings about it

eager and feverish, following me from place to

place, with a sort of irresolute effort to say some-

thing which she has no courage for. Patient

worse the case a puzzling one
;
there is more

than delirium tremens here. But what more ?

that's the question. Remarkable his anxiety
about the sense of burning in his throat

;
ever

asking, "Is that usual? is it invariable?" Sus-

picion of course to be looked for
;
but why does

it not extend to me also? Afraid to drink,

though his thirst is excruciating. Symptoms all

worse pulse irregular desires to see me alone

his wife, unwilling, tries by many pretexts to

remain
;
he seems to detect her plan, and bursts

into violent passion, swears at her, and cries out,

"Ain't you satisfied? Don't you see that I'm

dying?"
"'We have been alone for above an hour.

He has told me all
;
she is not his wife, but the

divorced wife of a well-known man in office.

Believes she intended to leave him; knows, or

fancies he knows, her whole project. Rage and

anger have increased the bad symptoms, and
made him much worse. Great anxiety about

the fate of his child, a daughter of his former

wife; constantly exclaiming, "They will rob

her ! they will leave her a beggar, and I have

none to protect her." A violent paroxysm of

pain agonizing pain has left him very low.
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'""What name do you give this malady,

doctor?" he nsks me.

It is a gastric inflammation, but not un-

accompanied by other symptoms."
" '"How brought on?"
""'No man can trace these affections to

primary causes."

**! can here at least," breaks he in.

"This is poison, and you know it. Come, Sir,"

he cries, "be frank and honest with one whose

moments are to be so few here. Tell me, as you
would speak the truth in your last hour, am I

not right?"
" * " I can not say with certainty. There are

things here I am unable to account for, and

there are traits which I can not refer to any

poisonous agency."
" ' "Think over the poisons ; you know best.

Is it arsenic?"

"'"No, certainly not."
" ' "Nor henbane, nor nicotine, nor nitre, nor

strychnine none of these ?"
" ' "None."
'" " How subtle the dogs have been!" mut-

tered he. "What fools they make of you, with

all your science. The commonest money-changer
will detect a spurious shilling, but you, with all

your learning, are baffled by every counterfeit

case that meets you. Examine, Sir
; inquire,

investigate well," he cried
;
"it is for your hon-

or as a physician not to blunder here."
" ' " Be calm

; compose yourself. These mo-
ments of passion only waste your strength."

" ' "Let me drink no, from the water-jug;

they surely have not drugged that! What are

you doing there?"
" ' " I was decanting the tea into a small bot-

tle that I might take it home and test it."

" ' "And so," said he, sighing, "with all your
boasted skill, it is only after death you can pro-
nounce. It is to aid the law, not to help the

living, you come. Be it so. But mind, Sir,"

cried he, with a wild energy, "they are all in it

all. Let none escape. And these were my
friends!" said he, with a smile of inexpressible
sorrow. "Oh, what friends are a bad man's
friends ! You swear to me, doctor, if there has

been foul play it shall be discovered. They
shall swing for it. Don't you screen them. No
mumbling, Sir

; your oath your solemn sworn
oath! Take those keys and open that drawer
there no, the second one

;
fetch me the papers.

This was my will two months ago," said he, tear-

ing open the seals of an envelope. "You shall

see with your own eyes how I meant by her.

You will declare to the world how you read in

my own hand that I had left her every thing
that was not Clara's by right. Call her here

send for her let her be present while you
read it aloud, and let her see it burnt after-

ward."
"

'It was long before I could calm him after

this paroxysm. At length he said: "What a

guilty conscience will be yours if this crime pass
unpunished."

" * "If there be a crime, it shall not," said I,

firmly.
" ' "

If it were to do," muttered he, in a low
voice, "I'd rather they'd have shot me; these
n-, i, is are dreadful, and all this lingering, too.
( )h, could you not hasten it now ? But not yet !"

cried he, wildly.
" I have to tell you about Clara.

They may rob her of all here, but she will be
rich after all. There is that great tract in

America, in Ohio, called * Peddar's Clearings ;'

don't forget the name. Peddar's Clearings, all

hers
;

it was her mother's fortune. Harvey Win-
throp, in Norfolk, has the titles, and is the guard-
ian when I am dead."

'

"Why I know that ere track well; there's a
cousin of mine, Obadiah B. Quackinboss, located

there, and there ain't finer buckwheat in all the

West than is grown on that location. But go
on, let's hear about the sick fellow."

"This is an account of chemical tests, all this

here," said Alfred, passing over several leaves

of the diary. "It seems to have been a difficult

investigation, but ending at last in the detection

of corrosive sublimate."

"And it killed him?"
"Yes

;
he died on the third evening after this

was written. Here follows the whole story of the

inquest, and a remarkable letter, too, signed
' T.

Towers.' It is addressed to my father, and
marked ' Private and Secret:' 'The same hand
which delivers you this will put you in possession
of five hundred pounds sterling ; and, in return,

you will do whatever is necessary to make all

safe. There is no evidence, except yours, of

consequence ;
and all the phials and bottles have

been already disposed of. Be cautious, and
stand fast to yours T. T.' On a slip wafercd

to this note was written :
' I am without twenty

shillings in the world
; my shoes are falling to

pieces, and my coat threadbare
;
but I can not

do this.
' But what have we here ?

"
cried Alfred,

as a neatly-folded note with deep black margin
met his eyes. It was a short and most grace-

fully-worded epistle in a lady's hand, thanking
Doctor Layton for his unremitting kindness and

perfect delicacy in a season ofunexampled suffer-

ing. "I can not,
" wrote she,

' ' leave the island,

dearly associated as it is with days of happiness,
and now more painfully attached to my heart

by the most terrible of afflictions, without tender-

ing to the kindest of physicians my last words of

gratitude." The whole conveyed in lines of

strictly conventional use, gave no evidence of

any thing beyond a due sense of courtesy, and
the rigid observance of a fitting etiquette. It

was very polished in style, and elegant in phrase-

ology ;
but to have been written amid such scenes

as she then lived in, it seemed a perfect marvel

of unfeeling conduct.

"That 'ere woman riles me con-siderable,
"

said Quackinboss; "she doesn't seem to mind,

noways, what has happened, and talks of goin' to

a new clearin' quite unconsarned like. I ain't

afraid of many things, but I'm darned extensive

if I'd not be afeard of her ! What are you a

poring over there ?"

"It is the handwriting. I am certain I have

seen it before
;
but where, how, and when, I can

not bring to mind."
" How could you, Sir ? Don't all your wom-

ankind write that sort of up and down bristly

hand, more like a prickly-pear fence than a

Christian's writin' ? It's all of a piece with your
Old World civilization, which tries to make peo-

ple alike, as the eggs in a basket
;
but they ain't

like for all that. No, Sir, nor will any fixin'

make 'em so !"

"I have certainly seen it before,"muttered
'

Layton to himself.
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"I'm main curious to know how your father

found out the 'pyson' ain't it all there?"
"
Oh, it was a long and very intricate chemical

investigation."
"Did he bile him ?"

"Boil him? no," said he, with difficulty re-

straining a laugh ; "certainly not."

"Well, they tell me, Sir, there ain't no other

sure way to discover it. They always bile 'em

in France !"

"I am so puzzled by this hand," muttered

Alfred, half aloud.

Quackinboss, equally deep in his own specula-

tions, proceeded to give an account of the mode
of inquiry pursued by Frenchmen of science in

cases of poisoning, which certainly would have
astonished M. Orfila, and was only brought back
from this learned disquisition by Layton's ques-

tioning him about "Peddar's Clearings."

"Yes, Sir," said he, "it is con-siderable of a

tract, and lies between two rivers. There's the

lines for a new city Pentacolis laid down
there

;
and the chief town,

'

Measles,' is a thriv-

ing location. My cousin, O. B. Quackinboss,
didn't stump out less than eighty dollars an acre

for his clearin', and there's better land than his

there."

"So far as appears, then, this is an extensive

property which is spoken of here?"

"Well, Sir, I expect it's a matter of half a
million of dollars now, though, mayhap, twenty
thousand bought it fifteen or sixteen years
back."
"I wonder what steps my father took in this

affair ? I'll be very curious to know if he inter-

ested himself in the matter, for, with his indo-

lent habits, it is just as likely that he never

moved in it farther."
" A 'tarnal shame, then, for him, Sir, when it

was for a child left alone and friendless in the

world
;
and I'm thinkin' indolence ain't the name

to give it."

For- a moment an angry impulse to reply
stirred Laytorfs blood, but he refrained, and said

nothing.
"I'll go farther," resumed the American,

"and I'll say, that if your father did neglect
this duty, you are bound to look to it. Ay, Sir,

there ain't no ways in this world of getting out

of what we owe one to another. We are most

of us ready enough to be '

generous,' but few take

trouble to be 'just.'
"

"I believe you are right," saidLayton, reflect-

ively.
"I know it, Sir I know it, "said the other,

resolutely. "There's a sort of flattery in doing

something more than we are obliged to do which

never comes of doing what is strict fair. Ay,"
added he, after a moment, "and I've seen a

man who'd jump into the sea to save a fellow-

creature as wouldn't give a cent to a starving

beggar on dry land."

"I'll certainly inquire after this claim, and

you'll help me, Quackinboss ?"
' '

Yes, Sir : and their ain't no honester man in

all the States to deal with than Harvey Win-
throp. I was with him the day he cowhided
Senator Jared Boles, of Massachusetts, and when
I observed,

' I think you have given him enough,'
he said,

'

Well, Sir, though I haven't the honor
of knowing you, if that be your conscientious

opinion, I'll abstain from going farther ;' and he
G

did, and we went into the bar together, and had
a mint julep."
"The trait is worth remembering, "said Lay-

ton, dryly. "Here's another reason to cross the

Atlantic^" cried he, with something of his former

energy of voice and look. "Here's a great
cause to sustain and a problem to work out.

Shall we go at once ?"
" There's the Asia to sail on Wednesday, and

I'm ready," said Quackinboss, calmly.

"Wednesday be it, then," cried Layton, with

a gayety that showed how the mere prospect of

activity and exertion had already cheered him.

CHAPTER XXX.

TWIST, TROVER, AND CO.

THEY whose notions of a banker are formed
on such home models as Overend, and Gurney,
and Drummond, and the other princes o'that

ilk, will be probably not a little shocked to learn

by what inferior dignitaries the great craft is

represented abroad
; your English banker in a

foreign city being the most extraordinary ag-

glomeration of all trades it is well possible to

conceive, combining within himself very com-

monly the duties of house-agent, wine-merchant,

picture-dealer, curiosity-vender, with agencies for

the sale of India-rubber shoes, Cuban cigars; and
cod-liver oil. He will, at a moment's notice,

start you with a whole establishment from kitchen

to stable, and, equally ready to do the honors of

this world or the next, he will present you in

society, or embalm you with every careful direc-

tion for your conveyance "homeward." Well

judging that in dealing thus broadly with man-
kind a variety of tastes and opinions must be

consulted, they usually hunt in couples, one do-

ing the serious, the other taking the light comedy
parts. The one is the grave, calm, sensible man,
with his prudent reserves and his cautious scru-

ples, the other, a careless dog, who only
' ' dis-

counts" out of fun, and charges you "commis-
sion" in mere pastime and lightness of heart.

Imagine the heavy father and the light rake,

of comedy conspiring for some common object,

and you have them. Probably the division-of-

labor science never had a happier illustration

than is presented by their agreement. Who, I

ask you who can escape the double net thus

stretched for his capture ? Whatever your taste

or temperament, you must surely be approach-
able by one or the other of these. What Trover

can not, Twist will be certain to accomplish:
where Twist fails, there Trove? is sovereign.
"
Ah, you'll have to ask my partner about that,"

is the stereotyped saying of each. It was thus

these kings of Brentford sniffed at the same nose-

gay, the world, and, sooth to say, to their mani-
fest self-satisfaction and profit. If the compact
worked well for all the purposes of catching

clients, it was more admirable still in the diffi-

cult task of avoiding them. Strange and ex-

ceptfcnal must his station in life be to whom the

secret intelligence of Twist or Trover could not

apply. Were we about to dwell on these gen-
tlemen and their characteristics, we might ad-

vert to the curious fact that though their com-
mon system worked so smoothly and successfully,

they each maintained for the other the most dis-
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paraging opinion ;
Twist deemed Trover a light,

thoughtless, inconsiderate creature, Trover re-

turning the compliment by regarding his partner

as a bigoted, low-minded, vulgar sort of fellow,

useful behind the desk, but with no range of

speculation or enterprise about him.

Our present scene is laid at Mr. Trover's villa

near Florence. It stands on the sunny slope of

Fiezole, and with a lovely landscape of the Val
d'Arno at its feet. O ye gentles, who love to

live at ease, to inhale an air odorous with the

jasmine and the orange-flower to gaze on
scenes more beautiful than Claude ever painted

to enjoy days of cloudless brightness, and

nights gorgeous in starry brilliancy, why do ye
not all come and live at Fiezole ? Mr. Trover's

villa is now to let, though this announcement is

not inserted as an advertisement. There was a

rumor that it was once Boccacio's villa. Be that

as it may, it was a pretty, coquettish little place,

with a long terrace in front, under which ran an

orangery, a sweet, cool, shady retreat in the hot

noon-time, with a gushing little fountain always

rippling and hissing among rock-work. The
garden sloped away steeply. It was a sort of wil-

derness of flowers and fruit-trees, little cared for

or tended, but beautiful in the wild luxuriance

of its varied foliage, and almost oppressive in its

wealth of perfume. Looking over this garden,
and beyond it again, catching the distant domes
of Florence, the tall tower of the Palazzo Vec-

chio, and the massive block of the Pitti, was a

small but well-proportioned room, whose frescoes

were carried from wall to ceiling by a gentle
arch of the building, in which were now seated

three gentlemen over their dessert. Mr. Trover's

guests were our acquaintances Stocmar and Lud-
low Paten. The banker and the "

Impresario"
were very old friends; they had done "no end
of shrewd things" together. Paten was a new
acquaintance. Introduced, however, by Stoc-

mar, he was at once admitted to all the intimacy
of his host, and they sat there, in the free indul-

gence ofconfidence, discussing people, characters,

events, and probabilities, as three such men, long
case-hardened with the world's trials, well versed

in its wiles, may be supposed to do. Beneath
the great broad surface of this life of ours, with
its apparent impulses and motives, there is an-
other stratum of hard stern realities, in which
selfish motives and interested actions have their

sphere. These gentlemen lived entirely in this

layer, and never condescended to allude to what
went on elsewhere. If they took a very dispar-
aging view of life, it was not so much the admira-
tion they bestowed on knavery as the hearty
contempt they entertained for whatever was gen-
erous or trustful. Oh, how they did laugh at the

poor "muffs" who believed in any thing or any
one ! To listen to them was to declare that there
was not a good trait in the heart, nor an honest
sentiment which had not its origin in folly. And
the stupid dog who paid his father's debts, and
the :idiot that beggared himself to portion his

sisters, and the wretched creature who was ruined

by giving security for his friend, all figured%i a
category despised and ridiculed !

"'Were they happy in this theory?" you ask,
perhaps. It is very hard to answer the question.
They were undoubtedly what is called "jolly,"
they laughed much,.and seemed'marvelously free
from care and anxiety.

" And so, Trover," said Stocmar, as he sipped
his claret luxuriously "and so you tell me this
is a bad season with you, out here, few travelers,
no residents, and little stirring in the way of dis-

counts and circular notes."

"Wretched! miserable!" cried the banker.
"The people who come out from England now-
adays are mostly small twenty-pounders, looking
sharp to the exchanges, and watching the quota-
tions like money-brokers."
"Where are the fast men all gone to? that is

a problem puzzles me much, "said Paten.

"They have gone over to Puseyism and stained

glass, and Saint Winifred's shin-bones, and early
Christian art, "broke in Stocmar. "I know
them well, and their velvet paletots cut in the
mediajval fashion, and their hair cut straight over
the forehead."

"How slow a place must become with such
fellows!" sighed Paten.

"The women are mostly pretty; they dress

with a sort of quaint coquetry very attractive,
and they have a kind of demure slyness about

them, with a fascination all its own."
" We have the exact type you describe here at

this moment now,
"
said the banker. ' ' She never

goes into society, but steals furtively about the

galleries, making copies of old Giottos and such-

like, and even penetrating into the monasteries
with a special permission from the Cardinal-

Secretary to examine the frescoes."
"
Is she young ? is she pretty ?" asked Stoc-

mar.
" She is both, -.and a widow, I believe at least

her letters come to the bank addressed Mrs.

Penthony Morris."

Paten started, but a slight kick under the ta-

ble from Stocmar recalled him to caution and

self-possession.
"Tell us more about her, Trover all that you

know, in fact."

"Five words will suffice for that. She lives

here with the family of a certain Sir William

Heathcote, and apparently exercises no small in-

fluence among them; at least the tradespeople
tell me they are referred to her for every thing,
and all the letters we get about transfers of stock,
and such-like, are in her hand."
"You have met her, and spoken with her, I

suppose?" asked Stocmar.
"
Only once. I waited upon her, at her re-

quest, to confer with her about her daughter,
whom she had some intention of placing at the

Conservatoire at Milan, as a preparation for the

stage, and some one had told her that I knew all

the details necessary."
" Have you seen the girl ?"

"Yes, and heard her sing. Frightened enough
she was, poor thing ;

but she has a voice like

Sontag's, just the sort of mellow, rich tone they
run upon just now, and with a compass equal to

Malibran's."

"And her look?"
"
Strikingly handsome. She is very young ;

her mother says nigh sixteen, but I should guess
her at under fifteen certainly. I thought at once

of writing to you, Stocmar, when I saw her. I

know how eagerly you snatch up such a chance

as this
;
but as you were on your way out, I de-

ferred to mention her till you came."
"And what counsel did you give her, Tro-

ver?"
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"I said, 'By all means devote her to the

Opera. It is to women, in our age, what the

career of politics is to men, the only royal road
to high ambition.'

"

"That is what I tell "all my young Prime
Donne," said Stocmar. "I never fail to re-

mind them that any debutante may live to be a
duchess."

" And they believe you ?" asked Paten.
" To be sure they do. Why, man, there is an

atmosphere of credulity about a theatre that

makes one credit any thing, except what is pal-

pably true. Every manager fancies he is mak-
ing a fortune

; every tenor imagines he is to

marry a princess ;
and every fiddler in the or-

chestra firmly believes in the time when a breath-

less audience will be listening to his '
solo.'

"

"I wish, with all my heart, I was on the stage,

then, "exclaimed Paten. "I should certainly
like to imbibe some of this sanguine spirit."

" You are too old a dram-drinker, Ludlow, to

be intoxicated with such light tipple, "said Stoc-

mar. "You have tasted of the real :

tap.'
"

"That have I, "said he, with a sigh that told

how intensely he felt the words
;
and then, as if

to overcome the sad impression, he asked,
" And

the girl, is she to take to the stage?"
"I believe Stocmar will have to decide the

point ;
at least, I told her mother that he was on

his way to Italy, and that his opinion on such a

matter might be deemed final. Our friend here,"
continued Trover, as he pointed laughingly to

Stocmar "our friend here buys up these bud-

ding celebrities just as Anderson would a year-

ling colt, and like him, too, would reckon him-
self well paid if one succeed in twenty."

"Ay, one in fifty, Trover,
" broke in Stocmar.

"It is quite true. Many a stone does not pay
for the cutting, but as we always get the lot

cheap, we can afford to stand the risk."
" She's a strange sort of woman this Mrs.

Morris," said Trover, after a pause, "for she

seems hesitating between the Conservatoire and
a convent."

"Is the girl a Catholic?"

"No; but her mother appears to consider

that as a minor circumstance
;

in fact, she

strikes me as one of those people who, when they
determine to go to a place, are certain to cut out

a road for themselves."
" That she is !" exclaimed Paten.

"Oh, then, you are acquainted with her?"
cried Trover.

"
No, no,

"
said he, hurriedly.

* ' I was merely
judging from your description of her. Such a

woman as you .have pictured I can imagine, just
as if I had known her all my life."

" I should like to see both mother and daugh-
ter, "broke in Stocmar.

"I fancy she will have no objection; at least,

she said to me,
' You will not fail to inform me

of your friend Mr. Stocmar's arrival here ;'
and

I promised as much."

"Well, you must arrange our meeting speedi-

ly, Trover, for I mean to be at Naples next week,
at Barcelona and Madrid the week after. The

worthy Public, for whose pleasure I provide, will,

above all things, have novelty excellence, if

you can, but novelty must be procured them."
" Leave it to me, and you shall have an inter-

view to-morrow or the day after."

A strange telegraphic intelligence seemed to

pass from Paten to the manager, for Stocmar

quickly said : "By the way, don't drop any hint

that Paten is with me : he hasn't got the best

of reputations behind the scenes, and it would,

perhaps, mar all our arrangements to mention

Trover put a finger to his lips in sign of se-

crecy, and said : "You are right there. She re-

peatedly questioned me on the score of your own
morality, Stocmar, expressing great misgivings
about theatrical folk generally."" Take my word for it, then, the lady is a fast

one herself, "said Stocmar, "for, like the virtu-

ous Plangloss, she knows what wickedness is."
"

It is deuced hard to say what she is, "broke in

Trover. " My partner, Twist, declares she must
have been a stock-broker or a notary public.
She knows the whole share-list of Europe, and
can quote you the '

price current' of every secu-

rity in the Old World or the New
;
not to say that

she is deeply versed in all the wily relations be-
tween the course of politics and the exchanges,
and can surmise, to a nicety, how erery spoken
word of a minister can react upon the money-
market."

.

" She can not have much to do with such in-

terests, I take it, "said Paten, in assumed indif-

ference.

"Not upon her own account, certainly,
"
re-

plied Trover; "but such is her influence over
this old Baronet, that she persuades him to sell

out here and buy in there, just as the mood in-

clines her."

"And is he so.very rich?" asked Stocmar.
' ' Twist thinks not : he suspects that the money

all belongs to a certain Miss Leslie, the ward of

Sir William, but who came of age a short time
back."

"Now, what may her fortune be?" said Stoc-

mar, in a careless tone; "in round numbers, I

mean, and not caring for a few thousands more
or less."

"I have no means of knowing. I can only
guess it' must be very large. It was only on

Tuesday last she bought in about seven-ancl-

tvventy thousand ' Arkansas New Bonds,
' and we

have an order this morning to transfer thirty-two
thousand more into Illinois

' Sevens.'
"

" All going to America !" cried Paten. " Why
does she select investment there ?"

"That's the widow's doing. She says that

the Old World is going in for a grand smash.
That Louis Napoleon will soon have to throw
off the mask, and either avow himself the head
of the democracy, or brave its vengeance, and
that either declaration will be the signal for a

great war. Then she assumes that Austria,

pushed hard for means to carry on the struggle,
will lay hands on the Church property of the

empire, and in this way outrage all the nobles

whose families were pensioned off on these re-

sources, thus of necessity throwing t
herself on the

side of the people. In a word, she looks for

revolution, convulsion, and a wide-spread ruin,

and says the Yankees are the only people who
will escape. I know little or nothing of such

matters myself, but she sent Twist home t'other

day in such a state of alarm, that he telegraphed
to Turin to transfer all his ' Sardinians' into 'New

Yorkers, 'and has been seriously thinking of es-

tablishing himself'in Broadway."
"I wish she'd favor me with her views about
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theatrical property,
" said Stoemar, with a half-

sneer, "and what is to become of the Grand

Opera in the grand smash."

"Ask her, and she'll tell you, "cried Trover.

"You'll never pose her with a difficulty; she'll

give you a plan for paying off the national debt,

tell you how to recruit the finances of India, con-

duct the Chinese war, or oppose French intrigues

in Turkey, while she stitches away at her Berlin

work. I give you my word, while she was finish-

ing off the end of an elephant's snout in brown

worsted, t'other day, she restored the Murats to

Naples, gave Sicily to Russia, and sent the Pope,
as head of a convict establishment, to Cayenne."

" Is she a little touched in the upper story ?"

asked Stocmar, laying his finger on his fore-

head.

"Twist says not. Twist calls her the wiliest

serpent he ever saw, but not mad."
"And now a word about the daughter, "cried

Stocmar.
* ' What's the girl like ?"

"Pretty very pretty; long eyelashes, very

regular features, a beautiful figure, and the rich-

est auburn*hair I ever saw
; but, with all that,

none of the mother's 'esprit no smartness, no

brilliancy. In fact, I should call her a regular

mope."
"She is very young, remember,

" broke in

Stocmar.
"That's true; but with such a clever mother,

if she really had any smartness, it would certain-

ly show itself. Now, it is not only that she dis-

plays no evidence of superior mind, but she wears

an air of depression and melancholy that seems
like a sort of confession of her own insufficiency,
so Twist says, and Twist is very shrewd as to

character,"

"I can answer for it he's devilish close-fisted

as to money, "said Stocmar, laughing.
"I remember, "chimed in Trover; "he told

me that you came into the bank with such a

swaggering air, and had such a profusion of

gold chains, rings, and watch-trinkets, that he
set you down for one of the swell mob out on a

tour."

"Civil, certainly," said Stocmar, "but as little

flattering to his own perspicuity as to myself.
But I'll never forget the paternal tone in which
he whispered me afterward : 'Whenever yoa want
a discount, Mr. Stocmar, from a stranger- an
utter stranger don't wear an opaj pin set in

brilliants; it don't do, I assure you it don't.'"
Stocmar gave such a close imitation of the wor-

thy banker's voice and utterance, that his partner
laughed heartily.
"Does he ever give a dinner, Trover?" asked

Stocmar,
" Oh yes, he gives one every quarter. Our

graver clients, who would not venture to come
up here, dine with him, and he treats them to

sirloins and saddles, with Gordon's sherry and a

very fruity port,.made especially, I believe, for

men with good balances to their names."
"
I should like to be present at one of these

festivals."

"You have no chance, Stocmar: he'd as soon
think of inviting the corps de ballet to tea. I

myself am never admitted to such celebrations."
What rogues these fellows are, Ludjow," said

Stocmar. "
If you And I were to treat the world

in this fashion, what would be .said of us! The
rt;al humbugs of this life arc the fellows that

play the heavy parts." And with this reflection,
whose image was derived from his theatrical ex-

periences, he arose to take his coffee on the ter-

race.

CHAPTER XXXI.

IN THE TOILS.

MRS. MORRIS gave directions that when a genv
tleman should call to inquire for her he should
be at once introduced, a brief note from Mr.
Trover having apprised her that Mr. Stocmar
had just arrived, and would wait upon her with-

out further delay. There was not in her air or
manner the slightest trait of inquietude or even

impatience ;
as she sat there, still stitching away

at her Berlin elephant, she seemed an emblem of

calm, peaceful contentedness. Her half-mourn-

ing, perhaps, sobered down somewhat the char-

acter of her appearance, but these lilac-colored

ribbons harmonized well with her fair skin, and
became her much.
With a tact all her own, she had carefully

avoided in the arrangement of her room any of

those little artistic effects which, however suc-

cessful with the uninitiated, would be certain of

a significant appreciation from one familiar with

stage
"
get up" and all the suggestive accessories

of the play-house.' "No," thought she "no
half-open miniatures, no moss-roses in Bohe-
mian glass not even a camellia on my work-
table for Mr. Stocmar." Even Lila, her Italian

greyhound, was dismissed from her accustomed
cushion on that morning, lest her presence might
argue effect.

She knew well that such men as Stocmar have
a sort of instinctive appreciation of a locality,
and she determined he should have the fewest

possible aids to his interpretation of herself. If,

at certain moments, a terrible dread would cross

her mind that this man might know all her his-

tory, who she was, and in what events mixed up,
she rallied quickly from these fears by recalling
how safe from all discovery she had lived for

several years back. Indeed, personally, she was

scarcely known at all, her early married life

having been passed in almost entire reclusion ;

while, later on, her few acquaintances were the

mere knot of men in Hawke's intimacy. There
was also another reflection that supplied its con-

solation : the Stocmars of this world are a race

familiar with secrets; their whole existence is

passed in hearing and treasuring up stories in

which honor, fame, and all future happiness are

often involved
; they are a sort of lay priesthood

to the "fast" world, trusted, consulted, and con-

fided in on all sides. "If he should know me,"
thought she, "it is only to make a friend of

him, and no danger can come from that quar-
ter." Trover's note said : "Ms, Stocmar places
his services at your feet, too proud if in any way
they can be useful to you;" a mere phrase, after

all, which might mean much or little, as it might
be. At the same time she bore in mind that

such men as Stocmar were as little addicted to

rash pledges as Cabinet ministers. Too much
harassed .and worried by solicitation, they usual-

ly screened themselves in polite generalities,
and never incurred the embarrassment of prom-
ising any thing, so that, thus viewed, perhaps, he
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might bo supposed as well-intentioned toward
her.

Let us for a moment a mere moment turn

to Stocmar himself, as he walked up and down
a short garden alley of Trover's garden with

Paten by his side.

"Above all things, remember, Stocmar, be-

lieve nothing she tells you, if she only tell it

earnestly. Any little truth she utters will drop
out unconsciously, never with asseveration."

"I'm prepared for that," replied he, curtly.
"
She'll try it on, too, with fifty little feminine

tricks and graces; and although you may fancy

you know the whole armory, pardi! she has

weapons you never dreamed of."

"Possibly," was the only rejoinder.
"Once for all, "said Paten, and there was im-

patience in his tone,
" I tell you she is a greater

actress than any of your tragedy queens behind
the footlights." I

"Don't you know what Talleyrand said to the

Emperor, Ludlow ?
' I think your majesty may

safely rely upon me for the rogueries.'
"

Paten shook his head dissentingly ;
he was

very far from feeling the combat an equal one.

Stocmar, however, reminded him that his visit

was to be a mere reconnoissance of the enemy,
which under no circumstances was to become a

battle. "I am about to wait upon her with

reference to a daughter she has some thoughts
of devoting to the stage voila tout! I never
heard of you in my life never heard of her

know absolutely nothing of her history, save by
that line in the Times newspaper some six weeks

ago, which recorded the death of Captain Pen-

thony Morris, by fever, in Upper India."

"That will do keep to that," cried Paten
more cheerfully, as he shook his friend's hand
and said good-by.
Your shrewd men of the world seldom like to

be told that any circumstance can arise which

may put their acuteness to the test
; they rather

like to believe themselves always prepared for

every call upon their astuteness. Stocmar, there-

fore, set out in a half irritation, which it took the

three miles of his drive to subdue.

"Mrs. Penthony Morris at home?" asked he
of the discreet-looking English servant whom
Sir William's home prejudices justly preferred to

the mongrel and mustached domestics of native

breed.

"At home for Mr. Stocmar, Sir," said the

man, half inquiring, as he bowed deferentially,
and then led the way up stairs.

When Stocmar entered the room he was some-
what disappointed. Whether it was that he ex-

pected to see something more stately, haughty,
and majestic, like Mrs. Siddons herself, or that

he counted upon being received with a certain

show of warmth and welcome, but the lady be-

fore him was slight, almost girlish in figure,
blushed a little when he addressed her, and, in-

deed, seemed to feel the meeting as awkward a

thing as need be.

"I have to thank you very gratefully, Sir,"

began she, "for condescending to spare me a
small portion of time so valuable as yours.
Mr. Trover says your stay here will be very
brief."

"
Saturday, if I must, Friday, if I can, will be

the limit, Madam, "said he, coldly.
"Indeed !" exclaimed she. "I was scarcely

prepared for so short a visit; but I am aware
how manifold must be your engagements."

"Yes, Madam. Even these seasons, which to

the world are times of recreation and amuse-

ment, are, in reality, to us, periods of active busi-

ness occupation. Only yesterday I heard a bary-
tone before breakfast, listened to the grand chorus
in the '

Huguenots' in my bath, while I decided
on the merits of a ballerina as I sat under the
hands of my barber."

"
And, I venture to say, liked it all," said she,

with an outbreak of frank enjoyment in his de-

scription.

"Upon my life I believe you are right," said

he. " One gets a zest for a pursuit till every
thing else appears valueless save the one object ;

and, for my own part, I acknowledge I have the
same pride in the success of my new tenor, or my
prima donna, as though I had my share in the

gifts which secure it."
" I can fancy all that," said she, in a low, soft

voice. And then stealing a look of half admira-
tion at her visitor, she dropped her eyes again

suddenly, with a slight show of confusion.

"I assure you," continued he, with wannth,
"the season I brought out Cianchettoni, when-
ever he sang a little huskily I used to tell my
friends I was suffering with a sore throat."

"What a deal of sympathy it betrays in your
nature,

"
said she, with a bewitching smile. ' 'And

talking of sore throats, don't sit there in the

draught, but take this chair, here." And she

pointed to one at her side.

As Stocmar obeyed, he was struck by the beau-

ty of her profile. It was singularly regular, and
more youthful in expression than her full face.

He was so conscious of having looked at her

admiringly, that he hastened to cover the awk-
wardness of the moment by plunging at once into

the question of business.
" Trover has informed

me, Madam," began he, "as to the circumstances

in which my very humble services can be made
available to you. He tells me that you have a

daughter
"

"Not a daughter, Sir,
"
interrupted she, in a

low, confidential voice, "a niece the daughter
a sister now no more."
The agitation the words cost her increased

Stocmar's confusion, as though he had evidently

opened a subject of family affliction. Yes, her

handkerchief was to her eyes, and her shoulders

heaved convulsively.
" Mr. Stocmar," said she,

with an effort which seemed to cost her deeply,
"
though we meet for the first time, I am no

stranger to your character. I know your gen-

erpsity, and your high sense of honor. I am
well aware how persons of the highest station

are accustomed to confide in your integrity, and
in that secrecy which is the greatest test of in-

tegrity. I, a poor friendless woman, have no
claim to prefer to your regard, except in the

story of my misfortunes, and which, in compas-
sion to myself. I will spare you. If, however,

you are willing to befriend me on trust that is,

on the faith that I am one not undeserving of

your generosity, and entitled at some future day
to justify my appeal to it if, I say, you be ready
and willing for this, say so, and relieve my in*-

tense anxiety ;
or if

"

"Madam !" broke he in, warmly,
" do not agi-

tate yourself any more. I pledge myself to be

your friend."
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With a bound she started from her seat, and,

seizing his hand, pressed it to her lips, and then,

as though overcome by the boldness of the ac-

tion, she covered her face and sobbed bitterly.

If Stocmar muttered some unmeaning common-

places of comfort and consolation, he was in

reality far more engrossed by contemplating a

foot and ankle of matchless beauty, and which,

in a moment so unguarded, had become acci-

dentally exposed to view.

"I am, then, to regard you as my friend?"

said she, trying to smile through her tears, while

she bent on him a look of softest meaning. She

did not, however, prolong a situation so critical,

but at once, and with an impetuosity that be-

spoke her intense anxiety, burst out into the

story of her actual calamities. Never was there

a narrative more difficult to follow; broken at

one moment by bursts of sorrow, heart-rending

regrets, or scarce less poignant expressions of a

resignation that savored of despair. There was

something very dreadful, and somebody had been

terribly cruel, and the world cold-hearted and

unkind as it is had been even unkinder than

usual. And then she was too proud to stoop to

to this, or accept that. "You surely would not

have wished me to?" cried she, looking into his

eyes very meltingly. And then there was a loss

of fortune somehow, and somewhere; a story
within a story, like a Chinese puzzle. And
there was more cruelty from the world, and
more courage on her part ;

and then there were

years of such suffering years that had so

changed her. "Ah ! Mr. Stocmar, you wouldn't

know me if you had seen me in those days !"

Then there came another bewitching glance from
beneath her long eyelashes, as with a half-sigh
she said, "You know it all, and why my poor
Clara must adopt the stage, for I have concealed

nothing from you nothing !"

"I am to conclude, then, Madam, "said he,
"that the young lady herself has chosen this

career?"

"Nothing of the kind, my dear Mr. Stocmar.
I don't think she ever read a play in her life

;

she has certainly never seen one. Of the stage,
and its ambitions and triumphs, she has not the

very vaguest notion, nor do I believe, if she

had, would any thing in the world induce her to

adopt it."

"This is very strange; I am afraid I scarcely
understand you," broke he in.

"Very probably not, Sir ;
but I will endeavor

to explain my meaning. From the circumstances

I narrated to you a while ago, and from others

which it is unnecessary for me to enter upon, I

have arrived at the conclusion that Clara and I

must separate. She has reached an age in

which either her admissions or her inquiries

might prove compromising. My object would,
therefore, be to part with her in such a manner
as might exclude our meeting again, and my
plan was to enter her a8 a pupil at the Con-
servatoire, either at Bologna or Milan, having
first selected some one who would assume the
office of her guardian, as it were, replacing me
in my authority over her. If her talents and
acquirements were such as to suit the stage, I

trusted to the effect of time and the influence
of companionship to reconcile her to the proj-
ect."

"And may I ask, Madam, have you selected

the person to whom this precious treasure is to
be confided ? the guardian, I mean."
"I have seen him and spoken with him, Sir,

but have not yet asked his acceptance of the
trust."

" Shall I be deemed indiscreet if I inquire his
name?"
"By no means, Sir. He is a gentleman of

well-known character and repute, and he is called
Mr. Stocmar."
' '

Surely, Madam, you can not mean me?" cried

he, with a start.

"No other, Sir. Had I the whole range of
mankind to choose from, you would be the man

;

you embrace within yourself all the conditions
the project requires ; you possess all the special

knowledge of the subject ; you are a man of the

world, fully competent to decide what should be

done, and how
; you have the character of being

one no stranger to generous motives, and you can
combine a noble action with, of course, a very
inadequate, but still some personal, advantage.
This young lady will, in short, be yours, and if

her successes can be inferred from her abilities,

the bribe is not despicable."
"Let us be explicit and clear," said Stocmar,

drawing his chair closer to her, and talking in a

dry, business-like tone. "You mean to consti-

tute me as the sole guide and director of this

young lady, with full power to direct her studies,

and, so to say, arbitrate for her future life.
"

"
Exactly," was the calm reply.

" And what am I to give in return, Madam ?

What is to be the price of such an unlooked-for
benefit?"

"Secrecy, Sir inviolable secrecy, your sol-

emnly-sworn pledge that the compact* between
us will never be divulged to any, even your dear-
est friend. When Clara leaves me, you will

bind yourself that she is never to be traced to

me, that no clew shall ever be found to connect
us one with the other. With another name, who
is to know her ?"

Stocmar gazed steadfastly at her. Was it

that in a moment of forgetfulness she had suf-

fered herself to speak too frankly, for her fea-

tures had now assumed a look of almost stern-

ness, the very opposite to their expression hith-

erto.
' ' And can you part with your niece so easily

as this, Madam?" asked he.
" She is not my niece, Sir," broke she in, with

impetuosity; "we are on honor here, and so I

tell you she is nothing less than nothing to me.
An unhappy event a terrible calamity bound

up our lot for years together. It is a compact
we are each weary of, and I have long told her

that I only await the arrival of her guardian to

relieve myself of a charge which brings no pleas-
ure to either of us."

' ' You have given me a right to be very can-

did with you, Madam," said Stocmar. "May I

adventure so far as to ask what necessity there

can possibly exist for such a separation as this

you now contemplate ?"

"You are evidently resolved, Sir, to avail

yourself of your privilege, "said she, with a slight

irritation of manner ;

" but when people incur a

debt, they must compound for being dunned.
You desire to know why I wish to part with this

girl ? I will tell you. I mean to.cut off all con-

nection with the past ;
and she belongs to it. I
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mean to carry with me no memories of that time
;

and she is one of them. I mean to disassociate

myself from whatever might suggest a gloomy
retrospect; and this her presence does continu-

ally. Perhaps, too, I have other plans plans so

personal that your good breeding and good taste

would not permit you to penetrate."

Though the sarcasm in which these last words
were uttered was of the faintest, Stocmar felt it,

and blushed slightly as he said, "You do me
but justice, Madam. I would not presume so

far! Now, as to the question itself," said he,

after a pause, "it is one requiring some time for

thought and reflection."

"Which is what it does not admit of, Sir,"

broke she in. "It was on Mr. Trover's assurance

that you were one of those who at once can trust

themselves to say,
* I will,' or,

' I will not,' that I

determined to see you. If the suddenness of the

demand be the occasion of any momentary in-

convenience as to the expense, I ought to men-
tion that she is entitled to a few hundred pounds

less, I think, than five which, of course, could

be forthcoming.
"

"A small consideration, certainly, Madam,"
said he, bowing,

' ' but not to be overlooked.
" He

arose and walked the room, as though deep in

thought ;
at last, halting before her chair, and

fixing a steady but not disrespectful gaze on her,

he said, "I have but one difficulty in this affair,

Madam, but yet it is one which I know not how
to surmount."

"State it, Sir," said she, calmly.
" It is this, Madam : in the most unhappy new-

ness of our acquaintance I am ignorant of many
things which, however anxious to know, I have

no distinct right to ask
;
so that I stand between

the perils of my ignorance and the greater perils

of possible presumption."
"I declare to you frankly, Sir, I can not guess

to what YOU allude. If I only surmised what
these matters were, I might possibly anticipate

your desire to hear them."
" May I dare, then, to be more explicit?" asked

he, half timidly.
"It is for you, Sir, to decide upon that," said

she, with some haughtiness.
"
Well, Madam," said he, boldly,

" I want to

know are you a widow ?"

"Yes, Sir," said she, with a calm compo-
sure.

" Am I, then, to believe that you can act free

and uncontrolled, without fear of any dictation

or interference from others?"

"Of course, Sir."
" I mean, in short, Madam, that none can gain-

say any rights you exercise, or revoke any acts

you execute ?"
"
Really, Sir, I can not fancy any other condi-

tion of existence, except it be to persons confined

in an asylum."

"Nay, Madam, you are wrong there," said he,

smiling ;
"the life of every one is a net-work of

obligations and ties, not a whit the less binding
that they are not engrossed on parchment, and
attested by three witnesses; liberty to do this,

or to omit that, having always some penalty as a

consequence."
"Oh, Sir, spare me these beautiful moraliz-

ing*, which only confuse my poor weak woman's

mind, and just say how they address themselves

to me-."

"Thus far, Madam : that your right over the

young lady can not be contested nor shared ?"

"Certainly not. It is with me to decide for

her."

"When, with your permission, I have seen
her and spoken with her, if I find that no ob-
stacle presents itself, why then, Madam, I accept
the charge

"

"And are her guardian," broke she in. " Re-
member, it is in that character that you assume

your right over her. I need not tell a person
of such tact as yours how necessary it will be to

reply cautiously and guardedly to all inquiries,
from whatever quarter coming, nor how prudent
it will be to take her away at once from this."

"I will make arrangements this very day. 1

will telegraph to Milan at once," said he.

"Oh dear!" sighed she, "what a moment of
relief is this, after such a long, long period of
care and anxiety!"
The great sense of relief implied in these words

scarcely seemed to have extended itself to Mr.

Stocmar, who walked up and down the room in

a state of the deepest preoccupation.
"I wish sincerely, "said he, half in soliloquy
"I wish sincerely we had a little more time

for deliberation here that we were not so hur-
ried that, in short, we had leisure to examine
this project more fully and at length."

"My dear Mr. Stocmar," said she, blandly,
looking up from the embroidery that she had just
resumed, "life is not a very fascinating thing,
taken at its best

;
but what a dreary afi'air it

would be if one were to stop every instant and
canvass every possible or impossible eventuality
of the morrow. Do what we will, how plain is

it that we can prejudge nothing, foresee noth-

ing?"
"Reasonable precautions, Madam, are surely

permissible. I was just imagining to myself
what my position would be if, when this young
lady had developed great dramatic ability and

every requirement for theatrical success,, some
relative some fiftieth cousin, if you like, but
some one with claim of kindred should step
forward and demand her. What becomes of all

my rights in such a case?"
" Let me put another issue, Sir. Let me sup-

pose somebody arriving at Dover, or Folkestone,
calling himself Charles Stuart, and averring that,
as the legitimate descendant of that House, he'

was the rightful King of England. Do you
really believe that her Majesty would immediate-

ly place Windsor at his disposal ? or don't you
sincerely suppose that the complicated question
would be solved by the nearest policeman ?"

"But she might marry, Madam."
" With her guardian's consent, of course," said

she, with a demure coquetry of look and man-
ner. "I trust she has been too well brought

up, Mr. Stocmar, to make any risk of disobedi-

ence possible."

"Yes, yes," muttered he, half impatiently,
"it's all very well to talk of guardians' con-

sent ;
but so long as she can say,

' How did you
become my guardian? What authority made

you such ? When, where, and by whom con-

ferred?'"

"My dear Mr. Stocmar, your ingenuity has

conjured up an Equity lawyer instead of an art-

less girl not sixteen years of age ! Do, pray, ex-

plain to me how, with a mind so prone to an-
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ticipate difficulties, and so rife to coin objections

how, in the name of all that is wonderful, do

you ever get through the immense mass of com-

plicated affairs your theatrical life must present ?

If, before you engage a prima donna, you are

obliged to trace her parentage through three

generations back, to scrutinize her baptismal

registry and her mother's marriage certificate,

all I can say is, that a prime minister's duties

must be light holiday work compared with the

cares of your lot."
" My investigations are not carried exactly so

far as you have depicted them, "said he. good-

huraoredly ;

"
but, surely, I am not too exacting

if I say I should like some guarantee
"

"I beg your pardon, Mr. Stocmar," said she,

interrupting him with a laugh, "but may I ask

if you are married?"

"No, Madam. I am a bachelor."

"You probably intend, however, at some fu-

ture time, to change your state. I'm certain

you don't mean to pass all your life in the ego-
tism of celibacy."

"
Possibly not, Madam. I will not say that I

am beyond the age of being fascinated, or being
foolish."

"Just what I mean, Sir. Well, surely, in such
a contingency, you'd not require the lady to give

you what you have just called a guarantee that

she'd not run away from you?"
"My trust in her would be that guarantee,

Madam."
"Extend the same benevolent sentiment to

me, Sir. Trust me. I ask for no more." And
she said this with a witchery of look and man-
ner that made Mr. Stocmar feel very happy, and

very miserable, twice over, within the space of a

single minute.

Poor Mr. Stocmar, what has become of all

your caution, all your craft, and all the counsels

so lately given you ? Where are they now ?

Where is that armor of distrust in which you
were, to resist the barbed arrow of the enchant-
ress ? Trust her ! It was not to be thought of

;

and yet it was exactly the very thing to be done,
in spite of all thought, and in defiance of all

reason.

And so the Stocmar three-decker struck her

flag, and the ensign of the fast frigate floated

from her masthead !

CHAPTER XXXII.

A DRIVE ROUND THE CASCINE AT FLORENCE.

"HERE'S another note for you, Stocmar,"
said Paten, half peevishly, as they both sat at

breakfast at the Hotel d 'Italic, and the waiter
entered with a letter. "That's the third from
her this morning."
"The second only the second, on honor,"

said he, breaking the seal and running his eye
over the contents. "It seems she can not see
me to-day. The Hcathcote family are all in

grief and confusion
;
some smash in America

has involved them in heavy loss. Trover, you
may remember, was in a fright about it last

night. She'll meet me, however, at the mask-
ed ball to-night, where we can confer together.

She]s
to steal out unperceived, and I am to rec-

ognize her by a yellow domino with a little tri-

colored cross on the sleeve. Don't be jealous,

Ludlow, though it does look suspicious."
"Jealous ! I should think not," said the oth-

er, insolently.

"Come, come, you'll not pretend to say she
isn't worth it, Ludlow, nor you'll not affect to

be indifferent to her."

"I wish to Heaven I was indifferent to her;
next to having never met her, it would be the
best thing I know of," said he, rising, and walk-

ing the room with hurried steps. "I tell you,
Stocmar, if ever there was an evil destiny, I be-

lieve that woman to be mine. I don't think I

love her, I can not say to my own heart that I

do, and yet there she is, mistress of my fate, to

make me or mar me, just as she pleases."
' ' Which means, simply, that you arc madly

in love with her," said Stocmar.
"No such thing; I'd do far more to Injure

than to serve her this minute. If I never closed

my eyes last night, it was plotting how to over-

reach her how I should wreck her whole fortune

in life, and leave her as destitute as I am myself."
"The sentiment is certainly amiable," said

Stocmar, smiling.
"I make no pretense to generosity about her,"

said Paten, sternly ;
"nor is it between men like

you and myself fine sentiments, are banded."
"Fine sentiments are one thing, master, an

unreasonable antipathy is another," said Stoc-

mar. "And it would certainly be too hard if

we were to pursue with our hatred eveiy woman
that could not love us."

" She did love me once at least, she said so,
"

broke in Paten.
" $e grateful, therefore, for the past. I know

fd be very much her debtor for any show of

present tenderness, and give it under my hand
never to bear the slightest malice whenever it

pleased her to change her mind."

"By Heaven! Stocmar," cried Paten, pas-

sionately, "I begin to believe you have been

playing me false all this time, telling her all

about me, and only thinking of how to advance

your own interests with her."

"You wrong me egregiously, then," said Stoc-

mar, calmly. "I am ready to pledge you my
word of honor that I never uttered your name,
nor made a single allusion to you in any way.
Will that satisfy you ?"

' * It ought,
" muttered he, gloomily ;

"but sus-

picions and distrusts spring up in a mind like

mine just as weeds do in a rank soil. Don't be

angry with me, old fellow."
" I'm not angry with you, Ludlow, except in

so far as you wrong yourself. Why, my dear

boy, the pursuit of a foolish spite is like going
after a bad debt. All the mischief you could

possibly wish this poor woman could never re-

pay you."
" How can you know that without feeling as

I feel?" retorted he, bitterly. "If I were to

show you her letters," began he; and then, as

if ashamed of his ignoble menace, he stopped
and was silent.

"Why not think seriously of this heiress she

speaks of? I saw her yesterday as she came
back from riding ;

her carriage was awaiting
her at the Piazza del Popolo, and there was act-

ually a little crowd gathered to see her alight."
"Is she so handsome, then?" asked he, half

listlessly.
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"She is beautiful; I doubt if I ever saw as

lovely a face or as graceful a figure."
"I'll wager my head on't Loo is handsomer;

I'll engage to thrust my hand into the fire if

Loo's foot is not infinitely more beautiful."
* ' She has a wonderfully handsome foot, in-

deed," muttered Stocmar.
"And so you have seen it," said Paten, sarcas-

tically. "I wish you'd be frank with me, and

say how far the flirtation went between you."
"Not half so far as I wished it, my boy.

That's all the satisfaction you'll get from me. "

This was said with a certain irritation of man-
ner that for a while imposed silence upon each.

" Have you got a cheroot?" asked Paten, aft-

er a while
;
and the other flung his cigar-case

across the table without speaking.
"I ordered that fellow in Geneva to send me

two thousand," said Paten, laughing ;

" but I be-

gin to suspect he had exactly as many reasons

for not executing the order."

"Marry that girl, Ludlow, and you'll get your
'bacco, I promise you," said Stocmar, gayly." That's all easy talking, my good fellow, but
these things require time, opportunity, and pur-
suit. Now, who's to insure me that they'd not

find out all about me in the mean while? A
woman doesn't marry a man with as little solic-

itation as she waltzes with him, and people in

real life don't contract matrimony as they do in

the third act of a comic opera."
"
Faith, as regards obstacles, I back the stage

to have the worst of it,
" broke in Stocmar. ' ' But

whose cab is this in such tremendous haste Tro-
ver's ? And coming up here, too ? What's in

the wind now ?"

He had but finished these words when Trover
rushed into the room, his face pale as death,
and his lips colorless.

"What's up? what's the matter, man?"
cried Stocmar.

"Ruin's the matter a general smash in

America all securities discredited bills dis-

honored and universal failure."
'

" So much the worse for the Yankees," said

Paten*, lighting his cigar coolly.
A look of anger and insufferable contempt

was all Trover's reply.
"Are you deep with them?" asked Stocmar,

in a whisper to the banker.

"Over head and ears," muttered the other;
' ' we have been discounting their paper freely all

through the winter, till our drawers are choke-

full of their acceptances, not one of which would
now realize a dollar."

" How did the news come? Are you sure of

its being authentic?"

"Too sure; it came in a dispatch to Mrs.
Morris from London. All the investments she

has been making lately for the Heathcotes are

clean swept away ;
a matter of sixty thousand

pounds not worth as many penny-pieces."
"The fortune of Miss Leslie?" asked Stoc-

mar.

"Yes; she can stand it, I fancy, but it's a

heavy blow, too."
" Has she heard the news yet?"
"No, nor Sir William either. The widow

cautioned me strictly not to say a word about
it. Of course, it will be all over the city in an
hour or so, from other sources."

" What do you mean to do, then ?"

" Twist is trying to convert some of our paper
nto cash, at a heavy sacrifice. If he succeed

we can stand it
;

if not, we must bolt to-night."
He paused for a few seconds, and then, in a

lower whisper, said, "Isn't she game, that wid-

ow ? What do you think she said ?
' This is

mere panic, Trover,
'

said she
;

'
it's a Yankee

roguery, and nothing more. If I could com-
mand a hundred thousand pounds this minute,
I'd invest every shilling of it in their paper;
and if May Leslie will let me, you'll see whether
I'll be true to my word.' "

"It's easy enough to play a bold game on
one's neighbor's money,

" said Stocmar.
' ' She'd have the same pluck if it were her

own, or I mistake her much. Has he got any
disposable cash?" whispered Trover, with jerk
of his thumb toward Paten.
"Not a sixpence in the world."

"What a situation !" said Trover in a whisper,

trembling with agitation.
"
Oh, there's Heath-

cote's brougham stopping here, too ! See !

that's Mrs. Morris, giving some directions to

the servant. She wants to see von, I'm sure."

Stocmai-, making a sign to Trover to keep
Paten in conversation, hurried from the room

just in time to meet the footman in the corridor.

It was, as .the banker supposed, a request that

Mr. Stocmar would favor her with "one min-
ute" at the door. She lifted her veil as he came

up to the window of the carriage, and in her

sweetest of accents said,
" Can you take a turn with me ? I want to

speak to you."
He was speedily beside her, and away they

drove, the coachman having received orders to

make one turn of the Cascine, and back to the

hotel.

"I'm deep in affairs this morning, my dear

Mr. Stocmar," began she, as they drove rapidly

along, "and have to bespeak your kind aid to

befriend me. You have not seen Clara yet, and

consequently are unable to pronounce upon her

merits in any way, but events have occurred

which require that she should be immediately
provided for. Could you, by any possibility, as-

sume the charge of her to-day this evening ?

I mean so far as to convey her to Milan, and

place her at the Conservatoire."

"But, my dear Mrs. Morris, there is" an ar-

rangement to be fulfilled there is a preliminary
to be settled. No young ladies are received there

without certain stipulations made and complied
with."

" All have been provided for
;
she is admitted

as the ward of Mr. Stocmar. Here is the doc-

ument, and here the amount of the first half

year's 'pension.'"
" Clara Stocmar,'

" read he. "
Well, I must

say, Madam, this is going rather far."

"You shall not be ashamed of your niece,

Sir," said she, "or else I mistake greatly your
feeling for her aunt." Oh, Mr. Stocmar, how is

it that all your behind-scene experiences have
not hardened you against such a glance as that

which has now set your heart a beating with-

in that embroidered waistcoat? " My dear Mr.

Stocmar," she went on, "if the world has taught
me any lesson, it has been to know, by an in-

stinct that never deceives, the man I can dare to

confide in. You had not crossed the room where
I received you, till I felt you to be such. I said
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to mvself, 'Here is one who will not want to

make* love to me, who will not break out into

wild rhapsodies of passion and professions, but

who will at once understand that I need his

friendship and his counsel, and that
' " Here

she dropped her eyes, and gently suffering her

hand to touch his, muttered, "and that I can

estimate their value, and try to repay it.
" Poor

Mr. Stocmar, your breathing is more flurried

than c-vcr. So agitated, indeed, was he, that it

was some seconds ere he became conscious that

she had entered upon a narrative for which she

had bespoken his attention, and whose details he

only caught some time after their commence-
ment. " You thus perceive, Sir," said she,

" the

great importance of time in this affair. Sir Wil-

liam is confined to his room with gout, in con-

siderable pain, and, naturally enough, far too

much engrossed by his sufferings to think of

any thing else; Miss Leslie has her own pre-

occupations, 'and, though the loss of a large sum
of money may not much increase them, the dis-

aster will certainly serve to engage her attention.

This is precisely the moment to get rid of Clara

with the least possible eclat ; we shall all be in

such a state of confusion that her departure will

scarcely be felt or noticed."

"Upon my life, Madam," said Stocmar, draw-

ing a long breath, "you frighten you actually

terrify me ; you go to every object you have in

view with such energy and decision, noting every
chance circumstance which favors you, so nice-

ly balancing motives, and weighing probabilities
with such cool accuracy, that I feel how we men
are mere puppets, to be moved about the board

at your will."

"And for what is the game played, my dear

Mr. Stocmar?" said she, with a seductive smile.

"Is it not to win some one among you?"
"Oh, by Jove! if a man could only flatter

himself that he held the right number, the lot-

tery would be glorious sport."
"If the prize be such as you say, is not the

chance worth something?" And these words
were uttered with a downcast shyness that made
fcvery syllable of them thrill within him.
"What does she mean?" thought he, in all

the flurry of his excited feelings.
" Is she mere-

ly playing me off to make use of me, or am I to

believe that she really will, after all? Though
I confess to thirty-eight, I am actually no more
than forty-two only a little bald and gray in the

whiskers, and confound it, she guesses what is

passing through my head. What are you laugh-
ing at

; do, I beg of you, tell me truly what it

is ?" cried he aloud.

"I was thinking of an absurd analogy, Mr.
Stocmar: some African traveler I'm not sure
that it is not Mungo Park mentions that he
used to estimate the depth of the rivers by throw-

ing stones into them, and watching the time it

took for the air-bubbles to come up to the sur-
face. Now, I was just fancying what a measure
of human motives might be fashioned out of the
interval of silence which intervenes between some
new impression and the acknowledgment of it.

You were gravely and seriously asking yourself,
' Am I in love with this woman?' "

"I was," said he, solemnly."
I knew it," said she, laughing. "I knew it."

"And what was the answer do you know
that, too ?" asked he, almost sternly.

"
Yes, the answer was somewhat in this shape :

* I don't half trust her !'
"

They both laughed very joyously after this,

Stocmar breaking out into a second laugh after
he had finished.

"Oh, Mr. Stocmar," cried she, suddenly, and
with an impetuosity that seemed beyond her con-

trol, "I have no need of a declaration on vour

part. I can read what passes in your heart by
what I feel in my own. We have each of us
seen that much of life to make us afraid of rash
ventures. We want better security for our in-

vestments in affection than we used to do once
on a time, not alone because we have seen so

many failures, but that our disposable capital is

less. Come now, be frank, and tell me one thing
not that I have a doubt about it, but that I'd

like to hear it from yourself confess honestly,

you know who I am and all about me ?"

So sudden and so unexpected was this bold

speech, that Stocmar, well versed as he was in

situations of difficulty, felt actually overcome
with confusion

;
he tried to say something, but

could only make an indistinct muttering, and
was silent.

"It required no skill on my part to see it," con-
tinued she. "Men so well acquainted with life as

you ;
such consummate tacticians in the world's

strategies, only make one blunder
;

'

but you all

of you make that: you always exhibit in some
nameless little trait of manner a sense of ascend-

ency over the woman you deem in your power.
You can't help it. It's not through tyranny, it's

not through insolence it is just the man-nature
in you, that's all."

"If you read us truly, you read us harshly,
too," began he. Bat she cut him short, by ask-

ing,
"And who was your informant? Paten,

wasn't it?"

"Yes, I heard every thing from him," said he,

calmly.
"And my letters have you read them, too ?"
"No. I have heard him allude to them, but

never saw them."

"So, then, there is some baseness yet left for

him," said she, bitterly, "and I'm almost sorry
for it. Do you know, or will you believe me
when I tell it, that, after a life with many re-

verses and much to grieve over, my heaviest

heartsore was ever having known that man?"
"You surely cared for him once?"

"Never, never!" burst she out violently.
"When we met first I was the daily victim of

more cruelties than might have crushed a dozen

women. His pity was very precious, and I felt

toward him as that poor prisoner we read of felt

toward the toad that shared his dungeon. It was
one living thing to sympathize with, and I could

not afford to relinquish it, and so I wrote all man-
ner of things love-letters I suppose the world

would call them, though some one or two might,

perhaps, decipher the mystery of their meaning,
and see in them all the misery of a hopeless wom-
an's heart. No matter, such as they were, they
were confessions wrung out by the rack, and need

not have been recorded as calm avowals, still lc ss

treasured up as bonds to be paid off."
' ' But if you made him love you

"

"Made him love me !" repeated she, with in-

solent scorn
;

" how well you know your friend !

But even he never pretended that. My letters in
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his eyes were I Us, and no more. Like many
a one in distress, I promised any rate of interesl

demanded of me
;
he saw my misery, and dicta-

ted the terms."

"I think you judge him hardly."

"Perhaps so. It is little matter now. .The

question is, will he give up these letters, and on
what conditions ?"

" I think if you were yourself to see him "

"/to see him! Never, never! There is no

consequence I would not accept rather than meet
that man again."
"Are you not taking counsel from passion

rather than your real interest here?"
" I may be ; but passion is the stronger. What

sum in money do you suppose he would take ?

I can command nigh seven hundred pounds.
Would that suffice ?"

" I can not even guess this point ;
but if you

like to confide to me the negotiation
"

"Is it not in your hands already?" asked she,

bluntly.
" Have you not come out here for the

purpose ?"

"No, on my honor," said he, solemnly; "for
once you are mistaken."

" I am sorry for it. I had hoped for a speed-
ier settlement," said she, coldly. "And so you
really came abroad in search of theatrical novel-

ties. Oh' dear!" sighed she, "Trover said so;
and it is so confounding when any one tells the

truth !"

She paused, and there was a silence of some
minutes. At last she said,

" Clara disposed of,

and these letters in my possession, and I should
feel like one saved from shipwreck. Do you
think you could promise me these, Mr. Stoc-

mar?"
.

" I see no reason to despair of either,
"
said he

;

" for the first I have pledged myself, and I will

certainly do all in my power for the second."
"You must then make me another promise:

you must come back here for my wedding.
"

"Your wedding!"
"Yes. I am going to marry Sir, William

Heathcote," said she, sighing heavily.
" His

debts prevent him ever returning to England,
and, consequently, I run the less risk of being

inquired after and traced, than if I were to go
back to that dear land of perquisition and per-
secution."

"The world is very small nowadays," mutter-
ed Stocmar. ' '

People are known every where.
' '

"So they are," said she, quickly. "But on
the Continent, or at least in Italy, the detectives

only give you a nod of recognition ; they do not

follow you with a warrant, as they do at home.
This makes a great difference, Sir."

"And can you really resign yourself, at your
age, and with your attractions, to retire from the

world?" said he, with a deep earnestness of

manner.
"Not without regret, Mr. Stocmar. I will

not pretend it. But, remember, what would life

be if passed upon a tight-rope, always poising,

always balancing, never a moment without the

dread of a fall, never a second without the con-
sciousness that the slightest divergence might be
death ! Would you counsel me to face an ex-
istence like this? Kemember, besides, that in

the world we live in, they who wreck character
are not the calumnious, they are simply the idle

the men and women who, having nothing to

do, do mischief without knowing. One remarks
that nobody in the room knew that woman with
the blue wrjeath in her hair, and at once she be-
comes an object of interest. Some of the men
have admired her

;
the women have discovered

innumerable blemishes in her appearance. She
becomes at once a topic and a theme where
she goes, what she wears, whom she speaks to,

are all reported, till, at length, the man who can

give the clew to the mystery, and tell
'

all about

her,' is a public benefactor. At what dinner-

party is he not the guest? what opera-box is

denied him? where is the coterie so select at

which his presence is not welcome so long as the

subject is a fresh one ? They tell us that society,
like the Church, must have its

' autos da fe,
'

but
one would rather not be the victim."

Stocmar gave a sigh that seemed to imply as-

sent.

"And so," said she, with a deeper sigh, "I
take a husband, as others take the veil, for the

sake of oblivion."

While she said this, Stocmar's eyes were turn-

ed toward her with a most unfeigned admira-
tion. He felt as he might have done if a great
actress were to relinquish the stage in the very
climax of her greatest success. He wished he
could summon courage to say, "You shall not
do so; there are grander triumphs before you,
and we will share them together ;" but, some-

how, his "nerve" failed him, and he could not

utter the words.

"I see what is passing in your heart, Mr.

Stocmar," said she, plaintively.
" You are sor-

ry for me you pity me but you can't help it.

Well, that sympathy will be my comfort many
a day hence, when you will have utterly forgot-
ten me. I will think over it and treasure it when

many a long mile will separate us."

Mr. Stocmar went through another paroxysm
of temptation. At last he said, "I hope this Sir

William Heathcote is worthy of you I do trust

he loves you."
She held her handkerchief over her face, but

her shoulders moved convulsively for some sec-

onds. Was it grief or laughter ? Stocmar evi--

dently thought the former, for he quickly said,
" I have been very bold very indiscreet. Pray
forgive me."

"Yes, yes, I do forgive you," said she, hur-

riedly, and with her head averted. "It was my
fault* not yours. But here we are at your hotel,

and I have got so much to say to you ! Kemem-
ber, we meet to-night at the ball. You will know
me by the cross of ribbon on my sleeve, which,
if you come in domino, you will take off and pin

upon your own
;

this will be the signal between
us."

"I will not forget it," said he, kissing her hand
with an air of devotion as he said "Good-by !"

"I saw her !" whispered a voice in his ear. He
turned, and Paten, whose face was deeply muffled

in a coarse woolen wrapper, was beside him.

CHAPTER XXXIII.

SIR WILLIAM IN THE GOUT.

Sin WILLIAM HEATHCOTE in his dressing-

room, wrapped up with rugs, and his foot on a

stool, looked as little like a bridegroom as need
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be. He was suffering severely from gout, and

in all the irritable excitement of that painful

malady.
A mass of unopened letters lay on the table

beside him, littered as it was with physic-bottles,

pill-boxes,
and a small hand-bell. On the car-

pet around him lay the newspapers and reviews,

newlv arrived, but all indignantly thrown aside,

uncared for by one too deeply engaged in his

sufferings to waste a thought upon the interests

of the world.
" Not come in yet, Fenton ?" cried he, angrily,

to his servant. "I'm certain you're mistaken;

go and inquire of her maid."

"I have just asked Mamselle, Sir, and she

says her mistress is still out driving."

""Give me my colchicum no, the other bottle

that small phial. But you can't drop them.

There, leave it down, and send Miss Leslie

here."
" She is at the Gallery, Sir."

"Of course she is," muttered he, angrily, be-

low his breath
;

"
gadding, like the rest. Is there

no one can measure out my medicine ? Where's
Miss Clara?"

" She's in the drawing-room, Sir."
" Send her here beg her to do me the favor,

"

cried he, subduing the irritation of his manner,
as he wiped his forehead, and tried to seem calm
and collected.

"Did you want me, Grandpapa?" said the

young girl, entering, and addressing him by the

title she had one day given him in sportiveness,
and which he liked to be called by.

"Yes," said he, roughly, for his pain was

again upon him. "I wanted any one that

would be humane enough to sit with me for a
while. Are you steady enough of hand to drop
that medicine for me, child?"
"I think so," said she, smiling gently.
"But you must be certain, or it won't do. I'd

not like to be poisoned, my good girl. Five-and-

twenty drops no more."
"I'll count them, Sir, and be most careful,"

said she,, rising, and taking the bottle.

"Egad, I scarcely fancy trusting you," said

he, half peevishly.
" A giddy thing like you

would feel little remorse at having overdone the

dose."

"Oh! Grandpapa!"
"Oh! of course you'd not do it purposely.

But why am I left to such chances ? Why isn't

your mother here? There are all my letters,

besides, unread
;
and they can not, if need were,

be answered by this post."" She said that she'd be obliged to call at the
bank this morning, Sir, and was very likely to

be delayed there for a considerable time."
"I'm sure I can not guess why. It is Trover

and Twist's duty to attend to her at once. They
would not presume to detain her. Oh ! here
comes the pain again! Why do you irritate

me, child, by these remarks? Can't you sec
how they distress me?"

" Dear Grandpapa, how sorry I am ! Let me
give you these drops."

"Not for the world ! No, no, I'll not be ac-
to my own death. If it come, it shall

come at its own time. There, I am not angry ,

with you, child
;

don't get so pale ;
sit down

;

here, beside me. What's all this story about
your guardian? I heard it so confusedly last

night, during an attack of pain, I can make
nothing of it."

" I scarcely know more of it myself, Sir. All
I do know is, that he has come out from En-
gland to take me away with him, and place me,
mamma says, at some Pensionnat."

"No, no
;
this mustn't be this is impossible !

You belong to us, dear Clara. I'll not permit
it. Your poor mamma would be heart-broken
to lose you."

Clara turned away, and wiped two large tears

from her eyes : her lips trembled so that she
could not utter a word.

"No. no," continued he; "a guardian is all

very well, but a mother's rights are very differ-

ent and such a mother as yours, Clara ! Oh !

by Jove ! that was a pang ! Give me that toast-

and-water, child quickly!"
It was with a rude impatience he seized the

glass from her hand and drank off the contents.

"This pain makes one a downright savage, my
poor Clara," said he, patting her cheek, "but
old Grandpapa will not be such a bear to-mor-
row."

"To-morrow, when I'm gone !" muttered she,
half dreamily.

" And his name ? What is it ?
"

"
Stocmar, Sir."

" Stocmar Stocmar? never heard of a Stoc-

mar, except that theatrical fellow near St.

James's. Have you seen him, child?"
' '

No, Sir. I was out walking when he called.
"

"Well, do the same to-morrow," cried he,

peevishly, for another twitch of gout had just
crossed him. "It's always so," muttei'ed he;
"every annoyance of life lies in wait for the

moment a man is laid up with gout, just as if

the confounded malady were not torture enough
by itself. There's Charley going out as a volun-

teer to India, for what or why no one can say.
If there had been some insurmountable obstacle

to his marriage with May, he'd have remained
to overcome it; but because he loves her, and
that she likes him By Jove, that was a pang!"
cried he, wiping his forehead, after a terrible

moment of pain.
"

Isn't it so, Clara?" he re-

sumed. "You know better than any of us that

May never cared for that tutor fcllow^-I forget
his name

; besides, that's an old story now, a
matter of long ago. But he will go. He says
that even a rash resolve at six-and-twenty is far

better than a vain and hopeless regret at six-

and-forty ;
but I say, let him many May Leslie,

and he need neither incur one nor the other.

And so this guardian's name is Harris?"

"No, Grandpapa, Stocmar."

"Oh, to be sure. I was confounding him
with another of those stage-people. And what
business has he to carry you off without your
mother's consent?"

" Mamma does consent, Sir. She says that

my education has been so much neglected that

it 'is actually indispensable I should study now."
" Education neglected ! what nonsense ! Do

they want to make you a Professor of the Sor-

bonne ? Why, child, without any wish to make

you vain, you know ten times as much as half

the collegiate fellows one meets, what with Ian-,

guages, and music, and drawing, and all that

school learning of mamma's own teaching. And
then that memory of yours, Clara; why, you seem
to me to forget nothing."
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" I remember but too well," muttered she to

herself.

"What was it you said, child? I did not

catch it," said he. And then, not waiting for

her reply, he went on :
" And all your high spir-

its, my little Clara, where are they gone ? And
your odd rhymes, that used to amuse me so?

You never make them now."
"
They do not cross my mind as they used to

do," said she, pensively.
"You vote them childish, perhaps, like your

dolls?" said he, smiling."
No, not that. I wish with all my heart I

could go back to the dolls and the nursery songs.
I wish I could live all in the hour before me,
making little dramas of life, with some delight-
ful part for myself in each, and only be aroused
from the illusion to join a real world just as en-

joyable.
"

"But surely, child, you have not reached the
land of regrets already?" said he, fondly drawing
her toward him with his arm.
She turned her head away, and drew her hand

across her eyes.
"It is very early to begin with sorrow, my

dear child," said he, affectionately. "Let me
hopie that it's only an April cloud, with the sil-

ver lining already peeping through."
A faint sob broke from her, but she did not

speak.
"I'd ask to be your confidant only in think-

ing I could serve you, dearest Clara. Old men
like myself get to know a good deal of life with-

out any study of it."

She made a slight effort to disengage herself

from his arm, but he held her fast, and, after a

moment, she leaned her head upon his shoulder
and burst out crying.
At this critical instant the door opened, and

Mrs. Morris entered. Scarcely inside the room,
she stood like one spell-bound, unable to move or

speak ;
her features, flushed by exercise, became

pale as death, her lips actually livid. "Am I

indiscreet?" asked she, in a voice scarcely other
than a hiss of passion. "Do I interrupt a con-

fidence, Sir William?"
"I am not sure that you do," said he. good-

humoredly.
' '

Though I was pressing Clara to

accept me as a counselor, I'm not quite certain

I was about to "Succeed.
"

"Indeed!" said Mrs. Morris, sarcastically." My theory about young ladies excludes secrets

altogether. It assumes them to be candid and

open-hearted. They who walk openly, and on
the high ~oad, want little guidance beyond the

dictates of a right purpose. Go to your room,
Clara, and I'll be with you presently." These
latter words were spoken in perfect calm, and

obeyed at once. Mrs. Morris was now alone
with Sir William.
The Baronet felt ill at ease. With a perfect

consciousness of honorable motives, there is an
awkwardness in situations which seem to require

explanation, if not excuse, and he waited, in a
sort of fidgety impatience, that she should say
something that might enable him to state what
had occurred between Clara and himself.

"
I hope you are better than when I left you

this morning ?" said she, as she untied her bon-
net and seated herself in front of him.

"Scarcely so; these pains recur at every in-

stant, and my nerves are shattered with irrita-

bility."

" I'm sorry for it, for you have need of all your
firmness

;
bad news has come from America."

" Bad news ? What sort of bad news ? Is

there a-war
"

"A war I" said she, contemptuously.
" I wish

it was a war ! It's far worse than war. It's gen-
eral bankruptcy. All the great houses breaking,
and securities utterly valueless."

"Well, bad enough, no doubt, but it does not

immediately concern s," said he, quickly.
" Not concern us I Why, what have we been

doing these last months but buying into this

share-market ? Have we not invested largely in

Kansas stock, in Iroquois and in Texan bonds?"

Whether he had not originally understood

the transfers in which he had borne his part, or

whether the pain of his seizure had effaced all

memory of the events, he now sat bewildered

and astounded, like one suddenly aroused from

a deep sleep, to listen to disastrous news.
" But I don't understand," cried he. " I can

not see how all this has been done. I heard you
and Trover discussing it together, and I saw in-

numerable colored plans of railroads that were
to be, and cities that must be, and I remember

something about lands to be purchased for two
dollars and resold for two hundred."

"And, by all that, you have confessed to know

every thing that /did," said she, firmly. "It
was explained to you that, instead of muddling
away upon mortgage at home, some thirty or

even forty per cent, might be realized in the

States. I showed you the road by risking what-

ever little fortune I possessed, and you followed.

Now we have each of us lost our money, and
there's the whole story."
"But it's May's money I've lost!" cried he,

with a voice of anguish.
"I don't suppose it matters much to whom it

belonged once," said she, dryly. "The gentle-

men into whose hands it falls will scarcely bur-

den themselves to ask whence it came."

"But I had no right to gamble May Leslie's

fortune !" burst he in.
" We have no time for the ethical part of the

question at present," said she, calmly. "Our
concern is with how we are to save the most we
can. I have just seen the names of two houses

at New York, which, if aided in time, will be

able to stand the torrent, and eventually pay

every thing. To save their credit here will re-

quire about eighteen thousand pounds. It is our

interest our only hope, indeed to rescue them.

Could you induce May to take this step ?"
' ' Induce May to peril another large portion

of her fortune!" cried he, in horror and aston-

ishment.

"Induce her to arrest what might proceed to

her ruin," whispered she, in a low, distinct voice.
" If these American securities are forfeited, there

will be no money forthcoming to meet the calls

for the Spanish railroads no resources to pay
the deposit on the concessions in Naples. You
seem to forget how deep our present engage-
ments are. We shall need above thirty thousand

pounds by the 1st of March fully as much more
six weeks later."

The old man clasped his hands convulsively,
and trembled from head to foot.

" You know well how ignorant she is of all we
have done all we are doing," said he, with deep
emotion.
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"I know well that no one ever labored and

worked for my benefit as I have toiled for hers.

My endeavor was to triple, quadruple her for-

tune, and if unforeseen casualties have arisen to

thwart my plans, I am not deterred by such dis-

asters. I wish I could say as much for you."
The ineffable insolence of her manner as she

uttered this taunt, far from rousing the old man's

anger, seemed only to awe and subdue him.

"Yes," continued she, "I am only a woman,
and, as a woman, debarred from all those resorts

where information is rife, and knowledge at-

tainable; but even working darkly, blindly, as

I must, I have more reliance and courage than

some men that I wot of!"

He seemed for a moment to struggle hard with

himself to summon the spirit to reply to her
;
for

an instant he raised his head haughtily, but as

his eyes met hers they fell suddenly, and he mut-

tered in a half-broken voice,
" I meant all for

the best !"
"
Well," cried she, after a brief pause, "it is

no time for regrets, or recriminations either. It

is surely neither your fault nor mine that the

cotton crop is a failure, or that discounts are

high in Broadway. When May comes in you
must explain to her what has happened, and ask

her leave to sell out her Sardinian stock. It is

a small sum. to be sure, but it will give us a res-

pite for a day or two, and then we shall think of

our next move."
She left the room as she said this, and any

thing more utterly hopeless than the old Baronet
it would be difficult to imagine. Bewildered and
almost stunned by the difficulties around him, 'a

sort of vague sense of reliance upon her sustain-

ed him so long as she was there. No sooner,

however, had she gone, than this support seem-
ed withdrawn, and he sat, the very picture of

dismay and discomfiture.

The project by which the artful Mrs. Morris

had originally seduced him into speculation was
no other than to employ Miss Leslie's fortune

as the means of making advantageous purchases
of land in the States, and of discounting at the

high rate of interest so freely given in times of

pressure in the cities of the Union. To suffer

a considerable sum to lie unprofitably yielding
three per cent, at home, when it might render

thirty by means of a little energy and a -little

skill, seemed actually absurd; and not a day
used to go over, in which she would not com-

pute, from the recorded rates of the exchanges,
the large gains that might have been realized,

without, as she would say, "the shadow of a
shade of risk." Sir William had once gam-
bled on 'Change and in railroad speculations
the whole of a considerable estate

;
and the old

leaven of speculation still worked within him.
If there be a spirit which no length of years can
efface, no changes of time eradicate, it is the
gamester's reliance upon fortune. Estranged for
a long period as he had lived from all the ex-

citing incidents of enterprise, no sooner was the

picture of gain once more displayed before him,
than he eagerly embraced it.

" Ah !" he would say to himself,
"

if I had but
had the advantage of her clear head and shrewd
power of calculation long ago, what a man I

might be to-day. That woman's wit of hers

puts all mere men's acuteness to the blush." It
is not necessary to say that the softest of blue

eyes, and the silkiest of brown hair, did not de-
tract very largely from the influences of her
mental superiority ;

and Sir William was arrived
at that precise lustre in which such fascinations
obtain their most undisputed triumphs.

Poets talk of youth as the impressionable age ;

they rave about its ardor, its impetuous, uncal-
culating generosity, and so forth

; but for an act
of downright self-forgetting devotion, for that

impulsive spirit that takes no counsel from calm
reason, give us an elderly gentleman any thing
from sixty-four to fourscore. These are the

really ardent and tender lovers easy victims,
too, of all the wiles that beset them.
Had any grave notary, or deep plotting man

upon 'Change, suggested to Sir William the proj-
ect of employing his ward's fortune with any view
to his own profit, the chances arc that the hint
would have been rejected as an outrage, and the

suggester insulted
;
but the plan came from rosy

lips, whispered by the softest of voices
;
and even

the arithmetic was jotted down by fingers so ta-

per and so white, that he lost sight of the multi-

ples in his admiration of the calculator. His
first experiences, besides, were all great success-
es. Kansas scrip went up to a fabulous premium.
When he sold out his Salt Lake Fives, he real-

ized cent, per cent. These led him on. That
"ardor nummi" which was not new in the days
of the Latin poet, is as rife in our time as it was
centuries ago.

Let us also bear in mind that there is some-

thing very fascinating to a man of a naturally
active temperament to be recalled, after years
of inglorious leisure, to subjects of deep and stir-

ring interest
;
he likes the self-flattery of being

equal to such themes, that his judgment should
be as sound, his memory as clear, and his ap-
prehension as ready as it used to be. PVoud
man is the old fox-hunter that can charge his
"
quickset" at fourscore

;
but infinitely prouder

the old country gentleman who, at the same
age, fancies himself deep in all the mysteries of

finance, and skilled in the crafty lore of the
share-market.

And, last of all, he was vexed and irritated by
Charley's desertion of him, and taunted by the
tone in which the young man alluded to the
widow and her influence in the family. To be

taught caution, or to receive lessons in worldly
craft from one very much our junior, is always a
trial of temper ;

and so did every thing conspire
to make him an easy victim to her machina-
tions.

And May what of her? May signed her

name when and v^ierever she was told, con-

curred with every .ing, and, smiling, expressed
her gratitude for al 1 the trouble they were taking
on her behalf. Her only impression throughout
was that property was a great source of worry ;

and what a fortunau ihi.ig it was for her to have

met with those who understood its interests, and
could deal with its eventualities! Of her large
fortune she actually know nothing.

^

Little jests

would be bandied, at breakfast, and dinner, about

May being the owner of vast tracts in the Far

West, territories wide as principalities, with mines

here, and great forests there, and so on, and

sportive allusions to her one day becoming the

queen of some far-away land beyond the sea.

Save in such laughing guise as this she never

approached the theme, nor cared for it.
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Between May and Clara a close friendship had

grown up. Besides the tastes that united them,
there was another and a very tender bond that

linked their hearts together. They were confi-

dantes. May told Clara that she really loved

Charles Heathcote, and never knew it till they
were separated. She owned that if his careless,

half-indifferent way had piqued her, it was only
after she had been taught to resent it. She had
once even regarded it as the type of his manly,

independent nature, which she now believed to

be the true version of his character
;
and then

there was a secret a real young-lady secret

between them, fastest of all the bonds that ever

bound such hearts together.

May fancied or imagined that young Layton
had gone away, trusting that time was to plead
for him, and that absence was to appeal in his

behalf. Perhaps he had said so perhaps he

hoped it perhaps it was a mere dream of her
own. Who knows these things ? In that, same
court of Cupid fancies are just as valid as affida-

vits, and the vaguest illusions quite as much evi-

dence as testimony taken on oath.

Now, among all the sorrows that a young lady
loves best to weep over, there is not one whose

ecstasy can compare with the affliction for the

poor fellow who loves her to madness, but whose
affection she can not return. It is a very strange
and curious fact and fact it is that this same
tie of a rejected devotion will occasionally exact

sacrifices just as great as the most absorbing pas-
sion.

To have gained a man's heart, as it were, in

spite of him to have become the depositary of

all his hopes, and yet not given him one scrap
of a receipt for his whole investment has a won-
derful attraction for the female nature. It is the

kind of debt of honor she can appreciate best of

all, and, it .must be owned, it is one she knows
how to deal with in a noble and generous spirit.

To the man so placed with regard to her she will

observe an undying fidelity ;
she will defend him

at any cost she will uphold him at any sacri-

fice. Now, May not only confessed to Clara that

Layton had made her the offer of his heart, but
she told how heavily on her conscience lay the

possible if it were so much as possible sin of

having given him any encouragement.
"You must write to the poor fellow for me,

Clara. You must tell him from me from my-
self, remember that it would be only a cruelty
to suffer him to cherish hope ;

that my seM-ac-

cusings painful enough now would be 'tortures

if I were to deceive him. I'm sure it is better

no matter what the anguish be to deal thus

honestly and fairly ;
and you can add, that his

noble qualities will be ever dwelt on by me in-

deed you may say, by both of us with the very
deepest interest, and that no higher happiness
could be than to hear of his success in life."

May said this, and much more to the same pur-
pose. ^She professed to teel for him the most sin-

cere friendship, faintly foreshadowing throughout
that it was not the least demerit on his part his be-

ing fascinated by such attractions as hers, though
they were, in reality, not meant to captivate him.

I can not exactly say how far Clara gave a
faithful transcript of her friend's feelings, for I
never saw but a part of the letter she wrote

;

but certainly it is only fair to suppose, from its

success, that it was all May could have desired.

The epistle had followed Layton from an ad-

dress he had given in Wales to Dublin, thence

to the north of Ireland, and finally overtook

him in Liverpool the night before he sailed for

America.
He answered it at once. He tendered all his

gratitude for the kind thoughtfuiness that had

suggested the letter. He said that such an evi-

dence of interest was inexpressibly dear to him
at a moment when nothing around or about him
was of the cheeriest. He declared that, going
to a far-away land, with an uncertain future be- ,

fore him, it was a great source of encouragement
to him to feel that good wishes followed his steps ;

and he owned, in a spirit of honest loyalty, that

few as were the months that had intervened, they
were enough to convince him of the immense

presumption of his proffer. "You will tell Miss

Leslie," wrote he, "that in the intoxication of

all the happiness I lived in at the Villa, I lost

head as well as heart. It was such an atmos-

phere of enjoyment as I had never breathed be-

fore, may never breathe again. I could not stop
to analyze what it was that imparted such ec-

stasy to my existence, and naturally enough ten-

dered all my homage and all my devotion to one
whose loveliness was so surpassing ! If I was
ever unjust enough to accuse her of having en-

couraged my rash presumption, let me now en-

treat her pardon. I see and own my fault."

The letter was very long, but not always very
coherent. There was about it a humility that

smacked more of wounded pride than submis-

siveness, and occasionally a sort of shadowy pro-
test that, while grateful for proffered friendship,
he felt himself no subject for pity or compassion.
To use the phrase of Quackinboss, to whom he
read it, "It closed the account with that firm,
and declared no more goods from that store."

But there was a loose slip of paper inclosed,

veiy small, and with only a few lines written on
it. It was to Clara herself. "And so you have

kept the slip ofjessamine I gave you on that day
gave you so ungraciously, too. Keep it still,

dear Clara. Keep it in memory of one who,
when he claims it of you, will ask you to recall

that hour, and never again forget it!"

This she did not show to May Leslie
;
and thus

was there one secret which she treasured in her

own heart, alone.

CHAPTER XXXIV.

A WARM DISCUSSION.

"I KNEW it I could have sworn to it," cried

Paten, as he listened to* Stocmar's narrative of

his drive with Mrs. Morris.
* ' She has just done

with you as with fifty others. Of course, you'll

not believe that you can be the dupe she'd not

dare to throw her net for such a fish as you. Ay,
and land you afterward, high and dry, as she

has done with scores of fellows as sharp as either

of us."

Stocmar sipped his wine, half simpering at

the passionate warmth of his companion, which,
not without truth, he ascribed to a sense ofjeal-

ousy.
"I know her well," continued Paten, with

heightened passion. "I have reason to know
her well

;
and I don't believe that this moment
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you could match her for falsehood in all Europe.
There is not a solitary spot in her heart without

a snare in it."

"Strange confession this, from a lover, said

Stocmar, smiling.

"If you call a lover one that would peril his

own life to bring shame and disgrace on hers, I

um such a man."
" It is not more than a week ago you told me,

in all seriousness, that you would marry her, if

she'd have you."
"And I say it again, here and now; and I

'say more, that if I had the legal right over her

that marriage would give me, I'd make her rue

the day she outraged Ludlow Paten."

"It was Paul Hunt that she slighted, man,"
said Stocmar, half sneeringly. "You forget

that."

"Is this meant for a threat, Stocmar?"
"Don't be a fool," said the other, carelessly.

"What I meant was, that other times had oth-

er interests, and neither she, nor you, nor, for

that matter, I myself, want to live over the past

again."
Paten threw his cigar angrily from him, and

sat brooding and moody ;
for some time nothing

was heard between them save the clink of the

decanter as they filled their glasses and passed
the wine.

"Trover's off," muttered Paten, at last.

"Off! Whereto?"
"To Malta, I believe; and then to Egypt

any where, in short, till the storm blows over.

This American crash has given them a sharp

squeeze."
." I wonder who'll get that Burgundy ? I think

I never drank such Chambertin as that he gave
us t'other night."

"I'd rather pick up that pair of Hungarian
chestnuts. They are the true 'Tucker' breed,
with nice straight slinging action."

" His pictures, too, were good."
"And such cigars as the dog had! He told

me, I think, he had about fifteen thousand of

those Cubans!"
"A vulgar hound! always boasting of his

stable, or his cellar, or his conservatory ! I can't

say I feel sorry for him."

"Sorry for him! I should think not. The
fellow has had his share of good fortune, living

up there at that glorious Villa in luxury. It's

only fair he should take his turn on the shady
side of the road."

"These Heathcotes must have got it smartly
too from the Yankees. They invested largely
there of late."
" So Trover told me. Almost the last words

he said were :
' The man that marries that girl

for an heiress, will find he has got a blind nut.
Her whole fortune is swept away.'

"

"I wonder is that true."

"I feel certain it is. Trover went into all

sorts of figures to show it. I'm not very much
up in arithmetic, and so couldn't follow him

;
but

I gathered that they'd made their book to lose,
no matter how the match came off. That was
to be expected when they trusted such things to
a woman."

Another and a longer pause now ensued be-
tween them

;
at length Paten broke it abruptly,

saying, "And the girl I mean Clara what of
her?"

|

"
It's all arranged ;

she is to be Clara Stoc-

|
mar, and a pensionnaire of the Conservatoire of
Milan within a week."
"Who says so?" asked Paten, defiantly.
"Her mother well, you know whom I mean

by that title proposed, and I accepted the ar-

rangement. She may, or may not, have dra-
matic ability ;

like
every thing else in life, there

is a lottery about it. If she really do show clev-

erness, she will be a prize just now. If she has
no great turn of speed, as the jocks say, she'll

always do for the Brazils and Havana." They
never send ws their best cigars, and, in return,
we only give them our third-rate singers !"

It was evident in this speech that Stocmar was
trying, by a jocular tone, to lead the conversa-
tion into some channel less irritating and dispu-
tatious

;
but Paten's features relaxed nothing of

their stern severity, and he looked dogged and
resolute as before.

"I think, Stocmar," said he, at length, "that
there is still a word wanting to that same bar-

gain you speak of. If the girl's talents are to be
made marketable, why should not I stand in for

something ?"

"You you, Ludlow !" cried the other. "In
the name of all that is absurd, what pretext can

you have for such a claim ?"
' ' Just this : that I am privy to the robbery,

and might peach if not bought up."
"You know well this is mere blind menace.

Ludlow," said the other, good-humoredly ;
"and

as to letting off squibs, my boy, don't forget that

you live in a powder magazine."
" And what if I don't care for a blow-up ?

What if I tell you that I'd rather send all sky-
high to-morrow than see that woman succeed in
all her schemes, and live to defy me?"
"As to that," said Stocmar, gravely,

" the
man who neither cares for his own life or char-
acter can always do damage to those of another

;

there is no disputing about that,"

"Well, I am exactly such a man, and she shall

know it." Not a word was spoken for several

minutes, and then Paten resumed, but in a calm-
er and more deliberate tone. "Trover has told

me every thing. I see her whole scheme. She
meant to marry that old Baronet, and has been

endeavoring, by speculating in the share-mark-

et, to get some thousands together; now, as the
crash has smashed the money part of the scheme,
the chances are it will have also upset the mar-

riage. Is not that likely?"
"That is more than I can guess," said Stoc-

mar, doubtingly.
''You can guess it, just as /can," said Paten,

half angrily. "She's not the woman to link

her fortune with a ruined man. Can't you guess
thatf Stocmar nodded, and Paten went on:

"Now, /mean to stand to win on either event

that's my book."

"I don't understand you, Paul."

"Call me Ludlow, confound you," said Pa-

ten, passionately, "or that infernal name will slip
'

out some day unawares. What. I would say is,

that, if she wishes to be 'My Lady,' she must

buy me off first. If she'll consent to become my
I wife that is the other alternative."

"
She'll never do that," said Stocmar, gravely." How do you know did she tell you so?"

"Certainly not."

"You only know it, then, from your intimate
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acquaintance with her sentiments," said he sneer-

How I know, or why I believe it, is my own
affair," said Stocmar, in some irritation; "but
such is my conviction."

"Well, it is not mine," said Paten, filling up
his glass and drinking it slowly off. "I know
her somewhat longer perhaps somewhat better

than you do
;
and if I know any thing in her,

it is that she never cherishes a resentment when
it costs too high a price."

' ' You are always the slave of some especial

delusion, Ludlow,
"
said Stocmar, quietly.

' ' You
are possessed with the impression that she is

afraid of you. Now, my firm persuasion is, that

the man or woman that can terrify her has yet to

be born."

"How she has duped you!" said Paten, inso-

lently.
"That may be," said he. "There is, how-

ever, one error I have not fallen into I have
not fancied that she is in love with me. "

This sally told
;
for Paten became lividly pale,

and he shook from head to foot with passion.

Careful, however, to conceal the deep offense the

speech had given him, he never uttered a word
in reply. Stocmar saw his advantage, and was
silent also. At last he spoke, but it was in a
tone so conciliatory and so kindly withal, as to

efface, if possible, all unpleasant memory of the

last speech. "I wish you would be guided by
me, Ludlow, in this business. It is not a ques-
tion for passion or vindictiveness

;
and I would

simply ask you, Is there not space in the world
for both of you, without any need to cross each
other? Must your hatred of necessity bridge
over all distance, and bring you incessantly into

contact ? In a word, can you not go your road,
and let her go hers unmolested ?"
"Our roads lie the same way, man. I want to

travel with her," cried Paten.
"But not in spite of her! not, surely, if she

decline your company !"
' ' Which you assume that she must, and I am

as confident that she will not."

Stocmar made an impatient gesture at this,

whi%h Paten quickly perceiving, resented, by ask-

ing, in a tone of almost insult,
' ' What do you

mean ? Is it so very self-evident that a woman
must reject me ? Is that your meaning ?"

"
Any woman that ever lived would reject the

man who pursues her with a menace. So long
as you presume to wield an influence over her

by a threat, your case must ba hopeless."
' ' These are stage and behind-scene notions

they never were gleaned from real life. Your
theatrical women have little to lose, tad it can't

signify much to them whether a story more or
less attach to their names. Threats of exposure
would certainly affright them little

;
but your

woman living in the world, holding her head
among other women, criticising their dress, style,
and manner, think of her on the day that the town
gets hold of a scandal about her ! Do you mean
to tell me there's any price too high to pay for

silencing it?"

"What would you really take for those let-
ters of hers, if she were disposed to treat for
them ?"

" I offered them once to old Nick Holmes for
two thousand pounds. I'd not accept that sum
now."

H

" But where or how could she command such

an amount?"
"That's no affair of mine. I have an article

in the market, and I'm not bound to trouble

myself as to the straits of the purchaser. Look

here, Hyman Stocmar," said he, changing his

voice to a lower tone, while he laid his hand on
the other's arm, "look here. You think me very
vindictive and very malignant in all this, but

if you only knew with what insults she has gall-

ed me, what cruel slights she has passed upon
me, you'd pity rather than condemn me. If she

would have permitted me to see and speak to her

if I could only be able to appeal to herself I

don't think it would be in vain
;
and if I know

any thing of myself, I could swear I'd bear up
with the crudest thing she could utter to me,
rather than these open outrages that come con-

veyed through others."

"And if that failed, would you engage to

restore her letters ? for some possible sum, I

mean, for you know well two thousand is out of

the question. She told me she could command
some six or seven hundred pounds. She -said

so, believing that I really came to treat with her

on the subject."
Paten shook his head dissentingly, but was

silent. At last he said,
" She must have much

more than this at her command, Stocmar.
Hawke's family never got one shilling by his

death
; they never were able to trace what be-

came of his money, or the securities he held in

foreign funds. I remember how Godfrey used

to go on about that girl of his being one day or

other the greatest heiress of her time. Take my
word for it, Loo could make some revelations on
this theme. Come," cried he, quickly, as a sud-

den thought flashed across him, "I'll tell you
what I'll do. You are to meet her this eATning
at the masked ball. Let me go in your place.
I'll give you my solemn promise not to abuse the

opportunity, nor make any scandal whatever. It

shall be a mere business discussion between us
;

so much for so much. If she come to terms,
well. If she does not agree to what I propose,
there's no harm done. As I said before, there

shall be no publicity, no scene."
' ' I can't accede to this, Ludlow. It would be

a gross breach of faith on my part," said Stoc-

mar, gravely." All your punctilio, I remark, is reserved for

her benefit," said Paten, angrily.
" It never oc-

curs to you to remember that / am the injured

person."
"I only think of the question as it displays a

man on one side, and a woman on the other.

Long odds in favor of the first eh ?"

"You think so!" said Paten, with a sneer.

"By Jove! how well you judge such matters.

I can't help wondering what becomes of all that

subtlety and sharpness you show when dealing

with stage folk, when you come to treat with the

world of every-day life. Why, I defy the wiliest

serpent of the ballet to overreach you, and yet you
suffer this woman to wind you round her finger !"

"Well, it is a very pretty finger!" laughed
Stocmar.

"Yes, but to have you at her feet in this fash-

ion !"

"And what a beautiful foot, too !" cried Stoc-

mar, with enthusiasm.

Something that sounded like a malediction
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was muttered by Paten as he arose and walked

the room with passionate strides.
" Once more,

I say," cried he, "let me take your place this

evening, or else I'll call on this old fool this

Sir William Heathcote and give him the whole

story of his bride. I'm not sure if it's not the

issue would give me most pleasure. I verily be-

lieve it would."
" It's a smart price to pay for a bit of malice,

too !" said Stocmar, musing.
" I must say, there

are some other ways in which the money would

yield me as much pleasure."
" Is it a bargain, Stocmar ? Do you say, Yes?"

cried Paten, with heightened excitement.

"I don't see how I can agree to it," broke in

the other. "If she distinctly tells me that she

will not meet you
"

" Then she shall, by
" cried Paten, con-

firming the determination by a terrible oath.

"Look out now, Stocmar, for a scene," contin-

ued he, ''and gratify yourself by the thought that

it is all your own doing. Had you accepted my
proposal", I'd have simply gone in your place,
made myself known to her without scandal or

exposure, and, in very few words, declared what

my views were, and learned how far she'd concur
with them. You prefer an open rupture before

the world. Well, you shall have it !"

Stocmar employed all his most skillful argu-
ments to oppose this course. He showed that,

in adopting it, Paten sacrificed every prospect of

self-interest and advantage, and, for the mere in-

dulgence of a cruel outrage, that he compromised
a position of positive benefit. The other, how-

ever, would not yield an inch. The extreme
concession that Stocmar, after a long discussion,
.could obtain was, that the interview was not to

exceed a few minutes, a quarter of an hour at

farthest
;
that there was to be no gclat nor expo-

sure, so far as he could pledge himself; and that

he would exonerate Stocmar from all the re-

proach of being a willing party to the scheme.
Even with these stipulations, Stocmar felt far

from being reconciled to the plan, and declared

that he could never forgive himself for his share

in it.

"It is your confounded self-esteem is always

uppermost in your thoughts," said Paten, inso-

lently. "Just please to remember you are no

foreground figure in this picture, if you be any
figure at all. I feel full certain she does not

want you I'll take my oath / do not so leave

us to settle our own affairs our own way, and
don't distress yourself because you can't inter-

fere with them."
With this rude speech, uttered in a tone inso-

lent as the words, Paten arose and left the room.

Scarcely had the door closed after him, however,
than he reopened it, and said,

' '

Only one word more, Stocmar. No double
no treachery with me here. I'll keep my pledge
to the very letter

;
tout if you attempt to trick or

to overreach me, I'll blow up the magazine !"

Before Stocmar could reply, he was gone.

CHAPTER XXXV.
LOO AND HER FATHER.

MRS. MORRIS, supposed to be confined to her
room with a bad headache, was engaged in dress-

ing for the masked ball, when a small twisted
note was delivered to her by her maid.

"Is the bearer of this below stairs?" asked
she, eagerly.

" Show him in
immediately."

The next moment, a short, burly figure, in a
traveling-dress, entered, and, saluting her with
a kiss on either cheek, unrolled his woolen com-
forter, and displayed the pleasant, jocund fea-
tures of Mr. Nicholas Holmes.

" How well you are looking, papa," said she.
"I declare I think you grow younger!"

"It's the good conscience, I suppose," said he,

laughing. "That and a good digestion help a
man very far on his road through life. And how
are you, Loo ?"

"As you see," said she, laughingly. "With
some of those family gifts you speak of, I rub on
through the world tolerably well."

" You are not in mourning, I perceive. How
is that ?" asked he, looking at the amber-colored
silk of her dress.

"Not to-night, papa, for I was just dressing
for a masked ball at the Pergola, whither I was
about to go on the sly, having given out that I

was suffering from headache, and could not leave

my room."
"
Fretting over poor Penthony, eh ?" cried he,

laughing.

"Well, of course that might also be inferred.

Not but I have already got over my violent grief.
I am beginning to be what is technically called

'resigned.'"
' ' Which is, I believe, the stage of looking out

for another!" laughed he again.
She gave a little faint sigh, and went on with

her dressing. "And what news have you for

me, papa ? What is going on at home ?"

"Nothing absolutely nothing, dear! You
don't care for political news?"
"Not much. You know I had a surfeit of

Downing Street once. By the way, papa, only
think of my meeting George !"

"
Ogden George Ogden ?"

"Yes, it was a strange accident. He came
to fetch away a young lad that happened to be

stopping with us, and we met face to face for-

tunately alone in the garden." *

"Very awkward that!" muttered he.

"So it was; and so he evidently felt it. By
the way, how old he has grown. George can't

be more than let me see forty-six. Yes, he
was just forty-six on the 8th of August. You'd

guess him fully ten years older."
" How did he behave ? Did he recognize you

and address you?"
"Yes; we talked a little not .pleasantly,

though. He evidently is not forgiving in his

nature, and you know he had never much tact

except official tact and so he was flurried

and put out, and right glad to get away."
"But there was no eclat no scandal?"

"Of course not. The whole incident did not

occupy ten minutes."

"They've been at me again about my pension
his doing, I'm sure," muttered he "asking

for a return of services, and such-like rubbish."
" Don't let them worry you, papa ; they dare

not push you to publicity. It's like a divorce

case, where one of the parties, being respectable,
must submit to any terms imposed."

"Well, that's my own view of it, dear; and

so I said,
' Consult the secret instructions to the
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Under-Secretary for Ireland for an account of

services rendered by N. H.'"
"You'll hear no more of it," said she, flip-

pantly.
' ' What of Ludlow ? Where is he ?"

" He's here. Don't you know that?"
" Here ! Do you mean in Florence ?"

"Yes
;
he came with Stocmar. They are at

the same hotel."

"I declare I half suspected it," said she, with
a sort of bitter laugh. "Oh, the cunning Mr.

Stocmar, that must needs deceive me !"
" And you have seen him ?"
" Yes

;
I settled about his taking Clara away

with him. I want to get rid of her I mean
altogether and Stocmar is exactly the person to

manage these little incidents of the white slave-

market. But," added she, with some irritation,

"that was no reason why you should dupe me,

my good Mr. Stocmar ! particularly at the mo-
ment when I had poured all my sorrows into

your confiding breast !"
" He's a very deep fellow, they tell me."
"
No, papa, he is not. He has that amount

of calculation that putting this, that, and t'oth-

er together, and seeing what they mean which
all Jews have

;
but he makes the same blunder

that men of small craft are always making. He
is eternally on the search after motives, just as

if fifteen out of every twenty things in this life

are not done without any motive at all !"

"Only in Ireland, Loo only in Ireland."
"
Nay, papa, in Ireland they do the full twen-

ty," said she, laughing.
" But what has brought

Ludlow here ? He has certainly not come with-

out a motive."
"To use some coercion over you, I suspect."

"Probably enough. Those weary letters

those weary letters!" sighed she. "Oh, papa
dear you who were always a man of a clear

head and a subtle brain how did you fall into

the silly mistake of having your daughter taught
to write ? Our nursery-books are crammed with

cautious injunctions
' Don't play with fire,' etc.

and of the real peril of all perils not a word of

warning is uttered, and nobody says,
' Avoid the

ink-stand.'
"

" How could you have fallen into such a blun-

der?" said he, half peevishly.
" I gave rash pledges, papa, just as a bank-

rupt gives bad bills. I never believed I was to

be solvent again."
' ' We must see what can be done, Loo. I know

he is very hard up for money just now
;
so that

probably a few hundreds might do the business."

She shook her head doubtingly, but said noth-

ing.
' 'A fellow-traveler of mine, unacquainted with

him personally, told me that his bills were seen

every where about town ?"

"Who is your companion?"
"An Irishman called O'Shea."
"And is the O'Shea here, too?" exclaimed

she, laughingly.
"Yes

;
since he has lost his seat in the House,

England has become too hot for him. And be-

sides," added he, slyly,
" he has told me in confi-

dence that if
' the party,' as he calls them, should

not give him something, ho knows of a widow
somewhere near this might suit him. * I don't

say that she's rich, mind you,' said he,
' but she's

'cute as a fox, and would be sure to keep a man's
head above water somehow. ' "

Mrs. Morris held her handkerchief to her

mouth, but the sense of the ridiculous could not

je suppressed, and she laughed out.
" What would I not have given to have heard

!iim, papa!" said she, at last.

"Well, it really was good," said he, wiping
bis eyes; for he, too, had indulged in a very

hearty laugh, particularly when he narrated all

the pains O'Shea had been at to discover who
Penthony Morris was, where he came from, and
what fortune he had. "'It was at first all in

vain,' said he,
' but no sooner did I begin to pay

fellows to make searches for me, than I had two,
or maybe three, Penthony Morrises every morn-

ing by the post ; and, what's worse, all alive and

hearty!'"
"What did he do tfnder these distressing cir-

cumstances?" asked she, gayly.
"He said he'd give up the search entirely.

* There's no such bad hunting country,
'

said he,
' as where there's too many foxes, and so I de-

termined I'd have no more Penthony Morrises,
but just go in for the widow without any more

inquiry.'
"

"And have you heard the plan of his cam-

paign ?" asked she.
" He has none at least, I think not. He trusts

to his own attractions and some encouragement
formerly held out to him."

' ' Indiscreet wretch !

"
said she, laughing ;

' * not

but he told the truth there. I remember having
given him something like what lawyers call a re-

tainer."
" Such a man might be very troublesome,

Loo,
"
said he, cautiously.

" Not a bit of it, papa ;
he might be very use-

ful, on the contrary. Indeed, I'm not quite cer-

tain that I have not exactly the very service on
which to employ him."

"Remember, Loo," said he, warningly, "he's
a shrewd fellow in his way."

" 'In his way' he is, but his way is not mine,"
said she, with a saucy toss of the head. "Have
you any idea, papa, of what may be the sort of

place or employment he looks for? Is he am-

bitious, or has adversity taught him humility ?"

"A good deal depends upon the time of the

day when one talks to him. Of a morning he is

usually downcast and depressed ;
he'd go out as

a magistrate to the Bahamas or consul to a Poy-
ais republic. Toward dinner-time he grows more
difficult and pretentious ;

and when he has got
three or four glasses of wine in, he wouldn't take

less than the governorship of a colony."
" Then it's of an evening one should see him."
"
Nay, I should say not, Loo. I would rather

take him at his cheap moment."
' *

Quite wrong, papa quite wrong. It is when
his delusions are strongest that he will be most

easily led. His own vanity will be the most ef-

fectual of all intoxications. But you may leave

him to me without fear or misgiving."
' ' I suppose so," said he, dryly. And a silence

of some minutes ensued. ' ' Why are you taking
such pains about your hair, Loo," asked he, "if

you are going in domino ?"
" None can ever tell when or where they must

unmask in this same life of ours, papa," said she,

laughingly; "and I have got such a habit of

providing for casualties, that I have actually ar-

ranged my papers and letters in the fashion they

ought to be found in after my death."
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Holmes sighed. The thought of such a thing

as death is always unwelcome to a man with a

light auburn wig' and a florid complexion, who
wants to cheat Fate into the notion that he is

hale and hearty, and who likes to fancy himself

pretty much what he was fifteen or twenty years

ago. And Holmes sighed with a feeling of com-

passionate sorrow for himself.

"By the way, papa," said she, in a careless,

easy tone, "where are you stopping?"
"At the Hotel d'ltalie, my dear."

"What do you think hadn't you better come

here ?"
" I don't exactly know, nor do I precisely see

how."
"Leave all that to me, papa. You shall have

:m invitation 'Sir William Heathcote's compli-

ments,' etc. all in due form, in the course of

the day, and I'll give directions about your room.

You have no servant, I hope ?"

"None."
" So much the better

;
there is no guarding

against the garrulity of that class, and all the

craftiest stratagems of the drawing-room are oft-

en undermined in the servants' hall. As for

yourself, you know that you represent the late

Captain's executor. You were the guardian of

poor dear Penthony, and his oldest friend in the

world."
" Knew him since he was so high !" said he,

in a voice of mock emotion, as he held out his

extended palm about two feet above the floor.

"That will give you a world of trouble, papa,
for you'll have to prepare yourself with so much

family history, explaining what Morrises they

were,"how they were Fenthonys, and so on. Sir

William will torture you about genealogies."
"I have a remedy for that, my dear," said he,

slyly. "I am most painfully deaf! No one
will maintain a conversation of a quarter of an
hour with me without risking a sore throat

;
not

to say that no one can put delicate questions in

the voice of a boatswain."
" Dear papa, you are always what the French

<>all
' at the level of the situation,' and your deaf-

ness will be charming, for our dear Baronet and
future husband has a most inquisitive turn, and
would positively torture you with interrogatories."

" He'll be more than mortal if he don't give

in, Loo. I gave a lunacy commissioner once a
hoarseness that required a course of the waters
at Vichy to cure

;
not to say that, by answering

at cross purposes, one can disconcert the most
/.ealous inquirer. But now, my dear, that I am
in possession ofmy hearing, do tell me something
about yourself, and your plans."
"I have none, papa none," said she, with a

faint sigh.
" Sir William Heathcote has doubt-

leM many, and into some ofthem I may, perhaps,
enter, lie intends, for instance, that some time
in March- 1 shall be Lady Heathcote

;
that we

shall go and live I'm not exactly sure where,
though I know we're to be perfectly happy, and,
not wishing to puzzle him, I don't ask how !"

"I have no doubt you will be happy, Loo,"
said he, confidently.

'

Security, safety, my dear,
are great elements of happiness."
"I suppose they are," said she, with another

sigh ;

" and when one has been a privateer BO

long, it is pleasant to be enrolled in the regular
navy, even though one should be laid up in or^

'Unary."

"Nay, nay, Loo, no fear of that !"

"On the contrary, papa, every hope of it!

The best thing I could ask for would be obliv-

ion."

"My dear Loo," said he, impressively, "the
world has not got one half so good a memory as

you fancy. It is our own foolish timidity what
certain folk call conscience that suggests the
idea how people are talking of us, and, like the
valet in the comedy, we begin confessing our sins

before we're accused of them !"
" I know that is your theory, papa," said she,

laughing,
" and that one ought always to

' die

innocent.'
"

" Of course, my dear. It is only the jail chap-
lain benefits by what is called * a full disclosure

of the terrible tragedy.'
"

"I hear my carriage creeping up quietly to

the door," said she, listening. "Be sure you let

me see you early to-morrow. Good-night,"

CHAPTER XXXVI.

A GRAVE SCENE IN LIGHT COMPANY.

MORALISTS have often found a fruitful theme
in the utter barrenness of all the appliances men
employ for their pleasures. What failures follow

them what weariness what satiety and heart-

sickness ! The feast of Belshazzar every where !

To the mere eye nothing could be more splen-

did, nothing more suggestive of enjoyment, than
the 'Pergola of Florence when brilliantly lighted
and thronged with a gay and merry company.
Character figures in every variety fancy or ca-

price could suggest Turks, Styrians, Highland-
ers, Doges, Dervishes, and Devils abounded,
with Pifferari from Calabria, Muleteers, Mata-

dors, and Conjurors ; Boyards from Tobolsk jos-
tled mailed Crusaders, and Demons that might
have terrified St. Anthony flitted past with Sis-

ters of Charity! strange parody upon the incon-

gruities of our every-day life, costume serving but

to typify the moral incompatibilities which are

ever at work in our actual existence ! For are

not the people we see linked together are not

the social groupings we witness just as widely

separated by every instinct and every sentiment

as are these characters, in all their motley ? Are
the two yonder, as they sit at the fireside, not as

remote from each other as though centuries had
rolled between them ? They toil along, it is true,

together ; they drag the same burden, but with

different hopes, and fears, and motives. Bethink

you "the friends so linked together" are like

minded ? No, it is all masquerade ;
and the mot-

ley is that same easy conventionality by which we

hope to escape undetected and unknown !

Our business now is not with the mass of this

great assemblage ;
we are only interested for two

persons one of whom, a tall figure in a black

domino, leans against a pillow yonder, closely

scrutinizing each new-comer that enters, and ea-

gerly glancing at the sleeve of every yellow dom-
ino that passes.
He has been there from an early hour of the

evening, and never left it since. Many a soft

voice has whispered some empty remark on his

impassiveness ;
more than once a jesting sarcasm

has been uttered upon his participation in the

gayety around; but he 'has never replied, but
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with folded arms patiently awaited the expected
one. At last he is joined by another, somewhat
shorter and stouter, but dressed like him, who,
bending close to his ear, whispers,

"Why are you standing here have you not

seen her ?"

"No; she has never passed this door."
" She entered by the stage, and has been walk-

ing about this hour. I saw her talking to sev-

eral; to whom, to judge by their gestures, her re-

marks must have been pointed enough ;
but there

she is see, she is leaning on the arm of that Ma-

lay chief. Jorh her
; you know the signal."

Paten started suddenly from his lounging at-

titude, and cleft his way through the crowd, lit-

tle heeding the comments his rude persistence
called forth. As he drevy nigh where the yellow
domino stood, he hesitated and glanced around

him, as though he felt that every eye was watch-

ing him, and only after a moment or so did he
seem to remember that he was disguised. At
last he approached her, and, taking her sleeve

in his hand, unpinned the little cross of tricolor-

ed ribbon and fastened it on his own domino.
With a slight gesture of farewell she quickly dis-

missed her cavalier and took his arm.
As he led her along through the crowd, nei-

ther spoke, and it wras only at last, as seemingly
baffled to find the spot he sought for, she said :

"All places are alike here. Let us talk as

we walk along."
A gentle pressure on her arm seemed to assent,

and .she went on.
"

It was only at the last moment that I determ-
ined to come here this evening. You have de-

ceived me. Yes
;
don't deny it. Paten is with

you here, and you never told me."
He muttered something that sounded like apol-

ogy-
"It was unfair of you," said she, hurriedly,

"for I was candid and open with you ;
and it

was needless besides, for we are as much apart
as if hundreds of miles separated us. I told you
already as much."
"But why not see him he alone can release

you from the bond that ties you ;
he may be more

generous than you suspect."
" He generous ! Who over called him so ?"
"
Many who knew him as well as you," cried

he, suddenly.
With a bound she disengaged her arm from

him, and sprang back.
" Do not touch me

; lay so much as a finger
on me, and I'll unmask and call upon this crowd
for protection !" cried she, in a voice trembling
with passion. "I know you now."

"Let me speak with you a few words the last

I shall ever ask," muttered he,
" and I promise

all you dictate."

"Leave me leave me at once," said she, in

a mere whisper.
" If you do not leave me, I

will declare aloud who you are."

"Who we are; don't forget yourself," mut-
tered he.

" For that I care not. I am ready."
"For mercy's sake, Loo, do not," cried he, as

she lifted her hand toward the strings of her
mask. "I will go. You shall never see me
more. I came here to make the one last repa-
ration I owe you, to give you up your letters, and

say good-by forever."
" That you never did never !" cried she, pas-

sionately. "You came because you thought how,
in the presence of this crowd, the terror of expo-
sure would crush my woman's heart, and make
me yield to any terms you pleased."

"If I swear to you by all that I believe is

true
"

"You never did believe your heart rejected
belief. When I said I knew you, I meant it all :

I do know you. I know, besides, that when the

scaffold received one criminal, it left another,
and a worse, behind. For many a year you
have made my life a hell. I would not care to

go on thus
;
all your vengeance, and all the scorn

of the world, would be light compared to what I

wake to meet each morning, and close my eyes
to, as I sleep at night."

" Listen to me, Loo, for but one moment. I

do not want to justify myself. You are not

more wretched than I am utterly, irretrievably
wretched!"
"Where are the letters?" said she, in a low

whisper.
"
They are here in Florence."

"What sum will you take for them ?"

"They shall be yours unbought, Loo, if you
will but hear me."

" I want the letters tell me their price."
"The price is simply, one meeting one op-

portunity to clear myself before you to show

you how for years my heart has clung to you."
"I can not buy them at this cost. Tell me

how much money you will have for them."

"It is your wish to outrage, to insult me,
then ?" muttered he, in a voice thick with pas-
sion.

"Now you are natural; now you are your-
self; and now I can speak to you. Tell me your
price."

' ' Your shame ! your open degradation ! The

spectacle .of your exposure before all Europe,
when it shall have been read in every language,
and talked of in every city."

" I have looked for that hour for many a year,
Paul Hunt, and its arrival would be mercy, co'm-

pared to the daily menace of one like yow."
"The story of the murder again revived the

life you led. the letters themselves revealing it

the orphan child robbed of her inheritance the

imposture of your existence abroad here ! what

variety in the scenes ! whaC diversity in the in-

terests !"
" I am far from rich, but I would pay you lib-

erally, Paul," said she, in a voice low and col-

lected.

"Can not you see, woman, that by this lan-

guage you are wrecking your last hope of safe-

ty?" cried he, insolently. "Is it not plain to

you that you are a fool to insult the hand that

can crush you?"
"But I am crushed; I can fall no lower,"

whispered she, tremulously.
"Oh! dearest Loo, if you would forgive me

for the past !"

"I can not I can not!" burst she out, in a

voice scarcely above a whisper. "I have done

all I could, but I can not !"

"If you only knew how I was tempted to it,

Loo ! If you but heard the snare that was laid

for me !"

A scornful toss of her head was all her an-

swer.
" It is in my consciousness of the wrong I have
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done you that I seek this reparation, Loo," said

he, eagerly.
' ' When I speak otherwise, it is my

gives utterance to the words. My heart

, ver, true to you."
4 Will you let me have my letters, and at what

cost ? I tell you again, I am not rich, but I will

pay largely, liberally here."

""Let me confess it, Loo," said he, in a trem-

bling tone, "these letters are the one last link

between us. It is not for a menace I would

keep them so help me Heaven, the hour of your
shame would be that of my death but I cling to

them as the one tie that binds my fate to yours.

I feel that when I surrender them, that tie is

broken that I am nothing to you that you
would hear my name unmoved, and see me pass
without a notice. Bethink you, then, that you
ask me for what alone attaches me to existence."

"I can not understand such reasonings, "said

she, coldly.
" These letters have no other value

save the ruin they can work me. If not em-

ployed to that end, they might as well blacken

in the fire or moulder into dust. You tell me

you are not in search of any vengeance on me,
and it is much to say, for I never injured you,
while you have deeply injured me. Why, there-

fore, not give up what vou own to be so use-

less?"

"For the very reason I have given you, Loo;
that, so long as I hold them, I have my interest

in your heart, and you can not cease to feel bound

up with my destiny."
"And is not this vengeance?" asked she, qui-

etly.
" Can you picture to your mind a revenge

more cruel, living on from day to day, and gath-

ering force from time ?"

"But to me there is ever the hope that the

past might come back again."
"Never never !" said she, resolutely. "The

man who has corrupted a woman's heart, may
own as much of it as can feel love for him

;
but

he who has held up to shame the dishonor he

has provoked, must be satisfied with her loathing
and her hate."

"And you tell me that these are my portion ?"

said he, sternly.
' ' Your conscience can answer how you have

earned them."

They walked along side by side in silence for

some time, and at last she said :
" How much

better, for both of us, to avoid words of passion
or remembrances of long ago."
"You loved me once, Loo," broke he in, with

deep emotion.

"And if I once contracted a debt which I

could not pay you now, would you insult me for

my poverty, or persecute me ? I do not think

so, Ludlow."
"And when I have given them to you, Loo,

and they are in your hands, how are we to meet

again ? Are we to be as utter strangers to each
other?" said he, in deep agitation.

"
Yes," replied she,

"
it is as such we must be.

There is no hardship in this
; or, if there be, only

what one feels in seeing the house he once lived
in occupied by another a passing pang, per-
hap-j, but no more."

" How you are changed, Loo!" cried he.
" How

silly would it be for the trees to burst
nut in bud with winter ! and the same folly were
it for us not to change as life wears on. Our

is past, Ludlow."

"But I could bear all if you were not changed
to me," cried he, passionately.
"Far worse, again. I am changed to myself,

so that I do not know myself," said she.
"I know well how your heart reproaches me

for all this, Loo," said he, sorrowfully; "how
you accuse me of being the great misfortune of

your life. Is it not so ?"

"Who can answer this better than yourself ?"
cried she, bitterly.

"And yet, was it not the whole aim and object
ofmy existence to be otherwise ? Did I not ven-
ture every thing for your love ?"

"If you would have me talk with you, speak
no more of this. You have it in your power to

do me a great service, or work me a great injury ;

for the first, I mean to be more than grateful ;

that is, I would pay all I could command
;
for

the last, your recompense must be in the hate

you bear me. Decide which path you will take,
and let me face my future as best I may."

"There is one other alternative, Loo, which

you have forgotten."
"What is it?"
" Can you not forgive me?" said he, almost

sobbing as he spoke.
"I can not I can not," said she.

" You ask

me for more than any human heart could yield.
All that the world can heap upon me of con-

tempt would be as nothing to what I should feel

for myself if I stooped to that. No, no
;
follow

out your vengeance if it must be, but spare me
to my own heart."

"Do you know the insults you cast upon me ?"

cried he, savagely. "Are you aware that it is

to my own ears you speak these words ?"

"Do not quarrel with me because I deal hon-

estly by you,
"
said she, firmly.

' ' I will not prom-
ise that I can not pay.

"
Remember, too, Ludlow,

that what I ask of you I do not ask from your

generosity. I make no claim to what I have for-

feited all right. I simply demand the price you
set upon a certain article of which to me the pos-
session is more than life. I make no conceal-

ment from you. I own it frankly openly."
"You want your letters, and never to hear

more of me .'" said he, sternly.
"What sum will you take for them?" said

she, in a slow, whispering voice.

"You ask what will enable you to set me at

defiance forever, Loo? Say it frankly and fair-

ly. You want to tear your bond and be free."

She did not speak, and he went on :

"And you can ask this of the man you ab-

hor ! you can stoop to solicit him whom, of all

on earth, you hate the most!"
Still she was silent.

"Well," said he, after a lengthened pause,

"you shall have them. I will restore them to

you. I have not got them here they are in

England but I will fetch them. My word on

it that I will keep my pledge. I see," added

he, after an interval, in which he expected she

would speak but was still silent "I see how lit-

tle faith you repose in a promise. You can not

spare one word of thanks for what you regard as

so uncertain
;
but I can endure this, for I have

borne worse. Once more, then, I swear to you,

you shall have your letters back. I will place
them myself in your hands, and before witnesses,

too. Remember that, Loo before witnesses!"

And with these words, uttered with a sort of sav-
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ago energy, he turned away from her, and was
soon lost in the crowd.
"I have followed you this hour, Loo," said a

low voice beside her.

She turned and took the speaker's arm, trem-

bling all over, and scarcely able to keep from

falling.
" Take me away, father take me away from

this," said she, faintly. "I feel very ill."

"It was Paten was with you. I could not

mistake him," said Holmes. "What has oc-

curred between you ?"

"I will tell you all when I get home," said

she, still speaking faintly. And now they moved
through the motley crowd, with sounds of mirth
and words of folly making din around them.

Strange discrepant accents to fall on hearts as

full as theirs!
" How glad I am to breathe this

fresh cold night air," cried she, as they gained
the street.

" It was the heat, the noise, and the

confusion overcame me, but I am better now."
"And how have you parted with him ?" asked

her father, eagerly.
"With a promise that sounds like a threat,"

said she, in a hollow voice. "But you shall

hear all."

CHAPTER XXXVII.

ME. STO CHAR'S VISIT.

IT was not without trepidation that Mr. Stoc-

mar presented himself, the morning after the

events we have recorded, at the residence of Sir

William lleathcote. His situation \vas, indeed,

embarrassing ;
for not only had he broken faith

with Mrs. Morris in permitting Paten to take his

place at the ball, but as Paten had started for

England that same night without even commu-
nicating with him, Stocmar was completely puz-
zled what to do, and how to comport himself.

That she would receive him haughtily, dis-

dainfully even, he was fully prepared for
;
that

she would reproach him not very measuredly,
too for his perfidy regarding Paten, he also

expected. But even these difficulties were less

than the embarrassment of not knowing how her

meeting with Paten had been conducted, and to

what results it had led. More than once did he

stop in the street and deliberate with himself

whether he should not turn back> hasten to his

hotel, and leave Florence without meeting her.

Nor was he quite able to say why he resisted this

impulse, nor how it was that, in defiance of all

his terrors, he found himself at length at her

door.

The drawing-room into which he was shown
was large and splendidly furnished. A conserv-

atory opened from one end, and at the other a

large, folding glass door gave upon a spacious

terrace, along which a double line of orange-trees
formed an alley of delicious shade. Scarcely had
Stocmar passe'd the threshold than a very silvery
voice accosted him from without.

"Oh, do come here, dear Mr. Stocmar, and

enjoy the delightful freshness of this terrace.

Let me present a very old friend of my family to

you Captain Holmes. He has just returned
from India, and can give you the very latest news
of the war." And the gentlemen bowed, and

smiled, and looked silly at each other.
' ' Is not

all this very charming, Mr. Stocmar? at a sea-

son, too, when we should, in our own country,
be gathering round coal fires and screening our-

selves from draughts. I am very angry with you
very," whispered she, as she gave him her hand

to kiss,
" and I am not at all sure if I mean ever

to be friends with you again."
And poor Mr. Stocmar bowed low and blushed,

not through modesty, indeed, but delight, for he
felt like the schoolboy who, dreading to be pun-
ished, hears he is to be rewarded.
"But I am forgiven, am I not ?" muttered he.

"Hush! Be cautious, "whispered she. "Here
comes Sir William Heathcote. Can't you im-

agine yourself to have known him long ago?"
The hint was enough ;

and as the old Baronet
held out his hand with his accustomed warmth,
Stocmar began a calculation of how many years
had elapsed since he had first enjoyed the honor
of shaking that hand. This is a sort of arithme-
tic elderly gentlemen have rather a liking for.

It is suggestive of so many pleasant little plati-
tudes about "long ago," with anecdotic memo-
ries ofpoor dear Dick or Harry, that it rarely fails

to interest and amuse. And so they discussed

whether it was not in '38 or '39 whether in

spring or in autumn if Boulter "
poor Tom,"

as- they laughingly called him had not just mar-
ried the widow at that time

; and, in fact, through
the intervention of some mock dates and imag-
inary incidents, they became to each other like

very old friends.

Those debatable nothings are of great service

to Englishmen who meet as mere acquaintances ;

they relieve the awkwardness of looking out for

a topic, and they are better than the eternal ques-
tion of the weather. Sir William had, besides,
a number of people to ask after, and Stocmar
knew every body, and knew them, too, either by
some nickname, or some little anecdotic clew very
amusing to those who have lived long enough in

the world to be interested by the same jokes on the

same people a time of life, of course, not ours,
dear reader, though we may come to it one day ;

and Captain Holmes listened to the reminis-

cences, and smiled, and smirked, and "
very

true'd," to the great enjoyment of the others;
while Mrs. Moms stole noiselessly here and
there cutting camellias for a bouquet, but not
unwatchful of the scene.

"I hope and trust I have been misinformed
about your plans here, Mr. Stocmar," said Sir

William, who was so happy to recall the names
offormer friends and acquaintances.

" You sure-

ly do not mean to run away from us so soon ?"

A quick glance from Mrs. Morris telegraphed
his reply, and he said,

" I am most unfortunate-

ly limited for time. I shall be obliged to leave

immediately."
"A day or two you could surely spare us?"

said Heathcote.

Stocmar shook his head with a deploring smile,
for another glance, quick as the former, had given
him his instructions.

"I have told you, Sir William, how inexo-

rable he is about 'Clara, and although at first I

stoutly opposed his reasonings, I am free to own
that he has convinced me his plan is the true

one
;
and as he has made all the necessary ar-

rangements have you not, Mr. Stocmar? and

they are charming people she will be with ho

raves about them," said she, in a sort of whisper,
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while she added still lower, "and I partly ex-

plained to him my own projected change and,

inJai-t, it is better as it is don't you think so?"

And thus hurrying Sir William along a proc-

ess not unlike that by which an energetic rider

hustles a la/y horse through heavy ground she

at least made him feel grateful that he was not

called upon for any increased exercise of his

judgment. And then Stocmar followed, like

another counsel in the same brief half jocular-

ly, to be sure, and like one not required to sup-

ply more than some illustrative arguments. He
remarked, that young ladies nowadays were ex-

pected to be models of erudition downright pro-
fessors ;

no smatterings of French and Italian,

no water-color sketches touched up by the mas-
ter "they must be regular linguists, able to

write like De Se'vigne', and interpret Dante."
In a word, so much did he improve the theme,
that he made Sir William shudder at the bare

thought of being domesticated with so much
loose learning, and thank his stars that he had
been born in a generation before- it. Not but

the worthy Baronet had his own secret suspi-
cions that Clara wanted little aid from all their

teachings ;
his firm belief being, that she wras the

most quick-witted, gifted creature ever existed,
and it was in a sort of triumphant voice he asked

Mrs. Morris,
" Has Mr. Stocmar seen her ?"

" Not yet," said she, dryly.
" Clara is in my

room. Mr. Stocmar shall see her presently, for,

as he insists on leaving this to-morrow "

"To-morrow to-morrow !" cried Sir William,
in amazement.
And then Stocmar, drawing close to Sir Wil-

liam, began confidentially to impart to him how,
partly from over-persuasion of certain great peo-
ple, partly because he liked that sort of thing,
lie had got into theatrical management.

" One
must do something. You know," said he, "I
hate farming ;

never was much of a sportsman ;

had no turn for politics ;
and so, by Jove ! I

thought I'd try the stage. I mean, of course,
as manager, director, 'impresario,' or whatever

you call it. I need not tell you it's a costly

amusement, so far as expense goes. I might
have kept the best house in town, and the best

stables in Leicestershire, for far less than I have

indulged my dramatic tastes
;
but I like it

;
if

amuses, it interests me !" And Stocmar drew
himself up and stuck his hands into his waist-

coat-pockets, as though to say, "Gaze, and be-

hold a man rich enough to indulge a costly ca-

price, and philosophic enough to pay for the

plr-asurc that rewards him." "Yes, Sir," he

added, "my last season, though the Queen took
her private box, and all my noble friends stood

stand i ly to me, brought me in debt no less than
thirteen thousand seven hundred pounds ! That's

paying for one's whistle, Sir eh?" cried he, as

though vain of his/>wn defeat.
" You might have lost it in the funds, and had

no pleasure for it," said Sir William, consolingly.
"The very remark I made, Sir. The very

thing I said to Lord Snaresby. I might have
been dabbling in those Yankee securities, and
got hit just as hard."

Sir William made a wry face and turned away.
He hoped that Captain Holmes had not over-
henrl the allusion

;
but the Captain was deep in

the (,'dHgnrnii, and heard nothing.
"It is this," continued Stocmar,

"
recalls me

so suddenly to England. We open on the 24th,
and I give you my word of honor we have nei-
ther tenor, basso, nor barytone engaged, nor am
I quite sure of my prima donna."
"Who ever was?" whispered Mrs. Morris,

slyly; and then added aloud, "Come, now, and
let me present Clara to you. We'll return pres-
ently, Sir William." And, so saying, she slip-

ped her arm within Stocmar's and led him away."Who is that Captain Holmes?" asked he,
as they walked along.

"Oh, a nobody an old muff."
"Is he deaf, or is it mere pretense?"
"Deaf as a post."
"I know his face perfectly. I've seen him

about town for years back."

"Impossible! He has been collecting reve-

nue, distressing Talookdars, or Ryots, or what-
ever they are, in India, these thirty-odd years.
It was some one you mistook for him. " She had
her hand on the lock of the door as she said this.

She paused before opening it, and said, "Re-
member, you are her guardian your word is

law." And they entered.

Stocmar was certainly not prepared for the ap-
pearance of the young girl who now rose to re-

ceive him with all the practiced ease of the world.
She was taller, older, looking, and far handsom-
er than he expected, and, as Mrs. Morris said,
"Your guardian, Clara," she courtesied deeply,
and accepted his salutation at once with defer-

ence and reserve.

"I am in the most painful of all positions,"
began he, with a courteous smile. "My first

step in your acquaintance is as the ungracious
herald of a separation from all you love."

"I have been prepared, Sir, for your inten-

tions regarding me," said she, coldly.

"Yes, Mr. Stocmar," broke in Mrs. Morris,

quickly,
"
though Clara is very young, she is thor-

oughly aware of our circumstances
; she knows

the narrowness of our fortune, and the necessity
we are under of effort for our future support.
Her own pride and her feeling for me are suffi-

cient reasons for keeping such matters secret.

She is not ignorant of the world, little as she has
seen of it, and she comprehends that our accept-
ance with our friends is mainly dependent on our

ability to dispense with their assistance."

"Am I to be a governess, Sir?" asked Clara,
with a calm which the deathlike paleness of her
face showed to have cost her dearly.
"A governess! a governess!" repeated he,

looking at Mrs. Morris for his cue, for the sud-
denness of the question had routed all his prep-
arations. "I think not I should hope not: in-

deed, I am enabled to say, there is no thought
of that."

"If so," continued Clara, in the same calm

tone, "I should like to be with very young chil-

dren. I am not afraid of being thought menial."
"
Olara," broke in Mrs. Morris, harshly,

" Mr.
Stocmar has already assured you that he does

not contemplate this necessity." She looked

toward him as she spoke, and he at once saw it

was his duty to come up to the rescue, and this

he did with one of those efforts all his own. He
launched forth boldly into generalities about ed-

ucation and its advantages ; how, with the devel-

opment of the mind and the extension of the re-

sources, came new fields of exercise, fresh realms
of conquest. "None of us, my dear young lady,"
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cried he, "not- the worldliest nor the wisest of

us, can ever tell when a particular acquirement
will be the key-stone of our future fortune."

He illustrated his theory with copious instances.

"There was Mademoiselle Justemar, whom no-

body had ever imagined to be an artiste, came
out as Alice one evening that the prima don-
na was ill, and took the whole town by storm.

There was that little creature, Violetta
;
who

ever fancied she could dance till they saw her as

Titania ? Every one knew of Giulia Barducci,
taken from the chorus, to be the greatest Norma
of the age."
He paused and looked at her, with a stare of

triumph in his features
;

his expression seemed
to say,

" What think you of that glorious Para-
dise I have led you to look at?"

"It is very encouraging indeed, Sir," said

Clara dryly, but with no semblance of irony ;

"very encouraging. There is, then, really no
reason that one day I might not be a rope-dancer."

"Clara," cried Mrs. Morris, severely, "you
must curb this habit, if you will not do better by
abandoning it altogether. The spirit of repartee
is the spirit of impertinence."
"I had really hoped, mamma," said she, with

an air of simplicity,
"

that, as all Mr. Stocmar's
illustrations were taken from the Stage, I had
caught the spirit of his examples in giving one
from the Circus."

"I'll be sworn you are fond of riding," cried

Stocmar, eager to relieve a very awkward crisis

even by a stupid remark.
"
Yes, Sir

;
and I am very clever in training.

I know the whole 'Bauchet' system, and can
teach a horse his '

flexions,' and the rest of it.

Well, but, mamma," broke she in, apologetical-

ly, "surely my guardian ought to be aware of

my perfections, and if you won't inform him, /
must. "

"You perceive, Sir," said Mrs. Morris, "that
when I spoke of her flippancy, I was not exag-

gerating."
"You may rely upon it, Mr. Stocmar," con-

tinued Clara, "mamma's description of me was

only justice."
Stocmar laughed, and hoped that the others

would have joined him
;
but in this he was un-

happily disappointed : they were even graver than
before

;
Mrs. Morris showing, in her heightened

color, a degree of irritation, while Clara's pale
face betrayed no sign of emotion.
"You are to leave this to-morrow, Clara," said

MIB. Morris, coldly.

"Very well, mamma," was the quiet answer.
' ' You don't seem very eager to know for whith-

er," said Stocmar, smiling. "Are all places
alike to you ?"

"Pretty much so, Sir," said she, in the same
voice.

"You were scarcely prepared for so much
philosophy, I'm sure, Mr. Stocmar," said Mrs.

Morris, sneeringly.
' '

Pray confess yourself sur-

prised."
' ' Call it ignorance, mamma, and you'll give it

the right name. What do I know of the world,
save from guide and road books ? and, from the
little I have gleaned, many a village would be

pleasanter to me than Paris."
" More philosophy, Sir. You perceive what

a treasure of wisdom is about to be intrusted to

your charge."

"
Pray bear that in mind, Sir," said Clara, with

a light laugh ;
"and don't forget that, though the

casket has such a leaden look, it is all pure gold."
Never was poor Stocmar so puzzled before.

He felt sailing between two frigates in action,
and exposed to the fire of each, though a non-
combatant : nor was it of any use that he hauled
down his flag, and asked for mercy ; they only
loaded and banged away again.
"I must say," cried he, at last, "that I feel

very proud of my ward."
"And I am charmed with my guardian," said

she, courtesying, with an air that implied far more
of grace than sincerity in its action.

Mrs. Morris bit her lip, and a small red spot
on her check glowed like a flame.

"I have explained fully to Mr. Stocmar,
Clara," said she, in a cold, calm tone,

" that

from to-morrow forward your allegiance will be
transferred from me to him ; that with him will

rest all authority and direction over you ; that,
however interested naturally interested I must
continue to feel in your future, he, and he alone,
must be its. arbiter. I repeat this now, in his

presence, that there may be no risk of a miscon-

ception."
"Am I to write to you, mamma?" asked the

girl, in a voice unmoved as her own.

"Yes, you will write; that is, I shall expect
to hear from you in reply to my letters. This
we will talk over together."

"Am I to correspond with you, Sir ?" said she,

addressing Stocmar in the same impassive way.
"Oh! by all means. I shall take it as the

greatest of favors. I shall be charmed if you
will honor me so far."

"I ask, Sir," continued she, ""because I may
chance to have companions in the place to which
I am going ; and, even to satisfy their scruples,
one ought to have some belongings."
There was not the shadow of irritation in the

manner in which these words were spoken, and

yet Stocmar heard them with a strange thrill of

pity, and Mrs. Morris grew pale as she listened

to them.

"Clara," said Mrs. Morris, gravely, "there
are circumstances in our relations to each other

which you will only learn when we have parted.
I have committed them to writing for your own
eye alone. They will explain the urgency of the

step I am now taking as much for your sake as

for mine. When you have read and carefully

pondered over that paper, you will be convinced
that this separation is of necessity."

Clara bowed her head in assent, but did not

speak.
"You will also see, Clara," resumed she,

"that it is very far from likely the old relations

between us will ever again be resumed. If we
do meet again an event that may or may not

happen it will be as some distant cousins some
who have ties of kindred between them, and no
more."

Clara nodded again, but still in silence.

"You see, Sir," said Mrs. ^Morris, turning
toward Stocmar, while her eyes flashed angrily

"you see, Sir, that I am handing over to your
care a model of obedience a young lady who
has no will save that of those in authority over

her not one rebellious sentiment of affection or

attachment in her nature."
' ' And who will ever strive to preserve your
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pood opinions, Sir, by persevering in this wise

course," said Clara, with a modest courtesy.

It' any one could have read Mr. Stocmar's

heart at" that moment, he would have detected

in* very benevolent feelings toward either mother

or daughter, while he sincerely deplored his own

fate at being in such company.
" Don't you think, mamma,

"
said the girl, with

an easy smile, "that considering how recently

\\e have known this gentleman, we have been

sufficiently explicit and candid before him, and

that any pretense of emotion in his presence
would be most unbecoming? He will, I am
sure, forgive us the omission. Won't you, Sir?"

Stocmar smiled and bowed, and blushed and

looked miserable.

"You have been very candid, at all events,

Clara," said Mrs. Morris
;
"and Mr. Stocmar

or I mistake him much must have acquired a

considerable insight into the nature of his charge.
Sir William expects to see you at dinner to-day,
Clara." added she, in an easier tone. "He
hopes to be well enough to come to table, and
as it will be your last evening here "

"So it will," said the girl, quickly ;
"and I

must fetch down Beethoven "with me, and play
his favorites for him once more. "

Mrs. Morris raised her eyebrows with an cx-

pivssive look at Stocmar, and led him from the

room. Scarcely had the door closed, when the

girl threw herself, half kneeling on the sofa, and
sobbed as if her very heart was breaking.

CHAPTER XXXVIII.

VERT OUTSPOKEN ON THE WORLD AT LARGE.

AND there came a next morning to all this.

Oh, these same next mornings of life ! strange
leaves in that book of our daily existence, now,
dark and black lettered, now, bright in all the

glories of golden tracery ! For so is it, each day
is a fresh page to be written "with chalk or char-

coal," as it may be.

Two traveling-carnages took their way from

Florence on that morning, one for Bologna, with

Mr. Stocmar and Clara, the other for Rome,
with the Heathcotes, Captain Holmes having his

place in the rumble. Old soldier that he was,
he liked the open-air seat, where he could smoke
his cigar and see the country. Of all those who

journeyed in either, none could vie with him in

the air of easy enjoyment that he wore
;
and

even the smart Swiss maid at his side, though
she might have preferred a younger companion,
was fain to own, in her own peculiar English,
that he was full of little bounties (bontts) in her

regard. And when they halted to bait, he was
so amiable and full of attentions to every one,

exerting the very smallest vocabulary to provide
all that was needed never abashed by failure

or provoked by ridicule always good-tempered,
always gay. It was better than colchicum to
Sir William to see the little fat man washing
the salad himself at the fountain, surrounded by
nil tin- laughing damsels of the hostel, who jeered
him ou every stage of his performance ;

and even
hose eyes were red with crying after Clara,

had to lauph at the disasters of his cookery and
the blunders of his Italian. And then he gos-
siped about with landlords and postboys, till he

knew of every one who had come or was coming,
what carriages, full of Russian princes, could not
get forward for want of horses, and what vetturi-

nos, full of English, had been robbed of every
thing. He had the latest intelligence about Gar-
abaldi, and the names of the last six Sicilian
dukes shot by the King of Naples. Was he not

up, too, in his John Murray, which he read when-
ever Mademoiselle Virginia was asleep, and sold
out in retail at every change of post-horses ?

Is it not strange that this is exactly the sort
of person one needs on a journey, and yet is only
by the merest accident to be chanced upon?
We never forget the courier, nor the valet, nor
the soubrette, but the really invaluable creature

the man who learns the name of every village,
the value of all coinage, the spot that yields good
wine, the town where the peaches are fullest of

flavor, or the roses richest in perfume we leave
him to be picked tip at hazard, if picked up at all.

It is an unaccountable prejudice that makes the

parasite unpopular. For who is it that relieves

life of much of its asperities ? who is it that pro-
vides so unceasingly that our capon should be
well roasted and our temper unruffled? who
like Trim, to secure all the available advantages
of the road, and, when disasters will occur, to

make them food for laughter ?

How patient, how self-sacrificing, how deferen-

tial to caprices and indulgent to whims is the
man whose daily dinner you pay for. If vou
would see humanity in holiday attire, look *out

for one like him. How blandly does he forgive
the rascalities of your servants and the robberies
of your tradesmen

;
no fretfulness about trifles

disfigures the calm serenity of his features, lie

knows that if the traveling-carriage be thought
heavy, it is only two leaders the more are re-

quired ;
if the wine be corked, it is but ordering

another bottle. Look at life from his point of

view, and it is surprising how little there is to

complain of. It would be too much to say that

there was not occasionally a little acting "in all

this catholic benevolence and universal satisfac-

tion, but no more, perhaps, than the fervor of a

lawyer for his client that nisi prius enthusiasm
marked five guineas on the brief.

The Captain understood his part like an art-

ist
;
and through all the condescending forgive-

ness he bestowed on the shortcomings of inns
and innkeepers, he suffered, ever half impercepti-

bly, to peer out the habits of a man accustomed
to the best of every thing, who always had been

sedulously served and admirably cared for. His

indulgence was thus generosity, not ignorance,
and all irritability in such a presence would stand

rebuked at once.

Sir William declared he had never seen his

equal such temper, such tact, such resources in

difficulty, such patience under all trials. May
pronounced him charming. He could obtain

something eatable in the veriest desolation, he
could extract a laugh out of disasters that seemed

to defy drollery ; and, lastly, Mrs. Morris herself

averred " that he was unlike every old Indian she

had ever seen, for he seemed not to know what
selfishness meant but so indeed 'poor Fcntho-

ny' had always described him." And here she

would wipe her eyes and turn away in silence.

As they rolled along the road, many a little

scheme was devised for detaining him at Rome,
many a little plot laid for making him pass the
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carnival with them. Little knew they the while,

how, seated in the rumble close behind, he, too,

revolved the selfsame thoughts, asking himself

by what means he could secure so pleasant a

harbor of refuge. Will it not occasionally oc-

cur in life that some of those successes on which
we pride ourselves have been in a measure pre-

pared by others, and that the adversary has

helped us,to win the game we are so vain of

having scored ?

"Well, how do you like them?" said Mrs.

Morris, as she smoked her cigarette at the end
of the little garden at Viterbo, after Sir William
and May had said good-night "how do you
like them, pa?"

"
They're wonderful they're wonderful!" said

the Captain, puffing his weed. "
It's a long time

since I met any thing so fresh as that old Bar-
onet."

" And with all that," said she, "his great van-

ity is to think he knows ' the world.'
"

" So he may, my dear. I can only say it isn't

your world nor ?/'?*e," replied he, laughing.
" And yet there is a class in which such men

as he are the clever ones, where their remarks
are listened to, and their observations treasured,
and where old ladies in turbans and bird-of-

Paradise feathers pronounce them 'such well-

informed men.' Isn't that the phrase, pa?"
"
Yes, that's the phrase. An old article of the

Quarterly committed to memory, some of Doc-
tor Somebody's predictions about the end of the

world, and Solomon's proverbs done into modern
English, make a very well-iaformed man."

' ' And a most insupportable bore besides. Aft-
er all, papa," said she, "it is in the land-locked

creeks, the little waveless bays, that one must
seek his anchorage, and not in the breezy road-
steads nor the open ocean. I've thought over
the matter a good deal lately, and I believe that
to be the wise choice."

"You are right, Loo," said he; "ease is the

great thing ease and security! What settle-

ment can he make ?" .

"A small one
; just enqugh to live on. The

son would be better in that respect, but then I

shouldn't like it
; and, besides, he would live as

long as myself longer, perhaps and you know
one likes to have a look forward, though it be
ever so far away off."

"Very true very true," said he, with a mild

sigh. "And this Miss Leslie," added he, after

a while ; "she'll marry, I suppose?"
"Oh yes; her fortune will still be consider-

able at least, I hope so. That man Trover has
taken all the papers away with him, but he'll

turn up some day or other. At all events, there
will be quite enough to get her a Roman count
or a Sicilian duke ; and as they are usually sent
to the galleys or shot in a few yeai-s, the endur-
ance is not very prolonged. These are Trover's

cigars, ain't they? I know them well."

"Yes; it was your friend Stocmar filled my
case yesterday."" Another of the would-be shrewd ones !" said

she, laughing." I didn't fancy him much," said he.

"Nor I either
;* he is such a Snob. Now. one

can't live with a snob, though one may dine with

him, smoke, flirt, ride, and chat with him. Is it

not so ?"

"Perfectly true."

"
Sir William is not snobbish. It is his one

redeeming quality."
" I see that. I remarked it the first day we

met."
"Oh dear! oh dear!" sighed she, drearily,

"what a tame, poor, commonplace thing life

becomes when it is reduced to English cookery
for health, and respectability for morals. I could

marry Stocmar if I pleased, papa."" Of course you could."
" Or O'Shea ' the O'Shea,'

"
said she, with a

laugh.
" How droll to be the '

she' of that spe-
cies. I could have him also."

" Not also, but either, dear," said the Captain,
correcting her.

' ' I meant that, papa,
"
laughed she in,

"
though,

perhaps perhaps poor Mr. Ogden mightn't see

that your objection was called for." And then

they both laughed once more at the droll con-

ceit. "We are to be married on some day be-

fore Lent," said she, after a pause. "I must

positively get an almanac, papa, or I shall make
confusion in my dates."

"The Lent begins late this year," remarked
he.

"Does it? So much the better, for there is

much to be thought of. I trust to you for the

settlements, papa. You will have to be inexo-
rable on every stage of the proceedings ;

and as

for me, I know nothing of business never did,
never could."

"But that is not exactly the character you
have figured in here of late."

"Oh, papa dear," cried she," do you imagine,
if reason or judgment were to be invoked, that

Sir William would ever marry
me ? Is it not

because he is blind to every inconsistency and

every contradiction that the poor man has de-

cided on this step?"
"Where do you mean to live? Have you

any plans on that score?"

"None, except where there are fewest En-

glish ; the smallest possible population of red

whiskers and red petticoats, and the least ad-

mixture of bad tongues and Balmoral boots. If

we can not find such a spot, then a city a large

city, where people have too many resources to be

obliged to amuse themselves with scandal."

"That's true; I have always remarked that

where the markets were good, and fish especial-

ly abundant, people were less censorious. In
small localities, where one eats kid every day,
the tendency to tear your neighbor becomes irre-

sistible. I'm convinced that the bad tongues of

boarding-house people may bo ascribed to the

bad diet."

"Perfectly true, papa; and when you dine

with us you shall have no excuse for malevo-

lence. There," said she, throwing away the end
of her cigar,

" I can't afford to light another one
this evening, I have got so few of those delicious

Cubans. Oh dear," sighed she,
" what a strange

destiny is mine! Whenever I enter the mar-

riage state it must always be with a connection

where there are no small vices, and / fond of

them !"

And so saying, she drew her shawl around her,

and strolled lazily toward the house, while the

Captain, selecting another cheroot, sat himself

down in a snug spot in the arbor to muse, and

meditate, and moralize after his fashion. Had
any one been there to mark him as he gazed up-
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ward at the starry sky, he might readily have

deemed him one lost in heavenly contempla-

tion, deep in that speculative wisdom that leaves

the frontier of this narrow life far, far behind,

and soars to realms nobler, vaster, grander. But

not so were his thoughts ; they were earthy of

the earthiest, craft and subtlety crossed and re-

crossed them, and in all their complex web not

one chord was to be found which could vibrate

with an honest wish or a generous aspiration.

There was not, nevertheless, a ruddier complex-

ion, a brighter eye, a merrier voice, or a better

digestion than his in Christendom.

CHAPTER XXXIX.

FKOM CLARA.

IT was just as Alfred Layton stepped into the

boat to row out to the Asia, bound for New York,
that a letter from Clara was placed in his hands.

He read it as they rowed along read it twice,

thrice over. It was a strange letter at least he

thought so from one so very young. There
was a tone of frankness almost sisterly, but there

was, in alluding to the happy past, a something
of tenderness half shadowed forth that thrilled

strangely through his heart. How she seemed
to love those lessons he had once thought she

felt to be mere tasks ! How many words he had
uttered at random words of praise or blame, as

it might be she had treasured all up, just as she

had hoarded the flowers he had given her. What
a wondrous sensation it is to feel that a chance

expression we have used, a few stray words, have
been stored up as precious memories ! Is there

any flattery like it ? What an ecstasy to feel that

we could impart value to the veriest common-

place, and, without an effort, without even a will,

sit enthroned within some other heart !

What wisdom there was in that old fable of

the husbandman, who bequeathed the treasure

to his sons to be discovered by carefully turning
over the soil of their land, delving and digging it

industriously. How applicable is the lesson it

teaches to what goes on in our daily lives, where,
ever in search of one form of wealth, our labors

lead us to discover some other of which we knew

nothing. Little had Alfred Layton ever sus-

pected that, while seeking to gain May's affec-

tion, he was winning another heart
;

little knew
he that in that atmosphere of love his deep de-
votion made, she scarcely more than a child

lived and breathed, mingling thoughts of him
through all the efforts of her mind, till he be-
came the main-spring of every ambition that pos-
sessed her. And now he knew it all. Yes, she
< <tnf"<sed, as one never again fated to meet him,
thut she loved him. "If," wrote she, "it is in-

expressible relief to me to own this, I can do so
with less shame, that I ask no return of affec-

tion ; I give you my heart, as I give that which
has no value, save that I feel it is with you, to go
along with you through all the straits and diffi-

culties of your life, to nourish hope for your suc-
:i'l sorrow for your failure, but never to
MI more. . . . Nor," said she, in another

place,
" do I disguise from myself the danger of

this ronfi-xsion. They say, it is man's nature to

(!>[, i-c the jiift which comes unasked, the un-

iought heart is but an undersircd realm. Be it

so. So long as the thought fills me that you are
its lord, so long as to myself I whisper vows of

loyalty, I am not worthless in my own esteem.
I can say, 'fie would like this he would praise
me for that some word of good cheer would aid
me here how joyously he would greet me as I
reached this goal!" 'Bravely borne, dear Clara!'
would requite me for a cruel sacrifice. You are
too generous to deny me this much, and I ask
no more. None of us can be the worse of good
wishes, none be less fortunate that daily blessings
are entreated for us. Mine go with you every-
where and always."

These lines, read and re-read so often, weighed
heavily on Layton's heart; and she who wrote
them was never for an instant from his thoughts.
At first, sorrow and a sense of self-reproach were
his only sentiments

;
but gradually another feel-

ing supervened. There is not any thing which

supplies to the heart the want of being cared for.

There is that companionship in being loved, with-
out which life is the dreariest of all solitudes. As
we are obliged to refer all our actions to a stand-

ard of right and wrong, so by a like rule all our
emotions must be brought before another court

the heart that loves us
;
and he who lias not

this appeal is a wretched outlaw 1 This Layton
now began to feel, and every day strengthened
the conviction. The last few lines of the letter,

too, gave an unspeakable interest to the whole.

They ran thus :

" I know not what change has come over my
life, or is to come, but I am to be separated from

my mother, intrusted to a guardian I have never
seen till now, and sent I know not whither. All
that I am told is, that our narrow fortune requires
I should make an effort for my own support. I
am grateful to the adversity that snatches me
from a life of thought to one of labor. The wea-
riness of work will be far easier to bear than the

repinings of indolence. Self-reproach will be

less poignant, too, when not associated with self-

indulgence ; and, better than all, a thousand times

better, I shall feel in my toil some similitude to

him whom I love rfeel, when my tired brain

seeks rest, some unseen thread links my weari-

ness to his, and blends our thoughts together in

our dreams, fellow-laborers at least in life, if not

lovers!"

When he had read thus far, and was still con-

templating the lines, a small slip, carefully sealed

in two places, fell from the letter. It was in-

scribed "My Secret." Alfred tore it open ea-

gerly. The contents were very brief, and ran

thus:
" She whom I had believed to be my mother

is not so. She is nothing to me. I am an or-

phan. I know nothing of those belonging to

me, nor of myself, any more than that my name
is not ' Clara Morris.'

"

Layton's first impulse, as he read, was to ex-

claim, "Thank God the dear child has no tie to

this woman!" The thought of her being her

daughter was maddening. And then arose the

question to his mind, by what link had they been

united hitherto ? Mrs. Morris had been ever to

him a mysterious personage, for whom he had

invented numberless histories, not always to her

advantage. But why, or through what circum-

stances, this girl had been associated with her

fortunes, was a knot he could find no clew to.

There arose, besides, another question, why should
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this connection now cease, by what change in

condition were they to be separated, and was the

separation to be complete and final? Clara

ought to have told him more
;
she should have

been more explicit. It was unfair to leave him
with an unsolved difficulty, which a few words

might have set clear. He was half angry with

her for the torture of this uncertainty, and yet
let us own it in his secret heart he hugged

this mystery as a new interest that attached him
to life. Let a man have ever so little of the

gambler in his nature and we have never pic-
tured Layton as among that prudent category
and. there will be still a tendency to weigh the

eventualities of life, as chances inclining now to

this side, now to that. " I was lucky in that af-

fair" "I was unfortunate there," are expres-
sions occasionally heard from those who have
never played a card or touched a dice-box. And
where does this same element play such a part
as when a cloud of doubt and obscurity involves

the fate of one we love ?

For the first few days of the voyage Layton
thought of nothing but Clara and her history,
till his mind grew actually confused with con-

flicting guesses about her. "I must tell Quack-
inboss every thing. I must ask his aid to read
this mystery, or it will drive me mad," said he,
at last. "He has seen her, too, and liked her."

She was the one solitary figure he had met with
at the Villa which seemed to have made a deep
impression upon hini

;
and over and over again

the American had alluded to the "
'little gal'

with the long eyelashes, who sang so sweetly."
It was not very easy to catch the Colonel in

an unoccupied moment. Ever since the voyage
began he was full of engagements. He was an
old Transatlantic voyager, deep in all the arts

and appliances by which such journeys are ren-

dered agreeable. Such men turn up every where.
On the Cunard line they organize the whist-par-

ties, the polka on the poop-deck, the sweepstakes
on the ship's log, and the cod-fishing on the

banks. On the overland route it is they who
direct where tents are to be pitched, kids roast-

ed, and Arabs horsewhipped. By a sort of com-
mon accord a degree of command is conceded to

them, and their authority is admitted without

dispute. Now and then a rival will contest the

crown, and by his party divide the state
;
but the

community is large enough for such a schism,
which, after all, is rarely a serious one. The
Pretender, in the present case, had come on
board by the small vessel which took the pilot

away; a circumstance not without suspicion,

and, of course, certain of obtaining its share of

disparaging comments, not the less that the gen-
tleman's pretensions were considerable and his

manners imposing. In fact, to use a vulgarism
very expressive of the man, "he took on" im-

mensely. He was very indignant at not finding
his servant expecting him, and actually out of
himself on discovering that a whole state-room
had not been engaged for his accommodation.

With^ all these disappointing circumstances, it

was curious enough how soon he reconciled him-
self to his condition, submitting with great good-
humor to all the privations of ordinary mortals

;

and when, on the third or fourth day of the voy-
age, he deigned to say that he had drunk worse

Madeira, and that the clam soup was really
worthy of his approval, his popularity was at

once assured. It was really pleasant to witness
such condescension, and so, indeed, every one
seemed to feel it. All but one, and that one was

Quackinboss, who, from the first moment, had
conceived a strong dislike against the new arriv-

al, a sentiment he took no pains to conceal or

disguise.
"He's too p'lite he's too civil by half, Sir

especially with the women folk," said Quackin-
boss; "they ain't wholesome when they are so
tarnation sweet. As Senator Byles says,

' Bunk-
um won't make pie-crust, though it'll serve to

butter a man up.' Them's my own sentiments

too, Sir, and I don't like that stranger."
"What can it signify to you, Colonel?" said

Layton. "Why need you trouble your head
about who or what he is ?"

"I'll be bound he's one of them as pays his

debts with the topsail sheet, Sir. He's run. I'm
as sartain o' that fact as if I seen it. Whenever
I see a party as won't play whist under five-

guinea points, or drink any thing cheaper than
Moet at four dollars a bottle, I say look arter that

chap, Shaver, and you'll see it's another man's

money pays for him."
"
But, after all," remonstrated Layton,

" sure-

ly you have nothing to do with him ?"

"Well, Sir, I'm not downright convinced on
that score. He's a-come from Florence

;
he

knows all about the Heathcotes and Mrs. Mor-
ris, and the other folk there

;
and he has either

swindled them, or they've been a roguing some
others. That's my platform, Sir, and I'll not

change one plank of it."

"Come, come," said Layton, laughingly,
" for

the first time in your life you have suffered a

prejudice to override your shrewd good sense.

The man is a snob, and no more."

"Well, Sir, I'd like to ask, could you say worse
of him ? Ain't a snob a fellow as wants to be
taken for better bred, or richer, or cleverer, or

more influential than he really is ? Ain't he a
cheat ? Ain't he one as says,

' I ain't like that

poor publican yonder, I'm another guess sort of

crittur, and sit in quite another sort of place ?'

Jest now picture to your own mind how pleas-
ant the world would be if one fourth, or even
one tenth, of its inhabitants was fellows of that

stamp !"

It was only after two or three turns on the

deck that Layton could subdue the Colonel's in-

dignation sufficiently to make him listen to him
with calm and attention. With, a very brief

preamble he read Clara's letter for him, con-

cluding all with the few lines inscribed " My Se-

cret.
" "It is about this I want your advice, dear

friend," said he. "Tell me frankly what you
think of it all."

Quackinboss was always pleased when asked

his advice upon matters which at first blush might
seem out of the range of his usual experiences.
It seemed such . a tribute to his general knowl-

edge of life, that it was a very graceful species
of flattery, so that he was really delighted by this

proof of Layton's confidence in his acuteness and
his delicacy, and in the exact proportion of the

satisfaction he felt was he disposed to be diffuse

and long-winded.
"This ain't an easy case, Sir," began he;

"this ain't one of those measures where a man
may say, 'There's the right and there's the wrong
of it;' and it takes a man like Shaver Quackin-
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boss a man as has seen snakes with all manner

o' spots on 'em to know what's best to be done."

" So I thought," mildly broke in Layton
" so

41 There's chaps in this world," continued he,

"never sees a difficulty nowhere; they'd whit-

tle a hickory stick with the same blade as a piece

of larch timber, Sir
; ay, and worse, too, never

know how they gapped their knife for the doin'

it! You'd not believe it, perhaps, but the wi-

liest cove ever I seen in life was an old chief of

the Mandans, Ai-ha-ha-tha, and his rule was,

when you're on a trail, track it step by step ;

never take short cuts. Let us read the gal's let-

ter again." And he did so carefully, painstak-

ingly, folding it up afterward with slow deliber-

ation, while he reflected over the contents.

"I'm a thinkin'," said he, at last "I'm a

thinkin' how we might utilize that stranger there,

the fellow as is come from Florence, and who

may possibly have heard something of this gal's

history. He don't take to me ; nor, for the mat-

ter o' 'that, do /to him. But that don't signify ;

there's one platform brings all manner of folk

together it's the great leveler in this world

Play. Ay, Sir, your English lord has no objec-

tion to even Uncle Sam's dollars, though he'd be

riled con-siderable if you asked him to sit down
to meals with him. I'll jest let this crittur plun-
der me a bit

;
I'll flatter him with the notion that

he's too sharp and too spry for the Yankee. He's

always goin' about asking every one
' Can't they

make a game o' brag?' Well, I'll go in, Sir.

He shall have his game, and Tl\ have mine."

Layton did not certainly feel much confidence

in the plan of campaign thus struck out; but

seeing the pleasure Quackinboss felt in the dis-

play of his acuteness, he offered no objection to

the project.

"Yes, Sir," continued Quackinboss, as though
reflecting aloud, "once these sort of critturs think

a man a flat, they let out all about how sharp

they are themselves
; they can't help it

;
it's part

of their shallow natur' to be boastful. Let us

see now what it is we want to find out : first of

all, the widow, who she is and whence she came
;

then, how she chanced to have the gal with her,
and who the gal herself is, where she was raised,
and by whom

;
and last of all, what is't they

done with her, how they've fixed her. Ay, Sir,"
mused he, after a pause,

" as Senator Byles says,
4
if / don't draw the badger, I'd beg the honor-

able gentleman to b'lieve that his own claws ain't

sharp enough to do it !' There's the very crit-

tur himself, now, a smokin','
1

cried he
;
"I'll jest

go and ask him for a weed." And, so saying,
Quackinboss crossed the deck and joined the

stranger.

CHAPTER XL.

QUACKINBOSSIANA.
Ox the morning on which the great steamer

glided within the tranquil waters of Long Island,
Quackinboss appeared at Layton's berth to an-
nounce the fact, as well as report progress with
tho stranger.

" I was right, Sir," said he
;
"he's

boon and burnt his fingers on 'Change, that's the
rc:i-(.n hr-'s here. The crittur was in the share-

market, and got his soup too hot ! You British-

ers seem to have the bright notion that, when
you've been done at home, you'll be quite sharp
enough to do us here, and so, whenever you make
a grand smash in Leadenhall Street, it's only com-

ing over to Broadway ! Well, now, Sir, that's

con-siderable of a mistake
;
we understand smash-

ing too ay, and better than folk in the old coun-

try. Look you here, Sir
;

if I mean to lose my
ship on the banks, or in an ice-drift, or any oth-

er way, I don't go and have her built of strong
oak plank and well-seasoned timber, copper-fast-

ened, and the rest of it
;
but I run her up with

light pine, and cheap fixins every where. She
not only goes to pieces the quicker, but there

ain't none of her found to tell where it happened
and how. That's how it comes, we founder, and
there's no noise made about it; while one of

your chaps goes bumpin' on the rocks for weeks
;

with fellows up in the riggin', and life-boats tak-

in' 'em off, and such like, till the town talks of

nothing else, and all the newspapers are filled

with pathetic incidents, so that the very fellows

that caulked her seams or wove her canvass are

held up to public reprobation. That's how you
do it, Sir, and that's where you're wrong. When
a man builds a card-house, he don't want iron

fastenings. I've explained all to that crittur

there, and he seems to take it in wonderful."

"Who is he what is he?" asked Layton.
"His name's Trover; firm, Trover, Twist,

and Co., Frankfort and Florence, bankers, gener-
al merchants, rag exporters, commission agents,

doing a bit in the picture line and marbles for

the American market, and sole agents for the

sale of Huxley's tonic balsam. That's how he

is," said the Colonel, reading the description
from his note-book.

" I never heard of him before."

"He knows you, though knew you the mo-
ment he came aboard

;
said you was tutor to a

lord in Italy, and that he cashed you circular

notes on Stanbridge and Sawley. These fellows

forget nobody."
"What does he know of the Heathcotes?"

"Pretty nigh every thing. He knows that

the old Baronet would be for makin' a fortune

out of his ward's money, and has gone and lost

a good slice of it, and that the widow has been
doin' a bit of business in the share market in the

same profitable fashion, not but she's a rare wide-

awake 'un, and sees into the *

exchanges' clear

enough. As to the gal, he thinks she sold her "

"Sold her! what do you mean?" cried Lay-
ton, in a voice of horror.

" Jest this, that one of those theatrical fellows

as buys singing-people, and gets 'em taught it's

all piping bullfinch work with 'em has been and

taken her away ;
most probable cheap, too, for

Trover said she wasn't nowise a rare article ;
she

had a will of her own, and was as likely to say
I won't' as 'I will.'"

"Good heavens! And are things like this

suffered ? are they endured in the age we live

in?"

"Yes, Sir. You've got all your British sym-

pathies very full about negroes and 'Uncle Tom's

Cabin,' you're wonderful strong about slavery

and our tyrants down South, and you've some-

thing like fifty thousand born ladies, called gov-

ernesses, treated worse than housemaids, and

some ten thousand others condemned to what I

won't speak of, that they may amuse you in your
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theatres. I can tell you, Sir, that the Legrees
that walk St. James's Street and Piccadilly are

jest as black-hearted as the fellows in Georgia or

Alabama, though they carry gold-headed walk-

ing-sticks instead of cow-hides."
"But sold her!" reiterated Layton. "Do

you mean to say that Clara has been given over

to one of these people to prepare her for the

stage?"
"
Yes, Sir

;
he says his name's Stocmar a

real gentleman, he ^alls him, with a house at

Brompton, and a small yacht at Cowes. They've
rather good notions about enjoying themselves,
these theatre fellows. They get a very good
footing in West-end life, too, by supplying count-

esses to the nobility.""
No, no !" cried Layton, angrily ; "you carry

your prejudices against birth and class beyond
reason and justice too."

"Well, I suspect not, Sir," said Quackinboss,

slowly. "Not to say that I wasn't revilin', but

rayther a praisin' 'em, for the supply of so much
beauty to the best face-market in all Europe.
If I were to say what's the finest prerogatives of

one of your lords, I know which I'd name, Sir,

and it wouldn't be wearin' a blue ribbon; and sit-

tin' on a carved oak bench in what you call the

Upper House of Parliament."
"But Clara what of Clara?" cried Layton,

impatiently.
"He suspects that she's at Milan, a sort of

female college they have there, where they take

degrees in singin' and dancin'. All I hope is

that the poor child won't learn any of their con-

founded lazy Italian notions. There's no peo-

ple can prosper, Sir, when their philosophy con-

sists in 'Come si fa?' Come si fa? means, it's

no use to work, it's no use to strive
;
the only

thing to do in life is to lie down in the shade and
suck oranges. That's the real reason they like

Popery, Sir, because they can even go to heaven
without trouble, by paying another man to do
the prayin' for 'em. It ain't much trouble to

hire a saint, when it only costs lightin' a candle
to him. And to tell me that's a nation wants

liberty and free institutions ! No man wants lib-

erty, Sir, that won't work for his bread
;
no man

really cares for freedom till he's ready to earn
his livin', for this good reason, that the love of

liberty must grow out of personal independence,
as you'll see, Sir, when you take a walk yonder."
And he pointed to the tall steeples of New York
as he spoke. But Layton cared little for the

discussion of such a theme
;

his
, thoughts had

another and very different direction.

"Poor Clara," muttered he. "How is she
to be rescued from such a destiny?"

"jPd say by the energy and determination of

the man who cares for her," said Quackinboss,
boldly,

' ' Come si fa ? won't save her, that's cer-

tain."

"Can you learn any thing of the poor child's

history from this man, or does he know it?"

"Well, Sir," drawled out the Colonel, "that
ain't so easy to say. Whether a man has a par-
tic'lar piece of knowledge in his head, or whether
a quartz rock has a streak of gold inside of it, is

things only to be learned in the one way by
hammering ay, Sir, by hammering ! Now, it

strikes me this Trover don't like hammering;
first of all, the sight of you here has made him
suspicious

"

" Not impossible is it that he may have seen

you also, Colonel," broke in Layton.
"Well, Sir," said the other, drawing himself

proudly up, "and if he had, what of it? You
don't fancy that ive are like the Britishers?

You don't imagine that when we appear in Eu-

rope that every one turns round and whispers,
'That's a gentleman from the United States?'

No, Sir, it is the remarkable gift of our people to

be cosmopolite. We pass for Russian, French,

Spanish, or Italian, jest as we like, not for our

skill in language, which we do not all possess, so

much as a certain easy imitation of the nat-ive

that comes nat'ral to us. Even our Western

people, Sir, with very remarkable features of

their own, have this property ;
and you may put

a man from Kentucky down on the Boulevard
de Gand to-morrow, and no one will be able to

say he warn't a born Frenchman !"
' ' I certainly have not made that observation

hitherto," said Layton, dryly.

"Possibly not, Sir, because your national pride
is offended by our never imitating you! No,
Sir, we never do that!"

"But won't you own that you might find as

worthy models in England as in France or It-

aly?"
' ' Not for us, Sir not for us. Besides, we find

ourselves at home on the Continent
;
we don-'t

with'you. The Frenchman is never taxing us

with every little peculiarity of accent or diction
;

he's not always criticising our ways where they
differ from his own. Now, your people do, and,
do what we may, Sir, they will look on us as what
the Chinese call

' second chop.' Now, to my
thinking, we are first chop, Sir, and you are the

tea after second watering."

They were now rapidly approaching the only

territory in which an unpleasant feeling was pos-
sible between them. Each knew and felt this,

and yet, with a sort of national stubbornness,
neither liked to be the one to recede first. As
for Layton, bound as he was by a debt of deep
gratitude to the American, he chafed under the

thought of sacrificing even a particle of his coun-

try's honor to the accident of his own condition,
and with a burning cheek and flashing eye he

began :

"There can be no discussion on the matter.

Between England and America there can no
more be a question as to supremacy

"

"
There, don't say it

; stop there," said Quack-

inboss, mildly.
" Don't let us get warm about

it. I may like to sit in a rockin'-chair and smoke

my weed in the parlor ; you may prefer to read

the Times at the drawing-room fire
;
but if we

both agree to go out into the street together, Sir,

we can whip all cre-ation." And he seized Lay-
ton's hand, and wrung it with an honest warmth
that there was no mistaking.
"And now as to this Mr. Trover," said Lay-

ton, after a few minutes. "Are we likely to

learn any thing from him ?"
"
Well, Sir," said the Colonel, lazily, "I'm on

his track, and I know his footmarks so well now,
that I'll be sure to detect him if I see him again.
He's a goin' South, and so are we. He's a look-

ing out for land
;

that's exactly what we're ar-

tcr!"

"You have dropped no hint about our lectur

ing scheme ?" asked Layton, eagerly.
"I rayther think not, Sir," said the other,
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half indignant at the bare suspicion. "We're

two gentlemen on the search after a good loca-

tion and a lively \\ater-power. We've jest heard

of one down West, and there's the whole cargo

as per invoice." And he gave a knowing wink

and look of mingled drollery and cunning.
" You are evidently of opinion that this man

could be of use to us?" said Layton, who was

well aware how fond the American was of act-

ing with a certain mystery, and who, therefore,

cautiously abstained from any rash assault upon
his confidence.

"Yes, Sir, that's my ticket; but I mean to

take my own time to lay the bill on the table.

But here come the small steamers and the boats

for the mails. Listen to that bugle, Britisher.

That air is worth all Mozart. Yes, Sir," said he,

proudly, as he hummed,

"There'8 not a man beneath the moon,
Nor lives in any land he,

That ha?n't heard the pleasant tune

Of Yankee doodle dandy !

"In coolin' drinks, and clipper ships,

The Yankee has the way shown !

On land and sea 'tis he that whips
Old Bull and all cre-ation 1"

Quackinboss gradually dropped his voice, till

at the concluding line the words sank into an

undislinguishable murmur, for now, as it were

on the threshold of his own door, he felt all the

claim of courtesy to the stranger. Still it was
not possible for him to repress the proud delight

he felt in the signs of wealth and prosperity
around him.

"There," cried he, with enthusiasm, "there

ain't a land in the universe that's worth call-

ing a land hasn't a flag flying yonder ! There's

every color of bunting, from Lapland to Shang-

hai, "afloat in them waters, Sir
;
and yet you'll

not have to go back two hundred years ;
and

where you see the smoke risin' from ten thou-

sand human dwellin's, there wasn't one hearth

nor one home ! The black pine and the hem-
lock grew down those grassy slopes where you
see them gardens, and the red gl'are of the In-

dian's fire shone out where the lighthouse now

points to safety and welcome ! It ain't a despi-
cable race as has done all that ! If that be not

the work of a great people, I'd like to hear what
is!" He next pointed out to Layton the vari-

ous objects of interest as they presented them-
selves to view, commenting on the very different

impressions such a scene of human energy and

activity is like to produce than those lands of

Southern Europe from which they had lately
come. "You'll never hear 'Come si fa?' here,

Sir," said he, proudly. "If a man can't fix a

thing aright, he'll not wring his hands and sit

down to cry over it, but he'll go home to think
* of it at his meals, and as he lies awake o'nights ;

and he'll ask himself again and again, 'If there
be a way o' doin' this, why can't / find it out as
well as another ?'

"

It was the Colonel's belief that out of the prin-

ciple of equality sprang an immense amount of
that energy which develops itself in inventive

ability ;
and he dilated on this theory for some

time, <-ndeavoring to show that the subdivision
of ranks in the Old World tended largely to re-

press the enterprising spirit which leads men into

paths previously untrodden. "That you'll see,
. when you come to mix with our people.

And now, a word of advice to you before you
begin."
He drew his arm within Layton's as he said

this, and led him two or three turns on the deck
in silence. The subject was in some sort a del-
icate one, and he did not well see how to open
it without a certain risk of offending.

' ' Here's
how it is," said he at last.

" Our folk isn't your
folk because they speak the same language. In

your country, your station, or condition, or what-
ever you like to call it, answers for you, and the
individual man merges into the class he belongs
to. Not so here. We don't care a red cent
about your rank, but we want to know about you
yourself! Now, you strangers mistake all that

feeling, and call it impertinence and curiosity,
and such like, but it ain't any thing of the kind !

No, Sir. It simply means what sort of knowl-

edge, what art, or science, or labor, can you con-
tribute to the common stock ? Are you a-come

among us to make us wiser, or richer, or thrift-

ier, or godlier ? or are you just a loafer a mere
loafer? My asking you on a rail-car whence

you come and where you're a goin', is no more

impertinence than my inquirin' at a store wheth-
er they have got this article or that ! I want
to know whether you and I, as we journey to-

gether, can profit each other
;
whether either of

us mayn't have something the other has never
heard afore. He can't have traveled very far

in life who hasn't picked up many an improvin'
thing from men he didn't know the names on,

ay, and learned many a sound lesson besides of

patience or contentment, forgiveness, and the

like
;
and all that ain't so easy if people won't

be sociable together!"

Layton nodded a sort of assent, and Quackin-
boss continued, in the same strain, to point out

peculiarities to be observed, and tastes to be con-

sulted, especially with reference to the national

tendency to invite to "liquor," which he assured

Layton by no means required a sense of thirst

on his part to accede to. "You ain't always
charmed when you say you are, in French, Sir,

and the same spirit of politeness should lead you
to accept a brandy-smash without needing it, or

even to drink off a cocktail when you ain't dry.
After all," said he, drawing a long breath, like

one summing up the pith of a discourse,
"

if

you're a goin' to pick holes in Yankee coats, to sec

all manner of things to criticise, condemn, and
sneer at, if you're satisfied to describe a people

by a few peculiarities which are not pleasin' to

you, go ahead and abuse us
;
but if you'll accept

honest hospitality, though offered in a way that's

new and strange to you if you'll believe in true

worth and genuine loyalty of character, even

though its possessor talk somewhat through the

nose then, Sir, I say there ain't no fear that

America will disappoint you, or that you'll be

ill treated by Americans." With this speech he

turned away to look after his baggage and get

ready to go ashore.

CHAPTER XLI.

QUACKINBOSS AT HOME.

THOUGH Quackinboss understood thoroughly
well that it devolved upon him to do the honors

of his country to the "Britisher," he felt that,
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in honest fairness, the stranger ought to be free

to form his impressions, without the bias that

would ensue from personal attentions, while he
also believed that American institutions and hab-
its stood in need of no peculiar favor toward them
to assert their own superiority." Don't be on the look-out, Sir, for Eu-ropcan
graces," he would say," in this country, for the
men that have most of 'em ain't our best people ;

and don't mistake the eagerness with which ev-

ery body will press you to admire America for

any slight toward the old country. We all like

her, Sir
;
and we'd like her better if she wasn't

so fond of saying she's ashamed of us."

These were the sort of warnings and counsels
he would drop as he guidedLayton about through
the city, pointing out whatever he deemed most

worthy of curiosity, or whatever he conceived

might illustrate the national character. It was

chiefly on the wealth of the people, their untir-

ing industry, and the energy with which they
applied themselves to money-getting, that he laid

stress, and he did this with a degree of insistence

that betrayed an uneasy consciousness of how
little sympathy such traits meet with from the

passing traveler.

"Mayhap, Sir, you'd rather sec' 'em loafing?"
said he, one day, in a moment of impatience,
as Layton half confessed that he'd like to meet
some of the men of leisure.

"
Well, you'll have

to look 'em up elsewhere, I expect. I'll have to

take you a run down South for that sort of cat-

tle and that's what I mean to do. Before you
go before our people, Sir, as a lecturer, you'll
have to study 'em a little, that's a fact ! When
you come to know 'em, you'll see that it's a folk

won't be put off with chaff when they want buck-

wheat; and that's just what your Eu-ropeans
think to do. I will take a trip to the Falls first

;

I'd like to show you that water-power. We start

away on Monday next."

Layton was not sorry to leave New York. The
sight of that ever busy multitude, that buzzing
hive of restless bees, was only addling to one who
never regarded wealth save as a stage to some-

thing farther off. He was well aware how rash

it would be to pronounce upon a people from the

mere accidents of chance intercourse, and he

longed to see what might give him some real in-

sight into the character of the nation. Besides

this, he felt, with all the poignant susceptibility
of his nature, that he was not himself the man
to win success among them. There was a bold

rough energy, a daring go-ahead spirit, that over-

bore him wherever he went. They who had not

traveled spoke more confidently of foreign lands
than he who had seen them. Of the very sub-

jects he had made his own by study, he heard
men speak with a confidence he would not have
dared to assume

;
and lastly, the reserve which

serves as a sanctuary to the bashful man was in-

vaded without scruple by any one who pleased it.

If each day's experience confirmed him in the

impression that he was not one to gain their suf-

frages, he was especially careful to conceal this

discouraging conviction from Quackinboss, leav-

ing to time, that great physician, to provide for

the future. Nor was the Colonel himself, be it

owned, without his own misgivings. He saw, to

his amazement, that the qualities which he had
so much admired in Layton won no approval
from his countrymen ;

the gifts, which by read-

ing and reflection he had cultivated, seemed not

to be marketable commodities; there were no

buyers none wanted them. Now Quackinboss
began to think seriously over their project, deep-

ly pained as he remembered that it was by his

own enthusiastic description of his countrymen
the plan had first met acceptance. Whether it

was that the American mind had undergone some

great change since he had known it, or that for-

eign travel had exaggerated, in his estimation,
the memory of many things he had left behind
him

;
but so it was, the Colonel was amazed to

discover that, with all the traits of sharp intelli-

gence and activity he recognized in his country-
men, there were yet some features in the society
of the old continent that he regretted and yearned
after. Again and again did he refer to Italy and
their life there

;
even the things he had so often

condemned now came up softened by time and

distance, as pleasant memories of an era passed
in great enjoyment. If any passing trait in the

scenery recalled the classic land, he never failed

to remark it, and, once launched upon the theme,
he would talk away for hours of the olive-woods,
the trellised vines, the cottages half hid amid the

orange-groves, showing how insensibly the luxu-
rious indolence he had imbibed lingered like a
sort of poison in his blood.

"Yes, Sir," said he, one day, as with an amount
of irritation he acknowledged the fatal fascina-

tion of that land of dreamy inactivity, "it's my
notion that Italy is a pasture where no beast

ought to be turned out that's ever to do any
work again. It ain't merely that one does noth-

ing when he's there, but he ain't fit for any thing
when he leaves it. I know what I'd have thought
of any man that would have said to we,

' Shaver

Quackinboss, you'll come out of them diggin's

lazy and indolent. You'll think more of your
ease than you ought, and you'll be more grateful
for being jest left alone to follow your own fan-

cies than for the best notion of speculation that

ever was hit upon.' And that's exactly what
I've come to ! I don't want a fellow to tell me
where. I can make thirty or forty thousand dol-

lars
;
I've lost all that spring in me that used to

make me rise early and toil late. What I call

happiness now is to sit and smoke with one of

your sort of an afternoon, and listen to stories of

chaps that lived long ago, and worked their way
on in a world a precious sight harder to bully
than our own. Well now, Sir, I say, that ain't

right, and it ain't nat'ral, and what's more, I

ain't a goin' to bear it. I mean to be stirrin'

and active again, and you'll see it."

It was a few days after he had made this re-

solve that he said to Layton :

"
Only think who I saw at the bar this morn-

ing. That fellow we came over with in the pas-

sage out; he was a liquoring down there, and

treating all the company. He comes up to me,
straight on end, and says :

"
'Well, old 'oss, and how do you get on ?'

" '

Bobbish-like,
'

says I, for I was minded to

be good-humored with him, and see what I could

get out of him about hisself.

"'Where's the young 'un I saw with you
aboard ?' says he.

"
'Well,' said I, 'he ain't very far off when

he's wanted.'

"'That's what he ain't,' said he; 'he ain't

wanted nowhere.' When he said this, I saw he
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was very 'tight,' as we call it far gone in liq-

uor, I mean.
" * Have you found out that same water-pow-

er vou were" arter?' said he.

"
'No,' said I. 'It's down west a man must

go who hasn't a bag full of dollars. Every thing

up hereabouts is bought up at ten times its worth.'

"'Well, look sharp after the young 'un,' said

he, laughing ;

' that's my advice to you. Though

you're Yankee, he'll be too much for you in the

end.' He said this, drinking away all the time,

and getting thicker in his speech at every word.
" 'I ain't a man to neglect a warnin',' says I,

in a sort of whisper,
* and if you mean friendly by

me, speak out.'
" ' And ain't that speaking out,' says he, bold-

ly,
' when I say to a fellow I scarcely know by

sight, "Mind your eye; look out for squalls?"

I wonder what more" he wants ! Does he ex-

pect me to lend him money?' said he, with an

insolent laugh.
"
'No,' said I, in the same easy way, 'by no

manner o' means
;
and if it's myself you allude

to, I ain't in the vocative case, Sir. I've got in

that old leather pocket-book quite enough for

present use.'

"'Watch it well, then; put it under your
head o' nights, that's all,' said he, hiccuping ;

' and if you wake up some morning without it,

don't say the fault was Oliver Trover's.' This

was a tellin' me his name, which I remembered

the moment I heard it.

" 'You'll take a brandy smash or a glass of

bitters with me now, Sir?" said I, hopin' to get

something more out of him
;
but he wouldn't

have it. He said, with a half-cunning leer,
' No

more liquor, no more liquor, and no more se-

crets ! If you was to treat me to all in the bar,

you'd get nothing more out of Noll Trover.'
"

" But what does the fellow mean by his insin-

uations about me?" said Layton, angrily. "I
never knew him, never met him, never so much
as heard of him!"
"What does that signify if he has heard of

you, and suspects you to know something, about

him f He ain't all right, that's clear enough ;

but our country is so full of fellows like that, it

ain't easy work tracking 'em."

Layton shrugged his shoulders with an indif-

ference, as though to say the matter did not

interest him, but Quackinboss rejoined, quickly,
"
I've a notion that it concerns us, Sir. I heerd

his inquiry about all the lines down south, and

asking if any one knew a certain Harvey Win-

throp, down at Norfolk."
"
Winthrop Winthrop? Where have I heard

that name?"
"In that book of your father's don't you re-

member it? It was he was mentioned as the

guardian of that young girl, the daughter of him
as was pisoned at Jersey."
"And is this man Trover in search of Win-

thro)> ?" asked Layton, eagerly.

"Well, he's a lookin' arter him, somehow,
that's certain

;
for when somebody said,

'

Oh, Har-

vcy Winthrop ain't at Norfolk now;' he looked

quite put out and amazed, and muttered some-

thing about having made all his journey for noth-

ing."
"It is strange, indeed, that we should have the

same destination ;
and stranger still would it be

if we should be both on the same errand."

"
Well," said Quackinboss, after a long pause," I've been a rolling the log over and over to see

which way to cut it, and at last, I believe, I've

found the right side o' it. You and I must quar-
rel."

"What do you mean?" asked Layton, in as-

tonishment.

"I mean jest this. I must take up the sus-

picion that he has about you. and separate from

you. It may be to join him. He's one of your
Old-World sort, that's always so proud to be
reckoned 'cute and smart, that you've only to

praise his legs to get his leggins. We'll be as

thick as thieves arter a week's traveling, and I'll

find out all that he's about. Trust old Shaver,

Sir, to get to windward of small craft like that!"
" I own to you frankly," said Layton,

" that I

don't fancy using a rogue's weapons even against
a rogue."

" Them's not the sentiments of the men that

made laws, Sir," said Quackinboss. "Laws is

jest rogues' weapons against rogues. You want
to do something you haven't no right to, and

straight away you discover that some fellow was
so wide awake once, that he made a statute

against it, ay, and so cleverly, too, that he first

imagined every different way you could turn

your dodge, and provided for each in turn/'

Layton shook his head in dissent, but could

not repress a faint smile.

"Ain't it roguery to snare partridges and to

catch fish, for the matter o' that ?" said he, with
increased warmth. "Wherever a fellow shows
hisself more 'cute than his neighbors, there's sure

to be an outcry
' What a rogue he is!'

"

" Your theory would be an indictment against
all mankind," said Layton.

"No, Sir, for / only call him a rogue that

turns his sharpness to bad or selfish ends. Now,
that's not the case with him as hunts down var-

mint: he's a.doin' a good work, and all the bet-

ter that he may get scratched for his pains."

"Well, what is your plan ?" said Layton. rath-

er fearful of the length into which his friend's

speculations occasionally betrayed him.

"Here it is, Sir," said the Colonel. "I'll

come down upon that critter at Detroit, where I

hear he's a goin', and flatter him by saying that

he was all right about you."
"Indeed!" said Layton, laughing.

"Yes, Sir," said the other, gravely. "I'll

say to him,
'

Stranger, you are a wide-awake 'un,

that's a fact.' He'll rise to that like a ground-
shark to a leg of pork see if he don't and he'll

go on to ask about you; that will give me the

opportunity to give a sketch of myself, and a

more simple, guileless sort of bcin' you've not

often heerd of than I'll turn out to be. Yes, Sir,

I'm one as suspects no ill of any body, jest out of

the pureness of my own heart. When we get on

to a little more intimacy, I mean to show him

twenty thousand dollars I've got by me, and ask

his advice about investin' 'em. I guess pretty

nigh what he'll say: 'Give 'em over to me.'

Well, I'll take a bit of time to consider about

that. There will be, in consequence, more inti-

macy and more friendship atwcen us
;
but arter

he's seen the money, he'll not leave me
;
human

natur' couldn't do that /"

"Shall I tell you fairly," said Layton, "th.it

I not only don't like your scheme, but that I

think it will not repay you."
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"
Well, Sir," said Quackinboss, drawing him-

self tip,
" whenever you see me baitin' a rat-trap,

I don't expect you'll say,
'

Colonel, ain't that

mean ? Ain't you ashamed of yourself to entice

that poor varmint there to his ruin ? Why don't

you explain to him that, if he wants that morsel

of fried bacon, it will cost him pretty dear ?'
"

" You forget that you're begging the question.
You're assuming, all this time, that this man is

a rogue and a cheat.
"

"I am, Sir," said he, firmly, "for it's not at

this time o' day Shaver Quackinboss has to learn

life. All the pepperin' and lemon squeezin' in

the world won't make a toad taste like a terrapin :

that crittur's gold chains don't impose upon me!
You remember that he wasn't aboard four-and-

twenty hours, when I said,
' That sheep's man-

gy
' "'

"Perhaps I like your plan the less because it

separates us," said Layton, who now perceived
that the Colonel seemed to smart under any
thing that reflected on his acuteness.

"That's jest what galls me, too," said he,

frankly. "It's been all sunshine in my life,

since we've been together. All the book-learn-

in' you've got, has stolen into your nature so

gradually as to make part of yourself, but what

you tell me comes like soft rain over a dry prai-

rie, and changing the parched soil into some-

thing that seems to say,
* I'm not so barren, after

all, if I only got my turn from fortune.' You've
shown me one thing, that I often had a glim-
merin' of, but never saw clearly till you pointed
it out, that the wisest men that ever lived felt

more distrust of themselves than of their fellows.

But we only part for a while, Layton. In less

than a month we'll meet again, and I hope to

have good news for you by that time."

"Where are we to rendezvous, then?" asked

Layton, for he saw how fruitless would be the

attempt at further opposition.
"I'll have the map out this evening, and we'll

fix it," said the Colonel. "And now leave me to

smoke, and think over what's afore us. There's

great thoughts in that bit of twisted 'bacco there,
if I only have the wit to trace 'em. Every man
that has had to use his head in life finds out by
the time he's forty what helps him to his best

notions. Bonaparte used to get into a bath to

think, Arkwright went to bed, and my father,
Methuselah Grip Quackinboss, said he never was
so bright as standing up to his neck in the mill-

race, with the light spray of the wheel comin'
in showers over him. 'I feel,' says he, 'as if I

was one half Lord Bacon and the other John C.

Calhoun.' Now my brain-polisher is a long Cu-

ban, a shady tree, and a look out seaward all

the better if the only sails in sight be far away."

CHAPTER XLIL

A NEW LOCATION.

AFTER a great deal of discussion it was agreed
between Layton and the Colonel that they should
meet that day month at St. Louis. Layton was
to employ the interval in seeing as much as he
could of the country and the people, and prepar-
ing himself to appear before them at the first

favorable opportunity. Indeed, though he did
not confess it, he yielded to the separation the

more willingly because it offered him the occa-

sion of putting into execution a plan he for some
time had been ruminating over. In some meas-
ure from a natural diffidence, and in a great de-

gree from a morbid dread of disappointing the

high expectations Quackinboss had formed of

the success he was to obtain, Layton had long
felt that the presence of his friend would be al-

most certain to insure his failure. He could

neither venture to essay the same flights before

him, nor could he, if need were, support any
coldness or disinclination of his audience were

Quackinboss there to witness it. In fact, he
wanted to disassociate his friend from any pain
failure should occasion, and bear all alone the

sorrows of defeat.

Besides this, he felt that, however personally

painful the ordeal, he was bound to face it. He
had accepted Quackinboss's assistance under the

distinct pledge that he was to try this career. In
its success was he to find the means of repaying
his friend, and so confidently had the Colonel

always talked of that success, it would seem mere
willfulness not to attempt it.

There is not, perhaps, more painful position
in life than to be obliged to essay a career to

which all one's thoughts and instincts arc op-
posed; to do something against which self-re-

spect revolts, and yet meet no sympathy from
others to be conscious that any backwardness
will be construed into self-indulgence, and disin-

clination be set down as indolence. Now this

was Alfred Layton's case. He must either risk

a signal failure, or consent to be thought of as

one who would rather be a burden to his friends

than make an honorable effort for his own sup-
port. He was already heavily in the Colo-
nel's debt

;
the thought of this weighed upon

him almost insupportably. It never quitted him
for an instant

; and, worse than all, it obtruded

through every effort he made to acquit himself

of the obligation ;
and only they who have ex-

perienced it can know what pain brain labor be-

comes when it is followed amid the cares and
anxieties of precarious existence

;
when the stu-

dent tries in vain to concentrate thoughts that

will stray away to the miserable exigencies of his

lot, or struggle hopelessly to forget himself and
his condition in the interest ofby-gone events or

unreal incidents, Let none begrudge him the

few flitting moments of triumph he may win, for

he has earned them by many a long hour of

hardship !

The sense of his utter loneliness, often depress-

ing and dispiriting, was now a sort of comfort to

him. Looking to nothing but defeat, he was

glad that there was none to share in his sorrows.

Of all the world, he thought poor Clara alone

would pity him. Her lot was like his own
the same friendlessness the selfsame difficulty.

Why should he not have her sympathy ? She
would give it freely, and with her whole heart.

It was but to tell her, "I am far away, and un-

happy. I chafe under dependence, and I know
not how to assert my freedom. I would do some-

thing, and yet I know not what it is to be. I

distrust myself, and yet there are times when I

feel that one spoken word would give such cour-

age to my heart that I could go on and hope."
Could she speak that word to him ? was his ever

present thought. He resolved to try, and ac-

cordingly he wrote her a long, long letter. . Full
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of the selfishness of one who loved, he told her

the whole story of his journey, and the plan that

led to it. "I have patience enough for slow

toil," said he, "but I do not seek for the success

it brings. I wanted the quick prosperity that one

great effort might secure, and time afterward to

enjoy the humble fortune thus acquired. With

merely enough for life, Clara, I meant to ask you
to share it. Who are as friendlcssly alone as we

are ? who are so bereft of what is called home ?

Say, have you a heart to give me when I can

cla'im it and will you give it? I am low and

wretched because I feel unloved. Tell me this

is not so, and in the goal before me, hope and

energy will come back to me." Broken and

scarce coherent at times, his letter revealed one

who loved her ardently, and who wanted but her

pledge to feel himself happy. He pressed ea-

govly to know of her own life what it was, and

whether she was contented. Had she learned

any thing of the mystery that surrounded her

family, or could she 'give him the slightest clew

by which he could aid her in the search ? He
entreated of her to write to him, even though her

letter should not be the confirmation cf all he

wished and prayed for.

The very fact of his having written this to

Clara seemed to rally his spirits. It was at least

a pledge to his own heart. He had placed a

goal before him, and a hope.
"I am glad to see you look cheerier," said

Quackinboss, as they sat talking over their plans.
' * The hardest load a man ever carried is a heavy
heart, and it's as true as my name's Shaver, that

one gets into the habit of repinin' and seein' all

things black jest as one falls into any other evil

habit. Old Grip Quackinboss said, one day, to

Mr. Jefferson,
'

Yes, Sir,' says he,
'

always hearty,
Sir always cheery. There's an old lady as

sweeps the crossin' in our street, and I give her

a quarter-dollar to fret for me, for it's a thing
I've sworn never to do for myself.'

"

"Well," said Layton, gayly, "you'll see I've

turned over a new leaf; and whatever other

faults you shall find in me, causeless depression
shall not be of the number."

" All right, Sir
;
that's'my own platform. Now

here's your instructions, for I'm a goin'. I start

at seven forty, by the cars for Buffalo. That spot
down there is our meetin' place St. Louis. It

looks mighty insignificant on the map there
;
but

you'll see it's a thrivin' location, and plenty of

business in it. You'll take your own time about

being there, only be sure to arrive by this day
month

;
and if I be the man I think myself, I'll

have news to tell you when you come. This

crittur, Trover, knows all about that widow Mor-

ris, and the girl, too that Clara you was so

fond of. If I have to tie him up to a tree, Sir,
I'll have it out of him ! There's five hundred
dollars in that bag. You'll not need all of it,

bflikc, if yon keep clear of 'Poker' and Bully-
brag; and I advise you to, Sir I do," said he,

gravely.
"

It takes a man to know life, to guess
some of the sharp 'uns in our river steamers.
There's no other dangers to warn you of here,
Sir. Don't be riled about trifles, and you'll find

yourself very soon at home with us."
These were his last words of counsel as he

shook Layton's hand at parting. It was with a
gad sense of loneliness Layton sat by his window
after Quackinboss had gone . For many a month

back he had had no other friend or companion :

ever present to counsel, console, or direct him,
the honest Yankee was still more ready with his

purse than his precepts. Often as they had dif-

fered in their opinions, not a hasty word or dis-

paraging sentiment had ever disturbed their in-

tercourse
;
and even the Colonel's most suscep-

tible spot that which touched upon national
characteristics never was even casually wound-
ed in the converse. In fact, each had learned
to see with how very little forbearance in mat-
ters of no moment, and with how slight an ex-
ercise of deference for differences of object and

situation, English and American could live to-

gether like brothers.

There was but one thought which embittered
the relations between them in Layton's estima-
tion. It was the sense of that dependence which

destroyed equality. He was satisfied to be deep-

ly the debtor of his friend, but he could not strug-

gle between what he felt to be a fitting gratitude,
and that resolute determination to assert what
he believed to be true at any cost. He suspect-

ed, too and the suspicion was a very painful
one that the Colonel deemed him indolent and

self-indulgent. The continued reluctance he had
evinced to adventure on the scheme for which

they had came so far, favored this impression.
As day after day he traveled along, one thought

alone occupied him. At each place he stopped
came the questions, Will this suit ? Is this the

spot I am in search of? It was' strange to mark

by what slight and casual events his mind was
influenced. The slightest accident that ruffled

him as he arrived, an insignificant inconven-

ience, a passing word, the look of the place, the

people, the very aspect of the weather, were each

enough to assure him that he had not yet dis

covered what he sought after. It was toward the

close of his fifth day's ramble that he reachc

the small town of Bunkumville. It was a newh
settled place, and, like all such, not over-rcmarl

able for comfort or. convenience. The spot hac

been originally laid out as the centre of certain

lines of railroad, and intended to have been a

place of consequence, but the engineers who had

planned it had somehow incurred disgrace, the

project was abandoned, and instead of a com-
mercial town, rich, populous, and flourishing, it

now presented the aspect of a spot hastily de-

serted, and left to linger out an existence of de-

cline and neglect. There were marks enough
to denote the grand projects which were once
entertained for the place. Great areas measured
off for squares, spacious streets staked off; here

and there massive "blocks" of building; three

or four hotels on a scale of vast proportion, and
an assembly-room worthy of a second-rate city.

With all this, the population was poor looking
and careworn. No stir of trade or business to

be met with. A stray bullock-car stole drearily

along through the deep-rutted streets, or a trav-

eler significantly armed with rifle and revolver

rode by on his raw-boned horse ;
but of the sights

and sounds of town life and habits there were

none. Of the hotels, two were closed
;
the third

was partially occupied as a barrack by a party
of cavalry dispatched to repress some Indian

outrages on the frontier. Even the soldiers had
contracted some of the wild, out-of-the-world look

of the place, and wore their belts ove*r buckskin

jackets, that smacked more of the prairie than the
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I

parade. The public conveyance which brought

Layton to the spot only stopped long enough to

bait the horses and refresh the travelers
;
and it

was to the no small surprise of the driver that

he saw the " Britisher" ask for his portmanteau,
with the intention of Raiting there. .

"
Well, you

ain't a goin
1

to injure your constitution with

gayety and late hours, stranger," said he, as he
saw him descend

;

" that's a fact."

Nor was the sentiment one that Layton could

dispute, as, still standing beside his luggage in

the open street, he watched the stage till it disap-

peared in the distant pine forest. Two or three

lounging, lazy-looking inhabitants, had, mean-

while, come up, and stood looking with curiosity
at the new arrival.

"You ain't a valuator, are you?" asked one,
after a long and careful inspection of him.

"No," said Layton, dryly.
"You're a lookin' for a saw-mill, I expect,"

said another, with a keen glance as he spoke.
" Nor that, either," was the answer.

"/have it," broke in a third; "you've got
' notions' in that box, there, but it won't do down
here

;
we've got too much bark to hew off before

we come to such fixins."
" I suspect you are not nearer the mark than

your friends, Sir,
"

said Layton, still repressing
the slightest show of impatience.

"What'll you lay, stranger, I don't hit it?"

cried a tall, thin, bold-looking fellow, with long
hair falling over his neck. " You're a preacher,
ain't you ? You're from the New England States,

I'll be bound. Say I'm right, Sir, for you know
I am."
"I must give it against you, Sir, also," said

Layton, preserving his gravity with an effort that

was not without difficulty. "I do not follow

any one of the avocations you mention
;
but in

return for your five questions, may I make bold

to ask one? Which is the hotel here?"
"It's yonder," said the tall man, pointing to

a large house, handsomely pillared, and over-

grown with the luxuriant foliage of the red acan-

thus
;

" there it is. That's the Temple of Epicu-

rus, as you see it a written up. You ain't for

speculatin' in that sort, are you?"
-"No," said Layton, quietly; "I was merely

asking for a house of entertainment."

"You're a Britisher, I reckon," said one of

the former speakers; "that's one of their words
for meat and drink."

Without waiting for any further discussion

of himself, his country, or his projects, Layton
walked toward the hotel. From the two upper
tiers of windows certain portions of military at-

tire, hung out to air or to dry, undeniably an-

nounced a soldierly occupation ; cross-belts, over-

alls, and great-coats hung gracefully suspended
on all sides. Lower down, there was little evi-

dence of habitation ;
most of the windows were

closely shuttered, and through such as were open
Layton- saw large and lofty rooms, totally desti-

tute of furniture, and in part unfinished. The
hall-door opened upon a spacious apartment, at

one side of which a bar had been projected, but
the plan had gone no further than a long coun-
ter and some shelves, on which now a few bottles

stood in company, with three or four brass can-

dlesticks, a plaster bust, wanting a nose, and
some cooking-utensils. On the counter itself

was stretched at full length, and fast asleep, a

short, somewhat robust man, in shirt and trow-

sers, his deep snoring awaking a 'sort of moaning
echo in the vaulted room. Not exactly choos-

ing to disturb his slumbers, if avoidable, Layton
pushed his explorations a little further, but though
he found a number of rooms, all open, they were
alike empty and unfinished, nor was there a crea-

ture to be met with throughout. There was,

then, nothing for it but to awaken the sleeper,
which he proceeded to, at first, by gentle, but, as

these failed, by more vigorous means.
"Don't! I say," growled out the man, with-

out opening his eyes, but seeming bent on con-

tinuing his sleep; "I'll not have it let me be

that's all."

"Are you the landlord of this hotel?" said

Layton, with a stout shake by the shoulder.

"Well, then, here's for it, if you will!" cried

the other, springing up, and throwing himself in

an instant into a boxing attitude, while his eyes

glared with a vivid wildness, and his whole face

denoted passion.
' ' I came here for food and lodging, and not

for a boxing-match, my friend," said Layton,

mildly.
"And who said I was your friend?" said the

other, fiercely ;
"who told you that we was raised

in the same diggins ? and what do you mean,
Sir, by disturbin' a gentleman in his bed?"

"You'll scarcely call that bench a bed, I

think ?" said Layton, in an accent meant to dep-
recate all warmth.

' ' And why not, Sir ? If you choose to dress

yourself like a checker-board, I'm not going to

dispute whether you have a coat on. It's my
bed, and I like it. And now what next ?"

"I'm very sorry to have disturbed you; and
if you can only tell me if there be any other ho-

tel in this place
"

"There ain't; and there never will be, that's

more. Elsmore's is shut up : Chute Melchin's a,

blown his brains out : and so would you if you'd
have come here. Don't laugh, or by the ever-

lastin' rattlesnake, I'll bowie you!"
The madly-excited look of the man, his star-

ing eyes, retreating forehead, and restless feat-

ures, made Layton suspect he was insane, and
he would gladly have retired from an interview

that promised so little success, but the other

walked deliberately round, and barring the pas-

sage to the door, stood with his arms crossed'be-

fore him.
"You think I don't know you, but I do; I

heerd of you eight weeks ago ;
I knew you was

comin', but darm me all blue if you shall have

it. Come out into the orchard come out, I say,
and let's see who's the best man. You think

you'll come here and make this like the Astor

House, don't ye ? and there'll be five or six hund
red every night pressing up to the bar for bit-

ters and juleps, just because you have the place ?

But I say Dan Heron ain't a goin' to quit ;
he

stands here like old Hickory in the mud-fort,

and says, try and turn me out."

By the time the altercation had reached thus

far, Layton saw that a crowd of some five-and-

tvventy or thirty persons had assembled outside

the door, and were evidently enjoying the scene

with no common zest. Indeed, their mutterings
of "Dan's a givin' it to him," "Dan's full steam

| up," and s,o on, showed where their sympathies
I
inclined. Some^ however, more kindly-minded,
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;;nd moved by the unfriended position of the

stranger, good-naturedly interposed, and having

obtained Layton's sincere and willing assurance

that he never harbored a thought of becoming

proprietor of the Temple, nor had he the very

'vagut-st notion of settling down at Bunkumville

in any capacity, peace was signed, and Mr. Her-

on consented to receive him as a guest.

Taking a key from a nail on the wall, Dan
Heron preceded him to a small chamber, where

a truckle-bed, a chair, and a basin on the floor

formed the furniture
;
but he promised a table,

and, if the stay of the stranger warranted the

trouble, some other " fixins" in a day or two.
" You can come and eat a bit with me about

sundown," said Dan, doggedly, as he withdrew,
for he was not yet quite satisfied what projects
the stranger nursed in his bosom.

Resolved to make the best of a situation not

over-promising, to go with the humor of his host

so far as he could, and even, where possible, try
and derive some amusement from his eccentrici-

ties, Layton presented himself punctually at meal
time. The supper was laid out in a large kitch-

en, where an old ncgrcss officiated as cook. It

was abundant and savory ;
there was every imag-

inable variety of bread, and the display of dishes

was imposing. The circumstance was, however,

explained by Heron's remarking that it was the

supper of the officers of the detachment they
were eating, a sudden call to the frontier having
that same morning arrived, and to this lucky ac-

cident were they indebted for this abundance.
An apple-brandy

" smash" ofMr. Heron's own
devising wound up the meal, and the two lighted
their cigars, and in all the luxurious ease of their

rocking-chairs, enjoyed their post-prandial elys-
ium.
"Them boots of yours is English make," was

Mr. Heron's first remark, after a long pause"
Yes, London," was the brief reply."
I've been there I don't like it."

Layton muttered some expression of regret at

this sentiment, but the other, not heeding, went
on:

"I've seen most parts of the world, but there

ain't any thing to compare with this."

Layton was not certain whether it was the

supremacy of America he asserted, or the city
of Bunkumville in particular, but he refrained

from inquiring, preferring to let the other con-
tinue

;
nor did he seem at all unwilling. He

went on to give a half-connected account of a

migratory adventurous sort of life at home and
abroad. He had been a cook on shipboard, a

gold-digger, an auctioneer, a showman, dealt in

almost every article of commerce, smuggled opi-
um into China and slaves into New Orleans, and
with all his experiences had somehow or other
not hit upon the right road to fortune. Not
indeed that he distrusted his star far from it.

He believed himself reserved for great things,
and never felt more certain of being within their
reach than at that moment.

'

It was I made this city we're in, Sir," said
ho, proudly. "I built all that mass yonder
Btiggfebloek ; I built the house we're sitting in

;

I built that Apollonicon, the music-hall you saw
<>u came in, and I lectured there, too; and

if it wero not for an old 'rough' that won't keep
off his bitters oarly of a mornin', I'd be this day
as rich as John Jacob Astor : that's what's ruined

me, Sir. I brought him from New York with
me down here, and there's nothing from a bird-

cage to a steam-boiler that fellow can't make you
when he's sober ay, and describe

it, too. If

you only heerd him talk ! Well, he made a tel-

egraph here, and set two saw-mills a goin', and
made a machine for getting the salt out of that
lake yonder, and then took to manufacturin' mac-
caroni and gunpowder, and some dye stuff out
of oak bark

;
and what will you say, stranger,

when I tell you that he sold each of these inven-
tions for less than gave him a week's carouse.
And now I have him here under lock and kev,
waiting till he comes to hissclf, which he's rather

long about this time."

"Is he ill?" asked Layton.
"Well, you can't say exactly he's all right }

he gave hisself an ugly gash with a case-knife on
the neck, and tried to blow hisself up arter with
some combustible stuff, so that he's rayther black
about the complexion ;

and then he's always a
screechin' and yellin' for drink; but I go in at

times with a heavy whip, and he ain't unreason-
able then."

"He's mad, in fact," said Layton, gravely.
"I only wish you and I was as sane, stranger,"

said the other. "There ain't that place on the

globe old Poll, as we call him, couldn't make a
livin' in

;
he's a man as could help a minister

with his discourse, or teach a squaw how to work
moccasins. I don't knoAV what your trade is,

but I'll be bound he knows something about it

you never heard of."

Mr. Heron went on to prove how universally
gifted his friend was by mentioning how, on his

first arrival, he gave a course of lectures on a plan
which assuredly might have presented obstacles

to many. It was only when the room was filled,

and the public itself consulted, that the theme
of the lecture was determined, so that the speak-
er was actually called upon, without a moment
for preparation, to expatiate upon any given sub-

ject. Nor was the test less trying that the hear-
ers were plain practical folk, who usually pro-
pounded questions in which they possessed some

knowledge themselves. How to open a new
clearing, what treatment to apply to the bite of

the whip-snake, by what contrivance to econo-
mize water in mills, how to tan leather without
oak bark such, and such like, were the theses

placed before him, matters on which the pub-
lic could very sufficiently pronounce themselves.

Old Poll, it would seem, had sustained every test,

and come through every ordeal of demand vic-

torious. While the host thus continued to ex-

patiate on this man's marvelous gifts, Layton
fell a thinking whether this might not be the

very spot he sought for, and this the audience

before whom he could experiment on as a public

speaker. It was quite evident that the verdict

could confer little either of distinction or dispar-

agement ;
success or failure were, as regarded

the future, not important. If, however, he could

succeed in interesting them at all if he could

make the themes of which they had never so

much as heard in any way amusing or engaging
it would be a measure of what he might attain

with more favorable hearers. He at once pro-

pounded his plan to Mr Heron, not confessing,

however, that he meditated a firs^ attempt, but

speaking as an old and practiced lecturer.

"What can you give 'em, Sir? They're horny-
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handed and flat-footed folk down here, but they'll

not take an old hen for a Bucks county chicken,
I tell you /"

"I'm a little in your friend Poll's line," said

Layton, good-humoredly. "I could talk to them
about history, and long ago ;

what kind of men
ruled among Greeks and Romans ; what sort of

wars they waged ;
how they colonized, and what

they did with the conquered. If my hearers had

patience for it, I could give them some account

of their great orators and poets."
Heron shook his head dissentingly, and said

Poll told 'em all that, and nobody wanted it, till

he came to them chaps they call the gladiators,
and showed how they used to spar and hit out.
" Wasn't it grand to see him, with his great chest

and strong old arms, describin' all their move-

ments, and how much they trusted to activity,

imitating all from the wild beast not like our

boxers, who make fighting a reg'lar
* man's' com-

bat. You couldn't take up that, could you ?"

"I fear not," said Layton, despondingly."
Well, tell 'em something of the old country

in a time near their own. They'd like to hear
about their great-grandfa'thers and grandmoth-
ers."

"Would they listen to me if I made Ireland

the subject Ireland just before she was incorpo-
rated with England, when with a Parliament her

own, she had a resident gentry, separate insti-

tutions, and strong traits of individual national-

ity?"
" Tell 'em about fellows that had strong heads

and stout hands, that though they mightn't al-

ways be right in their opinions, was willing and

ready to fight for 'em. Give 'em a touch of the

way they talked in their House of Parliament,
and if you can bring in a story or two, and make
'em laugh it ain't a'ways easy to do but if

you can do it, you may travel from Cape Cod to

the Gulf of Mexico and never change a dollar."
" Here goes, then ! I'll try it !" said Layton,

at once determined to risk the effort. "When
can it be ?"

"It must be at once, for there's a number of
'em a goin' west next week. Say to-morrow

night, seven o'clock. Entrance, twelve cents
;

first chairs, five-and-twenty. No smokin' al-

lowed, except between the acts."
" Take all the arrangements on yourself, and

give me what you think fair of our profits," said

Layton.
"That's reasonable

;
no man can say it ain't.

What's your name, stranger ?"

"My name is Alfred But never mind my
name

;
announce me as a gentleman from En-

gland."
"Who has lectured before the Queen and

Napoleon Bonaparte."
"
Nay, that I have never done.'*

"
Well, but you might, you know; and if you

didn't, the greater loss theirs."
"
Perhaps so

;
but I can't consent "

"Just leave them things to me. And now,
one hint for yourself: when you're awindin' up,
dash it all with a little soft sawder, sayin' as how

you'd rather be addressin' them than the Emper-
or of Roosia that the sight of men as loves lib-

erty, and knows how to keep it, is as good as

Peat's vegetable balsam, that warms the heart
without feverin' the blood and that wherever

you go the 'membrance of the city, and its en-

lightened citizens will be the same as photo-

graphed on your heart that there's men here

ought to be in Congress, and women fit for

queens! Arid if you throw in a bit of the star-

spangled you know what it'll do no harm."

Layton only smiled at these counsels, offered,

however, in a spirit far from jesting ; and, after

a little further discussion of the plan, Heron said,
"
Oh, if we only could get old Poll bright enough

to write the placards that's what he excels in

there ain't his equal for capitals any where."

Though Layton felt very little desire to have
the individual referred to associated with him or

his scheme, he trusted to the impossibility of the

alliance, and gave himself no trouble to repudi-
ate it

; and, after a while, they parted, with a

good-night and hope for the morrow.

CHAPTER XLIII.

BUNKUMVILLE.

"You wouldn't believe it no one would be-

lieve it," said Mr. Heron, as he hastily broke in

upon Layton the next morning, deep in prepara-
tions for the coming event. "There's old Poll

all spry and right again ;
he asked for water to-

shave himself, an invariable sign with him that

he was a goin' to try a new course."

Layton, not caring to open again what might
bear upon this history, merely asked some casual

question upon the arrangements for the evening ;

but Heron rejoined; "I told Poll to do it all.

The news seemed to revive him, and far from, as

I half dreaded, any jealousy about another tak-

ing his place, he said, 'This looks like a promise
of better things down here. If our Bunkumville
folk will only encourage lecturers to come among
them, their tone of thinking and speaking will

improve. They'll do their daily work in a bet-

ter spirit, and enjoy their leisure with a higher
zest.'

"

"Strange sentiments from one such as you
pictured to me last night."

"Lord love ye, that's his way. He beats all

the temperance 'postles about condemning drink.

He can tell more anecdotes of the mischief it

works, explain better its evils on the health, and
the injury it works in a man's natur', than all the

talkers ever came out of the Mayne Convention."
"Which scarcely says much for the force of

his convictions," said Layton, smiling.
" I only wish he heard you say so, Britisher

;

if he wouldn't chase you up a pretty high tree,

call me a land-crab ! I remember well, one night,
how he lectured on that very point, and showed
that what was vulgarly called hypocrisy was jest
neither more nor less than a diseased and exag-

gerated love of approbation them's his words
;

I took 'em down and showed 'em to him next

morning, and all he said was,
' I suppose I said

it arter dinner.'
"

" Am I to see your friend and make his ac-

quaintance ?" asked Layton.
"Well," said the other, with some hesitation,

" I rayther suspect not
;
he said as much that he

didn't like meeting any one from the old coun-

try. It's my idea that he warn't over-well treat-

ed there, somehow, though he won't say it."

"But as one who has never seen him before,

and in all likelihood is never to see him again
"
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11 No use
;
whenever he makes up his mind in

that quiet way he never changes, and he said,

I'll do all you want, only don't bring me for-

ward. I have my senses now, and shame is one

ofem!'"
" You increase my desire to see and know this

poor fellow."
"
Mayhap you're a thinkiu', Britisher, whether,

ifyou could wile him away from me, you couldn't

do a good stroke of work with him down South

eh ? wasn't that it ?"
"
No, on my word ; nothing of the kind. My

desire was simply to know if I couldn't serve him

where he was, and where he is probably to re-

main."
"Where he is sartainly to remain, I'd say, Sir

sartainly to remain ! I'd rayther give up the

Temple, ay, and all the fixin's, than I'd give up
that man. There ain't one spot in creation he

ain't fit for. Take him North, and he'll beat all

the abolitionists ever talked; bring him down
to the old South State, and hear him how he'll

make out that the Bible stands by slavery, and

that blacks are to whites what children are to

their elders a sort of folk to be fed, and nour-

ished, and looked arter, and, maybe, cor-rected

a little betimes. Fetch him up to Lowell, and

he'll teach the factory folk in their own mills
;

and as to the art of stump raisin', rotation of

crops in a new soil, fattenin' hogs, and curin'

salmon, jest show me one to compare with him !"

" How sad that such a man should be lost?"

said Layton, half to himself.

But the other overheard him, and rejoined :

"It's always with some sentiment of that kind

you Britishers work out something for your own
benefit. You never conquer a new territory ex-

cept to propagate trial by jury and habeas corpus.

Now look out here, for I won't stand you're step-

ping in 'tween me and old Poll."

It was not enough for Layton to protest that

he harbored no such intentions. Mr. Heron's

experiences of mankind had inspired very differ-

ent lessons than those of trust and confidence,
and he secretly determined that no opportuni-

ty should be given to carry out the treason he
dreaded.

"When the lecturin'-room is a clean swept
out and dusted, the table placed, and the black-

board with a piece of chalk a-hind it, and the

bills a posted, setting forth what you're a going
to stump out, there ain't no need for more. If

youvo, got the stuff in you to amuse our folk,

you'll see the quarter dollars a rollin' in, in no
time ! If they think, however, that you're only
come here to sell 'em grit for buckwheat, darm
me considerable, but there's lads here would treat

you to a cowhide !"

Layton did not hear this alternative with all

the conscious security of success, not to say that

it was a penalty on failure far more severe and

practical than any his fears had ever anticipated.
Coldness he was prepared for, disapprobation he

might endure, but he was not ready to be treated
as a cheat and impostor because he had not sat-

isfied the expectances of an audience.
"I half regret," said he, "that I should not

have learned something more of your public be-
fore making my appearance to them. It may
not ho, perhaps, too late."

"Well, I suspect it is too late," said the oth-

er, dryly. "They won't stand folks a postin'

up bills, and then sayin',
' There ain't no per-

formance.' You're not in the Haymarket, Sir,
where you can come out with a flam about sud-
den indisposition, and a lie signed by a 'potte-

cary."" But if I leave the town ?"

"I wouldn't say you mightn't, if you had a

bal-loon," said the other, laughing; "but as to

any other way, I defy you !"

Layton was not altogether without the suspi-
cion that Mr. Heron was trying to play upon his

fears, and this was exactly the sort of outrage
that a mind like his would least tolerate. It

was, to be sure, a wild, out-of-the-world kind of

place ;
the people were a rough, semi-civilized-

looking set
; public opinion in such a

sp^ot might
take a rude form

;
what they deemed unequal to

their expectations, they might construe as a fraud

upon their pockets ;
and if so, and that their

judgment should take the form he hinted at

Still he was reluctant to accept this version of

the case, and stood deeply pondering what line

to adopt.
"You don't like it, stranger; now that's a

fact," said Heron, as he scanned his features.

"You've been a thinkin',
'

Oh, any rubbish I
like will be good enowgh for these bark-cutters.

What should such fellows know, except about
their corn-crops and their saw-mills ? / needn't

trouble my head about what I talk to 'em.' But
now, you see, it ain't so

; you begin to perceive that

Jonathan, with his sleeves rolled up for work, is

a smart man, who keeps his brains oiled and his

thoughts polished, like one of Platt's engines, and
it won't do to ask him to make French rolls out
of sawdust!"

Layton was still silent, partly employed in re-

viewing the difficulty of his position, but even

more, perhaps, from chagrin at the tone of im-

pertinence addressed to him.

"Yes, Sir," said Heron, continuing an imag-
inary dialogue with himself "yes, Sir; that's a
mistake more than one of your countrymen has
fallen into. As Mr. Clay said, it's so hard for

an Englishman not to think of us as colonists."

"I've made up my mind," said Layton, at

last. "I'll not lecture."
" Won't you ? Then all I can say is, British-

er, look out for a busy arternoon. I told you
what our people was. I warned you that if they
struck work an hour earlier to listen to a preach-
er, it would fare ill with him if he wanted the

mill to turn without water."

"I repeat, I'll not lecture, come what may of

it," said Layton, firmly.

"Well, it ain't so very hard to guess what will

come of it," replied the other.

"This is all nonsense and folly, Sir," said

Layton, angrily. "I have taken no man's mon-

ey ;
I have deceived no one. Your people, when

I shall have left this place, will be no worse than

when I entered it."

"If that's your platform, stranger, come out

and defend it
;
we'll have a meetin' called, and

I promise you a fair hearin'."
" I have no account to render to any. I am

not responsible for my conduct to one of you!"
said Layton, angrily.

"You're a beggin' the whole question, stran-

! ger ;
so just keep these arguments for the meet-

in'."

I

"
Meeting ! I will attend no meeting ! What-
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ever be your local ways and habits, you have no

right to impose them upon a stranger. I am
not one of you ;

I will not be one of you."
"That's more of'the same sort ofreasonin'

;
but

you'll be chastised, Britisher, see if you ain't!"

"Let me have some sort of conveyance, or, if

need be, a horse.
(

I will leave this at once. Any
expenses I have incurred I am ready to pay. You
hear me?"

"Yes, I hear you, but that ain't enougli. You're

bound by them bills, as you'll see stickin' up all

through the town, to appear this evening and de-

liver a lecture before the people of this city
"

" One word for all, I'll not do it."

"And do you tell me, Sir, that when our folk

is a gatherin' about the assembly-rooms, that

they're to be told to go home agin ;
that the

Britisher has changed his mind, and feels some-

ways as if he didn't like it?"

"That may be as it can; my determination
is fixed. You may lecture yourself; or you can,

perhaps, induce your friend, I forget his name, to

favor the company."
"Well Sir, if old Poll's strength was equal to

it, the public wouldn't have to regret you. It

ain't one of your stamp could replace him, that I

tell you."
A sudden thought here flashed across Lay-

ton's mind, and he hastened to profit by it.

" Why not ask him to take my place ? I am
ready, most ready, to requite his services. Tell

him, if you like, that I will pay all the expenses
of the evening, and leave him the receipts. Or

say, if he prefer, that I will give him thirty, for-

ty, ay, fifty dollars, if he will relieve me from an

engagement I have no mind fofi."
"
Well, that does sound a bit reasonable," said

the other, slowly; "though, mayhap, he'll not
think the terms so high. You wouldn't say

eighty, or a hundred, would you ? He's proud,
old Foil, and it's best not to offend him by a
mean offer."

Layton bit his lip impatiently, and walked up
and down the room, without speaking.
"Not to say," resumed Heron,

" that he's jest

out of a sick-bed; the exertion might give him
a relapse. The con-tingencies is to be calc'lated,
as they say on the railroads."

"If it ha only a question between fifty and

eighty
"

' ' That's it well spoken . Well, call it a hund-

red, and I'm off to see if it can't be done." And
without waiting for a reply, Heron hastened out

of the room as he spoke.

Notwithstanding the irritation the incident

caused him, Layton could not, as soon as he
found himself alone, avoid laughing at the ab-

surdity of his situation.

If he never went the full length of believing
in the hazardous consequences Mr. Heron pre-
dicted, he at least saw that he must be prepared
for any mark of public disfavor his disappoint-
ment might excite

;
and it was just possible such

censure might assume a very unpleasant shape.
The edicts of Judge Lynch are not always in

accordance with the dig'nity of the accused, and
though this consideration first forced him to

laugh, his second thoughts were far graver. Nor
were these thoughts unmixed with 'doubts as
to what Quackinboss would "say of the matter.
Would he condemn the rashness of his first

pledge, or the timidity of his retreat ? or would

he indignantly blame him for submission to a

menace ? In the midst of these considerations,
Heron re-entered the room.

"There, Sir
;

it's all signed and sealed. Old
Poll's to do the work, and you're to be too ill to

appear. That will require your stayin' here till

nightfall ;
but when the folks is at the hall, you

can slip through the town and make for New
Lebanon."

" And I am to pay how much did you say ?"
" What you proposed yourself, Sir. A hund-

red dollars."

"At eight o'clock, then, let me have a wagon
ready," said Layton, too much irritated with his

own conduct to be moved by any thing in that

of his host. He therefore paid little attention to

Mr. Heron's account of all the ingenuity and ad-

dress it had cost him to induce old Poll to be-

come his substitute, nor would he listen to one

word of the conversation reported to have passed
on that memorable occasion. What cared he to

hear how old Poll looked ten years younger since

the bargain. He was to be dressed like a gen-
tleman

;
he was to be in full black ;

he was to

resume all the dignity of the station he had once

held
;
while he gave the public what he had hith-

erto resolutely refused some account of himself

and his own life. Layton turned away impatient-

ly at these details
; they were all associated with

too much that pained to interest or to please him.
"The matter is concluded now, and let me

hear no more of it," said he, peevishly. "I start

at eight." And with this he turned away, leav-

ing no excuse to his host to remain, or resume
an unpalatable subject.
"Your wagon shall be here at the hour, and

a smart pair of horses to bowl you along, Sir,"
said Heron, too well satisfied on the whole to be

annoyed by a passing coldness.

CHAPTER XLIV.

THE LECTURER.

ALFRED LATTON'S day dragged drearily along,

watching and waiting for the hour of departure.
Close prisoner as he was, the time hung heavily
on his hands, without a book or any sort of com-

panionship to beguile its weariness. He tried

various ways to pass the hours
;
he pondered over

a faintly-colored and scarce traceable map on
the walls. It represented America, with all the

great western annexations, in that condition of

vague obscurity in which geographers were wont-

to depict the arctic regions. He essayed to jour-
nalize his experiences on the road

;
but he lost

patience in recording the little incidents which

composed them. He endeavored to take coun-

sel with himself about his future ;
but he lost

heart in the inquiry, as he bethought him how
little direction he had ever given hitherto to his

life, and how completely he had been the sport
of accident.

He was vexed and angry with himself. It was
the first time he had been called upon to act by
his own guidance for months back, and he had
made innumerable mistakes in the attempt. Had
Quackinboss been with him, he well knew all

these blunders had been avoided. This reflec-

tion pained him, just as it has pained many a

gifted and accomplished man to think that life
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and the world are often more difficult than book-

I'jurning.
lit- was too much out of temper with the town

to interest himself in what went on beneath his

windows, and only longed for night, that he

might leave it, never to return. At last the day
|.vu-:iii to wane, the shadows fell longer across

the empty street, some cawing rooks swept over

tlic tive-tops to their homes in the tall pines, and

an occasional wagon rolled heavily by, with field

implements in it signs all that the hours of la-

bor had drawn to a close.
" I shall soon be off,"

muttered he
;
"soon hastening away from a spot

whose memory will be a nightmare to me." In

the gray half-light he sat, thinking that thought
which has found its way into so many hearts.

What meaning have these little episodes of lone-

liness? What are the lessons they are meant
to teach ? Are they intended to attach us more

closely to those we love, by showing how wearily
life drags on in absence from them ? or are they
meant as seasons of repose, in which we may
gain strength for fresh efforts ?

Mr. Heron broke in upon these musings. He
came to say that crowds were hurrying to the

lecture-room, and in a few minutes more Layton
might steal away, and reaching the outskirts of

the town, gain the wagon that was to convey him
to Lebanon.

" You'll not forget this place, I reckon," said

he, as he assisted Layton to close and fasten up
his carpet-bag. "You'll be proud, one of these

days, to say, 'I was there some five-and-twenty,

or'maybe thirty, years back. There was only one
what you'd call a first-rate hotel in the town

;
it

was kept by a certain Dan Heron, the man that

made Bunkum ville, who built Briggs-block and
the ApollonicoiL, I knew him.' Yes, Sir, I think

I hear you a sayin' it."
" I half suspect you are mistaken, my friend,"

said Layton, peevishly.
" I live in the hope nev-

er to hear the name of this place again, as assur-

edly I am determined never to speak of it."
"
Well, you Britishers can't help envy, that's

a fact," said Heion, with a sigh that showed how

deeply he felt this unhappy infirmity. "Take a

glass of something to warm you, and let's be

movin'. I'll see you safe through the town."

Layton thankfully accepted his guidance, and
each taking a share of the luggage, they set forth

into the street. Night was now fast falling, and

they could move along without any danger of de-

tection ; but, besides this, there were few abroad,
the unaccustomed attraction of the lecture-room

having drawn nearly all in that direction. Lit-

tle heeding the remarks by which Heron beguiled
the way, Layton moved on, only occupied with
the thought of how soon he would be miles away
from this unloved spot, when his companion sud-

denly arrested his attention by grasping his arm,
as he said, "There; did you hear that?

1 '

"Hear what?" asked Layton, impatiently." The checrin', the shoutin' ! That's for old
Poll. It's the joy of our folk to see the old boy
once more about. It would be well for some of
our public men if they were half as popular in
their own states as he is with the people down
here. There it is again !"

Layton was not exactly in the fit humor to

sympathize with this success, and neither the lec-
turer nor his audience engaged any large share
of his good-will ; he, therefore, merely muttered

an impatient wish to get along, while he quick-
ened his own pace in example.

"Well, I never heard greater applause than
that. They're at it again!"
A wild burst of uproarious enthusiasm at the

same moment burst forth and filled the air.

"There ain't no mockery there, stranger,"
said Heron

;

" that ain't like the cheer the slaves
in the Old World greet their kings with, while
the police stands by to make a note of the men
as hasn't yelled loud enough." This taunt was
wrung from him by the insufferable apathy of

Layton's manner
;
but even the bitterness of the

sneer failed to excite retort.
" Is this our shortest road?" was all the reply

he made.

"No; this will save us something," said Her-

on, with the quickness of one inspired by a sud-
den thought ;

and at the same instant he turned
into a narrow street on his left.

They walked briskly along for a few minutes
without speaking, when, suddenly turning the

angle of the way, they found themselves directly
in front of the assembly-room, from whose three

great doors the light streamed boldly out across

the great square before it. The place seemed

densely thronged, and even on the pillars outside

persons were grouped, anxious at this cheap ex-

pedient to participate in the pleasure of the lec-

ture. By this time all was hushed and quiet, and
it was evident by the rapt attention of the audi-
ence that all were eagerly bent on listening to

the words of the speaker.

"Why have we come this way?" asked Lay-
ton, peevishly.

"Jest that you might see that sight yonder,
Sir," said Heron, calmly; "that you might car-

ry away with you the recollection of a set, of hard-

worked, horny-handed men, laborin' like Turks
for a livin', and yet ready and willin' to give out
of their hard earnins to listen to one able to in-

struct or improve 'em. That's why you come
this way, stranger. Ain't the reason a good
one ?"

Layton did not reply, but stood watching with

deep interest the scene of silent, rapt attention

in the crowded room, from which now not the

slightest sound proceeded. Drawn by an attrac-

tion he could not explain, he slowly mounted the

steps and gained a place near the door, but from
which he was unable to catch sight of the lec-

turer. He was speaking; but partly from the

distance, and in part from the low tones of his

voice, Layton could not hear his words. Eager
to learn by what sort of appeal an audience like

this could be addressed curious to mark the

tone by which success was achieved he pushed

vigorously onward till he reached one of the col-

umns that supported the roof of the hall, and

which, acting as a conductor, conveyed every

syllable to his ears. The lecturer's voice, arti-

ficially raised to reach the limits of the room,
was yet full, strong, and sonorous, and it was

managed with all the skill of a practiced speaker.
He had opened his address by mentioning the cir-

cumstances which had then brought him before

them. He explained that but from an adverse

incident a passing indisposition they were on

that night to have heard one of those accom-

plished speakers who had won fame and honor
in the old country. There was a reserve and

delicacy in the mention of the circumstances by
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which he became the substitute for this person
that struck Layton forcibly ;

he was neither pre-

pared for the sentiment nor the style of the ora-

tor
; but, besides, there was in the utterance of

certain words, and in an occasional cadence,

something that made his heart beat quicker, and
sent a strange thrill through him.

The explanation over, there was a pause a

pause of silence so perfect, that as the speaker
laid down the glass of water he had been drink-

ing, the sound was heard throughout the room.

He now began, his voice low, his words meas-

ured, his manner subdued. Layton could not

follow him throughout, but only catch enough to

perceive that he was giving a short sketch of the

relative conditions of England and Ireland ante-

cedent to the Union. He pictured the one, great,

rich, powerful, and intolerant, with all the con-

scious pride of its own strength, and the immeas-
urable contempt for whatever differed from it

;

the other, bold, daring, and defiant, not at all un-
aware of its inability to cope with its more pow-
erful neighbor in mere force, but reposing an
unbounded trust in its superior quickness, its

readiness of resource, its fertility of invention.

He dwelt considerably on those Celtic traits, by
which he claimed for Irishmen a superiority in

all those casualties of life which demand prompt-
itude and ready-wittedness.
"The gentleman, who was to have occupied

this chair to-night," said he, raising his voice,

so as to be heard throughout the room,
"
would,

I doubt not, have given you a very different por-

trait, and delivered a very different judgment.
You would, at this moment, have been listening
to a description of that great old country we are

all so proud of, endeavoring, with all the wise

prudence of a careful mother, to train up a way-
ward and capricious child in the paths of virtue

and obedience. But you will bear more patient-

ly with me ; you will lend me a more favorable

hearing, and a kindlier sympathy, for America,
too, was a runaway daughter ;

and though it was

only a Gretna Green match you first made with

Freedom, you have lived to see the marriage sol-

emnized in all form, and acknowledged by the

whole world."
When the cheer which greeted these words

had subsided, he went on to glance at what might

possibly have been the theme of the other lec-

turer: "I am told," said he "for I never saw
him that he was a young, a very young man.
But to speak of the scenes to which I am com-

ing, it is not enough to have read, studied, and
reflected. A man should have done more ; he

ought to have seen, heard, and acted. These
confessions are bought dearly, for it is at the

price of old age I can make them
;
but is it not

worth old age to have heard Burke in all the

majestic grandeur of his great powers to have
listened to the scathing whirlwind of Grattan's

passion to have sat beneath the gallery when
Flood denounced him, and that terrible duel of

intellect took place, far more moving than the

pistol encounter that followed it ? Ay, I knew
them all ! I have jested with Parsons, laughed
with Toler, laughed and wept both, with poor
Curran. You may find it difficult to believe

that he who now addresses you should ever have
moved in the class to which such men pertained.
You here, whose course of life, sustained by un-

tiring toil, and animated by a spirit of resolute

courage, moves ever upward, who are better to-

day than yesterday, and will to-morrow be far-

ther on the road than to-day, who labor the soil

of which your grandchildren will be the proud
possessors, may have some difficulty in tracing a

career of continued descent, and will be slow to

imagine how a man could fall from a station of

respectability and regard, and be such as I

am!"
Just as the speaker had uttered these words,

a cry, so wild and piercing as to thrill through

every heart, resounded through the building ;
the

great mass of men seemed to heave and swell

like the sea in a storm. It was one of those

marvelous moments in which human emotions

seemed whispered from breast to breast, and men
are moved by a strange flood of sympathy ;

and
now the crowd opened, like a cleft wave, to give

passage to a young man, who, with a strength
that seemed supernatural, forced his way to the

front. There was that in his wild, excited look,

that almost bespoke insanity, while he struggled
to effect his passage.

Astonished by the scene of commotion in front

of him, and unable to divine its cause, the lec-

turer haughtily asked, "Who comes here to dis-

turb the order of this meeting ?" The answer was
as quickly rendered, as, springing over the rail

that fenced the stage, Alfred cried out," My fa-

er! my father!" and throwing his arms around

him, pressed him to his heart. As for the old

man, he stood stunned and speechless for a mo-

ment, and then burst into tears.

CHAPTER XLV.

OP BY-GONES.

WERE we at the outset, instead of the close of

our journey, we could not help dwelling on the

scene the lecture-room presented as the discovery
became whispered throughout the crowd. Our

goal is, however, now almost in sight, and we
must not tarry. We will but record one thought,
as we say that they who are accustomed to asso-

ciate the idea of fine sympathies with fine clothes

and elegance of manner, would have been aston-

ished at the instinctive delicacy and good-breed-

ing of that dense mass of men. Many were dis-

appointed at the abrupt conclusion of a' great en-

joyment, nearly all were moved by intense curi-

osity to know the history of those so strangely

brought together again, and yet not one mur-
mured a complaint, not one obtruded a question ;

but with a few words of kindly greeting, a good
wish, or a blessing, they stole quietly away and
left the spot.

Seated side by side in a room of the inn, old

Layton and his son remained till nigh daybreak.
How much had they to ask and answer of each

other. Amid the flood of questions poured forth,

any thing like narrative made but soriy progress ;

but at length Alfred came to hear how his father

had been duped by a pretended friend, cheated

out of his discovery, robbed of his hard-won suc-

cess, and then denounced as an impostor.
"This made me violent, and then they called

mo mad. A little more of such persecution and
their words might have come true.

"I scarcely yet know to what I am indebted

for my liberation. I was a patient in Swift's
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Hospital, when one day came the Viceroy to

visit it, nml with him came a man I had met be-

f. .n- in society, but not over-amicably, nor with

such memories as could gratify.
' Who is this ?'

cried he, as he saw me at work in the garden.
' I think I remember his face.' The keeper

whispered something, and he replied,
* Ah ! in-

deed !' while he drew near where I was digging.
' What do you grow here?' asked he of me, in a

halt-careless tone.
'

Madder,' shouted I, with a

yell that made him start
;
and then, recovering

himself, he hastened off to report the answer to

the Viceroy.

"They both came soon after to where I was.

The Viceroy, with that incaution which makes

some people talk before the insane as though

they were deaf, said, in my hearing, 'And so you
tell"me he was once a Fellow of Trinity ?'

'

Yes,

my Lord,' said I, assuming the reply,
* a Regius

Professor and a Medalist, now a Madman and

a Pauper. The converse is the gentleman at

vour side. Ife began as a fool, and has ended

as a Poor Law Commissioner !' They both turn-

ed away, but I cried out, 'Mr. Ogden, one word

with you before you go.' He came back. 'I

have been placed here,' said I,
' at the instance

of a man who has robbed me. I am not mad,
but I am friendless. The name ofmy persecutor
is Holmes. He writes himself Captain Nicholas

Holmes '

"He would not hear another word, but hur-

ried away without answering me. I know no

more, than that I was released ten days after

that I was turned out into the streets to starve or

rob. My first thought was to find out this man
Holmes. To meet and charge him with his con-

duct toward me, in some public place, would
have been a high vengeance ;

but I sought him
for weeks in vain, and at last learned he had

gone abroad.
" How I lived all that time I can not tell you ;

it is all to me now like a long and terrible dream.

I was constantly in the hands of the police, and

rarely a day passed that I had not some angry
altercation with the authorities. It was in one

of these one morning, when half stupefied with

cold and want, I refused to answer farther. The

magistrate asked: 'Has he any friends? Is

there no one who takes any interest in him ?'

The constable answered,
'

None, your worship ;

and it~is all the better, he would only heap dis-

grace on them !'

" It was then, for the first moment of my life,

the full measure of all I had become stood plain-

ly before me. In those few words lay the sen-

tence passed upon my character. From that

hour forth I determined never to utter my name
again. I kept this pledge faithfully, nor was it

difficult
;
few questioned, none cared for me.

lived if that be the word for it in various

ways. I compounded drugs for chemists, cor-

rected the press for printers, hawked tracts, made
auction catalogues, and at last turned pyrotech-
nist to a kind of Vauxhall, all the while writing-
letters home with small remittances to your moth-

er, who had died when I was in the madhouse.
In a brief interval of leisure I went down to the

north, to learn what I might of her last mo-
ment's, and to see where they had laid her.

There was a clergyman there who had been
kind and hospitable toward me in better days,
and it was to his house I repaired."

He paused, and for some minutes was silent.

At length he said :

"It is strange, but there are certain passages
in my life, not very remarkable in themselves,
that remain distinct and marked out, just as one
sees certain portions of landscape by the glare of

lightning flashes in a thunder-storm, and never
forgets them after. Such was my meeting with
this Mr. Mills. He was distributing bread to
the poor, with the assistance of his clerk, on the

morning that I came to his door. The act,
charitable and good in itself, he endeavored to
render more profitable by some timely words of
caution and advice; he counseled gratitude to-

ward those who bestowed these bounties, and
thrift in their use. Like all men who have nev-
er known want themselves, he denied that it

ever came save through improvidence. He seem-
ed to like the theme, and dwelt on it with pleas-

ure, the more as the poor sycophants who re-

ceived his alms eagerly echoed back concur-
rence in all that he spoke disparagingly of them-
selves. I waited eagerly till he came to a pause,
and then I spoke.

"'Now, 'said I, 'let us reverse this medal,
and read it on the other side. Though as poor
and wretched as any of those about, I have not

partaken of your bounty, and I have the right to

tell you that your words are untrue, your teach-

ing unsound, and your theory a falsehood. To
men like us, houseless, homeless, and friendless,

you may as well preach good-breeding and dec-

orous manners, as talk of providence and thrift.

Want is a disease
;

it attacks the poor, whose
constitutions are exposed to it, and to lecture us

against its inroads is like cautioning us against

cold, by saying,
" Take care to wear strong boots

mind that you take your great- coat be sure

that you do not expose yourself to the night air."

You would be shocked, would you not, to address

such sarcastic counsels to such poor, barefoot,

ragged creatures as we are ? And yet you are

not shocked by enjoining things fifty times more

absurd, five hundred times more difficult. Thrift

is the inhabitant of warm homesteads, where the

abundant meal is spread upon the board and the

fire blazes on the hearth. It never lives in the

hovel, where the snow-drift lodges in the chim-

ney, and the rain beats upon the bed of straw !'

" 'Who is this fellow?' cried the Rector, out-

raged at being thus replied to.
' Where did he

come from ?'

" ' From a life of struggle and hardship,' said

I,
' that if you had been exposed to and confront-

ed with, you had died of starvation, despite all

your wise saws on thrift and providence.'
"'Gracious mercy!' muttered he, 'can this

be ?' and then he stopped ;
and beckoning me

to follow him into an inner room, he retired.
" ' Do I speak to Dr. Layton?' asked he, curt-

ly, when we were alone.
" 'I was that man, 'said I. 'I am nothing

now.'
" '

By what unhappy causes have you come to

this?'
" 'The lack of that same thrift you were so

eloquent about, perhaps. I was one of those

who could write, speak, invent, and discover;
but I was never admitted a brother of the guild
of those who save. The world, however, has al-

ways its compensations, and I met thrifty men.
Some of them stole my writings, and some filch-
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ed my discoveries. They have prospered, and
live to illustrate your pleasant theory ;

but I have
not come here to make my confessions. I would
learn of you certain things about what was once

my home.'
' ' He was most kind he would have been

more than kind to me had I let him
;
but I

would accept of nothing. I did not even break
bread under his roof, though I had fasted for a

day and a half. He had a few objects left with

him to give me, which I took the old pocket-
book one of them and then I went away."
The old man's narrative was henceforth one

long series of struggles with fortune. He con-

cealed none of those faults by which he had so

often wrecked his better life. Hating and de-

spising the companionship to which his reduced
condition had brought him, he professed to be-

lieve there was less degradation in drunkenness
than in such association. Through all he said,
in fact, there was the old defiant spirit of early

days, a scornful rejection of all assistance, and
even in failure and misery, a self-reliance that

seemed invincible. He had come to America

by the invitation of a theatrical manager, who
had failed, leaving him in the direst necessity
and want.

The dawn of day found him still telling of his

wayward life, its sorrows, its struggles, and de-

feats.

CHAPTER XLVI.
THE DOCTOR'S NARRATIVE.

OLD Layton never questioned his son whither

they were going, or for what, till the third day
of their journeying together. Such, indeed, was
the preoccupation of his mind, that he traveled

along unmindful of new places and new people,
all his thoughts deeply engaged by one single

theme. Brief as this interval was, what a change
had it worked in his appearance ! Instead of

the wild and haggard look his features used to

wear, their expression was calm, somewhat stern,

perhaps, and such as might have reminded one
who had seen him in youth of the Herbert Lay-
ton of his college days. He had grown more

silent, too, and there was in his manner the same
trait of haughty reserve which once distinguished
him. His habits of intemperance were aban-

doned, at once, and without the slightest refer-

ence to motive or intention he gave his son to

see that he had entered on a new course in life.

"Have you told me where we are going, Al-

fred, and have I forgotten it?" said he on the

third day of the journey.

"No, father, ;
so many other things occurred

to us to talk over that I never thought of this.

It is time, however, I should tell you. We are

going to meet one who would rather make your
acquaintance than be the guest of a king."
The old man smiled with a sort of cold incre-

dulity, and his son went on to recount how, in

collecting the stray papers and journals of the

"Doctor," as they styled him between them,
this stranger had come to conceive the greatest
admiration for his bold energy of temperament
and the superior range of his intellect. The
egotism, so long dormant 'in that degraded na-

ture, revived and warmed up as the youth spoke,

and he listened with proud delight at the story
of all the American's devotion to him.

" He is a man of science, then, Alfred ?"
"
Nothing of the kind."

"He is, at least, one of those quick-minded
fellows who in this stirring country adapt to their

purpose discoveries they have had no share in

making ;
is he not ?"

"Scarcely even that. He is a man of ordi-

nary faculties, many prejudices, but of a manly
honesty of heart I have never seen surpassed."
"Then he is poor," said the old man, sarcas-

tically.
"I know little of his circumstances, but I be-

lieve they are ample."
" Take my word for it, boy, they are not,

"
said

the other, with a bitter smile. "Fortune is a

thrifty goddess, and where she bestows a gener-
ous nature she takes care it shall have nothing
to give away."
"I trust your precept will not apply to this

case, at all events. I have been his pensioner
for nigh a year back : I am so still. I had hoped,
indeed, by this project of lecturing

"

"Nay, nay, boy, no success could come of that.

Had you been a great name in your own coun-

try, and come here heralded by honors won al-

ready, they would have given you a fair hearing
and a generous recompense, but they will not

take as money the unstamped metal; they will

not stoop to accept what the old country sends

forth without acknowledgment, as good enough
for them. Believe me, this race is prouder than
our own, and it is not by unworthy sneers at

them that we shall make them less vainglori-
ous."

"I scarcely know them, but for the sake of

that one man I owe them a deep affection." said

Alfred, warmly.
" I have a scheme for you," said the old man,

after a pause; "but we will talk of it later on.

For the present, I want you to aid me in a plan
of my own. Ever since I have been in this

country I have endeavored to find out a person
whose name alone was known to me, and with
whom I gave a solemn promise to communicate

a death-bed promise it was, and given under no
common circumstances. The facts were these :

"I was once upon a time, when practicing as

a physician at Jersey, sent for to attend a patient
taken suddenly and dangerously ill. The case

was a most embarrassing one. There were symp-
toms so incongruous as to reject the notion of

any ordinary disease, and such as might well

suggest the suspicion of poisoning, and yet so

skillfully and even patiently had the scheme been

matured, the detection of the poison during life

was very difficult. My eagerness in the inquiry
was mistaken by the patient for a feeling of per-
sonal kindness toward himself an error very
familiar to all medical men in practice. He saw
in my unremitting attention and hourly watching

by his bedside the devotion of one like an old

friend, and not the scientific ardor of a student.

"It is just possible that his gratitude was the

greater, that the man was one little likely to

conciliate good feeling or draw any sympathy
toward him. He was a hard, cold, selfish felr

low, whose life had been passed among the worst

classes of play-men, and who rejected utterly all

thought of truth or confidence in his old associ-

ates. I mention this to show how, in a very few
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ilavs, the accident of my situation established

between us a freedom and a frankness that sa-

vored of long acquaintance.
44 In his conversations with me he confessed

that his wife had been divorced from a former

huvliand, and, from circumstances known to him,

he lie-lieved she desired his death. He told me
of the men to whom in particular his suspicions

attached, and the reasons of the suspicions. That
i en would be irretrievably ruined if his

speculations on the turf were to succeed, and that

there was not one of them would not peril his

life to get sight of his book on the coming Der-

by. I was curious to ascertain why he should

have surrounded himself with men so obviously

his enemies, and he owned it twas an act prompted
bv a sort of dogged courage, to show them that he

did not fear them. Nor was this the only mo-

tive, as he let out by an inadvertence : he cher-

ished the hope of detecting an intrigue between

one of his guests and his wife, as the means of

liberating himself from a tie long distasteful to

hint.
*' One of the party had associated himself with

him in this project, and promised him all his as-

sistance. Here was a web of guilt and treachery,

entangled enough to engage a deep interest!

For the man himself, I cared nothing ;
there was

in his nature that element of low selfishness that

is fatal to all sense of sympathy. His thoughts
and speculations ranged only over suspicions and

distrusts, and the only hopes he ever expressed
were for the punishment of his enemies. Scarce-

ly, indeed, did a visit pass in which he did not

compel me to repeat a solemn oath that the mode
of his death should be explored, and his poison-
ers if there were such be brought to trial. As
he drew nigh his last his sufferings gave little in-

tervals of rest, and his mind occasionally wan-
dered. Even in his ravings, however, revenge
never left him, and he would break out into wild

rhapsodies in imitation of the details of justice,

calling on the prisoners, and by name, to say
whether they would plead guilty or not ? asking
them to stand forward, and then reciting with

hurried impetuosity the terms of an indictment

for murder. To these there would succeed a
brief space of calm reason, in which he told me
that his daughter a child by a former wife was

amply provided for, and that her fortune was so

far out of the reach of his enemies that it lay in

America, where her uncle, her guardian, resided.

He gave me his name and address, and in my
pocket-book this old and much-used pocket-
book that you see he wrote a few tremulous

lines, accrediting me to this gentleman as the one
sole friend beside him in his last struggles. As
he closed the book, he said,

* As you hope to die
in peace, swear to me not to neglect this, nor
leave my poor child a beggar.' And I swore it.

' ' His death took place that night ;
the inquest

followed on the day* after. My suspicions were
correct

; he had died of corrosive sublimate
;
the

quantity would have killed a-dozen men. There
was a trial and a conviction. One of .them I
know was executed, and, if I remember aright,"
sentence of transportation passed on another.
The woman, however, was not implicated, and
her reputed lover escaped. JVIy evidence was so

conclusive, and so fatal, that the prisoners' coun-
M-l 1m. 1 no other resource than to damage my
credit by assailing my character, and in

tys
cross-

examination of me he drew forth such details of

my former life, and the vicissitudes of my exist-

ence, that I left the witness-table a ruine'd man.
It was not a very difficult task to represent a life

of poverty as one of ignominy and shame. The
next day my acquaintances passed without rec-

ognizing me, and from' that hour forth none ever
consulted me. In my indignation at this injus-
tice I connected all who could have in anv way
contributed to my misfortune, and this poor or-

phan child among the rest. Had I never been

engaged in that ill-starred case my prospects in

life had been reasonably fair and hopeful. I was
in sufficient practice, increasing in repute, and

likely to succeed, when this calamitous affair

crossed me.
.

' ; Patience under unmerited suffering was nev-
er among my virtues, and in various ways I as-

sailed those who had attacked me. I ridiculed

the lawyer who had conducted the defense,
sneered at his law, exposed his ignorance of

chemistry, and, carried away by that fatal ardor
of acrimony I never knew how to restrain, I

more than suggested that, when he appealed to

Heaven in the assertion of his client's innocence,
he held in his possession a written confession

of his guilt. For this an action for libel was

brought against me ;
the damages were assessed

at five hundred pounds, and I spent four years
in a jail to acquit the debt. Judge, then, with

what memories I ever referred to that event of

my life. It was, perhaps, the one solitary inci-

dent in which I had resisted a strong temptation.
I was offered a large bribe to fail in my analysis,
and yet it cost me all the prosperity it had taken

years of labor to accomplish !

"Imprisonment had not cooled my passion:
the first thing which I did, when free, was to

dramatize the trial for one of those low pot-houses
where judge and jury scenes are represented, and
so accurately did I caricature my enemy, the

counsel, that he was actually laughed out of

court and ruined. If I could have traced the oth-

er actors in the terrible incident, I would have

pursued them with like rancor
;
but I could not ;

they had left England, and gone, Heaven knows
where or how ! As to the orphan girl, whose
interest I had sworn to watch over, any care for

her now would only have insulted my own mis-

ery ; my rage was blind and undiscrhninating,
and I would not be guided by reason. It was,

therefore, in a spirit of unreflecting vengeance
that I never took any steps regarding her, but pre-

served, even to this hour, a letter to her guardian
it is there, in that pocket-book which might

perhaps have vindicated her right to wealth and

fortune. 'No,' thought I, 'they have been my
ruin

;
I will not be the benefactor of one of

them !'

"I kept my word; and even when my own

personal distresses were greatest, I would not

have raised myself out of want at the price of re-

linquishing that revenge. I have lived to think

and feel more wisely," said he, after a pause
"I have lived to learn the great lesson that ev-

ery mishap of my life was of my own procuring,
and that self-indulgence and a vindictive spirit

are enough to counterbalance tenfold more than

all the abilities I ever possessed. The world will

no more confide its interests to men like me than

they will take a tiger for a house-dog. I want

to make some reparation for this wrong, Alfred.
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Iwant to seek out this person I have spoken of, and,
if this girl still live, to place her in possession of

her own. You will help me in this, will you not ?"

It was not without a burning impatience that

young Layton had listened to his father's narra-

tive; he was eager to tell him th^t his friend

the Colonel had already addressed himself to

the enterprise, all his interest being engaged by
the journals and letters he had collected when in

Ireland. Alfred now, in a few hurried words,
related all this, and told how, at that very hour,

Qtiackinhoss was eagerly prosecuting the inquiry." He has gone down to Norfolk in search of this

Winthrop," said he.
" He will not find him there," said old Lay-

ton. ' He left Norfolk, for the far west, two years
back. He settled at Chicago, but he has not re-

mained there. So much I have learned, and it

is all that is known about him."
"Let us go to Chicago, then?" said Alfred.
" It is what I would advise. He is a man of

sufficient note and mark to be easily traced. It

is a well-known name, and belongs to a family
much looked up to. These are my credentials, if

I should ever chance to come up with him." As
he spoke, he unclasped a very old and much worn
leather pocket-book, searching through whose

pages he at last found what he sought for. It

was a leaf, scrawled over in a trembling manner,
and ran thus: "Consult the bearer of this, Dr.

Layton, about Clara; he is my only friend at

this dreadful hour, and he is to be trusted in all

things. Watch well that they who have mur-
dered me do not rob her. He will tell you

"

It concluded thus abruptly, but was signed firm-

ly, "Godfrey Hawke, Nest, 'Jersey," with the

date; and underneath,
" To Harvey Winthrop,

Norfolk, U. S."
" This would be a meagre letter of credit, Al-

fred, to most men
;
but I have heard much of

this same Winthrop ;
all represent him as a fine-

hearted, generous fellow, who has done already
much to trace out his niece, and restore to her
what she owns. If we succeed in discovering
him, I mean to offer my services to search out
the girl. I saw, a short time before I left En-
gland, one of the men who were implicated in

the murder. I knew him at once. The threat

of reviving the old story of shame will soon place
him in my power, if I can but find him

;
and

through him I am confident we shall trace her."

To understand the ardor with which the old
man entered upon this inquiry, one must have
known the natures of those men to whom the
interest of such a search has all the captivation
of a game. It was, to his thinking, like some
case of subtle analysis, in which the existence of
a certain ingredient was to be tested; it was a

problem, requiring all his acuteness to solve, and
he addressed himself to the task with energy and
zeal. The young man was not slow to assqciate
himself in the enterprise, and, in his desire for

success, there mingled generous thoughts and
more kindly sympathies, which assuredly did not
detract from the intei'est of the pursuit.
The theme engrossed all their thoughts ; they

discussed it in every fashion, speculated on it in

every shape, pictured to themselves almost every
incident and every stage of the inquiry, imagin-
ing the various obstacles that might arise, and
planning how to overcome them. Thus jour-
neying they arrived at Chicago, but only to learn

that Winthrop had left that city, and was now
established farther to the westward, at a place
called Galena. Without halting or delay they
started for Galena. The road was a new and
a bad one, the horses indifferent, and the stages

unusually long. It was on the fourth evening
of the journey that they arrived at a small log
house on the skirt of a pine wood, at which they
were given to expect fresh horses. They were

disappointed, however, for the horses had already
been sent to bring up two travelers from Galena,
and who had taken the precaution of securing a

rapid transit.

"We are here, then, for the night," said old

Layton, with a faint sigh, as he endeavored to

resign himself to the delay.
"Here they come!" said the host of the log

hut, as the rattle of a heavy wagon was heard
from the dense wood. " Our Sheriff don't let

the moss grow under his feet. Listen to the

pace he's coming."
Seated with his son beside him on the wooden

bench before the door, the old man watched the

arrival of the new-comers. The first to descend
from the wagon was a man somewhat advanced
in life, but hale and stout, with a well-bronzed

face, and every semblance of a vigorous health.

He saluted the host cordially, and was received
with a sort of deference only accorded to men
of official station. He was followed by a youn-
ger man, but who displayed as he moved evident

signs of being fatigued by the journey. .

"
Come, Seth," said the elder, "let us sec what

you have got for our supper, for we must be a
moving briskly."

' '

Well, Sheriff, there ain't much," said the host
;

"and what there is you'll have to share with the
two gentlemen yonder ; they've just come east,
and are waitin' for you to get a morsel to eat."

"Always glad to chance on good company,"
said the Sheriff, saluting the strangers as he

spoke ;
and Avhile they were interchanging their

greetings, the host laid the table, and made prep-
aration for the meal. "I must look after my
fellow-traveler," said the Sheriff, "he seems so

tired and jaded. I half fear he will be unable
to go on to-night."
He speedily returned with good tidings of his

friend, and soon afterward the party took their

places at the supper-table.
The Sheriff, like his countrymen generally,

was frank and outspoken ;
he talked freely of

the new-settled country, its advantages, and its

difficulties, and at last, as the night closed in, he
made another visit to his friend.

"All right, Seth," said he, as he came back;
" we shall be able to push on. Let them ' hitch'

the nags as soon as may be, for we've a long

journey before us."
" You're for the Lakes, I reckon ?" said Seth,

inquiringly.
"Farther than that."

"Up to Saratoga and the Springs, maybe?"
"Farther still."
"
Well, you ain't a goin' to New York at this .

time of year, Sheriff?"
" That am I, and farther still, Seth

;
I'm go-

ing to the old country, where I haven't been for

more than thirty years, and where I never thought
to go again."
"You might visit worse lands, Sir," said old

Layton, half resentfully.
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"You mistook my meaning, stranger," said

the other, "if you thought my words reflected on

England. There is only one land I love better."

The honest speech reconciled them at once,

and with a hearty shake-hands and a kiudly-

wished good journey, they separated.
"Did you remark that man who accompanied

the Sheriff?" said Layton to his son, as they

stood at the door watching the wagon while it

drove away.
" Not particularly," said Alfred.
"
Well, I did my best to catch sight of him,

but I could not. It struck me that he was less

an invalid than one who wanted to escape obser-

vation ;
he wore his hat slouched over his eyes,

and covered his mouth with his hand when he

spoke."
The young man only smiled at what he deemed

a mere caprice of suspicion, and the subject drop-

ped between them. After a while, however, the

father said :

"What our host has just told me strengthens

my impression. The supposed sick man ate a

hearty supper, and drank two glasses of stiff

brandy-and-water.
"

"And if he did, can it concern us, father?"

said Alfred, smiling.

"Yes, boy, if we were the cause of the sudden

indisposition. He was tired, perhaps, when he

arrived, but I saw no signs of more than fatigue
in his movements, and I observed that at the first

glance toward us, he hurried into the inner room
and never reappeared till he left. I'm not by
any means certain that the fellow had not his

reasons for avoiding us."

Rather treating this as the fancy of one whose
mind had been long the prey of harassing dis-

trusts than as founded on calmer reason, Alfred

made no answer, and they separated for the night
without recurring to the subject.

It was late on the following day they reached

Galena. The first question was, if Harvey Win-

throp lived there ?
" Yes

;
he is our sheriff," was

the answer. They both started, and exchanged
looks of strange meaning.
"And he left this yesterday?" asked old Lay-

ton.

"Yes, Sir. An Englishman came two days
back with some startling news for him some

say of a great fortune left him somewhere and
he's off to England to make out his claim."

Old Layton and his son stood speechless and
disconcerted. These were the two travelers who
had passed them at the log hut, and thus had

they spent some hours, without knowing it, in

the company of him they had been traveling
hundreds of miles to discover.

"And his friend knew us, and avoided us, Al-

fred," said old Layton. "Mark that fact, boy,
and observe that, where there is ground for fear

in one heart, there is reason for hope in some
other. We must follow them at once."

CHAPTER XLVII.

A HAPPY ACCIDENT.

HAVING written a hurried letter to Quack-
inboss acquainting him with the causes which
should prevent him from keeping his rendezvous
at St. Louis, and informing him how he had met

with his father, he briefly mentioned that they
were about to return to New York with all speed,
in the hope of coming up with Winthrop before
he sailed for England.

" Come what may," he

added, "we shall await you there. We long to

meet you, and add your counsels to our own."
This letter he addressed to St. Louis, and posted
at once.

It was ten days after this they reached New
York. Their journey had been delayed by a se-

ries of accidents a railroad smash at Detroit

among the number; and when they arrived at

the capital, it was to learn that the Asia had
sailed that very morning for Liverpool, and at

the agent's office they found that Mr. Harvey
Winthrop was a passenger, and w^ith him a cer-

tain Mr. Jacob Trover.

"Trover !" repeated Alfred
;

" he came out in

the same ship with us, and it was in his company
Quackinboss went down to the South, fully con-
vinced that the man was the agent in some se-

cret transaction."

As he stood looking at the name on the agent's
list with that unreasoning steadfastness that in a

difficulty often attaches us to the incident which
has first awakened us to a sense of embarrass-

ment, he heard a well-remembered voice behind
him exclaim,

" What ! sailed this mornin' ? well,
darn me considerable, if that ain't takin' the

ropes of us !" He turned, and it was Quackin-
boss. After the heartiest of greetings on both

sides, Alfred presented his father to his friend.

"Well, Sir," said the Colonel, impressively,
"there ain't that man livin' I want to shake the

hand of as I do yours. I know you, Sir, better,

mayhap, than that youth beside you. I have
studied your character in your writin's, and I'm
here to say there ain't your superior, if there be

your equal, in your country or mine."
"This opinion will make our intimacy very

difficult," said the old man, smiling. "I can

scarcely hope to keep up the delusion, even for

twenty-four hours."

"Yes, Sir, you can," replied the Colonel;

"jest talk the way you write."
" You have seen this, I suppose ?" said Alfred,

pointing to the list of the lately departed pas-

sengers, and desirous of engaging his friend in

another theme.

"Yes, and gone with Winthrop, too," said the

Colonel. " You wouldn't believe how he doubled

on me, that man Trover. I thought I had him,
too. We were a travelin' together as thick as

thieves, a telliu' each other all our by-gones in

life and our plans for the future, and, at last, as

good as agreed we'd go partners in a mill that

was for sale, about three miles from Carthage.
But he wanted to see the water-power himself,

and so we left the high-road and set out to visit

it. At our arrival, as he was gettin' out of the

wagon, he sprained his ankle, and had to be

helped into the house.

"'I am afraid,' said he, 'there's more mis-

chief than a sprain here
;
have you any skill as

a surgeon?'
"

'Well,' said I, 'I ain't so bad about a frac-

ture or dislocashin, and, what's better, I've got a

note-book with me full of all manner of receipts

for washes and the like.' It was your journal,
Doctor Layton, that I spoke of. It was, as you
may remember, filled with hints about useful

herbs and odd roots, and so on, and there was
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all about that case of a man called Hawke as

was poisoned at Jersey a wonderful trial that

had a great hold upon me, as your son will tell

you another time but I didn't think of that at

the moment
;
but turnin' to the part about sprains,

I began to read him what you said :

' " You must

generally leech at first," says he,' I began ;

*

"par-
ticularly where there is great pain with swcllin'."

" 'Ah! I thought so,' sighed he; 'only how
are we to get leeches in a place like this, and who
is to apply them ?'

" '
I'll engage to do both within half an hour,'

said I
;
and I put on my hat and set out.

"Now, I warn't sorry, you sec, for the acci-

dent. I thought to myself, Here's a crittur goin
to be laid up ten days or a fortnight ;

I'll have
all the care o' him, and it's strange if he won't
let out some of his secrets between whiles. I'm
curious to know what's a brought him out here

;

he's not travelin' like one afraid of being pur-
sued

;
he goes about openly and fearlessly, but

he's always on the sharp, like a fellow that had
somethin' on his. mind, if one could only come at

it. If there's any thin' one can be sure of, it is

that a man with a heavy conscience will try to

relieve himself of the load
;
he's like a fellow

always changin' the ballast of his boat to make
her sail lighter, or a crittur that will be a movin'
his saddle, now on the withers, now on the croup,
but it won't do, never a bit, when there's a sore

back underneath. It was reflectin' over these

things I fell into a sort of dreamy way, and didn't

remember about the leeches for some time. At
last I got 'em, and hastened back to the inn.

" * There's a note for you, Sir, at the bar,' said

the landlord. I took it, and read :

"'DEAR COLONEL, Thinking a little fresh

air might serve me, I have gone out for a short

drive Yours, till we meet again, J. T.'

"Yes, Sir, he was off; and worse, too, had
carried away with him that great book with all

the writin' in, and that account of Hawke's pois-
onin'. I started in pursuit as quick as they could

get me a wagon hitched, but I suppose I took the

wrong road. I went to Utica, and then turned
north as far as Albany, but I lost him. Better,

perhaps, that I did so
;
I was riled considerable,

and I ain't sure that I mightn't have done some-
thin' to be sorry for. Ain't it wonderful how ill

one takes any thin' that reflects on one's skill

and craftiness ? just as if such qualities were

great ones; and I believe in my heart we are

readier to resent what insults our supposed clev-

erness than what is an outrage on our honesty.
Be that as it may, I never came up with him aft-

er, nor heard of him, till I read his name in that

sheet."
" His theft of that book, connected with his

companionship with Winthrop, suggests strongly
the thought that his business here is the same as

our own," said the Doctor.
" That's the way I reasoned it, too," said the

Colonel.

"It is not impossible, besides, that he had
some suspicion of your own object in this jour-

ney. Did the name of Winthrop ever come up
in conversation between you?"

"Yes. I was once describin' my brother's lo-

cation down in Ohio I did it a purpose to see
|

if he would show any signs of interest about
Peddar's Clearin's and Holt's Acre and then I

K

mentioned, as if by chance, one Harvey Win-
throp." '

Oh, there was a man of that name in Liv-

erpool once,' said he, 'but he died about two

yeai-s gone.'
'"Did he?' said I, lookin' him hard.
' ' '

Yes,
'

said he ' of a quinsy.
'

' ' It was as good as a play the way we looked
at each other arter this. It was jest a game of

chess, and I said,
'

Move,' and he said,
' It ain't

me to move it's your turn.' And there we
was."

"The fellow was shrewd, then?"

"Yes, Sir, arter his fashion."

"We must follow him, that's certain. They
will reach Liverpool by the 10th or 12th. When
can we sail from this?"

"There's a packet sails on Wednesday next:
that's the earliest."

"That must do, then. Let them be active as

they may, they will scarcely have had time for

much before we are up with them."
"It's as good as a squirrel-hunt," said Quack-

inboss. "I'm darned if it don't set one's blood
a bilin' out of sheer excitement. What do you
reckon this chap's arter?"
"He has perhaps found out this girl, and got

her to make over her claim to this property ; or
she may have died, and he has put forward some
one to personate her

;
or it is not improbable he

may have arranged some marriage with himself,
or one of his friends, for her."

"Then it ain't any thin' about the murder?"
asked the Colonel, half disappointedly.

"Nothing whatever; that case was disposed of

years ago. Whatever guilt may attach to those

who escaped, the law can not recognize now.

They were acquitted, and they are innocent."
"That may be good law, Sir, but it's strange

justice. If I owed you a thousand dollars, and
was too poor to pay it, I'm thinkin' you'd have
it out of me some fine day when I grew rich

enough to discharge the debt."

Layton shook his head in dissent at the sup-
posed parallel.

"Ain't we always a talkin' about the falli-

bility of our reason and the imperfection -of our

judgments? And what business have we, then,
to say,

'

There, come what will to-morrow of ev-

idence or proof, my mind is made up, and I'm
determined to know nothin' more than I know
now?'"

" What say you to the other side of the ques-
tion that of the man against whom nothing is

proven, but who, out of the mere obscurity that
involves a crime, must live and die a criminal,
"ust because there is no saying what morning
may not bring an accusation against him ? As
a man who has had to struggle through a whole
life against adverse suspicions, I protest against
the doctrine of not proven ! The world is too

.prone to think the worst to make such a practice
any thing short of an insufferable tyranny."
With a delicacy he was never deficient in,

Quackinboss respected the personal application,
and made no reply.

"Calumny, too," continued the old man,
whose passion was now roused, "is conducted
on the division-of-labor principle. One man
contributes so much, and another adds so much
more

;
some are clever in suggesting the motive,

some indicate the act
;
others are satisfied with
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moralizing over human frailties, and display

their ^kill in showing that the crime was noth-

ing exceptional, but a mere illustration of the

law of original sin. And all these people, be it

borne in mind, arc not the bad or the depraved,

but rather persons of reputable lives, safe opin-

ions, and even good intentions. Only imagine,

then, what the weapon becomes when wielded

by the really wicked. I myself was hunted down

by honorable men gentlemen all of them, and

of great attainments. Has he told you my sto-

ry ?" said he, pointing to his son.

"Yes, Sir; and I only say that it couldn't

have happened in our country here."

'To be sure it could," retorted the other,

quickly;
" the only difference is, that you have

made Lynch law an institution, and we practice
it as a social accident."

Thus chatting, they reached the hotel wlierc

they were to lodge till the packet sailed.

The short interval before their departure pass-
ed off agreeably to all. Quackinboss never wea-

ried at hearing the Doctor talk, and led him on

to speak of America, and what he had seen of

the people, with an intense interest.

"Could you live here,' Sir?" asked Quackin-

boss, at the close of one of these discussions.

"It is my intention to live and die here,"
said the Doctor. " I go back to England now,
that this boy may pay off a long load of ven-

geance for me. Ay, Alfred, you shall hear my
long-cherished plan at once. I want you to be-

come a fellow of that same University which
drove me from its walls. They were not wrong,

perhaps at least, I will not now dispute their

right but I mean to be more in the right than

they were. My name shall stand upon their

records associated with their proudest achieve-

ments, and Layton the scholar, Layton the dis-

coverer, eclipse the memory of Layton the

rebel."

This was the dream of many a year of strug-

gle, defeat, and depression, and now that it was

avowed, it seemed as though his heart were re-

lieved of a great load of care. As for Alfred,
the goal was one to stimulate all his energies,

and he pledged himself fervently to do his ut-

most to attain it.

"And I must be with you .the day you win,"
cried Quackinboss, with an enthusiasm so un-

usual with him, that both Layton and his son

turned their glances toward him, and saw that

his eyes were glassy with tears. Ashamed of

his emotion, he started suddenly up, saying,
"I'll go and book our berths for Wednesday
next."

CHAPTER XLVIII.

LET us now return to some of the actors in our

drama, who for a while back have been playing
out their parts behind the scenes. The Heath-
cote family, consisting of Sir William and his
ward May Leslie, Mrs. Morris and her late hus-
band's friend Captain Holmes, were domesti-
cated in a sumptuous residence near the "Pin-
cian,"but neither going out into the world nor
themselrea receiving visitors. Sir William's
health, much broken and uncertain as it was,

formed the excuse for this reclusion, but the real
reason was the fact, speedily ascertained by the

Captain, and as speedily conveyed to his daugh-
ter, that "Society" had already decided against
them, and voted the English family at the Pa-
lazzo Balbi as disfranchised.

Very curious and very subtle things are the

passively understood decrees of those who in
each city of Europe call themselve the "World."
The delicate shades by which recognition is sep-
arated from exclusion, the fine tints, perceptible
only to the eyes of fashion, by which certain
frailties are relieved from being classed with

grave derelictions, the enduring efficacy of the

way in which the smell of the roses will* cling to
the broken vase of virtue and rescue its fragments
from dishonor, are all among the strangest and
most curious secrets of our civilization.

Were it not for a certain uniformity in the ob-

servances, one might be disposed to stigmatize
as capricious the severity occasionally displayed
here, while a merciful lenity was exhibited there

;

but a closer examination will show that some
fine discriminating sense is- ever at work, capa-
ble of distinguishing between genteel vice and
the wickedness that forgets conventionalities.

As in law, so in morals, no man need criminate

himself, but he who does so by an inadvertence
is lost. Now the Heathcotcs were rich, and yet
lived secluded. The world wanted not another
count in the indictment against them. A hund-
red stories were circulated about them. They
had come to place the "girl" in a convent.

Old Sir William had squandered away all her

fortune, and the scheme now was to induce her
to turn Catholic and take the veil. "The old

fool" the world is complimentary on these oc-

casions was going to marry that widow, whom
he had picked up at Leamington, or Ems, or

Baden-Baden. If the Captain had not kept the

Hell in the Circus, he was the very double of the

man who had it. At all events, it was better

not to have him in the Club, and so the banker,
who was to have proposed, withdrew him.

It may be imagined that some very palpable
and sufficient cause was at work to induce socie-

ty thus to stand on the defensive toward these

new-comers. Nothing of the kind. All the ev-

idence against them was shadowy ;
all the charges

such as denied detail. They were an odd set;

they lived in a strange fashion.; they knew no-

body ; .and to accusations like these even spot-
less integrity must succumb.

Dressed in a robe de chambre that would have
made the fortune of a French Vaudeville actor,
with a gold-tasseled fez, and slippers to match,
the Captain sat, smoking a splendid meerschaum,
in a well-cushioned chair, while his daughter
was engaged at her embroidery, opposite to him.

Though it was mid-winter the sun streamed in

through the orange-trees on the terrace, and
made a rainbow of the spray that dashed from
the marble fountain. The room itself combined
all the sumptuous luxury we understand by the

word "comfort, "with the graceful elegance of a

Southern existence. There were flowers and

fresh air, and the song of birds, to be enjoyed on

the softest of sofas and the best carpeted of

floors.

A large goblet of some amber-colored drink,
in which a rock of pure ice floated, stood at the

Captain's elbow, and he sipped and puffed, wilh
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his head thrown well back, in an attitude that to

smokers must have some Elysian ecstasy. No
was his daughter the least ornamental part of

the situation. A morning dress of white mus
lin, tastefully trimmed with sky-blue ribbons,

and a rich fall of Brussels lace over her head,

making a very charming picture of the gracefu
figure that now bent over the embroidery-frame,
"I tell you it won't do, Loo, "said he, remov-

ing his pipe, and speaking in a firm and almos
authoritative voice. "I have been thinking a

great deal over it, and you must positively ge
away from this."

" I know that too," said she, calmly ;
"and ]

could have managed it easily enough but for this

promised visit of Charles. He comes through on
his way to Malta, and Sir William would not
hear of any thing that risked the chance of see-

ing him."
" I'd rather risk that than run the hazards we

daily do in this place," said he, gravely.
"You forget, papa, that he knows nothing of

these hazards. He is eager to see his son, for

what he naturally thinks may be the last time.
I'm sure I did my best to prevent the meeting.
I wrote to Lord Agincourt ;

I wrote to Charles
himself. I represented all the peril the agita-
tion might occasion his father, and how serious-

ly the parting might affect a constitution so im-

pressionable as his, but to no purpose ;
he coldly

replies,
'

Nothing short of my father's refusal to

see me shall prevent my coming to see him,' or
'embrace him,' or I forget the words, but the

meaning is, that come he will, and that his ar-

rival may bo counted on before the end of the
week."

" What stay will he make ?"

"He speaks of three or four days at farthest.

We can learn the limit easily enough by the

time of the P. and O. steamer's sailing. Ask
for it at the banker's."

"I don't call in there now," said he, peevish-

ly.
" Since they took down my name for the

club-ballot, I have not gone to the bank."

She sighed heavily ;
there was more than one

care on her heart, and that sigh gathered in a

whole group of anxieties.

"They have got up all sorts of stories about

us
;
and it is always out of these false attacks of

scandal comes the real assault that storms the

citadel."

She sighed again, but did not speak.
"So long as Heathcote keeps the house, and

sees nobody, all may go on well
;
but let him be

about again, able to ramble among -the galleries
and churches, he is certain to meet some amia-
ble acquaintance, who will startle him with a few
home truths. I tell you again, we are banquet-
ing over a powder magazine ;

and even as to

the marriage itself, I don't like it. Are you
aware of the amount he is able to settle ? I

couldn't believe my eyes when I read the draft.

It is neither more nor less than eight thousand

pounds. Fancy taking such a husband for eight
thousand pounds !"

" You scarcely put the case fairly, papa," said

she, smiling ;

" the eight thousand is the com-
pensation'for losing him."
"Are you in love with him, then?" asked he,

with a sarcastic twinkle of the eye.
"I don't think so at least, not to despera-

tion."

"It is scarcely for the sake of being
'

My
Lady.'

"

"Oh dear no, that is a snobbery quite beyond
me. Now, I neither marry for the title, nor the

man, nor his money, nor his station, but out of
that mass of motives which to certain women
have the force of a principle. I can explain
what I mean, perhaps, by an illustration : Were
you to tell a fashionable physician, in first-rate

practice, that if he got p out of bed at mid-
night, and drove oft' two miles to a certain corner
of Regent's Park, where, under a particular
stone, he'd find a guinea, it is more than certain
he'd not stir

;
but if you sent for the same man

to a case of illness, he'd go unhesitatingly, and

accept his guinea as the due recompense of his

trouble. This is duty, or professional instinct,
or something else with a fine name, but it's not

gold-seeking. There now, make out my mean-
ing out of my parable, as best you may. And
after all, papa, I'm not quite sure that I intend
to marry him."

"Why, what do you mean?"
"Oh, pray don't be frightened. I merely

meant to say that there was an eventuality
which might rescue me from this necessity. I

have told you nothing about it hitherto, dear

papa, because I inherit your own wholesome dis-

like to entertaining my friends with what may
turn out mere moonshine. Now, however, that

the project has a certain
vitality in it, you shall

hear it."

Holmes drew his chair close to her, and, lay-

ing down his pipe, prepared to listen with all at-

tention.

"If I hate any thing, "said she, half peevish-

ly, "it is to talk of the by-gone, and utter the
names of people that I desire never to hear again.
It cant't be helped, however; and here goes.
After the events in Jersey, you remember I left

the island and came abroad. There were all

sorts of confusion about H.'s affairs. The law
liad taken possession of all his papers, placed
seals on every thing, and resisted my application
to remove them, on the vexatious plea that I

ivas not his wife, and could not administer as

such. A long litigation ensued, and at last my
marriage was admitted, and then I took out pro-
rate and received a few thousand pounds arid

some little chance property ; the bulk of his for-

une was, however, in America, and settled on
ylara by a will, which certain writings showed
vas in the possession of her uncle, now nomina-
;ed to be her guardian, a certain Harvey Win-

hrop, of Norfolk, Virginia. I opened a cor-

espondence with him, and suggested the pro-

riety of leaving Clara with me, as I had always
egarded her as my own child, and hinting at

he appropriateness of some allowance for her
maintenance and education. He replied with

Dromptitude and much kindness, expressed great

ympathy for my late loss, and made a very lib-

eral settlement for Clara.

"All went on peaceably and well for two

fears, when one morning came a letter from

Winthrop of a most alarming nature. Without

iny positive charge, it went on to say that he

ad, for reasons which his delicacy would prefer
o spare me, decided on himself assuming the

guardianship of his niece, and that if I would

dndly come to London, or name any convenient

lace on the Continent for our meeting, he would
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punctually present himself at the time agreed on.

Of course I guessed what had occurred indeed,

it had always been a matter of some astonish-

ment to me how long I had been spared ;
at nil

-vents, I determined on resistance. I wrote back

a letter, half sorrow, half indignation ;
I spoke

of the dear child as all that remained of eonso-

liition to my widowed heart; I said that though
it was in his competence to withhold from me
the little pittance which served to relieve some

of the pressure of our narrow means, yet I would

not separate myself from my darling child, even

though at the cost of sharing with her a mere

sufficiency for support. I told him, besides, that

he should never hear from me more, nor would
all his efforts enable him to trace us. It was
then I became Mrs. Penthony Morris. I sup-

pose Winthrop was sorry for his step ;
at least,

by a variety of curious advertisements in English

papers he suggested that some accommodation

might be arranged, and entreated me to renew
intercourse with him. There were many rea-

sons why I could not agree to this. Clara, too,

was of great use to me. To a lone woman in

the world, without any definite belongings, a
child is invaluable. The advertisements were

continued, and even rewards offered for such in-

formation as might lead to my discovery. All
in vain : he never succeeded in tracing me, and
at length gave up the pursuit.
"I must now skip over some years which

have no bearing on this incident, and come to a

period comparatively recent, when, in the trans-

action of certain purchases of American securi-

ties, I came unexpectedly on the mention of a
new railroad line through a district whose name
was familiar to me. I set myself to think where,
when, and how I had heard of this place before,
and at last remembered it was from H., who
used to talk of this property as what would one

day make his daughter a great heiress. My
moneyed speculations had led me into much in-

timacy here with a banker, Mr. Trover, over

whom an accidental discovery gave me absolute

power. It was no less than a forgery he had
committed on my name, and of which, before re-

linquishing the right to take proceedings against

him, I obtained his full confession in writing.
With this tie over the man, he was my slave

;
I

sent him here and there at my pleasure, to buy,
and sell, and gain information, and so on, and,
above all, to obtain a full account of the value
of this American property, where it lay, and how
it was occupied. It was in the midst of these

inquiries came a great financial crash, and my
agent was obliged to fly. At first he went to

Malta
;
he came back, but, after a few w^eks, he

set out for the States. He was fully in posses-
sion of the circumstances of this property, and
Clara's right to it, and equally so of my determ-
ination that she should never inherit it. We
had, on one of the evenings he was here, a long
conversation on the subject, and he cunningly
asked me,

* ' How was the property settled in reversion ?'

"It was a point I never knew, for I never
saw H.'s will.

"The will was made four years before his
death : might he not have made a later one on
his death-bed ? might he not have bequeathed

Mte in reversion to yourself in case she
died? might she not have died?'

"All these he asked, and all of them had been
my own unceasing thoughts for years back. It

was a scheme I had planned and brooded over

days and nights long. It was to prepare the
road for it that I sent away Clara, and, under
the name of Stocmar, had her inscribed at the
Conservatoire of Milan. Was it that Trover
had read my secret thoughts, or had he merely
chanced upon them by mere accident? I did
not dare to ask him, for I felt that by his answer
I should be as much in his power as he was in
mine.

" 'I have often imagined there might be such
a will,' said I

;

' there is no reason to suppose it

is not in existence. Could it not be searched
for and found?'

" He understood me at once, and replied :

" 'Have you any of Hawke's handwriting by
you ?'

" ' A quantity,' said I
;

' and it is a remarka-
ble hand, very distinctive, and not hard to imi.

tate at least, by any one skilled in such accom-

plishments.'
" He blushed a little at the allusion, but laugh-

ed it off.

"'The girl could have died last year; she

might have been buried where shall we say?'
added he. carelessly." ' At Meisner, in the Tyrol,' said I, catching
at the idea that just struck me, for my maid died

in that place, and I had got the regular certifi-

cate of her death and burial from the Syndic ;

and I showed him the document.
" 'This is admirable,

'

said he
; 'nothing easier

than to erase this name and insert another.'
" ' I can not hear of such a thing, Mr. Trover,'

said I
;

' nor can I, after such a proposal, suffer

the paper to leave my hands.' And with this I

gave it to him.
" 'I could not dream of such an act, Madam/

said he, with great seriousness
;

'
it would amount

to a forgery. Now for one last question,' said

he, after a little interval of silence
;

' what would

you deem a suitable reward to the person who
should discover this missing will, and restore this

property to the rightful owner ? Would twenty
per cent, on the value appear to you too much ?*'

" '
I should say that the sum was a high one,

but if the individual acquitted himself with all

the integrity and all the delicacy the situation

demanded, never by even an implication involv-

ing any one who trusted him, conducting the

transaction to its end on his own responsibility
and by his own unaided devices, why, then, it is

more than probable that I would judge the re-

ward to be insufficient.'
" So much, dear papa, will put you in posses-

sion of the treaty then ratified between us. I

was to supply all the funds for present expenses ;

Mr. Trover to incur all the perils. He was in-

vested with full powers, in fact, to qualify him-

self for Botany Bay, and I promised to forward

his views toward a ticket of leave if the worst

were to happen him. It was a very grave treaty

very laughingly and playfully conducted. Tro-

ver had just tact enough for the occasion, and
was most jocose wherever the point was a peril-

ous one. From the letters and papers in my
possession, he found details quite ample enough
to give him an insight into the nature of the

property, and also, what he deemed of no small

importance, some knowkdge of the character of
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this Mr. Winthrop, Clara's uncle. This person

appcai-ed to be an easy-tempered, good-natured

man, not difficult to deal with, nor in any way
given to suspicion. Trover was very prompt in

his proceedings. On the evening after our con-

versation he showed me the draft of Hawke's

will, dated at Jersey, about eight days before his

death. It was then, for the first time, I learned

that Trover knew the whole story, and who /
was. This rather disconcerted me at first. There
are few things more disconcerting than to find

out that a person who has for a long intercourse

never alluded to your past history, has been all

the while fully acquainted with it. The way he

showed his knowledge of the subject was char-

acteristic. In pointing out to me Hawke's sig-

nature, he remarked,
" 'I have made the witnesses Towers, who

was executed, and Collier, who, I have heard,
died in Australia.'

"'How familiar you arc with these names,
Sir,' said I, curiously.

"'Yes, Madam,' said he; 'I edited a well-

known weekly newspaper at that time, and got
some marvelous details from a fellow who was
on the spot.'" I assure you, papa, though I am not given
to tremors, I shuddered at having for my accom-

plice a man that I could not deceive as to my
past life. It was to be such an open game be-

tween us that, in surrendering all the advantages
ofmy womanly arts, I felt I was this man's slave,

and yet he was a poor creature. He had the

technical craft for simulating a hand-writing and

preparing a false document, but was miserably
weak in providing for all the assaults that must
be directed against its authenticity.

" His plan was, armed with what he called an
attested copy of II. 's will, to set out for Amer-
ica and discover this Mr. Winthrop. Cleverly

enough he had bethought him of securing this

gentleman's co-operation by making him a con-

siderable inheritor under the will. In fact, he

charged the estate with a very handsome sum in

his favor, and calculated on all the advantage
of this bribe : and, without knowing it, Mr. Win-

throp was to be ' one of us.'
" He sailed in due time, but I heard no more

of him
; and, indeed, I began to suspect that the

two bank-notes I had given him, of one hundred

each, had been very unprofitably invested, when

by this day's post a letter reaches me to say that

success had attended him throughout. By a

mere accidental acquaintance on a railroad, he
'fell in' with that's his phrase, whichmay mean
that he stole some very curious documents which
added to his credit with Winthrop. He describes

this gentleman as exactly what he looked for, and
with this advantage, that having latterly been
somewhat unfortunate in speculation, he was the

more eager to repair his fortune by the legacy.
He says that only one embarrassing circumstance

occurred, and this was, that Winthrop determ-
ined at once on coming over to England, so that

the authenticity of the will should be personally
ascertained by him, and all his own proceedings
in the matter be made sure. ' For this purpose,'
he writes, 'we shall sail from this place by the

first steamer for Liverpool, where let me have a

letter addressed to the Albion to say where you
are to be found. Winthrop's first object will be to

meet you, and you must bethink you well what

place you will deem most suitable for this pur-
pose. Of course the more secluded and private
Aic better. I have explained to him that, so over-

whelmed were you by the terrible event of H.'.s

death, you had never entered the world since
;

and, in fact, so averse to any thing that might
recall the past, that you had never administered
to the will, nor assumed any of your rights to

property, and it would be well for him, if he

could, to arouse you out of this deadly lethargy,
and call you back to something like existence.
This explained why I had taken' the journey out
to America to meet him.' You will perceive,
papa, that Mr. Trover knows how to lie

' with
the circumstance,' and is not unitarian in his

notions of falsehood.

"I am far from liking this visit of Mr. Win-
throp. I wish from my heart that his scruples
had been less nice, and that he had been satis-

fied to eat his cake without inquiring whether

every one else had got his share
;
but as he

is coming, we must make the best of it. And
now, what advice have you to give me? Of
course we can not suffer him to come here."

"Certainly not, Loo. We musthave out the

map, and think it over. Does Trover tell you
what amount the property may be worth?"

" He says that there are three lots. Two have
been valued at something over a million of dol-

lars
;
the third if the railroad be carried through

it will be more valuable still. It is, he says,
an immense estate, and in high productiveness.
Let us, however, think of our cards, papa, and
not the stake

;
there is much to provide. I have

no certificate of my marriage with Hawke."
That must be thought of," said he, mus-

Clara, too, must be thought of married, if

possible, to some one going abroad to Australia

or New Zealand. Perhaps O'Shea." And she

burst out a laughing at the thought.
" Or Paten. I'd say Ludlow

"

A look of sickly aversion crossed his daugh-
ter's face at the suggestion, and she said :

"Nothing on. earth would induce me to con-

sent to it."

The Captain might have regarded this as a

woman's weakness, but he said nothing.
"It will be very difficult for me to get away

at this moment, too," said she, after a pause.
" I don't fancy being absent while young Heath-
cote is here. He will be making all manner of

inquiries about Clara
;
where she is, with whom,

and for what? If I were on the spot I could

suppress such perquisitions."
"After all, dear Loo, the other is the great

event. I conclude, if all goes smoothly about

this work, you'll never dream of the marriage
with Sir William ?"

"Perhaps not," said she, roguishly. "I am
not so desperately in love as to do an impru-
dence. There is," however, much to be thought

of, papa. In a few days more Ludlow is to be

back here with my letters, more than ever neces-

sary at this moment, when any scandal might
be fatal. If he were to know any thing of this

accession of fortune, his demands would be in-

supportable."
"No doubt of that. At the same time, if he

merely hears that your marriage with the Baro-
net is broken off. he will be more tractable. How
are you to obtain these letters?"
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"I don't know," said she, with a stolid look.

"Are you to buy them ?"

1 don't know.''

lie will scarcely surrender them out of any

impulse of generosity ?"

1 don't know," said she, again ;
and over her

features there was a sickly pallor that changed

all their expression, and made her look even

vears older than she was. He looked at her

I iiiiipassioiiatcly,
for there was that in hci^face

that might well have challenged pity.

"But, Loo, dearest," said he, encouragingly,

"place the affair in my hands, and see if I can

not bring it to a good ending."
"lie makes it a condition to treat with none

but myself, and there is a cowardice in this of

which he knows all the advantage."
"It must be a question of money, after all.

It is a matter of figures."
" He would say not. At the very moment

of driving his hardest bargain he would interpose

some reference to what he is pleased to call
' his

feelings.' I told him that even Shylock did not

insult his victim with a mock sympathy, nor shed

false tears over the pain his knife was about to

inflict."
"

It was not the way to conciliate him, Loo."
" Conciliate him ! Oh, how you know him !"

She pressed her hands over her face as she spoke,

and when she withdrew them the cheeks were

scalded with tears.
"
Come, come, Loo, this is scarcely like your-

self."

"There, it's over now," said she, smiling, with

a half-sad look, as she pushed her hair back, as

though to suffer the cool air to bathe her fore-

head. "Oh dear!" sighed she out, "if I only
could have foreseen all the perils before me, I

might have borne with George Ogden, and lived

and died what the world calls respectable."
He gave a little sigh too, which might have

meant that he agreed with her, or that the alter-

native was a hard one, or that respectability was
a very expensive thing for people of small means,
or a little of all three together, .which was most

probable, since the Captain rarely dealt in mo-
tives that were not sufficiently mixed.

"And now, papa," said she," use your most

ingenious devices to show me how I am to an-

swer all these engagements, and while I meet

Mr. Winthrop in Switzerland, contrive also to be

on guard here, and on outpost duty, with Mr.

Ludlow Paten."
"You'll do it, Loo you'll do it, or nobody

else will," said he, sipping his iced drink, and

gazing on her approvingly.
"What would you say to Brengenz for our

rendezvous with Winthrop ?" said she, bending
over the map.

" It is as quiet and forgotten a

spot as any 1 know of."
" So it is, Loo ;

and one of the very few where
the English never go, or, at least, never sojourn."

"
I wish we could manage to find a small

house or. a cottage there. I should like to be

what dramatists call
' discovered' in an humbly

furnished chamber, living with my dear old fa-

ther, venerable in years and virtues."

"Well, it ought not to be difficult to manage*
If you like. I'll set off there and make the ar-

rangements. I could start this evening."
How good of you! Let me think a little

over it, and I will decide. It would be a great

comfort to me to have you here when Charles
Ileathcote comes. I might need your assistance
in many ways, but perhaps Yes, you had bet-
ter go ;

and a pressing entreaty on your part for
me to hasten to the death-bed of my '

poor aunt,'
can be the reason for my own hurried departure.
Is it not provoking how many embarrassments

press at the same moment ? It is an attack front,

rear, and on the flanks."
" You're equal to it, dear you're equal to it,"

said he, with the same glance of encouragement.
"I almost think I should go with you, papa
take French leave of these good 'people, and

evacuate the fortress if it were not that next
week I expect Ludlow to be back here with the

letters, and I can not neglect that. Can you ex-

plain it to me," cried she, more eagerly,
" there

is not one in this family for whom I entertain the

slightest sense of regard they are all less than in-

different to me and yet I would do any thing
endure any thing rather than they should learn

my true history, and. know all about my past life
;

and this, too, with the certainty that we were
never to meet again ?"
"That is pride, Loo mere pride."

"No," said she, tremulously, "it is shame.
The consciousness that one's name is never to be
uttered but in scorn in those places where once
it was always spoken of in honor the thought
that the fair fame we had done so much to build

up should be a dreary ruin, is one of the saddest

the heart can feel
;
for let the world say what it

will, we often give all our energies to hypocrisy,
and throw passion into what we meant to be
mere -acting. Well, well, enough of moraliz-

ing, now for action. You will want money for

this trip, papa; see if there be enough there."

And she opened her writing-desk, and pushed it

toward him.
The Captain took out his double eye-glass, and

then, with due deliberation, proceeded to count

over a roll of English notes fresh from the. bank.
"In funds, I see, Loo," said he, smiling.
" It is part of the last three hundred I possess

in the world. I drew it out yesterday, and, as I

signed the check, I felt as might a sailor going
over the side as his ship was sinking. Do you
know," said she hurriedly,

"
it takes a deal of

courage to lead the life I have done."
" No doubt no doubt," muttered he, as he

went on counting. "Forty-five, fifty, fifty-five
"

"Take them all, papa; I have no need of

them. Before the month ends I mean to be a

millionnaire, or ' My Lady.'
"

"I hope not the latter, Loo ;
I hope sincerely

not, dearest. It would be a cruel sacrifice, and

really for nothing."
"A partnership in an old-established house,"

said she, with a mocking laugh,
"

is always some-

thing; but I won't prejudge events, nor throw

my cards on the table till I have lost the game.
And 'a propos' to losing the game, suppose that

luck should turn against us suppose that we fail

to supply some essential link in this chain of

fortune suppose that Trover should change his

mind, and sell us suppose, in short, any thing

adverse you please, what means arc remaining
to you, papa? Have you enough to support us

in some cheap, unfrequented spot at home or

abroad?"
"I could get together about two hundred and

forty pounds a year, not more."
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"One could live upon that, couldn't one?"
asked she.

"
Yes, in a fashion. With a number of pri-

vations you have never experienced, self-denial

in fifty things you have never known to be lux-

uries, with a small house and small habits and
small acquaintances, one could rub through, but
no more."

"Oh, how I should like to try it!" cried she,

clasping her hands together.
"
Oh, what would

I not give to pass one year one entire year of

life without the ever-present terror of exposure,

shame, and scorn to feel that when I lay down
to rest at night a knock at the street-door should
not throw me into the cold perspiration of ague,
or the coming of the postman set my heart a

throbbing, as though the missive were a sentence
on me ! Why can not I have peace like this ?"

"
Poverty has no peace, my dear Loo. It is

the poorest of all wars, for it is for the pettiest
of all objects. It would break my heart to see

you engaged in such a conflict."

And the Captain suffered his eyes to range
over the handsome room and its fine furniture,
while his thoughts wandered to a French cook,
and that delicious "Chateau Margaux" he had
tasted yesterday.
Did she read what was passing in his mind,

as, with a touch of scorn in her manner, she

.said,
" Doubtless you 'know the world better,"

and left the room.

CHAPTER XLIX.

THE PALAZZO BALE I.

THE household of the Palazzo Balbi was un-

usually busy and active. There was a coming
and a parting guest. Sir William himself was
far too much occupied by the thoughts of his

son's -arrival to bestow much interest upon the

departure of Captain Holmes. Not that this in-

genious gentleman has failed in any of the re-

quirements of his parasitical condition
; nay, he

had daily improved the occasion of his presence,
and ingratiated himself considerably in the old

Baronet's favor
;
but it is, happily, the lot of such

people to be always forgotten where the real af-

fections are in play. They while away a weary
day they palliate the small irritations of daily
life they suggest devices to cheat "ennui"
but they have no share in deeper sentiments;
we neither rejoice nor weep with them.

"
Sorry for your friend's illness !" "Sincere-

ly trust you may find him better !" or,
" Ah ! it

is a lady, I fbrgot ;
and that we may soon see you

on this side of the Alps again!" "Charming
weather for your journey!"

"
Good-by, good

by !"

And with this he shook his hand cordially
enough, and forgot him.

' ' I'm scarcely sorry he's gone,
"
said May,

' ' he
was so deaf!. And besides, papa, he was too civil

too complaisant. I own I had become a lit-

tle impatient of his eternal compliments, and the

small scraps out of Shelley and Keats that he

adapted to my address."
"All the better for Charley, that," said the

old Baronet. " You'll bear his rough frankness
with more forgiveness after all this sugary polite-
ness." He never noticed how this random speech

sent the blood to her cheeks, and made her crim-

son over face and neck
; nor, indeed, had he

much time to bestow on it, for the servant opened
the door at the instant, and announced "Captain
Heathcote." In a moment the son was in his

father's arms. " My boy, my dear boy," was all

that the old man cculd say, and Charles, though
determined to maintain the most stoical calm

throughout the whole visit, had to draw his

hand across his eyes in secret.

"How well you look, Charley stouter and
heavier than when here. English life and hab-
its have agreed with you, boy."

"
Yes, Sir. If I can manage to keep my pres-

ent condition, I'm in good working trim for a

campaign ;
and you tell me of yourself."

"There is little to say on that subject. When
men live to my term, about the utmost they can

say is that they are here."

Though he tried to utter these words in a half

jocular tone, his voice faltered, and his lips trem-

bled
; and, as the young man looked, he saw that

his father's face was careworn and sad, and that

months had done the work of years on him since

they parted. Charles did his utmost to treat

these signs of sorrow lightly, and spoke cheer-

fully, and even gayly.
"I'd go with your merry humor, boy, with all

my heart, if you were not about to leave us."

Was it any thing in the interests touched on,
or was it the chance phrase, "to leave ws," that

made young Heathcote become pale as death
while he asked, "How is May?"
"Well quite well; she was here a moment

back. I fancied she was in the room when you
came in. I'll send for her."

"No, no; time enough. Let us have a few
more minutes together."

In a sort of hurried, and not very collected

way, he now ran on to talk of his prospects and
the life before him. It was easy to mark how
the assumed slap-dash manner was a mere mask
to the bitter pain he felt, and that he knew he
was causing. He talked of India as though a
few days' distance of the campaign like a hunt-

ing-party ;
the whole thing was a sort of eccen-

tric ramble, to have its requital in plenty of in-

cident and adventure. He even assumed all the

vulgar slang about "hunting down the niggers,"
and coming back loaded with "loot," when the

old man threw his arm around him, and said," But not to me, Charley not to we."

The chord was touched at last. All the pre-
tended careless ease was gone, and the young
man sobbed aloud as he pressed his father to his

breast. The secret which each wanted to keep
to his own heart was out, and now they must not

try any longer a deception.
"And why must it be, Charley? what is the

urgent cause for deserting me? I have more
need of you than ever I had. I want your coun-
sel and your kindness

; your very presence as I
feel it this moment is worth all my doctors."

"I think you know I think I told you, I

mean that you are no stranger to the position
I stood in here. You never taught me, father,
that dependence was honorable. It was not

among your lessons that a life of inglorious idle-

ness was becoming." As with a faltering and
broken utterance he spoke these words, his con-
fusion grew greater and greater, for he felt him-
self on the very verge of a theme that" he dreaded
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to touch, and at last, with a great effort, he said,
" And besides all this, I had no right to sacrifice

another to ray selfishness."

"I don't understand you, Charley."

"Maybe not, Sir; but I am speaking of what

I know for certain. But let us not go back on

these things."
What are they ? Speak out, boy," cried he,

more eagerly.
"I see you are not aware of what I thought

you knew. You do not seem to know that May's
affections are engaged that she has given her

heart to that young college man who was here

long ago as Agincourt's tutor. They have cor-

responded."

"Corresponded!"
"
Yes, I know it all, and she will not deny it

nor need she, from all I can learn. He is a

fine-hearted fellow, worthy of any girl's love.

Agincaurt has told me sotne noble traits of him,
and he deserves all his good fortune."

"But to think that she should have contracted

this engagement without consulting me that

she should have written to him "

" I don't see how you can reproach her, a poor
motherless girl. How could she go to you with

her heart full of sorrows and anxieties? She
was making no worldly compact in which she

needed your knowledge of life to guide her."

"It was treachery to us all!" cried the old

man, bitterly, for now he saw to what he owed
his son's desertion of him.

"It was none to ?/ze, so much I will say, father.

A stupid compact would have bound her to her

unhappiness, and this she had the courage to re-

sist."

"And it is for this I am to be forsaken in

my old age !" exclaimed he, in an accent of

deep anguish. "I can never forgive her

never !"

Charles sat down beside him, and, with his

arm on the old man's shoulder, talked to him

long in words of truest affection. He recalled

to his mind the circumstances under which May
Leslie first came among them, the daughter of

his oldest, dearest friend, intrusted to his care,
to become, one day, his own daughter, if she

willed it.

" Would you coerce her to this ? Would you
profit by the authority you possess over her to

constrain her will ? Is it thus you would inter-

pret the last dying words of your old companion ?

Do not imagine, father, that I place these things
before you in cold blood or indifference. I have

my share of sorrow in the matter." He was go-

ing to say more, but he stopped himself, and

arising, walked toward the window. "There she

is!" cried he, "on the terrace; I'll go and meet
her." And with this he went out.

It is not impossible that the generous enthusi-

asm into which Charles Heathcote had worked
himself to subdue every selfish feeling about May
enabled him to meet her with less constraint and

difficulty. At all events, he came toward her
with a manner so like old friendship, that, though !

herself confused, she received him with equal
cordiality.
"How like old times, May, is all this," said

he, as, with her arm within his own, they strolled

under a long vine trellis. "If I had not to re-

member that next Wednesday I must be at '

Malta, I could almost fancy I had never been !

away. I wonder when we are to meet again ?
and where, and how ?"

" I'm sure it is not I that can tell you,
"
said

she, painfully, for in the attempt to conceal his
emotion his voice had assumed a certain accent
of levity that wounded her deeply.
"The where matters little, May," resumed

he; "but the when is much, and the how still

more."
"It is fortunate, then, that this is the only

point I can at all answer for, for I think I can

say that we shall meet pretty much as we part."
"What am I to understand by that, May?"

asked he, with an eagerness that forgot all dis-

simulation.

"How do you find papa looking?" asked she,

hurriedly, as a deep blush, covered her face. " Is

he as well as you hoped to see him?"
"No," said he, bluntly; "he has grown thin

and careworn. Older by ten years than I ex-

pected to find him."
" He has been much fretted of late

; independ-
ently of being separated from you, he has had
many anxieties."

"I have heard something of this; more, in-

deed, than I like to believe true. Is it possible,

May, that he intends to marry?"
She nodded twice slowly, without speaking.
"And his wife is to be this Mrs. Morris this

widow that I remember at Marlia, long ago?"
"And who is now here domesticated with us."
' ' What do you know of her ? What does any

one know of her?" asked he, impatiently.
"Absolutely nothing: that is, of her" history,

her family, or her belongings. Of herself I can,

only say that she is supreme in this house; her
orders alone are obeyed. I have reason to be-

lieve that papa confides the gravest interests to

her charge, and for myself, / obey her by a sort

of instinct."
" But you like her, May ?"
" I am too much afraid of her to like her. I

was at first greatly attracted by fascinations per-

fectly new to me, and by a number of graceful

accomplishments, which certainly lent a great
charm to her society. But after a while I de-

tected, or I fancied that I detected, that all these

attractions were thrown out as lures to amuse
and occupy us, while she Avas engaged in study-
ing our dispositions and examining our natures.

Added to this, I became aware of the harshness
she secretly bestowed upon poor Clara, whose

private lectures were little else than tortures.

This latter completely estranged me from her,

and, indeed, was the first thing which set me at

work to consider her character. From the day
when Clara left this

"

" Left this, and for where ?" cried he.

"I can not tell you ;
we have never heard of

her since. She was taken away by a guardian,
a certain Mr. Stocmar, whom papa seemed to

know, or at least thought he had met some-

where, many years ago. It was shortly after

the tidings of Captain Morris's death this gentle-

man arrived hero to claim her."

"And her mother; was she willing to part
with her ?"

" She affected great sorrow fainted, I think

when she read the letter that apprised her of

the necessity ; but from Clara herself I gathered
that the separation was most grateful to her, and
that for some secret cause I did not dare to ask
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even had she known to tell they were not to

meet again for many, many years."
"But all that you tell me is unnatural, May.

Is there not some terrible mystery in this affair?

Is there not some shameful scandal beneath it

all?"

A heavy sigh seemed to concur with what he

said.

"And can my father mean to many a wom-
an of whose past life he knows nothing ? Is it

with all these circumstances of suspicion around
her that he is willing to share name and fortune

with her ?"
*

"As to that, such is her ascendency over him,
that were she to assure 'him of the most improb-
able or impossible of events, he'd not discredit

her. Some secret dread of what you would say
or think has delayed the marriage hitherto, but
once you have taken your leave and are fairly
off not to return for years the event will no

longer be deferred."

"Oh, May, how you grieve me. I can not
tell you the misery you have put into my heart."

"It is out of my own sorrow I have given you
to drink, "said she, bitterly. "You are a man,
and have a man's career before you, with all its

changeful chances of good or evil
; I, as a wom-

an, must trust my hazard of happiness to a home,
and very soon I shall have none."
He tried to speak, but a sense of choking

stopped him, and thus, without a word on either

side, they walked along several minutes.

"May," said he, at last, "do you remember
the line of the poet,

" ' Death and absence differ but in name ?'
"

" I never heard it before
;
but why do you ask

me?"
"I was just thinking that in parting moments

like this, as on a death-bed, one dares to speak
of things which from some sense of shame one
had never dared to touch on before. Now, I

want to carry away with me over the seas the

thought that your lot in life is assured, and your
happiness, so far as any one's can be, provided
for. To know this, I must force a confidence

which you may not wish to accord me
;
but be-

think you, dear May, that you will never see me
more. Will you tell me if I ask about him?'

"About whom?" asked she, in unfeigned as-

tonishment, for never were her thoughts less di-

rected to Alfred Layton.

"May," said he, almost angrily, "refuse me
if you will, but let there be no deceit between us.

I spoke of Layton."
"Ask what you please, and I will answer

you," said she, boldly.
"He is your lover, is he not? You have en-

gaged yourself to him?"
"No."
"It is the same thing. You are to be his

wife, when this, that, or t'other happens?"
"No."
" In a word, if there be no compact, there is

an understanding between you ?"
" Once more, no !" said she, in the same firm

voice.

"Will you deny that you received letters from
him, and have written to him again?"
An angry flush covered the girl's cheek, and

her lip trembled. For an instant it seemed as
if an indignant answer would break from her,

but she repressed the impulse, and coolly said,

"There is no need to deny it. I have done

both."

"I knew it I knew it !" cried he, in a bitter

exultation. "You might have dealt more frank-

ly with me, or might have said,
' I am in no

wise accountable to you. I recognize no right
in you to question me.

' Hud you done this, May,
it would have been a warning to me

;
but to say,

'Ask me freely, I will tell you every thing,' was
this fair, was this honest, was it true-hearted ?"

"And yet I meant it for such," said she, sor-

rowfully.
' ' I may have felt a passing sense of

displeasure that you should have heard from any
other than myself of this correspondence, but

even that is passed away, and I care not to learn

from whom you heard it. I have written as

many as three letters to Mr. Layton. This is

his last to ?e." She took at the same moment
a letter from her pocket, and handed it toward

him.
"I have no presumption to read your corre-

spondence, May Leslie," said he, red with shame
and anger together. "Your asking me to do so

;

implies a rebuke in having dared to speak on the

subject, but it is for the last time."
' ' And is it because we are about to part,

Charles, that it must be in anger?" said she;
and her voice faltered and her lip trembled.

"Of all your faults, Charles, selfishness was not

one, long ago."
" No matter what I was long ago ;

we have

both lived to see great changes in ourselves."

"Come, let us be friends," said she, taking
his hand cordially.

" I know not how it is with

you, but never in my life did I need a friend so

much."
"
Oh, May, how can I serve you?"

"First read that letter, Charles. Sit down

there, and read it through, and I'll come back

to you by the time you've finished it."

With *a sort of dogged determination to sacri.

fice himself, no matter at what cost, Charlea

Heathcote took the letter from her, and turned

away into another alley of the garden.

CHAPTER L.

THREE MET AGAIN.

WHEN, on the following morning, Charles
t

Heathcote repaired to the hotel where he had\
left his friend Lord Agincourt, he was surprised
to hear the sound of voices and laughter as he

drew nigh the room
;
nor less astonished was he,

on entering, to discover O'Shea seated at the

breakfast-table, and manifestly in the process of

enjoying himself. Had there been time to retire

undetected, Heathcote would have done so, for

his head was far too full of matters of deep inter-

est to himself to desire the presence of a stranger,

not to say that he had a communication to make
to his friend both delicate and difficult. 0' Shea's

quick glance had, however, caught him at once,

and he cried out,
" Here's the very man we

wanted to make us complete the jolliest party
of three that ever sat down together."

" I scarcely thought to see you in these parts,"

said Heathcote, with more of sulk than cordiality

in the tone.

"Your delight ought to be all the greater,
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though maybe it isn't ! You look as glum
as^the

morning I won your trap and the two nags."

"Bv the way", what became of them ?" asked

Jieathcote.
" I sold the chestnut to a young cornet m the

Carabineers. He saw me ride him through all

the bonfires in Sackvillc Street the night the

mob beat the police, and he said he never saw

his equal to face fire
;
and he wasn't far wrong

there, for the beast was stone blind."

"And the gray?"
" The gray is here, in Rome, and in top con-

dition
;
and if I don't take him over five feet of

timber my name isn't Gorman." A quick wink

and a sly look toward Agincourt conveyed to

Heathcote the full meaning of this speech.
"And you'll want a high figure for him?"

asked he.
" If I sell him if I sell him at all; for you

see, if the world goes well with me, and I have a

trump or two in my hand, I won't part with that

horse. It's not every day in the week that you
chance on a beast that can carry fifteen stone

over a stiff country ay, and, do it four days in

the fortnight."
What's his price?" asked Agincourt.
"Let him tell you," said O'Shea, with a most

expressive look at Heathcote. " He knows him
as well or better than I do."

"Yes," said Heathcote, tantalizing him on

purpose; "but when a man sets out by saying
'I don't want to sell my horse,' of course it

means,
' If you will have him, you must pay a

fancy price.'
"

If" O'Shea's expression could be rendered in

words, it might be read thus: "And if that be

the very game I'm playing, ain't you a down-

right idiot to spoil it?"

"Well," said Agincourt, after a pause, "I'm

just in the sort of humor this morning to do an

extravagant thing, or a silly one."

"Lucky fellow!" broke in Heathcote, "for

O'Shea's the very man to assist you to your proj-
ect."

"I am!" said O'Shea, firmly and quickly;
" for there's not the man living has scattered his

money more freely than myself. Before I came
of age, when I was just a slip of a boy, about

nineteen "

"Never mind the anecdote, old fellow," said

Heathcote, laughingly, as he laid his hand on the

other's shoulder. "
Agincourt has just confessed

himself in the frame of mind to be 'done.' Do
him, therefore, by all means. Say a hundred and

fifty for the nag, and he'll give it, and keep your
good story for another roguery."

"Isn't he polite ? isn't he a young man of

charming manners and elegant address?" said

O'Shea, with a strange mixture of drollery and

displeasure.
"He's right, at all events," said Agincourt,

laughing at the other's face " he's right as re-

gards me. I'll give you a hundred and fifty for

the horse without seeing him."
"
Oh, mother of Moses ! I wish your guardian

was like you.""
Why so ? What do you mean ?"

"I mean this that I wish he'd buy me, too,
without seeing me !" And then, seeing that by
their blank looks they had failed to catch his

meaning, he added,
"

Isn't he one cf the Cabinet
now?"

"Yes, he is Colonial Secretary."
"That's the very fellow I want. He's giving

away things every day, that, any one of them,
would be the making of me."
"What would you take?"
"Whatever I'd get. There's my answer

whatever I'd get. I'd be a bishop, or a judge,
or a boundary commissioner, or a treasurer I'd
like to be that best or any thing in reason they
could offer a man of good family, and who had
a seat in the House."
"I think yon might get him something I'm

sure you might," said Heathcote.

"Well, I can try, at all events. I'll write to-

day."" Will you, really ?"
" I give you my word on it. I'll say that, in-

dependently of all personal claims of your own,
you're an intimate and old friend, whose ad-
vancement I will accept as a favor done to my-
self."

"That's the ticket. But mind, no examina-
tion no going before the Civil Service chaps.
I. tell you fairly, I wouldn't take the Governor

Generalship of India if I had to go up for the

multiplication-table. I think I see myself sitting

trembling before them, one fellow asking me,
'Who invented "pitch and toss?" ' and another

inquiring, 'Who was the first man ever took pep-

per with oysters?'
"

"Leave all that to Agincourt," said Heath-

cote; "he'll explain to his guardian that you
were for several sessions a distinguished mem-
ber of the House "

"'Twas I that brought 'crowing' in. I used
to crow like a cock when old Sibthorp got up,
and set them all off laughing."

"I'll mention your pu.blic services
"

"And don't sa^ that I'm hard up. Don't
make it appear that it' because I'm out at the

elbows I'm going, but just a whim the way
Gladstone went to Greece the other day ;

that's

the real dodge, for they keep the Scripture in

mind up in Downing Street, and it is always the

'poor they send empty away.'
"

" And you'll dine with us here, at seven ?" said

Agincourt, rising from the table.

"That's as much as to say, 'Cut your lucky
now, Gorman

;
we don't want you till dinner-

time.'
"

"You forgot that he has got the letter to write

about you," said Heathcote. "You don't want
him to lose a post ?"

"And the gray horse?"
" He's mine

;
I've bought him."

"I suppose you've no objection to my taking
a canter on him this morning?"
"Ride him, by all means," said Agincourt,

shaking his hand cordially while he said

adieu.

"Why did you ask him to dinner to-day?"
said Heathcote, peevishly.

" I wanted you to

have come over and dined with us. My father

! is eager to see you, and so is May."
" Let us go to tea, then. And how are they ?

|

how is he looking?"
"Broken greatly broken. I was shocked

beyond maasure to see him so much aged since

we met, and his spirits pone utterly gone."
" Whence is all this ?"
" He says that I deserted him that he was for-

saken."
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' ' And is he altogether wrong, Charley ? Does
not conscience prick you on that score?"
"He says, too, that I have treated May as

cruelly and as unjustly ; also, that I have broken

up their once happy home. In fact, he lays all

at my door."
" And have you seen her ?"
"

Yes, we had a meeting last night, and a long
talk this morning ; and, indeed, it was about
that I wanted to speak to you when I found
O'Shea here. . Confound the fellow! he has
made the thing more difficult than ever, for I

hi've quite forgotten how I had planned it all."

"Planned it all! Surely there was no need
of a plan, Charley, in any thing you meant to say
to me f

".Yes, but there was, though. You have very
often piqued me by saying that I never knew

my own mind from one day to another, that you
were always prepared for some change of inten-

tion in me, and that nothing would surprise you
less than that I should ' throw you over' the

very day before we were to sail for India."
" Was I very, very unjust, Charley?" said he,

kindly
"/ think you were, and for this reason: he

who is master of his own fate, as far as personal
freedom and ample fortune can make him,' ought
not to judge rashly of the dobts, and vacilla-

tions, and ever-changing purposes of him who
has to weigh fifty conflicting influences. The one

sufficiently strong to sway others may easily take

his line and follow it
;
the other is the slave of

any incident of the hour, and must be content to

accept events, and not mould them."
"I read it all, Charley. You'll not go out?"
"I will not."

Agincourt repressed the smile that was fast

gathering on his lips, and, in a grave and quiet
voice, said, "And why ?"

"For the very reason you have so often given
me. She cares for me

;
she has told me so her-

self, and even asked me not to leave them ! I

explained to her that I had given you not only
a promise, but a pledge, that, unless you released

me, I was bound in honor to accompany you.
She said,

' Will you leave this part of the matter
to me?" and I answered, 'No, I'll go frankly to

him, and say, "I'm going to break my word with

you: I have to choose between May Leslie and

you, and I vote for her."
' "

" What a deal of self-sacrifice it might have
saved you, Charley," said he, laughing, "had
you seen this telegram which came when I had
sat down to breakfast.

"
It came from the Horse

Guards, sent by some private friend of Agin-
court's, and was in these words: "The row is

over
;
no more drafts for India

; do not go."
Heathcote read and re-read the paper for sev-

eral minutes. "So then, for once, I have luck
on my side. My resolve neither wounds a friend

nor hurts my own self-esteem. Of course you'll
not go?"

"Certainly not. I'll not go out to hunt the
lame ducks that others have wounded."

"You'll let me take this and show it to my
father," said Heathcote. "He shall learn the
real reason of .my stay hereafter, but, for the

present, this will serve to make him happy ;
and

poor May, too, will be spared the pain of think-

ing that, in yielding to her wish, I have jeopard-
ized a true friendship. I can scarcely believe

all this happiness real, Agincourt. After so

long a turn of gloom and despondency, I can
not trust myself to think that fortune means so

kindly by me. Were it not for one unhappy
thought only one I could say I have nothing
left to wish for."

"And what is that? is it any thing in which
I can be of service to you ?"

"
No, my dear fellow

;
if it were, I'd never

have said it was a cause for sorrow. It is a case,

however, equally removed from your help as from
mine. 1 told you some time back that my father,

yielding to a game of cleverly-played intrigue,
had determined to marry this widow, Mrs. Pen-

thony Morris, whom you remember. So long as

the question was merely mooted in gossip, I could

not allude to it
;
but when he wrote himself to me

on the subject, I remonstrated with him as tem-

perately as I was able. I adverted to their dis-

proportion of age, their dissimilarity of habits
;

and, lastly, I spoke out and told him that we
knew nothing, any of us, of this lady, her family,

friends, or connections; that, though I had in-

quired widely, I never met the man who could

give me any information about her, or had ever

heard of her husband. I wrote all this, and
much more of the same kind, in the strain of

frank confidence a son might employ toward his

father, particularly where they had long lived

together in relations of the dearest and closest

affection. I waited eagerly for his answer.

Some weeks went over, and then there came a

letter, not from him, but from her. The whole
mischief was out : he had given her my letter,

and said, 'Answer it.' I will show you her

epistle one of these days. It is really clever.

There wasn't a word of reproach not an angry

syllable in the whole of it. She was pained,

fretted, deeply fretted by what I had written, but

she acknowledged that I had, if I liked to in-

dulge them, reasonable grounds for all my dis-

trusts, though, perhaps, it might have been more

generous to oppose them. At first, she said,

she had resolved to satisfy all my doubts by the

names and circumstances ofher connections, with

every detail of family history and fqrtune, but, on
second thoughts, her pride revolted against a

step so offensive to personal dignity, and she

had made up her mind to confine these revela-

tions to my father, and then leave his roof for-

ever. 'Writing,' continued she, 'as I now do,
without his knowledge of what I say for, with

a generous confidence in me that I regret is not

felt in other quarters, he has refused to read my
letter I may tell you that I shall place my
change of purpose on such grounds as can never

possibly endanger your future relations with your
father. He shall never suspect, in fact, from any
thing in my conduct, that my departure was in-

fluenced in the slightest degree by what has fall-

en from you. The reasons I will give him for

my step will refer solely to circumstances that

refer to myself. Go back, therefore, in all con-

fidence and love, and give your whole affection

to one who needs and who deserves it !'

"There was, perhaps, a slight tendency to di-

late upon what ought to constitute my duties and

regards, but, on the whole, the letter was well

written, and wonderfully dispassionate. I was

sorely puzzled how to answer it, or what course

to take, and might have been more so, when my
mind was relieved by a most angry epistle from
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took advantage of the confidence to make ad-

vance to me. My heart if I had a heart-

would not have been difficult to win. It was a

theft not worth guarding against. Somehow, I

can not say wherefore, this man was odious to me,

more odious than the very tyrant who trampled

on me
;
but I had sold myself for a vengeance

ves, as completely as if the devil had drawn up
the bond and I had signed it. My pact with

|

myself was to be revenged on him, come what

might afterward. I have told you that I hated

this man ;
but I had no choice. The whole

wide world was there, and not another in it had

ever offered to be my defender
; nor, indeed, did

he. No, the creature was a coward ;
he only

promised that if he found me as a waif he would

shelter me ;
he was too cautious to risk a ringer

in my cause, and would only claim what none

disputed with him. And I was abject enough
to be content with that, to be grateful for it, to

write letters full of more than gratitude, protest-

ing Oh, spare me ! if even yet I have shame to

make me unable to repeat what, in my madness,
I may have said to him. I thought I could go
on throughout it all, but I can not. The end

was, my husband died, yes ! he was dead ! and
this man who I know, for I have the proofs,

had shown my letters to my husband claimed

me in marriage ;
he insisted that I should be his

wife, or meet all the shame and exposure of see-

ing my letters printed and circulated through
the world, with the story of my life annexed. I

refused
;

fled from England, concealed myself,

changed my name, did every thing I could to

escape discovery ;
but in vain. He found me

out
;
he is now upon my track

;
he will be here

here at Rome within the week, and, with

these letters in his hand, repeat his threat, he

says, for the last dine, and I believe him." The

strength which had sustained her up to this now
gave way, and she sank heavily to the ground,
like one stricken by a fit. It was some time be-

fore she rallied, for O'Shea, fearful of any ex-

posure, had not called others to his aid, but,

opening the window, suffered the rude wind to

blow over her face and temples.
' '

There, there,
"

said she, smiling sadly,
"

it is but seldom I show
so poor a spirit, but I am somewhat broken of

late. Leave me to rest my head on this chair,
and do not lift me from the ground yet. I'll be

better presently. Have I cut my forehead ?"

"It is but a slight scratch. You struck the

foot of the table in your fall."

"There," said she, making a mark with the

blood on his wrist, "it is thus the Arabs register
the fidelity of him who is to avenge them. You
will not fail me, will you ?"

"Never, by this hand!" cried he, holding it

up firmly clenched over his head.
"It's the Arab's faith, that if he wash away

the stain before the debt of vengeance is ac-

quitted, he is dishonored
;
there's a rude chival-

ry in the notion that I like well." She said this
in his ear as he raised her from the ground and
placed her on a chair. " It is time you should
know his name," said she, after a few minutes'

pause.
" He is called Ludlow Paten. I believe

he is Captain Paten about town."
4 '

I know him by repute. He's a sort of swell
at tlio. West-end play-clubs. He is among all
tin- fast men."

"Oh, he's fashionable he's very fashionable."

"I have heard him talked of scores of times
as one of the pleasantest fellows to be met with."
"I'm certain of it. I feel assured that he

must be a cheerful companion, and reasonably
honest and loyal in his dealings with man. lie
is of a class that reserve all their treachery- and
all their baseness for where they can be safely
practiced ; and, strange enough, men of honor
know these things men of unquestionable honor
associate freely with fellows of this stamp, as if

the wrong done to a woman was a venial offense,
if offense at all."

"The way of the world," said O'Shea, with a
half sigh.

"Pleasant philosophy that so easily accounts
for every baseness and even villainy by showing
that they are popular. But come, let us be

practical. What's to be done here? what do

you suggest?"
"Give me the right to deal with him, arid

leave the settlement to wze."
" The right that is

" She hesitated, flush-

ed up for an instant, and then grew lividly pale

again.

"Yes," said he, taking his place at her side,

and leaning an arm on the back of her chair.

"I thought I never Saw your equal when you
were gay, and light-hearted, and full of spirits ;

but I like you better, far better now, and I'd

rather face the world with you than "

"I don't want to deceive you," said she, hur-

riedly, and her lips quivered as she spoke, "but
there are things which I can not tell you things
of which I could not speak to any one, least of

all to him who says he is willing to share his

fate with me. It is a hard condition to make,
and yet I must make it."

"Put your hand in mine, then, and I'll take

you on any conditions you like."
" One word more before we close our bargain.

It might so happen it is far from unlikely
that the circumstances of which I dare not trust

myself to utter a syllable may come to your ears

when I am your wife, when it will be impossible
for you to treat them as calumnies, and just as

idle to say that you TieArer heard of them before.

How will you act if such a moment comes ?"

"Answer me one plain question first. Is

there any man living who has power over you
except as regards these letters, I mean ?"

"None."
"There is, then, no charge of this, that, or

t'other?"

"I will answer no more. I have told you

fairly that if you take me for your wife you must

be prepared to stand in the breach between me
and the world, and meet whatever assails me as

one prepared. Are you ready for this ?"
" I'm not afraid of the danger

'

"
So, then, your fears are only for the cause ?"

It was with the very faintest touch of scorn

these words were spoken, but he marked it, and

reddened over face and forehead.

"When that cause will have become my own,

you'll see that I'll hesitate little about defend-

ing it."

"That's all that I nsk for, all that I wish.

This is strange courtship," said she, trying to

laugh ;

" but let us carry it through consistently.
I conclude you are not rich

;
neither am I at

least, for the present; a very few weeks, how-

ever, will put me in possession of a large proper-
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ty. It is in land in America. The legal for-

malities which are necessary will be completed
almost immediately, and my co-heir is now com-

ing over from the States to meet me, and estab-

lish his claim also. These are all confidences,

remember, for I now speak to you freely ; and,
in the same spirit that I make them, I ask you to

trust me to trust me fully and wholly, with a

faith that says, 'I will wait to the end to the

very end !"
'

"Let this be my pledge," said he, taking her
hand and kissing it. "Faith," said he, after a
second or two, "I can scarcely believe in my
good luck. It seems to be every moment so like

a dream to think that you consent to take me
;

just, too, when I was beginning to feel that for-

tune had clean forgotten me. You arc not list-

ening to me, not minding a word I say. What
is it, then, you are thinking of?"
"I was plotting," said she, gravely."
Plotting more plotting ! Why can't we go

along now on the high road, without looking for

by-paths?"
"Not yet not yet a while. Attend to me,

now. It is not likely that we can meet again

very soon. My coming out here to-day was at

great risk, for I am believed to be ill, and in bed
with a feverish cold. I can not venture to re-

peat this peril, but you shall hear from me. My
maid is to be trusted, and will bring you tidings
of mo.. With to-morrow's post I hope to learn

where Paten is, and when he will be here. You
shall learn both immediately, and be prepared to

act on the information. Above all things, bear
in mind that, though I hate this man, all my ab-

horrence of him is nothing actually nothing
to my desire to regain my letters. For them I

wttuld forego every thing. Had I but these in

my possession, I could wait for vengeance, and
wait patiently."
"So that from himself personally yon fear

nothing?"
"
Nothing. He can not say more of me than

is open to all the world to say
" She stopped,

and grew red, for she felt that her impetuosity
had carried her farther than she was aware.
" Remember once more, then, if you could buy
them, steal them, get them in any way I care

not how, that my object is fulfilled the day you
place them in this hand it is your own !"

He burst out into some rhapsody of his de-

light, but checked himself as suddenly when he
saw that her face had assumed its former look
of preoccupation.

"
Plotting again?'' asked he, half peevishly.

"I have need to plot," said she, mournful-

ly, as she leaned her head upon her hand
;
and

now there came over her countenance a look of

deepest sorrow. " I grow very weary of all this

at times," said she, in a faint and broken voice
;

"so weary, that I half 'suspect it were better to
throw the cards down, and say,

' There ! I've
lost ! What's the stake ?" I believe I could do
this. I am convinced I could, if I were certain
that there was one man or one woman on the
earth who would give me one word of pity, or
bestow one syllable of compassion for my fall."

"But surely your daughter Clara "
' ' Clara is not my daughter she is nothing to

me
; never was, never can be. We are separated,

besides, never to meet again, and I charge you
not to speak of her."

"May I never! if I can see my way at all.

It's out of one mystery into another. Will you
just tell me "

" Ask me nothing. You have heard from- me
this day what I have never told another. But
I have confidence in your good faith, and can

say,
' If vou rue your bargain there is yet time to

say so,' and you may leave this as free as when

you entered it."

"You never mistook a man more. It's not

going back I was thinking of; but surely I might
ask"

" Once for all, I will not be questioned. There

never lived that man or woman who could thread

their way safely through difficulties, if they wait-

ed to have every obstacle canvassed, and every

possible mystery explained. You must leave me
to my own guidance here, and one of its first con-

ditions is, not to shake my confidence in my-
self.

"

" Won't you even tell me when we're to be

one?"
" What an ardent lover it is," said she, laugh-

ing.
"
There, fetch me my shawl, and let me

sec that you know how to put it properly on my
shoulders. No liberties, sir! and least of all

when they crush a Parisian bonnet. The even-

ing is falling already, and I must set off home-
ward."

"Won't you give me a seat in the carnage
with you ?

*

Surely you'd not sec me ride back
in such a downpour as- that?"

" I should think I would. I'd leave you to go
on foot rather than commit such an indiscretion.

Drive back to Rome with Mr. O'Shea alone!

What would the world say? What would Sir

William Heathcote say, who expects to make me
Lady Heathcote some early day next month ?"

"By the way, I heard that story. An old fel-

low, called Nick Holmes, told me "

" What old Nick told you cduld scarcely be

true. There, will you order the- carriage to the

door, and give these good people some money ?

Ain't you charmed that I give you one of a hus-

band's privileges so early ? Don't dare to answer

me
;
an Irishman never has the discretion to re-

ply to a liberty as he ought. Is that poor beast

yours ?" asked she, as they gained the door, and
saw a horse standing, all shivering and wretched,
under a frail shed.

"He was this morning, but I had the good
luck to sell him before I took this ride."

"I must really compliment you," said she,

laughing heartily. "A gentleman who makes
love so economically ought to be a model of or-

der when a husband." And with this she step-

ped in and drove away.

CHAPTER LII.

A DINNER OP TWO.

TIIE O'Shea returned to Rome at a "slapping

pace." He did his eight miles of heavy ground
within forty minutes. But neither the speed nor

the storm could turn his thoughts from the scene

he had just passed through. It was with truth

he said that he could not give credit to the fact

of such good fortune as to believe she would ac-

cept him
;
and yet the more he reflected on the

subject, the more was he puzzled and disconcert-
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cd. When he had last seen her she refused him
refused him absolutely and flatly; she even

hinted at a reason that seemed unanswerable,

and suggested that, though they might aid each

other as friends, there could be no copartnership

of interests.
" What has led her to this change

of mind, heaven knows. It is no lucky turn of

fortune on my side can have induced it
; my pros-

pects were never bleaker. And then," thought

he,
" ofwhat nature is this same secret, or rather

these secrets, of hers, for they seem to grow in

clusters? What can she have done ? or what has

Penthony Morris done ? Is he alive ? is he at

Norfolk Island ? was lie a forger, or worse ? How
much does Paten know about her ? What pow-
er has he over her besides the possession of these

letters? Is Paten Penthony Morris?" It was
thus that his mind went to and fro, like a surg-

ing sea, restless and not advancing. Never was
there a man more tortured by his conjectures.
He knew that she might marry Sir William
Heathcote if she liked

; why, then, prefer him-
self to a man of station and fortune? Was it

that he was more likely to enact the vengeance
she thirsted for than the old baronet? Ay, that

was a reasonable calculation. She was right

there, and he'd bring Master Paten "to book,"
as sure as his name was O'Shea. That was the

sort of thing he understood as well as any man
in Europe. He had been out scores of times,
and knew how to pick a quarrel, and to aggra-
vate it, and make it perfectly beyond all possibil-

ity of arrangement, as well as any fire-eater of a

French line regiment. That was, perhaps, the

reason of the widow's choice of him. If she mar-
ried Heathcote, it would be a case for lawyers :

a great trial at Westminster, and a great scandal
in the papers. "But with me it will be all quiet
and peaceable. I'll get back her letters, or I'll

know why."
He next bethought him of her fortune. He

wished she had told him more about it how it

came to her was it by settlement was it from
the Morrises ? He wished, too, it had not been
in America

;
he was not quite sure that property

there meant any thing at all
; and, lastly, he

brought to mind that though he had proposed
for dozens of women, this was the only occasion

he was not asked what he could secure by settle-

ment, and how much he would give as pin-mon-
ey. No, on that score she was delicacy itself,

and he was one to appreciate all the refinement
of her reserve. Indeed, if it came to the old

business of searches, and showing titles, and all

the other exposures of the O'Shea family, he felt

that he would rather die a bachelor than encoun-
ter them. " She knew how to catch me! 'A
row to fight through, and no questions asked
about money, O'Shea,' says she. 'Can you re-

sist temptation like that ?'
"

As he alighted at the hotel he saw Agin-
court standing at a window, and evidently laugh-
ing at the dripping, mud-stained appearance he

presented.
"
I hope and trust that wasn't the nag I bought

this morning," said he to O'Shea, as he entered
the room.
"The very same; and I never saw him in

finer heart. If you only witnessed the way he
carried me through those plowed fields out
there! He's strong in the loins as a cart-
horse."

"I must say you appear to have riu.'.on him
as a friend's horse. He seemed dead beat as
he was led away."

"He's fresh as a four-year-old."

"Well, never mind, go and dress for dinner,
for you're half an hour behind time already."
O'Shea was not sorry to have the excuse, and

hurried off to make his toilet.

Freytag was aware that his guest was a " Mi-
lor,

" and the dinner was very good, and the wine

reasonably so
;
and the two, as they placed a lit-

tle spider-table between them before the, fire,

seemed fully conscious of all the enjoyment of
the situation.

Agincourt said, "Is not this jolly?" And so

it was. And what is there jollier than to be
about sixteen or seventeen years of age, with

good health, good station, and ample means?
To be launched into manhood, too, as a soldier,

without one detracting sense of man's troubles

and cares to feel that your elders condescend
to be your equals, and will even accept your in-

vitation to dinner ! ay, and more, practice to-

ward you all those little flatteries and attentions

which, however vapid ten years later, are positive
ecstasies now !

But of all its glorious privileges, there is not
one can compare with the boundless self-confi-

dence of youth, that implicit faith not alone in its

energy and activity, its fearless contempt for dan-

ger, and its indifference to hardships, but, more
strange still, in its superior sharpness and knowl-

edge of life ! Oh dear ! are we not shrewd fel-

lows when we matriculate at Christ Church, or

see ourselves gazetted Cornet in the Horse Guards

Purple ? Who ever equaled us in all the wiles

and schemes of mankind ? Must he not rise ear-

ly who means to dupe us ? Have we not a regis-
tered catalogue of all the knaveries that have
ever been practiced on the unsuspecting? Tru-

ly have -we
;
and if suspicion were a safeguard,

nothing can harm us.

Now Agincourt was a fine, true-hearted, gen-
erous young fellow manly and straightforward

but he had imbibed his share of this tendency.
He fancied himself subtle, and imagined that a

nice negotiation could not be intrusted to better

hands. Besides this, he was eager to impress
Heathcote with a high opinion of his skill, and
show that even a regular man of the world like

O'Shea was not near a match for him.

"I'm not going to drink that light claret such

an evening as this," said O'Shea, pushing away
his just tasted glass. "Let us have something a

shade warmer."

"King the bell, and order what you like."

"Here, this will do 'Clos Voiigeot,'" said

O'Shea, pointing out to the waiter the name on

the wine "carte."
" And if that be a failure, I'll fall back on

brandy and water, the refuge of a man after bad

wine, just as disappointed young ladies take to a

convent. If you can drink that little tipple,

Agincourt, you're right to do it. You'll come
to Burgundy at forty, and to rough port ten years
later

;
but you've a wide margin left before that.

How old are you?"
"I shall be seventeen my next birthday, "said

the other, flushing, and not wishing to a'dd that

there were eleven months and eight days to run
before that event should come off.

"That's a mighty pretty time of life. It
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gives ya,i,ft clear four jpars for irresponsible fol-

lies before you come of age. Then you may
fairly count upon three or four more for legiti-

mate wastefulness, and with a little, very little

discretion, you never need know a Jew till you're

six-and-twenty."
"I beg your pardon, my good fellow," said

the other, coloring, half angrily; "I've had

plenty to do with those gents already. Ask
Nathan whether he hasn't whole sheafs of my
bills. My guardian only allows me twelve hund-

red a year a downright shame they call it in

the regiment, and so I wrote him word. In fact,

I told him what our Major said, that with such

means as mine I ought to try and manage an

exchange into the Cape Rifles."

"Or a black regiment in the West Indies,"
chimed in O'Shea, gravely.

"
No, confound it, he didn't say that."

"The Irish Constabulary, too, is a cheap
corps. You might stand that."

"I don't mean to try either," said the youth,

angrily.
"And what does Nathan charge you say

for a '

thing' at three months ?"

"That all depends upon the state of the

money-market," said Agincourt, with a look of

profoundest meaning.
"

It is entirely a question
of the foreign exchanges, and I study them like

a stockbroker. Nathan said one day: 'It's a

thousand pities he's a Peer
;
there's a fellow with

a head to beat the whole Stock Exchange.'
"

"Does he make you pay twenty per cent., or

five-and-twenty, for short dates?"
" You don't understand it at all. It's no ques-

tion of that kind. It's always a calculation of

what gold is worth at Amsterdam, or some other

place, and it's a difference of, maybe, one eighth
that determines the whole value of a bill."

"I see," said O'Shea, puffing his cigar very

slowly. "I have no doubt that you bought your
knowledge on these subjects dearly enough."
"I should think I did! Until I came to un-

derstand the thing, I was always 'outside the

ropes,' always borrowing with the 'exchanges

against me' you know what I mean?"
"I believe I do," said O'Shea, sighing heavi-

lv.
"
They have been against me all my life."

"That's just because you never took trouble

to study the thing. You rushed madly into the

market whenever you wanted money, and paid
whatever they asked."

"I did indeed; and, what's more, was very

grateful if I got it,"

"And I know what came of that how that

ended."
"How?"
"Why, you dipped your estate, gave mort-

gages, and the rest of it."

O'Shea nodded a full assent.

"Oh, I know the whole story; I've seen so

much of this sort of thing. Well, old fellow,"

added he, after a pause, "if I'd been acquainted
with you ten or fifteen years ago, I could have

saved you from all this ruin."

O'Shea repressed every tendency to a smile,
and nodded again.

"I'd have said to you, 'Don't be in a hurry;
watch the market, and I'll tell vou when to "go
in.'""

"Maybe it's not too late yet to give me a
word of friendly advice," said O'Shea, with a

modest humility. "There are few men want it

more.
"

There was now a pause of several minutes,
O'Shea waiting to see how his bait had taken,
and Agincourt revolving in his mind whether
this was not the precise moment for opening his

negotiation. At last he said :

"I wrote that letter I promised you. I said

you were an out-and-outer as to ability, and that

they couldn't do better than make you a Gov-
ernor somewhere, though you'd not be disgusted
with something smaller. I've been looking over

the vacancies; there's not much open. Could

you be a Mahogany Commissioner at Hon-
duras ?"

"Well, so far as having had my legs under
that wood for many years with pleasure to my-
self and satisfaction to my friends, perhaps I

might." .

"Do you know what I'd do if I were you?"
"I have not an idea."

;" I'd marry by Jove, I would ! I'd marry!"
"I've thought of it half a dozen times," said

he, stretching out his hand for the decanter, and
rather desirous ofescaping notice

; "but, you see,

to marry a woman with money and of course

it's that you mean there's always the inquiry
what you have yourself, where it is, and what
are the charges on it. Now, as you shrewdly
guessed a while "ago, I dipped my estate dipped
it so deep that I begin to suspect it won't come

up again."
"But look out for a woman that has her for-

tune at her own disposal."
"And no friends to advise her."

O' Shea's face, as he said this, was so absurdly
droll, that Agincourt laughed aloud. "

Well, as

you observe, no friends to advise her. I sup-

pose you don't care much for connection I

mean rank ?" .

"As for the matter of family, I have enough
for as many wives as Bluebeard, if the law would
let me have them."
"Then I fancy I know the thing to suit you.

She's a stunning pretty woman besides.
"

"Where is she?"
"At Home here."

"And who is she?"
"Mrs. Penthony Morris, the handsome widow,

that's on a visit to the Heathcotes. She must
have plenty of tin, I can answer for that, for old

Nathan told me she was in all the heavy trans-

fers of South American shares, and was a buyer
for very large amounts."
"Arc you sure of that?"
"I can give my word on it. I remember his

saying one morning,
' The widow takes her losses

easily; she minds twelve thousand pounds no
more than I would a five-pound note.'

"

"They have a story here that she's going to

marry old Heathcote."
" Not true I mean, that she won't have him. "

"And why? It was clear enough she was

playing that game for some time back."
"I wanted Charley to try his chance," said

Agincourt, evading the question, "but he is

spooney on his cousin May, I fancy, and has no
mind to do a prudent thing."
"But how am I to go in?" said O'Shea,

timidly. "If she's as rich as you say, would
she listen to a poor out-at-elbows Irish gentle-

man, with only his good blood to back him ?"
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"You're the man to do it the very man."

O'Shea shook his head.

"I say you'd succeed. I'd back you against

the field!"
" Will you make me a bet on it ?"

"Withal! my heart. What shall it be ?"

"Lay me a hundred to one, in tens, and I

give you my solemn word of honor I'll do my
very best to lose my wager and win the widow."

" Done ! I'll bet you a thousand pounds to

ten : book it, with the date, and I'll sign it."

While Agincourt was yet speaking, O'Shea

had produced a small note-book, and was re-

cording the bet. Scarcely had he clasped the

little volume again, when the waiter entered,

and handed him a note.

O'Shea read it rapidly, and finishing off his

glass, refilled and drank it. "I must leave you
for half an hour," said he, hastily.

" There's a

friend of mine in a bit of a scrape with one of
j

these French officers; but I'll be back pres-

ently."
" I say, make your man fight. Don't stand

any bullying with those fellows."

O'Shea did not wait for his counsels, but hur-

ried off.

"This way, Sir," whispered a man to 'him, as

he passed out into the court of the hotel; "the

carriage is round the corner."

He followed the man, and in a few minutes

found himself in a narrow by-street, where a

single carriage was standing. The glass was

quietly let down as he drew near, and a voice

he had no difficulty in recognizing said,
" I have

just received a most urgent letter, and I must

leave Home to-morrow at daybreak for Ger-

many. I have learned, besides, that Paten is at

Baden. He was on his way here, but stopped
to try his luck at the tables. He has twice

broken the bank, and swears he will not leave

till he has succeeded a third time. We all well

know how such pledges finish. But you must

set off there at once. Leave to-morrow night,

if you can, and by the time you arrive, or the

day after, you'll find a letter for you at the post,

with my address, and all your future directions.

Do nothing with Paten till you hear
;
mind that

nothing. I have not time for another word,
for I am in terror lest my absence from the

house should be discovered. If any thing im-

minent occur, you shall hear by telegraph."
"Let me drive back with you; I have much

to say, much to ask you," said he, earnestly.
"On no account. There, good-by don't

forget me."
While he yet held her hand, the word was

given to drive on, and his farewell was lost in

the rattling of the wheels over the pavement.
"Well, have you patched it up, or is it a

fight?" asked Agincourt, when he entered the

room once more.
" You'll keep my secret, I know," said O'Shea,

in a whisper. "Don't even breathe a word to

Heathcote ;
but I'll have to leave this to-morrow,

get over the nearest frontier, and settle this affair.
"

"Yoxi'd like some cash, wouldn't you? at

all events, I am your debtor for that horse. Do
you want more?"

"There, that's enough two hundred will do,
"

said O'Shea, taking the notes from his fingers ;

"even if I have to make a bolt of it, that will be

ample."

"This looks badly for your wager, O'Shea.
It may lose you the widow, I suspect."

* ' Who knows ?" said O'Shea, laughing.
" Cir-

cular sailing is sometimes the short cut on land
as well as sea. If you have any good news for
me from Downing Street, I'll shy you a line to

say where to send
;
and so, good-by."

And Agincourt shook his hand cordially, but
not without a touch of envy as he thought of the
mission he was engaged in.

CHAPTER LIII.

SOME LAST WORDS.

WHILE Agincourt and O'Shea thus sat and
conversed together, there was another fireside

which presented a far happier picture, and where
old Sir William sat with his son and May Lcs-

ie, overjoyed to think that they were brought to-

gether again, and to separate no more. Charles
iad told them that he had determined never to

ieave them, and all their thoughts had gone back
to the long, long ago, when they were so united

and so happy. There was, indeed, one theme
which none dared to touch. It was ever and
anon uppermost in the mind of each, and yet
none had courage to venture on it, even in allu-

sion. It was in one of the awkward pauses which
this thought produced that a servant- came to say
Mrs. Morris would be glad to see Charles in her
room. He had more than once requested per-
mission to visit her, but somehow, now, the in-

vitation had come ill-timed, and he arose with a
half impatience to obey it.

During the greater part of that morning,
Charles Heathcote had employed himself in imag-
ining by what process of persuasion, what line of

argument, or at what price, lie could induce the

widow herself to break off the engagement with

his father. The guarded silence Sir William had
maintained on the subject since his son's arrival

was to some extent an evidence that he knew
his project could not meet approval. Nor was
the old man a stranger to the fact that May Les-

lie's manner to the widow had long been marked

by reserve and estrangement. This, too, in-

creased Sir William's embarrassment, and left

him more isolated and alone. " How shall I ap-

proach such a question and not offend her?"
was Charles's puzzle as he passed her door. So
full was he of the bulletins of her indisposition,
that he almost started as he saw her seated at a

table, writing away rapidly, and looking, to his

thinking, as well as he had ever seen her.

"This is indeed a pleasant surprise," said he,
as he came forward. "I was picturing to my-
self a sick-room and a sufferer, and I find you
more beautiful than ever."

"You surely couldn't imagine I'd have sent

for you if I were not conscious that my paleness
became me, and that my dressing-gown was very

pretty. Sit down no, here at my side
;
I have

much to say to you, and not very long to say it.

If I had not been actually overwhelmed with busi-

ness real business, too, I'd have sent for you long

ago. I could imagine with very little difficulty

what was uppermost in your mind lately, and

how, having determined to remain at home, your
thoughts would never quit one distressing thenio

you know what I mean. Well, I repeat, I
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could well estimate all your troubles and diffi-

culties on this head, and I longed for a few min-
utes alone with you, when we could speak freely
and candidly to each other, no disguise, no decep-
tion on either side. Shall we be frank with each
other?"

"By all means."

"Well, then, you don't like this marriage.
Come, speak out honestly your mind."

"
Why, when I think of the immense dispro-

portion in age ;
when I see on one side

"

" Fiddle faddle ! If I were seventy it wouldn't
make it better. I tell you, I don't want fine

speeches nor delicate evasions, therefore be the

blunt, straightforward fellow you used to be, and
say, 'I don't like it at all.'"

"Well, here goes, I do not like it at all."

"Neither do I," said she, lying back listlessly
in her chair, and looking calmly at him. " I see
what is passing in your mind, Charles. I read

your thoughts in their ebb and flow, and they
come to this :

' Why have you taken such con-
summate pains about an object you would regret
to see accomplished ? To what end all your lit-

tle coquetries, and graces, and so forth ?' Well,
the question is reasonable enough, and I'll give

you only one answer. It amused me, and it wor-
ried others. It kept poor May and yourself in a
small fever, and I have never through life had
self-command enough to deny myself the pleasure
of terrifying people at small cost, making them

fancy they are drowning in two feet of water."
"I hope May is grateful; I am sure /am,"

said Charles, stiffly."
Well, if you have not been in the past, I in-

tend you to QB so for the future. I mean to re-

linquish the great prize I had so nearly won ; to

give up the distinguished honor of being your

stepmother, with all the rights and privileges I

could have grouped around that station. I mean
to abdicate all my power ;

to leave the dear

Heathcotes to the enjoyment of such happiness as

their virtues and merits can not fail to secure

them, under the simple condition that they will

forgot me, or, if that be more than they can

promise, that they will never make me the subject
of their discussions, nor bring up my name, either

in praise or blame. Now understand me aright,

Charles," said she, earnestly; "this is no re-

quest prompted by any pique of injured pride or

wounded self-love. It is not uttered in the irri-

tation of one who feels rejected by you. It is a

grave demand, made as the price of an impor-
tant concession. I exact that my name be not

spoken, or, if uttered by others in your presence,
that it may be unacknowledged anf unnoticed.

It is no idle wish, believe me
;
for who are the

victims of the world's calumnies so often as the

friendless, whose names call forth no sponsor ?

They are the outlaws that any may wound or
even kill, and their sole sanctuary is oblivion."

"I think you judge us harshly," began
Charles.

But she stopped him :

"No, far from it. I know you all by this

time. You are far more generously minded than

your neighbors, but there is one trait attaches to
human nature every where. Every one exagger-
ates any peril he has passed through, and every
man and woman is prone to blacken the charac-
ter of those who have frightened them. Come,
I'll not discuss the matter farther. I have all

those things to pack up, and some notes to write

before I go."
" Go ! Are you going away so soon ?"
' '

To-morrow, at daybreak. I have got tidings
of a sick relative, an old aunt, who was very fond
of me long ago, and who wishes to have me near

her. I should like to see May, and, indeed, Sir

William, but I believe it will be better not: I

mean, that partings are gratuitous sorrows. You
will say all that I wish. You will tell them how
it happened that I left so hurriedly. I'm not

sure," added she, smiling, "that your explana-
tion will be very lucid or very coherent, but the

chances are, none will care to question you too

closely. Of course you will repeat all my grati-
tude for the kindness I have met here. I have
had some of my happiest days with you," added

she, as if thinking aloud
;

"
days in which I half

forgot the life of trouble that was to be resumed
on the morrow. And, above all, say,

"
said she,

with earnestness,
" that when they have received

my debt of thanks, they arc to wipe out my name
from the ledger, and remember me no more."

Charles Heathcote -was much moved by her

words. The very calm she spoke in had its ef-

fect, and lie felt he knew not what of self-accusa-

tion as he thought of her lonely and friendless lot.

He could not disabuse his mind of the thought
that it was through offended pride she was relin-

quishing the station she had so long striven to

attain, and now held within her very grasp.
"She is not the selfish creature I had deemed
her; she is far, far better than I believed. I

have mistaken her misjudged her. That she
has gone through much sorrow is plain; that

there may be in her story incidents which she
would grieve to see a town talk, is also likely ;

but are not all these reasons the more for our

sympathy and support, and how shall we answer
to ourselves hereafter for any show of neglect or
harshness toward her?"
While he thus reflected, she had turned to the

table and was busy writing.
" I have just thought of sending a few farewell

lines to May," said she, talking away as her pen
ran along the paper. "We all of us mistake
each other in this world : we are valued for what
we are not, and deemed deficient in what we
have." She stopped, and then crumpling up the

half-written paper in her hand, said, "No, I'll

not write ; at least not now. You'll tell her ev-

ery thing ay, Charles, every thing!" Here
she fixed her eyes steadfastly on him, as though
to look into his very thoughts. "You and May
Leslie will be married, and one of your subjects
of mysterious talk when you're all alone will

be that strange woman who called herself Mrs.

Penthony Morris. What wise guesses and
shrewd conjectures do I fancy you making ;

how

cunningly you'll put together fifty things that

seem to illustrate her story, and yet have no

bearing upon it
;
and how cleverly you'll construct

a narrative for her without one solitary atom of

truth. Well, she'll think of you too, but in a

different spirit, and she will be happier than I

suspect if she do not often wish to live over again
the long summer days and starry nights at Mar-
lia."

"
May is certain to ask me about Clara, where

she is, and if we are likely to see her again."
" And you'll tell her, that as I did not speak

of her, your own delicacy imposed such, a reserve
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that you could not ask these questions. Good-

by. "But that I want to be forgotten, I'd give

you a keepsake. Good-by and forget me."

She turned away at the last word, and passed
into an inner room. Charles stood for an instant

or two irresolute, and then walked slowly away.

CHAPTER LIV.

FOUND OUT.

QUACKINBOSS and the Laytons came back in

due time to England, and at once hastened to

London. They had traced Winthrop and Tro-

ver to Liverpool, and heard of their having left

for town, and thither they followed them in all

eagerness. The pursuit had now become a.

chase, with all its vaiying incidents of good or

bad fortune. Each took his allotted part, going
out of a morning on his especial beat, and re-

turning late of evening to report his success or

failure.

Quackinboss frequented all the well-known
haunts of his countrymen, hoping to chance

upon some one who had seen Winthrop, or could

give tidings of him. Old Layton the Doctor,
as we shall for the remainder of our brief space
call him was more practical. He made searches

for Hawke's will at Doctors' Commons, and found
the transcript of a brief document irregularly

drawn, and disposing of a few thousand pounds,
but not making mention of any American prop-

erty. He next addressed himself to that world-

known force, so celebrated in all the detection

of crime
;
he described the men he sought for,

and offered rewards for their discover}-, carefully-

protesting the while that nothing but a vague

suspicion attached to them.

As for Alfred, he tried to take his share in

what had such interest for the others. He made
careful notes of the points assigned to him for

investigation ;
he learned names, and addresses,

and references to no end
;
he labored hard to

imbue himself with the zeal of the others, but it

would not do. All his thoughts, hopes, and
wishes had another direction, and he longed im-

patiently for an opportunity to make his escape
from them, and set out for Italy and discover

Clara. His only clew to her was through Stoc-

mar, but that gentleman was abroad, and not

expected for some days in London. Little did

the Doctor or Quackinboss suspect that Alfred's

first call on every morning was at the private en-

trance of the Kegent's Theatre, and his daily

question as invariably the same demand, "When
do you expect Mr. Stocmar in town ?" .

Poor fellow ! he was only bored with that tire-

some search, and hated every man, woman, and
child concerned in the dismal history; and yet
no other subject was ever discussed no other

theme brought up among them. In vain Alfred
tried to turn the conversation upon questions of

public interest
; by some curious sympathy they

would not be drawn away into that all-absorbing
vortex, and, start from what point they might,
they were certain to arrive at last at the High
Court of Jersey.

It was on one evening, as they sat together
around the fire, that, by dint of great persever-
ance and consummate skill, Alfred had drawn
them away to talk of India and the war there.

Anecdotes of personal heroism succeeded, and
for every achievement of our gallant fellows at

Lucknow, Quackinboss steadily quoted some not
less daring exploit of the Mexican war. Thus
discussing courage, they came at last to the nice

question of its characteristics in different na-

tions, and even in individuals.

"In cool daring, in confronting peril with per-
fect collectedness, and such a degree of self-pos-
session as confers every possible chance of escape
on its possessor, a woman is superior to us all,"
said the Doctor, who for some time had been si-

lently reflecting. "One case particularly pre-
sents itself to my mind," resumed he. " It was
connected with that memorable trial at Jersey."

Alfred groaned heavily, and pushed back his

chair from the group.
"The case was this," continued the old man;

"while the police were eagerly intent on tracing
out all who were implicated in the murder, sus-

picion being rife on every hand, every letter that

passed between the supposed confederates was

opened and read, and a strict watch was set over

any who were believed likely to convey messages
from one to the other.

"On the evening of the inquest it was about
an hour after dark the window of an upper
room was gently opened, and a woman's voice

called out to a countryman below, 'Will you
earn half a crown, my good man, and take this

note to Dr. Layton's, in the town ?" He agreed
at once, and the letter and the bribe were speedi-

ly thrown into his hat. Little did the writer

suspect it was a policeman in disguise she had
charged with her commission ! The fellow hast-

ened off with his prize to the magistrate, who,
having read the note, resealed it, and forwarded
it to me. Here it is. I have shown it to so

many, that its condition is become very frail,
but it is still readable. It was very brief, and
ran thus :

" 'DEAR FRIEND, My misery will plead for

me if I thus address you. I have a favor to ask,
and my broken heart tells me you will not re-

fuse me. I want you to cut me off a lock of my
darling's hair. Take it from the left temple,
where it is longest, and bring it to-morrow to

his forlorn widow, LOUISA HAWKE.'

"From the moment they read that note, the

magistrates felt it an outrage to suspect her. I

do not myself mean to implicate her in the great

guilt far from it but here was a bid for sympa-
thy, and put forward in all the coolness of a de-

liberate plan ;
for the policeman himself told me,

years after, (fcat she saw him at Dover, and gave
him a sovereign, saying, jocularly, 'I think you
look better when dressed as a countryman.'

Now, I call this consummate calculation."

As he was speaking, Quackinboss had drawn
near the candles, and was examining the writ-

ing.
"I wonder," said he, "what the fellows who

affect to decipher character in handwriting would

say to this? It's all regular and well formed."

"Is it very small? Are the letters minute?
for that, they allege, is one of the indications of

a cruel nature," said Alfred. "They show a

si>ecimen of Lucrezia Borgia's, that almost re-

quires a microscope to read it."

"No," said Quackinboss; "that's what they
call a bold, free hand ;

the writing, one would
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say, of a slap-dash gal that wasn't agoin' to count

consequences."
"Let me interpret her," said Alfred, drawing

the candles toward him, and preparing for a

very solemn and deliberate judgment.
" What's

this?" cried he, almost wildly. "I know this

hand well
;
I could swear to it. You shall see

if I can not." And, without another word, he

arose and rushed from the room. Before the

Doctor or Quackinboss could recover from their

astonishment, Alfred was back again, holding
two notes in his hand. " Come here, both of

you, now," cried he, "and tell me, are not these

in tlie same writing?" They were several short

notes invitations or messages from Marlia about

riding-parties, signed Louisa Morris. "What
do you say to that ? Is that word ' Louisa' written

by the same hand or not?" cried Alfred, trem-

bling from head to foot as he spoke.
" Tarnel snakes if it ain't !" broke out Quack-

inboss
;
"and our Avidow woman was the wife

of that murdered fellow Hawke."
"And Clara his daughter!" muttered Alfred,

as he covered his face with his hands to hide his

emotion.

"These were written by the same person,
that's clear enough," said the Doctor, closely

scrutinizing every word and letter; "there are

marks of identity that can not be disputed. But
who is this widow you speak of?"

Alfred could only stammer out, "He'll tell

you all," as he pointed to Quackinboss, for a
faintish sick sensation crept over his frame, and
he shook like one in the cold stage of an ague.
The American, however, gave a calm and very
connected narrative of their first meeting with

Mrs. Penthony Morris and her supposed daugh-
ter at Lucca

;
how that lady, from a chance ac-

quaintance with the Heathcotes, had established

an intimacy, and then a friendship there.

"Describe her to me tell me something of

her appearance," burst in the old man with im-

patience, for as his mind followed the long-

sought-for "trail," his eagerness became beyond
his power of control.

" Blue eyes, that might
be mistaken for black, or dark hazel, had she

not? and the longest of eyelashes, the mouth
full and pouting, but the chin sharply turned,
and firm-looking ? Am I right?"
"That are you, and teeth as reg'lar as a row

of soldiers."

"Her foot, too, was perfect. It had bapn
modeled scores of times by sculptors, and there

were casts of it with a Roman sandal, or naked
on a plantain-leaf, in her drawing-room. You've
seen her foot?"

"It was a grand foot! I have seen it," said

the American
;

" and if I was one as liked mon-

archy, I'd say it might have done for a queen to

stand on in front of a throne."

"What was her voice like ?" asked the old

man, eagerly.
"Low and soft, with almost a tremor in it

when she asked some trifling favor," said Alfred,
now speaking for the first time.

" Herself her very self. I know her well,

by that /" cried the old man, triumphantly. "I
carried those trembling accents in my memory
for many and many a day. Go on, and tell me
more of her. Who was this same Morris

when, how, and where were they married?"
"We never knew; none of us ever saw him.

Some said he was living, and in China or India.

Some called her a widow. The girl Clara was
called hers

"

"No. Clara was Hawke's. She must have
been Hawke's daughter by his first wife, the niece

of this Winthrop."
"She's the great heiress, then," broke in

Quackinboss; "she's to have Feddar's Clear-

in's, and the whole of that track beside Grove's
River. There ain't such another fortune in all

Ohio."
"And this was poor Clara's secret," said Al-

fred to Quackinboss, in a whisper, "when she

said, 'I only know that I am an orphan, and
that my name is not Clara Morris."'
"Do you think, then, sir, that such a rogue

as that fellow Trover went out all the way to the

western states to make out that gal's right to

these territories ?" asked Quackinboss, gravely.
' ' Not a bit of it. He went to rob her, to cheat

her, to put forward some false claim, to substitute

some other in her place," cried old Layton.
"Who is to say if he himself be not the man
Morris, and the husband of our fair friend ? He
may have fifty names for aught we know, and
Morris be one of them."
"You told me that Clara had been made over

to a certain Mr. Stocmar, to prepare her for the

stage,
"
said Alfred to the American. But before

he could reply the Doctor broke in :

"Stocmar Hyman Stocmar, of the He-

gent's?"
"The same. Do you know him, father?"

"That do I, and well, too. What of him ?"

"It was to his care this young lady was in-

trusted,
"
said Alfred,blushing at the very thought

of alluding to her.

"If there should be dealings with Stocmar,
let them be left to 7?ze," said the Doctor, firmly.
" I will be able to make better terms with him
than either of you."

' ' I s'pose you're not going to leave a gal that's

to have a matter of a million of dollars to be a

stage player ? She ain't need to rant, and

screech, and tear herself to pieces at ten or fifteen

dollars a night and a free benefit."

"First to find her, then to assert her rights,"
said the Doctor.

" How are we to find her ?" asked Alfred.

"I will charge myself with that task, but we
must be active, too," said the Doctor. "I half

suspect that I see the whole intrigue : why this

woman was separated from the young girl, why
this fellow Trover was sent across the Atlantic,
and what means that story of the large fortune

so suddenly left to Winthrop."
"I only know him slightly, sir," said Quack-

inboss, breaking in, "but no man shall say a

word against Harvey P. Winthrop in my hear-

ing."
' ' You mistake me," rejoined the Doctor.

'
It

would be no impugnment of my honesty that

some one bequeathed me an estate not that I

think the event a likely one. So far as I can

surmise, Winthrop is the only man of honor

among them."
" Glad to hear you say so, sir," said the Colo-

nel, gravely.
"

It's a great victory over nation-

al prejudices when a Britisher gets to say so much
for one of our people. It's the grand compensa-
tion you alwaj'S have for your inferiority, to call

our sharpness roguery."

-.
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It was a critical moment now, and it needed

nil Alfred's readiness and address to separate

two combatants so eager for battle. He succeed-

ed, however, and, after some commonplace con-

versation, contrived to carry his father away, on

pretense of an engagement.
4i You should have let me smash him," mutter-

ed the old man, bitterly, as he followed him from

the room. ' ' You should have given me fifteen

minutes ay, ten. I'd not have asked more than

ten to present him with a finished picture of his

model Republican, in dress, manner, morals, and

demeanor. I'd have said,
' Here is what I, my-

self, have seen
"

"And I would have stopped you," broke in

Alfred, boldly, "and laid my hand on Quackin-
boss's shoulder, and said,

' Here is what I have

known of America. Here is one who, without

other tie than a generous pity, nursed me through
the contagion of a fever, and made recovery a

blessing to me by his friendship after who shared

heart and fortune with me when I was a beggar
in both.'

"

"You are right, boy you are right. How
hard it is to crush the old rebellious spirit in one's

nature, even after we have lived to see the evil it

has worked us !"

CHAPTER LV.

THE MANAGER'S ROOM AT THE "REGENT'S."

AT an early hour the next morning the two

Laytons presented themselves at the private door

of the "Regent's." Mr. Stocmar had returned

that morning from Paris; he had been to bed
for an hour, and was now dressed and up, but so

busily engaged that he had left positive orders

to be denied to all except a certain high person-

age in the royal household, and a noble Lord,
whose name he had given to the porter.

"We are not either of these," said the Doctor,

smiling, "but I am a very old friend, who he

did not know was in England. I have been

scores of times here with him
;
and to prove how

I know my way through flats and side-scenes,
I'll just step up to his room without asking you
to conduct me." These pleadings were assisted

considerably by the dexterous insinuation of a

sovereign into the man's hand, and Layton pass-
ed in, with his son after him.

True to his word, and not a little to Alfred's as-

tonishment, the Doctor threaded his way through

many a dark passage and up many a frail stair

till he reached the well-known, well-remembered
door. He knocked sharply, but without waiting
for reply turned the handle and entered. Stoc-

mar, who stood at the table busily breaking the
seals of a vast heap of letters, turned suddenly
around and stared at the strangers with mingled
surprise and displeasure.
"I gave positive orders that I could not re-

ceive strangers," said he, haughtily. "May I

ask, what is the meaning of this intrusion?"
"You shall know in a few moments, Sir,"

said the old man, deliberately taking a seat, and

motioning to his son to do the same. "My
business could be transacted with yourself alone,
and it would be useless referring me to a secre-

tary or a treasurer. I have come here with my
son

"

"
Oh, the old story," broke in Stocmar. " The

young gentleman is stage-struck ; fancies that his
Hamlet is better than Kean's or Macready's;
but I have no time for this sort of thing. The
golden age of prodigies is gone by, and, at all

events, I have no faith in it. Make an apothe-
cary of him, clerk in a gas-works, or any thing
you please, only don't come here to bother me,
you understand

; my time is too full for these

negotiations."
"Have you done?" said the old man, fiercely.
"Done with you, certainly," said Stocmar,

moving toward the bell.

"That you have not. You have not even
begun with me, yet. I perceive you do not re-
member me."

" Remember you ! I never saw you before,
and I trust most sincerely I may never have that

pleasure again. Any thing wrong with the old

party here ?" whispered he as he turned to Al-

fred, and touched his finger significantly to his

forehead.

"Be quiet, boy," cried Lnyton, fiercely, as his

son started up to resent the insolence
;
"he shall

soon learn whether there be or not. Our time,
Sir, if not so profitable as yours, has its value
for ourselves, so that I will briefly tell you what
I came for. I want the addresses of two persons
of your acquaintance."

"This is beyond endurance. Am I to be the
victim of every twaddling old bore that requires
an address ? Are you aware, Sir, that I don't

keep an agency office ?"

With a calm self-possession which amazed his

son, the old man quietly said, "I want this ad-
dress and this." And he handed Stocmar a
card with two names written in pencil." 'Clara Hawke' and who is Clara Hawke ?

I never heard of her till now
;
and ' Mrs. Hawke,'

too ? My good friend, this is some self-delusion

of yours. Take him away quietly, young gen-
tleman, or my patience will not stand this any
longer. I'll send for a policeman."

"There is one already in waiting, Sir," said

old Layton, fiercely, "and with a warrant, for

the apprehension of Mr. Hyman Stocmar. Ay,
Sir, our laws give many a wide margin to ras-

cality, but slave-dealing is not legalized on our
soil. Keep your laughter for the end, and see

whether it will be so mirthful. Of that crime I

mean to accuse you in an open court, the victim

being myself. So, then, I have refreshed your
rajemory a little

; you begin to recognize me
now. Ay, Sir, it is the Professor, your old slave,
stands before you, whom, after having starved

and cheated, you put drunk on board a sailing

ship, and packed oft' to America
; sold, too, de-

liberately sold, for a sum of money. Every de-

tail of this transaction is known to me, and shall

be attested by competent witnesses. My mem-

ory is a better one than you suspect. I forget

nothing, even to the day and the hour I last

stood in this room. Yes*," cried he, turning to

his son and addressing him, "I was summoned
here to be exhibited as a spectacle to d visitor,

and who, think you, was the distinguished friend

to whose scrutiny I was to be subjected? lie

was one who himself had enjoyed his share of

such homage he was no less a man than the

famous Paul Hunt, tried at Jersey for the mur-
1

der of Godfrey Hawke, and how acquitted the

world well knows
;
and he it was who sat here,

the dear friend of the immaculate Mr. Stocmar
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Mr. Stocmar, the chosen associate of lords

and ladies, the favored guest of half the great
houses in London. Oh, what a scandal and

disgrace is here! You'd rather face the other

charge, with all its consequences, than this one.

Where is your laughter now, Stocmar ? Where
that jocose humor you indulged in ten minutes

ago?"
"Look here, my good friend," cried Stocmar,

suddenly starting up from his chair, while the

great drops of sweat hung on his forehead or

trickled along his pale cheeks,
' ' don't fancy that

you can pit yourself against me before the public.
I have station, friends, and patrons in the highest
ranks in England."

" My name of Herbert Layton will suffice for

all that I shall ask of it. When the true history
of our connection shall be written and laid be-

fore the world, we shall see which of us comes
best out of the ordeal."

"This, then, is a vengeance !" said Stocmar,
trembling from head to foot.

" Not if you do not drive me to it. There
never were easier terms to escape a heavy pen-
alty. Give me the address of these persons."

"But I know nothing of them. I have

not, among my whole acquaintance, one named
Hawke."
The old man made no reply, and looked puz-

zled and confused. Stocmar saw his advantage,
and hastily added,

"
I am ready to pledge you my oath to this."

"Ask him, then, for the address of Mrs.

Penthony Morris, father, and of the young lady
her reputed daughter," interposed Alfred.

"Ay,- what say you to this?"
" What I say is, that I am not here to be ques-

tioned as to the whereabouts of every real or

imaginary name you can think of."

"Restive again, Stocmar ? What, are you so

bent on your own ruin, that you will exhaust the

patience of one who never could boast too much
of that quality ? I tell you, that if I leave this room
without a full and explicit answer to my demand

and in writing, too, in your own hand that

you'll not see me again except as your prosecutor
in a court ofjustice. And now, for, the last time,
where is this woman ?"

" She was in Italy at Rome all the winter,"
said Stocmar, doggedly.

" I know that. And now ?"

"In Germany, I believe."
' ' That is, you know, and the place, too. Write

it there."

"Before I do so, you'll give me, under your
own\hand, a formal release from this trumpery
charge, whose worst consequences would be my
appearing in public to answer it?"

"Nothing of the kind: not a line to that ef-

fect. I'll keep it over you till the whole of the

business we are engaged in be completed. Ay,
Sir, you shall not be exposed to the evil tempta-
tion to turn upon me. We have affairs to settle

which will require our meeting with this woman,
and as we live in an age of telegraphs, you shall

not be able to warn her that we are coming ;

for if you do, I swear to you more solemnly than

you swore a while back to me, that I'll bring
such disgrace upon your head that you'll walk
the streets of this city as wretched an object as I
was when I slept in that dog-hole behind the

fire-engine."

"You'll do nothing with me by your threats,
old man."

"Every thing, all I ask, by what my threats

can accomplish. Remember, besides, all that we
require of you will only serve to shorten a road
that we are determined to go. You can only
serve us so far. The rest lies with us."

"Her address is Gebhardts-Berg, Bregenz,"
said Stocmar, in a low, muttering voice.

"Write it, Sir
;
write it there," said the Doc-

tor," pointing to a sheet of paper on the table.

"There, is that enough?" said Stocmar, as

he wrote the words, and flung down the pen."
No, there is yet the other. Where is Clara

Hawke ?"
" As to her, I may as well tell you she is bound

to me by an indenture
;
I have been at the charge

of her instruction, and can only be repaid by her

successes hereafter
"

"More of the slave market!" broke in the

Doctor. ' ' But to the question. Who sold her to

you ? she had neither father nor mother. With
whom did you make your compact? Bethink

you these are points you'll have to answer very

openly, and with reporters for the daily press

among the company who listen to you. Such
treaties being made public may lead to many an
awkward disclosure. It were wiser not to pro-
voke such."

" I do not see why I am to incur a positive
loss of money

"

"Only for this reason, that as you thought

proper to buy without a title, you may relinquish
without compensation. But come, we will deal

by you better than you deserve. If it be, as I

believe, this young lady's lot to inherit a large

fortune, I will do my utmost to induce her to

repay you all that you have incurred in her be-

half. Will that satisfy you?"
"It might, if I were not equally certain that

you have not the slightest grounds for the expec-
tation. I know enough of her story to be aware
that there is not one from whom she expects a

shilling."

"Every day and hour brings us great sur-

prise ; nothing was less looked for by the great
Mr. Stocmar this morning than a visit from me,
and yet it has come to pass.

"

" And in whose interest, may I ask, are you
taking all this trouble ? how is it incumbent on

you to mix yourself up in questions of a family to

which you do not belong, nor are even known
to?"

"If I could only fashion to myself a pretext
for your question, I would answer it; but to the

matter, write the address there." And he point-
ed to the paper.

Stocmar obeyed, and wrote, "The Conserva-

toire, at Milan."
" I may warn you," added he,

" that Mademoi-
selle Clara Stocmar, for as such is she inscribed,
will not be given up to you, or to any one save

myself, or by my order."

"I am aware of that, and therefore you will

write this order. Mr. Stocmar, you need not be

told by me that the fact of this girl being an En-

glish subject once admitted, the law of this coun-

try will take little heed of the regulations of a

musical academy ;
save yourself this publicity,

and write as I tell you."
Stocmar wrote some hurried lines, and signed

them. "Will that do?"
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"Perfectly," said he, folding up both papers

and placing them in his pocket.
" Now, Mr.

Stocmar, this far has been all business between

us. You have done me a small service, and for

it I am willing to forgive a great wrong ; still, it

is a fair bargain. Let us see, however, if we can

not carry our dealings a little farther. Here is

a case where a dreadful scandal will be unburied,

and one of the most fearful crimes be brought

again before public notice, to herald the narrative

of an infamous fraud. I am far from suspecting

or insinuating that you have had any great part

in these transactions, but I know that when once

they have become town-talk, Hyman Stocmar

will figure as a prominent name throughout. He
will not appear as a murderer or a forger, it is

true, but he will stand forward the intimate friend

of the worst characters in the piece, and have al-

ways some small petty share of complicity to an-

swer for. Is it not worth while to escape such

open exposure as this ? What man least of all,

what .man moving where you do could court

such scandal ?"

Stocmar made no answer, but, leaning his head
on his hand, seemed lost in thought.
"I can show you how to avoid it all. I will

point out the way to escape from the whole diffi-

culty."
" How do you mean ?" cried Stocmar, sudden-

Jy.
" Leave the knaves and come over to the hon-

est men or desert the losing side and back the

winner, if you like that better. In plain English,
tell me all you know of this case, and of every
one concerned in it. Give me your honest ver-

sion of the scheme how it has been done, and

by whom. You know Trover and Hunt well
;

say what were their separate shares. I will not

betray your confidence
; and, if I can, I will re-

ward it."

"Let your son leave us. I will speak to you
alone," said Stocmar, in a faint whisper.

Alfred, at a signal from his father, stepped

quietly away, and they were alone.

It was late in the afternoon when the Doctor
arose to take his departure, and, though some-
what wearied, his look was elated, and his face

glowed with an expression of haughty satisfac-

tion, such as it might have worn after a collegiate

triumph years and years ago.

CHAPTER LVI.

MR. O'SHEA AT BADEN.
'

ALTHOTTGH Mr. O'Shea be not one of the most

foreground figures in this piece, we are obliged
to follow his fortunes for a brief space, and at a
moment when our interests would more naturally
call us in another direction. Thus, at a dinner-

party, will it occasionally happen that our atten-

tion is engaged on one side, while our sympathies
incline to the other

; so, in life, the self-same in-

cident continues to occur.

We have said that he had many a sore misgiv-
ing about the enterprise he was engaged in. Ho
felt that he was walking completely in the dark,
and toward what he knew not. Mrs. Morris

was, doubtless, a clever pilot, but she might, mis-
take the course, she might go wrong in her sound-

ings, and, lastly, she might chance to be on the

shore when the ship was scuttled. These were
dire mistrusts, not to say very ungallant suspi-
cions, to haunt the heart and the head of a bride-

groom; but, alas! that we must own it, Mr.
O'Shea now occupied that equatorial position in
life equally distant from the zones of youth and
age, where men are most worldly, and disposed
to take the most practical views of whatever
touches their interests. It was very hard for him
to believe that a woman of such consummate
cleverness as the widow had ever written a line
that could compromise her. He took a man's
view of the question, and fancied that a cool head
is always cool, and a calculating heart always
alive to its arithmetic. These letters, therefore,
most probably referred to money transactions;

they were, in fact, either bills, or securities, or

promises to pay, under circumstances, possibly,
not the pleasantest to make public. In such af-

fairs he had always deemed a compromise the best
course

; why had she not given him a clearer in-

sight into his mission ? In fact, he was sailing
with sealed orders, to be opened only on reach-

ing a certain latitude. "At all events, I can
do nothing till she writes to me;" and with this

grain of comfort he solaced himself as he went
along his road, trying to feel at ease, and doing
his utmost to persuade himself that he was a

lucky fellow, and "on the best thing" that had
ever turned up in his life.

It is unpleasant for us to make the confession,
but in his heart of hearts Mr. O'Shea thought of
a mode of guiding himself through his difficulties

which assuredly was little in keeping with the
ardor of a devoted lover. The ex-member for

Inch was a member of that sect not a very nar-
row one which firmly believes that men have a
sort of masonic understanding among them al-

ways to be true to each other against a woman,
and that out of a tacit compact of mutual pro-
tection they will always stand by each other

against the common enemy. If, therefore, he
could make Paten's acquaintance, be intimate
with him, and on terms of confidence, he might
learn all the bearings of this case, and very prob-
ably get no inconsiderable insight into the fair

widow's life and belongings.
Amid a vast conflict of such thoughts as these

he rolled along over the Splugen Alps, down the
Via Mala, and arrived at last at Baden. The
season was at its full flood. There were a brace
of kings there, and a whole covey of Serene High-
nesses, not to speak of flocks of fashionables from

every land of Europe. There was plenty of gos-

sip the gossip of politics, of play, of private scan-

dal. The well-dressed world was amusing itself

at the top of its bent, and every one speaking ill

of his neighbor to his own heart's content.

Whatever, however, may be the grand event of

Europe the outbreak of a war, or a revolution,
the dethronement of a king, or the murder of an

emperor at such places as these the smallest in-

cident of local origin will far outtop it in interest
;

and so, although the world at this moment had
a very fair share of momentous questions at issue,
Baden had only tongues and ears for one, and
that was the lucky dog that wont on breaking the

bank at rouge-et-noir about twice a week.

Ludlow Paten was the man of the day. Now
it was his equipage, his horses; now it was the

company he entertained at dinner yesterday, the

fabulous sum he had given for a diamond ring,
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the incredible offer he had madeibr a ducal pal-
ace on the Rhine. Around these and such-like

narratives there floated a sort of atmosphere of

an imaginative order : how he had made an im-

mense wager to win a certain sum by a certain

day, and now only wanted some trifle of ten or

twelve thousand pounds to complete it
; how, if

lie continued to break the bank so many times

more, M. Bennasset, the proprietor, was to give
him fifty thousand francs a year for life to buy
him off, with twenty other variations on these

themes as to the future application of the money,
some averring it was to ransom his wife from the

Moors, and others, as positively, to pay off a sum
with which he had absconded in his youth from

$ great banking-house in London
; and, last of

all, a select few had revived the old diabolic con-

tract on his behalf, and were firm in declaring
that after he retired to his room at night he was
heard for hours counting over his gains, and dis-

puting with the Evil One, who always came for

his share of the booty, and rigidly insisted on

having it in gold. Now, it was strange enough
that these last, however wild the superstructure
of their belief, had really a small circumstance

in their favor, which was, that Paten had been
met with three or four times in most unfrequent-
ed places, walking with a man of very wretched

appearance and most forbidding aspect, who
covered his face when looked at, and was only
to be caught sight of by stealth. The familiar,
as he was now called, had been seen by so many,
that all doubt as to his existence was quite re-

moved.
These were the stories which met O'Shea on

his arrival, and which formed the table-talk of

the hotel he dined in
; narratives, of course,

graced with all the illustrative powers of those

who told them. One fact, however, impressed it-

self strongly on his mind that with a man so

overwhelmed by the favors ofFortune, any chance

of forming acquaintance casually was out of the

question. If he were cleaned out of his last

Napoleon, one could know him readily enough ;

but to the fellow who can break the bank at will,

archdukes and princes are the only intimates.

His first care was to learn his appearance. Nor
had he long to wait : the vacant chair beside the

croupier marked the place reserved for the great

player, whose game alone occupied the attention

of the by-standers,- and whose gains and losses

were all marked and recorded by an expectant

public.
*' Here he comes ! That is he, leaning

on the Prince of Tours, the man with the large
beard !" whispered a person in O' Shea's hearing ;

and now a full large man, over-weighty, as it

seemed, for his years, pushed the crowd careless-

ly aside, and seated himself at the table. The
low murmur that went round showed that the

great event of the evening was about to "come

off," and that the terrible conflict of Duck against

Luck was now to be fought out.

More intent upon regarding the man himself
than caring to observe his game, O'Shea station-

ed himself in a position to watch his features,
scan their whole expression, and mark every
varying change impressed upon them. His ex-

perience of the world had made him a tolerable

physiognomist, and he read the man before him

reasonably well. "He is not a clever fellow,"
thought he, "he is only a resolute one; and
even as such not persistent. Still he will be

very hard to deal with : he distrusts every man."
Just as O'Shea was thus summing up to himself,
an exclamation from the crowd startled him.

The stranger had lost an immense "coup;"
the accumulation of five successful passes had
been swept away at once, and several minutes
were occupied in counting the enormous pile of

Napoleons he had pushed across the table.

The player sat apparently unmoved : his face,

so far as beard and mustache would permit it to

be seen, was calm and impassive ;
but O'Shea

remarked a fidgety uneasiness in his hands, and
a fevered impatience in the way he continued to

draw off and on a ring which he wore on his

finger. The game began again, but he did not

bet, and murmuring comments around the room
went on, some averring that he was a bad loser,

who never had nerve for his reverses, and others

as stoutly maintaining that he was such a con-

summate master of himself that he was never

carried away by impulse, but, seeing fortune un-

favorable, had firmness enough to endure his

present defeat, and wait for a better moment.

Gradually the interest of the by-standers took

some other direction, and Paten was unobserved,
as he sat, to all seeming, inattentive to every

thing that went on before him. Suddenly, how-

ever, he placed twenty thousand francs in notes

upon the table, and said,
" Red." The " black''

won
;
and he pushed back his chair, arose, and

strolled carelessly into another room.
O'Shea followed him : he saw him chatting

away pleasantly with some of his most illustrious

friends, laughingly telling how unfortunate he
had been, and in sportive vein declaring that,
from the very fact of her sex, a man should not

trust too much to Fortune. "I'll go and play
dominoes with the Archduchess of Lindau,"
said he, laughing; "it will be a cheap pleasure
even if I lose." And he moved off toward a
smaller salon, where the more exclusive of the

guests were accustomed to assemble.

Not caring to attract attention by appearing
in a company where he was not known to any,
O'Shea sauntered out into the garden, and,

tempted by the fresh night air, sat down. Chill-

ed after a while, he resolved to take a brisk

walk before bedtime, and set out in the avenue
which leads to Lichtenthal. He had plenty to

think of, and the time favored reflection. On
and on he went at a smart pace, the activity of

mind suggesting activity of body, and before he
knew it had strolled some miles from Baden,
and found himself on the rise of the steep ascent

that leads to Eberstein. He was roused, in-

deed, from his musings by the passage of a one-

horse carriage quite close to him, and which,

having gained a piece of level ground, drew up.
The door was quickly opened, and a man got

out; the moonlight was full upon his figure,
and O'Shea saw it was Paten. He looked

around for a second or two, and then entered

the wood. O'Shea determined to explore the

meaning of the mystery, and, crossing the low

hedge, at once followed him. Guided by the

light of the cigar which Paten was smoking,
O'Shea tracked him till he perceived him to

come to a halt, and immediately after heard the

sound of voices. The tone was angry and im-

perious on both sides, and, in intense eagerness,

O'Shea drew nigher and nigher.
" None of your nonsense with me," said a firm
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r.nd resolute voice. "I know well how much

you believe of such trumpery."
"I tell you again that I do believe it. As

c'.-rtain as I give you money, so certain am I to

Thursday week I gave you five Naps, I

lost that same night seventy thousand francs;

( ,n Wednesday last the same thing; and to-night

two thousand Napoleons are gone. You swore

to me, besides, so late as yesterday, that if I gave

you twenty Louis, you'd leave Baden, and go
back to England."

" So I would, but I've lost it. I went in at

roulette, and came out without sixpence; and

I'm sure it was not lending brought bad luck

upon we," added he, with a bitter laugh.
"Then may I be cursed in all I do if I give

you another fraction ! You think to terrify me
by exposure ;

but who'll stand that test best, the

man who can draw on his banker for five thou-

sand pounds, or the outcast who can't pay for

his dinner? Let the world know the worst of

me, and say the worst of me, I can live without

it, and you may die on a dunghill."

"Well, I'm glad we're come to this at last.

Baden shall know to-morrow morning the whole

story, and you will see how many will sit down
at the same table with you. You're a fool you
always were a fool to insult a man as reckless

as I am. What have I to lose? They can't

try me over again any more than you. But you
can be shunned and cut by your fine acquaint-

ances, turned out of clubs, disowned on every
hand "

"Look here, Collier," broke in Paten, "I
have heard all that rubbish fifty times from you,
but it doesn't terrify me. The man that can

live as I do need never want friends or acquaint-

ances; the starving beggar it is who has no

companionship. Let us start fair to-morrow, as

you threaten, and at the end of the week let us

square accounts, and see who has the best of it."

"I'll go into the rooms when they are the most

crowded, and I'll say,
' The man yonder, who

calls himself Ludlow Paten, is Paul Hunt, the

accomplice of Towers, that was hanged for the

murder of Godfrey Hawke, at Jersey. My name
is Collier

;
I never changed it

; I, too, 'was in

the dock on that day. Here we stand, he in

fine clothes, and I in rags, but not so very re-

mote as externals bespeak us."

"In two hours after I'd have you sent over

the frontiers with a gendarme, as a vagabond,
and without means of support, and I'd be travel-

ing post to Italy."
" To sec the widow, I hope ;

to persecute the

wretched woman who once in her life thought
you were not a scoundrel."

"
Ay, and marry her, too, my respected friend,

if the intelligence can give you pleasure to hear
it. I'm sorry we can't ask you to the wedding."

"No, that you'll not; she knows you, and
while you cheated every one of us, she discover-
ed you to be the mean fellow you are

; ready, as
she said, to have a share in every enterprise,
provided you were alwa.vs spared the peril. Do
you recognize the portrait there, Paul Hunt, and
can you guess the painter?""

If she ever made the speech she'll live to
rue it."

"Not a bit of it, man. That woman is your
master. You did your very best to terrify her,
but you never succeeded. She dares you open-

ly ;
and if I have to make the journey on foot,

I'll seek her out in Italy, and say,
' Here is one

who has the same hate in his heart that you
have, and has less hold on life

; help him to our
common object.' It's not a cool head that will

be wanting in such a moment; so, look out

ahead, Master Paul."
"You hint at a game that two can play at."

"Ay, but you're not one of them. You were

always a coward."
A savage oath, and something like the noise

of a struggle, followed. Neither spoke ;
but now

O'Shea could distinctly mark, by the crashing
of the brushwood, that they had either both fallen

to the ground, or that one had got the other
under. Before he could resolve what course t%
take, the sharp report of a pistol rang out, the

hasty rustle of a man forcing through the trees

followed, and then all was still. It was not till

after some minutes that he determined to go for-

ward. A few steps brought him to the place,
where in a little alley of the wood lay a man
upon his face. He felt his wrist, and then, turn-

ing him on his back, laid his hand on the heart
;

all was still
;
he was warm, as if in life, but life

had fled forever ! A faint streak of moonlight
had now just fallen upon the spot, and he saw it

was Ludlow Paten who lay there. The ball

had entered his left side, and probably pierced
his heart, so instantaneous had been liis death.

While O'Shea was thus engaged in tracing the
fatal wound, a heavy pocket-book fell from his

breast-pocket. He opened it
;

its contents were
a packet of letters, tied with a string ;

he could
but see that they bore the address of Paul Hunt,
but he divined the rest. They were hers. The
great prize, for which he himself was ready to

risk life, was now his own, and he hastened away
from the place, and turned with all speed toward
Baden.

It was not yet daybreak when he got back,
and, gaining his room, locked the door. He
knew not why he did so, but in the fear and
turmoil of his mind he dreaded the possibility
of seeing or being seen. He feared, besides, lest

some chance word might escape him, some vague
phrase might betray him as the witness of a scene
he resolved never to disclose. Sometimes, in-

deed, as he sat there, he would doubt the whole

incident, and question whether it had not been
the phantasm of an excited brain

;
but there be-

fore him on the table lay the letters
;
there they

were, the terrible evidences of the late crime,
and perhaps the proofs of guilt in another, too!

This latter thought nearly drove him distract-

ed. There before him lay what secured to him
the prize he sought for, and yet what, for aught
he knew, might contain what would render that

object a shame and a disgrace. It lay with him-

self to know this. Once in her possession, he,

of course, could never know the contents, or if

by chance discovery came, it might come too

late. He reasoned long and anxiously with him-

self; he tried to satisfy his mind that there were

cases in which self-preservation absolved a man
from what in less critical emergencies hnrt been

ignominious to do. He asked himself, "Would
not a man willingly burn the documents whose

production would bring him to disgrace and ruin?

and, by the same rule, would not one eagerly ex-

plore those which might save him from an irrep-

arable false step? At all events," thought he,
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" Fortune has thrown the chance in my way,
and so

" He read them.

CHAPTER LVII.

THE COTTAGE NEAR BREGENZ.

THERE was something actually artistic in the

choice old Holmes had made for his daughter's
residence near Brcgenz. It was an old-fashion-

ed farm-house, with a deep eave, and a massive
cornice beneath it. A wooden gallery ran the

entire length, with a straggling stair to it, over-

grown with a very ancient fig-tree, whose privi

lege it was to interweave through the balus-

trades, and even cross the steps at will, the whole

nearly hidden by the fine old chestnut-trees which
clothe the Gebhardts-Berg to its very summit.
It was the sort of spot a lone and sorrowing spir-
it might have sought out to weep away unseen,
to commune with grief in solitude, and know
nothing of a world she was no more to share in.

The simple-hearted peasant who accepted them
as lodgers asked no reason for their selection of

the place, nor were they likely, in their strange

dialect, to be able to discuss the point with oth-

ers, save their neighbors. The chiefroom, which
had three windows opening on a little terrace,
looked out upon a glorious panorama of the

Swiss Alps, with the massive mountains that

lead to the Splugen, and it was at one of these

Mrs. Morris or rather, to give her that name
by which for the last few pages of our story she

may be called, Mrs. Hawke now sat, as the

sun was sinking, watching with an unfeigned en-

joyment the last gorgeous tints of declining day
upon the snow-peaks.
Perhaps at that moment the sense of repose

was the most grateful of all sensations to her,
for she had passed through a long day of excite-

ment and fatigue. Like a great actress who
had, in her impersonation of a difficult part,
called forth all her powers of voice, look, and

gesture, straining every fibre to develop to the

utmost the passion she would convey, and tear-

ing her very heart to show its agony, she was
now to feel the terrible depression of reaction,
the dreary void of the solitude around her, and
the death-like stillness of her own subdued emo-
tions. But yet, through all this, there was a

rapturous enjoyment in the thought of a task ac-

complished, an ordeal passed.
On that same evening it was Trover had ar-

rived with Mr. Winthrop, and her first meeting
took place with the friend of her late husband

perhaps the one living being whom alone of all

the world she felt a sort of terror at seeing. The
fear he inspired was vague, and not altogether
reasonable

;
but it was there, and she could not

master it. Till she met him, indeed, it almost

overcame her; but when she found him a mild
old man, of gentle manners and a quiet pres-

ence, unsuspecting and frank, and extending to-

ward her a compassionate protection, she rallied

quickly from her fears, and played out her part

courageously.
How affecting was her grief! It was one of

those touching pictures which, while they thrill

the heart, never harrow the feelings. It was
sorrow made beautiful rather than distressing.

Time, of course, long years, had dulled the bit-

terness of her woe, and only cast the sombre col-

oring of sadness over a nature that might have
been who knows? made for joy and bright-
ness. Unused to such scenes, the honest Amer-
ican could only sit in a sort of admiring pity of

such a victim to an early sorrow
;
so fair a crea-

ture robbed of her just meed of this world's hap-

piness, and by a terrible destiny linked with an
awful event ! And how lovely she was through
it all ! how forgiving of that man's cruelty ! He
knew Hawke well, and he was no stranger to the

trials a woman must have gone through who had
been chained to his coarse and brutal nature;
and yet not a harsh word fell from her, not a

syllable of reproach or blame. No
;
she had all

manner of excuses to make for him : in the evil

influences by which he was surrounded, the false

and bad men who assumed to be his friends.

It was quite touching to hear her allude to

the happiness of their early married life : their

contentment with humble fortune, their willing

estrangement from a world of luxury and dis-

play, to lead an existence of cultivated pursuits
and mutual affection. Winthrop was moved as

he listened, and Trover had to wipe his eyes.
Of the dreadful event of her life she skillfully

avoided details, dwelling only on such parts of

it as might illustrate her own good qualities, her

devotion to the memory of one of whom she had
much to pardon, and her unceasing affection for

his child. If the episode of that girl's illness

and death was only invented at the moment of

telling, it lost nothing by the want of premedita-
tion ;

and Winthrop's tears betrayed how he took

to heart the desolate condition of that poor be-

reaved woman.
"I had resolved," said she, "never to avail

myself of this fortune. To what end could I de-

sire wealth? I was dead to the world. If

enough remained to support me through my
lonely pilgrimage, I needed no more. The sim-

ple life of these peasants here offered me all that

I could now care for, and it was in this obscure

spot I meant to have ended my days unnoticed

and unwept. My dear father, however, a dis-

tinguished officer, whose services the Government
is proud to acknowledge, had rashly involved

himself in some speculations ; every thing went

badly with him, and he finished by losing all

that he had laid by, to support his old age. In

this emergency I bethought me of that will
;
but

even yet I don't believe I should have availed

myself of its provisions if it were not that my fa-

ther urged me by another and irresistible argu-

ment, which was, that in not asserting my own

claim, I was virtually denying yours.
' Think

of Winthrop,' said he.
' Why should he be de-

frauded of his inheritance because you have ta-

ken a vow of poverty ?' He called it a vow of

poverty," said she, smiling through her tears,

"since I wore no better dress than this, nor

tasted any food more delicate than the rough
fare of my peasant neighbors."

If the costume to which she thus directed her

attention was simple, it was eminently becom-

ing, being, in reality, a sort of theatrical travesty
of a peasant's dress, made to fit perfectly, and

admitting of a very generous view of her match-

less foot and ankle insomuch, indeed, that Mr.

Winthrop could not help feeling that if poverty
had its privations, it could yet be eminently pic-

turesque.
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If Winthrop wished from time to time to ask

some question about this, or inquire into that,

her answers invariably led him far a-field, and

made him even forget the matter he had been

eager about. A burst of emotion some sud-

denly recalled event some long-forgotten pas-

sage brought back to mind in a moment, would

extricate her from any difficulty; and as to

ilatcs those awful sunk rocks of all unprepared
fiction how could she be asked for these she,

who really could not tell the year they were then

living in had long ceased to count time or care

for its onward course ? There were things he

did not understand there were things, too, that

he could not reconcile with each other but he

could not, at such a moment, suggest his doubts

or his difficulties, nor be so heartless as to weary
that poor crushed and wounded spirit by pro-

longing a scene so painful.
When he arose to take his leave they were

like old friends. With a delicate tact all her

own, she distinguished him especially from Mr.
Trover

;
and while she gave Winthrop both her

hands in his, she bestowed upon his companion
a very cold smile and a courtesy.
"Are they gone positively gone ?" asked she

of her father, who now entered the room, after

having carefully watched the whole interview

from a summer-house with a spy-glass.

"Yes, dear
; they are out on the road. I just

overheard the American, as he closed the wick-

et, remark, 'She's the most fascinating creature

I ever talked to !'
"

" I hope I am, papa. When one has to be a

serpent, one ought surely to have a snake's ad-

vantages ! What a dear old creature that Amer-
ican is. I really have taken a great liking to

him. There is a marvelous attraction in the

man that one can deceive without an effort, and,
like the sheep who come begging to be eaten,

only implores to be * taken in again.'
"

" I never took my eyes off him, and I saw that

you made him cry twice."
" Three times, papa three times, not to speak

of many false attacks of sensibility that went off

in deep sighs and chokings. Oh dear ! am I not

wearied ? Fetch me a little lemonade, and put
one spoonful only one of maraschino in it.

That wretch Trover almost made me laugh with

his absurd display of grief. I'll not have him
here to-morrow."
"And is Winthrop to come to-morrow?"

"Yes; and this evening too. He comes to-

night to tea; he is so anxious to know you,

papa ;
he has such a pleasant theory about that

dear old man covered with wounds and honors,
and devoting his declining years to console his

poor afflicted child. You have put too much
maraschino in this."

"One spoonful, on honor; but I mean to

treat myself more generously. Well, I'm heart-

ily glad that the interview is over. It was an
anxious thing to have before one, and particu-
larly not knowing what manner ofman he might
be."

"That was the real difficulty. It's very hard
to '

play up' to an unknown audience !"

"I'd not have asked them back this evening,
Loo. It will be too much for you."

"I did not
dp so. It was Winthrop himself

begged permission to come, but he promised that
not a syllable of business was to transpire, so

that I have only to be very charming, which, of

course, costs nothing.
"

"I gather that all went smoothly on this

morning. No difficulty any where ?"
"None whatever. The account Trover gave

us is fully borne out. The property is immense.
There are, however, innumerable legal details to
be gone through. I can't say what documents
and papers we shall not have to produce ; mean-
while, our American friend most generously lays
his purse at our disposal, and this blank check is

to be filled at my discretion."

"Barnet and King," read he; "an excellent
house. ' Please to pay to Mrs. Hawke, or or-

der.' Very handsome of him, this, Loo: veiy
thoughtful."

"Very thoughtful; but I'd as soon Trover
had not been present ;

he's a greedy, grabbing
sort of creature, and will insist upon a large dis-

count out of it."
" Make the draft the bigger, darling ;

the rem-

edy is in your own hands."
"
Strange, there should be no letter from

O'Shea. I was fully certain we should have
heard something before this."

"Perhaps we may by this post, dear. It

ought to have arrived by this time."
" Then go and see, by all means. How I hate

a post that comes of an evening. One ought to

begin the day with one's letters; they are the
evil fates, whose machinations all our efforts are

directed against. They are, besides, the whis-

pering of the storm that is brewing afar off, but
is sure to overtake us. One ought to meet them
with a well-rested brain and refreshed spirit, not

wearied, and jaded, and unstrung by the day's
toil."

And the captain prepared to obey, but not
without a variety of precautions against catching

cold, which seemed somewhat to try his daugh-
ter's patience.
"You really," said she, with a half bitter

smile, "take very little account of the anxiety I

must feel about my future husband."

"Nonsense, dear; the O'Shea is not to be

thought of. It would really be a gross misuse

of wealth to share it with such a man."
" So it might, if one were free to choose. But

it's. the old story, papa," said she, with a sigh.
"To be cured of the ague, one is willing to take

arsenic. There, you are surely muffled enough
now

;
lose no more time, and, above all things,

don't get into a gossiping mood, and stay to talk

with Trover, or be seduced by Mr. Winthrop's ju-

leps, but come back at once, for I have a sort of

feverish foreboding over me that I can not con-

trol."

"How silly that is, dear! to have a stout

heart on the high seas and grow cowardly in the

harbor."

"But are we in the harbor ? Are we so very

certain that the voyage is over ?" said she, with

increased eagerness".
" But pray go for the let^

ters, or I will myself."
He set out at last, and she watched him as he

shut the wicket and crossed out upon the high
road

;
and then, all alone as she sat, she burst

into a passionate flood of tears. Was this the

i
relief of a nature strained like an over-bent bow ?

Was it the sorrowful outburst of a spirit, which,
however bold and defiant to the world, was cra-

, ven to itself? or was it simply that fear had mas-
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tered her, and that she felt the approach of the
storm that was to shipwreck her?

She must have been partly stunned by her

sorrow, for she sat, now no longer impatient, nor

watching eagerly for his return, but in a sort of
half lethargic state, gazing out unconsciously into

the falling night that now closed in fast around
her.

It is neither a weak nor an ignorant theory
that ascribes, even to the most corrupt natures,
moments of deepest remorse, sincere and true,

aspirations after better things, and a willingness
to submit to the severest penalties of the past, if

only there be a "future" in store for them. Who
can tell us what of these were now passing
through the mind of her who sat at that win-

dow, brooding sorrowfully ?

"Here's a letter for you, Loo, and a weighty
one, too," said Holmes, entering the room, and

approaching her before she was aware. "
It was

charged half a dollar extra, for overweight. I

trust you'll say it was worth the money."" Fetch a light ! get me a candle !" cried she,

eagerly ;
and she broke the seal with hands all

trembling and twitching. "And leave me,
papa ;

leave me a moment to myself."
He placed the candles at her side, and stole

away. She turned one glance at the address,
"To Mrs. Hawke," and she read in that one
word that the writer knew her story. But the

contents soon banished other thoughts ; they
were her own long-coveted, long-sought letters;
there they were now before her, time-worn and

crumpled, records of a terrible season of sorrow,
and misery, and guilt ! She counted them over
and over

;
there were twenty-seven ;

not one was
missing. She did not dare to open them; and
even in her happiness to regain them was the

darkening shadow of the melancholy period
when they were written the long days of suf-

fering and the nights of tears. So engrossed
was she by the thought that they were now her
own again, that the long tyranny of years had
ended, and the ever-impending shame departed,
that she could not turn to learn how she came
by them, nor through whom. At length, this

seemed to flash suddenly on her mind, and she
examined the envelope, and found a small seal-

ed note, addressed, as was the packet, "Mrs.
Hawke." O' Shea's initials were in the corner.

It contained but one line, which ran thus:
"I have read the inclosed. G. O'S."
Then was it that the bitterness of her lot smote

her with all its force, and she dropped down on
her knees, and, laying her head on the chair,
sobbed as if each convulsive beat would have
rent her very heart.

Oh, the ineffable misery ofan exposed shame !

the terrible sense that we are to meet abroad and
before the world the stern condemnation our

conscience has already pronounced, and that

henceforth we are to be shunned and avoided !

There is not left to us any longer one mood of

mind that can bring repose. If we are depress-

ed, it is in the mourning of our guilt we seem to

be dressed; if for a moment we assume the air

of light-heartedness, it is to shock the world by
the want of feeling for our shame ! It is written

that we are to be outcasts, and live apart !

"May I come in, Loo?" said a low voice from
the half-opened doorway. It was her father,

asking for the third time before she heard him.

She uttered a faint "
Yes," and tried to rise

;

but, her strength failing, she laid her head down
again between her hands.

"What is this, darling?" said he, stooping
down over her. "What bad tidings have you
got there ? Tell me, Loo, for I may be able to

lighten your sorrows for you."
"No," said she, calmly, "that you can not,

for you can not make me unlive the past ! Read
that."

"Well, I see nothing very formidable in this,

dear. I can't suppose that it is the loss of such
a lover afflicts you. He has read them. Be it

so. They are now in your own hands, and nei-

ther he nor any other will ever read them again.
It would have been more interesting had he told

us how he came by them
;
that was something

really worth knowing ;
for remember, Loo and

it is, after all, the great point these were docu-

ments you were ready and willing to have bought
up at a thousand pounds, or even more. Paten
often swore he'd have three thousand for them,
and there they are now, safe in your own keep-
ing, and not costing you one shilling. Stay,"
said he, laughing, "the postage was about one
and sixpence."
"And is it nothing to cost me open shame

and ignominy? Is it nothing that, instead of
one man, two now have read the dark tracings
of my degraded heart ? Oh, father, even you
might feel for the misery of exposure !"

"But it is not exposure : it is the very oppo-
site

;
it is, of all things, the most secret and se-

cure. When these letters are burned, what accu-
sation remains against you? The memory of
two loose men about town. But who'll believe

them, or who cares if they be believed ? Be-
think you that every one in this world is malign-
ed by somebody, and finds somebody else to cred-

it the scandal. Give me a bishop to blacken to-

morrow, and see if I won't have a public to adopt'
the libel. No, no, Loo

;
it's a small affliction,

believe me, that one is able to dispose of with a

lucifer-match. Here, girl, give them to me, and
never waste another thought on them."

"No," said she, resolutely, "I'll not bum
them. Whatever I may ask of the world to

think of me, I do not mean to play the hypocrite
to myself. Lend me your hand, and fetch me a

glass of water. I can not meet these people to-

night. You must go over to the inn, and say
that I am ill call it a headache and add, that

I hope by to-morrow I shall be quite well again."

"Nay, nay, let them come, dear, and the very
exertion will cheer you. You promised that

American to sing him one of his nigger melodies
don't forget that."

"Go and tell them that I have been obliged
to take to bed, father," said she, in a hollow

voice. "It is no falsehood to call me very ill."

"My dear Loo," said he, caressingly,
"

all this

is so unlike yourself. You that never lacked

courage in your life ! you that never knew what
it was to be faint-hearted !"

"Well, you see me a coward at last,
" said she,

in a faint voice.
" Go and do as I bade you, fa-

ther, for this is no whim, believe me."
The old man muttered out some indistinct

grumblings, and left the room on his errand.

She had not been many minutes alone when
she heard the sharp sounds of feet on the gravel,
and could mark the voices of persons speaking
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together with rapidity. One she quickly recog-

nized as her father's, the other she soon knew to

bo Trover's. The last words he uttered as he

reached the door were, "Arrested at once!"

"Who is to be arrested at once?" cried she,

rushing wildly to the door.

\\V, if we are caught !" said Holmes.

"There is no time for explanation now. Get

vour traps together, and let us be oft' in quick
time."

"It is good counsel he gives you," said Tro-

ver.
" The game is up, and nothing but flight

can save us. The great question is, which way
to go ?"

She pressed her hands to her temples for a

moment, and then, as if recalled, by the peril, to

her old activity of thought and action, said,

"Let Johann fetch his cousin quickly; they
both row well, and the boat is ready at the foot

of the garden. We can reach Rorschach in a

couple of hours, and make our way over to St.

Gall."

"And then?" asked Trover, peevishly.
" We are, at least, in a mountain region, where

there are neither railroads nor telegraphs."
"She is right. Her plan is a good one,

Trover," broke in Holmes. "Go fetch what

things you mean to take with you, and come
back at once. We shall be ready by that

time."

"If there be danger, why go back at alj?"

said she. "
Remember, I know nothing of the

perils that you speak of, nor do I ask to know
till we are on the road out of them. But stay

here, and help us to get our pack made."

"Now you are yourself again! now I know

you, Lob !" said Holmes, in a tone of triumph.
In less .than half an hour after they were

skimming across the Lake of Constance as fast

as a light skiff and strong arms could bear them.

The night was still and calm though dark, and
the water without a ripple.
For some time after they left the shore scarce-

ly a word was spoken araong them. At last

Holmes whispered something in his daughter's

ear, and she rejoined aloud,

"Yes, it is time to tell me now
; for, though I

have submitted myself to your judgment in this

hasty flight, I am not quite sure the peril was as

imminent as you believed it. What did you
mean by talking of an arrest ? Who could ar-

rest us ? And for what ?

"You shall hear," said Trover; "and per-

haps when you have heard, you'll agree that I

was not exaggerating our danger."
Not wishing to impose on our reader the

minute details into which he entered, and the

narrative of which lasted almost till they reach-

ed the middle of the lake, we shall give in a few
words the substance of his story. While dress-

ing for dinner at the inn, he saw a carriage with
f mr posters arrive, and, in a very few minutes

after, heard a loud voice inquiring for Mr. Har-

vey Winthrop. Suddenly struck by the strange-
ness of such a demand, he hastened to gain a
small room adjoining Winthrop's and from which
a door communicated, by standing close to which
he could overhear all that passed.
He had but reached the room and locked the

door, when he heard the sounds of a hearty wel-
come and recognition exchanged within. The
stranger spoke with an American accent, and

very soon placed the question of his nationality
beyond a doubt.

"You would not believe," said he, "that I
have been in pursuit of you for a matter of more
than three thousand miles. I went down to
Norfolk and to St. Louis, and was in full chase
into the Far West, when I found I was on the

wrong tack
;
so I ' wore ship' and came over to

Europe." After satisfying in some degree the
astonishment this declaration excited, he went
on to tell how he, through a chance acquaint-
ance at first, and afterward a close friendship
with the Laytons, came to the knowledge of
the story of the Jersey murder, and the boquest
of the dying man on his daughter's behalf, his

interest being all the more strongly engaged be-
cause every one of the localities was familiar to

him, and his own brother a tenant on the very
land. All the arts he had employed to trace out
the girl's claim, and all the efforts, with the aid

of the Laytons, he had made to find out Winthrop
himself, he patiently recounted, mentioning his

accidental companionship with Trover, and the

furtive mode in which that man had escaped
him. It was, however, by that very flight Trover
confirmed the suspicion he had attached to him,
and so the stranger continued to show that from
the hour of his escape they had never "lost the

track." How they had crossed the Atlantic he
next recorded all their days spent in discussing
the one theme no other incident or event ever

occupying a moment's attention. "We were
certain of two things," said he: "there was a

deep snare, and that girl was its victim." He
confessed that, if to himself the inquiry possessed
a deep interest, with old Layton it had become a

passion.
"At last," continued Trover, "he began to

confess that their hopes fell, and each day's dis-

comfiture served to chill the ardor that had sus-

tained them, when a strange and most unlooked-
for light broke in upon them by the discovery of

a few lines of a note written by you to Dr. Lay-
ton himself years before, and, being produced,
was at once recognized as the handwriting of

Mrs. Penthony Morris."
" Written by me ! How could I have written

to him ? I never heard of him," broke she in.
"
Yes, he was the Doctor who attended Hawke

in his last illness, and it appeared you wrote to

beg he would cut off a lock of hair for you, and

bring it to you."
" I remember that,

" said she, in a hollow

voice, "though I never remembered his name
was Layton. And he has this note still?"

"You shall hear. No sooner had his son "

"You can not mean Alfred Layton?"
"Yes

;
the same. No sooner had he declared

that he knew the hand, than they immediately
traced you in Mrs. Penthony Morris, and know-

ing that Stocmar had become the girl's guardian,

they lost no time in finding him out. I was too

much flurried and terrified at this moment to

collect clearly what followed, but I gathered
that the elder Layton held over him some threat

which, if pushed to execution, might ruin him.

By means of this menace, they made Stocmar
confess every thing. He told who Clara was,
how he had gained possession of her, under
what name she went, and where she was then

living. Through some influence which I can
not trace, they interested a secretary of state in
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their case, and started for the Continent with

strong letters from the English authorities, and
j

a detective officer specially engaged to comma-
j

nicate with the foreign officials, and permit, |

when the proofs might justify, of an arrest."
" How much do they know, then ?" asked she,

calmly.
"
They know every thing. They know of the

forged will, the false certificate of death, and

Winthrop has confirmed the knowledge. For-

tunately, I have secured the more important
document. I hastened to his room while they
were yet talking, opened his desk, and carried

away the will. As to the certificate, the Lay-
tons and the detective had set off for Meisner
the moment after reaching Bregenz to establish

its forged character."

"Who cares for that?" said she, carelessly.
"

It is a trifling offense. Where is the other

the will?"

"I have it here," said he, pointing to his

breast-pocket.
" Let us make a bonfire, then," said she, "for

I, too, have some inconvenient records to get
rid of. I thought of keeping them as memories,
but I suspect I shall need no reminders."

While Trover tore the forged will in pieces,

she did the like by the letters, and a match b^-

ing applied to the fragments, the flames rose up,
and in a few seconds the blackened remnants

were carried away by the winds, and lost.

"So then, Mr. Trover," said she, at length,
" Norfolk Island has been defrauded of your

society for this time. By the way, papa, is not

this Dr. Lay ton your friend as well as mine ?"

"Yes, Loo, he is the man of ozone and vul-

canized zinc, and I don't know what else. I

hoped he had died ere this."

"No, papa, they don't die. If you remark,

you'll see that the people whose mission it is to

torment, are wonderfully long-lived, and if I

were an assurance agent, I'd take far more ac-

count of men's tempers than their gout tenden-

cies and dropsies. Was there any allusion to

papa, Mr. Trover ?"

"Yes; old Layton seems to have a warrant,
or something of the kind, against him, on a

grave charge, but I had no mind to hear what."

"So that, I suppose," said she, laughing, "I
am the only

' innocent' in the company ;
for you

know, Mr. Trover, that I forged nothing, falsified

nothing; I was betrayed, by my natural sim-

plicity of character, into believing that a fortune

was left me. I never dreamed that Mr. Trover

was a villain."
" I don't know how you take it so easily. We

have escaped transportation, it is true, but we
have not escaped public shame and exposure,"
said Trover, peevishly.

"She's right, though, Trover she's right.

One never gets in the true frame of mind to

meet difficulties till one is able to laugh a little

at them."
"Not to mention," added she, "that there is

a ludicrous side in all troubles. I wonder how

poor dear Mr. Winthrop bears his disappoint-

ment, worse than mine, in so far
that^

he has

traveled three thousand miles to attain it."

"Oh, he professes to be charmed. I heard

him say,
'

Well, Quackinboss, I'm better pleased

to know that the poor girl is alive than to have

a million of dollars left me.'
"

"You don't say the stranger was Quackin-
boss, the dear Yankee we were all so fond of

long ago at Marlia, and whom I never could

make in love with me, though I did my very
best ? Oh, father, is it not provoking to think of

all the old friends we are running av.ay from

Colonel Quackinboss, Doctor Layton, and Al-
fred ? every one of them so linked to us by one
tender thought or another. What a charming
little dinner we might have had to-morrow

;
the

old Doctor would have taken me in, whispering
a little doleful word, as we went, about the

Hawke's Nest, and long ago; and you and he
would have had your scientific talk afterward."

How old Holmes laughed at the pleasant con-

ceit! It was really refreshing to see that good
old man so cheery and light of heart

;
the very

boat shook with his jollity.

"Listen do listen!" said Trover, in an ac-

cent of terror.
" I'm certain I heard the sound

of oars following us."

"Stop rowing for a moment," said she to the

boatmen
;
and as the swift skiff glided noiselessly

along, she bent down her head to listen. "Yes,"
said she, in a low, quiet voice, "Trover is right ;

there is a boat in pursuit, and they, too, have
ceased pulling now, to trace us. Ila! there

they go again, and for Lindau, too
; they have

heard, perhaps, the stroke of our oars in that

direction."

"Let our fellows pull manfully, then, and we
are safe," cried Trover, eagerly."

No, no," said she, in the same calm, collect-

ed tone. " The moon has set, and there will be

perfect darkness till the day breaks, full two
hours off. We must be still so long as they are

within hearing of us. I know well, Trover,
what a tax this imposes on your courage, but it

can't be helped."
" Just so, Trover," chimed in Holmes. " She

commands here, and there must be no mutiny."
The wretched man groaned heavily, but ut-

tered no word of reply." I wish that great chemical friend of yours,

papa the wonderful Dr. Layton had turned

his marvelous mind to the invention of invisible

fire. I am dying for a cigar now, and I'm afraid

to light one."

"Don't think of it, for mercy's sake !" broke

in Trover.

"Pray calm yourself; I have not the slightest

fancy for being overtaken by this interesting

party, nor do I think papa has either not that

our meeting could have any consequence beyond
mere unpleasantness. If they should come up
with us, I am as ready to denounce the deceit-

ful Mr. Trover as any of them."

"This is very poor jesting, I must say," mut-

tered he, angrily.
"You'll find it perhaps a very serious earnest

if we're caught."
"
Come, come, Loo, forgive him; he certain-

ly meant all for the best. I'm sure you did,

Trover," said old Holmes, with the blandest of

voices.

"Why, what on earth' do you mean?" cried

he. " You are just as deep in the plot as I am.

But for you, how should I have known about

Hawke's having any property in America, or

,

that he had any heir to it ?"

"I am not naturally suspicious, Trover," said

I she, with mock gravity, "but I declare I begin
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to believe you are a bad man a very bad

man !"
" I hope and trust not, Loo," said old Holmes,

iVrvontly ;

" I really hope not."

"It is no common baseness that seeks for its

victim the widow and the fatherless. Please to

put that rug under my feet, Trover. There are

barristers would give their eye-tooth for such an

opening for invective. I have one fat friend in

would take the brief for the mere pleas-

ure of blackguarding you. You know whom I

mean, papa."
"You may push a joke too far, Mrs. Morris

or Mrs. Hawke, rather," said Trover, rudely,
"for I don't know which name you will be

pleased to be known by in future."

"I am thinking very seriously of taking a

new one, Trover, and the gentleman who is to

share it with me will probably answer all your
inquiries on that and every other subject. I

trust, too, that he will meet us to-morrow."
"
Well, if I were Trover, I'd not pester him

with questions, "said Holmes, laughingly.
"Don't you think they might take to their

oars again, now?" asked Trover, in a very be-

seeching tone.

"Poor Mr. Trover!" said she, with a little

laugh. "It is really very hard on him ! I have

a notion that this night's pleasuring on the Lake
of Constance will be one of the least grateful of

his recollections." Then turning to the boat-

men, she bade them "give way" with a will,

and pull their best for Rorschach.

From this time out nothing was said aloud,
but Holmes and his daughter spoke eagerly to-

gether in whispers, while Trover sat apart, his

head turned toward where the shadow of large
mountains indicated the shore of the lake.

"Ain't you happy now, Mr., Trover?" said

she, at length, as the boat glided into a little

cove, where a number of fishing-craft lay at

anchor. "Ain't you happy ?"

Either smarting under what he felt the sar-

casm of her question, or too deeply immersed in

his own thoughts, he made no reply whatever,
but as the boat grated on the shingly beach he

sprang out and gained the land. In another

minute the boatmen had drawn the skiff high
and dry on the sand, and assisted the others to

disembark.

"How forgetful you are of all gallant atten-

tions," said she, as Trover stood looking on, and
never offering any assistance whatever. "Have
you got any silver in your purse, papa ?"

"I can't see what these pieces are," said

Holmes, trying to peer through the darkness.

"Pay these people, Trover, "said she, "and
be lilieral with them. Remember from what
fate they have saved you." And as she spoke
she handed him her purse. "We'll saunter

slowly up to the village, and you can follow

us."
'

Trover called the men around him, and pro-
ceeded to settle their fare, while Holmes and his

daughter moved along at an easy pace inland.
" How much was there in your purse, Loo?"

asked Holmes.

"Something under twenty Napoleons, papa;
but it will be quite enough."

"Enough for what, dear?"

"Enough to tempt poor Mr. Trover. We
shall never see more of him."

"Do you really think so?"
"I am certain of it. He was thinking of

nothing else than how to make his escape all the
time we were crossing the lake, and I, too, had
no more pressing anxiety than how to get rid of
him. Had I offered him a certain sum, we
should have had him for a pensioner as long as
he lived, but by making him steal the money I

force him to be his own security that he'll never
come back again. It was for this that I persist-
ed in acting on his fears in the boat : the more
wretched we made him the cheaper he became,
and, when he heaved that last heavy sigh, I took
ten Napoleons off his price."
Holmes had to stop walking, and hold his

hands to his sides with laughter. The device

seemed to him about the best practical joke he
had ever heard of. Then ceasing suddenly, he
said:

"But what if he were to go back to the oth-

ers, Loo, and turn approver against us ?"

"We are safe enough on that score. He has

nothing to tell them that they do not know al-

ready. They have got to the bottom of all the

mystery, and they don't want him."
"

Still it seems to me, Loo, that it might have
been safer to keep him along with us under our

eye, as it were."
"Not at all, papa. It is as in a shipwreck,

where the plank that will save two will sink

with three. The stratagem that will rescue vs

would be probably marred by him, and, besides,
he'll provide for his own safety better than we
should."

Thus talking they entei'ed the little village,

where, although not yet daybreak, a smalj cafe

was open one of those humble refreshment-

houses frequented by peasants on their way to

their daily toil.

"Let us breakfast here," said she, "while

they are getting ready some light carnage to

carry us on to St. Gall. I have an old friend

there, the prior of the monastery, who used to be

very desirous to convert me long ago. I intend

to give him a week or ten days' trial now, papa ;

and he may also, if he feel so disposed, experi-
ment upon you."

It was in this easy chit-chat they sat down to

their coffee in the little inn at Rorschach. They
were soon, however, on the road again, seated in

a little country carnage drawn by a stout mount-

ain pony.
"
Strange enough all this adventure seems,"

said she, as they ascended the steep mountain

on foot, to relieve the weary beast. "Some-
times it appears all like a dream to me, and

now, when I look over the lake there, and see

the distant spires of Bregenz yonder, I begin to

believe that there is reality in it, and that we are

acting in a true drama. "

Holmes paid but little attention to her words,

wrapped up as he was in some details he was

reading in a newspaper he had carried away
from the cafe.

"What have you found to interest you so

much there, papa ?" asked she, at last.

Still he made no reply, but read on.

"It can scarcely be that you arc grown a pol-

itician again," continued she, laughingly, "and

pretend to care for Austria or for Italy."

"This is all about Paten, ''said he, eagerly.
"There's the whole account of it."
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"Account of what?" cried she, trying to

snatch the paper from him.
"Of his death."
" His death ! is he dead? Is Paten dead ?"

She had to clutch his arm as she spoke to sup-

port herself, and it was only with the greatest diffi-

culty that she kept her feet.
' ' How was it ? Tell

me how he came by his death. Was it O'Shea ?"
"
No, he was killed. The man who did it has

given himself up, alleging that it was in an al-

tercation between them
;
a pistol, aimed at his

own breast, discharged its contents in Paten's."

She tore the paper from his hand, and, totter-

ing over to a bank on the roadside, bent down
to read it. Holmes continued to talk over the

event and all the details, but she did not hear

what he said. She had but senses for the lines

she was perusing.
"I thought, at first, it was O'Shea, in some

disguise. But it can not be
;
for see, they re-

mark here that this man has been observed

loitering about Baden ever since Paten arrived.

Oh, here's the mystery," cried she. " His name
is Collier."

"That was an old debt between them," said

Holmes.
"I hope there will be no discovery as to Pa-

ten's real name. It would so certainly revive

an old scandal."

"We can scarcely expect such good luck as

that, Loo. There is but one thing to do, dear
;

we must put the sea between us and our calum-
niators."

"How did O'Shea come by the letters if he

had no hand in it ?"

"Perhaps he had; perhaps it was a concert-

ed thing ; perhaps he bought up the letters from
Collier afterward. Is it of the least consequence
to us how he got them?"

"Yes; Collier might have read them," said

she, in a hollow voice
;
and as Holmes, startled

by the tones, turned round, he saw that she had a

sickening faintness over her, and that she trem-

bled violently.

"Whereas your old courage, Loo," said he,

chceringly.' "Paten is gone, Collier has a good
chance of being sent after him, and here we are,

almost the only actors left of the whole drama."
"That's true, papa, very true

;
and as we shall

have to play in the afterpiece, the sooner we get
the tragedy out of our heads the better."

They remounted the carriage, and went on
their way. There, where the beech-trees bend
across the road, it is there they have just dis-

appeared ! The brisk tramp of the pony can be
heard even yet ;

it grows fainter and fainter, and

only the light train of dust now marks their pas-

sage. They are gone and we are to see them
no more.

CHAPTER LVIII.

CONSULTATION.

EVERY host has had some experience of the

fact that there are guests of whom he takes

leave at the drawing-room door, and others who
require that he should accompany them to the

very frontier of his kingdom, and only part with

as they step into their carriage. The characters

of a story represent each of these classes. Some
M

make their exit quietly, unobtrusively ; they slip

away with a little gesture of the hand, or even a

look to say adieu. Others arise with a preten-
tious dignity from their places, and, in the ruffle

of their voluminous plumage, seem to say,
' When we spread out our wings for flight, the

small birds may flutter away to their nests." It

is needless that we should tell our readers that

we have reached that critical moment. The
dull roll of carriages to the door, and the dank
of the let-down steps, tell that the hour of de-

parture has arrived, and that the entertainer

will very soon be left all alone, without "One of

Them."
As in the real world no greater solecism can

be committed than to beg the uprising guest to

reseat himself, nor is there any measure more
certain of disastrous failure, so in fiction, when
there is a move in the company, the sooner they
all go the better.

While I am painfully impressed with this fact

while I know and feel that my last words

must be very like the leave-takings of that tire-

some button-holder, who, great-coated and muf-

fled himself, will yet like to detain you in the

cold current of a doorway I am yet sensible of

the deference due to those who have indulgently

accompanied me through my story, and would

desire to leave no questions unanswered with re-

gard to those who have figured before him.

Mr. Trover, having overheard the dialogue
which had such an intimate bearing on his own

fortunes, lost no time, as we have seen, in quit-

ting the hotel at Bregenz ; and, although Win-

throp expected to see him at dinner, he was not

surprised to hear that he had left a message to

say he had gone over to the cottage to dine with

Mrs. Hawke. It was with an evident sense of

relief that the honest American learned this fact.

There was something too repulsive to his nature

in the thought of sitting down at the same table

in apparent good-fellowship with the man whom
he knew to be a villain, and whose villainy a few

hours would expose to the world; but what was
to be done? Quackinboss had insisted on the

point ; he had made him give a solemn pledge
to make no change in his manner toward Trover

till such time as the Laytons had returned with

full and incontestable proofs of his guilt.
" We'll spoil every thing, sir," said Quackin-

boss, "if we harpoon him in deep water. Wo
must go cautiously to work, and drive him up

gradually toward the shallows, where, if one

miss, another can strike him."

Winthrop was well pleased to hear that the

''chase" was at least deferred, and that he was

to dine tete-a-tete with his true-hearted country-

man.
Hour after hour went over, and in their eager

discussion of the complicated intrigue they had

unraveled, they lost all recollection of Trover or

his absence. It was the character of the woman
which absorbed their entire thoughts ;

and while

Winthrop quoted her letters, so foil of beautiful

sentiments, so elevated, and so refined, Quackin-
boss related many little traits of her captivating
manner and winning address.

"It's all the same in natur', Sir," said he,

summing up.
" Where will you see prettier ber-

ries than on the deadly nightshade ? and do you
1

think that they was made to look so ternptin' for

; nothing? or wasn't it jest for a lesson to us ta
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.-;iy,
'Be on your guard, stranger; what's good

to" look at may be mortal bad to feed on.'

There's many a wurnin' in things that don't

talk with our tongues, but have a language of
;

their own."

"Very true all that, Sir," resumed the other
;

"but it was always a puzzle to me why people \

with such good faculties would make so bad a !

use of them."
" Ain't it all clear enough they was meant for

examples jest that and no more ? You see that

clever fellow yonder; he can do fifty things you
and I couldn't

;
he has got brains for this, that,

and t'other. Well, if he's a rogue, he won't be

satisfied with workin' them brains God has given

him, because he has no right sense of thankful-

ness in his heart, but he'll be counterfitin' all

sorts of brains that he hasn't got at all : these

are the devil's gifts/and they do the devil's

work."
"

I know one thing,
"
said Winthrop, doggedly,

"it is that sort of folk make the best way in

life."

"Clear wrong all straight on end, unsound
doctrine that. Sir. We never think of countin'

the failures, the chaps that are in jail, or at the

galleys, or maybe hanged. We only take the

two or three successful rogues that figure in high

places, and we say, So much for knavery. Now
let me jest ask you, How did they come there ?

Wasn't it by pretendin' to be good men ? Wasn't
it by mock charity, mock patriotism, mock senti-

ment in fifty ways, supported now and then by a

bit cf real action, just as a forger always slips a

real gold piece among his counterfeits ? And
what is all this but sayin', the way to be prosper-
ous is to be good

"

"Or to seem good," broke in Winthrop.
"Well, Sir, the less we question seemin', the

better. I'd rather be taken in every day of the

week than I'd go on doubtin' every hour of the

day, and I believe one must come very nigh to

either at last."

As they thus chatted, a light post-carriage
rolled into the inn yard, and Doctor Layton and
Alfred hastily got out and made for the apart-
ment of their friends.

"Just as I said just as I foretold the cer-

tificate forged without giving themselves the

trouble to falsify the register," broke in Layton.
"We have seen the book at Meisncr, and it re-

cords the death of a certain serving-woman,
Esther Baumhardt, who was buried there seven

years ago. All proves that these people, in

planning this knavery, calculated on never meet-

ing an opponent."
"Where is this Mr. Trover?" said Alfred.

"I thought we should find him here in all the

abandonment of friendly ease.'
1

"
lie dined at the cottage with his other

friends,
H
said Winthrop, "for the which I owe

him all my gratitude, for I own to you I had sore

misgivings about sitting down with him."
"I couldn't have done it," broke in the old

doctor. "My first mouthful would have choked
me. As it is, while I wait to denounce his

guilt, I have an uneasy sense of complicity, as

tlxmgh I knew of a crime and had not proclaim-
ed -it to the world."

"Well, Sir," said Quackinboss, slowly, and
ith a sententious slownos,

"
I ain't minded like

Hfy platform is this : Rogues is

with

either of you

varmin; they arc to the rest of mankind what
wolves and hyenas is to the domestic animals.

Now, it would not be good policy, or good sport,
to pison these critturs. What they dcsarve is

to be hunted down ! It is a rare stimulus to a
fellow's blood to chase a villain. Since I have a
been on this trail I feel a matter of ten years
younger."
"And I am impatient to follow up the chase,"

said the Doctor, who, in his eagerness, walked up
and down the room with a fretful anxiety.
'"Remember," said Alfred, "that however

satisfied we ourselves may be on every point of
these people's culpability, we have no* authority
to arrest them, or bring them to justice. We
can set the law in motion, but not usurp its ac-

tion."

"And are they to be let go free ?" said Quack-
inboss. "Is it when we have run 'em to earth
we're to call off the dogs and go home ?"

"He's right, though, Colonel," said Winthrop.
"Down in our country, mayhap, we'd find half

a dozen gentlemen 'who'd make Mr. Trover's
trial a very speedy affair

;
but here we must fol-

low other fashions."
" Our detective friend says that he'll not leave

them till you have received authority from home
to demand their extradition," said the Doctor.
"I take it for granted forgery is an offense in

every land in Europe, and, at all events, no state

can have any interest in wishing to screen
them. 1 '

While they thus talked, Alfred Layton rang
the bell, and inquired if Mr. Trover had return-

ed.

The waiter said "No."

"Why do you ask ?" said the Doctor.
"It just occurred to me that he might have

seen us as we drove up. He knows the Colonel
and myself well."

"And you suspect that he is off, Alfred?"
"It is not so very unlikely."
"Let us down to the cottage, then, and learn

this at once," said Quackinboss; "I'd be sore
riled if he was to slip his cable while ivc thought
him hard aground."

"Yes," said the Doctor. "We need not nec-

essarily go and ask for him
; Winthrop can just

drop in to say
'

good-evening,' while we wait out-

side."

"I wish you had chosen a craftier messen-

ger," said Winthrop, laughing. And now, tak-

ing their hats, they set out for the Gebhardtsberg.
Alfred contrived to slip his arm within that of

Quackinboss, and while the others went on in

front, he sauntered slowly after with the Colo-

nel. He had been anxiously waiting for a mo-
ment when they could talk together, and for seme

days back it had not been possible. If the others

were entirely absorbed in the pursuit of those

who had planned this scheme of fraud, Alfred

had but one thought, and that was Clara. It

was not as the great heiress he regarded her,

not as the owner of a vast property, all at her

own disposal ;
he thought of the sad story that

awaited her the terrible revelation of her fa-

ther's death, and the scarcely less harrowing his--

tory of her who had supplied the place of moth-

er to her.
" She will have to learn all this,"

thought he, "and at the moment that she hears

herself called rich and Independent, she will have

to hear of the open shame and punishment cf
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one who, whatever the relations between them,
had called her her child, and assumed to treat

her as her own."
To make known all these to Quackinboss, and

to induce him, if he could, to regard them in the

same light that they appeared to himself, was

young Layton's object. Without any preface he
told all his fears and anxieties. He pictured the

condition of a young girl entering life alone,
heralded by a scandal that would soon spread
over Europe. Would not any poverty wit.h ob-

scurity be better than fortune on such conditions ?

Of what avail could wealth be, when every em-

ployment of it would bring up an odious history ?

and lastly, how reconcile Clara herself to the en-

joyment of her good fortune, if it came associated

with the bitter memory of others in suffering and
in durance? If he knew any thing of Clara's

heart, he thought that the sorrow would far out-

weigh the joy the tidings of her changed condition

would bring her
;

at least he hoped that he had
so read her nature aright, and it was thus that

he had construed it.

If Quackinboss had none of that refined ap-

preciation of sentiment which, in a certain meas-

ure, is the conventionality of a class, he had what
is infinitely and immeasurably superior, a true-

hearted sympathy with every thing human. He
was sorely sorry for '"that widow woman." He
had forgotten none of the charms she threw
around their evenings at Marlia long ago, and
he was slow to think that these fascinations

should always be exercised as snares and decep-

tions, and, last of all, as he said, "We have nev-

er heard her story yet we know nothing of how
she has been tried."

"What is it, then, that you propose to do?"
asked the Colonel, at the end of a somewhat

rambling and confused exposition by young Lay-
ton.

"
Simply this : abandon all pursuit of these

people ; spare them and spare ourselves the pain
and misery of a public shame. Their plot has

failed
; they will never attempt to renew it in

any shape ; and, above all, let not Clara begin
the bright path before her by having to pass

through a shadow of suffering and sorrow.
"

"Ay, there is much in what you say; and
now that we have run the game to earth, I have

my misgivings that we were not yielding our-

selves more to the ardor of the pursuit than stim-

ulated by any love of justice."
While they were thus talking, the others had

passed the little wicket and entered the garden
of the cottage. Struck by the quietness and the

unlighted windows, they knocked hastily at the

door, A question and answer revealed all, and
the Doctor called out aloud, "They are off!

they are away!"
Young Layton pressed Quackinboss's hand,

and whispered, "Thank Heaven for it!"

If Winthrop laughed heartily at an escape
that struck him as so cleverly effected, the Doc-

tor, far more eager in pursuit than the others,

passed into the honse to interrogate the people
learn when and how, and in what direction they
had fled, and trace, if so it might be, the cause

of this sudden departure.
"See," cried he, as the others entered the

drawing-room "see what a .sudden retreat it

has been. They were at their coffee
;
here is her

shawl, too, just as she may have thrown it off';

and here, a heap of papers and letters, half burn-

ed, on the hearth."

"One thing is clear enough," said Alfred;

they discovered that they had lost the battle,

and they have abandoned the field."

"What do I sec here?" cried the Doctor, as

he picked up a half-burned sheet of paper from
the mass. "This is my own writing my appli-
cation to the Patcnt-olBce, when I was prosecu-

ting my discovery of corrugated steel ! When and
how could it have come here ?"

"Who can 'My dear father' be?" asked

Quackinboss, examining a letter which he had
lifted from the floor. "Oh, here's his name:
'

Captain Nicholas Holmes' "

* ' Nick Holmes !" exclaimed the Doctor
;

" the

fellow who stole my invention, and threw me
into a madhouse ! What of him ? Who writes

to him as ' dear father ?'
"

" Our widow, no less,
" said the Colonel. "

It

is a few lines to say she is just setting out for

Florence, and will be with him within the week."
"And this scoundrel was her father !" mutter-

ed the old Doctor. "Only think of all the

scores that we should have had to settle if we had
had the luck to be here an hour ago ! I thrashed

him once in the public streets, it's true, but we
are far from being quits yet. Come, let's lose

no time, but after them at once."
Alfred made no reply, but turned a look on

Quackinboss, as though to bespeak his interfer-

ence.
' '

Well, Sir,
"
said the Colonel, slowly,

" so long
as the pursuit involved a something to find out,
no man was hotter arter it than I was

;
but now

that we know all, that we have baffled our ad-

versaries and beaten 'em, I ain't a going to dis-

ti-css myself for a mere vengeance."
" Which means that these people are to go at

large, free to practice their knaveries on others,
and carry into other families the misery we have
seen them inflict here. Is that your meaning?"
asked the Doctor, angrily." I can't tell what they are a goin' to do here-

after, nor, maybe, can you either, Sir. It may
be that with changed hearts they'll try another

way of livin'
;

it may be that they'll see roguery
ain't the best thing ;

it may be who's to say
how ? that all they have gone through of troub-

le, and care, and anxiety, has made them long
since sick of such a wearisome existence, and

that, though not very strong in virtue, they are

right glad to be out of the pains of vice, whatever

and wherever they may be. At all events,

Shaver Quackinboss has done with 'em, and if it

was only a goin' the length of the garden to

take them this minute, I'd jest say,
'

No, tell 'cm

to slope off, and leave me alone.'
"

" Let me tell you, Sir, these arc not your home

maxims, and, for my part, I like Lynch law bet-

ter than lax justice," said the Doctor, angrily.

"Lynch law has its good and its bad side,"

said Quackinboss, "and, mayhap, if you come
to consider the thing coolly, you'll see that if I

was rejecting rigid legality here, it was but to

take the benefit of Judge Lynch, only this time

for mercy, and not for punishment."
"Ah, there is something in that!" cried the

Doctor. "You have made a stronger case for

yourself than I looked for
; still, I owed that fel-

low a vengeance !"

"It's the only debt a man is dishonored in the
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pay in'. Sir. You kuow far more of life than I do,

hut did you ever meet the man yet that was sor-

ry for having forgiven an injury ? I'm not say-
in' that ho mightn't have felt disappointed or dis-

couraged by the result his enemy, as he called

him, mightn't have turned out what he ought
liut that ain't the question : did you ever see one

man who could say, after the lapse of years, 'I

wish I had borne" more malice I'm sorry I

wasn't more cruel ?'
"

"Let them go, and let us forget them," said the

old man, as he turned and left the room.

Young Layton grasped the Colonel's hand, and
shook it warmly, as he said, "This victory is all

your own."

CHAPTER LIX.

WORDS OF GOOD CHEER.

WHEN the key-note of some long-sought mys-
tery has sounded, there is a strange fascination in

going over and over the theme, now wondering
why we had not been more struck by this or that

fact, how we could have overlooked the impor-
tance of this incident or that coincidence. Triv-

ial events come up to memory as missing links in

the chain of proof, and small circumstances and
chance words are brought up to fill the measure
of complete conviction.

It was thus that this party of four sat almost till

daybreak, talking over the past. Each had some
era to speak of as especially his own. Winthrop
could tell of Godfrey Hawke when he came a

young man to the States, and married his niece,

the belle and the heiress of her native city. He
remembered all the praises bestowed upon the

young Englishman's manners and accomplish-

ments, together with the graver forebodings of

others, who had remarked his inordinate love of

play and his indifference as to the company in

which he indulged it. Next came the Doctor,
with his recollections of the man broken down by
dissipation and excess, and at last dying of poi-
son. There was but little, indeed, to recall the

handsome Godfrey Hawke in the attenuated fig-

ure and distorted countenance of that miserable

debauchee, but there were chance traits of man-
ner that brought up the man to Winthrop's mind.
There was also on the scene his beautiful wife, at

that time in the fullness of her beauty. What a
charm of gentleness, too, did she possess! how

meekly and patiently did she bear herself under

provocations that seemed too great for human en-

durance ! The Doctor had to own that she ac-

tually forfeited some of his sympathy by the im-

pression she gave him of being one deficient in a

nice sense of self-esteem, and wanting in that

element of resistance without which there is no
real dignity of nature. " She seemed to me,'
said ho, "too craven, too abject by half one of

those who are born to be the subject of a tyranny,
nd who, in their very submission, appear to couri

the wanton cruelty of an oppressor.
' How right-

ly I read her !" cried he
;
"how truly I decipher-

ed the inscription on her heart ! and yet, I'll be

sworn, no man living could have detected under
that mask of gentleness this woman of long-pon
ifi-ing craft, this deeply-designing plotter!""

Quackinboss and I saw her under another

aspect," said Alfred. "She was depressed and

ad, but only so much so as gave an added charm
o the grace of her captivations, and made her

jvery effort to please appear somewhat of a sac-
ifice of herself for those around her."

"Well, ain't it strange, gentlemen," said

Quackinboss, "but it's a fact, she never deceived
ne ? I remember the day of our visit at Mar-
ia; after that adventure with the dog she faint-

id, and I took her up in my arms and carried
icr to the house. I thought, by course, she was
nsensible. Not a bit of it : she rallied enough
:o open her eyes, and give me one of the most
wonderful looks ever I see in my lifc. It was
just like saying,

'

Shaver, are you quite certain
:hat you haven't got in your arms one of the
.oveliest creatures as ever was formed ? Are
you sure, Shaver Quackinboss, that you are ever
to have such another piece of luck as this?'

And so certain was I that I heerd these very
words in my ear, that I said aloud,

' Darn me
pale blue if I don't wish the house was half a
mile away !' And the words wasn't well out than
she burst out a laughin', such a hearty, joyous
augh, too, that I knew in my heart she had
neither pain nor ache, and was only a foxin'.

Well, gentlemen, we always had a way of lookin'

at each other arter that was quite peculiar ;
it

was savin', 'Never fear, all's on honor here.'

That was, at least, how I meant it, and I have a
notion that she understood me as well. I have
a strong notion that we understand these women
critters better than you Britishers !"

"You must leave me out of the category of
the shrewd ones, however," said Winthrop. "I
saw her but once in my life, and yet I never
came away from a visit with the same amount
of favorable impression. She met me like an
old friend, but, at the same time, there was a

delicacy and reserve about her that seemed to

say,
' It is for you to ratify this compact if you

like. When you sign the treaty it is finished.'
"

From the discussion of the past they proceed-
ed to the future, upon which all felt that Win-
throp could speak with most authority, since he
was Clara's kinsman and guardian.

" What do you mean to do by tl.e gal, Sir ?"
asked the Colonel.

"I intend to see her as soon as I can, give her
the good news of her accession to fortune, and
leave her to choose whether she will come back
with me to the States, or would prefer that I
should remain with her in Europe."
"And ain't there any other alternative pos-

sible in the case, Sir?" asked Quackinbcss.
"Doesn't* it strike you as just possible that she

might say 'No' to each of these proposals, and
fix another one for herself?"

"I don't quite understand you, Ccloncl,"said
the other.

""I ain't a goin' to talk riddles, Sir. What I

mean is, that the young woman may have other

thoughts in her head than either of your plans ;

and now I'll call upon my honor'ble friend, Mr.
Alfred Layton, to address the House."

Crimson with shame and confusion, young
Layton turned an imploring look at Quackin-

boss; but the Colonel was indifferent to the ap-

peal, and waved his hand as if bespeaking si-

lence.

"It is rather for me to speak here," said the

Doctor. "My son has to begin life with a large
arrcar of his father's faults to redeem. He has
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to restore to our name, by conduct and honora-

ble bearing, the fair repute that once attached

to it. Honest industry is the safe and sure road

to this, and there is no other. He has prom-
ised to try and bring back to me in his name the

suffrages of that university which I forfeited in

mine. If he succeed, he will have made me
proud of him."

"I like that," broke in Quackinboss.
"
Square

it all first with them critturs in the college, and
then think of a wife. Go at it, Sir, and work
like a nigger ;

there ain't nothing will give you
such courage as the very fatigue of a hard day's
work. When you lie down at night so dead
beat that you couldn't do more, you'll feel that

you've earned your rest, and you'll not lie awake
with misgivin's and fancies, but you'll sleep with

a good conscience, and arise refreshed the next
mornin'."

"Alfred and I settled it all between us last

night," said the Doctor. "There was but one

point we could not arrange to our satisfaction.

We are largely indebted to you
"

"Stop her!" cried the Colonel, as though he
were giving the word from the paddle-box of a
steamer "stop her! I ain't in a humor to be

angry with any one. I feel as how, when the

world goes so well as it has done lately with us

all, that it would be main ungrateful to shoAV a

peevish or discontented spirit, and I don't be-

lieve that there's a way to rile me but one jist

one and you've a hit on't. Yes, Sir, you
have !"

Quackinboss began this speech calmly enough,
but before he finished it his voice assumed a
hard and harsh tone very rare with him.

"
Remember, my dear and true-hearted friend,

"

broke in Alfred, "that it's only of one debt we
are eager to acquit ourselves. Of all that we
owe you in affection and in gratitude, we are

satisfied to stand in your books so long as we
live."

"I ain't a goin' to square accounts," said the

Colonel; "but if I was I know well that I'd

stand with a long balance agin' me.- Meat and

drink, Sir, is good things, but they ain't as good
for a man as liberal thoughts, kind feelin's, and
a generous trust in one's neighbor. Well, I've

picked up a little of all three from that young
man there, and a smatterin' of other things be-

sides that I'd never have larned when barking
oak in the bush."

Old Layton shook his head in dissent, and

muttered,
"You may cancel the bond, but we can not

forget the debt."

"Let me arbitrate between you," said Win-
throp.

" Leave the question at rest till this day
twelvemonth. Let each give his word not to

approach it, and then time, that will have taught
us many a thing in the mean while, will supply
the best expedient."

They gave their hands to each other in solemn

pledge, and not a word was uttered, and the

compact was ratified.

"We shall leave this for England to-night,"
said the Doctor.

" Not surely till you come as far as Milan
first?" asked Winthrop." He's right he's quite right !" said Quackin-
boss. " If a man has a Polar voyage afore

him, it's no way to harden his constitution

by passin' a winter at Palermo. Ain't I right,

Sir?"

It was not difficult to see that Alfred Layton
did not yield a very willing assent to this ar-

rangement, but he stole away from the room un-

perceived, and carried his sorrow with him to

his chamber. He had scarcely closed his door,

however, when he heard Quackinboss's voice

outside.
" I ain't a comin' to disturb you," said he, en-

tering; "but I have a word or two to say,

and, mayhap, can't find another time to say it.

You'll be wantin' a trifle or so to begin with,
before you can turn to earn something for your-
self. You'll find it there in that pocket-book
look to it now, Sir, I'll have no opposition it's

the best investment ever I had. You'll marry
this girl; yes, there ain't a doubt about that,

and, mayhap, one of these days I'll be a comin'

to you to ask favorable terms for my brother

Obadiah B. Quackinboss, that's located down
there in your own diggin's, and you'll say,
'

Well, Colonel, I ain't forgotten old times ; we
was thick as thieves once on a time, and so fix

it all your own way.'"
Alfred could but squeeze the other's hand as

he turned away, his heart too full for him to

speak.
"I like your father, Sir, "resumed Quackin-

boss
;
"he's a grand fellow, and if it warn't for

some of his prejudices about the States, I'd say I

never met a finer man."

Young Layton saw well how by this digression
the American was adroitly endeavoring to draw
the conversation into another direction, and one
less pregnant with exciting emotions.

"Yes, Sir, he ain't fair to us," resumed the

Colonel. " He forgets that we're a new people,
and jest as hard at work to build up our new
civilization as our new cities."

"There's one thing he never does, never can

forget: that the warmest, fastest friend his son

ever met with in life came from your country."

"Well, Sir, if there be any thing we Yankees
are famed for, it is the benefical employment of

our spare capital. We don't sit down content

with three and a half or four per cent, interest,

like you Britishers : we look upon that as a down-

right waste; and it's just the same with our

feelin's as our dollars, though you of the old

country don't think so. We can't afford to wait

thirty, or five-and-thirty years for a friendship.

We want lively sales, Sir, and quick returns.

We want to know if a man mean kindly by us

afore we've both of us got too old to care for it.

That's how I come to like you first, and I warn't

so far out in thinkin' that I'd made a good in-

vestment."

Alfred could only smile good-humoredly at the

speech, and the other went on.

"You Britishers begin by givin' us Yankees

certain national traits and habits, and you won't

let us bs any thing but what you have already
fashioned us in your minds. But, arter all, I'd

have you to remember we are far more like your

people of a century back than you yourselves
are. We ain't as mealy-mouthed, and as p'lite,

and as smooth-tongued'as the moderns. But if

we're plain of speech, we are simple of habit ;

and what you so often set down as rudeness in

us, ain't any thing more than our wish to de-

clare that we ain't in want of any one's help or
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assistance, bnt we are able to shift for ourselves,

and are independent.
1 '

Quai-kinboss arose, as he said this, with the

air of a man who had discharged his conscience

of a load. He had often smarted under what ho

felt to be the unfair appreciation of the old Doc-

tor for America, and he thought that, by instill-

ing sounder principles into his son's mind, the

seed would one day or other produce good fruit.

From this he led Alfred to talk of his plans
for the future. It was his father's earnest desire

that he should seek collegiate honors in the uni-

versity which had once repudiated himself. The
old man did not altogether arraign the justice of

the act, but he longed to see his name once more
in a place of honor, and that the traditions of his

own triumphs should be renewed in his son's.

"If I succeed," said Alfred, "it will be time

enough afterward to say what next."

"You'll marry that gal, sir, and come out to

the States. I see it all as if I read it in a

book."
Alfred shook his head doubtfully, and was si-

lent.

"Well, I'm a gohY ,to Milan with Godfrey
Winthrop, and when I see the country, as we say,
I'll tell you about the clearin'."

"You'll write to me, too?"
"That I will. It may be that she won't have

outright forgotten me, and if so, she'll be more

friendly with me than an uncle she has never
seen nor known about. I'll soon find out if her

head's turned by all this good luck, or if, as I

hope, the fortune has fallen on one as deserved

it. Mayhap she'll be for goin' over to America
at once

; mayhap she'll have a turn for doing it

grand here, in Europe. Godfrey Winthrop says
she'll have money enough to buy up one of these

little German states, and be a Princess if she

likes
;

at all events, you shall hear, and then, in

about a month hence, look out for me some fine

evening, for I tell you, Sir, I've got so used to it

now that I can't g*et through the day without a

talk with you ;
and though the Doctor and I do

have. a bout now and then over the Yankees, I'd

like to see the man who'd abuse America before

him, and say one word against England in the

face of Shaver Quackinboss."

CHAPTER LX.

THE LETTER FROM ALFRED LAYTON.

WHEN Sir William Heathcote learned that

Mrs. Morris had quitted his house, gone without
one word of adieu, his mind reverted to all the

by-gone differences with his son, and to Charles
did he at once ascribe the cause of her sudden

flight. His health was in that state in which

agitation becomes a serious complication, and
for several days he was dangerously ill, violent

paroxysms of passion alternating with long inter-

vals of apathy and unconsciousness. The very
sight of Charles in his room would immediately
bring on one of his attacks of excitement, and
even the presence of May Leslie herself brought
him no alleviation of suffering. It was in vain
that she assured him that Mrs. Morris left on
reasons known only to herself; that even to May
herself she had explained nothing, written noth-

ing. The old man obstinately repeated his con-

viction that she had been made the victim of an
intrigue, and that Charles was at the bottom of
it. How poor May strove to combat this unjust
and unworthy suspicion, how eagerly she defend-

: ed him she loved, and how much the more she
|

learned to love for the defending of him. Charles,
too, in this painful emergency, displayed a mod-
eration and self-control for which May had never
given him credit. Not a hasty, word or impa-
tient expression escaped him, and he was un-

ceasing in every attention to his father which he
could render without the old man's knowledge.
It was a very sad household

;
on every side there

was sickness and sorrow, but none of those con-
solations that alleviate pain or lighten suffering.
Sir William desired to be left almost always
alone

; Charles walked moodily by himself in the

garden, and May kept her room, and seldom left

it. Lord Agincourt came daily to ak after them,
but could see no one. Even Charles avoided

meeting him, and merely sent him a verbal mes-
sage or a few hasty lines with a pencil.

Upward of a week had passed in this manner,
when, among the letters from the post, which
Charles usually opened and only half read

through, came a very long epistle from Alfred

Layton. His name was on the corner of the en-

velope, and, seeing it, Charles tossed the letter

carelessly across the table to May, saying, in a

peevish irony, "You may care to see what your
old admirer has to say ;

as for me, I have no such

curiosity."
She paid no attention to the rude speech, and

went on with her breakfast.

"You don't mean to say," cried he, in the
same pettish tone, "that you don't care what
there may be in that letter ? It may have some
great piece of good fortune to announce. He
may have become a celebrity, a rich man
Heaven knows what. This may contain the of-

fer of his hand. Come, May, don't despise des-

tiny ;
break the seal and read your fate."

She made no answer, but, rising from the ta-

ble, she left the room.
It was one of those days on which young

Heathcote's temper so completely mastered him,
that, in anger with himself, he would quarrel with

his dearest friend. Fortunately, they were now
very rare with him, but when they did come he
was their slave. When on service, and in the

field, these were the intervals in which his in-

trepid bravery, stimulated to very madness, had
won him fame and honor

;
and none, not even

himself, knew that his most splendid successes

were reckless indifference to life. His friends,

however, learned to remark that Heathcote was
no companion at such times, and they usually
avoided him.

He sat on at the breakfast-table, not eating, or

indeed well conscious where he was, when the

door was hastily thrown open, and Agincourt en-

tered. "Well, old fellow," cried he, "I have
unearthed you at last. Your servants have most

nobly resisted all my attempts to force a passage
or bribe a way to you, and it was only by a strat-

agem that I contrived to slip past the porter and

pass in."

"You have cost the fellow his place, then,"
said Charles, rudely; "he shall be sent away
to-day."

"Nonsense, Charley; none of this morosencss

with me."
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"And why not with you?" cried the other,

violently.
" Why not with you ? You'll not

presume to say that the accident of your station

gives you the privilege of intruding where oth-

ers are denied? You'll not pretend that?"

A deep flush covered the young man's face,

and his eyes flashed angrily, but just as quickly
a -

softened expression came over his counte-

nance, and, in a voice of mingled kindness and

bantering, he said, "I'll tell you what I'll pre-

tend, Charley; I'll pretend to say that you love

me too sincerely to mean to offend me, even
when a harsh speech has escaped you in a mo-
ment of haste or anger."

" Offend you !" exclaimed Heathcotc, with the

air of a man utterly puzzled and confused "of-
fend you! How could I dream of offending

you ?

"

You were not used to be touchy, Agin-
court what, in the name of wonder, could make

you fancy I meant offense ?"

The look of his face, the very accent in which-

he spoke, were so unaffectedly honest and sin-

cere, that the youth saw at once how uncon-

^sciously his rude speech had escaped him, and
that not a trace of it remained in his memory.

"
I have been so anxious to see you, Charley,"

said ha, in his usual tone, "for some days back.

I wanted to consult you about O'Shea. My
uncle has given ma an appointment for him,
and I can't find out where he is. Then there's

another thing; that strange Yankee, Quackin-
boss you remember him at Marlia, long ago.
He found out, by some means, that I was at the

hotel here, and he writes to beg I'll engage I

can't say how many rooms for himself and some
friends who are to arrive this evening. I don't

think you are listening to me, are you?"
"
Yes, I hear you go on."

"I mean to clear out of tha diggin's if these

Yankees come, and you must tell me where to

go. I don't dislike the '

Kernal,' but his follow

ing would be awful, eh?"
"
Yes, quite so."

"What do you mean by 'Yes?' Is it that

you agree with me, or that you haven't paid the

slightest attention to one word I've said?"
"Look here, Agincourt," said Charley, pass-

ing his arm inside the other's, and leading him

up and down the room. "I wish I had not

changed my mind
;
I wish I'd have gone to

India. I have utterly failed in all that I hoped
to have done here, and I have made my poor
father more unhappy than ever."

"Is he so determined to marry this widow,
then?"
"She is gone. She left us more than a week

ago, without saying why, or for whither. I have
not the slightest clew to her conduct, nor can I

guess where she is."

"When was it she left this?"

"On Wednesday week last."
" The very day O'Shea started."

They each looked steadfastly at the other;
and at last Agincourt said,

"Wouldn't that be a strange solution of the

riddle, Charley? On the last night we dined

together you may remember I promised to try
what I could make of the negotiation, and so I

praised the widow, extolled her beauty, and

hinted that she was exactly the clever sort of

woman that helps a man on to fortune."

.

" How I wish I'd have gone to India !" mut-

;ered Charles, and so immersed in his own cares

as not to hear one word the other was saying.
'
If I were to talk in that way, Charley, you'd

)e the very first to call out, what selfishness !

,vhat an utter indifference to all feelings but

your own ! You are merely dealing with certain

joints that affect yourself, and you forget a girl

;hat loves you."
' Am I so sure of that? Am I quite certain

that an old attachment she owned to me herself

that she liked him, that tutor fellow of yours
lias not a stronger hold on her heart than I

have? There's a letter from him. I haven't

opened it. I have a sort of half suspicion that

when I do read it, I'll have a violent desire to

shoot him. It is just as if I knew that inside

that packet there was an insult awaiting me,
and yet I'd like to spare myself the anger it will

cause me when I break the seal
;
and so I walk

round the table and look at the letter, and turn

it over, and at last
" With the word he tore

open the envelope and unfolded the note.
" Has

he not given me enough of it ? One, two, three,

ay, four pages! When a man writes at such

length, he is certain to be cither very tiresome

or very disagreeable, not to say that I never

cared much for your friend Mr. Layton ;
he gave

himself airs with us poor unlettered folk
"

"Come, come, Charley, if you were not in

an ill mood you'd never say any thing so ungen-
erous."

It was possible that he felt the rebuke to be

just, for he did not reply, but, seating himself in

the window, began to read the letter. More
than once did Agincourt make some remark or

ask some question. Of even his movements of

impatience Heathcote took no note, as, deeply
immersed in the contents of the letter, he con-

tinued to read on.

"Well, I'll leave you for a while, Charley,"
said he, at last; "perhaps I may drop in to "see

you this evening."

"Wait; stay where you arc," cried Heath-

cote, abruptly, and yet not lifting his eyes from

the lines before him. "What a story ! what a

terrible story!" muttered he to himself.
'

Then

beckoning to Agincourt to come near, he caught
him by the arm, and in a low whisper said,
" Who do you think she turns out to be ? The
widow of Godfrey Hawke !"

"I never so much as heard of Godfrey
Hawke."

"Oh, I forgot; you were an infant at the

time. But surely you must have heard or read

of that murder at Jersey ? a well-known gam-

bler, named Hawke, poisoned by his associates

while on a,visit at his house."

"And who is she?"
" Mrs. Penthony Moms. Here's the whole

story. But begin at the beginning."
Seated side by side, they now proceeded to

read the letter over together, nor did either speak
a word till it was finished.

"And to be sojolly with all that on her mind !"

exclaimed Agincourt.
' '

Why, she must have the

courage of half a dozen men."

"I now begin to read the meaning of ninny

things I never could make out : her love c.f re-

tirement sh^e,
a woman essentially of the world

and society, estranging herself from every one
;

her strange relations with Clara, a thing which

used to puzzle me beyond measure ;
and lastly,
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her remarkable injunction to me when we part-

ed, her prayer to be forgotten, or, at least, never

mentioned."
"You did not tell me of that."

"Nor was it my intention to have done so

now ;
it escaped me involuntarily."

And what is to become of Clara?"

1 ). Jii't you see that she has found an uncle

this Mr. Winthrop with whom and our friend

Quuckinboss she is to arrive at Rome to-night

or to-morrow?"
"
Oh, these are the friends for whom I am to

bespeak an apartment. So, then, I'll not leave

my hotel. I'm delighted to have such neigh-
bors."

"
May ought to go and meet her she ought

to bring her here
;
and of course she will do so.

But, first of all, to show her this letter
;
or shall I

merely tell her certain parts of it?"
" iM let her read every line of it, and I'd give

it to Sir William also."

Charles started at the counsel; but after a

moment he said. "I believe you are right. The
sooner we clear away these mysteries, the sooner

we shall deal frankly together."
"

I have come to beg your pardon, May," said

Charles, as he stood on the sill of her door.

"I could scarcely hope you'd grant it save from

rcry pity for me, for I have gone through much
this last day or two. But, besides your par-

don, I want your advice. When you have read

over that letter read it twice I'll come back

again."

May made him no answer, but, taking the

letter," turned away. He closed the door noise-

lessly, and left her. Whatever may be the shock

a man experiences on learning that the indi-

vidual with whom, for a space of time, he has

been associating on terms of easy intimacy
should turn out to be one notorious in crime or

infamous in character, to a woman the revulsion

of feeling under like circumstances is tenfold

more painful. It is not alone that such casu-

alties are so much more rare, but in the con-

fidences between women there is so much more

interchange of thought and feeling that the

shock is proportionately greater. That a man
should be arraigned before a tribunal is a stain,

but to a woman it is a brand burnt upon her

forever.

There had been a time when May and Mrs.
Morris lived together as sisters. May had felt

all the influence of a character more formed than
her own, and of one who, gifted and accomplish-
ed as she was, knew how to extend that influ-

ence with consummate craft. In those long ago
days May had confided to her every secret of

her heart. Her early discontents with Charles

Heathcote, her pettish misgivings about the easy
confidence of his security, her half flirtation with

young Layton, daily inclining toward something
more serious still. She recalled to mind, too,
how Mrs. Morris had encouraged her irritation

against Charles, magnifying all his failings into

faults, and exaggerating the natural indolence
of his nature into the studied indifference of one
"sure of his bond." And last of all she thought
of her in her relations with Clara poor Clara,
Tvhr.vp. heart, overflowing with affection, had been

repelled and schooled into a mere mockery of
sentiment
That her own fortune had been wasted and

dissipated by this woman she well knew. With-
out hesitation or inquiry, May had signed every
thing that was put before her, and now she real-

ly could not tell what remained to her of all that
wealth of which she used to hear so much and
care so little.

These thoughts tracked her along every line
of the letter, and through all the terrible details

she was reading; the woman herself, in her
craft and subtlety, absorbed her entire attention.

Even when she had read to the end, and learned
the tidings ofClara's fortune, her mind would in-

voluntarily turn back to Mrs. Penthony Morris
and her wiles. It was in an actual terror at

the picture her mind had drawn of this deep de-

signing woman that Charles found her sitting,
with the letter before her, and her eyes staring
wildly and on vacancy.
"I see, May," said he, gently taking her hand,

and seating himself at her side, "this dreadful
letter has shocked you, as it has shocked me ; but

remember, dearest, we are only looking back at

a peril we have all escaped. She has not sepa-
rated us she has not involved us in the disgrace,
of relationship to her she is not one of us she
is not any thing even to poor Clara

;
and though

we may feel how narrowly we have avoided all

our dangers, let us be grateful for that safety,
for which we really contributed nothing ourselves.

Is it not so, dearest May ? We have gained the

harbor, and never knew that we had crossed a

quicksand."
"And, after all, Chai'les, painful as all this is

now, and must be when remembered hereafter,
it is not without its good side. We will all draw
closer to each other, and love more fondly where
we can trust implicitly."
"And you forgive me, May?"

.

"
Certainly not if you assume forgiveness in

that fashion."

Now, though this true history records that May
Leslie arose with a deep flush upon her cheek,
and her massive roll of glossy hair somewhat di-

sheveled, there is no mention of what the precise
fashion was in which Charles Heathcote sued
out his pardon; nor, indeed, with our own nar-

row experience of such incidents, do we dare to

hazard a conjecture.
" And now as to my father, May. How much

of this letter shall we tell him ?"
*

"All every word of it. It will pain him as

it has pained us, or even more; but, that pain
once over, he will come back, without one re-

served thought, to all his old affection for us,

and we shall be happy as we used to be."

CHAPTER LXI.

AN EAGER GUEST.

WHEN Lord Agincourt returned to his hotel,

he was astonished to sec waiters passing in and
out of his apartment with trays covered with

dishes, decanters of wine, and plates of fruit, but

as he caught the deep tone of O'Shea's voice

from within, he quickly understood how that

free-and-easy personage was making himself at

home.
"
Oh, it is here you arc !

M
said Agincourt, en-

tering ;
"and Charley and I have been just spec-

ulating whether you might nt have been expi-
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ating some of your transgressions in an Austrian

jail."" I am here, as you perceive," said the O'Shea,

wiping his lips with his napkin,
" and doing in-

differently well, too. By the way they treat me,
I'm given to believe that your credit stands well

with the hotel people."
"When did you arrive?"

"An hour ago; just in time to make them
roast that hedgehog. They call it a sucking-

pig, but I know it's a hedgehog, for I was eight-
and-forty hours without eating."

" How was that?"
"This way," said he, as he drew out the lin-

ing of his pockets, and showed that they were

perfectly empty.
" I just left myself enough for

the diligence fare from Bologna, and one roll of

bread and a pint of wine as I started
;
since that

I have tasted nothing but the pleasures of hope.
Don't talk to me, therefore, or talk away, but
don't expect me to answer you for fifteen min-
utes more."

Agincourt nodded, and seated himself at the

table, in quiet contemplation of the O'Shea's

performance. "I got an answer to my letter

about you," said he, at length, and rather curi-

ous to watch the struggle between his hunger
and his curiosity.

O'Shca gave a nod, as though to say "Pro-
ceed ;" but Agincourt said nothing.

"Well, go on!" cried O'Shea, as he helped
himself to half a duck.

"It's a long-winded sort of epistle," said Ag-
incourt, now determined to try his patience to

the uttermost. "
I'll have to show it to you."

"Is it Yes or No?" asked O'Shea, eagerly,
and almost choking himself with the effort to

speak.
" That's pretty much how you take it. You

see, my uncle is one of those formal old fellows

trained in official life, and who have a horror of

doing any thing against the traditions of a de-

partment
"

"Well, well, well! but can't he say whether
he'll give me something or not?"
"So he does say it; but you interrupt me at

every moment. When you have read through
this letter, you'll be better able to appreciate the

difficulties of his position, and also decide on
what you think most conducive to your own in-

terests."

O'Shea groaned heavily as he placed the re-

mainder of the duck on his plate.
" What of your duel ? How did it go off?"
"
Beautifully."-" Did yonr man behave well?"

"Beautifully."
"Was he hit?"
A shake of the head.
"Was the Frenchman wounded?"
" Here flesh wound nothing serious."

"That's all
t right. I'll leave you now, to fin-

ish your lunch in quiet. You'll find me on the

Pincian when you stroll out.
1 '

"Look here! Don't go! Wait a bit! I

want you to tell me in one word Can I get

any thing or not ?''

The intense earnestness of his face as he spoke
would have made any farther tantalizing such a

cruelty, that Agincourt answered frankly, "Yes,
old fellow, they've made you a Boundary Com-
mi.-sioner; I forget where, but you're to have

a thousand a year, and some allowances be-

sides.
"

" This isn't ajoke ? You're telling me truth ?"

asked he, trembling all over with anxiety.
" On honor," said Agincourt, giving his hand.
"You're a trump, then

; upon my conscience,

you're a trump. Here I am now, close upon
eight-and-thirty I don't look it by five years,
but I am -and after sitting for nine sessions in

Parliament, not a man did I ever find would do
me a hand's turn, but it's to a brut of a boy I

owe the only bit of good fortune of my whole

life. That's what I call hard very hard."
"I don't perceive that it's very complimenta-

ry to myself either," said Agincourt, struggling
to keep doVn a laugh. But O'Shea was far too

full of his own cares to have any thought for an-

other's, and he went on muttering below his

breath about national injustice and Saxon jeal-

ousy.
" You'll accept this, then ? Shall I say so ?"

"I believe you well! I'd like to see myself
refuse a thousand a year and pickings."

"I suspect I know what you have in your
mind, too. I'll wager a pony that I guess it.

You're planning to marry that pretty widow, and

carry her out with you."
O'Shea grew crimson over face and forehead,

and stared at the other almost defiantly, without

speaking.
"Ain't I right?" asked Agincourt, somewhat

disconcerted by the look that was bent upon him.
"You are not right; you were never more

wrong in your life.
"

"Maybe so; but you'll find it a hard task to

persuade me so."

"I don't want to persuade you of any thing ;

but this I know, that you've started a subject
there that I won't talk on with you or any one

else. Do yon mind me now. I'm willing enough
to owe you the berth you offered me, but not upon
conditions; do you perceive no conditions."

This was not a very intelligible speech, but

Agincourt could detect the drift of the speaker,
and caught him cordially by the hand, and said,
" If I ever utter a word that offends you, I pledge

my honor it will be through inadvertence, and
not intention."

"That will do. I'm your debtor now, and
without misgivings. I want to see young Heath-

cote as soon as I can. Would I find him at home
now?"

"
I'll get him over here to dine with us. We'll

have a jolly evening together, and drink a bound-

less success ro the Boundary Commissioner. If

I don't mistake, too, there's another good fellow

here would like to be one of us."

"Another! who can he be?"
" Here he comes to answer forhimsclf." And,

as he spoke, Quackinboss lounged into the room,
with his hands deep in his trowsers-pockets, and
his hat on his head.

"
Well, Sir, I hope I see you in good health,"

said he to Agincourt. "You've grown a bit

since we met last, and you ain't so washy lookin'

as you used to be."

"Thanks. I'm all right in health, and very

glad to see you, besides. Is not my friend here

an old acquaintance of yours the O'Shea?"
" The O'Shea ?

"
said Quackinboss, slowly, lay-

ing great stress upon the definite article.

"The O'Shea! Yes, Sir."
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" You may remember that \vc met at Lucca

some time back," said O'Shea, who felt that the

moment was embarrassing and unpleasant.

"Yes, Sir. 'The Shaver' recollects you,"
said he, in a slow, drawling tone, "and, if I ain't

mortal mistaken, there's a little matter of account

unsettled between us."

"I'm not aware of any dealings between us,*

said O'Shea, haughtily.

Wi-11, Sir, / am, and that comes pretty much
to the same thing. You came over to Lucca one

day to see young Layton, and you saw me, and

we had a talk together about miscellaneous mat-

ters and we didn't quite agree, and we parted
with the understandin' that we'd go over the fig-

ures again, and make the total all right. I hope,

Sir, you are with me in all this ?"

"Perfectly. I remember it all now. I went

over to settle a difference I had had with Lay-
ton, and you, with that amiable readiness for a

fight which distinguishes your countrymen, pro-

posed a little row on your own account
;
some-

thing I forget what it was now interfered with

each of us at the time, but we agreed to let it

stand over and open for a future occasion."

"You talk like a printed book, Sir. It's a

downright treat to hear you. Go on," said the

Colonel, seriously.
"

It's my turn now,
" broke in Aginconrt,warm-

ly, "and I must say, I expected both more good
sense and more generosity from either of you,
than to make the first moment of a friendly meet-

ing the occasion of remembering an old grudge.
You'll not leave this room till you have shaken

hands, and become what you are well capable
of being good friends to each other."

" I have no grudge against the Colonel," said

O'Shea, frankly.

"Well, Sir," said Quackinboss, slowly, "I'm
thinkin' Mr. Agincourt is right. As John Ran-

dolph of Roanoke said, 'The men who arc ready
to settle matters with the pistol are seldom slow

to set them right on persuasion.'
"

" Here's my hand, Sir."

"You'll both dine with me to-day, I hope,"
said Agincourt. "My friend here," added he,

taking O'Shea's arm, "has just received a Gov-
ernment appointment, and we are bound to * wet
his commission' for him in some good claret."

They accepted the hospitable proposal readily,
and now, at perfect ease together, and without
one embarrassing thought to disturb their inter-

course, they sat chatting away pleasantly for

some time, when suddenly Quackinboss started

uj>, saying, "Darn me a pale pink if I haven't

forgot all that I came about. Here's how it

was." And, as he spoke, he took Agincourt to

one side, and whispered eagerly in his ear.

"But they know it all, my dear Colonel,"
broke in Ag'incourt. "Charles Hcathcote has
had the whole story in a long letter from Lay-
ton. I was with him this morning when the

post arrived, and I read the letter myself ; and,
so far from entertaining any of the doubts you
fear, they are only impatient to see dear Clara
once more, and mnke her 'one of them.'

"

"Well, Sir, I'm proud to know it," said the

Colonel,
" not only because it was my own read-

in' of 'em, but whenever I hear any thing good
or generous, I feel as if bein' a human crittnr
nn -elf I came in for some of the credit of it.

Tii doubt was never mine, Sir. It was my

friend, Mr. Harvey Winthrop, that thought how,
perhaps, there might be a scruple, or a hesitation,
or a sort of backwardness about knowin' a gal
with such a dreadful story tacked to her. 'In

Eu-rope, Sir,' says he, 'they won't have them
sort of things; they ain't like our people, who
are noways displeased at a bit of notoriety.

' "

" There ! look there ! the whole question is

decided already," said Agincourt, as he drew the
other toward *the window and pointed to the
street below. "There go the two girls together ;

they have driven oft' in that carriage, and Tiara
has her home once more in the midst of those
who love her."

"I'm bound to say, Sir," said Quackinboss,
after a moment's pause,

" that you Britishers are
a fine people. You have, it i"s true, too many
class distinctions and grades of rank among you,
but you have a main hearty sympathy, "that

teaches you to deal with human suft'erin' as a

thing that makes all men kindred
;
and whenev-

er it's your lot to have to do a kindness, you doub-
le the benefit by the delicacy you throw into it."

"That's a real good fellow," said O'Shea, as

Quackinboss quitted the room.
"Is he not?" cried Agincourt. "If I ever

harbor an ungenerous thought about Yankees, I
know how to correct it, by remembering that he's

'one of them.'"

CHAPTER LXII.

CONCLUSION.

MOST valued reader, can you number among
your life experiences that very suggestive one of

revisiting some spot where you had once sojourn-
ed pleasantly, with scarcely any of the surround-

ings which first embellished it ? With all the in-

struction and self-knowledge derivable from such
an incident, there is a considerable leaven of sor-

row, and even some bitterness. It is so very hard
to believe that we are ourselves more changed
than all around. We could have sworn that
waterfall was twice as high, and certainly the

lake used not to be the mere pond we see it
;
and

the cedars surely these are not the cedars we
were wont to sit under with Marian long ago?
Oh dear! when I think that I once fancied I

could pass my life in this spot, and now I am
actually impatient for day-dawn that I may leave

it!

With something of this humor three persons
sat at sunset under the old beech-trees at the

Bagni di Lucca. They were characters in this

true history that we but passingly presented to

our reader, and may well have lapsed from his

memory. They were Mr. and Mrs. Morgan and
Mr. Mosely, who had, by the merest accident,
once more met and renewed acquaintance.

"My wife remembered you, Sir, the moment

you entered the table d'hote room. She said,
' There's that young man of Trip and Mosely 's,

that we saw here was it three years ago ?'
"

"
Possibly," was the dry response.

" My mem-

ory is scarcely so good."
"You know I never forget a face, Tom," broke

in the lady.
"I constantly do," said Mosely, tartly.
" Yes

;
but you must see so many people every

day of your life, such hordes passing in and pass-
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ing out, as I said to Morgan, it's no wonder at all

it' he can't remember us."

Mr. Mosely had just burnt his finger with a

lucifar-match, and muttered something not ac-

tually a benediction.
" Great changes over Italy indeed, over all

Europe since we met last here,
1 '

said Morgan,
anxious to get discussion into a safer region.

"Yes, the Italians are behaving admirably;
they've shown the. world that they are fully capa-
ble'of winning their liberty, and knowing how to

employ it."

"Don't believe it, Sir bigoted set of rascals

it's all pillage simple truth is, the Govern-
nients were all too good for them."

" You're right, Tom ; perfectly right."
"He'll not have many to agree with him,

then
;

of that, madam, be well assured. The
sympathies of the whole world are with. these

people."
"
Sympathies ! I like to hear of sympathies !

Why won't sympathies mend the holes in their

pantaloons, Sir, and give them bread to eat?"

Mosely arose with impatience, and began to

draw on his gloves.

"Oh, don't go for a moment, Sir," broke in

the lady. "I am so curious to hear if you know
what became of the people .we met the last time

we were here."

"Which of them?"
"Well indeed, I'd like to hear about all of

them."

" I believe I can tell you, then. The Ilcath-

cotes are living in Germany. The young man
is married to Miss Leslie, but no great catch, ei-

ther, for she lost about two thirds of her fortune
in speculation ; still, they've got a fine place on
the Elbe, near Dresden, and I saw them at the

Opera there a few nights ago."
" And that young fellow Layton, or Leigh-

ton
"

"Layton. He made ft good thing (-fit He
married the girl they called Clara, with a stun-

ning' fortune
,

their "yacht is waiting for them
now at Leghorn. They say he's the first astron-

omer of the day. I can
onlj

tell you that if his

wife be like her picture in this year's Exhibition,
she's the handsomest woman in England."

"
Well, well ! Wonderful changes, very won-

derful," said Mrs. Morgan. "And her mother
has she ever remarried ?"

"Yes; she married that man who used to

hare the Regent's Theatre Stocmar; but, if

Quackinboss tells truly, she has left him, and is

now lecturing in the States, and drawing enor-

mous crowds to hear her 'on woman's rights.'
"

" And so yon met Quackinboss?'
"

" Yes
;
he came out from England in Layton's

schooner, and is now gone down to join "Gari-

baldi. He says 'Come si fa?' isn't such a poor
devil as he onee thought him, and if they do de-
termine to strike a blow for freedom, an Amer-
ican ought to be ' ONI* OF THEM.' "

THE END.
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